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by Martin W. Lehman

What will the twenty-first century do to the

church, if the growth of scientific knowledge
continues and the rapidity of change continues to

accelerate? What will happen if violence becomes
more pervasive, if sexuality becomes more
perverse, if ethical questions become more com-

,
plex?

Anyone can ask questions. Scientists will ven-

ture tentative answers. Trends are predictable if

one is given the proper data. But fools may offer

their own unrealistic dreamlike answers. For
fools sometimes seize the future from the hands
of the realists and reshape the future by their

fantasies.

Anyone may wish the twenty-first century to

be millennial. If the Christ were to soon return to

the earth on the clouds with power and great

glory and establish his kingdom on earth for the

next 1,000 years, he would save his church a lot of

Fools sometimes seize the future from

the hands of the realists and reshape

the future by their fantasies.



trouble. The millennium would be a welcome
change.

Don't count on it. But the church of this fool's

dreams does not count on the soon coming of the
millennium. The Christ and his Father may
choose to allow the church to struggle with little

obvious help from them through the ethical and
moral maze of the twenty-first century.

Nevertheless, this fool dreams of a hopeful
church, which believes the apocalypse of the
prophets and of Jesus, and reaches toward the vi-

sion of lions and lambs lying down together, of

little children playing with snakes without
danger or fear, of the weapons of war being
broken and recycled into instruments of peace

This fool dreams of a church filled with

incomparable compassion, grace, and
power.

and plenty, with the bounty of the earth being
shared by all.

This fool's dream church will lift itself to its

full stature in Christ and in his holy anger and
conquering love will confront the militarists, the
misguided religionists, and the monied op-
pressors of all the evil empires of the earth, bar
none. The church will be meek and assertive and
will tell the whole world that all killing must
stop, all making of weapons meant for killing

must stop, all profiting from the poverty of
others must stop, all gathering of power from the
weaknesses of others, all abuse of others, all eat-
ing while others hunger, all being warm while
others are cold, all proud humbling of others, all

preferring of one over another, all polluting of the
environment, all injustices anywhere and
everywhere must stop. Immediately. For the
kingdom of heaven is at hand.

-

The Bible as it is. This fool dreams of a church
which will take the Bible as it is and immerse it-

self in the stories of the primeval beginnings, of
the patriarchs and kings and prophets, of Jesus
and the apostles, of the church and its reforma-
tion, and its struggles since. Biblical poetry, let-

Martin W. Lehman, Sarasota, Fla., is general secretary of
Southeast Conference of the Mennonite Church.

ters, and prophecies will be studied and in-

terpreted in the context of the stories which
produced them.
This fool dreams of a church which will honor

its scientists and its theologians as gifts to the
church. It will charge them to research diligently
and to report their findings fully and honestly,
even though their findings seem as heretical as
the claim that the earth was not the center of the
universe was to the faithful four centuries ago.
But this fool dreams of a church which will do

better in the twenty-first century than it did four
centuries ago. It will respond more quickly to new
data because it will understand that the unique-
ness of the Bible is not found in its inerrancy in

matters pertaining to science, but in a peculiar
perfection of its particulars. The particularities of
the Bible point unerringly to Jesus as human,
prophet, priest, Savior, Lord of lords, King of
kings, and Son of God. That is how the Bible is.

This fool dreams of a church which will burst
the tiny cocoon in which it has tightly bound it-

self and will begin to associate with and save the
world. The church will be driven by the holiness

of Jesus into the world to bear the guilt, pain,

hungers, and anxieties of a fallen world.

Harried and hurting humanity. This fool

believes the church will receive multitudes of har-

ried and hurting humanity. Those suffering the
pain and failure common to humanity will be
welcomed and restored. AIDS victims will be ac-

cepted and loved without asking, "Who sinned—
this one or the parents?"

This fool dreams of a church filled with in-

comparable compassion, grace, and power, en-

abling it to boldly receive sinners, and in the

warmth of its womb to give new life and work
amazing transformations.

The church of this fool's dream will be like its

Lord. The church will become magnetic like him,
and do uncommon things. Its members will have
sinners as friends and yet not sin, and they will

accept invitations to eat in questionable places.

They will champion unsavory causes and risk

tarnished reputations. They will sometimes of-

fend multitudes by being too much like the
master and too familiar with sinners. They will

make the right enemies. The church will grow in

numbers daily. The members will maintain their

connections with each other and—to their own
amazement—will connect with others.

The leaders of the church of this fool's dreams
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will understand that they may sometimes be dis-

liked and unappreciated. They will risk being

misunderstood and rejected. They will under-

stand that leaders must see the future more
clearly than others or they aren't leaders and that

part of being pastoral is being prophetic. Yet the

leaders of this dream church will survive. They
will be acknowledged and honored by the church.

Gain momentum. This fool dreams of a church

which in fewer than 12 years will overcome the

inertia of four centuries and gain the momentum
required to reach beyond the goals set for 1995. It

will affirm its diversity and repent of its

homogeneity. It will understand that no ethnic

majority owns the church. In fact, the church will

understand that in its pluralism and diversity it

has become more true-church-like than it was in

the days of its homogeneity and conformity. And
in the fulfillment of its mission, the church will

make use of all God's gifted persons, empowering
all women in the full exercise of their gifts and
skills with joyful enthusiasm. ^

My church

My church

Medley of manners and modes
Fancy brocades to sneakers and jeans

(It matters little)

School dropouts to academic deans
People coping with disabilities

And stalwart Olympic overseers.

My church

Ministers who practice what they preach
Turn a sleepy liturgy

Into wake-up worship.

Children know they are important here;

And the singing orbits the heavens
Higher than shuttle-high.

My church

Melange of manners and modes
But in the diversity

One common goal:

Spread the good news
Lend a helping hand
When a helping hand is needed.

—Dorothy Shank

IDEAS FOR OUTREACH
A column provided by Mennonite Board of Missions

(Mennonite Church) and Commission on Home Minis-

tries (General Conference Mennonite Church).

The friendship factor

One thing, above all else, is important for suc-

cessful incorporation of members into the
church. It is friendship! Strengthening friend-

ship relationships is an important factor in an ef-

fective evangelism and incorporating ministry.

The development of meaningful friendships with

others is one of the strongest bonds in cementing
new members to their new congregation.

These seven steps will help you and your con-

gregation put friendship and love into action in

your church and community. The benefits to you
and others will be great because loving, in Jesus'

name, is the most important thing you can do.

1. Make a covenant with God to love with all

your heart, soul, mind, and strength, and to love

your neighbor as yourself. When you do, you are

telling God that you are personally willing to

"make love your aim" (1 Cor. 14:1).

2. Identify those who specifically need your
love and friendship. Ask yourself, "Who are some
of my potential friends?" These may be relatives,

persons in school or at work, neighbors, or

persons with needs you can meet. Remember, we
are channels of God's love to others.

3. Act first. Don't wait for the other person.

Always act as though the responsibility for the

initiation and growth of that loving and friend-

ship relationship depends on you. This holds true

of old friendships as well as establishing new
ones.

4. Communicate. One of the most important

ingredients for developing a friendship is com-
munication. As communication grows, love and

friendship grow. Good listening requires con-

centration and the ability to focus exclusively on

what the other person is trying to communicate.

Good communication also requires honesty and
tact.

5. Identify a love and friendship opportunity.

Is there a hurt or an opportunity where your love

and friendship can make a difference? Jesus

reminds us that love responds to needs. The op-

portunity awaiting your response may be a

physical, emotional, relational, or spiritual need.

6. Respond with a caring gift. Gifts are not al-

ways purchased at the local shopping mall. You
can give the gift of support to a person who feels

alone and uncertain, the gift of appreciaton to

the person who feels neglected, the gift of for-

giveness to the person who needs it. Whatever
the need, yours may be the gift needed most.

7. Sliare yourself. This step is really a summa-
tion of the first six steps. Through our love and
friendship, others can begin to experience the

person and power of that perfect love. God is

love; God desires to share love through you and

your congregation.—Donald E. Yoder
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JOURNAL OF A HURRICANE FORTNIGHT

He shall hide me
by PatriciaLehman McFarlane

"Gilbert has struck the parishes ofPortland
and St. Thomas,

"
sisterJacki informed my hus-

band, Art, when he called home to Jamaica on
Monday morning, September 12, 1988. "The rains

have started here, "she continued. Their good-bye
was the last communication between ourfamily
in Lancaster, Pennsylvania and Art 's family in

Mandeville, Jamaica, for nearly 2V2 days.

Indeed for those 60 hours Jamaica was cut off

Our calls to Jamaica now prompt
the recording, 'Due to an emergency
in the area you are calling

'

from the rest of the world. Never before had
people we loved been victims ofa natural dis-

aster. We could do nothingfrom our calm, blue-
skied location 3,000 miles awayfrom Hurricane
Gilbert, the "storm of the century. "During those
hng hours we learned anew that we must and can
trust God unconditionally. Those we loved were
in his care. Here follows a two-weekjournal of
our response to the hurricane.

Sunday, September 11. Alta Metzler mentions
during prayer-and-share time at church that we
should pray for the people in the Caribbean is-

lands who are bracing for a hurricane. My hus-
band, Art, tells me later that it is too soon yet to

tell if the hurricane will hit Jamaica. "We have
several hurricane warnings a year," he comforts
me. "Hurricanes often change course just hours
before they are expected to hit. We didn't get too
concerned when I was a child until they were 12
hours away." Perhaps Hurricane Gilbert will

miss Jamaica as have so many others. It's been 36
years since Huricane Charlie slammed the island
on August 17, 1951, killing 150 people.

Monday, September 12. 8:30 a.m. Art calls his
sister Jacki. Gilbert has begun to lash Jamaica's
east coast with 125 miles-per-hour winds and
gusts up to 145 mph. Jacki reports that they and
Daddy's are as ready as they can be. Stores had
remained open late Sunday evening so people
could purchase emergency supplies. "All we can

Patricia Lehman McFarlane, Lancaster, Pa., is an English
instructor at Millersville University and free-lance writer.
She is a member of Laurel Street Mennonite Church.
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do is wait," she tells Art from his parents' home
in Mandeville near the center of the island.

12:30 p.m. I return home from Millersville

University and turn on the television. A weather
reporter informs me that Hurricane Gilbert is

now over central Jamaica with winds at 115 mph.
I catch my breath. Right now Art's parents and
his sister Jacki's family are in the center of the
storm. Teddy wonders why I am teary-eyed as we
pray together for Grandpa and Grandma's safety.

"Does God make hurricanes?" Teddy wonders
aloud later that evening. The lump in my throat is

too big to answer. We have already dialed 809-
962-1972 more times than I want to count only to

hear a musical interval followed by "Due to a hur-
ricane in the area you are calling, your call cannot
be completed as dialed. Please try your call later."

Late at night there is still no word from Jamaica.

Tuesday, September 13. I'm home all day and
find that I jump nearly every time the phone
rings. Our calls to Jamaica now prompt the re-

cording, "Due to an emergency in the area you are
calling. ..." We say prayers and wait.

Wednesday, September 14. At 6:00 p.m. the
phone rings. I leap to answer. Sister-in-law

Pauline's voice from Long Island, New York, tells

me "Daddy's are okay. I got home from work, just
decided to try, and got through." Quickly I dial

Art at work and cry the good news. He im-
mediately calls Jamaica and reaches his father
successfully. All is well for the time being. We
thank God.

Thursday, September 15. Art talks of leaving

for Jamaica as soon as possible to see his family
and carry in food supplies. When Lem Metzler, a
member of our church's leadership team, calls to

hear news of Art's folks, Art shares his plans.

"Maybe our church can get involved," Lem com-
ments.

I call Air Jamaica and find out that their first

flight to the island leaves Philadelphia tomorrow.
But that is too soon to purchase supplies and
make plans.

Friday, September 16. We continue to talk of

travel plans and finally book on an Air Jamaica
flight out of New York next Saturday.

Saturday, September 17. We cannot get
through to the island to share travel plans. Our
assumption that phone lines would stay up is

definitely wrong!



Sunday, September 18. Art and I are stunned

speechless by our small Laurel Street Mennonite
Church's generous gift of $864 for Jamaica to help

Art's family and their church—Mandeville
Brethren Assembly. We wonder. Wouldn't it be

special if this goodness could be shared with the

larger community? Art is fearful of sensa-

tionalism or inaccurate reporting but cautiously

calls the Lancaster newspaper. A reporter talks

with him. Art stresses that it is the story of one

small church helping another.

Monday, September 19. Art is pleased with

the short front-page story. He hopes it will focus

attention on the need in Jamaica rather than on

the stranded honeymooners! Curvin Hurst, a

member of our church and store manager at

Oregon Dairy Farm Market, calls to tell me some-
one has matched the store's grocery donation and
that other money has been donated. Channel 15

television interviews him for the 6:00 p.m. news.

WLAN Radio calls Art for an interview on the

6:00 p.m. news. We begin to ask, should someone
else go with Art? I consult Lem Metzler, who
thinks it's a good idea. But Air Jamaica says

there are no more tickets on Art's flight.

Tuesday, September 20. 1 call Air Jamaica to

double check Art's ticket. A harried ticket agent
tells me Art's ticket means nothing. Hordes of

people are descending on John F. Kennedy Air-

port in New York to board the one flight each day
to the island. It's really a "first come, first

served" situation. Art decides to pull an all-

nighter at JFK next to the ticket counter.

Art McFarlane re-packs relief

supplies at Philadelphia International

Airport before boarding the plane for

Jamaica.

Meanwhile I call Eastern Airlines again. Might
they not have a seat (more secure) for less than

the $742 round-trip they quoted us last week?
They do— if Art travels Thursday to Sunday—
for about the same price as Air Jamaica, a little

over $400. 1 book two seats, for when I had told

Curvin about the idea of sending a second person,

he had said, "I'd love to go!" I call Art and then

Curvin. Yes, each can reschedule his work and go.

Now we can triple the food order because Eastern

Allows more luggage per person and two people

are going.

I have just confirmed the tickets with Ridgway
Travel. Five minutes later their agent calls back.

The flight from Miami to Kingston has been can-

celed because Kingston airport is not up to code.

My spirits sink, but I call Eastern again. An agent

explains that the airport has a dusk-to-dawn

curfew because the lights and instrument-landing

equipment are not working. But the men can fly

into Montego Bay. Reluctantly I book and call

Art. They will need to sleep in Montego Bay and
fly to Kingston next day. But phones are down
again the whole past week, and we don't know if

motels are available or taxis working. We buy the

tickets Tuesday evening in faith and stop by
Curvin's for a strategy session.

Wednesday, September 21. 6.%5 a.m. I try

Daddy's one time more—just in case. I get

through! I call Art from shaving, and he talks to

his dad. Yes, motels, taxis, banks, rental cars are

operating.

3:00 p.m. Curvin's family and I pack groceries

for two hours into six large suitcases. They are
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heavy and some are overweight, but we decide to
reduce weight at the airport, if we must.

Thursday, September 22. Today's the day!
Pastor Randy Witmer stops by with a letter say-
ing Art and Curvin are short-term relief workers
from our church to another church in Jamaica.
We hope this will prevent any need to pay duty on
supplies or any other unforeseen problem. Art
gets through to brother Gerry in Kingston. The

We are stunned speechless by our small
church 's generous gift for Jamaica to

help Art's family and their church.

Lord seems to open the phone lines not one day
earlier and not one day later than we need them.
Gerry will meet Art and Curvin tomorrow at
Kingston's airport.

We open our promise box at breakfast. Art
reads the verse silently and looks at me. "Is this
rigged?" he asks. I shake my head silently. He
reads the verse: "In the time of trouble he shall
hide me in his pavilion: in the secret of his
tabernacle shall he hide me." The prayer: "Our
Father, when familiar surroundings fade,
strengthen my wings of faith."

We head for the Philadelphia airport in

Curvin's van. Eastern tells us we must reduce
weight because of airline standards. We must

I was sick

After 14 years in a nursing home, I think I know
something about visiting the sick. Of course, gifts
like potted plants and candy (to be shared with
grandchildren) are always welcome.
But some gifts, while priceless, are not costly in

dollars and cents.

I think of friends who have given of themselves
and their time over the years, reporting on events
in the outside world, sharing a good joke, cleaning
out a drawer, writing a letter, editing a
manuscript, reading a worthwhile book, or just
listening. Some people even sing and play instru-
ments in the halls, and we are glad that some do
this even when it isn't Christmas.

If Christ should drop in, unexpectedly, to my
sickroom, could he do more than some of his am-
bassadors, who have brightened the life of one
shut-in over the years? That is why, someday,
Jesus will announce to faithful followers, "I was
sick and you visited me."

—Helen Good Brenneman
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look funny opening huge suitcases and taking out
canned corn and detergent. We transfer some
meat to the carry-on luggage.

ll.%5 p.m. Kathy calls me. Curvin has called
from Montego Bay. All six suitcases got through.
The two "extra" ones had been on standby but
ended up coming through first. All had to be
opened in customs. The men have just had cold
showers and have no electricity. But God has
taken approximately $700 worth of groceries and
medicines and nearly $1,400 in cash and travelers
checks safely to Jamaica. That's about $10,000 in
Jamaican money. In good times inflation has
been bad. Last summer a 6V2 ounce can of tuna
cost $3 in U.S. money. A large can of salmon ran
$15 U.S. So this food and money represents lots of
buying power in Jamaican dollars.

Friday, September 22. 1 call Daddy's about
7:00 p.m. Art and Curvin are there and didn't
even need a car rental. Art's family has arranged
their transportation to and from Kingston.
Daddy's living room looks like a grocery store as
they pile staples according to kind—corned beef,
tuna, salmon, vegetables, rice, sugar, oatmeal,
dried milk, toothpaste, Tylenol. Daddy and the
other elders of Mandeville Brethren Assembly
are planning a meeting to discuss distribution
plans. One person in their church has lost
everything. Art's mother says another church is

in even greater need than theirs, and some food
and money will go there. Produce prices on the is-

land are already hiked so the money will help
people to purchase available supplies. Daddy's
and most of Mandeville have no electricity and
thus no refrigeration. Sister-in-law Jacki tells me
emphatically by phone, "Thank you very much!"

I

am eager to pass this thank you on to the church.

Saturday, September 24. Art and Curvin visit
the Youth Evangelism Service (YES) team of
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions with greet-
ings from two members' parents and a letter to
team leader Mervin Boll from his folks. They
seem glad to see someone from home.

Sunday, September 25. Tonight when Kathy
and I meet Curvin and Art at the airport we learn
that they worshiped at Bethany Brethren
Assembly in Kingston that morning. The song
leader asked them to sing until they raised the
roof. Looking up, Art and Curvin saw missing
tiles and blue sky where parts of the roof had
been torn away. Even so they sang "Praise Him
in the Morning" and "God Is Still on the Throne."
The preacher spoke about Job and proclaimed,
"Worship under every circumstance in life brings
blessing."

Like Art on Thursday morning, I am tempted
to ask, "Was this trip rigged?" No, but I believe it

was planned by a heavenly Father who knew so
much more than we knew last Sunday at church
when we took an offering for Jamaican relief.

Truly "in the time of trouble he shall hide me."^
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Church news

MMA president Jim Kratz explains why medical costs are escalating to MMA members in the
Reedley, Calif., area on Dec. 1 . This was one of eight such meetings throughout the U.S.

2,000 attend MMA meetings
on rising medical costs
Nearly 2,000 people attended eight

meetings held throughout the United
States Nov. 28—Dec. 6 to discuss the
problem of rapidly rising medical costs
and the resulting increases in health-in-
surance rates. The meetings were spon-
sored by Mennonite Mutual Aid, and the
attendance was more than double what
was expected.

MMA managers pointed out at the
meetings that medical costs have been
rising at more than twice the general rate
of inflation for over 10 years. The in-

crease for 1988 alone is expected to be 22
percent. Reasons for rising medical costs
were explained, and those present were
given some alternatives for reducing their
costs.

Question-and-answer sessions held at
each meeting showed that MMA mem-
bers have a variety of concerns related to
the issue of medical costs. Some of those
concerns are:

•Physicians, hospitals, and other med-
ical-care providers are seen as charging
too much and are often seen as charging
more to those who have medical in-

surance than those who do not. However,
most people feel their own personal phy-
sicians are doing a good job and see the
problem as being caused by other phy-
sicians. The MMA managers noted that
few people see the increasing demand for
medical services as a factor in driving up
costs.

•Many people want MMA and other in-

surance providers to challenge the health-
care system. Individuals usually do not
feel equipped to challenge the system
themselves.

•Many people have difficulty under-
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standing that higher claims cause higher
insurance rates.

•There is a sense of fear and even de-
spair among some people that the health-
care system in the United States is out of

control. They have no sense that anyone
is doing anything about rising costs.

•Some people feel MMA is not doing
enough to control costs and should reduce
the benefits it pays on claims. Many
people were not aware that Team Care
Health Plan, MMA's newest individual
health plan, has many cost-control fea-

tures people have been asking for. At the
same time, there are some people who
believe MMA should be paying more in

claim benefits. They would prefer to pay
higher premiums to have more claims
covered.

•Appreciation was expressed that
MMA is doing something about promot-
ing the concept of mutual aid. However,
some felt there should be more visibility

in promoting mutual aid, particularly to

younger people.

•A number of people were worried that
MMA is preparing to get out of the health
insurance business, and they would not
be able to get coverage anywhere else.

They were assured that MMA is fi-

nancially stable and there are no plans to

drop health insurance coverage.

•There were several requests for more
information on how to better use the
medical-care system.

The meetings provided an opportunity
for people to talk about their feelings.

Some expressed frustration and anger,
both at MMA and at the medical com-
munity. But there were also those who
expressed appreciation for MMA's health

insurance programs, particularly for the
benefits and service they have received.
Many people, even those who were angry,
said they appreciated the chance to meet
with senior MMA managers to talk about
health-care issues.

The meetings were held in major Men-
nonite population centers—Lancaster,
Pa.; Goshen, Ind.; Lansdale, Pa.; Newton,
Kans.; Archbold, Ohio; Harrisonburg,
Va.; Reedley, Calif.; and Kidron, Ohio.
Requests have been received to hold addi-
tional meetings in other areas of the
country where members did not have a
chance to attend the original meetings.
Consideration is being given to those re-

quests.

There was not enough time to answer
all of the questions that were raised.

MMA's mutual aid counselors are pre-
pared to respond to questions, and mem-
bers are encouraged to contact them for

further information. Those without ac-

cess to a mutual aid counselor may
contact the Member Services Department
at MMA.— Steve Bowers forMMA

AMBS boards
prepare for possibility

of one president
The two boards of Associated Men-

nonite Biblical Seminaries, meeting re-

cently in Elkhart, Ind., adopted provi-

sional administrative models to fit either

two new presidents or one president for

both schools. They instructed each of

their search committees in "joint and
separate efforts" to "find the best
president for its respective seminary."

If the committees recommend the same
person, that person would be selected as

president for both schools, working full

time in administration. If the committees
come up with two candidates, model two
would provide for half-time administra-
tive assignments for each. In either model
the president(s) would be assisted by a

joint dean, administrative vice-president,

and director of external programs.
AMBS is made up of two schools that

share a campus in Elkhart—Goshen Bib-

lical Seminary of the Mennonite Church
and Mennonite Biblical Seminary of the

General Conference Mennonite Church.
MBS president Henry Poettcker will

retire from office in July 1990. GBS
president Marlin Miller earlier an-
nounced his intention to conclude his

presidency in July 1989. Remaining on
the faculty, he wants to devote more time
to teaching, writing, and international

peace and theological dialogue. Miller is

considering a request from the GBS
board to stay in office one more year.



The boards also approved a new AMBS
mission statement. In it the seminaries

identify themselves as "an inter-Menno-

nite educational institution committed to

the Anabaptist heritage and the Chris-

tian church's global mission."

The first subpoint states that AMBS
seeks "to prepare pastors, missionaries,

teachers, evangelists, and other church

leaders to effectively proclaim and in-

carnate the gospel of reconciliation and to

equip all believers for their ministries."

It concludes, "AMBS is dedicated to

helping ministers of Jesus Christ grow

toward spiritual maturity, theological

depth and discernment, wise pastoral

practice, and personal commitment to

God's reign of peace and righteousness."

Publication plans
taking shape
for MWC study guide

Hansulrich Gerber has a gratifying

problem. Since Mennonite World Con-

ference announced not long ago that it

will be sponsoring an MWC Study Year in

1989, churches and individuals have al-

ready started sending in requests for the

study guide, which has been developed by

Helmut Harder in cooperation with the

MWC Faith and Life Committee.

The book, called Witnessing to Christ

in Today's World, is named after the

theme for Assembly 12, scheduled for

July 24-29, 1990, in Winnipeg, Man. Ger-

ber, as MWC co-secretary for program
development, has staff responsibility for

the project.

Gerber's problem? MWC headquarters

in the Chicago suburb of Carol Stream
will not be coordinating the book's dis-

tribution inside North America and, in

any case, the study will be promoted for

the latter part of 1989 in the United

States and Canada.

MWC has arranged for the book to be

promoted and distributed in North Amer-
ica through the existing channels of de-

nominational publishing houses. Lau-
rence Martin, congregational literature

director at Mennonite Publishing House,

is managing editor for the project. He
noted that past MWC study projects have
had disappointing response from
churches, probably because MWC had no
distribution system in place. Working
through regular publishers should rectify

that problem.

Coordinating a worldwide study is no
simple matter, noted Gerber. For ex-

ample, while the English version will be
promoted in North America via the de-

nominational publishing houses, it will

indeed be coordinated through the Carol

Stream office for countries outside North
America. French and German versions

are being translated and published by Eu-

ropean Mennonites. These editions will

then also be made available to two-thirds-

world churches that use those two lan-

guages. MWC is also sponsoring a Span-

ish translation, which will be published

and distributed from a location in Latin

America.

These projects cover the four official

languages of Assembly 12. In the case of

the many other languages used by Men-
nonites, MWC is making available the

English manuscript and inviting any in-

terested local church body to prepare its

own translation. Some such projects are

already underway.
At least 100 languages are used by

Mennonite churches in various parts of

the world. For languages other than En-

glish, the availability date for the study

guide will vary according to the comple-

tion of translation and publication.

The book is intended to provide a com-

mon basis for study, by inter-Mennonite

groups wherever possible, on issues re-

lated to the Assembly 12 theme. It is

designed both as preparation for the as-

sembly itself and as a means to involve

many more people in the discussion than

those who will actually be able to attend.

MCC finds itself

in two of the hottest

Native land-claim cases
Mennonite Central Committee's long-

standing commitment to support Cana-

da's Native peoples in their quest for just

land settlements finds the agency in-

volved in two of the hottest Native land-

claim cases in the country.

In Labrador, MCC volunteers Bob and

Dorothy Bartel are supporting Native

people imprisoned for protesting increas-

ing militarization of their land. In Al-

berta, the Lubicon band planned to block-

ade roads leading into their reserve in

order to dramatize their frustration with

the failure of negotiations to settle

outstanding land claims, and they invited

MCC Native Concerns director Menno
Wiebe to join them. In both locations,

MCC is playing a peacekeeping role.

In Labrador, several hundred members
of the Innu community of Sheshashit

have repeatedly trespassed on to the mili-

tary air base in nearby Happy Valley/

Goose Bay and blocked the runway. The
action was precipitated by frustration

with lack of progress in settling their land

claim, and by the fact that the federal

government permits the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization to use areas claimed

by the Innu for low-level military flying.

MCC has joined eight other national

church groups in supporting the Innu.

They have sent a letter to the prime

minister declaring their support for the

Innu's quest for an honorable land settle-

ment prior to any further development
and have urged the federal government to

meet with the Innu. The churches have

also joined the Innu in opposing military

development on their homeland.

In Alberta, the Lubicon Indians have
tried to obtain a land settlement for 48

years, with no success. The governments
of Alberta and Canada agree that the

band has not received land it was prom-
ised in 1940, but neither can agree on how
much land to give the band. At the heart

of the dispute is the immense value of the

timber on and the minerals beneath the

land claimed by the Lubicon.

MCC has been involved with the Lu-
bicon through Project North, an inter-

church coalition which supports just set-

tlements for Native land claims, and by
sending volunteers for four summers to

Little Buffalo through the Native Gar-

dening Program. MCC also conducted a

special medical survey during a tubercu-

losis outbreak at the reservation in 1987.

Participation in

Service Venture
almost doubles

Participation in Mennonite Service

Venture almost doubled from 1987 to

1988. Figures supplied by the two
sponsoring agencies, Mennonite Board of

Missions (Mennonite Church) and Com-
mission on Education (General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church), showed that 695

youth participated in 1988 compared to

371 in 1987. The number of accompanying
adult sponsors was up as well, from 119 to

224.

The program has two components:
Youth Venture, which provides indi-

viduals with assignments in North
America or abroad, and Group Venture,

which provides North American assign-

ments for church youth groups. Youth

Venture assignments are available in the

summer while Group Ventures can be

scheduled anytime during the year.

"I believe the message is finally getting

out," said Youth Venture coordinator

Paula Diller Lehman. "Following Christ

means more than lip service. It's total

commitment." Nancy Thiessen is the

coordinator for Group Venture.

"We thought it would be more educa-

tional than going on a canoe trip," said

Marcus Schantz of Waterloo (Ont.) North

Mennonite Church, whose youth group

participated in a Group Venture in Win-

nipeg, Man. "I came out with a much bet-

ter understanding of the people and prob-

lems of the city."

Kandace Helmuth of Dalton, Ohio, who
was a Youth Venture participant in

Salina, Kans., said, "Seeing how much
less others have makes me want to do

voluntary service in the future."
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
Long letters may need to be shortened.

Maurice Brubaker, Dallas, Pa.
I am responding to Dick Helms in

"Readers Say" (Nov. 22).

I believe we get into theological prob-
lems when we limit God to human limita-

tions. For example, 24 hours. Only man is

limited to the earth rotating once every 24
hours and one revolution around the sun
every 365 days. For it is by those two hap-
penings that our days are numbered.

I refuse to limit God to man's feeble
thinking. God is not limited by time.
Three hundred billion years means noth-
ing to the Creator of time and life. Man's
use of the term "day" in Genesis 1 and 2
is the only way that humans can relate to

a phenomenon they do not understand or
hope to comprehend.
The theory of evolution has never been

a threat to my faith because the two are
not generic. Genesis 1 and 2 tells us in

human terms what God did. I believe that
the process that is identified as the theory
of evolution is simply an insight into how
God created the animal kingdom, with hu-
mans being his paramount creation. I see
in nature a beauty and order that only an
omnipotent God could be responsible for,

with the element of time being important
only to human beings. When I consider
that one second in man's time could equal
100 billion years in God's time, then the
earth could have been created in one
second!

Finally, we should keep spiritual things
spiritual, and scientific things scientific

and stop acting as though the two are
generic. The scientific community is sim-
ply establishing the greatness of God.

Dick's final statement that the mind of

man must be interpreted by the Scripture
and not the other way around is confus-
ing. The Scriptures have been interpreted
by the mind of man since man has been
interpreting the Scriptures. Even Dick in-

terpreted the Scriptures in his letter with
his mind. I have done the same and will

continue to do so.

Elsie Brunk, Harrisonburg, Va.
Regarding Larry Hauder's article,

"Jesus' Humanity Makes Him Ap-
proachable" (Nov. 15): While it is true
that Jesus in his humanity had the same
temptations we experience, we must re-

member that he did not yield to any
temptation, but remained sinless. Thus
his divinity overcame his humanity.

I am not uncomfortable with Jesus' hu-
manity when we're talking about this be-
ing tempted as we are. But there doesn't
seem to be a clear-cut distinction between
the "temptation to sin" and "actually sin-
ning" in Hauder's article.

It is not Jesus' humanity that draws me
to him. It is his divine nature that gives
me hope. It is when I honestly face my
own humanity that I'm drawn to a High
Power (his divinity), which gives me hope
for overcoming the temptations in my
own life. The Bible encourages us to take
on the divine nature of Christ, and I long
to do that more and more. I don't want to
dwell on Jesus' humanity in order to jus-
tify my own sinfulness. I look to him as
my example of sinlessness, and thus I

desire more of his divine life in me.
If it is true that "it is Christ's humanity

which makes him approachable by the
unsaved," I pray that it is his divinity
that attracts and draws them.

Robert L. Sauder, York, Pa.
I am a follower of Christ. I grew up in

Lancaster Conference of the Old Men-
nonite Church. There were problems and
conflicts in our home, church, and even in
our conference. After graduation from a
Mennonite high school, I checked some
other church groups. At that point I made
a deliberate choice to stay Mennonite.
That choice is reinforced as I learn of
earnest, seeking, non-Mennonite Chris-
tians choosing to follow Christ's teach-
ings as I understand them.

After reading the Nov. 8 issue of Gospel
Herald, I wonder what "Mennonite"
means. According to "Readers Say," we
have Mennonites who are:

—opposed to voting (Good, Byler)

—opposed to not voting (Shenk and
others)

—assumed to be opposed to state lot-

tery, pari-mutuel wagering, liquor (Jen-

sen)

—voting for Dukakis, who is admit-
tedly for abortion (Baker-Shenk)
—opposed to abortion (Nafziger)

—expecting much from the political

process (Mast)

—using Scripture to prove a point (By-
ler)

In the "Church News" section there is a
report of those excluded from official

church recognition who still desire to

belong to the body of Christ and consider
themselves blessed of God. The report
does not specify whether the sin of ho-
mosexuality was a past or ongoing expe-
rience. Are we having an identity prob-
lem?

Jesus did say, as recorded in Mark 9:40,

"Whoever is not against us is for us."
Matthew 7:21 reports Jesus as saying
"Not everyone who says to me, 'Lord,
Lord' will enter the kingdom of heaven,
but only he who does the will of my
Father who is in heaven."

In this era when being Mennonite
means doing your own thing, I prefer to

continue loving my family, myself, my
job. I also commit myself to serve my
local congregation. I will also exercise my
right not to vote in political elections be-

cause I want to serve the One I "voted" for
and am committed and responsible to.

Jesus tells me I cannot serve two masters.

Gayle Peterson, Medway, Ohio
My heart was deeply pained upon read-

ing the article concerning the homosexual
appeal for dialogue ("Church News," Nov.
8). I am troubled that some Mennonites
have come to a point where they will "dia-

logue" concerning sin. Jesus did not ap-
proach sin in this manner, neither did the
apostles. Jesus truly had a loving and for-

giving heart, but his attitude toward the
sinner was: "Thy sins be forgiven thee.

Go, and sin no more."
I'm afraid that as a peace-loving people

the Mennonites have forgotten how to use
the sword when it comes to spiritual mat-
ters. The Word of God is "sharper than
any two-edged sword." The sword draws
blood when rightly used. It is painful to

use the sword (especially when it pertains
to family and friends or ourselves), but if

we are to be faithful to God and his Word
we must deal with sin as sin and not gloss
it over or dialogue about it. "Judgment
must begin at the house of God," says 1

Peter 4:17.

If we truly want to bring the homosex-
ual into the body of Christ, then let us
have the mind of Christ, who is "not will-

ing that any should perish, but that all

should come to repentance."

Nelson J. Shenk, Bally, Pa.
In the recent political discussions in

"Readers Say" there have been some key
points ignored.

The eight years under an "antiabor-

tion" president have not done anything to

slow down or limit abortions, which tells

me that this is not a legislative matter.
Rather it is a personal, spiritual, and
societal one. Actually, the other human-
related policies of this administration
have directly contributed to more abor-

tions since the majority are among the

poor and minorities. With the transfer-

ring of more and more funds from human
services to defense spending, there are a
greater number of people in distress,

which ultimately contributes to abor-
tions.
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Being "antiabortion" in word is not the

same as it is in action. The fastest way to

slow down abortions is to improve the lot

of those seeking them. This obviously will

not happen with increased military

spending. The abortion issue is actually

spiritual and emotional in that people

need to be helped in their personal lives in

order to prevent abortions. When persons

have allowed Jesus to transform them,

and the Christian community has extend-

ed a hand of love to them, then we will see

a drastic drop in abortions. But this must

be combined with more compassionate

legislation for the whole person.

Holly Blosser Yoder, Mbala, Zambia
I applaud Merle Good in "Why I

Haven't Voted" (Oct. 11) for addressing

the question of what is the faithful Men-

nonite Christian response to government

elections, but his arguments did little

toward resolving the issue for me. I fail to

see the strong connection between voting

and fighting for one's country that Merle

apparently sees. The argument that "if

you don't vote, you are in fact promoting

the least desirable option because you

haven't voted against it" still nudges my
conscience.

I agree with the author that socially

concerned Mennonites are becoming in-

volved in politics without being chal-

lenged by their church to think seriously

about what the implications of such in-

volvements are, but it's not so clear to me
that those implications are somehow in-

compatible with being a pacifist Men-
nonite. I would join him, however, in call-

ing for more articles and more presenta-

tions at General Assembly addressing

these questions.

Linda J. Umble, Coatesville, Pa.
"In things that are essential we agree; in

things that are not essential we love each
other." This was a statement given to me
a number of years ago. Since the issue of

voting/not voting is rather unclear from
the biblical perspective, it seems fair to

term the issue a "nonessential" one.

However, there seems to be a sudden
air of spiritual urgency to join the polit-

ical bandwagon by Mennonites who are in

favor of voting, while other Mennonites

who do not vote are not as vocal in their

stance. A common judgment seems to

mistake lack of involvement for lack of

interest. I hear a lot of emphasis on vot-

ing, but not much on prayer—the only

clear biblical directive regarding this is-

sue.

So let's stop giving Merle Good the ax

("Why I Haven't Voted," Oct. 11). He is

not stating his position as gospel truth,

but rather, challenges individuals to "un-

dergo the discipline of explaining your

position." Thanks, Merle, for your
thought-provoking article.

Donald Sager, Englewood, Colo.

I wish to thank you for the excellent

article, "The Question of Origins," by

Kenneth Erb (Oct. 4) and to respond to

the letters which have expressed fears

about the issues he has raised. As a

former science teacher, I too have been

concerned with the tragic threat to the

faith of our young people caused by con-

flict between what they learn from
science and what they are taught that the

Bible says.

In the first chapter of Romans, Paul

writes that what may be known about

God is made plain through the physical

world he has made and that this revela-

tion of himself is sufficient ground to

condemn those who do not believe. What
an awesome affirmation of the truth and

integrity of the universe! He also revealed

himself more explicitly in the Bible and

the ultimate revelation of God was in his

Son, Jesus Christ.

Since early childhood, my first love has

been to learn more of God's Word and of

Jesus, the Word that "became flesh and
dwelt among us." My second love has

been to learn more about this world he

has created and rules over.

Over the years I spent studying and
teaching in the fields of math, physics,

chemistry, geology, and biology, I became
convinced of three things:

1. From all areas of science there is an

overwhelming body of evidence that the

world and life on earth developed ba-

sically along the lines that the evolu-

tionists claim.

2. Evolution and the Bible are compati-

ble. They are much more comfortable

when put together than when we try to

make them oppose each other.

3. If most Christians would study the

Bible and the person of Jesus Christ with

the same diligence, integrity, and honesty

with which most scientists study the

physical world, we would be a far more
faithful church.

In short, I believe in evolution because I

believe the Bible. The truth of both the

Bible and the evolutionary process

depend on the integrity of the sovereign

and holy God, not on our imperfect

understanding and interpretations.
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Mennoscope
Men nunites frum four countries have helped
with hurricane cleanup in Nicaragua. They
came from the United States, Canada, Costa
Rica, and Belize to join Nicaraguans in digging
out from the destruction caused by Hurricane
Joan in late October. The U.S. and Canadian
contingents were organized by Mennonite Dis-
aster Service. A total of 70 MDSers have
served so far. The contingent from neighboring
Costa Rica was organized by Costa Rica Men-
nonite Church. The Belize group came from
Spanish Look-Out Mennonite Colony. Men-
nonite Central Committee is involved in
emergency aid as well as a long-term response
being planned in cooperation with CEPAD, the
Nicaraguan Protestant development agency.

A Mennonite-related group is operating half
of the largest urban recycling effort in North
America. It is Edmonton Recycling Society,
and it started serving 60,000 homes in Edmon-
ton, Alta., in November. The city had awarded
a four-year $6.4 million contract to the society
last summer. The group picks up recyclable
waste from all the homes in half of the city,

while a multinational waste-removal company
does the other half. The Mennonite-related
group currently has 30 employees—many of
them disabled. The group is supported by Men-
nonite Central Committee Canada.

Native concerns were high on the agenda of
two provincial meetings of Mennonite
Central Committee in November. Delegates in

Ontario passed a resolution supporting Native
land claims, and British Columbia delegates
approved the creation of a new Native Con-
cerns staff position. A total of about 2,000 dele-
gates attended the annual meetings of the
MCC organizations in those two provinces plus
Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba.

"To counteract the inadequate or erroneous
views of Christ and his atonement that are
being promoted today from various sources"
was one of the aims of the annual Basic Bib-
lical Beliefs Conference which was held re-

cently in Harrisonburg, Va. The theme was
"The Doctrine of Christ," and the guest
speaker was Dave Breese of Hillsboro, Kans.,
who heads a ministry called Christian Destiny.
The conference, which returned to where it

started in 1981, is sponsored by Sword and
Trumpet—a conservative Mennonite magazine
published in Harrisonburg. The organizers la-

mented the sparse attendance this year and
the absence of younger people.

Rosedale Bible Institute was the site of the
eighth annual delegate meeting of Mennonite
Central Committee Great Lakes. Located near
Irwin, Ohio, the school is affiliated with Con-
servative Conference. The theme of the meet-
ing was "Refugees and Homeless: Providing
Hope in an Unsettled World," and the main
speaker, Herman Bontrager of the MCC Over-
seas Peace Office, talked about who made the
refugees and the homeless. He urged Men-
nonites to seek contact with the poor, seek
ways to serve at home and abroad, and seek to
reduce their standards of living.

Various Mennonite Central Committee oper-
ations in British Columbia will be put under
one roof. Construction will begin early this
year in Clearbrook on a building that will

house the MCC British Columbia office and
three Selfhelp Crafts shops. The new building,

to be called "MCC Plaza," will cost about
3,000. It is expected to be completed in July.

The building will be located in the downtown
area and will offer more space to Selfhelp's
booming thrift and furniture shops, which cur-
rently contribute about $150,000 a year to
MCC.

A Kentucky man walked 2,100 miles to raise
money for low-cost housing in Appalachia.
He is Dan Danford, a speech pathologist at
Whitesburg Appalachia Regional Hospital,
and his five-month trek was along the Appala-
chian Trail. He raised $3,200 for HOMES, a
home-repair program for the poor that Men-
nonite Central Committee helped start. This
amount, plus matching funds from the federal
government, will permit HOMES to undertake
a major renovation worth as much as $11,000.

The newly renamed Hope Mennonite Church
of Fort Worth, Tex., dedicated an office
recently for use by Pastor Randy Smith and
for meetings and choir practice. The four-year-
old congregation continues to use a Seventh-
Day Adventist church for Sunday worship ser-
vices. Members of Hope's sister church—
Whitestone in Hesston, Kans.—helped the con-
gregation distribute a church brochure door-
to-door in the neighborhood on a recent week-
end. The congregation also used a Christmas
craft sale to draw attention to the new office.

Mission agency leaders are planning a new
seminar for congregations on the use of
small groups for discipling and outreach. They
are interested in hearing from people with
experience in this type of small group. They
should contact Ed Bontrager at Mennonite
Board of Missions, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515.

Youth groups interested in summer projects
that combine service with fun and learning
should contact Mennonite Central Committee
U.S. about SWAP (Sharing with Appalachian
People) and DOOR (Denver Opportunity for
Outreach and Reflection). Both programs offer
week-long experiences to church youth groups.
More information is available from Harold
Nussbaum at MCC U.S., Box M, Akron, PA
17501; phone 717-859-1151.

Workshops have been finalized for the Con-
ference for Multi-Staff Congregations
planned for Feb. 22-24 at Bahia Vista Mennonite
Church in Sarasota, Fla. Fourteen are planned
on such topics as dealing with personality con-
flicts, when to add facilities, male-female rela-
tionships, and reaching the unchurched. The
conference is sponsored by the Mennonite
Church, General Conference Mennonite
Church, and Brethren in Christ Church. More
information is available from Ed Bontrager at

Hungry people in Sudan to receiveMCC food. More than one million people in war-
torn southern Sudan are facing starvation. Up to 260,000 people there have already

starved in the past year. The principal cause of this tragedy is a civil war between
government troops and the rebel Sudan People's Liberation Army based in the south.

Both sides have used food as a weapon in the war. A recent peace accord, however,

has improved the civilians' chances of survival.

Mennonite Central Committee shipped 1,000 metric tons of Canadian wheat in

December to Kenya, where it will be traded for 250 tons of beans and 600 tons of

corn. This food will then be moved to Juba, the largest government-held town in

southern Sudan, and distributed at feeding centers by Sudan Council of Churches,

MCC's main partner in the country. "We are dying like animals, without being

counted," says Benjamin Yugusuk, a friend of MCC and archbishop of the Episcopal

Church in Juba. "Children, pregnant women, old people, are dying. All of the schools

are closed. People are so weak they cannot do their work." Pictured are children

lining up for a meager breakfast at a refugee camp near the capital city of Khartoum.
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A room in the inn? Eric Miller, a

volunteer from Phillippi (W.Va.) Men-

nonite Fellowship, was one of many
members who helped with the recent

remodeling project at their meet-

inghouse. Here Miller applies joint com-

pound in a former furnace/storage

room. The congregation hopes the room

will become a well-used station on the

"Overground Railroad." They have pro-

vided refuge for over 20 politically dis-

Mennonite Board of Missions, Box 370,

Elkhart, IN 46515.

Two of the founders were among the speak-

ers at the 50th anniversary celebration of

Haycock Mennonite Church near Quakertown,

Pa. They are Bill Anders and Abram Landis,

who saw the need for a church in the Haycock

Mountains in 1938. The first meeting place was

New Harrisburg School—two miles east of the

present site. Also among the speakers was
Joseph Pearson, a local person who was in the

first baptismal group. Another feature of the

recent celebration was a women's choir

consisting of people who were part of the

original choir in the 1950s.

Mennonite Board of Missions, Box 370, Elk-

hart, IN 46515; phone 219-294-7523.

Pastoral transitions:

•Elmer Miller was ordained as pastor of Upper
Deer Creek Mennonite Church, Wellman,
Iowa, on Dec. 11. He had served the congrega-

tion as a licensed pastor the past three years.

•LaMar Bender was ordained as pastor of

Pearidge Mennonite Church, Palmyra, Mo., on

Dec. 4. He had served the congregation as a

licensed pastor the past year.

•Terry Rediger became pastor of Cedar Com-
munity Mennonite Church, Waterloo, Iowa, in

October. He served previously as pastor of

Bethel Mennonite Church, Pekin, 111.

located Central Americans so far. Other

remodeling projects included an en-

trance for the handicapped. A native of

Smithville, Ohio, Miller is a former

member of Mennonite Board of Missions'

Discipleship Unit in Harman, W.Va.
—David Hiebert

mission and world religion at Eastern Men-
nonite College. Published by Herald Press, the

book is available for $4.95 (in Canada $5.95).

•Frontier Community to Urban Congregation

by Reginald Good. It is the story of the 175-

year history of First Mennonite Church of

Kitchener, Ont. It is available for $15 (plus $2

for mailing) from the church at 800 King St.

East, Kitchener, ON N2G 2M6.

Church-related job openings:

•Development manager, Mennonite Board of

Missions, starting in spring or early summer.

The person would manage the fund-raising ef-

forts for MBM. Development experience is re-

quired. Contact Dan Schrock at MBM, Box 370,

Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219-294-7523.

•Administrator, Kraybill Mennonite School,

Mount Joy, Pa., starting in June. The school

has 350 students in grades K-8. A person with

a master's degree and experience in adminis-

tration and education is preferred. Contact the

school at R. 1, Box 234, Mount Joy, PA 17552;

phone 717-653-5236.

•Teaching position, Goshen College, starting in

September. It is a two-year position in com-

parative sociology/anthropology. The person

will teach a combination of anthropology and

cross-cultural studies courses. A Ph.D. and

liberal arts teaching experience are preferred.

Send resume bv Feb. 1 to John Nyce at GC,

Goshen, IN 46526.

Maple Lawn Homes took its 75,000th home-
delivered meal recently to an elderly person in

the Eureka, III, area. Assisting with the de-

livery was local Rep. Robert Michel, who is also

the Republican leader in the U.S. House of

Representatives. He then met with 60

volunteers who work with "Meals-on-Wheels"

in the local three-county area. The program
was started in 1977 by Maple Lawn Homes
with a grant from the Central Illinois Agency
on Aging. Maple Lawn is a Mennonite-
operated retirement community.

The new Michigan Mennonite Men's Choir
performed for the first time recently at

Midland Reformed Church. The 100-member
group, formed last May, grew out of the quar-

tet festivals that have been held the last four

years. The choir's objectives are to praise God,

fellowship with other churches, raise funds for

Mennonite Central Committee, and promote
unaccompanied singing.

Nearly 100 Mennonite and Brethren voices

joined in song recently at a hymnsing and
choral concert held at Huron Hills Baptist

Church in Ann Arbor, Mich. Represented were
churches from six cities in southeastern
Michigan. The event was hosted by Ann Arbor
Mennonite and Church of the Brethren Fellow-

ship.

South Central Conference women had their

"soils" nurtured at a retreat held recently at

Cross Wind Conference Center near Hesston,
Kans. Lois Hochstetler spoke three times on
Jesus' parable of the sower and the soils. At
the end of the final session, each of the 90 par-

ticipants planted basil seeds in a cup. Then
each one watered the soil of another's plant

and prayed for her partner's growth. The bien-

nial event was hosted by the Women's Mis-

sionary and Service Commission groups of two
congregations— Crystal Springs and Pleasant
Valley.

German Culture Museum of Walnut Creek,

Ohio, got statewide recognition recently

when it won three awards from the Ohio Asso-

ciation of Historical Societies and Museums.
This was the first time for the seven-year-old

museum, which took first place in the public

programs category and second place in the

exhibit and publication categories. The muse-
um features the German heritage of people in

eastern Ohio, including Mennonites. The direc-

tor-curator is Stanley Kaufman, a former art

professor at Eastern Mennonite College.

Volunteers are still needed to go to Brazil
this winter to help build a church center for

Brazil Mennonite Church in Campinas. Needed
are carpenters, welders, bricklayers, elec-

tricians, and plumbers. They would serve one
to three weeks between now and April. Inter-

ested persons =v
' Sandy Miller at

Missionary comings/goings:
•Ken and Natalie Johnson Shenk returned

from Japan in December for a one-year North

American assignment. They are Mennonite

Board of Missions workers who serve Japan

Mennonite Church in a variety of ways in Sap-

poro. Their address is Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries, 3003 Benham Ave.,

Elkhart, IN 46517.

•Brad and Barbara Beachy went to Japan in

September for a two-year MBM assignment.

They are teaching English as a second lan-

guage at Wakkanai Hokusei Junior College—

a

new Christian school at the country's northern

tip. Beachys served previously as English

teachers in China and Malaysia. Their address

is Wakkanai Hokusei Junior College,

Wakabadai 2290-28, Wakkanai, Hokkaido 097,

Japan.

Upcoming events:

•Pastors Week, Jan. 23-27, at Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries. The theme of the

annual event is "Journey with Jonah," and the

main speaker is Presbyterian pastor-author

Eugene Peterson. Also scheduled are worship

services that include preaching on four Jonah-

related topics, a children's musical called Oh
Jonah, special resource persons, a meeting for

women pastors, and a banquet with a hu-

morous musical presentation. More informa-

tion from Bev Sawatzky at AMBS, 3003

Benham Ave., Elkhart, IN 46517; phone 219-

295-3726.

•75th Anniversary Celebration, Jan. 14-15, at

Greenwood (Del.) Mennonite Church. The
event will include guest speakers, a mass
chorus, informal sharing, and a fellowship

meal. More information from Ivan Miller at R.

2, Box 30, Greenwood, DE 19950; phone 302-

349-4889.

New books:
•The Good News of Justice by Hugo Zorrilla.

Volume 4 in the Peace and Justice Series, this

book explores the relationship of evangelism

and justice. The author is a pastor from
Colombia who currently serves as a Mennonite
Brethren missionary in Spain. Published by

Herald Press of Mennonite Publishing House,

the book is available for $4.95 (in Canada
$5.95).

•Freedom for the Captives by Jose Gallardo.

Volume 5 in the Peace and Justice Series, this

book is the story of how love is rebuilding lives

in Spain. The author is a Mennonite-related

pastor in Spain who is involved in prison/

rehabilitation ministries, intentional commu-
nities, and church planting. Published by
Herald Press, the book is available for $4.95 (in

Canada $5.95).

• When Kingdoms Clash by Calvin Shenk. Vol-

ume 6 in the Peace and Justice Series, this

book shows how God's kingdom supersedes all

other "kingdoms" (ideologies) of the world. The
author, a former missionary, is professor of
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'Maintenance person, Mennonite Publishing
I louse. Needed are skills in building, electrical,
and mechanical repair and a knowledge of
electronics. Interest and experience in a pre-
ventive maintenance system is desirable Con-
tact Nelson Waybill at MPH, 616 Walnut Ave
Scottdale, PA 15683; phone 412-887-8500.

New members
Howard-Miami, Kokomo, Ind.: Trisha

Miller and Ronda Saffer by baptism and T. J.

and Mary Haun by confession of faith.

Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.: Garrett
Heese, Linda and Don Stoltzfus, Kirk Stiffney
and Susan Nyce Stiffney; Jennifer Snyder, as-
sociate member.
West Philadelphia, Philadelphia, Pa.:

Krispin and Annette Oyana, Phil and Mar-
garet Liechty Sprunger, Marianne Minsek, and
Greg Yohn.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Bascue, Roger and Joyce (Denlinger),
Mount Joy, Pa., first child, Adam Thomas, Oct.
30.

Bauman, Rick and Louise (Cober), Water-
loo, Ont, third child, second son, Jared Soren
Timothy Martin Cober, Nov. 30.

Bayler, Michael and Crystal (Eichelberger),
Fisher, 111., first child, Tucker Michael, Dec. 4.

Brunk, Michael and Debbie (Eby), Har-
risonburg, Va., third son, Brian Franklin, Dec.
7.

Ernst, Bruce and Karen (Mitchell), Colorado
Springs, Colo., first child, Jesse Lee, Dec. 7.

Ewy, Marti and Susan, Alexandria, Minn.,
first child, Kaytlin Lynae, Nov. 10.

Freed, Ronald D. and Deborah (Scott), Hat-
field, Pa., fourth child, second daughter,
Janelle Mae, Dec. 11.

Hartzler, Charles and Esther (Spicher),
Belleville, Pa., third son, Bryson Charles, Dec.
13.

Hedrick, Merlin and Deborah (Roth),
Quakertown, Pa., first child, Jessica Lynne,
Oct. 29.

Hertzler, Dan and Christie (Bradford), New
Paris, Ind., second child, first son, Joshua
Mark, Dec. 4.

Hess, Perry and Maria (Ropp), Kalona,
Iowa, first child, Alexander William, Dec. 9.

Jaindl, Rob and Linda (Alderfer),
Quakertown, Pa., third child, second son, Mat-
thew Stephen, Dec. 4.

Kidwell, James and Carla (Neufeld), Akron,
Pa., third child, first son, Peter James, Sept.
23.

Mark, David and Julie (Phillips), Indian-
apolis, Ind., first child, Eric David, Dec. 7.

Maust, Rodney and Martha (Yoder), In-
dianapolis, Ind., second child, first son, Reuben
John, Dec. 15.

Nice, Freddie and Janelle (Good),
Williamsburg, Va., second daughter, Lynette
Mae, Aug. 12.

Nissley, Tom and Caroline (Unruh), Bloom-
field, Mont., second child, first daughter,
Amber Dawn, Oct. 28.

Nussbaum, Robert and Lois (Steiner), Mt.
Eaton, Ohio, first child, Kelsey Marie, Dec. 10.

Peachey, Lowell and Rita (Eash), Kalona,
Iowa, fourth child, third daughter, Megan
Elaine, Nov. 29.
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Risser, Ron and Betti (Summers), Lan-
caster, Pa., first child, Andrew Jeremy, Dec. 9.

Thomas, Stephen and Linda (Lehman)
Sarasota, Fla., first child, Matthew Scott, Dec
9.

Vaughn, Frank and Debbie (Nice),
Williamsburg, Va., fourth child, first
daughter, Mary Alice, Nov. 8.

Wiebe, Lynn and Julie (Martin), Phoenix,
Ariz., first child, Kelsey Marie, Nov. 17.

Wittmer, Brent and Christine (Allen),
Washington, Ind., second child, first daughter,
Katherine Elizabeth, Dec. 14.

Yoder, Steve and Charlotte (Smith), Iowa
City, Iowa, first child, Sadie Colette, Nov. 30.

Marriages
Please se?id announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald " if the address is supplied.

Crist-Hathaway. Dan Crist, Quinter,
Kans., Church of the Brethren, and Janice
Hathaway, Hannibal, Mo., Pearidge cong., by
LaMar Bender and Reuben Horst, Nov. 26.

Longacre-Vallauri. G. Robert Longacre
and Dana Lynn Vallauri, both of Franconia,
Pa., Swamp cong., by Randy Heacock, Sept. 10.

Mason-Friesen. Phil Mason, Hesston,
Kans., Hesston cong., and Cindy Friesen,
Archbold, Ohio, West Clinton cong., by James
Roynon and Dan Johnson, Nov. 26.

Troyer-Cross. Lamar Troyer and Crystal
Cross, both of Berkey Avenue cong., Goshen,
Ind., by Art Smoker, Oct. 29.

Zook-Witmer. Gary Zook, Harrington, Del.,
Tressler cong., and Teresa Witmer, Green-
castle, Pa., Cedar Grove cong., by Nelson L.
Martin, Glen Sell, and Millard Benner, Sept
17.

Obituaries

Detweiler, Paul D., son of Charles and
Rachel (Derstine) Detweiler, was born in Hill-
town, Pa., Apr. 10, 1913; died of respiratory
distress syndrome at Grand View Hospital,
Sellersville, Pa., Oct. 15, 1988; aged 75 y. On
May 1, 1937, he was married to Anna Mae
Leatherman, who survives. Also surviving are
2 daughters (Marian Detweiler and Gloria
Brunk), one son (Kenneth), 2 grandchildren, 2
brothers (Clyde and Durrell), and 6 sisters
(Grace Detweiler, Edith Ott, Lovina Atkinson,
Rachel Godshall, Dorothy Swartley, and Lydia
Yoder). He was a member of Deep Run Men-
nonite Church East, where funeral services
were held on Oct. 20, in charge of John Ehst
and Arnold Roth; interment in the church
cemetery.

Egli, Elmer Merle, son of John O., Sr., and
Anna (Riggenbach) Egli, was born in Spring-
field, 111., Mar. 6, 1897; died at Manson, Iowa,
Nov. 30, 1988; aged 91 y. On Feb. 26, 1919, he
was married to Tillie K. Ulrich, who died on
Feb. 8, 1982. Surviving are one son (Winford), 2
daughters (Margaret Lindebak and Helen
Junkman), 6 grandchildren, 5 great-grandchil-
dren, one brother (Bill), and 2 sisters (Lydia
Martin and Mabel Nafziger). He was a member
of Manson Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Dec. 2, in charge of John
R. Smucker; interment in Rose Hill Cemetery.

Fielitz, Martha M. Greiser, daughter of
Ephraim and Jemima (Baer) Grieser, was born

at Archbold, Ohio, Dec. 15, 1917; died of cancer
at Archbold, Ohio, Dec. 5, 1988; aged 70 y. On
Oct. 6, 1938, she was married to Gaylord
Fielitz, who survives. Also surviving are 3
children (Ronald, Susan Mathew, and Lynn
Fielitz), 4 granddaughters, and 2 sisters. She
was preceded in death by one brother and 2
sisters. She was a member of Lockport Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Dec. 8, in charge of Keith Leinbach and
Allen Rutter; interment in Lockport Cemetery.
Hathaway, Florence Victoria, daughter of

William and Mary (Paugh) Hathaway, was
born in Marion County, Mo., Nov. 18, 1898;
died at Palmyra, Mo., June 18, 1988; aged 89 y'.

Surviving are 5 brothers (David, Russell, John,
Oney, and Oliver) and 2 sisters (Leona and
Mabel Hathaway). She was a member of Pea-
ridge Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on June 21, in charge of LaMar
Bender and Carl Helmuth; interment in
Coleman Cemetery.
Logan, William Jackson, son of Robert and

Catherine (Betleyon) Logan, was born in Mc-
Alevy's Fort, Pa., Oct. 13, 1905; died at Iowa
City, Iowa, Dec. 9, 1988; aged 83 y. On Nov. 15,
1931, he was married to Edna Hochstetler, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Dale and
Marian), 3 daughters (Dorothy Logan, Mar-
garet Chapman, and Mary Helen Miller), 12
grandchildren, 3 great-grandsons, and one sis-
ter (Helen Shirk). He was a member of East
Union Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Dec. 12, in charge of Michael
Loss and J. John J. Miller; interment in East
Union Cemetary.
Martin, Marvin, son of Willis and Elsie

(Martin) Martin, was born in Waterloo Co.,
Ont., Apr. 15, 1964; died in an industrial ac-
cident in Waterloo, Ont., Dec. 5, 1988; aged 24
y. On Sept. 14, 1985, he was married to Gloria
Martin, who survives. Also surviving are his
parents, 3 sisters (Lorraine Freeman, Karen
Martin, and Joyce), 2 brothers (Curvin and
Nevin), and grandparents (Alice Martin, Orval
and Hannah Martin, Minerva Martin, and
Cleta Martin). He was a member of Floradale
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Dec. 8, in charge of J. Lester Kehl
and Willard Metzger; interment in Floradale
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Interterm, Eastern Mennonite Seminary, Harrisonburg Va
Jan. 4-7

'

Churchwide Agency Finance Secretary Council, Elkhart, Ind
Jan. 11

School for Leadership Training (Ministers Week), Eastern
Mennonite College and Seminary, Harrisonburg, Va., Jan.
16-19

Mennonite Central Committee Canada annual meeting, Cal-
gary, Alta., Jan. 19-21

Alcohol Education Conference, Laurelville, Pa., Jan. 20-22
Mennonite Central Committee U.S. annual meeting, Phoenix,

Ariz., Jan. 26-28

Mennonite Board of Education board of directors, Hesston,
Kans., Feb. 2-4

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Phoenix,
Ariz., Feb. 10-11

Iowa-Nebraska Conference consultation with churchwide
boards, Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. 17

Illinois Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Peoria, 111., Feb. 18

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and "re-

gional conference, Los Angeles, Calif. Feb. 18-19
Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart, Ind..

Feb. 23-25
Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General

Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Pattern of religious affiliations holds

in new U.S. Congress

More than half of the U.S. Congress

belongs to just three religious groups:

Roman Catholic, United Methodist, and

Episcopal. This pattern, which has held

for more than a decade, was reasserted in

the 1988 elections.

There are 139 Catholics in the newly

elected Congress—by far the largest

number. United Methodists are still in

second place with 73, while Episcopalians

are still in third place with 63. Baptists

moved into fourth place with 55 mem-
bers, while Presbyterians dropped to

fifth. There are now 39 Jews—an all-time

record high. United Church of Christ

dropped to 13—an all-time low.

If religious affiliations matter, then

there are signs that the electorate is be-

coming more tolerant of diversity. More
Catholics and Jews have been elected in

the 1980s than ever before in American
history. This strongly indicates growing
interfaith tolerance and harmony, or at

least diminishing concern about religious

affiliation as a political issue. Candidates

now are being elected in areas where pre-

viously the voters would have held a

hostile view of their religious affiliations.

United Church of Canada braces
for fight over gay issue

The United Church of Canada changed
during a recent week of meetings from a

"feuding family" into something more
like a troubled political party. Canada's
largest Protestant church is in the throes

of a leadership struggle, one that focuses

on the church's attitudes toward homo-
sexuals.

In the past, the church managed to

contain several points of view on the issue

of homosexuals without any major splits

among those factions. There are those

who call homosexuality a "gift from
God." There are those who call it a "sin."

There's the "sickness" camp and the "al-

ternative lifestyle" crowd. Until recently,

all those viewpoints managed to exist in

one church without a great deal of con-

troversy.

But a recent ruling by the church's Ju-

dicial Committee—that the church does
not need approval from local congrega-
tions for a statement on sexual orienta-

tion made by its General Council last

summer—has changed the tone in the de-

nomination from one of peaceful co-

existence to hard-nosed political warfare.
The statement said, among other things,

that "all persons, regardless of their

sexual orientation, who profess faith in

Jesus Christ and obedience to him, are

welcome to be or become full members of

the church." The statement further said

that all members are "eligible to be con-

sidered" for ordination as minister.

While those for and against ordination

of homosexuals tried to interpret the rul-

ing in their directions, the church lead-

ership decided to call for a broad dis-

cussion of the issue throughout the de-

nomination. But a powerful conservative

caucus within the church is not content to

leave the matter to church procedure. Its

goal is nothing less than the takeover of

the leadership of the United Church and
the remaking of the church in a more con-

servative image.

Abortions are performed among many
types of women, surveys show
Two surveys indicate that American

women most likely to have abortions are

black, young, poor, and unmarried, but

that abortions are common to women of

all races and economic groups, even wom-
en who belong to religious groups that are

opposed to abortions. The surveys,
conducted by the Alan Guttmacher In-

stitute, a private foundation in New York
that studies family planning issues,

shows that nearly three out of every 100

American women ages 15 to 44 had an
abortion last year. These figures have
remained constant over a decade.

The abortion rate for Hispanic women
is 4.3 per 100, while the rate among non-

Hispanic white women is 2.3 per 100.

Black women have the highest rates, with

5.3 abortions per 100 women. Roman
Catholic women have an abortion rate

equal to the American average of 3 per

100. Abortion rates for Protestant and
Jewish women are 30 percent below the

national average.

NCC crisis: money crunch spurs
questions about ecumenical vision

Hallway conversations, group discus-

sions, and documents presented in Tarry-

town, N.Y., at meetings of the National

Council of Churches recently were
dominated by a single word: "crisis." If

the activities of three NCC panels that

met are any indication, then it is clear

that the national body is at a watershed

moment in its 38-year history.

The immediate crisis is financial. NCC
coffers are being depleted as costs in-

crease and donations from the council's

32 member denominations—a mainstay

of NCC's revenue stream—fail to keep

pace with inflation. Those financial diffi-

culties, officials said, indicate a much
more troubling and broader problem—

a

continuing decline in public support for

America's mainline Christian denomina-

tions. At stake, they believe, is the ecu-

menical vision of a unified Christian voice

which in NCC's case has frequently acted

as a liberal counterpoint to positions

taken by conservative churches.

Mississippians continue to question
Presbyterian ties

Mississippians affiliated with the Pres-

byterian Church continue to have doubts
about whether to remain within the
mainline denomination or affiliate with
one of the smaller, more conservative

Presbyterian groups. Scores of local

churches in southern states have left the

three-million-member Presbyterian

Church (USA) and its predecessor de-

nomination in the South over the past 15

years—a protest, in part, against the 1983

merger which brought together the

southern and more liberal northern
branches of the church.

A vast majority of the local churches

which left the denomination did so prior

to the merger, most flocking to the con-

servative Atlanta-based Presbyterian
Church in America after it was founded

in 1973. Prior to 1973 there were 153

churches with 35,000 members in

Mississippi affiliated with the Presby-

terian Church in the United States—the

Presbyterian Church (USA)'s predecessor

body in the South. There are currently

only 53 churches with 18,000 members in

the Presbytery of Mississippi.

Dying man confesses to

1963 bombing of black church
Gary Tucker, a retired bus driver now

being treated for bone cancer in a Veter-

ans Administration hospital in Tus-
caloosa, Ala., has told agents of the Fed-

eral Bureau of Investigation that he par-

ticipated in the 1963 bombing of Birm-

ingham's 16th Street Baptist Church that

killed four black girls. He said he wanted
to clear his conscience before dying.

Tucker confessed that he placed a case

of dynamite at the church before the

bombing and set the detonator to go off

the following morning, a Sunday. The
bombing horrified the nation and con-

vinced many Alabamians that segrega-

tion was immoral. Historians of the '60s

say that the bombing was a turning point

in the civil rights movement.
Robert Chambliss, a former member of

the Ku Klux Klan, was the only person

convicted of murder in the bombing. He
died in 1985 while still in custody. Several

suspects had been publicly identified as

taking part in the murder, but only

Chambliss was charged. Tucker's death-

bed statement apparently implicates

others.
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A time whose idea has come
Tom Sine's book Why Settlefor More and Miss

the Best? (Word, $8.95) grew out of a series of lec-

tures at Wheaton College. It includes a few corny
illustrations that may have carried weight in an
oral presentation, but didn't do much for me as a

reader of the book.

But Tom has his eyes on the right targets and,

to change the figure, his writing strikes sparks

from time to time. Tom's thesis is stated by Tony
Campolo in the foreword: "Sine and his counter-

culture associates contend that what Jesus taught

two thousand years ago in the Sermon on the

Mount is a viable lifestyle that will produce joy

and personal ecstasy in the midst of modern
America. These voices, crying in the wilderness,

call young people to abandon the temptation to

live out their lives in the pursuit of the reasonable

goals prescribed by the dominant culture and,

instead, seek vocations wherein they can be

instruments for the values of another kingdom,
the kingdom of God" (p. xii).

If this doesn't sound like anything really new,
it isn't. But Tom helps us to see how easily this

biblical vision can become covered over with

faulty theology so that the truth is distorted and
people end up doing the opposite of what they

were called to do. His second chapter, "Discerning

half-truths and false visions," describes four

hypothetical North American Christian couples

"typical of certain people I meet in my travels" (p.

26). Each of the four has got hold of one aspect of

the American dream, lathered it over with pop
theology, and pursued it vigorously. The first

couple are yuppies, the second liberals, the third

fundamentalists, and the fourth apocalyptic na-

tionalists. In spite of their mouthing of

theological cliches, none of these couples has
come to terms with the call of Christ to work for

the kingdom of heaven. "All four couples—and
the groups they represent—have based their lives

on half-truths and full fictions that keep them
from being fully linked to God's loving purposes

that are changing the world" (p. 51).

Tom's solution to the problem is to follow the
story of God "by connecting our dreams to a vision

that is bigger than we are—a vision that is big

enough for the times and world we live in" (p. 82).

The rest of the book is an attempt to help Chris-

tians accept a vision of a life that is more than the
rat race—personal and congregational missions

which serve people in terms of their deepest

needs. He keeps looking for options and models
which will help to get Christians off dead center

and move them in the direction of faithfulness

and fruitfulness.

None of these ideas is revolutionarily radical.

We do not necessarily need to leave the country to

follow them. The main point of the book is to call

on us not to be satisfied with conventional reli-

gion—the easygoing gospel of modern North
America. Take time to pray and seek the will of

the Lord for our lives and congregations—a will

that, it is implied, will be more likely expressed in

nonconventional life patterns. (Jesus, after all,

was not your common garden-variety rabbi.)

Economize on housing, Sine suggests, by living

together in larger units. Or build your own
modest house. Then use the money these

economies make available to support the work of

the Lord. One group of five couples he describes

in the book participated in a creativity seminar
conducted by Sine. They concluded that by living

in cooperative housing they could save $200,000 a

year in cash or time for the work of the Lord.

Tom Sine has been on the Mennonite lecture

circuit quite regularly during the last several

years. What he generally says to us is that Men-
nonites have in the Anabaptist tradition a goodly

heritage, but we are in danger of losing it for a

mess of North Americanized fundamentalist pot-

tage. Stay with the radical ideas of faith, hope,

and love as described by Jesus and Paul.

Or, as he writes near the end of his book, "I

urge you to spend some time in prayer . . . listen-

ing to God, writing down what he is saying to

you, developing some modest first steps" (p. 221).

What Tom Sine insists repeatedly throughout the

book is that it is not necessary to split up the

gospel into words without deeds on the one hand
or vice versa on the other. He also insists that it is

not necessary to wait for the government to

change or the Lord to come to begin living

righteously. Nor must we wait until we under-

stand it all to start on the way.
It is an idea for our time—or anytime.

—Daniel Hertzler
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A CASE FOR ABSTINENCE

Fuddy-
duddies
and
demon
rum
by Keith Graber Miller

In advocating nonuse,

I am clearly aware that

I am going beyond
the direct biblical

guidelines concerning

alcohol.



The nonuse of alcohol is a biblical—and
also the most reasonable and sensible-
option.

It is said that a pastor once preached a sermon
against drinking alcohol, railing on the evils and
ills of demon rum. Finally, to conclude his

sermon, he said, with great drama and convic-
tion, "I'd like to go down to the bar and into this

town's homes and take all of the liquor, haul it to

the park, and dump every bit of it in the river so it

would never be seen again."

When the minister stepped off the platform,
the song leader went to the pulpit and said,

"Thank you, pastor. We'll close our service today
by singing Hymn 217, 'Shall We Gather at the
River?'

"

It should be stated up front that I advocate
abstaining from alcoholic beverages, as well as
other addictive and mind-altering drugs—such as
coffee, for instance. Mennonites of the 1980s have
various perspectives on this issue. For some,
demon rum has never touched their lips. Some
once drank back in high school, but have since
moved away from that experience. Some not only
drank alcohol excessively in the past, but
continue to do so now. And some drink

Keith Graber Miller, Goshen, Ind., is a Goshen College
faculty member who is currently leading, with his wife, Ann,
GC's Study-Service Term in the Dominican Republic.

moderately, socially. I have crossed over a

number of those positions at various points in my
life.

Our ancestors drank. It is helpful, especially

for those of us who advocate nonuse, to remember
our church's history in regard to the use of al-

cohol. Our earliest European faith foreparents
wrote against drinking alcohol excessively, but
there was certainly no clear call in their writings

for total abstinence. Later European and Russian
Mennonites abandoned completely any restric-

tions on alcohol; in fact, some of our ancestors

took the lead in manufacturing and dispensing li-

quor. Most other trade guilds were closed to Men-
nonites, which limited their vocational options

and made liquor production quite lucrative. In

one area of Europe, the name "Mennonite" be-

came almost synonymous with "tavern."

When Mennonites came to North America,
they often brought with them their European
drinking practices. In 1810 Mennonite Abraham
Overholt started a distillery near Scottdale,

Pennsylvania (see cover). Only in the late 19th

and early 20th centuries did most Mennonites in

the United States become abstainers, and that

was largely because of the Women's Christian

Temperance Union and other anti-alcoholic orga-

nizations. In all honesty, then, abstention from
alcohol is a relatively recent phenomenon in our
faith heritage.

Several years ago a friend asked me where it is

in the Bible that it says we shouldn't drink. He
was convinced himself, but a friend had told him
that the Bible doesn't say anything about total

abstinence, and he wanted to prove she was incor-

rect. There we were, stuck without a proof text.

"Thou shalt not drink" simply isn't part of the

biblical record, neither in the Old Testament nor
the New.

In Hebrew life, water was scarce and
frequently contaminated, while both the climate

and the terrain were suitable for growing grapes,

so it was only practical to produce wine for drink-

ing. However, the Hebrews also realized the
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potential danger in drinking wine to excess, and
we find frequent remarks against drunkenness.

Jesus made wine. New Testament attitudes

are similar. Some (including John the Baptist, a
Nazarite) abstained from drinking and lived

wholly ascetic lives. While Jesus seemed to

admire John and had great respect for his

lifestyle, he himself, however, apparently drank
wine along with most others in his society. One of

the most troubling passages for nonusers is the

first miracle recorded in John's Gospel, where
Jesus turns the water into wine at the wedding
party at Cana. We simply can't "grape juice

away" all of our biblical texts dealing with
moderate wine usage.

Paul has some things to say against drunken-
ness, which he considers a work of the flesh that

disqualifies one from the kingdom (Gal. 5:21; 1

Cor. 6:10). Deacons aren't to be addicted to much
wine (1 Tim. 3:8), and church members at Corinth
aren't supposed to associate with drunkards (1

Cor. 5:11). At the same time, though, Paul wasn't
an advocate of total abstinence. In one letter, he
told Timothy: "Stop drinking only water, and use
a little wine because of your stomach and your
frequent illnesses." Wine should be used for

medicinal purposes, Paul was saying—at the very
least (1 Tim. 5:23). Paul rejected both self-indul-

gent and ascetic lifestyles. He may have been tell-

ing Timothy to stop being such a fuddy-duddy.
Overall, then, both the Old and New Testa-

ments explicitly and implicitly condemn
excessive drinking or drunkenness, but the bib-
lical witness also seems to allow for moderate
drinking. If we make a rule which says alcohol
cannot be used, then we're going beyond what
we're told in the Bible— if we want to be wholly
literal.

Bible isn't clear. In advocating nonuse, I am
clearly aware that I am going beyond the direct
biblical guidelines concerning alcohol. The Bible
is not a code book, which covers everything in all

cases for all ages. We don't find crystal-clear
statements about abortion or genetic engineering
or heart transplants or heroic life-support
systems or nuclear energy or computer piracy or
contraception or dancing, but most of us believe
we can draw certain conclusions from biblical
principles.

But sometimes, because the Bible is not a law
book, it takes us beyond what is stated in the New
Testament or practiced by the earliest Christians.
For me and many others, alcohol is a prime

example of this. Slavery and the role of women
are two other illustrations of where the Bible
points us beyond what is explicitly stated—where
biblical trajectories move us toward an ethic not
clearly fleshed-out until centuries later. If we
were straight biblical literalists, we could be
regular drinkers who owned a slave or two and
whose women were completely silent in church.
God forbid!

Alcohol continues to cause more
brokenness in our society than any
other drug.

The New Testament ethic is also concerned
with the conduct of the individuals not only per-

sonally but in their social context. What we do af-

fects other people, and those other persons need
to be taken into consideration when we make
ethical decisions. As Howard H. Charles noted
two decades ago in Alcohol and the Bible (Herald
Press, 1966, p. 30), when the Corinthians boasted
that "all things are lawful," Paul reminded them
that "not all things build up. Let us not seek our
own good, but the good of our neighbor." (1 Cor.

10:23f.).

Nonuse is biblical. With those ethical prin-

ciples serving as a backdrop, I want to suggest
five considerations which led me to believe that

nonuse of alcohol is biblical—and also the most
reasonable and sensible—option. These reasons
closely parallel those cited by J. Lawrence
Burkholder nearly a decade ago ("Toward a New
Agenda on Alcohol," Gospel Herald, Nov. 6, 1979).

1. Health concerns. First of all, I want to

perform a semi-miracle and turn Jesus' wine back
into grape juice. Well, not exactly, but it should
be said that Jesus' brew was somewhat different

from the distilled beverages available today. Dur-
ing the Middle Ages, the process of distillation

was developed, which increased the potential al-

coholic content of beverages from 12-14 percent to

40-50 percent (that would be 80-100 proof). That
means today's liquor can be four times as strong
as that in Jesus' day.

And contrary to what we may believe (and
contrary to what Paul said), imbibing such
spirits—even moderately— is not good for our
health. Alcohol contributes to or causes cirrhosis

of the liver, pancreatitis, brain damage, malnu-
trition, pneumonia, impotency, ulcers, convul-
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sions, and several other related diseases or condi-

tions.

2. Danger ofavoiding reality. Many who drink

wind up getting drunk from time to time. As
Burkholder wrote, alcohol "is used by many, not

to make 'a glad heart and a cheerful mind,' but to

escape reality." Alcohol is used to help people

"relax" or "socialize." But if we are unable to be
"ourselves" without being loosened up by alcohol,

No matter how much we think we can
handle our alcohol, there may be others

who see our actions and begin drinking

and not handling it.

then we've got a problem with who "ourselves"
are. In truth, drinking often shrouds a deeper
problem.

3. Peacemaking and violence-making. Alcohol
continues to cause more brokenness in our society

than any other drug, prompting an inherent
contradiction for alcohol-drinking peacemakers.
Every 23 minutes—during the period it may take
you to read this article, for instance—someone in

the U.S. is killed by a drunk driver; nearly 70
people are killed daily by drunk drivers, or 25,000
each year. Half of those reading this will be in-

volved in an alcohol-related crash at some point
in their lifetimes.

Our technological culture is greatly different

from that of first-century Palestine. Most people
who drink need to get behind the wheel of an au-
tomobile (rather than on a camel or horse) when
they are finished, and these vehicles, some weigh-
ing several tons and capable of traveling at high
speeds, can destroy whole families with only a
slight miscalculation. And they do. Regularly.

Also, according to the National Council on Al-
coholism, the use of alcohol is involved in 80 per-

cent of fire deaths, 35 percent of assaults in the
home, and more than 60 percent of drownings,
murders, and cases of child abuse. When we
speak of violence and oppression in Ireland or the
West Bank or Nicaragua, we must also consider
the even-more destructive violence which occurs
as a result of alcohol consumption.

U. Stewardship. A decade ago, in one year
persons in the United States spent $30 billion for

alcoholic beverages. In 1980 alone, total expenses
arising from alcohol problems in the U.S. (inju-

ries at work, accidents, health problems, loss of

work days) amounted to $68 billion. It is esti-

mated that the grain used each year for the alco-

holic beverages consumed just in the U.S. would
be enough to feed 40 to 50 million people. Any
Christian considering drinking—even
moderately—must take into consideration the in-

dustry being supported, and the demonic waste
that occurs because of the drug. To participate in

the alcohol industry is to make irresponsible use
of money and the earth's resources.

5. Modeling and witness. For me, this has been
the most compelling issue. No matter how much
we think we can handle our alcohol, there may be

others who see our actions and begin drinking

and not handling it. That's part of the social

responsibility of the gospel. Nothing we do hap-
pens without it having some effect on others: on

our sisters and brothers, our children, or our

parents. What responsibility do we carry if our

use of alcohol influences a person who has a

weakness with it? What about witness to those

who are outside the faith and are nearly

persuaded by our peacemaking and stewardship

emphases . . . but then are tripped up by our in-

consistent application of those same principles to

alcohol?

In his letter to the church at Rome, Paul wrote
that the Christian must act in such a way as not

to place "a stumbling block or hindrance in the

way of another. ... If your brother [or sister] is

being injured by what you eat, you are no longer

walking in love. Do not let what you eat cause the

ruin of one for whom Christ died. ... It is right

not to eat meat or drink wine or do anything that

makes your brother [or sister] stumble" (Rom.

14:13,15,21).

Risks and wastes. In light of these considera-

tions, I agree with J. Lawrence Burkholder and
others who have said that "as Christians and
citizens, our responsibility lies in the direction of

discouraging the use of alcohol. One's practice

and one's testimony should have a negative im-

pact on alcohol consumption." I believe the risks

and wastes involved in drinking alcohol

overwhelm, dwarf, and obliterate any supposed
benefits.

In the Mennonite Church, ongoing dialogue

concerning alcohol is needed. My hope is that

these words will generate continuing discussion,

and that we will be able to listen to and learn

from each other. And that we will truly seek to be

faithful to God in our response to alcohol. ^
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Henry Swartley: portrait

of a church planter

by Willard M. Swartley

On January 13, 1989, Henry Swartley of

Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, died of a heart at-

tack—two weeks before scheduled bypass sur-

gery. This was to be the second bypass—10 years

after his first one. Both his family and spiritual

children in the churches he began felt great loss

and grief.

Henry had spent his life planting churches be-

ginning long before the term was ever used: In

the 1940s he helped to revitalize the Groveland
congregation of Pipersville, Pennsylvania. He
began the Easton, Pennsylvania, congregation in

1952, the Faith congregation in Oxford, New
Jersey, in 1956, the Alpha, New Jersey, congrega-

tion in 1976, and the Bethlehem, Pennsylvania,

congregation in 1986.

Strategy for church planting. Did Henry have
a strategy? Yes and no. No in the sense that for

most years of his work he knew nothing of

Wagner's church-growth principles and statis-

tical analyses. In fact, his theology of the church
led him to welcome into one common fellowship

people from all walks of life. He described the

members of the Alpha and Bethlehem congrega-
tions as having a wide range of backgrounds, with
much and little education, rich and poor, and
from many or no religious traditions. That, he
said, makes church planting exciting and hard,
challenging and authentic.

In his journal he wrote, "It's hard to put on
paper what a church planter really does. Waiting
on the Lord and spending hours in prayer doesn't
necessarily sound profitable in conference
roundtable." But, he says, there is no other way
"to build a body that can stand the test of time
and the storms of life. This kind of church has to
be built in the arena of pain and struggle."

But Henry did have a strategy that developed
with his years of experience. In his journal is an
outline, likely of a speech on church planting, in

which he lists four fundamental factors to be
considered before beginning, five points on
"where and how," and then numerous considera-
tions essential for indigenous growth. Among
these are: develop the body concept (koinonia),
make plans for outreach the day you begin, and
remember your roots. He identified eight ways in

Willard M. Swartley, Elkhart, Ind., is a brother of Henry
and a professor at Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.
He is currently on sabbatical leave at Yale Divinity School in

New Haven, Conn.

which Mennonite churches might "stand in the

gap" in relation to what other churches offer.

These include commitment to the Word, personal

relationship to Jesus, peace and social concerns,

simple lifestyle, and concern for the whole
person.

Developing friendships. One of Henry's

strengths was the way he developed friendships,

which often began with a casual meeting. He
prayed a lot, waiting on God for guidance and
strength. With praying he also imagined. While
driving through small towns or parts of a city, he

spoke about and imagined starting a church

there. At times he would make inquiries of people

in the area, including efforts to assess how alive

other churches were.

Charles Brunstetter, now pastor of the Easton

congregation, wrote in memory of Henry: "I

remember the times when the Easton Mennonite
Church was just starting. I can still see Henry,

hat and Bible in hand, knocking at the door of my
parents' home. ... He came many times to invite

us to church. . . . Henry's persistence paid off. . .

.

We began attending services, and one by one we

Ida and Henry Swartley at Alpha (N.J.) Mennonite Church in 1985.
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began getting saved and our lives began chang-
ing. Praise the Lord!"

To illustrate his perseverance, Noel and Anna
May Davis tell how Henry kept visiting them
from 1959 to 1967, when they attended church
only occasionally. Then in 1967 they made a deci-

Henry spent his life planting churches,

beginning long before the term was
ever used.

sion for Christ and since then have been loyal

members.
Annie Parr, now 91, tells how she watched the

Faith Church being built and over time became
interested; she then attended the Alpha church on
the opening Sunday, was in the first baptismal
class, and has been there ever since. She writes: "I

remember many happy times out at their place in

Harmony. They often invited me and others to

their home for Sunday dinner. He loved to tell

jokes and would get to laughing so that his feet

would jump up and down. Whether at home or
church ... he hardly ever had a sober expression
on his face. He was always laughing."

A midnight prayer

Lord Jesus, this evening I rest in your bond of

love,

Your purposes will always he fulfilled

And I know that you will carry me,

Sustain me, and rescue me in that hour of

trial.

Precious Savior, through this midnight hour I

find peace;

Your presence is ever close,

And I feel you encircle me with love,

an overflowing joy as I am kept from evil.

Dearest friend, in the dawn I hear your
laughter,

Your peace surrounds your gardens of

heaven,

And I smell the aroma of the heavenlies

sparkling down through time, encouraging
the faithful.

Thank you. Amen.

—Henry Swartley

From his journal a month before he died.
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Kurt Kessler, Henry's Harmony, New Jersey,
neighbor and postman for many years and then
later an elder in the Alpha congregation, tells

how Henry became a friend to him and Doris, his

wife. In his tribute, Kurt said: "It impressed us
that Henry never encouraged us to leave our
church. He did admit later that he knew we would
eventually become members of Alpha. Almost
every day when we passed each other on
Belvidere Road, Henry blinked his headlights to

let me know he saw me. I knew that he had his Bi-

ble with him and most likely a couple of table
games."

Indeed, Henry loved to play games—checkers,
chess, and others. Not just one or two, but a
tournament, and he would strategize how to do
better, especially when he had a partner he could
not beat. He played much with his sons and
church members also.

Kurt's story in his memorial tribute opens
another window on Henry's style of building and
deepening relationships: "Last year I visited him
during a hospital stay. I brought some games
with me. I remember Ida [Henry's wife] remark-
ing that it was so nice of Doris to let me come out
and play with Henry. We had played a few games
of Connect Four when Henry's supper came in. I

said, 'I'd better be going now so you can eat.' He
pushed the tray aside and said, Til eat in a little

while. We're playing.' Fifteen games later he let

me go home for supper."

Guidance through dreams also played a role. I

remember his story of one morning seeing in a
semi-wake state three women in the hospital cor-

ridor where he planned to visit later that morn-
ing. He received a word to talk to them, for one
will be interested in coming to church. When he
went to the hospital that morning they were
there. Of course he stopped and talked, and one is

now a member of the church.

Theology of church planting. Did Henry have
a theology of church planting? While he wrote no
treatise on the topic, his speech outlines and
journal entries certainly show strong beliefs and
convictions on the matter. That theology also

shows forth in the tributes to and testimonials of

Henry's work. In this respect, Henry could say
with Paul: You are my gospel theology of mission
"written not with ink but with the Spirit of the
living God, not on tablets of stone but on tablets

of human hearts" (2 Cor. 3:3).

The memorial service tribute of Leslie Ra-
faniello, first a member at Alpha and then a co-

worker at Bethlehem, depicts Henry's style of

church planting as imparting to her four gifts.

Unconditional love; willingness to walk with me
to provide discipling, grace, and healing; a church
family and community—he taught me koinonia;

and "the reality that our God is a God of love and
peace."

After telling of hurt and oppression from grow-
ing up on the streets of Newark, Leslie—with
beauty, sadness, and passion—testified: "When



Henry taught me of my Anabaptist heritage, and

how much these dear ones suffered for the cause

of love, peace, justice, and servanthood, I knew I

had found my home. Henry had been a vessel—

a

willing vessel—and my Lord has used him might-

ily in my development as a child of God. Henry

taught me that I was never to forget where I came

from. My roots, though undesirable by many_

(even myself at times), prove that nothing is im-

possible with God. The way he taught me this was

by his willingness to bare himself."

Kurt Kessler underscored the role of com-

munity building: "Henry fostered the concept of

community which was so important to him." He
used charts in his teaching and on one was pic-

tured a wagon wheel: "the community of believ-

ers is like this wagon wheel ... all should dwell

near the hub, where the spokes are close together.

He wanted us to rub elbows, to laugh together, to

cry together, to pray together. Henry never left

our company without praying with us." In his

journal Henry copied a line from T. S. Eliot:

"What life have you if you have not life together?"

Henry's vision and prayers did not stop with

his churches. He had strong convictions about

peace and social justice in the world. He seems to

have considered this an intrinsic part of his

church-planting mission, as another journal

entry testifies: "The amazing and profound fact is

that the church most transforms society when it

is itself growing and being perfected in the love of

Christ" (Howard Snyder). I will not forget the

few strong words spoken by a tall broad-shoul-

dered man at the memorial service during open
sharing: "My country taught me to be a man of

war; Henry taught me to be a man of peace."

Henry had great concern about our Vision 95

goals. He wanted our Mennonite Church to grow,

but he also wanted us to do our church planting in

such a way that when we come to 1995 we will

know who we are, standing strong in Anabaptist-

Mennonite faith convictions.

Pastor and Bible student. Joe Haines, pastor

of Alpha Mennonite Church in his memorial med-
itation, outlined Henry's ministry as threefold:

pastor, church planter, and student of God's
Word. Though this article accents Henry's role as

church planter, Joe rightly put pastor first;

Henry would be quick to say the two must go to-

gether. Numerous entries in a scrapbook of rem-
iniscences of Henry Swartley comment about
his pastoring: He visited in homes often, he knew
how to draw out and nurture people's gifts, and
be identified deeply with people in both joy and
sorrow. Jon Lowe, when he was licensed as youth
minister at Alpha, received from Henry a full

typed sheet of 16 proverbs, such as: "Make it your
habit to follow the patterns of those who have
proven themselves in their living . . . ministry . .

.

and way of life. It is the path of gold and honey"
(Ps. 19:7- 14).

A student of the Word, Henry copied many
Scriptures into his journal. His favorite Bible sec-

tion was Isaiah 40—55, and Joe used 55:10-12 for

the memorial meditation: "The word that goes
forth from God's mouth shall not return empty!"
This was Henry's confidence, even amid dis-

couragements and loneliness. Living and working
outside traditional Mennonite areas meant the

loss of old relationships. Each new venture meant
starting over again, with uncertainties and
anxieties about the future. As his health de-

While driving through smalt towns or

parts of a city, he spoke about and
imagined starting a church there.

teriorated during his last year, the sense of weak-

ness, loneliness, and concern for the new church

and his family became quite pronounced in his

journals.

Many journal entries dialogue with, even ques-

tion, God's purpose, but then, like the psalmist,

reaffirm trust in God. From his hospital bed six

weeks before he died, Henry wrote: "It isn't the

way we had planned it at all. But the Lord doesn't

always do his thing in our earthly ways. I am glad

he doesn't. I had felt the call to plant the church, a

short stay before we retire, but we didn't mean
this short. Nor did we know that there would be

so much pain in it all—particularly such deep

health problems."

The last page. Henry cultivated his inner

spiritual life as part of his compassion for others.

He managed also to nurture strong relationships

with his family; several tributes say Henry was a

family man and his sense of family extended to

the church. These values converge in a journal

entry not many days before he died—a kind of

last will and testament under the title, "Last

Page:"

As I meditate upon you, Lord, this morning I

wonder if this isn't the "last page" ofmy life, too.

Over 60 years, poor health, and a tired body. . .

.

But the "last page" does not have to be the "last

page" unless we let the flame in our heart die the

cold death that the cynic arid the pessimist agree

to.

The "last page" can be something like a "first

page " as we ponder God 's perfect plan and albw
ourselves to be "caught up" in his adventures for

his kingdom ....

As Iponder the "last page, "I want to spend

many hours meditating upon the wonders of it

all—how such a great God would die a cold death

for such a worm as I.

But very important to me is to pass this great

love on to my children and their children, and to

all my spiritual children who were a gift to me.

Lord, help me to befound faithful.

Amen and Amen.
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Church news

MBM starts service/learning

program for young adults
A new service/learning program for

young adults in the Mennonite Church is

now available through Mennonite Board
of Missions. Called "Service Adventure,"
it is geared to post-high school young
adults and requires little or no college

training. It will emphasize mission in

North America.

"We have a mandate from the church
to provide more opportunity for young
adults just out of high school," said Nan-
cy Thiessen, coordinator of short-term
programs for MBM. "Since no Mennonite
programs exist specifically for this age-

group that provide service options in the

U.S., Service Adventure will fill a
particular need that is not now being
met."

Part of the mandate comes from a
random survey conducted by MBM in

1987 of 16-22-year-olds in the Mennonite
Church. It revealed a high interest in be-

ing involved in a voluntary service
program. That same survey indicated
that most of those persons considered

learning an important factor in their fu-

ture.

With the new direction and focus of

MBM's Voluntary Service program, these

young adults often don't fit as readily as

in the past. Thiessen explained that the

longer-term VS program often demands
skills and maturity which post-high
school persons don't yet possess.

The number of VS applications from
persons of a younger age is increasing.

Thiessen attributes that in part to an em-
phasis on service during the Mennonite
Church youth conventions at Ames 85

and Purdue 87. "Applications from young
adults are also increasing, because
persons who were involved in Mennonite
Service Venture during high school now
want to do service after high school."

Mennonite Service Venture is a joint pro-

gram coordinated by MBM (Mennonite
Church) and Commission on Education
(General Conference Mennonite Church).

Service Adventure placements will in-

clude a service assignment. The 1987 sur-

vey revealed interest in jobs that involve

working with children, youth, and
seniors, or doing home repair or secre-

tarial work. Volunteers will live in a

household with four to six other vol-

unteers and a household leader. The
program will allow young adults to test

career interests, will involve experiential

learning, and will include involvement
with a local Mennonite congregation.

Thiessen is attempting to design Ser-

vice Adventure to be self-supporting.

Volunteers will be provided room and
board and a small monthly allowance, but
will pay their own transportation to and
from their service location. The home
congregation of the volunteer will be
asked to provide financial assistance.

Thiessen hopes Service Adventure
"gives young adults vision for mission in

North America, provides spiritual growth
for them, and gives them a framework for

discerning God's purpose in their lives."

An added goal is continued involvement
in the Mennonite Church by these young
adults.

Plans call for three pilot locations to

open in August, with gradual expansion
in subsequent years. Volunteers will be-

gin in August with one week of orienta-

tion on location and will finish on June 30

of the following year.

For more information, contact Sandy
Miller at MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515; phone 219-294-7523.

Zehrto head
EMC extension program
in Pennsylvania

Paul Zehr of Lancaster, Pa., has been

named director of a new extension
program in Pennsylvania that will be

operated by Eastern Mennonite College.

He started on Jan. 1.

Zehr oversees the EMC program on a

quarter-time basis while continuing his

administrative duties with Lancaster
Conference. He is director of supervised

pastoral education and leadership train-

ing for the conference and is bishop of

Mellinger District.

Zehr is a graduate of Eastern Men-
nonite College and holds a master's

degree from Princeton Theological

Seminary and a doctorate from Eastern

Baptist Theological Seminary. He has

been a visiting instructor in theology at

Eastern Mennonite Seminary and is

presently an adjunct instructor there.

EMC will offer college-level courses in

Pennsylvania starting next fall. The
Pennsylvania Department of Education

has given EMC permission to offer

classes for academic credit in that state,

and a seven-member advisory council has

been working with EMC administrators

to develop program goals and curriculum.

"The courses will be college-level bib-

lical/theological studies along with foun-

dational liberal arts courses taught from
an Anabaptist-Mennonite perspective,"
said EMC academic dean Lee Snyder.
Classes will be held in Lancaster.

Under the proposed curriculum, par-

ticipants will be able to earn academic
credit toward either a certificate of bib-

lical and church studies or a certificate in

Christian leadership, requiring a total of

30 or 45 credit hours, respectively.

Persons will also be able to combine
credits from extension courses with study
at a local college or university and later

transfer to EMC to complete a four-year
degree program. High school students
may take one or more courses to gain an
accelerated semester of college-level

studies. Persons of all ages may take
courses for credit in line with their

interests and schedule.

Snyder noted that courses will be of-

fered during the day or evening to

facilitate persons' schedules. The core

curriculum will consist of approximately
10 courses a year, five running in the fall

and five in the spring, and "more courses

will be added as the program grows," she
said.

"We are moving ahead in response to a

need expressed by Lancaster area Men-
nonites for college education by extension

that will help persons to further develop
their leadership gifts in their local set-

ting," added Snyder.

More information is available from
Snyder at EMC, Harrisonburg, VA 22801;

phone 703-433-2771.

First gathering for

Christian Peacemaker
Teams set for May
The first gathering for Christian Peace-

maker Teams, a Mennonite and Brethren

initiative, is scheduled to take place May
26-29 in Chicago. "It is planned for people

who have been involved in peacemaking
and for people who feel a call for more en-

thusiastic involvement," said Edgar
Metzler, a member of the CPT Steering

Committee.
CPT coordinator Gene Stoltzfus noted

that the gathering will focus on nonvio-

lence training as well as biblical reflec-

tions on assertive peacemaking. There

will also be an emphasis on exploring

what people are already doing in their

local communities, he said.

The denominations that are supporting

CPT are the Mennonite Church, General

Conference Mennonite Church, Church of

the Brethren, and Brethren in Christ

Church.
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More information is available from

Stoltzfus at 1821 W. Cullerton, Chicago,

IL 60608; phone 312-421-5513.

MCC responds
to earthquake
in Armenia
Mennonite Central Committeee will

send 10,000 blankets to earthquake vic-

tims in the Soviet Union's Armenia Re-

public through Medical Outreach for Ar-

menians Earthquake Relief in Cam-
bridge, Mass. MCC is also exploring the

possibility of sending medical supplies.

The blankets, which cost $40,000, will be

flown to Armenia from Boston and will

be distributed to hospitals by work teams

organized by Outreach for Armenians.

Contributions are needed to cover the

costs of the blankets.

The earthquake struck on Dec. 7 in Ar-

menia—an area along the border with

Turkey that was known as Ararat during

biblical times. It claimed about 30,000

lives. Thousands were trapped in build-

ings that collapsed during four major tre-

mors.

MCC offered to send North Americans

to help clean up, but it is not certain if

that will be possible. North Americans

who might travel to Armenia would hope

to join European Mennonites and Soviet

Christians in a long-term response.

North American Mennonite response

was initiated on Dec. 8 when MCC execu-

tive secretary John Lapp sent a letter

hand delivered to the Soviet embassy in

Washington by Delton Franz of MCC's
Washington office. "On behalf of MCC I

extend our sympathies to you and the

people of the Soviet Union," the letter

read. "I offer to you our readiness to help

your people in this moment of catastro-

phe." On Dec. 10 MCC received a cable

from the director of the International De-

partment of the Ail-Union Council of

Evangelical Christians/Baptists—an or-

ganization through which MCC has made
many of its contacts in the Soviet Union.
The cable asked "for prayers and moral
support for Armenian brothers and
sisters in their grief."

Mennonites first went to Armenia fol-

lowing the massacres of 1894-96 when
88,000 Armenians were killed by the

Turks. At that time a Mennonite project

came into being—United Orphanage and
Mission in Hadjin, Turkey. After World
War I the work was transferred to Syria

and by 1938 the remaining North Ameri-
can workers were withdrawn. In the

1920s MCC provided staff for a Near East
Relief Committee orphanage for Arme-
nians in Lebanon. Then, from 1978 to

1984, MCC worked again in Lebanon with
the Armenian community—a group
caught between various warring factions.

MCC has not been able to send emer-

gency aid to the Soviet Union since the

1920s, when MCC was organized to aid

famine victims, including Mennonites, in

the Ukraine. In recent years MCC helped

translate, print, ship, and distribute

Russian-language Bible commentaries to

Soviet Christians. MCC peace offices have

also helped arrange several Mennonite

delegations to the Soviet Union.

The U.S. government has also sent

medical and other relief supplies to the

earthquake-stricken zone. It is the first

time the U.S. has sent large-scale aid to

the Soviet Union since the two countries

were allies during World War II.

Statement on Kraus book
Occasionally issues arise in the life of the church which call for special attention. One

such issue is the current dialogue about Christology as occasioned by the publication of the

book "Jesus Christ Our Lord" by C. Norman Kraus. In its Nov. 3-5 meeting, Mennonite

Church General Board reviewed the various discussions occurring in response to this book.

The board wishes to affirm, efforts to interpret and define our faith in Christ in fresh

terms including that by Kraus. In an attempt to provide leadership in such, matters the

following summary statement was adopted by the board. Along with the Council on Faith,

Life, and Strategy, the General Board will seek to monitor the continuing discussions on

this theme with the prayer that the church will "grow up in every way into him who is the

head, into Christ" (Eph. 4:15).

Preamble. The Mennonite Church General Board in its role of enabling the discern-

ment process of the church has been observing with interest and concern the various dis-

cussions on Christology in the church.

Kraus publication. With the Herald Press publication of Jesus Christ Our Lord:

Christology from a Disciple's Perspective by C. Norman Kraus, the discussion of Chris-

tology has been raised to a new level of visibility in the Mennonite Church. A consultation

at Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries on Oct. 8 affirmed the value of the Kraus

project but also revealed disagreements with Kraus on some aspects of his work. Some in

the church have found the text to be beyond the range of acceptable theology and have

questioned the appropriateness of the publishing ministry of the church producing such a

book. Others have found this restatement of Christology invigorating to their faith.

Confession of faith. In light of the confusion created by these responses, General

Board reminds the church that the 1963 Mennonite Confession of Faith states, "God has

revealed himself as existing eternally as Father, Son, and Holy Spirit We believe in

Jesus Christ the divine Son of God, who was with the Father from all eternity, who for our

salvation took upon himself human nature, and who by his redemptive death and resurrec-

tion conquered the forces of sin and Satan and atoned for the sins of mankind. ... We
believe in his full deity and full humanity according to the Scriptures."

Statements on Christology. General Board notes that the effort to provide more

systematic theological material from an Anabaptist perspective is a new venture that calls

for patience, reflection, caution, and criticism. The role of Mennonite Publishing House in

this process is important and difficult. It is responsible to provide materials that

strengthen the faith of the church. General Board acknowledges its responsibility for pe-

riodic review of the work of MPH and to assist in the discernment processes as needed. In

the case of the Kraus book, General Board is concerned that the level of readability has

made discussion in the church difficult. This attempt to serve as a statement of Chris-

tology from an Anabaptist and scriptural perspective needs further testing. In relation to a

further study of Christology, General Board looks forward to the consultation planned in

conjunction with Normal 89.

Board counsel. We invite the Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy to give guidance to

and monitor the continuing discussion of Christology in the Mennonite Church. Further we

encourage all persons and groups within the church with interests in reshaping or

maintaining traditional faith statements to do so in the context of a broad consultation

process before publishing materials for distribution. We take this occasion to offer counsel

specifically to the Mennonite scholarly community. The counsel is of general application

and is intended to go beyond the situation referred to above.

1. We affirm the work of our members who are called to investigate the truth claims of

our faith in the interest of faithfulness to our biblical foundations and of relevance to the

people of every culture to whom we are commissioned to proclaim the gospel.

2. We commit ourselves to mutual accountability in love for one another in the task of

theological discernment. This means that we are supportive of those who voice new ques-

tions and propose new directions and do not wish to create an atmosphere of fear and

recrimination. It also means that we as a church exercise careful and open testing of such

attempts in the awareness that all are subject to fallibility. We encourage our brothers and

sisters of intellectual gifts to open themselves continually to dialogue and interaction

within the faith community.
3. We recognize that the welfare of the church requires that a degree of balance be

maintained between stability and change, certainty and questioning, closure and openness.

What this means cannot be stated definitively since differing times and circumstances re-

quire differing emphases. We believe that our creative thinkers and their critics should

choose those vehicles or settings of communication that address audiences capable and

ready to handle issues constructively.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
£aragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
onfj letters may need to be shortened.

Lynn A. Miller, West Liberty, Ohio
Thank you, Susan Classen. Your article

"Why Working with the Poor Threatens"
(Dec. 13) has identified for me the source
of the nagging suspicion that what we in

America call "Christian living" often has
little to do with the good news to the poor
that Jesus proclaimed in the synagogue.

"Release to the captive, sight to the
blind, and freedom to the oppressed, to-

day" (Luke 4:18) does sound a little like

the good news of popular Christianity in

America: "Health and wealth now!" But
we usually mean that God does not want
us here to be poor (unable to take full ad-

vantage of tax shelters), even if it means
that someone else must suffer to support
our climb to the status of the near-rich

(lest we admit that flat-out rich is what
we really want).

Mennonites who are aware of their in-

volvement in the poverty and suffering of

others are often in verbal support of the

good news of Jesus to the poor, as long as

it is accomplished without violence. But I

find it very difficult to speak to our
brothers and sisters in Central America
about nonviolence and enemy-loving,
when it is precisely my comfort and my
tax dollars that are responsible for the
very violence that they suffer from. Per-
haps I would feel that I had the right to

preach to them about my understanding
of the "way of Jesus" if I were living with
them in the face of the nightly visits from
the death squads. You have that right,

Susan, as well as the right to tell us about
our role in their suffering.

But don't expect to be applauded for

your admonition, for I am afraid that you
will find that we are threatened as much
by your article as we are by the needs of

the poor themselves. And for that we ask
your forgiveness and the forgiveness of

the poor who have yet to experience the
good news of Jesus Christ. God will for-

give us, but I'm not sure they will, nor
should.

marched out around the flag pole every
day, where Miss Helen led us in saluting:

"I pledge allegiance to my flag, and to the
country for which it stands, one nation in-

divisible, with liberty and justice for all."

While repeating this we would gesture
with the right hand coming over the eye,
then extending out toward the flag.

Some words of the salute changed
through the years. Instead of "to my
flag," it was "to the flag of the United
States." And then "under God" was
brought in. That has the smack of an
oath. Then the gesture also changed to

placing the right hand over the heart and
extending it toward the flag as if giving
one's heart to the flag. By this time I was
a sincere Christian who could not and did
not participate in the heart gesture of the
salute. I had long since given my heart to

my Savior and did not like duplicity of
allegiance. During my four years of pub-
lic high school I was never punished for
abstaining from that gesture.

Then, following World War II, I was
teaching a class in nonresistance, when
the question of flag salute came up. I

shall never forget how 82-year-old Broth-
er Jim Mishler told us that when he was a
boy the salute ran: "I pledge allegiance to

my God and Bible, to my home and
family, and to my flag and country." As a
class we heartily agreed we could
embrace that form of salute, in that order
and in that spirit. Since then I have
searched history books and encyclope-
dias, but cannot find that old salute.

Could any reader give light on it?

Rusty Downey, Boise, Idaho
In regards to your editorial "New Age/

Old Ideas" (Nov. 15), I would like to go
further in depth with you.

In the New Age we have two groups of

people—true believers and tagalongs. Ta-
galongs could be called "Mellow Fellows."

These folks are more interested in a per-

sonal happy life than in grand dreams of

cosmic progress. They don't pray to their

trees before pruning them; they wipe out
roaches without twinges of guilt; they till

the soil in Pennsylvania or feed the
chickens in California. Mellow Fellows
feel that progress toward cosmic union is

inevitable and they don't have to knock
themselves out to help it along. They have
no interest in hurting or sacrificing any-
body else for some great plan. They are

innocently involved in the New Age. They
wish to help—not harm— their fellow

human beings. Most of them lack knowl-
edge of the ultimate goals of the move-
ment. The same applies to Christians who
are embracing New Age thinking into

their lifestyles.

The horrible truth behind New Age is

that its leaders do not wish to compete
with Christianity. They seek to abolish

Christianity. They have set about to ac-

complish this with a New Age plan which
they call, "The Divine Plan," or simply
"The Plan."

We as Christians must be concerned for

those people in the New Age seeking
spiritual truth and be faithful in giving

the pure gospel of Jesus Christ, not some
tickling ears gospel. That Jesus Christ is

You won't find this

IRA anywhere else.

When you invest in an MMA IRA, your money works
for you—and for the church community. It makes first

mortgage loans to churches possible. A small portion
of earnings helps people facing financial hardship.
And MMA's investments fit your Christian beliefs.

All this—plus the same benefits as a commercial IRA.

Contact your mutual aid counselor or MMA today.

Marcus Lind, Salem, Oreg.
Thank you, Dennis Buerge, for your

comments on the pledge of allegiance

("Readers Say," Nov. 22). The pledge has
changed considerably through the years.

During World War I patriotism was at an
all-time high. We second-graders were

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
Goshen, Indiana 46526
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the Son of the one and only true living

God, and that only his shed blood can

save us. The New Age's Jesus is just

another good master elevated to godhood

from good works.

Paul G. Landis, Calgary, Alta.

Kenneth Erb in "The Question of Ori-

gins" (Oct. 4) bears repetition when he

writes: "I strongly urge us as Christians

to open our minds to God's guidance in

seeking truth concerning origins and to

accept that truth as we find it." I, too,

desire our youth to embrace the faith in

our Creator and Redeemer and offer

these thoughts as light for the road.

A doctor friend asks me not to continue

strife over biblical details but to seek the

spiritual truth in the Bible. This is my
desire. But I wonder what the doctor does

if he is asked to ignore the brain because

of the grand fruit of the mind. Theologian

Bultmann was accused of peeling away so

many of the biblical details that all he left

us was the odor of the onion that had

been! So I ask, "Are not biblical details to

spiritual truth what the brain is to the

mind?" You cannot have one without the

other.

A minister friend of mine took an eve-

ning to present his huge chart of the

chronology of the stars, according to Na-
tional Geographic. Along the way, he

stated: "You have to forget all about the

Adam and Eve story." At the conclusion,

a white-haired grandmother blurted:

"Are you sure?"

My heart is warmed when scientists

open the Scriptures for us. I shall never

forget the day when Professor G. Irvin

Lehman came to class waving the latest

magazine article on "Continental Drift"

and declaring, "I knew it all along." We
read Genesis 10:25 together. Together, we
marveled at the comprehensive revelation

in our hands.

I remain grateful for every teacher who

teaches us of earthly things with the awe
of heaven in his voice (John 3:12). Stu-

dents are very aware of where it all leads.

One college lad said, "I went to the crea-

tion/evolution debate to see Dr. Henry
Morris fall on his face. But I fell on my
knees!" Wouldn't all believers love to be a

part of that kind of creation? Says Ezekiel

36:26: "A new heart I will give you, and a

new spirit I will put within you."

Clarice Kratz, Waukesha, Wis.
I would like to commend Gospel Herald

for being so insightful as to publish the

very personal story "The Tree" (Sept. 27).

I would also like to commend the anony-

mous author for her courage in taking the

huge risk of telling her story to such a

wide audience on such a sensitive issue.

Her story was powerful and painful to

hear, let alone to tell. My heart aches with

her.

You have given the author a gift by ac-

cepting her through her story, and she

can experience healing as she is listened

to and supported by the church. As we
tell our stories and give them to others,

we are empowered to grow and move be-

yond the pain. We also give other victims

permission to tell their stories so they,

too, can become free.

The church needs to hear that abuse
happens in our homes. We need to edu-

cate ourselves and to work toward not

only prevention but understanding what
other victims need. We have failed these

persons and ourselves if we have not pro-

vided opportunities for their stories to be

heard. We, as the church, have a lot of

power in the process of healing for vic-

tims. I don't think we realize how many
live among us secretly, because we lack

understanding as to what victims need.

Healing for victims in the church com-
munity is crucial. We have a wonderful

example of empowerment through Jesus'

model of calling out womens' gifts from
women of all experiences. It's not as dif-

ficult as we make it.

The question I ask is: Is the church will-

ing to hear the amount of gross sins com-
mitted or would we rather deny them,

allowing ourselves to believe it doesn't

happen and protect the abusers? The
abusers need to heal, too. They carry a

heavy burden. Jesus calls us to whole-

ness, and this means all of us.

In April 1987 a joint conference was
held by Central District of the General

Conference Mennonite Church and In-

diana-Michigan Conference of the Men-
nonite Church. Out of this conference a

Joint Task Force on Domestic Violence

was formed. The task force, is taking a

serious look at this issue and discussing

ways to facilitate education, growth, and
healing in our churches. I challenge other

conferences to give this issue serious con-

sideration.
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Mennoscope

'Bert and Ernie' go to church. Carl Wiebe (right) and Phil Bedsworth, as "Bert and
Ernie" of television's Sesame Street, find Christian solutions to child-size problems

when Bert reminds Ernie of something they heard in Sunday school. Bert and Ernie's

visits to children's times at Hesston (Kans.) Mennonite Church are more frequent

now that Bedsworth has resumed his pastoral work after convalescing from the

kidney-transplant surgery he had last summer in his continuing fight against

leukemia. He began writing and performing Bert and Ernie episodes in 1976 for the

children at Prairie Street Mennonite Church in Elkhart, Ind. Bedsworth creates new
episodes to coordinate with the morning sermon. They help children—and adults—to

focus on the sermon theme. Wiebe is a member of the congregation's pastoral

team.

—

Susan Baker

More than 5,000 attended the opening cele-

brations of The Village Square recently in

Chambersburg, Pa. It is a 90,000-square-feet
addition to the Menno Haven/Menno Village

retirement community. "We were over-
whelmed and pleased with the community
response," said Administrator Lewis Leaman.
The Village Square includes 35 assisted living

units, 79 personal care units, a dining hall, and
a community center. The opening celebrations
culminated 3V£ years of planning, designing,

and construction.

The moderator of the Mennonite Church
spoke to the overseers and bishops of Vir-
ginia Conference recently during their annual
retreat near Blackstone, Va. Ralph Lebold
spoke at five sessions on overseers' and bish-

ops' relationships to their pastors and how
they can be good mentors. Lebold, who con-

cludes his two-year term as moderator this

coming summer, is also president of Conrad
Grebel College.

"It was a time of renewal, affirmation, and
confirmation," said one participant in the

recent Spiritual Formation Retreat for South-
east Conference leaders. The resource person
was Joy Sawatzky, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee's codirector in Miami, and the place was
Lakewood Retreat Center near Brooksville,

Fla. The event was part of the conference's

Pastoral Continuing Education Program.

Missionary comings/goings:
•Titus and Karen Guenther went to Bolivia in

January to prepare for a Mennonite Board of

Missions assignment in Chile. After five

months of language study in Bolivia, they will

go to Chile, where Titus will teach church his-

tory from a Mennonite/Anabaptist perspective

at Evangelical Theological Community—an in-

terdenominational seminary in Santiago.
Guenthers served previously as conference
youth ministers in Ontario and as missionaries

in Lesotho before that. Their address is In-

stituto de Idiomas, Padres de Maryknoll,
Casilla 550, Cochabamba, Bolivia.

•Dan and Margaret Entz Spare returned from
Nepal in December for a two-month North
American assignment. They are MBM workers
who serve with United Mission to Nepal in the
areas of irrigation and nutrition. Their address
is c/o Albert Entz, R. 3, Box 103, Newton, KS
67114.

•Albert and Ann Mahree Fath went to Brazil

in December for a three-month MBM assign-

ment. They are helping construct a church
center for Brazil Mennonite Church in

Campinas and will supervise short-term vol-

unteers from North America. They are from
Dalton, Ohio, where they own and operate
Woodridge Construction Company. Their ad-

dress is c/o Ken/Grace Schwartzentruber, Rua
Taquaritinga, 118, Jardim Nova Europa 13035,

Campinas, S.P., Brazil.

•Stanley and Doris Shenk returned from India

in December following a three-month assign-

ment at Union Biblical Seminary in Pune.
They were sponsored by MBM and Commis-
sion on Overseas Mission (General Conference
Mennonite Church). Their address is 1406 S.

12th St., Goshen, IN 46526.

Upcoming events:
•Brethren/Mennonite Health Convention,
Mar. 10-15, in St. Louis, Mo. This is the joint

annual convention of Mennonite Health Asso-
ciation and Church of the Brethren Health and

Welfare Association. It is always held in con-
junction with Protestant Health and Human
Services Assembly. The Mennonites and
Brethren will meet separately and together.

The speakers are Larry Nikkei, Jack Dueck,
Kenneth Haugk, Diehl Snyder, and Vida
Huber. More information from Evelyn Gunden
at MHA, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515; phone
219-294-7523.

•Transcultural Seminar, May 28-June 9, at

Eastern Mennonite College. It is for overseas
service workers in agriculture, education, gen-
eral development, health, nutrition, and re-

lated fields. The annual event is sponsored by
Mennonite Central Committee and three Men-
nonite colleges. EMC faculty members will

direct the five areas of basic study, but there
will also be about 30 resource persons who are

specialists in international development. More
information from the dean's office at EMC,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone 703-433-2771.

•Winter Cultural Series, January to March, at
The People's Place, Intercourse, Pa. The four
scheduled events this year are: an illustrated

talk on Amish arts by Indiana quilt-store

owner Rebecca Haarer, Jan. 16-17; a lecture on
Canadian Mennonites by Conrad Grebel Col-

lege president-elect Rod Sawatsky, Jan. 30-31;

music/poetry presentations by Kansas folk

musician Connie Isaac and California poet
Jean Janzen, Feb. 27-28; and storytelling by
Hesston College dean Jim Mininger and Go-
shen College vice-president Alice Roth, Mar.
27-28. More information from The People's

Place, Intercourse, PA 17534; phone 717-768-

7171.

•Recreation Retreat for Muppies, Jan. 27-29, at

Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Center.
The goal is physical, social, and spiritual reju-

venation. The sponsors are Laurelville and
Student and Young Adult Services of Men-
nonite Board of Missions. The resource person
is Jon Reber. More information from Lau-
relville at R. 5, Box 145, Mt. Pleasant, PA
15666; phone 412-423-2056.

•Extending the Kingdom Seminar, Feb. 3-4, at

Huber Mennonite Church, New Carlisle, Ohio.
It is one of the seminars offered in congrega-
tions by Mennonite Board of Missions. The
resource person is pastor-consultant Dale
Stoll. More information from Melba Martin at

MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219-

294-7523.

New resources:
•Video on the postwar Mennonite refugee story
from Mennonite Central Committee. It shows
the Mennonite refugees from the Soviet Union
in route through Germany, on transports
across the Atlantic Ocean, and in new settle-

ments in South America. Called New Begin-
nings: Mennonite Refugees to South America
(1947-48), the video is based on the recollec-

tions and film footage of MCC refugee resettle-

ment leaders Peter and Elfrieda Dyck. The
video can be purchased in the U.S. for $30 from
MCC at Box M, Akron, PA 17501, and in

Canada for $35 from MCC Canada at 134 Plaza
Dr., Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9.
•Brochures on congregational ministry with
young adults from Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions. Three of them offer ideas and informa-
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tion about ministry with young adults who
stay in their home congregation, with those

who leave, and with those who go to college

locally. The fourth brochure lists resources for

ministry with young adults. The brochures

were produced by Student and Young Adult

Services. They are available in bulk at no

charge from SYAS at MBM, Box 370, Elkhart,

IN 46515.
• Videotapes of ecumenical conference on deaf

ministry from Mennonite Board of Missions.

They feature the main presentations at the Na-

tional Forum on Deaf People and Christian

Liberation, which was held at Goshen College

in August 1987. It was sponsored by Mennonite

Board of Missions and National Council of

Churches. The videos are available from Deaf

Ministries at MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515.

Church-related job openings:

•Household leaders, Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions, starting in the summer. These are two-

year terms under a new service/learning

program for young adults that is called Service

Adventure. The households will be located in

several locations in North America. Qualifica-

tions include leadership experience, desire/

ability to relate to young adults, ability to

provide spiritual leadership, and skills in con-

flict resolution. MBM will provide training

prior to the assignment. Contact Sandy Miller

at MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515; phone
219-294-7523.

•Administrator, Juniata Mennonite School,

McAlisterville, Pa., starting in July. A mas-

ter's or bachelor's degree with teaching/

administrative experience is preferred. The
school has about 70 students in grades K-8.

Contact board chairman Delbert Swartz at

717-463-3466.

•Science Center technician, Eastern Mennonite
College, starting immediately. The person

works 10 months of the year on a three-

fourths-time basis. Required are a college de-

gree in a laboratory science and basic skills in

electronics and shop work. Contact Betty Jo

Eby at EMC, Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone
703-433-2771.

•Caregiver, Mennonite Disabilities Committee,
Goshen, Ind. The person will care for up to

three developmentally disabled people at Men-
noheim Respite Care Center. This is a full- or

part-time live-in position. Contact Darrel Ho-
stetler at MDC, 1712 W. Clinton St., Goshen,
IN 46526; phone 219-533-9720.

Change of address: Kenneth L. Horning from

Fleetwood, Pa., to 5859 Stump Rd., Pipersville,

PA 18947. Ivan E. Yoder from Grabill, Ind., to

R. 2, Box 273, Belleville, PA 17004; phone 717-

935-2526. Marlisa and Daryl Yoder-Bontrager

from Bolivia to 245 S. Ann St., Lancaster, PA
17602.

New members
Zion, Hubbard, Oreg.: Becky Strubhar and

Wayne and Judy Warner by baptism, and

Lloyd and Vi Nisly by confession of faith.

Longenecker, Winesburg, Ohio: April

Dews, Ruby Erb, Connie Kandel, John Erb,

Andrew Hershberger, Ryan Hershberger, and

Jerry Shoup by baptism, and Bert and Leona

Hershberger by confession of faith.

Kidron, Ohio: Tony Weaver, Brian Burk-
hart, Eric Burkhart, Danny Fielitz, Sam
Nussbaum, Anna Dunn, Vicki Kratzer, Becky

Lehman, and Bev Lehman by baptism, and

Randy Butler by confession of faith.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Allison, Ron and Janet (Gerber), Webster,

Tex., first child, Lisa Renee, Dec. 15.

Baker, John and Suzanne (Horning), Mohn-
ton, Pa., first child, Heidi Anne, Nov. 3.

Barnhart, Will and Cheeri (Knabe), Rick-

reall, Oreg., second daughter, Ellie Karlene,

Dec. 15.

Beckler, Carl and Karen (Glick), Lancaster,

Pa., first child, Jordan Carl, Dec. 16.

Beiler, Dave and Marti (Stoltzfus), Gordon-

ville, Pa., first child, Jason David, Sept. 21.

Brunk, Michael and Debbie (Eby), Har-

risonburg, Va., third son, Brian Franklin, Dec.

7.

Cressman, John and Marilyn (Bauman),
Plattsville, Ont, second child, first daughter,

Tara Lyn, born on Oct. 2, 1988; received for

adoption on Oct. 18.

Egli, Jeff and Connie (Peachey), Houston,

Tex., Jared Scott, Nov. 2.

Gingerich, Maynard and Carol (Shetler),

Riverside, Iowa, third child, second son, Clin-

ton Marland, Dec. 15.

Jantzi, Brian and Cindy (Lichty), Wellesley,

Ont., second son, Benjamin Dean, Dec. 10.

Kauffman, Crist and Rose (Peachey), Belle-

ville, Pa., fourth child, third son, Cirtus John,

Oct. 19.

King, Dan and Doris (Miller), Morton, 111.,

second daughter, Darcy Suzanne, Dec. 18.

Lantz, Scott and Kelly (Short), Archbold,

Ohio, second child, first daughter, Courtney

Lynn, Dec. 15.

Longenecker, Jim and Kathy (Taylor), At-

glen, Pa., second daughter, Allyson Noelle,

Dec. 3.

Mast, Elvin and Carol (Blank), Parkesburg,

Pa., second child, first daughter, Kimberly

Janelle, Oct. 1 (son is deceased).

Miller, Lester and Barbara (Devore), Dal-

ton, Ohio, second child, first son, Andrew
James, Dec. 17.

Schwartz, Duane and Diane (Taylor), sec-

ond daughter, Aimie Marie, Dec. 17.

Showalter, Sam and Joanna (Gray), Har-

risonburg, Va., first child, Marilea Hardin,

Dec. 14.

Thomas, Heidi, Metamora, 111., first child,

Andrew T., Nov. 15.

Tucker, Bob and Paula (Stalter), Elkton,

Mich., Justin Boyd, Dec. 6.

Umble, Bill and Diane (Lantz), Gap, Pa.,

second child, first daughter, Morgan Ann, July

14.

Zook, Randy and Lois (Miller), Lancaster,

Pa., second daughter, Kinley Paige, Nov. 29.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Ebersole-Ney. Brian Ebersole, Mount Joy,

Pa., and Deborah L. Ney, Marietta, Pa., both of

Mount Joy cong., by Joe Sherer and Shelley

Shellenberger, Nov. 19.

Groff-Mumma. Gary Groff, New Holland,

Pa., Old Road cong., and Renee Mumma, Man-
heim, Pa., Erisman cong., by H. Howard
Witmer, Dec. 17.

Hartzler-Stuckey. Alan Hartzler,

Columbus, Ohio, Grace cong., and Staci

Stuckey, West Unity, Ohio, Lockport cong., by

Keith Leinbach, Dec. 17.

Hankins-Gerber. Scott Hankins, Traverse

City, Mich., and Dawn Gerber, Brutus, Mich.,

Maple River cong., by James Gerber, father of

the bride, Dec. 17.

Isley-Hochstedler. Ken Isley, East Peoria,

111., and Kristen Hochstedler, Kalona, Iowa,

Kalona cong., Dec. 17.

Mast-Miller. Roy Mast, Mt. Hope, Iowa,

and Alma Miller, Dover, Ohio, both of Grace

cong., by David R. Clemens, Dec. 17.

Miller-Summers. Mark Miller, Har-

risonburg, Va., Bahia Vista cong., and Kathy
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Summers, Harrisonburg, Va., Maple Grove
cong., by Richard Umble, Dec. 23.

Shelly-Metzler. Clarence N. Shelly, Man-
heim, Pa., Church of the Brethren, and Bertha
M. Metzler, Mount Joy, Pa., Stumptown cong.,

by Wilbur G. Lehman", Oct. 8.

Shetler-Wandhammer. Kent Shetler, Pi-

geon, Mich., Michigan Avenue cong., and Karin
Wandhammer, by Herbert N. Troyer, Oct. 8.

Ulrich-Deany. Jeffry Ulrich, Goshen, Ind.,

Metamora cong., and Joan Deany, Chicago
Heights, 111., Catholic Church, by Roger
Hochstetler and A. Hoff, Nov. 26.

Weaver-Breneman. Bruce Weaver, Eph-
rata, Pa., Ephrata cong., and Janice Brene-
man, Manheim, Pa., Erisman cong., by
Andrew Miller, Dec. 9.

Obituaries

Auker, Beulah Shelley, daughter of
William and Pearl (Shellenberger) Shelley,
was born in Juniata Co., Pa., Mar. 15, 1904;
died of cancer at Brookline Manor, Miff-
lintown, Pa., Sept. 20, 1988; aged 84 y. On Dec.
19, 1928, she was married to John L. Auker,
who died on June 15, 1967. Surviving are 3 sons
(Lavon, Earl, and John), one daughter (Joann),
15 grandchildren, and 14 great-grandchildren.
She was a member of Lost Creek Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Dela-
ware Mennonite Church on Sept. 25, in charge
of Roy Brubaker, Raymond Lauver, and David
Weaver; interment in the Delaware Mennonite
Church Cemetery.
Bergey, Eva K. Moyer, daughter of Wilson

L. and Lillian (Koffel) Moyer, was born in

Montgomery Co., Pa., Sept. 29, 1913; died at
Grand View Hospital, Sellersville, Pa., Dec. 15,

1988; aged 75 y. On June 11, 1938, she was mar-
ried to Ellis G. Bergey, who survives. Also sur-
viving are one son (Larry M. Bergey), 4 grand-
children, one great-granddaughter, one step-
sister (Mary Moyer), and one stepbrother
(Melvin Moyer). She was a member of Fran-
conia Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Dec. 17, in charge of John L.
Derstine, Floyd M. Hackman, and Leroy G.
Godshall; interment in Franconia Mennonite
Cemetery.
Borntrager, Oscar, son of Glen J. and Cora

(Chupp) Borntrager, was born in Bloomfield,
Mt. Aug. 27, 1921; died at Apalachicola Valley
Nursing Center, Blountstown, Fla., Nov. 15,
1988; aged 67 y. He was married to Violetta
Yantzi, who survives. Also surviving are 2
daughters (Carolyn Borntrager and Doreen
Sulivant), 2 sons (Arnie and Darwin), 4 grand-
children, 3 sisters (Lena Boese, Lillie Greiman,
and Esther Kauffman), and 3 brothers (Elmer,
Floyd, and Mahlon). He was a member of Oak
Terrace Mennonite Church, where services
were held on Nov. 18, in charge of Rueben
Grimes; interment in Nettle Ridge Cemetery.
Eash, Melvin T., was born in Middlebury,

Ind., Feb. 12, 1908; died at Elkhart (Ind.)
General Hospital on Nov. 25, 1988; aged 80 y.
On Oct. 19, 1930, he was married to Fannie
Miller, who survives. Also surviving are 3
daughters (Ruby Hershberger, Becky Yoder,
and Ruth Detweiler), one son (Bernie), 15
grandchildren, and 10 great-grandchildren. He
was preceded in death by one son (Elman). He
was a member of Bahia Vista Mennonite
Church, Sarasota, Fla. Funeral services were
held at the Griner Conservative Mennonite
Church on Nov. 27, in charge of Paul Lauver
and Clare Schumm; interment in Miller Cem-
etery.

Kauffman, Velma Belle Headings,
daughter of Elmer and Ada (Hooley) Head-
ings, was born at Hubbard, Oreg., June 8, 1910;
died at Lebanon, Oreg., Dec. 4, 1988; aged 78 y.
In 1928 she was married to Louie Nofziger,
who died in July 1944. On July 29, 1951, she
was married to Fred Kauffman, who survives.
Also surviving are 3 sons (Olin and Tony
Nofziger, and John Kauffman), 3 brothers
(Marvin, Vernon, and Sam), and 2 sisters
(Clysta Buerge and Vera Whitaker). She was
preceded in death by one daughter (Jean
Jantzi), 2 brothers (Emery and Ivan), and one
sister (Pearl Kropf). She was a member of the
Albany Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Dec. 8, in charge of Ed
Springer; interment in Willamette Memorial
Park.

Landis, Georgette Rosse, daughter of
Lewis and Elizabeth (Birl) Rosse, was born in

Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 3, 1954; died in an au-
tomobile accident on Nov. 30, 1988; aged 34 y.
On June 27, 1987, she was married to Darryi
Landis, who survives. Also surviving are her
mother, 2 sisters (Mary Moore and Sue Vin-
ciguerra), and one brother (Lewis Rosse). She
was preceded in death by one son (Darryi
John). She was a member of the West Phila-
delphia Mennonite Fellowship, where funeral
services were held on Dec. 6, in charge of David
Greiser; interment in Gingrich Cemetery.

Leinbach, Oscar L., was born in Goshen,
Ind., Jan. 28, 1914; died at St. Joseph Hospital,
Ann Arbor, Mich., Nov. 2, 1988; aged 74 y. He
was married to Laurene Bontrager, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are 4 daughters (Karen
Leinbach, Jean Leinbach, Mary Jo Branden-
berger, and Sharon Leinbach), one son (Lo-
well), 5 grandchildren, and one sister (Edith
Stauffer). He was a former pastor of Liberty
Mennonite Church, where he was a member.
Funeral services were held at the United
Brethren Church. Brooklyn, Mich., on Nov. 5

,

in charge of James Detweiler and Cliff Bru-
baker; interment in Laurel Hill Cemetery.
Loepp, Henry, son of Gustav and Herta

Loepp, was born in Germany on June 29, 1924;
died at Kitchener Waterloo Hospital in On-
tario, Dec. 9, 1988; aged 64 y. On Apr. 24, 1954,
he was married to Beate Musselmann, who
survives. Also surviving are 3 daughters
(Elizabeth Simpson, Christine Knarr, and
Karen), one son (Michael), and 3 grandchil-
dren. He was a member of Shantz Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Dec. 12, in charge of Doris Gascho and Vernon
Zehr; interment in Shantz Mennonite
Cemetery.
Martin, Katie L. Floyd, daughter of John

B. and Anna (Lehman) Floyd, was born in

Conoy Twp., Pa., June 10, 1890; died at Men-
nonite Home, Lancaster, Pa., Dec. 14, 1988;
aged 98 y. She was married to Arthur B.
Martin, who died in 1984. Surviving are 2 sons
(A. Cloyd and Arthur F.), 2 grandchildren, 4
great-grandchildren, and 4 great-great-grand-
children. She was a member of Elizabethtown
Mennonite Church. Graveside services were
held at Elizabethtown Mennonite Cemetery on
Dec. 17, in charge of Richard H. Frank.
Roth, Lydia Salome Danner, daughter of

William and Salina (Stutzman) Danner, was
born in Milford, Nebr., Oct. 13, 1898; died at
Milford, Nebr., Dec. 20, 1988; aged 90 y. On
Mar. 7, 1920, she was married to John W. Roth,
who died on Jan. 12, 1933. Surviving are 5
children (Norvene Miller, Curtis Roth, Marcille
Dunker, Erna Bachman, and Auris Roth), 20
grandchildren, 44 great-grandchildren, one sis-

ter (Sylvia Kuhns), and one brother (David
Danner). She was a member of East Fairview
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Dec. 23, in charge of Oliver Roth

and Lloyd Gingerich; interment in East Fair-
view Cemetery.

Steiner, Perl, son of Oscar and Amanda
(Baumgardner) Steiner, was born at Lima,
Ohio, Dec. 13, 1907; died at Bad Axe, Mich.,
Dec. 6, 1988; aged 80 y. On Oct. 14, 1934, he was
married to Sadie Wilburn, who survives. Also
surviving are one daughter (Donna Beasley),
one grandson, 2 brothers (Carlton and Wel-
don), and 3 sisters (Luella Steiner, Esther
Fryar, and Gene Wagner). He was preceded in

death by 2 brothers (Clarence and Emmett).
He was a member of Michigan Avenue Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Dec. 9, in charge of Herb Troyer; inter-

ment in the church cemetery.
Yutzy, Florence Kramer, daughter of

Abraham and Katie (Schlabach) Kramer, was
born on Dec. 5, 1904; died at her home on Dec.
8, 1988; aged 84 y. She was married to Emery
Yutzy, who died in August 1970. Surviving are
7 sons (Ralph, Homer, Daniel, Norman,
Valentine, Paul, and Allen), 4 daughters
(Katherine, Ada Schlabach, Lula Thomas, and
Esther Zeitz), 36 grandchildren, 40 great-
grandchildren, 2 brothers (Noah and Ralph
Kramer), and one sister (Mable Bontrager).
She was a member of Oak Grove Mennonite
Church, West Liberty, Ohio. Funeral services
were held at Maranatha Mennonite Church,
Plain City, Ohio, on Dec. 11, in charge of Elton
Yutzy and Larry Augsburger; interment in

Haven Fellowship Cemetery.

Correction: In the obituary of Emma Erb in

the Dec. 6 issue there was an omission. A
stepson (Fred Erb) preceded her in death in

1985.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Churchwide Agency Finance Secretary Council. Elkhart, Ind.,

Jan. 11

School for Leadership Training (Ministers Week), Eastern
Mennonite College and Seminary, Harrisonburg, Va., Jan.
16-19

Mennonite Central Committee Canada annual meeting, Cal-
gary, Alta., Jan. 19-21

Alcohol Education Conference, Laurelville, Pa., Jan. 20-22
Mennonite Central Committee U.S. annual meeting, Phoenix,

Ariz., Jan. 26-28

Mennonite Board of Education board of directors, Hesston,
Kans., Feb. 2-4

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Phoenix,
Ariz., Feb. 10-11

Iowa-Nebraska Conference consultation with churchwide
boards, Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. 17

Illinois Conference consultation with churchwide boards
Peoria, 111., Feb. 18

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-
gional conference, Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 18-19

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Feb. 23-35
Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-

tors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 3-4

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Mar. 3-4
Allegheny Conference delegates session, Pittsburgh, Pa., Mar.

4

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,
Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 6-7

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 7
Pacific Coast Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Portland, Oreg., Mar. 9

Ohio Conference annual meeting, Louisville, Ohio, Mar. 9-11

Southwest Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Phoenix, Ariz., Mar. 11

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Mar. 10-11
Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-

mittee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 10-11

Atlantic Coast Conference assembly, Akron, Pa., Mar. 10-12
Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.

16

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.
17-19

IlMnois Conference annual meeting, Arthur, 111., Mar. 31-Apr.

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
Cover-story design and photo by David Hiebert; photo on p. 21
by Jim King; p. 28 by Susan Balzer.
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Bakker hit with new charges

of sexual and financial wrongdoing

Charges of sexual and financial wrong-

doing against PTL founder Jim Bakker

are making the news once again these

days, but this time the fraud allegations

have legal force behind them. After hear-

ing evidence for more than 15 months, a

federal grand jury in Charlotte, N.C.,

returned indictments recently against

Bakker, his former top aide Richard

Dortch, and two brothers who worked for

PTL.
Bakker and Dortch, both of whom were

defrocked by the Assemblies of God in

1987, were charged with 24 counts of mail

fraud, wire fraud, and conspiracy involv-

ing the alleged defrauding of as many as

150,000 contributors to PTL and the di-

verting of more than $4 million for per-

sonal use. The indictment against Bakker

and Dortch also charged them with

conspiring to pay $265,000 in hush money
to Jessica Hahn, the former church

secretary with whom Bakker had sex in

1980

A separate 11-count indictment
charged former PTL vice-president David
Taggart and his brother, James Taggart,

who was the interior designer for PTL
projects, with having diverted $1.1

million from the ministry for personal

use.

UCC group, upset with denomination,
forms own mission agency
Following a path cut earlier in at least

one other mainline U.S. Protestant de-

nomination, some evangelicals in the

United Church of Christ are taking mis-

sions work into their own hands because

they feel the church is not doing enough
to win souls to Christ. Biblical Witness
Fellowship, tied to the liberal denomina-
tion, decided to create a special missions

committee after research by the group in-

dicated substantial disenchantment with

the church's official mission work.

Barbara Weller, assistant director of

the group, said a substantial number of

UCC members appear to be giving money
to missionaries unaffiliated with UCC be-

cause they feel the church agencies are

more concerned with social work than
converting people to Christianity. She
said surveys of 50 churches conducted by
her group revealed that in those con-

gregations alone parishioners gave more
than $100,000 to missionaries uncon-
nected to UCC.

Weller explained that the new commit-
tee plans to recoup some of that lost sup-

port by linking UCC congregations with

evangelical UCC missionaries who work
with other mission groups such as Wy-
cliffe Bible Translators, Overseas Mis-

sionary Fellowship, and Campus Crusade
for Christ. While funding that is

generated will not be going to the official

UCC mission agencies, it will at least end
up supporting missionaries who are UCC
members, she noted.

California Supreme Court dismisses

'clergy malpractice' suit

In dismissing what has been described

as America's first clergy malpractice suit,

the California Supreme Court ruled re-

cently that people who are not licensed as

counselors or therapists cannot be held le-

gally liable for failing to provide proper

care or advice. The court voted unani-

mously to dismiss the case against Grace

Community Church of Sun Valley. The
church was sued by Walter and Maria
Nally, whose son, Kenneth, committed
suicide in 1979 after receiving counseling

by pastors there.

Jewish group files brief supporting

unaffiliated Sabbath observer

The Anti-Defamation League of B'nai

B'rith has asked the U.S. Supreme Court

to rule in favor of an Illinois man who
was denied unemployment benefits after

he was fired for refusing to work on Sun-

day because he does not belong to an es-

tablished religious group. In asking the

high court to overturn a ruling by the Ap-
pellate Court of Illinois in the case

brought by William Frazee, the Jewish

organization said the ruling "threatens

the religious liberty of Jews and others"

who want to practice their religion even

though they do not belong to an organized

religious group.

Catholic bishops: internal matters
intrude on social issues

At their annual meeting recently in

Washington, America's Catholic bishops

showed signs of a struggle to maintain

their visibility on social and political is-

sues at a time of pressing problems
within their own house. During the gath-

ering, the hierarchy sought a higher

profile on such issues as immigration

reform, farm foreclosures, and the Mid-

dle East even as internal church ques-

tions such as theological dissent and rela-

tions with the Vatican demanded most of

their attention.

"Our people need to hear that the work
we have begun on social issues—whether

on nuclear policy, human rights, or advo-

cacy of the unborn, the poor, and the

homeless—will continue," said John May,
president of the National Conference of

Catholic Bishops, in addressing the near-

ly 300 bishops attending.

But such issues were largely overshad-

owed by in-house matters. At the start of

the meeting, for instance, attention
turned to internal church conflicts as the

Vatican put a hold on a key bishops' docu-

ment attempting to set guidelines for

handling differences with theologians.

Later on, the bishops approved a state-

ment calling on the Vatican to scrap a

draft document that criticizes national

conferences of bishops, such as the one

meeting in Washington, as too inde-

pendent of the pope.

Torch of leadership passed
at Youth for Christ reunion
More than 1,000 past and present lead-

ers of Youth for Christ held a reunion in

Chicago recently and symbolically hand-
ed the torch of leadership to a younger
generation. The main rally featured all

the past presidents of YFC and well-

known musicians who traveled the YFC
circuits the past 44 years. Speakers in-

cluded Billy Graham, the first YFC em-
ployee. Leaders reminisced how some 100

outreach organizations, including Gra-
ham's, was spawned by YFC. Founding
president Torrey Johnson estimated that

as many as 10 million have received

Christ through YFC and the ministries it

generated. Senior Pastor Paul Smith of

The People's Church in Toronto, a former
YFC staff evangelist, said the lesson he
learned from YFC was "to keep your
program contemporary and your theology

old-fashioned."

Mennonite Brethren pastor invents

board game with Christian values

In a new board game by a Mennonite

Brethren pastor from Kansas, players

win by helping each other and laying up

treasures in heaven. Titled "Generosity,"

the game has already sold about 10,000

copies and is being used by missionaries

in Portugal and Ivory Coast to explain

Christian principles in cross-cultural set-

tings. Pastor Jared Burkholder got the

idea when playing another board game
where the object was to "get rich at your

neighbor's expense." He realized that

"this is diametrically opposed to my
Christianity." People who play "Generos-

ity" store up treasures in heaven by giv-

ing away or sharing their wealth through

such activities as donating money for

famine relief in Africa, giving land to

needy people, sponsoring a refugee

family, or covering hospitalization costs

for an injured friend.
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Private and public morality
There is an old saying that you may do as you

please as long as you don't do it in the street and
scare the horses. Like many such sayings, it is a
half truth at best and therefore dangerous. The
question of whether and how to regulate behavior
is a topic for ongoing discussion.

The letters of the apostle Paul make clear one
paradoxical principle: As Christians we have
freedom in Christ, but freedom is not to be

abused. We are tied to and responsible for one
another. Thus in the church we have the responsi-

bility of discipline, to help each other understand
that we care for one another, and that care in-

cludes concern about how another's behavior

reflects on the body as a whole. It is a delicate

matter, particularly in a society where it is often

loosely suggested that each should do their own
thing.

This is true only up to a point, of course, as the

laws of any country illustrate. Laws represent a

consensus of sorts, a common agreement that

certain behaviors are not approved. The speed
limit laws are an example. These laws are widely
disregarded and inadequately enforced. But they
are a reminder that private acts have public im-
plications. An individual driver's behavior may
endanger the safety of others. So it is the society's

responsibility to try to keep him honest.

How far a church or society may go in regulat-

ing behavior is a matter for continual discern-

ment. The church in which I grew up considered

certain behaviors as matters for exhortation, but
others a test of membership. In these, as in speed

limit laws, there is a recognition that the web of

interrelationships is more tightly woven than
may appear at first glance.

But when the pressure of discernment is on,

someone is sure to rise up and say, "Why not let

persons decide for themselves?" Today, for

example, there is the issue of illegal drugs. These
drug laws are difficult to enforce and there are

widespread violations. What if the laws were
repealed and people were allowed to make their

own decisions? For example, it is recalled that in

1919-20 the U.S. enacted the 18th amendment to

the constitution which forbade the production for

sale of alcoholic beverages. This amendment was
repealed in 1933 in part because, it was held, Pro-

hibition did not work.

Was this popular assumption about the failure

of Prohibition really true? Recently some his-

torians have given attention to this question and
have found that Prohibition was a victim of

propaganda. Indeed, it worked rather too well for

greedy business interests wishing to cash in on
the production and sale of booze and they helped

to run it into the ground. I became aware of this

through an article in the Christian Science Moni-
tor (Oct. 13). It referred to Professor John C.

Burnham, a medical historian at Ohio State

University, who, the Monitor reported, "became
fascinated by the topic and became a teetotaler as

a result."

That statement got my attention and I wrote to

Professor Burnham. He responded by letter and
with a paper entitled "Why Should People Advo-
cating Good Behavior Be on the Defensive?" He
observed that "the fact that Prohibition

drastically decreased drinking—even though
many people made their own at home, quite le-

gally . . . and that the pre-Prohibition level of al-

cohol consumption was not reached again until

the 1970s is powerful evidence that morality can

indeed be legislated."

Professor Burnham reports that one result of

Prohibition was the decline "in the incidence of

alcoholic psychosis in New York state, an area in

which observance and enforcement were at a

minimum. Such illnesses caused directly by li-

quor, and unmistakable in diagnosis, virtually

disappeared from the state hospitals in which
they had earlier accounted for a substantial frac-

tion of admissions."

So the good effects of Prohibition are finally

coming to light. As well the bad effects of repeal.

One might wish that laws against speeding, pollu-

tion of the environment, or wanton destruction of

natural resources would not be necessary. But not

all understand or are willing to acknowledge the

results of their actions.

The story of Prohibition illustrates how people

who care about the moral climate of their society

can make a difference by developing a consensus.

The story shows also how the forces of reaction

were able to make a swift comeback and undo
what was accomplished.

At the same time we recognize the need for the

church to maintain a position of nonconformity to

the world, we do well to consider that a wider
consensus on some issues is possible. Such a

consensus can have an impact if broadly based
and held to firmly.—Daniel Hertzler
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Evangelizing the daughters
and sons of Menno
by Myrna Burkholder

It has been estimated that the Mennonite
Church would number several million people if all

those born into North American Mennonite
families since the first Mennonites arrived in

Philadelphia in 1683 had remained in the Men-
nonite Church. Instead, we number about 110,000

persons. It would be unfair to any denomination
to expect it to retain all the children of its mem-
bers. However, one does wonder where all the
North American children of Menno have gone (at

least, such large numbers of them).

Data extrapolated from recent Mennonite
Board of Education studies on college attendance
of Mennonite young adults and later church affil-

iation indicates that about 35-45 percent of our

young adult members chose not to remain in the

Mennonite Church during 1960-1980. In spite of

this loss, we have grown in membership by al-

most 4 percent during the last decade, according

to Meyinonite Yearbook statistics.

But if we intend to increase our membership by

50 percent by 1995, it only makes sense to focus

our efforts at evangelism on both our own young
adult children as well as bringing in others. Evan-

gelizing young adult members (those who have

made a commitment of faith) in this sense means
helping them understand why they are needed or

wanted by the church. It also means helping them



Young people, in spite of their

mobility and absenteeism, want or

need to belong.

understand why they need the church. The Men-
nonite Church effectively maintains its young
adults two ways:

Choice of college. Between 1960-80, about 80

percent of those who attended a Mennonite
Church college remained in the denomination as

compared to the 55-65 percent range of all other
Mennonite young adults and students. Students
attending Mennonite Church colleges are exposed
to an array of activities which develop a Christian

consciousness, if not a denominational conscious-

ness. For example, there are regular chapel ser-

vices, convocations, Bible classes, contact with
Christian faculty and other Christian students,

Myrna Burkholder, Goshen, Ind., is director of Student and
Young Adult Services at Mennonite Board of Missions in

nearby Elkhart.

religious campus organizations, and study service

terms. Friendships among Mennonite students

which develop throughout the school years often

last a lifetime.

Recently some congregations have developed fi-

nancial aid programs for students attending Men-
nonite colleges. These congregations should be

commended for doing so. Investment in the lives

of our young people in this way is important for

the future of the church.

Voluntary service. No data is available with

regard to denominational retention of young
adults who go into voluntary service. However,
one might suppose that the impact of a Men-
nonite voluntary service experience would have a

positive effect on the lives of our young people. It

provides a vehicle for the growth and develop-

ment of one's faith.

Both attendance at Mennonite colleges and
voluntary service are full-time, multiyear

experiences. Obviously, it would be difficult to

provide a full-time, multiyear equivalent

experience for all other Mennonite young people.

Even if voluntary service programs were
enlarged and more Mennonite students attended

Mennonite colleges, we would still miss a high

percentage.

What other options are there for encouraging
our young adults to stay with the Mennonite
Church?

Congregational ministry with absentee
members. Because church attendance rates tend

to be lower during the 18-24-year-old age span
than at any other time, young adults often be-

come absentee members. Incorporating absentee

young adults into congregational life can be frus-

trating. They are extremely mobile and are often

seeking independence. This independence may be

expressed in sporadic church involvement. Dur-
ing ages 25-35, participation may increase, if in

fact young members decide to return at all. Un-
fortunately, too many decide not to return.

It takes insightful, committed congregations to

look beyond young adult absenteeism to be in

ministry with this age-group. Young people, in

spite of their mobility and absenteeism, want or

need to belong. They also need to be remembered.
How can congregations facilitate a sense of accep-

tance and belonging in spite of sporadic involve-

ment or high mobility?

Congregations need to develop a ministry for

keeping in touch with young inactive or scattered
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members. For example, they can mail church

bulletins or congregational newsletters to these

persons regularly. Or, before these persons leave

home, the congregation can plan a special fare-

well service for them. They can be given a special

"commissioning" or "blessing" from the con-

gregation at that time. Also, those who have not

left home but who are inactive can be contacted

by pastors or designated members for socializing

over a meal together occasionally at the church's

expense.

The message that these persons receive from a

congregation which cares enough to keep in touch

with them is that they are special people and that

their lives and spiritual pilgrimages are as im-

portant as those who still attend. Keeping in

touch also makes it less uncomfortable for young
people to return to full participation at a later

date. They do not need to apologize or explain

their absence.

Congregational ministry with seekers. Con-

gregations need to help create meaningful church

life for young persons who seek regular church in-

volvement. No effort is too small. One pastor of a

Mennonite congregation too small for special

ministries spends hours mentoring and meeting

informally with his young adult members to

listen to their thoughts, concerns, and dreams.

That is an example of effective young adult

ministry.

All other possible methods for encouraging

participation need to be used by congregations.

They can develop young adult Sunday school

classes, offer one-to-one mentoring or counseling,

intentionally involve young people in the plan-

ning and implementation of worship, and involve

them in service projects. These are only a few
examples.

Congregations can encourage their young
people to attend churchwide gatherings where
they may interact with other young persons and
learn to begin to identify with the larger church.

(One of these events is Normal 89. Special

seminars, get-togethers, and special housing are

being planned for young adults attending this

event.) For young singles, there are often local or

regional activities they might be encouraged to

attend as another way of networking with other

Christians.

It is important that young adults are en-

couraged to think about how to share their faith

with others. It is often assumed that young
people need only to be ministered to. But they

also need to learn to be in ministry with others.

Sorting out what one really believes, and learning

how to express those beliefs in word and deed, is

an important aspect of this. A series of Sunday
school lessons on what young adults believe about
God, Jesus Christ, the Bible, salvation, prayer,

peace, and justice are a few basic areas for dis-

cussion. Learning to express how they experience

a personal relationship with God or Jesus Christ

is also important. They might practice their shar-

ing skills by role playing with each other.

In addition, serious effort needs to be given to

encourage young people with leadership

potential. Short-term and interim congregational

assignments or shoulder tapping from older

persons can inspire our brightest and best to

consider giving their lives for mission and service.

Testimonies and storytelling from older persons

who have made such commitments can also

inspire young people. Pastors often play a

particularly important role in mentoring or

inspiring young people to consider ministry.

Young scattered Mennonites. The Mennonite
Church has been experiencing slow migration of

Congregations need to develop

a ministry for keeping in touch with

young inactive or scattered members.

its young adults from rural settings to urban and

university settings during the past several

decades. As a result, many new congregations

have emerged in these settings which have

started with student and young adult involve-

ment. Conferences and denominational church of-

fices have often provided support services to help

these groups grow.

However, a second level of commitment to such

groups needs to take place which focuses more
intentionally on growth concerns. These groups

need to be clearly affirmed for being in mission

and ministry with the migrating sons and
daughters of Menno, as well as reaching out to

others. If we are really concerned about reten-

tion, such affirmation makes sense.

Some of these young adult-oriented congrega-

tions in urban and university settings are already

starting to spawn new congregations. Such ef-

forts need to be given high priority for funding

and support from conferences and churchwide

agencies.

In summary, we need to continue to send as

many of our children to Mennonite colleges and

into voluntary service as possible. But we also

need to develop an understanding of congrega-

tional ministry with young adults which fosters

future involvement. And those in denominational

church development tasks need to give high

priority to working at church building among mi-

grating young adult members.
The concerns stated in this article touch on

some of the issues that need to be considered if we
truly want the sons and daughters of Menno to be

faithful disciples of Christ Jesus in our North

American setting today. They need to be en-

couraged to believe in the church during their

young adult years so they can carry on the

message of salvation which has been so richly be-

stowed upon them. ^
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Gospel Herald and o?/ J. Denny Weaver
The Mennonite in

preparation for

Normal 89.
After more than a century of separate develop-

ment, the Mennonite Church and the General
Conference Mennonite Church are talking about
"integration" (merger). The possibility has a lot of

people excited. Committees are meeting at

several levels to discuss the implications,

timetable, and implementation of integration.

Eagerly we anticipate Normal 89, the second joint

meeting of the two largest Mennonite bodies in

North America. It does feel like integration is a

thing whose time has come.

I want to interject a word of caution into the

discussion. Not so much about the good idea of in-

/ want to interject a word of caution into

the discussion about MC-GC integration.

tegration as about the potential product which
may emerge from these efforts to integrate the

two North American bodies. A crucial question

concerns the product of the merger. Two possible

names can illustrate my concern. Will the newly
integrated denomination be the U.S. and Ca-
nadian Mennonite Church or the Mennonite
Church in Canada and the United States? The dif-

ference concerns that which gives the church its

unity and identity.

Not an end in itself. Structural unity is not an
end in itself. Significant cooperation among Men-
nonite bodies has occurred without structural

unity. To give some obvious examples. We are fa-

miliar with Mennonite Central Committee, Asso-

ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, Bethlehem
83, Normal 89, and a number of joint meetings of

district conferences. By this time, for a variety of

reasons, all the Mennonite colleges have faculty

members who, like me, have come to teach in

traditions different from those in which they

grew up. So MCs and GCs do not really need
structural unity in order to work with each other.

Structural unity—a merger of the Mennonite
Church and the General Conference Mennonite
Church—will not necessarily come easily, even if

J. Denny Weaver, Bluffton, Ohio, is a professor at Bluffton

College and author of the 1987 Herald Press book Becoming
Anabaptist.

everyone wants it to happen. But it is certainly

possible, if the common denominator is low
enough. The easiest basis for unity is North
American individualism—an integral part of the

ethos of North American society. As a social

philosophy, individualism says, "What's right for

me may not be right for you, but the important
thing is that each of us makes up our mind for

ourselves." Then it affirms the need to be tolerant

of all differences.

Individualism is a problem as a social

philosophy.

First, it teaches the relativity of truth—namely
that all positions have equal validity and that we
neither can nor should have to make a choice

between them. By declaring each individual's

position as equally valid, individualism assumes
acceptance of the status quo—a stance which
provides no reference point or motivation for

recognizing and dealing with injustices in our so-

ciety. Individualism would tolerate white su-

premacy and apartheid just as freely as it affirms

the equality of black people; it rationalizes killing

people to solve international conflicts just as

readily as it would accept the pacifist alternative.

Further, it is not really the case that people

make decisions by themselves without outside in-

fluence. More accurately, individualism is a state-

ment that one feels comfortable with the ma-
jority influence from the surrounding society.

From within the church, operating from a

philosophy of individualism means abandonment
of the sense that the church has a unique message
different from the host society. It means that one
will listen to North American society as easily as

to the story of Jesus and the church shaped by
that story. As a result the church and Christians

make themselves vulnerable to North American
materialism and militarism, and accepting of

theological traditions which weaken Mennonite
emphases such as nonviolence and community.

The danger of individualism. Not only Men-
nonites are concerned about the potential impact

of individualism. As examples, see Robert Bellah,

et al., Habits of the Heart (1985), and Allan

Bloom, Closing of the American Mind (1987).

Written by faculty members from major
universities, these two well-known books offer

differing but telling critiques of individualism

and the danger it poses for the societies in which

we live.

Resolving differences on the basis of indi-
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vidualism or the primacy of individual beliefs is

very tempting for Mennonites. It would enable us

to avoid facing some difficult questions of belief,

polity, piety, and practice by simply making them
all matters of individual and congregational

choice. The possibility that Mennonites will in-

tegrate under that kind of banner is real. Note,

for example, the call we hear rather frequently to

"celebrate our differences."

If Mennonites integrate on the basis of indi-

vidualism, it will mark the end of Mennonites as a
people with a clear identity and a clear message
for the world. Rather than making a witness to

the world, Mennonites will reflect the world.
They will have no basis on which to proclaim
themselves different from the society around
them; they will have no specific Christian
message to proclaim to the society around them.
Mennonites will have succumbed to the tempta-
tion to become the U.S. and Canadian Mennonite
Church.

A great opportunity. However, along with the
temptation to take the easy way, integration also

holds out the challenge of a great opportunity. It

offers the opportunity for Mennonites to renew a
commitment to such historic Anabaptist-Men-
nonite emphases as discipleship, peace, church as
community, mutual aid, and concern for a lived-

out faith. Integration around such a faith will not
be easy. There are no easy answers to the ques-
tions of how to be a peace church and how the
church should live as the community of God's
people in the midst of our militaristic and indi-

vidualistic society.

The alternative to individualism is not legis-

lated uniformity. Mennonites have not begun to
explore all the models and the implications of be-
ing a community in the modern world. Concern
for nonviolence has many avenues of
expression—from civil disobedience and draft
resistance to Voluntary Service and prayer—
which may even conflict with each other. Mutual
aid includes Mennonite Mutual Aid insurance and
barn raisings by people who reject insurance. Al-
though there is no uniform expression of these
core values, it is important that we keep strug-
gling with those core questions. The continuing
search for answers to the same questions
provides the basis for the preservation of a
unique Mennonite church with a clear message
and witness for the world.
Perhaps football can illustrate both the prob-

lem of individualism as well as how diverse

people and activities can serve a common pur-
pose. On a given play, players run in different di-

rections and each player has an individual role,

different from any other. However, never would a
coach tell his team that each one should make his

own individual decision about what to do on a
given play. Celebrating the diversity of a football

team— diverse sizes, shapes, speeds, and colors of

players, varying assignments on each play-
misses the point. Diversity is not something to

celebrate as an end in itself. Rather the coach
develops a game plan and the team members

If Mennonites integrate on the basis of

individualism, it will mark the end of

Mennonites as a people with a clear

identity and a clear message.

practice so that their diverse activities have a
common focus.

It is when the individuals are most formed by
practice and in tune with the game plan and the
team's purpose that the decisions made by each
individual player help the team move the ball.

When the team is truly integrated, it is the
master game plan which gives meaning to each
individual's activity. Without such a plan, there is

only random running around—a meaningless
diversity to celebrate.

A unifying vision. Like the football team, the
church should have a game plan—shaped by dis-

cipleship, peace, church as community, mutual
aid, concern for a lived-out faith, and so on. When
such ideas shape the diverse activities and variety
of cultural expressions of Mennonites, then it is a
unified body in spite of its diversity. Without
such a unifying vision, it is merely a collection of

individual Canadians and Americans who have
only their great diversity in common.

Integration on the basis of renewed commit-
ment to our historic faith will preserve Men-
nonite identity as a peace church and thereby
help us to remain and to become the Mennonite
Church in Canada and the United States. It is my
hope that we can seize the opportunity posed by
integration and use it to become more than ever a
people of God with a clear message in the world in

which we live. Q
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Hear, hear!

A colum n for sharing personal concerns

I need a clinic in

loving my enemies
Editors note: On November 1, "Gospel
Herald " carried a news report ofEastern,
Mennonite College students and others

who were jailed for demonstrating on be-

half of the homeless. This is a reflection

by one of the students on that and a later

experience.

Lately I've had lots of chances to decide
whom I love and whom I hate. Walking
through the streets of Washington, D.C.,

surrounded by homeless people and advo-
cates, my mind made easy categoriza-

tions of "US" and "THEM."
US was the black people beside me

singing "This Little Light of Mine."
THEM was the Reagan Administration,
which spends $44 on the military for

every $1 it spends on housing. US was the

poor, the oppressed, the bag ladies, the

bums. THEM was the yuppies gawking
from their cars as we were handcuffed

and led away from our effort to "take the

homeless plight to the streets" one more
time.

US was the group of EMC students who
skipped a day of classes to show our sup-

port of Mitch Snyder and the other

rasters. THEM was all the people back at

school whom I knew would disapprove of

our methods.
And just the other night at the court-

house in Harrisonburg, Virginia, sur-

rounded by local folks opposing a rezon-

ing proposal for a military test facility,

the divisions were just as clear. US was
the majority of the room who shouted and
clapped after each presentation given by
the rezoning opposers. THEM was the

small group of General Dynamics sup-

porters whose statements were met with

ominous silence.

US was those who believed in saying

"no" to any part of the rampant military-

industrial complex. THEM was those who
believed, along with most other Ameri-
cans, in a strong defense. US was the un-

derdogs in this country who still smarted
after the lost election. THEM was the

winners, here embodied by a billion-dol-

lar military contractor and a few lone

supporters.

I must admit I enjoyed those moments.
I was putting legs on my theories and
physically identifying myself with the

people I claim to care so much about. I

was participating in something bigger

than myself, speaking to issues that it

would be convenient to ignore since the

success or failure of either group won't

get me a bigger house or increase my
taxes.

Finally, amongst the cheering, chant-

ing, singing, applauding US's, I was vali-

dated. What WE stood for was right.

That made THEM wrong. United against

a common enemy, it was easy to assume
the oppressors' role and damn those Gen-
eral Demonics war worshipers to hell

where they belonged. At last WE were a
majority, WE made more noise, WE were
right. (Growing up a Democrat in Lan-
caster County, Pennsylvania, will do this

to you.)

And back in school the next day, those

categories rolled right out of my head

—

liberal/conservative, Democrat/Repub-
lican, peacenik/warmonger, poor/rich,

right/wrong, sheep/goats, wheat/chaff,
Jew/Gentile, slave/free, man/wom-
an. . .

.

Wait a minute.

I'm a little less jubilant now. A little

less sure of those principles and
ideologies which seduce me into hating

people of the THEM class. A little less

full of those ethical absolutes and moral
values that demand worship at the ex-

pense of my relationships with people. I

need a clinic in loving my enemies—no
matter how evil or oppressive or wrong I

think they are.

What I believe will no doubt continue to

alienate me from some people in healthy
and unhealthy ways. I'll make some
choices that some people disagree with.

I'll get defensive and lash out to protect

my "rightness." I'll refuse to conform
where cooperation's required. I'll retreat

into my loving and hating US/THEM
style. And my rightness will be worthless

if I have not love for all my THEMs.
There must be a way to walk the skinny

line between "confronting evil" and hat-

ing, "naming the powers" and alienating,

"witnessing to the truth" and doing vio-

lence to people who disagree with me.
Scrape me up when I fall off that line,

okay?—Cathy Stoner, Harrisonburg, Va.

I prefer to

be thankful
Politics is the art of compromise. To get

elected to a high office, many compro-
mises occur which in the long run are

counterproductive to America. Examples
are:

1. The tobacco subsidies to farmers.

Medicare payments to people with to-

bacco-related illnesses would be less with-

out tobacco subsidies.

2. The support of dictatorships which
keep people in poverty and misery. Does

this practice mock the American Revolu-

tionary War? If you or I were born in

some countries, a lifetime of labor could

purchase only the barest necessities.

3. Does Congress pass out "free bread

and circuses" to win elections or reelec-

tion in the form of breaks to large cor-

porations, handouts to the poor, high

farm price supports causing surpluses

which formerly cost $5 million daily

storage costs, special "breaks" to the

military-industrial complex (non-com-
petitive bidding in awarding contracts),

or sweeteners to all groups of people?

4. Do our elected officials have a

serious concern about what problems the

national debt might cause?

By voting, am I endorsing evil or giving

my consent to evil? Am I consenting to

policies which violate Matthew 5-7 and
the biblical teachings on righteousness

and justice?

Perhaps someone has other insights

into this issue in addition to the usual

answers of praying for your leaders and
writing letters to your representatives.

I prefer to be remembered as a thank-

ful, appreciative citizen rather than a

faultfinding, criticizing one.

—Art Martin, Goshen, Ind.

To make others
jealous of us

"You can proclaim all you want, but

you have to make us jealous. So far in my
life of over a half-century, I haven't seen

much in Christian life to make me jealous

to be one."

Who said that? A Jewish rabbi in a con-

ference/dialogue with evangelical Jewish

Christians reported in Christianity Today
(Oct. 7). Over 50 years and (with a Chris-

tian family as neighbors) he hasn't seen

much to make him "jealous" to be a Chris-

tian! Why? What would have made him
"jealous"? Perhaps nothing could have

convinced him, but if it were to be done,

what would be needed?

Let me attempt an answer: Christians

would have to be different. Different

from him, from the Jews he knew, from
the pagans he knew. If in every (or almost

every) way Christians looked like him. If

they showed the same attitudes about

clothes and cars and houses or apart-

ments and money and careers and family

life and divorce and sexuality and black

or red or yellow or brown people and

Russians and illegal immigrants and
drugs and alcohol and all the other in-

gredients of American life. If they acted

and lived as he did. If they dealt with

others as he did. How could he tell that

they were not Jewish or perhaps pagan?
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And why would he, looking at these

"Christians," be jealous to be one? No, in

some way that would be really noticeable,

they would have to be different, or he

wouldn't even notice that they were
Christian. But no difference, then, no

notice, no faintest jealousy to be a Chris-

tian.

But mere difference wouldn't do it. Dif-

ference may be a put-off if it's bizarre or

offensive. Nose rings wouldn't do the job,

nor ritualistically lying in a gutter to

express humility. The difference would

have to be attractive, even if troubling,

winsome, desirable. Why does anyone

buy a new car? Because the new one will

be desirably different from the old.

Enough so, to seem worth the thousands

of dollars it will cost.

Why would this rabbi, or anyone, be

jealous to be a Christian? Because he saw
in Christians something so desirably dif-

ferent that he would be willing to face the

cost of change. Only then would he be

jealous to be a Christian. Arguments,
preaching, tracts, proclaiming wouldn't

No joke

The threats of Christ

are buried

in the brutal Bible.

Woe to you all

who now are rich

for you have had
your joy.

And woe to you
who find so many
cruel ingenious ways
of playing hypocrite.

Depart from me, you cursed,

who see me in the hungry,

thirsty, stranger, naked, sick,

and do not do
one blessed thing

for these who bear

my image and my love.

Christ's threats

are buried

in the brutal Bible

and we are fools

to think that he

was only fooling.

—Thomas John Carlisle

do it. Only a deeply desirable difference

would raise the question, "What is it that

they have?" And the resolve, "I must have
it, too."

Jesus implies this in his words, "Let
your light shine before men, that they
may see your good deeds and praise your
Father in heaven." Not praise us because
we are by nature such nice people. No,
praise to God because what they see in us
is so extraordinarily different and so ob-

viously different and so desirably dif-

ferent that the only explanation is that it

is of God. Ordinary good behavior won't
qualify. It has to be "out of this world."

But a word of caution must be inter-

posed here: This difference must not be a

difference just to be different. For ex-

ample, it must not be a difference in the

spirit of the TV ad campaign for a "new"
product, a difference merely as a sales

gimmick. Nor must it be a difference

simply out of tradition: "This is how we
have always been different." I am a

Friend (Quaker), and Friends at their be-

ginning in history developed the custom
of addressing one another by given name
and surname without title

—"How is it

with thee, Herbert Hoover?"—no matter
how exalted in status a person might be.

All were equal before God; earthly titles

were pointless.

Now those early Friends had a care-

fully stated rationale for this custom. But
without deep commitment to that ra-

tionale the custom becomes today a mere
tradition carried on, if at all, as tradition

only. Only with its rationale still in heart

and mind can it still be valid and valu-

able. Or again, a difference clung to out of

some kind of pride in being "different" is

not the kind of difference needed here.

However satisfying personally, it is not

the answer.

No, this difference must be different.

Again, Jesus used words (John 7:38)

which indicate that basis of this dif-

ference. He spoke of the spirit flowing

like streams of living water out of those

who believe in him. In the light of these

words this difference will be from God
acting in and through us, so that we be-

cause of him are indeed different, inher-

ently and inescapably. It will be the

expression in every element of our lives of

this Spirit-wrought inner difference. Ir-

repressibly this different life will flow out

from within, as a spring pours out of a

hillside. Or as a rose by inherent nature is

different from a dandelion. Just so will

our living—because of that spontaneous

flow of living water—be deeply and ob-

viously and supernaturally and win-
somely different.

But to have this lovely flow is costly

—

in commitment to God and his indwelling

and will and our own transformation, in

hours of study and reflection upon Jesus

and his way, in years of cultivation of

that Presence. No nominal devotion and
no ordinary living will produce it. Per-

haps that is why in over 50 years that

Jewish rabbi has not seen much that has
made him jealous to be a Christian. It

would be expensive to make him
jealous.—Lauren King, Norwich, Ohio

We need to give up
individual rights

On what basis do members of the Men-
nonite Church make decisions on atten-

dance at church services and the scrip-

tural authority for the individual rights

of church members? I know a congrega-
tion where the decision to attend Sunday-
morning services is made by some mem-
bers on whether a musical instrument is

played every Sunday. The Sundays it is

not played they absent themselves, reg-

ister, complaints, or threaten to go to an-

other church.

Any man-made object is a candidate

for becoming an idol. Can it be that in the

Mennonite race to become production-line

copies of the mainline Protestant
churches we are tempted to make idols?

This can be especially true in the field of

worship music, where instrumental ex-

pression is supplanting participatory con-

gregational hymn singing.

We pride ourselves in the rights of

every member to rally around diversity,

and we console ourselves that, yes, we
have unity, when in fact unity evades us.

What does the Bible say about those who
do what is right in their own eyes?

John Stott, a New Testament scholar

from England, has given valuable insight

in this area. He says: "We are to be sub-

missive to one another out of reverence

for Christ" (Eph. 5:21). I am thinking

particularly of the life of the local church,

which is meant to be a sign of God's rule.

The church should be the one community
in the world in which human dignity and
equality are invariably recognized and
human responsibility for each other ac-

cepted; the rights of others are sought

and never violated, while our own are

often renounced; there is no partiality, fa-

voritism, or discrimination. The renun-

ciation of rights is an essential charac-

teristic of God's new society. In the world

outside, people assert their own rights

and exercise authority. "Not so with you,"

Jesus said.

If a congregation in internal conflict

voluntarily gave up members' individual

rights and sought the rights of the Lord
of the church and the authority of the

Word, what do you think would happen?
Great and mighty works would follow

and the power of the Lord would be

manifest. That church community should

go forth in faith believing that rich bless-

ings would surely follow with kingdom
growth.

—WilmerD. Swope, Leetonia, Ohio
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Church news

MMA adopts investment
guidelines after second try
A new set of ethical investment

guidelines was unanimously adopted by
the Board of Directors of Mennonite Mu-
tual Aid, which met Dec. 2-3 in Reedley,
Calif. The guidelines have been
considered for nearly two years.

It is a serious issue because MMA
manages nearly $200 million as a trustee
for the church. An initial proposal was re-

jected by the board in May 1987 and was
sent back to a committee for further
work. An Ethical Guidelines Review
Committee, composed of church and busi-
ness leaders, was formed to come up with
a new proposal.

The guidelines do not name specific
countries. Instead, they list issues such as
peace, justice, quality of life, health and
stewardship, responsible management,
and church investments. Specifically,
they eliminate investment in major mili-
tary contractors such as those on the U.S.
Department of Defense's 50 largest
contractors, companies with 5 percent or
more of their gross sales in defense con-
tracts, and companies with any direct in-

volvements with weapons.
MMA will seek means to advocate jus-

tice and focus on investments which sup-
port basic quality of life. Investment pri-

ority will be given to companies that pro-
mote a better quality of life as in health
care, housing, food, and education. MMA
will avoid participation in businesses in-
volved with alcoholic beverages, tobacco,
and gambling. MMA will also attempt to
monitor the performance of company
managers in several areas including
equal-opportunity employment, job train-
ing, and environmental issues.

Greg Weaver, MMA vice-president for
stewardship services, said Luther Tyson,
president of Pax World Fund, was instru-
mental in shaping the language of the
guidelines. He also noted the guidelines
do not rule out investments in a country
such as South Africa, where a white
minority government imposes the apart-
heid system of racial segregation on the
black majority. However, any investment
would focus on companies supplying such
things as medicine, food, and shelter.

Board member Willis Sommer pre-
dicted that MMA will take "a much more
active role in proxy action with com-
panies where we think we can make a dif-

ference. I think it's entirely possible that
MMA may sponsor such actions in the fu-
ture."

Board member Richard Reimer, who
urged rejection of the South African in-

vestment proposal in 1987, supported the
new investment guidelines and made the
motion for their acceptance. "While we
may not be responsible for all the evils in

the world, we must make sure we don't
contribute to them," he said. "Some have
expressed concern that we are too far
ahead of our members on this issue. I

would rather be criticized for leading
down the right path than for following
down the wrong one."

One of the overriding concerns for the
board has been the performance of the
health-insurance portion of MMA's ser-
vices. While all of the other services are
doing well (such as Mennonite Founda-
tion, Mennonite Retirement Trust, and
Mennonite Auto Aid), health claims sub-
mitted have been significantly higher
than income from premiums in 1988. In
addition, health plan membership de-
clined about 1,500.

Information was given to the board
showing that the reason for the loss is a
big increase in claims caused by rapidly
rising health-care costs. Even though
MMA's administrative costs are only
about half those of the average for the
health insurance industry, steps are be-
ing taken to reduce administrative costs
even further.

Rate increases are being implemented
for the Medical Expense Sharing Plan
and Team Care Health Plan which should
bring premium income back in line with
claims expense in 1989. However, there is

continuing concern over membership lev-

els.

The board was supportive of a major
emphasis being placed on informing
MMA members about why costs are
increasing and their options. Part of the
effort will be helping local congregations
find ways of supporting members who
may not be able to afford health in-

surance. Major emphasis is also being
placed on education of members and non-
members about the concept of mutual
aid.

In other business, the board heard from
the leaders of three supporting denomina-
tions—the Mennonite Church, General
Conference Mennonite Church, and Men-
nonite Brethren Church. Jim Lapp, exec-
utive secretary of Mennonite Church
General Board, said MMA is an expres-
sion of some of the alternative values

embraced by Mennonites. "I think we
sometimes underestimate the complexi-
ties of the issues you face." He said he
believes MMA is seen by church members
as both a church agency and a financial
and insurance institution. "That creates
tension, but it's unavoidable."

—Steve Bowers forMMA

Farm conferences in

Midwest and East linked
by telecommunications
More than 100 rural people from 13

states and one province gathered for
Heartland Faith and Farming I Con-
ference, Dec. 4-6, at Nebraska Youth
Leadership Development Camp near Au-
rora to focus on the theme "Horizons of
Hope." The conference was held si-

multaneously with the Faith and Farm-
ing V Conference at Laurelville (Pa.)
Mennonite Church Center, where about
55 participants centered their thinking
around the same theme. Keynote ad-
dresses, discussion, and conference wrap-
ups were shared via a telecommunica-
tions system.

Leon Neher, a former college professor
and Brethren minister who is now a
farmer in Quinter, Kans., spoke on "The
Goal of Agriculture." He said the goal
may require becoming involved in a new
revolution to confront the contemporary
colonialism of agribusiness interests and
monopolies.

He said that to revolt in a positive
way—as Jesus, Moses, Mahatma Gandhi,
and Martin Luther King had done—was
to refuse to be a part of the system either
as an exploiter (colonizer) or by playing
the inferior role of being colonized. He
suggested four steps in the revolution: (1)
live frugally within your means, (2) make
capital available at no interest or low
interest to young people and innovators,

(3) become involved in producing energy
in order to be not only consumers of
energy, (4) integrate several steps in the
agricultural cycle (such as processing and
marketing) at the family farm and local

community level.

Neher's keynote address to the Heart-
land Conference, presented by telecom-
munication to the Laurelville Conference,
was followed by a joint question-and-
answer period. Telecommunication also

connnected the two conferences for the
Laurelville keynote address by Cal Rede-
kop, a sociology professor at Conrad
Grebel College, who spoke on "The Soul of

Agriculture."

Vigorous discussion followed Redekop's
presentation, with participants challeng-
ing Redekop's suggestion that the form of
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Real police officers William Stubbs (left) and Marvin Johnson subdue pretend gang members
(left to right) Sammy Hernandez, Enrique Valdez, and Rolando Ortiz in a video drama about
young people and drugs. It is now available from MBM.

agriculture is not important to the "soul"

of agriculture, that agriculture is becom-

ing more and more "rationalized" in sys-

tems that represent commercial or com-
munal farming instead of family farm-

ing, that this is a historical trend which

cannot be altered, and that systems
should not be supported if they are not

economically efficient.

Despite their focus on the more con-

troversial parts of Redekop's message,

participants of both conferences seemed
to agree with his statement that "to pre-

serve the soul of agriculture, we must
care for the soil of the earth, clean up the

fouled nest wherever we see it, stop the

destruction of nature and the environ-

ment, restore that which has been de-

stroyed, and help others care for the

earth in the same way."

In three worship sessions, Sterling, 111.,

Mennonite pastor Roy Kaufman led the

Heartland group to consider the pro-

phetic voices of Ezekiel, Isaiah, and Hosea
and their messages of shalom—restora-

tion of the whole creation. Focusing on
God's plan for the future of the earth and
people's role in that plan, he said people

must set limits on their use of the earth's

resources and find the proper scale of liv-

ing in relation to the rest of nature.

The worship leaders at Laurelville were
Abner and Shirley Martin of Listowel,

Ont. They said they had to go to a variety

of denominational hymnbooks to find
hymns pertaining to farming.

The two farm conferences were spon-

sored by a variety of Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ groups.

Advisory group
to MBM Media Ministries
meets for first time
The Media Ministries Advisory Com-

mittee of Mennonite Board of Missions
met for the first time recently in Chicago.
The seven-member group, providing spe-

cialized counsel to the staff of Media
Ministries, was formed as part of the fu-

ture planning recommendations of an
MBM media task force.

The committee, chaired by Diane Um-
ble of Lancaster, Pa., will also review and
evaluate Media Ministries programs and
policies and dream new directions for the
future. The committee is to be a place for

discussion of issues, without requiring
consensus or forming recommendations.

In its first meeting, the committee re-

viewed the new policy statement and
long-range projections for MBM's audio
recording studios in Harrisonburg, Va. In
support of the studio objectives and
guidelines, the committee encouraged
staff to conceptualize, produce, and
market new audio resources. The group
also encouraged staff to use business

principles to operate the studio, thereby
raising revenue for other MBM work.

Committee members said that MBM
participation in the National Interfaith

Cable Coalition and the Vision Interfaith

Satellite Network (VISN) is an oppor-

tunity for Mennonites to break into the

television field on a minimal budget. To
make the Mennonite voice distinct and
unique in this mix of religious program-
ming should be a goal for Mennonite
messages, they said.

The committee dealt with the current

activity and guidelines for production of

video materials for Media Ministries, for

other MBM departments, and for other

Mennonite agencies. The committee sees

video as a primary medium for communi-
cating Mennonite theology and values to

new members. The high cost of video

production, however, may limit the
amount of materials Media Ministries is

able to create. The committee said that

consumer education about media, espe-

cially video, should be a priority for

MBM.
The committee discussed Media Minis-

tries' plan to develop resources "to help

Mennonite churches introduce them-
selves to their communities." While rec-

ognizing that not all congregations may
be open to visitors or have the ability to

assimilate new members, committee
members encouraged staff to design ma-
terials for congregations who are on the

"growing edge" rather than for "all Men-
nonite churches."

They said MBM should build its media
efforts around the themes of belonging

and community, discipleship, service, and
mutual aid. Pinpoint the issues Men-
nonites grapple with instead of trying to

project an identity upon which all can

agree, they added.

Hispanic Mennonites
produce video drama
on youth and drugs
No Way Out, a 40-minute video drama

about young people and drugs, is ready
for use. It was written, directed, and
produced by Elias Acosta, Hispanic
media staff person at Mennonite Board of

Missions. The actors are Hispanic Minis-

tries students at Goshen College and
members of Iglesia Menonita del Buen
Pastor, an Hispanic Mennonite congrega-

tion in Goshen, Ind.

The story portrays an Hispanic young
person who must decide whether to con-

tinue delivering drugs for a drug pusher.

"The drama is a case study designed to

make young people think about the

choices they make, including religious

choices," said Acosta. "It is also intended

to increase awareness of the problems of

drugs and alcohol."

Acosta encourages Hispanic Mennonite
congregations and youth groups and
other Mennonites in North America to

use the video. It is also available for high

schools and community youth clubs. Ne-
gotiations are underway for broadcasts

on television and cable TV stations.

Original music for the video drama was
written and produced by Sam Hernandez,
Jr., of Goshen and performed by his

music group, Newcomer 19. A 3V2-minute

music video was produced, featuring clips

from the drama with Newcomer 19

performing some of the music. Acosta

plans to distribute the music video to His-

panic media persons in New York, Los

Angeles, and Miami for possible use on

cable TV.
The videos are available for rent or

purchase from the Hispanic Media Office

at MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515.
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Anabaptist Roundtable
brings 150 together
in Chicago
Although no one stated clearly what an

Anabaptist is, about 150 people claiming
that name met at the Bismarck Hotel in
Chicago, Nov. 18-20, to discuss where
Anabaptists should be headed on the eve
of the 21st century.

The idea for a "roundtable" of
Anabaptists originated with Myron
Augsburger, a Mennonite Church leader
from Washington, D.C. He took his
"dream" to the Council of Moderators and
Secretaries, which represents four Men-
nonite and Brethren in Christ denomina-
tions. The council agreed to call such a
meeting, but it had no budget to carry it

out. So the staff of Mennonite Economic
Development Associates in Winnipeg,
Man., agreed to oversee registration, and
expenses were covered by registration
fees.

The format for each of the meeting's
five sessions was this: a "focus" speech,
responses by several designated people,
general dialogue, then small-group dis-
cussion around tables (thus the name).
Augsburger began with "Agenda for a

Biblical People," in which he outlined six

"proposals" for Anabaptists looking
toward the year 2001. He called for
involving people in urban mission
through their professional roles. He
urged a balance between discipleship and
knowing the Savior, between ethics and
joyful worship, between Anabaptist faith
and intradenominational dialogue,
between stewardship in financial areas
and stewardship in mission.

In session two, Duane Ruth-Heffel-
bower, a lawyer turned church planter in
Fresno, Calif., spoke on "Discipleship:
Perceiving Our Calling." He outlined a
"theory of personality" based on the
writings of early Anabaptists: people are
created good, people can change, they can
participate in the divine nature, per-
sonality is shown by behavior.

Bill Hayes of Columbia, Md., focused
on another prevalent theme of the
roundtable in his talk, "Lifestyle: Living
Our Faith." He has been involved in
urban ministry for 30 years, he said, and
he has no easy answers. He did, however,
offer some advice. The way ahead, he
said, is to be intentional, creative, and
narrowly focused.
Paul Hiebert, a seminary professor

from Pasadena, Calif., spoke on "Com-
munity: Understanding Identity" in
session four. He presented five images of
community: as caste, as crowd, as club, as
corporation, and as clan, then asked three
questions: What kind of community
should we be? How can we build com-
munity? How can our community be a
witness to the world?

In the final session, David Shenk, a

missions administrator from Mountville,
Pa., spoke on "Redefining the Vision." He
mentioned "current winds that we should
be aware of." For example, two new
language groups are added annually to
the Anabaptist family, and one new con-
gregation is added daily. Anabaptists
around the world have their own stories.
For example, in Africa the Massai people
are becoming Mennonites because Men-
nonites taught them that Jesus loves
cows, and a tribe of former headhunters
are becoming Mennonites because they no
longer fear birds.

The roundtable ended with a worship
service that focused on Jeremiah and
Jonah. Chris Michael, a pastor from
Elgin, 111., in her sermon, "Seek the
Welfare of the City," called on par-
ticipants to feel the hurts of the city and
put aside their smugness. "We find
shalom as we seek shalom for others," she
said. '<

What is meant by Anabaptist was
never made clear during the meeting, and
no formal statement emerged. The unity,
the shared Anabaptist beliefs, remained
largely unstated, assumed.
Meanwhile, the dialogue, while cordial

and affirmative of Anabaptism, repre-
sented many viewpoints. The growing
pluralism of the world was at least
partially evident, and participants were
encouraged to leave the hotel during
breaks and experience some of the urban
life being discussed.

For many, the roundtable was only a
beginning. For some, who are more
interested in doing mission than talking
about it, the meetings included too much
theory and not enough strategy. Most,
however, deemed it worthwhile and
desire another one, with perhaps a dif-

ferent mix of people.

—Gordon Houserfor Meetinghouse

India ranks fifth

In Mennonite members,
says MWC's Kraybill

By the year 2010 India is expected to
surpass China as the most populous na-
tion in the world. In terms of the Men-
nonite world community, the nation
ranks fifth in size after the United States,
Canada, Zaire, and Indonesia, with a
membership of 52,600 in seven con-
ferences.

Today "a whole new era in the history
of the India church is opening," reports
Paul Kraybill, executive secretary of
Mennonite World Conference, following a
recent three-week fraternal visit, togeth-
er with his wife, Jean. India's Mennonite
churches have faced difficulties in their
internal life, yet "there are many bright
spots," said Kraybill. "Congregations are
being formed in the new urban industrial
centers, and in some of the larger cities

such as Bombay."
For the Indian churches, a major cur-

rent issue is how to make the adjust-
ments involved in the transformation
from a rural-based missionary church to
the new forms of ministry needed in a
diverse society in a post-missionary era.

The first Mennonite missionaries went
to India in 1899—sent by Mennonite
Board of Missions—and the first genera-
tion of converts were villagers and farm-
ers. The next generation found their ways
to the mission centers and towns where
they were educated. Now the third and
fourth generations, noted Kraybill, are
emerging with professional skills. As
these people move to the big cities and in-

dustrial centers the challenge for the
church is to provide creative leadership
and openings for younger trained leaders.

"It is not easy for the church to cope
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with the monuments of the past, large

village church edifices, mission com-
pounds, and institutions and free itself

for new forms of ministry," said Kraybill.

And at the same time, "it is clear that the

100 years of Western missionary activity

have come to a close. At the moment
there are only three expatriate Mennonite
missionary couples in India. ..."

Kraybill continued, "Traveling from
church to church for a series of brief

visits is a wearying experience, but the

rewards of such visits are abundantly
evident." As they traveled, Kraybills
found many people who attended Men-
nonite World Conference assemblies.

"There is evidence that more than a few
will attend Assembly 12 at their own

expense," he said.

"Here as in other places, the churches

are reaching out for a new form of frater-

nal fellowship," Kraybill concluded. "The
100 years of institutional history is an era
waiting to be closed, but the need for

closer fellowship links, apostleship minis-

tries, and cross-cultural interaction
grows more and more imperative."

Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the poin t, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp poin t.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Joetta Handrich Schlabach,
East Lansing, Mich.
Norman H. Teague's brief article titled

"Give Christian Women Credit" ("Hear,

Hear!" Dec. 13) raised some concerns for

me. I'm all for giving Christian women
(and men) credit and encouragement in

their tasks as Christian servants, be that

in the family setting, in the church set-

ting, or in the larger community.
I am uncomfortable, however, with the

reference to a "well-researched recent

finding" that attributed the maladjust-
ment of children to their placement in

day-care centers. I wish that Brother
Teague would have cited his source. I am
aware of four decades of research find-

ings by family and early childhood de-

velopment professionals which do not
come to the same conclusion.

While some day-care centers lack the

funds and trained staff to provide
optimal care for children, many centers

are providing quality care (no doubt sim-
ilar to what Brother Teague experienced
in a Christian children's home) and have
trained teachers and care-givers (some
from our own Mennonite colleges) who
are dedicated to the development of

young children. Unfortunately, it is often

the poorest families which depend on the
income of the mother that have no choice

but to leave their children in less than
optimal settings.

Brother Teague seems to suggest that
raising children is the sole responsibility

of women. I believe that the Bible calls

both parents to nurture their children

(Eph. 6:1-4). In biblical times, as in

agrarian societies throughout history, I

understand that women were primarily

responsible for child care during the
child's early years. Within a few years,

however, a great deal of responsibility

switched to the father—especially for the

care of young boys—so that the child

would learn his father's trade and con-

tribute to the family's economic welfare.

The industrial economy of the past

century has influenced the family
greatly, and has in many ways separated

the father from the family. With the

movement from the farm to factory, men
absented themselves from the family for

most of the day, or more, and fathers no
longer passed a family trade on to their

sons.

Since World War II, when the first

considerable influx of women into the

U.S. labor force began, many researchers

have examined the effects of women's
work upon the development of children.

Their findings suggest that women's em-
ployment is only one—and not
necessarily the most significant—of a

wide array of factors that influence the

well-being and development of children.

Other factors include the socioeconomic

status and educational level of the family,

the mother's attitude toward her work,

the type of neighborhood the family lives

in, the availability of quality day care if

both parents work, the number of parents

in the family, and more. Recently re-

searchers such as Urie Bronfenbrenner, a

child development specialist from Cornell

University, have begun to specifically ex-

amine the way in which men's work af-

fects the family.

I would hope that as Christians we
would recognize and support the crucial
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roles of both parents—and the church-
in raising the children that God has en-

trusted us with. We need to help one

another discern how each of us can best

use his or her gifts in God's kingdom and

we all need to seriously consider how the

work commitments we make affect the

lives of our families.

Art Rosenblum, Philadelphia, Pa.
The Oct. 4 issue raised the question of

bribery which is common in lands where
Mennonite Central Committee workers
go. I experienced that in Asunci6n,
Paraguay, as customs dispatcher for a

Christian community from 1958 to 1960.

Nothing moved without bribes. At first I

gave items from packages instead of

money, and joked a lot with the officals.

After a while I always carried a photo

album showing the community and the

medical work we did for rural people.

With that I had no trouble getting a hear-

ing and developing personal friendships

with officials and bureaucrats.

Before long an official suggested asking

for complete freedom from customs, even

though no such decree existed. Because of

my poor Spanish he had his secretary

write the request and take me, with the

document, to the top official who signed it

without question. The procedure con-

tinued for years.

The customs workers joked and called

me "Fidel" because of my beard, some-
times looking the other way when I failed

to understand or comply with regula-

tions. I dressed simply and traveled by
bicycle because we were not well off. I felt

very good about the work and was able to

import almost anything we needed with-

out customs or bribes.

Taking time to know the workers as

friends, some became my English stu-

dents. They felt the sincerity of our work
and wanted to help out in any way they

could. My constant prayer was to vi-

sualize everyone wanting to cooperate;

disappointments were taken very lightly.

Many workers seemed happier to do me
a favor that way than if I had given them
a bribe, and sometimes we were led to-

gether in deep personal conversations

that helped. It may be that some MCC
workers will see this approach as a possi-

ble alternative to bribery.
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Mennoscope

Mennonite Board of Congregational Minis-
tries needs $95,000 in January to break even
for the fiscal year which ends on Jan. 31. A
total of $135,000 in contributions this month
would erase the beginning deficit as well.
Contributions can be sent to Gordon Zook at
MBCM, Box 1245, Elkhart, IN 46515.

A Baltimore firm has been hired to dis-
tribute a Mennonite video drama featuring
Stephen Shank, a dramatist in Belgium spon-
sored by Mennonite Board of Missions. The
nine-minute video, on the death and resurrec-
tion of Christ, is called A Passion. The firm,
Mass Media Ministries, is putting the video on
the front page of its catalog of films and videos
for Lent. "This is a major step toward getting
Anabaptist-related resources into the main-
stream of Christian thought," said Ron Byler
of MBM Media Ministries. MBM hired the
Baltimore firm and is also promoting A
Passion itself. The video can be obtained from
Sisters & Brothers at 125 E. Lincoln Ave
Goshen, IN 46526; phone toll-free (outside In-
diana) 800- 451-1449.

Mennonite Mutual Aid has appointed three
new mutual aid counselors. Two are insur-
ance agencies and one is an individual. They
are Hummel Insurance Agency of Berlin, Ohio;
Mumaw Insurance of Orrville, Ohio; and Glenn
Hershberger of Wellman, Iowa. They will rep-
resent MMA's health, life, retirement, and
auto aid plans.

The Media Ministries Department of Men-
nonite Board of Missions now has a toll-free
telephone number for stations and congrega-
tions to use when inquiring about media re-
sources. It is reserved for radio/television sta-
tions, newspapers, customers, people respond-
ing to program offers, and people working with
media in their congregations. It is not to be
used for normal business by other Mennonite
institutions, Choice Books distributors, and
Alive Recordings customers. The number is
800-476-5500.

Ceramist Paul Soldner was the second Eric
Yake Kenagy Memorial Visiting Artist re-
cently at Goshen College. He is well known as
one of the pioneers in the raku technique in the
United States. He has spent most of his career
in the West and now lives in Los Angeles, but
in the 1930s he lived in Goshen, Ind., while his
father was pastor of Eighth Street Mennonite
Church. The visiting artist series is named for
a GC student who was killed in a bicycle ac-
cident in 1986.

Mennonite service workers joined the Great
Louisiana Toxic March recently. Taking part
in the 11-day trek along the Mississippi River
from Baton Rouge to New Orleans were Allyn
Meredith and Cheryl and Jody Miller Shearer
of Mennonite Central Committee. The march
was planned by a coalition of chemical work-
ers, poor black tenants' groups, and environ-
mentalists to draw attention to the hazardous
chemical dumping by major chemical com-
panies along the Mississippi River.

Mennonite nurses in the Washington, D.C.,
area discussed new roles in health care
recently at a meeting with Vida Huber, direc-
tor of the Nurse in the Congregation Project of
Mennonite Nurses Association. She said that
congregations can have a vital role in promot-
ing both spiritual and physical well-being and
that nurses should take the lead in that effort.

The Washington area nurses, representing
four local churches, meet quarterly for fellow-
ship and learning.

An Ohio congregation is enjoying new
growth, vitality, and renovated facilities. It
is Hi-Way Chapel in East Greenville. The reno-
vations were provided with the help of vol-
unteers from near and far. The average atten-
dance has increased to the mid-50s, and Pastor
Dan Hostetler senses new interest in the local
community about Hi-Way Chapel. A recent
series of renewal and dedication services at-
tracted an average of 90 people.

A Denver congregation held an old-time
auction at a local mall recently to benefit its
building fund. First Mennonite Church, which
is planning a major building project, netted
$35,000 through the sale of quilts, paintings,
needlework, and other items. Volunteers from
all over Colorado helped make the auction a
success. The congregation plans to build a new

m ml

Classes for adults. More than 500 adults
enrolled in continuing education classes

sponsored during the fall by the Board of

Congregational Resources of Lancaster
Conference. Classes ranged from one-

night forums to sessions that met weekly
for one or two months. Subjects included
a Bible book study, the New Age
movement, calligraphy, children in

worship, storytelling, computers for

church use, and a dozen other topics.

Ken Nafziger (pictured, holding a drum)
led a weekend seminar on "Issues in

Worship and Music." Participants

created an Advent worship service which
they presented to the public on Sunday
afternoon. The continuing-education

classes are held every spring and fall.

—Nancy Witmer
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sanctuary adjacent to its existing building,
which will be converted for community service
and church fellowship uses.

A Mennonite couple has opened a genealogy
bookstore in Elverson, Pa. They are Lois Ann
and Lemar Mast, and the store is called Olde
Springfield Shoppe. It offers genealogical
charts and maps, books of history, and a va-
riety of crafts. The store is an outgrowth of the
magazine that Masts publish—Mennonite
Family History. Started seven years ago, the
quarterly publication now has 1,600
subscribers.

An 18-year-old Mennonite student won elec-
tion to a major Ontario school board re-
cently. Mark Weber of Grand River Collegiate
in Kitchener is the youngest-ever member of
the Waterloo County Board of Education. He is
now helping manage a $244 million annual
budget—the 11th largest in Canada. Out of the
20 candidates vying for the eight positions on
the board, only one veteran member got more
votes than Weber in the election. Weber's
parents—Jim and Brenda—are both high
school teachers and are members of Stirling
Avenue Mennonite Church.

A Mennonite-operated preschool was fea-
tured on national television news recently.
Cable News Network aired a segment on
Noah's Ark Children's Center, which is located,
surprisingly, at a retirement community—
Mennonite-related Maple Lawn Homes in
Eureka, 111. The preschool emphasizes inter-
generational interaction, which benefits both
the children and the elderly. The popular six-
year-old school has received awards from the
governor of Illinois and from Mennonite
Health Association.

Mennonite business and professional women
of Oregon held their third annual dinner
recently at Essenhaus Restaurant in Albany.
Most of the 50 participants came from the
Willamette Valley. Three women spoke of their
experiences as working mothers—Jessie Ho-
stetler of Portland, Ruth Wisseman of Albany,
and Audrey Miller of McMinnville. They told of
the joys and struggles of balancing their
professional careers with their duties at home.
The event was sponsored by the Women's
Missionary and Service Commission of Pacific
Coast Conference.

"The most important act of friendship is to
share your best friend, Jesus Christ," said
Art McPhee at a Friendship Evangelism Sem-
inar held recently at East Zorra Mennonite
Church near Stratford, Ont. McPhee, the
originator of the seminars and now a church
planter in Boston, taught the 44 participants
from five local churches how to share their
faith in more natural and effective ways.
Friendship Evangelism Seminars and Extend-
ing the Kingdom Seminars are conducted for
interested congregations by Mennonite Board
of Missions.

The Lancaster (Pa.) Region of Mennonite
and Brethren Marriage Encounter is spon-
soring the following marriage encounters:
Feb. 3-5, Sarasota, Fla.; Feb. 24-26, Bird In
Hand, Pa.; and Mar. 10-12, Lewisburg, Pa.
Also being offered are the following engaged
encounters: Jan. 20-22, East Waterford, Pa.;
Feb. 17-19, Lancaster, Pa.; and Mar. 17-19,
Lebanon, Pa. More information is available
from the Lancaster Region at 92 Strasburg



High schoolers serve the needy. Members of the Service Club at Eastern Mennonite

High School in Harrisonburg, Va., became acquainted with underprivileged people

during a special project recently in the downtown area. Ten students helped serve

lunch and visited with people at Friendship House. Pictured are Amy White (left)

and Kathy Rexrode visiting with a diner. Friendship House is an independent

Christian project which was originally started by the Food and Hunger Concerns

Committee of Virginia Conference.

Pk., Lancaster, PA 17602; phone 717-393-5426.

The Newton (Kans.) Region of Mennonite

and Brethren Marriage Encounter is

sponsoring the following marriage en-

counters: Jan. 20-22, North Canton, Ohio; Jan.

27-29, Twin Falls, Idaho; Feb. 3-5, McPherson,

Kans.; Feb. 17-19, Goshen, Ind.; Feb. 17-19,

Wilsonville, Oreg.; Mar. 3-5, Fargo, N.Dak.;

Mar. 3-5, Niagara Falls, Ont.; Mar. 3-5, Seattle,

Wash.; and Mar. 10-12, Morton, 111. More in-

formation is available from the Newton Region

at Box 347, Newton, KS 67114; phone 316-283-

5100.

An Indiana congregation is offering a pro-

gram for youth who want to grow spir-

itually. It is sponsored by Communion Fellow-

ship of Goshen as part of its School for Equip-

ping and Nurturing Disciples (SEND). The
three-week youth program, called Summer
SEND '89, will include classes, drama, com-
munity service, and fellowship. More informa-

tion is available from SEND at 114 S. 6th St.,

Goshen, IN 46526.

Mennonites are encouraged to watch
"Ethics in America"—a 10-part television

series on Public Broadcasting .System that

starts on Jan. 31. An eight-page viewers' guide

and a set of bulletin inserts are available for

interested groups. The guide ($2 each) and
inserts can be obtained from Cultural Informa-
tion Service at Box 786, Madison Square Gar-

den, New York, NY 10159.

New appointments:
•Rick Showalter, missions minister, Pacific

Coast Conference, starting in January. This is

a new part-time position under the confer-

ence's mission board. Showalter has been in-

volved in a renewal ministry to congregations

and pastors in the Northwest the past three

years. Before that he was a missionary in Be-

lize for seven years with his wife, Joyce.

•Mardene Horst Keltey, business manager,
Goshen College, starting in January. She be-

came interim business manager last Septem-
ber, succeeding Bill Zuercher, who took a posi-

tion in the College Relations Department.
Kelley joined the GC staff in 1981 and became
controller in 1985.

Pastoral transitions:

•Armand Roussin was ordained as pastor of

Eglise Evangelique de Joliette, Que., on Nov.

13. He had served the congregation as a li-

censed pastor since 1984.

•Michael Hydock became pastor of Dallas
(Tex.) Mennonite Fellowship on Oct. 15.

•Steven Nyce was licensed as a pastoral team
member of Souderton (Pa.) Mennonite Church
on Nov. 12. He is a 1988 graduate of the Pas-

toral Ministries Program at Hesston College.

Upcoming events:

•Genealogy Conference, Apr. 1, at Lancaster
(Pa.) Mennonite High School. The 11th annual
event, for beginners as well as intermediate-

level genealogists, is sponsored by Lancaster
Mennonite Historical Society. The main speak-

er is Brethren historian-professor Donald
Durnbaugh. Also scheduled are 20 workshops,
private consultations, a banquet, and a

concert. More information from the society at

2215 Millstream Rd., Lancaster, PA 17602;

phone 717-393-9745.

•Forum on Disabilities, Feb. 7, at Cross Wind
Conference Center, Hesston, Kans. The topic is

"Seeking Wholeness in the Church: The Con-
tributions and Needs of People and Dis-
abilities," and the speakers include Tabor Col-

lege professor Harold Dyck. The event,

sponsored by three Brethren and Mennonite
agencies, is part of a series being held across

the United States. More information from
Mennonite Central Committee Central States

at Box 235, North Newton, KS 67117; phone
316-283-2720.

•Financial Assistance Meetings, in Pennsyl-

vania, in January. Sponsored by Eastern Men-
nonite College, they will introduce prospective

students and their parents to various ways to

finance a college education. The leaders are

EMC staff persons Clarence Bauman and
Chris Gill. The schedule is: Jan. 23 at Chris-

topher Dock Mennonite High School, Jan. 24 at

Lancaster Mennonite High School, Jan. 25 at

Martinsburg Mennonite Church, and Jan. 26 at

Johnstown Christian School. More information

from the Admissions Office at EMC, Har-

risonburg, VA 22801; phone (toll-free) 800-368-

2665.

•Medaryville-Bluffton CPS Reunion, Sept. 9,

at Founder's Hall, Archbold, Ohio. It is for

conscientious objectors who served at this Ci-

vilian Public Service camp—and other

camps—during World War II. Contact Lowell

Short at 225 Farmington Rd., Archbold, OH
43502; phone 419-445-9422.

•Open House, Feb. 6, at Lancaster (Pa.) Men-
nonite High School. This is for prospective

students (in grades 6-11), their parents, and
others. More information from the school at

2176 Lincoln Hwy. East, Lancaster, PA 17602;

phone 717-299-0436.

Church-related job openings:

•Office coordinator for Business Department,
Eastern Mennonite College, starting imme-
diately. This is for 10 or 11 months of the year.

Competency is required in typing, filing, or-

ganizing, managing, and computer use.

Contact the Personnel Office at EMC, Har-
risonburg, VA 22801; phone 703-433- 2771.

•Registered dietitian, Greencroft Retirement

Community, Goshen, Ind., starting imme-
diately. Responsibilities include Nursing Cen-

ter patient visitation, nutritional assessments,

approval of therapeutic menus, and assisting

in menu planning. Contact Timothy Croyle at

Greencroft, 1225 Greencroft Dr., Goshen, IN
46526; phone 219-534-1546.

Correction: Henry Swartley died on Jan. 13,

1988—and not on Jan. 13, 1989, as stated in the

feature article about him in the Jan. 10 issue.

Change of address: Harley D. Good from
Bergton, Va., to R.R. 1, Box 516, Fulks Run,

VA 22830. Phone: 703-896-7684. John F. Gat-

her from 1081 to 1089 College Avenue, Har-
risonburg, VA 22801.

New members
Dayton, Va.: Melissa Heatwole, Charlotte

Wood, Monroe Wood, Daniel Hale, Carol Hale,

and Sarah Marner.
Souderton, Pa.: Karen Jean Clemmer by

confession of faith.

Trinity, Morton, 111.: Jill Eichorst, Evan-
geline Staker, Jenny Harr, Lou Ann Pavlik,

and Roger Reader by baptism, and Janine

Reager and Roy and Laura Roe by confession

of faith.

South Union, West Liberty, Ohio: Jennifer

Carter by baptism and Billie Jo Yoder by
confession of faith.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements

no later than six months after the event.

Barnett, Richard and Marilyn, Browns-

town, Pa., first child, Andrew Richard, Dec. 19.

Buckwalter, John and Laurel (Grastorf),

Alfred Station, N.Y., fourth daughter, Jewel

Kristen, July 30.
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Cashdollar, Jim and Joan (Mooberry),
Morton, 111., fourth son, Timothy Aaron, Dec.
25.

Cooney, Dennis and Becky (Landis), Green
Lane, Pa., first child, Dennis Ray, Dec. 25.
Erb, Jerre and Tamera (Widmer), Wash-

ington, 111., second daughter, Lydia Leah, Dec.
16.

Gane, Michael and Tracy (McDermott),
Hatfield, Pa., first child, Jesse Michael, Dec. 6.

Garber, John, Jr., and Cheryl (Kenagyj,
Aurora, Oreg., second son, Peter Lewis Dec
22.

Gehman, Daniel and Kristine (Beachy)
Morton, 111., second child, first daughter
Katrina Michelle, Sept. 22.

Hostetler, Perry and Emily (Heatwole),
Port Republic, Va., fourth son, Aaron Ray
Dec. 17.

Hostetter, Philip and Gwen (Landis),
Lancaster, Pa., third child, first daughter,
Katrina Joy, Dec. 13.

Hostetter, Robert and Nancy McCann,
Chicago, 111., first child, Susanna Caitlin, Aug
24.

g

Lacombe, John and Aria (Glick), second
child, first daughter, Hayley Janel, Dec. 18.

Miller, Andy and Cora Miller, Millersburg,
Ohio, fourth child, third son, Stephen Kenneth'
Dec. 19.

Miller, Duane and Tanya (Weaver), Mid-
dlebury, Ind., second son, Cody Lewis, Dec. 2.

Olivo, Steve and Jean (Weinhold), Bronx
N. Y., first child, Martha Elizabeth, Dec. 22.
Peachey, Lowell and Savilla (King), Mill

Creek, Pa., first child, Adam Christopher, Dec.

Pounds, LaVerle and Denise, South
Hutchinson, Kans., first child, Tara Janelle
Dec. 6.

Ruth, Daniel and Joyce (Allebach), Telford,
Pa., fourth child, third son, Seth Richard, Dec'
27.

Staker, Rick and Conni (Phelps), Groveland,
111., second child, first son, Raven Chautauqua
Dec. 15.

Correction: In the Drummond-Hochstetler
marriage announcement in the Dec. 27 issue
the groom's name should be Andy, not Sandy

Marriages
Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is gi ven to those not now receiving
Gospel Herald " if the address is supplied.

Cooprider-Dahlsten. Jim Cooprider and
Cindy Dahlsten, both of McPherson, Kans.,
South Hutchinson cong., by Calvin King, Dec'

Eigsti-Cooper. Scott Eigsti and Karen
Cooper, both of Morton, 111., Trinity cone bv
Edward King, Dec. 23.

Gehman-Harnish. Wendell I. Gehman,
Kinzer, Pa., Ridgeview cong., and Kimberly D.
Harnish, Lancaster, Pa., Willow Street cong.,
by Robert Breneman and Robert Petersheim'
Aug. 13.

Hoover-Good. Kevin D. Hoover, Schwenks-
ville, Pa., Upper Skippack cong., and Rita
Marie Good, Souderton, Pa., Blooming Glen
cong., by Truman H. Brunk, Dec. 31.

Litwiller-Beachy. Evan Litwiller, Hope-
dale, 111., and Karla Beachy, Morton, 111., both
of Trinity cong., by Mahlon Miller, Nov. 5.

Moyer-Rhodes. Jay Moyer, Souderton, Pa.,
Blooming Glen cong., and Wanda Rhodes,
Dayton, Va., Bethany cong., by Herman R.
Reitz, Oct. 15.

Nyakyema-Mummau. Joseph S. Nyak-
yema, Musoma, Tanzania, Bwiri cong., and
Jeanette T. Mummau, Musoma, Tanzania,
Risser cong., by Zedikiah Kisare, Oct. 15.

Obituaries

Benner, Edwin Y., son of Charles and
Leanna (Yoder) Benner, was born at
Souderton, Pa., Oct. 31, 1912; died at
Souderton, Pa. Mennonite Homes on Dec. 18,

a^j
8

' ?
ged 76 y -

Surviv'ng are 3 sisters (Irene
Alderfer, Edna Styer, and Dorothy Shenk) and
4 brothers (Paul, Marvin, Merrill, and
Willard). He was a member of Souderton Men-
nonite Church. Funeral services were held at
the Souderton Mennonite Homes Chapel on
Dec. 21, in charge of Gerald Clemmer, Russell
Musselman, and Curtis Godshall; interment in
Souderton Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Cressman, Hannah Brubacher, daughter

of Michael and Melinda (Frey) Brubacher, was
born in Waterloo Co., Ont, Sept. 7, 1904- died
at Heritage Home, St. Jacobs, Ont. Dec 6
1988; aged 84 y. On Nov. 26, 1924, she was mar-
ried to Amos Cressman, who died on Oct 11
1978. Surviving are 2 sons (Harold and
Raymond), one daughter (Florence Beck) one
sister (Melinda Reist), and one brother (Isaac
Brubacher). She was a member of Elmira Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Dec. 10, in charge of Art Byers and
Mary Schiedel; interment in Elmira Mennonite
Cemetery.

,n
HeZshey '

Elmer
>
son of Amos and Sarah

(Groff) Hershey, was born in Paradise Twp
Pa., Apr. 5, 1907; died of cancer at Lancaster
(Pa.) General Hospital on Dec. 8, 1988; aged 81
y. He was married to Grace E. Denlinger who
died on Mar. 12, 1980. Surviving are one
daughter (Verdna J. Benedict), one son (C.
Nevin), 6 grandchildren, 8 great-grand-
children, 2 sisters (Nora and Maggie Good)
and 2 brothers (Milton and Maurice). He was a
member of Paradise Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Dec. 11, in charge
of Fred Martin and Harold Book; interment in
Paradise Mennonite Cemetery.

Hunsberger, Melvin, son of Menno and
Elizabeth (Habermehl) Hunsberger, was born
at Carstairs, Alta., Nov. 8, 1904; died at
Cambridge, Ont., Dec. 26, 1988; aged 84 y. On
Jan. 25, 1928, he was married to Verna Good,
who survives. Also surviving are one son
(Maurice), one daughter (Jean Kline), 13
grandchildren, and 18 great-grandchildren. He
was preceded in death by one son (Roy), one
granddaughter, one sister (Ada Martin), and 2
brothers (in infancy). He was a member of
Nith Valley Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Dec. 29, in charge of
Amzie Brubacher; interment in Nith Valley
Mennonite Cemetery.
Janzen, Lorie Reimer, daughter of Jacob

and Justine (Duerksen) Reimer, was born in
Philadelphia, Paraguay, Nov. 14, 1948; died at
her home in Heidelburg, Ont., Dec. 19, 1988'
aged 40 y. On May 31, 1969, she was married to
Henry Janzen, who survives. Also surviving
are 3 sons (Kenneth, Timothy, and
Christopher), her parents, one sister (Trudy
Heidebrecht), and 2 brothers (Wally and
Arthur). She was a member of St. Jacobs Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Dec. 22, in charge of Sue C. Steiner and
Richard Yordy; interment in St. Jacobs Men-
nonite Cemetery.
Lapp, Douglas W., son of Floyd and

Claudia (Kropf) Lapp, was born in Silverton,

Oreg., Dec. 19, 1954; died in an automobile ac-
cident at Can by, Oreg., Dec. 23, 1988; aged 34 yOn Jan. 14, 1978, he was married to Sharon
Dawes, who survives. Also surviving are, one
son (Tyler), one daughter (Katie), his parents
2 brothers (Scott and Randy), one sister
(Kristy Hansen), and his grandfather (Ivan

null He was a member of Zion Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Dec. 29, in charge of Richard Stoltzfus and
Larry Parks; interment in Zion Mennonite
Church Cemetery.
Troyer, Kenneth M., son of Moses and

Katie (Hochstetler) Troyer, was born on Dec 2
1949; died at Houston, Tex., Dec. 3, 1988' aged
39 y. Surviving are one sister (Etta Woods) and
3 brothers (Emmanuel, Vernon, and Moses
Jr.). He was preceded in death by one brother
(Robert Eugene). Funeral services were held at
Hartville Mennonite Church, on Dec 8, in
charge of Carl Newswanger and Lee Ressler;
interment in Hartville Mennonite Church
Cemetery.

Zimmerman, Myrtle K., daughter of Jacob
J. and Lizzie (Troyer) Zimmerman, was born at
Inman, Kans., June 22, 1902; died at Scho-
walter Villa, Hesston, Kans., Dec. 20, 1988;
aged 86 y. Surviving are 3 sisters (Orpha Zim-
merman, Alta Hostetler, and Fern Whitaker).
She was preceded in death by 2 brothers (Milo
and Milton) and 2 sisters (Bertha Miller and
Dorothy Hartzler). She was a member of
Hesston Mennonite Church. Funeral services
were held at Crystal Springs Mennonite
Church on Dec. 23, in charge of Duane Yoder
interment in Crystal Springs Church
Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

School for Leadership Training (Ministers Week), Eastern
Mennonite College and Seminary, Harrisonburg, Va., Jan.
16-19

Mennonite Centra] Committee Canada annual meeting Cal-
gary, Alta., Jan. 19-21

Alcohol Education Conference, Laurelville, Pa., Jan 20-22
Mennonite Central Committee U.S. annual meeting Phoenix

Ariz., Jan. 26-28
Mennonite Board of Education board of directors Hesston

Kans., Feb. 2-4

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors Phoenix
Ariz., Feb. 10-11

Iowa-Nebraska Conference consultation with churchwide
boards, Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. 17

Illinois Conference consultation with church wide boards
Peoria, 111., Feb. 18

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-
gional conference, Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 18-19

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart Ind
Feb. 23-25

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-
tors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 3-4

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Mar. 3-4
Allegheny Conference delegates session, Pittsburgh, Pa. Mar

4

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,
Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 6-7

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 7
Pacific Coast Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Portland, Oreg., Mar. 9
Ohio Conference annual meeting, Louisville, Ohio, Mar. 9-11
Southwest Conference consultation with churchwide boards,

Phoenix, Ariz., Mar. 11
Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Mar. 10-11
Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-

mittee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 10-11
Atlantic Coast Conference assembly, Akron, Pa., Mar. 10-12
Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.

16

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancaster, Pa Mar
17-19

Illmois Conference annual meeting, Arthur, 111., Mar. 31-Apr.

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
Cover-story design by Gwen Stamm; cover photo and photo on
p. 34 by Jim Whitmer; p. 41 by Phil Richard; p. 44 bv Nancy
Witmer; p. 45 by Les Helmuth.
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Nine U.S. denominations approve
'unity without uniformity'

Following more than 25 years of ne-

gotiations, representatives of nine U.S.

church bodies have approved a proposal

for unity that would provide for joint

worship and ordination while allowing

each to retain its own structure and
government. In a unanimous vote re-

cently, delegates to the Consultation on
Church Union adopted a 100-page docu-

ment describing an unusual style of unity

called "covenant communion." Leaders

also characterized the relationship as one
of "unity without uniformity."

The significance of the latest proposal

is its implications for local churches.

Each church would keep, its own name,
form of church government, worship
style, ministerial training program, pro-

cedure for granting clergy credentials,

and system of clergy placement. Each
would also retain present relationships

with international groups such as the

World Methodist Council or the Anglican
Consultative Council.

But each covenant church would add
"Church of Christ Uniting" to its own
name. The churches joining the covenant
would celebrate communion together
regularly and have joint mission and ser-

vice projects. They would also ordain

clergy jointly. However, the agreement
does not entail a merger of church struc-

tures.

Church of Christ debate: does the Bible
say anything about gyms?
Church of Christ ministers who have

been arguing for three decades about
whether the Bible allows churches to

fund projects that do not directly involve

evangelism gathered in Nashville recent-

ly to discuss their differences and try to

understand each other's position. The
meeting drew 500 people on both sides of

a dispute that saw about 15 percent of the
13,000 Church of Christ congregations in-

formally cut ties with the others 30 years
ago.

The dissenters, known as "noninstitu-

tional" or "anti" churches, believe that
individuals may fund such projects as

gymnasiums, colleges, or orphanages but
church budgets should not. In contrast,

the "institutional" or "liberal" churches
believe that church funds may be used for

such purposes.

Randy Mayeaux, an "institutional"
minister, argued that 20th-century Chris-
tians have a right to "find the cultural

practices that will bring the good news to

the lost." He said a church gymnasium
could be an example because it is a way of

"surrounding good people with other good
people." But Robert Jackson, an "anti"

minister, countered that "Paul had more
results preaching the lordship of Jesus

Christ than any gym ever did." He said he
was "not against building a gym to keep
our young people from bad company" but
said he saw no evidence of "how that was
done in New Testament days."

Senate chaplain says evangelicals
have the wrong emphasis
Turning America into a Christian na-

tion is becoming more important to evan-

gelical Christians than the second coming
of Christ, the chaplain of the United
States Senate complained recently in

Nashville. "The more I listen to evangel-

icals talk, the less I hear about the hope

of Christ's coming again and the more I

hear about making this U.S. of A. a Chris-

tian nation, a prosperous nation," Rich-

ard Halverson said at Christ Church
Pentecostal. "Sometimes I think if Christ

would come back it would constitute a
terrible interruption of their plans." Hal-

verson himself is considered an evangel-

ical.

American Baptists vote to stay in NCC
and to be 'official observers' in NAE
By a vote of 160 to 5, members of the

General Board of American Baptist
Churches voted recently to continue
membership in the National Council of

Churches and the World Council of

Churches. The board also voted to become
an "official observer" in the National As-
sociation of Evangelicals, which does not
permit full membership to denominations
that belong to other ecumenical organiza-

tions. The vote affirmed the recommen-
dation of the American Baptists' Ecu-
menical Relations Review Commission,
which has been monitoring and critiquing

NCC and WCC since 1984, when several

American Baptist congregations request-

ed withdrawal.

Former Methodist minister liable for

$16 million in attack on wife

The former United Methodist minister

who once stood behind the pulpit of one of

his denominations' largest churches was
ordered recently to pay $16 million in

damages for putting his wife into an irre-

versible coma during an attack in April

1987. Walker Railey, who was pastor of

the 5,800-member First United Methodist

Church of Dallas at the time of the attack

on his wife, was ordered by state District

Court Judge John Whittington to pay the

damages even though criminal charges
have never been filed against him. Whit-
tington assessed the damages based on a

determination that Railey in effect ad-

mitted to trying to strangle his wife,

Peggy, when he failed to respond to the

lawsuit brought against him by his wife's

parents.

Church World Service seeks

independence from NCC
In a surprise vote, Church World Ser-

vice elected to seek independence from
the U.S. National Council of Churches, its

parent body. The resolution was sent to

an unnamed "Committee of 15" charged
with developing a new structure for NCC.
The committee is to make its recom-
mendations to the NCC governing board
in May, but CWS independence was not

foreseen as one of them when the board

created the committee.

CWS and NCC executives have been

feuding for years, mostly over control of

the relief agency's funds. NCC general

secretary Arie Brouwer was excluded
from the meeting where the vote was
taken recently by members of CWS'
oversight committee, many of them de-

nominational executives.

Whether CWS has the right to break
from NCC is a complicated legal question,

NCC officials said. NCC president
Patricia McClurg said she believes the

parties can "come to some sort of creative

solution" that will avoid a battle in the

courts. If CWS succeeds in becoming in-

dependent, NCC will be greaty reduced in

staff, function, and influence.

Southern Baptist agency will make
race relations a 'high profile agenda'
The Christian Life Commission of the

Southern Baptist Convention, which was
embarrassed by a trustee's recent re-

marks criticizing the late civil rights lead-

er Martin Luther King, is making race

relations a "high profile agenda," accord-

ing to the agency's executive director,

Richard Land. Addressing students at

Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
in Louisville, Ky., Land said he believes

Southern Baptists are often reluctant to

speak out on social issues because of their

record of support for racial segregation.

Controversy was stirred in September
when Curtis Caine, a Mississippi phy-

sician, told the agency's annual meeting

in Nashville that King was a "fraud."

Caine's remarks have been censured by

the Tennessee Baptist Convention, and

the Illinois Baptist Convention recently

passed a resolution endorsing King as a

"model of ministry and a man of Chris-

tian integrity and purpose."
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Thank God for rot

Several years ago I read a poem by John Updike
in TheA tlantic magazine describing rot as
created by God. I confess that the idea had not oc-
curred to me. Generally I see rot as the enemy.
When sections of our log house succumbed to

the ravages of rot and had to be replaced, it would
have been difficult to think of rot as a blessing.
When the posts of the grape arbor and the rose
fence gave up the fight against rot, one was hard-
pressed to think of rot as divinely inspired.
But on second thought Updike is on to some-

thing. Consider how difficult life would be
without rot. If all the foliage of trees that lost
their leaves in the fall failed to rot, how soon
would we be buried? Suppose the residue from
last year's garden just lay on the ground—or in
the ground if plowed under—and never rotted?
For how long could we keep gardening? And

what about those piles of wormy, knotty apples,
not fit for consumption? The fallen trees in the

'

forest?

It is true that we would prefer that some things
should not rot, but of course we can't have it both
ways. The same process that rots the garden
residue rots the house. So, on par, we should be
grateful for rot. Indeed, we discover that today
we have perhaps more problems with things that
won't rot than with things that do.

It seems that the former are found particularly
among the products of fossil fuels. Numbers of
plastic products seem unable to rot. Or to use the
more sophisticated term, they are not
biodegradable. What to do with these and various
toxic products has become a major problem.

So far the solution seems to be to look for a
place to dump them. Recently we discovered that
a "landfill" (meaning a dump) near Scottdale has
been bought by a garbage company from eastern
Pennsylvania. Now we have become a depository
for garbage from there and perhaps even from
New Jersey. Evidently the citizens of these areas
are more alert than we and have been able to keep
their local dumps from expanding enough to ac-
cept all their garbage. So they send it to us in

western Pennsylvania. With friends like these,
who needs enemies?
What we fear is that this is garbage which is

basically rot-proof. If it would rot, we would not

be so frightened. If it would rot, perhaps they
would keep it. But we have to conclude that God
is smarter than we are. He arranged for rot.
Some of us can remember back to the days

before plastics were common. We got along
without them, but we have today come to depend
so heavily on plastic products that many might
wonder how it was done.
Take the lowly baby diaper, for example. The

January/February issue of Harrowsmith
magazine reports that there were 3.7 million
births in the U.S. in 1986 and that 85 percent of
these babies wore disposable diapers. It says that
in that year these babies used 28 billion diapers.
The paper in the diapers may rot, but not the
plastic covers—at least not for hundreds of years.
How depressing.

But help is on the way, according to Harrow-
smith. Now a company in Colorado called Rocky
Mountain Medical Corporation has begun making
disposable diapers that it predicts will rot within
two to five years because they have a starch-
based biodegradable plastic backing. But these
rotable diapers cost 35 percent more than the
standard rot-proof diapers.

It appears that as a shortage of fossil fuel
caused a crisis in the '70s, what to do with gar-
bage may be the crisis of the '90s (or at least one
of them). At this point, the first thing to do is to
be grateful to God for rot. At least some things
don't have to be disposed of. If you simply let

them alone, they rot.

As for our local landfill (write dump), the latest
word is that the new owners have applied for
permission to expand it from 32 acres to 100
acres. So now that we have lost the income from
the closing of the Volkswagen plant, we can make
up a part of it by accepting garbage from out of
town.

There has to be a better way. Surely a culture
which was able to put men on the moon should be
able to do more with garbage than truck it several
hundred miles to a landfill within sight of a
school. The problem, I am confident, is one of
priorities.

In the meantime God's elegant solution, rot,

mocks our clumsy efforts to dispose of the nega-
tive results of civilization.—Daniel Hertzler
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Mennonite pastor Julian Duran and his wife inspect their church building that is under construction in La Cruz.

Gain and pain in Nicaragua
by ElmerLehman

Can an Anabaptist peace church be successful

in a revolutionary setting of political and eco-

nomic turmoil? This is being put to the test in

Nicaragua.

Approximately 20 years ago, Rosedale Men-
nonite Missions placed its first workers in

Nicaragua. Over 100 RMM workers have served

in church planting, community development, and

health services over the years. At the present

time, only one remains. Several stayed through

the years of the civil war and the Sandinista vic-

tory, but increasing suspicion of North Ameri-

cans living in rural villages made it- difficult to

continue an effective service program.

Later, several of the church-planting mis-

sionary families felt called to work among other

groups and in other types of ministry. Nicaragua

Mennonite Church decided to move ahead on its

own, rather than seek replacements for those who

left.

Two catastrophes. The evangelical movement

in Nicaragua showed little spectacular growth

until two major catastrophes hit the country. The

first was a major earthquake in 1972. The second

was the war which led to the overthrow in 1979 of

the Somoza family's control of the political situa-

tion. These two events have forced evangelicals to



Cooks prepare a meal for over 60 people at a church meeting

Within the past year—one of the most
difficult economically—membership in

Nicaragua Mennonite Church has grown
from 850 to 1,400.

work more closely together, and major church
growth has occurred.

Recent years have been difficult. A country
with limited resources feels compelled to spend
more than half its government budget on military
endeavors. The Sandinista victory has been
followed by continued fighting within the
country. Nicaragua's currency has been very
rapidly devaluating. The exchange rate for years
had been seven cordobas per dollar.

In recent years, it went completely out of con-
trol. Two years ago it was 880 per dollar. A year
ago it was 4,200 per dollar and continued to

change until a few months ago, when new cur-
rency was issued by removing three zeros and fix-

ing the exchange rate at 11 per dollar. It has not
worked. By mid-1988 the rate was quickly moving
toward 400 cordobas per dollar. Many employees

Elmer Lehman, Hilliard, Ohio, is a teacher at Rosedale
Bible Institute and a church planter in Hilliard who often
travels to Central America for Rosedale Mennonite Missions
He and his wife, Eileen, served 1961-83 as RMM missionaries
in Costa Rica.

were earning an equivalent of between five and
six dollars per month. Even professionals, receiv-
ing what had been considered excellent pay,
found their wages worth an equivalent of about
$30 per month.
How does all of this affect the church? I am

only superficially acquainted with the devlop-
ments of two other Anabaptist groups in the
country, but have had considerable contact with
the churches related to Rosedale Mennonite
Mission, referred to in this article as the
Nicaragua Mennonite Church.* In recent years,
the uprooting and tension and uncertainty caused
by the turmoil was having an adverse effect upon
church growth. But, within the past year—one of
the most difficult economically—membership in
Nicaragua Mennonite Church has grown from 850
to 1,400 and the number of congregations has
increased from 40 to 60.

Anxiety and concern. When one sits in the
church services, sees the smiles, and hears the en-
thusiastic singing, accompanied by guitars and
hand-clapping, it is difficult to imagine what
many of these believers have had to face in recent
months. Only in personal conversation does one
discover the anxiety and the deep concern that
fills many lives.

A mother agonizes over her 16-year-old son
who decided to flee to avoid the compulsory draft
into the armed forces, and she hopes he is safe in
a neighboring country. Another mother wishes
there would be a way to find relief for her six-
year-old son's ear infection, but the embargo
placed against the country by the United States
government means there are no repair parts for
medical instruments used to examine ears and
eyes. There are doctors available, but they lack
the tools they need to examine the inside of this
boy's ear. A third mother seeks counsel regarding
emigration to another country. She said, "We
were in poverty before, but now we are in misery.
This situation has us on the border of insanity."
A young man has received his notice to appear

for induction into the armed forces. His convic-
tions will not permit him to report. Should he try
to hide within the county, flee to another country,
or wait to be taken off to jail? All of these are
actual cases within our Mennonite congregations
in Nicaragua. They are persons with whom we
have had personal conversations.

*Editors note: The other two groups are the Brethren in
Christ Church and the Fraternity of Evangelical Mennonite
Churches of Nicaragua.
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Food had been scarce. Because of strict govern-

ment control over prices, many farmers refused

to produce at a loss. The government decided to

let the prices float. Now there is an abundance of

food, but at prices beyond the budget of many
low-income people.

Transportation has improved with the importa-

tion of a number of new buses. It is sad to observe

that while some foreign governments are donat-

ing buses for public transport, the U.S. donates

arms to the enemies of the Nicaraguan govern-

ment and embargoes repair parts for medical

equipment needed by children and other defense-

less persons in the country.

To protest or not. In a Mennonite pastors

retreat last July, an entire afternoon was spent in

discussion on whether or not to publicly protest

the military intervention of the two superpowers.

The group was divided in its opinions. To protest

only one or the other would please a segment of

the population. But, both superpowers are

contributing to the suffering. Finally, it was con-

cluded that the pastors and churches would need

to be content with the freedom they have.

It was a painful decision. Some of them had

personally spent time in jail for refusing to

cooperate with the military system. Now they

were experiencing a considerable amount of re-

ligious freedom and, for the most part, the pas-

tors have been exempt from military service. To

protest and antagonize the political leaders might

only lead to losing the freedom they do have. One
pastor told me: "We have more freedom of wor-

ship than you have in the United States." When I

observe our legal hassles over the First Amend-
ment in this country, I am inclined to agree.

The churches face a tremendous challenge in

seeking to provide a solid teaching program in

this disruptive society. Family life is far from
ideal. Many married men are in military service.

Their wives are at home alone and starved for af-

fection. Society has become permissive, with

loose morals. These women frequently will seek

for the attention and the affection of the men who
remain in the community. Some even seek to

seduce the pastors to satisfy their longings for

love.

Struggle and growth. Can the church exist

and be effective amid such surrounding difficul-

ties? Although suffering and struggling, the

church does exist, is effective, and is experiencing

growth.

We can assist our brothers and sisters in

Nicaragua through constancy in intercessory

prayer, our support of those who provide teaching

ministries, our sharing of material and spiritual

resources, our continued visits of encouragement.

We cannot resolve or eliminate all of their prob-

lems, but we can alleviate the situation as we
stand beside them and with them, not over them

or against them, as one in the community of

faith.

Participants in a

pastors

meeting in

Managua take

time out with

music.
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AN IMAGINATIVE STORY ABOUT A LITTLE-KNOWN WOMAN IN THE BIBLE

To laughter and to love
by Sara Wenger Shenk

Anna sat in the shade of a fig tree in the
courtyard of her home. The sun glared from the
clean, white laundry spread out to dry on the
bushes around the courtyard. Anna's hands and
feet ached from the morning's scrubbing of
clothes and kneading of bread. She slowly rubbed
her fingers together, removing bits of floured
dough. Then, leaning back against the rough
stone wall of her home, she clutched her

The monthly pains had come again—
the wrenching, twisting pains that

drained her of hope.

abdomen. The monthly pains had come again—
the wrenching, twisting pains that drained her of
hope; the pains that scoffed in announcement
that once again she was vnthout child.

The pain wasn't as searing as it had once been.
In the first years of marriage, Anna had wept
with each month's passing. She had implored
God, with fervent prayers: "Please Almighty,
merciful, Holy One of Israel, hear my cry! Look
into the heart of your humble servant. I want a
baby. My husband's family is watching me. My
husband paces, fuming about how he must have a
son, and soon. He will ridicule me if I don't
produce. I fear that his tenderness will turn to
temper, that he will throw me out as a piece of
worthless, used merchandise if you don't look
with favor on your handmaiden. 0 Merciful One,
hear my cry and save me from this unbearable
shame."

Like a lampwick flame. Each month Anna's
hope would rally again with the confidence that
indeed God would answer her plea this time. She
reassured her husband that surely God would
hear her prayer. But each month, as the blood
again began to flow, her faith rebounded more
and more slowly. Like a lampwick flame lapping
up the last drops of oil first sputters wildly and
then goes out, so Anna had more and more
desperately beseeched the heavens and then
grown silent.

Two years had passed; then five. Now 10 years

Sara Wenger Shenk, Zagreb, Yugoslavia, is an author and
homemaker. She and her husband, Gerald, are in the country
at the invitation of the Biblical-Theological Institute and the
support of Mennonite Central Committee and Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions.

after her wedding day, she sat slumped under the
figtree of her courtyard. Where tears of disap-
pointment had once bathed her cheeks, she now
cynically dug in her fingernails. No more words
to Almighty God escaped her lips. Instead she bit
them with the ferocity of 10 years of dashed
hopes.

Heaven is deaf, she jeered. I am worthless
trash, even as my husband taunts. Why did I ever
imagine otherwise? Why did I ever entertain the
thought that God Almighty might deign to bless

me with a son? Heaven and my husband are in

full collusion. I am cursed. I am scorned not only
by my husband, by his family, by my neighbors,
but by merciful God himself. Merciful! Ha!

It is only a matter of time until my husband di-

vorces me, she mused, but so what! He can no
longer hurt me. I am dead already. My womb is a
dried-up corpse. So be it!

A commotion in the street. A whisper of wind
stirred the bushes in the courtyard, rippling
through the drying clothes. It brought with it the
sound of voices. Anna listened. A commotion
grew louder out in the street. Anna stood up,
quickly walking through the house to the front
door. A cluster of people were moving down the
street. As they walked along, a man toward the
front of the group looked at her and held her gaze.
His eyes seemed to know her. She quickly looked
down. Then as the crowd brushed past, she looked
up again, searching for that same man. One could
hardly call him distinctive. He wore a dusty,
plain cloak. What was it that had singled him out
for her? Was it the child riding in the crook of his
arm? Why had he looked at her so intently?

Quickly she took off her apron. The rising

loaves of bread would soon be ready for the oven.
I'll only be gone a moment, she reassured herself.

The bread can wait.

Anna rushed down the street. By the well at
the edge of town, folks were beginning to sit

down, as if expecting something. Sure enough,
there was the man who had caught her eye,

standing by the well. She squatted down to

watch. He began talking.

"Who is this man?" Anna asked a woman sit-

ting nearby.

"His name is Jesus, of Nazareth," the woman
replied. "I have followed him now for seven days.
He goes everywhere teaching about the kingdom
of God, healing the sick, and cheering the bro-

kenhearted. He is like no person I have ever met."
Anna sat listening. There was something strik-

ing about this man—full of life, full of stories.
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There is a kindliness about him and such a

hearty, confident spirit. Oh, his mother must be

proud. What a fortunate woman, his mother, to

have raised such a fine son!

A pang of remorse shot through her as her

empty womb loomed up again, taunting her with

fresh pain. She would have raised a son to be

equal in grace, if she had only had the chance. But

no—she lived under some haunting curse that

refused to dissipate. Oh, his lucky mother! How
proud she must be, how full of joy to have such a

son rise up and call her blessed!

Jesus had stopped speaking. Anna,

overwhelmed with her emptiness and envious of

another woman's fulfillment, blurted out above

the din of the crowd, "Blessed is the womb that

bore you and the breasts that you sucked!"

All eyes on her. She gasped, hardly believing

that she had spoken. A hush fell over the crowd.

All eyes turned toward her but she saw only his,

and in fear, looked down. His voice resounded

above the crowd: "Sister," he said, "blessed rather

are those who hear the word of God and keep it."

And then suddenly, he was kneeling beside her.

He took her hand in both of his.

Anna looked up. A deep sob shook her body.

"Teacher," she wept, "I have never had a child. I

so long to have a child of my very own."

He stroked her hand thoughtfully. "You weep

now, sister, but you will laugh with joy. Your

womb will give birth to love and laughter, and

you will nurture many."

And then he was gone.

Anna sat as though in a trance. The woman
beside her nudged her, pointing. "Over there is

his mother, Mary. She often travels with him."

Anna looked at the mother of Jesus and had a

sudden urge to talk with her. Getting up, she

walked over to Mary. "May I speak with you a

moment?"
"Surely," Mary responded.

"Come," said Anna, "my home is just down the

street." The two walked together. The bread in

Anna's kitchen had risen into enormous mounds.

She quickly raked the coals and shoved the loaves

into the oven.

"You were envious of me this morning?" asked

Mary.
"Yes," admitted Anna. "I have never given

birth. My husband despises me. I am shamed by

all who know me, and I have tasted many bitter

tears." She paused, looking questioningly at

Mary. "What did the teacher mean, 'Blessed

rather are those who hear the word of God and

keep it'?"

"Anna," Mary answered, "before I try to

respond to your question, let me confess some-
thing to you. I have often envied persons like

yourself, who are without children. When my
first baby shuddered within me, I felt so full of

faith and joy, like a cocreator with God. But only

for a short while. Soon I grew more and more
frightened. No longer would I be a solitary so-

'Your womb will give birth to love and

laughter, and you will nurture many.'

journer, responsible only for my own life. Now I

was bringing a child into the uncertainties and

terrors of this world. And you know, Anna, that

the innocent ones, the children, are often the ones

who suffer the worst injustices."

The aroma of baking bread filled the room.

Mary stumbles in faith. "After I birthed

Jesus," Mary continued, "I stumbled in faith. The

world seemed so filled with horror, and we, so

vulnerable. Jesus was born in a cow's stall, Anna,

far away from home. I felt abandoned by God in

my hour of greatest need. We were forced to flee

and live as refugees for years in Egypt. The

soldiers of Herod slaughtered many babies in

Bethlehem just after we left, apparently trying to

get Jesus because of some prophecies about him.

"When I was to give birth, I hadn't fathomed

how it would pierce my heart to hear of other

children's broken bodies and to think that my
son's birth occasioned their slaughter. Anna, I

had not reckoned on the aching void of faith that

would swamp me with fear for my own baby.

"You won't believe this, Anna," Mary laughed

softly, "but I used to say to myself, 'Blessed are

the barren women, the wombs that never bore

and the breasts that never nursed.'
"

"But Mary," Anna objected, "Jesus has grown

into a wonderful man. How can you say that?"

"Yes, he is an unusual man, but he was not an

easy child to raise. From the beginning he

insisted on being unconventional. His father and I

were often bewildered by his behavior. And now,

he infuriates the religious authorities. You

couldn't tell it this morning, Anna, but Jesus has

many enemies."

"I can well imagine," chuckled Anna. "It

wouldn't take long to stir up trouble if he goes out

of his way for people like me."
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"That's just it, Anna. People dislike him be-
cause he shows tender acceptance to social
outcastes like yourself. He particularly cares for
those who have been deeply hurt, for those who
just don't quite fit."

Anna stood up to put more wood on the fire. "I
wish Almighty God would have shown me such
love." The sparks flew as she jabbed the red coals

Anna threw her arms around Mary, her
heart leaping within her, even as she
had imagined a baby might leap.

with the poker. The flames leapt up around the
new wood.

"Jesus is God's love in the flesh. I am convinced
of that, Anna." Mary paused while Anna sat
down again. "Through the years my faith has
grown stronger." She reached over and put her
hand on Anna's shoulder.

"I believe that God is at work in Jesus beyond
our wildest dreams. The compassionate one has
been mindful of our humble condition. The

generous one is filling us with good things and
sending the rich away empty. The joyful one is
lifting up the poor, the outcaste, the barren, and
the lame and putting a new song in our hearts.
The everlasting one is remembering to be merci-
fuUo Abraham and Sarah's descendants.

"Arise, Sister Anna. You are loved by God, as I
am loved— totally and without reservation."

Her heart leaps. Anna threw her arms around
Mary, her heart leaping within her, even as she
had imagined a baby might leap. She cried out
with loud sobs. Mary held her until the cries
subsided. And then for some time they sat in
silence, as the fire crackled.
Anna took a clean cloth and wiped her tears.

With a radiant face, she raised her arms toward
the sky.

"The sentence of death has been lifted from my
womb. Love encircles me and penetrates to the
depths of my despair. I will give birth—birth to
laughter and to love. My soul praises my Creator,
and my spirit rejoices in God my Savior. The
word of God has come to me, and I will keep it!"

Anna took the bread from the oven. "Will you
stay and break bread with me?" she asked. Mary
nodded.
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The day Jesus ignored

some people
by Harold N. Miller

Jesus often shocks my sensibilities by his ac-

tions or words. My expectations of how men and

women of God are supposed to act get brushed

aside.

Take the morning after the first Sabbath of his

public ministry. The events of that Sabbath were

ones the folk of Capernaum would tell and retell:

the authority felt in Jesus' teaching in the syna-

gogue, his freeing a man from demonic power

before their transfixed eyes, Simon's mother-in-

law being released of her fever at Jesus' touch.

After sunset (the Sabbath now over) the whole

town with its sick gathered at Jesus' door,

clamoring for the touch of the miracle-worker

(Mark 1:21-34). As the townsfolk reluctantly

returned to their homes, they anticipated dawn

and setting out to see what this wonder worker

would do next.

'They need you.' But when morning came,

Jesus was not to be found. He had gotten up a

great while before the sun and gone to a lonely

place to pray. His disciples finally tracked him

down, and you can detect a note of reproach in

their voices (at least, if I were they I would have

had it in my voice): "Everyone is looking for you!"

(v. 37). What are you doing here, Jesus? You

should be in the midst of the multitude who are

clam oringfor you. Those people down there need

you.

Now tell me if Jesus' response seems Christian:

"Let us go somewhere else—to the nearby

villages" (v. 38). He blatantly turned his back on

all those people! I would have felt guilty.

Only as I reflect on this account do I see what

Jesus perceived: that the clamoring of the crowd

was not important but only urgent. These people

did not come searching for Jesus because they

recognized who he was; they came to hear and
_

witness spectacular miracles. They were thinking

of relief from pain and affliction and boredom.

Jesus had come to spend his days preaching the

gospel of the kingdom and repentance, not to

build a reputation as a miracle-worker. And so he

chose to do the important in his life, not the ur-

gent of the moment.
My expectation I held as I came to this

passage—that servants of God never ignore

people—requires adjusting. Sometimes God's

servants do turn their backs on one crowd with

their needs because God is calling them to touch

Harold N. Miller, Corning, N.Y., is pastor of Community
Mennonite Fellowship of Corning.

others that day.

I haven't yet mastered being like Jesus in this

matter of knowing my priorities and sticking to

them. I find it hard to ignore the first group that

comes to my door in the morning or the first task

across my desk so that I can minister where the

needs are crucial. To prevent the urgent from
overpowering the important.

Last week during my family's supper hour, a

man from a neighboring church came for counsel.

After the meal we went over the matter weighing

on his heart; then the conversation shifted to

small talk. I waited for him to leave, but he

didn't. I considered asking him to, but would have

felt guilty somehow, and so the whole evening

was consumed before he left.

Looking in the eyes of my wife and preschool

children and at the untouched stack of desk work,

I again felt guilt and this time knew it to be true

guilt. God had called me to be the man's counselor

that evening but not also his companion. When
the evening's loudest call for attention came, I

was not careful to ask: "Is this also the most im-

portant call for my attention?" Before I knew it

the urgent had overpowered the important.

All of us need to continually ask ourselves,

How important is what-is-screaming-for-my-at-

tention-right-now going to be in half an hour?

Half a week? Eternity? Am I spending my days in

ways that will bring utmost glory to God?

Clamor of the urgent. It's not easy to resist the

clamor of the urgent. As Chuck Swindoll words it

in Strengthening Your Grip (p. 17): "The urgent

will really fight, claw, and scream for attention.

It will plead for our time and even make us think

we've done the right thing by calming its nerves.

But the tragedy of it all is this: While you and I

were putting out the fires of urgent, the im-

portant was again left in a holding pattern. And

interestingly, the important is neither noisy nor

demanding. Unlike the urgent, it patiently and

quietly waits for us to realize its significance."

That's why Jesus felt the need to sacrifice his

sleep in order to pray. Jesus needed time spent

with his Father in getting the important clear in

his mind to be able to ward off those incessant de-

mands of the urgent. I doubt that turning away

from that crowd of hometown folk was easy for

Jesus. But he would do it because he had just

taken time to pray. If we don't deliberately let

God tell us our priorities, a thousand other eager

voices will. And I want to be a man ofGod, truly

Christian—like Jesus. <^
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Church news

Purnima Sharkar stands by what is left of her home in Borisal, Bangladesh, after the November
cyclone. She works in an MCC job-creation project there.

Year-end disasters

empty MCC coffers

The year 1988 ended with an avalanche
of disasters. Each of its final five months
brought news of a major natural disaster.

And all of the disasters but one occurred
in a country where Mennonite Central

Committee has workers.

These disasters stole the lives, posses-

sions, homes, and livelihoods of millions.

They also emptied MCC material aid

warehouses, which six months earlier had
been overflowing, and wiped out MCC's
contingency funds, reserved for just such
emergencies.

By year end, MCC had sent 1,500 tons

of aid to those hurt by disasters in Sudan,
Bangladesh, Jamaica, the Philippines,

Nicaragua, and the Soviet Union. MCC
had also committed about $1.5 million in

cash to help them. To meet these commit-
ments, MCC will need contributions from
its constituency in 1989.

Sudan was hit first. In August record

floods forced 1.5 million squatters from
make-shift homes in camps at the edge of

Khartoum, the capital city. These refu-

gees had earlier fled their homes in the

south due to the raging civil war being

fought there.

MCC sent milk powder, blankets, cloth-

ing, soap, and school and sewing kits.

This aid, worth about $220,000, was dis-

tributed by the Sudan Council of

Churches, MCC's main partner there.

MCC also purchased $250,000 worth of

sorghum in northern Sudan for Oromo
refugees in camps around Khartoum.

In September Bangladesh's rivers rose

to record heights and covered two-thirds

of the country. At least 1,000 people were
killed; millions were forced from their

homes. Houses, roads, bridges, and crops

were washed out.

In the first month after the flood, MCC
gave 900 metric tons of wheat and $50,000

to partners who set up emergency centers

in the areas hardest hit. MCC packed
vegetable seed kits, which cost about

$48,000, so some 125,000 families could

plant gardens. MCC also started cash-for-

work and wheat-for-work projects that

will cost $907,000 and require about 2,000

metric tons of wheat in 1989. In addition,

MCC shipped bandages, blankets, and
material aid valued at $193,000 to hos-

pitals and other social service organiza-
tions there.

Later in September, Hurricane Gilbert

blew through Jamaica. Its 145-mile-per-

hour winds twisted roofs, crumbled
homes, and decimated crops. Millions of

mango, banana, and coconut trees were
uprooted—all staples in the Jamaican
diet.

MCC sent nine North American car-

penters there to join MCCers already
rebuilding. MCC also donated about
$125,000 that financed the repair and
rebuilding of 200 homes, four churches,

and two schools. Plus, the money bought
roofing materials for about 120 more
homes. MCC shared 700 blankets, 10,000

pounds of flour, and 31,000 pounds of

canned meat with people on this Carib-

bean island.

In October, Hurricane Joan hit Nica-

ragua's East Coast. It killed 116 people

and destroyed 30,000 homes, plus schools,

roads, and bridges.

Teams from the MCC-sponsored Men-
nonite Disaster Service went to help clean

up and rebuild. MCC spent $33,000 to ship

$1.4 million worth of aid: 400 metric tons

each of corn and beans, 100 tons of veg-

etable oil, 70 tons of skim milk powder, 26

tons of canned beef, 25,000 quilts and
blankets, 11 tons of soap, 800 bales of

clothing, 5,000 layette bundles, and 10,700

health kits.

Soon after in October, Typhoon Unsang
ripped through the Philippines, killing

more than 700 people, leaving hundreds
of thousands homeless, and flattening

some 131,000 hectares of rice, just ripe for

harvest.

MCC gave $10,000 to help local relief

groups rebuild homes, replace flattened

banana plants, vegetables, rice, and fruit

trees, and supply seeds, fertilizers, and
medicines to farming families.

In November, Bangladesh was hit

again, this time with a cyclone that

struck coastal areas, killing some 1,600

people and destroying homes and prop-

erties. More than half the homes of the

100-plus women working in five MCC job-

creation projects in the Borisal area were
damaged or destroyed. MCC workers
there bought 1,000 blankets, worth about

$5,000, for survivors in three hard-hit dis-

tricts.

In December, an earthquake shook Ar-

menia in the Soviet Union, killing an esti-

mated 30,000 and destroying thousands of

homes. Since MCC had no more blankets

in its North American warehouses, it

purchased 10,000 blankets, valued at

$40,000, for survivors. This aid was sent

via the Medical Outreach for Armenians
Earthquake Relief in Massachusetts.

—Charmayne Denlinger BrubakerforMCC
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One of few politicians

in Mennonite Church
retires in Kansas
When Harold Dyck vacated his Kansas

House of Representatives office in

Topeka recently, he brought along home

the chair he used there. He also brought

back to Hesston many memories of his 18

years of service in the State House.

In 1970, Dyck, then Hesston's mayor,

was appointed to fill the remaining

months of Raymond King's House term

after King's death in an airplane crash.

After King's funeral, Hesston's city ad-

ministrator urged Dyck to run for the of-

fice on his own in the upcoming election.

Dyck quickly answered, "No way."

Dyck now credits his wife, Evie, for his

change of mind. When he told her about

the city administrator's suggestion and

his answer, she said, "I don't think you

should have given him your answer that

quickly." To get other opinions, Dyck

checked with his pastor at Hesston Men-

nonite Church, Mennonite Publishing

House and Mennonite Foundation board

members with whom he was serving, the

King family, and his own family. His

mother, a conservative Holdeman Men-

nonite, opposed his running, as he ex-

pected she would. The others were posi-

tive or neutral. That November Dyck ran

as a Republican and was elected.

For his next eight terms, Dyck ran

unopposed in the general election and was

opposed only once in the primaries. How-

ever, when he announced last April that

he would not seek reelection, seven people

showed interest in his job. Ellen

Samuelson, a Methodist who has Men-

nonite ties from having taught at Hesston

and Bethel colleges, is Dyck's Republican

successor. Her district includes many
Mennonites in the communities of Hess-

ton, Moundridge, Inman, and Halstead.

"I tried to represent my own people,"

said Dyck. However he links his success

in getting reelected not to his being Men-

nonite but to his work association with

Hesston Corporation and to his many

friends within the district where he was

born and raised.

Dyck served on the Appropriations

Committee 11 years, and he chaired the

Education and the Financial Institutions

committees. Party politics haven't been

important to Dyck, though he identified

himself with the Republicans.

Dyck never questioned how to vote on

death penalty legislation or the so-called

"sin" issues. However, he found "very few

things clear white or clear black" in most

legislation. "I always took the attitude I

wanted to sleep well at night," Dyck said

of his voting record.

Dyck did introduce one uniquely Men-

nonite bill to lift the sales tax off the an-

nual Kansas relief sale for Mennonite

Central Committee. "It just went through

like greased lightning," he said.

Although several General Conference

Mennonites and Mennonite Brethren cur-

rently serve in the Kansas legislature,

Dyck was the only member of the Men-

nonite Church. In fact, he was one of only

a handful of Mennonite Church members

who hold elective office in the United

States.

Dyck will miss his friends in Topeka

and the opportunities to help people and

influence state legislation. For now, how-

ever, at 68, Dyck feels busy enough with

his volunteer work as western regional

manager of Mennonite Foundation.
—Susan Balzer

Participants in

MEDA convention
seek inner strength

Pressure, stress, and drivenness "come

with the territory," many business people

say. But is there a way to rise above it all

and still hear the crisp, clear call of God?

How can the inner life be nourished amid

the strain of many obligations?

These were questions seeking an an-

swer at the recent convention of Men-

nonite Economic Development Associ-

ates. More than 450 people from across

North America gathered in Tampa, Fla.,

to consider the theme, "Business Pres-

sure, Inner Strength." The convention is

an annual event of MEDA, an 1,800-mem-

ber organization which has a dual thrust

of applying Christian faith to the busi-

ness marketplace and carrying out eco-

nomic development projects in the third

world.

The key to rising above the pressures of

a busy pace is to be "called people" rather

than "driven people," said Gordon Mac-

Donald, one of the major speakers. Called

people have an inner strength and confi-

dence that helps them rise above circum-

stances. Driven people, on the other hand,

are governed by ego and personal ambi-

tion and tend to fall apart when they face

difficult situations.

Called people recognize that their ca-

pabilities, skills, and even their busi-

nesses belong to God and they are merely

managing them in trust. This enables

them to operate with confidence and se-

curity, "holding all things loosely" as

stewards of God, MacDonald said. Driven

people, meanwhile, allow themselves to

be artificially elevated by "the seduction

of people's opinions and the call to power

and the counterfeit message of wealth."

MacDonald, longtime New England

pastor and Christian leader, spoke as one

who had "been there." The best-selling

author of books like Ordering Your Pri-

vate World and Rebuilding Your Broken

World had at one time allowed drivenness

to weaken his spiritual moorings result-

ing in a moral failure—marital infi-

delity—that cost him the presidency of

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship. Sub-

sequently he submitted himself to church

discipline and has become a leading evan-

gelical model of redemptive restoration.

In addition to input by MacDonald and

his wife, Gail, and meditations by Men-

nonite Church leader Myron Augsburger,

a series of workshops sought to explore

practical dimensions of applying Chris-

tian faith in the marketplace. Some ad-

dressed issues of personal and relational

spirituality while others tackled current

business issues such as pay equity and

AIDS in the workplace.

In the business sessions, MEDA mem-
bers passed a 1989 budget of $2.3 million,

much of which will go for projects such as

the Small Business Development Pro-

gram currently operating in Haiti,

Jamaica, and Bolivia, as well as a wood

products plant in Jamaica and a cocoa

marketing project in Haiti. Many of these

projects are augmented by matching

funds from the Canadian International

Development Agency. The members also

learned that three new local MEDA chap-

ters have formed recently, bringing the

total to 23 in North America.

Ontario church
concludes celebration

of 175th anniversary

First Mennonite Church of Kitchener,

Ont., has concluded the celebration of its

175th anniversary. The year-long celebra-

tion was marked most significantly by

the writing of a church history—Frontier

Community to Urban Congregation: First

Mennonite Church, 1813-1988 by Regi-

nald Good. More than a history of the

congregation, this book covers a broad

sweep of history that includes Indian

relations and land settlement, the de-

velopment of an urban community, and

the emergence of a Mennonite conference.

(It is available for $15 plus $2 for shipping

from the church at 800 King St. East,

Kitchener, ON N2G 2M6.)

The congregation invited former pas-

tors for special weekend festivities

throughout the year: Edgar Metzler, Jean

Jacques Goulet, Ernie Martin, and Robert

Johnson. A Saturday-evening reception

and a Sunday-noon potluck rounded out

the weekends. Special events brought

community and church together. Local

museums cooperated with exhibits and

heritage events.

A recent homecoming and banquet

brought the celebration to a close. John and

Ruth Hess of Kingston, Ont., and Grace

Derstine Brunner of Louisville, Ohio,

reminded the congregation of those parts of

their heritage which are worth preserving.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point
Long letters may need to be shortened.

J. Ward Shank, Broadway, Va.
If I may guess at the purpose and ap-

proach in Martin Lehman's article, "A
Fool Dreams of the Future" (Jan. 3), it is

to adopt a facetious device ("this fool") in
order to promote a rather illogical idea,
that of a flourishing church (Mennonite)
in the not-too-future world. Interestingly,
he first projects this dream for the
twenty-first century, but then gets so
caught up in his theme that he pictures
its realization in "fewer than 12 years."
Should we not rather consider the bib-

lical evidence which describes an apostate
condition in the end-times? Jesus raised
the pertinent question: "When the Son of
man cometh, shall he find [the] faith on
the earth?" The implied answer is that
the true faith shall be relatively scarce.
The "little flock" gains the kingdom.
We are presently in an era of confused

eschatology in our brotherhood. The spir-
it of triumphalism like Brother Lehman
represents may feel good, but is it ac-
curate and safe? It may be gratifying to
follow the line of Tom Sine's thesis in his
book, The Mustard Seed Conspiracy, but
"will it wash?" That author sees the Mus-
tard Tree as symbolic of phenomenal
growth of good church or church institu-
tions, and brings up a good many far-
fetched illustrations in trying to enforce
his point. But the truth illustrated by the
parable may indeed be the opposite, that
of superficial growth, and thus Sine's
method with its fallaciousness.
We hardly dare play fast and loose with

prophetic matters, particularly now in vi-
sions of merging the church of today into
a new "golden age."

Mahlon D. Miller, Morton, 111.

I was encouraged by Merle Good's "If
Not Now-When?" (Dec. 27). It is past
time that we leaders in the church both
teach and demonstrate a life of convic-
tions based on the New Testament.
A follower of Jesus Christ is a person

who follows Christ in a life lived like
Jesus did. Christlike love is not weak,
nebulous, and mushy. It is expressed in
clear devotion to Jesus Christ and not the
consensus of opinions in the church or the
world. I too have been surprised by the
lack of clear biblical convictions by many
church leaders. Neither the post-pente-
cost followers of Christ nor the early
Anabaptists were nebulous or mushy in
their beliefs and convictions. They died
for them. Can't we faithfully follow in
their train?

Abraham K. Gehman, Bally, Pa.
The article by Merle Good (Dec. 27) is a

masterpiece. As a church, we have been
doing a "good" job in recent years of
blending in with the society around us.
The biblical concept of being "strangers
and pilgrims" is foreign to an increasing
number of Mennonites.

Merle's observation that "sooner or la-
ter a faithful Christian will part company
with the mainstream" is a much needed
bit of advice for most Mennonites today.

Herman R. Reitz, Harrisonburg, Va.
Merle Good began his penetrating piece

(Dec. 27) with four questions. Even if

they were other than rhetorical they were
certainly not addressed to me in
particular. Even so, the second question,
"Has the Mennonite pendulum swung
hopelessly away from firm, personal
beliefs toward mushy ambiguity?" was so
compelling that I'm constrained to tender
my reply, albeit quite sadly: "Yes."

Dennis Buerge, Indianapolis, Ind.
I want to commend you for your Dec

27 editorial "$100 for Jesus." It speaks to
an important issue, something that we
Mennos need to listen to.

It seems like each year it gets more dif-
ficult to decide what to buy for everyone
that we "need" to at Christmastime. I

propose that we go one step further. Let
Gospel Herald initiate a "100 percent for
Jesus": whatever amount we spend for
Christmas gifts, we match it 100 percent
for God. If I spend $500 for gifts, I give

Charles Gautsche, Archbold, Ohio
The photo caption with the article on

Mennonite Board of Education ("Church
News," Dec. 20) misrepresents my theol-
ogy of church and administrative
practice. I realize you were pointing out
the church ownership and operation of
the colleges and seminaries with some
humor to go along with the smiles in the
picture. I do speak for the MBE board at
various times—but not with the attitude
of a "big chief." Our presidents are all
very capable and committed to the
church. We work together to discern how
best to serve the Mennonite Church.

Kenneth W. and Helen R. Cressman,
New Hamburg, Ont.
We read with interest the report in the

Dec. 13 issue concerning the challenges
faced by the present committee producing
the new hymnal. May we add one addi-
tional issue (or problem)?
We are part of a team of pianist-

choristers which serves on a rotating
basis in our home congregation. It works
out to one Sunday every four to five
weeks. Neither of us has degrees in mu-
sic, our congregation is of modest size, and
singing ability varies with the members.
Are we typical of most Mennonite con-
gregations?

Some hymns in the current hymnal are
difficult for the average congregation to
master. An example is the advent hymn
we led on Dec. 18: "Lo, How a Rose E'er
Blooming" (number 131). The timing is

You won't find this
IRA anywhere else.

When you invest in an MMA IRA, your money works
for you—and for the church community. It makes first
mortgage loans to churches possible. A small portion
of earnings helps people facing financial hardship.
And MMA's investments fit your Christian beliefs.

All this—plus the same benefits as a commercial IRA.

Contact your mutual aid counselor or MMA today.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
Goshen, Indiana 46526
800-348-7468 (219)533-9511 collect in Indiana
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difficult, and it took considerable prepa-

ration on our part to lead that hymn in a

way with which we felt satisfied.

Frankly, we were not satisfied with our

achievement. We checked other hymn-

books in our possession and found the Ca-

nadian Presbyterian hymnal called The

Book ofPraise has a somewhat easier ver-

sion of the same selection.

We are not advocates of a hymnal

which provides no challenge. But we

would like to see one where an average

congregation with some average music

leaders can master the music after sev-

eral weeks of using the same hymn.

James Posar, Houston, Tex.

About Sharon D. Wolf's letter in

"Readers Say" (Nov. 22):

I grew up in the Mennonite Church in

Chicago and was saved at the Mennonite

Home Mission under the leadership of A.

H. Leahman. I knew the meaning of evan-

gelism at an early age. Personal witness-

ing came natural as well as living a peace-

ful life and committing myself to Christ.

Years later I rededicated my life to Chris-

tian service when C. F. Derstine was

evangelist. The church was alive and peo-

ple were active in reaching out to the

unsaved.

Later still in another era peacemaking

seemed to take the place of soul winning.

I believe in peace, but that's like having

the cart before the horse. We need to win

that soul for the Lord first, presenting

the plan of salvation, then as a new be-

liever he will learn to walk in his new-

found faith and the teaching of peace-

making will come naturally.

Recently I spoke about "concerned

prayer" at a Free Will Baptist Church. I

encouraged prayer for an understanding

heart, prayer for those who disagree with

you, and prayer for our enemies. After

church a lady said, "I always thought we

should pray that the Lord should smite

our enemies."

I believe in prayer for the coming merg-

er of the Mennonite Church and General

Conference Mennonite Church, that

throughout all this the church can be-

come as a force of one in reaching the

world for Christ. That the Holy Spirit can

clean house of hatreds, uneasy distrust,

and unhealthy traditions. Prayerfully

that a real revival will affect both camps

so all of us can better testify in the real

Anabaptist vision.

John Buckwalter, Alfred Station, N.Y.

The jury's response, in the form of a

majority of readers' letters, to Kenneth

Erb's "The Question of Origins" (Oct. 4) is

"guilty," although the charge is not en-

tirely clear. Readers with a long view of

history may find it interesting to review

the verdict of another ecclesiastical court,

in 1633, against a scientist of that day

whose discoveries challenged traditional

interpretations of Scripture.

In 1609 Galileo Galilei built the most

powerful telescope yet made and was the

first to observe the phases of Venus and

the moons of Jupiter. Neither of these

phenomena could be satisfactorily

explained by the church-approved (and

Scripture-based) geocentric model of the

solar system, with heavenly objects cir-

cling around a fixed earth. Galileo

published several works in support of the

relatively new heliocentric ("sun-

centered") model proposed by Copernicus.

This aroused the considerable fury of the

Catholic Church; Galileo was tried for

heresy and sentenced to life imprison-

ment, later commuted to house arrest. He

was forced to publicly deny his position,

although tradition says that his dying

words were, "But it [the earth] does

move!"

What is the connection with the origins

controversy? Galileo's opponents based

their arguments primarily on a literal in-

terpretation of portions of Scripture that

many evangelical scholars today accept

as poetic, allegorical, or figurative. Most

of us can accommodate the verse, "The

world is firmly established; it cannot be

moved" (Ps. 93:1b, NIV) within our helio-

centric worldview without doing violence

to our understanding of scriptural in-

spiration. How did this worldwide accep-

tance of what was once considered to be a

heretical position come about? A pre-

ponderance of data collected by observa-

tion of God's creation encouraged us to

accept a new interpretation of God's

Word.
In the same way, observations from

diverse scientific disciplines lead me to

believe that God designed the mech-

anisms of evolution into his creation. I

join fellow biologists Erb and Keener

("Readers Say," Dec. 20) in affirming the

centrality of evolution as a key to under-

standing and appreciating the diversity of

life. Evolution is not a secular conspiracy,

and wishful thinking will not make it go

away. I expect that with another century

it will be as well accepted within the

church as the heliocentric model is today.

As with all young ideas in science, the

evolutionary model is constantly being

revised and fine-tuned as new discoveries

become available. That process is part of

the excitement of science!

I encourage readers interested in a

more complete development of these

ideas to read The Galileo Connection by

Charles Hummel (InterVarsity Press).
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Mennoscope
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions re-
ceived $5.7 million in 1988 in contributions
This was $65,000 above the 1988 budget and 9 9
percent above the 1987 budget. The response to
the year-end missions appeal in December
amounted to $1.1 million. This is an average of
$66 per member in Eastern Board's supporting
constituency—17,000-member Lancaster Con-
ference. Finance director Norman Shenk said
88 percent of Eastern Board's contributions
come from offerings received in congregations.

New appointments:
•Janet Beiler, Voluntary Service administra-
tor, Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions
starting in November. She succeeds Nelda
Rempel. She served previously as administra-
tive secretary in Eastern Board's Discipleship
Ministries Department.
•Keith Maust, director of design/production
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions, starting
in December. He succeeds Susie Shenk Weng-
er. Maust was previously self-employed in ad-
vertising in Sarasota, Fla.
•Dale Gehman, staff photographer, Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions, starting in
November. He lived previously in Eureka, 111.,
where he was maintenance director at Maple
Lawn Homes and a free-lance photographer.
•Hubert Carlson, director of fiscal services,
Glencroft Retirement Communities, Glendale,'
Ariz. He served previously as accounting man-
ager at Phoenix Memorial Hospital.
•Barbara Lenards, public information coordi-
nator, Glencroft Retirement Communities,
Glendale, Ariz. She served previously as public
relations specialist at Mercy Medical Center in
Minneapolis.

Pastoral transitions:
•Dean Swartzendruber will become pastor of
Sugar Creek Mennonite Church, Wayland,
Iowa, on Apr. 15. He served previously for 28
years as pastor of Lower Deer Creek Men-
nonite Church, Kalona, Iowa, and is currently
an interim pastor in Mississippi.
•One Wenger became pastor of Lower Deer
Creek Mennonite Church, Kalona, Iowa in
September. He succeeds Dean Swartzendru-
ber, whom he served alongside for six years.
•Dennis Kennell was ordained as pastor of
Cazenovia Mennonite Church, Lowpoint, 111.

on Dec. 11. He was licensed in 1986.

Upcoming events:
•Money Management Seminar, Feb. 10-12 at
Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Center.
Intended for young families and singles, it will
focus on budgeting, investing, and planning for
the future. The resource person is J. B. Miller,
a bank executive and active Mennonite layman
from Sarasota, Fla. More information from
Laurelville at R. 5, Box 145, Mt. Pleasant PA
15666; phone 412-423-2056.
•Saturday Morning in Mission, Jan. 28, Feb
11, and Feb. 25, at Eastern Mennonite Board of
Missions, Salunga, Pa. Designed as an orienta-
tion to Eastern Board programs, they will in-
clude a visit to staff offices, a brief history, and
an overview of work at home and abroad. More
information from Eastern Board, Salunga PA
17538; phone 717-898-2251.

New resources:
•Updated earth stewardship packet from Men-
nonite Central Committee U.S. It presents en-
vironmental issues from a biblical perspective.
Included are background materials, worship
aids, brochures, and a resource list. It is
available from the Global Education Office at
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Children record Bible school songs. Dorothy Hartman directed the children's choir
during a recent taping session for a new five-day Bible school curriculum at the
Media Ministries studio of Mennonite Board of Missions in Harrisonburg Va The
series includes 11 levels, each with its own tape, and will be released soon by

'

Mennonite Publishing House. The children pictured are from Zion Mennonite Church
of Broadway, Va., where Hartman is children's choir director. Music for the younger
grades will feature the children's choir. Tapes for grades 4-8 will feature the Eastern
Mennonite High School Chamber Singers directed by Tom Fitch. Abe Rittenhouse is
the tape producer and Hartman, who is also an administrative assistant at Media
Ministries, is the project coordinator. Marjorie Waybill of MPH is the editor of thenew curriculum.

MCC U.S., Box M, Akron, PA 17501.
•Updated discussion guide on assertive peace-
making from Christian Peacemaker Teams. It
addresses the biblical/historical context as
well as practical concerns about starting peace-
maker teams. CPT is a project of the Men-
nonite Church and three other related denomi-
nations. The guide is available from CPT at
1821 W. Cullerton, Chicago, IL 60608.

Church-related job openings:
•Missions minister, Mennonite Conference of
Eastern Canada, starting this summer or later.
The person is responsible for promoting mis-
sion vision in congregations and for guiding
new and ongoing churches and projects. Con-
tact Sue Steiner by Feb. 28 at the conference
office, 131 Erb St. West, Waterloo, ON N2L
1T7; phone 519-886-1610.

•Faculty position in business, Eastern Men-
nonite College, starting in the fall. Preferred
are a Ph.D. or other terminal degree and busi-
ness experience. Send resume to Lee Snyder at
EMC, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.
•Chiefadministrator, Sarasota (Fla.) Christian
School, starting this summer. Required are a
master's degree, knowledge of elementary/
secondary education, and financial manage-
ment skills. The school has 430 students in
grades K-12. Contact David Ray Miller at 1203
Cornish Ct, Sarasota, FL 34232; phone 813-
371-2750.

•Nursing director, Greencroft Retirement
Community, Goshen, Ind., starting immediate-
ly. The person must be an RN with interest in

geriatrics, interpersonal/management skills,
and at least one year's experience in nursing
supervision. Contact Timothy Croyle at
Greencroft, 1225 Greencroft Dr., Goshen IN
46526; phone 219-534-1546.

•Food service director, Camp Friedenswald
Cassopolis, Mich., starting at least by May'
Primary duties are menu preparation, food
ordering, and cooking. Contact Curt Bechler at
the camp, 15406 Watercress Dr., Cassopolis
MI 49031; phone 616-476-2426.

'

•Staff trainer/group home manager Beth-
Haven Group Homes, Hannibal, Mo., starting
in April. Needed is background in special edu-
cation. Contact Beth-Haven at 2500 Pleasant
St., Hannibal, MO 63401; phone 314-221-6000
•Horsemanship director, Camp Hebron, Hali-
fax, Pa., starting in March. CHA certification
at the Advanced Western level is preferred
Contact Ralph Swartzentruber at the camp R
3, Box 646, Halifax, PA 17032; phone 717-896-
3441.

•Residential managers, group home for devel-
opmental^ disabled adults, Chambersburg
Pa, starting immediately. Needed is a married
couple with a degree in the human service
field; experience with the developmentally dis-
abled is helpful. Contact Angie Petersheim at
CROSS, Box 1078, Chambersburg, PA 1720L
phone 717-530-1788.

Change of address: Dean Swartzendruber
from Kalona, Iowa, to Route 10, O'Neal Road
Apt. H-4, Gulfport, MS 39503. Phone: 601-832-
0003.



New members

Cazenovia, Lowpoint, 111.: Jeff Kennell.

Elmira, Ont.: Darrell and Kim Bauman,

Dionne Bowman, and Ed Hiebert.

Ridgeview, Gordonville, Pa.: Joe Bawell,

Bernice Lapp, Sharon Redcay, Ed Rohrer,

Dave and Joy Snader, Leon and Theresa Yoder,

and Sharon Umble.
Grace, Berlin, Ohio: Darrell Hanlon, Linda

Hostetler, Roy Mast, and Ray Weaver by bap-

tism, and Matt Beachy, Alvin M. and Katie

Hershberger, and Viola Yoder by confession of

faith.

on Aug. 8, 1988; adopted in December 1988.

Zehr, Kenton J. and Dianne (Shenk),

Hershey, Pa., second child, first daughter,

Larisa Dianne, Dec. 26.

zumFelde, Roger and Evelyn, Chicago, 111.,

Jakob Allen, Nov. 11.

Births

Marriages

Please send birth or adoption announcements

no later than six months after the event.

Brown, Ted and Marcia (Martin), Stuarts

Draft, Va., first child, Kelly Elizabeth, Nov. 26.

Brubacker, Mark and Sandra (Eby), Con-

estoga, Ont., second son, Alex Daniel, Dec. 28.

Burkholder, Isaac and Rosanna (Negley),

San Jose, Costa Rica, third son, Andrew Jul-

ian, Dec. 31 (died Jan. 6).

Comes, Theodore and Susan (Yancey), Bra-

denton, Fla., second daughter, Melissa Noelle,

Dec. 26.

Delgado, Thomas and Janelle (Horn),

Hutchinson, Kans., first child, Joshua Thomas,

Dec. 30.

Eichelberger, Dan and Rachel (Scott),

Mackinaw, 111., first child, Calvin Benjamin,

Dec. 18.

Givlin, Francis and Rosalie, Wellesley, Ont.,

second child, first son, Christopher James,

Dec. 11.

Gundon, Troy and Shelly, Caseville, Mich.,

first child, Heather Marie, Nov. 27.

Hawkins, Robert and Marcia, Berlin, Ohio,

first child, Tori Marie, Dec. 1.

Riser, Terry and Denise (Bishop), Elroy,

Pa., third child, second son, Matthew Ryan,

Nov. 24.

Nicoll, Scott and Kay (Weber), New Ham-
burg, Ont., third and fourth children, first and

second sons, twins, Jacob Allan, Dec. 2, and

William James, Dec. 3.

Peachey, Nathan and Tami (Kanagy), Belle-

ville, Pa., first child, Jeremy David, Jan. 4.

Reardon, Bart and Wendy (Brereton), Har-

risonburg, Va., second child, first daughter,

Michelle O'Hara, Dec. 22.

Roth, Mike and Tammy (Christner), Colo-

rado Springs, Colo., first child, Kyle Michael,

Dec. 9.

Saunders, Lynn and Cathy, Elida, Ohio,

fifth child, third daughter, Chelsea Renee,

Nov. 24.

Speigle, Wayne and Joanne (Brenneman),

Richmond, Va., first child, Elizabeth Ruth,

Dec. 24.

Stokely, Dan and Carmin, Newton, Kans.,

third child, Desiree Dannille, Oct. 26.

Unruh, Lowell and Pam (Gerig), Wayland,

Iowa, second son, Marcus Benjamin Gerig,

Dec. 26.

Unruh, Merlin and Vesta (Thomas), Harper,

Kans., second child, first son, Kirk Paxton;

born, Sept. 29, 1986; received for adoption in

September 1988.

Waltman, Steve and Arlene, Berlin, Ohio,

first child, Ella Marie, Jan. 4.

Woods, James and Lois (Richards), Boling-

brook, 111., second daughter, Annalea Eliza-

beth, Dec. 30.

Yoder, James and Janet (Horner), West

Liberty, Ohio, first child, Jordan Hernan; born

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Brunner-Hoskinson. Jon Scott Brunner,

Louisville, Ohio, Beech cong., and Beth Ann
Hoskinson, Louisville, Ohio, Catholic Church,

by Paul D. Brunner and Richard Maro, Dec. 17.

Coil-Troyer. David Coil, Goshen, Ind., and

Lynette Troyer, Millersburg, Ind., both of Clin-

ton Frame cong., by Craig Garber and Vernon

E. Bontreger, Dec. 17.

Miller-Klink. Jeffrey Miller, Springs (Pa.)

cong., and Maxine Klink, Church of the Breth-

ren, Meyersdale, Pa., by Richard Harley, June

18
Raphael-Middleton. Benjamin Klaus Ra-

phael, Newark, Del., Beth-El cong., and Cath-

erine P. Middleton, Greenville, Del., Lakeview

cong., Chestertown, Md., by Richard Stazesky,

Dec. 31.

Tro-Kauffman. Jorge Tro, Culver City,

Calif., and Karen Kauffman, Hubbard, Oreg.,

Zion cong., by Richard Stoltzfus, Dec. 31.

Willouer-Reynolds. Brian Willouer, Sou-

derton, Pa., and Kelly Ann Reynolds, Lans-

dale, Pa., both of Rockhill cong., by Russell M.

Detweiler, Dec. 30.

Obituaries

Beck, Oscar, son of Daniel and Fannie

(King) Beck, was born at Pettisville, Ohio,

Sept 6, 1901; died at Williams County Com-

munity Hospital on Dec. 23, 1988; aged 87 y. On

Sept. 28, 1922, he was married to Mary Yedica,

who survives. Also surviving are 3 daughters

(Laura Austin, Lois Jackson, and Dorothy

Miller), 3 sons (Robert, Donald, and Rollin), 20

grandchildren, 2 step-grandchildren, 19 great-

grandchildren, and 10 step-great-grandchil-

dren. He was a member of Central Mennonite

Church, where funeral services were held on

Dec. 26, in charge of Charles H. Gautsche;

interment in Pettisville Cemetery.

Burkholder, Clayton Frederick, son of

Oscar and Mary (Reesor) Burkholder, was born

in Breslau, Ont., Jan. 21, 1919; died of cancer at

Cambridge, Ont., Dec. 17, 1988; aged 69 y. On

Dec. 22, 1943, he was married to Helen Cath-

erine Erb who survives. Also surviving are one

daughter (Ruth Witte), one son (David), 4

grandchildren, one brother (John), and 3 sis-

ters (Marie, Nellie, and Agnes). He was a mem-

ber of Breslau Mennonite Church, where me-

morial services were held on Dec. 22, in charge

of Erwin Wiens; interment in the Breslau Men-

nonite Cemetery.

Cender, Homer J., son of Joseph J. and

Elsie (Kauffman) Cender, was born in Foos-

land 111., June 14, 1911; died at Sarasota, Fla.,

Dec' 28, 1988; aged 77 y. On Dec. 17, 1935 he

was married to Pearl Birky, who survives Also

surviving are one son (Richard), 3 daughters

(Geneva Troyer, Janet Zehr, and Fern Yoder),

10 grandchildren, and one sister. He was a

member of Bay Shore Mennonite Church, where

funeral services were held on Dec. 30, in charge

of Howard S. Schmitt and Paul N. Miller;

interment in Pleasant View Cemetery.

Cocanower, Lamar D., son of Charles and

Mable (Overholt) Cocanower, was born at

Elkhart, Ind., Dec. 22, 1961; died at Elkhart

General Hospital on Dec. 23, 1988; aged 27 y.

On June 29, 1985, he was married to Nancy

Teague, who survives. Also surviving are one

daughter (Ashley Renee) and one sister

(Lynette Schmidt). Funeral services were held

at Sunnyside Mennonite Church on Dec. 26, in

charge of Gerald Good; interment in Pleasant

View Cemetery.

Esh, Maurice Y., son of Rufus and Lydia

(Harshbarger) Esh, was born on May 16, 1899;

died at Valley View Haven, Belleville, Pa., Dec.

23, 1988; aged 89 y. He was married to Jeanette

F. Kauffman, who died on Dec. 2, 1988. Surviv-

ing are 3 daughters (Eva Taylor, Joyce Bailor,

and Louise Whitsell), 3 sons (Guy E., Lee M.,

and Darle L.), 13 grandchildren, and 10 great-

grandchildren. He was preceded in death by 2

daughters (Erma J. Price and Dorothy Esh).

He was a member of Maple Grove Mennonite

Church, where funeral services were held in

charge of Robert L. Hartzler and Erie Renno;

interment in Pleasant View Cemetery.

Gascho, Milton, son of Jacob and Mag-

dalena (Bechler) Gascho, was born in Hope-

dale, 111., Feb. 6, 1908; died in Doctor's Hos-

pital, Sarasota, Fla., Dec. 17, 1988; aged 80 y.

On Aug. 15, 1938, he was married to Irene

Dolan, who died on Mar. 1, 1949. On June 22,

1951, he was married to Alda Rosenberger,

who survives. Also surviving are 2 daughters

(Carolyn Wilson and Barbara Funnell), 4

grandchildren, 3 great-grandchildren, one

brother (Simon), and 5 sisters (Salena Gascho,

Lillian Gascho, Edna Herschberger, Luella

Mullet, and Leona Plank). One brother (Eldon)

died in infancy. He was a member of Parkview

Mennonite Church, where funeral services

were held on Dec. 21, in charge of Harold Mast,

Clayton Sommers, and Grace Whitehead; in-

terment in Sunset Memory Gardens.

Gingerich, Dorothy Laverne, daughter of

Cornelius and Ruhama (Yoder) Gingerich, was

born in Kalona, Iowa, Oct. 21, 1920; died at

Wellman, Iowa, Dec. 24, 1988; aged 68 y. Sur-

viving are one brother (Cleo), and 2 sisters (Ida

Yoder and Pauline Langlas). Funeral services

were held at Kalona Mennonite Church on Dec.

27, in charge of David L. Groh and Elton Nuss-

ba'um; interment in East Union Cemetery.

Lehman, Anna H. Imhoff, daughter of Ru-

fus and Mary (Hurst) Imhoff, was born in

Chester Twp.', Ohio, Mar. 30. 1906; died at

Smithville-Western Care Center, Wooster,

Ohio, Dec. 30, 1988; aged 82 y. She was married

to Benjamin F. Lehman, who died in 1986. Sur-

viving are 3 sons (Glen I., Paul D., and Ray E.).

3 daughters (Ruth Stoudt, Esther Shallen-

barger, and Arlene Miller), 13 grandchildren, 2

stepgrandchildren, one brother, and 2 sisters.

She was a member of Wooster Mennonite

Church, where funeral services were held on

Jan. 3, in charge of Wayne A. Nitzsche; inter-

ment in Eight Square Mennonite Cemetery.

Mast, David Lamar, son of Linda Mast,

was born at Orrville, Ohio, Dec. 27, 1988; died

at Orrville, Ohio, Dec. 28, 1988; aged 1 day.

Funeral services were held at Dunlap Me-

morial Hospital, Orrville, Ohio, on Dec. 30, in

charge of Wayne A. Nitzsche; interment in

Salem Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Mellinger, Mary Leaman, daughter of

Reuben and Alice (Stoner) Leaman, was born

in Strasburg, Pa., Nov. 29, 1893; died at her

home in Sarasota, Fla., Dec. 26, 1988; aged 95

y. On Aug. 21, 1917, she was married to Amos

H Mellinger, who died on Sept. 6, 1970. Surviv-

ing are 3 daughters (Ethel L., Kathryn M.

Metzler, and Mary E. Huber). one son (Ira L.),
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8 grandchildren, and 16 great-grandchildren
bhe was a member of Bahia Vista Mennonite
Church where funeral services were held on
Dec. 27, in charge of Stanlee D. Kauffman
Mineral services were also held at Strasburg
(Pa.) Mennonite Church on Dec. 29, in charge
of Charles Good; interment in Strasburg Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Miller, Clara Raber, daughter of Andrew
and Luanda (Raber) Raber, was born in Mill-
ersburg, Ohio, Jan. 14, 1938; died of cancer at
Wooster, Ohio, Dec. 20, 1988; aged 50 y. On
Sept. 29, 1957, she was married to David
Miller, who survives. Also surviving are one
daughter (Catherine Lynne Lehman), one son
(David B.), 2 grandchildren, her mother, and 5
brothers. She was a member of Wooster Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Dec. 23, in charge of Wayne A
Nitzsche; interment in the Salem Mennonite
Church Cemetery.
Nafziger, Martha, daughter of John and

Lydia (Litwiller) Nafziger, was born at Minier
111., Apr. 7, 1896; died at Brokaw Hospital on
Dec. 30 1988; aged 92 y. Surviving are 4 sisters
(Leah Good, Mary Imhoff, Fannie Sommer
and Agnes Hartzler) and one brother (Orrin)'
She was a member of Hopedale Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Jan. 2, in charge of Carl Horner and Howard
Wittrig; interment in Hopedale Mennonite
Cemetery.
Rutt, Cora Harbold, daughter of Jesse and

Susie (Hertzler) Harbold, was born at Bain-
bndge Pa., Oct. 11, 1901; died at Mennonite
Home, Lancaster, Pa., Dec. 15, 1988; aged 87 yOn Nov. 28, 1928, she was married to Amos S
Rutt, who died on May 22, 1987. Surviving are
2 daughters (Ellen Neff and Anna Mary Hersh-
ey), 3 stepsons (Lloyd H., Mervin H.,' and Ira
H.), and one step-daughter (Grace Shirk) 43
grandchildren, 67 great-grandchildren, 22
great-great-grandchildren, 4 brothers (Emory
Joe, John, and Jesse), and 3 sisters (Anna m'
Diller, Mabel Shugart, and Kathryn Myers)
She was a member of Landis Valley Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Men-
nonite Home on Dec. 19, in charge of Milt
Stoltzfus, Robert A. Martin, and Leon Shirk-
interment in Hershey Mennonite Cemetery.
Shoemaker, Almeda Martin, daughter of

Isaiah and Lavina (Snyder) Martin, was born
on Jan. 2, 1909; died at Chateau Gardens Nurs-
ing Home on Dec. 23, 1988; aged 79 y. On Sept.
22, 1931, she was married to Menno Shoe-
maker, who died on July 10, 1988. Surviving
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(Lloyd and Larry'. 4 daughters
(Gladys Shantz, Lila Arnold, Elsie Stinson
and Almeda Gervais), 23 grandchildren, and 2
great-grandchildren. She was a member of
Elmira Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Dec. 26, in charge of Ray
Brubacher and Mary Schiedel; interment in
Bethel Mennonite Cemetery.
Springer, Pearl L. Keller, daughter of

Emanuel and Flossie (Ulrich) Keller, was born
on Mar. 30, 1922; died at St. Francis Hospital
Peoria, 111., Dec. 5, 1988; aged 66 y. On July 27'

1941, she was married to Roy Springer, who
survives. Also surviving are 3 sons (Roy J Jr
Gary, and Keith), 6 daughters (Sandra Aesch-
leman, Kathleen Nutt, Sharon Seckler, Andrea
Bill, Flossie Ferrero, and Rita Sauder) 19
grandchildren, 3 stepgrandchildren, 3 great-
grandchildren, 2 step-great-grandchildren
one brother (Richard), and 3 sisters (Betty
King, Ruby Hartzler, and Mary Jo Starr). She
was a member of Cazenovia Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Roanoke
Mennonite Church in charge of Dennis Kennel-
interment in Roanoke Mennonite Cemetery.
Swartz, Robert Ritchie, son of John R. and

Sophia (Ritchie) Swartz, was born in Dayton,

Va., Jan. 22, 1901; died of cancer at Dayton
Va., Dec. 29, 1988; aged 87 y. On Jan. 26, 1922'
he was married to Irene Jones, who died on
June 1, 1982. Surviving are one son (Dwight
F.), one daughter (Mildred Shank), 7 grand-
children, 7 great-grandchildren, and 5 step-
great-grandchildren. One grandchild preceded
him in death. He was a member of Weavers
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Jan. 1, in charge of Glendon L
Blosser, Edith Shenk, and Raymond Shoe-
maker; interment in Weavers Cemetery.
Torkelson, Paul R., son of Arthur R and

Virgie (Vance) Torkelson, was born on May 12,
1956; died in a hit-and-run car accident at
York, Pa., Nov. 26, 1988; aged 32 y. He was
married to Rose Martin, who survives. Also
surviving are his parents, 2 sons (Jason and
David), 2 brothers (Mark E. and Daniel K)
and 2 sisters (Ruth M. Martin and Grace L.
Horst). He was preceded in death by one sister
(Rose Ellen). He was a member of Conestoga
Drive Mennonite Church. Funeral services
were held at White Oak Mennonite Church
Manheim, Pa., on Nov. 29, in charge of Donald
Newswanger, Claude Miller, Lester Boll, and
Jesse Neuenschwander; interment in the
church cemetery.
Unruh, Irven A., son of Daniel J. and Mary

(Eck) Unruh, was born in Meno, Okla., July 15,
1907; died at his home in Harper, Kans., Dec'
20, 1988; aged 81 y. On June 4, 1933, he was
married to Esther Mae Ramer, who survives
Also surviving are 2 daughters (Shirley Krahn
and Judith Houtz), 2 sons (Merlin and Marlin)
7 grandchildren, one great-grandson, one
brother (Denver), and one sister (Alta Craw-
ford). He was preceded in death by one son
(David). He was a member of Pleasant Valley
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Dec. 23, in charge of Weldon
Martens; interment in Pleasant Valley Men-
nonite Cemetery.
Wagler, Emanuel, son of Joel and Cath-

erine (Lichti) Wagler, was born in Wellesley
Twp., Ont., Apr. 16, 1927; died of cancer at St.
Mary s Hospital, Kitchener, Ont., Dec 10
1988; aged 61 y. On Sept. 23, 1950, he was mar-
ried to Alice Roth, who survives. Also surviv-
ing are 5 daughters (Carol Moreno, Elaine
Liau, Sharon Graham, Patricia Snyder, and
Mary Hartman), 2 sons (Robert and William)
16 grandchildren, and 2 brothers (Christian
and Elmer). He was preceded in death by one
son (Richard Charles). He was a member of
Steinmann Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Dec. 13, in charge of Fred
Lichti and Elmer Schwartzentruber; inter-
ment in the church cemetery.
Yoder, Katie E. Yoder, daughter of Samuel

f. and Annie (Stayrook) Yoder, was born at
Belleville, Pa., Dec. 20, 1906; died at Lewistown
(Pa.) Hospital on Dec. 22, 1988; aged 82 y. On
Jan. 1, 1928, she was married to David E.
Yoder, who survives. Also surviving are 2
daughters (Nancy Yoder, Sara Ann Yoder), one
son (Charles), 10 grandchildren, and 18 great-
grandchildren. She was a member of Locust
Grove Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Dec. 27, in charge of Max
Zook and Erie Renno; interment in the Locust
Grove Cemetery.
Yoder, Ruth Elizabeth Miller, daughter of

Arletus and Priscilla (Oswald) Miller, was born
in Holmes Co., Ohio, Jan. 25, 1917; died of
cancer at Columbus, Ohio, Dec. 21, 1988; aged
71 y. On Mar. 31, 1945, she was married to John
M. Yoder, who died on Jan. 9, 1980. Surviving
are one daughter (Marlene Yoder), 4 sons
(Robert, Mervin, Arlen, and Craig), and 3
brothers (Ralph, Robert, and Edward Miller).
She was a member of Martin's Creek Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were

held on Dec. 23, in charge of Paul O King-
interment in Martin's Creek Cemetery
Zehr, Daniel, son of Noah K. and Catherine

(Cingerich) Zehr, was born in Welleslev Twd
"*' A
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1922; died at St

-
Mary's Hospital'

on Sept. 29, 1988; aged 66 y. On Dec. 31 1942
he was married to Dorothy May Hoist who
survives Also surviving are 7 sons (David
Ken Robert, Ralph, Brian, Paul, and Larry) 3
daughters (Marlene Russon, Barbara Dreher
and Margaret Mohr), 24 grandchildren and
one sister (Vera Brenneman). He was preceded
in death by one infant daughter. He was amember of Steinmann Mennonite Church
where funeral services were held on Oct 3 in
charge of Fred Lichti and Elmer Schwart-
zentruber; interment in the church cemetery
Zimmerly, Elva L. Blough, daughter of

Christian and Amanda (Snyder) Blough, was
born in Sterling, Ohio, on May 16, 1906; died at
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°' Jan - *' 1989; aSed 82 y- 0n June
4, 1933, she was married to Noah Zimmerly
who survives. Also surviving are 5 sons (John'
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'
Noah Jr " and Tim

)> 2 daughters
(Kuth Kurtz and Martha Zimmerly), 11 grand-
children, and one sister (Edna Zimmerly) She
was preceded in death by one grandchild She
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(Joann and Marie D. Zook), one son (John P )and 5 grandchildren. He was a member of
Locust Grove Mennonite Church, where funer-
al services were held on Dec. 19, in charge of
Max Zook and Erie Renno; interment in Locust
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Church-related schools in West Bank
financially endangered by unrest

Some 19 church-related schools in Is-

raeli-occupied West Bank are endan-

gered. The World Council of Churches is

seeking to raise $1 million to keep them

alive. Hit by closures, damage, and

tighter finances for students' families be-

cause of the ongoing protest movement

against the occupation, the schools (7 Lu-

theran, 5 Eastern Orthodox, 5 Anglican,

and 2 Quaker) have piled up deficits total-

ing about $1.75 million. Many of the 440

teachers and administrative staff are be-

hind in salary. With an enrollment of

more than 5,400 students (including a

number of Muslims), the schools are

"essential for the existence and survival

of the Christian community," WCC says.

Catholic and several other Orthodox

schools reportedly have adequate fund-

ing.

Chicago's Catholic leader reaffirms

support for charismatic movement

Cardinal Bernardin of Chicago affirmed

his support of Catholic charismatics at

a mass at Holy Name Cathedral. Said the

prelate: "Truly you are a gift to me per-

sonally and to the church." Afterward,

leaders among the charismatics at the

service laid hands on Bernardin and

prayed he would continue to be open to

the guiding of the Holy Spirit in his deci-

sions. The city's Catholic charismatics

were marking their eighth annual con-

ference, and at its end, more than 2,000 of

them publicly committed themselves to

the task of evangelizing Chicago. A leader

of the national movement estimated that

30 million of the world's 800 million

Catholics are charismatic and they are

multiplying rapidly.

IRS probes questionable practices

among media evangelists

The Internal Revenue Service says it

has examined 29 media evangelists and

related organizations over the past year,

and many of the probes are still under

way. It made the disclosure in a report to

a U.S. Congress subcommittee chaired by

J. J. Pickle that has been studying the

practices of TV ministries. Shielding all

names from public disclosure, IRS said

examinations of two of six major TV
ministries involved criminal investiga-

tions as did probes of several other

smaller ministries. It also said, "civil

issues in virtually all the cases involving

prominent TV evangelists focus on diver-

sion of the tax exempt organization's in-

come for the private benefit of insiders."

Typically, "the diverted amounts are not

reported as income by the evangelist in-

volved and, if reported, would constitute,

in the Service's opinion, unreasonable and

excessive compensation for the services

rendered." Political campaign activity al-

so figures in three of the cases, the report

noted.

United Methodists name panel

to study homosexuality
A 26-member panel of the United

Methodist Church is girding itself for a

four-year study tackling one of the most

divisive issues in contemporary mainline

Protestantism: homosexuality. Members
of the panel were named during a recent

meeting in Dayton, Ohio, of the church's

General Council on Ministries.

Delegates to the church's General

Conference last spring voted to create the

study panel after lengthy and sometimes

heated discussion that resulted in a vote

to retain language declaring homosexual-

ity "incompatible with Christian teach-

ing." Nancy Yamasaki, pastor of High-

land Park United Methodist Church in

Spokane, Wash., was named to head the

committee, which will report its findings

at the church's 1992 General Conference

in Lexington, Ky.

Honduran government expels

missionary critical of military

A U.S. missionary who founded a Latin

America human-rights organization 15

years ago has become the latest in a series

of foreign church workers to be driven out

of Honduras in recent months. Joseph

Eldridge, a United Methodist missionary

assigned to the Christian Commission for

Development, an ecumenical coalition of

Protestant Honduran churches, was in

neighboring El Salvador when he learned

that he could not return. Immigration of-

ficials said Eldridge was being charged

with "violation of article 46 of the immi-

gration code." That provision reportedly

prohibits defamation or disparagement of

the armed forces.

Southern Baptist moderates vote

to establish own seminary

Moderate Southern Baptists have

taken a step to distance themselves from

the fundamentalists who control their de-

nomination by voting to establish their

own seminary. At a recent meeting in

Charlotte, N.C., the directors of the

Southern Baptist Alliance, which has a

membership of 40,000, said they want to

locate their proposed seminary in Rich-

mond, Va., at Virginia Union Univer-

sity—a black school affiliated with the

American Baptist Churches. The alliance

set a goal of raising $250,000 to hire

teachers and to open the doors of the

seminary by September 1990. The deci-

sion to found a moderate seminary wid-

ens the fissure in the deeply divided

Southern Baptist Convention which, with

14.7 million members, is America's larg-

est Protestant denomination. Since 1979,

moderates and fundamentalists, or-

ganized nearly as tightly as political part-

ies, have battled for control of the de-

nomination.

Quakers say new immigration law

violates religious freedom

The American Friends Service Com-

mittee has filed a legal challenge to the

Immigration Reform and Control Act of

1986, claiming that the law violates the

First Amendment to the Constitution. In

a suit filed in U.S. District Court in Los

Angeles, the Quaker organization

charged that the law requires it and other

religious groups to "act contrary to their

religious beliefs" by requiring employers

to verify the work eligibility of all em-

ployees hired after Nov. 6, 1986. Stephen

Cary, chairman of the agency, said the

law requires his organization to "act as

the government's agent in enforcing a

policy that arbitrarily denies employ-

ment to a whole class of people, forces

them underground, and opens them to the

ruthless exploitation of the unscrupu-

lous."

Nearly half of money given to churches

goes for projects serving other people

Nearly half of the $41 billion con-

tributed to religious congregations in the

United States in 1986 went toward

projects serving other people, a new study

by Independent Sector and the Gallup or-

ganization shows. Some $19 billion went

for programs other than worship and re-

ligious education.

Of this amount, churches and other re-

ligious organizations gave $8 billion in

direct grants to other groups, ranging

from soup kitchens and shelters to de-

nominational agencies and nuclear dis-

armament organizations. Fully 60 per-

cent of congregations reported they pro-

vided in-kind support, like food, clothing,

and housing, to human services programs

operated by denominational or com-

munity groups.

The study also found that volunteers

other than clergy devoted a total of 51

million hours per month to their con-

gregations' community service programs,

labor estimated to be worth at least $6

billion.
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Mysteries and ironies
Philip Yancey's book Disappointment with God

(Zondervan, 1988) seeks to respond to three ques-
tions: (1) Is God unfair? (2) Is God silent? (3) Is

God hidden? I could wish that the book had been
more heavily edited, for I found myself digging
through more material than I wished to do look-
ing for the answers. But I kept digging, for I am
interested in his subject.

These questions, says Yancey, are questions
that nobody asks out loud. Yet they pursue us. Or
we them. However you want to put it.

Throughout the book Yancey plays theological
hardball with a character called Richard, who
once wrote a book on Job, but who had lost his
faith by the time the book was published. Lost his
faith in a fundamentalist Bible college.

At the end, Yancey, who himself found faith al-

most unwillingly at a fundamentalist Bible
college, concludes that "conversions only make
sense from the inside out, to the fellow
converted. . .

.

"I found myself wishing I could make faith
crystal clear for him, but I felt powerless to do so.
I sensed in Richard the same restlessness and
alienation that I had lived with, and that God had
gradually healed. But I could not transplant faith
into Richard; he must exercise it for himself" (pp
251-252).

Along the way Yancey illustrates the anomaly
that some of the people for whom life has seemed
to do the worst have the most mature faith. This
is shown in the example of Douglas, whose wife
had a bout with cancer and then who was himself
critically injured in an accident with a drunken
driver. So critically injured that his manner of
life was altered drastically. He was forced into a
style of coping that most of us can only imagine.
Yancey met with Douglas to discuss the ques-

tion of disappointment with God. Douglas
responded, "I have learned to see beyond the
physical reality in this world to the spiritual
reality. We tend to think, 'Life should be fair be-
cause God is fair.' But God is not life. . . . God's
existence, even his love for me, does not depend
on my good health. Frankly, I've had more time
and opportunity to work on my relationship with
God during my impairment than before." (p. 183).

As I reflect on the prayer requests I hear, it

seems that a good many of them represent
concern about physical and material problems. It

appears that Douglas would suggest that these
are irrelevant. In his conversation with Yancey he
called attention to the experience of Jesus and
asked whether what happened to Jesus was fair.

Of course it was not.

But still we wonder. If God is silent and our
most fervent prayers seem not to bring results, is

God really there? Theologians and philosophers
have labored over the question for generations.
Some come out on one side and others on the
other. Like Richard and Philip, they take dif-

ferent positions based on what seems to be the
same evidence.

One of the most important characteristics of
Yahweh, the God of the Bible, is freedom. There is

mystery too, majesty and glory. But God is free
and, as Paul puts it in Romans 11:33, "his ways
[are] past finding out."

Certainly many of the Jews subjected to the
Babylonian exile would have agreed with Paul.
For a people to be defeated and taken captive was
considered a sign of weakness on the part of their
gods. But Jeremiah insisted that in their case it

was the other way around.
There seems to be a line of thought today that

expects God to be subject to our whims—that any
sort of trivial prayer should be answered. This is

not the mood of Paul or Jesus—or of that pro-
found Old Testament reflection on the ways of
God-Job.
The key to understanding Job, according to

Christopher R. Seitz in Interpretation (January
1989), is to observe that Job does not know what
the reader knows—that he is being tested. So he
demonstrates—as does Douglas in Yancey's
book—that there are people who do not demand
of God that their lives must be perfect if they are
to do good.

"Life is difficult," writes Scott Peck at the be-
ginning of his book The Road Less Travelled. We
may add that it is filled with mysteries and
ironies. As soon as we think we understand one,
another pops up.

The examples which we find in the Scriptures
and in church history suggest that the life of faith
is not a route toward comfort or easy living. But
if we can accept the ironies and ponder the
mysteries, we are assured that we will find mean-
ing in life. Ultimately this is all that we should
expect.—Daniel Hertzler
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There

are many
Christians today

who have little

awareness of

the Holy Spirit

in their lives.

Spiritual Christians by C. Norman Kraus

The story in Acts 19 of Paul's visit to Ephesus

is most interesting and unusual. Paul asked the

disciples there whether they had received the

Holy Spirit when they believed. They replied that

they had not even heard that there was a Holy

Spirit!

Suppose someone asked you whether you had

received the Holy Spirit when you were baptized,

what would you say? I'm afraid that there are

many Christians today who have very little

awareness of the Holy Spirit in their lives. What

does it mean to be spiritual? And does the

experience of these disciples at Ephesus have

anything to teach us about recognizing the Holy

Spirit in our lives?

There has been much debate and conflict over

the manifestation of the Spirit's presence in the

lives of Christians. Because of this we Mennonites

have tended not to say much about the Holy

Spirit—at least until the more recent charismatic

renewal. But our silence has been unfortunate be-

cause the Holy Spirit is the distinctive mark of

the new Jesus movement from the time of the

New Testament onward.

Understanding Acts 19. First, then, let's try to

understand the meaning of the events in the Acts

19 passage. How could the Ephesus disciples be

Christians and not know anything about the Holy

Spirit? Remember that Paul was not the first



evangelist to preach about Jesus at Ephesus.
There were many evangelists associated with the
new messianic movement begun by John the
Baptist and Jesus who were preaching
throughout the Roman Empire. In this case it

The Spirit is not
a presence
different from
or in addition to

Jesus, but the way
in which Jesus
is present

with us today.

seems that one of these evangelists named
Apollos had first brought the message to the
Ephesians (see Acts 18:18—19:1).

Apollos was a Jew originally from Egypt. He
knew about Jesus, and he believed that Jesus was
the Messiah who would return to earth to begin
his messianic reign (18:28). He was a learned and
powerful speaker, but he apparently did not know
the whole story of Jesus' resurrection and the
experience of the Holy Spirit's manifestation at
Pentecost. In 18:25 Luke says that "he knew only
the baptism of John" (the Baptist). This raises the
question why Apollos was using the "baptism of
John" if he was calling disciples to follow Jesus.
We must remember that John was the one who

initiated the new messianic movement. It was he
who baptized people in preparation for the
Messiah's coming. His baptism symbolized
repentance and rededication to the covenant of
Moses in preparation for Messiah. And ap-
parently Jesus did not introduce any other bap-

C. Norman Kraus, Harrisonburg, Va., is a retired Goshen
College professor and author of the 1987 Herald Press book
Jesus Christ Our Lord. This article was originally a sermon he
preached in Sapporo, Japan.
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tism (John 4:2).

Further, John was the one who baptized Jesus
and introduced him to his own followers. In most
people's minds this made Jesus a follower of
John. Remember too that Jesus postponed his
own public ministry until John was off the scene.
Thus many saw him as the leading disciple of
John who had taken John's place when he was
beheaded. These people still thought of them-
selves as John's disciples even though they
recognized Jesus as a leader in the movement,
and they continued to baptize according to John's
example.

In any case, the disciples at Ephesus knew
nothing about the coming of the Spirit at Pente-
cost. They thought of Jesus as the one who had
succeeded John, and they considered themselves
his disciples, but they did not recognize him fully
as present Messiah and Lord. They did not know
that the new era of the "kingdom of God" had al-
ready begun, and that Jesus is already Lord, they
did not know that he was now present among his
followers in the person of the Holy Spirit.

So Paul instructed them further, and then
baptized them in the name of "the Lord, Jesus."
And when Paul laid his hands on them, probably
as part of the baptism, they received the confir-
mation of the Spirit that Jesus is already the
Christ and has all authority as Lord. At that
point the Holy Spirit came upon them and they
"prophesied and spoke in strange tongues." This
was the same kind of confirmation that the new
disciples had received at Pentecost.

If this is the correct way to understand what
was happening at Ephesus, then the manifesta-
tion of the Spirit is basically an affirmation of
Christ's present lordship. This is the kind of event
that one might expect to find occurring at the be-
ginning of the new movement when the meaning
of Jesus' death and resurrection was not yet fully
understood.

Significance today. What, then, is the signifi-
cance of this story for us today? How does the
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Spirit continue to be manifested in the lives of

Christians?

First, we should note that the presence of the

Holy Spirit in the church continues to be the sign

that Jesus is even now the risen living Christ. The

Holy Spirit is the "Spirit of Christ." He is the

returned presence of Jesus as Jesus himself

promised his disciples before the crucifixion

(John 14:25-28). The Spirit is not a presence dif-

ferent from or in addition to Jesus, but the way in

which Jesus is present with us today. The Holy

Spirit is none other than the living Spirit of

Christ who comes to be with all those who will ac-

knowledge his lordship—his authority for their

lives.

Thus we understand that all those who ac-

knowledge Jesus to be the Christ are promised

the presence of the Spirit when they commit

themselves to him (Acts 2:38). Paul taught that

we receive the Spirit when we "believe" (Acts

19:2, cf. Gal. 3:2).

For this reason the Spirit's presence in our lives

is most naturally associated with our baptism or

entrance into the church. Not that the gift is a

special blessing of baptism itself, or in any way
automatically received along with water baptism.

Rather, Christ gives himself in grace and power

to all those who genuinely repent and submit to

his lordship. Baptism is the sign.

Second, a "spiritual" person is one who lives by

the power of the Spirit of Christ and under his

control. But what are the evidences of such

spirituality? In the most general sense, to be

spiritual means to be informed and guided

by the "mind of Christ" in our decisions and

values, and to express the character of the

Spirit of Christ in our lives. In 1 Corin-

thians 2:15-16 Paul wrote that the "spiritual

person" has the "mind of Christ."

In Romans 8:6 he uses a synonymous phrase,

"the mind of . . . the Spirit." This obviously refers

to the same reality as "the mind of Christ" in the

Christian's experience. When the Spirit of Christ

controls our minds, we begin to think as Jesus

did. And in Philippians 2:5-11 Paul tells us that

this mind or attitude of Christ is characterized by

humble obedience to God and service to others

following the example of self-sacrifice in Jesus. In

Galatians 5:22 he calls the love, joy, peace, and

patience of Christ "the fruit of the Spirit." So we

may conclude that the spiritual person is the one

who shows the characteristics of Jesus in his or

her life.

Three characteristics. In summary, then, I

think we can list three characteristics of the

Spirit's presence in our lives:

1. Thefreedom of the Spirit. This is a freedom

from old fears, emotional restraints, and inhibi-

./

The spiritual

Christian is

the one who
shows the

characteristics

of Jesus in his

or her life.

tions that keep us from following the impulses

and motivations of Christ's Spirit. For some this

freedom may be expressed in the charisma of ec-

static speech—freely expressing their feelings

without the inhibition of critical rational control.

But while this kind of experience has been helpful

to some people, it should not be equated with

freedom of the Spirit. In its deeper dimensions,

freedom of the Spirit is the freedom to express

the love, joy, peace, patience, gentleness, and self-

control which the Spirit of Christ inspires. It is

the freedom to put faith into practice (Gal. 5:6).

2. The power of love to heal and reconcile. The

Spirit's presence is a healing presence. Love is the

power of the Spirit to bring unity into our lives

both individually and as a body of Christians

(Eph. 4:1-4). There is undoubtedly a power in love

to heal mentally and physically, and it is this

Spirit of love that is the "bond of peace" which

Paul speaks of. The healing touch is the sign of a

spiritual person.

3. The courage offaith and hope is the sign of

the Spirit's presence. In Acts this is called "bold-

ness" (4:13, 31). Most people have dreams and

hopes, but few have the courage to accomplish

these dreams. Faith in God's presence with us

gives us courage. Even in the face of powerful op-

position the apostles could say, "We must obey

God rather than men!" Few people have the de-

termination which hope creates to see them

through discouraging times. Faith which expects

God to do the "impossible" and hope that

strengthens the determination in spite of delay

and disappointments are characteristics of the

spiritual person. ^
JANUARY 31. 1989



June Alliman Yoder:
teacher, preacher, student
by Kathy Nofziger

Her head is down as if she's looking through
her sermon notes, or is she praying? All you can
really see is her blond hair and prominent cheek-
bones.

The service begins, moving through the call to
worship, announcements, Scripture reading a
few hymns, and the offering. It's time for the
sermon.

The woman rises from her seat, steps to the po-
dium, and says, "I'd like to tell you a story. ..."
And June Alliman Yoder proceeds to describe a

7 much prefer to revel in the stories of
Scripture when I preach than to dissect
a piece of Scripture.'

little girl named Alice who was born with a club-
foot and experiences God's gift of undeserved and
unearned love through a couple who chooses to
adopt her.

Of course, that's not all that June says in her
sermon, but "Alice's foot" is what you remember.

A public-speaking preacher. June's skill is in
telling stories well. She knows how to capture and
keep your attention with her voice, the way she
leans forward when she talks to you, and the way
she looks into your eyes when she's telling you
something important. But June is more than just
a dramatic storyteller. Over the years, she's come
to see herself as a public-speaking preacher.

"I am impressed with the boldness of the story
of God coming to be with us as people," says June.
"And, to preach that story in a bland way would
be a pity, because it would not begin to speak to
the power or the splendor of the story." For June
the story can be seen as well as heard.
"Good preaching brings together good public

speaking and the elements of drama. Theology is
not based on abstract propositions, but on a very
dramatic story," says the communication instruc-
tor at Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
in Elkhart, Indiana.

Although June sees herself as a preacher now,
this was not always the case. "When I was in the
fifth grade, I had a paper route with my brother,

Kathy Nofziger, Goshen, Ind., is an executive recruiter for
Employment Recruiters and a free-lance writer. Her home
congregation is Neil Avenue Mennonite Church in Columbus
Ohio.
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and I remember walking my route and preaching
I gave sermons," she says. "I was very aware of
my spiritual or religious self, but when I was
young, being a minister was not yet a possibility
for women. I never even thought about becoming
a minister.

"So," June continues, "I studied speech and
communication and drama in college, but I didn't
know what to do with them. I didn't want to do
theater in the New York Broadway style."
June taught speech and communication at the

college level for a couple of years and then moved
into administrative roles, working as an associate
dean of students and as director of admissions.
But June's love for public speaking, drama, and
the ministry drew her to take positions in campus
ministry at Goshen College and later to be direc-
tor of the theater there. She has also directed dra-
matic productions with Bridgework Theatre of
Goshen, Indiana, and at Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries.

An act of God. June considers it an act of God
that she is now working at AMBS, where she can
both preach and use her studies in communica-
tion and drama to teach preaching to others. It
was at AMBS that June encountered another
teacher of preachers who helped to shape her self-
identity as a preacher.

In a lecture during a minister's workshop on
worship and preaching several years ago, James
Earl Massey, a professor at Anderson College,
said, "When a black church is looking for a
minister, they do not ask, 'Can the person
preach?' They ask, 'Can the person tell a story?'

"

When she heard James Massey speak those
words, June says she felt like her love for public
speaking and drama suddenly came together in a
new way. "Before that, I perceived myself as a
storyteller. Now, I feel called to tell the God
story. Some call that preaching."

June spends most of her time at AMBS teach-
ing speaking skills. "The seminary does a fine job
of teaching the Bible, theology, and ethics," she
says, adding, "I am concerned with the way we
then package it so that people will hear it—both
technically and so people will be interested in the
message and understand it. It pains me very
deeply when I hear the good news mumbled and
garbled and said hesitantly."

So June begins in class by teaching her
students how communication works. Then she
videotapes the students as they give a speech or
sermon. Using the videos, June helps the students



to see how well they communicate as public

speakers. After that, based on their self-analyses,

she tries to help them improve their communica-

tion skills.

An alternative tool. But alongside of teaching

communication to her students, one of June's am-

bitions is to encourage storytelling as an alterna-

tive tool for getting across the message in a

sermon. "There are good reasons for preaching

with stories," she says. "One is that they tend to

make a sermon less abstract with ideas 'out there

somewhere.' Stories bring us closer to the action."

"Take the proposition, 'Love your neighbor,'
"

she says. "I don't quite understand what it means

to love my neighbor until I can take it apart in the

story of the good Samaritan. We can see stories in

a way that we can't in a prepositional statement.

We can see stories in our mind, and in my mind's

eye, I see the story of the good Samaritan taking

place on a winding road that's between Wayland

and Washington, Iowa." (June grew up in Kalona,

Iowa.)

June continues, "I much prefer to revel in the

stories of Scripture when I preach than to dissect

a piece of Scripture. Stated most simply," she

says, "theology is reflecting on the story of 'God

with people,' and since Scripture is a record, in

one way or another, of 'God with people,' it is a

story."

June completed her Master of Divinity degree

at AMBS last spring and took a study leave in the

fall to begin a Doctor of Ministry program at

Bethany Theological Seminary in Oak Brook,

Illinois' She said she's thought of serving as a pas-

tor but she says, "I'm not sure that the playful-

ness and the passion that is part of my public

speaking is good as a steady diet for a congrega-

tion. There's a lot of emotional intensity involved

in my sermons. It's maybe better for congrega-

tions that they don't listen to me every week," she

says.

Being a public-speaking preacher is more

June's style, anyway. It leaves her free to travel,

speaking to many different groups on a wide va-

riety of topics. Then, who's to know if she's al-

ready given the same sermon twice before in the

last six months?
"It's quite compatible to teach half-time at the

seminary and do half-time public speaking," says

June. "It's easy to teach on Tuesdays and Thurs-

days, for example. Then I have Friday, Saturday,

Sunday, or the entire weekend to be somewhere

else speaking."

June Alliman Yoder

Teaching at AMBS has given June more visi-

bility among Mennonites for her public-speaking

and free-lance work. Former seminary students

have begun inviting her to their congregations to

preach. June says that although she doesn't ad-

vertise her public speaking, word of mouth has

been quite effective. In the last year or so, she's

had more offers to speak than she can fit into her

schedule.

"Another thing that I like about teaching at the

seminary is that people in the business world

aren't surprised when I bring in religious themes

at meetings or events. It enables me to make

value statements, and the people at the van

conversion company in Elkhart, for example,

'excuse' me for doing it, because I teach at the

seminary," she says with a chuckle.

"And, teaching at the seminary is a good job,"

June adds. "When I was teaching a course on

preaching a while back, I heard 63 sermons in the

space of three months. Some people would ask.

'How can you take it?' But many of these

students' sermons, if not most of them, minister

to me." ^
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Hear, hear!

A columnfor skating personal concerns

Witnessing
and witnessing

"Come, see . . . go quickly, and tell."

A recent attractive piece blazes, "Grow-
ing as stewards and witnesses." Men-
nonite World Conference has announced
the theme for its 1990 session as "Wit-
nessing to Christ in Today's World." Wit-
nessing is very much a key part of our
1995 goals. Witnessing for Christ has al-
ways been greatly emphasized in our mis-
sion and evangelistic work.
Let us examine this term. This word

has two meanings. The first is to per-
sonally see, hear, observe, or experience a
fact or event. The second is to testify,

declare, share, or affirm that which one
has first witnessed or experienced.
When we speak of witnessing in the

context of Christian life and service, we
invariably are referring to the second wit-
nessing: testifying to an unsaved person
concerning Christ—who he is, what he
has done, and what he will do. Actually
we can only witness (testify) to what we
have witnessed (experienced).

These Scriptures tell it clearly:

•"Ye shall receive power, after that the
Holy Ghost is come upon you [a personal,
dynamic experience]: and ye shall be wit-
nesses unto me."—Acts 1:8

•"Come see [witness] ... go quickly
and tell [witness] . . . they did run to

bringhisdisciplesword."—Matthew28:6-8
•"We cannot help speaking about what

we have seen and heard [We cannot help
witnessing to what we have wit-
nessed]."—Acts 4:20 (NIV)

Clarence Jordan said it well: "We only
have the right to speak about that which
we have experienced."

In my first year as pastor of a small
congregation, I learned of an older man, a
former member, who had been inactive in
the church for about 25 years. Upon
learning this, I visited him rather regu-
larly and encouraged him to renew his
church fellowship. His colloquial expres-
sion was that a member "had done him
dirt." He did not say who, but I had heard
something of it otherwise.
Once when I was visiting him with our

evangelist, he finally dropped his head
and said, "Maybe I am wrong."
My prayers were being answered! I

said, "Will you tell the Lord that?"
The three of us knelt and prayed. As we

were rising, he said, "Will you tell

Charley I want to see him?" Charley was
his nephew who he thought had wronged
him in settling an estate.

It was a happy reunion as they met at

the church the next evening before ser-
vices. As they reached out their hands,
"Uncle Johns" (as everyone called him)
said to Charley, "Let's bury the hatchet,
handle and all."

Uncle had experienced (witnessed)
peace with God, and he wanted to share
(give witness) this with Charley.
His invitation is to "come and see." His

command is to "go and tell." But the angel
would not have needed to add the latter.
It was not the command that sent them
flying. It was what they heard, "Come
and see . . . he has risen," and what they
saw—the empty tomb!

This principle of being ready to share
our significant experience is natural in all

areas of life.

My observation has been that after
leading a person to acceptance of Christ
as Lord and Savior, usually the first thing
following a prayer of repentance is an
expression of concern for an unsaved
family member or friend. The first in-
stinct of the "new person" is to share
what has been experienced.

Is it true that we can only witness to
what we have witnessed? May the major
reason for our little witnessing to those
around us be due to the little we are
experiencing of the life-changing bless-
ings and power of his life within us?
What we "come and see" will determine

largely what we "run and tell."

—A. J. Metzler, Goshen, hid.

Needed: Mennonite
Peace Corps

"College Students Arrested for Drink-
ing" was the headline in the daily news-
paper. No, this wasn't a story from a state
university or some large city, but an in-
cident involving students at a Mennonite
college. Some Mennonites will see this as
a scandal, to be covered up quickly. Some
will address the issue responsibly. Others
will shake their heads in resignation, con-
firmed in their belief that Mennonite
youth today are unchurched and unman-
ageable and that Mennonite colleges are
failing to "instill proper values" in those
young people. Still others will pray for
the students.

This article is not about drinking or
even about the state of Mennonite col-

leges today. Rather, I want to address the
lack of vision in the Mennonite Church
for the special talents and energies of

young people.

Young people are at the cutting edge of
what makes Mennonites distinct. In the
United States, particularly, the most visi-

ble symbol of Mennonite peace witness is

the conscientious objector status in the
draft, and it is young people, naturally,
who must carry this burden. It is ironic,
therefore, that so little attention is given
to young people.

The Mennonite peace position in North
America in this century has depended
largely on obtaining government recogni-
tion of the right to step out of the draft.
Conscientious objection to war and mili-
tary service was a hard-won and signifi-
cant contribution of many brave people in
the early 1900s. Now, however, we have
slipped into a mentality where CO status
is taken for granted, and in many cases so
is the extent of a young Mennonite's pac-
ifist beliefs.

As our parents have entered the main-
stream of middle-class society as doctors,
lawyers, teachers, and members of other
powerful professional groups, and as we
have followed in their footsteps, the draft
has faded from memory. The peace stance
has become a denominational trait—

a

simple answer to the oft-asked question,
"What are Mennonites?"
To be sure, Mennonite Central Commit-

tee continues to carry the torch of social
justice and peace witness for our denomi-
nation. Many dedicated and active peo-
ple—young and old— work through MCC,
or in their own ways, to promote peace in

our time. But what about the masses of
Mennonites, especially the youth? Where
can young Mennonites express them-
selves in the church?
Many, like me, grow impatient with

committees and commissions in local con-
gregations. Bureaucracy and institution-
alism are not favorite structures of
youth. We are young. Our lives stretch
ahead. We have few commitments. Why
should we spend our time on yet another
gift-discernment committee? Young peo-
ple seek action, and if the church fails to
provide it, we look outside the church.

This brings the subject back to college
students. College-age young people al-

ways have experimented, and probably
always will experiment, with alcohol and
other taboos of the Mennonite Church.
That is not necessarily the problem. What
is troubling is the lack of enthusiasm, the
cynicism, and the resignation that so
many Mennonite youth have for and
about the church.

And why not? What has the church
done for us? A selfish question, but one
that still needs to be considered seriously.
Yes, there are some programs already set
up, including the various voluntary ser-
vice programs. But these are not designed
for large numbers of unskilled but en-
thusiastic workers.

What I propose is a new program I will

call Mennonite Peace Corps. This would
serve Mennonites from ages 18 to 25.

MPC would provide an outlet for the
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energy of young people into important

and useful work, and follow in the tradi-

tion of voluntary service organizations

known to the church since the advent of

Civilian Public Service camps during

World War II. MPC could be modeled

along the pattern of MCC's former Pax

program, and based in North America to

keep costs minimal. The term of service

would probably be one year.

MPC would serve as the equivalent to

the years of military service that many
European countries demand today of

young people and that the United States

could require any time the political or

international climate changes. More than

that, however, MPC would give concrete

evidence of a young person's belief in

Christ and his call for peace and justice.

MPC would also demonstrate the Men-

nonite Church's willingness to stop rely-

ing on governmental solutions to prob-

lems. Can we expect government to do the

job Christ called us to do—feed the hun-

gry, clothe the naked, shelter the home-

less? The church—not the government-
is the body called to bring true justice and

hope.

What jobs would MPC do? Become a

permanent, roving Habitat for Humanity
chapter (or two or three); work in Appala-

chian cleanup and housing rehabilitation

projects; operate shelters for the home-

less; reclaim inner-city playgrounds and

parks for community groups; start and

sponsor inner-city recreation programs;

work with understaffed, underfunded,

nonprofit groups looking for volunteers;

tutor children, teenagers, and adults; help

farmers who need assistance but are un-

able to pay for the labor; and so on.

The point is, we are bound only by our

collective imagination. There are any

number of jobs in North America that

need to be done but lack funds and work-

ers.

MPC would go the extra mile, give the

jacket as well as the overcoat, help any

neighbor in need. It would demonstrate

Mennonite young people's seriousness

about peace and the church's commit-

ment to its young people. It would allow

young people to serve and give—things on

which secular society places little value.

It is time to be finished with tongue-

clacking and head-wagging about "the

state of our young people today." Give us

something to do, allow us to be creative in

ways that go beyond reading an occa-

sional Scripture on Sunday morning.

Let's be faithful to Christ and allow

young people to contribute meaningfully.

Let's let the next newspaper headlines be

about the positive contributions of Men-

nonite young people to their commu-
nities.—Ed Zuercher, Hesston, Kans.

Book review

Youth ministry

in three sections

Blueprint for Congregational Youth
Ministry by Lavon Welty. Faith and Life

Press and Mennonite Publishing House,

1988. 126pp. $9.95.

Among Mennonite youth workers there

has been a growing uneasiness about the

churches' response to youth ministry. La-

von Welty, who for 11 years was the

youth secretary for Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries, has addressed

this uneasiness in Blueprint for Con-

gregational Youth Ministry. He has given

us an opportunity to think in purposeful

and intentional ways about congregation-

al youth ministry.

The key problem, according to Welty,

has been that congregations have associ-

ated youth ministry almost entirely with

youth group. In the introduction he

writes, "Adults in the congregation have

come to expect that youth group will be

the primary church experience for youth.

This has, in effect, made the youth group

a parallel congregation." One would think

from this assessment that the book would

be a "how to" manual, but this trap is

avoided by dividing it into three sections.

The first two sections, "Youth" and "Con-

gregation," are foundational to the third

section, "Ministry," which is the "how to"

of youth ministry.

Section one, then, seeks to understand

youth behavior as a search for signifi-

cance. Particularly helpful is a descrip-

tion of the "influencers and persuad-

ers"—the various forces that particularly

shape the decisions of young people.

These influencers and persuaders include

the entertainment industry, the market-

ing industry, the military, and the

schools. An appropriate question, then, is

where the church fits as an influencer

and persuader of youth. Welty concludes

that "the message of the church is that

significance comes in finding wholeness

as a person through a relationship with

Jesus Christ and in extending that whole-

ness to others."

Not yet ready to discuss program, we

are given the opportunity to think about

the role of the congregation in youth

ministry. Here it is suggested that too

often we don't think carefully enough

about what it is that we want to achieve.

The emphasis is that youth ministry

should be done out of the context of the

congregation as a community of faith.

There are several important implications

to this, the most important of which is

that "the community of faith will see its

youth as a vital, important part of the

congregation."

The congregation, then, in seeking to

include youth in the community of faith,

has seven settings or opportunities to

pursue youth ministry. Part three,

"Ministry," is the meat of this book.

Welty's most significant contribution to

the church is the development of the

seven settings. No longer limiting youth

ministry to youth group, the congregation

recognizes that every setting where

youth's lives are touched is an op-

portunity for youth ministry.

Youth's lives can be touched in con-

gregational worship, Sunday school,

youth group, catechism (instruction for

baptism and membership), family life,

mentoring relationships, and peer minis-

tries. I hope that congregations don't

downplay the importance of the youth

group, but rather begin to see it as one

part of a package of youth ministry op-

tions.

The congregation, having new vision,

clarifying its goals, and wishing to re-

structure its program would then appoint

a team to implement an integrated ap-

proach to youth ministry. This team,

Welty suggests, should include adults in

leadership positions in the settings the

congregation has functioning. It should

also include youth representatives. The

goal of a youth ministry team would not

be to "do" youth ministry, but rather to

support an integrated, congregational,

youth ministry.

Several congregations have already be-

gun using Blueprint to restructure their

approach to youth ministry. It's too early

to tell how this will translate as it's put to

use in congregations or whether this will

be the model for Mennonite youth

ministry for the next decade. One thing is

sure: it is not too early for congregations

who have struggled with youth ministry

to give this a try. My hope for Blueprint is

that it will lead us to a more carefully

thought-out approach to youth minis-

try.—Howard Miller, youth minister.

Virginia Conference
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MOVING FROM EL SALVADOR TO NICARAGUA

Are the labels switched?
by Elaine and Nathan Zook Barge

As U.S. citizens, we thought we knew what
"democracy" meant. However, after living almost
four years in El Salvador, one of the "core
democracies" of Central America, and a year in
Nicaragua, the "totalitarian" country of the
region, we wonder what democracy really means.
The American public often labels our allies

"democratic" and our enemies "totalitarian"—no

It is surely a mistake to see El Salvador
as a democracy or Nicaragua as
totalitarian.

matter what their actions may be. What we have
observed the past years in Central America does
not fit with these labels. For that reason, we want
to put aside labels and share some of the
contrasts we have experienced between life in El
Salvador and life in Nicaragua.
When we moved from El Salvador to

Nicaragua, one concerned relative asked, "Aren't
you going from the frying pan into the fire?" We
responded, "Definitely not!"

Tension and fear. Tension and fear are not
part of our lives here in Nicaragua as they were in
El Salvador. Why not? A lot of people here wear
military green, but most do not carry guns. In El
Salvador, it is rare to see military personnel
without an M-16; usually the guns are cocked and
ready to use. In Nicaragua, military personnel
stand along the road hitchhiking; in El Salvador
they stop vehicles at gunpoint and demand a ride.

Police forces are active in both countries. We
have been stopped several times by the Swiss-
trained Nicaraguan police, armed with orange
gloves and sometimes pistols, for traffic viola-
tions such as changing lanes too near an intersec-
tion or passing on a yellow line. We have received
polite, brief traffic lessons. The U.S.-trained
Salvadoran police with their G-3 guns also
frequently stopped us to ask for identification
papers, frisk us, and search the vehicle for
weapons.

In El Salvador the general populace is afraid of

authority figures—the government, the military,
and the police. Many live with constant fear of be-
ing taken from their homes at night, to be im-
prisoned, tortured, and killed. Their fear is legiti-

mate. During our time in El Salvador, we accom-
panied many friends to the International Red
Cross and military barracks to search for cap-
tured family members and protest assassinations
to the Human Rights Office. We also attended too
many funerals of townspeople killed with U.S.-
supplied weapons.

In Nicaragua, most people we talk to believe
this government is far better than the Somoza
dictatorship of 50 years. Nicaraguans do not fear
their government since there is not systematic
use of torture and people do not disappear. We
have heard of isolated cases of human rights
abuses. But citizens with complaints can go
directly to the military or government without
fear of reprisal and they can expect disciplinary
action to occur. In El Salvador no military officer
has yet been convicted in the deaths of more than
60,000 civilians.

Many of these 60,000 were killed because of in-

volvement in organizations working to improve
their living conditions—such as labor unions,
church groups, and cooperatives. These groups
are considered subversive and labeled "com-
munist" by the wealthy ruling class. Many of
those we worked with in El Salvador tried to

avoid military harassment by not getting in-

volved in any type of organization, especially as
leaders.

In one area, for example, a group wanted to
form a committee to fix the community water
pump. Before doing so, they decided to ask the
National Guard for permission. The Guard gave
permission but said they needed to turn in a list

of the people on the committee. No committee
was formed and the water pump was not fixed.

No one was willing to have their name listed. The
people are controlled by fear that prevents orga-
nization.

In Nicaragua we have seen the government
encourage grassroots organization. This includes
health campaigns, food distribution, vaccine
drives, agricultural cooperatives, and literacy

campaigns.

Elaine and Nathan Zook Barge, Managua, Nicaragua, are
Mennonite Central Committee workers. They served in El
Salvador 1984-87, and then moved to Nicaragua. They are
from Colorado Springs, Colo.

Freedom of expression. We continually are
amazed at the freedom of expression we
experience in Nicaragua. We learned quickly in El
Salvador that we should limit questions and
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opinions about the political situation. It is dan-

gerous to talk politics or criticize the military or

wealthy who control the government. Therefore

we learned to be vague with most people. It was

quite an adjustment to come to Nicaragua, where

we can discuss politics openly in the streets or in

restaurants and feel free to criticize or affirm the

government.

We were also surprised to find that 14 opposi-

tion political parties exist here in "totalitarian"

Nicaragua, ranging from the Communist and

Marxist parties on the left of the ruling San-

dinistas to the Christian Democratic and Liberal

parties on the right. Furthermore, LaPrensa, an

opposition newspaper that openly supports the
_

"contras" trying to overthrow the government, is

published daily. In El Salvador, no opposition

press has existed since the late 1970s, when op-

position newspaper offices were shut down either

by bombing the buildings or assassinating the

editors. Yes, LaPrensa has been censored and oc-

casionally closed, but this seems mild in com-

parison to press repression in other countries.

Religious freedom. What about religious

freedom and church persecution? We worked

closely with various churches in El Salvador and

experienced firsthand the military repression and

harassment of church leaders, especially those in-

volved with the poor and displaced. Over the last

eight years, the Salvadoran military and death

squads have assassinated a dozen priests and

hundreds of church workers. Protestant pastors

we worked with continue to receive death threats.

Church persecution in Nicaragua is not evident.

A couple of priests were earlier expelled and later

granted reentry, but there are no reports of

assassinated church workers by the Nicaraguan

military. Catholic and Protestant churches have

multiplied, and there are more priests and pas-

tors now than before the revolution. Bibles are

available for pennies in government super-

markets and the Nicaraguan government used

the Bible for reading material during its literacy

campaign.

Same basic questions. We could list many
more differences. However, the same basic ques-

tions arise. Are the labels perhaps turned

around? No label says everything, especially in

Central America. It is surely a mistake to see El

Salvador as a democracy or Nicaragua as totali-

tarian. We do ask, where does freedom of speech,

freedom of religion, or freedom to organize exist?

A Salvadoran pastor once told us, "I don't know
what communism is, but if the Salvadoran

government represents democracy, I don't want

anything to do with it."

Unanswered prayer

"No prayer unanswered"? But they sent a

note

to him who never suppliant's prayer denied.

"He whom thou lovest, Lord, is sick, " they

wrote.

And then they waited. But their brother died.

No prayer unanswered? Shipwrecked, tossed

about,

and persecuted, when by Satan pained,

for deliverance from this "thorn" Paul thrice

cried out

to him who answers. But the thorn remained.

No prayer unanswered? In Gethsemane

our Lord himself prayed, "O, let pass this

cup."

Alone he wept in deepest agony.

Yet on the cross the Christ was lifted up.

But Lazarus was summoned back again.

An all-sufficient grace Paul learned and

taught.

And Jesus dying on the cross in pain

arose from death, and by him life is wrought.

There is no prayer unanswered. When we cry

to him who always hears, he will bestow

his benefits upon us, and reply

with blessings often greater than we know.

—Lorie Gooding
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Bloom where you are planted
by Virginia Spicher

Some time ago, I was trying to climb out of the
car at church while holding a large floral arrange-
ment. A friend was walking past and asked, "May
I hold your bloomers?" I agreed to let him hold
the flowers. I like to think of people as bloomers.
Just as flowers have certain characteristics, so
blooming Christians have certain qualities too.

Bloomers give hope. Why do we give flowers
to the ill or bereaved? Isn't it because they sym-
bolize life, beauty, and hope? So the bloomer's
energy brings hope to others also. I believe one of
the best gifts one can give to another is a word of
encouragement or hope. Our tempter tries to op-
press us, but God's message of hope is available to
pass on to a friend. A bloomer senses the pain of
others and offers support by recognizing that God

A bloomer senses the pain of others and
offers support by recognizing that God
can create beauty in the midst of pain.

can create beauty in the midst of pain. A bloomer
who has an inner core of hope enjoys living and is

fun to live with.

At age 24 1 was told that I had the same
medical problem which took my mother at age 45.
My biggest temptation was to wonder if I would
ever live to rear our children. Through the years
I've been able to celebrate each birthday with
thanks. Each birthday is not a burden but a
bonus—a gift of time to bloom.

Bloomers are busy. They work and think crea-
tively. Some work with food production and
preparation. Others are faithful teachers in the
home, at school, in clubs, churches, and small-
group settings. The musically gifted place a melo-
dy into our hearts and inspire us to develop our
talent. Writers and poets cause us to stretch our
vision with well-spoken words. Artists and ar-
chitects enrich our world with beauty. Chefs de-
light the taste buds. Researchers spend hours
devising uses for the laser and studying treat-
ment for cancer and AIDS. Ministers and psy-
chiatrists give hope where there is none. Phy-
sicians and nurses provide comfort and support
life. Successful business persons give generously
to the church, our colleges, missions, and camps.

Virginia Spicher, Irwin, Pa., is a hospice nurse who works
with Westmoreland Home Care Hospice Agency. She is a
member of Scottdale Mennonite Church. This article is
adapted from a presentation she made to the annual
Allegheny Conference women's meeting in 1986.
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Bloomers depend strongly on prayer. Wasn't
it the great botanist, George Washington Carver,
who daily asked God to reveal some secret to him?
No wonder he found so many uses for the peanut.
James in the Bible reminds us that we have not
because we don't ask. God wants to give us far
more than we can ask or even imagine.

Like the morning we never got to Sunday
school but learned the value of prayer. The roads
were icy and I was at the wheel but unable to con-
trol the steering. The three youngsters were
instructed to lie on the floor and pray while I

inched my way home again.

Bloomers accept others where they live,
work, and play. Only as we loosen old cultural
ways and move out can we serve others. Social at-
titudes can be points of division between us and a
potential brother or sister. Sometimes fear keeps
us from relating to persons and keeps us narrow
in our viewpoints. We all need people to help us
develop and grow. It is important to learn to
know persons who are different from us. Can we
accept persons with different values?
Sometimes life brings unlovely persons into

our paths. I remember one colleague whom I

could not respect and actually hated her devious,
spiteful, gossipy spirit. Yet I had to work with
her. So I confessed my lack of love and asked
God's love to flow through me, because I had none
of my own. A year or two later I was amazed to
notice this person was becoming a friend and my
attitude had changed from judgment to love.
Only as we value individuals can we bring out the
best in them.

Bloomers do not bloom immediately after
sprouting. It takes time to develop. It was nearly
13 years from the time of Paul's conversion until
he began his missionary career. Bloomers
experience a period of preparation. Time spent
under instruction by God is never wasted. One
learns to see what is important and what is of lit-

tle consequence.
Just as plants need proper nutrition to grow

beautiful and healthy, so do bloomers. It is more
important that our spiritual life is vital than
where we are planted. Reading the Bible has be-
come more meaningful and exciting as the years
go by. It is a sweet experience which I cherish.
Our branches need to be strongly connected to
Christ, the vine, so we will flourish wherever we
are planted.

Bloomers see priorities change. God does
reverse priorities. Bloomers see the importance of
even small ordinary acts of kindness and neigh-
borliness. They face issues of obedience to God



and discipleship as they relate in small ways to

their neighbors and friends. It is so easy not to

take time for small acts of kindness. Perhaps we

may be concerned about results.

Mother Teresa of India says we are called to be

faithful, not successful. Our obedience to God is

from the love we have for him. The results are

left in his hand. Bloomers develop through the

example of others. As mothers in the home,

which is where some of us are planted for a while,

we have a marvelous opportunity to share values

and spiritual insights. If we can share our pil-

grimage of faith, it will go a long way toward

making the spiritual life real to our children.

My daughter will not forget the Bible verse

about entertaining strangers for thereby some

have entertained angels unawares. We were

washing dishes and talking about the verse, after

a long day of preparing for 12 Mennonite-Your-

Way guests. At 10:00 p.m. they arrived in a van—
a whole family including sleeping grandchildren.

While I was showing the little ones to their beds,

one daughter-in-law remarked, "I cannot believe

your mother would put us all up." Julie replied,

"You know why she would do it. She thinks you

are angels."

What if our world has no flowers? We could

not enjoy the fragrance of a rose, sweet alyssum,

honeysuckle, or a gardenia. Just as the blooming

flower brings joy to those around it so does a

blooming Christian.

A few years ago I was chatting with a nursing

colleague and we were talking about a purpose for

living. She did not know why she was here and

wondered what my purpose was. My answer

seemed simple at the time and still does, but I

have not replaced it with a better one. Iwant to

help persons understand God.

I found it can be lonely moving into a neighbor-

hood where few of the persons are believers.

Twenty years ago, after much prayer and house

hunting, we settled on a hillside in a neighbor-

hood with persons from various nationalities,

ages, and financial status. My happiness has

increased as I have seen God become real to some

of these persons.

As an 18-year-old I had made a commitment to

God for service wherever he would lead. Then I

guessed it could be a foreign field. But at age 32

the Spirit opened my eyes to the spiritual needs of

neighbors and friends. Although I wanted to

begin Bible study with them I knew the time had

to be right.

So I began a discussion group in an attempt to

become better acquainted. We discussed spouse

communication, gardening, and whatever subject

was of mutual interest. One neighbor began to

ask questions about the spiritual life, so I knew

she was searching. Several months later she sug-

gested I have a Bible study. That was the cue I

was waiting for. And so for the past 14 years I

have been involved in a weekly home Bible study

group.

Unless our identity is hid in God, we will never

know who we are or what we are to do. We are

called to be continually formed and transformed

by the thought of God within us. The transform-

ing power at work within us is exciting. It

produces change, growth, and new vision. So if

the Spirit is leading us in a new direction of in-

volvements with people, we should be brave and

follow. The rewards of joy for obedience will far

outweigh the sacrifices!

What if there are no blossoms after planting?

I wonder if our Father, too, has frustrations when
we do not bloom, for it is natural to bloom. I don't

believe God ever expects us to do anything which

we cannot do, and he opens the door which he

wants us to enter. We can bloom naturally at

home or work. Through the years I have learned

from other bloomers some natural applications of

Christ's teaching.

One sister in our church handed me an envelope

one Sunday and said, "Would you give this to

Bloomers see the importance of even

small ordinary acts of kindness and
neighborliness.

another sister and just tell her it is from a

friend?" I do not doubt that she was blessed

openly for her practice of secret giving. Another

sister is using her home and gifts of hospitality in

a bed-and-breakfast business. From these

contacts, friendships develop and searching souls

are asking for spiritual guidance. Another sister

uses her counseling skills to bring wholeness to

persons and families.

But what does all these many ways of blooming

boil down to? I believe that just as God told the

Hebrew people to train their children by telling

them stories of God's faithfulness during the

natural activities of living—while walking, eat-

ing, or lying down—we too need to take the time

to share with friends and neighbors.

All the blooming which is done should encom-

pass two goals, according to theologian Hans

Kasdorf : (1) love our neighbor and (2) make dis-

ciples. Loving others is enjoyable and healthy.

Making disciples begins by being a joyful disciple

ourselves which plants a desire within others for

the same peace and joy. Then we answer the ques-

tions which they ask, as God works in their

hearts.

The powerful God we serve today is the same

one who performed great things during the Old

and New Testament days. His plan for our

generation includes us. Our vocation is to be

available to people. Remember, there are only

two things on earth that are eternal—people and

God's Word. What a privilege to be involved with

both! &
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ireCt°r °f the Washi"9ton since the beginning, shares a story about theMennonite "witness" to government.

MCC's Washington Office affirmed
at 20th Anniversary Consultation

Mennonite Central Committee's office
in Washington, D.C.—criticized by con-
servatives ever since it opened in 1968—
got a strong vote of confidence at a 20th
Anniversary Consultation, Jan. 12-14.
The 55 participants agreed in the closing
session that "the Washington Office is

indispensable to the Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ churches." They also
agreed that the office is rooted in Ana-
baptist tradition and theology and that
one of its unique contributions to the
political scene is the direct witness that
returned MCC workers bring.
The consultation was held across the

street from the U.S. Capitol in the United
Methodist Building, where MCC's four-
person office is located. The participants
were mostly MCC-related people—board
members, administrators, denomina-
tional leaders, and interested observers.
The consultation was part of an extensive
review of MCC U.S. Peace Section-the
agency that operates the Washington Of-
fice—which is currently underway.
Adding their voices of praise for the of-

fice were three different panels of "ex-
perts": three leaders of other church ad-
vocacy groups in Washington, three Men-
nonites who are congressional staff mem-
bers, and four Mennonites with "views
from the pews." "Mennonites are well-
served in D.C. by the Washington Office,"
said Cynthia Sprunger, who is a
consultant with the Asian/Pacific Affairs
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Subcommittee in the House of Repre-
sentatives.

"Delton Franz and his colleagues have
developed a unique and faithful min-
istry," said MCC executive secretary John
Lapp. Franz, who has directed the office
for its entire 20 years, told how his
preparation for the job included a child-
hood in rural Kansas and a pastorate in a
black area of Chicago.
Franz said his office currently spends

about 70 percent of its time as a "listening
post"—monitoring what's going on in
Washington and informing its constit-
uency about various issues. The rest of
the time is spent in advocacy of specific
causes. Secular groups would call this
"lobbying"; the consultation participants
encouraged the MCC office to see this as
"witnessing."

The participants urged the office to
"witness to our constituency" as well as to
government. They said Mennonites and
Brethren in Christ would understand and
appreciate the work of the office more if

they knew more about it. They would also
be more supportive of the office's advo-
cacy positions if they understood the is-

sues better. The participants noted an
"awareness gap" between the constitu-
ency and MCC workers who have lived
among suffering people around the world.
The experience tends to "radicalize" the
MCCers.
Two major presentations by Mennonite

professors helped the consultation focus
on the underlying assumptions of the
Washington Office.

Harry Huebner of Canadian Mennonite
Bible College spoke on the biblical and
theological implications for the office. He
discussed the Anabaptist views of the
state and of God and the contemporary
Mennonite rethinking of those views. He
concluded that the Washington Office
"should offer the power of the Christian
message as a new way of structuring so-
ciety" and that the office "should speak
words of hope no matter what."
Respondent Elmer Neufeld, who is

chairman of the MCC board and president
of Bluffton College, said that Mennonites'
concern for social justice comes out of
their experience in mission and service.
Other participants agreed that Menno-
nites tend to approach problems "exper-
ientially" but that a biblical/theological
framework for what they do is also
needed.

Duane Friesen of Bethel College, in the
next major address, talked about how
Christians should communicate to gov-
ernment. He called for an activist "evan-
gelical pacifism," as he did in his 1986
Herald Press book Christian Peacemak-
ing and International Conflict. "We must
live out the shalom vision in a broad
arena of life," he said. "This includes
seeking to influence and shape public
policy." He said that ideally the Wash-
ington Office represents "the truth" with-
out siding with a political philosophy, but
he worried that the office is often
perceived as leftist.

Respondent Paul Peachey, a retired
Washington sociology professor, mar-
velled at the Washington Office's accom-
plishments, but warned of the pitfalls of
success. "At what point do we launder our
gospel when we go to people on Capitol
Hill?" he asked. Vigorous discussion
followed on the importance of holding up
the ideal (the gospel) to government while
also pushing for small steps toward the
distant ideal. The world is mostly gray,
not black or white, they agreed. And
Christians can operate in the gray area as
long as they know where they came from
and how they got there.

The ideal vs. small steps was best illus-

trated by Earl Martin, an MCC adminis-
trator who took a returned MCC worker
to the Pentagon to talk about the harmful
effects of U.S. military bases in the
Philippines. Jan Lugibihl, who worked
with prostitutes near the Subic Naval
Base, was torn between the ideal (de-
manding the removal of all U.S. bases)
and the small steps (urging military per-
sonnel to treat local women with more
respect). The other question, of course,
said Martin, is whether Mennonites



should even go to the Pentagon at all.

The ultimate question in whatever the

Washington Office does, said Delton

Franz, is: "Will there be less suffering in

the world because of this specific ac-

tion?"—Sieve Shenkfor Meetinghouse

Youth group
raises a roof

in Appalachia
A youth group from Gehmans Men-

nonite Church, Reinholds, Pa., raised a

roof in Appalachia recently. A tradition

of service and the fun of doing something

as a group were two strong motivations

for the group to do this project. Through

Dan Beechey, a Mennonite Disaster

Service representative, they discovered

that the Heart and Hand service agency

of Philippi, W.Va., had about 50 possible

construction projects available for short-

term volunteers.

"Unemployment in our county is about

26 percent," said Mike Chandler, pastor of

Philippi Mennonite Church and president

of Heart and Hand. The need for basic

housing, under these economic condi-

tions, is great. Heart and Hand tries to

meet housing and other needs through its

volunteer construction projects, a food

bank, and a referral service.

As an older youth group, some of the

Gehmans members had work experience

in construction. But Carl Eberly, a con-

struction contractor from their church,

gave them some help in getting the work

started in their week-long project.

Through their early contact with Heart

and Hand, they also learned that little

money was available for construction ma-

terials. So they raised about $1,400

through a car wash, bake sale, and a

meal.

—

David Hiebert

Pastor is only
ethnic Mennonite
at Illinois church
Ken Shook does not talk about Vision

95. But if ever there was a pastor with vi-

sion, he's one. He has won many people to

Christ and to the Mennonite Church in

the last seven years. That is how long he

has been pastor of River City Mennonite

Fellowship in Moline, 111.

Shook, who was recently ordained, was

formerly a member of Second Spanish

Mennonite Church in nearby Davenport,

Iowa. Along with several families, he

started the River City congregation in

1981. It was known then as Rock Island

Mennonite Church.

Among the 60 people who attend

regularly, Shook is the only ethnic Men-

nonite. The church is comprised of all

races, ages, and classes. Developmental^
disabled adults and children are also in-

cluded in worship and congregational ac-

tivities. Each week there are new visitors.

Worship begins with praise songs ac-

companied by piano, drums, guitar, and

handclapping. Then the congregation

waits silently for a message from the

Holy Spirit. After listening to the

message, members share what God has

done in their lives during the week. Shook

follows with an easily understood ser-

mon. Next, people pray for one another.

There is no "closing." Those who finish

praying go downstairs for refreshments.

During the week, church members stay

in contact. The building remains open for

fellowship, meals, and assistance. New
leaders are trained and small groups

meet for more singing, Bible study, and

prayer. On alternate Friday evenings, a

prayer meeting is held. Sometimes pray-

ing continues until Saturday morning.

Prayer, friendship, and the desire to do

the same things as Jesus—these have

been central to the growth of the River

City Church. "We want to tell people

about the kingdom of God," says Shook,

"—feed the hungry, clothe the naked, heal

the sick, raise the dead, and see the cap-

tives set free."—Cindy Hines Kurfman

Ministry in Denver
expands and offers

three new programs
Participation in Denver Opportunity

for Outreach and Reflection (DOOR) rose

to 260 individuals in the summer of 1988.

A joint effort of Mennonite Central Com-

mittee and Denver Mennonite Urban

Ministry, DOOR offers week-long urban

exposure and service experience to church

and school groups, both Mennonite and

non-Mennonite. Several weeks of the

summer of 1989 are being held open until

February for Mennonite groups.

DOOR participants experience the ur-

ban setting through activities such as

child care for homeless children, building

with Habitat for Humanity, interacting

with seniors, and serving meals in a soup

kitchen. DOOR staff lead Bible study and

reflection sessions to encourage young

people to consider service as an integral

part of Christianity.

"Before I came, I thought, 'Okay, I'll do

this one week of service and if it works

out maybe I'll do service again in the fu-

ture,'
" said one participant from Elmira,

Ont. "But now I see service as being part

of my faith, not a choice."

DOOR is offering three new programs

this winter.

First, Hesston and Bethel colleges

promoted January Interterm opportu-

nities through DOOR. The interterm

developed awareness of urban issues and

guided participants in developing a

response to the needs they encountered.

Students selected internships in Denver

agencies based on their major field of

study. Various community leaders held

seminars with the interterm group.

Second, DOOR hosted students from

Notre Dame University in an "Urban

Plunge." The university sends students to

urban settings across the nation each

January for an intensive 48-hour seminar

in the inner city through its Center for

Social Concerns.

Third, in February DOOR will begin of-

fering "Urban Encounters" to local

church groups. This three-session pro-

gram is designed to develop awareness of

the urban situation in light of the biblical

call to service. Follow-up efforts will con-

nect Urban Encounter participants with

volunteer opportunities in the city.

Beginning a third term of voluntary

service w ith MCC, Becky and Mike

Hofkamp arrived in Denver last August

to co-coordinate DOOR. More informa-

tion is avaiable from them at DOOR, 430

W. 9th Ave., Denver, CO 80204.

Eby appointed
academic dean
of Goshen College

John Eby has been appointed academic

dean of Goshen College, starting on July

1. He will succeed Willard Martin, who

resigned last summer to return to teach-

ing. John Nyce is interim dean for the

current academic year.

Eby currently chairs the Business De-

partment at Eastern Mennonite College.

He has a doctoral degree in development

sociology from Cornell University and

previously taught sociology at EMC.
Besides his EMC duties, Eby is a mem-

ber of the Board of Directors for Men-

nonite Board of Missions and chairs that

board's Home Ministries Committee. He

also is vice-chairperson of Mennonite

Economic Development Associates'

board.

Eby has served as director of EMC's

Orie Miller Global Village Center, coun-

try representative for Mennonite Central

Committee in Botswana, relief and ser-

vice secretary for Mennonite Board of

Missions, and Voluntary Service director

for Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions.
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This basket-weaver in Thailand is one of
Selfhelp's producers.

Selfhelp Crafts
gets feedback from
overseas craft groups
"What can we do to be more helpful to

you?" asked Selfhelp Crafts director Paul
Leatherman in a letter to 32 craft groups
involved in this Mennonite Central Com-
mittee job-creation program. Almost
without exception, the response was:
"Sell more of our crafts. Place more
orders. Help us to make items that sell."

The letter, mailed last year to third
world producers, expressed Selfhelp's
desire to listen and respond to producers'
needs. "It's important for us to listen to
what producer groups say and to work at
being mutual partners," says Leather-
man. "We want to know about our
partners— their lifestyles, their tradi-
tions, their cost of living, the way they
make their crafts, their income—and it's

only right that they know about us and
how we market their goods."

Accordingly, Leatherman also sent
each group a computer printout of their
sales activity by volume and by dollars, a
report on Selfhelp's sales growth over the
past 10 years, and a distribution break-
down of each sales dollar. "We hope these
reports are helpful to you as we work to-
gether to improve economic conditions
and build human dignity," the letter
stated.

Responses to Leatherman's letter have
been numerous. Many groups candidly
expressed their needs and supplied in-
formation about their craft techniques,
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raw materials, cost of living, worker ben-
efits, and other relevant topics.

"In the past 10 years, Selfhelp sales
have grown from about $500,000 to al-
most $5 million," said Leatherman. "That
increase sounds good, but we feel we can
do better, and hence create more jobs, if

we learn more about our producers and
they learn more about us."

EMC board discusses
tuition, finances,
long-range planning
Planning updates, finances, and tuition

hikes provided a full agenda for the Board
of Trustees of Eastern Mennonite College
and Seminary during its recent meeting
on campus.

EMC&S President Joseph Lapp af-
firmed the goal of not to take on any addi-
tional debt and to retire by the year 2000
the debts incurred during the past
decade. The only exception to this guide-
line, he said, is in financing much-needed
campus housing space, since fees will
cover the loan payments.

Giving to the EMC&S annual fund
however, is lagging. David Miller, direc-
tor of development, reported that giving
for endowed student scholarships and for
capital improvement projects is "en-
couraging," but he added that "continued
strong donor support is needed for the
day-to-day operations of the college and
seminary." EMC&S has budgeted
$1,175,000 in annual fund contributions
to come in by next June 30.

The trustees approved new statements
of philosophy and purpose for EMC. The
statements, developed as part of the cur-
rent self-study process required every 10
years by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools, reflect the college's
commitment to combining academic ex-
cellence and personal faith and respon-
siveness to the goals and needs of the
Mennonite Church.

Beryl Burbaker, chair of the Nursing
Department and coordinator of the self-
study project, told the board that "em-
phasis is being placed on determining if
our students are actually getting the kind
of education we say we are providing."
Questionnaires have been distributed to
students, faculty, and staff and about 10
percent of the alumni. Responses "will
help the on-campus self-study staff to
shape recommendations for institutional
improvement," she said.

Also during the meeting, the board ap-
proved tuition increases of 7 percent for
the college and 10 percent for the sem-
inary for the 1989-90 academic year. In
granting the increase, the board noted
that tuition had been frozen for the past
two years and that an additional $130,000
has been earmarked in the budget for

student financial assistance next year.
The rate hike will put college tuition at
$6,240 and seminary tuition at $2,970 for
1989-90. Room and board will go up 8 per-
cent to $2,880 next year.
While noting that the decision to raise

tuition was "difficult," Lapp said that
"this increase will help us to maintain
quality faculty, further refine the cur-
riculum, and continue to upgrade facil-
ities and services to students." Despite
the increase, EMC&S fees remain lower
than two thirds of other private colleges
in Virginia and are in the midrange com-
pared to other Christian colleges in the
United States.

Conrad Grebel College
begins publishing
choir anthems

Conrad Grebel College has begun pub-
lishing church choir anthems. The first
one, Hail to the Lord's Annointed, was
commissioned by the college under the
Henry and Anna Shultz Memorial Fund.
The composer, Harold Moyer, is a music
professor at Bethel College, and has writ-
ten many choral pieces for the Mennonite
church, including hymns such as "O
Come, Let Us Worship" and "I Sought the
Lord." These hymns and other harmoni-
zations can be found in The Mennonite
Hymnal.
The purpose of the Shultz Fund, which

was established in 1984, is to provide an
annual stipend for the college to commis-
sion the composition of choral or instru-
mental sacred music. Composers need not
be affiliated with either Conrad Grebel
College or the Mennonite church. How-
ever, the music composed must be
suitable to the worship life of the Men-
nonite church and, in the case of choral
music, suitable for performance by a con-
gregational choir, college choir, or a non-
professional community choir. Suitable
pieces will be chosen for publication as
part of the college's Anthem Series.

Moyer's anthem was the first to be
commissioned under the Shultz Fund and
is the first in the Anthem Series. The next
one, to be published in the spring, is May
the Lord Bless Thee and Keep Thee by
Srul Irving Glick, a Jewish composer
from Toronto. In addition, the college
recently commissioned a piece by well-
known Mennonite composer Esther
Wiebe, a faculty member at Canadian
Mennonite Bible College.

Hail to the Lord's Annointed is

available from Waterloo Music, the dis-
tribution house which will be handling
the Anthem Series. For an examination
copy of the anthem or for further in-
formation on the Shultz Memorial Fund,
contact the Music Department at Conrad
Grebel College, Waterloo, ON N2L 3G6.



Hesston board
reviews progress
on strategic plan

"Significant progress has been made in

achieving enrollment, academic, and stu-

dent-life goals that were set two years

ago as part of Hesston's strategic plan,"

said President Kirk Alliman at the recent

meeting of the Hesston College Board of

Overseers.

Board members used their time to-

gether to assess the status of the college's

five-year strategic plan. Academic Dean

Jim Mininger described progress in the

integration of academic and student de-

velopment activities, the addition of new

programs, and changes in the structure of

the general education curriculum. He also

noted that new opportunities for student

leadership are being developed and that

the college is providing students with

more cross-cultural experiences.

Discussion of revised goals and a new
master plan for the continued improve-

ment of campus facilities dominated a

major portion of the meeting. A critical

shortage of faculty offices and inter-

mediate-size classrooms had board mem-
bers looking at various configurations as

the college struggles to make the best use

of its facilities during a time of increasing

enrollment.

A review of new academic programs

showed the three-year avionics major en-

rolling its first class last September. New
two-year programs in horticulture and
medical office assistant will begin this

fall.

Receiving a $65,000 federal grant last

fall for a cooperative education program

brought the college closer to the goal of

offering career planning and placement

services. Director Star Gipson said the

program is surpassing its original expec-

tations, with nearly 10 percent of

the students placed in local businesses.

Dean of Students Jerry Weaver out-

lined a redefined student development

model. "Almost invariably when a stu-

dent makes poor lifestyle choices it has an

impact on the academic experience," said

Weaver. "We are now realizing a much
closer relationship between the academic

development and student development

committees on campus."

No action was taken on the future of

Green Gables, which was closed for use as

a residence hall last spring. Enrollment

pressure, however, may necessitate a re-

view of campus housing space in the near

future. What role Green Gables might

play in helping the college meet these

needs was not decided.

The board voted to raise tuition and

fees by 7 percent to $7,800 for the 1989-90

school year. The new package will include

a telephone in each student's room.

KREIDER VIEWS THE WORLD

Is the United States

number one?
Some Americans like to boast that

their country is the "greatest" or "num-

ber one." I recall that as a boy in a rela-

tively small Ohio city, I was pleased to in-

form some of our visitors that one of our

factories was the largest "of its kind"

(rather damaging qualifications!) in the

world. John Gunther reported seeing a

neon sign prominently displayed oyer a

main street in Reno, Nev., proclaiming it

as "the biggest little city in the world."

The true measure of a nation's great-

ness should be determined by such fac-

tors as the justice of its laws and its

courts, the compassion of its people, and

the supreme Christian values of ser-

vanthood. These are subjective items

which are difficult to quantify.

However, some items of "greatness"

can be verified objectively. Few would

dispute that the United States has the

largest gross national product (GNP) of

any nation of the world. It does not have

the greatest population (China has a wide

margin of superiority here) nor the most

extensive geographical area (the Soviet

Union, China, and Canada are all larger).

If military might is the criterion of great-

ness, the U.S. and the Soviet Union cer-

tainly share this dubious honor as "super-

powers."

But there are many other measures as

well. World Development Report 1988,

published by World Bank, has 66 pages of

statistical tables. What follows in this

article is gleaned from these tables.

Although the U.S. produces the world's

greatest GNP, it is more helpful to look at

GNP per person. Here Switzerland ranks

first. Nor is the American GNP growing

the fastest. Of seven major countries

(U.S., Japan, West Germany, France,

Great Britain, Italy, and Canada), the

U.S. had the slowest rate of GNP growth

during 1955-73. In 1973-86 only Great

Britain grew more slowly. How evenly is

the GNP distributed among the rich and

the poor? Of the 19 largest industrial

countries, over half have distributions of

income which are more egalitarian that

than of the U.S.

In 1974 the United Nations asked the

rich nations to give .7 percent of their

GNP to the poor countries. World Bank

reports that the U.S. fell far short of this

request, giving only .03 percent of its

GNP to the poor countries in 1986. Only

Austria and New Zealand gave lower per-

centages. Canada's percentage was .12

(four times that of the U.S.); Sweden gave

.45 and Norway .5. These figures are all

for government grants; they do not in-

clude private and church charities.

The education of a people is an im-

portant indicator of a nation's greatness.

Canada, Denmark, and Belgium all de-

vote a larger percentage of their con-

sumption expenditures to education than

the U.S. Six other of the top 19 countries

equal the U.S. The U.S. has the greatest

percentage of its people of college age

enrolled in college (57 percent), though

Canada is a close second (55 percent).

However, a number of countries (includ-

ing Canada) have larger percentages of

their population attending primary and

secondary schools than is true in the U.S.

Some people are worried about the vast

increases in the expenditures for health

care in the U.S. Partly because of these

outlays the life expectancy at birth of an

American is now 75 years. Of the 19

wealthy countries, six others have equal

life expectancy and 11 have longer; the

figure for Japan and Australia is_ 78.

Health care among the poor of American

society is still not adequate; this may
explain why our infant mortality rate is

10 per thousand live births. Of the 19

wealthy countries, only Spain and New
Zealand have a poorer showing (11); Can-

ada's infant mortality rate is only 8 and

four countries have still better rates. Poor

prenatal care of the mother often results

in babies born with low birth weights.

The U.S. has the dubious distinction of

sharing with two other of the 19 wealthy

countries the highest percentage of low

birth weight babies.

There is growing evidence that exces-

sive use of fossil fuels may contribute to

the "greenhouse effect," with possible

catastrophic results in another genera-

tion or two in the future. It is disturbing

that the U.S. along with Canada and

Norway have the highest energy

consumption per capita of any of the 19

wealthiest countries. Highly in-

dustrialized countries like Japan, Great

Britain, and France have rates that are

only half that of the U.S.; West Ger-

many's rate is about two-thirds of ours.

High energy consumption results partly

from climates with cold winters and hot

summers; it also stems from having

people live over a wide geographical area

and so typically drive their cars longer

distances. But much higher taxes on

gasoline would help encourage the

production of cars with greater fuel effi-

ciency and should promote car pooling

and greater use of mass transit in urban

areas.

Is America really number one? I don't

think so. The figures in this article sug-

gest to me that America's preeminent

position as a military power may mean

that we could enhance our greatness by

shifting resources from the military to

providing better health and education for

the poor among us and around the

world.—Carl Kreider
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Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point
Long letters may need to be shortened.

Ernest and Lois Hess, Lancaster, Pa.
Thank you for the excellent statement

on alcohol (Jan. 10)! Keith Graber Miller
dealt honestly with the relevant Scrip-
tures. At times those of us who hold a
certain conviction would find it conven-
ient to be able to point to clearer "Thou
shalt not ...

" statements in Scripture.
While showing that the Bible writers did
not demand a total prohibition of
beverage alcohol in their time, Miller con-
vincingly illustrates how biblical prin-
ciples applied to 20th-century conditions
lead to a clear position of abstinence to-
day.

We trust the position stated by Miller
will continue to guide us as individuals,
families, congregations, and institutions
of the Mennonite Church.

2. The program we used ('The Phone's
for You" by Norman Whann) has a low-
key approach. Many thanked us for call-
ing.

3. We used this approach to surface a
large number of unchurched people to
whom we sent a series of five letters or
brochures about our church over a period
of four weeks.

April 1989 will be the first anniversary
of our use of this program. I note the
following about our experience:
•God used this program (which was

very heavily bathed in prayer) to bring us
in contact with many needy people.
•Our church has more than doubled

with corresponding spiritual growth.
•People have come to faith in Christ,

and for others it is becoming a vehicle of
spiritual blessing.

I believe telemarketing is in keeping
with biblical theology. Of course, it is not
for every area or every church. But it

grieved me to see a means of spreading
the good news attacked. The program has
been used by nearly 2,000 churches in
over 90 denominations.

"The Relevance of Anabaptist Nonvio-
lence for Nicaragua Today." Snyder out-
lines similarities between the radical,
gospel-based Anabaptist movement of
the 16th century and the radical, gospel-
based liberation theology movement of
today. In both cases, lay Bible reading by
the poor results in demands for social and
economic justice. In both cases com-
munity plays a central role, as does the
emphasis on right action rather than
mere right teaching.

Snyder closes by questioning the
"otherworldly ethic of purity and holi-
ness" set forth in the Schleitheim Con-
fession (1527), which early on solidified
isolationist Mennonite dogma and
practice. Finally, he invites the reader to
join him in pursuing "the totally-engaged
Anabaptism" that demonstrates a "non-
violent concern with the welfare of our
neighbor in need."

The essay was reprinted in booklet
form by Mennonite Central Committee
Peace Section. It can be obtained for $1.00
from MCC Place Section at Box M, Akron
PA 17501.

Rodney G. Cavanaugh, Scottdale, Pa.
The caption and photo on the Jan. 10

Gospel Herald showing a bottle labeled
"Old Overholt" and using the date 1810
may be misleading. Overholt sold his
whiskey under the name "Overholt" or
"Monongahela Pure Rye Whiskey."
The "Old Farm Rye" and "Old Over-

holt" brands were put on the market after
1872, when Overholt died. His grandsons
may have been the owners of the
distillery at the time these brands were
introduced and his picture put on the
label.

There were several other Mennonite
distillers in the Jacob's Creek settlement
at that time. One of these that survived
into the 1940s was founded by Samuel
Dillinger. Mrs. Dillinger was an Overholt-
Loucks, a niece of Abraham Overholt.
Their brand name was "Old Opossum
Hollow Rye Whiskey." (See Overholt-
Nash Family Histories, p. 85.)

Noah Stoltzfus, Virginia Beach, Va.
I'm responding to "Telemarketing Is a

Disgusting Fad" ("Hear, Hear!" Dec. 27).
I'm a pastor who has successfully used it

as a means of outreach. There are three
things I would like to share regarding it:

1. We live in a telemarketing age! I like
the telephone because (1) it is less threat-
ening and offensive than knocking on
doors, both to the one who is being ap-
proached and the one approaching; (2) it

is more time efficient; and (3) it is cost ef-
ficient.

Charlie Kraybill, Washington, D.C.
Thanks for printing Susan Classen's

article, "Why Working with the Poor
Threatens" (Dec. 13). I appreciated it, as a
North American Mennonite who has been
inspired and fascinated by the Latin
American "church of the poor" ever since
my first visit to Nicaragua at Christmas
1983.

It also reminded me of an essay by Ar-
nold Snyder which appeared a few years
ago in Conrad Grebel Review entitled

Mervin R. Miller, Halifax, Pa.
I want to express my appreciation for

the editorial, "The Man Jesus" (Dec. 13). I

never had any problem, growing up in a
Christian home, believing Jesus is divine,
that he is the Son of God. But his hu-
manity was another thing. As a teenager,
the discussion in our midweek meeting
was about Jesus being human. That night
it was made clear in my mind and spirit
that Jesus my Savior is as human as he is

divine.

Ask about our

Every Home Plan Early Bird Special

Congregations that subscribe to the Gospel Herald for all their
families save more than 22% on each subscription. Also they make
the Herald a part of the congregational agenda: it is there when
they need it.

And now we have a special Early Bird offer for new congregations
that sign up now. To find out about this special offer, write to:

Gospel Herald Early Bird Special

616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683

Ask for news about the Every Home Plan Early Bird Special
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Praise God for Jesus who was "in every

respect . . . tempted as we are, yet

without sin" and that in "human form he

humbled himself and became obedient

unto death, even death on a cross."

Praise God! Only God could devise such

a plan and work it out to save a sinner

such as I.

Earl Zimmerman, Manila, Philippines

The article "Who Holds the Purse?"

(Nov. 29) by Nancy Heisey and Paul

Longacre sensitively addresses a difficult

issue. A basic problem is the skewed dis-

tribution of economic resources in our

world. When we North Americans part-

ner with Christians in the third world we

do so as citizens of a country that has ap-

proximately 20 to 40 times more financial

resources per capita than their own does.

That of itself creates untold tensions and

temptations.

The challenge before us is how to part-

ner creatively and redemptively in this

context. A moratorium on funding would

only be running away from the task. I

agree with the observation that we must

demonstrate the universality of the

church and that the sharing of people and

funds is normal. We, however, need to do

so in ways that guard each person's dig-

nity and hold us mutually accountable.

Our search for redemptive models of

partnership should build on past expe-

rience, however dismal that may be. A
central structural problem is the inde-

pendent and sometimes competitive ori-

entation of many North American mis-

sion agencies. Perhaps the time is ripe to

establish joint mission boards—especial-

ly within a given tradition of faith. Such

joint boards should seek to insure mutual

financial accountability as well as mutual

participation in decisions concerning the

allocation of mission funds.

Another issue is that we really don't

know each other. More redemptive struc-

tures are only part of the answer. We
must learn to know each other better. As

anyone who has studied a foreign lan-

guage knows, that is a slow and often

painful process. It will include painful

Pontius' Puddle

self revelations that we would rather not

face. Insuring that such mutual under-

standing happens is integral to the mis-

sion of the church. Healthy partnership is

built on it.

Leo J. Yoder, Baton Rouge, La.

As I read the caption with the photo on

p. 793 in the Nov. 15 issue, I had the feel-

ing that something has gone wrong. The

caption states an auction was held at

Eastern Mennonite College which raised

$20,000 toward outdoor athletic facili-

ties—the first phase being an artificial-

surface playing field with lights and that

$1.1 million has already been raised for

the project.

I believe there is a place for education. I

am a physician and three of my children

are attending college. But when we can

spend a million dollars for an athletic

field at a college subsidized by the church,

while most of our church agencies and

mission boards are limiting their activi-

ties because of limited funds, I begin to

wonder if we have lost our way. This is

not to mention the many hurting, hungry,

hopeless people around us who could be

ministered to if these kinds of funds and

interested people were available.

I wonder if our schools have lost touch

with reality and the real mission of the

church. Tuition costs continue to rise out

of reach of many of our young people. Our

colleges and seminaries do not seem to be

providing many of the needed people for

church planting and other ministries. For

several years we have been looking for

funds and leadership for a church-plant-

ing effort in Baton Rogue.

I wonder if Mennonite Board of Educa-

tion and the Mennonite Church are ser-

ious about Vision 95? Am I missing some-

thing somewhere? I am aware that one

reply to the matter of the athletic field

may be that these are funds that should

not be raised or be available for other

church ministries. If that is the case, then

I would wonder about our fund-raising

methods or our sources of funding. Can

anyone help me understand what is hap-

pening?
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Robert Erck, Lombard, 111.

I see an increasing number of crea-

tionist letters being printed in Gospel

Herald, and the content of these letters

worries me. I have nothing against the

investigation of origins, but I am dis-

turbed by arguments for creationism that

mimic those used for astrology or psychic

power: the use of muddled ideas and half-

baked science. Worse yet is the use of

"scientific facts" that are untrue. It

makes me sad when Mennonites unwit-

tingly repeat false creationist propagan-

da.

A good example can be found in Larry

Weidman's letter (Dec. 27) in which he

asserts, as a fact, that "evolution is con-

tradictory to the scientific laws of

thermodynamics." This old "thermo" arg-

ument has been around for decades, is

often repeated, and is quite wrong. I

blame this kind of thing on creationist

groups that are a little too interested in

their own advancement.

On the other hand, if some people are

led to a stronger belief in the power of

God, what harm is there? If astrologers

and New Wave practitioners can win

converts by making pseudo-scientific

claims, can't Christians also? Isn't it jus-

tified to use some "scientific facts," even

if they aren't scientific, if the intent is to

affirm that humans are more than just

higher animals?

No, it's very wrong! The ends do not

justify the means.

David Horst, Goshen, Ind.

Ensuing responses to "The Question of

Origins" (Oct. 4) have prompted me to

respond from my viewpoint as a physi-

cist.

I am a Christian. I believe in evolution.

These statements are not mutually exclu-

sive.

There are major differences between

theories of evolution (small "e") and

Charles Darwin's Theory of Evolution

(capital 'E"). Microevolution is a fact, but

it has only been observed within a spe-

cies. Darwin's unbroken chain of evolu-

tion events, from molecules to man, has

not been proved.

The Third Law of Thermodynamics

states that closed systems tend toward

conditions of increasing disorder. To

maintain or increase order, an outside

force must be active.

Our universe is much too complex for

me to believe in the scenario evolutionists

have presented to us. The Bible glosses

over the beginnings of our world; it was

enough for early inhabitants to know that

God created all. Today we have knowl-

l
edge enabling us to begin understanding

I some of the processes which may have

I been involved in the creation, but we still

» must not lose our focus on the Creator.
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Mennoscope

Retired Goshen College physical education
professor Roman Gingench, 69, died in
Goshen, Ind., on Jan. 15 after a long illness. In
1941 he became the first full-time paid instruc-
tor in physical education at the college, and
served on the faculty for 37 years. He es-
tablished the Physical" Education Department
and led the college into intercollegiate athletic
competition. He chaired the department and
coached the men's basketball team for many
years.

Registration forms for Normal 89 were sent
to all congregations recently. They include
detailed information about lodging, meals,
transportation, tours, and activities for child-
ren and adults. The daily program is listed as
well. At least 8,000 people are expected for
Normal 89, which is a joint convention of the
Mennonite Church and General Conference
Mennonite Church. It is scheduled for Aug. 1-6
at Illinois State University in Normal.
Separate registration forms for the Normal 89
Youth Gathering will be sent to youth sponsors
later. Additional forms for the adult conven-
tion are available from Normal 89 at 421 S 2nd
St., Suite 600, Elkhart, IN 46516.

Lee Yoder is the new chair of the Nominat-
ing Committee of the Mennonite Church. He
succeeded Miriam Book, who resigned on Jan.
1 when she became associate secretary of Men-
nonite Church General Board. Yoder, who was
formerly vice-chair, is a computer company
executive in Harrisonburg, Va. He served pre-
viously as an administrator at Eastern Men-
nonite College. Staff services for the Nominat-
ing Committee are now provided by Eloise
Glick, who is administrative assistant to the
General Board executive secretary.

A church planter and support persons are
needed for Baton Rouge, La., where a new
Mennonite congregation is envisioned. A
Mennonite fellowship met there for several
years, but was discontinued last year because
of lack of leadership. Employment opportu-
nities in health, computer, and other fields are
abundant for persons interested in relocating
there to help with the church planting effort.
Baton Rouge, with a population of nearly
300,000, is home to two large universities.
Interested persons should contact Sandy Miller
at Mennonite Board of Missions, Box 370
Elkhart, IN 46515; 219-294-7523.

A church building is rising from the ashes in
Homestead, Fla. Construction began in Janu-
ary to replace Homestead Mennonite Church's
building, which was destroyed by fire a year
ago. The fire was started by an arsonist. Men-
nonite Disaster Service is assisting with
construction, and Mennonite Board of Missions
has provided a mission investment loan.
MBM's Ray Horst, who attended the recent
groundbreaking service, said he expects the 50-
member congregation to grow to 200-250 with
the new facility. Raymond Martin is the pas-
tor.

MCCer lends a hand to the elderly in Atlanta. Elderly people are often a forgotten
population. They have gifts, talents, and memories to share. But those in the inner
city often live with loneliness, anxiety, and fear. Even simple daily tasks such as
housekeeping, shopping, banking, and going to the doctor are impossible if they are
sick or handicapped or lack transportation. But Guy Wilson, Mvrtle Bazemore
Bessie Harmon, Alice Wells, and Lorraine Wells of Atlanta have found help and
friends through a program called Adopt-a-Grandparent. Each Tuesday afternoon
Maureen Peats-Bond (left), a Mennonite Central Committee worker with the
program, and the five gather with Linda Langstraat for their "Memories Club

"

Langstraat started the Adopt-a-Grandparent program in 1978 when she came from
California as an MCCer. Here Peats-Bond, who is from Waterloo, Ont, looks at a
photo album with Myrtle Bazemore.

A growing Virginia congregation dedicated
new facilities recently. It is Valley View Men-
nonite Church of Criders, Va., and it has a new
fellowship hall and a renovated sanctuary. The
congregation, established in the late 1800s,
used a schoolhouse until 1922, when the first
church building was constructed. It was im-
proved and enlarged in 1962 and again in 1988.
Attendance is in the 80s. Michael Shenk is the
pastor.
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An emerging congregation in San Diego has
begun regular monthly meetings. The group,
calling itself Mennonite Fellowship of San
Diego, meets at Calvary Lutheran Church on
54th Street. It is the city's first Mennonite con-
gregation. Pearl Hartz has been designated as
the official contact person. In addition to wor-
ship and fellowship, the congregation hopes to
get involved in service projects and to divide it-

self into small groups. To date 53 different
households have attended one of the three or-
ganizational and regular monthly meetings.

Nearly 40 church leaders learned how to
assess potential church planters at a work-
shop held recently in Elkhart, Ind. It was
sponsored by Mennonite Board of Missions
(Mennonite Church) and Commission on Home
Ministries (General Conference Mennonite
Church). "This is a good first step in identify-
ing with more certainty a pool of church
planters who can provide the leadership need-
ed for new congregations," said Irv Weaver,
MBM vice-president for home ministries. The
workshop leader was Chuck Ridley from the
School of Psychology at Fuller Theological
Seminary.

Plans for a Deaf Christian Leadership
Program moved ahead during the recent
meeting of the Deaf Ministries Advisory Com-

mittee of Mennonite Board of Missions. It
would be a one-year certificate program to
train deaf Mennonites and Brethren for
leadership as pastors or lay leaders. Discus-
sions are currently underway about hiring a
director by this fall and establishing the
program at Elizabethtown (Pa.) College—

a

Church of the Brethren school— by the fall of
1990.

A homosexual recovery ministry has been
organized by the Elizabethtown District of
Lancaster Conference. Called Day Seven
Ministries, it is for people who want help to
overcome homosexual behavior and lifestyle. It
is operated by an interdenominational board
headed by Enos Martin, a psychiatrist who is

also associate bishop of the district. The board
works closely with a similar effort in Allen-
town, Pa., called Day One Ministries. It is also
affiliated with Exodus International—a Chris-
tian umbrella organization that certifies the
integrity of homosexual recovery ministries.
More information is available from Day Seven
Ministries at Box 265, Elizabethtown PA
17022.

People who participate in short-term service
programs become more interested in con-
tinuing service, according to a survey con-
ducted by Mennonite Central Committee U.S.



Sixty of the 68 church groups that have par-

ticipated in two MCC-related programs re-

sponded to the survey. The two are SWAP
(Serving with Appalachian People) and DOOR
(Denver Opportunity for Outreach and Reflec-

tion). They offer brief experiences for youth

groups and others. About 85 percent of the

respondents said they are now more likely to

use their skills and money in service. Some 72

percent said they hope at some point to do

long-term service. And 99 percent said they

recommend SWAP and DOOR to others.

The Amish use of modern medicine is an

example of how they use technology selec-

tively to protect and reinforce their commun-

ity. That is one of the conclusions of Goshen

College nursing professor Frances Wenger,

who spent three years researching and writing

a doctoral dissertation on the Old Order Amish

concept of care. She received a Ph.D. in nurs-

ing recently from Wayne State University in

Detroit. Wenger said the Amish are not as

concerned about technology itself as they are

of its effects on their families and commu-

nities.

World Council of Churches general secre-

tary Emilio Castro spoke at Mennonite

Study Center in Montevideo, Uruguay, re-

cently. He spoke on "Evangelization: Challenge

of the Church" and answered questions about

WCC. Castro works out of WCC headquarters

in Geneva, Switzerland, but he is a Uruguayan

and once taught at Mennonite Seminary in

Montevideo, which closed in 1974. He is an or-

dained Methodist pastor. Only two Mennonite

church bodies are WCC members—one in the

Netherlands and one in West Germany.

A Dutch Mennonite youth minister began a

nine-month jail term recently. He is Klaas

Spoelstra, and he is a member of the pastoral

staff at Amsterdam Mennonite Church. He is a

conscientious objector to war who has refused

even to accept alternative service. The con-

gregation has decided to support Spoelstra,

even though many of the members don't

necessarily agree with his position.

A Ghanaian Christian leader exhorted Gha-

naian Mennonites to move beyond routine

church attendance and commit themselves to

the call of Jesus Christ for "true salvation."

The speaker was Trinity College principal As-

ante Antwi, and the occasion was the annual

synod of Ghana Mennonite Church. Synod

Clerk Prince Asilevi also exhorted the people,

calling on them to end the church's "discourag-

ing" lack of growth by going door-to-door in

evangelism. The 30-year-old church currently

has about 1,000 members in 18 congregations.

Over 100,000 Mennonite World Conference

calendars were sent to congregations across

North America last fall, but there is still a

good supply on hand for churches that were

missed or could use more. The calendars cover

the period from October 1988 through

Assembly 12 in July 1990, and feature large

color photos related to Mennonites around the

world. The purpose of the calendars, which

were underwritten by a group of business and

professional people in Canada, is to stimulate

interest in Assembly 12 and the ongoing work

of MWC. The calendars are available from

MWC at 465 Gundersen Dr., Suite 200, Carol

Stream, IL 60188.

A Mennonite church is being planted in the

Warsaw, Ind., area by Waterford Mennonite

Church of nearby Goshen. Also assisting are

Clinton Frame Mennonite Church, Indiana-

Michigan Conference, and Mennonite Board of

Missions. The leader of the effort is Bob
Gerber—a Waterford member and a former

missionary in Brazil. The emerging congrega-

tion, which calls itself Mennonite Church of

Warsaw, holds worship services and Sunday

school in a building on County Road 100 near

the Route 30 bypass. More information is

available from the church at R. 7, Box 1A,

Warsaw, IN 46580; phone 219-269-4449.

Don Martin will direct the Mennonite
Church college student summer traveling

troupe this year. He currently works in drama

at Christian Theological Seminary in Indian-

apolis, directs the choir at First Christian

Church of Lafayette, and is a member of First

Mennonite Church of Indianapolis. The troupe

will include two students from each of the

three Mennonite Church colleges—Goshen,

Eastern Mennonite, and Hesston. It will be

available for congregations, camps, conference

gatherings, youth groups, and others. It will

also be involved in the program of Mennonite

Church General Assembly at Normal 89. A
similar troupe was organized two years ago.

Groups interested in scheduling the troupe

may contact Berni Kaufman at Mennonite

Board of Education, Box 1142, Elkhart, IN

46515.

Mennonites and Brethren helped stop the

construction of a weapons plant near Tim-

berville, Va. General Dynamics, America's

number two defense contractor, had sought to

turn 94 acres of farmland into a weapons-test-

ing facility, but local opposition was so strong

that the company scrapped its plans in

December. Mennonites and Brethren opposed

the plant for environmental reasons as well as

for the simple reason that, in their view, war

and the preparation for war is morally wrong.

Timberville is located in Rockingham County,

which is home to thousands of Mennonites and

Brethren.

A new seminar on using spiritual gifts to

help congregations grow is available from

Mennonite Board of Missions. Called "Gifts for

Growth Seminar," it is designed for pastors,

lay leaders, and nominating/discernment com-

mittees. They will learn to more effectively

discover, develop, and use the spiritual gifts

God has given their congregation. The seminar

will be led by Ed Bontrager, director of evange-

lism and church development at MBM. Con-

gregations interested in scheduling the

seminar in their area should contact Melba

Martin at MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515;

phone 219-294-7523.

Mennonite Central Committee gave 1,000

blankets to cyclone victims in Bangladesh

recently. The blankets were purchased locally

and distributed by Service Civil International,

a local partner of MCC. The cyclone swept

across coastal areas of the country on Nov. 29,

killing some 1,500 people and leaving a trail of

destroyed homes and properties. The cyclone

also damaged MCC job-creation projects in Bo-

risal District. This area—as well as much of

Professor meets Christians for first time. Mennonites are the only Christians that

Chinese professor Lang Tian Wan has met. Lang, who claims "no religious belief, is

spending this school year at two Mennonite Church colleges-Hesston and Goshen

An English teacher at Foreign Language Institute in Chongqing, Lang is sponsored

by China Educational Exchange, a cooperative effort of Mennonite colleges and

agencies At Hesston, he taught a 10-week Chinese language and culture class, which

the college offered free to anyone. Lang sees his government moving slowly toward

democratization. China now has religious tolerance, and more people of the "new

China are not superstitious, he said. "Many may not regard religion as helpful to

satisfy spiritual desire," he continued. "Most now use sports and recreational

activities to satisfy their spiritual quest." Lang plans to take back his impressions of

American culture to his English language students at home. The people of Hesston

don't conform to the ways in which his guidebook had pictured Americans, he said.
^

"We are seeming to find more and more common points because of these exchanges,

he added.—Susan Balzer
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the rest of the country—was still recovering
from record floods in September. Cyclone dam-
age was minimal in Noakhali District, where
MCC's work is concentrated and where 20 of its
30 workers are located.

A Mennonite missionary is supporting a
request for justice in a murder case in Ar-
gentina. Willis Horst, a Mennonite Board of
Missions worker who serves among several In-
dian groups in the northern part of the
country, is involved in a protest by nine Pilaga
communities against the release of a man they
believe is a murderer. In February 1987 Atilio
Caballero, a leader in the struggle for Indian
land rights and the treasurer of a small Pilaga
church, was murdered. The man who was ar-
rested—and finally declared "innocent for lack
of proof '—was the son of a landholder who
was angry about the lands the government was
ceding to the Indians.

Mennonite service workers are helping a
tribal group gain legal recognition of their
ancestral land in the Philippines. Claire and
Wally Ewert, Mennonite Central Committee
workers among the Manobo tribe on the south-
ern island of Mindanao, recently accompanied
a delegation of tribal leaders to the capital city
of Manila. The delegation filed an ancestral-
domain land claim with government officials
in an effort to protect their land and livelihood
from logging and mining companies and other
big businesses.

Central American Mennonites discussed
conscientious objection, military service, and
alternative service at a conference held re-
cently near Choluteca, Honduras. Many Cen-
tral Americans face mandatory military ser-
vice, growing militarism, continuous civil war,
and economic/social tension. The conference
was planned by Honduran Mennonite pastors
and sponsored by Mennonite Central Commit-
tee. The resource person was Cesar Vidal
Manzanares, a Brethren in Christ pastor from
Spain. The 25 participants, representing all the
Central American countries, agreed to work
urgently for laws favoring conscientious objec-
tors.

Mennonite missionaries are enhancing the
ministry of local churches through a preven-
tive medicine program in Benin. Mennonite
Board of Missions workers Daniel and Mari-
anne Goldschmidt-Nussbaumer and Lynda
Hollinger-Janzen serve with the recently
formed Health Commission of the In-
terconfessional Protestant Council of Benin.
One of the recent projects is an immunization
campaign to fight a measles epidemic that is

killing children in the remote Gbeko area. The
MBM missionaries work alongside the
churches in that area and the local government
health center. They hope this effort will be a
model for other areas.

A church in England and a church in Ireland
are using "Choice" radio spots to give them
visibility in their communities. Both London
Mennonite Fellowship and Dublin Mennonite
Community are using the Choice 10 series on a
new religious radio station which broadcasts to
both countries from the Isle of Man. It is called
United Christian Broadcasters. The producer
of Choice—the Media Ministries Department
of Mennonite Board of Missions— recorded tag
lines at the end of each radio spot for the two
congregations.

A Mennonite service worker in Nepal has es-
tablished an English-language resource cen-
ter at Tribhuwan University in Pokhara. Mark

Keller, a Mennonite Board of Missions worker
who serves under United Mission to Nepal,
said the center is intended primarily to help
local English teachers. University administra-
tors are appreciative, and other campuses have
asked for similar resource centers.

How to make the right decisions in donating
money was the subject of a stewardship con-
ference sponsored recently by Franconia Con-
ference. Four local experts helped the 60 par-
ticipants navigate their way through the maze
of charitable trusts, planned giving, tax bene-
fits and other matters. They were Franconia
Conference leader Richard Detweiler, lawyer
Elvin Souder, accountant Richard Baum, and
Mennonite Foundation representative John
Rudy. The event was held at Christopher Dock
Mennonite High School in Lansdale, Pa.

Four evangelism and church development
seminars are scheduled for February and
March. Dale Stoll will lead "Extending the
Kingdom" seminars at Huber Mennonite
Church, New Carlisle, Ohio, Feb. 3-4, and at
Valley View Mennonite Church, Spartansburg,
Pa., Mar. 31-Apr. 1. Don Yoder will lead
"Friendship Evangelism" seminars at First
Mennonite Church of Champaign-Urbana, 111.,

Mar. 10-11, and at Alamosa (Colo.) Christian
Reformed Church, Mar. 17-18. More informa-
tion is available from Melba Martin at Men-
nonite Board of Missions, Box 370, Elkhart IN
46515; phone 219-294-7523.

Applications are being accepted for the 1989-
90 Henry Smith Peace Lectureship. The lec-
tureship, established by the late Mennonite
historian Henry Smith in his will, provides an
opportunity for professors at Mennonite col-
leges to strengthen their peace teaching
resources. The "lecture" can take the form of
stories, art, or drama. Preference will be given
to faculty members at Bluffton and Goshen

Fifty years ofministry. A celebration

and open house recently at Lowville

(N.Y.) Mennonite Church marked 50
years of ministry for Lloyd Boshart and
his wife, Naomi. Ordained in 1938, he
served congregations in the Lowville

area. He was a Conservative Conference
bishop in the area, 1945-62, and a
Mennonite Mutual Aid traveling

representative, 1962-78. Since then he
has preached regularly in five local

churches and does chaplaincy work at

four local hospitals.

colleges, where Smith taught. Proposals
should be submitted by Feb. 15 to John Nyce at
Goshen College, Goshen, IN 46526.

Pastoral transitions:
•William Brunk was licensed and installed as
pastor of Swamp Mennonite Church, Quaker-
town, Pa., on Nov. 26.

•Waldemar Regier was installed as pastor of
Waterloo-Kitchener (Ont.) United Mennonite
Church on Nov. 27. He succeeds Peter
Sawatzky, who retired.

Upcoming events:
•Council on Church and Media Annual Meet-
ing, May 11-12, at Mennonite Brethren Bible
College, Winnipeg, Man. The theme is "Pro-
fessional Communicators: in the Church, in the
World," and the speakers are columnist- edi-
tor-professor Michael Higgins, newspaper edi-
tor Murray Burt, and church executive John
Lapp. Also scheduled are a variety of work-
shops. CCM is an organization for Mennonite,
Church of the Brethren, and Brethren in
Christ communicators. More information from
Barth Hague at CCM, Box 483, Goshen IN
46526; phone 219-533-9511.
•Young Adult Faith-Sharing Retreat, Mar. 10-
12, at Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Cen-
ter. The theme is "Beyond Pluralism: Com-
municating the Faith," and the speakers are
Mim Cruz, Ted Johnson, and Brent Foster.
Worship and music will be led by Jim and
Janalee Croegaert. The event is sponsored by
Laurelville and by Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions. More information from Student and
Young Adult Services at MBM, Box 370, Elk-
hart, IN 46515; phone 219-294-7523.
•Storytelling Retreat, Mar. 17-19, at Lau-
relville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. It is

for storytellers in the family, church, and com-
munity. The leaders are author Katie Funk
Wiebe and tour leader Arnold Cressman. More
information from Laurelville at R. 5, Box 145
Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666; phone 412-423-2056.
•MCC Central States Annual Meeting, Feb. 25,
at Mountain Lake (Minn.) Christian School!
This is the seventh annual meeting of this re-
gional entity of Mennonite Central Committee.
The keynote speaker is Walter Sawatsky, di-
rector of East/West concerns for MCC Canada.
More information from MCC Central States at
Box 235, North Newton, KS 67117; phone 316-
283-2720.

•Campus Open House, Mar. 3-4 and Mar. 17-18,
at Goshen College. This is for high school
students and their parents. The second week-
end also includes a "Discover Nursing"
experience for prospective nursing students.
More information from Marilyn Graber at GC,
Goshen, IN 46526; phone toll-free 800-348-7422
(from outside Indiana).

•All-CPS Reunion, Feb. 6, at Bay Shore Men-
nonite Church, Sarasota, Fla. This is for all
conscientious objectors who served in Civilian
Public Service during World War II. More in-
formation from the church at 3809 Chapel Dr.,
Sarasota, FL 34234; phone 813-355-4168.

New books:
•Bless Me Too, My Father by Katie Funk
Wiebe. This is the story of the author's
thoughtful journey through the middle years,
reflecting on changes in her lifestyle, theology,'
and attitudes. Wiebe is a well-known Men-
nonite author, speaker, and professor. The
book, published by Herald Press of Mennonite
Publishing House, is available for $9.95 ($12.50
in Canada).
•The Splendid Vista by Esther Loewen Vogt
This is an historical inspirational romance
about a member of the pacifist Dunkers sect
who falls in love with an army surgeon. Vogt is
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the author of 15 books and hundreds of

published short stories. The book, published by

Herald Press, is available for $5.95 (in Canada

$7.50).

•Discipling in the Church by Marlin Jeschke.

This is a revised and enlarged edition of what

was previously entitled Discipling the Brother.

Jeschke is a philosophy/religion professor at

Goshen College. The book, published by Herald

Press, is available for $9.95 (in Canada $12.95).

'Becoming a Better Friend by Melodie Davis.

It explores how one's general approach to life

may be most important in being the kind of

person who is attractive to others. The author

is a staff writer for Media Ministries of Men-

nonite Board of Missions. The book, published

by Bethany House Publishers, is available for

$5.95.

New resources:

•AIDS pastoral letter from Lancaster Con-

ference. It was prepared by the conference's

Bishop Board. It is available to those who send

a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Howard
Witmer at the conference office, Salunga, PA
17538.
• Videotapes of black evangelism conference

from Mennonite Board of Missions. They cover

some of the sessions during Atlanta '88—the

Congress on Evangelizing Black America—
that was held last August. They are available

from Melba Martin at MBM, Box 370, Elkhart,

IN 46515.

Church-related job openings:

•Faculty position in education, Eastern Men-
nonite College, starting in the fall. The person

would teach early childhood, elementary, and

introductory special education courses as well

as supervise student teachers. A doctorate and

experience in early childhood/elementary
teaching are preferred. Send resume to Lee

Snyder at EMC, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

•Faculty position in education, Eastern Men-
nonite College, starting in the fall. This is a

one-year appointment in elementary educa-

tion. Experience and a doctorate are preferred.

Send resume to Lee Snyder at EMC, Har-

risonburg, VA 22801.

•Development manager, Mennonite Board of

Missions, starting in spring or early summer.
The person would manage the fund-raising ef-

forts of MBM. Development experience is re-

quired. Contact Dan Schrock at MBM, Box 370,

Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219-294-7523.

•Maintenance person, Mennonite Publishing

House. Needed are skills in building, electrical,

and mechanical repair and a knowledge of

electronics. Interest and experience in a pre-

ventive maintenance system is desirable.

Contact Nelson Waybill at MPH, 616 Walnut
Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683; phone 412-887-8500.

•Secretary, Mennonite Publishing House. The
person, needed for the Personnel Department,

should have skills in number manipulation,

typing, details, and interpersonal relations.

Contact Nelson Waybill at MPH, 616 Walnut
Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683; phone 412-887-

8500.

•Facilities director, Camp Friedenswald, Cas-

sopolis, Mich., starting at least by June. The
person is responsible for supervising such

areas as maintenance, food services, and
housekeeping. Contact Curt Bechler at the

camp, 15406 Watercress Dr., Cassopolis, MI
49031; phone 616-476-2426.

•Maintenance person, Lakewood Retreat Cen-

ter, Brooksville, Fla., starting immediately.

Mechanical skills are required; electrical/

plumbing skills are helpful. Contact Terry

Burkhalter at Lakewood, 25458 Dan Brown
Hill Rd., Brooksville, FL 34602; phone 904-796-

4097.

YES teams go to six countries. Seven Youth Evangelism Service (YES) teams

sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions left on Jan. 3 for short-term

assignments in Belize, West Germany, Honduras, Hong Kong, Jamaica, and Italy.

Three teams spent the past three months in preparation for their assignments at

YES Discipleship Center in Philadelphia; four teams prepared for their assignments

at YES Discipleship Center in Baltimore. The team members are:

First row (left to right)— Karen Myers, Sharon Yoder, Stephanie Hollinger,

Rachael Leinheiser, Debra Gingrich, Theda Good, Ruth Romero, and Angie Moyer.

Second row—Sherri Kurtz, Eileen McWilliams, Wannetta Krupp, Mark Styer,

Michael Martin, Connie Graber, Lenette Marner, and Michelle Rutt. Third row-

Darwin Zehr, Kris Kulp, Terry Seiler, Ken Tadeo, Jan Steffy, Rebecca Gehman,

Joanne Nolt, and Christiane Schmidt. Fourth row—Jon Moyer, Brian Schrock,

Darrell Gascho, Todd Gingrich, Todd Moyer, John Sauder, and Don Detweiler.

Special meetings: William R. Miller, Har-

risonburg, Va., at Elkton, Va., Feb. 5-8. Steve

Dintaman, Harrisonburg, Va., at Rockhill, Tel-

ford, Pa., Mar. 3-5.

Change of address; Harold M. Fly from

Lansdale, Pa., to 164 N. 4th St., Telford, PA
18969. William A. and Nancij Jean Bnink to

656 Beverly Hill Rd., Coopersburg, PA 18036.

Telephone: 215-282-2973.

New members
Valleyview, London, Ont.: Gloria Good.

West Clinton, Wauseon, Ohio: Suzanne

Bliss by confession of faith.

Portland, Oreg.: Sara Roupp, Connie

Wiens, Beverly Kenagy, and Bob Ewalt.

West Union, Parnell, Iowa: Larry and

Carol Larson.

Pleasant View, North Lawrence, Ohio:

Mike Hershberger.

Plains, Lansdale, Pa.: Lori Camasso and

Gail Light.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements

no later than six months after the event.

Bauman, Ron and Peggy (McQuillin), Fer-

gus, Ont., third child, first son, Eric Thomas,

Nov. 29.

Benner, Robert and Betsy (Wilde), Parkes-

burg, Pa., third son, Benjamin Thad, Dec. 27.

Bergey, Ray Donald, Jr., and Mary (Clem-

ens), Telford, Pa., third child, first son, Jason

Ray, Dec. 14.

Blymier, Charles and Edna (Stoltzfus), Leo-

la, Pa., first child, Natasha Cole, Jan. 2.

Brown, Cliff and Nancy, Newton, Kans.,

first child, Fawn Chante, Dec. 19.

Evans, Steve and Diane (Schimpf), Lima,

Ohio, first child, Nicholas Steven, Jan. 4.

Finnegan, Mike and Kathy (Stoltzfus), Ka-

lona, Iowa, second daughter, Rachel Ann, Nov.

30.

Freeman, Dale and Gloria (Leis), Elora,

Ont., second child, first son, Alexander Scott,

Dec. 28.

Good, Marlin and Anita (Yoder), Alta Ver-

apaz, Guatemala, second child, first son, Loren

Paul, Dec. 30.

Hansen, Michael and Kristy (Lapp), Wood-

burn, Oreg., second child, first son, Justin

Michael, Jan. 5.

Kempf, Dale and Kay (Miller), Lake Villa,

111., second son, Scott Russell, Sept. 14.

Kennell, Roger and Mary (Nofziger), Roa-

noke, 111., first child, Margaret Lynn, Jan. 3.

King, Duane and Jennifer (Buehrer), Pettis-

ville, Ohio, first child, Bradley Jay, Jan. 8.

Landis, Robert and Joyce Anne (Souder),

Harleysville, Pa., third child, second daughter,

Emily Sayra Kate, born on Feb. 3, 1986; re-

ceived for adoption on Dec. 8.

Lavender, Richard and Kathleen, Norris-

town, Pa., third child, first son, Zachary Dane,

Aug. 17.

Leatherman, Gerald and Phyllis, Harleys-

ville, Pa., fourth child, second son, Adriel Zac-

hary, Dec. 29.

Mast, Darrel and Esther (Cassel), Milwauk-

ie, Oreg., first child, Elizabeth Noel, Dec. 17.

Miller, Michael and Dallis (Nisley), Union,

Mich., first child, Austin Michael, Dec. 14.

Miller, Michael and Darlene (Gerber), Stur-

gis, Mich., fourth child, third son. Caleb

Joshua, Dec. 9.

Nofziger, Robin E. and Jenny, Wauseon,

Ohio, first child, Reuben Eugene, Dec. 26.

Ritter, Erik and Joy (Lehman), Lancaster,

Pa., first child, Zachary Nelson, Dec. 13.

Sauder, Jerry and Donna (Delp). South

Bend, Ind., second son, Andrew Michael, Dec.

14.

Schwartz, Henry, Jr., and Kendra (VV lckey i.

Sturgis, Mich., first child, Henry Vernon III,

Jan. 6.
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Shantz, David and Shari (Freeman), Elora,
Ont., third child, first son, Kent David Melvin'
Dec. 19.

Struhbar, John and Becky, Hubbard, Oreg.,
third child, first son, Lemuel Timothy, Jan. 6.

Tanner, Shane and Kim (Rupp),Wauseon,
Ohio, first child, Ashtyn Marie, Dec. 22.
Yoder, Dean and Sherry (Swauger), Grants-

ville, Md., second child, first daughter, Amber
Nicole, Oct. 12.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Clemens-Bauman. James E. Clemens, Go-
shen, Ind., College cong., and Angie Bauman,
Goshen, Ind., Normal cong., by James E.
Waltner and Tom Kauffman, Dec. 31.

Crist-Brenneman. Nick Crist, Hampton,
Va., and Lisa Brenneman, Harrisonburg, Va.,
Huntington cong., by Gerald Showalter, Dec.
3.

Glick-Wisseman. James Glick, Edmonton,
Alta., Holyrood cong., and Darla Wisseman,
Albany, Oreg., Prince of Peace cong., by Rick
Showalter, Aug. 20.

Mclnnis-Martin. Steve Mclnnis, Simcoe,
Ont., Mennonite Brethren Church, and Nora
Martin, Simcoe, Ont., St. Jacobs cong., by
Richard Yordy, Dec. 17.

Patterson-Amstutz. Richard K. Patterson,
Columbus, Ohio, United Church of Christ, and
Carolyn Amstutz, Goshen, Ind., College cong.,
by Jed Magruder, Dec. 17.

Sahawneh-Shirk. William Sahawneh and
Jeanne Shirk, both of Washington Community
cong., Washington, D.C., by Myron Augs-
burger, Aug. 27.

Obituaries

Beck, Milton L., son of Eli and Katie
(Short) Beck, was born in Williams Co., Ohio,
Aug. 12, 1908; died of a heart attack at his
home at Stryker, Ohio, Jan. 2, 1989; aged 80 y.
On Nov. 29, 1934, he was married to Lucile
Roth, who survives. Also surviving are one
daughter (Dorothy Tuckerman) and one grand-
son. He was a member of Zion Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Jan. 5, in charge of Ellis Croyle and Ross
Miller; interment in Pettisville Cemetery.
Charles, H. Raymond, son of Jacob L. and

Cora (Risser) Charles, was born in Lancaster
Co., Pa., Aug. 19, 1918; died of cancer in
Lancaster Co., Pa., Dec. 5, 1988; aged 70 y. On
July 15, 1942, he was married to Anna Lois
Bucher, who survives. Also surviving are one
son (H. Dwayne), 2 daughters (Twila Jean and
Linda Ann Byler), 10 grandchildren, 2 great-
grandchildren, and one sister (Anna Ruth Jac-
obs). He was preceded in death by one son
(Delbert Ray). On July 15, 1941, he was or-
dained to the ministry and served the Chestnut
Hill Mennonite Church. On July 11, 1964, he
was ordained bishop for the Landisville Dis-
trict of Lancaster Conference. He was a mem-
ber of Chestnut Hill Mennonite Church.
Funeral services were held at the East Peters-
burg Mennonite Church on Dec. 8, in charge of
Carl Hershey, Ervin Stutzman, Glen Sell, and
James Gingrich; interment in Landisville Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Eash, Elaine V. Roth, daughter of Ben J
and Martha (Schweitzer) Roth, was born in
Beaver Crossing, Nebr., Aug. 8, 1928; died of
cancer at Mercy Hospital, Iowa City, Iowa
Dec. 28, 1988; aged 60 y. On Nov. 29, 1953 she
was married to Maynard Eash, who survives
Also surviving are one son (Randall), 2 daugh-
ters (Rita Peachey and Ruby Kern) her
mother, and 6 grandchildren. She was pre-
ceded in death by her father and 2 brothers
(Merton and Raymond Roth). She was a mem-
ber of West Union Mennonite Church where
funeral services were held on Dec. 30, in charge
of Wilbur Yoder and Emery Hochstetler; inter-
ment in West Union Cemetery.
Freed, Alice E. Ritter, daughter of John

and Salhe (Binder) Ritter, was born in Har-
leysville, Pa., May 1, 1908; died at Grandview
Hospital, Sellersville, Pa., Dec. 20, 1988; aged
80 y. In 1946, she was married to Raymond
Freed, who survives. Also surviving are one
son (David Lee), 2 grandchildren, 4 sisters and
one brother. She was a member of Towa-
mencin Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Dec. 23, in charge of
Glenn Alderfer and Harold Fly; interment in
the church cemetery.
Garber, Mary M. Stauffer, daughter of

Amos N. and Barbara (Miller) Stauffer, was
born at Mount Joy, Pa., Nov. 10, 1895; died at
the Mennonite Home, Lancaster, Pa., Oct. 9,
1988; aged 92 y. She was married to Ezra R.
Garber, who died in 1981. Surviving are 2 sons
(Harold and Ralph), 2 daughters (Barbara
Stoltzfus and Helen Yoder), 11 grandchildren,
15 great-grandchildren, and one brother (Da-
vid M. Stauffer). Funeral services were held at
Bosslers Mennonite Church on Oct. 13 in
charge of Fred Garber and Russell Baer; inter-
ment in the church cemetery.
Gerber, Christian E., son of Daniel and Ca-

therine (Erb) Gerber, was born in Wellesley
Twp., Pa., May 10, 1918; died of heart failure at
Milverton (Ont.) Nursing Home Jan. 7, 1989"
aged 70 y. On Nov. 7, 1940, he was married to
Katie Erb, who died on June 12, 1986. Surviv-
ing are one son (Harold), one daughter (Doris
Erb), 8 grandchildren, one brother (David),
and 4 sisters (Annie Jantzi, Lena Brenneman,'
Emma Brenneman, and Katie Steckley). He
was a member of Mapleview Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Jan. 11, in charge of Victor Dorsch; interment
in Mapleview Cemetery.
Gingerich, Joe Henry, son of Albert and

Saloma (Troyer) Gingerich, was born in How-
ard Co., Ind., Apr. 20, 1930; died of a heart at-
tack at Howard Community Hospital, Koko-
mo, Ind., Jan. 6, 1989; aged 58 y. On Jan. 13,
1951, he was married to Fannie Miller, who
survives. Also surviving are one son (Larry),
one daughter (Karen Gingerich), 2 brothers
(Walter and John), and one sister (Martha
Plank). He was a member of Howard-Miami
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Jan. 9, in charge of Mick Som-
mers and T. Lee Miller; interment in Clymer
Cemetery.
Hess, Katie E. Nunemaker, daughter of

Samuel and Frances (Ebersole) Nunemaker
was born on Feb. 27, 1886; died at Polo (111.)

Continental Manor on Dec. 30, 1989; aged 102
y. On Aug. 7, 1907, she was married to Milton
R. Hess, who died on Mar. 7, 1948. Surviving
are 6 daughters (Grace Waldner, Esther C.
Hess, Mildred Hoak, Velma Shafer, Mary Mor-
gan, and Gladys Lindsay), 5 sons (Raymond,
Harold, Wayne, Glenn, and Mervin), 31 grand-
children, 47 great-grandchildren, and 18 great-
great-grandchildren. A son (Orville) preceded
her in death. She was a member of Science
Ridge Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Jan. 3, in charge of Wayne
C. Hess and S. Roy Kauffman; interment in

Science Ridge Cemetery.
Kauffman, Viola Blank, daughter of Jo-

seph and Mary (Renno) Blank, was born in
Lancaster Co, Pa, July 29, 1898; died at Honey
Brook, Pa, Dec. 30, 1988; aged 90 y. On Jan. 4,
1927, she was married to Elam B. Kauffman'
who died on Apr. 5, 1972. Surviving are 5 sons
(Joseph B, Milo J, David B, Vernon E, and A.
Louis), one daughter (Mary Jane Shoop), 22
grandchildren, 16 great-grandchildren, one
brother (S. Earl Blank), and one sister (Flor-
ence Lapp). She was a member of Maple Grove
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Jan. 3, in charge of Harold R.
Engel and J. Richard Umble; interment in
Maple Grove Cemetery.

Leis, Vera Gascho, daughter of John and
Lydia Gascho, was born in Wellesley Twp.
Ont, Aug. 18, 1924; died in a traffic accident at
Waterloo (Ont.) Regional Hospital on Jan 6
1989; aged 64 y. On Oct. 15, 1944, she was mar-
ried to Leroy Leis, who survives. Also surviv-
ing are 3 sons (Wayne, Wesley, and Willard),
one daughter (Donna McTavish), 12 grand-
children, one brother (Daniel), and 3 sisters
(Clara Zehr, Katie Schwartzentruber, and
Ruth Nafziger). She was a member of Maple-
view Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Jan. 10, in charge of Vic-
tor Dorsch; interment in Mapleview Cemetery.
Sauder, Harley D., son of Albert and Ida

(Weaver) Sauder, was born at Archbold, Ohio,
July 15, 1915; died of complications following
pneumonia at Fulton County Health Center,
Wauseon, Ohio, Jan. 6, 1989; aged 73 y. On
Mar. 20, 1949, he was married to Alta Miller,
who survives. Also surviving are 2 brothers
(Floyd and Roy). He was a member of Central
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Jan. 9, in charge of Charles
Gautsche and Dale Wyse; interment in Pettis-
ville Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Board of Education board of directors, Hesston
Kans., Feb. 2-4

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Phoenix
Ariz., Feb. 10-11

Iowa-Nebraska Conference consultation with churchwide
boards, Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. 17

Illinois Conference consultation with churchwide boards
Peoria, 111., Feb. 18

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-
gional conference, Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 18-19

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart Ind
Feb. 23-25

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-
tors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 3-4

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Mar. 3-4
Allegheny Conference delegates session, Pittsburgh, Pa., Mar.

4

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees
Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 6-7

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 7
Pacific Coast Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Portland, Oreg., Mar. 9
Ohio Conference annual meeting, Louisville, Ohio, Mar. 9-11
Southwest Conference consultation with churchwide boards

Phoenix, Ariz., Mar. 11
Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Mar. 10-11
Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-

mittee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 10-11
Atlantic Coast Conference assembly, Akron, Pa., Mar. 10-12
Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.

16

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancaster, Pa Mar
17-19

Illmois Conference annual meeting, Arthur, 111., Mar. 31-Apr.

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
Cover-story design by David Hiebert; photo on p. 69 by Kathy
Nofziger; p. 76 by Steve Shenk; p. 78 by Doris Daley; p. 82 by
Jim King; p. 83 by Susan Balzer.
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Mother sentenced for taking

daughters to church
A Catholic mother was given a 10-day

suspended jail term recently for taking

her daughters with her to mass in viola-

tion of a custody ruling that calls for

them to be raised in the Jewish faith.

Denver District Judge Nancy Rice sus-

pended the sentence of Dorothy Boeke

because of what the judge said would be

"the terrible, terrible impact" it would

have on Boeke's 7- and 5-year-old daugh-

ters.

In what legal officials called a "rare"

decision, the mother had been given phys-

ical custody of the girls while religious

custody was given to the father. The girls

were raised by the couple in Judaism

since birth, but the mother converted

back to Catholicism after her divorce in

1987. Boeke's former husband, Gerold

Sims, had sought the contempt ruling,

charging that Boeke violated the custody

order by taking the children with her to

mass regularly.

Church activists prepare new
campaign; see religious right on wane

As conservative Christian groups in the

United States become less visible in the

public arena, other church organizations

long active in civil rights, peace, and

antipoverty causes are gearing up for a

new campaign aimed at influencing Con-

gress and local congressional districts.

Liberal church activists are predicting

that increased public attention to the

plight of the poor, along with what they

characterize as a more pragmatic

administration in Washington, will pro-

vide a better climate in which to push

their agenda in 1989.

"I think there is a level of awareness

now in the country of the extent to which

the rich have gotten richer and the poor

have gotten poorer," said Gretchen Eick,

executive director of IMPACT, a coalition

of 19 major Protestant denominations,

Jewish groups, and Catholic religious or-

ders. Liberal church activists are expect-

ing less competition from the religious

New Right, the conservative Christian

political movement that got its start a

decade ago. Since the unsuccessful

presidential campaign of evangelist Pat

Robertson, the religious right has played

a somewhat less visible role in national

politics.

In its new campaign, IMPACT has

launched a project aimed at training

church and synagogue members in 30 key

congressional districts to focus public at-

tention on two issues: women and chil-

dren in poverty in the United States and

racial injustice in South Africa. It is

intended to involve members of a wide

range of religious traditions, including

those not ordinarily involved in social ac-

tion work.

Southern Baptists have mixed picture

on home missions

U.S. Southern Baptists have deployed

their largest number of home mission-

aries ever but have failed to meet the goal

for their annual home missions offering.

The Southern Baptist Home Mission

Board says 3,841 missionaries now serve

across the United States. However, their

support through the Annie Armstrong

Easter Offering reached only 82 percent

of its goal of $37.5 million for 1988.

Chicago approves gay rights law

over Catholic opposition

In a dramatic reversal, the Chicago

City Council easily approved a gay rights

law contained in a sweeping new anti-dis-

crimination measure, which had been op-

posed by Roman Catholic authorities. The

"Human Rights Ordinance" that was de-

feated in September won a 28-17 approval

recently with the support of acting Mayor

Eugene Sawyer. The vote, which analysts

said was linked with efforts to woo gay

voters in the upcoming election, was im-

mediately denounced by the Catholic

archdiocese, which with 2.3 million mem-
bers is America's second largest. "The

archdiocese did not support this ordi-

nance and remains concerned its wording

may be construed to provide acceptance

or approval of homosexual acts," said

Cardinal Joseph Bernardin.

FCC says it again: there is no petition

from atheist leader O'Hair

The U.S. Federal Communications

Commission has once again appealed to

misinformed citizens to stop urging it to

reject a petition from atheist leader

Madalyn Murray O'Hair to have all re-

ligious programming removed from the

airwaves. Although the federal agency

has received 21 million appeals to reject

the petition, there is one problem—there

is no such petition, and there never has

been.

The campaign against the nonexistent

petition, which began in the mid-1970s,

may have had some tenuous link to real-

ity. More than 15 years ago two broadcast

producers did petition FCC to reconsider

its policy of granting licenses to religious

broadcasters to air educational program-

ming. The petition never had any link to

O'Hair, and FCC rejected it in 1975.

'Eternity' magazine ceases publishing

with January issue

Eternity, a Philadelphia-based evangel-

ical monthly magazine that has often

criticized conservative attitudes on social

affairs, ended almost four decades of pub-

lishing with its January issue. Founded in

1950 by the late Presbyterian pastor Don-

ald Grey Barnhouse, Eternity has been

published since its inception by Evangel-

ical Ministries. Its sister ministry, the

weekly Bible Study Hou r radio broadcast,

will continue operating with James Boice

as speaker. The magazine was acquired

last spring by the Foundation for Chris-

tian Living, which was organized by

Norman Vincent Peale in 1940. "A short-

fall in advertising revenue, weak circula-

tion growth, and declining renewal rates

contributed to the decision to cease

publication," Eternity said in an an-

nouncement of the decision.

Groups join in asking high court

to overturn Sunday work ruling

Following the lead of a major Jewish

group, half a dozen religious and civil

liberties organizations have asked the

U.S. Supreme Court to overturn an Illi-

nois panel's 1987 ruling that denied

unemployment benefits to a man who
refused Sunday work on religious

grounds. William Frazee, who belongs to

a conservative Presbyterian congregation

in Peoria, was denied the benefits after

turning down a clothing store sales posi-

tion that required work on Sundays. In a

friend-of-the-court brief filed recently,

the American Jewish Congress—joined

by American Civil Liberties Union, Na-

tional Association of Evangelicals, and

others—asked the high court to overturn

the lower panel's decision because it dis-

regarded established Supreme Court

precedents.

Laos releases last of

imprisoned Catholic priests

The last Catholic priests held in prison

in Laos were released recently. After the

communist takeover of 1975, all Catholic

schools were nationalized, the seminary

was closed, foreign missionaries were ex-

pelled, and clergy were sent to reeduca-

tion camps. Laotian Catholics number

about 30,000. The Protestant population

is much smaller, and virtually all the

former pastors are thought to have fled

the country.
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The future from present perspectives
I believe I read somewhere that the only thing

that can be said for certain about the future is

that it will be different from what we expect.
Nevertheless it becomes important to us to an-
ticipate the future as a part of our efforts to live

responsibly in the present.

The 21st century is more than 10 years away,
but already some are asking themselves what
may be expected from it. Which factors in the
present should be expected to be important in the
future and which may be safely ignored?
Rushworth Kidder undertook such an exercise

by interviewing 22 people. Reports of these inter-

views appear in the book Agendafor the 21st
Century (MIT Press, 1988). The subjects of these
interviews ranged from philosophers to

politicians, with certain educators and business
leaders also included.

These people were asked to list what they
considered the most important issues the world
must face in the 21st century. A wide variety of
responses are included in the reports of these 22
interviews. But as he summarizes them in the
final chapter (p. 195), Kidder boils down the list

to six:

•The threat of nuclear annihilation
•The danger of overpopulation
•The degradation of the global environment
•The gap between the developing and the in-

dustrial worlds
•The need for fundamental restructuring of

educational systems
•The breakdown in public and private morality
Put in a summary list like this, these six issues

become an abstraction since I am not able in this

short space to do justice to the wide-ranging na-
ture of Kidder's interviews. And, as he observes,
"By themselves, agendas never solve anything"
(p. 204). But at the least these six items give an
idea of the sort of responsibilities that may be
upon those who make decisions that will affect
the 21st century. And that includes all of us.

I think it was Marshall McLuhan who pointed
out some years ago that the world has become a
global village. The result of this forced proximity
via television and transportation is that the
answer to the question "Who is my neighbor?" is

if anything more poignant and compelling than in

Jesus' time. Yet the old parochialisms die hard.
Each of us is so much a part of our own culture
and seeking to cope with what we perceive as our
own local problems that it is hard to think on a

worldwide scale.

All of these six issues, it may be observed, are
interactive with each other. And the church has a
stake in all of them. But many of us wonder
where to begin. The place to begin, of course, is

with ourselves. Who else can one change but
oneself? But who else is one so free to make
excuses for except oneself?

In 1986 1 spent several weeks in Central
America and came home quite impressed by the
basic-level coping which many of these people
must endure. (Including numbers of our Men-
nonite family in those areas.) So I came home and
wrote a somewhat radical sermon which I de-
livered twice. But it did not seem to resonate well,
and I think on reflection that I had trouble believ-
ing in it myself. I wrote a new sermon that
stressed our common fellowship with Central
American Mennonites, but with less emphasis on
the disparity between their resources and ours.
So where can an individual start in seeking to

respond to the list of six? Surely at bottom: with
the issue of private morality. And we work up
from there. "Think globally, act locally" is a
slogan which has appeared in our area in connec-
tion with concern over the dumping of garbage
from other areas. Another useful slogan is,

"What if everybody did it?" a frightening thought
when applied to some activities which otherwise
reasonable people allow themselves.
Few of us seem to have found a way or

developed the courage to make a dramatic dif-

ference in solving global problems. But each
should be expected to respond to the issue as it

faces us directly. It will be some trouble to do so. I

presume that is why some decline to respond.
A couple of Jesus' parables which appear in

Luke serve as commentary on our dilemma. The
man whose barns were too small, described in

12:16-20, exhibited typical North American
sagacity. And the rich man of 16:19-31 was
probably a decent chap who would have paid his

service club membership dues right on time. But
he was too preoccupied with his investments to

notice the dilemma of the poor man at the door.
It is not pleasant to think about the dilemmas

of the poor. We have enough of our own problems
to think about. It is not exactly pleasant to con-
template the issues that are expected to trouble
the 21st century. But it is necessary if we are to

be considered responsible Christians.
—Daniel Hertzler
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The time has come to

keep and throw away,

to mend some tears,

and to listen to what

women across the

church are saying.

97-year-old Alta Erb knots comforters for the needy.

There is a time!
by LethaFroese

There is a timefor everything. . .

.

A time to search and a time to give up,

A time to keep and a time to throw away.

A time to tear and a time to mend,

A time to be silent and a time to speak. . .

.

—Ecclesiastes 3:1, 6-7

As we are considering the past, present, and fu-

ture of Women's Missionary and Service Commis-

sion, and women at work in the Mennonite

Church in general, the time has come to keep and

throw away, to mend some tears, and to be silent

and take the time to listen to what women across

the church are saying. And, also, to listen for

what is not being said.



It has been 100 years since Mennonite women
have gathered together in more or less organized
groups to sew. In the beginning sewing was
usually done for poor people in the cities and min-
ing towns. The history of Mennonite women's
work is recorded in Mennonite Women by Elaine
Sommers Rich (Herald Press, 1983). The first or-
ganized women's group was probably at Paradise,
Pennsylvania, where they organized to sew
clothing for needy people in the mining towns in
western Pennsylvania.
As sewing groups were organized, Elaine

reports, sewing machines were loaded into bug-
gies and taken to the home where the sewing was
being done that day. At one place in Kansas the
rules required that "members bring their own
horse feed and dinner." With the advent of the
first cars, there are stories of women who
somehow held the sewing machines on the run-
ning board of the car, taking them to the place of
sewing.

Ask people, including women, what they
think of when WMSC is mentioned and
the answer overwhelmingly is 'sewing'
or 'quilting.'

Interesting and sad. There are many interest-
ing and sad stories of the women pioneering these
first sewing circles. At one place a man always at-

tended the meeting in order to lead the devotional
time, and perhaps also to monitor the meeting. At
some places there was open opposition to the sew-
ing circles by the leaders of the churches. What
was it they feared? In Ohio in 1905 two women
had to make a confession in church for the "sin"
of trying to start a sewing circle.

During this time of opposition, many early
groups crossed denominational lines and met
with Presbyterians, Lutherans, and Brethren. In
doing this some became totally involved in other

Letha Froese, La Junta, Colo., is a homemaker who serves
as president of Women's Missionary and Service Commission
of the Mennonite Church. She served previously as president
of Mennonite Publication Board.

denominations and were lost to the Mennonite
Church.

Clara Eby Steiner, a woman a generation or
two ahead of her time, was active in organizing
women's groups. She was married to M. S.

Steiner, who was president of Mennonite Board
of Missions at the time of his death in 1914, leav-
ing her with four children to raise. She was a
knowledgeable women, who had worked tirelessly

behind the scenes with her husband in his work.
She organized women's groups in the late teens
and early '20s, not only to sew, but to promote
spiritual growth. She said, "These were not only
sewing circles, but groups to promote the total

program of the church." Her leadership abilities

were not accepted by church leaders.

During the '20s turmoil and upheaval came to

the Mennonite Church. The women's society did
not escape. At this time the leaders of the church
replaced the executive committee of the sewing
groups who were serving at the time with another
committee of their own choice. Because of this,

two of these very talented women joined other de-
nominations and two of them died soon af-

terward. How these women must have longed for
the leaders of the church to recognize the
potential of this organization! How beautiful it

would have been had they given the women the
encouragement and blessing they so needed!
During the '30s the sewing circles assisted with

the needs at La Junta School of Nursing in Colo-
rado. At this time work for junior-age girls was
established and strengthened. Elaine writes,
"These depression and prewar years were
characterized by quiet, steady faithfulness" (p.

206). The years during World war II were busy
years of sewing for relief—both bedding and
clothing.

In the '50s Girls Missionary and Service
Auxiliary was organized. In 1954 the sewing
circles officially became Women's Missionary and
Service Auxiliary, drawing together fellowship
groups, missionary meetings, sunshine circles,

prayer groups, homemaker groups, and sewing
circles. Minnie Graber, president at that time,
wrote that "[this organization] would involve the
total life of women" (p. 207).

In 1971 at Kitchener, Ontario, the name be-
came Women's Missionary and Service Commis-
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Marty Savanick and son, Nathan, at a cooperative formerly operated by Mennonite women in Scottdale, Pa.

sion, with relational ties to the newly formed

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries.

At a crossroads. Today WMSC is at a

crossroads. A new generation has grown up.

Women with the same basic values of their

mothers and grandmothers are needing new ways
of expressing them. When a stream ceases to flow

and move, it becomes stagnant. There are many
who feel WMSC is stagnant. Ask people, includ-

ing women, what they think of when WMSC is

mentioned and the answer overwhelmingly is

"sewing" or "quilting."

Let me strongly affirm the sewing groups who
meet regularly across the church. These are

necessary and needed. This work cannot be

demeaned or depreciated. There are also Bible

study groups, fellowship groups, business and

professional women, women in leadership, and

women in ministry.

In some areas of the church young mothers

with their children meet for fellowship and Bible

study and invite friends from the community to

their meetings. Some of the women's fellowship

groups and Bible study groups also invite other

women to join them. These can be "entry" points

for people into the church fellowship. And this is

happening—in many quiet, unheralded ways. At

a time when our church is talking Vision 95 and

encouraging church growth, it is happening.

Catching a vision. WMSC believes that the

women of the Mennonite Church are catching a

vision of the possibilities for the work of the

church if somehow we can pool our resources of

all the different groups, to be free, with the

church's blessing, to meet needs of various

groups, to work together and yet separately,

without splintering into small autonomous

groups.

Yes, "there is a time," and the time is now. As

one move toward change and restructuring,

WMSC is now an associate group relating to the

Mennonite Church General Board. It is a time for

WMSC to keep some, to throw away some; to

search and to give up; to tear (though painful) and

to mend. It is a time to be silent (and listen) and a

time to speak. It is also a time for restructuring

and a time for a new name—only with the vote of

the WMSC constituency. ^
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Housing—and freedom to live
by Claude Good

In my lifetime I have lived with neighbors
whose houses were very simple; in other places
the neighbors have had large, complex houses.
Among the Triques, a small Indian group in

southern Mexico, I have seen houses built with
only two or three dollars in actual cash. My reac-
tion to their situation was compassion—a few
dollars worth of housing doesn't protect you from
the cold. Sleeping with one or two blankets when
the inside temperature is in the 30s and 40s is no
fun.

I also have compassion for people seeking hous-
ing in the United States, but for different
reasons. According to some rough calculations,

/ believe we need to seek alternatives to

the high cost of housing.

young people must earn, on average, nearly one
million in today's dollars for their life-time hous-
ing-related costs—apart from other costs such as
food, clothing, education, and health care. These
figures are based on some data provided by
friends of ours in eastern Pennsylvania.

In making this estimate, I include indirect
housing costs such as retirement savings and
transportation costs, because these relate to the
type of housing people choose. The figures are
based on a house costing $120,000, which seems to
be the average for my area of eastern Pennsyl-
vania and may not be true for other areas of the
country.

Direct housing costs:

$300,000—buying price plus interest

75,000—property taxes

85,000—utilities

80,000—repairs and upkeep
9,000—insurance

$549,000—total

Indirect housing costs:

$210,000—transportation

220,000—retirement savings

$430,000—total

The two figures add up to almost $1 million.

This high cost of housing brings with it many
problems that are not obvious on the surface. The
most serious problem for Christians is the limita-

Claude Good, Souderton, Pa., served formerly as a
missionary in Mexico with his wife, Alice, under Franconia
Conference Mission Commission. He continues to serve with
the commission.

tion it puts on us for doing what God wants us to
do. I would like to present three of the many
reasons why I believe we need to seek alternatives
to the high cost of housing.

1. They could free us for more productive
relationships. One of the ironies of U.S. culture
is that many people are rich in things but poor in

relationships. In my college days I helped paint a
house for a wealthy woman who once told me that
she would give everything she owned to someone
who would appreciate her. I was naive enough to
see myself as a candidate, but failed to hear
clearly her cry for love.

Multitudes of people around us have this same
deep yearning for love but do not articulate it.

Their standard of living makes them too busy for
deeper relationships and much loneliness and
depression results. The busyness that comes from
our high standard of living is intimidating to

many people. A too-frequent expression I hear is,

"I don't want to hold you up." In Mexico I some-
times felt "held up" by some people who stayed
too long in conversation with me, but it is rare
that I feel that way with anybody here in the U.S.
One of the surprises for me in living abroad

was that many people perceive Americans as
crude, uncultured, and thus inferior people. But
this is understandable when you consider that,

among many Americans, relationships take
second place to the acquisition of things. This
value system gives us a low rating in interna-
tional opinion. Latins, especially, put great em-
phasis on relationships and consequently suffer
less from loneliness than do North Americans.

2. Changing our housing lifestyles could give
hope to potential dropouts into homelessness.
A serious consequence of the emphasis on ma-
terial things and expensive housing is the 3
million homeless people among us. It is almost
impossible for many people in American society
to afford today's housing costs. By choosing
expensive housing we may unknowingly set stan-
dards that make life difficult for others. For
example, a clever person can obtain employment
that produces a higher-than-average income. If

this person uses the higher income for expensive
housing and cars, then less clever people, who
cannot obtain higher paying jobs, are faced with
the bleak prospect of trying to keep up— because
so much of self-worth is hinged on it.

Trying to keep up may be one of the reasons
why 60 percent of the people in the U.S. have a
negative net worth—meaning that if these people
sold everything they have, they would still not
have enough to pay off their debts. The pressure
to keep up has tied a noose around their necks.
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IDEAS FOR OUTREACH
A column provided by Mennonite Board of Missions

(Mennonite Church) and Commission on Home Minis-

tries (General Conference Mennonite Church).

3. Reducing our housing costs would free us

for the work of God's kingdom. The money we

would save in reducing these costs could also be

looked at as savings of time. In other words, a

family with gifts of relationship, whether these

be service, evangelism, or any other program re-

lated to the church, would have the equivalent of

that much money in time. They would have

perhaps 25 to 50 percent more time over a lifetime

to give to relationships. Or, they would simply be

freed to contribute that amount of money to the

mission of the church in addition to what they al-

ready give. The amount of money and time

released by this would be truly significant. It

would easily take care of doubling our giving in

the next 10 years.

One alternative that could reduce living costs is

to live in multifamily units. Our neighbor, Art

Landis, has a four-unit dwelling. He estimates

that it would cost $200,000 to build his multiunit

dwelling today and this would provide housing

for four families, instead of only one. Heating

costs would be less with one shared central heat-

ing system. Washing machines, dryers, and lawn

mowers could be shared. Transportation costs

could be reduced by car sharing; not every family

would need two or three cars. Retirement savings

could be lower, since the support of this small

community would mean fewer people would have

to live a long time in a retirement home. If one of

the families were a retired couple, that couple

could assist in the daily life of the other families

and at the same time receive the kind of support

all older people need.

This type of housing emphasizes relationships

over individualism. By making this kind of choice

in housing we would be saying that people are

more important than things. It has been reported

that 40 percent of unchurched people would like

to be related to a church but don't know how.

These families could serve as a church away from

church to these kinds of people, with the hope of

eventually integrating them into the larger

church.

These dwellings could have a larger "relation-

ship room" where neighbors as well as members

of these families would feel at home. It could

serve as a place for Bible study and other group

events.

Such housing is not for everyone, but there are

certainly other more wholesome and less expen-

sive housing options available, which Christians

would do well to examine. I feel that a growing

number of us could set aside the fast pace of our

present individualistic ways for an attractive al-

ternative that fosters relationships. It is out of

compassion for ourselves, as well, that we need

something different.

Taking a survey
According to the latest study of religion in the

U.S. by George Gallup, Jr., 44 percent of adults

are unchurched. In Canada, the percentage of

unchurched is about 66 percent. That means half

to two-thirds of the homes in your own church

community have no contact with any church.

One of the best ways to learn to know those

people around your church is to conduct a door-

to-door survey. But before you do, ask:

1. Why do we want to do this? One reason

would be to show that your church is concerned

about its neighborhood and is aggressively seek-

ing people who can profit from the services of

your church. You can also find out community

needs to which your church can respond. As your

people make these new contacts, their vision for

what your church can become will increase.

2. What do we want to find out ? Develop a set

of questions for persons conducting the survey.

These must be non- threatening questions, and

asked with a friendly, smiling face.

Here are some sample questions: Are you an

active member of a nearby church? What do you

think is the greatest need in our community?

Why do you think so many people are not in-

volved in a church? If you were looking for a

church, what things would you look for? Do you

have any suggestions for our church?

Take a small clipboard and a form to jot

answers down. This indicates you want to retain

what they told you. Then take this information

seriously. If you sense some openness for per-

sonal ministry, be ready to set up an appoint-

ment for another time.

3. When is the best time of the week? Probably

Saturday or Sunday, 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. (If

done on Sunday, you can discover the non-at-

tenders!) From late spring through early fall,

evenings (before dark) would be a possibilty.

4. What materials should be left? Get a list of

Herald Press tracts which speak to personal

needs or a bulk supply of Together, a direct-mail

newspaper developed by the Mennonite Church.

You may get information about both from Men-

nonite Publishing House at 616 Walnut Ave.,

Scottdale, PA 15683.

Excellent visitation brochures are produced by

ACTS International (280 N. Benson Ave., #5,

Upland, CA 91786). Those brochures about

stress, worry, family life, love, and forgiveness

would be nonthreatening and helpful. When ap-

propriate, you might leave brochures such as

"About the Mennonite Church" (available in

quantity from Mennonite Board of Missions,

1251 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801).

Because you are building bridges to your

neighborhood, the best thing you can leave is a

good impression for Christ and your church.

If you conduct a survey like this, I would be

interested in hearing the results. Write me at

Mennonite Board of Missions, Box 370, Elkhart,

IN 46515.—G. Edwin Bontrager
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Singing Mennonites
by Alice Parker

I will never forget my first arrival at
Laurelville Mennonite Church Center for Family
Music Week in July 1961. In the dining hall, after
a brief grace, one voice began, without announce-
ment, a familiar hymn. On the second note, the
entire room joined in the most beautiful four-part
hymn singing I had ever heard. I hear it in my
mind's ear to this day. It gave me a vision of what
hymn singing must have been in days past, and
could be again in days to come.
How could the singing of a group of people in

the mountains of western Pennsylvania strike my
ear so memorably? I think I had subconsciously

That sound at Laurelville changed the
direction ofmy life.

assumed that there was an unbridgeable gap
between what amateur singers could do (particu-
larly church congregations) and the sound of
highly trained, professional choruses. It had
never occurred to me that a tradition of unaccom-
panied singing, along with a natural, free vocal
production and a love for and understanding of
the text, could add up to the kind of sound I was
then hearing.

A rich sound. My first impression was con-
firmed in the next years, as I came to know
several Mennonite congregations and was always
rewarded with this same, rich sound. Of what
was it composed?

1. A true function: the voices supplied all the
music for worship. Each voice was needed and ap-
preciated, young and old joining together. The
congregation was literally united, bound to-

gether, in singing which expressed their deepest
beliefs.

2. The strength of the tradition, in which a
child grew up in the midst of part-singing. The
parents taught melodies and harmonies, as well
as words and beliefs, as they sang at home and in

church.

3. The quality of the ensemble singing: the
listening which made beginnings and endings
come exactly together, the text clear and
expressive, and the pitches well-tuned and in

balance.

4. The frequent appearance of duets, trios, and
quartets singing hymns as "special music," af-

fording opportunities for individuals to practice
carrying a voice part alone.

Alice Parker, New York, N. Y., is a composer and conductor
who has composed four major choral works based on
Mennonite themes. She is a member of Riverside Church.

5. The frequent use of song leaders who, in ad-
dition to announcing and starting the hymns, pro-
vided visual and audible examples of adults who
loved to sing. This also gave valuable lessons in
conducting to anyone who tried it.

But first was the sound! I had read about and
heard groups of shape-note singers who sounded
authentically primitive: raw, even ugly voices,
bursting with energy. How could these singers
sound so different? It had to be the result of
unbroken tradition, sustained by truly musical
leaders in each generation. Good singing begets
good singing when the chain is not broken.
Another indelible Laurelville memory pictures

an evening worship time. A quartet was singing,
with a beautiful blend of voices. The stairs to the
balcony were crowded with children, faces intent
on the singers, caught in the mood which
embraced us all. They must have been thinking,
"When I grow up, I'm going to sing like that."
Consider for a moment what happens when the

chain is broken. The introduction of a piano or
organ divides the responsibility for the sound
between the voices and the instrument, lessening
the need for total congregational involvement.
Keyboard instruments are not good models for
singing: they produce sound very differently, not
accounting for words, or breathing, or the subtle
turns of phrasing natural to voices. When parents
stop singing, the children don't start. When the
song leader disappears, the model is gone. When a
group gets used to "following" a piano or organ,
the ensemble skills disappear: listening to each
other is no longer important. And when choirs
and soloists drain the good voices from the con-
gregation, it cannot find its own voice—the sound
the united church makes from all its people.

Beauty and belief. The scenario above is found
all oyer the country. Our popular culture breeds a
passive audience, demanding to be entertained,
preferably by "professionals," in songs which
reflect the lowest common denominator of words
and music. Mennonites have never been noted for
accepting the popular culture: knowing their own
history, believing that they are a people "set
apart," they have succeeded in preserving many
values which the rest of the world seems to have
lost. The hymn-singing congregation which com-
bines beauty with belief is part of that heritage.
That sound at Laurelville changed the direction

of my life. How many others still have a chance to
hear it? Those singers rejoiced daily in the fact
that God gave us ears, voices, and the gift of
music. May they long continue to return a worthy
offering in song which opens every heart and
unites every voice in prayer and praise. Q
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Articulate, Persuasive Statements for a

Biblical Understanding of Peace and
Justice

The Peace and Justice Series from Herald Press.

Doing What Is Right: What the Bible Says About Covenant

and Justice
DOING WHAT

IS KKilll

THE WAV
GOB FIGHTSI Paper,

Lois Barrett shows how covenant is the context for understanding the faith language of the Bible. Justice

grows out of our covenant with God and neighbor.

95, in Canada $5.95

The Way God Fights: War and Peace in the Old Testament

Lois Barrett presents a clear, easy-reading explanation of war in the Old Testament.

Paper, $4.95, in Canada $5.95

When Kingdoms Clash: The Christian and Ideologies

Calvin E. Shenk briefly but clearly explains the major ideologies of our time. He shows that the

kingdom of God takes precedence over political, economic, and social systems because the Chnstian s first

loyalty is to God.

Paper, $4.95, in Canada $5.95

The Good News of Justice: Share the Gospel: Live Justly

In the biblical model, evangelism and justice walk hand in hand. EHugo Zorrilla shows why following

Jesus means that we should be concerned about both.

Paper, $4.95, in Canada $5.95

How Christians Made Peace with War: Early Christian

Understandings of War
If the early church believed that war was wrong and that Christians should not participate in the military,

why don't most Christians believe that now? How did Christians make peace with the idea of war?

John Driver tells the history of the early church from the close of the New Testament through

Augustine. He shows how there was a gradual shift in thinking as Christians slowly became involved in the

military until they lost their peaceful approach to solving conflict.

Paper, $4.95, in Canada $5.95

They Loved Their Enemies: True Stories of African Christians

This is a collection of true stories of African Christians who faced conflict and responded nonviolently. It

is an inspiration for all of us to live out Jesus' teachings on love, peace, and forgiveness.

In this book by Marian Hostetler you will find stories of people—young and old, male and temale.

leaders and ordinary folk. There are stories of people from 1,700 years ago and those from recent years.

From Algeria to South Africa, from Sierra Leone to Kenya.

Paper, $4.95, in Canada $5.95

Freedom for the Captives: How Love Is Rebuilding Lives in

Spain
Injustice . . .

poverty . . . crime . broken lives and families-we see or hear such stories of pain and

heartache every day. What can we do to help those who suffer?

Love and nonviolent change offer a way toward hope. Jesus set an example of compassion tor us. He

healed the sick and brokenhearted and brought the good news to poor people.
tnnin(*

Jose Gallardo shows how the power of God's love can transform lives today through the story of a

Christian community in Spain that reaches out to prisoners and drug addicts.

Paper, $4.95, in Canada $5.95
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Church news

Alcohol education event finds
consensus on some points

It began with storytelling about the
bad effects of alcohol. Devastating sto-

ries. One by Alice Lehman of Archbold,
Ohio, about her sister Charlotte Hurst
killed by a drunken driver. The second
story by Dennis Stauffer, a recovering al-

coholic and a Mennonite pastor, about
how he was overwhelmed by drink and
how he found his way out.

The stories were followed by medical
evidence and a review of the Bible's posi-
tion on drinking. The medical evidence, as
presented by Willard Krabill, is cumula-
tive. The scientific case against alcohol is

building slowly, but surely. According to
Krabill, the evidence against alcohol to-
day is about where that against cigarettes
was in 1964 when the U.S. Surgeon Gen-
eral first issued a report linking cigarette
smoking to death from disease.

The Bible, as Elizabeth Yoder reported,
does not condemn drinking as such. But
she noted that the biblical writers were
not aware of alcoholism as a disease or an
addiction and the physiological problems
involved with the use of alcohol. "What do
we do with a moral issue not envisioned
in the Bible?" she asked. "Slavery also is

not condemned in the Bible."

The Alcohol Education Workshop at
Laurelville Mennonite Church Center,
Mt. Pleasant, Pa., on Jan. 20-22, had been
advertised as a time to come together and
talk about the use of beverage alcohol.
But the evidence against alcohol present-
ed at the beginning was so strong that
some who believed a little wine is all right
complained that they were being muz-
zled.

In response, or perhaps because this
was already in the design for the week-
end, the program on Saturday evening
was directed by Lawrence Ressler, a spe-
cialist in group process. At a crucial
point, he asked all present to arrange
themselves on a continuum from those
whose position calls for abstinence by all

on one end through those who abstain but
are tolerant toward those who do not in

the center, to those who insisted on their
right to drink an alcoholic beverage at the
other end. At this point, it appears that
the conference attained its goal of being
able to "talk" about the use of alcohol.

In a morning-after reflection on this
discussion, J. David Yoder, principal of
Eastern Mennonite High School, felt pes-
simistic about the possibility of the Men-
nonite Church coming to any consensus

on the issue of alcohol use. But Nelson
Shenk of Bally, Pa., was less discouraged.
He reported that on Saturday night he
found himself at one end of the line while
a good friend was at the other. "But we're
not really that far apart," he said.

So what was accomplished by this
weekend? In a Sunday-morning sum-
mary, moderator Jep Hostetler noted
eight points as possibilities for agreement
and nine issues not resolved. Among the
former were: (1) drunkenness is a sin, (6)

all of us want to be faithful Christians,
and (7) all support accountability. Among
the unresolved issues were: (3) Is it possi-
ble to drink moderately without contri-

buting to the downside of alcohol use? and
(4) How much ambiguity can we live

with? Can a drinker and a teetotaler wor-
ship together?

Participants were asked to sign up for

various work groups with a view to con-
sidering how what was learned during
these sessions might be utilized in alcohol

Jep Hostetler was the moderator for the
weekend. He is a professor in the School of

Medicine at Ohio State University.

education in congregational and other
settings. What could expect to be accom-
plished by these efforts? Edgar Metzler of
Mennonite Board of Congregational Min-
istries suggested a modest goal: "Reduce
the amount of destructive behavior
caused by alcohol." George Devenney, a
recovering alcoholic and a member of
Salem Mennonite Church, Waldron,
Mich., urged, "Let us not struggle to

reach mediocrity."

The extent of the alcohol problem was
illustrated by a statistic given during the
meeting: 98,000 deaths a year in the U.S.
are attributed to alcohol. Although this is

only a fraction of the 390,000 deaths re-

lated to cigarette smoking, it may help to

observe that it is close to 2,000 per week
and more than 250 a day.

Ours is a drinking society, Jep Hostet-
ler observed. Half the population drinks;

80 percent of the adults. "As Mennonites
we have chosen to stay on the fence for a
while," Alice Lehman observed. At
Laurelville, they at least agreed to talk
about it.

—

Daniel Hertzler

Brazilian government
agrees to recognize
conscientious objection
For the first time, Brazil has rec-

ognized a right of alternative service for

conscientious objectors to military ser-

vice. A provision for such service is in-

cluded in the nation's new constitution,

which was approved recently.

Article 143 states that "it is incumbent
upon the Armed Forces, according to the
law, to attribute alternative service to

those who, in time of peace, after they are
enrolled, allege a conscientious impera-
tive to be exempted from activities of

essentially military character."

All 18-year-old males are currently re-

quired to register for military service.

They must serve one year unless deferred
for physical or social reasons. In the past
about 30 percent have not served. Men-
nonites have served in the military.

The new law states that the Armed
Forces must set up alternative service for

conscientious objectors. This will be done
through the ordinary legislative process,

probably sometime early this year. Brazi-
lian Mennonites are proposing that Men-
nonite social service projects be recog-
nized as alternative service possibilities.

"In the meantime, all Mennonite
leaders have the task of convincing the
young men in our churches to accept this

new option," said Teodoro Penner, execu-
tive secretary of Evangelical Mennonite
Association—one of the Mennonite
church bodies in Brazil. "Brazilian Men-
nonites wish to express their appreciation
for the interest and support of sisters and
brothers in other countries," he added.
"The sacrifice and precedent of Men-
nonites seeking to promote peace around
the world is a stimulus to us."

For Brazil's Mennonites, the provision
for alternative service represents the
fruition of a project that has gained mo-
mentum in recent years. Unlike some
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other Latin American countries, Brazil

never offered any such privilege to its

Mennonite immigrants, who began arriv-

ing in 1930 from the Soviet Union. During

most of the intervening years, con-

scientious objection was not stressed in

the Mennonite churches. However, in

1987 the Brazilian Mennonites presented

to the government a "Proposal for the In-

stitution of Alternative Service to

Military Service."

The document noted that "in present-

ing this proposal the Mennonites of Brazil

are doing no more than that which Men-

nonites of many countries have already

done. . . . The supreme values toward

which they orient their lives are derived

from biblical teachings, chiefly the prin-

ciples incorporated in the teachings of

Jesus, through which his followers are

called to be peacemakers ... to love

instead of hate, to forgive instead of tak-

ing vengeance."

The document traced the history of

Mennonite alternative service in other

countries, and stressed the willingness of

Brazilian Mennonites to perform peaceful

duties on behalf of the country.

Brazil has five organized Mennonite

bodies with a total membership of 5,600.

The Mennonite population is the result of

both immigration and missionary work.

Consultation airs

theological education
of Canadian Mennonites

Constituency and seminary representa-

tives met at Associated Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminaries recently to talk about

theological education for Mennonites in

Canada. AMBS has had a Canadian en-

rollent ranging from one-fourth to one-

third over the last 10 years.

The General Board of the Conference of

Mennonites in Canada took action last

April to "initiate a plan to develop at least

a two-year seminary program in Canada"
related to AMBS.
The consultation was intended to give

opportunity to grapple with the specific

needs of theological education for Ca-

nadian Mennonites, identify appropriate

ways of meeting those needs, and review

eventual implications for AMBS.
According to presidents Marlin Miller

and Henry Poettcker of the two sem-

inaries that make up AMBS, the implica-

tions for AMBS "might go in the direction

of encouraging one or more junior

seminaries in Canada, or of providing the

kinds of resources and program at AMBS
which would better meet the specific

needs of Canadian students, or of making
adjustments at AMBS to compensate for

having fewer Canadian students."

Ralph Lebold, president of Conrad Gre-

bel College, gave a presentation on the

historical developments of theological ed-

ucation in Canada. Three students gave

presentations on their experience of study

in Canada and at AMBS.
Gerald Gerbrandt, dean of Canadian

Mennonite Bible College, addressed fu-

ture developments in Canada. He cited

reasons for new or expanded programs in

Canada. There is value in preparing for

ministry in the context where persons

will work, he said. Also, theological cen-

ters) in Canada would provide home set-

tings for ecumenical dialogue.

Consultation participants agreed that

the denominations rather than AMBS
should be the umbrella for regional cen-

ters, the cross-border interchange of

students and faculty should be continued,

AMBS should be more sensitive to U.S.-

Canada differences, and the problems

and possibilities for having Canadian stu-

dents spend only one year at AMBS
should be identified.

Youth 'spectacular'

attracts 900
in northwestern Ohio

Mennonite churches in the Archbold,

Ohio, area joined with seven other de-

nominations recently through the

Archbold Ministerium to sponsor NOYSS
'88 (Northwest Ohio Youth Super Spec-

tacular). It attracted nearly 900 teenagers

to Sauder Farm and Craft Museum.

The purpose was to build unity among

the area teenagers, to offer alternatives

to the pressures of society, to help

teenagers realize that there is joy in serv-

ing Christ, to encourage teenagers to

build strong committed friendships, and

to reach area teenagers for a deeper com-

mitment to Christ.

The featured speaker was Myles Gentz-

kow, executive director of San Diego

Youth for Christ and chaplain of the San

Diego Padres baseball team. He had

spoken at seven different school as-

semblies in the area before he addressed

the NOYSS '88 crowd. He talked about

building relationships with each other,

with parents, and with God. Through

"react cards" the organizers learned that

many young people wanted a relationship

with Christ.

Also featured was Glad—a nationally

known Christian rock group—and two

local groups as well as an all-you-can-eat

"pizza bash." The Archbold Ministerium

had previously collected posters and

slides from the area youth groups; they

were displayed in the lobby.—Ross Miller

Over 200 volunteers
help build new church
in Elyria, Ohio

Over 200 volunteers from 44 congrega-

tions contributed 3,000 hours to help

build Peace Mennonite Church in Elyria,

Ohio. Members of Peace contributed

about 2,500 hours. Voluntary Service

workers Paul and Nancy Showalter gave

leadership to the project. Many churches

and individuals also contributed money—
$62,000— and many businesses provided

materials at cost.

Most dramatic was "church raising"

day last July, when 80 persons came to

help. Four men from Pike Mennonite

Church of Elida, Ohio, came by plane,

with one parachuting to the site. By 3:30

p.m., much of the sheathing was on the

roof, and the volunteers were on their

way home to escape the intense heat.

Peace Mennonite Church began under

the sponsorship of Ohio Conference.

David and Helen Eshleman moved to the

area in 1983 to begin the congregation. A
small group began meeting in Donald and

Erma Taylor's living room in Elyria.

After three moves, first to the Lorain

County mental health facility, then to

Elyria Christian Academy, and finally to

the YMCA, the congregation was anxious

to have a more permanent home.

Presently there are about 40 families

from a variety of backgrounds worship-

ing at Peace. Sunday morning attendance

averages about 75, with new interest be-

ing generated because of the new facility.

The congregation has grown mainly

through members inviting others to be

part of God's family at Peace.

A dedication service for the new
facility was held in October; an open

house was held in November.

The new building for five-year-old Peace Mennonite Church of Elyria, Ohio.
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Richard Hostetter (left) of New Holland, Pa.,

and Merle Graber of Peoria, Ariz., work on the
exterior of a camp building in Argentina.

American Mennonites
put talents to work
at Argentine camp

Eleven Mennonite volunteers from the
United States participated recently in a
three-week work camp sponsored by Men-
nonite Board of Missions near Bragado,
Argentina. MBM missionaries Delbert
and Frieda Erb helped plan the experi-
ence at La Esperanza, a camp operated by
Argentina Mennonite Church.
The participants completed a variety of

tasks—painting, varnishing, building
kitchen cabinets, repairing eaves, and
other general repairs.

What first was a couple of people work-
ing alongside each other became a
group—a unit with a goal in mind. "Only
God could have made this work out so
well with such a diverse group of people,"
said one bemused volunteer. The group
included a plumber, a retired missionary,
a labor union member, a school teacher, a
mission intern, and an Argentine youth
who knew no English. "There is no other
way to explain it," the volunteer added.
The camp is heavily used by the Ar-

gentine church during vacation time (Jan-
uary and February) for camp experiences
for children, youth, married couples, and
other groups. It is often the site for the
church's annual convention, pastors
meetings, and weekend group outings.

The volunteers took breaks from their

work by traveling to Uruguay and going

on weekend excursions to places within
Argentina. They visited the Mennonite
churches in nearby towns and stayed in

members' homes. "I may not have known'
the language, but I could still worship
with them," remarked one volunteer.

MCC literacy worker
helps Kentucky group
fight for land rights

A citizens group in Kentucky is fight-

ing for landowners' rights with the help
of a Mennonite Central Committee work-
er who has created some unusual adult
literacy materials.

The group is working to help people like

Brenda and Sidney Cornett, who had
returned to the mountains of eastern
Kentucky after 20 years away and settled

on land their families had owned since

the 1890s. They were looking forward to

living a quiet life. Then one morning, they
discovered that a coal company had cut
all the trees at the top of their hollow and
was preparing to strip-mine their land.

When they investigated, they learned
that the coal company held a "broad-form
deed" to their land.

Broad-form deeds, signed at the turn of

the century, in essence gave two different

parties ownership of the land in south-
central Appalachia, an area that includes

eastern Kentucky. Ownership of the sur-

face of the land stayed with the original

landowners; corporations gained owner-
ship of the minerals under the surface of

the land as well as broad rights to extract

the coal in any way they saw fit.

At the time most broad-form deeds
were signed, however, the only type of

coal mining that existed was deep mining.
When strip mining was being developed
in the 1940s, mining corporations began
using the broad-form deeds to justify

completely destroying the surface, which
they do not own, to obtain the coal and
without the consent of the person or

family who owned the surface. Nor were
the mineral owners legally obligated to

pay those who owned the surface of any
damage that might result from the strip-

mining.

Today, Kentucky remains the only
coal-producing state with no law limiting

the abuse of broad-form deeds. A group
called Kentuckians for the Common-
wealth is currently embarking on a cam-
paign to erase that dubious distinction.

The citizens group is trying to educate

as many people in the state about the

issue as possible, using newspaper ads
and stories, fliers, brochures, letters to

the editor, newsletter articles, television,

radio, and public speaking. However, as

many as a third of eastern Kentuckians,

along with numerous other citizens

across the state, would have a hard time

reading the group's printed materials.

That's where the group's literacy proj-
ect, staffed by Mennonite Central Com-
mittee worker Melanie Zuercher, comes
in. Zuercher, a member of Community
Mennonite Church in Lancaster, Pa., has
written one reader and edited another,
both about broad-form deeds, for adults
learning to read.

/ Save the Homeplace is a newsprint
coloring book for children and their par-
ents that explains strip mining, broad-
form deeds, and the need to register to
vote in simple language. It's Up to Us:
Broad Form Deeds in Kentucky, geared
toward higher-level adult readers, ex-
plains broad-form deeds, gives a brief his-

tory of them in Kentucky, and tells

stories—like that of Sidney and Brenda
Cornett.

Disabled persons
present Christmas story
through original musical
The drama of the events of the Christ-

mas story was presented during the
Christmas season by about 25 develop-
mentally disabled persons, together with
their sponsors from the Project Promise
ministry of northern Indiana. Zion
Chapel near Goshen made its facilities

available, and about 650 persons were in

attendance.

Tanneken Fros, resident director of
Mennoheim, which is the respite care
home owned and operated by Mennonite
Disabilities Committee, wrote and direct-

ed See His Glory. A place in the drama
was found for the gifts and talents of each
handicapped person. A boy who has never
spoken and another who is severely hear-

ing-impaired were two of the "wise men."
Some in the audience reached for their

Kleenex when an illuminated star,

mounted on the wheelchair of a young
man who can push the chair only
backwards, moved up the aisle ahead of

the wise men as the occupant's father

sang "The Star."

The innocent beauty of "Mary," who
also sang "My Soul Doth Magnify the
Lord," the physical manliness of "Jo-

seph," the angel "Gabriel," shepherds, and
angels were all played by developmental-
ly disabled persons. Also, "Simeon" and
"Anna" each received and responded to

the baby Jesus in the temple.

Any limitations in speech, and imper-
fections in singing ability, seemed insig-

nificant in light of the depth and sincerity

of the message being presented and the

identification of the players with the
persons they were representing. This ex-

perience was an emotional demonstration
to a full house of listeners that the
handicapped in the church can have a
meaningful and spiritual ministry when
others accept and use the gifts that these
people have.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep

them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Norman Souder, Spring City, Pa.

I was pleased to note that Pontius 'Pud-

dle (Jan. 17) says, "We believe the sanc-

tity of life begins at conception."

DwightWratchford, Martinsburg,W. Va.
Thank you for writing the editorial

"Thank God for Rot" (Jan. 17). Perhaps if

we used a little less of all material things,

we would have less garbage to dispose of

and would need fewer dumps.
Second Chronicles 7:14 says, "If my

people, which are called by my name,

shall humble themselves, and pray, and

seek my face, and turn from their wicked

ways; then will I hear from heaven, and

will forgive their sin, and will heal their

land."

Here is a challenge for each of us Men-

nonites and everybody else: Let's try to

use a little bit more peace, purity, and

plainness (simpler living) and see if that

will help lead us to a healing of our land.

Barb Yoder, Angola, Ind.

Thank you, Keith Graber Miller, for

your article "Fuddy-Duddies and Demon
Rum" (Jan. 10). You've said it well. I too

hope we will discuss this issue openly

among our church family.

Gwen Stamm, Scottdale, Pa.

What a bold and inspiring article to

begin the new year ("A Fool Dreams of

the Future" by Martin W. Lehman, Jan.

3)! I want to join in the dreams of the fu-

ture this "fool" describes. Thank you,

Martin, for the inspiration.
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Glenn Baer, Elizabethtown, Pa.

In response to Phil Detweiler's "An
Idea for Hospitality" ("Hear, Hear!" Dec.

27): It is difficult to read without wonder-

ing if the couple's greatest concern was
their inability to find "free" food and

lodging by imposing on the area churches.

Surely those same pastors would have

opened their hearts to provide for the

homeless or needy. Let us not criticize the

church structure for not providing vaca-

tioners with creature comforts at the

expense of the church and/or its mem-
bers. I do not understand that to be one of

the church's commissions.

Richard Hostetler, Goshen, Ind.

I have been following, quite closely, the

letters responding to the story of sexual

abuse ("The Tree") in the Sept. 27 issue. I

find it interesting that, if I'm correct, as

of the Jan. 10 issue, all of the respondents

have been women.
If I were giving the story a rating, as

one reader suggested doing, it might be

an "R" rating, not as much for sexual

content as for violence. These were acts of

violence perpetrated by a man against his

daughter. He destroyed a part of her! He
used his position of power to take ad-

vantage of someone who was virtually

powerless. Why is it that men are usually

the victimizers and women and children

(both boys and girls) the victims? Is it

possible the church may need to share

part of the blame because of what one

reader calls the "sinful support of one

gender's lording it over the other"? One of

my regrets, as a former Mennonite pas-

tor, is that for 20 years I held a position of

leadership in a system where women
were kept in their place and I did little to

try to change the system.

Several readers share their own sense

of grief at what happened and another

victim of incest has stepped forward.

(How many more are there?) I get the

feeling as I read these letters that here

are women who want to reach out to the

person who was abused and help her find

healing. There is also a part of me that

would like to reach out to her. However, I

am aware that a man in her life, whom
she loved and trusted, betrayed that

trust. How does she know I can be trust-

ed? How does she know any man can be

trusted?

I certainly agree with all of the readers

who call upon the church to honestly

confront this issue and provide ways for

reconciliation and healing to take place.

The tragedy, however, for "Anonymous"

and others like her is that all of the words

and hugs in the world can never com-

pletely remove the emotional scars they

will carrv for the rest of their lives.
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Mennoscope
What countries, conflicts, or issues deserve
top attention in Washington? That is the
question each year when the Washington Of-
fice of Mennonite Central Committee invites
MCC overseas administrators to the U.S. capi-
tal to discuss priorities for the coming year.
This year environmental issues emerged as a
priority. Earl Martin, MCC co-secretary for
East Asia, said that in the Philippines MCC
work has focused on social justice issues, but
now the MCCers are asking, "What will we
have if we help to bring justice and there is no
place left to live?"

A Mennonite was one of the organizers of a
protest at a nuclear missile launch site near
Hope, N. Dak., on Jan. 15. She is Beth Pre-
heim, and her husband, Mike Sprong, was one
of four protesters who were arrested for ille-

gally entering the Air Force facility. About 60
supporters watched as the four attempted to
deliver a written appeal to the crew of the
launch control center. The protest was part of
a weekend retreat sponsored by two peace
groups.

A Mennonite pastor participated in an af-
fordable housing/homeless "summit" Jan.
14-15 in Atlanta. He is David Hayden of Jus-
tice House/Justice Church in Roanoke, Va.,
and he was joined by Mitch Snyder of Wash-
ington, D.C., and other leaders of the homeless
who said they came together "out of our sense
of urgency and anger that people are homeless
in the richest country in the history of the
world"—and that the number of homeless peo-
ple continues to grow. The leaders agreed to or-
ganize a massive march on Washington, D.C.

For the ninth year, Goshen College is host-
ing Chinese teachers of English from Sic-

huan Province in China. This year's group of
nine comes from seven colleges, universities,
and institutes. They are spending a year im-
proving their English-teaching skills as part of
an exchange program established by Goshen
College and Sichuan Province in 1980. In addi-
tion, one professor comes from China each
year to teach the Chinese language at Goshen
for six months. Another part of the exchange is

a 17-week Study-Service Term each fall for 20
Goshen College students at Sichuan Normal
University in Chengdu.

A Mennonite pastor has nearly complete
files of Gospel Herald (1957-87) and Christian
Living (1954-86) which he wishes to dispose of.

Anyone interested in either or both of these
collections may contact Gospel Herald at 616
Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683; phone 412-
887-8500.

Pastoral transitions:
•David Huyard was installed as pastor of Liv-
ing Water Mennonite Fellowship, Dayton, Va.,
on Jan. 15. He served previously as interim
pastor of Mt. Jackson (Va.) Mennonite Church.
•Dean Williams was licensed as assistant pas-
tor of Woodland Mennonite Church, Basye,
Va., on Jan. 22. He is an Eastern Mennonite
Seminary student who has been assisting Pas-
tor Mark Martin.

Missionary comings/goings:
•Dean and Berneda Wyse went to Nepal in
January for a two-year assignment with Men-
nonite Board of Missions. They coordinate a
United Mission to Nepal rural development
project in Surkhet District. They served pre-
viously in Nepal and have been grain and
livestock farmers near West Unity, Ohio. Their
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Lancaster, Pa., homes host international students. The Christmas International
Homes program of Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions arranged for international

students to visit homes in the greater Lancaster, Pa., area for two weeks during the
Christmas holidays. Donna Metzler, coordinator of the program, said 91

international students from 13 countries were hosted by 65 families. Pictured is

Japanese student Mitsuaki Nishiyama (right) with his wife, Miyuki, and son
Shunsuke. They were hosted by Diane (left) and Martin Wenger and son Bennet
(right). Some 325,000 international students study in American colleges and
universities. Surveys indicate that 80 percent of them never get invited into an
American home. Christmas International House of Tucker, Ga., through which
Eastern Board receives student applications, says it had to turn down 500 students
this past Christmas because of a lack of host families.

address is UMN, Box 126, Kathmandu, Nepal.
•Stan and Jane Freyenberger returned from
Nepal in January for a three-month North
American assignment. They are MBM appoint-
ees assigned to development work with United
Mission to Nepal. Their address is c/o Walter
Juhnke, R. 1, Moundridge, KS 67107.

Upcoming events:
•Math/Science Celebration, Apr. 15, at Hess-
ton College. It is for students from high schools
in Kansas and from Mennonite high schools
throughout North America. Those who have
prepared the best math and science projects
from each school will give an oral presentation
to a panel of judges and others at the college.

More information from Jean Alliman at the
college, Box 3000, Hesston, KS 67062; phone
316-327-4221.

•Winter Peace Festival, Feb. 25, at Goshen
College. The event kicks off the 30th anniver-
sary celebration of the college's laboratory kin-

dergarten. It will include 30 activities designed
for all ages as well as guest speaker Phyllis

Wezeman, director of a religious arts and
education ministry. More information from
the college, Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-535-

7571.

•Benjamin Eby Lecture, Feb. 26, at Conrad
Grebel College. The speaker for the ninth an-
nual event is Conrad Grebel College music
professor Helen Martens, and her topic is

"Felix Mendelssohn: Faith and Works." More
information from the college, Waterloo, ON
N2L 3G6; phone 519-885-0220.

•Pennsylvania German Dialect Seminar, Feb.
23-Apr. 27, at Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite His-
torical Society. The Thursday-evening class

will be taught by longtime Mennonite educator
Noah Good. More information from the society

at 2215 Millstream Rd., Lancaster, PA 17602;
phone 717-393-9745.

•Valentines Banquet, Feb. 14, at The Country
Table Restaurant, Mt. Joy, Pa. The annual
event, sponsored by The People's Place, will

feature 'Eastern Mennonite College dean Lee
Snyder. More information from The People's
Place, Intercourse, PA 17534; phone 717-768-

7171.

Church-related job openings:
•Adult/youth curriculum editor, Mennonite
Publishing House. The person helps assess the
curriculum needs of Mennonite congregations,
participates in the development of materials,
selects lesson writers, edits the lessons, and
prepares the materials for printing. Contact
Nelson Waybill at MPH, 616 Walnut Ave.,
Scottdale, PA 15683; phone 412-887-8500.

•Book editor, Mennonite Publishing House.
The person would work alongside David
Garber in selecting and editing 30 new books
each year for Herald Press. Contact Nelson
Waybill at MPH, 616 Walnut Ave., Scottdale,

PA 15683; phone 412-887-8500.

•Reference librarian, Eastern Mennonite
College, starting in August. This is a 10-

months-a-year position. A master's degree in

library science is required; experience is

desirable. Send resume to Lee Snyder at EMC,



Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

•Cataloger, Eastern Mennonite College, start-

ing in July. This is an ll-months-a-year posi-

tion. A master's degree in library science and

experience in the Dewey classification system

are preferred. Send resume to Lee Snyder at

EMC, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

Special meetings: Virgil Vogt, Evanston, 111.,

at Hesston Inter-Mennonite Fellowship,

Hesston, Kans., Feb. 11-15.

New members
Zion, Broadway, Va.: Kelly Hijjeh, Craig

Mast, Denise Showalter, Kari Souder, Joanna

Yoder, and Matt Yoder.

East Bend, Fisher, 111.: Tonya Cagle, Ryan

Springer, Troy Stalter, and Rachael Wiand.

Franconia, Pa.: Randy Bergey, Melody

Kratz, Gregory Law, Dennis Nace, and Ran-

dall Reinford by baptism and Gary Benner by

confession of faith.

Glennon Heights, Lakewood, Colo.: Matt

Roth.

Whitestone, Hesston, Kans.: Pat Wedel,

Mark Heyerly, and Shannon Zuercher.

Clinton Frame, Goshen, Ind.: Andy Drum-

mond, Crystal Bontrager, Natalie Bontrager,

Karmen Riegsecker, and Cindy Troyer.

Leetonia, Ohio: Priscilla Kurtz.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements

no later than six moyiths after the event.

Anderson, Tony and Rosy (Sommers), Hart-

ville, Ohio, first child, Ashlee Renee, Jan. 5.

Barlow, Jack and Colleen (Kuhn),

Kitchener, Ont, second child, first daughter,

Julie Maryann, Jan. 6.

Birky, Duane and Muriel (Wittmer), Fisher,

III, second daughter, Elaine Marie, Jan. 10.

Burgess, Cheryl Unzicker, Champaign, 111.,

second child, first daughter, Kary Rose, Jan. 8.

Burkholder, Jon and Karen (Vaselaros),

Lititz, Pa., first child, Andrew Jon, Jan. 9.

Garrett, Jeff and Karla (Darbyshire), Wash-
ington, Iowa, fourth child, third son, Jacob

Christopher, Jan. 11.

Davidson, David and Mary Jane (Klassen),

Kitchener, Ont., first child, David Alexander,

Dec. 24.

Geyer, Doyle and Janet (Erb), Parnell, Iowa,

first child, Jacob Erb, Jan. 7.

Good, Marlin and Anita (Yoder), Alta

Verapaz, Guatemala, second child, first son,

Loren Paul, Dec. 30.

Hartzler, Brent and Lourdes (Perez),

Hesston, Kans., first child, Maria Leticia, Nov.

28.

Herschberger, Kirby and Carla, Goshen,

Ind., third daughter, Kelsey Christine, Jan. 6.

Horst, Ronald and LuAnn (Musselman), sec-

ond child, first daughter, Erika Leigh, Jan. 2.

Jacobs, Durrell and Donna (Ropp), Pigeon,

Mich., first child, Aaron Lee, Nov. 1.

Jantzi, Phil and Beverley (Finkner), Wa-
terloo, Ont., second daughter, Hannah Marie,

Dec. 29.

Kendall, Terry and Karen (Yoder), Green-

town, Ind., second son, Joseph Yoder, Jan. 1.

Kennel, Arne and Sue (Gerber), first child,

Sarah Nicole, Jan. 6.

Kuepfer, Isaac and Marlene (Streicher),

Newton, Ont., first child, Stephanie Joy, Dec.

16.

Kuepfer, Paul K. and Ellen (Kuepfer), New-
ton, Ont., first child, Lisa Jane, Dec. 4.

Larivere, Rheal and Pamela (Yantzi), Ba-

den, Ont, third child, second son, Benjamin

Joseph, Jan. 1.

Ledyard, Randall and Zonya (Horst),

Winchester, Va., third child, first son, Kyle

Randall, Jan. 4.

McDorman, Joe and Sharon (Zook), Mt.

Crawford, Va., second son, Banjamin Joel, Dec.

30.

Miller, Courtney and Joyce (Kindy), Burton,

Ohio, third child, second daughter, Suzanne

Marie, Dec. 1.

Nafziger, Ken and Judy (Reimer), Cham-
paign, 111., first child, Rachel Joy, Jan. 7.

Otto, Willard Ray and Dianna (Murray),

Leonard, Mo., first child, Tyler Ray, Dec. 21.

Pfahler, Karl and Ruth (Gartner), Addis

Ababa, Ethiopia, third child, second daughter,

Anna, Sept. 22.

Prosser, Stephen and Esther, Springs, Pa.,

fourth child, third son, Nicholas Allen, Aug. 6.

Rozema, Todd and Mischelle (Dietzel), Pi-

geon, Mich., second daughter, Tasha Leigh,

Jan. 4.

Rude, Dane and Roxie (Hayduk), Tofield,

Alta., third child, second daughter, Danae

Teresa, Dec. 30.

Tucker, Bob and Paula (Stalter), Elkton,

Mich., first child, Justin Boyd, Dec. 6.

Voran, Roxie and Lynda (Phillips),

Houston, Tex., first child, Emily Joy, Oct. 2.

Correction: The birth announcement in the

Dec. 13 issue under Kenneth and Marlene

(Swartzentruber) Eash should have read: third

and fourth children, second and third

daughters, Kayla Marie and Kaitlin Breanne,

Nov. 12.

Yoder-Schlabach. Larry Yoder, Orrville,

Ohio, Smithville cong., and Ranee Schlabach,

Mt. Eaton, Ohio, Christian Assembly, by

Glenn Steiner, Jan. 14.

Zook-Howard. Greg Zook, Oley, Pa., Oley

cong., and Sharon Howard, Oley, Pa., Lu-

theran Church, by Robert Mitchell, Jan. 14.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Cripps-Strub. David Cripps, Kitchener,

Ont., Pentecostal Church, and Deborah Strub,

Kitchener, Ont., Erb Street cong., by Wilmer

Martin, Jan. 7.

Groff-Mumma. Gary L. Groff, New
Holland, Pa., Old Road cong., and Renee D.

Mumma, Manheim, Pa., Erismans cong., by

Howard Witmer, Dec. 17.

Gutierrez-Smoker. Mario Gutierrez and

Tammy Smoker, both of Albany, Oreg., Plain-

view cong., by Dennis Stauffer, Dec. 30.

Leon-Foster. Richard L. Leon and Roxanne

M. Foster, both of Ft. Wayne, Ind., First Men-

nonite cong., by Mark Vincent, Dec. 10.

Opel-Zeiset. John Opel, Accident, Md., Ju-

bilee cong., and Bonnie Zeiset, Bally, Pa., Bally

cong., by James Longacre and Daryl Byler,

Dec. 26.

Rhodes-Showalter. Leon F. Rhodes, Har-

risonburg, Va., Dayton cong., and Elva Sho-

walter, Harrisonburg, Va., Harrisonburg

cong., by Samuel Janzen, Oct. 29.

Shepherd-Leatherman. Larry Shepherd

and Lori Leatherman, Elkhart, Ind., College

cong., by Nancy Kauffmann, Dec. 31.

Wheeler-Goering. David Wheeler, Hart,

Mich ,
Community Church, and Jana Goering,

Hudson, Mich., Tedrow cong., by Randall

Nafziger, Dec. 31.
.

Yoder-Heffling. Andrew Yoder, Springs,

Pa Springs cong., and Yvonne Heffling,

Philadelphia, Pa., Reformed Presbyterian

Church, by Steven Heatwole, Aug. 6.

Obituaries

Amstutz, Rosella Lehman, daughter of

David P. and Caroline (Bixler) Lehman, was
born in Apple Creek, Ohio, Mar. 6, 1916; died of

leukemia at Wooster (Ohio) Community Hos-

pital on Jan. 9, 1989: aged 72 y. On Oct. 16,

1937, she was married to Leo Amstutz, who
died in 1978. Surviving are 2 sons (Earl L. and

Roger), 3 daughters (Carolyn Shoup, Shirley

Rout, and Mary Jane Hankins), 10 grand-

children, 3 great-grandchildren, and one

brother (Clair Lehman). She was a member of

Smithville Mennonite Church, where funeral

services were held on Jan. 15, in charge of

Glenn Steiner; interment in Kidron Mennonite

Cemetery.
Ash, Clyde E., son of Jonas and Alice

(Yoder) Ash, was born at Springs, Pa., Jan. 3,

1901; died at Springs, Pa., Oct. 27, 1988; aged

87 y. On Sept. 19, 1923, he was married to Elsie

M. Killius, who died on Sept. 3, 1987. Surviving

are 2 daughters (Virginia Yoder and Fern

Yoder), 3 grandchildren, 4 great-grandchil-

dren, and one sister (Lura Folk). He was pre-

ceded in death by one daughter (Helen Yoder).

He was a member of Springs Mennonite

Church, where funeral services were held on

Oct. 30, in charge of Steven Heatwole; inter-

ment in Springs Cemetery.

Byler, Nancy Schrock, daughter of Daniel

J. and Rachel- (Kropf) Schrock, was born in

Garden City, Mo., July 16, 1892; died at

Goshen, Ind., Dec. 20, 1988; aged 96 y. On Jan.

25, 1911, she was married to Thomas L. Byler,

who died on Feb. 4, 1961. Surviving are 3

daughters (Hilda Martin, Rachel Powell, and

Nadine Yoder), 5 sons (Vernon, John, Rolland,

Glen, and Robert), 10 grandchildren, 23 great-

grandchildren, and 4 great-great-grandchil-

dren. She was preceded in death by one son

(Gerald). She was a member of College Men-

nonite Church, where funeral services were

held on Dec. 23, in charge of James Waltner

and Russell Krabill; interment in Violett

Cemetery.
Denlinger, Esther Kreider, daughter of

Adam and Margaret (Denlinger) Kreider, was

born in Leacock Twp., Pa., May 23, 1901; died

of a stroke at Lititz, Pa., Jan. 10, 1989; aged 87

y She was married to Edgar S. Denlinger, who

died on Feb. 13, 1986. Surviving are one son

(John K.), one daughter (Margaret Hart), 12

grandchildren, and 13 great-grandchildren.

She was preceded in death by one daughter

(Mildred Ranck) and one son (Warren). She

was a member of Paradise Mennonite Church.

Funeral services were held at Landis Homes

Chapel on Jan. 13 and at Paradise Mennonite

Church on Jan. 14, in charge of Donald Good.

Delmar Sauder, and Clair B. Eby; interment in

Paradise Mennonite Cemetery.

Kinsinger, John E., son of Elias and Emma
(Otto) Kinsinger, was born in Chesterville, 111.,

Aug. 7, 1911; died at his home in Mesopotamia,

Ohio, Dec. 13, 1988; aged 77 y. On Aug. 2. 1936,

he was married to Martha Yoder, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are one son (Freeman I, 3

daughters (Mary E. Petersheim, Martha

Bender, and Miriam Stutzman), 13 grandchil-

dren, 4 great-grandchildren, one brother

(Simon), and one sister (Abbie). He was a

member of Maple View Mennonite Church,

where funeral services were held on Dec. 15, in
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charge of Lee Miller, Ray Mullet, and Albert
Miller; interment in Maple View Cemetery.
Lamp, Clyde H., son of Frederick J. and

Katarine (Loeb) Lamp, was born in
McKeesport, N.J., May 2, 1907; died at
Lancaster, Pa., Jan. 5, 1989; aged 81 y. He was
married to Grace Landis, who survives. Also
surviving are 2 daughters (Barbara Brubaker
and Ruth Haupt), one son (Frederick Lamp),
and 3 grandchildren. He was a member of
Frazer Mennonite Church. Funeral services
were held at Elizabethtown Mennonite Church
on Jan. 8, in charge of Richard H. Frank,
Walter L. Keener, Ray M. Geigley, and C.
Ralph Malin; interment in Elizabethtown Men-
nonite Cemetery.
Mellinger, Mary Leaman, was born at

Strasburg, Pa., Nov. 29, 1893; died at Sarasota,
Fla., Dec. 26, 1988; aged 95 y. Surviving are one
son (Ira) and 3 daughters (Ethel Mellinger,
Kathryn Metzler, and Mary Huber). She was a
member of Bahia Vista Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Dec. 27, in
charge of Stanlee D. Kauffman; interment in
Strasburg Mennonite Cemetery.

Miller, Lydia Ann Stutzman, daughter of
Silas and Saloma (Kenagy) Stutzman, was
born in Cass Co., Mo., Mar. 26, 1906; died of
cancer at Nampa, Idaho, Dec. 28, 1988; aged 82
y. On Jan. 30, 1972, she was married to Floyd
Miller, who survives. Also surviving are 4 step-
daughters (Nadene Miller, Rita Miller, Connie
Nofziger, and Bonnie Gerig), 4 stepsons (Floyd,
Jr., William, Ed, and R. Keith Miller), one
sister (Ruby Kauffman), and 4 brothers (Carl,
Ralph, Glenn, and Homer Stutzman). She was
a member of First Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Dec. 31, in charge
of Duane Oesch and Robert Garber; interment
in Kohler Lawn Cemetery.

Miller, Lydia Gingerich, daughter of Joel
and Nancy (Miller) Gingerich, was born in
Johnson Co., Iowa, May 8, 1903; died at Iowa
City (Iowa) Care Center on Jan. 6, 1989; aged
85 y. On Mar. 11, 1928, she was married to
Merton Amos Miller, who survives. Also sur-
viving are one son (Dale F.), one daughter
(Eleanor B. Miller), 2 grandchildren, 2 great-
grandchildren, and one sister (Mary
Gingerich). She was a member of East Union
Mennonite Church where funeral services were
held on Jan. 9, in charge of J. John J. Miller and
Michael Loss; interment in East Union
Cemetery.

Mininger, Norman D., was born in
Souderton, Pa., May 18, 1918; died at
Quakertown, Pa., July 12, 1988; aged 70 y. On
Aug. 2, 1941, he was married to Kathryn L.
Mininger, who survives. Also surviving are 2
daughters (Lucille Price and Lois Mininger),
one son (Philip P.), and 5 grandchildren. He
was a member of Rocky Ridge Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
July 15, in charge of Ernest Moyer and Larry
Moyer; interment in the church cemetery.
Moore, H. Franklin, son of Henry and

Mary Ellen (Kulp) Moore, was born in Hill-
town Twp., Pa., Sept. 6, 1904; died of
septicemia at Souderton, Pa., Jan. 16, 1989;
aged 84 y. On April 21, 1928, he was married to
Alverda Stout, who survives. Also surviving
are 3 daughters (Elaine Hershey, Lois Ann
Wismer, and Faye Ruth), one son (J. Henry),
11 grandchildren, and 18 great-grandchildren.
He was a member of Blooming Glen Mennonite
Church where funeral services were held on
Jan. 19, in charge of Robert L. Shreiner and
Truman H. Brunk; interment in Blooming
Glen Mennonite Cemetery.
Nofziger, Ardith Helmuth, daughter of

William J. and Nellie (Wagner) Helmuth, was
born in Peoria, 111., Sept. 90, 1941; died of
cancer at Elkhart, Ind., Dec. 16, 1988; aged 47

y. On June 29, 1963, she was married to Myrl
D. Nofziger, who survives. Also surviving are 2
daughters (Angela and Renee) and one brother
(Duane Helmuth). She was a member of
College Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Dec. 19, in charge of James
Waltner and Bob Detweiler; interment in Vio-
lett Cemetery.

Nofziger, Jesse L., son of Levi and Eliza-
beth (Riegsecker) Nofziger, was born at Arch-
bold, Ohio, July 15, 1910; died at Goshen, Ind
Jan. 2, 1989; aged 78 y. On Sept. 18, 1929, he
was married to Kathryn L. Short, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Roger D. and
Myrl D.), 10 grandchildren, one brother
(Floyd), and one sister (Herma Gautsche). He
was preceded in death by one son (Daryl J.),
one sister (Cora), and 2 brothers (William and
Ira). He was a member of College Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Jan. 5, in charge of James Waltner and Bob
Detweiler; interment in Violett Cemetery.
Saltzman, Milfred Alice Crow, daughter of

Horace and Madge (Meader) Crow, was born in
Scottsbluff, Nebr., July 14, 1914; died at
Meeker, Colo., Jan. 13, 1989; aged 74 y. On Mar.
28, 1937, she was married to Elmer Saltzman,
who survives. Also surviving are 5 sons (David,
Kenneth, Nelson, Paul, and Larry), 2
daughters (Donna Bastin and Marilyn Rose),
16 grandchildren, 9 great-grandchildren, one
brother (Herbert Crow), and 2 sisters (Beth
Bour and Eunice Crow). She was a member of
East Fairview Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Jan. 19, in charge
of Norman Beckler, Oliver Roth, and Lloyd
Gingerich; interment in East Fairview
Cemetery.

Schmucker, Amos, son of Oliver and Sarah
(Maurer) Schmucker, was born at Lebanon,
Oreg., Oct. 8, 1919; died of kidney failure at his
home at Lebanon, Oreg., Dec. 23, 1988; aged 69
y. On Sept. 16, 1948, he was married to Ruth
Aeschliman, who died on Aug. 11, 1975. On
May 29, 1977, he was married to Berniece
Kropf, who survives. Also surviving are his
mother, one brother (Ezra), 2 sisters (Naomi
Kropf and Mary Grieser), and 2 adopted
grandsons. He was a member of Fairview Men-
nonite Church, where a memorial service was
held on Jan. 1, in charge of Roy E. Hostetler
and Don King; interment in Fairview Men-
nonite Cemetery on Dec. 28, in charge of Lloyd
Kropf.

Shenk, Daniel David, son of Daniel and
Matilda (Hilty) Shenk, was born at Elida,
Ohio, Dec. 23, 1894; died at Harrisonburg, Va.,
Jan. 6, 1989; aged 94 y. On Aug. 19, 1923, he
was married to Nancy Boyer, who died on Mar.
10, 1988. Surviving are 4 daughters (Louretta
Wilson, Alice Nice, Lois Pate, and Betty Ann
Brunk), 4 sons (Paul E., J. Donald, Maurice A.,
and David W.), 2 sisters (Alice Sauder and
Mayme Longacher), and one brother (John H.).
He was a member of Warwick River Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Jan. 10, in charge of Truman H. Brunk,
Sr., and Lloyd Weaver, Jr.; interment in War-
wick River Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Short, Sarah, daughter of Frank and

Katherine (Eicher) Short, was born in Fulton
Co., Ohio, Aug. 13, 1904; died at Fairlawn
Haven Nursing Home, Archbold, Ohio, Jan. 11,
1989; aged 84 y. She was a member of Zion
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Jan. 14, in charge of Ellis Croyle
and Walter Stuckey; interment in Pettisville
Cemetery.

Slagell, Lavina G. Roeschley, daughter of
John and Elizabeth (Orendorff) Roeschley, was
born in Flanagan, 111., Nov. 14, 1898; died at
Bloomington, 111., Jan. 9, 1989; aged 90 y. On
Sept. 19, 1919, she was married to Roy A.

Slagell, who died on March 30, 1944. Surviving
are one daughter (Myrna Park), 3 sons (Robert,
Roger, and Delmar), 5 grandsons, 3 great-
grandsons, 3 step-great-granddaughters, 2
brothers (Melvin and Roy Roeschley), and one
sister (Frieda Roeschley). She was a member
of Waldo Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Jan. 12, in charge of
Lester Zook; interment in Waldo Cemetery.
Weaver, Catherine R. Newcomer,

daughter of William and Anna (Good) Weaver*
was born in Wakarusa, Ind., Nov. 3, 1904; died
of a stroke at Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 3, 1989; aged
84 y. She was married to John Stealy, who died
in 1950. She was later married to Ray Weldy
who died in 1968. On May 20, 1982, she was
married to Ray Newcomer, who survives. Also
surviving are 2 sons (John and Ralph Stealy)
and 3 sisters (Grace Conrad, Lorene Grey, and
Arlene Weaver). Funeral services were held at
Holdeman Mennonite Church on Jan. 5, in
charge of Jason Martin and Dorsa Mishler;
interment in Olive East Cemetery.

Correction: In the obituary of Henry Loepp
in the Jan. 10 issue, there were 2 errors. There
is also a surviving son (Norman), and there are
only 2 grandsons, instead of 3.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Phoenix
Ariz., Feb. 10-11

Iowa-Nebraska Conference consultation with churchwide
boards, Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. 17

Illinois Conference consultation with churchwide boards
Peoria, 111., Feb. 18

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-
gional conference, Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 18-19

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart Ind
Feb. 23-25

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-
tors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 3-4

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Mar. 3-4
Allegheny Conference delegates session, Pittsburgh, Pa., Mar.

4

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees
Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 6-7

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 7
Pacific Coast Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Portland, Oreg., Mar. 9
Ohio Conference annual meeting, Louisville, Ohio, Mar. 9-11
Southwest Conference consultation with churchwide boards

Phoenix, Ariz., Mar. 11
Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Mar. 10-11
Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-

mittee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 10-11
Atlantic Coast Conference assembly, Akron, Pa., Mar. 10-12
Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.

16

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.

Illinois Conference annual meeting, Arthur, 111., Mar. 31-Apr.

Mennonite Church General Board, Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 6-

Virginia Conference consultation with churchwide boards
Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 7

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind., Apr. 16
Chm-chwide Youth Ministry Council, Prescott, Ariz., Apr. 17-

South Central Conference consultation with churchwide
boards, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 20

Empowered Ministries annual meeting, Indianapolis Ind
Apr. 20-22

Hispanic Convention executive board, Apr. 20-22
Rocky Mountain Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Colorado Springs, Colo., Apr. 22
Eastern Mennonite College commencement, Harrisonbure

Va., Apr. 30.

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

World evangelization:

group agrees it's a good idea, but how?
With only 11 years to go, more than 300

Christian leaders from 50 countries meet-

ing recently in Singapore affirmed their

belief that "it is possible to bring the

gospel to all people by the year 2000."

They also expressed the hope that once

this evangelistic vision is realized, "at

least half of humanity will profess alle-

giance to the Lord Jesus."

But how such grand themes would be-

come reality is another matter—and one

that organizers of the "Global Consulta-

tion on World Evangelization by AD 2000

and Beyond" will leave to individual

churches and groups. The gathering

brought together people from numerous

denominations and parachurch agencies

to discuss ways of snaring their plans to

avoid wasteful duplication in the effort to

bring the Christian message to everyone

in the world. More than half the par-

ticipants came from third-world

churches.

Head of Full Gospel Fellowship accused

of diverting ministry funds

Demos Shakarian, founder and presi-

dent of Full Gospel Business Men's

Fellowship International, has been ac-

cused by officials in his own organization

of illegally diverting ministry funds to

pay this own bills. Shakarian denies the

charge, and his supporters say the accu-

sation is only the latest in a series of ploys

by a group of dissidents bent on ousting

Shakarian and taking over the ministry.

The charges and countercharges have

touched off a bitter war of words, crip-

pling the well-known charismatic organi-

zation.

Hirohito's death brings new church

warnings against nationalism

The United Church of Christ in Japan,

the nation's largest Protestant body, is

warning that the recent death of Emperor
Hirohito might be exploited to launch a

"large-scale offensive" for reviving ag-

gressive nationalistic interests.

Church moderator Tsugi Nobumichi ac-

cused the Japanese government of pursu-

ing a policy of "economic conquests over-

seas" and "promoting narrow national-

istic education" at home. "And for these

purposes," said Nobumichi, "it makes use

of the emperor and the imperial

household. Now we are deeply concerned

that the emperor's death and the sub-

sequent imperial succession may be

further exploited in a large-scale offen-

sive for these aggressive aims."

Ever since the emperor became ill over

a year ago, the United Church and other

Christian organizations in Japan have

expressed continuing concerns about the

emperor's death—focusing on fears that

his death may provide an avenue for na-

tionalistic groups that favor a return to a

more powerful monarchy and the Shinto

elements identified with the emperor that

were diminished after World War II.

Some Christians are hopeful the back-

ground of the new emperor may diminish

the emphasis on Shinto rites. Emperor
Akhito was tutored by a Quaker as a boy.

And his wife, Michiko, attended the

Sacred Heart Roman Catholic School in

Tokyo.

AIDS replaces apartheid as top issue

at United Methodist meetings
Concern about AIDS has overtaken

apartheid as the top issue in United Meth-

odist Church regional gatherings, ac-

cording to a survey of resolutions passed

at annual conference sessions last year.

According to the U.S. church's General

Council on Ministries, 31 percent of the

church's regional annual conferences par-

ticipating in the survey adopted resolu-

tions on AIDS education or ministries for

persons with AIDS, compared to 20 per-

cent with resolutions on apartheid. In

1985, 1986, and 1987 apartheid was the

top issue, while AIDS resolutions began

breaking into the top five rankings in

1986.

U.S. missionaries reportedly held

by Colombian drug traffickers

Two missionaries from the United

States were kidnapped recently in Colom-

bia and are reportedly being held by drug

traffickers threatening to kill one of them

for every Colombian extradited to the

U.S. to face drug charges. The two are

Richard Grover of Warroad, Minn., and

Roy Libby of Atlanta. Both are serving

under the auspices of Gospel Missionary

Union, based in Kansas City, Mo.

Weariness, sexual troubles cited

in low morale of Catholic priests

America's 53,500 Roman Catholic

priests suffer from a "serious and sub-

stantial morale problem," according to a

report by a committee of American

bishops. Giving official recognition for

the first time to what has long been ac-

knowledged as a serious situation by

Catholic clergy, the report by the Na-

tional Conference of Catholic Bishops'

Committee on Priestly Life and Ministry

says overwork, loneliness, sexual difficul-

ties, and celibacy are major factors con-

tributing to the diminished morale of the

dwindling number of American priests.

The feeling of frontline priests that they

are caught between a pastoral and

theological agenda set in Rome and an

American laity which is often at odds

with directives from Rome was also cited

as part of the problem in the report.

Ancient manuscript ofPsalms
may be oldest complete book
A fourth-century manuscript of the

book of Psalms that was discovered in a

Coptic cemetery in Egypt in 1984 has

been authenticated by scholars who say it

may be the oldest complete book of any

kind. "We have for the first time a com-

plete book of Psalms dating from the

second half of the 4th century A.D., mak-

ing it the oldest complete book of Psalms

ever found," said Gawdat Gabra, director

of the Coptic Museum in Cairo. The book

includes about 490 parchment pages

bound between wooden covers stitched

with leather. It was buried under the

head of a child in a cemetery for the poor

about 85 miles south of Cairo.

World's biggest mosque
under construction in Morocco
The world's biggest Muslim mosque is

now under construction in Casablanca,

Morocco, and is scheduled to be dedicated

by King Hassan II in July on his 60th

birthday. French architect Michael Pin-

seau said St. Peter's Cathedral in Rome
would fit into the main building of the

mosque, which will have a total area of

20,000 square meters and hold more than

18,000 people. The total cost of the build-

ing will come to at least $240 million.

The verdict in Detroit:

31 parishes close, 25 get year's reprieve

After months of agonized waiting, De-

troit Roman Catholic Cardinal Edmund
Szoka delivered the verdict recently that

31 churches will close and 25 others will

be given a one-year reprieve in which to

improve themselves. The reorganization

plan, which comes after two decades of

migration by Detroit Catholics to the

suburbs, represents the largest mass clos-

ing of parishes in U.S. Catholic history.

Only three churches that had been target-

ed in a preliminary list of closings and

mergers announced last September were

unconditionally saved from closing.

Several priests openly wept as they gave

the news to their congregations at week-

end Masses.
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Community people
Shorthand terms and generalizations serve to

simplify our lives. We describe people and situa-

tions in broad categories. Sometimes these
generalizations are not completely accurate. At
other times they may be harmful.
For example, I occasionally note the expression

"community people." In an announcement for

adult education classes at the Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries it is stated that they
will "offer once-a-week late-afternoon and eve-
ning courses to accommodate the schedules of

community people."

We know, of course, who they have in mind:
people who live in geographical proximity to the
seminaries, but whose personal daytime
schedules are dictated by others. They are not
part of the seminary community and its inside

academic agenda. "Community people" becomes a
useful generalization to take the place of the two
sentences above.

The problem with such a general designation,

as Freeman Miller pointed out on Jan. 18 in his

class on "Integrating New Members into Con-
gregational Life," is the tendency for it to pro-

mote a we/they syndrome. Community people
are outside our system. They are not quite of us.

Freeman was speaking from a congregational
rather than an institutional perspective. Perhaps
he had in mind our human tendency to lump
people together as a way of sorting them and
dealing with them in categories rather than as in-

dividuals. Perhaps for this reason we should dis-

cipline ourselves to avoid such designations as a
form of self-instruction. There are already more
than enough barriers between us and those who
are not members of our congregations.

Assisting Freeman in his class at the Eastern
Mennonite Seminary School for Leadership
Training was Lindsey Robinson, associate direc-

tor of home ministries at Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions. Lindsey reported that he came
to the Mennonite Church as a result of conviction
from the study of the Scriptures. The heart of

Anabaptism appealed to him: (1) the need for

conversion, (2) scriptural holiness, a distinctive

lifestyle, and (3) a concern for social righteousness.

One of the barriers he faced when he

considered joining the Mennonite Church is that
Mennonites like each other so much. This seems a
strange barrier until one reflects on how it might
feel to be on the outside of such an intensive

circle. Community people could feel left out.

Not that Miller was against the church having
standards. Lower the barriers, he said, but raise

the standards. Many people want exactly what we
have: community, Bible teaching, standards.

Indeed, is it not true that what we desire to be
is people of community? It is our understanding
that in the fellowship of the church we are one in

Christ. As Paul asserts in 2 Corinthians 5:16-17,

"From now on, therefore, we regard no one from
a human point of view If any one is in Christ,

he is a new creation."

These are bold words and we aspire to them.
But at times we will lapse into old categories.

When we do, we do well to seek again for an
experience of the oneness in Christ which binds
us together with others who love him, regardless
of their ethnic background.

This will require openness and sensitivity on
our part, alertness to how other people are
responding. What is familiar to us may be
strange, even frightening to others. The lack of

structure in some Mennonite churches may make
newcomers uncertain where to fit in, Miller ob-

served.

Most of my experiences in church, I must
confess, are in churches of my home community
where I am sure to recognize someone or in Men-
nonite churches where I am likely to be
recognized. But on occasion I have gone to church
incognito. It is a useful experience. What was fa-

miliar to the inside group was new for me. I had
to watch carefully for the cues about what would
be next. My reflection on this small amount of

experience is that what a newcomer to church
most appreciates is to meet someone who relates

on a personal level. Someone who models a
reasonable level of transparency. Not gushy, but
open.

Among the community people there are
probably those who would like to join the people
of community. But it may be hard for either of us
to make the first move.—Daniel Hertzler
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Many people with disabilities have

special gifts which are desperately

needed in the church and the world.

Diversities of gifts

Anna Gehman and son, Allen.

by Barbara Esch Shisler

"We need the presence of mentally handi-

capped people to touch our hard-hearted, power-

driven society by their openheartedness and fi-

delity."

I wrote that sentence in a rush of warm feel-

ings for some people that I know. But then ra-

tionalism spoke.

"Wait. Aren't you being naive—even stupid or

cruel—to say that the world needs mentally

handicapped people? Would you wish the pain of



such disabilities on parents or individuals, even
yourself? Does God deliberately create Down's
syndrome or autism for a purpose, or would God
really prefer a world of perfect people which
unaccountable forces prevent from being born?"
Those questions are too hard for me to answer,

but I believe one true response is that people with
disabilities are uniquely valued by God and
should be valued by society as well. A second true
answer is that many mentally handicapped
people do have special gifts which are desperately
needed in the church and the world.

An assistant in a L'Arche community (one of
about 60 originating from Jean Vanier's vision)

writes in The Challenge ofL 'Arche (Winston,
1981): "Mentally handicapped people are deficient

in the world of power and efficiency. They have
gifts which are more akin to those of the poet,

artist, prophet, mystic; those who cry out, disturb
others, and show the way."

Does the church suffer from

intellectualism, self-sufficiency,

perfectionism? Let it look to the gifts of

simple people for help.

Identifying gifts. Reading those words, I begin
to identify people and their gifts.

One day I took a group-home resident to the
hospital for a blood test. Dale* is a sober-faced
young man who chooses to wear a cap, usually
with the brim pulled down over his piercing eyes.

He enjoys shaking hands, and as we entered the
filled waiting room, I saw he intended to shake
hands all around the room. People were looking at
magazines or staring into space, alone in their

private worlds, but they politely responded to

Dale's out-thrust hand. By the time he had made
his rounds, people of all ages were smiling and
looking at each other; the atmosphere changed

*names are fictitious

Barbara Esch Shisler, Telford, Pa., is a poet, a member of
the pastoral team at Perkasie Mennonite Church, and a
minister at Indian Creek Foundation—a Mennonite-related
program for developmentally disabled persons.

from isolation to community.
Those of us who tend to stuffiness or vanity

benefit from relationships with people with
mental handicaps. Rose and John, our married-
couple friends, are refreshingly open about their
pleasures and problems. They are spontaneous in

their love for each other, tender in their care.

They are solid examples of true fidelity in mar-
riage. One of their favorite sayings is, "We help
each other. That's what it's all about. Right,
honey?"

Does the church suffer from intellectualism,
self-sufficiency, perfectionism? Let it look to the
gifts of simple people for help.

My congregation has a sister who gives

enormous hugs. I've seen her lift her pastor right

off his feet in a joyful embrace. Fortunately he is

free enough to respond easily to such exuberance.
She embodies the word welcome, standing at the
meetinghouse door on Sunday mornings to greet
her church family.

Certainly, distress and pain are part of the pic-

ture too. People with developmental disabilities

suffer severe losses. Their desires for self-

expression, independence, and intimacy are often

thwarted. Frustration may result in disturbed
and disturbing behavior. When I listened to the

sustained and wracking wails of Sherry, a young
woman who is blind, deaf, and retarded, the word
keening came to mind. Surely her mourning was
appropriate—a collective grief, a world-large an-

guish, for which I silently but deeply could join

her.

Mystical Janice. I think of Janice, a mystical

person, whose strange graces prompted my
response in a poem:

The moon is round as a clock.

Janice rises from her bed,

her bed ofbroken shell,

ofcold dashed rock,

to navigate the house.

Again. Again.

"To bed, Janice,
"

/ tell her,

and channel her in,

her squat woman body
and baby brain
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slip through as simply

as afish.

I close the door

to a squall oflaughter—
The moon washes her hair.

Though Janice rarely spoke, she could dance to

music, light as a child on her feet. All of us who
worked with her were lightened by the sight of

her slim legs and feet lifting her heavy body high

off the floor. She could also make prophetic

observations.

One morning her advisory team met: super-

visor, social worker, behavior specialist, resident

instructor. She was brought to the table,

ostensibly to join the discussion about her

progress. She sat down, looked us over, and
vented a crisp vulgarity into the face of power.

Outwardly sober, I nevertheless inwardly ap-

plauded her attempt to name her own situation.

We have heard often how Jesus blessed the

powerless, the humble, the little ones. We have
talked a lot about the church as a body of many
members, each valued for any of a variety of

parts. Society has been challenged to include

persons with disabilities as fully as they are able.

The church must accept that challenge too.

We Christians are known for our interest in

mission. Preaching the good news and feeding the

hungry are time-honored religious callings. Doing

things for others is almost second nature for

people who have been brought up on the good

Samaritan and the great commission. But there is

something to be said too for receiving the gifts

that disadvantaged people have to offer, for ap-

preciating affection, welcome, expressed pain,

and prophecy in forthright or unusual forms.

Preparing ourselves. How can we then

prepare ourselves to do this?

By overcoming fear through knowledge. Igno-

rance feeds fear; fear protects ignorance. If we
can take a step away from our prejudices by de-

liberately seeking out, rather than avoiding,

mentally or physically disabled people, we are

likely to find them to be interesting, enjoyable,

and lovable people.

If we can identify barriers that exclude people,

whether the barriers are physical, emotional, or

spiritual, we can begin working to remove them.

If we can look at our own handicaps, and

confess that we are all imperfect before God,

perhaps we can join together in our churches and

communities in giving and receiving what each of

us has to offer. ^

Hear, hear!

A colum n for shariyig personal concerns

Is freedom worth
fighting for?

Patriotism, in physical resistance to

forces which would limit personal liberty,

is currently being promoted by Christians

who believe it their right as God's people

to be free. All of us cherish our freedom

and thank God for it. But to value this

blessing so highly that we would manipu-
late, fight, and kill to preserve it is to

hark back to the misguided religiosity of

the un-Christian Crusades.

God is in control of the affairs of na-

tions. If God had the power to give us

freedom, does he not also have the power
to sustain this blessing, or, if he so choos-

es, to take it away by replacing our be-

nevolent rulers with despots? If he allows

persecution to come upon us, it will come
in spite of all our feeble efforts to stave it

off.

What if evil people were to rule Ameri-

ca? Would true Christians be the worse

for it spiritually? Would our families be

any more at risk under a regime in which

doing right comes at great cost than in a

permissive society where sin is rampant?

American Christians are so intoxicated

with their freedom that it's hard for them

to think in terms of the persecution the

true church has almost always had to

bear. Our view is much too narrow if we
only see Christianity in the context of

modern Western society. The freedom

Western Christians experience is a rare

occurence in the Church Age.

It is obvious that, to protect one's per-

sonal freedom in a world system driven

by greed and lust for power, one must

operate within that system. To safeguard

one's civil liberties is to forcibly contend

for the power to determine those rights

he considers justly his. Are Christians to

resort to the use of force to bring about

desired ends? Are there ends which may
be brought about by force that are essen-

tial to the life of a Christian? If there are

not, how then can a Christian justify the

use of force to bring about an end which

benefits him only in a temporal way? To

tag the name of Christ onto a movement

of physical force, as some are in essence

doing, is to make a travesty out of his

teachings (Matt. 5:38-48).

Jesus' mission on earth was not to

change the world and its kingdoms
through force or political means, but to

change the hearts of people, who would in

turn point others to true peace and spir-

itual freedom. None of the New Testa-

ment writers gives instructions to stand

up and fight for one's rights, either collec-

tively or individually. The opposite is al-

ways true: Christians are encouraged to

bear inevitable persecution and oppres-

sion with patience, knowing their reward

waits for them in heaven.

Is your freedoom worth fighting for?

This question would nearly always be

phrased differently by the patriot: Is your

freedom worth dying for? Obviously, no

one goes to battle for the purpose of dying

for what he believes is right. His purpose

is to kill—in order to preserve his life, his

ideals, and his posterity. This philosophy

of self-preservation is of the world and

clearly incompatible with the Christian

way of trust in God and love for others.

—JohnKulp, Stratford, Wis.
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Creating church communities
in the city

by Laurie L. Gingrich

Why is it difficult for Mennonite churches in

the city to flourish? In a rural area with a large
Mennonite population, churches of a few hundred
members are not unusual. In an urban setting a
church with 40 members is doing very well.

In a rural area there are many incentives to go
to church, chief among them being the fact that
everyone else does. Going to church is at the same

In rural areas and small towns there are
built-in rewards forgoing to church, and
these rewards do not exist in the city.

time a worship experience, a family outing, and a
social event. Strong connections and friendships
can be nourished in a stable community where
few people leave and some people have known
each other their whole lives. These friendships
plus family relationships form the ties that bind a
church community.

In a small town there may not be much else to

do besides go to church. Particularly for teens
who do not have a driver's license, youth group
events may be the main form of entertainment
other than school activities.

Going to church can also be good business. A
small business owner or salesman mingles with
customers in the congregation. An attorney or ac-
countant meets potential clients. Farmers and
teachers share trade secrets and stories.

Rural vs. urban. I realize I am exaggerating
the rural experience, but the point is that in rural
areas and small towns there are built-in rewards
for being active in a church, or at least attending
regularly, and these rewards do not exist in the
city. In a rural religious community, not going to
church can mean rejecting your society, your
family, even your identity. In the city not going to
church simply means a few more hours of free
time.

There are many Sunday activities competing
with church in the city—you can go to brunch at
any one of hundreds of restaurants, go to a
museum, or see a movie. You can avoid the
crowds by doing the grocery shopping or laundry
on Sunday morning, or simply relax at home and
try to recover from the stresses of urban

Laurie L. Gingrich, Chicago, 111., is an administrator in a
law firm and attends Hyde Park Mennonite Fellowship.
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existence. Those who can afford it might go to the
country on weekends. And unless you work for
the church, or attend the same church as the
mayor, religious activity will not advance your
career.

Yet many city dwellers do go to church, incon-
venient though it may be. What keeps them going
back Sunday after Sunday? Obviously believers
need to hear and study the Word of God. But that
can be done at home. I think that what people are
seeking can be summed up in one word: com-
munity. Evangelism and church-planting efforts
need to focus on defining, building, and nurturing
communities of believers within the much larger
secular environment.

People may be initially drawn to a church for
different reasons—perhaps curiosity, or loneli-

ness, or a deep yearning for God and meaning in

their lives. What keeps them going back is know-
ing they are part of a group that would miss them
if they were gone.

Th is was brought home to me several years
ago, when I watched the process of a church being
planted. The person in charge, armed with a fea-
sibility study and using the latest in church-
planting techniques, convened a first meeting
where about 60 people showed up. Everyone
expressed their ideas and gave support for the
project. But more than half of them never came
again. Three years later the congregation still

exists, although the core group is comprised of no
more than 10 individuals.

Over the long haul. Getting a bunch of people
together in a room is easy. It is much harder to
create a community whose members are
responsible to each other over the long haul.

It is hard because Mennonites who have moved
to the city may have done so to escape the nega-
tive aspects of a close-knit community—the lack
of privacy, the intolerance of individuality, and
emphasis on conformity. Or they simply may
have moved there for economic opportunity or to
study. This also presents problems for the urban
church, because of the high degree of mobility of
students and professionals.

So what makes a strong urban church? First of
all, the focus is on Christ-centered worship and
study of the Bible. But beyond that, the members
need to have some common concerns. A group
needs to share something besides beliefs. The
Amish are cohesive because they agree on how
their beliefs determine how they live their lives.

Often a congregation is made up of people liv-

ing in the same neighborhood. They may have a



commitment to ministering to those living in a

defined geographical area—with a food pantry,

Bible study, or day-care center, for example.

Sometimes this results in a group committed to a

certain range of social issues—a group based in

an integrated neighborhood may function as an

integrated congregation. Another group may be

committed to a particular lifestyle. The per-

sonality and beliefs of the church leader or

leaders will affect how the congregation defines

itself.

Background culture. Churches are part of a

background culture. While all Mennonite

churches share certain beliefs, black churches,

Hispanic churches, Asian-American and white

ethnic churches are going to differ greatly in wor-

ship style and theological content, because they

cannot help but draw on the culture and history

of their respective groups. I think it is important

that we recognize this and deal with it honestly.

People that would not dream of saying a Hispanic

church is exclusionary because it holds services in

Spanish may find it easy to accuse a white ethnic

church of being exclusionary, simply because its

membership is all or mostly white.

One of the most difficult kinds of congregations

to form is the culturally integrated one, because

so little is shared at the start. And to expect that

a single congregation will mirror the diversity of

Renewal

This morn the world is new again,

all robed in shining white

made clean and pure and beautiful,

transformed in one still night.

The bleakness of the stubbled fields

is hidden, covered, gone.

The thin, despairing, leafless trees

are silver in the dawn.

Such loveliness must surely be

somehow akin to heaven!

the earth renewed in purity

its drabness all forgiven.

—Lorie Gooding

the entire city is unrealistic.

It is in the larger structures of the church that

this diversity is reflected. There may be citywide

coalitions of Mennonite churches, which exist to

share resources and work on common concerns.

The conferences and church colleges serve the im-

portant function of bringing members of dif-

It is a hard task to form and nurture

a community in the city, but once it is

established, it works much like a rural

community does.

ferent congregational communities into the

larger church community.
It is a hard task to form and nurture a com-

munity in the city, but once it is established, it

works much like a rural community does. People

share one another's joys and bear one another's

burdens. They celebrate births and mourn

deaths. They celebrate holidays.

On a more mundane level, they talk about the

weather and exchange useful information about

the best mechanics, plumbers, and restaurants in

the neighborhood. They have potlucks. They help

move furniture when someone is changing apart-

ments (literally bearing one another's burdens!).

They meet as a group or in smaller groups, at

times other than Sunday morning, but what

brings them all together is the shared worship

experience.

A past and future. A community has a past

and a history. The history may not be written

down, and the group may not be celebrating its

centennial within any of the current members'

lifetimes, but the members have some sense of

how the group got started and why it has

continued. They tell stories about the people who

were involved.

If a group has a past, it can have a future.

Members assume the group will continue, and

plan for the years ahead.

There may be outward signs that a community

exists, such as the "sharing of joys and concerns"

during the service, the church newsletter, or the

membership list. But in the end it is hard to de-

termine exactly how and when a collection of per-

sonalities becomes a church. We just know that

when that happens, a church has not only been

planted, it has taken root. ^
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FROM THE REVOLUTION TO THE REVOLUTION (1)

Mennonites and
the French bicentennial
by Richard K. MacMas ter

On July 14, 1789, the people of Paris stormed
the Bastille fortress. This was the beginning of
the French Revolution. Today, in every part of
France, bicentennial committees are making
plans to commemorate the events that shook the
world 200 years ago.

Posters for this year's bicentennial pageants
and concerts decorate railroad stations and the
Paris subway. Bookstore windows feature new
titles on the French Revolution. Museums have
opened special exhibits. Universities and groups
of scholars are sponsoring meetings to explore

Does the bicentennial of the French
Revolution have any meaning
for Mennonites?

every aspect of the revolution. The French Asso-
ciation for American Studies recently invited

scholars from six countries to discuss the transat-

lantic connections in their conference, "From the
American Revolution to the French Revolution."

Does the bicentennial of the French Revolution
have any meaning for Mennonites? As in the

American Revolution Bicentennial a few years
ago, military parades and fireworks may prompt
a negative response. We might better ask, do
Mennonites have anything to say to the bicenten-
nial?

Special session. The French university

professors who organized last year's conference
on the American and French Revolutions agreed
that Amish, Mennonite, and Quaker teaching on
peace and nonresistance should be part of their

discussions. Professors Jeanne-Henriette Louis
and Bernard Vincent of the University of Orleans
and Elise Marienstras of the University of Paris
planned a special session on "Religion and Pac-
ifism in the Two Revolutions." Professor Louis
went to Neal Blough at Foyer Grebel for counsel.

Blough is a Mennonite Board of Missions worker
at that Mennonite center.

They invited me to read a paper on the Men-

Richard K. MacMaster, Bluffton, Ohio, is a history
professor at Bluffton College and author of the first volume in
the Mennonite Experience in America series—Land, Piety,
Peoplehood (Herald Press, 1985).
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nonite experience in the American Revolution. I

was delighted to accept. But I still remained un-
certain what Mennonites could contribute to the
French Revolution Bicentennial.
The conference met at Chantilly, near Paris, in

an old chateau that had once belonged to the
Rothschild family of bankers and financiers. The
Jesuit Fathers later acquired the property and
used it as a seminary where young men studied
for the Catholic priesthood. It may be symbolic of
the weakness and the vitality of the Catholic
Church in France that students for the priesthood
are too few to keep the seminary open, but that
the Jesuits use it as an adult education center
where men and women take short courses in

everything from the gospel of Mark to the mean-
ing of the French Revolution.

About 100 college teachers and writers came to
Chantilly from France, West Germany, Austria,
Italy, Hungary, Algeria, and the United States.
The program was a crowded one, with more than
40 papers on individuals and ideas influential in

the two revolutions.

Universal peace and violence—this was the
central paradox of the French Revolution high-
lighted in Professor Jean-Pierre Faye's keynote
address. He focused on Le Pere Duchesne, the
Paris newspaper that Jacques Rene Hebert used
to promote the "Reign of Terror" and the anti-

Christian campaign of 1793. Hebert's editorials
called for peace through war, brotherhood
through bloodletting. He was not alone in this. Is

this revolutionary paradox of the modern world
the only vision?

A new identity. An alternative vision became
clear in the session on the role of the Mennonites
and Quakers in the two revolutions. Frederic Li-
mare, who teaches at the University of Reims,
discussed the peace witness of the Pennsylvania
Quakers in the American Revolution. Resented as
enemies of freedom and deprived of their own
liberty because they would not fight, Quakers
found a new identity as a separate people. Their
own suffering opened a way for them to minister
to victims of war.
Both Mennonites and Quakers challenged the

new American definition of the good citizen as
the citizen soldier in 1776 and paid the penalty.
But to the French in 1789, American liberty and
American willingness to defend it seemed
inseparable. Mirabeau spoke for the French Na-



tional Assembly in wishing that every nation of

the world "might become a happy Pennsylvania,"

but they did not share the vision of William Penn

in attaining that goal.

The French Revolution brought religious

liberty to a land where church and state were in-

separable. For the first time in more than 100

years, French Protestants had freedom to wor-

ship.

Professor Louis, herself a French Quaker, re-

counted the history of the Quaker response—

a

petition to the National Assembly to expand

freedom of worship to include the right to affirm,

rather than swear, to legally marry without a

clergyman to officiate, and to refuse to bear arms

or to kill under any pretext.

The leaders of the French Revolution had no

difficulty with the first two requests, but

conscientious objection was another matter. She

quoted Mirabeau's reply to the Quaker peti-

tioners:

"If you have the right to be free, you have the

right to prevent anyone from making you a slave.

Since you love your fellow creatures, do not let

them be swallowed by tyrants; that would be to

kill them yourselves. You wish for peace? Well, it

is weakness that invites war: a nation in arms

will bring universal peace!"

Revolutionary France, like revolutionary

America, had a grudging respect for these plain

people who believed in nonresistance. Even after

the violence of the revolution in France turned on

the church and the Christian faith in 1793,

Anabaptists and Quakers could be tolerated.

The Amish in Salm. Claude Jerome, secretary

of the French Association for Anabaptist-Men-

nonite History, told the conference about the

experience of Amish families in the former Prin-

cipality of Salm. Commissioners came from Paris

to incorporate Salm into the French Republic,

after the army occupied the territory. The com-

missioners sent back glowing reports about the

Amish they met there. They described how
neighbors rebuilt a brother's house when he was

away at a church meeting and fire swept the

building. Plain dress, hard work—everything
about these people impressed them, including the

excellent wine they made.
The commissioners encouraged the Amish in

Salm to petition the Committee of Public Safety

and to send delegates to Paris to explain their

teaching on peace and nonresistance. Ro-

bespierre, Saint-Just, and the other committee

members gave them a favorable hearing. More

than that. The committee declared:

"We have seen their simple hearts and we have

thought that a good government ought to employ

their virtues for the common good; that is why we
ask that the Anabaptists be treated with the

same mildness that marks their character; we
forbid that anyone persecute them and we grant

them the service they requested in the army, that

Revolutionary France, like revolutionary

America, had a grudging respect for

these plain people who believed in

nonresistance.

of laborers or wagoners, or that they pay for

exemption."

The testimony of these Amish delegates from

the Upper Rhine and of the Quakers from the

Nimes area in southern France gave the French

Revolution an alternative vision of universal

peace, a vision grounded in the reality of Jesus

Christ. Revolutionary leaders listened respect-

fully, dismissed it, and returned to their own vi-

sion of peace through violence. Was this episode

merely a footnote in history?

Taken seriously. The lively discussion at this

session suggested that the Christian message of

peace and nonviolence is taken seriously.

University professors, though not all Christians

themselves, responded to the integrity and

consistency of the Mennonite and Quaker wit-

ness. Professor Louis and Neal Blough both

agreed that the discussion will continue through

the coming year. We do have something of im-

portance to say to the French Revolution

Bicentennial.

Stephan Shank, a Mennonite Board of Missions

worker in Belgium, attended the Chantilly con-

ference. He saw wider possibilities. He is making

plans for a video presentation on the Mennonite

and Quaker petitions and the issues they raised

200 years ago—and today. This will be a distinct

contribution to the bicentennial and to the dia-

logue going on in Europe.
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Local Mennonltes and VSers serve refugees at the Mennonite church in Brownsville, Tex.

Mennonites respond to

refugee crisis in Texas
Many Mennonites in Brownsville spent

most of their waking hours in recent
weeks responding to a crisis among refu-
gees in southern Texas. Voluntary
Service workers (both year-round and
Winter VSers) sponsored by Mennonite
Board of Missions, along with members
of the local Hispanic Mennonite congrega-
tion (Iglesia Menonita del Cordero),
helped refugees with documentation re-

quired by the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service and provided food,
clothing, and lodging.

An estimated 1,200 refugees, mostly
from Central America, cross the U.S.-
Mexico border near Brownsville each
week. A mid-December policy change by
INS called for those refugees to stay in

the Brownsville area until granted politi-

cal asylum or until deported. Previously,
refugees could apply for travel permis-
sion, then seek political asylum at their
point of destination.

The change meant hundreds needed
housing and food while they waited. The
refugees stayed at a Catholic refugee
center, in an old vacant motel, and—as
the new year approached—under trees
and in open fields. By early January,
Brownsville VS unit leader Lyn Raymond
described the situation as critical, with
500 people camped near the refugee
center in tents, under cardboard or
plastic, or out in the open.
The weather cooperated for the refu-

gees until Jan. 8, when it turned cold and

rainy. The Mennonite church opened its

gym to house and feed the refugees. Over
300 slept on the gym floor that first night.

Other churches opened their doors, too.

The next day, a federal judge issued a
three-day temporary restraining order
against the INS policy. That sent refugees
scurrying back to the INS office in Har-
lingen, seeking travel permission.

During the second week of January,
many VSers and congregational members
dropped other responsibilities to help ref-

ugees complete and submit required INS
forms quickly. Others helped with food,
clothing, lodging, and transportation.
Some VSers and other volunteers in-
stalled showers, a water heater, and addi-
tional sanitary facilities. MBM regional
representative Lawrence Greaser, who
was contacting congregations in Texas,
arrived on Jan. 9 and found himself help-
ing refugees complete INS forms. His
Spanish language ability came in handy.
Some 500 refugees were fed in the

church gym on Jan. 9; as many as 225
received two daily meals for the next
several days. Food was provided by the
congregation, neighboring congregations,
and concerned individuals. American Red
Cross also provided assistance.
By Jan. 12, several thousand refugees

had already left Brownsville, headed for
Miami, Los Angeles, New York, and other
destinations. "The church members and
the VSers have done a yeoman's job
here," Greaser observed. "They displayed
a lot of love and patience."

Although the Mennonite congregation
in Brownsville has employed Irma Aram-
buru for several years to help refugees
with documentation, the December/
January crisis stretched its facilities and
resources to the limit. When the gym was
opened for refugees, Aramburu and
Eduardo Hinojosa coordinated the efforts
and met with representatives of the me-
dia, INS, U.S. State Department, Red
Cross, and local government.
VSers in Brownsville have also been

increasingly involved in caring for refu-
gees and dealing with related issues.

—Phil RichardforMBM

'MennoLink' is new name
of telecommunications
network for Mennonites
The telecommunications network of the

Mennonite Church has a new name.
"MennoLink" replaced MennoNet as the
official name on Jan. 23.

"Last year we discovered that the Men-
nonite amateur-radio organization had
been using the name MennoNet for many
years," said John Yoder of Goshen, Ind.,

who is the MennoLink system operator.
The name MennoLink continues to em-

phasize the fundamental strengths of
electronic communication, said Phil Nolt
of New Holland, Pa., president of the
Council of Mennonite Computer Users—
the group that set up the network. "Men-
noLink gives persons in different geo-
graphical areas the ability to be net-
worked or linked in ongoing conversa-
tions about common issues, in problem
solving, and in sharing ideas."

MennoLink currently provides elec-
tronic mail and discussion capabilities
among 13 agencies of the Mennonite
Church in five states, as well as with indi-
viduals and the General Conference Men-
nonite Church office in Newton, Kans.
MennoLink is also part of EcuNet, the
telecommunications network that serves
10 denominations in the U.S. and Canada.
Information on joining MennoLink can

be obtained from Cal Roggie at 21 S 12th
St., Akron, PA 17501.
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This is ourworld

Today.

One-quarter of the

earth's population has

never heard the name
of Jesus Christ.

International Bulletin of Missionary Research. July 1988

100 million people

have no shelter

whatsoever.
World Military and Social Expenditures 1987-88

by Ruth Leger Sivard

880 million adults

cannot read

and write.



Witnessing today.
Statistics may vary according to who's

counting, but an important question remains
for those who follow Jesus...

What does it mean to witness to Christ in

today's world?

Study Year 1 989—sponsored for the global Mennonite
family by Mennonite World Conference (MWC)—will assist

your congregation in delving into this question in the context of
yourown society.

Through the study process, and by the grace ofGod, the

worldwide church community will be strengthened as we
struggle with the same issues all over the world from an

Anabaptist perspective.

Study Year 1989: Background

When theMWC Executive Committee met in Taipei for their

annual meeting in 1 986, a discussion about "faith and life

concerns" focused on widespread requests formore intense

study about Mennonite identity and beliefs in connection with

the next assembly.

In response, the Executive Committee appointed a 1
3-

member Faith and Life Committee to lead a study process that

will enhance the quality ofAssembly 12 in 1990 and benefit

those who will not be attending the assembly.

The members of the Faith and Life Committee come from
seven countries and numerous church conferences—ordained

ministers and lay people, men and women. Helmut Harder,

committee chair and a Bible professor at Canadian Mennonite
Bible College, wrote a book for the study in consultation with

the Faith and Life Committee.

Study Book: Witnessing to Christin Today's World

The title of the study book, Witnessing to Christin Today's
World, is the same as the theme for Assembly 1 2 in 1 990. At
first glance, these ordinary words may seem easy to understand

and practice. After all, Christians have been witnessing to their

Christ in

Today's V
A Faith & Life Study Book)
Mennonite World Conferenl



mean?
faith since the time ofJohn the Baptist. Just under the surface,

however, lie the challenges.

The book is divided into six chapters. Each chapter contains

three parts: "Looking to Jesus" is a Bible study. "Understand-

ing Today 's World" reflects on life as we see and experience it

today. "Witnessing Faithfully" offers some directions for the

church'smission.

At the end ofeach chapter are suggested questions that may

be helpful in starting discussion.

Chapter 1: Confessing Jesus Christ

(Witnessing Faithfully)

The Christians in China are an example of courageous

witness. Christians are showing, through their life and work

in society, that their contribution to a better way of life and

their perspective on life is of great value. This "theology of

presence" is attracting many people to the Christian com-

munity. At the same time many Christians in China are not

afraid to confess their faith even if it brings persecution.

Chapter 3: Sharing God's Love

(Looking to Jesus)

God's love for the world is the basis of Christian mission.

Nicodemus's foundation for belief in God was too narrow.

He started and ended with God's love for the Jews and for

Jerusalem. But God's love is broader. Nicodemus's

religious system could not contain it. He needed a

foundation strong enough to include love for the whole

world. For this he needed to be born again of the Spirit.

Perhaps we can understand the temptation of Nicodemus

very well. Like the Pharisees, we too are tempted to limit

the love of God to our ethnic and cultural group. We are

tempted to think that God loves our land and our people

more than others. This attitude hinders the flow of God's

love into the world.

Chapter 4: Proclaiming the Gospel

(Understanding Today's World: Questions for Discussion)

What do people in today's society think of preachers and

others who proclaim the Gospel?

A collection of stories, quotations, and reports suitable for

one or more specific chapters is located at the end of the book.

This collection can serve as a resource for the study session or as

inspiration for members of the study group to tell other stories

that support the theme of witnessing.

MWC and the Faith and Life Committee strongly urge your

congregation to make this an inter-Mennonite study with

another Mennonite-constituent group in your community

whereverpossible. Such interaction will deepen the study and

give a taste of the worldwide church family to which we belong.



Study Book Distribution Mennonite World Conference (MWC):

Outside ofNorth America, MWC is coordinating the distribu-

tion of the study book through church conferences.

Dutch,French, and German versions are being translated and

published by European Mennonite conferences. A Spanish

translation is being printed and distributed from Guatemala. In

addition, the English manuscript is available to conferences

that want to prepare theirown translation. To date, translations

into a total of 1 3 languages are planned.

In North America, the study book is being promoted and

distributed through denominational publishing houses.

Laurence Martin, director for congregational literature at

Mennonite Publishing House in Pennsylvania, serves as

managing editor for the project.

Contact your church conference or, in North America, your

denominational publishing house for specific information

about book price and availability for your congregation.

"I havejust read the manuscript ofthe

study book, Witnessing to Christ in

Today' s World, by Helmut Harder

under the direction of theMWC Faith

and Life Committee. What an excit-

ing study lies ahead ofus ! In addition

to the Bible study in each chapter,

there are thoughtful quotations from

1 6th century Anabaptists and stories

of faithful witnesses in southern

Europe, Indonesia, Zimbabwe, and

elsewhere. Now we all have the

privilege tojoin together in this

study. May we be empowered to be

faithful witnesses to Christ in the

various parts of the world where we
live."

RossT. Bender
President, MWC

Acknowledging and appreciating our diversity, MWC promotes the vision of

a more unified, global body where the biblical principles ofjustice, love, and

mutual concern can be lived out daily. Membership in MWC is voluntary and
open to organized conferences and groups that identify themselves with the

Mennonite and related churches. Ninety-three conferences in 50 nations hold

membership in MWC and appoint delegates to represent them in the

governing body, the General Council.

MWC Assembly Locations and Themes 1925-1990:

1925 Basel Commemoration of the 400th Anniversary of

the Founding of Anabaptism

1930 Danzig Mennonite World Relief Work, Mennonites

in the USSR
1936 Amsterdam 400th Anniversary of Menno Simons'

Conversion and Baptism

1948 Goshen/Newton Brotherhood and Reconciliation

1952 Basel The Church of Christ and Her Commission
1957 Karlsruhe The Gospel of Jesus Christ in the World
1962 Kitchener The Lordship of Christ

1967 Amsterdam The Witness of the Holy Spirit

1972 Curitiba Jesus Christ Reconciles

1978 Wichita The Kingdom ofGod in a Changing World
1984 Strasbourg God's People Serve in Hope
1990 Winnipeg Witnessing to Christ in Today's World

Faith and Life Committee:

Helmut Harder, Canada (Chair)

Claude Baecher, France (now in Switzerland)

Peter Charles Christano, Indonesia

Daryl R. Climenhaga, United States (now in Zimbabwe)
Ben Eidse, Canada

Lydia Harder, Canada

Elke Hubert, Fed. Republic ofGermany
Harold Jantz, Canada

Howard John Loewen, United States

Elias Mc. Moyo, Zimbabwe (now in England)

Dorothy Jean Weaver, United States

Elizabeth Yoder, United States

HugoZorrilla, Colombia (now in Spain)

For further information, write to:

Faith and Life Committee

Mennonite World Conference

465 Gundersen Drive, Suite 200

Carol Stream, IL60188 U.S.A.
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More than one million

face starvation

in Sudan
More than one million people in south-

ern Sudan face starvation. Up to 260,000

people there have already starved to

death in the past year. The main cause of

this tragedy, which some say is more de-

vastating than the 1985 Ethiopian fam-

ine, is a civil war that pits the north

against the south.

Millions have fled the war in southern

Sudan. Some 2 million fled to Khartoum,

the capital, where half of them live in de-

plorable squatters' camps on the out-

skirts. Hundreds of thousands fled to

neighboring Ethiopia. Those who remain

in the south, which was traditionally a

farming society, find themselves in "gar-

rison" towns.

The war in Sudan is most often por-

trayed as a religious battle between the

Arab, Islamic north and the black, Chris-

tian, and animist south. But economic

and political issues, injustice, and human
rights abuses have also provoked and now
sustain the war. In a poor and under-

developed country, southern Sudan has

always been even poorer and less

developed than the north.

The effects of the continuing conflict

are staggering. Southern Sudan is vir-

tually cut off from the outside world. Few
major towns are safe from the fighting.

A southern Sudanese wrote recently

from Juba, the largest city in southern

Sudan and presently home to 150,000 dis-

placed people: "No relief food has come
through since 18 drivers were ambushed
and killed in September. Neither has

much been brought by air since some
planes were hit by gunfire. We are mov-
ing nearer starvation and desperation.

Human life has become valueless and
meaningless especially to those who hold

the gun and those who control the econ-

omy of southern Sudan. Parents are sell-

ing their children for food or abandoning

them for unknown destinations."

Food has become a major weapon in

this conflict. The southern-based rebels

ambush relief convoys in an effort to

starve out the government army gar-

risons in the towns. Southerners say the

northern-based government could work
harder to protect relief-food convoys. The
army seems to be well-stocked in most
towns.

The Sudan Council of Churches, which

includes all of the churches in Sudan, has

been mandated to carry out relief, reha-

bilitation, and development work in both

the south and north. But finding ways to

provide relief for people in southern

Sudan has been difficult.

Mennonite Central Committee will ex-

change 1,000 metric tons of Canadian
wheat for 700 tons of beans in Kenya that

will be airlifted to Juba by a number of

international church agencies. MCC also

procured 32 metric tons of milk powder in

Kenya, worth about $55,000, that will be

airlifted to Juba.

All of this will be done through the

Sudan Council of Churches—MCC's main

partner in Sudan. MCC works closely

with the council in its relief and develop-

ment work. Current MCC workers serve

in Khartoum and in eastern and northern

Sudan with the council or local churches.

The council knows that food aid alone is

not the answer to Sudan's desperate situ-

ation, so it has strengthened its adovcacy

and peace work. Recently the council has

met with leaders from the government,

the rebels, and other local political

groups, encouraging them to negotiate an

end to war.

In November an agreement was signed

between the rebels and two of the three

political parties in the government. This

agreement, however, was not acceptable

to the president and one party of the

government coalition. In late December

the government coalition fell apart.

People at all levels and in all parties

must work for a just, lasting peace, says

MCC country representative William

Reimer of Winnipeg, Man. Says Ezekiel

Kutjok, general secretary of the Sudan

Council of Churches: "If God raised up

Christ, he can also bring peace to Sudan."

New group responds to

mentally ill and disabled
persons overseas
An International Mental Health and

Disability Committee was formed
recently. It is charged with responsibility

to find an "appropriate reponse to the

needs of mentally ill and disabled persons

outside North America." It is a joint ef-

fort of Mennonite Central Committee,

and Mennonite Health Services.

The committee will work with interna-

tional partners to discern needs, promote

awareness, encourage development of

services, provide training, and support

the development of a grass-roots self-help

advocacy movement.
The committee is new, said MHS execu-

tive director Carl Good, but the work of

integrating MHS's mission and vision in-

to MCC's international program began

earlier. MHS is convinced of the "validity

of working at mental health and develop-

mental disabilities internationally," Good

said. But fitting this mission into MCC's

structure has been slow since "MCC oper-

ates geographically rather than according

to special interests."

Committee members talked about how
MCC decides when to begin a new project.

Some urged waiting to assist until a com-

munity articulates a need for a mental

health or disabilities program. Others

want to carry a new vision to commu-

nities that have not yet articulated a need

for such programs.
The committee also discussed what

needs MCC should respond to, and in

what order. "In many places in Asia,

available resources do not permit moving
beyond basic needs," said Paul Myers of

MCC. "Dealing with mental health is seen

as a luxury."

"Even in countries where basic needs

are the only focus, we can work at preven-

tion by getting nutritious food to children

age 2 and under to decrease retardation

possibilities," said Marian Stroud, a com-
mittee member who is an administrator

with Medina County Achievement Center

in Ohio.

Among tasks the committee will tackle

in the near future are creating a mission

statement, making a three-year plan, en-

larging the circle of people committed to

the mental health agenda, and cataloging

mental health and disability programs
and needs with help from MCC overseas

secretaries and country representatives.

Aldred Neufeldt, a professor at the Uni-

versity of Calgary, was elected chair of

the committee.

WMSC leaders
deal with changes
in church, society

The Executive Committee of Women's
Missionary and Service Commission,
meeting in Elkhart, Ind., recently, dealt

with changes in the church and society by

proposing some structural changes in the

WMSC organization. Specifically, Don-
ella Clemens, secretary for girls' activ-

ities, proposed that her position be

combined with the work of the family life

secretary, and that some of the responsi-

bilities of her position be assigned to

others.

Several changes in church life sug-

gested these proposals. Girls' clubs no

longer serve as "feeder" organizations for

WMSC, Clemens observed, but are fol-

lowed by high school youth groups and

are part of the nurture program of con-

gregations. Therefore, the work of advo-

cating club activities for boys and girls is

more closely linked to the nurture work of

the family life secretary.

The committee affirmed the proposal,

which will also reduce costs by combining

two positions into one. The proposal will

be presented to WMSC delegates at Nor-

mal 89 in August.

The committee also spent much time on

plans for Normal 89 and cooperation with

Women in Mission—WMSC's counterpart

in the General Conference Mennonite

Church. Executive Secretary Marian Ho-

stetler reported that WM and WMSC will

hold separate business meetings at

Normal 89 and then join for a "celebra-

tion."
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Mission/service agencies
evaluate their mission
statements
"A Relevant Anabaptist Missiology for

the 1990s" was the theme of the semian-
nual meeting of Council of International

Ministries, which was held recently near
Chicago. Some 45 people representing 15

Mennonite and Brethren in Christ mis-
sion/service agencies were present.

Four resource persons, representing
missiological, sociological, and theological

perspectives, presented papers evaluating

15 short missiological statements and six

published mission papers prepared by
CIM member agencies. The statements
had been shared at the May 1988 CIM
meeting.

Not surprisingly, each of the resource
persons noted a number of similarities in

the mission statements. Norman Kraus, a
semiretired professor and missionary,
listed several major themes common to

all of the statements: (1) Jesus Christ is

the only way of salvation; (2) Scripture is

the authoritative guide for mission; (3)

the church is central to the continuing
mission of Christ; (4) the missionary ap-
proach should be holistic; (5) the incarna-
tion sets a pattern for witness and
ministry; (6) the goal is establishing a
network of churches across cultures; (7)

the cause of Christ will be victorious

through the work of the Holy Spirit.

Charles Tabor, a professor at Emman-
uel School of Religion, Johnson City,

Tenn., took the mission/service agencies
to task on a concern also mentioned by
Kraus. Noting that most of the state-

ments speak of an intention to be "hol-

istic," he found only a few are "actually

holistic when it comes down to spelling

out nuts and bolts" of strategy. "In the Bi-

ble, Old and New Testaments, there does
not seem to be any dichotomy or even ten-

sion between concern for spiritual mat-
ters and concern for temporal human
needs and problems," he said. "In most of

your documents there is such a tension."

Hans Kasdorf, a professor at Men-
nonite Brethren Biblical seminary, Fres-
no, Calif., listed five important topics he
saw mentioned only cursorily or omitted
altogether in the mission statements: the

destiny of people who have never heard
the gospel; the uniqueness of Christ in

relation to other religions; the impact of

the gospel on the consummation of his-

tory; partnership and globalization in

mission; and missionary recruitment and
training.

Samuel Escobar, a professor at Eastern
Baptist Theological Seminary in Phila-

delphia, began his presentation by noting
"the increasing relevance of the Ana-
baptist vision for contemporary missiol-

ogy," particularly in the Latin-American
context where there is much of a "Chris-

tendom" atmosphere throughout society.

He urged the mission leaders to consider
planting Anabaptist churches in addi-
tional countries, even if that means start-
ing another denomination, "if such a
church planting brings a valid Anabaptist
contribution as a new, alternate way of
living the faith."

The participants spent time in small
groups, discussing the papers and identi-

fying additional issues which surfaced in

the presentations. The half-dozen broad
issues which emerged— including the
need to maintain a holistic approach to
mission, clarify terms such as mission/
missions, and develop an authentic
Anabaptist theology of mission—may
serve as agenda items for future CIM
meetings.—Glen Piercefor Meetinghouse

Miller speaks to 275
at Women in Ministry
Conference in Phoenix
"Some of us aren't being what God

intended us to be, because we're being
what we think others want us to be. God
made us who we are, and when we live

that, we value ourselves and others
more."

These words were spoken by Marilyn
Miller to over 275 women from 17 states

and Canada at the Women in Ministry
Conference held recently at Sunnyslope
Mennonite Church in Phoenix. The
conference was sponsored by Women's
Missionary and Service Commission of

the Mennonite Church, Women in

Mission of the General Conference Men-
nonite Church, and Women's Concerns
Group of Mennonite Central Committee.

Miller, pastor of Boulder (Colo.) Men-
nonite Church, spoke three times, draw-

ing from the stories of women in the New
Testament.

In the opening message about Jesus
and the Samaritan women, she com-
mented, "We often find it easier to fill

others' cups than our own: if we don't
take time to fill our own cups, we get
weary." Later, referring to the story of
Mary and Martha, she urged her listeners

to examine their lives to see what they
can let go of, that although they may be
good things, aren't the most important
things. Using the poor widow woman in

Luke 10 as an example of love and com-
passion, Miller said, "Most of us have a
sense of inferiority that keeps us from
speaking out. But when we do share, God
multiplies our gifts and many are
blessed."

The messages were enhanced by Scrip-

ture readings and dramas prepared by
Eva Hiebert Klink of Fort Collins, Colo.

"I work to present Scripture in a way
never seen before, so that we can really

hear it," said Klink.

Participants had a choice of three
workshops to attend out of 14 that were
offered. Eloise Meneses used Proverbs
31:10-31 as a starting point in her work-
shop, "Position of Women Around the
World," to explore the cultural factors

that shape views of women. The "good
wife" who is praised in Proverbs 31 went
far beyond the traditional duties ascribed
to women. Meneses, who is a cultural

anthropologist, is active in Emmanuel
Mennonite Church of Surprise, Ariz.

The close of the conference was a high-
light for many. Worshipers were invited

to gather in groups of about eight to share
communion. After partaking of the com-
munion symbols, each circle parted with
the benediction, "May the love of Christ
be with you."

You won't find this
IRA anywhere else.

When you invest in an MMA IRA, your money works
for you—and for the church community. It makes first

mortgage loans to churches possible. A small portion
of earnings helps people facing financial hardship.
And MMA's investments fit your Christian beliefs.

All this—plus the same benefits as a commercial IRA.

Contact your mutual aid counselor or MMA today.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
Goshen, Indiana 46526
800-348-7468 (219)533-9511 collect in Indiana
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp poin t.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Names withheld
Wife: Thanks, but no thanks, for print-

ing Sara Wenger Shenk's "To Laughter

and to Love" (Jan. 24). As a woman who
struggles with infertility, I found the

story's end full of unhelpful, hurtful plat-

itudes: "Consider yourself lucky— it's not

easy to be a parent, God still loves you,

keep your chin up, having children is not

all there is to the Christian life." Though
these things may be true, it's not much
consolation to those of us whose arms and

cribs remain empty.

Where is the church's sensitivity?

Please think about us (yes, one out of five

couples of childbearing age deals with

infertility) the next time your congrega-

tions plan for Mother's Day, Father's

Day, family life events, Christmas ser-

mons and programs. Please walk with us,

and especially if you have children, just

listen.

Husband: The grief of infertility is felt

by men as well as women. Yet, my read-

ing of the above-mentioned article left me
with somewhat different feelings than

those of my wife. It brought my feelings

of grief to the surface once again, and I

cried. I felt comfort in the thought that

Jesus took the time to talk with the child-

less woman. It helps me to believe that

Jesus cares about me in a similar way.

The point at which my wife and I are

together is in our objection to the im-

agined comments of Mary about how
tough it is to be a parent. To me that

sounds like ridicule of my longing to be a

parent. "How could you be so naive as to

actually want children?" is a paraphrase

that is not farfetched in my mind. We

Pontius' Puddle

^AORE BAP MEWS FOR THE
CHURCH. OOR OOTREACH
PROGRAMS ARE HORTlMCr
FINANCIALLY. AMD MOW
ATTENDANCE HAS BECrOM
TO DECUME.

LOOK
ON THE
6RI&-HT
SIDE.

.

who bear the burden of childlessness are

implicitly being asked to bear the emo-
tional deficits of struggling parents. I

could handle that much better if it was
not done under the guise of trying to help

me. No doubt the intention was sincere

even though the effort was misguided.

Instead of bringing Mary into the pic-

ture, the author could have portrayed

Jesus' way of dealing with suffering. He-
brews 5:8 says that Jesus "learned obe-

dience through what he suffered." It

takes courage and discipline to "learn

obedience" through suffering. When I see

the way Jesus dealt with suffering, I

begin to believe that I can learn obedience

even through the suffering of childless-

ness. I hope struggling parents can do the

same.

John Myers, Shelton, Wash.
I take issue with the last paragraph of

Keith Graber Miller's article "Fuddy-

Duddies and Demon Rum" (Jan. 10).

Keith states that he writes in hope that

further dialogue and discussion of the al-

cohol issue in the Mennonite Church is

achieved. In reality, if I understand the

tenets of good journalism correctly, he is

not looking for dialogue at all. Rather the

word "argument" should be substituted

in its place.

Dialogue is achieved when facts from

all sides of a problem are presented and

people try to lay down their biases in

faith that new understanding and solu-

tion can come to an existing problem.

What Brother Miller does is lay out some

facts, quickly dispelling any which do not

fit into his frame of thinking. And then

he calls for dialogue. Such an invitation

gets a big "no thank you" from me. I do

not want to go into dialogue looking for

an argument. I want to dialogue prayer-

fully seeking a solution.

Paul S. Stoltzfus, Annville, Pa.

I was greatly inspired and challenged

by the article "If Not Now—When?" by

Merle Good (Dec. 27).

HOW CAW
THERE SE A
BR16WT SIDE
TO THAT ?

SooM, IT WOM'T
COST AS MOCH
TO SEND OOR
IA\SSIOMAttVES
TO A, PA6AM
CGl-TORE !

Eugene K. Souder, Grottoes, Va.
In response to James Kratz's "Health

Care: How Much Are We Willing to Pay?"

(Aug. 30): Is there not a fairer way to bear

each other's burdens?

Presently under Mennonite Mutual
Aid, everyone pays in equally and is paid

out equally. On the surface that may
seem fair, but is it? Is this true broth-

erhood? Those who have greater wealth

have no difficulty paying the premiums;

it's those who are scratching to pay for

the basic necessities of life who may be

forced out of MMA.
Could we not make our plan more

brotherly and sisterly—yes, more just?

Let me share an idea which MMA would

find difficult to share because they would

be criticized for thinking such a thought!

It would be based on a voluntary, un-

selfish principle of loving my neighbor as

myself. The basic idea is that I will joy-

fully pay all the medical bills I have as

long as I can do so.

If this method were applied I would

guess that our premiums could be cut in

half immediately. In the first place, if

many of us paid our own bills it may be

that the hospitals and doctors would con-

sider discounting the bill since they don't

need to do all the expensive paper work.

They could get paid immediately. The

overhead of MMA would be considerably

less because their claims would be cut

dramatically.

Then when I have a genuine need that I

cannot provide for, I will gladly submit

my bill to MMA, and MMA will gladly

pay the bill. With our four children grown
and on their own, my wife and I have

more disposable income now than we had

earlier in our marriage. Up to a certain

level we could pay our own medical bills.

If it is true that "God loves a cheerful

giver," then the above system should

work if we made it a voluntary system—

a

people's choice, not an MMA demand. We,

the insured, will go the second mile for

the sake of our brothers and sisters who
more and more may be forced to cancel

their MMA policies for lack of ability to

pay. But, as Paul says, "One day their

abundance may be needed to supply my
need."

This new plan would operate on the

same basis upon which we are saved—by
grace. We tried legalism to solve our

problem and it doesn't work. Let's do it

God's way—by grace. After all, if it were

not for God's grace, we'd all be in dire

poverty, and we'd all be lost.

Our wealth, which is God's possession,

needs to become more fluid so that the

needs of all can be provided for, without

hardship on any. MMA is looking for

ideas. Here's mine—yours may be better.

Please share it. It's obvious we have a

problem.
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Mennoscope

Former longtime missionary Edwin Weaver,
85, died on Feb. 4 in Hesston, Kans. He and his

wife, Irene, were Mennonite Board of Missions
workers in India 1935-56, Nigeria 1959-67, and
Ghana 1969-71. From 1971 to 1979 they served
brief assignments in a variety of countries
under Africa Inter-Mennonite Mission. Edwin
is survived by Irene.

Construction began on a $2.6 million addi-
tion to Mennonite Heritage Village in Stein-

bach, Man., in February. This followed a
groundbreaking ceremony in which a silver

shovel was used to overturn sand instead of
frozen soil. Among the participants was Jake
Epp, a former Mennonite who is a local mem-
ber of the Canadian Parliament. Planners hope
to have the addition completed in time for the
July 1990 assembly of Mennonite World Con-
ference in nearby Winnipeg. The $850,000
raised so far for the project has been largely
through government grants. The 25-year-old
museum has become a major tourist stop, at-

tracting up to 20,000 visitors every summer.

Four Mennonites were elected to the Ca-
nadian Parliament in the recent election. The
best known is Jake Epp of Manitoba, who was
reelected and who continues as Canada's min-
ister of health and welfare. Two others were
also reelected: John Reimer of Ontario and
Benno Friesen of British Columbia. The
newcomer is Ray Funk of Saskatchewan. He is

a member of the New Democratic Party; the
other three are members of the ruling Progres-
sive Conservative Party. Epp, a longtime Men-
nonite Brethren, is technically not a Mennonite
anymore, since he joined a nondenominational
congregation in recent years.

A Mennonite pastor was arrested in an
antiabortion protest recently in Buffalo, N.Y.
Titus Kauffman of nearby Alden Mennonite
Church was part of Operation Rescue, a na-
tional effort that has gotten much attention
for its use of civil disobedience tactics. In the
Buffalo action, 30 local clergy blocked the en-
trance to an abortion clinic. When they ignored
police demands that they move, they were all

arrested. Kauffman sees the abortion issue as
a peace issue. "Can we who have taken a stand
against the military's taking of life do any less

for the life of the unborn?" he asks.

Mennonite Board of Missions workers John
and Sandra Shenk Lapp moved to Israel in

December after completing Arabic language
study in Amman, Jordan. They are assigned to

the Arab village of Ibillin, where they serve
under the direction of Elias Chacour, a Greek
Catholic priest who has had previous contacts
with Mennonites. Their address is Box 102,

Ibillin 30012, Israel.

Dutch Mennonites dedicated their first new
church building since the 1950s recently in

Den Ilp/Landsmeer. It replaces a 125-year-old
structure that had fallen into disrepair. The
new building represents a new vitality for the
congregation. The active membership had
dwindled to five or six in the 1950s but today
there are 60, and the congregation is thriving.

The dedication was a special event for the Men-
nonite church in the Netherlands, which is

struggling to reverse a long-term membership
decline. Today the church, which is one of the

oldest Mennonite bodies in the world, has
18,000 members in 153 congregations.

A $1.7 million facility for Selfhelp Crafts will

be built in New Hamburg, Ont. The decision
came recently during a meeting of the Execu-
tive Committee of Mennonite Central Commit-
tee Canada. The 3,500-square-meter building
will be used for a warehouse, store, and offices.

The building currently rented by Selfhelp
Crafts in New Hamburg needs to be vacated in

1991. Selfhelp Crafts is an MCC program that
provides a North American market for the
crafts of third-world artisans.

Valley View Retirement Community of
Belleville, Pa., is planning a major expan-
sion and renovation. It will add two new
levels of resident care— independent-living
apartments and assisted-living rooms. Cur-
rently the 20-year-old Mennonite facility con-

Integrating music and worship. "Re-

becca Slough is helping music leaders to

understand worship in an intentional

way and to integrate music and wor-

ship," said Laurence Martin of Men-
nonite Publishing House. Slough (pic-

tured), of El Cerrito, Calif., was one of

the resource persons for a Music and

Worship Leaders Seminar held recently

at Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite Church

Center. Coordinated by Ken Nafziger

of Eastern Mennonite College, the

seminar drew 65 people together for

training in congregational song leading,

children's choir directing, and worship

leading. Other resource persons were

Mary Miller of Walnut Creek, Ohio, and
Karen Moshier Shenk of Scottdale, Pa.

The seminar, entitled "Why Sip from the

Stream of Song When You Can Really

Sing?" was sponsored by Mennonite

Publishing House and Laurelville.

sists of a 120-bed nursing home and nearly 100
independent-living cottages. Construction on
the new project will begin in late spring. It will
include 48 apartments and 44 rooms.

Newton (Kans.) Area Peace Center is par-
ticipating in the national "Interview a Vet"
contest. The center, supported by many Men-
nonites, is urging young people, ages 15-23, to
talk to a Vietnam War veteran and then write
a poem, essay, story, or song—or create a work
of art—based on their findings and feelings
from the interview. Entries should be submit-
ted by Mar. 15 to CCCO at 2208 South St.,

Philadelphia, PA 19146.

Pastoral transitions:
•Arthur Boers was ordained as pastor of Wind-
sor (Ont.) Mennonite Fellowship on Jan. 8. He
was licensed earlier to serve the five-year-old
congregation.

•Elmer Miller was ordained as pastor of Upper
Deer Creek Mennonite Church, Wellman,
Iowa, on Dec. 11. He has served the congrega-
tion as a licensed pastor since 1985.
•David Danton resigned as pastor of Hunta
(Ont.) Mennonite Church in December. He ac-
cepted a teaching position in Attawapiskat,
Ont.

•Jay Peters was ordained as associate pastor of
Hernley Mennonite Church, Manheim, Pa., on
Dec. 11. He was selected from within the con-
gregation.

•Andrew Troyer was ordained as associate
pastor of Maple Grove Mennonite Church,
Hartville, Ohio, on Dec. 11. He was licensed in
1986.

•Gerald Richter was ordained as associate pas-
tor of Palo Alto Mennonite Church, Pottsville,

Pa., on Nov. 27. He was selected from within
the congregation.

Upcoming events:
•GodQuest, Sept. 3-8 and Oct. 8-13, at Laurel-
ville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. These are
silent retreats for individuals. Spiritual
guidance will be provided by longtime church
worker John Stoner. More information from
Laurelville at R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666;
phone 412-423- 2056.

•Michiana MEDA Retreat, Mar. 3-5, at Inter-

national House of Friendship, Winona Lake,
Ind. This is an annual event sponsored by the
Michiana Chapter of Mennonite Economic
Development Associates. This year's speaker is

former Goshen College president Lawrence
Burkholder, and the theme is "God's View: Our
Money." More information from Michiana
MEDA at Box 871, Goshen, IN 46526; phone
219-533-6230.

•Church Architecture Seminar, Apr. 8, at Mell-
inger Mennonite Church, Lancaster, Pa. It will

include a bus tour of several meetinghouses, a
panel of three architects, and guest speaker
Levi Miller. The event is sponsored by the Wor-
ship and Creative Expression Commission of
Lancaster Conference. More information from
the conference office, Salunga, PA 17538;
phone 717-898-6067.

•Young Adult Retreat, Feb. 24-26, at Camp
Amigo, Sturgis, Mich. The speaker is Mid-
dlebury, Ind., pastor Mark Miller, and the
theme is "Rabbit Ears and Moral Tails."
Among the activities scheduled are a pizza
party and talent show. More information from
the camp at 26455 Banker Street Rd., Sturgis,
MI 49091; phone 616-651-2811.

•Farmers Day, Mar. 7, at Camp Amigo,
Sturgis, Mich. The theme is "From Machete
and Hoe to Axial-Flow," and four speakers will
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deal with international farming and on Men-
nonite Central Committee efforts to support

world farming. More information from the

camp at 26455 Banker Street Rd., Sturgis, MI
49091; phone 616-651-2811.

Church-related job openings:

•Director, China Educational Exchange, start-

ing in July. CEE, based in Winnipeg, Man., is

an inter-Mennonite educational exchange pro-

gram between Chinese and North American

Mennonite schools. Contact Search Committee

chair Ronald Yoder at Box 370, Elkhart, IN

46515; phone 219-294-7523.

•Administrator, Kraybill Mennonite School,

Mount Joy, Pa., starting in June. The school

has 350 students in grades K-8. A person with

a master's degree and experience in adminis-

tration/education is preferred. Contact the

school at R. 1, Box 234, Mount Joy, PA 17552;

phone 717-653-5236.

•Strings program director. Eastern Mennonite

College, starting in the fall. This is a three-

fourths-time position. The person will direct

the college's Suzuki program. Required is a

master's degree as well as experience/training

in Suzuki methodology and orchestra conduct-,

ing. Send resume to Lee Snyder at EMC, Har-
risonburg, VA 22801.

•Summer staff, Beaver Camp, Lowville, N.Y.,

late June through August. Needed are cooks,

kitchen aides, counselors, waterfront workers,

and a nurse. Contact the camp at Star Route,

Box 221, Lowville, NY 13367; phone 315-376-

2640.

Special meetings: Ivan Yoder, Belleville, Pa.,

at Grace, Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 19-26.

Change of address: LeRoy and Pauline Ken-
nel from Lombard, 111., to 15 Tilipi Ct.,

Schaumburg, IL 60193; phone 312-894-3654.

Chicago Area Mennonites from Lombard, 111.,

to 15 Tilipi Ct., Schaumburg, IL 60193; phone
312-894-9909. Schaumburg-Palatine Menno-
nite Fellowship from Palatine, III, to Christ

Community Church (new name), 15 Tilipi Ct.,

Schaumburg, IL 60193; phone 312-894-3654.

New members
Walnut Creek, Ohio: Calvin, Patty, and

Matthew Jones.

Bancroft, Toledo, Ohio: Karen Kruzel.

Providence, Montgomery, Ind.: Terri

Baugh, Bradley Graber, Lisa D. Graber, Beth

Jantzi, Bryant Knepp, Gretchen Knepp, Lon-

nie Knepp, Sheila Knepp, Tristan Lengacher,

Mark Kemp, Angela Miller, Charity Miller,

Jeffrey Miller, Loren J. Miller, Jamie Stoll, and
Nicole Wagler.
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa.: Joylynn

Heese.

Shantz, Baden, Ont.: Matthew Keller, Jac-

queline Good, and Lisa Wagner.
Bluesky, Alta.: Juanita Stauffer, Christina

Sharp, Laura Mullet, and Heather Mullet.

Bonneyville, Bristol, Ind.: Joe Braun, Tim
Braun, and Ron Jones.

Births

Over halfofnew MCCers are from Mennonite Church. Twenty-nine of the 51 new
workers with Mennonite Central Committee are from the Mennonite Church. They
participated in orientation, Jan. 3-13, at MCC headquarters in Akron, Pa. They are:

Front row—Keith Hess of Bryan, Ohio, agriculturalist in Nigeria; Steve Zuercher

of Orrville, Ohio, refugee camp worker in Honduras; Diane Bitikofer of Salem, Oreg.,

printing/mailing assistant at MCC headquarters; Lori Bohn of Birmingham, Ala.,

nutrition consultant in Sudan; Merle Zook of Denver, Colo., printer at MCC
headquarters; Bruce Janz of Elkhart, Ind., administrative assistant to MCC country

representative in Zaire; and Sherry and Larry Groff of Schaefferstown, Pa., health

educator and agriculture extensionist in Haiti.

Middle row—Dan and Jeanne Jantzi (and son Benjamin) of Lowville, N.Y., and

Orrville, Ohio, community development workers in Zaire; Hedy Sawadsky of

Vineland, Ont., justice/peace worker in Niagara Peninsula, Ont.; Helen Epp of

Waterloo, Ont., Selfhelp Crafts giftshop manager in Kitchener, Ont.; Lorna

Schwartzentruber of Toronto, Ont., community justice and conflict resolution worker

in Kitchener, Ont.; Richard and Joy Gullman (and daughter Margaret) of Linville,

Va., community development workers in Uganda; Arlene and Ted Walter of Fort

McMurray, Alta., Selfhelp Crafts worker and refugee assistance director in Calgary,

Alta.; and Dan Wenger of Lancaster, Pa., material aid coordinator in Nicaragua.

Back row—Bob and Nelda Thelin (and daughter Ruth) of La Junta, Colo.,

agricultural consultant and MCC unit leader in the South Africa homeland of

Transkei; Carol Rose of Seattle, Wash., youth educator in Thailand; Janice Sensenig

of Lancaster, Pa., Selfhelp Crafts shop resource coordinator in Akron, Pa.; Raymond

and Grace Schwartzentruber of Tavistock, Ont., Selfhelp Crafts workers in New
Hamburg, Ont; Elaine and Roy Shantz of Kitchener, Ont., House of Friendship

workers in Kitchener; Irene and Alvin Schultz of Milverton, Ont., Selfhelp Crafts

worker (Irene only) in New Hamburg, Ont.; Terrence Lee Jantzi of Harrisonburg,

Va., refugee worker in Somalia; and Steven Frederick of Hatfield, Pa., Selfhelp

Crafts worker in Akron, Pa.

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Dilling, Kevin and Cheryl (Wolfe), Tulley-

town, Pa., first child, Jeremiah Aaron, Jan. 2.

Eby, Todd and Sheila (Glenn), Elkhart, Ind.,

second son, Dustin James, Jan. 9.

Gehman, Philip and Carol (Wenger), Boyer-

town, Pa., first child, Andrew John, Jan. 21.

Grove, Marlin and Kathy (Martin), Green-

castle, Pa., second child, first daughter, Megan

Elizabeth, Jan. 16.

Hammen, Joe and Cindy (Unternahrer),

Keota, Iowa, first child, Alysha Joette, Jan. 7.

Hershberger, Robert and Beth (Schrock),

Millersburg, Ohio, first child, Brooke Diane,

Sept. 26.

Hess, Jack and Becky (Russell), Lancaster,

Pa., first child, J. Bradford, Jan. 15.

Hollinger, L. Kenneth and Rosene (Martin),

Akron, Pa., second son, Justin David, Jan. 24.

Hostetler, Arlen and Jean (Kandel), Smith-

ville, Ohio, second son, Jared Kyle, Dec. 28.

Kanagy, Conrad and Heidi (Mitchell), Al-

lensville, Pa., first child, Jacob Lee, Jan. 21.

Kempf, Dale and Kay (Miller), Lake Villa,

III, second son, Scott Russell, Sept. 14.

Kunze, Kevin and Mary (Dougherty), Phila-

delphia, Pa., fourth child, first son, Kevin, Jr.,

Jan. 3.

Lehman, Bruce and Sharon (Swartzentru-

ber), Elkhart, Ind., first child, Mark Andrew,

Jan. 16.

Miller, Crandall W. and Carla (Hughes),

Cleveland Heights, Ohio, first child, Lindsay

Rebecca, Jan. 2.

Morgan, Rodney and Michele (Martin),

Greencastle, Pa., first child, Courtney Noel,

Jan. 1.

Morphew, Steve and Darinda (Kurtz),

Wooster, Ohio, first child, Lisa Nicole, Dec. 15.

Nafziger-Meiser, Gary and Linda, Zambia,

first child, Frieda, Dec. 16.

Reinhardt, Randy and Delora (Metzger),

Goshen, Ind., third child, first son, Cory Doug-

las, Oct. 12.

Ross, Ronni and Daphne (Miller), Wooster,

Ohio, first child, April Marie, Dec. 5.

Schlabach, Gerald and Joetta Handrich,

Lansing, Mich., second son, Jacob Thomas,
Jan. 18.

Steckly, Blane and Nancy (Stuckey), Mil-

ford, Nebr., second daughter, Rachel Alison.

Jan. 20.

Unruh, Lowell and Pam (Gerig), Wayland,

Iowa, second son, Marcus Benjamin, Dec. 26.

Weidner, Joel and Krista (Musselman),

State College, Pa., first child, Jesse Levi, Jan. 13.

Wenger, Gerald and Kris (Hess), Manheim.

Pa., first child, Benjamin Ryan, Jan. 10.

Yoder, Curt and JoAnna (Graber), Goshen,

Ind., first child, Trenton C. J., Jan. 5.

Yoder, Michael and Ronda (Peacheyl. Hunt-

ingdon, Pa., third child, second daughter. Kris-

ten Elizabeth, Jan. 16.
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Yoder, Mike and Denise (Plessinger),
Smithville, Ohio, first child, David Morris,
Dec. 11.

Yoder, Neal and Leslie (Reiman), Wakaru-
sa, Ind., first child, Julia Ann, Sept. 9.

Yordy, Jeff and Patty (Drzal), Gurnee, III,

first child, Zachary James, Dec. 20.

Zook Barge, Nathan and Elaine, Managua,
Nicaragua, second daughter, Elizabeth, Oct.
12.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Christophel-Bontreger. Michael Christ-
ophel and Susan Bontreger, both of South
Bend, Ind., Kern Road cong., by David and Ja-
nice Sutter, Dec. 31.

Forrer-Creech. Dennis Forrer, Orrville,
Ohio, Orrville cong., and Janet Creech, Stow
Alliance Fellowship, Nov. 1.

Kym-Yoder. Phil Kym, Hutchinson, Kans.,
First Mennonite cong., and Karen Yoder, Elk-
hart, Ind., Olive cong., by Marlin Kym, father
of the groom, Dec. 31.

Lehman-Kooman. Kevin E. Lehman, Apple
Creek, Ohio, Sonnenberg cong., and S. Gean-
nette Kooman, Bentley, Alta., by Lester Zook
and Sydney McDonald, Dec. 22.

Love-Reed. Clayton Theodore Love, Koko-
mo, Ind., Howard-Miami cong., and Anne
Reed, Nappanee, Ind., Olive cong., by Jerry
Weaver, Dec. 17.

McClure-Geiser. Miles McClure, Rochester,
Minn., and Kris Geiser, Rochester, Minn., Kid-
ron cong., by Bill Detweiler, Jan. 7.

Maust-Hershberger. Clayton Ray Maust,
Pigeon, Mich., Pigeon River Conservative
cong., and Thelma Martin Hershberger, Har-
risonburg, Va., Weavers cong., by Joseph C.
Shenk, Jan. 14.

Thomas-Mast. Philip Thomas, Goshen,
Ind., Yellow Creek cong., and Charlene Mast,
Goshen, Ind., Kidron cong., by Bob Detweiler,
Keith Graber Miller, and Steve Thomas, July

Obituaries

Bachman, Emma Egli, daughter of Ben and
Adella (Reinhart) Egli, was born in Rantoul,
111., Oct. 9, 1893; died at Pomeroy, Iowa, Jan
18, 1989; aged 95 y. On Dec. 31, 1913, she was
married to Aaron Raymond Bachman, who
died on Apr. 6, 1966. Surviving are 5 daughters
(Lavern Slagle, Laurene Yoder, Ellen Miller,
Vilma Brenneman, and Dorothy Bender), 4
sons (Elmer, Melvin, Merle, and Lloyd), 41
grandchildren, 75 great-grandchildren, 4 great-
great-grandchildren, and 2 sisters (Delia Miller
and Anna Bohn). She was preceded in death by
2 children (Lyle and Elna). She was a member
of Manson Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Jan. 21, in charge of John
R. Smucker; interment in Rose Hill Cemetery.
Bair, Dora Mae Horst, daughter of Martin

and Ida (Funtsberger) Horst, was born at
Dalton, Ohio, Sept. 21, 1901; died at Doctor's
Hospital, Massillon, Ohio, Jan. 22, 1989; aged
87 y. On Oct. 21, 1924, she was married to Fred
Bair, who died in 1961. Surviving are one

daughter (Dorothy Butcher) and 2 grandchild-
ren. She was a member of Orrville Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Gresser
Funeral Home on Jan. 26, in charge of Richard
Ross; interment in Crown Hill Cemetery.
Brower, Esther Bixler, daughter of J. K.

and Susan Bixler, was born at Goshen, Ind
Mar. 30, 1910; died at Glendale, Ariz., Jan. 23
1989; aged 78 y. On Dec. 20, 1947, she was mar-
ried to John Brower, who survives. She was a
member of Grace Mennonite Church. Crema-
tion at Phoenix, Ariz.

Brubaker, Bertha, daughter of Amos and
Annie (Keener) Brubaker, was born on Nov. 20
1898; died on Jan. 15, 1989; aged 90 y. She was a
member of East Chestnut Street Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at
Bachman Funeral Home on Jan. 17, in charge
of Melvin H. Thomas; interment in Strasburg
Mennonite Cemetery.
Dutcher, David R., son of Frank and

Gertrude Dutcher, was born in Pigeon, Mich.,
Aug. 30, 1947; died in Los Angeles, Calif., of a
depressed immune system, Jan. 16, 1989; aged
41 y. Surviving are 2 daughters (Wanda and
Teresa), his parents, 3 brothers (Jon, Dan, and
Titus), and 2 sisters (Ruth Massey and Naomi
Lehman). He was a member of Pasadena Men-
nonite Church. Memorial services were held in
Los Angeles in charge of James Brenneman,
and in Hartville, Ohio, in charge of Joe Schrock
and Joseph Yoder; interment in Walnut Grove
Cemetery.

Eichelberger, Adeline Bechler, daughter of
Joel and Magdalena (Gascho) Bechler, was
born in Zurich, Ont., Mar. 19, 1896; died at
Valparaiso, Ind., Jan. 15, 1989; aged 92 y. On
Feb. 9, 1916, she was married to Samuel
Koehler, who died on Sept. 28, 1919. On Dec.
22, 1920, she was married to Christian Eichel-
berger, who died on Nov. 10, 1971. Surviving
are 2 sons (Wilford Koehler and Clayton), one
daughter (Irene Billips), 11 grandchildren, 19
great-grandchildren, 6 great-great-grand-
children, one sister (Luella Eichelberger), and
one brother (Christian Bechler). She was pre-
ceded in death by 3 children (Luella, Mabel,
and Ralph). She was a member of Hopewell
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Jan. 18, in charge of John F. Mur-
ray and John Birky; interment in Hopewell
Cemetery.
Engel, Carrie Blank, daughter of Joseph

and Mary (Renno) Blank, was born in Lancas-
ter County, Pa., Dec. 17, 1896; died at Com-
munity Hospital, Lancaster, Pa., Oct. 7, 1988;
aged 91 y. On Dec. 27, 1923, she was married to
Nicholas Engel, who died on Apr. 15, 1976. Sur-
viving are 2 sons (Joseph E. and Harold R.), 3
daughters (Ruth Ressler, Anna Waite, and
Martha Umble), 24 grandchildren, 33 great-
grandchildren, one brother (Earl), and one
sister (Florence Lapp). She was a member of
Millwood Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Oct. 10, in charge of Ed
Ranck and Robert Stoltzfus; interment in the
church cemetery.
Martin, Joseph M., son of Ephraim and

Lydianne Martin, was born on Aug. 22, 1910;
died of heart failure at Martin's Rest Home, on
Jan. 14, 1989; aged 78 y. On May 24, 1939, he
was married to Lona Shantz, who died on Apr.
13, 1977. On Oct. 1, 1977, he was married to Lu-
cinda Reist, who survives. Also surviving are 3
brothers (Cleason, Simon, and Ephraim) and
one sister (Mary Ann Bauman). He was a
member of Elmira Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Jan. 17, in charge
of Ray Brubacher and Mary Schiedel; inter-
ment in Elmira Mennonite Cemetery.
Reschly, Mabel Marie Roth, daughter of

Peter G. and Lena (Egli) Roth, was born at
Trenton, Iowa, Nov. 21, 1907; died at Mt.
Pleasant, Iowa, Jan. 21, 1989; aged 81 y. On

Oct. 2, 1921, she was married to Henry Resch-
ly, who died on Oct. 15, 1986. Surviving are 3
sons (Carl, Wilbur, and Ronald), 2 daughters
(Dorothy Norris and Beverly Ockert), 16
grandchildren, 7 great-grandchildren, one
brother (Ivan E. Roth), and one sister (Alice
Reschly). She was a member of Sugar Creek
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Jan. 24, in charge of Murray Kra-
bill; interment in Sugar Creek Cemetery.
Rhodes, Sylvia L. Schauf, daughter of

George and Jessie (Kelly) Schauf, was born in
Iowa Co., Iowa, Dec. 27, 1912; died at Wash-
ington County Hospital on Jan. 23, 1989; aged
76 y. On Nov. 23, 1930, she was married to Ivan
Rhodes, who survives. Also surviving are 3
sons (Russell G., Walter, and Daniel), one
daughter (Lorine Pruitt), and one sister (Helen
Burkenbine). She was a member of Wellman
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Jan. 26, in charge of Dan Johns-
ton; interment in Wellman Cemetery.
Wenger, Esther Yoder, daughter of John

and Mary (Nolde) Yoder, was born at Colum-
biana, Ohio, Jan. 11, 1893; died at Chesapeake
Va., Nov. 9, 1988; aged 95 y. On Oct. 5, 1918, she
was married to Abram Wenger, who died on
Feb. 16, 1983. Surviving are 4 daughters (Char-
lotte Wenger, Mary Wenger, Ruth Schlabach.
and Norma Brunk), 4 sons (John, Homer
Melvin, and Herbert), 23 grandchildren, and 18
great-grandchildren. She was a member of Mt.
Pleasant Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Nov. 12, in charge of
Philip Miller, Robert Mast, and Harold
Wenger; interment in Mt. Pleasant Mennonite
Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General'Board ofMennonite Church

Iowa-Nebraska Conference consultation with churchwide
boards, Des Moines, Iowa, Feb. 17

Illinois Conference consultation with churchwide boards Pe-
oria, 111., Feb. 18

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-
gional conference, Los Angeles, Calif., Feb. 18-19

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.
Feb. 23-25

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-
tors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 3-4

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Mar 3-4
Allegheny Conference delegates session, Pittsburgh, Pa., Mar.

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees
Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 6-7

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind Mar 7
Pacific Coast Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Portland, Oreg., Mar. 9
Ohio Conference annual meeting, Louisville, Ohio, Mar 9-11
Southwest Conference consultation with churchwide boards

Phoenix, Ariz., Mar. 11
Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Mar 10-11
Women s Missionary and Service Commission executive com-

mittee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 10-11
Atlantic Coast Conference assembly, Akron, Pa., Mar 10-12
Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.

16

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.

IlHnois Conference annual meeting, Arthur, 111., Mar. 31-Apr.

Mennonite Church General Board, Harrisonburg, Va Apr 6-8
Virginia Conference consultation with churchwide boards
Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 7

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind., Apr. 16
Churchwide Youth Ministry Council, Prescott, Ariz., Apr. 17-

South Central Conference consultation with churchwide
boards, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 20

Empowered Ministries annual meeting, Indianapolis Ind
Apr. 20-22

Hispanic Convention executive board, Apr. 20-22
Rocky Mountain Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Colorado Springs, Colo., Apr. 22
Eastern Mennonite College commencement, Harrisonburg

Va., Apr, 30.
*'

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
Cover-story design by Jim Butti; cover photo by Marilyn Nolt-
p. 112 by Lawrence Greaser; p. 116 by Tina Boshart; p. 117 by
Kevin Sensenig.
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Religious freedom guarantees

spelled out in East-West accord

The new agreement on human rights

that was issued by representatives of 35

nations in Vienna, Austria, recently con-

tains several provisions specifically

aimed at guaranteeing religious freedom.

The signers of the agreement included the

United States, Canada, the Soviet Union,

and all other European nations except

Albania. The document was part of the

Conference on Security and Cooperation

in Europe, which has been meeting perio-

dically since the Helsinki accords were

signed in 1975.

Participating countries pledged to "fos-

ter a climate of mutual tolerance and

respect between believers of different

communities, as well as between believ-

ers and nonbelievers." The agreement al-

so upheld the rights of religious commu-
nities "to establish and maintain freely

accessible places of worship or assembly;

to organize themselves according to their

own hierarchical and institutional struc-

ture; and to select, appoint, and replace

their personnel in accordance with their

respective requirements and standards,

as well as with any freely accepted ar-

rangement between them and their state."

United Methodists deed land

to Indian tribe in Oregon
The United Methodist Church has

given the Klamath Indian tribe 110 acres

of land, which the Indians say they hope

will become the kernel of a new reserva-

tion. The land is located on a sagebrush-

covered plain 35 miles northeast of Klam-
ath Falls, Oreg. The church had owned
the land since the 1920s, when a deed

signed by President Warren Harding was
given to it.

Conference urges more black

participation in Southern Baptist life

Participants in a race relations con-

ference sponsored by the Christian Life

Commission of the Southern Baptist Con-

vention called for greater participation of

blacks at all levels of Southern Baptist

life, including the possibility of a black

president for the 14.6-million-member

U.S. denomination. Richard Land, execu-

tive director of the commission, told the

meeting in Nashville that "we call upon

Southern Baptists to repent of past

bigotry and to pray for and minister to

those still within its deadly clutches, eith-

er as persecuted or persecutors."

Several participants criticized remarks

made last fall by Curtis Caine, a physician

from Jackson, Miss., and a member of the

Christian Life Commission, who called

the late civil rights leader Martin Luther

King a "fraud" and said the apartheid

system of racial segregation in South

Africa was beneficial.

Speakers stressed that Christians

should not only accept civil rights legisla-

tion but go beyond human law in setting

good examples for race relations because

it is the will of God. Joel Snider, pastor of

Crievewood Baptist Church in Nashville,

said the civil rights measures passed in

the 1960s forced Christians to abide by

laws that should already have been writ-

ten in their hearts.

Bishop urges Arizona governor
to reconsider abortion stance

Roman Catholic Bishop Thomas
O'Brien of Phoenix has urged Arizona

Gov. Rose Mofford, a Catholic, to re-

consider her stated intention to veto any
antiabortion legislation sent to her. She

insisted recently that it would be un-

constitutional to ban abortions and
added, "you can't legislate morality."

O'Brien argued that "if to legislate mo-
rality means to put into law what is right,

then yes, we seek to legislate morality be-

cause protecting these most innocent of

humans is right and just. Moral prin-

ciples and decisions concerning what is

right or wrong are the basis of our legal

system."

O'Brien said it would be "shortsighted

and wrong" for the governor to veto anti-

abortion legislation rather than allowing

it an opportunity to be tested in court. He
expressed the belief that "the constitu-

tionality of protecting unborn human life

will eventually prevail in our country."

New evangelical group to stress

'biblical manhood and womanhood'

A Council on Biblical Manhood and

Womanhood has been organized by about

30 evangelicals who are concerned about

the spread of what they consider incor-

rect teaching about relations between the

sexes. "There is a tendency to think bib-

lical feminism is the only biblical view,"

said Wayne House, a professor at Dallas

Theological Seminary and president of

the new group. "We believe the church

could lose a great witness to culture by

falling into feminist theology."

In a two-page ad in Christianity Today,

the council says it is "convinced that

Scripture affirms male leadership in the

home and that in the church certain gov-

erning and teaching roles are restricted to

men. On the other hand, Scripture

strongly encourages women's full partici-

pation in a vast array of needed minis-

tries and supports active, informed par-

ticipation by women in decision-making

in the family and the church."

Interfaith ads to feature

homeless, hungry, and abused
Catholics, Jews, and Lutherans have

joined together to sponsor a nationwide

advertising campaign designed to solicit

support for the hungry, the homeless, and

abused children. Catholic Communication
Campaign, Catholic Charities USA,
Council of Jewish Federations, and Lu-

theran Social Services are participating

in the joint effort. Dorothy Farley of

Catholic Comunication Campaign said

that a series of radio, television, and print

advertisements will "graphically demon-

strate the real commitment churches

have to alleviate suffering in our midst."

Lutherans link bomb blast to

increasing attacks on church
Lutheran church officials in El Salva-

dor say a recent bombing that injured two

Lutheran relief workers is part of a con-

tinuing campaign to discourage the

church's activity in that war-torn Central

American nation. The bombing, which

killed one person and injured five in the

village of San Antonio Panchi-Milama,

occurred just two weeks after the bomb-
ing that extensively damaged the head-

quarters of the Lutheran Church of El

Salvador in the capital city of San
Salvador.

The Lutheran Church has been exten-

sively involved in work with refugees who
have tried to escape the fighting, creating

friction between the church and military,

which suspects refugees of supporting

anti-government forces. While authori-

ties have not determined responsibility

for the blast, many local people believe

the Salvadoran army was responsible.

Orthodox Jew allowed to keep

beard while in prison

Kenneth Friedman, an inmate at Ari-

zona State Prison in Florence, is being

allowed to keep his beard, at least for the

time being. An Orthodox Jew, Friedman

convinced U.S. District Judge Robert

Broomfield that having a beard is his civil

right despite an October 1988 ruling by

the Department of Corrections that

beards are no longer permitted in prison.

Michael Arra, a spokesman for the de-

partment, said the ruling was handed

down so that inmates could not shave

their faces after an escape and disguise

themselves.
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Spiritual disciplines

While bodily training is ofsome value, godli-

ness is ofvalue in every way.—1 Timothy J^:8a

The term "spirituality is an abstraction which
surfaces from time to time in discussions about

what's good or bad about the church and Chris-

tian people. Like computerese, this term may
mystify instead of clarify. What really is spiri-

tuality?

Several years ago, there was a committee on

spirituality in the Mennonite Church and they

recommended some articles on spirituality for

publication in Gospel Herald. When the articles

began to arrive it became apparent that what
particularly concerned them were spiritual dis-

ciplines.

The Spirit of the Disciplines by Dallas Willard

(Harper & Row, 1988) concerns itself with

spiritual disciplines in somewhat the same man-
ner as a book for athletes would discuss physical

disciplines. Spiritual disciplines, as he notes, have

had a bad press among Protestants since the time

of the Reformation. We do recall that there were
excesses, legalities, and perhaps even religious

commercialism involved with such exercises.

But these disciplines need to be recovered, he

says, if Christians are to resist the forces ar-

ranged against them today. "The disciplines for

the spiritual life, rightly understood, are time-

tested activities consciously undertaken by us as

new men or women to allow our spirit ever-

increasing sway over our embodied selves.

They help us by assisting the ways of God's

kingdom to take the place of the habits of sin

embedded in our bodies" (p. 86).

So what activities is he talking about? Here are

his lists: "Disciplines ofAbstinence: solitude,

silence, fasting, frugality, chastity, secrecy [about

one's own accomplishments], sacrifice. Dis-

ciplines ofEngagement: study, worship, celebra-

tion, service, prayer, fellowship, confession, sub-

mission (p. 158). Now we know what direction his

mind runs, and we see that these activities are

more "time-tested" than original. Although there

may be some on his lists that we would not have

mentioned if we had been asked, they are the

sorts of activities we more or less assumed that

Christians would do.

One of the limitations of using athletics as an
analogy for spiritual prowess is the public testing

and affirmation of the former. If you practice

running all year, you can test your proficiency in

the annual 10K run. Assessing the results of

spiritual disciplines is more difficult. For one
thing, since at least the time of Jesus, we have
been warned against public demonstrations of

piety. So you're fasting? Smile anyhow so no one
knows about it. You engage in prayer? Do so in

your own bedroom and not out in the street.

Related to this is the fact that time spent in

solitude is not necessarily time spent with God.
And frugality may become mere stinginess, in

service to oneself instead of God and neighbor.

Indeed, we may consider the possibility that the

disciplines of abstinence by themselves would
produce a negative sort of character. It would ap-

pear that their function is to clear the way for the

disciplines of engagement. So the two work to-

gether.

As Willard points out, ours is a culture in

which moral flabbiness seems to have become the

norm. If we are to be able to practice a style of life

which differs from this norm, it will not happen
automatically.

Numbers of us have discovered that spiritual

maturity may be enhanced by participation in

what was once dubbed the "school of hard
knocks." Certain clarity comes as one reflects on
such experiences. Even more is to be learned from
the slings and arrows of religious persecution.

But not all Christians all the time are being

persecuted or subjected to life's exigencies. How
shall their spiritual muscles be developed?

Spiritual disciplines become a way to usher them
into the presence of God and develop their

practice of holiness.

But how can we respond to a list as long as

Willard's? It's as if we were being asked to jog, lift

weights, and practice on the parallel bars all at

the same time.

Suppose we look at the list first to see how
many of these have already become a part of our

lives. Then for the rest, take them one at a time,

introduce ourselves to them, and consider what
may be learned about ourselves and our relation

to God and to the world.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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FEBRUARY 26 IS CHURCH SCHOOL DAY

Educating
for the
21st
century
by Charles Gautsche



The 21st century! It's almost here. The students

presently in our colleges and seminaries will have
their prime years of service in the 21st century.

We are now educating for the 21st century.

Our Mennonite educational institutions exist to

serve the needs of the church. Mennonite Board of

Education is committed to holding them
accountable for this mission in the future. We
have given leadership to looking ahead, asking

questions such as:

•If present trends would continue, what kind of

Mennonite Church do we envision for the early

years of the 21st century?

If we want to salvage our world, we will

need to convince our students that

fulfillment and a true sense of

accomplishment are found in serving.

•In the providence of God, what could be for the

Mennonite Church in the year 2000 and beyond?
•What would we, as the church, need to do to

bring that about? What role and responsibility

would the educational boards and institutions

need to take?

Not long ago our MBE Board of Directors and
staff sat down with some of our college and
seminary administrators and some representa-
tives of our elementary and secondary schools to

discuss these questions. I will draw from these
discussions in this presentation. I want to give
credit to my brothers and sisters who worked
through those sessions with us.

What are the current trends? The Mennonite
Church is growing. If the trends of the past

decade continue through the year 2015, the Men-
nonite Church should double in membership. The
growth is much more rapid among the minority
population and much faster in some geographical

locations than others. An increasing proportion of

the total Mennonite world population is outside

North America and of other than the white races.

The trend is from farming to service and busi-

ness occupations. Many Mennonites are moving
toward the upper middle class. An increasing

number of Mennonite families are earning two in-

comes, with 47 percent of Mennonite women now
employed outside the home. But not all are mov-

Charles Gautsche, Archbold, Ohio, is pastor of Central Men-
nonite Church and president of Mennonite Board of Educa-
tion.

ing to greater financial wealth, and increasingly

stress is developing between those who are and
those who are not.

Over the past 50 years, an increasingly clear

Anabaptist consensus has emerged among our

Mennonite leaders. However, many of our mem-
bers are attracted by outside influences and
general societal values. Upwardly mobile, more
affluent members are attracted by the "in thing,"

with a decrease in loyalty to the Mennonite
Church and what it represents. We must be
aware of this tension between leaders and other

members.
Lifestyle changes in recent years have included

a greater acceptance of alcohol by our church
members. Alcohol abuse has increased, with its

associated social problems. Our colleges report

that 75 percent of incoming students admit hav-

ing used alcohol before coming to college. Cur-
rently there is some reaction to this permissive-

ness, and increased polarization between those

who insist on abstinence and stricter discipline

and those who resist it.

The whole concept and practice of church ac-

countability and discipline has changed radically.

A congregational ecclesiology has emerged. With
a loss of authority (a lack of a common set of

unified beliefs), Mennonites have been forced

increasingly to deal with issues and seek answers
to problems as congregations and individuals. We
have had a leadership vacuum, not because the

gifts were not there, but because of confusion

about how they should be exercised and how they

would be accepted.

There is, however, an awakening vision of the

need for renewal and evangelism. Our current

churchwide goals for 1995 have stirred us to ac-

tion and are making us aware that quantity must
not overshadow quality; to reach out effectively

we must reinforce ourselves inwardly and
spiritually. We need to awaken ourselves to ask,

"What is happening to us? Is this what we want to

happen?" There are good things happening in the

Mennonite Church, but there are also trends that

we must do something about.

What could be for our church in the 21st

century? Martin Luther King announced to his

people, "I have a dream." We tend to like the con-

cept of vision. Those of us who worked on this

question of what could be for our church in the

new century were seeking the vision.

We saw our church with a sense of identity and
calling reconceptualized around the believers

church vision—a church which replaces our lost
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Goshen College computer operator Marj

Esch (right) shows students Donna
Porter and Mark Miller how to use one of

the college's new microcomputers.

Cover photos: The Chamber Singers at

Eastern Mennonite College and Goshen
College foods/nutrition professor Joann
Burnett with student Keith Kratz.

ethnic identity with a greater sense of corporate

identity. And in the strength of that identity, we
can reach out in developing stronger and clearer

lines of relationship with others "of like precious

faith," as well as encouraging the development of

discipleship concepts among other groups of

Christians.

We saw a church discerning, with a clearer and
more biblical assessment, the many ideas and in-

fluences present, sorting out and identifying the

true from the false and helping our society clarify

the helpful and the harmful. As we looked into

the 21st century, we saw a church that has

responded to the need for nurture of all its mem-
bers, providing good preaching and worship, joy

and celebration for children and all age-groups.

In this context, more of our children will freely

choose our faith, and the values learned in early

years will continue to be desirable and functional

all through life.

We saw churches that provide our children

with models of faith present throughout the con-

gregation, seeing in persons of many different oc-

cupations the working effect of commitment to

Christ and the church. We saw churches that

follow their members' vocations in the world with

ethical discernment, support, and counsel in pros-

perity and adversity, recognizing the workplace
of our members as an arena for the congrega-

tion's Christian witness and service.

In our vision for the church in the 21st century,

we saw the church awakened to the need to call

the most gifted members into congregational,

conference, and churchwide leadership. We saw a

church championing a pattern of leadership

which attracts persons to whom God has clearly

given leadership gifts, instead of allowing many
of them to be siphoned off into other professions

and business ventures. We saw a church which
has placed priority upon leadership development
and training, so that congregations can benefit

from leadership teams that complement gifts and
services effectively.

We saw the church in the 21st century with

renewed evangelism and stewardship vision and
practice. Having become awakened by the 1995

goals, experiencing both the joys of church plant-

ing and the problems of being stretched from
former patterns, the church has responded with a

new excitement about its potential in both evan-

gelism and stewardship. We also have a new ap-

preciation of how closely the two are related.

What do our schools need to do? It would
seem that in the educational process—learning

about creatures, principles of order, patterns of

development, philosophies of life, and effective

Few denominations rely as heavily upon

their schools to develop their unique

identity as we do.

interaction—we ought to learn a great deal about

ourselves. But let me emphasize that we ought

also to learn a great deal about the Creator and

Lord of life, coming to understand where we fit in

the whole design of life.

Only when education confronts us with God
can we learn about ourselves, our world, and our

mission. To learn that the fulfillment of "me"

comes through serving the divine purpose is what

constitutes fulfillment.

Can we take for granted that this will happen

in the educational process? No, it must be de-

liberately and uniquely designed for it to happen.

To educate the person to consider the self as the

ultimate will only propagate and multiply the

human problem and assure war and confusion on

all levels. But to plan to bring each student to be-

ing confronted by God is to give that student the

opportunity to know the Designer and Creator of

life. To know God is to have the opportunity to

learn how to function in harmony with divine

purpose and principle, resulting in the joy of

fulfillment.

The role of the educational institutions for the

21st century is to educate with the mission clearly

guiding our method. If we want to salvage our

world for any succeeding centuries of occupation
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by humanity, we will need to convince our
students that fulfillment and a true sense of ac-

complishment are found in serving. We will need
to demonstrate with solid evidence that the prin-

ciples of life taught and lived by Jesus, recorded
for us in the New Testament, are still the answers
for the individual and corporate society in the

21st century. In other words, we must educate for

discipleship.

There is a sense of urgency in that thought, and
surely the human need for security is there too.

The kind of disciples needed are those who believe

the words of Jesus and are committed to teach

We have before us an opportunity to

work hard at the education of our youth

or to become a blend of bland
Christianity that doesn't excite, interest,

or change anyone.

and practice the Jesus way as the only valid

answer for the needs of our world. When disciples

are truly convinced of that, they will proceed to

make their crucial difference effectively in the

world.

Our schools have played a vital role in the life

and mission of our church at many points in the

past, and the church rightfully looks to the

schools to continue that role in the future. We are

asking ourselves, "What will it take to do it more
effectively in the future?"

One way our schools can make their contribu-

tion is by incorporating the Anabaptist-Men-
nonite understandings in a central way in the

whole school program. A few years ago Men-
nonite Board of Education led a study on "How
the Bible Is to Be Taught in a Liberal Arts
College." One of the outcomes of that study was
that the Bible and theology come through in the

whole curriculum when they are deeply rooted

in the thought processes of the professors and
developing in the students.

We found that it is inconsistent with who we
are, and what we are to be, to compartmentalize
Bible teaching to courses offered by the Bible/re-

ligion departments. We must also go beyond the

curriculum and put forth the needed energies to

make the learning environment conducive and
contributing to these understandings of what
Christian discipleship is all about.

Currently Mennonite Board of Education is

giving leadership to a project examining the role

and structure of the pastorate, with the goal be-

ing to attract more able candidates to pastoral

ministry. Along with this there is a Ministry In-

quiry Program, launched last year, in which
college students can participate in an intern

minister experience for the summer months.
We feel deeply that we must clarify the role of

the pastor, and with that find ways of attracting

the persons that God has gifted for this role to the

church. We must find ways to call forth our

gifted youth to give serious consideration to

preparation for ministry. Studies indicate the

need for 1,000 new Mennonite ministers in the

next 10 years. In addition, there will be the needs

generated by an ambitious program of church
planting. Let us realize that competent
leadership, well-trained in Anabaptist-Mennonite
theology and understanding, is the best way to

multiply the convictions and beliefs that must be
treasured if our vision of the church is to be
experienced and healthy in the coming century.

We have urgent work to do! Every generation

presents to us the challenge to pass on the

strengths and wisdom developed in past years,

the experiences of faith, and the integrity of our
story. Yet we also need to acknowledge our
failures and open ourselves to changes that will

express and accomplish the ideal more com-
pletely.

Few denominations rely as heavily upon their

schools to develop their unique identity as we do
in the Mennonite Church. These schools—on ele-

mentary, secondary, college, and graduate
levels—will need to be aware of this vital role and
be accountable to the denomination for their

performance. The church also must become more
aware and realistic about the effects of "an educa-

tion" compared to "a Mennonite Christian educa-
tion."

We need the collective efforts of church and
school united and fully aware that we can't afford

to let others who do not hold our theological

beliefs or our concept of church and the com-
munity of believers to educate our youth and un-

dermine the foundations that were laid by those

who suffered and died rather than compromise
and acquiesce to their persecutors.

Through all of our institutions and programs,
Mennonite Board of Education is committed to

serving the church as effectively and efficiently

as we can, educating for those years ahead,

inspired by the Holy Spirit and reaching forth to

grasp the vision that our Lord leads those who
truly desire to follow him.

We have before us an opportunity to work hard
at the education of our youth or to become a blend

of bland Christianity that doesn't excite, interest,

or change anyone. I am not interested in that kind

of Christianity or in working at an educational

program with such results. I know that we have
in Christ Jesus an uncommon insight into life and
meaning, into design, purpose, and potential. In

Jesus Christ we find leadership to deal with the

challenges of the 21st century.

I want to be involved in a church that speaks
and acts with effective answers and solutions and
shares them with all the world—in its educa-
tional programs, in its mission programs, in its

relief programs, as well as in care for its own
members. Such a church will keep its youth, for

they will want to be involved. And it will attract

many other people in the world who want to be

part of such a movement. That is the church I

want to be involved in. §^
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Not all of Janeen's teachers are professors

Meet Brenda North Martin, Dale Shenk,

Rudy Franz, Clair Hochstetler, Gayle

Wiebe. All are members of Janeen

Bertsche Johnson's seminar group.

Faculty advisor, Erland Waltner, guides

weekly sessions of intense sharing,

celebration, and supportive critique.

Within the group, Janeen tests her

growth in ministry. She will receive a

Readiness for Ministry statement with

her Master of Divinity degree.

For details write: AMBS Admissions,

3003 Benham Avenue, Elkhart, IN

46517-1999; or call 219/295-3726.

Let a seminar group be your teacher

Associated
Mennonite
Biblical

Seminaries
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Bless this mess
by Kenneth L. Gibble

I begin with confession. I confess that table

grace, the blessing at mealtimes, has often been a
problem for me.

It all goes back, I guess, to the prayers I heard
as a boy at the family table. Our ritual was
simple; at nearly every meal my father said the
prayer. For a long time, I thought he said the
same thing at each meal. Certainly the same
phrases kept recurring. It usually began, "Dear
heavenly Father," and included words like "bless

The table grace is often little more than
an empty gesture or is omitted entirely.

the hearts and hands that have prepared this

meal," "bless those who aren't as privileged as
we," "bless this food to its intended use." That
last one, incidentally, confused me for a long
time. I wondered what kind of juice "intenda
juice" was.

When I got a bit older, I figured out what Dad
meant, and I also discovered that it wasn't the
same prayer each time after all. But mostly, I

didn't give much thought to the mealtime bless-

ing. It was simply something we always did. As
most small children do, I assumed that families
all over the world had the same practice.

In a minority. Needless to say, that innocent
childhood assumption has long been laid to rest.

If movies and television give even an approximate
depiction of North American behavior patterns,

when was the last time you saw someone say a
table grace on the screen? Probably not since The
Waltons. If you say at least an occasional prayer
before you eat, you are in a minority category.
What is this practice of praying at mealtime all

about? Where does it come from and how im-
portant is it in a time when many people rarely
gather around a family table for meals; when,
often as not, our food is prepared by strangers,
whose hands and hearts we never think of bless-

ing? Shouldn't we resolve that the table blessing
is a meaningless ritual that should be laid to rest?

Perhaps. But I want to argue for a recapturing
of the practice of saying grace. I include both the
meals we prepare for ourselves at home and those
we consume in public places. What! Even in res-

taurants? That's a sensitive one for me, for I can
remember being embarrassed as a teenager when
my parents insisted that we all bow our heads to

Kenneth L. Gibble, Arlington, Va., is a free-lance writer
and a Church of the Brethren pastor.
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say a silent blessing. At least I was spared the
humiliation of some I knew who said the prayers
loud enough to attract the attention of everyone
in the restaurant.

It's interesting how children respond to the
table grace. When they are very little, they
usually take great pride in being asked to say the
prayer. It makes them feel important to have me-
morized "God is great, God is good," and they
know how pleased the grown-ups are when they
do it. But then they get a bit older and the novelty
wears off.

Most kids are interested in having the blessing
be as short as possible. At church camp or some
other place, they usually learn the "clever" ones.
"Who would like to say grace?" the camp
counselor will ask, bowing her head. At which in-

vitation several voices will utter "Grace" and then
roar at their own wit. Or someone bolder will

raise a hand and when all heads are bowed might
say, "Bless this mess," to the dismay of the adults
and delight of his peers. Actually, neither prayer
is quite as irreverent as they might first appear.
One of the definitions of 'mess," after all, is

simply food, as in the word "mess hall." And one
of the meanings of "grace" is thanks. To say grace
is to give thanks.

Today's eating habits. Lest adults come down
too hard on the young folks for making light of
the mealtime blessing, grown-ups had better own
up to their own deficiencies. How often the bless-

ing is little more than an empty gesture or is

omitted entirely. Is part of the reason for this

neglect the form that eating habits take today?
North Americans are familiar with the sight of

green cornfields and "amber waves of grain."
Kelton Cobb in "Table Blessings" (Christian
Century, Mar. 5, 1986) remarks that "one of the
advantages of life in the late 20th century is our
liberation from the slow drudgery of plowing,
sowing, harvesting, milling, and cooking from
scratch." All that corn in the fields is picked,
husked, processed, and put into boxes. It is turned
into cornflakes, corn syrup, Fritos, Doritos, and
Captain Crunch. It is easy to buy, easy to un-
package, easy to warm up, and easy to eat. I say
all this is an advantage; we are free to use the
time saved in food preparation for other pursuits.

But there is also a problem: fast food becomes
simply fuel to get us on to the next activity. It

does not teach us that food is holy. We seldom
linger long enough to acknowledge the one who is

the source of the life-giving resource that food is.

Cobb reports a Hasidic Jewish story of Sarah
and Abraham having a guest eat at their table.

When the guest had finished and wiped his chin,



he rose to thank Abraham. Abraham asked the

man, "Was the food that you have eaten mine?

You have partaken of the bounty of the God of the

universe. Now praise, glorify, and bless the one

who spoke and the world was." Said a rabbi com-

menting on this story, "Whoever enjoys any

worldly pleasure without benediction commits a

theft against God." Is that too strong a state-

ment? I wonder.

Thoughtful attention. And I wonder if some

thoughtful attention to mealtime prayers isn't

overdue.

If you live in a household with others, why not

devote some significant time to the grace? Are

there children in your home? Give them a chance

at least occasionally to express their thanks in

both memorized and spontaneous prayers of

thanks. Some families join hands as they say the

grace. It's a good idea too for members of the

family to take turns giving the prayer. Maybe you

will want to memorize a prayer you can say in

unison. If you enjoy singing, do that together. At

our house we enjoy singing table blessing rounds.

Sometimes you might want to go around the

group, giving everyone a chance to say what they

are especially thankful for. Then the prayers can

be said. And sometimes you may want to bow
your heads and each offer individual, silent

prayers.

If you live alone, mealtime can include your

personal thanks for food and can also be an op-

portunity to reach out in your prayers to others

—

friends, family, church.

What about saying table grace in public? How
can I overcome my discomfort at the very idea of

doing this? I am repelled by people who flaunt

their religion or try to impose it on others, so I

have usually rejected praying in public. But I

wonder how much of my refusal to do so lies in

my desire not to be thought of as "different"?

In his book The Company ofStrangers, Parker

Palmer makes a convincing case that Christians

need to be active in renewing our country's public

life. One of the ways he suggests they begin doing

that is by worshiping in public at appropriate

times and places. A quietly spoken blessing or at

least a time of silent prayers before a restaurant

meal begins seems an appropriate way to do this.

It can be a reminder to others dining there that

food is a gift from God. That's a reminder I need

as well.
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Church news

New and outgoing officers of the MCC board (left to right): outgoing chairperson Elmer Neufeld,
new chairperson Ron Mathies, new treasurer Paul Quiring, new vice-chairperson Phil Rich,
outgoing vice-chairperson Ray Brubacher, outgoing treasurer Norman Shenk, and continuing
secretary Larry Kehler.

'MCC can't function, but it does,'

says Lapp at annual meeting
To the casual observer, it may be the

ultimate church committee—in the best

and worst sense.

So large—37 members—that micro-
phones are needed to ensure that
everyone around the huge circle of tables

can hear the discussion. So diverse—rep-

resenting 19 states and provinces and
eight supporting denominations—that
many members have only a passing ac-

quaintance with their fellow participants.

An agenda so involved that the mem-
bers' annual workbook stretches 227
single-spaced pages. Issues so complex
that even staff, who work full time on
such things, confess to feeling over-

whelmed at times by the enormity of the

challenges. An infrastructure so involved

that the lines of accountability resemble
Charlotte's web more than an organiza-

tional flow chart.

Is this any way to direct a worldwide
relief and development ministry that in-

cludes just under 1,000 in-service workers
in 52 countries outside North America
and an operating budget of $32.6 million?

Welcome to the annual board meeting
of Mennonite Central Committee.
Echoing the candid assessment of one

observer, Executive Secretary John Lapp
reported with a sly smile at the outset of

the meeting: "MCC can't function, but it

does." By the end of the meeting, held

Jan. 27-28 in Phoenix, the observation

was verified anew. All things considered,

MCC functions remarkably well, thank
you.

Visitors who came to the annual meet-

ing looking for news— specific action and
bold new initiatives—were likely disap-

pointed. Partly by design and partly by
default, these gatherings are primarily

informational and discussion-oriented.
The hands-on work of hammering out
policies is handled during quarterly meet-
ings of the more manageable 12-member
Executive Committee.
That doesn't mean annual meetings

aren't significant. "How do you say to the
poor, the oppressed, the insignificant per-

son that God loves you?" Lapp asked dur-
ing his introductory remarks. Then he
answered his own question: "Everything
done around this table is essentially a
statement to the world that God loves

you."

Board members were reminded that
MCC communicated God's love during the

past year in acts as simple as planting a
tree and as complex as agonizing over the

effect of foreign debt on the world's poor.

Love was communicated in the aftermath
of six well-publicized major natural dis-

asters that drained MCC's material aid

warehouses, as well as in the quiet ex-

change of visitors from one culture to

another.

But for every good work done "in the

name of Christ," the MCC staff and board
encountered new challenges and hard
questions. Amid the flow of facts and
reports, several issues floated to the sur-

face and caught the attention of the com-
mittee.

Internationalization. Specifically, who
should MCC work with in projects around

the world, how should they work with
them, and what should they do if their

partners have ideas and approaches MCC
dislikes?

As if to illustrate the challenge, several

guests were on hand to contribute an
international consciousness: a delegation

of four church leaders from the Soviet
Union; Dankwart Horsch of Internation-
ale Mennonitische Organisation, the Eu-
ropean counterpart of MCC; and Mari
Malgwi of the local board that advises
MCC Nigeria.

"Without question, the number one pol-

icy question of the year is: What does it

mean to work internationally in the
1990s?" Lapp noted at meeting's end. He
pledged to "give more sustained atten-

tion" to this issue in the coming year,

with the hope of having a "major dis-

cussion" on the topic at the next annual
meeting.

World conditions. In a world struggling
for survival, the challenges confronting
MCC are numerous and complex. "Three
biggies" rose to the fore of discussion: en-

vironmental degradation and the ability

to grow food; the consequences of war;
and the massive foreign debt burdening
many developing countries.

On the first two counts, staff could
point to specific programs that address
not only the negative effects of such ca-

lamities, but also the causes. But on the
debt issue, both staff and board expressed
frustration and helplessness because of

the enormity of the problem.
According to Karen Kenagy, assistant

secretary for Latin America, developing
countries owe well over $1 trillion to lend-

ing institutions in affluent countries. For
the first time in history, poor nations are

paying more money to rich countries to

service their debts than they are receiving

from those countries in the form of aid.

The effect of these debts on the poor in

developing countries is devastating and
far reaching, she said.

In one of its few concrete actions, the
board embraced a suggestion from Delton
Franz, director of the MCC office in

Washington, that MCC write letters and
arrange for personal visits to encourage
legislators to take constructive action.

The firsthand observations of overseas
workers on the impact of foreign debt
could be influential, Franz said.

Declining applications. Given their con-
viction that MCC is primarily a "people
resource" organization, board members
were concerned about a significant de-

crease in service applications during the

past two years. Gerald Shenk, secretary
for personnel services, reported that MCC
received 18 percent fewer applications in

1988; during 1987, applications fell by 10

percent.

He suggested four reasons for the de-
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The wilderness and the dry

land shall be glad, the desert

shall rejoice and blossom;

like the crocus it shall

bloom abundantly and
rejoice with joy and
singing.... Then the eyes of
the blind shall be opened,

and the ears of the deaf

unstopped; then shall the

lame man leap like a hart,

and the tongue ofthe dumb
sing for joy. The waters

shall break forth in the

wilderness and streams in

the desert (Isaiah 35).

Joy in
unexpected

places
Mennonite Central Committee

988 Annual Report

• Ashraf, who learned to stand in

1988, inspired family, friends,

teachers and MCCers in Jordan.
Inset left: SALTer Linda Legge
works with client at L'Arche-

sponsored workshop for

mentally handicapped adults in

Vancouver, B.C. Inset right:

Lisa Macey holds child at

Building Blocks, a center for

teen-age mothers in Florida.



1988 went out with a bang.

The last half of the year brought wind, rain, floods and
cyclones that killed hundreds, destroyed properties and
stole the livelihoods of many in the Philippines, Jamaica,
Nicaragua, Thailand, Bangladesh and Sudan. Earthquakes
shook Nepal and the Soviet Union.

Drought, rather than floods, characterized the 1988
growing season for farmers in Canada, the United States,

Vietnam, Bolivia and China.

Added to these tragedies were more created by war. At
least two dozen countries fought major armed conflicts in

1988. Villagers in Mozambique, Sudan, Angola, Ethiopia,
El Salvador, Nicaragua and Guatemala prayed for peace,
so they could replant fields and rebuild lives. People in the
Middle East prayed and fasted for peace in the troubled
Holy Lands.

It was no surprise that in 1988 Mennonite Central
Committee (MCC) workers often wrote reports about
sorrow, hunger and pain.

But the year also held joys. Eastern Europe workers saw
warming relationships between East and West. Rains came
to Africa's Sahel. Peace talks were held in both southern
Africa and the Horn of Africa. MCCers saw local people
reach out to others in the same town, a nearby town or a
neighboring country.

The workers' stories of finding joy and inspiration in

unexpected places reminded us of the promises of the

prophet Isaiah:

The wilderness and the dry land shall be glad, the desert

shall rejoice and blossom; like the crocus it shall bloom
abundantly and rejoice with joy and singing.. ..Then the

eyes ofthe blind shall be opened, and the ears ofthe deaf
unstopped; then shall the lame man leap like a hart, and
the tongue ofthe dumb sing for joy. The waters shall break
forth in the wilderness and streams in the desert (Isaiah 35).

May you find joy in the following
stories we share here as a
glimpse of MCC work in 1988.



Glimpsing the kingdom
in Bangladesh

Dipu had stormed to our home the night before, vowing

never to return to his father's home. They had exchanged
harsh words and Dipu had come to take refuge with us for

a few days before leaving to make his own way in the world.

The next night, as I was helping our friend Probha with

homework, we heard a harmonica, drums and singing in

the distance. "Must be a wedding nearby," I thought,

forcing my attention back to English grammar. The sounds

of merrymaking came closer. "Probha, who do you suppose

that is?" I asked.

Then the celebrators came to a halt in our home ! As they

crowded around, we recognized our guests—Dipu's father

and several of Dipu's college friends. They slapped Dipu

amicably on the back, pulled him into their circle, and once

again began their merrymaking, complete with singing,

dancing, drums and harmonica.

"We're here to take you home," his father said. "School

wasn't the same without you," his friends said. Dipu

hugged his father and, with music and mirth, returned

home. How could he refuse?

Our eyes and hearts were full as the sounds of the party

faded in the distance. I thought, "This is what the kingdom
of God is all about! Loving people into the kingdom.

Replacing anger with joy." As Jesus said of the prodigal

who returned home, "It was meet that we should make
merry and be glad: for this thy brother was dead, and is

alive again; and was lost, and is found " (Luke 15:32, KJV).

• • • Rebecca Sanders,

Bangladesh

Streams flow in the desert

A "stream flows in my desert" when I can visit a K'ekchi'

friend in her home and communicate in K'ekchi'. Our
worlds are different, but we touch hearts.

I find joy when I sit among a congregation of people who
look, dress, speak and sing differently than I do. Yet we
are united because we worship the same God.

I find joy when a family says they have learned how to

prevent some basic illnesses. I find joy when K'ekchi'

co-workers tell me I am no longer needed, that what I have

taught them is sufficient and that they want to try it on

their own.

I find joy when I receive a letter from a friend at home
who cares enough about how the rest of the world lives to

ask questions about my work and the life of people here.

Many streams of joy flow through my life and work here.

Sometimes the streams are so small I hardly notice them.

But they always flow, waiting for me to notice the

refreshing water.

• • • Christine Holsopple
Kauffman, Guatemala

Jamaican Mennonite pastor

Winston Dyer and Henry Block,

on ladder, patch roof damaged
by Hurricane Gilbert.

Nicaraguan churches
find joy in serving

"We began by giving our time because Christians in North

America gave theirs to provide this food for us. We are

discovering that serving others is what the church is called

to do," said Enrique Reyes. Reyes, social promoter in a

Nicaraguan Mennonite conference, helped churches plan

food-for-work projects using MCC food.

The churches planned community projects that involved

everyone in the community, not just church members. More
than 1,000 volunteer workdays on 27 projects resulted.

They cleaned drainage ditches, health centers, schools and

vacant lots. They repaired roads and bridges, planted

community produce plots and built or repaired houses for

widows in the community.

Since then, several churches have continued similar

community projects without receiving food in return. The

joy of service is contagious!

• • • Ann Graber Hershberger,

Nicaragua
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Agricultural work

Poor in Kinshasa dig ponds
for others

I came to Zaire in 1985 to work with Habitat for

Humanity. Habitat had built 75 homes for low-income

families in a river valley 16 miles from downtown Kinshasa,

Zaire's capital. My job was to help new homeowners start

vegetable gardens.

My first big challenge was erosion. Heavy rains in 1985
turned our road into a 10-foot deep ravine that was
impassable for four months. We repaired the road and
planted bamboo, grass and trees to curb further erosion.

But it was a long, discouraging process of building dams
and planting, then watching the work wash down the

hillside the next day.

Just as I was beginning to think of gardens again in 1 986,

the homeowners committee decided to start a fish pond
program that they asked me to lead.

I knew nothing about fish. But God showed me true

partnership is people searching together for solutions, not

one person having or finding all the answers. At year end,

our partners included farmers, an agricultural cooperative,

a government agriculture school, a Jesuit monastery, the

Zairian Protestant Church development program and
Heifer Project International.

Plus, more than 40 Kinshasa families had fish ponds. When
they "harvest" their fish, they give young fish back to the

neighborhood program to help other residents start ponds.

Some helped dig new ponds for needy families. My refusal

to take charge enabled these people to develop a program
that can continue long after I leave.

• * * Ann Westman, Zaire

Other agricultural work

Lebanon's high inflation and ruined economy forced many
back to the land, so that the number of farmers'

cooperatives increased. MCC sold these cooperatives onion

and olive and fruit tree seedlings, herbicides, pesticides and
fertilizers, all at subsidized rates. Staff also helped farmers

along front lines in south Lebanon build roads so they can

get to their fields without risk of sniper attacks.

The homesite program in Bangladesh encouraged women
in 15 villages to grow more food and improve their health

by using local resources more productively. An MCC
horticulturist compiled a list of 60 wild, edible plants found

there, along with their nutritional values, an invaluable

resource to MCCers serving families too poor to buy
imported seed.

Top, Jamie Metzler, standing,

and Machal, MCC nursery
worker, look over seedlings at

one of MCC's four nurseries in

Haiti that produced a total of

459,000 tree seedlings in 1988.

Above, Anne Carney and Luul,

right, water tomato seedlings

with rower pump in Somalia.
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Fifteen Bolivian women started a chicken project to provide

eggs and meat for the community. "I'm excited to see what

a seemingly small project like this has done for the women's

self-esteem," said an MCCer there. "It shows the women
and their families that 'las mujeres valen mucho,' as one

woman said. 'Women are worth a lot.'"

In Canada 16 Summer Native Gardening volunteers

inspired a youth program, taught Sunday school, conducted

Bible classes, opened their homes to youth and helped

mothers of newborn babies, in addition to planting gardens

in nine communities. "Gardening led to relationships and

gave volunteers a chance to understand Native people. It

was a look at Native life from the inside," said the program

coordinator.

No children died in 1 98 8 during the annual dry season in

Kamayala, Zaire. Weny-a-Nzey, a Mennonite rural

agriculturist there, credited this joyful event to vegetable

gardens he and others encouraged villagers to plant in

wetlands along the river. Before the gardens, 10 to 15

children, weakened from malnutrition, died each dry

season.

A worker in Laos designed and built two small, hydro-

powered rice-hulling mills. Before, villagers hulled rice by

hand, by water wheel or by a nearby diesel-powered mill,

an expensive alternative for those with a yearly income less

than $150. Running water is one of Laos' few abundant

resources.

Planting trees to restore God's earth was an important part

ofMCC agricultural work. MCC in India bought $68,480

U.S. worth of trees that were planted at five leprosy mission

hospitals. A worker in Kenya helped get a grant for an

urban tree-seedling project in which orphans and

unemployed urban youth grew trees they then sold to

residents of Nairobi slums.

Work with homeless people

Children in Somali camp
inspire creativity

I used to think the refugee camp was ugly—dust, wind,

petrified tree stumps where a green "thing" used to grow,

rocks, rocks and more rocks. I was bored with life there

with its hot sun, omnipresent stares, whispers and kids'

snickers.

Until one day I watched our neighbor boy go to fetch the

sheep. As he walked into the wind he began to sing and

clap his hands, stepping lightly as if in a dance.

The next day and the next I began to notice the children.

They were usually busy, making kites from plastic bags,

making cars from tin cans, sliding down a smooth rock on

a flattened tin.

Slowly my labels of "pest," "loud mouth," "snotty nose"

melted away. I started to see the children as the most

abundant human resource this dry land had. Their

resilience and cheerfulness encouraged me to examine my
own creativity.

And the desert became alive around me.

. . . Carolyn Rudy, Somalia

Other work with homeless people

1988 brought increased tension to refugee camps in

Honduras where six MCCers served. Some 2,000 refugees

left Mesa Grande camp and headed home to El Salvador.

Workers in Honduras helped them pack and then

accompanied them to the border where they were met by

church workers, including two MCCers in El Salvador.

These two accompanied 250 people to Teosinte, a village

uninhabited since 1980.

Thailand was home to thousands of Indochinese refugees

waiting to be resettled. A couple at Phanat Nikhom Refugee

Camp there taught English and gave cultural orientation

to refugees bound for Canada. New mothers at another

camp in Thailand received MCC layette bundles. "Thank

you wholeheartedly for your layette bundles," wrote a

camp nurse. "Many of the refugees had nothing."

MCC helped build a community center in Amadora, a poor

suburb of Lisbon, Portugal. At the center recent arrivals

from former Portuguese colonies found day-care facilities,

tutoring, literacy classes and worship services for all ages.

During the first eight months of 1988, some 3,000

Mennonites left the Soviet Union for West Germany. Those

who went to Unna-Massen or Friedland, reception centers

in West Germany, were greeted, befriended and counselled

by MCC couples working there.

More than 426 refugees who came to North America found

sponsors with Mennonite and Brethren in Christ

congregations through MCC. The refugees came from

Southeast Asia, East Europe, the Soviet Union, Africa,

Afghanistan, Iran and Cuba. MCC U.S., through the

Overground Railroad, also helped Central Americans en

route to Canada.

MCC closed its three community-based housing

construction and improvement projects in Chile. The end

result was 257 houses built or repaired. MCC began this

work after the 1985 earthquake.

In southeast Kentucky, MCC workers with HOMES,
COAP and SWAP built three homes and repaired or

renovated 90 more. HOMES and COAP are two housing

agencies for low-income people. SWAP (Sharing with

Appalachian People), a short-term service program, gave

youth a chance to spend a week in Kentucky, serving and

learning.
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Job creation

Loan helps landless Indian

start business in the city of joy

Mahamood Hossain, a landless father, came from the
country to Calcutta, with the hope of finding a job. But
the only job he found, after a long search, was pulling a

hand cart through the city for 10 rupees a day (75 <t U.S.),

not enough to support his wife and two small children.

In desperation, he sought help from MCC's Calcutta office.

"The job market is bleak for untrained workers like you,"
staff told him, "but if you are willing to develop a small
business venture you could make an adequate income."

Hossain decided to try working as a door-to-door sales

representative in Calcutta's lower-income neighborhoods.
With a loan of 600 rupees ($50) he filled a mobile showcase
with hair clips, ribbons, necklaces and other cosmetic items
and began peddling his wares.

At year end, his daily profits averaged 25 rupees; holidays
he earned more. Hossain learned to keep accounts and
replenish stock. He repaid the MCC loan and supported
his family.

Hossain found joy in 1988.

• • • Peter Peters, Manitoba,
former India

Other job creation work

In 1988 MCC created the equivalent of 9,735 full-time

jobs for artisans in 34 countries through its SELFHELP
Crafts program. About 750 artisans in 27 Thai villages

made cutwork place mats and appliqued potholders. They
spent the money earned on school uniforms for children,

new roads, latrines, loan repayments, home improvements
and irrigation for rice fields.

"Hunger is a violent, wrenching thing," a Filipino

community leader told SELFHELP volunteers. "When you
are violently hungry, you want rice, not a Bible. If you help
someone get a job, and do it in the name of Christ, then
you are showing your love and creating more opportunities
for a credible witness." SELFHELP programs in that

country led to Bible studies and church planting.

Mennonites in Mexico began a dressmaking project with
MCC funds. Farming was difficult there; income earned
making dresses meant the men did not need to look for

jobs in the city.

Twenty-four people in Edmonton, Alta., learned

construction skills while renovating six condemned city

homes, in an MCC-sponsored program financed by the

federal government. Most participants in the one-year
project found permanent work.



Above, Pinki Lama does
homework sitting on the railway

line near her home in India. She
is able to go to school, thanks

to MCC's Global Family

Program. Left, Mohamood
Hossain, India, started his own
business with an MCC loan. Far

left, Nancy Walters Harman, left,

a Transkei friend and Nancy's

son concentrate on a sewing

project.

Education

My friend should envy,

not admire me

Recently I got a letter from a friend. In it, he said he admired

the work I'm doing and admired me for doing it.

I'm going to tell him about the time I was tutoring at the

Spouse Abuse Shelter and one of the women asked if I'd

tutor her for her GED, saying, "I know if you work with

me, I can do it. I have no confidence, but if I have you to

help me, I believe I can do it."

I will tell him about the night one student, a young woman
with two small children living in a tiny trailer with no

running water, phoned to ask if I could come and talk. Her

mom was recovering from taking an overdose of pills

because of her husband's drinking. On the way over, I

prayed for wisdom and felt honored she had called me.

I will tell him of the thrill I feel knowing Susan can now
write a shopping list and Joanna can read bedtime stories

to her children. I will tell him the home remedies senior

citizens share with me on Thursday shopping trips. I will

tell him of Mallie's beautiful African violets.

I plan to tell him he should envy, not admire, me.

• • • Sandy Hudock, Kentucky

Other work in education

The United Mission to Nepal resumed literacy work in

several villages. In Laleng, 20 women gathered nightly for

a "painstakingly slow, monotonous evening of repetition,

"

wrote an MCCer. "That must be my bias," she added.

"During class their faces were bright and excited. To read

a book is one of their brightest dreams."

"My students in Kenya did well on the exams in 1987. It

made teaching much easier this year," wrote an MCC
teacher of religion at Garba Tula Secondary School. "The

Muslim students are more receptive because they know this

class gives them a better chance of going to university. It

also gives God's word a better chance of becoming part of

their lives."

In Mexico MCC helped set up a children's library and

recreational room for children who normally roamed the

streets. Workers in Bolivia led workshops where women
learned to make educational toys for infants and young

children.
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Work for peace

El Salvador had more than its

share of bloodshed and
suffering in 1988. Hilaro Perez,
health promoter and friend of
MCC. was tortured and killed by
the army for carrying medicine
to his community. This story
tells how a co-op risked death
to help a member who was ill.

Risking lives for a friend

We were ready to go to nearby San Lucas for a meeting
on how to form biblical reflection groups when we received

a note asking us not to come. The group felt it was unsafe
to meet. The armed forces had delivered this threat to the
town: "You are all guerrillas and will pay for the deaths
of our friends." The previous week guerrillas had
ambushed a military vehicle, killing three soldiers and a

San Lucas woman being held by the military.

This threat, and earlier ones, made it nearly impossible for

the people in San Lucas to overcome their fear and organize
themselves. Meeting together for any purpose was risky,

yet Ismael, leader of the group, did not give up the vision

:

"If we call ourselves a cooperative then we should
cooperate with each other. We should love each other so
that we may be unified. If a member is sick and can't work
in the fields, we should help."

Shortly after this, Francisco, the oldest member, fell sick

and was hospitalized during a critical time for planting
beans and doubling corn. Doubling corn helps the corn dry
as well as gives the beans something to "climb." Francisco
became depressed. He knew he could not repay his co-op
loan if he did not plant his beans.

So Ismael called a meeting and asked for help to work
Francisco's field. The next day 16 members doubled
Francisco's corn and planted his beans. At day's end, a

joyful, thankful Francisco said: "My fields are planted. I'll

have a crop to harvest!"

The men of San Lucas knew it was risky to work together
in one field but they took the risk to help a friend in need.

• • • Gary T. Guthrie, El Salvador

1'

Helping neighbors find peace

In October 1987 Alice called the Community Dispute
Centre, where I work in Winnipeg. She told us her neighbor
Harold, was a thief and a murderer. She claimed he was
stealing her property, killing her hedge and causing her eye
damage. The police had been called to her home numerous
times to investigate accusations.

We called Harold. He had another story. The only thing
their stories had in common was frustration, hatred and
spite. After many visits, we lost hope that the dispute would
ever be resolved.

One day in 1 9 8 8 , more than a year after the first contact,

Alice's son phoned to say she and Harold were ready to

meet. "Why were they ready to meet now?" we wondered.
"What ammunition would they bring to the meeting?"

Then came the miracle. Alice, her son, and Harold met
face-to-face with two mediators. The mediators had been
warned not to expect positive results. But our faith was
small. Alice and Harold, with the aid of the mediators,

shared their concerns calmly and acted as neighbors. They
said they were tired of the stress of hatred.

Everyone at that meeting found joy.

• • • Jon Nofziger, Winnipeg, Man.
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Other peace work

Children of the Latin Patriarch School in Zababdeh, a

Christian Palestinian school where MCCers teach in the

Israeli-occupied West Bank, collected donations for a

nearby Muslim village that had been under military curfew

for six weeks. The children used the $1,500 donated by

the people of Zababdeh, who themselves had been

unemployed for at least 15 weeks, to buy rice, sugar,

powdered milk, biscuits and other food. They sent the

boxes of food to families with young children, marked:

"With love, from the children of Zababdeh to a child in

Qabatiyeh."

South Africa saw severe government repression and a

renewed state of emergency. The banning of 17 leading

nonviolent organizations put churches there into the front

lines of the struggle against apartheid. Five South African

church workers with stressful jobs came to North America

for MCC Servanthood Sabbaticals.

MCCers in Central America led courses on conflict

management and discussed such issues as forced

recruitment to the military. In Honduras a worker and five

Mennonite pastors sponsored two youth retreats on
Anabaptism and conscientious objection and coordinated

a marriage renewal weekend.

A worker visited homeless men in prison in Atlanta. "I

believe the Gospel is for all people, but is especially good

news for the poor and those rejected by society as men
coming from prison often are," wrote a worker at a Florida

half-way house.

Millions of people in south Sudan left the area due to raging

civil war. Some 2 million went to Khartoum, the capital;

others fled to neighboring Ethiopia. More than 100,000

who remained in the south found shelter in Juba, a large

southern town under government control; MCC helped

them buy teak poles and bamboo for shelters. At year end,

MCC had plans to give them beans and milk powder.

Some 4.5 million Mozambicans faced hunger due to

drought and war. MCC sent the Christian Council of

Mozambique money to buy food, seeds, farm tools and

clothes for people in the north. MCC also gave

Zimbabwean maize. "We know MCC is not strong enough

to stop the violence in Mozambique or to feed all the hungry

there," Anglican Bishop Dinis Sengulane, council chair,

said in a visit to North America. "We ask you to continue

helping us carry our cross as Simon of Cyrene carried Jesus'

cross."

*** /
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Far left, MCC workers

accompanied some of the 2,000

refugees who moved back to El

Salvador from Honduran
refugee camps in 1988. Above
left, Menno Wiebe reads

scripture at a worship service at

the Lubicon blockade, Alberta.

Above right, Mark Will teaches

Leopoldo Jimenez Marquez, a

Mexican builder, to weld.
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Other church work

Work with the church

Joy in a job lost

and a job found

Stevan lost his job at the agricultural university here last

year when word got around he was a believer. He had
come to know Jesus through his friendship with a Baptist

pastor while serving his obligatory year in the army far

from home.

Now six years later Stevan was without a job. He, his wife

Nena and their two small boys share a house with us so it

was a deep concern for us all. Losing one's job in this

socialist society means losing medical coverage and living

allowance. Stevan knew the prospects of finding another

job were slim.

After much soul-searching he decided to accept leadership

responsibilities in the church and his long-term work
among university students grew into a full-fledged ministry.

The last half of 1988 he was chosen to be secretary for

youth ministry of the Baptist Church in Yugoslavia. He
preached in his local congregation and helped form
fellowship and Bible study groups.

Stevan misses the soil and returns often to help on the

family farm, but his gifts are well matched to the church's

current needs. He found good work among God's people.

• • • Sara Wenger Shenk,
Yugoslavia

1988 was the millennium year of Christianity in the Soviet

Union; it was also the year of the Bible. The Russian

Orthodox Church printed 100,000 Bibles. The All-Union

Council of Evangelical Christians/Baptists received

permission to import 100,000 Russian-language Bibles.

They also gave out 5,000 sets of Barclay's New Testament
Commentary, translated and printed with MCC help.

A worker in Botswana researched that country's alcohol

problem and the inner workings of the industry profiting

from it. Her work was part of an ecumenical church action

to fight alcohol abuse. Two other workers taught religion

among Independent Churches in Botswana.

Six Sudanese church leaders went to neighboring Nigeria

to talk with church leaders there. They talked about how
to live in an Islamic country and about the church's role

in a country at war. MCC helped initiate this inter-church

exchange.

A church started in Phoenix, Ariz., thanks to the work of

Elmer Myron, a Native American Mennonite leader there,

and the Phoenix-based Native American Project that West
Coast MCC supported.

In Burnaby, B.C., workers helped the Willingdon

Mennonite Brethren Church to establish a residence for

young unwed mothers. In Manitoba and Ontario MCCers
helped Mennonite churches assist Kanadier Mennonites
returning to Canada from Mexico.

An Indonesian student in California helped Indonesians

across the United States form cell groups and Bible study

groups. He was supported by the Jemaat Kristen Indonesia

Church in California and by the Urban Community
Development Summer Service Program of MCC.

Ninety-two church youth from 26 countries spent a year

in North America building bridges between churches,

through the International Visitor Exchange Program.

MDSers Dale Wolgemuth,
Randy Eigsti and Doug Loewen,
left to right, rebuild after

Hurricane Joan in Nicaragua.



Work with disaster victims

Jamaica: Before and after Gilbert

Jamaica was beautiful before Hurricane Gilbert struck. But

145-mile-per-hour winds twisted roofing metal, crumbled

dwellings, threw power lines across roads, snapped poles

and decimated crops. Millions of mango, banana and

coconut trees were uprooted, all staples in the Jamaican

diet.

MCC nurse Christine Stonehouse, and Miss Joyce, a nurse

who had stayed in the clinic during Gilbert to protect it

from looters, treated people with respiratory infections,

fevers, aches, diarrhea and puncture wounds from stepping

on nails.

"People say we should forget 'Before Gilbert' and

concentrate on life now," said Christine. No doubt those

are wise words. But most people find them difficult, except

maybe Mr. Peart, an elderly cabinet maker who lost his

home across the river from MCCer Saralyn Horsburgh.

When Saralyn went to assess damage, she found Mr. Peart

standing with his furniture in the open air. A tree had fallen

on one side of the house, reducing it to rubble. Mr. Peart

had been injured somewhat, but "he did not make one

complaint. Instead he thanked God over and over for

sparing his life," recalled Saralyn.

At year end Mr. Peart had a new house, thanks to those

who gave money to MCC for building materials, those who
unloaded the supplies, those who helped rebuild, and last

but not least, Mr. Peart, who almost grabbed the saw or

plane from the builder's hands when he saw a job he could

do.

• • • Christine Stonehouse and
Saralyn Horsburgh, Jamaica

MCC sent canned meat,

blankets, North American
builders, tools, nails and 2,700

sheets of zinc roofing to

Jamaica, in response to

Hurricane Gilbert.

Other disaster work

August flood waters forced 1 .5 million squatters, refugees

from war, from their make-shift homes in camps at the

edge of Khartoum, Sudan's capital. In response, MCC sent

milk powder, blankets, clothing, soap and school and

sewing kits. This aid was distributed by Sudan Council of

Churches, MCC's main partner there.

September floods covered two-thirds of Bangladesh,

leaving at least 1,000 people dead and forcing some 60

million from their homes. Workers helped clean up and

gave about 900 tons of wheat and $50,000 to partners

who set up emergency feeding centers. Workers also packed

vegetable seed kits for 125,000 families. In addition, MCC
began a one-year rehabilitation program.

MCC sent 10,000 blankets to survivors of the December
earthquake in Armenia, a republic of the Soviet Union.

Sudanese women stand with

what is left of their homes and
possessions after August
floods swept through Kucha
Camp on the edge of Khartoum.

They fled their homes in the

south due to war.

MCC donated $150,000 to the Federation of Evangelical

Churches in Burkina Faso to buy 6,000 tons of grain for

drought victims in northern Burkina Faso. The grain was

purchased in Ghana, the Ivory Coast and southern Burkina

Faso.

Teams from MDS's five North American regions went to

Nicaragua to clean up and rebuild after Hurricane Joan.

MCC sent food, soap, clothing, blankets, health kits and

building and medical supplies.

MDS crews in Texas and neighboring states cleaned up

after Hurricane Gilbert spun through Brownsville, Texas,

and the Pharr/McAllen areas. Others helped organize

community barn raisings in northeast Pennsylvania where

an arsonist destroyed farm buildings. Volunteers sent

truckloads of hay to North American farmers hurt by

drought.
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Health work

"Dear friends, you cannot imagine
our delight"

"Dear friends, You cannot imagine our surprise and delight

when Jody Miller Shearer delivered 200 of your colorful

health kits to our clinic," a September letter read. "Many
of our patients are homeless and lack the barest necessities.

"

Sister Marian Puerzer and Sister Jane Merschel were
writing to thankMCC for health kits given to St. Thomas
Health Services Clinic that serves people in and around a

New Orleans housing project.

"The number of the poor, sick and homeless here is

staggering," wrote the sisters. Median income of the 45,000
people in the neighborhood is $3,200; some 1,200 to 2,000
people are homeless.

"Food and shelter are first priorities for these people," said

the letter. "They do not seek health care until a condition

is severe so that treatment is often long and complicated."

Other health work

In 1988 MCC received long-awaited permission from
Somalia's Ministry of Health to place workers in health

care and community development assignments with

nomadic people in a needy rural area near Kismayo. Earlier

MCC work in Somalia was limited to refugee camps.

Indonesian children joined BALITA, a government-
sponsored weighing and supplementary feeding program
that MCC conducted in Central Sulawesi, an outlying

island. BALITA graduates received school kits made by
Indonesian Mennonites from Java.

In Brazil MCC helped build 50 outdoor latrines and several

hundred rain water cisterns for home use. A health worker
there held meetings in six communities to discuss nutrition,

common illnesses and blood pressure screening. The
worker also encouraged the use of medicinal plants,

rehydration methods and first aid.

Two Chinese psychiatrists came to North America in 1988
as part of the China Educational Exchange program.

A French doctor, Indian public health pediatrician and
Indian lab technician worked with MCC in Kampuchea.
They trained health workers, visited families of

malnourished children and led workshops for midwives.

Graduates of a nursing school received a Khmer-language

copy of the book "Where There is No Doctor" from MCC.

Helping Chadians gain access to clean water was top

priority for workers there. They helped build curved-brick

masonry wells in the Guera and the Lake Chad regions. A
worker and her Chadian colleague led health, hygiene and
nutrition classes for women in Guera.

MCC decided to begin a spiritual ministry to some of the

2,000 Canadians who had AIDS, plus their families and
caregivers. MCC wants to find a place for them in the

church and to "share with them the hope we have in

Christ."

Mennonite Mental Health Services changed its name to

Mennonite Health Services to reflect its broader mission.

It also took another step toward integrating its mission and
vision into MCC's international program by forming an

International Mental Health and Disability Committee. A
new Mental Health Program began in Canada to help

churches aid members with psychological and emotional

needs.

Carol Martin Johnson, center,

demonstrates millet bread
making in Uganda.

Pilots with the Flying Mission in Botswana provided

emergency medical care to remote rural areas. One pilot

moved to a village in Ngamiland so the mission could better

serve rural areas in the north.

MCC helped a Mexican nurse train 23 health workers in

such topics as cleanliness, high blood pressure and diabetes.



Work with people with disabilities

Two lives changed in Jordan

When Iadd, 4, came to the Husn Center for the

Handicapped here in northwest Jordan in 1987, he could

not walk, his muscles were weak, and he cried often for

his mother. An instructor at the center slowly gained his

confidence. Today he takes a few steps on his own, using

a plunger as a walking stick.

Ashraf, a cheerful 8-year-old boy with an indomitable

spirit, has cerebral palsy. When he came to the Husn center

in 1987, he moved around by lunging forward with his

arms and upper body, then pulling his lower body beneath

his arms.

In 1988, after daily physiotherapy, he was able to pull

himself up on a walker and stand for a few moments,

though he still could not straighten his legs completely.

Ashraf was an inspiration to his teachers, classmates and

family.

• • • Norilynn Epp, Jordan

MCC supported teachers and
staff at the Husn Center for the

Handicapped in 1988. The
center served handicapped
people in two camps where
about 30,000 Palestinian

refugees live.

MCC helped the Thuan Thanh
Paralyzed Veterans center in

Vietnam get money for tools to

repair and maintain

wheelchairs. Inset: SALTer
Marlee Wiebe with client at

North Vancouver (B.C.)

Community Living Service

Activity Center for mentally

handicapped adults.

Other work with

those with disabilities

Mennonite Developmental Disabilities Services (MDDS)
helped 13 North American congregations form supportive

care groups for families with developmentally disabled

members. MDDS also helped establish residential services

in Arizona, Pennsylvania and Indiana.

A school for deaf children, started in 1987 by an MCCer
in Brazil, grew to 28 students and was run mostly by local

staff. MCC gave a grant to a new center for hearing

impaired people in Chad.

Up to 25 people with disabilities were employed at a new

MCC-supported job creation project in Alberta. Edmonton

City awarded a $6.4 million contract to an MCC-
supported, non-profit recycling venture named Edmonton

Recycling Society (ERS). ERS, which aims to employ

disabled individuals, began picking up recyclable materials

from a quarter of Edmonton's homes in November.

Thirty-five wheelchairs, donated through provincial

offices, went to Paraguay, Guatemala and Belize.
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MCC financial'

Income
U.S. constituency contributions
MCC Canada contributions"
Other contributions
Grants—Canadian agencies
Grants—other

SELFHELP Crafts

Other revenue
Material aid in kind—U.S.

Material aid in kind—Canada

$9,995,116

2,815,782

129,794

3,598,902

772,293

4,011,231

1,282,275

3,793,137

5,754,119
Total income 32,152,649

Disbursements
Agriculture & integrated

development 3,380,344
Emergency assistance 3,306,238
Economic & technical assistance 4,168,640
Education 1,637,027
Health 1,244,296
Social services 2,066,152
Religious & peace 2,126,236
Support services &
constituency relations 3,281,850

Material aid donated in kind 9,547,256
Funds applied to long-term assets 919,577
Total disbursements

Excess of income over expenses

31,677,616

475,033

*ln U.S. dollars

"Forwardings from MCC Canada for overseas work

SALTer Chris Kalina loads a
pallet with potatoes donated by
local farmers to Winnipeg
(Man.) Harvest, a local food
bank.

Material aid in 1988

MCC shipped 60.1 million

pounds (27 million kilograms)
of material aid to 27 countries,

almost double the amount
shipped in 1987. Of that, 59.5

million pounds (26.8 million

kilograms)was food aid, mostly
wheat, corn, beans, oil,

powdered milk and canned
beef. Other items shipped were:

60,005 quilts and blankets

8,545 layettes

6,840 sheets
8,065 towels

13,490 health kits

18,300 school kits

3,210 sewing kits

7,750 pounds (3,488 kilograms)
of fabric

79,111 pounds (35,600
kilograms) of soap

80,227 pounds (36,102
kilograms) of medical
supplies

Personnel
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Africa 47 ifi1 D 1ft
1 o 1 f J4 101

Doiswana f 3 2 4 5 21
DUrKina raso 3 5 4 1 1 2 16
Chad 3 3 2 8
Ethiopia 3 2 5
Kenya 3 2 4 9
Lesotho 3 1 6 2 2 14
Mozambique 1 1 2
Nigeria 2 1 4 2 2 11
Somalia 4 1 1 6
South Africa 2 1 3 6
Sudan 1 3 2 6
Swaziland 1 1 1 2 2 7
Tanzania 2 2 4
Uganda 2 2 1 3 2 10
Zaire 5 5 1 2 13
Zambia 6 2 1 1 1 11
Zimbabwe 2 2

Asia 25 15 7 18 14 2 22 103
Bangladesh 16 11 1 4 32
China 17 17
Indonesia 3 3 6
Kampuchea 1 2 3 5 11
Laos 2 2
Nepal 3 1 2 4 10
Philippines 1 1 1 11 2 16
Taiwan
i atwell I 2
Thailand!
1 llalldnu l 1 3 2 7

Europe 2 27 6 35
Belgium 1 1

East Germany 1 1

England 1 1

Hungary 2 2
Ireland 6 6
Poland 2 1 3
Portugal 2 2
Switzerland 1 1 2
West Germany 10 5 15
Yugoslavia 2 2

Latin America 38 10 28 19 21 8 33 157
Bolivia 7 2 5 9 7 1 7 38
Brazil 7 1 4 1 3 3 4 23
Chile 2 2
Costa Rica 2 2
El Salvador 2 5 1 2 2 12
Guatemala 5 1 5 1 2 14
Haiti 10 5 2 1 5 23
Honduras 3 1 1 1 5 11

Jamaica 3 2 5 3 13
Mexico 1 1 5 2 9
Nicaragua 1 1 3 5
Paraguay 2 3 5

Middle East 3 21 1 6 31

Egypt 2 18 1 21
Jordan 2 2
Lebanon 1 1

West Bank 3 1 3 7

North America 3 27 10 15 113 21 326 515
Canada* volunteer 3 4 5 2 51 19 22 106

• local VS 9 18 33 60
* salaried 6 1 10 80 97

United • volunteer 8 5 10 30 64 117
States • local VS 2 11 13

* salaried 2 2 116 120
• other 2 2

Total 113 68 66 94 192 32 427 992
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U.S. service
workers

Reedlev Calif * 2

Denver, Colo

.

4

Washington, D.C. 9

Belle Glade, Fla. 6

Miami, Fla. 6

Atlanta, Ga. 10

Blue Diamond, Ky. 2

Cumberland, Ky. 2

Harlan, Ky. 8

Hindman, Ky. 3

Whitesburg, Ky. 8

New Orleans, La. 8

Akron, Pa. 49

Total 117

MCC Canada financial*

Pennsylvania
relief sale

*Not administered by the U.S.

VS Program

MCC U.S. financial*

Income
Designated contributions $375,810
General contributions allocated 2,180,000

Grant income 35,583

VS unit income 635,628
Refugee resettlement income 22,862

MHS member contributions 101,634

SWAP/DOOR 75,974

Literature and seminar fees 52,527

Other income 9,304

Total income 3,489,322

Disbursements
Voluntary Service 1,027,165

MCC U.S. Peace Section 323,534

Mennonite Disaster Service 115,741

Mennonite Health Services 260,391

Urban Ministries 135,891

Immigration and Refugee Program 106,053
Criminal Justice 61,776

Special Programs 124,094

Development Education 28,761

Farm Issues 45,741

Material Aid 269,326
West Coast MCC 166,814

MCC Central States 163,394
MCC Great Lakes 85,659

MCC East Coast 49,597

Executive Office 101,240

Headquarters expense 313,532

Funds applied to long-term assets 9,833

Total disbursements

Excess of income over expenses

3,388,542

100,780

Income
Constituency contributions $4,986,669
Other contributions 87,112
Grants— CIDA 3,233,794
Grants— Other 253,583
Voluntary Service income 638,164
Interest 249,059
Other income 339,784
Material aid— contributions 1,035,816
Material aid— grants 5,194,857
Material aid— interest 534,962

Total income 16,553,800

Disbursements
Program

Coordination

Development Education
Disability Concerns
Employment Concerns
Kanadier Concerns
Material Aid

Forwardings to

MCC International

Mental Health Concerns
Native Concerns
Peace and Social Concerns
Refugee Assistance
Victim Offender Ministries

Voluntary Service

Women's Concerns
East/West Concerns
Other

General administration

358,333
122,139

49,659

78,924

292,348

8,253,431

6,788,185

20,000

157,342

78,359

60,379

72,217

990,590
31,290

72,534

198,154

752,256

Total disbursements

Deficiency of income
over disbursements

Income from SELFHELP Crafts

Canada

18,376,140

(1,822,340)

315,609

Net decrease in operating balance (1 ,506,731

)

*AII in Canadian dollars

Canadian service workers

VS LVS SALT Total

British Columbia 18 9 6 33

Alberta 10 2 12

Saskatchewan 10 6 16

Manitoba 21 16 7 44

Ontario 12 25 6 43

Quebec 2 2

Maritimes 6 2 8

Nfld./Labrador 8 8

Total 87 60 19 166

*Does not include SELFHELP Crafts; in U.S. dollars
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A message
from the executive secretary

MCC has several identities, many of which are illustrated

in this report. For some, MCC is material aid—from health

kits to food shipments. For others we represent the

Mennonite and Brethren in Christ tradition of faith

expressed in discipleship. Key words that help define MCC
work include peace, sharing, exchange, inter-cultural

understanding, "In the name of Christ."

What about joy ? Is there exuberance in MCC or are we so

dedicated to our tasks, so preoccupied with human need

that we miss this fundamental emotion?

Indeed, there is joy. MCC volunteers revel in the

satisfactions of new friends and grateful partners. MCC
offices have their moments of laughter. Relief sales,

meat-canning and quilt-making are important MCC
activities, not only because they generate resources, but

also because they are fun. Committees come alive with

good stories. All parts ofMCC work together in a ministry

enlivened by the Spirit whose fruit is joy.

This year I witnessed the joy of an MCC couple resettling

immigrants from the Soviet Union in West Germany and
the joy of an MCC country representative completing a

housing project in Mexico. I also felt joy in the worship
service of a Russian Baptist congregation, the exuberance
of village hospitality in Zaire and the gratitude of

impoverished families in Burkina Faso.

Joy is not the exception in MCC. Our experience confirms

Paul's wonderful insight in II Corinthians 9:12: "This

service not only supplies the wants of the saints but also

overflows in many thanksgivings to God." I hope you will

find joy in this report and feel as if you are part of this

worldwide ministry.

Material aid projects
• • •

(April) Health kits: In 1989 MCC
will send health kits to

Nicaragua, Haiti, Jamaica and
the Israeli-occupied West Bank.
To prepare a health kit, place
these items in a 8- by 10-inch

(20- by 25-centimeter)

drawstring bag: toothbrush,
family-size tube of toothpaste,

bar of soap, nail clipper with file

and a dark hand towel.
• • •

(May) Clothing: This year MCC
will share four tons of good
quality used clothing with

people of all ages in Nicaragua
and the Israeli-occupied West
Bank. Clothes you donate
should be light- or medium-
weight, preferably wash-and-
wear.

Cash projects
• • •

(April) School supplies, Mexico:
A lack of such simple things as
shoes or a uniform keep
children in Gomez Farias,

Mexico, from attending school.

A gift of $5 will keep a child in

school for a month. $50 will

keep a student in school 10
months. $500 would keep 10
needy children in school for a

year. Please include project

number B921-60 with your
contribution.

John A. Lapp

Executive Secretary

Sa#?

(May) Chickens, West Bank:
Refugees in camps In the
Israeli-occupied West Bank and
Gaza Strip lived under curfew
for many weeks of 1 988. During
curfews, they are not allowed to

leave their homes, not even to

buy food. This year MCC will

help families there buy
chickens, so they will at least

have eggs to eat during future

curfews. $20 buys a few
chickens for one family. Please
include project number B865-1

0

with your contribution.

Resource
• • •

While doing refugee
resettlement work in Europe for

MCC, Peter and Elfrieda Dyck
filmed important moments in

the refugees' lives. MCC has put
this footage into a three-part

series titled New Beginnings:
Mennonite Refugees to South
America (1947-48). "Berlin

Exodus," one hour, features
Peter Dyck telling of the escape
from Berlin. "Gott Kann," 30
minutes, follows the first group
of Mennonites to the ship
Volendam and on to Paraguay.
"New Beginnings," 30 minutes,
shows three transports to

South America and pioneer life

in the new land. MCC has
combined the three parts into

one VHS video for sale. In

Canada, send $35.00 to MCC
Canada, 134 Plaza Drive,

Winnipeg, MB, R3T 5K9. In the
United States, send $30.00 to

MCC, Box M, Akron, PA 17501.
16mm film copies are also
available for free loan from the
above offices.
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cline: college-age people today are less

idealistic and more career-oriented, the

pool of college-age people is smaller, MCC
qualification requirements are more spe-

cific, and persons in the pew perceive that

MCC cannot use "my" skill.

Pressed to speculate on the primary
cause, Shenk said he feared the fourth

reason may be more prevalent than MCC
would like to believe. "The interest is out

there," he said. "The problem may be how
well we're matched for that interest." But
Shenk assured the committee that MCC
was receiving sufficient "quality" appli-

cations to fill vacancies without lowering

its standards.

In other matters, the board:

—Bid farewell with appreciation to

Elmer Neufeld, president of Bluffton

College, as outgoing chairperson of the

board.

—Elected Ron Mathies, a Mennonite
Brethren who is a staff person at Conrad
Grebel College, as the new chairperson,

and Phil Rich, a Mennonite Church mem-
ber who owns a car dealership in Arch-
bold, Ohio, as vice-chairperson.

—Don Ratzlafffor Meetinghouse

MCC U.S. board says
good-bye
to health agency

"Good-bye" and "how." Those two
words summarize to a large degree the

board meeting of Mennonite Central

Committee U.S., which was held in

Phoenix on Jan. 26.

Good-bye. Mennonite Health Services,

one of more than a dozen offices or pro-

grams under the MCC U.S. umbrella, will

soon be stepping out on its own. The
board approved a recommendation aimed
at making MHS "organizationally sepa-

rate" from MCC U.S. over the next five

years.

MHS was launched by MCC in 1952 as

Mennonite Mental Health Services,
thanks largely to Mennonite alternative

service programs during World War II

which sensitized the constituency to the

needs of the mentally ill. The primary ob-

jective of the program has been to nur-

ture the mental health movement as a
church-related ministry.

Recently the agenda of the mental
health agency was broadened to include

other health-related concerns and the

name was changed to Mennonite Health
Services. Following a study of the pro-

gram, MCC U.S. leaders, in conjunction

with MHS leaders, agreed that the
agenda of MHS had outgrown its MCC
moorings.

The recommendation made it clear the

MHS should remain "clearly account-
able" to the inter-Mennonite church
constituency, though board members
admitted they were not sure how that

would be accomplished. "We know where
we want to go, but we don't have any idea

at this point how we're going to get

there," confessed board chairperson Phil

Rich. That's why the recommendation
called for a transition period of five years,

he added.

A major concern for board members
was whether MHS would be able to es-

tablish constituency ownership as an in-

dependent organization. But members
were convinced it was time for MHS to

leave the MCC nest and fly on its own.

"MCC can't forever keep everything that's

inter-Mennonite," said Don Shafer, a

Brethren in Christ representative.

How. The question arose in a variety of

ways, particularly in the context of struc-

ture and priorities.

How should the four regional offices of

MCC function in relation to the larger or-

ganization? Were they merely "branch of-

fices," established primarily to promote

V

\

Eugene Seals, a Mennonite Church representative from West Bloomfield, Mich., speaks to the

MCC U.S. board. Beside him are Don Shafer, a Brethren in Christ representative from Upland,

Calif., and Genevieve Samudio, a member-at-large from Los Angeles.

the mission of MCC in their respective

areas? Or could they establish indepen-

dent projects when needs arose? If so,

should they be allowed to raise funds in-

dependently for those projects or con-

tinue to be channels for one central MCC
treasury?

Representatives from MCC West Coast

pressed the issue most assertively. They
said, for example, that the influx of immi-

grants in their area raised unique and ur-

gent ministry possibilities, but with the

current system of centralized checks and
balances it could take up to two years

before real ministry could begin.

On the other side of the coin, Jim Lapp,

representing the General Board of the

Mennonite Church, relayed four cautions

about a move toward more autonomous
regional offices: (1) independent fund-

raising could hurt the already "over-

stressed funding system of the church;"

(2) more autonomy would expand an al-

ready large MCC bureaucracy; (3) loca-

lization of programs could work against

promoting a global perspective in the

church; (4) there is a general lack of

consensus in the constituency about such

a move.
The role of regional offices is not a new

issue for MCC U.S. Board members were
reminded that recent changes were made
in their committee structure to accom-

modate more regional input, and that

processing the future of the regional of-

fices would take time. For some, though,

prolonging the discussion would only pro-

long the confusion. "What's wrong with

making a few decisions?" asked Rich

Garber, MCC West Coast representative

from Idaho. "I think it's time we get to

work."

The board members agreed to take a

hard look at the issue in the coming year.

In the meantime, they agreed that fund-

raising would continue to be done "for one

MCC" and not for independent regional

projects.

How should MCC U.S. determine its

ministry priorities? Even with the an-

ticipated departure of MHS, MCC U.S.

feeds a full nest of hungry ministries.

Historically, new ministries have been

created in response to specific needs or

concerns, but few ministries are ever

brought to closure.

Board members wondered who was re-

sponsible for determining MCC's pri-

orities—the supporting denominations or

the agency itself. Referring to the

Women's Concerns Office as an example,

one member wondered whether MCC
wasn't letting denominations "off the

hook" by taking on sensitive issues that

the individual denominations found too

difficult to process internally.

In the end, the issue was left unre-

solved. But the board's officers assured

the other members that the last word was

yet to be spoken.

—Don Ratzlafffor Meetinghouse
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Past and present workers
celebrate Mennonite
ministry in Miami
Some 65 persons came from many

parts of the United States to Miami re-

cently to celebrate more than 25 years of

Mennonite ministry in that city. Martin
Lehman, executive secretary of Southeast

Conference, opened the event with a

paraphrase of Luke 24, highlighting the

sorrow and eventual joy of the disciples

walking to Emmaus with Jesus.

Ira Ebersole, the area's original Men-
nonite pioneer, spoke briefly about his

early ministry in Miami during the 1950s.

The 90-vear-old man was applauded en-

thusiastically by the group for his

ministry on the streets of the city.

Twenty-seven years after he had led

Miami's first Mennonite worship service

on Nov. 26, 1961, John Winters stood tear-

fully behind the lectern at New Hope
Mennonite Church and thanked former
colleagues and urban missionaries for the

"roses of appreciation" he had received

earlier in the weekend. Winters, with his

wife, Ida, served in Miami, 1961-75, under
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions,

providing leadership to early church de-

velopment as well as voluntary service

and 1-W programs.
However, "the past has not been all

roses," declared longtime pastor LeRoy
Sheats, whose family history in southern
Florida spans more than 40 years. Brief

reference was made to several difficult

and painful periods over the past two
decades as seeds of the Mennonite faith

struggled to take firm root in the shifting

cultural sands of Miami. Two low points

in particular almost led to the closing of a
ministry which was then known as First

Mennonite Church.
In fitting tribute, several church work-

ers were recognized during the weekend
for this unswerving commitment to the

ministry in Miami. Dorothy Groff has
served as Sunday school teacher, club

leader, and worship leader for more than
24 years, and Ed and Eva Eby came to

provide pastoral leadership in 1981 when
the church doors were about to close.

A second congregation, Miami Cov-
enant Fellowship, was planted in 1977
and led by Dave and Jan Gerber and Dan
and Jeanette King. Dave Gerber de-

scribed the seven-year ministry of the

house fellowship as an effort "to be the

church where they lived and worked" and
concluded from his experience that
"God's ways are not man's ways." Miami
Covenant merged with First Mennonite
in 1984 to form New Hope Mennonite
Church.
The weekend celebration was under-

lined by a chorus of "amens" to Winters'

description of how God led and provided
for the acquisition of New Hope's current

facility in Opa Locka. His 16-year-old vi-

sion of a day school and counseling center

is being realized through the opening of

New Hope Learning Center.

The weekend's final address was given
by Ray Horst of Mennonite Board of

Missions. He challenged the New Hope
congregation to imagine itself as the an-

chor church of several Mennonite con-

gregations to be planted in North Dade
and Broward counties over the next 20
years. To accomplish this, he urged the
group to "believe that the gospel is for

everyone" and to "nurture local leaders."

Former Miami residents who attended
the celebration expressed appreciation for

the opportunity to look back and learn
what God has done in the intervening
years. Present members of New Hope
found great support and encouragement
from "the cloud of witnesses" who re-

turned to bear testimony to God's faith-

fulness.

Mennonites join

ecumenical visit

to Soviet Union
Twenty-five Mennonites, gathered by

the Peace Office of Mennonite Central
Committee, were part of a 100-member
National Council of Churches delegation

to the Soviet Union recently. The U.S.

group went to help celebrate the 1,000th

anniversary of Christianity in that coun-
try, with emphasis on the Russian Or-
thodox Church. Nearly 700 North Ameri-
can Christians traveled to the Soviet
Union under NCC auspices in 1988.

A highlight for the Mennonite par-

ticipants was visiting Odessa, the Black
Sea port city where MCC's first repre-

sentatives arrived with food and clothing

in 1920 during the post-revolution tur-

moil. They met the administrators of

Odessa Theological Seminary. "They

asked questions about the Mennonites
and told us they teach about the Men-
nonites in their curriculum," reported

Ross Bender, president of Mennonite
World Conference and spokesman for the

Mennonite tour participants.

Church growth is the obvious reminder
that ghsnost (openness) is happening,
noted group members. In recent years
more than 150 new churches have opened,
Bibles and theological materials have
been imported, and religious services

have been broadcast on television for the

first time. Also evidence of growing re-

ligious tolerance are plans to build the

biggest cathedral in the world. It will sit

on a hill overlooking Moscow and is to be
completed by the year 2000.

The topic of peace came up frequently
in the group's meetings. "The Soviets are

afraid of war," said Bender. "Every-
where, especially in churches, you see old

widows, most of whom lost husbands in

World War II, during which the Soviets

suffered greatly." He said he looked in

vain for war toys in stores, but found
none. However, he did see many peace
symbols on display in public places and in

a nursery school. "We learned that the

first lessons taught to elementary school

children across the whole countrry are

about peace," he said.

"These are heady, even revolutionary,

days in the Soviet Union," said Bender.

"Many things are in ferment politically,

economically, and religiously. We sensed

a cautiously optimistic attitude among
many. And members of our delegation

who had visited before detected a new
freedom for people to speak. Yet none can
be certain that changes taking place now
will be permanent."
A list of tour participants, many of

whom are available to speak about the

trip, is available from the MCC Peace Of-

fice at Box M, Akron, PA 17501.

Ask about our

Every Home Plan Early Bird Special

Congregations that subscribe to the Gospel Herald for all their

families save more than 22% on each subscription. Also they make
the Herald a part of the congregational agenda: it is there when
they need it.

And now we have a special Early Bird offer for new congregations
that sign up now. To find out about this special offer, write to:

Gospel Herald Early Bird Special

616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683

Ask for news about the Every Home Plan Early Bird Special
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Conrad Grebel College
marks 25th year
with three banquets

Conrad Grebel College recently hosted

three banquets in one week in celebration

of its 25th anniversary. The keynote

speaker for all three was the college's

first president, Winfield Fretz, who now
lives in Newton, Kans.

A capacity crowd of 150 alumni gath-

ered for the first banquet—the largest

alumni gathering ever. Of this number,

35 were students the first year— 1964.

Fretz said he felt fortunate to have seen

his dream of an ecumenical Christian

college come true in his lifetime—an ac-

complishment which few people are ever

granted the opportunity to witness. He
also stressed the need for Conrad Grebel

to remain a strong Christian presence on

the campus of the University of Waterloo,

with which the college is affiliated.

The second banquet was for university

and community leaders who have con-

tributed to the success of the college over

the years. Among them were Walter

McLean, a local member of the Canadian

Parliament and a longtime friend of the

college who maintains an active interest

in many of the college's programs, par-

ticularly the work of the Institute of

Peace and Conflict Studies.

The third banquet was for all past and
present members of the college's Board of

Governors. The original board chairman,

Milton Good, reminisced about how the

college came about and the struggles and

joys which the first board members expe-

rienced. He said in retrospect that "the

decision of the Mennonites to grab the op-

portunity to start a college on a

university campus was one of the im-

portant decisions of their generation."

Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Dannie Otto, Areola, 111.

Without attaching too much signifi-

cance to this, I would like to note for the

record that at the wedding at Cana Jesus

not only made wine but made remarkably

good wine.

In my view, Keith Graber Miller could

have made a stronger case for total ab-

stention by ignoring the biblical state-

ments on alcohol ("Fuddy-Duddies and
Demon Rum," Jan. 10). The implications

of his "biblical trajectory" theory are

troubling.

Is he suggesting that if Jesus and Paul

had better understood the potentially

deadly combination of alcohol and mod-
ern technology they would have taken a

stand for total abstention, rather than

merely moderation? The Old Testament
gives repeated and graphic accounts of

the harmful effects of drunkenness which
would have been reason enough for Jesus

and Paul to preach total abstention, and
yet they did not. If Jesus and Paul had to

make concessions to contaminated water
and the prevalent grape culture of the

Middle East, why was Muhammad able to

impose total abstention on his followers

who came from the same region and cul-

ture? It would be a more honest approach

to concede that although there is no sup-

port from the biblical texts, nevertheless

"I take my stand."

Finally, two technical tidbits. Pliny,

roughly a contemporary of Jesus and
Paul, records distillation techniques in

use at his time, thus the frequent distinc-

tion in the Bible between wine and strong

drink may have referred to the distinc-

tion between wine and distilled bever-

ages. Repeated studies reported in

medical journals have supported Paul's

You won't find this

IRA anywhere else.

When you invest in an MMA IRA, your money works
for you—and for the church community. It makes first

mortgage loans to churches possible. A small portion

of earnings helps people facing financial hardship.
And MMA's investments fit your Christian beliefs.

All this—plus the same benefits as a commercial IRA.

Contact your mutual aid counselor or MMA today.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
Goshen, Indiana 46526
800-348-7468 (219)533-9511 collect in Indiana

teaching that a "little wine is good for the

stomach's sake."

LeRoy Kennel, Schaumburg, 111.

John A. Miller critiqued telemarketing

as not being Anabaptist in approach

("Hear, Hear!" Dec. 27). He commends
"getting to know our neighbors." But the

question remains, "Who is my neighbor?"

And also, how one best approaches neigh-

bors, who are so many in the urban

context, and who frequently live behind

apartment and townhouse walls which do

not allow for that knock on the door. And
where it is allowed, the person there is

less open than if there had been a phone

call.

Our new church has given telemarket-

ing a try, and it is still on trial in this

Chicago northwest suburb of Schaum-
burg (now 60,000 population). We did the

20,000 dial-ups and got that predicted 10

percent response of 2,000 who said, "No

we're not now active, and yes, we'll accept

that mailed brochure." But we didn't get

that predicted 10 percent of this 2,000 to

show up at the first service (the 200). We
got only IV2 percent.

But from that group we now have six

family units in membership exploration,

and during recent "joys and concerns"

times, an Anglo contractor expressed ap-

preciation for prayers and visits and

cards while at a hospital for blood poison-

ing from a cat's bite, a Hispanic fourth-

grader requested prayers for her grand-

mother's faster healing for a broken arm
from falling on ice, and a black mother

requested prayers for a young adult son

that "needs to be transformed."

These new persons are precious in

God's sight and in ours. They are here in a

new Mennonite congregation called

Christ Community Church, and we re-

joice in them and what they now are be-

coming as a part of the Mennonite Church

family. They are here and part of us all

because of an evangelism tool named tele-

marketing.
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Mennoscope

Virginia Conference leader Roy Riser, 58,

died of cancer on Feb. 4 in Waynesboro, Va. He
was the founding pastor of eight-year-old
Waynesboro Mennonite Church and bishop of

the conference's Southern District. He also

chaired the Board of Directors of Mennonite
Board of Missions 1979-85. In 1987 he and his

wife, Charlene, received MBM's Lark Award
for their work in church planting.

Rellogg Foundation president Russell Maw-
by will be the commencement speaker for

Goshen College at the 91st annual ceremonies
on Apr. 16. Mawby, a former university
professor, has been president since 1970. The
Kellogg Foundation, founded in 1930 to "help

people help themselves," is now one of the

largest private philanthropic organizations in

the world. It supports programs in agriculture,

education, and health.

The president of Goshen Biblical Seminary
has agreed to extend his term of office by one
year. Marlin Miller earlier had planned to con-
clude his 14-year presidency this summer. The
extension will now coincide with the retire-

ment of Henry Poettcker, president of Men-
nonite Biblical Seminary. GBS and MBS share
a campus together in Elkhart, Ind., and are
known as Associated Mennonite Biblical Semi-
naries. Discussions are currently underway
about the possibility of appointing a joint

president for the two schools. GBS is operated
by the Mennonite Church and MBS by the
General Conference Mennonite Church.

Volunteers almost didn't have meat for their
meat-canning day recently in Middlefield,
Ohio. Seven local congregations had invited the
traveling meat cannery from Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee to stop in their community for

a day so that they could help process meat for

hungry people around the world. They have
been doing this for about 35 years. But two
working days before the cannery arrived, the
meat supplier said it could not fill the order for

8,000 pounds of meat, and referred the volun-
teers to a supplier in New York. That supplier
had enough meat but could not deliver it. An
empty truck was found, however, and the meat
was delivered on time. "Some people would call

this luck," said volunteer Sharon Gingerich.
"We chose to call it God's special way of lead-

ing his people."

Independent Mennonite radio preacher Otis
Yoder visited Nigeria recently to meet with
supporters of his ministry and to help plan a
major church growth conference planned for
late this year. Yoder's Heralds of Hope minis-
try, based in Breezewood, Pa., broadcasts the
15-minute Hope for Today program to many
parts of the world. Now in its 21st year, the
program has received over 250,000 letters from
114 countries. In Nigeria, a non-denomina-
tional fellowship for prayer and support of the
radio ministry has been organized.

Longtime missionaries David and Wilma
Shank are "scholars in residence" in
Southeast Conference during January and
February. They are part of the conference's

Pastoral Continuing Education Program.
David is teaching a course at Southeast Men-
nonite Bible Institute in Sarasota, Fla., and
giving a series of eight lectures on "Mission for

Today's World" at Ashton Mennonite Church
in Sarasota. Shanks were Mennonite Board of

Missions workers in Belgium, 1950-73, and in

Ivory Coast, 1979-88.

New appointments:

•Ruth Gunden, director of international educa-
tion, Goshen College. She became interim di-

rector in July 1987, succeeding Arlin Huns-
berger, who went to Haiti to direct an agro-
forestry program for Pan American Develop-
ment Foundation. Gunden has been a physical
education professor at Goshen. She chaired the
Physical Education Department, served as
women's athletic director, and coached the
women's basketball and tennis teams.
•DeLane Miller, controller, Goshen College.
She succeeds Mardene Horst Kelley, who be-
came business manager. Miller joined the col-

lege staff in 1987 as assistant controller.
Before that she was a staff accountant at
Crowe, Chizek, and Company of Elkhart, Ind.
She is a certified public accountant.

Pastoral transitions:

•Herb Troyer was ordained as pastor of Michi-
gan Avenue Mennonite Church, Pigeon, Mich.,
on Jan. 22. He had served as licensed pastor
since 1985.

•Aden Yoder resigned as pastor of Shore Men-
nonite Church, Shipshewana, Ind., on Dec. 31.

Upcoming events:
•Anabaptist Heritage Retreat, May 5-7, at
Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Center.
The annual event is for people who want to ex-
plore their spiritual roots as Mennonites. This
year's leaders are historian-storyteller Jan
Gleysteen, church musician Karen Moshier
Shenk, and Gospel Herald managing editor
Steve Shenk. More information from Laurel-
ville at R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666; phone
412-423-2056.

•Business Conference, Apr. 27-29, in Bird in

Hand, Pa. The theme is "Management Suc-
cession in Family Business," and the leaders
are business professor Leonard Geiser and
management consultant Dennis Koehn. The
event is sponsored by Mennonite Economic
Development Associates. More information

from MEDA at Box M, Akron, PA 17501;
phone 717-738-3715.

•Computer Conference, Mar. 20, at Laurelville
(Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. This is the
spring meeting of the Council of Mennonite
Computer Users. It is for anyone interested in

exploring ways that computers can be used in

the church. More information from Cal Roggie
at Mennonite Central Committee, Box M,
Akron, PA 17501; phone 717-859-1151.

•Peace Seminar for Seniors, Apr. 8-12, in

Washington, D.C. It is sponsored by Seniors
for Peace and Inter-Mennonite Council on Ag-
ing. Chartered bus service is available for
people in northern Indiana. More information
from Barbara Reber at Inter-Mennonite
Council on Aging, Box 1245, Elkhart, IN 46515;
phone 219-294-7523.

•Monday Night Forum on Copyright Laws,
Feb. 27, at Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite High
School. This is part of the spring adult educa-
tion program of Lancaster Conference. The
speaker is Paul Schrock of Mennonite Publish-
ing House. More information from Board of
Congregational Resources at Lancaster Con-
ference, Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717-898-
6067.

•Mother/Daughter Retreat, Apr. 21-22, at
Camp Amigo, Sturgis, Mich. Self-esteem is the
focus, and it is for mothers and daughters in

grade 6 and up. The speakers are Julia and
Diane Leatherman. More information from the
camp at 26455 Banker Street Rd., Sturgis, MI
49091; phone 616-651-2811.

•Hymn Sing, Mar. 12, at Stauffer Mennonite
Church, Hershey, Pa. The song leader will be
Charles Neff. This is an annual event spon-
sored by the Elizabethtown District of
Lancaster Conference. More information from
the church at R. 1, Box 119B, Hershey, PA
17033; phone 717-367-3634.

•Peace Team Orientation/Training, Mar. 24-

28, in Stanstead, Que. This is for people in the
eastern United States and Canada willing to
serve with Peace Brigades International as

Russian Mennonite musical drama premiered. The Madrigal Singers and Players

of Bahia Vista Mennonite Church, Sarasota, Fla., performed a new musical drama
entitled We AlsoKnow OurPrayers recently. The drama, written especially for the

Bahia Vista group by Lois Janzen Preheim of Freeman, S. Dak., centers around a

Christmas in the lives of two German-Russian Mennonite families in 1873 in

Alexanderwohl, Russia, just before most of the local Mennonites emigrated to

America. The musical drama was performed in a dinner theater setting and
attracted many non- members. All three performances were sold out. Marvin Miller,

minister of music at Bahia Vista, directed the music, and Margaret Wenger directed

the drama.
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Eastern Board commissions new VSers. Eleven Voluntary Service workers began

assignments with Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions following a Jan. 9-27

orientation at Eastern Board headquarters in Salunga, Pa. Another two volunteers

are serving under Allegheny Conference. The new VSers are:

First row (left to right)—Esther Lehman of Lagrange, Ind., hostess at

International Guest House (sponsored by Allegheny Conference) in Washington,

D.C.; Jennifer Shultz of Mount Joy, Pa., day-care worker in Aflex, Ky.; Ruby Yoder

of Belleville, Pa., secretary in Boston, Mass.; Lois Yoder of Mantua, Ohio, clerical

worker in Boston, Mass.; Diane Byler of Canton, Ohio, hostess at International Guest

House (sponsored by Allegheny Conference) in Washington, D.C.; and Jane Sauder of

Goodville, Pa., secretary/receptionist in Aflex, Ky.

Second row—Janine and Lyle Hawkinson of Freeport, 111., hostess and

commnunity outreach worker in Corning, N.Y.; Doug Olson of Grande Prairie, Alta.,

maintenance worker and after-school tutor in New York, N.Y.; Ron Weaver of

Ephrata, Pa., home repair worker in Aflex, Ky.; David and Sandra Harnish of Leola,

Pa., construction worker/office worker and nurse in Boston, Mass.; and Aldean

Crider of Chambersburg, Pa., home repair worker in John's Island, S.C.

Not pictured but also entering VS: Rosemary Shultz of Willow Street, Pa., cook

at International House, Millersville, Pa.

international observers and nonviolent body-

guards for peace/justice groups in Central

America. The effort is endorsed by Mennonite

Central Committee. More information from

PBI at 33 Central Ave., Albany, NY 12210;

phone 518-434-4037.

New resources:

•Human rights booklet from Mennonite
Central Committee. It commemorates the 40th

anniversary of the passage of the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights in the United

Nations. The booklet, entitled Life in All Its

Fullness: The Word ofGod and Human Rights,

was published by American Bible Society and

National Council of Churches. MCC has sent it

to Mennonite pastors in North America. It is

available from MCC at Box M, Akron, PA
17501.

•Brochure on copyrights from Lancaster Con-

ference. It explains the principles of the law as

well as the specifics that congregations face

weekly. The brochure, prepared by the con-

ference's Worship and Creative Expression

Commission, is called "Copyright Law Made
Plain for Congregations." It is available for $1

(three brochures) and 15 cents for each addi-

tional one from the conference office, Salunga,

PA 17538.

Church-related job openings:

•Athletic trainer/physical education instruc-

tor, Eastern Mennonite College, starting in the

fall. The person would be head trainer for the

athletic teams and teach activity/theory

courses. Required are NATA certification and

a master's degree. Send resume to Lee Snyder

at EMC, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

•Business manager, Warwick River Christian

School. Responsibilities include fund-raising,

student recruitment, budget management, and

supervision of nonacademic personnel. Contact

the school at 252 Lucas Creek Rd., Newport
News, VA 23602; phone 804-877-2941.

•Assistant to Washington program director,

Eastern Mennonite College, starting in

August. This is a half-time 11-months-a-year

position. Required are a bachelor's degree and

office/management skills. The program is

called Washington Study/Service Year.

Contact Jacqueline Sabath at WSSY, 3116

South Dakota Ave., NE, Washington, DC
20018.

Special meetings: Don Blosser, Goshen, Ind.,

at Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio, Mar. 5-7.

New members
Pinto, Md.: Mark Monnett.

Leetonia, Ohio: Priscilla Kurtz.

Mt. Clinton, Harrisonburg, Va.: John and

Donna van Horn and Derek and Mary Ann
Young by confession of faith.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six moriths after the event.

Adams, Richard and Brenda (Markley),

Nappanee, Ind., third child, second son, Kelly

Richard, Nov. 14.

Bachman, Lee and Dottie (Sanders), Roa-

noke, 111., first child, Rudie Lee, Jan. 22.

Boyle, Kevin and Cindy (Hamm), Mon-
toursville, Pa., fourth child, third daughter,

Lauren Elizabeth, Jan. 27.

Cole, Eddie and Cheri (Yoder), Iowa City,

Iowa, first child, Larissa Renae, Jan. 18.

Derstine, John and Sheryl (Freed), Bloom-

ing Glen, Pa., second daughter, Lauren Eliza-

beth, Jan. 27.

Detwiler, Leon and Ruth (Janzen), Telford,

Pa., first child, Noah Tyson, Jan. 25.

Friesen, Bruce and Deborah (Zuercher),

Calgary, Alta., second child, first son, Justin

Phillip John, Jan. 26.

Gaugler, George and Nancy (Landis), Sou-

derton, Pa., third child, first daughter, Leah
Rebekah, Oct. 17.

Gautsche, Jeff and Janda (Miller), Syra-

cuse, Ind., first and second children, Ashley

Alice and Trisha Darlene, Dec. 3.

Gehman, J. Philip and Carol (Wenger), Boy-

ertown, Pa., first child, Andrew Jon, Jan. 21.

Good, Philip and Deborah (Gehman), Har-

leysville, Pa., second child, Sarah Gehman,
Jan. 25.

Groff, Bill and Merry (Schantz), Sellersville,

Pa., first child, Susan Abigail, Oct. 1.

King, Marvin and Carol (Taylor), Cochran-

ville, Pa., second child, first son, Darryl Mar-

vin, Jan. 18.

Kuepfer, Myron and Charito (Alan), Mis-

sissauga, Ont, first child, Jessica Marie, Jan.

22.

Mannhardt, Samuel and Lois (Moon), Mid-

dletown, Conn., second daughter, Joy Elisa-

beth, Jan. 8.

Martin, Kent and Lita (Horst), West Lib-

erty, Ohio, second child, first son, Aaron Drew,

Jan. 27.

Ruth, Phil and Beth (Johnson), Harleysville,

Pa., second son, Isaac Johnson, July 29.

Snodgrass, Scott and Tami (Walters), South

Bend, Ind., first child, Kirsten Renee, Dec. 7.

Payne, Brian and Joy (Shantz), Hydro,

Okla., first child, Colby Garrett, Dec. 5.

Sauder, J. Donald and Twila (Miller), Man-
heim, Pa., first child, Rebecca Lynn, Jan. 16.

Serra, Jose and Cherrie (Eshbach), Wil-

liamsport, Pa., third child, second son, Mat-

thew James, Jan. 16.

Shaffer, Martin and Verla (Slagell), Wea-

therford, Okla., first child, Ashley Renne, Dec.

2.

Shantz. Tim and Susan (Kliewer), Hydro,

Okla., first child, Jubal Graham, Nov. 9.

Summy, Mike and Ellen (Snyder), Goshen,

Ind., second daughter, Lauren Michelle, Jan.

26.

Vad denTemple, Ted and Liz (Tiesma),

Poole, Ont., third child, first daughter, Thea

Willette, Dec. 17.

Yantzi, Tim and Judy (Leis), Tavistock,

Ont., second son, Jared Paul, Jan. 10.

Yoder, Alan E. and Lorna (Baer), Orrstown,

Pa., second child, first daughter, Ashley Ni-

chole, Oct. 27.

Yoder, Nathan and Myrna (Yoder), Nap-

panee, Ind., first child, Shelia Danae, Sept. 2.

Yoder, Stephen and Karen (Kreider), Tokyo.

Japan, first child, Luke Amos, Nov. 11.

Marriages

Please send atntouncements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald "
if the address is supplied.

Bachman-Gerig. Dean Bachman, Tiskihva.

111., Willow Springs cong., and Beth Gerig. Ka-

lona, Iowa, First Mennonite cong., by Brad

Faler and Anne Stuckey, Dec. 23.
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Miller-Richard. Thomas G. Miller and
Crystal S. Richard, both of Lafayette cong.,

Lafayette, Ind., Dec. 31.

Stoltzfoos-Schrock. Gideon K. Stoltzfoos
and Betty Jo Schrock, both of Gordonville, Pa.,

Ridgeview cong., by Robert Petersheim, Jan.
28.

Swartzendruber-Metzler. Anthony
Swartzendruber, Kalona, Iowa, and Debra Kay
Metzler, Atmore, Ala., Mennonite Christian
Fellowship, by James Weber, Oct. 22.

Weisheit-Graber. James Weisheit, Loo-
gootee, Ind., Catholic Church, and Tracy
Graber, Loogootee, Ind., Providence cong., by
Charles Grubb, Dec. 30.

Wolfer-Eash. Jason Wolfer, Canby, Oreg.,
Canby cong., and Melissa Eash, Salem, Oreg.,
Zion cong., by Richard Stoltzfus, Jan. 14.

Obituaries

Garber, Mary M. Stauffer, daughter of
Amos and Barbara (Miller) Stauffer, was born
at Mt. Joy, Pa., Nov. 10, 1895; died of cancer at
Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite Home on Oct. 9,

1988; aged 93 y. She was married to Ezra R.
Garber, who died on May 1, 1981. Surviving are
2 sons (Harold and Ralph), 2 daughters (Bar-
bara Stoltzfus and Helen Yoder), and one
brother (David Stauffer). She was a member of
Bosslers Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Oct. 13, in charge of Russell
Baer and Fred Garber; interment in the church
cemetery.

Gehman, Esther S., daughter of Harvey H.
and Mary K. (Strouse) Gehman, was born at
Bally, Pa., July 27, 1924; died of pulmonary
embolus at Grandview Hospital, Sellersville,

Pa., Jan., 13, 1989; aged 64 y. Surviving are 4
brothers (Enos S., Leroy S., Melvin S., and
Paul S.) and 3 sisters (Kathryn S., Mabel S.,

and Edna S.). She was a member of Boyertown
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held
at Bally Mennonite Church on Jan. 18, in

charge of Roy K. Yoder and Alvin F. Detweiler;
interment in Old Hereford Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Herr, Harold M., son of Elmer J. and Fan-
nie (Miller) Herr, was born in Hanover, Pa.,
June 21, 1910; died from complications of inju-
ries sustained by a fall at Gisinger Medical
Center, Danville, Pa., Jan. 24, 1989; aged 78 y.
He was married to Frances Kuhns, who died in

1956. He was later married to Rhoda Lehman,
who survives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Glenn
E. and Richard K.), one daughter (Arlene
Stambaugh), 19 grandchildren, 11 great-grand-
children, 4 brothers (E. Grant, Jonn D.,
Charles E., and Allen H), and 2 sisters (Hen-
rietta Longenecker and Mary Weaver). He was
preceded in death by one son (Clair E.). He was
a member of Hostetter's-Bair's Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Bair's
Church on Jan. 28, in charge of John Forry,
Robert Brown, and Alvin Lecrone; interment
in York Road Cemetery.
Kauffman, Eunice L. Albrecht, daughter

of J. V. and Leah (Litwiller) Albrecht, was
born at Tiskilwa, 111., Dec. 19, 1916; died at
Tiskilwa, 111., Jan. 23, 1989; aged 72 y. On June
1, 1941, she was married to Roy Kauffman,
who survives. Also surviving are one daughter
(Susan Cater), one son (George Kauffman), 9
grandchildren, 2 great-grandchildren, 3 broth-
ers (Harold, Wilbur, and Weldon), and one
sister (Marcella Detwiler). She was a member
of Willow Springs Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Jan. 27, in charge
of Brad Faler and Wilbur Nachtigall; inter-
ment in Willow Springs Church Cemetery.

Kropf, John, Sr., son of Daniel and Anna
(Hostetler) Kropf, was born in Needy, Oreg.,
Dec. 21, 1896; died at the Mennonite Home on
Dec. 11, 1988; aged 91 y. On Jan. 2, 1921, he was
married to Myra A. King, who survives. Also
surviving are 7 sons and 6 daughters. One
daughter preceded him in death. He was a
member of the Brownsville Mennonite Church.
Funeral services were held at Fairview Men-
nonite Church on Dec. 15, in charge of Lloyd
Kropf and Stanley Troyer; interment in Fair-
view Mennonite Cemetery.
Lapp, Florence Lydia Ann Arnett,

daughter of David and Viola (Kauffman) Ar-
nett, was born at Osage, Sask., Aug. 1, 1906;
died at Heartland of Bellefontaine on Jan. 20,
1989; aged 82 y. She was married to Carl
Yoder, who died in June 1929. On Sept. 25
1932, she was married to Noah Lapp, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are 3 sons (Paul, Daniel,
and Mark Lapp), one daughter (Mary Neer), 16
grandchildren, 19 great-grandchildren, and
one sister (Grace Martin). She was preceded in
death by one son (David) and one grandson.
She was a member of Oak Grove Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Jan. 23, in charge of Larry Augsburger; inter-
ment in Highland Memorial Cemetery.
Lehman, Dorothy Barr, daughter of How-

ard and Iva (Mayforth) Barr, was born in

Maysville, Ohio, Apr. 20, 1917; died at her
home in Maysville, Jan. 8, 1989; aged 71 y. On
Sept. 5, 1936, she was married to Daniel J.

Miller, who died on Aug. 22, 1973. On Mar. 10,

1976, she was married to Sylvan Lehman, who
died on Apr. 17, 1982. Surviving are 2 daugh-
ters (Margaret McGinnis and Martha
Hostetler), 3 sons (Doyle, James, and Ralph), 4
stepdaughters (Twila Mast, Esther Kandel,
Carolyn Brinker, and Rosie Yoder), one step-
son (Clayton Lehman), 20 grandchildren, 16
step-grandchildren, 11 step-great-grandchil-
dren, 3 sisters (Betty Alleman, June Eikel-
berry, and Pearl Rastetter), and 3 brothers
(George, Fred, and Roland Barr). She was pre-
ceded in death by one son, 3 sisters, and one
brother. She was a member of Walnut Creek
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held
at the Longenecker Mennonite Church on Jan.
13, in charge of Albert Slabach; interment in

Walnut Creek Church cemetery.
Miller, Raymond J., son of John D. and

Eliza (Stutzman) Miller, was born at Kalona,
Iowa, Mar. 24, 1901; died at Southwestern Me-
morial Hospital, Weatherford, Okla., Dec. 28,

1988; aged 87 y. On June 20, 1926, he was mar-
ried to Georgeann Barber, who survives. Also
surviving are one son (Donald), 2 daughters
(Lola Lester and Margaret King), 11 grandchil-
dren, 23 great-grandchildren, and one brother
(Emory). He was a member of Pleasant View
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Dec. 30, in charge of John Flam-
ing and Darwin King; interment in the church
cemetery.
Roth, Glen A., son of Fred and Emma

(Schmucker) Roth, was born at Archbold,
Ohio, June 24, 1912; died of a heart attack at
Archbold, Ohio, Jan. 26, 1989; aged 76 y. On
Sept. 1, 1936, he was married to Wilma M.
Stamm, who survives. Also surviving are 2
sons (Gene and Thomas), one daughter (Dawn
Walsh), and 9 grandchildren. He was preceded
in death by one daughter (Betty Yoder) and
one granddaughter. He was a member of Lock-
port Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Jan. 29, in charge of Allen Rutter,
Jim Groeneweg, Walter Stuckey, and Keith
Leinbach; interment in Lockport Cemetery.

Schantz, Joe Daniel, son of Peter and Katie
(Ackerman) Schantz, Sr., was born at Rolfe,
Iowa, May 30, 1905; died at Hydro, Okla., Jan.
22, 1989; aged 83 y. Surviving are 3 sisters (An-

nie Schantz, Amelia Schantz, and Mary Har-
ris). Funeral services were held at Pleasant
View Mennonite Church, in charge of Chester
Slagell, Stanley Schantz, and Warren Slagell;
interment in the church cemetery.
Zook, Dona F. Hershberger, daughter of

Daniel W. and Barbara (Miller) Hershberger,
was born in Holmes Co., Ohio; died at Alliance
Community Hospital on Jan. 28, 1989; aged 83
y. On June 18, 1927, she was married to Palmer
R. Zook, who survives. Also surviving are one
son (Lowell), 2 daughters (Julia Gerber and
Dorcas Miller), 7 grandchildren, one great-
grandchild, and 3 sisters (May Sundheimer,
Ada Mast, and Kate Gerber). She was preceded
in death by 3 brothers and one sister. She was
a member of Walnut Creek Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Jan. 31, in
charge of Robert Lang and Dean Miller; inter-
ment in the church cemetery.
Zook, Oscar Lewis, son of Lewis and Clara

(Stutzman) Zook, was born at Hydro, Okla.,
Jan. 24, 1912; died at Southwestern Memorial
Hospital, Weatherford, Okla., Nov. 21, 1988;
aged 76 y. On Nov. 7, 1938, he was married to
Mildred Rutter, who died in 1942. On Aug. 11,
1946, he was married to Goldie Miller, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Wilber and
Clifford), 4 daughters (Donna Grey, Ruby
Grey, Kathy Kasper, and Brenda Zook), 6
grandchildren, 3 brothers (Vernon, Le Roy,
and W. B.), and 2 sisters (Barbara Zook and
Mary Ellen Zook). He was a member of Plea-
sant View Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Nov. 25, in charge of
Harry Wenger, Eli Yoder, and John Flaming;
interment in the church cemetery.
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Allegheny Conference delegates session, Pittsburgh, Pa., Mar.
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Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,
Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 6-7

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 7
Pacific Coast Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Portland, Oreg., Mar. 9
Ohio Conference annual meeting, Louisville, Ohio, Mar. 9-11
Southwest Conference consultation with churchwide boards,

Phoenix, Ariz., Mar. 11
Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Mar. 10-11
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mittee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 10-11

Atlantic Coast Conference assembly, Akron, Pa., Mar. 10-12
Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.

16

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.
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Illinois Conference annual meeting, Arthur, 111., Mar. 31-Apr.

Mennonite Church General Board, Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 6-8
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Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 7

Mennonite and General Conference Mennonite mission leaders
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Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind., Apr. 16
Churchwide Youth Ministry Council, Prescott, Ariz., Apr. 17-

22

South Central Conference consultation with churchwide
boards, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 20

Empowered Ministries annual meeting, Indianapolis, Ind.,
Apr. 20-22

Hispanic Convention executive board, Apr. 20-22
Rocky Mountain Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Colorado Springs, Colo., Apr. 22
Eastern Mennonite College commencement, Harrisonburg

Va., Apr. 30.
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Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Mainline churches get new visibility

in Bush prayer service

In a prayerful end to a week of inaug-

ural festivities, U.S. President George

Bush and Vice President Dan Quayle

heard calls for action on behalf of the

poor, the homeless, and the'environment.

Bush and Quayle joined an overflow con-

gregation of 3,500 for an inaugural prayer

service at the Washington Cathedral on

the Sunday proclaimed by Bush as a na-

tional day of prayer and thanksgiving. In

one sermon after another, religious

leaders delivered stiff challenges to the

assembled dignitaries to do more for the

poor and needy.

All in all, the prayer service seemed to

convey a different kind of religious sym-

bolism than seen during the Reagan
years, when the former president culti-

vated close ties with conservative evangel-

icals and fundamentalists. For one thing,

the service was held at the Episcopal-run

cathedral, the seat of "mainline" Protes-

tantism in the nation's capital. Reagan's

religious audiences were almost always

evangelical, and the mainline, or liberal,

church leaders rarely got a foot in the

door at the White House.

Prime minister attends Palau's

first crusade in India

Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi
was among the government officials who
attended evangelist Luis Palau's first

crusade in the predominantly Hindu
country of India, which was also the first

major event held in the new Jawaharlal

Nehru Stadium in Cuttack. "Festival of

Joy and Hope" at which Palau preached

was also the first evangelistic event in the

country that was held off church grounds.

The Argentine-born evangelist spoke to a

combined audience of more than 41,000

people during the five-day crusade.

Orthodox priests permitted to run
for Parliament in the Soviet Union
The Russian Orthodox Church will al-

low its priests to run for Parliament in

the Soviet Union in elections in March,

marking the first time clergy can seek of-

fice since the founding of the communist
government. It will be the first multi-

candidate parliamentary election in So-

viet history; 2,250 seats are at stake.

Patriarch Pimen, head of the Orthodox
Church, praised the "morality" of Soviet

President Mikhail Gorbachev's reforms

and pledged church support. He said the

reforms were good for the church, which

opened 700 new parishes last year.

Church officials said that as a result of

the Communist Party Central Commit-
tee's mass rehabilitation recently of mil-

lions of people purged by former Soviet

leader Josef Stalin, they will form a com-

mission to investigate and demand the

rehabilitation of clergy and other re-

ligious believers who suffered for their

faith under Stalin.

California Board of Education bars

teaching of creationism

Theories of creation based solely on re-

ligious belief shall not be taught in sci-

ence classes, according to a policy adopted

by the California Board of Education. It

consigns discussion of such theories to

history/social science and English/lan-

guage arts classes. The bottom line is that

evolution will have sole billing in science

classes. Some church leaders fear the new
policy may bar students and teachers

from questioning the evolutionary

theory, and they are petitioning local

school boards to make sure such a gag

does not occur. Other church leaders

refuse to abandon their fight to win

recognition of creationism as a theory for

scientific consideration.

Episcopal bishops approve Harris as

world's first Anglican woman bishop

Four months after being elected suf-

fragan bishop of the Episcopal Diocese of

Massachusetts, Barbara Harris received

the necessary approval from the rest of

the church to take her place as the first

woman bishop in the history of the An-

glican communion. She was then for-

mally consecrated at a recent ceremony

in Boston.

The controversial election of Harris has

been accompanied by angry reactions

from some segments of the church that

strongly oppose the elevation of women to

the episcopacy. "These days have not been

easy, and I have had the opportunity to

reflect more than once that growth does

not come without pain," said Edmond
Browning, presiding bishop of the U.S.

Episcopal Church.

Pending court case brings new
intensity to abortion battle

As the March for Life drew 65,000 abor-

tion protesters recently to Washington,

D.C., under the theme of volunteer ac-

tivism, a religious coalition for abortion

rights launched its own grassroots cam-

paign nationwide. On the 16th anni-

versary of the Supreme Court's Roe v.

Wade decision, pro-life and abortion

rights groups are galvanized anew by a

Missouri abortion law case before the

court. The court's decision may curtail

Roe's broad legalization of abortion.

The contest by both sides to win public

opinion this year has been heightened

further by a new administration, an un-

predictable Supreme Court bench, and
changing social trends. The Religious Co-

alition for Abortion Rights, which repre-

sents 31 religious groups, announced that

it was undertaking a nationwide petition

drive among clergy. The coalition repre-

sents largely mainline Protestant and
Jewish organizations, while the pro-life

coalition has strongest support in

Catholic and evangelical churches.

Executed murderer Bundy chose

Dobson for final interview

James Dobson, the evangelical Chris-

tian psychologist who is president of Fo-

cus on the Family, was the last person to

have an interview with Ted Bundy before

the sex murderer was executed in Starke,

Fla., recently. The videotaped interview,

conducted the afternoon before the execu-

tion, dealt in part with Bundy's addiction

to pornography, a subject that Dobson

was involved with during his service on

the Attorney General's Commission on

Pornography in 1985-86. The prison in-

terview came about at the request of

Bundy, who had been in correspondence

with Dobson since he first learned about

Focus on the Family several years ago in

prison. Bundy had been told he could

have a single "one-to-one" interview with

a journalist before his execution, and he

selected Dobson, who hosts a syndicated

radio broadcast.

Former pastor arrested for

starvation death of son

Police in Pennsylvania arrested the

parents of a teenage boy who starved to

death during an apparent religious fast

that left the rest of his family mal-

nourished and hospitalized in serious con-

dition. The father, Larry Cottam of

Nuangola, Pa., is an unemployed former

Seventh-Day Adventist pastor whom the

church dismissed more than three years

ago when he was reported to authorities

for suspected child abuse. Expressing

fears that their children would be

"tainted" if forced to go to public schools,

Cottams recently won a 2 1/2-year court

battle to educate their children at home

on religious grounds. Police said Cottam

refused to spend any of the $2,100 cash he

possessed (along with $1,543 in bank ac-

counts) for food because, he told them,

the funds were tithe money that "be-

longed to God."
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Child sacrifice
It was an ancient, well-accepted practice: the

giving of the first of anything to the deity. Re-
garding Abraham's intention to sacrifice Isaac,

John Howard Yoder writes, "All the neighbors
did the same things. It was as natural to sacrifice

one's firstborn son, because of the prior claim of

God on the fertility of one's wife and as a way of

assuring her future fertility, as it was to sacrifice

the firstfruits of the field and the flock for the

same reason." (The Original Revolution, p. 101.)

Child sacrifice occurred in Israel from time to

time as described in 2 Kings 16 and 17, but seems
to have been finally driven out. We discover that

Jesus as a baby was brought to Jerusalem "to

present him to the Lord (as it is written in the law
of the Lord, 'Every male that opens the womb
shall be called holy to the Lord')" (Luke 2:23).

There is still the special holy status for the

firstborn, but no hint of child sacrifice.

Sacrifice, as in the presentation of something
or somebody on behalf of the rest, was
widespread in primitive cultures. Whether to

gain favor with the god, or to atone for sins, there

seems to have been a sense of need to present a
choice on behalf of the rest.

In modern secular societies, a sense of the holy
and the need to placate a deity are largely gone.

Yet it is still widely assumed that a person may
be sacrificed to defend the lives, property, and
ideas of others. In his big book on War, Gwynne
Dyer observes that a military commander must
avoid getting too close to his men because he is

going to use them up.

The Battle of Antietam during the U.S. Civil

War was one of the most dramatic examples of

this using up. In one day 13,533 Confederate
troops and 12,469 Union troops were killed. It is

known as possibly the greatest one-day bat-

tlefield slaughter in history. (In Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, of course, larger numbers were killed

by nuclear bombing.)
Recently a new rationale for sacrifice has

emerged: killing for the sake of convenience. This
is not entirely new, but certain factors of modern
life have brought it into greater prominence. For
one thing, the technological options for keeping
people alive have multiplied. So some who might
have dropped off early in former years now linger

and may become a burden.

The issue is raised by Leah L. Curtin in an edi-

torial in Nursing Management magazine
(January 1989). She reports that at a recent

international medical conference it was proposed
that homicide should be legalized in the U.S. One
practical use would be to kill babies afflicted with
AIDS. These will die anyway and in the mean-
time it costs a lot to care for them. In the Nether-
lands, euthanasia is evidently already legal and
one doctor at the conference spoke of how he puts
to death some 5,000 people a year.

And then there is abortion. I do not have at

hand any figures on this, but I know they are

awesome. I understand that abortions are done
on occasion to save the life of the mother. But the

majority are done for convenience, a kind of secu-

larized child sacrifice. I undertstand also that in

the U.S., at least, numbers of these women are

young and unmarried.
Some persons are trying to stop abortions by

protesting at abortion clinics or seeking to have
the law changed. They have their eyes on the

right problem, but they are coming in too late in

the process. Teeenage pregnancies themselves are

a sign of a society out of joint and of people who
lack a clear sense of identity and life purpose.

The time may be coming, writes Charles Colson
in Christianity Today (Feb. 3), when the only way
to oppose abortion will be on the basis of helping

people find a sense of identity and purpose that

cares for life. The reason is that an abortion pill

has now appeared in some parts of the world. Its

function is to cause a miscarriage and thus
forestall the need for a medical abortion.

Primitive peoples sacrificed their children in

fear of deities and in hopes of securing prosperity.

Modern peoples would sacrifice the unborn, AIDS
babies, and the senile because these are too much
trouble or too expensive to maintain. The task of

opposing abortion, says Colson, "will be relational

and educational: Christians persuasively pressing

the point among their peers that a life conceived
is precious to God and must not be poisoned by a
pill" (p. 72).

"Choose life," said Moses to the people of Israel

poised to enter the Promised Land. It is a choice

that we need to make over and over. For the op-

portunities to choose death keep coming before

us.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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'At the cross,

at thecross...'

How do we understand today

\ the ancient human problems of sin

and salvation?

by Carl S. Keener

"At the cross, at the cross. ..." The strains of

this familiar Gospel hymn carry me back to a

country church in northern Lancaster County,

Pennsylvania, when, 46 years ago, I "stood for

Christ" one evening during a two-week series of

revival meetings. I recall vividly as if it were
yesterday that after I stood, evangelist John
Hiestand stretched out his hand, palm opened,

and said, "May God bless you." Catechism, bap-

tism, and the turbulent teen years followed.

What could "standing for Christ" really have

meant, and how was I different from what I

would have been had I not stood for Christ?

I don't remember seeing any bright lights, feel-

ing a euphoric burst of energy and joy, sensing a

major cognitive shift, or recalling any strange

experience. My "standing for Christ" seemed al-

most like a rite of passage, something we all

should do, and so I did it. Was I really saved, and

if so, should I not feel different? Maybe, even

then, I was sealed of the tribe of Thomas, not of

Peter, James, and John.

How they fit together. Over the years I've

thought a lot about the relationship of our faith to

modern culture and whether we might in-

telligibly understand how God, the cosmos,

Christ, and the human species really interact-

how they fit together. Surely if our faith means

anything it must address the big problems of our

time such as genocidal holocausts, rampant star-

vation, ecological despoilation, wanton and cruel

injustice, drugs and terrorism, and the like.

Our faith must somehow help us tell good from

evil and aid us in discerning what righteousness

is. And yet, how do we connect the biblical



message with the creeds and systematic

theologies and relate these to the modern world of

big bangs, super strings, drifting continents,

DNA, right and left brain thinking, and evolving

populations? More to the point, from what are we
saved, and how do we know it? How do we under-

stand today the ancient human problems of sin

and salvation? Why are we sinners? How do we
became saved? What does salvation mean to us

here and now?
We know at once we're not talking about being

saved from the vices that so offend our refined

20th-century cultural tastes—itchy scalp, dull

stringy hair, slipping dentures, bad breath, wet
armpits, gas in the stomach, hemorrhoids,

cellulite, and fallen arches. This isn't the salva-

tion we're after. I think we should turn first to

the life of Jesus, find out what Jesus did, and then

see whether his acts and words can reveal to us

what salvation means.

Metaphor and insight. In a rich stream of

metaphor and insight, the New Testament por-

trays Jesus in many ways. Saint Paul revealed

Jesus as the victor over alien cosmic forces and
powers, and, in fact, as Saint Paul expressed it,

"on that cross he discarded the cosmic powers and
authorities like a garment" (Col. 2:15, NEB).

We must return again and again to the

foot of the cross to refocus our life and
hear Jesus' call to follow.

Furthermore, Jesus was victor also over the flesh

and death, a victory fortunately in which we can

all share
—

"in Christ all will be made alive" (1

Cor. 15:22). But Jesus frees us now from slavery

to sin (Rom. 7:14-25; Gal. 4:1-11) and offers us life

now. "I am the bread of life," Jesus exclaimed, "he

who comes to me will never go hungry" (John

6:35). Moreover, Jesus revealed God's

incomparable love (John 3:16; 1 John 3:16) and as

the divinely given lover of humankind, as

Norman Pittenger likes to phrase it, Jesus be-

Carl S. Keener, State College, Pa., is a botany professor at

Pennsylvania State University and a member of University
Mennonite Church.

came the best "revelation of the nature of God
and of his agency in the world."

Although Jesus revealed God's holiness and
righteousness (Rom. 1:17; 5:15-17), as our sub-
stitute, he also suffered for us (1 Cor. 5). Yet
Jesus did more than this, for in the words of Saint
Paul in that marvelous passage in 2 Corinthians 5

(11-21), "God was in Christ reconciling the world
to himself." Jesus thus became the central focus

of God's initiative to restore a broken relation-

ship. And in this process of reconciliation, various

scriptural passages portray Jesus as a perfect and
holy sacrifice (Heb. 9; 1 Tim. 2:6; Col. 1:20; 1 Pet.

1:19; Eph. 2:1-10).

In line with the old Mosaic system of sacrifices,

Jesus became the unspotted sacrificial lamb and
his blood somehow could purify a person and re-

store that person to holiness, just like the sprin-

kling of blood of a lamb did in ancient Israel. It is

interesting to note, parenthetically, that the sins

of the people were laid upon a goat which didn't

actually die but was chased away, outside the

camp, into the desert.

Other passages see Jesus as redeeming us, buy-
ing us back (Rom. 6), even with a price (1 Cor.

7:23), and as giving his life a ransom for many
(Mark 10:45; Matt. 20:28). In his letter to the Ga-
latians, Paul suggested that Christ enables us
now to attain the status of adopted sons and
daughters (Gal. 4), and John held that Jesus

serves now as our advocate before God (1 John
2:1).

As the Great Physician (Matt. 9:12), Jesus
himself regarded his mission as one of healing

bad characters and sinners. And in that superb
passage in 1 Peter 2 (22-25), Jesus became our
example—we are to follow in his steps, and thus
become a new being in Christ.

Any clues? Well, with this kaleidoscopic view
of Jesus' mission before us, what shall we make of

it? Do we gain any clues about what salvation

really is and how we might become healed?

One cannot be a Christian, I think, without
stopping at the cross. And when we journey to

that green hill far away and kneel at its cross, we
bring with us our brokenness, our fears, our in-

tellectual arrogance, our shattered dreams of

self-sufficiency, our pomp and pride, our
jealousies and hatreds. In short, our sins—all of
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them. We behold the Lamb of God, and we are

healed (John 1:29).

For some, this healing is best seen as a reorga-

nization of the mind; once I was blind, but now I

can see (John 9:25). For others, the healing may
mean strength for the journey; tell John the lame

can now walk (Matt. 11:5). Still, for others, the

healing will mean a marvelous release from a ter-

rifying and guilt-ridden past; as in Zacchaeus'

case, salvation now comes to this house (Luke

19:9). And for a few, the healing means a burst of

grace into a tortured life of despair; Lord, be mer-

ciful to me, a sinner (Luke 18:13).

What theories can describe adequately these

healings of grace, of God's creative love? We know
they occur, we've seen them, experienced them

ourselves, yet we find ourselves unable precisely

to say how such healing happens. Yes, of course,

Jesus conquered sin and death, he died that we
might live, his blood was a ransom, his agony and

torment of soul do draw us closer to him. Take

whatever theory unveils the mystery for you.

But let us not stop at the cross and debate the

various theories of the atonement. Jesus didn't

call us to do that. What he did tell us to do is to

stop and turn around. He tells us that we can be

accepted right now and begin right now to be a

different person. And he tells us to take up our

cross—our own cross—each day and follow him

(Matt. 16:24; Mark 8:34, 10:21; Luke 9:23). And so,

we do not, therefore, leave the cross on Golgotha

empty-handed.
But what sort of cross is this we're asked to

carry? Did not Jesus tell us his yoke is easy and

his burden light (Matt. 11:30)? Yes, but he didn't

promise no yoke, no cross, no change in our life.

And so, we ask, what does it mean today to be on

a pilgrimage "taking up our crosses"?

A daily pilgrimage. I hear Jesus calling us to

follow him, not to the new moralisms of the Re-

ligious Right, but to a daily pilgrimage: cups of

cold water given to the thirsty, peacemakers in a

strife-ridden world, feeders of the hungry,

healers of the sick of mind and body, burden-

bearers of our neighbors and friends. I hear Jesus

calling us to rest at the Samaritan wells of our

time, to sit on the ash heaps of our friends in their

sorrow and despair, to show others the way, to

glorify and offer thanks to God.

Yet what do these acts imply? They add up, I

think, to one big thing: our willingness to par-

ticipate in another person's life, to accept our

internal relatedness as a self in community. This,

I think, is what it means, practically, to be born

again. Surely one cannot be a member of Christ's

body in absentia, and one cannot carry one's cross

into the glorious sunset alone, cross-bearing

never makes much sense to self-reliant, rugged

individuals. And so, as we carry our crosses into

the highways of life, we also suffer for others, we
seek to understand them, and we reassure them
that God truly was in Christ reconciling the world

to himself, as Saint Paul put it (2 Cor. 5).

It's a long journey to become the person we're

meant to be, and we're tempted often to lay aside

our crosses and become, once again, self-de-

terminers of our fate. That's why we must return

again and again to the foot of the cross to behold

the Lamb of God, to refocus our life, to hear once

more, amidst the noise of solemn assemblies,

Jesus' call to follow, to love, to be merciful, to feed

his lambs, to be for others.

At the cross we meet God, not primarily as the

Creator-Spirit of the Big Bang nor the author of

DNA—we can do this on Monday morning at the

think factory. And at the cross certainly we don't

meet God as a Divine Caesar, or a Ruthless Mor-

We bring Just ourselves to the cross,

and when Jesus gives us our cross,

we begin to be healed.

alist, or as a Philosophical Absolute. But at the

cross we meet God as love, as one aiming always

to relate to us in all aspects of our life, as one who
calls us to be a part of a new creation.

Jesus said that those who would be his disciples

must take up their crosses and follow him. And
by being responsibly dependent followers of

Christ, we "find ourselves" by doing good. The

cross—our cross—offers proof of our salvation.

Now cross-bearing makes us all equal in Christ—

as disciples, all of us are to bear our crosses.

There are no proxies on this journey. Our cross

signifies giving up our self-sufficient power. We
are "in Christ"; he is our head (1 Cor. 12).

_

Moreover, the cross identifies our solidarity with

the poor in spirit, with the disenfranchised, with

those who suffer physical and emotional abuse.

The cross reminds us to love our neighbor as our-

selves.

When we come to the cross we bring no agenda,

no bargaining chips, no trump cards, no self-help

books, no lessons in rhetoric and jurisprudence.

We bring just ourselves, and when Jesus gives us

our cross, we begin to be healed. This is a slow

process, and the fruit might take years to mature.

That's why I need to be in a community—a com-
munity that cares whether I am carrying my
cross properly or not.

Faith is, for me, primarily a trust that God's

love will see me home. The cross then portrays

that love; it is a constant reminder that the God

in whom we trust bore our rebellion, our dis-

loyalty, our sins—in short, suffered. I don't have
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a theory of the atonement. I cannot explain all the
mysteries of why Jesus had to die. I do know,
however, what Jesus asked us to do.

You are the light of the world (Matt. 5), Jesus
said, and he meant by this not primarily our gifts

of reason nor our sharpened consciences, but our
new life in him—this is what we shouldn't hide.

/ cannot explain all the mysteries of why
Jesus had to die. I do know, however,
what Jesus asked us to do.

Our new life, our new pilgrimage, is to be seen.

And cross-bearing portrays to others what that
new life is—a life of discipleship, of love, of joy, of

peacemaking, of purity of heart and singleness of

purpose.

Pledging my allegiance. The groundwork of

my faith is the cross of Christ which exhibits

God's love and relationship to us humans. As a
Christian, I pledge my allegiance to the "way"
mapped out for us by Jesus, a way of cross-bear-

ing and discipleship, a way shared with others—
you— in a community on the march. If I were to

sum up what is for me the essence of the gospel, I

would suggest we think often of the following

passage in 2 Corinthians 5: 17-20:

When anyone is united to Christ, there is a new
world; the old order has gone, and a new order
has already begun. From first to last this has
been the work ofGod. God has reconciled us to

himselfthrough Christ, and God has enlisted us
in this service ofreconciliation. What I mean is,

that God was in Christ reconciling the world to

himself, no longer holding our misdeeds against
us, and that he has entrusted us with the message
ofreconciliation.

This passage sums up, I think, one way to

understand the gospel. We are God's conduits for

God's creative love to touch other persons. Notice
that God asks us to enlist in the service of reconci-

liation. This is what being conduits—hot wires

—

of God's creative love means. What a challenge,

what a privilege! In Christ, our lives can count for

something. ^

Workshops for Leaders
of Children and Youth

Coring
Venture Clubs is a new six-year program designed for your

CLUB/ wa
ds congregation's ministry with children, grades 3-8. This program will foster

\ wy wa
* spiritual growth, build relationships, and promote learning through a

variety of activities. Venture Clubs challenges club members to follow Jesus Christ and live

responsibly with each other.

OMthfflTlinfnin^ftrrW Youtn m'n«stry focuses upon young people. It helps youth realize thatMil iu u uuu uu^ilu
_yy God des j res a personal relationship with them as they are. It challenges

youth to respond to God's love as they grow in their commitment to Christ. Youth ministry gathers
around seven settings of congregational life: 1. Worship, 2. Sunday School, 3. Youth Groups,
4. Church Membership Classes, 5. Mentoring, 6. Peer Ministries, and 7. Family Life.

COTIXC CLTld SCC Come and See Herald Bible School Series is a new five-day curriculum
that helps children learn to know God and respond in love, trust, and

obedience to Jesus. Come and See includes separate courses of study for children in nursery,
preschool, kindergarten, and grades 1 through 8.

For information about the free workshop nearest you, call collect 412-887-8500, or write
Introduction Tour, 616 Walnut Avenue, Scottdale, PA 15683.

Sponsored by: Faith and Life Press ^ Mennonite Publishing House
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Hear, hear!

A colum nfor sharing personal concerns

On the anniversary
of a document

It came in the mail, just one piece of the

jumble that fell like crumbling obliga-

tions to fracture the calm surface of my
desk. I found it unintentionally, sifting

through the shards, and felt compelled to

read. The glossy covers opened to reveal,

on crisp immaculate sheets, a post-war

wish list that measured out New Jeru-
salem in 30 equal parts. "A Universal Dec-

laration," it triumphantly proclaimed, "of

Human Rights."

At last our rights had been declared:

the codified amenities of Western life, en-

graved in brash commandments three

times as great as those Moses brought
shattered down from Sinai's cloudy peak.

Life, liberty, and the pursuit of happi-

ness—inscribed in 30 rightly divided

words of truth. Democracy, social se-

curity, unions were all there; leisure, arts,

holidays, too. Employment was guar-
anteed, freely chosen. In staunch or-

thodoxy the social trinity was confessed:

medical care, just wages, free schools. We
shall be healthy, wealthy, wise.

Our politicians had made a list. In a
stray moment of remorse, or creeping

guilt, or was it calculated need, they
coughed up a hopeful morsel to their

constituents at home. (Indeed they gave,

they now could say, at the office.) They
struck their godlike pose and uttered, ex
nihilo eis nihilo, mortal words. The words
had vanished in the wind, like salty mist

from futile, broken waves. They were
forgotten. After 40 years they had been
borne again, in the U.S. mail, to my desk.

I leaned back in my creaking chair,

dropped the list, and sighed. It lay sharp-

ly strange beside the Daily News. I

wondered, shall we appoint a cadre of our
best wise men to huddle hoary mops
about table tea in a square room that

smells of wet stones and stately Western
grace? Shall they wrinkle bushy brows
and solve the conundrum: "If a declara-

tion lies tattered like Mother Courage's

last dress, if it lies orphaned in Tegu-
cigalpa's cluttered streets, if it lies tram-
pled by rank untouchables who cannot
read, do its bold-faced rights exist?"

When the flies blow Gbadi's matted eyes,

when his three listless children die, will

they read his 30 articles to him? Will they
explain to his vacuous, distant stare that

the famine and the flood, the fascist and
the fearful rich have taken articles 22 and
23 from him?

Christ, they took articles three and five

from you, and more. Shall we gather you
again from your coarse-grained tree, with

splinters sharp as hateful barbs—barbs
keen as the blade reflected in the stone-

black glare of a young Crip gang member?
We sit amidst the pallid ashes and inquire

if 30 gleaming shekels now could buy you
back again.

I clutched the glossy, blasphemous
book and tossed it back into the waste.

Only then did I recall that you were a

dreamer, too, and have commanded me to

preach audacious truths equally unreal. I

redeemed the insolent book from its pit,

slashed the title with my marker, and
rewrote: "A Universal Plea for, God Help
Us, Human Rights."

—Roger Robins, Filer, Idaho

Are there prophets
in the church?
Some months ago, our Uniform Adult

Sunday School lessons were studying sev-

eral of the Old Testament prophets. These
prophets were ridiculed and persecuted

by kings and religious leaders of that day
who tried unsuccessfully to destroy the

prophet's message.

A young adult Sunday school class I

taught asked several questions that I

have thought about a great deal since

then. Questions were: Where or who are

the prophets in the Mennonite Church to-

day? Would they be treated any different

by us today than they were in the Bible?

Do we need prophets today? How do we
know who the true prophets are? What if

the "New Age Movement" or "liberal"

thinkers are right and we are wrong?

I do not believe these are questions only

of a group in Kalona, Iowa. I would like to

offer several suggestions that may be

helpful in identifying true prophets in our

midst today, and of our need for prophets.

1. The prophets generally were not

from the religious establishment of the

time.

2. They knew they had a clear call from

God. A common expression of the proph-

ets was that the word of the Lord came to

them.

3. They were clearly calling for a return

to God, to holiness, and righteousness.

They were upholding the truth of God's

Word, not casting doubt on the Word of

God. They clearly opposed persons giving

counsel or advice contrary to God's Word,

even when these persons claimed to speak

for the Lord.

4. They were clearly understood, using

language that the people could under-

stand. Sin was clearly pointed out in the

lives of people, religious leaders, and

kings. Sin was exposed wherever it was
found or whoever was involved.

5. They were willing to stand alone,

knowing the call of God and the authority

of his Word. They were certain of their

message, with no doubt that maybe they

were wrong, and the others right. A clear

call to godly repentance was given. The
prophets did not leave and start a new
group, but remained to minister to people

they loved.

I believe we all need to consider these

questions: Would we or do we treat per-

sons any different today who are calling

us to repentance and faithfulness to God's

Word? Is our religious establishment

open to hearing a "word from the Lord"

from a common person in the grassrooots

of the church? Are we truly seeking for

leaders with a burning call from God who
may be prophets, or do we think that we
only need the "brightest and best" to be

leaders, disregarding the need of God's

call?

Please ponder these questions as to-

gether we seek God. We need to pray to

the Lord of harvest that he would send

forth laborers into his vineyard, and that

God will again take live coals from the

altar, touch our lips, take away our iniq-

uity, and purge our sin so we will respond

with, "Here am I, send me."

—Dean Swartzendruber, Gulfport, Miss.

After loss

What if

even this

diminishing circle

of earthly time-space

can open up
more sky for me?

Can
make room
for enlarging

my circle of endless love

spreading its halo far

into limitless light?

—Emily Sargent Councilman
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MENNONITE INTERNATIONAL STUDY PROJECT (6)

World War III has already begun
by Nancy Heisey and Paul Longacre

"One, two, three, four! One, two, three, four!"

Army recruits training on the street outside our
mission guesthouse rooms woke us just as it was
beginning to get light. They had been there drill-

ing and chanting the day before, too, when we ar-

rived in this regional capital of El Salvador.

Later that morning, the bells of the cathedral

began to ring and people gathered from
throughout the town to fill the sanctuary. We
joined the worshipers, standing at the back of the

cathedral's long nave because all the seats were

As we have traveled over the past year,

we have been confronted more and
more with the fact that World War III is

already going on.

full. Many of the words were hard to capture
from our vantage point, but toward the end, the
choir struck up the familiar song of Saint Francis'
prayer: "Make me a channel of your peace. Where
there is hatred, let me sow your love. ..." As we
emerged from the church, row after row of

recruits had been massed in front of the church,
as if to mock with their incessant drilling all that
had gone on inside.

A different notion. For those of us who live in

the North, the vision of war has become linked in

the past few decades with the idea of nuclear ho-

locaust. Our peace work is often shaped by a
desire to prevent a third world war, where nu-
clear exchanges could destroy the world as we
know it. But as we have traveled over the past
year, we have been confronted more and more
with the fact that World War III is already going
on.

In Central America, people expressed em-
phatically how they view their own situation:

"We are at war!" In Venezuela, we saw military
police stop cars and examine passengers' docu-
ments to be sure no one was avoiding conscrip-
tion. In Colombia, armed troops goose-stepped
down city streets in a sort of warning to the

Nancy Heisey and Paul Longacre, Akron, Pa., are leading

the two-year Mennonite International Study Project which
began in July 1987. It is sponsored by Mennonite Board of

Missions, Mennonite Central Committee, and three con-

ferences that have overseas mission work—Lancaster,
Virginia, and Franconia. This article is the sixth in a series of

occasional reports from the couple.

citizens who were being called to a general strike

by a leading labor union. In Paraguay, lists

containing names of all bus passengers had to be
handed to military men patrolling the highways.
In Argentina, a second major revolt against the

democratically elected government broke out in

an army barracks while we were there.

An article published in the World Vision

magazine Together last summer offered up the

global statistics in staggering terms. "Most of the

25 wars going on . . . are in third world countries.

They have killed about 3 million people so far—80
percent of them civilians." The death toll for

countries on our itinerary is: Burma, 20,000;

Philippines, 60,000; India, 5,000; Guatemala,
138,000; El Salvador, 65,000; Nicaragua, 30,000;

Colombia, 30,000; Ethiopia/Eritrea, 546,000;

Mozambique, 400,000.

While traveling in Latin America, we listened

with thanks to reports that leaders of the United

States and the Soviet Union are discussing ways
to reduce nuclear arms in Europe, and followed

the tiny steps toward peace negotiations in the

Persian Gulf, Afghanistan, Angola, and Namibia.

But our radio also continued to bring news of

people slaughtered in Israeli-occupied West Bank,

the Indian Punjab, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Philip-

pines, and Burma. Local newspapers were seldom

free of news from Latin America, noting the dis-

covery of bodies—cause of death "unknown"—or

mentioning an attack on a bus.

We heard, as we had in some parts of Asia,

about low-intensity conflict. "We not only have
the open war, which is undeclared, against the

armed opposition," a Central American pastor

told us. "We have the 'dirty war' too." Low-
intensity conflict, or "dirty war," can be described

as a campaign of violence against the civilian

population of a country, either by the military or

by groups armed and supported by the military.

Low-intensity conflict, we were told, is something
that the elected governments now in power in

most Latin American countries either wink at or

have no control over. And in many countries,

military advisers from the U.S. play a role.

Churches seek responses. As we listened to

believers in Latin America, we began to see how
much anguish they face living in the midst of

never-ending conflict. "What should we do in a

country that has so much violence?" agonized a
French missionary woman from the Brethren
Church working in Colombia. "I grew up in

Europe hearing all about the Jewish Holocaust.

Something like that is going on here. How do we,
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with a tradition of pacifism, respond?"
For Mennonites in Latin America, working

toward a witness of conscientious objection to

military service has been an important part of the
answer to that question. Mennonite churches in

Honduras, Venezuela, Brazil, Colombia, and Ar-
gentina are in various stages of preparing and
presenting to government officials proposals for

peaceful alternatives to military service.

Latin Mennonites face troubling questions re-

lated to military service. Several people told of

conflict in their churches about how much and
what kind of emphasis to give peace teaching and
witness. Church youth workers in Brazil and
Honduras admitted a reality—not unfamiliar to

some North American Mennonites as well—that

military service is attractive to many church
youth because it provides a secure way to earn a

living. "You must remember that many of our
members are poor," a Honduran pastor pointed

out.

Another important part of Latin Mennonite
response to war and other violence in their set-

tings is a new emphasis on Bible study. In Central

America, Venezuela, and Colombia, SEMILLA
(the Spanish word for "seed") is a mobile

seminary program which seeks to prepare believ-

ers for church leadership from an Anabaptist
perspective. "To us, it makes sense to study the

Bible in the way that the Anabaptists did," said a

Guatemalan Mennonite pastor. "Their history is

very relevant in our part of the world because
there are so many parallels between the violence

and injustice now present in Latin America and
the situation of those 16th-century believers."

Latin Mennonites are also seeking practical

ways to live out their belief in peace as part of

Christian witness. The Honduran Mennonite
Church's Social Action Commission has assigned

some of its 25 field workers to Salvadoran refugee

camps near the Honduras-El Salvador border.

Since they fled their country over 10 years ago,

the Salvadorans have experienced violent harass-

ment from the Honduran military and from
troops who cross over from their own country.

Hondurans who work with the refugees are

viewed by many of their own people with suspi-

cion. "We have been trying to discover the whole
gospel, and because of this, we are criticized by
other churches and by the authorities," com-
mented one Mennonite refugee worker.
Of course, many other Christians in Latin

America are also seeking peaceful responses to

violence and war. A member of a religious com-
munity of sisters in El Salvador described how
one of her community's clinics was destroyed by
tanks and another burned, and how five com-
munity members, a doctor, and a priest were
killed by the army. She went on to describe one of

the community's responses—a weekly prayer
meeting to pray for peace.

A Methodist pastor who leads an interchurch

organization in Argentina underlined the call to

the churches to be agents of reconciliation. He

described the difficult time Argentines
experienced during the "dirty war" authorized by
a military dictatorship which ruled until 1983.

"There are a lot of open wounds. To heal our divi-

sions as churches is to heal the wounds of so-

ciety." The renewed Mennonite interest

throughout Latin America in exploring the mean-
ing of a Christian witness for peace has evoked
questions and opportunities for sharing insights

with Pentecostals, Catholics, Lutherans, and
Baptists, we were told.

A call to North Americans. The roots of vio-

lence and war are complex and widespread. But
almost everyone we spoke with, from Mexico to

Argentina, wanted us to understand that from
their perspective the role of the U.S. is massive
and troubling. "North America has a terrible eco-

nomic and political policy toward Latin
America," one Mennonite professor told us. "Your
policy creates so many social problems here that

As we listened to believers in Latin

America, we began to see how much
anguish they face living in the midst of

never-ending conflict.

it is more and more difficult for us to accept
North American missionaries in our midst."

But Latin Mennonites do not rule out a role for

North American mission and service workers.
"We're not so concerned with the background of

missionaries who come to work with us. But we
are concerned with their orientation. They must
be open to understanding our view of the world.

And they must have a commitment for biblical

peace with justice," declared the dean of

SEMILLA.
Another refrain we heard over and over was

that a big part of the mission task for North
Americans must be in their own countries. "Each
soldier and each weapon you send is one less

school and one less hospital—a total break in the

process of progress and peace," said a Honduran
Mennonite professor. "Unfortunately, many
Christians in the U.S. think the bombs and
bullets you send to Central America are for a

good cause," agreed a Salvadoran sister. "You
must say that all such aid brings death."

A final challenge came from another

Salvadoran church leader: "The work of North
American Christians in Latin America, as well as

at home, is to understand the reality of our

people. If you get involved, you will love the

people and commit yourself to hard work to

change the situation. Christians need to be coura-

geous in taking God's Word and following it.

Christians from all over the world who have a

real life of faith will work for truth, justice, and
life." ^
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He loved his wife, but he beat her
by Byron Burkholder

It was the spring of 1986, and he was out in the

barnyard preparing his bull calves for vaccina-

tion. Half an hour earlier, he had told his wife to

come out and help him, but she still hadn't come,
and he was getting impatient.

He walked to the house and called her again.

She eventually came, but she was less than en-

thusiastic in the work. Neither of them had com-
municated very well since their argument about
the farm accounts three days ago.

He tried to make her hurry, but the more he
yelled at her, the less compliant she became. Fi-

nally she said, "If that's the way you're going to

Henry threw Lucy to the ground, sat on
her stomach, seized her by the throat,

and yelled at her.

be, I'm going to the house." He followed her, took
her arm, and brought her back. But as soon as his

back was turned, she started walking to the house
again.

"I ran after her and grabbed her and literally

dragged her back," he recalls. "I was getting mad-
der and madder. So I hit her. I had a chain in my
hand from untying the gate, and I hit her with
that."

"You can kill me, but I'm not going to help

you," she cried. Then he threw her to the ground,
sat on her stomach, seized her by the throat, and
yelled, "You'd rather die than help me? Look, it's

easy to die, why don't you help me?"
That evening, when his wife was away at an

evening course (so he thought), two policemen
came to the door. One stayed with the two
preschool children while the other took him to

town for questioning. His wife then drove up,

packed some bags, and took the children to her
parents' home. She stayed away for two months.

Beat her up. Henry (an assumed name) does
not look like a wife batterer. He is blond, in his

early 30s, and speaks with a timid sincerity. His
blue eyes become moist as he tells about the scene
in the barnyard and about his struggle to get over
his aggressiveness toward his wife, whose fic-

tional name is Lucy. He has physically beat her
up five times in their 10 years of marriage.
He loves her. During their separation, he sent

Byron Burkholder, Quebec, Que., is in French language
study in preparation for a Mennonite Brethren mission
assignment in Zaire. This article was commissioned by
Meetinghouse—the Mennonite editors group.

her roses for the first time in his life. Unlike
many men who are arraigned for beating their

partners, Henry has wanted to change so badly
that for a year and a half he has been throwing
body and soul into change, even at the risk of dis-

covering, as he has, that change is painfully slow.

On his own initiative, while he waited for trial,

he signed up with a group counseling program in

Portage la Prairie, Manitoba, an hour's drive

north from his farm. At his trial, the judge
assigned 20 more weeks of "treatment," which
Henry was more than willing to take.

In October 1987 he was one of four men who
took part in a new 12-week pilot program
sponsored by Mennonite Central Committee of

Manitoba. For two hours a week the men, all of

them court-mandated for such help, came to

meetings in Winkler and Morden to share their

stories and work on courses of change.

The program then evolved into a 20-week group
experience entitled "Changes," with the first one
running from January to May 1988. This time
there were five men, three of whom had come
voluntarily. Spearheading the program are Ken
Sawatzky and Diane deLucia, both social workers
with Child and Family Services in Winkler.
The roots of Changes, according to Sawatzky,

go back six years, when the South Central Com-
mittee for Family Violence set up an office in the
same building where he and deLucia work. As a
member of the committee, Sawatzky saw that
much was being done for the immediate victims
of violence—usually women and children—but
that men also needed special attention. In the
spring of 1986, he asked MCC for monetary sup-
port for a pilot program based on other models.

The church connection, said Sawatzky, would
help to legitimize such a program in an area popu-
lated mainly by Mennonites—where studies have
shown family violence and sexual abuse to be
every bit as common as in the rest of society.

Four men in the current program are of Men-
nonite background.
The timing was just right. MCC Canada, which

had opened an office of women's concerns, had
been starting to address the female side of the

battery issue and was just beginning to ask,

"What about the men?"
MCC allocated about $1,000 for administrative

costs, and Child and Family Services freed

Sawatzky and deLucia to use work time for the
program. One of the Mennonite churches in

Winkler donated space for the weekly sessions.

In the group counseling, deLucia and Sawatzky
try to help the men develop "control plans" for fu-

ture occasions when they feel like dealing with
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marital problems violently. A big part of that

process is to deal with feelings, beyond the anger

and frustration that surrounded the violent act.

"Most men can't remember how it happened,"

says deLucia. "They can't describe the events of

three days before till the time that they hit or

kicked. All they remember is the eruption." The
group process, therefore seeks to probe the stories

of the men, particularly their own family back-

grounds which contributed to their methods of

resolving conflicts.

As for the wife or girlfriend, the average bat-

terer does not understand that her unresponsive

or uncommunicative behavior, which often

provokes his violence, is likely rooted in her fear.

Says deLucia: "We're dealing with two people

who have a lot of the same problems: insecure,

low self-esteem, inability to be clear about what it

is they want, how to talk to each other about feel-

ings. When you put them together in extreme

situations, it is more likely that abuse will be part

of the relationship."

Like Dad. "Everybody listened to Dad when he

was here," says Henry. "You didn't argue with

him, you just did it. I was trying to play that role

with my wife. I more or less forced her to do the

things I wanted done, rather than talking and

finding a happy medium."
Even though he never saw his father beat his

mother, his father would sometimes grab her in

anger. When that happened, Henry said, "I'd bust

them apart, and I'd hit my dad. I was really mad.
And here I was, doing it to my wife years later,

not really understanding why. I just couldn't

figure out what I was doing wrong before going to

the group."

Telling stories in the group is normally

threatening to the men, says Sawatzky. "Expos-

ing themselves is one thing these people haven't

learned to do. It contradicts the male myth of be-

ing in charge and not being vulnerable."

However, it is "extremely therapeutic," according

to Sawatzky. In a group situation, the men are

able to contribute to each other's control plans.

As Henry puts it, "I guess you know what's good

for someone else's problems, but you can't get

your eyes open to your own."
One of the biggest factors in helping to take

down inhibitions has been the style of Sawatzky
and deLucia. Unlike other group counseling pro-

grams for batterers, Changes feels that the in-

volvement of a woman counselor along with a

male counselor is an important part of the learn-

ing process.

DeLucia, says Sawatzky, has not only modeled
the feelings of a woman (Henry's comment was
that it was almost as if his wife was there), but

was able to model, with Sawatzky, a proper way
of relating between men and women, right down
to making coffee together. "There was a clear

balance of equality in everything we did," says

Sawatzky.

Despite the good things that happen in

5? ..y^
Ken Sawatzky and Diane deLucia: leaders of a new program for

violent men in rural Manitoba. Studies have shown that family violence

and sexual abuse in their heavily Mennonite populated area is every
bit as common as in the rest of society.

Changes, however, Sawatzky and deLucia believe

that they've only begun to scratch the surface in

the men's lives. In the final session of the pilot

program, Sawatzky recalls, "We were up front.

We told most of them that they may have made a

beginning and understood a control plan, for

example, but there were all kinds of indications

that they weren't out of the woods yet. Some of

that was painful for the guys. There were some
tears."

"You can only begin to facilitate an unlearning

process for what has developed in a lifetime,"

Sawatzky says. Even though the 12-week

program was expanded to 20, he knows that

Changes will only make a small dent in the prob-

lem of battery. "Treatment is only one factor in

change. There's also society and its attitudes

about male and female roles."

Wanting to change. Henry has had dis-

couragements in the year since he finished the

program with Sawatzky and deLucia. One emo-

tional blow came when, in one argument, his wife

told him he hadn't changed a bit. Even though he

realized the comment was intended as leverage in

the argument, it nevertheless broke him up at his

next meeting with his probation officer.

At the same time, Henry says, "This is the hap-

piest we've been since we were married." Even his

brother has remarked that he doesn't get upset

like he used to. He has not beat his wife since the

barnyard incident, and their last heated argu-

ment was six months ago. Lucy is now working at

a local bank—something Henry had not allowed

her to do because of an earlier agreement that she

needed to be a full-time mother until the children

were in school. They go skating as a family.

Henry's changes have come because of his

wanting to change—an attitude which is doubtful

for many men who are required by law to take

counseling. And it has started to pay off. Accord-

ing to Henry, "Things are more than 100 percent

better." ^
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FROM THE REVOLUTION TO THE REVOLUTION (2)

Good news
in post-Christian France
by Richard K. MacMas ter

The issues of the French Revolution are not
just footnotes in world history textbooks or
ready-made dialogue for historical pageants dur-
ing this year's bicentennial in France. The ideas
of Hebert, Mirabeau, St. Just, and Robespierre
still live. They have echoed in every revolution for
200 years. Peace through violence, social change
through violence, brotherhood through bloodlet-
ting—these shape our world today.
The scars of the antireligious fury of 1793 are

still visible in the older churches of France.

Do Mennonites have anything to say to

post-Christian, post-revolutionary
France?

Stained glass, statues of biblical kings and
prophets, the tombs of French kings and saints
alike felt the ax.

But the scars are more visible in the nearly
empty churches. It is said that a greater per-
centage of the people worship on Sundays in

Moscow than in Paris.

Positive and negative. Like much of Europe,
France is a post-Christian country. The revolu-
tion, in a sense, made every Christian denomina-
tion a believers' church. On the positive side,

everyone had freedom to worship or not without
coercion. On the negative side, religion and
political reaction appeared inextricably linked.
Progress and the rights of man belonged to the
revolution and its heirs. The religious people all

too often looked back to the old regime.
Churchgoing people in France are pre-

dominantly Catholic. But France is a mission
field even for the Catholic Church. The casual
visitor to Paris will notice signs of vitality: a
noontime service with many young city workers
at the socially active St. Merry Church; a cappella
singing from those attending weekday Mass at St.

Germain des Pres; a university mission office

across from the Sorbonne organizing student
retreats, hikes, and bicycle trips as well as
courses and Bible studies. But the overall picture
might be characterized as distance and indif-

ference.

French Protestants survived religious wars and

Richard K. MacMaster, Bluffton, Ohio, is a history
professor at Bluffton College—a General Conference
Mennonite school. Part 1 of this article appeared in the
February 14 issue.

intermittent persecution before the revolution
and 200 years of toleration since. Lutheran and
Reformed congregations have their temples,
never called churches, in and around Paris and in
many towns in eastern and southwestern France.
French Mennonites are concentrated in the
eastern part of the country, especially Alsace, but
they maintain a presence in Paris, too.

Neal and Janie Blough. Do Mennonites have
anything to say to post-Christian, post-revolu-
tionary France? Neal and Janie Blough have had
time to think about that question in their 12 years
in Paris with Mennonite Board of Missions. They
find their answers through their separate assign-
ments. Neal is pastoral leader of a Mennonite con-
gregation and director of an international student
residence—both at Foyer Grebel—and is a
teacher at a Protestant seminary. Janie works as
a teacher of American English in adult education
programs. And they learn through the interna-
tional students at Foyer Grebel.

Foyer Grebel is located in St. Maurice, a mid-
dle-class, politically conservative Paris suburb. A
mile away is the working-class communist en-
clave of Ivry. The red flags and Marxist posters
have not crossed the river. Catholic tradi-
tionalists have their Latin Mass in the church up
the street from Foyer Grebel. The posters are for
politicians of the right and center. The 1789 revo-
lution was enough.
Bloughs know many of their neighbors. Their

children Rachel and David go to school in St.

Maurice, and Marc attends nursery school. On
Wednesdays, when all French schools are closed,
the three children go to religious instruction at
the Protestant Temple. There aren't enough Men-
nonite children to justify a separate class.

Children, parents, and teachers get to know one
another.

Janie's students come to a carry-in-supper at
Foyer Grebel. They are mostly middle-aged cou-
ples, professional and business people. One couple
brought Jell-0 and peanut-butter sandwiches, be-
cause it is amusing that Americans eat such
things. Four-year-old Marc was delighted! Jell-0
and peanut butter are rare and expensive.
While the dishes are being cleared away, two

gray-haired men settle down with Neal for a
serious conversation. Several people have asked,
"Who are the Mennonites?" and have been
content with a short answer. These two men want
to explore Mennonite theology on church mem-
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Elie Luzolo leads singing at Foyer Grebel Christian Community in suburban Paris. Neal Blough is at the organ.

bership and sacraments. Why did the

Anabaptists take a different path from both

Catholics and Protestants? What does it mean?
They are remarkably well-read in philosophy,

history, and Catholic doctrine. One of them sug-

gested that the medieval scholastics tied Catholic

understanding of baptism and the holy com-
munion to a prescientific philosophy. Is the Men-
nonite understanding more biblical? The con-

versation goes on past midnight and they part

friendly and exhilarated. They will talk again.

People from all over. The Mennonite com-
munity gathered the next night for Bible study.

They come from many places in French-speaking

Africa, the West Indies, and France itself. A man
from Martinique led the singing.

A young Frenchwoman led a study of Psalm
145. A young man who had just returned from

Chad shared his excitement about the African

church. "The churches are crowded. They baptize

200 new Christians at a time." But he saw prob-

lems. "One is legalism. The Christian is identified

by a set of rules. The other is that the pastors rule

the churches. They are like chiefs." Neal sug-

gested that these are problems in France and

North America, too.

The discussion continued on the need for teach-

ing. Afterwards we shared a birthday party for a

young woman from Zaire.

Like similar Mennonite congregations in North

America, those who worship at Foyer Grebel on

Sundays include Mennonites from the historic

Mennonite communities in eastern France who
have moved to the city, international students,

and French people of many backgrounds at-

tracted to the Anabaptist vision of discipleship.

Church and Peace, the international Christian

peacemaking fellowship, has provided many op-

portunities to explain Mennonite nonresistance.

A Franciscan priest who is pastor of a nearby

Catholic church has invited Neal to explain the

biblical basis of peacemaking. French Quakers,

like Professor Louis, have found their way to the

Mennonite center in St. Maurice and work to-

gether on projects.

Peace and environmental concerns have led

some inquirers to the Mennonite congregation.

They were secular people, but found humanism
inadequate to ground their humanitarian
concerns. They found Jesus Christ at Foyer

Grebel.

Raised in Christian homes in Deshler, Ohio,

Neal and Janie are both adult converts to

Anabaptism. They joined the Mennonite church

as students at Bluffton College.

The Anabaptist way. Evangelism in a secular

setting is the challenge of modern France and of

much of the world since 1789. Bloughs share the

joy of life in Christ and the Anabaptist way of

following Jesus with many people in daily life.

Reaching out to other Christians to help them
gain insight is one of the most important ways. In

post-Christian Europe the revolutionary

Anabaptist vision has fresh meaning when every

church has lost the support of the state and
cultural Christianity has collapsed. Mennonites

can cooperate with other Christians and share the

Anabaptist insight with them.

In addition to seminary teaching, Neal has

published a book on Anabaptist leader Pilgram

Marpeck's writings on the person of Jesus Christ.

A French Catholic publisher invited him to edit

another book of essays on the Christology of the

radical Reformation, to which he and John

Howard Yoder contributed essays on the

Anabaptist understanding of Jesus Christ.

Academic conferences like the one I attended at

Chantilly (see Part 1 of the article in the Feb. 14

issue) provide a setting for dialogue on the mean-

ing of the gospel and to challenge others to look

deeper. At a recent conference in Lausanne, Swit-

zerland, Neal was invited to discuss "Anabaptism

and the Civil Power" in the context of the 1536

Disputation there. He concluded that the

Reformation got off the track by appealing to the

state to enforce Christian faith.

The French Revolution blocked that path down

which Catholics and Protestants had mistakenly

wandered. Exactly 200 years later Mennonites

are sharing the revolutionary good news of

radically following Christ in a believers' church

setting. Q
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Church news

Mann nominated
for moderator-elect

The Nominating Committee of the
Mennonite Church recently consulted
with the General Assembly delegates re-

garding the nomination of a moderator-
elect for the denomination to begin in

1989 and to become moderator in 1991.

The delegates strongly affirmed the nom-
ination of David Mann of Phoenix for the

moderator-elect position. The nomination
will receive formal action by the dele-

gates at Normal 89 in August.
Currently serving as pastor of Sunny-

slope Mennonite Church, Mann has had
31 years of experience as a pastor in

Oregon and Arizona; served as moderator
of Southwest Conference; and was a
member of Mennonite Church General
Board, including six years as treasurer.

He is married to Mona Aeschliman and is

the father of three adult children.

The Nominating Committee received

broad counsel and suggestions for its

prayerful discernment process in nom-
inating a moderator-elect. The committee
continues its work of nominating persons
for leadership roles as members of boards
and committees for the Mennonite
Church. '<

The Nominating Committee members
are: Lee Yoder (chair), Box 1184, Har-
risonburg, VA 22801; Grace Brunner,
6977 Paris Ave., NE, Louisville, OH
44641; Doris Gascho, 11 Pandora Ave., N.,

Kitchener, ON N2H 3C1; Lois Kenagy,
1911 N.E. Pax PI., Corvallis, OR 97330;
Gerald Hughes, 331 Altamont Rd., Cleve-

David Mann

land Heights, OH 44118; and Wallace
Jantz, 740 Lake Woodmoor Dr., Monu-
ment, CO 80132.

Ralph Lebold, president of Conrad Gre-
bel College, is moderator of the Men-
nonite Church through Normal 89.

George Brunk III, dean of Eastern Men-
nonite Seminary, begins a two-year term
as moderator following Normal 89.

Augsburger inaugurates
preaching series
atAMBS
Myron Augsburger thinks of preaching

as preparing and delivering the preacher,

rather than the sermon. Preaching, he
said in the inauguration of the Lederach
Preaching Series at Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries recently, calls

for "the most careful exegetical work,"

but such work is left on the desk. In the

pulpit, in the listener's vicarious dialogue

interacting with the mind of the speaker,

the "meaning of Scripture happens again

in the present moment."
Augsburger, an administrator, evan-

gelist, and pastor, called on preachers to

preach with a motivational spirit,

"preaching for a verdict." The sermon
must go somewhere, he said, quoting his

former seminary professor, Howard
Charles. A sermon should give the listen-

er something to do, he said, not just in-

form, inspire, or be something to enjoy.

Mennonites have a strong preaching

heritage, he said, but it got sidetracked by
changing roles and ministry. It's difficult

for a pastor to preach as a prophet and
also carry primary responsibility for ad-

ministration, discipline, counseling, and
social coordination, he said.

The preaching series was established

with an endowment gift from Paul and
Mary Lederach, formerly of Scottdale,

Pa., and now of Franconia, Pa. Earnings
from the endowment will be used for a

biennial preaching and workshop series

and for scholarships for students who
show potential in preaching.

Lederachs established the series to en-
courage excellence in preaching and to

enrich and expand opportunities to teach
and develop preaching skills at AMBS.
They see preaching as a vital part of con-
gregations and a major channel of Chris-
tian nurture and growth.

Michigan church
looks at meaning
of membership

*

"How do we focus our discussion of our

underlying assumptions about what the

Bible teaches when we discuss what
church membership means?" With that

question in mind, many members of Sa-

lem Mennonite Church, Waldron, Mich.,

enjoyed a quarter of study on what it

means to be a church body. Four in-

tergenerational groups met on Sunday
morning to study materials entitled Be-

ing God's People by Ervin Stutzman.
The elementary children also met as

one large group during this quarter, with

seventh-graders helping the teachers,

Tom and Bonnie Stuckey. Because no
children's materials are available to coin-

cide with the adult study, Stuckeys
created their own curriculum. The chil-

dren reported to the church on the last

Sunday of the quarter. They sang songs,

displayed artwork, told about what they

studied, and recited memory verses.

The adult materials focused on what it

means to be part of God's extended fam-
ily by looking at some of the doctrines

which form the foundation of the Men-
nonite faith. The participants learned
about spiritual disciplines that can help
them grow, how to minister to others, and
the role of prophecy as the church looks
toward the future. They were challenged
to read the Scriptures and fill in the
lesson blanks before coming to class to

facilitate discussion.

The participants were encouraged to

appoint one person to write a summary
statement of their discussion each Sun-
day. The statements will aid a committee
which will write a statement of what it

means to be a member of the Salem con-

gregation. Being God's People, available

from Mennonite Publishing House, pro-
vided a good beginning for that task.

—Marilyn Grasse-Brubaker

Japanese Mennonites
give $400,000
to MBM and MCC
A spontaneous financial gift from Jap-

anese Mennonites will be used to help

people in need, including Mennonites,
around the world. The 50 million yen

($393,800 when exchanged for U.S. dol-

lars last October) will be distributed by
Mennonite Board of Missions and Men-
nonite Central Committee for:

•North American drought-affected
farmers ($63,000).

•Homeless and low-income persons and
refugees in North Amnerica ($57,100).

•Housing for the elderly in Argentina
and international students in France and
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a property-loan repayment in Bolivia

($22,100).

•Construction of a Bible training facil-

ity in Ghana, a Mennonite church center

in Brazil, and hospital facilities in India

and Israel ($130,500).

•Hurricane relief efforts in Jamaica
and Nicaragua ($15,800).

•Relief assistance for people affected

by war and/or flooding in Bangladesh,

Sudan, and Mozambique ($105,300).

Ron Yoder, MBM director for Asia,

Africa, and the Middle East, noted that

the donation was motivated by gratitude

for what North American Mennonites
have done for Mennonites in Japan. They
were also particularly concerned about
Mennonite farmers who suffered losses in

last year's drought.

Yoder said the donation will have no
impact on MBM's current operating fund
and the continuing need for contributions

for MBM mission efforts around the

world. "This money is being used for

projects above and beyond what North
American Mennonite mission dollars are

supporting through MBM," he said.

"However, most of the project locations

are areas of current or former MBM or

MCC involvement and commitment."

MCC Canada board
expresses concern about
support of churches
Two underlying concerns surfaced reg-

ularly throughout the annual board meet-
ing of Mennonite Central Committee
Canada, which was held Jan. 19-21 in Cal-

gary.

Several Board members urged a sharp-

er listening ear toward the voice of the

supporting churches. There is a feeling in

some areas that MCC Canada is becoming
involved in activities beyond its mandate.
A related concern is that support ap-

pears to be declining. For the second

consecutive year contributions have
fallen below the budget. There is also a
decrease in applications for voluntary

service.

Revenue for 1988, which totaled $16.5

million, was made up of $6.1 million in

contributions, $8.7 million in government
grants, and $1.7 million in earned income
and interest. Spending totaled $16 million

on overseas services, $1.5 million on Ca-

nadian programs, and $900,000 on general

administration, the Ottawa office, and
other programs, for a total of $18.4 mil-

lion. Equity from previous years was
used to offset the deficiency in revenue.

Staff reported that MCC Canada is in-

volved with development projects in 20

countries. A sizable portion of the costs is

provided through grants from the Ca-

nadian International Development Agen-
cy and provincial agencies. The board ap-

proved a policy statement on the use of

such government funds that said funds
accepted for overseas development pro-

grams will not exceed the amount
contributed by the MCC Canada consti-

tuency.

A Service Education Program has been

introduced at three of the five Mennonite
colleges in Canada and progress is being

made to implement similar programs at

the other two. The program seeks to

prepare young people for service through

academic study and practical experience.

Selfhelp Crafts Canada is flourishing,

achieving a surplus of $370,000 last year.

In fact, its success became a bit embar-
rassing to the board. "Is the producer get-

ting a fair share?" asked Ron Mathies.

Yes, in terms of the local economy, was
the reply. The program in Canada is ser-

viced mostly by volunteers, which ac-

counts for an unusually low overhead.

The board decided to return no less than

one-third of the net profit to low-income

countries for job creation.

In support of the victims of the apart-

heid policy of racial segregation in South

Africa, the board approved a statement

on economic sanctions, which included

the following clause: "We support sanc-

tions in a spirit of Christian love toward

the white South Africans who are impos-

ing apartheid on the rest of the country,

and pray that they can experience libera-

tion from fear and take steps to bring

peace and reconciliation to their country.

We do this, recognizing our own sinful-

ness and complicity in the oppressive

structures of our world."

In a brief appearance at the meeting,

Indian chief Bernard Omlnayak (right) thanks

MCC for Its support in settling land claims.

With him is MCC Canada native concerns di-

rector Menno Wiebe.

Bernard Ominayak, chief of the Lubicon

Nation Indian Band in northern Alberta,

thanked MCC Canada for supporting the

efforts of his people to achieve a land set-

tlement through nonviolent means. He
also expressed appreciation for the MCC
volunteers in the Native Gardening Pro-

gram.

The board approved a budget of $19.2

million, an increase of 4.5 percent. The
board also decided, due to a shortfall of

$315,000 in donations last year, to review

the situation at midyear. Staff will be

asked to reduce programs if another
shortfall is likely.

In an election for officers, Jake Harder
was elected chairman of the board, suc-

ceeding Ray Brubacher. Dan Zehr con-

tinues as executive secretary.
—Menno Hamm for Meetinghouse

Council opens discussion
on incorporating 'baby
boomers' in the church
The Council on Faith, Life, and Strat-

egy recently opened discussion on how to

incorporate the "baby boomers" more
fully into the life of the Mennonite
Church. Meeting in downtown Chicago

immediately following the Anabaptist

Roundtable, the council attempted to ful-

fill its mandate "to articulate vision" and

"to identify the broadest issues facing the

Mennonite Church," as stated in the de-

nomination's bylaws.

Strategies to attract and use the gifts

of business and professional people be-

tween ages 25 and 45 would be essential.

The council agreed to devote more time to

this issue at its next meeting.

Other agenda facing the council in-

cluded a survey of 80 respondents on the

role and function of the council conducted

by chairperson Phyllis Pellman Good.

The council recognized it is not an ad-

ministrative or study group. There has

been some tendency to neglect the "strat-

egy" dimension of its assignment in favor

of "faith and life" concerns which face the

church.

Current discussions on Christology in

the Mennonite Church were reviewed in

light of the recent General Board call for

the council to "monitor" developments

and provide counsel on this key theo-

logical theme. Alarm about renewed
expressions of racism and the emergence

of extremist groups was also noted as a

relevant issue facing the church.

Underlying much of the council's dis-

cussion in this meeting was the concern

about the long-term impact of pluralism

on the character of the church. Is suffi-

cient attention being given to fostering

strong communities of faith with vital

worship and clarity about Anabaptist-

Mennonite distinctiveness? There is

interest in seeing Mennonite historians

and mission strategists dialogue together

as the church sorts out the difference

between Anabaptist genealogy and the-

ology.

The council will again function as a

Listening Committee for the Mennonite

Church General Assembly, which will be

held this year in Normal, 111.
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Lynette Youndt Meek

Meek appointed
executive secretary
of MCC U.S.

Lynette Youndt Meek has been ap-
pointed executive secretary of Mennonite
Central Committee U.S., starting in July.
She will succeed Wilmer Heisey, who will

retire after serving in this position seven
years.

Meek will oversee the 14 departments
within MCC U.S., some of which are
Peace Section, Immigration/Refugee Pro-
gram, and the four U.S. regional offices.

For the past five years, Meek has
served as director of the MCC U.S. Ser-
vice Program, which has some 110
workers in 13 locations. Before that she
worked and studied in New York City.

Goshen College
increases student aid
for 1989-90 year

Major increases in scholarships and
grants are now in place for freshmen and
transfer students for the 1989-90 aca-
demic year at Goshen College. "Our fi-

nancial aid packages will be more gen-
erous than in previous years," said
President Victor Stoltzfus. "We are work-
ing toward closer relationships with costs

as we help students put together their fi-

nancial aid plans."

In 1989-90 the college will revise the
Church Aid Matching Grant program,
which will provide up to $500 to match
assistance given by a student's congrega-
tion or conference. This matching grant
will be awarded in addition to other schol-

arships, grants, or discounts for which
students are also eligible. Under the pre-
vious Assured Matching Grant program,
the $500 included other scholarships,
grants, and discounts.

"Acting on the feedback we received
from church treasurers, parents, and
Mennonite Board of Education, we want
to be more uniform with other Mennonite
colleges," Stoltzfus said. "We believe the
Church Aid Matching Grant program will

be an easier, less complex program to

work with."
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To qualify students for the Church Aid
Matching Grant program, churches and
conferences must make their grant com-
mitments to Goshen's Student Financial
Aid Office by May 1.

The Church Aid Matching Grant
program will provide up to $500 more for
most students than they received in pre-
vious years. For new students, Goshen
will also increase financial aid for four
scholarships in 1989-90. A transfer stu-
dent who holds a renewable and compara-
ble academic scholarship from any other
Mennonite college will receive schol-
arships from Goshen College. New en-
dowed scholarships have also been added.

Fees at Goshen are now set at $9,500
for the 1989-90 academic year. Tuition
will cost $6,610; board, $1,380; and room,
$1,510.

During the current academic year, 920
students are receiving an average fi-

nancial aid amount of $5,266. Gift aid to-
taled $2.8 million, with $1 million for
loans and $400,000 for authorized employ-
ment.

Kitchener, Ont., church
erects peace pole
in eight languages
How does a church symbolize to the

community that peace in the name of

Christ is a central focus? Do Mennonites
often hide their peace witness because
they don't want to be different from other
evangelical or mainline Christians?

First Mennonite Church of Kitchener,
Ont., was busy working with refugees
from Central America and integrating
them into the congregation as well as
celebrating its 175th anniversary when
the idea of a "peace pole" came to the
Mission and Service Board. Was the con-
gregation already too busy and spending
money in other areas to look at this idea?
And yet, having a symbol with four

languages which clearly stated the Men-
nonite peace stance seemed an important
task to do in light of the congregation's
multilingual community and its history.

The Mission and Service Board supported
the idea but wondered if the members
had the time and energy. Yet there was
also a strong sense that somehow during
the historic year celebrations, some
symbol of peace ought to be visible.

The peace pole is a Japanese symbol
which says, in many languages, "Let
peace prevail on earth." Poles are usually
four-sided and have been erected in many
countries, but the majority are in Japan.
The pole, like the peace crane, is a way of
the Japanese testifying to the world that
never again should atomic bombs be used
against people. Although the symbol has
Buddhist roots, it has been taken up by
Christians and other people who wish to

publicly announce their stand against nu-

clear warfare and/or for peaceful means
of settling all conflicts.

After deciding on the pole, the Mission
and Service Board needed to decide which
languages. Four were not enough, since
English and French needed to be on the
pole because they are Canadian national
languages. Spanish and Hmong needed to
also be on the pole, since they are lan-

guages of worship at the church. But
what about German, which is the heri-

tage of many people at First Mennonite?
Should the congregation also remember
the native peoples who were in Canada
before the European settlers? Finally,
some thought that some languages not re-

lated to the congregation's history should
also be on the pole. The peace pole as now
planted has English, French, Spanish,
Hmong, German, Ojibway, Japanese, and
Russian—an eight-sided pole.

Children from vacation Bible school
were studying peace and wanted to be in-

volved in the pole, so their offerings went
to purchase the plastic language plates as
well as the pole. One member who worked
in horticulture designed the "peace gar-
den" and recruited friends to help put
down the new top soil and plant it.

Then the peace pole was carried from
the church by persons representing the
language groups and was planted as part
of the recent Peace Sunday worship ser-

vice. It now stands as a reminder and as a
witness to people who come to the church
and to all who pass by on busy King
Street that this is a place where people of
all nations are welcome. Here are peoples
who try to live in harmony with each
other, with the world, and with God. It

was a fitting close to the 175th anniver-
sary celebrations.—BriceBalmer

The new peace pole at First Mennonite
Church of Kitchener, Ont.



Pastors talk about
new members
at EMC&S event

That congregations should grow
seemed a generally accepted premise at

the annual School for Leadership Train-

ing—formerly called Ministers Week—at

Eastern Mennonite College and Sem-
inary. But how members are added and

how they grow in Christian faith helped

make for lively discussion at the Jan. 16-

19 event. Some 250 pastors and lay

leaders, most from the eastern half of the

United States, gathered to explore the

theme, "Enabling for Growth: The Con-

gregation in Mission."

Addresses, Bible study, worship, and

fellowship all helped to develop the

church-growth emphasis. Classes ran

twice daily in 12 special interest areas

KREIDER VIEWS THE WORLD

Signs of hope
in 1989
The world of 1989 is as usual a world

faced with many problems. Some of them
are old, some of them are new, and some
of the old ones seem more intractable

than ever before. There are at least 3

million homeless persons living in a coun-

try that has the world's greatest gross na-

tional product. Illicit drug traffic is grow-

ing, and the "legal" drug alcohol

continues to claim many lives and bring

ruin to many families. People seem de-

termined to pollute God's beautiful

world, and there is increasing fear of the

effects of the apparent depletion of the

protective ozone layer. Man-made acid

rain continues to fall on our fields, for-

ests, rivers, and lakes.

Countries of the third world still carry

the burden of impossible debt loads. Hun-
dreds of savings and loan institutions in

the United States are already in bank-

ruptcy. More seem destined for the same
fate unless there is a massive infusion of

government money—money which the

government can ill afford to spend in

view of already unprecedented debt.

At the same time there are some rays

of hope. Some of these may be less certain

than the evils we face, but we can gain a

proper perspective of the world we live in

only if we look at the whole of the many-
faceted picture.

For me the brightest light is the ap-

parent change in the Soviet Union which
has resulted from the leadership of Mi-

khail Gorbachev. There are many evi-

dences of this, but perhaps the most strik-

ing was the speech which the Soviet

leader made at the United Nations in

December. He pledged, without asking

ranging from "Motivating Members for

Witness" to "Gift Discernment and Out-
reach" to "Equipping Members for Urban
Mission."

Freeman Miller, home ministries direc-

tor with Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions, led a class on "Assimilating

New Members" into a congregation. "I'm

not sure 'assimilation' is the best term to

use in describing what happens to new
persons in our churches," he said. " 'Inclu-

sion' may be a more biblical, Anabaptist
expression—the feeling of being 'at home'
in a group."

The first step for this to happen, he
said, is for current members to "step into

the newcomers' shoes—to sense their

fears, to discover where they are coming
from, and to recognize what they are go-

ing through in this unfamiliar setting.

Every group, every congregation, has its

established norms, whether stated or not.

New people are discovering these norms

for any reciprocal action by the West,
that the Soviet Union would cut its mili-

tary forces by 10 percent within two
years and that he would convert the

remaining forces from an offensive to a

defensive posture. Many observers have
been quick to point out that this is no less

than the declaration of an armistice in

the 40-year-old Cold War.
Some cynics such as Henry Kissinger

and Zbigniew Brzezinski, who were prom-
inent in the Cold War diplomacy of the

Nixon-Carter-early Reagan administra-

tions, continue to talk about the "irrevers-

ible, aggressive, and malignant" nature

of Soviet policy. They point out that the

Soviet Union will still have more ground
troops than NATO powers in western

Europe, that the Soviet changes are only

the result of Western "strength," and that

it would be a fatal blunder by the West to

reduce their forces now. Others say that

Gorbachev is only trying to protect his

country from possible economic collapse

resulting from too much money for the

military.

Perhaps. But it seems to me that Gor-

bachev's recent moves are part of a larger

pattern which includes such items as (1)

granting more exit visas for dissidents,

(2) withdrawal of Soviet troops from
Afghanistan, (3) the projected visit by
Gorbachev to China in May, and (4) other

steps which seem to be bringing reality to

his promised "restructuring" and "open-

ness."

A second sign of hope is the statement

Palestinian Liberation Organization lead-

er Yasser Arafat made to the U.N. that

the time has come for Palestinians to

recognize the right of Israel to exist as a

nation. This speech was greeted coldly by

Israel. But leaders of major Jewish orga-

nizations have agreed that the U.S.

should talk directly with the PLO. Care-

fully handled, this should do much to

and asking themselves whether they can

Tit' into the system.

Miller, who was pastor of the racially

mixed Diamond Street Mennonite Church

in Philadelphia more than 11 years and is

presently an elder there, said that the

most important question to be asked in

relating to new persons in the congrega-

tion is "What would Jesus do?"

"Persistent, enthusiastic pastors and
laypersons are needed who will love

people into the kingdom and walk with

and nurture them in the Christian faith,"

he declared, adding that sooner or later

that church "will face such tough issues

as divorce and remarriage, ho-

mosexuality, physical and emotional

abuse, and questionable vocations."

The group discussed at length the crea-

tive tension of "lowering the barriers"

that impede church growth while "raising

the standards" of New Testament faith

and practice.

contain the tinder box of the Middle East.

The fact that Iran and Iraq, though cer-

tainly not in love with each other, are at

least no longer engaged in fierce fighting

is also an indication of reduced tensions

in the Middle East.

The third sign is the apparent recogni-

tion by the Bush Administration that

further aid to the Nicaraguan "contra"

rebels would hardly be approved by Con-

gress. We are still a long way from real

peace in Central America, but an ac-

knowledgment that there is no military

solution to instability in Central America
is a step forward.

In view of these signs of hope, why has

the Bush Administration made such a

large request for military expenditures in

its new budget? Reagan's parting budget

message called for an increase in the

military budget of 2 percent over the rate

of inflation. Bush has called for a "cut" in

military expenditures. But his definition

of a "cut" is only a removal of the 2 per-

cent above inflation increase proposed by

Reagan.
If Congress approves the Bush budget,

the U.S. will still be spending more for

the military this year than during any

previous year in American history. Nu-

merous polls have demonstrated that the

majority of Americans would favor a re-

duction in military expenditures in order

that the budget could be brought into

balance without impairing appropria-

tions for other urgent national needs such

as housing, education, health, and envi-

ronmental protection.

It is still a dark world. But Christians

everywhere should join in prayers of

thanksgiving for the signs of hope that

now give some illumination to a dark sky.

With our prayers of thanksgiving may we
also make "intercessions ... for kings

and all who are in high positions" (1 Tim.

2:1-2).—Carl Kreider
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

Paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point,
ong letters may need to be shortened.

Arthur G. Hunsberger, Meadville, Pa.
What is going on? First, Herald Press

printed Jesus Christ Our Lord by C.

Norman Kraus. This book presented a

Jesus who is not eternally God, who was
not physically born of a virgin, who had a
sinful human nature, and who was not

physically raised from the dead.

Next Gospel Herald published "Spirit-

ual Christians" by Kraus (Jan. 31). On the

third page of this article he said, "The
Spirit is not a presence different from or

in addition to Jesus, but the way in which
Jesus is present with us today." Thus
Kraus indicated he does not believe the

Spirit is distinguishable from the Son.

The 1963 Mennonite Confession of

Faith spelled out some cardinal doctrines

with respect to Jesus Christ, the eternal

Son of God, and the Holy Spirit, the third

person of the Godhead. Kraus's position

concerning the Son and the Spirit can in

no way be viewed as orthodox nor bib-

lical.

Response from C. Norman Kraus:
The immediate question that you raise

about the way in which we distinguish

between the risen Christ and the Holy
Spirit seems to be provoked more by the
mistaken things you say about my book
in the first paragraph of your letter than
by the article itself.

You state that my position is neither
"orthodox nor biblical." Have you read
the theology of the early church fathers?
Or of the Protestant leaders of the 16th
century? That is the basis of "orthodoxy."
And can you point out to me where in the
Bible it says that the Holy Spirit is "the
third person of the Godhead?" Even
Menno Simons had trouble with that kind
of language, which I agree is the language
of the fourth- and fifth-century Greek
bishops. I would describe Menno's posi-

tion as biblical trinitarianism, and I

would like to identify with it.

Up to the present I have not attempted
to answer the published criticism and dis-

tortion of my recent book on Christology
by representatives of Sword and Trumpet
and Fellowship of Concerned Mennonites.
But because persistent repetition tends to

exaggerate the accusations, and because a
lack of rebuttal begins to leave the im-
pression that the accusations must be
true, I want at least to try to clear the
record.

I have tried in private conversations
and correspondence to correct the misin-
terpretations, but to no avail. This is not
the place to argue with the accusations,

but simply to state what I believe and
have attempted to say in my book. (If

anyone wants a more detailed and docu-
mented list of misrepresentations in liter-

ature referred to above, please send me a
self-addressed and stamped envelope.)

Let's look at what I have in fact writ-

ten.

1. I believe and say in the book that
Jesus is the "self-revelation of God," and
as such we must speak of him as essen-
tially God present and in relationship to

us. "By definition the author and content
are one [and the same] in a self-revela-

tion. We need to know that this one who
mediates God's presence is one with him.
It is not enough to think of shared
spiritual or rational divine substance. His
unity with the Father must be such that
we can be confident that he represents
God's inner character and attitude to-

ward us" (p. 117). Further, I speak ex-

plicitly of Christ as "Immanuel, God with
us" (pp. 58-59). Indeed, I speak of the bib-

lical language describing Jesus as the Son
of God as "Immanuel language."

2. I believe that Christ as "the Word"
(John 1:1-2) was and is eternally and
essentially deity. Of course, Jesus of Naz-
areth (the man) had a beginning in his-

tory, so it cannot be said—and orthodoxy
has never said that Jesus of Nazareth
existed eternally with the Father! This is

a modern popular deviation from the
intention of orthodoxy.

3. It is simply a falsification to say that
I teach that Jesus Christ was sinful. I say
exactly the opposite. On pages 70-72 I

first point out that the Augustinian con-
cept of "original sin" is theologically ques-
tionable, and the concept cannot be ap-
plied to Christ. Then I say, "Sin is assert-
ing one's self-will in opposition to God's
will. . . . Thus by sinlessness we mean
that Jesus never set himself in conscious
opposition to the will and authority of
God—not even when it meant his own
agonizing, humiliating death" (p. 72).

4. Concerning the resurrection of
Christ, I believe that it was a historical

event, not a myth or faith projection. God
raised Jesus from the dead as Paul says,
and the risen and living Jesus is at work
in the world through the Holy Spirit. Of
course, the resurrection is a miracle

MY MEMBERS ARE
ECUMENICAL UNTIL
fT COfAES TIKE FOR
THE OFFERING-. THEN
TMEV FAVOR A
SING-LE DENOMINATION! 1

THE ONE DOLLAR BILL.

which we cannot explain or describe, and
I believe that we should be reverently

cautious in describing physical details

that the Bible does not discuss (see pp. 88-

91).

5. Essentially the same thing must be
said about the virgin birth. It is manifest-
ly a miracle—"a new creation," and bib-

lical accounts of miracles do not give us
"scientific" data. Indeed, I think we miss
the real significance of both the resurrec-
tion and the virgin birth if we get side-

tracked on "physical" details.

6. With reference to the latest assertion
that I think the "Spirit is not distin-

guishable from the Son," I would point
out that Scripture calls the Holy Spirit

7

both "the Spirit of Christ" and "the Spirit
of God." Also in John 14:16-18 Jesus
promises in the same breath that the
"Counselor, the Spirit of Truth" will come
to the bereft disciples and then adds, "I

will come to you." This has led some
theologians to speak of the Spirit as the
"alter ego" of Christ, a term that I find

helpful. Of course, the Spirit is "distin-

guishable from" the historical Christ, but
he is not a third god in the Godhead.
Again, orthodoxy never intended to say
that!

I confess that I have recently been
amazed at the "tri- theism" implied in the
way some of our pastors are describing
the Trinity. The threefoldness of God's
eternal deity as defined by the early
church fathers was never intended to be
understood as three individual beings
(gods) in total agreement. As Augustine,
the church father who gave the doctrine
of Trinity its finalized statement, said,

"He who begins to count begins to err!"

Finally, a word to my friends who
assume that the recent "Statement on
Kraus Book" {Gospel Herald, Jan. 10)

grew out of the General Board's suspi-

cions about my book and a consultation
with me. (Some have approached me with
this assumption.) General Board did not
initiate the discussion of my book, and to

date it has not questioned or consulted
with me. The "Statement" was made in

response to the criticisms of Sword and
Trumpet and Fellowship of Concerned
Mennonites. They approached General
Board with the urgent request that my

CHRISTIANS ARE LOT LIKE.
BREAKFAST CEREAL.THEY START
OOT WITH A LOT OF SMAR
CRACKLE AND POR, BOT IFTHEY
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book be given an "official review," and to

date no such review has been given. The

statement is General Board's attempt to

make its own position clear. It affirms my
and others' efforts without giving a judg-

ment concerning the content of the book.

David M. Zehr, Remsen, N.Y.
In the article "Spiritual Christians" by

C. Norman Kraus (Jan. 31), the meaning
of the statement, "The Spirit is not a

presence different from or in addition to

Jesus, but the way in which Jesus is

present with us today," is not clear to me.

Is it suggesting that there is no need to

consider the Holy Spirit as a unique

person, distinct from God the Father and
Jesus the Son? Jesus says of the Spirit of

truth, "He will glorify me, for he will take

what is mine and declare it to you" (John

16:14, RSV). If Jesus is now present as the

Holy Spirit, he would be glorifying him-

self. This seems inconsistent with the

way he lived on earth, seeking only to glo-

rify the Father.

Christians who apply the term "bap-

tism of the Holy Spirit" to a personal

experience following their conversion are

wishing to bear witness to the fact that

their experience resembled those that

were described in the book of Acts as be-

ing "baptized with the Holy Spirit." It

would be a shame to rob people who are

yearning for a similar experience by im-

plying that they have automatically been

baptized with the Holy Spirit when they

chose the lordship of Christ. No matter

what we have already experienced, there

is always more.

We must be careful that in our theolo-

gizing we do not grieve the Holy Spirit.

For as Job says, "Therefore I have uttered

what I did not understand, things too

wonderful for me, which I did not know"
(Job 42:3, RSV).

Robert Erck, Lombard, 111.

I thought that the article "Are the La-

bels Switched?" (Jan. 31) was excellent.

Roland B. Yoder, Christopher Dock
Mennonite High School, Lansdale, Pa.

While the Pontius' Puddle cartoon on

public versus Christian education (Jan.

31) did make a point for instilling Chris-

tian education, the inference of inferior

quality of equipment was a negative and

mostly untrue reflection. Rusty projec-

tors and broken crayons are hardly a

norm in Christian education. Rather, up-

to-date computers and videos plus a va-

riety of audiovisual equipment and ma-

terials are in use every day. Today's

Christian education does well in combin-

ing the best of both worlds—Christian

values and contemporary technologies

and methods.

D. R. Yoder, Atlanta, Ga.
As one who grew up in a family (and

community) split between "GCs" and
"OMs," I have never been comfortable—
unlike Brother A. J. Metzler, apparently

("Readers Say," Dec. 20)—with the name
"Mennonite Church" for the beloved

branch I took to be mine. If my own sense

of propriety and fairness weren't suffi-

cient, the expressions of pain by those

from other parts of the Mennonite fellow-

ship told me clearly that the men (and

women?—I don't think so) who adopted

that euphemism were wrong. I trust that

if and when the new GC/OM amalgama-
tion comes to be that a less offensive (and

arrogant) title is found for it.

Keith Hostetler, Moffet, Que.
The news item "Board Members of

Church Agencies Offered Protection

Against Lawsuits" (Oct. 25) raises some
interesting questions both about the role

of various kinds of insurance in the

church and the responsibility we exercise

in volunteer ministry in the church.

One may readily concede that when the

church performs public service (such as

day care) there are certain risks involved

and it is wise to have insurance protection

to cover them. But there are usually stan-

dard forms of insurance (other than law-

suit insurance) that cover such risks and

that should make lawsuits unnecessary

"when something goes wrong."

But lawsuit insurance is somewhat dif-

ferent. While there are, no doubt, some

successful lawsuits that are frivolous,

most suits involve genuine and valid in-

justices. Thus a lawsuit that is success-

fully pressed in court usually represents

the satisfaction of a genuine grievance—

the setting right of a wrong that has been

perpetrated by the defendant.

Suppose for the moment that a church

board or its members become involved in

a lawsuit which is decided in favor of the

aggrieved party. That would mean that a

court of law is upholding a claim made by

the plaintiff against the church. What are

we saying about ourselves if we are pro-

voking grievances, whether by negli-

gence, incompetence, bad decision-mak-

ing, or unethical or unwise behavior,

whose validity is upheld in secular courts

of law? Are we truly giving a Christian

witness if our individual or corporate ac-

tions produce this kind of result? And
what would it say about our capacity and

wisdom as a church to engage in reconci-

liation of conflict if we must resort to a

court of law to settle a genuine grievance?

In our teaching and discipleship in the

congregations, are we adequately prepar-

ing people for service that is truly good

news to those being served? Are we pre-

paring board and agency volunteers (and

all potential church leaders) to exercise

the discernment, wisdom, and sensitivity

that are requisite to detecting and re-

sponding to problems before they de-

teriorate into lawsuits or other unplea-

sant outcomes?
Is it really lawsuit insurance that we

need or is it more careful Christian dis-

cipleship in the application of the gospel

to human relationships? Peter's advice in

1 Peter 2:12 seems particularly appro-

priate: "Maintain good conduct among
the Gentiles, so that in case they speak

against you as wrongdoers, they may see

your good deeds and glorify to God on the

day of visitation."
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Mennoscope

Mennonite Conference of Eastern Canada
moved its offices on Feb. 1 from Waterloo,
Ont, to a new office complex in neighboring
Kitchener. Since the creation of the conference
a year ago, the office had been temporarily
located at Erb Street Mennonite Church. Men-
nonite Conference of Eastern Canada is made
up of two former Mennonite Church confer-
ences and one General Conference Mennonite
Church conference. The address and telephone
number for the new office are 60 New Dundee
Rd., Kitchener, ON N2G 3W5; 519-748-2162.

Disability Awareness Week is set for Mar. 5-
12 among Mennonite, Brethren in Christ, and
Church of the Brethren congregations. The
goal is to help churches recognize and use the
abilities of everyone, including people with dis-
abilities. A worship resource with the theme
"Celebrating Differences" has been sent to pas-
tors. Copies are available from Mennonite De-
velopmental Disability Services at Box M
Akron, PA 17501.

Central America Week is set for Mar. 24-
Apr. 2 among Christians in North America. It

is sponsored by the Inter-Religious Task Force
on Central America and endorsed by Men-
nonite Central Committee. A special packet for
congregations is available for $4.75 from the
task force at 475 Riverside Dr., Rm. 563, New
York, NY 10115.

A new Mennonite congregation has pur-
chased a former Jewish synagogue in Lans-
dale, Pa., which it plans to occupy by the end of
the year. The two-year-old group, called
Covenant Community Fellowship, currently
meets at North Penn Senior Center. During a
recent charter membership service, 36 people
formally joined the congregation. Sunday wor-
ship attendance averages about 75. The church
was started by a core group of nine people from
Franconia Mennonite Church in partnership
with Franconia Conference.

New churches are being planned for Col-
umbia, Mo., and Springdale/Rogers, Ark.
Both locations have an interested core group of
Mennonites and Brethren. Needed now are
leaders for both places. They would receive
partial support. The church-planting effort in
both places is sponsored by South Central Con-
ference of the Mennonite Church and
Missouri/Arkansas District of the Church of
the Brethren. More information is available
from Jim Hathaway at R. 3, Palmyra, MO
63461; phone 314-439-5864.

Retired Goshen College professor Verna
Graber Smith, 86, died on Feb. 9 in Goshen,
Ind. She spent her entire working career at
Goshen, where she taught Latin and Spanish
1930-72, taking time off only for graduate
school and two overseas stints with her hus-
band under Mennonite Central Committee.
She is survived by her husband, Willard, who
is a retired Goshen history professor.

One spoke. The other sang. Together their
message was hard to ignore. Theologian-
activist Ron Sider and singer-songwriter John
Fischer combined their gifts of oratory and
music to present the 1989 Staley Christian
Scholar Lecture Series recently at Eastern
Mennonite College and Seminary. The pre-
sentations, sponsored by the Thomas Staley
Foundation, focused on the theme, "Moving
Outward into God's World: Peace and Justice
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Computer helps special boy. An Atlanta boy named Gerald, who has no use of his
legs and little control of his fingers, had his horizons broadened recently through an
Apple computer at his elementary school. It is equipped with a special oversized
keyboard and was a gift of HBO & Company as part of its Holiday Charity Drive.
Coaching Gerald is Verda Heinrichs, a Mennonite Central Committee worker from
Saskatoon, Sask. She is a development specialist with Project Rescue, a local
organization devoted to helping low-income women and children with mental and
physical disabilities. She said working with Gerald, whom society labels a "poor,
handicapped boy," has made a dramatic impact on her and has given her a new

'

perspective on life.

in the Power of the Spirit." They urged their
listeners to get involved in helping people
caught in unfair economic, social, and political
structures.

Summertime . . . and the campus of Eastern
Mennonite College and Seminary is busy.
According to Karen Miller, director of summer
programs, activities already lined up will run
"pretty much nonstop" from May through mid-
August. The schedule will include a number of
repeat programs ranging from Elderhostel and
the Ralph Sampson basketball camps to wed-
dings, family reunions, and church meetings.
New this year is a weeklong summer camp of-
fering instruction in four subject areas. Also
scheduled are three sessions of summer school.
More information on summer programs is

available from Miller at EMC, Harrisonburg
VA 22801.

Mennonites need to increase their aware-
ness of deaf persons and their needs and
increase their ministries with the deaf. Those
are some of the findings of Henry and Mary
Warkentin, who are on a two-year volunteer
assignment as resource persons in deaf minis-
tries. They are visiting Mennonite congrega-
tions, deaf persons, and families with deaf
members. Warkentins, from Grunthal, Man.,
are sponsored by the Mennonite and General
Conference Mennonite churches.

Christian Conquest Ministries is the name of
a new church being started in Washington,
D.C. Paul Gaskins, who has been a pastor and
teacher in the Washington area for 25 years, is

the main leader. The emerging group, which

meets in the former Peabody Mennonite
Church on Colorado Avenue, has asked to be
identified with the Mennonite Church. It has a
strong emphasis on discipleship and commun-
ity outreach. The church-planting effort is sup-
ported by Virginia and Lancaster conferences
and by other Mennonite congregations in the
Washington area.

The new congregation in Grand Junction,
Colo., now has more than 50 people worship-
ing together on Sunday. The congregation,
called Community Mennonite Church, is cur-
rently buying a building for its use. Some
$14,000 was donated by friends in other
churches to help with the purchase. The con-
gregation is also looking for "mature Chris-
tians" who could "come over and assist us," ac-
cording to spokesperson Ken Kuhns. "This
area is a wonderful place to live and to share in

God's ministry for his church." More informa-
tion is available from the church at 407 Glen-
wood Ave., Grand Junction, CO 81501; phone
303-243-2814.

Mennonites are encouraged to relocate to
fast-growing Fredericksburg, Va., to help
the emerging Fredericksburg Mennonite
Church. "Are you looking for a change in your
life? Looking for opportunity and excitement?"
asks Pastor Ed Heatwole. "Then maybe a move
to Fredericksburg is for you and your family!"
The city of nearly 100,000, located between
Washington and Richmond, has many employ-
ment opportunities. The church started two
years ago in the home of a retired Mennonite
pastor. Today it has a core group of seven
families and rents a large fire department hall.



Heatwole and his family arrived last June.

More information is available from Virginia

Conference at 901 Parkwood Dr., Harrison-

burg, VA 22801; phone 703-434-9727.

Nearly 160 Mennonite mission/service work-
ers and their children gathered near
Nairobi, Kenya, recently for the annual East

Africa retreat of Mennonite Central Commit-
tee and Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions.

They came to the Brackenhurst Conference

Center from Uganda, Somalia, Ethiopia, Su-

dan, Tanzania, and Kenya. It was a time to

forget civil wars and intense heat, to meet old

friends and find new ones, to listen to special

speakers, to hear reports and be led in worship

by people from each country, to participate in

MennOlympics and the "Not So Much Talent"

night, to enjoy good food and music, and to

share in a communion service.

Michael Buckwalter has been appointed an
overseas mission associate in Japan by Men-
nonite Board of Missions. He has been part of

the Kyodogakusha community in Shintoku on

the island of Hokkaido since October 1987. It is

one of four such communities in the country

that provide an alternative to competitive so-

ciety. Buckwalter supports the life and work of

the community in a variety of ways. Born and
raised in Japan, Buckwalter is the son of

longtime MBM missionaries Ralph and Genny
Buckwalter. Ralph died in 1980, but Genny
continues to serve in Hokkaido.

Mennonite Central Committee is supporting

a protest against illegal logging in the Phil-

ippines. More than 300 peasant farmers bar-

ricaded logging roads recently in an attempt to

stop the massive logging of forests near their

farms. The illegal exploitation of the land over

a 20-year period has created a variety of envi-

ronmental problems. MCC showed its soli-

darity by buying rice and fish for the

protesters. Most of the protesters are members
of "basic Christian communities"— Bible

study/worship/reflection groups—that have
sprung up in the area (and in other parts of the

third world).

A human rights worker was ambushed in

the Philippines by right-wing paramilitary

men recently. She is Resureccion Manalo, who
works with an organization that serves the

children of former political prisoners. Many of

the children get scholarships through MCC's
Global Family Program. Manalo was seriously

injured in the attack. Joy Hofer, MCC co-

country representative in the Philippines,

urges Mennonites to write letters asking the

Filipino government to work harder to insure

the safety of human rights workers. They
should address their letters to Gen. Renato De
Villa, AFP Chief of Staff, Camp Emilio Aguin-

aldo, Quezon City, Philippines.

Mary Jane Rieth has established a new
endowed chair at Goshen College in honor of

Lee Rieth, her late husband. Larry Yoder, di-

rector of the college's Merry Lea Environ-

mental Learning Center and associate profes-

sor of biology, has been appointed to be the

first holder of the Lee Rieth Chair in Environ-

mental Studies. Rieths donated the center to

the college in 1980. The 1,100-acre facility,

located near Wolf Lake, Ind., offers a variety

of educational programs to schools and to the

general public. Lee Rieth, who died in 1984,

was a partner in Rieth-Riley Construction

Company—one of the Midwest's largest road-

construction firms.

Ten percent of Hesston College students will

receive credit and income for learning on-the-

job skill this spring and summer through the

college's new Cooperative Education Program.
Director Star Gipson said the response to the

program has been strong from both students

and local employers. More than 100 employers
were interviewed for possible student place-

ment, including law offices, car dealerships,

retirement centers, medical offices, libraries,

farms, stores, restaurants, and hospitals.

Hesston College students scattered for Inter-

term experiences during January. Among the

off-campus courses offered were rural develop-

ment in Mexico, urban sociology in Chicago,

transcultural nursing on the Navajo Reserva-

tion, mountain flying in Arizona, and winter

sports in Colorado. Associate academic dean

Phil Osborne noted that this year's students

seemed a little more adventuresome. "We're

seeing a trend toward more service-oriented

educational experiences," he added. While
interest in off-campus study is high, a ma-
jority of th estudents continue to stay on

campus for Interterm.

An Outreach and Church Growth Seminar
at Hesston College attracted 28 students dur-

ing the three-week Interterm in January. The
first week was led by Dale Stoll, the pastor of a

fast-growing church near Bristol, Ind., and a

consultant with Mennonite Board of Missions.

The last two weeks were led by Don Yoder, a

veteran church-planting consultant from
Phoenix. The students also traveled to nearby

Wichita to hear how Hope Mennonite Church
was started in that city.

A Virginia congregation is using its own
adult Sunday school materials this winter.

Community Mennonite Church of Harrison-

burg decided to devote an entire quarter to a

reexamination of its covenant statement. The
Adult Education Committee then developed a

study guide for each of the major points of the

covenant—accountability, mission outreach,
prayer, simplicity, stewardship, and others.

The study guide may be helpful to other con-

gregations that have a covenant or are
considering developing one. It can be obtained
from David Boshart at the church, 298 Green
St., Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

Mennonite Central Committee sponsored a

training course for traditional birth attend-

ants in Kampuchea (formerly Cambodia)
recently at the request of district health of-

ficials in Kompong Trabek. Nearly 30 birth at-

tendants, aged 40 to 70, participated. The
traditional attendants are often more highly

trusted than the young trained midwives, said

MCC physician Helene Hege. But they have al-

most no theoretical training, and mothers and

babies often die during delivery. MCC hopes to

repeat the course in the other 11 districts of

Prey Veng Province.

"A New Vision for Mission in Present-Day
Japan" was the theme of an inter-Men-

nonite seminar held recently in Shimonoseki

on the southern Japanese island of Kyushu. It

was sponsored by Japan Mennonite Fellow-

ship, which is made up of four church bodies in

the country. About 30 participants, mostly

pastors and missionaries, listened to presenta-

tions by missionary-professor Robert Ram-
seyer and pastor-professor Susumu Tojo.

Japan Mennonite Fellowship also held its an-

nual business session, and participants called

for the creation of an inter-Mennonite leader-

ship training program.

"We are ashamed that our governments

misuse your country in this damaging way,"
said Wolfgang Krauss on behalf of German
Mennonite Peace Committee in a recent letter

to the Innuit people of Labrador. Krauss con-

Editors complete work on new encyclopedia volume. Dennis Martin, assistant

editor of volume V of Mennonite Encycbpedia, checks the encyclopedic printout in

Elkhart, Ind., before delivery recently to Mennonite Publishing House in Scottdale,

Pa. Some 600 writers contributed about 1,400 articles for the volume. C. J. Dyck, a

professor at Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, serves as editor of the

project, carried out under the auspices of the Institute of Mennonite Studies—the

research arm of AMBS. Volume V will supplement the existing four-volume

Mennonite Encylopedia published 1955-59 (reprinted with corrections 1969-73).
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veyed the sentiments of a growing number of
Europeans who see the transfer of military
flight-training exercises to Canada from Eur-
ope as a shameful abuse of one of the world's
last unspoiled frontiers. Since 1987 European
pilots have practiced low-level flying in
Labrador, scaring away wildlife, traumatizing
children, and violating the Innuit people's de-
sire for a peaceful homeland.

A U.S. organization gave its highest honor
to a Mennonite mental health pioneer recent-
ly during its annual meeting. The National As-
sociation of Private Psychiatric Hospitals be-
stowed its "presidential award for mental
health administration" on Arthur Jost,
president of Kings View Foundation in Reed-
ley, Calif. Through his work with Mennonite
Mental Health Services, Jost has been involved
in the building and development of several
mental health facilities over the years. He has
also been heavily involved in local, state, and
national efforts to highlight the importance of
mental health in the larger field of health care.

The first copies of the New Testament in the
Mocovi Indian language of Argentina came
off the press recently. And the very first one
was presented to Mennonite Board of Missions
workers Albert and Lois Buckwalter at a sur-
prise celebration during the annual business
meeting of the Argentine Bible Society.
Buckwalters have spent nearly 40 years as
missionaries and Bible translators among the
Mocovi, Toba, and Pilaga people. The Mocovi
New Testament was translated by Buck-
waiters and Mocovi co-worker Roberto Ruiz.

Souderton (Pa.) Mennonite Church is offer-

ing "vacations with a purpose" to its mem-
bers. "Instead of planning a vacation for your
own pleasure, you can sign up to serve at the
following locations for the agency listed," says
a brochure produced recently by the congrega-
tion's Stewardship Education Task Force.
There are service opportunites for all ages and
for time periods ranging from one day to a
week or more. Among the organizations listed

are camps, schools, and retirement commu-
nities.

Members of the Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions Auxiliary volunteered nearly 2,500
hours of their time serving in a variety of ways
at Mennonite Offices in Elkhart, Ind., in 1988.
Tasks completed by the 84 members included
stuffing envelopes, collating/stapling booklets
and newsletters, serving meals, cataloging,
typing, working on the computer, providing
lodging, and working in the library. Retired
India missionary John Friesen is the current
president of the 10-year-old Auxiliary.

Cynthia Friesen of Hesston, Kans., went to
Nepal in February for a three-month overseas
mission internship with Mennonite Board of
Missions. She teaches English to Nepali chil-
dren at Gandaki Boarding School in Pokhara.
She is a 1988 graduate of Hesston College and
attended Tabor College for the first semester
of the current academic year.

Mennonite programs will have a new time
slot on the VISN television network, starting
in April. The nine-part All God's People and
the five-part A t Home with the Family will air
on Fridays at 7:30 p.m. The former was pro-
duced by Mennonite Board of Missions and the
latter by MBM for Mennonite Board of Con-
gregational Ministries. VISN, which was
launched last fall, stands for Vision Interfaith
Satellite Network.

"No child should go to bed hungry in
America" is the aim of this year's "Offering of
Letters" campaign being conducted by Bread
for the World. Congregations are encouraged
to take up a collection of letters to members of
Congress, encouraging them to increase fund-
ing for the Special Supplemental Food
Program for Women, Infants, and Children.
The campaign is endorsed by Mennonite
Central Committee. An Offering of Letters kit

is available for $5.50 (plus $2 for postage/han-
dling) from Bread for the World at 802 Rhode
Island Ave., NE, Washington, DC 20018.

Mennonite cemeteries crumbling in France. This cemetery in Repaix, France, is

one of several Mennonite cemeteries in the Alsace area of that country that are
falling into disrepair. In some cases the churches that maintained the cemeteries
closed years ago and the descendants of the people in the cemeteries emigrated to
North America. Some of the names found in the Repaix cemetery are (in modern
English spelling) Litwiller, Zehr, Rupp, Mosemann, Sommer, and Bechler. The
French Mennonite Historical Association hopes to restore the Repaix cemetery. More
information is available from Jean-Jacques Hirschy at 48 rue de la Republique, 68000
Ingersheim, France.

A group of former Civilian Public Service
workers are conducting a survey to learn
more about the lives and careers of World War
II conscientious objectors. All conscientious
objectors from that era are urged to send their
name and address to Richard Anderson at 110
Browns Valley Rd., Watsonville, CA 95076.

New appointments:
•Bert Lobe, principal, Rockway Mennonite Col-
legiate, Kitchener, Ont., starting this summer.
He succeeds William Kruger, who will assume
the new post of superintendent. Lobe is cur-
rently director of China Educational Ex-
change, an inter-Mennonite program based in
Winnipeg, Man. Before that he was a Men-
nonite Central Committee administrator in
Asia and then at MCC headquarters in Akron,
Pa. Earlier he was a public school teacher and
then principal in Rosthern, Sask.
•Charmayne Denlinger Brubaker, information
services secretary, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee, starting in May. She succeeds Kristina
Mast Burnett, who has served 11 years. Bru-
baker has been an editorial assistant in the In-
formation Services Department since 1982.
Prior to that she and her husband, Omer,
served with MCC in Bangladesh. She has also
been an elementary school teacher.
•Brent Foster, evangelsim and church develop-
ment consultant, Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions, starting in January. He served pre-
viously for 2V2 years as pastor of Northside
Mennonite Church in Omaha, Nebr. Before
that he was involved in an outreach ministry in
Peoria, 111., and served as associate pastor of a
Mennonite congregation that emerged out of
that.

Upcoming events:
•Homosexuality Retreat, May 26-28, at Geneva
Center, Rochester, Ind. It is for the parents
and adult siblings of homosexually oriented
people. They will share their experiences, deal
with personal feelings of pain and guilt, and
discuss the homsexuality issue. The event is

sponsored by Mennonite Board of Congrega-
tional Ministries and the Listening Committee
for Homosexuality Concerns. More informa-
tion from Clare Schumm at MBCM, Box 1245,
Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219-294-7523.

•Building Shalom Families Weekend, Apr. 28-

30, at International Friendship House, Winona
Lake, Ind. This is a leadership training event
on "Parenting for Peace and Justice"
sponsored by the Mennonite Church, General
Conference Mennonite Church, Church of the
Brethren, and Reformed Church in America.
The leaders are Kathy and Jim McGinnis,
international coordinators of the Parenting for
Peace and Justice Network. More information
from Clare Schumm at Mennonite board of
Congregational Ministries, Box 1245, Elkhart

,

IN 46515; phone 219-294-7523.

•Atlantic Coast Conference Assembly, Mar.
10-12, at Akron (Pa.) Mennonite Church. The
theme of the 11th annual event is "Growth in

Faith and Holiness," and the speaker is Dan
Yutzy, a sociology professor and renewal lead-
er. Also scheduled is a business session led by
moderator David Stoltzfus and a Women's
Missionary and Service Commission meeting
featuring Barbara Hershey as the speaker.
More information from the conference office at
Box 369, Gap, PA 17527; phone 717-442-4791.
•1989 Dinner Meetings, sponsored by the Lan-
caster (Pa.) Chapter of Mennonite Economic
Development Associates. The focus this year is

the impact of the business environment on the
life of the Christian business person. The meet-
ings are scheduled for Mar. 10 in New Holland,
May 18 in Willow Valley, Sept. 21 in Bird-In-
Hand, and Nov. 16 in Mount Joy. More in-

formation from Lancaster MEDA at Box M,
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Exchange visitors gather for midyear conference. Nearly 300 people, representing

35 countries, came together at Hesston College recently for an evening of interna-

tional food and fellowship. It was one of the highlights of the midyear conference for

the international exchange visitors sponsored by Mennonite Central Committee. Pic-

tured are Deora Ojeda and Eva Froese from Paraguay and Seberiana Jimenez and

Lucy Salas from Bolivia. International students from Bethel, Hesston, and Tabor

colleges joined the 99 MCC "trainees" and their host families for a carry-in supper,

entertainment, and much visiting in many languages. Friendly arguments over

whose country is most beautiful were interspersed with international concerns, such

as the recent coup in Paraguay. The midyear conference was for most of the trainees

a transitional week between two jobs and places of living in North American commu-
nities. "I think this is definitely one way of working for peace," Doreen Harms said of

this MCC program which she directs.—Susan Balzer

Akron, PA 17501; phone 717-738-3715.

•Storytelling Seminar, Mar. 17-19, at Laurel-

ville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. It is for

people interested in storytelling in the family,

the church, and the community. The leaders

are writer-professor Katie Funk Wiebe and
longtime Laurelville leader Arnold Cressman.
More information from Laurelville at R. 5, Mt.
Pleasant, PA 15666; phone 412-423-2056.

•Marriage Enrichment Retreat, Apr. 7-9, at

Laurelville Mennonite Church Center. The
hosts are Laurelville leaders Dana and Donna
Sommers, and the speaker is psychologist Ger-
ald Musselman. More information from
Laurelville at R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666;

phone 412-423-2056.

•Historical Meeting, Mar. 6, at Metzler Men-
nonite Church, Ephrata, Pa. This is the quar-
terly meeting of Lancaster Mennonite His-

torical Society. The theme is "Mennonites and
the Land: Facing the Cult of Growth and Af-
fluence," and the speaker is sociologist John
Hostetler. More information from the society

at 2215 Millstream Rd., Lancaster, PA 17602;

phone 717-393-9745.

•Jost Lecture Series, Apr. 14, at William
Saroyan Theater, Fresno, Calif. The speaker is

author-psychiatrist Scott Peck, and the theme
is "Self-Love Vs. Self-Esteem." The lecture is

the first in a series established by Kings View
Corporation—a Mennonite-related mental
health program— in honor of Mennonite
mental health pioneers Arthur and Esther

Jost. More information from Kings View at

1470 W. Herndon Ave., Fresno, CA 93711;

phone 209-432-1900.

• Urban Issues Retreat, Mar. 3-5, at Little

River Christian Camp, Glide, Oreg. The host

congregation for the fifth annual event is First

Mennonite Church of San Francisco. The guest

speaker is Myrna Burkholder of Mennonite
Board of Missions. More information from
First Mennonite Church at Box 410656, San
Francisco, CA 94141; phone 415-255-0370.

New resources:
• Video on youth, media, and values from Sis-

ters and Brothers. It helps young people deal

with the bombardment of television commer-
cials and other media messages. Called In the

Presence of Pursuasion, it was written and
narrated by Dan Hess. It was produced by
Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries

and Mennonite Board of Missions. The video

and an accompanying discussion guide are

available for purchase or rent from Sisters and
Brothers at 125 E. Lincoln Ave., Goshen, IN
46526.

•Handbook for children's club program from
Mennonite Publishing House. It explains the

purpose and scope of the new Venture Club for

boys and girls in grades 3-8. The club program
is sponsored by the Mennonite and General
Conference Mennonite churches. The first year
of a six-year cycle of club materials will be

available this spring. The handbook can be ob-

tained for $5.95 from MPH at 616 Walnut Ave.,

Scottdale, PA 15683.

•Paper on development work in Haiti from
Mennonite Central Committee. It is entitled

"Animation In Haiti: MCC Haiti's Experience
with Rural Community Development" and was
written by Barry Bartel. It is the eighth in

MCC's Occasional Papers series. The paper can
be obtained for a suggested $1 donation from
Information Services at MCC, Box M, Akron,
PA 17501.

Church-related job openings:

•Staff, Spruce Lake Retreat, Canadensis, Pa.

Needed are a dining room hostess, main-
tenance assistant, and kitchen/housekeeping
assistant. All are year-round salaried posi-

tions. Contact Paul Beiler at Spruce Lake, R. 1,

Box 605, Canadensis, PA 18325; phone 717-

595-7505.

•Faculty position in psychology, Eastern Men-
nonite College. A doctorate and teaching expe-

rience are preferred. Send resume to Lee
Snyder at EMC, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

•Spanish-language instructor, Goshen College.

This is a nine-month appointment. Teaching

experience and a master's degree are required.

Send resume to John Nyce at GC, Goshen, IN
46526.

•Admissions counselor, Goshen College, start-

ing in June. Qualifications include writing/

speaking skills, willingness to travel, and a

bachelor's degree. Send resume by Apr. 15 to

Richard Gerig at GC, Goshen, IN 46526.

•Houseparent couple, Beth Shalom, Lancaster,

Pa., starting in June. They would be responsi-

ble for a residential program for teenage moth-

ers and their children. Contact Carolyn Grasse

at Beth Shalom, Box 785, Lancaster, PA
17603; phone 717-299-0460.

•Summer program director, Camp Deerpark,

Westbrookville, N.Y. The person would work
with children from New York City. Contact the

camp at Box 405, Westbrookville, NY 12785;

phone 914-754-8669.

Change of telephone number: Southeast Con-

ference, Sarasota, Fla., from 365-3554 to 378-

4311.

New members
Bay Shore, Sarasota, Fla.: Richard Burns

by baptism and Gina Pickett, Becky Sommers,
Merle Sommers, and Pam Stutzman by con-

fession of faith.

Raleigh, N.C.: Dennis Boos and Sriprakash

Mayasandra by baptism and Kathy Boos, Pam
Bruns, David Surbaugh, and Dirk Tysmans by

confession of faith.

Glennon Heights, Lakewood, Colo.: Brad
Fox, Brent Fox, Gene Fox, Renee Miller, and

Kristin Schwartz.

Pinto, Md.: Mark Monnett.

Springdale, Waynesboro, Pa.: John C.

Brady by baptism and Donald Cowherd, Pam-
ela Cowherd, and Brian Mallinger by con-

fession of faith.

Waynesboro, Va.: Geraldine Fix and Ron-

nie Baber by confession of faith.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Bender, Jim and Sonja (Schwartzentruber),

New Hamburg, Ont, second daughter, Dianne
Louise, Sept. 5.

Bender, Larry and Johanna (Willms), Tavis-

tock, Ont., second child, first son, Noah Jake,

Dec. 21.

Bishop, Gilbert and Bonnie (Allebach), Per-

kasie, Pa., second child, first daughter, Chris-

tineNicole,Feb.8.

Brumfield, Larry and Patty (Hickman),

Newport News, Va., first child, Stephanie Mor-

gan, Jan. 29.

Classen, Merlin and Wilma (Carpenter),

Sturgis, Mich., second child, first son, Kurt
Merlin, Jan. 29.

Clemmer, Michael and April (Hayden),

Souderton, Pa., second child, first son, Aaron
Michael, Feb. 9.

Gingerich, Brent and Rhonda (Schoon), Ga-

hanna, Ohio, second child, first son, Jordan

Donald, Nov. 28.

Gingerich, Keith and Peggy (James), Port-

land, Oreg., first child, Maura Elizabeth, Feb.

6.

Gingrich, John Michael and Rosanne (Holl-

inger), Richfield, Pa., fourth child, second son,

Michael David, Dec. 17.

Hurst, Rav and Willa (Ulrich), Ephrata. Pa.,

first child, Todd Ray, Feb. 6.

Johnson, Steven and Nancy (James). Har-

risonburg, Va., second daughter, Bethany, Dec.

28.

Landis, Edward and Carol Jeanne (Rutt),

Indonesia, fourth son, Edward Dwight, Jr.,

Oct. 12. (One son deceased.)
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Lantz, James and Dawn (Gehman), Cana-
densis, Pa., first child, Kendra Dawn, born on
Aug. 29; received for adoption on Jan. 17.

Miller, Duane and Tanya (Weaver), Middle-
bury, Ind., second son, Cody Lewis, Dec. 2.

Miller, Lee and Susan (Fisher), Evanston,
111., second son, Christopher Stephen, Jan. 28.

Mininger, Richard and Linda (Huber),
Souderton, Pa., first child, Aaron Huber, Sept.

27.

Neer, Philip and Shan (Patrick), ,

Ohio, sixth child, third daughter, Jessica Lynn,
Jan. 24.

Reinford, Duane and Doreen (Kuhn), Tel-

ford, Pa., first child, Corbin Kuhn, Feb. 5.

Short, Mark and Beverly (Wasnich), Go-
shen, Ind., third child, second son, Logan
Nathaniel, Jan. 30.

Smidts, John and Karen (Bender), Strat-

ford, Ont., third child, second son, Craig Wil-
liam, Jan. 20.

Springer, Roger and Eileen (Lais), Mid-
dlebury, Ind., first child, Jesse Roger, Jan. 28.

Truxal, Kevin and Jewell (Christner), New
Carlisle, Ohio, fourth child, third daughter,
Lydia Dawn, Jan. 25.

Wenger, Mark R. and Kathy (Weaver),
second daughter, Charlotte Joy, Jan. 31.

Yoder, Tom and Judy (Weaver), Elkhart,
Ind., third child, first daughter, Bethany Su-
zanne, Feb. 5.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Dodson-Dodson. Jay Dodson and Peggy
Dodson, both of Peach Bottom, Pa., Media
cong., by H. Wesley Boyer, Jan. 28.

Fisher-Hassenzahl. Robert Fisher and
Penny Hassenzahl, both of Colon, Mich., Lo-
cust Grove cong., by Orville G. Miller, Jan. 21.

Mack-Boll. Kelvin L. Mack, Philadelphia,
Pa., Germantown cong., and Laura B. Boll,

Philadelphia, Pa., Diamond Street cong., by
Willis Miller, Sept. 3.

Replogle-Lemons. Lauren Replogle, Ox-
ford, Pa., Media cong., and Tina Lemons, Ox-
ford, Pa., by H. Wesley Boyer, Feb. 4.

Obituaries

Basinger, Mary, daughter of Elias and
Elizabeth (Baumgartner) Basinger, was born
in Morgan Co., Mo., Apr. 11, 1899; died at
Shady Lawn Nursing Home, Dalton, Ohio,
Feb. 7, 1989; aged 89 y. Surviving are one
brother (Walter) and one sister (Bertha). She
was preceded in death by one sister (Sarah
Steiner) and 2 brothers (David and Amos). She
was a member of Kidron Mennonite Church,
where memorial services were held on Feb. 10,

in charge of Bill Detweiler; interment in the
church cemetery.
Bender, William, son of David R. and Bar-

bara (Wagler) Bender, was born in East Zorra
Twp., Ont., Apr. 10, 1908; died at St. Mary's
Hospital, Kitchener, Ont., Oct. 15, 1988; aged
80 y. On Oct. 3, 1933, he was married to Mabel
Baechler, who survives. Also surviving are one
daughter (Reta Wagler), 3 sons (Earl, Verle,

and Ray), 10 grandchildren, 2 great-grand-
children, one brother (Lorne), and 2 sisters

(Fannie Lichti and Mary Ann Ruby). He was
preceded in death by one son (Glen) and one
sister (Alma). He was a member of Hillcrest

Mennonite Church.
Bontrager, Amanda J. Stutzman, daugh-

ter of John J. and Katie (Miller) Stutzman, was
born in Stark Co., Ohio, Apr. 16, 1906; died at
Fountainview Place, Goshen, Ind., Jan. 31,

1989; aged 82 y. On Feb. 18, 1926, she was mar-
ried to Gideon Bontrager, who died on Sept. 2,

1980. Surviving are 3 sons (Daniel, Marion, and
Perry), 4 daughters (Mildred Mumaw, Esther
Kuhns, Irene Papke, and Ruby Wilden), 17
grandchildren, 5 great-grandchildren, one
brother (John Stutzman), and 7 sisters (Maude
Kauffman, Alma Miller, Elizabeth Byler,
Emma Yoder, Anna Bontrager, Ida Miller, and
Catherine Shelt). She was preceded in death by
2 brothers (Joseph and David). She was a mem-
ber of Clinton Frame Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Feb. 4, in

charge of Vernon E. Bontreger; interment in

Miller Cemetery.
Christner, Joe, son of Noah and Martha

Christner, was born in Plain City, Ohio, Dec.

22, 1909; died at Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 7, 1989;

aged 79 y. On Nov. 4, 1929, he was married to

Verbal Stutzman, who survives. Also surviving
are one son (Kenneth Dale), 2 daughters (Jo-

ann Kindske and Mary Christner), 6 grand-
children, 5 great-grandchildren, 2 brothers
(Glen and Willis), and 3 sisters (Lula Frey,
Edna Hreshberger, and Mary Borntrager). He
was a member of Sharon Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Jan. 11, in

charge of Elvin Sommers and Bob Lemon;
interment in the church cemetery.
Fulk, Frost, was born on Feb. 13, 1918; died

of cancer Jan. 19, 1989; aged 70 y. He was mar-
ried to Bernice Mason, who survives. Also sur-

viving are one daughter (Mary Emma Eton),
one granddaughter, and 4 sisters. He was a
member of Trissels Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held in charge of Wayne
Yoder and Teddy Rollins; interment in the
Trissels cemetery.

Kropf, Bena Bender, daughter of John and
Magdalena (Zehr) Bender, was born in East
Zorra Twp., Ont.; died at Nithview Home, New
Hamburg, Ont., Oct. 3, 1988; aged 82 y. On Oct.

9, 1924, she was married to Joseph Kropf, who
died on May 24, 1934. Surviving are 3 sons
(Floyd, Delford, and Merlen), one daughter
(Bernice Wagler), 12 grandchildren, 13 great-

grandchildren, one brother (Joseph), and one
sister (Elizabeth Schwartzentruber). She was
preceded in death by one brother (Christian)

and one sister (Annie Streicher). She was a
member of Hillcrest Mennonite Church.
Shank, Floyd C, son of Wilmer and Mary

(Rhodes) Shank, was born in Harrisonburg,
Va., Feb. 27, 1925; died in Harrisonburg, Va.,

Jan. 27, 1989; aged 63 y. On Aug. 31, 1948, he
was married to Mae Vance, who survives. Also
surviving are 3 daughters (Sharon Menefee,
Arneda Gaines, and Jeanette Key), 2 sons
(Leon and Steven Shank), 3 grandchildren, 2
sisters (Mabellee Blosser and Gladys Harman),
and 3 brothers (Norman, Raleigh, and Wilmer
P. Shank, Jr.), his father, and stepmother
(Bertha Shenk). He was a member of Weavers
Mennonite Church, where funeral services

were held on Jan. 31, in charge of Glendon L.

Blosser, Joseph C. Shenk, and Clyde G. Kratz;

interment in Weavers Church Cemetery.
Showalter, Emma Frances, daughter of

Timothy and Susie (Shipe) Showalter, was
born at Broadway, Va., Jan. 8 1915; died at

Rockingham Memorial Hospital, Har-
risonburg, Va., Jan. 31, 1989; aged 74 y. Surviv-
ing are 4 sisters (Ada E., Ida R., Martha S., and
Grace I. Showalter) one brother (Daniel) and
one foster brother (Ted Hartman). She was a

member of Zion Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Feb. 2, in charge
of Samuel Janzen, Steve Dintaman, and
Harvey Yoder; interment in Zion Mennonite
Cemetery.

Troyer, John Joseph, son of Jacob and
Lydia (Brubaker) Troyer, was born in Harper,
Kans., Dec. 7, 1907; died at Guymon, Okla.,

Dec. 17, 1988; aged 81 y. Surviving is one sister

(Kathryn Kauffman). He was a member of
Perryton Mennonite Church. Funeral services

were held at Guymon, Okla., on Dec. 20, in

charge of George Leppert; interment in Elm-
hurst Cemetery.
Wenger, Samuel Stoner, son of Benjamin

G. and Elizabeth (Stoner) Wenger, was born at

Ephrata, Pa., Dec. 25, 1903; died of heart and
respiratory failure at Maple Farm Nursing
Home, Akron, Pa., Jan. 31, 1989; aged 85 y. On
Aug. 20, 1936, he was married to Ella Mae
Esbenshade, who survives. Also surviving are

3 sons (Samuel E., Marlin E., and Richard E.),

2 daughters (Sally Hoober and Louise Girvin),

14 grandchildren, and one brother (John S.).

He was a member of Paradise Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Feb. 4, in charge of Fred W. Martin, Delmar L.

Sauder, and Melvin K. Barge; interment in the
Paradise Mennonite Cemetery.

Corrections:

•In the obituary of Velma Belle Kauffman
in the Jan. 10 issue, 2 surviving sisters names
were omitted. They are Opal Nofziger and
Olive Roth.

•In the obituary of Clyde H. Lamp in the
Feb. 7 issue, it should have said he was born in

McKeepsort, Pa., not N.J. He died of an
aneurysm.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-
tors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 3-4

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Mar. 3-4
Allegheny Conference delegates session, Hollsopple, Pa., Mar.

4

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,
Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 6-7

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 7
Pacific Coast Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Portland, Oreg., Mar. 9
Ohio Conference annual meeting, Louisville, Ohio, Mar. 9-11
Go9hen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Mar. 10-11
Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-

mittee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 10-11

Atlantic Coast Conference assembly, Akron, Pa., Mar. 10-12
Southwest Conference consultation with churchwide boards,

Phoenix, Ariz., Mar. 11
Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.

16

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.
17-19

Illinois Conference annual meeting, Arthur, 111., Mar. 31-Apr.

Mennonite Church General Board, Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 6-8
Virginia Conference consultation with churchwide boards,

Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 7
Mennonite and General Conference Mennonite mission leaders
annual meeting, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 10-12.

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind., Apr. 16
Churchwide Youth Ministry Council, Prescott, Ariz., Apr. 17-

22
South Central Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 20
Empowered Ministries annual meeting, Indianapolis, Ind.,
Apr. 20-22

Hispanic Convention executive board, Apr. 20-22
Rocky Mountain Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Colorado Springs, Colo., Apr. 22
Eastern Mennonite College commencement, Harrisonburg.

Va., Apr. 30.

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
Cover-story design and cover drawing by Jim Butti; photo on
p. 147 by Phil Richard: p. 149 by Menno Hamm- p. 150 (top) by
Jim King; p. 154 by C. Woodall; p. 157 bv Susan Balzer.
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Anglican bishop ofJordan
doubles as a PLO official

Eliya Khoury is both the Anglican

bishop of Jordan and an executive com-

mittee member of the Palestine Libera-

tion Organization. Sometimes called the

PLO bishop, the soft-spoken cleric is busy

trying to advance the new dialogue be-

tween the PLO and the United States.

Khoury is credited with being the chief

lobbyist urging the PLO to meet the con-

ditions set by the U.S. for ending its ban

on official contacts with the PLO. "The

idea is not to please America or the

West," Khoury said. "It is a very strategic

position on our part. That decision is to

make peace in the area."

District judge upholds law
requiring Amish to display signs

A district court judge has upheld a

Minnesota law that requires the Amish to

display slow-moving vehicle emblems on

horse-drawn vehicles. Judge Clement
Snyder of Fillmore County District Court

said the law falls within the right of

government to issue "neutral regula-

tions" even if the regulations interfere

with some religious practices. The law

was challenged by 14 Amish who have

been issued traffic citations for not dis-

playing the emblems.

Virginia court recognizes woman's
right to be subservient to her husband
Some women have a constitutional

right to be subservient to their husbands,

the U.S. Court of Appeals in Richmond,

Va., in essence ruled in a 2-1 decision

recently. The case involves a Virginia

woman who quit her job because her hus-

band had gotten a new job in another

town. Claiming her decision was com-

pelled by the teaching of her Holiness

church, which demands she comply with

her husband's wishes that she move with

him, she filed for unemployment bene-

fits.

The panel's majority relied on two Su-

preme Court decisions granting unem-
ployment compensation to Seventh-Day
Adventists who refused to work on the

Sabbath and to a Jehovah's Witness
whose pacifist beliefs made him refuse to

transfer to a department fabricating gun
turrets for tanks. Those situations are no

different from a woman whose religious

convictions demand that she move away
to keep her family intact, the panel ruled.

The dissenting judge argued that in the

precedents, the workers remained ready

to stay on the job had the employer been

willing to alter the one condition that of-

fended their religious beliefs. But the

problem in the woman's case was not a

work condition but distance involving

"human physical limits not imposed by

the employed but applicable by nature to

us all."

Release ofLithuanian bishop:

further sign of Soviet changes
The release of a Lithuanian Catholic

bishop from internal exile in the Soviet

Union is being interpreted by religious

leaders and other observers as a symbolic

turning point in the Soviet Union's treat-

ment of religious believers. Julijonas Ste-

ponavicius, after nearly 28 years of inter-

nal exile, has received permission to

resume his duties as head of the Catholic

diocese of Vilnius in the Soviet republic of

Lithuania. Most of Lithuania's 3.6 million

people are Catholic. The development has

raised hopes that President Mikhail Gor-

bachev's reform policies are taking root in

the religious life of the Soviet Union.

Over 950 pro-life protesters arrested

for blocking clinics in New York
Over 950 hymn-singing pro-life

protesters were arrested recently in New
York City for blocking entrances to six

abortion clinics. Their action was in de-

fiance of a court injunction against ob-

structing clinic entrances or harassing

staff or patrons.

A judge had threatened a $25,000 fine

against Operation Rescue the first day it

violated the injunction, with the amount
doubled every day after that. Operation

Rescue head Terry Randall was among
the thousands of protesters but was not

arrested. Nearly 100 pro-choice counter-

demonstrators outside Planned Parent-

hood's Margaret Sanger Center in Man-
hattan complained that it took police

three hours to clear the entrance to the

facility, where 40 to 50 abortions are

performed daily.

Quaker lawsuit against INS
attracts broad religious support

A lawsuit filed against the U.S. Immi-

gration and Naturalization Service by

American Friends Service Committee has

won support from a variety of religious

groups that are concerned about the 1986

immigration law's implications for both

refugee policy and church-state relations.

In a suit filed in U.S. District Court in Los

Angeles in November, the Quaker organi-

zation charged that the new law requires

it and other religious groups to "act con-

trary to their religious beliefs" by requir-

ing employers to verify that all employees

hired after Nov. 6, 1986, are U.S. citizens

or legal residents.

Since the suit was filed, more than 15

religious groups have joined in the case

through amicus briefs. They include the

General Board of the Church of the

Brethren, Clergy and Laity Concerned,

the National Assembly of Religious

Women, the United Church Board for

Homeland Ministries, and the Southern

California Ecumenical Council.

Bush, an Episcopalian, will probably

continue to attend church as president

Newly inaugurated U.S. President

George Bush and his wife, Barbara, at-

tend church regularly, and family friends

think they will continue to do so despite

elaborate security measures that may be

required. Bush himself has said so pri-

vately. A lifelong Episcopalian, Bush
maintains membership at St. Martin's

Church in Houston. In Washington,
Bushes usually attend St. John's, but

they also have visited services at several

other churches on short notice, including

a black Baptist church on Christmas.

Among recent presidents, Presbyterian

Dwight Eisenhower, Episcopalian Gerald

Ford, and Baptist Jimmy Carter all regu-

larly attended church. Richard Nixon oc-

casionally scheduled Sunday services in

the White House with prominent guest

preachers. Ronald Reagan, a nominal

Presbyterian, rarely attended church, cit-

ing the disruption caused by security

concerns, and he donated little to re-

ligious causes during his eight-year ten-

ure.

City council member who voted for

health clinic denied communion

A city council member who voted in

favor of a health clinic was denied com-

munion by Pastor Joseph Miller of St.

Joseph's Catholic Church in Alexandria,

Va. The clinic provides birth-control de-

vices to teenagers. Miller says his decision

to deny communion to church member
Michael Jackson, the Alexandria Council

member, was based on conscience

considerations and the teachings of the

Vatican about the family.

Jackson says he plans to discuss the in-

cident with the diocesan bishop. He said

he's in basic agreement with church

teaching "across the board." But, he

added, "every public official has a moral

responsibility to evaluate whatever issue

is at hand, and the clinic was a difficult

issue for everyone. It was my judgment

that the Catholic Church was not in a

position to reach many of the young girls

in our city who need help."
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Something for nothing
My father took personal positions on certain

issues which seemed extreme but served in each
case to make a point. He was so much against the
use of booze that he refused to drink anything out
of a bottle. He had so high a regard for the office
of minister that I never heard him call one by the
first name. And he refused to have anything to do
with schemes that offered something for nothing.
When I got married I discovered that Mary's

family, though just as devout as ours, did not
have quite as precise a position on these issues.
Yet I believe she would join me in recognizing the
wisdom behind my father's extreme practices.
The wisdoms, put briefly, are that (1) some bad
things come in bottles, (2) ministers are at risk
and so need our respect, and (3) the idea of a free
lunch is a phony idea.

Recently I was asked for the Mennonite posi-
tion on gambling with particular reference to
state lotteries. I was at first uncertain where to
turn, but then I thought to ask Edgar Metzler, as-
sociate secretary for peace and social concerns of
the Board of Congregational Ministries. He re-

plied that, yes, there is material on lotteries—

a

whole packet of things. So he sent a set to the in-

quirer and one to me. There are nine different
items in the packet, including statements by two
Mennonite district conferences and the Brethren
in Christ Church. Anyone wishing a set of these
may contact Edgar at Box 1245, Elkhart, IN
46515. (Please send $2.00 to cover the cost of re-

production and postage.)

The Virginia Conference statement is particu-
larly eloquent. "Gambling is a perversion of a
normal human desire to make a gain. It is

pleasure at the expense of another's loss We
believe that raffles, or the selling of chances, or
the giving of a chance for a donation are forms of
gambling and are contrary to God's method of
raising funds. Such approaches build greed,
jealousy, covetousness, and injustice and are op-
posite the scriptural teaching of Christian
stewardship, which tells us to give willingly,

sacrificially, joyfully, and as the Lord prospers."

Numbers of us are regularly faced with gam-
bling in the form of state or provincial lotteries.

"I ought to play that number," said a clerk
recently while I waited for service at a drug store.

An article in the packet from the Christian Life
Commission of the Southern Baptist Convention
discusses government lotteries at some length.

Government-sponsored lotteries are nothing
new, the article points out. The first to appear in

the English tradition began in 1566. In the U.S.
they have been prominent before, but the last one
of the earlier lotteries, in Louisiana, was closed
down in 1894. Then in 1964 they began to appear
again, first in New Hampshire.
The general assumption in back of a legalized

lottery is that if people will gamble anyway, the
government may as well conduct a "clean" lottery

and drive the illegal gambling programs out of
business. It is reported that this does not happen.
Instead, legal gambling and illegal gambling exist

side-by-side.

I do not recall that Jesus spoke to the issue of
gambling, but many of his comments on the

broader questions related to money apply also to

gambling. A particularly pointed remark came in

response to a request for him to settle a dispute
over an estate. "Take heed, and beware of all

covetousness," he said, "for a man's life does not
consist in the abundance of his possessions"

(Luke 12:15).

Yet many of us could use a little extra money.
Nelson Waybill, personnel manager at Mennonite
Publishing House, suggests that regardless of in-

come, any of us would feel that we could use
about 25 percent more. It is this feeling of fi-

nancial discomfort which lotteries prey on. It is

reported that lotteries get a bigger response from
the poor.

Since there are probably among Gospel Herald
readers not a great many really poor people, this

editorial may be a case of carrying coals to

Newcastle. Perhaps so, but the pervasiveness of

legalized gambling as well as chance-related
fund-raising suggest that we do well to remind
ourselves of the basic truth that something for

nothing is an illusion.

"Those who desire to be rich fall into tempta-
tion, into a snare, into many senseless and hurt-
ful desires that plunge men into ruin and destruc-
tion" (1 Tim. 6:9). According to the Brethren in

Christ statement, the chances of being killed by
lightning are 3.5 times greater than those of mak-
ing a killing in a government lottery. So it

wouldn't really be a great danger, would it?

But if we consider the words to Timothy, it ap-
pears that the only thing worse than not winning
the jackpot would be winning it. Either way, you
lose .

—Daniel Hertzler
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Of shoes and service
by Ken Holderman, Jr.

The sermon was over and all the men and boys
found their way to one of the larger Sunday
school classrooms. Thoughts raced through my
head. I would be a participant this time, though
my experience was limited. Who would choose

me? Who would I choose? The few times in the

past I had always been together with close

friends, but this time would be different, should
be different, if I really understood what I was do-

ing.

Among the people shuffling about in that

classroom stood my challenge. Two or three years
younger than me, he lived in a shack, lacked man-
ners and personal hygiene, and was the brunt of

most joking and pranks. Inside my head, or

he foot washing service is an important

and helpful reminder that we need to

open ourselves to each other more often.

perhaps it was my heart, I knew God wanted me
to wash his feet. In a small way I learned some-
thing of God's love and acceptance by kneeling

with a towel and basin.

Ignoring or transforming it. Many of our

churches perform a disservice to their members
by ignoring the foot washing ceremony or by
transforming it into an inoffensive and un-

challenging symbolic performance acted out by a

few in front of many. Others attempt to "wash
their hands" of the problem by moving the sym-
bolism from lower to upper extremities. The
problem remains. It has not become any easier

now than it was when Peter tried to prevent our

Lord from washing his feet at the Last Supper.

The practice of foot washing is biblical. John 13

tells us that on the same night that Christ took

the cup and the bread, beginning one of the most
important sacraments of our faith, Jesus also

wrapped himself in a towel and washed his dis-

ciples' feet. Clearly he said that his disciples

should follow his example. How is it then that we
pick and choose among Jesus' Last Supper teach-

Ken Holderman, Jr., Caracas, Venezuela, is a missionary,

with his wife, Rebecca, under Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions.
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ings, continuing only those that suit us? Perhaps
our humanness is showing. It is after all not
uncommon to eat together. We may eat the Last
Supper more solemnly and the servings may be
smaller, but eating together breaks no cultural

rules.

On the other hand, our social standards seldom
permit removing our shoes. Even at the beach, we
wouldn't think of actually touching someone
else's feet. To have your feet washed by another
feels too much like being caught by surprise in

the bathtub. It's an exposure of something
private in a setting (the church) where we are lit-

tle accustomed to share our peculiarities or to re-

veal our true selves.

Hide in our shoes. The humiliation of washing
another's feet that was felt by the disciples is no
longer with us. We have no slaves, and if we did

they would be washing our dishes rather than our
feet. Our humiliation is felt on the other side of

the basin. We would rather hide in our shoes.

Perhaps it's hard to accept my feet simply be-

cause they are a part of me. Revealing something
of myself that is normally hidden is a quick way
to test how honestly I believe that God truly has
made me acceptable in his sight. Perhaps it also

measures the level of trust that we have within

the brotherhood.

Let's take another example. One of my most
meaningful foot washing services took place a

few years ago on a visit with my parents. Attend-
ing my childhood church, I had the privilege of

washing my father's feet, adult to adult.

Whatever closeness we had before was increased

that evening.

Something happens when you wash a person's

feet. An intimacy, even grudgingly permitted,

still builds closeness. A foot washing service can
be one of our most effective tools in building

unity in our congregations.

A pastor in Venezuela tells of his first

experience with foot washing in this way. Early in

his Christian walk he was invited by his pastor to

visit some new believers at some distance out in

the countryside. They traveled as far as possible

by vehicle, then continued on by foot. Their desti-

nation was a very humble dwelling and the lady

of the house, wanting to show her hospitality, of-
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fered to bring them something to refresh them
after their trip. His pastor, surprisingly, asked

for a basin of water and a towel. That foot wash-
ing was one of the most refreshing, humbling,
uniting experiences he has ever had.

Our salvation is not based on ceremonies. Just

as our participation in the Lord's Supper is not

what makes us Christians, participation in a foot

washing service does not necessarily make us

"servants." The foot washing service is, however,
an important and helpful reminder that we need

to open ourselves to each other more often, to

serve and be served. Power and success and pros-

perity have quite enough advocates within our

churches today. We need to look again to Jesus,

the suffering servant, the servant with a towel.

A better symbol. With foot washing, as with
most areas of Christian life and practice, we need
patience and consideration for newcomers. The
urge to participate should come from within

rather than be imposed externally. Foot washing
is not a membership ceremony that forbids the

participation of children or of unbelievers. It be-

comes a much better symbol of Jesus' style of ser-

vice inasmuch as it reaches out and serves all of

those that God loves.

If your church does offer you the chance to

wash your fellow member's feet, don't hold back.

Take off your shoes and open your heart. <^

The day you died

There were no pain killers

To ease the torture

Of nails tearing flesh.

There was no glass

Of cool, refreshing water

To quench the maddening thirst.

Suffering, sadness, and sorrow
Paid the price

For my salvation.

Because of that day,

You care

And you bear

All my pain.

—Shirley Bustos

Workshops for Leaders
of Children and Youth
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Brunk and Kraus: two
paths to Christology
by Glenn Lehman

In worship you might sing that Jesus saves.

But your mind nags, How does he save? Sunday
morning you might hear, Son of God or Son of

man. Your mind asks, What kind of being is Jesus

Christ? Welcome to Christology!

A new book on this branch of theology helped

introduce to my head the Lord I know in my
heart. In reading it I learned ways to understand
how Jesus' life and death make a difference, the

difference between guilt and shame, and the dif-

ference between Christology and Jesusology. I

No sooner was Kraus's book digested

than I read a booklet by Brunk which
told me not to believe any of it.

saw that the New Testament uses numerous
metaphors to describe salvation. References to

Christ's blood can mean much more than a
slaughterhouse mentality or extreme medieval

piety. The blood of the cross can be seen as God's

solemn promise to keep the new covenant of

grace.

Not a simple formula. To be saved, the book
helped me see, is more than one simple formula
can explain. Does one "get saved" by intellectual

belief, mystical feelings, or moral imitation? Or,

as the book offers in non-religious language, by
solidarity with Christ? And I learn the "whys" of

the virgin birth rather than a scientific defense.

No sooner was that digested, though, than I

read a 65-page booklet which told me not to

believe any of it. It struck me as a warning label

after the fact. Although fewer than a quarter of

its pages were the author's comments directly

about the first book, these words cautioned me
that the writer of the Christology has "a constitu-

tional bias against conservative theology" and
that he has a "low view of the Bible."

This shorter work is chock-full of pithy

opinions. Examples: "This book is something of a

low watermark in Christology." "We are now
threatened with views of an impoverished human-
istic Christ, robbed of his deity and glory." Much
easier to read than the theology, it strikes me as a

Glenn Lehman, Leola, Pa., is editor of Lancaster

ConferenceNews and a free-lance writer.

rebuttal short on evidence and long on emotion.

That does not mean it is not true. Over seven

times as many copies of the rebuttal booklets

were printed as of the Christology book itself.

Before he published this warning, the second

writer wrote to the author of the first work (and

to others) about his views on the preexistence and
virgin birth of Christ. And he protested the book's

publication on the grounds of orthodoxy to Men-
nonite Publishing House, which replied in its

defense that "we consider it more important that

it be true and biblical." The publishers recognized

that the author used unorthodox language but

considered that as one of the book's strengths.

In each book I found paths to my faith. I'm not

so smart that I can understand all of the fine

points at stake here. But I know that a true

portrait of our church would have to include op-

posing works such as these two. I saw both

worlds. I "went forward" at a Youth For Christ

rally and memorized verses as self-contained ulti-

mate truths and personal messages from God to

me for specific occasions.

At another stage of my faith I could accept the

fact that there had been a church before there

was a New Testament. The Bible enriched me as

much when I found that its spiritual truths lie in

another realm than its scientific accuracy. I

didn't worry so much about whether there really

were one or two blind men healed on the way to

Jericho (Mark 10:46 and Matt. 20:30). Or yet, how
many angelic beings were in the tomb when Mary
looked. Yet how could two such different books

both live in me? I went to talk to the authors.

A theology and a warning. The younger one

wrote a 262-page, $19.95 theology, Jesus Christ

Our Lord: Christologyfrom a Disciple's Perspec-

tive. The older one wrote the 64-page, $5 warning,

A Trumpet Sound:A Crisis Among Mennonites
on the Doctrine ofChrist. Discussion on what
Jesus Christ did and who he is took place at the

Mennonite Church General Board meeting last

November at the request of two conservative

groups. The board acknowledged its mandate to

publish only books that strengthen the agreed-

upon faith statements of the church. Yet it

wanted to support to some degree those who voice

new questions.

These two books have caused some people to

assert the orthodox view of Jesus Christ and of

the work he did for our salvation and caused

others to invite fresh questions. At stake are
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issues including the birth of Jesus, Christ's origin

in time, his deity, and what changed in God's

grace after the cross. The 1963 Confession of

Faith takes positions on some of these matters.

When they were neighbor boys in Denbigh, Vir-

ginia, these authors (although 13 years apart in

age and not buddies) picked up apples from the

same orchard, were baptized by the same bishop

at Warwick River Mennonite Church, and went to

the same public school on buses while their coun-

terparts of African ancestry walked. They both

rose above the educational levels of their parents,

earning doctorates from southern schools. Both

had careers the church could not have given them
50 years earlier. Now both of the men are retired

in Harrisonburg, Virginia, settled around the

church college there.

But in roles, they have differed. Clyde Norman
Kraus, the younger, 64, discovered his love of

theology early and became a scholar in Bible

studies. He also served as a missionary in Japan

and tried to relate the gospel to Asian cultures.

His employment was always with church institu-

tions. George Rowland Brunk II, 77, was chosen

for the ministry by lot and started "on the cir-

cuit," as he says, when he was about 30 years old.

In 10 years that itinerant preaching became
Brunk Revivals, Inc. His preaching to the masses

made him a folk hero in the 1950s and 1960s. His

six-foot-four-inch frame faced audiences in

practically every Mennonitei community.

I thought about this going south on Interstate

81, past signs to the Antietam and Manassas bat-

tlefields. I was distracted, though, by the traffic

passing me. Being sure the speed limit was 55

m.p.h. and against my conscience, I pushed the

pedal down to 59. Still, everyone left me behind.

Grace and energy. At ten o'clock I met George.

He was sitting at an Apple computer monitor. He
was dressed in a plain suit and black shirt with a

white clerical collar. Behind the plastic rimmed
glasses the face was kindly but older than I had

expected. This giant, I thought, must weigh at

least 250 pounds. Yet he moved with grace and

energy.

After World War II, when many Mennonites

were set to drop life patterns that separated them
from society at large, this revival preacher be-

came a lion of the sawdust trail. Two years after

another southern evangelist, Billy Graham,
launched his big crusades, George did so in our

communities. As the cowboy myth has it, he

drove into town, put evil behind bars, set truth

free, and then rode off—in a cloud of diesel

smoke. He gave evangelism a new look.

Behind the legend, of course, lived a mortal. He
and his brother, who first bought the tent and

trucks the crowds loved to see, had a falling out

soon after the partnership began. "It's the

tragedy of my life," George said about this rift.

Although he set up camp only by invitation, his

free-wheeling campaign practices sometimes

bruised local egos.

IBIIIIHIBHWBBIIilWMpi^BMMiii^^^^B
Norman Kraus and George Brunk II

George himself was born to a traveling

preacher and bishop. His parents had moved to

Denbigh only two years before his birth in 1911.

(George often referred to his father as "GRB
One.") He studied at a Mennonite school only one

year. That year, as a high school senior at

Eastern Mennonite School, he roomed with J. C.

Wenger. After GRB One died in 1938, he bought

the home farm and moved there with his mother.

As with certain other American evangelists,

sawdust led to seminary. He taught and served as

dean at Eastern Mennonite Seminary for a

decade until his retirement. Then he helped start

the Fellowship of Concerned Mennonites. Its let-

terhead reads: "Forever . . . settled."

"Some say I overreact," he said. "I have no

defense of my style. But as outspoken as I am,

people say that after being acquainted with me
they see I have a compassionate side."

I brought up his disagreement with Norman.

"George," I said, "what issue do you take with

Norman's book?"

"I believe Norman has an unsound doctrine of

Christ," he said. He elaborated.
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George has not been the only one to wonder if

this Christology might go beyond what is accept-

able doctrine. A few groups have asked the
author to visit and explain his work. For example,
a group in Pennsylvania asked if he bases (pp.
114-116) Jesus' deity only on his relationship with
God or also on his actual being or essence. His
view of Scripture (p. 86) was described as

Barthian. "Would not a more Anabaptist view of

Scripture strengthen your book?" they asked. "Do
you really want to promote an allegorical inter-

pretation of the birth of Jesus?" (pp. 74-79). They
continued, "Could you clarify for us your under-
standing of . . . the preexistence of Jesus?" (p.

104). They also wondered whether eternal punish-
ment was downplayed and whether he overstated
the effect of Greek philosophy on our theology. I

noted that the precision of his scholarship was
never questioned. And some questions were

At stake are issues including the birth of

Jesus, his deity, and what changed in

God's grace after the cross.

downright unfair because they came from people

who had not read the whole book or had never
read any serious theological work.
At another public discussion of his book, a

critic asked Kraus if he didn't really go to Japan
so he could write a critique of fundamentalism.
Other questions: "Do you mean that we are for-

given as we forgive? So is God's love conditional
on our forgiving? Do we save ourselves?" The
questions people raise about Brunk's booklet are,

I suppose, just as numerous but not as public.

After separate lunches, Norman, George, and I

met in the parking lot of the Virginia Mennonite
Conference Center for a photo. While waiting for

George, Norman found in the center's historical

exhibit a photograph of his great-uncle, J. S. Coff-

man, the first Mennonite evangelist. If Norman
acted as though he had had an extra cup of coffee

at lunch, George acted as though something he
had eaten made him dour. When Norman tried to

open conversation, the genial George of the morn-
ing could only toss back terse replies.

Mission-minded mother. The pictures taken,

Norman and I went back to the conference center.

Whereas George had talked about his father,

Norman often mentioned his mother. She had
been a firm supporter of GRB One and active in

community affairs. His mother had wanted him
to be a missionary. In fact she had died while he
was on a short-term assignment in India.

"What about your father?" I asked. "What did
he want?" He searched. "Oh, I don't know. I think
he was happy with what I did."

"How does it feel being a theologian in a church
which doesn't have much theology?" I asked. "We
have to recognize," he said, "that the Mennonite

Church just does not have a strong theological

tradition. I got my first theology from C. K.
Lehman, who was one of the most knowledgeable
theologians of his generation. We have to have
the humility to admit we don't know much."
Norman studied at both the church college in Vir-
ginia and the seminary in Indiana.

"The revivalist has to simplify. As a scholar, I

have to amplify. Theology is the critical examina-
tion of the language of the church. But the two
roles should complement." George had put it that
theologians need to evangelize more and that

evangelists need more theology.

I asked Norman what the rumblings about his

book mean. "To George," he said, "my book just

represents the latest and worst evidence of the
crisis he says exists in the whole church. This is

not just Brunk versus Kraus to him. This is

Brunk's latest episode in his crusade to promote a
conservative agenda. He has been far more ran-

corous toward me personally than I can account
for. The Fellowship of Concerned Mennonites
with which he is associated doesn't argue; they
just attack."

Kraus's book was written in Japan as part of

his teaching ministry with Japan Mennonite
Church. Norman has tried to do pioneer scholar-

ship for the church. "You can't," he said, "get a
man on the moon on the basis of science at the

level of 'this morning the sun came up.' You can't

do theology on that level either."

Names with 'k.' On the way home I had time
to think about these men whose surnames either

begin or end with "k." How did that young War-
wick River congregation, begun in 1899, in only
its second generation manage to produce them?
Both men are retired. Are the younger thinkers

not worried about doctrine or are they afraid of

censure? Both might be described by sociologists

as upwardly mobile. What happens to a church
when its leaders socially better themselves? Are
both evangelism and scholarship spun off too far

from the church's worship? Does freedom of

thought have to bow to church growth?
If the agenda becomes merging with another

denomination, will we (or they) have to learn to

tread softly around orthodoxy—or even on it?

With a new confession of faith being prepared
which may take the place of the 1963 one, could

this debate be the first in a series? Does the laity

have any direct voice in deciding doctrine? These
two men's roles are mismatched to debate
theology. One bears the authority of who he is;

the other, of what he knows.
The cars and the thoughts whizzed around me.

As I wondered if my conscience could put up with
64 m.p.h., lo, and behold, my eyes caught a 65
m.p.h. sign. So. I thought 55 was still the limit. I

was a minority and wrong. At Harnish Haus
close to Hagerstown, Maryland, I ordered Slip-

pery Beef Pot Pie. Slippery? Let me give you a

warning. It was good, but it was plain stew with a

little rhetoric. Night fell.
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You Too Can Become . .

.

"... the discussion turned easily to the making of New
Year's resolutions. After listening . . . Lelia exclaimed, 'I

didn't make any New Year's resolutions this year. I decided

I just want to be more like Jesus!'

"How simple, yet how profound . .

.

"The words 'more like Jesus' imply growth in the Chris-

tian life, Christian character, and conducting oneself as a

Christian."—Evelyn King Mumaw from the preface to

More Like Jesus.

YN KING MUMAW .

(orw«x<t by Mi« M. »u«M»,

More Like Jesus: You Can Grow in Your Christian Life!

by Evelyn King Mumaw
Using the theme of becoming more like Jesus, Mumaw gives practical suggestions on how to develop and grow as

a Christian. Chapters include a discussion of conversion, seeing and hearing Jesus, Bible study and prayer, trusting and

abiding in the Lord, growth through relationships, and walking in the Spirit.

Paper, $6.95, in Canada $8.95

How to Survive as a Teen When No One Understands

by Stevan E. Atanasoff

* If you are in trouble and don't know where to turn.

* If you carry deep pain inside because no one seems to

understand or cares to listen.

* If you feel depressed and lonely.

* If you've reached the end of the line and are about to "pack it

in."

How to SURVIVE asa^

When No One Undecslands

Stevan E. Atanasoff

How to Survive as a Teen is the book for you. Stevan E. Atanasoff offers you sympathetic, practical, and

straightforward advice about sexuality, parents, sexual abuse, drugs and alcohol, and suicide.

Paper, $6.95, in Canada $8.95

Herald Press books are available through your local books-

tore or write to Herald Press (include 10% for shipping

—

minimum $1).
IIP

Herald Press Herald Press
Dept. GH Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue 117 King Street West

-Scottdale, PA 15683-1999 Kitchener. ON N2G 4M5
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Church news

Speakers, worship plans
announced for Normal 89
An exciting mix of worship experiences

is being planned for Normal 89—the joint

convention of the Mennonite and General
Conference Mennonite Church at Illinois

State University in Normal, Aug. 1-6. In

keeping with the convention theme,
"Many Peoples Becoming God's People,"

the four morning worship services will be
planned and led by Asians, Native peo-
ples, Hispanics, and blacks, respectively.

The first evening worship service will

feature MC moderator Ralph Lebold and
GC president Florence Driedger. The
speaker the following evening will be
Hubert Brown, executive secretary of the
GC Commission on Home Ministries. On
the third evening, Mary Oyer of the
Brethren/Mennonite hymnal project will

lead worship and music. John Toevs, a
professor at Mennonite Brethren Biblical

Seminary, will address the fourth eve-
ning session.

The program on the final evening will
be a commissioned musical presentation
prepared by Carol Ann Weaver and Leo-
nard Ens—both music professors at Con-
rad Grebel College. They will conduct
several groups and lead congregational
singing.

The closing celebration on Sunday
morning will include a trumpet fanfare,
Scripture from Revelation 7, choirs, sing-
ing, and communion. Don Jacobs, execu-
tive director of Mennonite Christian
Leadership Foundation, will give the
message.

$3.2 million in books
sold in 1988
by Choice Books

If you shopped 12 hours a day and
spent $1 per minute, you'd spend $720 per
day. It would take 12 years of shopping
seven days a week, and you'd still have
$50,000 to take home. That's how long it

would take to spend $3.2 million, the re-
tail value of Choice Books sold on book-
racks in 1988.

The current year may see more books
than ever sold in a 12-month period. "We
have set a goal of selling one million
books in one year," says Choice Books di-

rector Paul Yoder. "I want to be opti-
mistic, but it's not realistic to expect that
to happen in 1989."

To reach that goal all district programs
would need to experience a 35 percent
increase over last year's sales. However,
such an increase would "stretch district

programs too much financially," Yoder
says. A more realistic goal is an average
of 10-15 percent growth in books per dis-

trict.

In 1988, five districts exceeded their
goals, with four districts reaching over 40
percent growth. Ohio District, under the
leadership of Lois Shenk, sold almost 55
percent more books than in 1987.

Shenk attributes the huge increase in

book sales to "providing good rack ser-
vice." Along with 20 volunteers, she
works to "keep new books on the racks,
weeding out those that aren't selling."

Several new accounts have been opened in

high-traffic locations, such as restaurants
in tourist areas. Shenk believes another
important reason for growth is the prayer
support of many people.

Not all growth results from installing
new racks, according to Yoder. Much of it

comes from shuffling racks from low-
volume accounts to high-traffic areas. In
other words, moving bookracks to loca-

tions where books sell faster, like hospital
gifts and truck stops.

Choice Books, a ministry of Mennonite
Board of Missions, coordinates the efforts

of staff and volunteers in 18 district pro-

grams in North America.

Possible church planters
gather for 'discernment'
at Hesston College

"I had interest in church planting. It

was something I thought I might do. Now
I know I will plant a church. I need to
decide where." That was the response of a
participant in the Church Planter Career
Discernment Week, Jan. 22-27, at Hess-
ton College.

Over 30 people, ranging in age from
mid-20s to mid-50s, came from as far as
California, Florida, and Vermont. Hess-
ton College pastoral ministries students
were joined by persons sent by eight Men-
nonite Church and General Conference
Mennonite Church mission agencies and
district conferences.

Gwen Preheim-Bartel of Mennonite
Board of Missions helped the participants
evaluate their strengths and weaknesses
as revealed by personality tests they had
taken in preparation for the week. Per-

sonal interviews scheduled throughout
the week with the resource persons
helped the participants discern their
readiness for church planting.

David Paulovich of MBM asked the
participants to write a job description for

a church planter. At first they protested,

"You tell us." After working alone, then
in groups, they reached some consensus.
Church planters must pray, have a sup-
port/accountability group, learn to know
the community and its people, articulate

the church's mission, begin Bible study,
lead, help organize, delegate responsi-
bilities, and use the gifts of others.

"Don't say, 'We believe in peace' when
defining Mennonite faith," Gary Martin
of Associated Mennonite Biblical Sem-
inaries told the group. "Say, 'We believe
in Jesus. And Jesus modeled peace.' " He
went on to point out basic Anabaptist
beliefs and to contrast them with what he
sees Mennonites today actually practic-
ing. He said the name "Mennonite" does
not determine whether or not a new
church will actually be Anabaptist in

theology and practice. "The key issue is

where the leader is at," Martin said.

Marvin Zehr shared his experiences of
church planting in Wichita. He il-

lustrated how details such as how the
chairs are arranged tell something. If the
people sit in one circle, the group will

Marvin Zehr, a church planter In Wichita, Kans., enjoys a comment from one of the participants
In the Church Planter Career Discernment Week.
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race

is that thing

that happens
when something

normative and

run-of-the-mill,

juggled around

in its context,

takes on

transforming and

transcending

power.

You suddenly

have new images

and new
understanding.

Stephen Shank,

MBM worker/dramatist

in Belgium



PERSPECTIVE

by Kenneth J. Weaver

When inviting a neighbor to church, if you said,

"Our family can be your family," they might
respond, "Oh, really? I didn't know that."

Many of our neighbors believe you have to be
born a Mennonite to be a Mennonite. That is one
of the hurdles the Mennonite Church needs to

clear in working at increasing our membership.
There is a ground swell of interest in Christianity

today. According to a recent Gallup Poll, 96 per-

cent of persons in the U.S. believe in God and 73
percent want their children to receive religious

training. But 44 percent do not participate in the

life of a church.

Over half of the unchurched who attended

church in the past said they see the possibility of

becoming active participants again. Would they

think of your congregation as a place to find the

spiritual nurture and community they seek?

In this media age, our congregations, as well as

our denomination, are beginning to use public

media in a new way to identify and introduce our-

selves. Evangelism happens best person-to-person

in the local community. So media takes an assisting

role in evangelism for our church.

Research has shown that advertising alone is

marginally effective in bringing persons into the

life of a congregation. However, when advertising

is coordinated with congregations where members
are actively inviting friends, it is a different story.

Advertising plus invitation works.

The use of media probably won't cause your

congregation to grow overnight. But an alive, ac-

tive congregation with caring community minis-

tries will grow and extend its ministries even more
as it uses public media to get the word out.

Kenneth J. Weaver, director

MBM Media Ministries

MBM MEDIA MINISTRIES

services the media needs . .

.

of Mennonite congregations by . .

.

• providing media resources to develop vi-

sion for mission and motivate individuals for

ministry

• providing public media resources, and as-

sisting in the development and use of local

media for congregational visibility and iden-

tity in outreach and service ministries

of the Mennonite denomination by . .

.

• providing and distributing public media

programs to the industry for our churches'

identity and visibility to the general public

• enabling and amplifying the prophetic

voices of our church to comment on contem-

porary issues from the Anabaptist under-

standing of Christianity

from the new Media Ministries Objective

Statement developed by the MBM Media

Task Force in 1987
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Stephen Shank, MBM worker/

dramatist in Belgii

ing of "A Passion.

The Story Must Be Told

"The generation of today, the 18-to-

20-year-olds, are searching," com-

ments Genevieve Clospain, teacher

of Protestant religion in several

Brussels, Belgium, high schools.

"Their parents still have vague

memories of Catholicism, but

they've taught nothing to their

children." The story must be told!

Christianity began with that im-

perative. Throughout the centuries,

people have used all available media

to tell the story. Revolutionary

means of communication have been

welcomed. For example, in the early

16th century, printing opened up a

whole new world of possibilities.

Paintings and sculpture had proven

the power of the image; now with

printing, powerful storytelling

images could be easily reproduced

and distributed. Print was the

publicity of those times.

Today, publicity, including film

and video, reflects consumer society

and forces aspirations. It has become

an "image" which reflects past

images and in which people find the

source of their life. It is, in other

words, an icon of the 1980s. Is it

possible to use this icon of modern

publicity to return to the age-old

icons of Christianity?

In Brussels, Belgium, Stephen

Shank, Mennonite Board of Missions

worker/dramatist, decided in 1987

to meet this challenge. "Grace," he

explains, "is that thing that happens

when something normative and run-

of-the-mill, juggled around in its

context, takes on transforming and

transcending power. You suddenly

have new images and new under-

standing." With the help of others,

Stephen combined the elements of

video production with the story of

Christ's crucifixion and resurrection.

The result was a nine-minute video

entitled "A Passion."

In a European setting where the

stories of the Bible and the Christian

tradition were tossed aside a few

generations ago in reaction to un-

bending Catholicism, "A Passion"

has been received as something new,

different and relevant. During the

making of the video, a member of

the professional production crew

asked, "Where did you find this

text? It is so gripping it must be

Heiner Muller." Stephen explained

that it was taken from the four Gos-

pels. Even before the video was

filmed, it had stimulated discussion

and Bible study.

Chris Laughlain of the British

Broadcasting Corporation in London

saw the finished product. "There is

nothing like it," he said. "It must be

shown! " Jean Florence, professor in

the theater department at the

Catholic University at Louvain-la-

Neuve, Belgium, welcomed it en-

thusiastically: "You've done away

with the traditional, expected images

we have always associated with this

text, and have replaced them with

something totally new, something

We believe this video will speak in

new ways to secular North Ameri-

cans. MBM Media Ministries is ar-

ranging distribution in North

America. "A Passion" may be

purchased or rented from Sisters &
Brothers, Goshen, Ind. In Canada,

it is available through the Men-
nonite Resource Centers in Win-

nipeg (Man.) and Kitchener (Ont.).

Mass Media Ministries of Balti-

more, Md., is distributing "A
Passion" to the broader ecumenical

communities in North America.

European distribution has not been

finalized. Europeans can order "A
Passion" in either English or

French from Trapeze (a nonprofit

organization dedicated to dialogue

between faith and culture).

Addresses:

Trapeze

112 rue Franklin

1040 Brussels

Belgium

Sisters & Brothers

125 E. Lincoln Ave.

Goshen, IN 46526

(219) 533-4167

Outside Indiana, call toll-free

1-800-451-1449

Ontario Mennonite Resource

Center

50 Kent Ave.

Kitchener, ON N2G 3R1

Canada

(519) 745-8458

CMC Resource Center

600 Shaftesbury Blvd.

Winnipeg, MB R3P 0M4
Canada
(204) 888-6781

that speaks to us now in this day and

age. In effect, you've made this fa-

miliar story powerful. There is

definitely a need for products like

this and of this quality." Grace has

happened.

Betsy Headrick McCrae, administra-

tor of Trapeze, Brussels, Belgium

Cover photos: Stephen Shank, MBM
worker in Belgium, dramatizes Christ's

death and resurrection for "A Passion"

video.
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Rap Shares the

Good News
|

Where do toe-tapping rhythms and

I
Bible stories fit together? In Brian

|

Wasko's Bible story raps, of course,

j

And just what is "rap?" This

j

music—rhythmic, rhymed chanting

to a driving beat—began in black

urban ghettos and has entered

mainstream culture. One of the

originators of hip-hop commented
that "the distinctive hip-hop vocab-

ulary, clothes and culture have been
important in empowering and giving

status to an impoverished and isola-

ted generation of urban young peo-

ple that society found threatening."

Instead of dying out before reach-

ing mainstream, rap's influence on

music is growing. Gospel is even be-

ing sung to this new beat. Rap is not

losing energy as it gains mass accep-

tance, but is continuing to be

enlivened by innovations and infu-

sions of new talent.

Brian Wasko is an English teacher

from Chesapeake, Va., who uses this

new musical phenomenon to expose

youth to the Bible. "I thought for

years that the Bible was beyond my
comprehension, that it was only for

the very spiritual or only for pastors

and ministers. I think by exposing

youth to the Bible in something as

entertaining as rap music, it opens

up a lot of possibilities," Brian says.

In sixth grade, Brian's music

teacher said he was tone deaf. But

his love for music prompted him to

Brian Wasko (second from left), with a

little help from his friends, tells the

story of Jesus feeding the 5,000 for Edi-

tion 7 of MBM's "All God's People"

video series.

find ways other than singing to

express himself musically. Brian

began rapping in high school, and

performed raps for many youth

audiences while he was a member of

the Fellowship of Christian Athletes

at the University of Virginia.

Brian thinks of his rapping as a

small insignificant gift, but he's

seeing how God can take that gift

and multiply it to feed a lot of

people. In an effort to produce more
materials oriented for youth, MBM
released a cassette tape last fall

featuring eight of Brian's raps. The
stories tell the experiences of

characters in the Old and New
Testaments. Noah, Peter, Moses,

Zacchaeus, and the boy with the

loaves and fishes are examples.

MBM's studio manager, Abe Rit-

tenhouse, first heard Brian perform

at a 1987 Christian teaching and

music festival (Fishnet, in Front

Royal, Va. ), where Brian was chosen

runner-up in the Youth Talent

Showcase. "We were looking for

new ways to communicate with

youth audiences and saw that Brian's

style of music and vernacular lyrics

would do that well," Abe recalls.

"We see his gift of rap as a valuable

form of ministry that's in line with

our goals to produce more media

materials for youth.
"

Cheryl Elliott



/////
Media Adventure in Johnstown

Vision 95 was the impetus behind

discussions in 1987 in Johnstown, Pa.

The question: "How can the eight

Mennonite churches here respond

faithfully to denomination-wide

goals?' The answer which emerged

involves a yearlong multimedia cam-

paign, preceded by a year of

preparation.

Since the summer of 1987, our

eight congregations, numbering

about 800 members, are developing

three items needed before we can

participate in the yearlong media

program: a congregational brochure,

a visitor follow-up plan, and a

longer-term assimilation plan. That

commitment has caused us to ask

questions we have not asked recently

about ourselves and the community.

We are finding that such agenda is

sharpening how we perceive our-

selves, and how we want to articulate

who we are and what we believe to

our community. A clearer self-under-

standing has been the first goal of

our campaign; it is already happen-

ing.

The second goal is to speak to the

community through a well-

orchestrated public relations effort

using a variety of media. A random

telephone survey completed last

November showed the need to get

correct information to the com-

munity, because of misperceptions

and confusion about the identity of

Mennonites. Beginning in Decem-

ber, billboards and newspaper ads

began surfacing. In January, some

20,000 homes began receiving

Together newspaper. Radio spots

featuring testimonies of members of

the congregations were recorded in

late January; television spots are be-

ing considered.

Ken Weaver and Ron Byler of

MBM Media Ministries serve as

consultants for planning and media

product development to a local

media team. Also, MBM's Evange-

lism and Church Development De-

partment, along with Mennonite

Mutual Aid Association (fraternal

grant), have together provided

$12,000 toward the $50,000

proposed budget. Local Johnstown

District and Allegheny Mennonite

Conference sources are helping

provide the balance.

A final piece of the plan is only

now coming into focus. A new
church planting is scheduled this fall

as another way to offer new services

and a fresh opportunity to articulate

Mennonite faith and identity. The
local churches, in consultation with

MBM and Allegheny Conference,

are beginning to plan that effort.

Pray for us as we enter into this

adventure of enhancing our own
self-awareness and the community's

understanding of Anabaptist/Men-

nonite faith.

David E. Mishler, local media cam-

paign coordinator and pastor of

Blough Mennonite Church,

Hollsopple, Pa.

OurJamily

The Mennonite Churches

of Greater Johnstown

Phone 533-5923

|
Billboard placed by Johnstown area

Mennonite churches.

I



A Sunday school class

at 1 judaic Mcnnonitc

Church watches a seg-

ment of the "All God's

People" video series as

they assist in develop-

ing new curriculum.

/////

I

Video

|

Spawns
Curriculum

Project

" 'All God's People helps reduce the

panic of getting a class started," says

Jim Engle, one teacher at Lindale

Mennonite Church (Harrisonburg,

Va. ) involved in the development of

a new video curriculum for MBM.
"Viewing even a short, six-minute

video does wonders to liven up a

class."

The intergenerational Sunday
school class at Lindale is always look-

ing for innovative Christian educa-

tion materials. The class learned that

MBM staff writer Melodie Davis was

writing a new curriculum based on
the "All God s People" videos

produced by MBM. So they invited

her to participate for three months
while they used the new videos as

they were produced (in advance of

any written lesson plans).

"The class at Lindale is a wonder-

ful resource in terms of the biblical

background they bring, the different

questions they raise, and the addi-

tional books, articles and readings

they suggest," says Melodie.

One Lindale class member feels

A Sunday school class at Lindale

Mennonite Church assists MBM staff

writer Melodie Davis (center) in

developing the new "All God's People"

curriculum.

"our class has begun looking for

ways to make a difference in our

own community." For instance, after

a class session on ministry to persons

with AIDS, the class inquired about

a nearby effort to build a hospice for

children with AIDS, to see if there

were ways the class could assist.

The "All God's People" cur-

riculum will invite class members to

share life experiences in connection

with a biblical text or theme.

Themes to be covered in the 13-

week curriculum, "Following God's

Call,'' include stewardship, ac-

countability for television viewing,

witnessing, discipleship, innovative

ministries, hospitality, prejudice,

poverty and refugee outreach. The
leader's guide for each lesson in-

cludes objectives, Scripture passages,

ideas for thought-grabbing open-

ings, discussion questions and a call

for action. Weekly handouts include

a story, Scripture, introduction to the

video, thoughts to ponder, questions

and artwork.

"We hope that as classes, small

groups and congregations look at

ways God has called others to

ministry, they will be inspired and

motivated to consider God's call for

their own lives," says Melodie.

The curriculum will be produced

and distributed as a cooperative

project of MBM, Mennonite Pub-

lishing House, and Faith and Life

Press.
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Media Resource List !

/////
Mennonite

Churches

Advertise in

Denver

Two Denver, Colo., area churches

have begun using a metropolitan

church directory as a media tool in

their community outreach programs.

Glennon Heights Mennonite

Church of Lakewood and Peace

Mennonite Community Church of

Aurora have recently placed half-

page advertisements in the Church

and Synagogue Directory of

Metropolitan Denver.

For a $125 initial charge and $165

per quarter, each church runs an ad

in this quarterly publication, which

is distributed free in grocery stores

and other highly accessible public

places. In addition, it is distributed

to all new residents of the Denver

area.

The directory service provides its

advertisers with periodic lists of new

residents in specified zip code areas,

usually those in the vicinity of the

church.

Ross Bender, pastor of Glennon

Heights, says the church has

developed its VCS (visitors, callers,

stuffers) program to follow up leads

generated by the directory. After

callers determine receptivity, stuffers

mail brochures. Visitation follows

where appropriate.

Pastor Leonard Wiebe, church

planter at Peace Mennonite, says

that of 600 or more persons called,

about 40 percent were interested in

receiving a brochure describing the

church. Wiebe says it is premature to

evaluate results, but at least one

person currently in the church mem-
bership class first became aware of

Peace Mennonite via the directory.

Ross Bender says the issue being

addressed is this: How can the

church become more visible? The di-

rectory program helps make the

church more visible and sensitizes

congregational members to opportu-

nities for community outreach.

Merle Snyder

Denver, Colorado

RADIO

Choice: 60- and 90-second radio spots,

offering a Christian perspective on

ethical choices and relationships

The Jesus Connection: 20 one-minute

outreach spots calling listeners to Chris-

tian faith

Holiday Specials: Christian perspec-

tives for Thanksgiving, Christmas, New
Year's, Martin Luther King Jr. Day

TELEVISION/VIDEO

Peace TV Spots urge people to place

their faith in God and work for lasting

ways to peace.

Hope TV Spots encourage people to

choose faith in God and lasting fulfill-

ment instead of material success.

Our Family Can Be Your Family TV
Spots give visibility to churches in their

local community.

All God's People Videos show Chris-

tians living their faith.

Our Family Can Be Your Family

Video focuses on the Mennonite

Church today and its beliefs.

PRINT

Another Way Newspaper Column

gives insights on daily living.

Newspaper Ads build positive aware-

ness for congregations.

Desk Calendars, imprinted with your

church's name for community distribu-

tion, give a positive Christian witness all

year long.

About the Mennonite Church

Brochure introduces persons to our faith

family.

Choice Books is a bookrack ministry for

the secular marketplace.

OTHER RESOURCES

All God's People Curriculum

Internships provide hands-on

experience for learning how to use

media for congregational visibility and

outreach.

Media Connections Newsletter keeps

interested persons aware of new media

tools and media efforts by churches.

Audio Book is a cassette of selections

from Alan Kreider's book, Journey

Towards Holiness.

Mennonite Hour Cassettes contain

original recordings from the Mennonite

Hour singers.

Brian Wasko Rap Album

STAFF __
Staff assist pastors and leaders of con-

gregations and conferences to develop

and use media resources for outreach.

Mennonite Board of Missions

Media Ministries

1251 Virginia Ave.

Harrisonburg, VA 22801-2497

(703) 434-2026, or call toll-free

1-800-476-5500

*••••••** ••*•• *•••»••*

This year, MBM Media Ministries plans to develop new print

and broadcast resources for congregations to use in Vision 95

outreach. Quality media production is expensive. Your

contributions are needed forMBM to continue this service to

our congregations.

The Media Ministries budget this year totals $570,000.
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Dennis GingericKs

VIEW

Should the Church Advertise?

As Christians, we have the greatest

message to give the rest of the world.

However, many times we offer that

message in poor packaging. I believe

more of our churches need to

seriously consider good advertising

to make our message known to the

unchurched.

In itself, advertising is not an ef-

fective evangelism tool. It is a pre-

evangelism tool. Good advertising

gets the attention of non-Christians

so they will stop long enough for us

to have an opportunity to share the

good news.

Advertising the Christian message

should not be manipulative or gim-

micky. It is not a cure-all nor

necessarily an instant attendance

builder. However, there are at least

seven reasons why a church should

advertise:

1. Advertising creates a thirst for the

message your church has to offer. It

is a tragedy that the message of the

church is so often ignored, not re-

jected.

2. Advertising gives your church a

chance to create an image in your

community. Many unchurched

persons lump all churches together,

assuming each is the same.

3. Advertising identifies the most re-

ceptive people in your area. You can

knock on the doors of 15,000 homes
or mail to those homes with a

postage-paid reply card. From our

experience, I would choose direct

mail.

4. Advertising allows your church to

speak to a large group at one time. If

you could give a short message to

15,000 people, what would you say?

5. Advertising is a non-threatening

way to contact people. I prefer direct

mail advertising. People can read it,

reread it, and respond to it in their

home and at their convenience.

6. Advertising has long-lasting value.

At Cape Christian Fellowship (Cape

Coral, Fla. ), we have several persons

who have responded eight or nine

months later. One couple responded

14 months after receiving a mailing

from us.

7. Advertising will be the only way
some people will be reached for

Christ. They will not attend an evan-

gelistic crusade or respond to a

stranger at their door, but the

message that gets into their hands

can have an impact on them.

Quality advertising can be effec-

tive. As a church planter, I have seen

our core group of 30 persons

(developed during the first year)

grow to over 100 persons during the

past two years. Most of the contacts

were made through advertising.

Many ask, "Isn't advertising

expensive?" At Cape Christian

Fellowship, we don't use the word
"expense" when we consider ad-

vertising. We talk about the amount
of money we want to "invest" in ad-

vertising. From both an eternal

perspective and from an earthly

view, our advertising has clearly

been an investment. If a church uses

poor quality advertising or poor

methods of advertising, it is possible

that it could become an expense

instead of an investment.

Advertising shapes the values,

priorities and habits of our society.

Are we as Christians not also called

to influence our society? Consider

what impact high quality, well

planned advertising of your church

could have on your community.

Dennis Gingerich, pastor

Cape Christian Fellowship

Cape Coral, Fla.

Prayer Request

by Kenneth J. Weaver,

director of MBM Media Ministries

Pray for members of congregations who are active in outreach for

Christ, that they may recognize and know what to say to persons in

their communities who are searching and to whom God is speaking.

Pray that our congregations may be the inviting family of God as we
suggest in our public media.

Photo credits: Cheryl Nafziger,

J. Ronald Byler, J. Allen Brubaker,

Cheryl Elliott, Paul A Yoder
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remain small. Newcomers, or latecomers,

can't easily fit in. Instead the chairs

should be put in rows if the group wants
to grow.

Author-pastor Lois Barrett, speaking

about the theological foundations of

church planting, said Jesus let go of ev-

erything— his disciples, his freedom, his

clothes, and his life—except God's love.

"There is a lot of power in being willing to

let go of everything," she said. "This in-

cludes your expectations of what your
congregation should become."

—Susan Balzer

Council of Moderators
and Secretaries tackles
inter-Mennonite issues
The Council of Moderators and Sec-

retaries, which met recently at Canadian
Mennonite Bible College in Winnipeg,
Man., probably attracted the most
comprehensive list of top-level Mennonite
leaders ever to congregate in one setting.

The two-day agenda was filled with
reports of inter-Mennonite activities and
a discussion of church-to-church rela-

tionships.

Rudy Regehr reported that plans for an
evangelism event in 1991 are not going

well. There are similar events being
planned on a local level, and it is too soon
after "Alive 85." In addition, a volunteer

staff person has not been found. The
council agreed to postpone the event to

the mid-1990s.

The Indonesian church is calling for

some church-to-church contacts, it was
reported. The Council of International

Ministries—made up of Mennonite mis-
sion administrators—is concerned that
contact between churches in North
America and abroad might introduce ov-

erseas churches to the concept of dif-

ferent church bodies and "increase our
fragmentation" overseas. Vern Preheim
suggested that the Mennonite Brethren
should answer the call from Indonesia,

but they should "go on behalf of all the

Mennonite conferences and, when they
come here, to make sure to arrange for

the representatives to visit all the Men-
nonites."

On the matter of Christian Peacemaker
Teams, which the council helped bring in

to being, council members expressed con-

cern about the growth and accountability

of the CPT Steering Committee. "This

began as an idea which we had been
assured was a valid idea," said Jim Lapp.
"If it needs maintenance, I wonder if we
can do that. Should someone else take
charge?" Many felt that CPT should be
tied to the already existing peace organi-

zations. After a lengthy discussion it was
decided that there would be a full review
of CPT at the next annual meeting.

Mennonite World Conference gave a

major presentation to the council. The
main purpose was to report a shortfall of

about $100,000.

This led to some hard questions by the

council. How is MWC financially ac-

countable? Is the MWC General Council

strong enough to maintain a controlling

eye on finances? The council agreed that

the organization of MWC needs to be

tightened, and since it needs ac-

countability, it might be helpful for the

MWC vice-president for North America
to serve as a liaison between MWC and
the Council of Moderators and Secre-

taries.

Vern Preheim was elected chair of the

council, and George Brunk III was elected

vice-chair. Preheim is general secretary

of the General Conference Mennonite
Church, and Brunk is moderator-elect of

the Mennonite Church.
— Wilma Derksenfor Meetinghouse

Workshops in churches
will introduce three new
educational programs
Mennonite Publishing House of the

Mennonite Church and Faith and Life

Press of the General Conference Men-
nonite Church will conduct workshops on

three of their new educational programs
in congregations this spring. The work-

shops—in 42 locations—will introduce In-

tegrated Youth Ministries, Venture
Clubs, and the Come and See Herald Bi-

ble School Series to churches throughout

North America in March, April, and May.
Leaders who work with children and/

or youth are encouraged to attend, says

MPH marketing manager J. W. Sprung-

er. There is no cost for the workshops.

The workshop leaders are Paula Diller

Lehman, GC secretary for youth educa-

tion; Tim Martin, youth and young adult

staff person for Lancaster Conference;

Lavon Welty, managing editor of the

Foundation Series Youth and Adult cur-

riculum; Abe Bergen, youth and young
adult director for the Conference of Men-
nonites in Manitoba; Rosella Wiens
Regier, managing editor of Venture Clubs

materials; Nancy Koehn, Venture Clubs

writer; Jan Porzelius Schumacher, Foun-

dation Series resource person for Central

District; Laurence Martin, director of the

MPH Congregational Literature Division;

Virginia Hostetler, MPH editor for Ven-

ture Clubs; Connie Loeppky, member of

the Venture Clubs editorial council;

Phyllis Martens, Come and See curricu-

lum writer; Betty Kurtz, Herald Press

marketing manager; and J. W. Sprunger.

For more information, write to In-

troduction Tour, 616 Walnut Ave., Scott-

dale, PA 15683, or call collect 412-887-

8500.

Mike and Mattie Marie Mast with their younger
children, Marcelo (15) and Melody (12).

BACK FROM ARGENTINA

Masts support
Indian culture

"When working with the peoples of the

world, their ethnicity must be con-

sidered," said Mattie Marie Mast, who,
along with her husband, Michael, have
served with Indian Christians in Ar-
gentina since 1967 under Mennonite
Board of Missions. They are currently on

a one-year North American assignment.

Masts realize the need to support the

Indian culture and way of life. They note

that often mission work with the Indians

has not been supportive; that includes the

traditional methods of Bible teaching. As
a result, the Indians find the teaching

"quite unrelated to their own reality,"

said Mattie Marie. The Indians want to

"express faith in their own way."

In the 1950s, MBM missionaries
worked with Toba Indians to organize the

United Evangelical Church, an authentic,

indigenous church in which Indian Chris-

tians could create their own worship and
nurture experiences. The church has
spread beyond the Toba tribe to the

Pilaga, Mocovi, and Wichi tribes; it pres-

ently has 4,500 members in 120 congrega-

tions. It is within this church that Masts
serve as Bible teachers and counselors,

particularly for the leaders and potential

leaders of the church.

Masts teach primarily in the Spanish

language, but feel it's important to keep

learning the Indian languages. The In-

dians, once ashamed to associate with the

speech and traditions of their own cul-

ture, now see the importance of their

roots. Congregations use their own Indian

language more frequently in worship.

Masts also relate Bible stories to the

daily lives of the Indians and to the basic

teachings of their ancestors. Such re-

newed interest in his own culture
prompted one man to write a history of

his people. "What was taught by their

wise men in the past is very much in tune

with what the Bible says," Mike indi-

cated. "It affirms their past. We are walk-

ing alongside them in this process."

Mike is originally from Suplee, Pa., and
Mattie Marie is from Trail, Ohio. Their

two younger children will return with

them to Argentina in July. The two older

ones are college students.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Aldus Hertzler, Blooming Glen, Pa.
Alice Parker's "Singing Mennonites"

(Feb. 7) reminds us of a beautiful part of

our worship service which we too often

take for granted. The congregation where
we have been members for many years

continues the tradition of unaccompanied
four-part singing. No doubt our singing

includes some notes not on tune, but
there is the "rich sound" composed of the

voices of many worshipers. The contrast

to this of a "passive audience, demanding
to be entertained," is frightening. I hope
that Mennonite congregations will con-

tinue to feel the need to sing together and
thus be drawn together in worshiping

God.

Art Rosenblum, Philadelphia, Pa.
I appreciate your publishing the article

on housing by Claude Good (Feb. 7).

Claude is so right in all that he said, but

he may have spared us the more difficult

part of the problem.

As Michael Harrington pointed out re-

cently at Temple University, our whole
country has been living on borrowed
money for over 10 years. The corporate

competetive system is not only failing, it

is also destroying the planet. We must go
through major changes in the next few
years just to survive, and a new approach
to housing is surely one of the answers.

We are in danger in a way few under-

stand. When our economy declines, we
could see rising unemployment followed

by rising crime rates which will cause

some people to leave the cities, or even the

country. Highly skilled people such as top

computer professionals who can find

work anywhere in the world may leave.

When they do we will have severe prob-

lems maintaining the very complicated

computer systems that now run banking,

communication, water, transportation,

and power systems; even hospitals.

If those major systems break down,
unemployment and violence might in-

crease further, more skilled people might
leave, and the cities where most Ameri-
cans live could be in serious trouble.

Creating cooperative systems to re-

place competitive ones may be our best

hope, and the best way to start might be

by people learning to share dwelling

space, as Claude suggests. By living to-

gether we can protect one another from
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crime, help to organize neighborhoods,
and support each other in the needs and
opportunities for positive change that
crisis implies.

I look forward to reading more about
cooperative approaches in future issues of

Gospel Herald.

Suzanne Lind, service ministries

director, Mennonite Board of Missions
Ed Zuercher's article, "Needed: Men-

nonite Peace Corps" ("Hear, Hear!" Jan.

31), caught my attention through its chal-

lenging ideas. I, too, am concerned that
Mennonite young people do not seem pre-

pared to respond to the troubled world
around them with active participation in

service opportunities.

I sense, however, that the Mennonite
denomination, which in recent decades
has focused more on educational re-

sources for youth, is increasingly aware
of the need for active service training.

Mennonite Board of Missions has recently

developed two programs for young peo-

ple, largely in response to this growing
concern.

The Venture program, which provides

short-term service assignments for youth
groups and individuals, has grown rapid-

ly over the past four years. And this com-
ing summer we will open at least three

pilot units of our new Service Adventure
program for young adults.

Service Adventure incorporates much
that Mr. Zuercher suggests as important
for a young adult program. Designed for

high school graduates or those with less

than two years of college experience, it

will provide 10 months of service work,
group living, congregational involvement,
and a study component which will focus

on the Bible, social issues, and life skills

training. It will introduce young persons
to the realities of poverty and disruption

in our society, while providing them with
spiritual nurture and personal guidance.

It is hoped that Service Adventure par-

ticipants will see that service can be a
way of life, not merely a brief foray out of

secure and self-centered lives.

Financial support for the Service Ad-
venture program will be generated
through work assignments, as well as

through the participation of the Service

Adventure worker, her/his home con-

gregation, the congregation which spon-

sors the unit, and MBM. This unique
funding package recognizes that church
agencies are having increasing difficulty

finding money to finance much-needed
programs. It also requires active commit-
ment by a more broad-based group of

concerned Mennonites.
Our ongoing Voluntary Service pro-

gram provides opportunities for people of

all ages to work actively and lovingly

with homeless people, refugees, commun-
ity action groups, and a wide variety of

congregations and church programs.
We have found that our VS work has

increased meaning and integrity when we
work closely with, and are guided by,

those we hope to serve. I would caution
Mr. Zuercher against dreaming of a pro-

gram which assumes that "we" can
provide answers and help for the needy.
God is already at work; our task is to

humbly find ways to participate and co-

operate with those who struggle for fuller

lives.

Lee H. Kanagy, Belleville, Pa.
The statement by Norman Kraus in

"Spiritual Christians" (Jan. 31)
—"The

Spirit is not a presence different from or

in addition to Jesus, but the way in which
Jesus is present with us today"—would
seem to deny the functions of the holy

Trinity. To say, "The Holy Spirit is none
other than the living Christ," is a strange

twist. The Holy Spirit is not a reincarna-

tion of Christ. He is a distinct person of

the Godhead.
Jesus said: "Every sin and blasphemy

will be forgiven men, but the blasphemy
against the Spirit will not be forgiven"

(Matt. 12:31). Apparently blasphemy
against God and against Christ can be

forgiven, but not against the Holy Spirit.

The Holy Spirit influences our lives,

brings convictions before baptism as we
grow from childhood. Jesus said: "He will

convict the world of guilt in regard to sin

and righteousness, and of judgment"
(John 16:8).

When the apostles Peter and John were
sent by the Jerusalem church to confirm

"believers" in Samaria who were baptized

in the name of Jesus, the apostles laid

hands on them, "and they received the

Holy Spirit." The laying on of hands not

only conferred gifts upon those baptized

in Samaria, and at Ephesus, but effected

consecration to an office of witnessing.

The Holy Spirit acts as an agent of the

Trinity. He animated the physical uni-

verse and was active in creating man
(Gen. 1—2). He was the active agent in

the miraculous conception of Jesus (Luke

1:34), whereas John the Baptist had been

filled with the Holy Ghost from his moth-
er's womb (Luke 1:15).

The Holy Spirit impelled Jesus to enter

into conflict with Satan in the wilderness

(Matt. 4:1-11). The Holy Spirit is the

Trinity's guiding agent in our age of

grace. True, he is not to be worshiped as

such, but he directs our worship to Christ

who redeemed us.

The Trinity is a profound mystery, be-

yond human comprehension. The Holy
Spirit has a distinct function as a person

in the Godhead.



J. Otis Yoder, Breezewood, Pa.
I've been pondering Kenneth Erb's ar-

ticle, "The Question of Origins" (Oct. 4).

Since Kenneth believes the answer to

origins lies in evolution and that there are

"solid data which tell us that the first

organisms on the earth were one-celled

and simple multicellular organisms and
that over those billions of years a vast ar-

ray of organisms have appeared on the

earth" and that "generally there is a pat-

tern of development over time toward
greater and greater complexity of organ-

isms arriving at the complex plants and
animals and man which exist on the earth

today" (emphasis mine), Kenneth does

not need God, and his profession as to be-

ing a Christian sounds a little hollow.

Instead of Kenneth being in the image

of God as Genesis 1 and 2 tell us (and he

does not accept), then he must be in the

"image" of his nearest animal ancestor!

In addition, the savior whom Kenneth
speaks of does not agree with him because

Jesus said, "Have ye not read, that he

which made them at the beginning made
them male and female?" (Matt. 19:4). Ap-
parently Jesus believed Genesis 1 and 2 as

it reads, and Kenneth doesn't! And more,

Paul wrote, "Adam was first formed,

then Eve" (1 Tim. 2:13). So Paul believed,

too.

Now if the first two chapters of the Bi-

ble are unreliable for origins, as Kenneth
proposed, is chapter 3 reliable, or when
can the Bible be depended upon to give us

the truth? To say, "The Bible, however, is

not a science textbook" is a cop-out. The
question is, Does the Bible tell us the

truth when it speaks about the universe

and man? Apparently Kenneth believes it

does not.

While there may be "thousands of sci-

entists today" who reject the Bible ac-

count of origins, there are hundreds of

other scientists who accept Genesis 1 and

2 as the scientific answer to origins. Ken-

neth and others would do well to learn

about the Institute for Creation Research

(Box 2667, El Cajon, CA 92021). It is

staffed by an array of scientists in their

own right, many of them once evolu-

tionists, who now are convinced of the

truth of the Bible's account of origins.

Finally, Kenneth has failed to consider

the fact that for evolution to be true the

mutations would need to develop in pairs

with all bodily functions perfect, includ-

ing reproduction organs, or the mutations

would die. So to have mutations, there

would need to be two, thereby increasing

the mathematical likelihood to an astro-

nomical impossibility. The billions of

years he appeals to is a proposition, not a

proven fact.

Response from Kenneth Erb:

I welcome the opportunity to respond

to letters written in response to my arti-

cle "The Question of Origins." Some of the

beliefs expressed in those letters are mis-

leading and—most importantly—a hin-

drance to the Chirstian faith.

One letter questioned my faith. It is

very important that readers know that I

am a Christian and that I find my in-

terpretation of origins consistent with be-

ing a Christian. The Christian faith is the

most important force in my life. I believe

in a personal God who I can and do know
personally in my life. I come to God
through Christ Jesus and experience for-

giveness and peace and joy as I walk with

God. That is the witness that I offer.

Some of the writers, I strongly suspect

from their comments, have a very limited

biology background. Yet they have re-

jected what scientists generally find to be

truth about origins. Those of us who have

spent long years studying biology

through graduate school and then more
years involved in teaching, research, and
association with other scientists in col-

leges and universities accumulate a back-

ground which cannot be gained with

limited involvement with biology.

This is important in that one of the

themes that emerged from opposing let-

ters was that the theory of evolution is

not well supported by the scientific data.

That is not true. This is not to say that all

of our questions have been answered. But

since the major development of the the-

ory in the mid-1800s, the theory has been

tested and tried by thousands and thou-

sands of scientists from a great variety of

approaches. There are volumes and
volumes of data. The vast majority of

these scientists continue to find that the

very best way to explain that data is the

theory of evolution. There is nothing that

prevents us from seeing evolution as

God's way of carrying out his creative

work in the universe.

There are very few, if any, scientists to-

day who reject the basic tenets of evolu-

tion theory unless they are not familiar

with the data or unless they have some
reason outside of science which will not

permit them to recognize the validity of
basic evolutionary theory. Opposition to

the theory of evolution very significantly

comes from certain (certainly not all)

Christians. Some of these are scientists

who are Christians.

Yes, I have read literature written by

scientists who distort (not, I believe, in-

tentionally so) the data to make it fit a

literal interpretation of Genesis 1 and 2.

This idea, that what the Bible says about

origins must be taken literally, seems

generally to be at the heart of the prob-

lem. This is not a problem to be taken

lightly. Forcing the Bible to say what it is

not intended to tell us in one part, in fact,

may most unfortunately and unnec-

essarily cause some to question its

message in other parts. That obviously

weakens the message of the Bible.

I write because I believe there are

people who are faced with unnecessary

confusion which may threaten their

Christian faith. They, like I, cannot ig-

nore what the vast findings of science

overwhelmingly support. Yet there are

those who may go so far as to suggest

that it is an either/or situation. Either ac-

cept a literal interpretation of what the

Bible says about science or your Christian

faith is in question. I believe that is a

tragic mistake. My personal testimony as

a Christian and as a scientist is that that

choice is not necessary.

Don't accept what I say. Only come to

this issue with a mind that permits God

to lead you to the truth. May God bless us

all as we seek, find, and embrace truth.

You won't find this

IRA anywhere else.

When you invest in an MMA IRA, your money works
for you—and for the church community. It makes first

mortgage loans to churches possible. A small portion

of earnings helps people facing financial hardship.

And MMA's investments fit your Christian beliefs.

All this—plus the same benefits as a commercial IRA.

Contact your mutual aid counselor or MMA today.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
Goshen, Indiana 46526
800-348-7468 (219)533-9511 collect in Indiana
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Mennoscope

Longtime church leader John Mosemann,
81, died on Feb. 25 in Goshen, Ind. He was pas-
tor of College Mennonite Church in Goshen
1950-75 and board president of Mennonite
Board of Missions 1948-71. He and his wife,
Ruth, who survives, were missionaries in East
Africa under Eastern Mennonite Board of
Missions 1934-39. During World War II, Mo-
semann was an administrator in Civilian
Public Service. While serving briefly as pastor
of Yellow Creek Mennonite Church near
Goshen and then at College Church, he was a
member of the Goshen Biblical Seminary
faculty 1946-55. Following his retirement as a
pastor, Mosemann served as church relations
director at Goshen College 1976-79 and then as
president and conference minister of Indiana-
Michigan Conference 1979-81.

Mennonites should establish large central
churches in every city of one million or more
people in North America, says Freeman Miller,
home ministries director for Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions. In his recent propos-
al, he calls for "metropolitan anchor churches"
with at least 1,000 members in downtown loca-
tions. They would serve as mother churches for
many smaller satellite congregations and
house fellowships throughout the city. During
a discussion of the proposal with the Executive
Committee of Eastern Board, it was pointed
out that such a model is being used by Men-
nonites in Jakarta, Indonesia, where the
central church has 1,000 members.

Voluntary Service workers are joining dem-
onstrations for the homeless in Tucson, Ariz.
For the past 18 months, the local VS unit of
Mennonite Board of Missions has participated
in a variety of actions organized by the
Southern Arizona Coalition for the Homeless.
The VSers even joined in civil disobedience by
illegally occupying two vacant government
houses. The VSers' actions grew out of their in-

volvement in the Casa Maria soup kitchen the
past three years. They decided they had to do
more than just make sandwiches; they had to
demand justice for the homeless.

A Japanese court has ruled against 22 mili-
tary tax resisters, including Mennonite pastor
Michio Ohno. The ruling by the Tokyo District
Court came recently after nearly eight years of
litigation. The case had its origin after the
bank accounts of Ohno and another person
were attached by the government because they
didn't pay their taxes. For reasons of con-
science, the 22 object to paying the portion of
their taxes that is used for military purposes.
The negative ruling does not discourage them,
however. "We believe it is this type of lawsuit
which, repeated a thousand times, will open
the way to legalize conscientious objection to
military taxation in Japan," said Ohno.

Amor Viviente Church in Honduras paid
tribute to Eastern Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions recently with a plaque of appreciation
for the years of cooperation the two groups
have had in establishing the church. Amor
Viviente, which now has 3,000 members in 16
congregations, began under the leadership of
Eastern Board missionaries Ed and Gloria
King in 1974. It is based in the capital city of
Tegucigalpa. The other Mennonite body in the
country, based in La Ceiba, is Honduras Men-
nonite Church. Founded by Eastern Board

missionaries in 1950, it has 2,000 members in

54 scattered congregations.

At one Tanzanian church alone, 66 people
were baptized and 22 babies were dedicated
recently. It was in Mugumu. Carol Weber, an
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions worker
who serves as a nurse educator at Mugumu
Hospital, says Tanzania Mennonite Church is

"alive and growing." It currently has 19,000
members and is growing at the rate of about 10
percent a year.

Choice Books is conducting sales seminars
for its district supervisors and sales repre-
sentatives. The most recent one was in Har-
risburg, Pa. First the nine participants heard
presentations by seminar leader John White-
head and Choice Books director Paul Yoder.
Then they role-played in front of a video
camera. Finally, they went out in teams to
make actual sales contacts for new bookrack
locations. Choice Books is a paperback min-
istry of Mennonite Board of Missions.

Preparing future leaders and supporting
pastors are the biggest challenges for Brazil
Mennonite Church, according to church presi-

dent Hans Gerhard Peters, who visited Men-
nonite Board of Missions headquarters
recently in Elkhart, Ind. To meet those chal-
lenges, the church has set up a theological-

education-by-extension program and is active-
ly encouraging local congregations to pay their
own pastors. Peters, the descendant of Eu-
ropean Mennonite immigrants, is a high school
physics teacher in Curitiba. He has been
church president since August 1987.

Elias Acosta helped with media efforts in
Argentina during a recent trip to that country.
Acosta, who is a Hispanic media associate with
Mennonite Board of Missions, traveled there at
the request of local Mennonite communicators.
He conducted workshops on television produc-
tion and helped the participants produce TV
spots for local use. He also conferred with
church leaders about expanding their present
media ministries. Argentina Mennonite
Church "wants to use media more aggressive-
ly, but not like the televangelists," said Acosta.

About 1,000 people from 13 congregations
make up Tidewater Mennonite Fellowship in

southeastern Virginia. Fellowship is the pri-

mary purpose of this grouping of churches,

EMC recycling effort gets award. Earthkeepers, Eastern Mennonite College's

recycling organization, has been cited for its conservation efforts. The ecology-

minded group received a third-place award in an annual competition sponsored by
"Keep America Beautiful." Earthkeepers president Duane Penner (left), an EMC
senior, accepted the award at a ceremony in Richmond from Jeannie Baliles, wife of

Virginia governor Gerald Baliles. Pictured with Penner in Earthkeepers' recycling

facility is Tim Fahndrich, vice-president for production. Earthkeepers currently

gathers 23-25 tons of paper a month from 18 collection points in the area. The group

has seen a 25 percent increase in volume over last year. Earthkeepers also accepts

clear glass, aluminum cans, and computer paper, but newsprint is the mainstay.

Earthkeepers emerged from a campuswide seminar in 1972 on "Christianity and the

Future." An ad-hoc group of students and faculty started a modest newspaper
recycling effort to provide a local alternative to the trash barrel and landfill. In 1979,

the program came under the auspices of EMC's Business Department. Profits from
the venture provide $500 scholarships to several business majors each year.
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which was started in 1981. They sponsor an an-

nual music festival, a Valentine banquet, and

retreats for women, men, and pastors/spouses.

The group also sponsors Williamsburg Chris-

tian Retreat Center, which is currently under

development.

Outreach to community women was the goal

of concerned women who formed the first

"Time Out" groups among Lancaster County,

Pa., Mennonite churches about 15 years ago.

Today 50 groups are meeting weekly, bringing

women together for devotions and fellowship

while their children are cared for with other

activities. Time Out spread to Snyder County

when Julie and Dennis Zimmerman moved
there to farm. Julie organized a local Time Out

ministry last summer with the help of Man-
beck Mennonite Church and six other local con-

gregations. Recent activities included learning

about everyday life in Japan, making wreaths,

and studying child discipline.

Mennonite service workers in New Orleans

slept on the streets to protest cuts in pro-

grams for the homeless. Six volunteers with

Mennonite Central Committee U.S. joined

homeless people and their advocates in front of

City Hall for the recent "sleep-out." They

wanted to call attention to the city's proposed

budget, which includes dramatic cutbacks in

programs for the homeless and for housing

agencies.

Young and old alike participate in Winter

Bible School in Mifflin County, Pa., each

year. It is a tradition started by the local Men-

nonite congregations more than 60 years ago.

In addition to evening classes held for two

weeks in January at Locust Grove Mennonite

Church, morning classes were held at Valley

View Retirement Community. As many as 130

adults and youth attended the eight sessions. A
special feature for children, which attracted

55, was a Mennonite Mutual Aid "wellness"

course.

Churches may be interested in viewing a

film about the last assembly of Mennonite
World Conference as the time for the next

assembly approaches. The 26-minute Celebra-

tion: The XI Mennonite World Conference de-

picts the 1984 assembly in Strasbourg, France.

It was produced by French Mennonite film-

maker Max Wiedmer. The film can be rented

for $45 from Inspiration Films at Box 249, La
Grange, IL 60525. A video version can be

purchased for $18.80 from Crown Video at Box
1108, Edmonton, AB T5J 2M1.

Wilderness Wind Camp in Minnesota is of-

fering canoe trips this summer. The Men-
nonite facility offers wilderness experiences to

youth groups, families, Sunday school classes,

and others. Group size is limited to 10, includ-

ing one camp staff person. The camp teaches

through experience the necessary integration

of Christian spirituality, care for the environ-

ment, wilderness travel/safety, wilderness

ethics, community building, and peace/justice

concerns. More information is available from
Tim Lehman at R. 5, Box 41B, Newton, KS
67114.

Applications are being accepted at the

School for Equipping and Nurturing Dis-

ciples (SEND). It is operated by Communion
Fellowship—a Brethren/Mennonite congrega-

tion in Goshen, Ind. Its fourth school year will

begin on Sept. 9. The nine-month program in-

cludes classroom instruction, part-time em-
ployment, one-on-one discipleship, local and
cross-cultural evangelism, and involvement in

New Bible school materials available. The new Come and See Herald Bible School

Series curriculum will be available for use in Bible schools this summer. Each session

of the five-day curriculum has a Bible story or theme, an emphais on how to apply

the Bible every day, and a worship component focusing on the memory passage.

There is a separate course of study for nursery, preschool, kindergarten, and grades

1-8. Pictured are editor Marjorie Waybill and designer David Hiebert examining the

nursery materials. Every course provides activities and projects designed to enhance

the student's understanding of the biblical themes. Brightly colored punch-outs and

stickers will delight the younger students. Fourth-graders will develop a Bible

museum, and seventh- and eighth-graders will tackle issues such as drugs, sex, peer

pressure, and family relationships. A leader's guide provides suggestions for five

assembly periods which focus on a mission theme—a new one each year.

the local church. More information is available

from SEND at 114 S. 6th St., Goshen, IN
46526.

Upcoming events:

•Retreat for Singles and Formerly Married

People, Apr. 14-16, at Laurelville (Pa.) Men-
nonite Church Center. The annual event is for

people who are single or no longer married due

to divorce, separation, and death. The planners

this year are a group from northern Indiana.

The theme is "Experiencing the Uniqueness of

Our Stories," and the speaker is Chicago pastor

Charlie Cooper. More information from Lau-

relville at R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666; phone

412-423-2056.

•Seminar on Neighborhood Service Models,

Apr. 21-23, at Laurelville Mennonite Church

Center. It is for congregational outreach lead-

ers. The theme is "Neighborhood Service and

Visions for 1995," and the speaker is Eastern

Mennonite College professor John Eby. Repre-

sentatives of four congregations will report on

how they reach out. More information from

Laurelville at R. 5, Mjb- Pleasant, PA 15666;

phone 412-423-2056.

•Historical Lecture-Seminar, Mar. 16, at Lan-

caster (Pa.) Mennonite Historical Society. The

theme is "The Amish and Mennonites: Their

Origin and Migration from Europe to North

America," and the speaker is West German
historian-educator Horst Gerlach. More in-

formation from the society at 2215 Millstream

Rd., Lancaster, PA 17602; phone 717-393-9745.

•An Evening of Stories, Apr. 9, at Landisville

(Pa.) Mennonite Church. Entitled "Love, La-

bor, and Laughter," it will feature stories from

three centuries of Mennonite life by historian-

storyteller John Ruth. More information from

the church at 175 Church St., Landisville, PA
17538; phone 717-898-0071.

Correction: The choir pictured on the Feb. 21

cover is the Eastern Mennonite Seminary
choir, not the Chamber Singers of Eastern

Mennonite College.

New members
Peace, Elyria, Ohio: Kenneth Kropp and

Donna Handley by confession of faith.

First Mennonite, Johnstown, Pa.: John

Frederick and Debbie Frederick.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Basinger, Jerome and Pamela (Birky),

Kouts, Ind., second child, first daughter, Re-

bekah Mae, Nov. 7.

Baucher, Paul and Rita (Smith), Mill-

ersburg, Ohio, third child, second son, Robert

Allen, Feb. 14.

Bennett, Lee and Darla (Hunsberger), Per-

kasie, Pa., third child, second son, Feb. 13.

Bowman, Randall and Barbara (McCabe),

Napoleon, Ohio, second daughter, Kimberly

Irene, Feb. 9.

Brenneman, Stan and Donita (Swartz),

Elida, Ohio, first child, Regina Danae, Feb. 10.

Clemmer, Glenn and Donna (Reinford),

Harleysville, Pa., fourth child, second daugh-

ter, Krista Joelle, Jan. 23.

Hackman, Joel and Shirley (Landis). Coy-

oacan, Mexico, fourth son, Christopher Merrill,

Jan. 16.
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Hartman, Darwin and Cindy (Troyer), Del-
phos, Ohio, second son, Derek Michael, Jan. 13.

Hendricks, Bob and Bev (Troyer), Telford,
Pa., third child, second son, John Christian,
Feb. 10.

Landis, Glenn and Carol (Schaefer), Tel-
ford, Pa., third child, first daughter, Marie
Kristin, Jan. 31.

Martin, Michel and Susan (Harter), Wa-
karusa, Ind., fourth child, third daughter,
Keren Elaine, Feb. 2.

Miller, Terry and Arbo (Stutzman), Hess-
ton, Kans., first child, Krista Kay, Jan. 6.

Nisly, Gordon and Sue (Mast), second child,

first daughter, Brittany Marie, Feb. 7.

Prough, Don and Colleen (Sanford), Goshen,
Ind., first child, Emily Marleen, Feb. 8.

Trump, Roger and Sherry (Stern), East
Petersburg, Pa., second son, Mark Allen, Feb.
10.

Whitmer, Don and Collette (Sommers),
Plain City, Ohio, first child, Danae Lynn, Feb.
12.

Wintermote, Jeff and Tammy (Vogt),
Homestead, Fla., first child, Peter Jeffrey,
Feb. 6.

Yoder, Gary and Donna (Herr), Coralville,

Iowa, second child, first daughter, Megan
Linn, Feb. 4.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" ifthe address is supplied.

Bontrager-Sauder. Greg Bontrager, Ko-
komo, Ind., Howard-Miami cong., and Nancy
Sauder, Archbold, Ohio, Tedrow cong., by Ray
Keim and Randy Nafziger, Feb. 11.

Martin-Hossler. Eldon C. Martin, Mount
Wolf, Pa., Stony Brook cong., and E. Ruth
Hossler, Elizabethtown, Pa., Steelton cong., by
Ray Geigley, Nov. 26.

Obituaries

Brubaker, Amos E., son of Amos and Mary
(Musselman) Brubaker, was born in Canada,
Sept. 13, 1917; died of kidney failure at Leba-
non, Oreg., Dec. 4, 1988; aged 71 y. On July 27,

1941, he was married to Opal Emmert, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Arnold and
Dennis) and one daughter (Anita Kropf). He
was a member of Sweet Home Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Dec. 7, in charge of Larry Sloan, Gene Garber,
and Max Yoder; interment in Gilliland
Cemetery.
Gerber, Emanuel, son of Joseph and Mag-

dalena (Kropf) Gerber, was born in West
Branch, Mich., Nov. 25, 1918; died of a heart at-

tack at K/W Hospital, Kitchener, Ont., Feb. 3,

1989; aged 70 y. On June 15, 1943, he was mar-
ried to Amanda Jantzi, who survives. Also sur-
viving are one son (Ronald Gerber), 3 daugh-
ters (Eleanor Jantzi, Karen Jantzi, and
Marilyn Clemmer), and 17 grandchildren. He
was preceded in death by 8 brothers, 7 sisters,

and one grandchild. He was a member of
Mapleview Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Feb. 7, in charge of Vic-
tor Dorsch and Raymond Erb; interment in

Mapleview Mennonite Cemetery.
Gingerich, Roman L., son of Lando and

Verna (Hershberger) Gingerich, was born at
Berlin, Ohio, Dec. 28, 1919; died at Goshen,
Ind., Jan. 15, 1989; aged 69 y. On Aug. 24, 1941,
he was married to Shirley Erb, who survives.
Also surviving are 4 daughters (Sara Wengerd,
June Yoder, Carolyn Johns, and Charlotte
Gunden), one son (James), 5 grandchildren, his
parents, 4 sisters (Ella Maupin, Viola Yoder,
Mary Kinsinger, and Jeanette Hotz), and 4
brothers (Marvin, Eli, Lando, Jr., and Rich-
ard). He was a member of College Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Jan. 18, in charge of James Waltner; interment
in Violett Cemetery.

Hartzler, Willard Joseph, son of Joseph G.
and Martha (Heatwole) Hartzler, was born at
Halstead, Kans., Nov. 19, 1909; died on Dec. 7,

1988; aged 79 y. In 1932, he was married to

Estella Erb, who survives. Also surviving are 3
sons (Reginald, Merle, and Leonard), 8 grand-
children, one brother (Clifford), and 4 sisters

(Mildred Myers, Ethel Lind, Ida Slagell, and
Leona Watson). He was preceded in death by
one granddaughter. He was a member of West
Zion Mennonite Church. Funeral services were
held on Dec. 12, in charge of James Miller and
Graeme Crouch; interment in the church ceme-
tery.

Riser, Roy Daniel, son of Marvin and Edna
(Campbell) Kiser, was born in Augusta Co.,
Va., Oct. 12, 1930; died of cancer at Waynes-
boro (Va.) Community Hospital on Feb. 4,

1989; aged 58 y. On Oct. 4, 1950, he was mar-
ried to Charlene Weaver, who survives. Also
surviving are 3 sons (Randy, Roy Daniel II, and
Jeffrey), one daughter (Linda Burkholder), and
7 grandchildren. He was ordained a deacon on
Oct. 2, 1955; a minister on June 30, 1957, and a
bishop on July 21, 1969. He was a member of
Waynesboro Mennonite Church. Memorial ser-
vices were held at Stuarts Draft Mennonite
Church on Feb. 7, in charge of Charles
Ramsey, Richard Showalter, Stanley Shirk,
Donald Mank, and Paul Kratz; interment in

the Stuarts Draft Mennonite Church
Cemetery.

Martin, Joseph M., son of Noah and Re-
becca Martin, was born on Apr. 1, 1907; died on
Jan. 17, 1989; aged 81 y. On Feb. 27, 1924, he
was married to Solina Steckle, who died on
Apr. 24, 1950. On Sept. 10, 1952, he was mar-
ried to Mary Steckle, who survives. Also sur-

viving are 8 children (Reta Steckle, Ruby Mar-
tin, Olive Martin, Leroy, Irla, Mahlon, Ann Mc-
Bride, and Ruth Hamilton), 22 grandchildren,
and 9 great-greatchildren. He was preceded in

death by 3 children, 3 grandchildren, one
great-grandchild, and 3 brothers (Urias, Ish-

mael, and Jesse). He was a member of Zurich
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held
on Jan. 20, in charge of Clayton Kuepfer and
Ephraim Gingerich; interment in Zurich Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Nitzsche, Arthur, son of Julius and Barbara
(Oswald) Nitzsche, was born in Wisner, Nebr.,
Jan. 24, 1906; died of heart failure at St.

Francis Memorial Hospital, West Point, Nebr.,
Feb. 14, 1989; aged 83 y. On July 30, 1933, he
was married to Lillian Dykast, who died on
Nov. 17, 1982. On Dec. 31, 1986, he was married
to Eunice Gentzler, who survives. Also surviv-
ing are 3 sons (Arthur Jr., Merlin, and Jerry), 3

daughters (Norma Doescher, Alice Holtz, and
Judy Beck), 21 grandchildren, 14 great-grand-
children, 2 brothers (Dan and Elmer), and 4
sisters (Anna Egli, Clara Roth, Bertha
Nitzsche, and Lilian Erb). He was a member of

Beemer Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held in charge of Ivan Troyer; inter-

ment in Beemer Cemetery.
Reitz, Miriam D., daughter of Harry W.

and Elizabeth (Diffenbach) Reitz, was born at

Lancaster, Pa., Aug. 14, 1917; died at her home

at Millersville, Pa., Feb. 5, 1989; aged 71 y. Sur-
viving are 4 brothers (H. Weaver, Leory D.,
Paul D., and Clair D.). She was a member of
East Chestnut Street Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Feb. 8, in
charge of Melvin H. Thomas, James R. Hess,
and Melvin N. Reitz; interment in Mellinger
Mennonite Cemetery.
Shook, Elsie Kast, died at Grantham, Pa.,

Feb. 10, 1989; aged 90 y. She was married to
Kenneth Samuel Shook, who preceded her in
death. Surviving is one child (Lois Beck), 9
grandchildren, and one great-grandchild. Me-
morial services were held at Slate Hill Men-
nonite Church on Feb. 13, in charge of Paul W.
Nisly and Samuel J. Troyer. Further services
were held at St. Paul's Lutheran Church with
interment in Hillside Cemetery, Roslyn, Pa.
Smith, Verna Graber, daughter of Daniel

and Fanny (Conrad) Graber, was born in No-
ble-Washington Co., Iowa, Nov. 30, 1902; died
at Goshen, Ind., Feb. 8, 1989; aged 86 y. On
Sept. 3, 1930, she was married to Willard H.
Smith, who survives. Also surviving are 3
sisters (Elizabeth Stoltzfus, Lena Graber, and
Esther Graber). She was a member of College
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Feb. 11, in charge of James
Waltner; interment in Violett Cemetery.
Thomas, Carrie E. Mishler, daughter of

Edward and Lizzie (Stahl) Mishler, was born in

Somerset Co., Pa., Mar. 31, 1898; died at
Somerset Community Hospital, Feb. 12, 1989;
aged 90 y. She was married to Harry C.
Thomas, who survives. Also surviving are one
foster daughter (Nellie Mae), one brother
(Slater Mishler), and one sister (Annie Hersh-
berger). She was a member of Blough Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Feb. 15, in charge of David Mishler and
Sanford Shetler; interment in Blough
Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 6-7

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 7
Pacific Coast Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Portland, Oreg., Mar. 9
Ohio Conference annual meeting, Louisville, Ohio, Mar. 9-11

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Mar. 10-11

Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-
mittee, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 10-11

Atlantic Coast Conference assembly, Akron, Pa., Mar. 10-12

Southwest Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Phoenix, Ariz., Mar. 11

Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.
16

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.
17-19

Illinois Conference annual meeting, Arthur, 111., Mar. 31-Apr.

Mennonite Church General Board, Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 6-8

Virginia Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 7

Mennonite and General Conference Mennonite mission leaders
annual meeting, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 10-12.

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind., Apr. 16
Churchwide Youth Ministry Council, Prescott, Ariz., Apr. 17-

22
South Central Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 20
Empowered Ministries annual meeting, Indianapolis, Ind.,

Apr. 20-22

Hispanic Convention executive board. Apr. 20-22
Roclcy Mountain Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Colorado Springs, Colo., Apr. 22
Eastern Mennonite College commencement, Harrisonburg,

Va., Apr. 30.

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
Cover-story design by Gwen Stamm; cover photo by D.
Michael Hostetler; photo on p. 165 by Glenn Lehman; p. 172 by
Jim Bishop.
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Sendee mid a

variety ofother sources.

CLear-TV group announces boycott

of sponsors of most offensive shows
Christian Leaders for Responsible Tele-

vision (CLear-TV) approved a boycott re-

cently of one or more of the leading

sponsors of violence and vulgarity on

American television. The group, said to

number about 1,600 Christian leaders,

including the heads of more than 70 de-

nominations, alerted the network spon-

sors of its plans to monitor network
programming during the May "sweeps"

period. One or more of the sponsors of the

most offensive shows will be targeted by

the group for a year-long product boycott.

"We will work with any company prior to

the monitoring to show them how to keep

from being selected for a boycott," af-

firmed Billy Melvin, executive director of

National Association of Evangelicals and
chairman of CLear-TV.

University of Dayton debates issue,

then allows CIA recruiting

The University of Dayton, America's

ninth largest Catholic university, has de-

cided to permit Central Intelligence

Agency to continue recruiting on campus
after an extensive debate that lasted

nearly a year. The university's considera-

tion of the issue was spurred a year ago
when 33 students conducted a 2V2-day sit-

in to protest the agency's recruiting on

campus. During the fall 1988 semester,

the university conducted a speakers'

series to focus on the appropriateness of

CIA recruitment on the campus in light of

Catholic teaching and values.

Kirkland seeks labor-religion alliance

to defend worker rights

America's top labor leader has called

for a new alliance between religion and
labor in defending the rights of workers

at home and abroad. AFL-CIO president

Lane Kirkland was joined recently by a

noted Catholic archbishop and a Jewish

leader in addressing a gathering in Wash-
ington of about 500 leaders of religion and
labor.

"I cannot imagine that the architects of

the RJR Nabisco buyout—or any of a host

of similar enterprises now underway on

Wall Street—have ever stopped to ponder

the impact of their actions on the lives of

plain working people or the health of

human communities," Kirkland said of

the widely publicized corporate takeover.

"Who, if not the labor and religious com-

munities, will speak to these concerns?"

Joining in the call for a new labor-reli-

gion alliance were Catholic Archbishop

Rembert Weakland of Milwaukee and

Rabbi Richard Yellin of the Synagogue

Council of America. Their speeches

kicked off a three-day conference aimed

at fostering a church-labor dialogue on

the increasingly complex issues sur-

rounding the domestic and international

economy.

Presbyterian renewal group to fund
'evangelistic' missionaries

An evangelical renewal group will fund

as many "evangelistic" missionaries as

the Presbyterian Church (USA) can com-

mission over the next five years. Out-

reach Foundation of Charlotte, N.C., al-

ready has set aside $240,000 in its 1989

budget toward commissioning eight mis-

sionaries, foundation executive Jim Phil-

lips said, adding that the foundation is

ready to raise more funds if the church

commissions more. The conditions are

that the missionaries must be bona fide

evangelistic missionaries assigned to

evangelism work, they must make a life-

time commitment to mission work, and,

where possible, be recruited from within

the Presbyterian Church (USA).

New Age viewed with disfavor

among college population, says poll

It may be the religion of the 80s, but ac-

cording to a recent Gallup survey the

New Age movement is getting unfavor-

able reviews from U.S. college students.

According to the survey, unfavorable
views of the movement outweigh
favorable opinions by more than a 3-1

margin among college students who have
some familiarity with it. Gallup
identified the New Age movement as a

"diverse, interreligious, and optimistic

set of unorthodox beliefs and practices

popularized widely in the last decade."

Soviet Jewry activists focus on

strengthening Jewish culture

In response to the increased rate of

emigration of Soviet Jews and greater re-

ligious freedom in the Soviet Union,

American Jewish leaders are giving more

attention to efforts to strengthen Jewish

culture among those who remain in the

country. Edgar Bronfman, president of

the World Jewish Congress, told Jewish

leaders in Columbus, Ohio, recently that

"no matter how wide the gates open, most

Jews in the Soviet Union are likely to

remain. If we do not want to lose them as

Jews, we must teach them to be Jews."

One project that provides cultural en-

richment via radio is the Academy of the

Air for Jewish Studies, which was
broadcasting clandestinely into the Soviet

Union for more than two years until it

was publicly disclosed recently in New
York. Another new development is the

recent opening of the first Jewish cultural

center in the Soviet Union in Moscow.
While aiding such efforts, Soviet Jewry
activists in the U.S. say they plan to

respond to requests from the Soviet Jew-

ish community rather than imposing
their own programs from outside.

Swaggart scandal badly batters

economy of Louisiana capital

The Jimmy Swaggart sex scandal has

badly battered the economy of Baton

Rouge, La., his ministry's hometown, ac-

cording to an extensive report in a local

business publication. Titled "Assessing

the Wages of Sin," the article says the

Louisiana capital's economy last year lost

at least $7 million of an anticipated $14

million from revenues generated through

Swaggart's camp meetings alone.

Fewer than half the 45,000 people pro-

jected to attend the meetings showed up,

it notes. More than 600 of the 1,500 people

employed at the time of the scandal

(payroll: $11.5 million) have quit or been

laid off, the Swaggart Bible College

faculty has lost nearly half its members
from a year ago, and the student popula-

tion is down by 73 percent, the report

says. Hotels, restaurants, merchants,

banks, landlords, construction firms, and

airlines are all feeling the consequences

of the scandal, it notes.

Physician proves power of prayer

at San Francisco hospital

Hospitalized heart patients had fewer

medical complications when prayed for,

according to a study published in South-

ern Medical Journal and Journal of the

American Medical Association. The study

was carried out by physician Randolph

Byrd at San Francisco General Medical

Center's coronary care unit in 1982 and

1983. He randomly assigned half of 393

patients to either an "experimental"

group, whose health was prayed for by

three to seven Christians, or to a "con-

trol" group that did not receive such

prayers.

Patients were not told which group

they were in, Byrd was kept in the dark

until the data were recorded, and the

people praying were told patients' first

names and diagnoses, "along with per-

tinent updates in their condition." Statis-

tics showed the two groups of patients

were equally sick when they entered the

hospital, but that patients who were

prayed for had fewer complications dur-

ing their stay.
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What Peter said to Paul
Sometimes in reading the Scriptures one finds

oneself, as it were, hearing one end of a telephone
conversation. First Corinthians is an example.
We gather that at points Paul was answering
questions,and so we try to imagine the questions
from reading the answers.
At other points we read one side of a con-

troversy without hearing what the other person
might have said about the issue. In 3 John 9, for
example, we learn of a certain "Diotrephes who
likes to put himself first, [and] does not acknowl-
edge my authority." To us as readers it appears
that this was truly a bad actor, and we would
want to have nothing to do with him. But I

wonder what we would have heard if Diotrephes
had been able to speak for himself.

I think it is really not important. What is more
important is a controvesy reported in Galatians 2
between Peter and Paul. The issue is described in

Paul's words alone. The problem erupted, accord-
ing to Paul's account, when Jewish Christians
came to Antioch from Jerusalem and objected to
Peter's eating with Gentile Christians. So, writes
Paul, "he drew back and separated himself, fear-
ing the circumcision party. And with him the rest
of the Jews acted insincerely, so that even
Barnabas was carried away by their insincerity"
(Gal. 2:12b-13).

Now as Gentile Christians we have a stake in

this question and we cannot but agree that Paul
was right and Peter was wrong. No commentary I

have consulted really supports Peter. Yet I find
myself wondering what he might have said. Was
it only pressure from the "circumcision party" or
was Peter still sorting out his own convictions
about what was the right thing for him to do?
The nearest I came to finding any sympathy for

Peter was in Oscar Fisher Blackwelder's exposi-
tory comments in The Interpreter's Bible: "Ob-
viously in many ways Peter was no match for
Paul. ... He was battling against a man of very
superior mental gifts, one who had the best
formal education of the day. Yet Peter had the
advantage of his daily companionship with
Christ, having been present at all the major
events of his Savior's life It would be most
helpful and revealing to have Peter's actual words
in this battle, for in Galatians Paul does the talk-
ing and Peter comes out in a poor light."

Indeed, Paul does more "talking" in the New
Testament than any other one person. He is the
principal theological interpreter of the Christian
"way." Yet there are other voices, not all of which
follow quite the same formula. One of these is the
letter of James with its salty emphasis on be-
havior as the real sign of real faith. Maybe Peter's
point is made by James.
When controversies erupt in the church, as it is

inevitable that they will, I find it of some comfort
to note that differences of perspective on what it

means to live as people of God have been around
for millennia. They surface from time to time in
the Bible, although not all are as sharply de-
lineated as Paul's account in Galatians 2. In some
instances both points of view have simply been
included in holy writ and the readers allowed to
form their own conclusions.

We may note, for example, the different pro-

phetic perspectives on the question of rebuilding
the Jerusalem temple after the Exile. According
to Haggai, it was a matter of great consequence:
the house of the Lord lay in ruins, "while you
busy yourselves each with his own house" (Hag.
1:9). Isaiah appears to have seen it as having less

urgency for:

Thus says the Lord:
"Heaven is my throne
and the earth is my footstool;

what is the house which you
would buildfor me,
and what is the place ofmy rest?"

—Isaiah 66:1

In Acts 7:49 Stephen is found using the latter

text with good effect. Indeed he was so effective

that he lost his life.

What is the greatest commandment? Jesus was
asked on one occasion. One gets the impression

this was a question for discussion and debate in

those times. Love God first of all and your
neighbor as yourself, Jesus replied wisely.

We have to acknowledge that the Christian's

calling cannot be stated more comprehensively
than this. I don't usually find Christians dis-

agreeing on it. Rather it is details of how this call-

ing is worked out that give us trouble.

—Daniel Hertzler
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Restoring wonder and
gratitude for the gift

of daily food.

When
you
fast .

.

by Kenneth L. Gibble

The early Anabaptists

objected to fasting

partly because some
religious groups

had made it

a legalistic practice.

Five loaves and two fish John 6:35



Talking to yourself, some folks say, is a sign of
an addled mind, perhaps a symptom of senility. I

must confess that I do talk to myself occa-
sionally—muse out loud, ask myself questions.
Sometimes I even find myself answering my own
questions. For example, when I sat down to

express some thoughts on fasting, a rather
pointed question popped into my head. Let me
show you what I mean.

Fasting is biblical, but it is not an
exclusively biblical discipline. All the

mayor religions of the world include
some form of fasting.

First ofall, why an article on fasting? Isn't

fasting pretty much a Catholic practice? Cer-
tainly it isn 't part of the Anabaptist tradition.

It's true that we Anabaptists have given hardly
any attention to fasting. But sometimes we forget
that our own religious tradition sprang from
spiritual soil which was centuries old. As we sift

through that soil, we find that the practice of
fasting has an honored place as a spiritual dis-

cipline. Like any religious practice, fasting can be
misused and abused. The early Anabaptists ob-
jected to fasting partly because some religious

groups had made it a legalistic practice; the
spiritual value of fasting had become bankrupt.

What does the Bible say about it?Fasting isn 't

really biblical, is it?

Fasting is biblical. The list of those who prac-
ticed fasting is impressive: Moses, David, Elijah,

Esther, Anna, Paul, and Jesus himself. However,
fasting is not an exclusively biblical discipline.

All the major religions of the world include some
form of fasting.

Throughout the Old and New Testaments, fast-

ing refers to abstaining from food for spiritual

purposes. It is not the same as a hunger strike,

which aims at influencing public or government
opinion. Fasting is also different from dieting,

which is done for physical well-being. Biblical

fasting centers on spiritual purposes, although it

is a mistake to separate our spiritual self from

Kenneth L. Gibble, Arlington, Va., is a Church of the
Brethren pastor and a free-lance writer.

our physical and social selves.

For example, the Gospels tell us that Jesus
fasted for 40 days in the wilderness. The tempta-
tions that he underwent during that time were
physical and spiritual. The devil urged Jesus to
turn stones into bread. But Jesus recognized that
physical hunger can never be separated from
spiritual well-being. His answer to this tempta-
tion was that none of us lives by bread alone.

Okay, fasting was practiced in Bible times, but
isn't it true that there is no direct biblical com-
mandment to fast?

If you are looking for an explicit commandment
that we should fast, either in the Old Testament
or by Jesus, you will not find one. But in the sixth
chapter of Matthew's Gospel, we find Jesus dis-

cussing the subject. He takes it for granted that
giving, praying, and fasting are all an important
part of the life of faith. We have no more reason
to exclude fasting from our Lord's teaching than
we do giving or praying. Jesus seemed to make
the assumption that his followers would fast and
what they needed was some instruction on how to

do it properly.

You 're making a pre tty good caseforfas ting,

but surely you will admit there are some dangers
associated with it.

Yes indeed. And perhaps the biggest danger is

spiritual pride. Remember the story Jesus told
about the Pharisee who went to the temple to

pray? He reminded God that he tithed his income
and fasted twice a week. Jesus came down hard
on fasting that called attention to itself: "When
you fast, do not look dismal, like the hypocrites,
for they disfigure their faces that their fasting
may be seen by men" (Matt. 6:16).

It is right to be repelled by people who call at-

tention to their own goodness. When you fast,

Jesus said (and notice he did not say if'you fast,

but when you fast), don't advertise it. Do it

without acting like some kind of religious martyr
and without regarding yourself as a better Chris-
tian—a more spiritually mature person—than
those who do not fast. God, who knows the secrets
of your heart, will reward you, and that will be
sufficient.

Fasting, especially extended fasting, can be
physically dangerous to people with certain
health conditions, such as diabetes and heart
disease. Pregnant women and children should not
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fast. For adults in good health, however, fasting

is not dangerous; in fact, it can be an aid to better

physical condition. But remembor that any such
benefit is merely a side effect. Fasting is not diet-

ing.

All right, you've given the biblical caseforfast-
ing and warned against some of the problems
with fasting, but let's be practical. What are the

benefits offasting?Maybe this is the perennial

North American question, but why should Ifast?
What 's in itfor me?
When I have fasted, the chief benefit for me

was what I did with the time usually spent eating

a meal. I used that time for reading and medita-
tion. But there was another benefit that was
more subtle. Because the fasting I engaged in was
frequently done in conjunction with a study
about world hunger, my own small discomforts at

missing a meal were reminders that many people

in the world live constantly with such discomfort

and that, for others, hunger leads to malnutrition

and death.

Writing about her own experience with fasting,

a Presbyterian pastor, Glenda Hope, has noted

that when she began to fast, she quickly ques-

tioned its value. Then she made a discovery:

"What suddenly came clear was the strong feel-

ing that I was entitled to eat whenever the least

bit hungry. Clearly, it would not endanger my
health to go 24 hours without food. . . . No, the

feeling of entitlement was the key. For most of

us, immediately available food is not regarded as

a gift but as a right, even while others starve. We
have lost the sense of wonder and the gift of

gratitude. We no longer honestly pray, 'Give us

this day our daily bread.' We demand it or take it

unthinkingly. Fasting may help us restore some
sense of wonder, of thankfulness, of delight for

even the simplest food." ("Why Fast for Lent—or
Anytime," The Witness, March 1987, p. 12.)

Perhaps, when we fast, we should walk
through a supermarket. Being even a little

hungry when grocery shopping makes it difficult

to resist impulse buying. Everything on the

shelves looks not only appealir*
- but essential.

The bright packages lure us, and we discover we
are captives to an economy that encourages glut-

tony. Fasting, if it helps to free us lYom that

consumer captivity, is a step toward spiritual

liberation.

Much of our eating and drinking is not a
necessary intake of nourishment, but a habit.

Many of us tease each other about our love of

sweets, and such good-natured banter can be good
fun. But I do wonder if overeating isn't really a

symptom of spiritual impoverishment. What else

in my life is dominated more by habit than by
genuine need? Why am I buying this thing for the

house, this item of clothing? What is my genuine
hunger?

Fasting, carried out with prayerful reflection,

may open the way for God to teach us something
about ourselves. We may begin to touch the

deepest hunger of all—our hunger for the one
who said, "I have come that they may have life,

and have it to the full." (John 10:10). We may be-

come more aware of the false gods we substitute

for the living God.

Fasting is a means of helping us find

our true selves, the selves God created

us to be.

You've been offered somefoodfor thought. .

.

forgive the bad pun! Suppoose I'm ready to

respond to the challenge to try fasting. What sug-

gestioris do you have?
If you have never fasted before, I would suggest

beginning slowly, perhaps missing one meal a

week. That doesn't sound like much, but if you
aren't used to missing that meal, it can be a

challenge. As much as possible, vary your routine

during that meal. If you normally go to the

cafeteria at that time, go somewhere else. If you
usually take that meal in the kitchen, stay in the

living room or go for a walk. And use the time
spent in meal preparation or eating to read or

meditate or pray. Read a psalm and a few
chapters in one of the Gospels.

Maybe you want more of a challenge. Try a 24-

hour fast once a week. If you use the period from
lunch to lunch, you will miss two meals: supper

and breakfast. In place of eating, drink liquids,

especially fresh fruit juices. Break your fast, not

by overeating, but with a light lunch.

A very practical way to make your fast signifi-

cant is to use the money you would have spent

paying for your meal as a contribution to an orga-

nization working to alleviate world hunger.

One more thing: In keeping with the counsel of

Jesus on fasting, it's a good idea not to tell people

about your fast. Naturally, if someone asks you

why you aren't eating, you should tell that person

what you are doing. But don't volunteer it. Let it

be a private matter between you and God. With
one exception: Fasting can be difficult, so do tell

one other person who can serve as a source of en-

couragement and support. Maybe a friend from
church. Ideally, it will be someone who is also

fasting.

Fasting is not an end in itself; it is a way. It is

not an act of heroism or self-deprivation. Rather,

it is a means of helping us find our true selves,

the selves God created us to be, with hearts rest-

less till they find their rest in the one who can

make us whole.

And so, when you fast ... do so to the glory of

God. ^
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Let me wash your feet
by Eileen Z. Lehman

My feet have been washed in many different

congregations and in different cultures and coun-
tries. They have been washed in warm water in

basins and in cool mountain streams. They have
been washed at retreats of fellow workers, in both
large and small congregations, and in a gathering
of several hundred women. The practice of foot

washing lends itself in a special way to an indi-

vidual touch and expression of love.

In a workers' retreat, foot washing took place
in a cool stream high in the mountains in Costa
Rica. The cold water seemed to warm at the touch

The practice of foot washing lends itself

in a special way to an individual touch
and expression of love.

of the Voluntary Service worker who lovingly of-

fered to wash my feet. Her encouraging words
lifted the spirits of this missionary mother rais-

ing a family in another country. At a lowland
stream next to the jungles in southern Costa Rica,

a foot washing service was postponed briefly. One
of the Indian Christians had observed a wild

animal near the stream and recommended it be
given time to retreat into the jungle before we
proceeded.

An additional touch. I have had my feet

washed in both large and small congregations in

towns and cities. Once in a Mennonite church in

the Costa Rican capital of San Jose, I observed an
additional touch. While having her feet washed,
each sister placed her hand on her partner's head
and prayed personally for her. Since then, other

congregations have adopted this practice.

On an interdenominational level, I was an ac-

tive participant in a foot washing service involv-

ing several hundred women from a number of

Latin American countries and Spanish-speaking

women from the United States: the Latin

Eileen Z. Lehman, Hilliard, Ohio, is a teacher and church
planter. She and her husband, Elmer, served previously as
Rosedale Mennonite Missions workers in Costa Rica for 22
years.

American Aglow Congress in 1983. Two leaders

from two different countries had felt led

separately to integrate a foot washing service into

the program. When they compared notes, they
joyfully affirmed each other and presented the

idea to the congress. At the orientation of the

"handmaidens" who wished to serve, one of the

counselors remarked, "The Mennonites are

fortunate. They have participated in this blessing

before!" What followed at that gathering touched
me in a personal way.

Several dozen of us served as handmaidens. We
each donned an apron, draped a towel over one
arm, carried a pitcher of water and an empty
basin, and proceeded to the ends of long rows of

eager participants. Each handmaiden poured
water over the feet of the first person in the row
and wiped her feet on the towel. From then on,

each participant proceeded to wash the feet of the

one beside her. Finally, the handmaiden moved to

the other end of the row to have her feet washed.
When my turn came, I began to undo the strap

of my shoe. Immediately, my friend re-

monstrated, "Oh, let me do that. I want to do it

all. I have never had this privilege before!" I had
to think of the times when the foot washing ser-

vice had appeared to be more routine than mean-
ingful. I recalled how in large congregations we
had lined up and paired off. We had spent little

time washing each other's feet to move on quickly

and make room for the next pair.

Dark-skinned feet. Foot washing means more
to me today. I suppose I have washed more dark-

skinned feet than fair. In the hug following, I

believe that in my experience the blessing "Dios

te bendiga" has outnumbered the English "God
bless you."

I recall remarks directed to me while on fur-

lough, "I don't suppose you teach foot washing in

Costa Rica." The fact is that we do teach and
practice foot washing. We feel our Costa Rican
sisters and brothers would have missed some spe-

cial blessings if we had not.

"How beautiful . . . are the feet of those who
bring good news, who proclaim peace" (Isa. 52:7).

May I add, How beautiful are those who wash the

feet of the saints and practice the gospel of peace!

Please, sister, let me wash your feet! ^
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Good Friday
by Steve Pardini

Peter's view
Bound up, torn 'n tattered,

Defeated and unreplenished,

He went back,

From whence he came.

Torment, heartache,

Anguish and rejection,

"Enough!" he cried,

My tears fell like rain.

And into sudden darkness,

The earth fell bloodstained,

Profound emptiness,

Filled the chasm that was once my soul

For I had denied I knew his name.

Mary's view
/ remember the time of his birth . .

.

It was a trying, unpleasant time,

Pregnant,

Traveling a great distance,

Along a difficult road,

So someone could take our names.

Giving birth, in some foul old stable,

Having to flee, because baby boys were

being put to death,

We escaped.

I remember the pain of his birth . .

.

Amidst a swirl of confusion and doubt,

His pain was my pain,

My pain was his pain,

He was my son, a blessing, a joy,

I wanted only for him to come down from

that cross.

Christ's view
/ can feel,

The nails being driven,

Into my flesh,

And the terrible

Pain, that comes,

with each pounding blow . .

.

And these are the people whom,
I love.

I wonder, how
Much more can

I bear, there

Seems to be no end,

To the agony.

I cry out for help,

But I am
Left forsaken.

But that sword,

That sword, pierced,

The heart of my hope.

The end has come,

My existence is now
Broken in two.
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Making sense of sex
by Katie Funk Wiebe

Sex just never used to make sense. When you
were young, you eavesdropped as much as possi-

ble on older children's and adults' conversation,
though understanding only bits and pieces. Then
in church, you wondered how it was possible that
that ungainly, homely man with the huge wart on
his nose did you-know-what with his chirpy little

wife.

It didn't make sense later on when your own
hormones, happy to be released, started coursing
through your body at breakneck speed, and you
found yourself attracted to the opposite sex
without even trying. Parents admonished again
and again against "flirting." You weren't ex-

pected to know what might happen next.

So you couldn't understand your father's

strong objections to walking home with the boys
when it felt so good. Only later on in adulthood,
when the no-sense statements made some sense,

did you acknowledge his probable awareness of

the extreme vulnerability of the young to their

powerful sex drives and his inability to converse
adequately about it. There was a mystery here
that couldn't be reduced to words over morning
oatmeal.

Beautiful and ugly. So even as your questions
about sex weren't answered clearly and unhesi-
tatingly, so you never answered your children's.

When is sex a beautiful thing? When can it be-

come ugly and hurtful? When interest awakens?
At the looking stage? At touching? During the
actual act? Is sexuality only that? Is it possible to

praise God for one's sexuality?

I admit that some people have some strange
thinking about sexuality. Some see it as a casual

afterthought on God's part after the creation of

human beings—a good something, like a dollop of

whipped cream on a piece of chocolate pie. "Well,

here, folks, here's something else to enjoy."

Some see sexuality as the animal side of human
nature. To them their sexual nature is a curse, the
fallen part of human nature, something they
must endure as long as they are in this body. To
be male or female is bad news, for sexuality dis-

tracts from spiritual goals. They refuse to accept
that sexuality need not be a burden, although it,

like other aspects of our human nature, is a ready
place for the expression of sin and must be
sanctified.

I find that many people in our society see sex as
the main reason for being. Physical love-making
intrudes in every film, advertisement, and fiction

Katie Funk Wiebe, Hillsboro, Kans., is an English professor
at Tabor College—a Mennonite Brethren school—and the
author of Bless Me Too, My Father (Herald Press, 1988).

work to the point of nausea in order to make the
product more attractive. People feel guilty if sex
isn't dominating their every thought. A young
woman is expected to be preoccupied with looking
sexy, and a young man is socialized into thinking
he must seduce to be a man.
Such people regard sex like a commodity. They

seem to imply that if you don't consume your
share of sex, there's something wrong with you.
No period in life should be without it—before
marriage, during marriage, after marriage. No
one should ever feel guilty about indulging in it

without the sanctity of marriage. Sexual
experience is a right no one should be denied.

Christian values shouldn't be considered in any
decision regarding it.

The important thing for these people is not to

mix sex with other personal stresses. Keep it in

the entertainment category, and place work and
personal relationships in another. For them, sex
acts have no enduring role in building a relation-

ship or developing social responsibility. Sex is

simply an enjoyable sensation of certain organs.
Anyone with the right equipment at the right mo-
ment will suffice.

Human sexuality is a topic too hot for many
congregations to handle. That is understandable.
It is hard to discuss openly. Yet observers of the
religious scene state that in 1989 the church will

have to pay attention to it. The issues of abortion,

homosexuality, AIDS, divorce/remarriage, and
problems related to gender roles are expected to

clamor for greater consideration.

Part of our humanity. We can no longer let

cloakroom gossip and jesting inform the young or

ourselves. Though we can't fully explain human
sexuality, for it is one of the great mysteries of

huma » existence, we need to keep insisting that
God is responsible for it. It is sacred. God created
us male and female: it is part of our humanity.
Some sexual differences are cultural, some in-

nate. Being male or female does not help in salva-

tion or discipleship. Being married does not make
us more sexual, nor does being unmarried make a
person asexual. It is not necessary to be a hus-
band or a wife to be masculine or feminine. A
single person is still a sexual being.

In a time when men and women work closely

together day after day and when sex is freely ban-
died about in conversation, restraints will have to

come from the inner being when society discards

the outer ones.

Though at one time sex never seemed to make
sense, it will begin making sense when we ac-

knowledge one another's sexuality as a trust from
God and respect it, recognizing its potential for

good and for evil. "V
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A column for sharing personal concerns

Beware of

draft registration

For eight years now draft registration

has been eating away at the body of

Christ like a cancer, slowly signing up all

the church's young men when they turn

18, and killing the principles of peace that

are the life, blood, and flesh of the body.

It seems that the church is not a victim

only, but a willing victim of this man-
made disease. The church, instead of

fighting off registration with the anti-

biotic of truth, has allowed herself to be-

come infested with this secular illness

and has failed to keep it from spreading.

Draft registration was begun by
"Christian" President Jimmy Carter in

1980 as a U.S. response to the Russian in-

vasion of Afghanistan. It was designed to

show a united U.S. opposition to the inva-

sion.

That invasion is now over, and registra-

tion is no longer necessary. There is no
longer a cause for the "statement" to be

made. The body of Christ should point

this out to the authorities and request

that they dismantle draft registration.

We need to contact the legislators and
communicate to them who we are, why
we feel like we do, and what we would
have them to do. We should have done
this eight years ago.

If we are rejected, we must do what we
should have done when we were first

confronted with registration. We must
appoint a person in every congregation

who is knowledgeable in the principles of

peace, and he must counsel all of the

young men as they approach age 18. He
must make clear to them how these peace
principles are negated if they sign their

names to draft registration.

Church headquarters should take the

initiative in implementing this program.
Seminars need to be organized to train

the counselors, and a booklet of guide-

lines outlining the principles of peace
needs to be put together—particularly for

the counselors. The book needs to be less a

compilation of Scripture quotes than a
description of how these Scriptures work
when brought to life in the body.

We have set Ten-Year Goals that we
want the body to reach. But these will be
hard to reach with a body that is dis-

eased—not functioning to its fullest

potential. If we aren't healed, there is one
"goal" we will reach without question by
1995. That is that the majority of our
young men will be committing them-
selves to the government's draft registra-

tion and opposing another government,

driving people farther apart on this

earth—instead of working through a

healthy body to bring them closer to-

gether in brotherhood.

If you were going to explain to Jesus
personally why you approve of his body
participating in draft registration—and
would participate in it yourself—what
would you tell him? I would like to hear
what you would say, if you're willing to

share it.

—Jeffrey A. Hatton, Greentown, Ind.

Why sing without
instruments, choirs?

Worship under David and other Old
Testament leaders was external and not a
model for New Testament congregations.

In the New Testament, worship is more
internal, spiritual, and centered on the

Word. New Testament congregational
worship resembled synagogue worship,

not temple worship. It requires being
filled with the Spirit and indwelt by the

Word and is aimed at the glory of God. It

is the overflow of the heart in praise to

him. It is not aimed at pleasing others,

but at teaching and admonishing them as

they join in.

The early Christians did not have
choirs or instruments in their meetings
for worship. Both choirs and instruments

were innovations by the Roman Catholic

Church. The Council of Laodicea (A.D.

343-391) outlawed congregational singing

and decreed that only specially appointed

singers could do the singing in church ser-

vices. The priest might chant the liturgy,

and the congregation might make a few
short responses with singing. The priests

would be in control of all the singing.

Martin Luther, in his courageous break

with Rome, declared that all members of

the congregation were part of the univer-

sal priesthood in the body of Christ, with

equal rights of access to God, and
therefore with equal right to join in the

singing of his praise. Having restored

congregational singing, he did not, how-
ever, abolish choirs and organs. The
unison singing of the congregation was to

be accompanied by the singing of the

choir in harmony. The organs were used

only for playing preludes and interludes,

but by the year 1600 they took the place of

the choir to accompany the singing of the

congregation, and the choir began to be a

separate anthem singing unit. This did

not improve congregational singing,

which became more formal and lifeless as

time went on.

During the time of the Puritan Com-
monwealth in England, organs were out-

lawed, but not always removed. After the

king came back, organs were again used

but congregational singing was not much
improved. After John and Charles Wesley
began preaching vital, personal religion,

spontaneous, enthusiastic unison singing

began to revive. In the Methodist con-

gregations which arose, singing was to be

entirely congregational, and choirs and
organs were not permitted as long as

John lived. The hymns which Charles

wrote were much used. Organs and choirs

were somewhat reluctantly permitted
after John passed away. No provision was
made for the congregation to learn to sing

correctly and in full harmony. Methodists

are no longer noted for full-bodied,

vigorous congregational singing. Overall,

Methodists are declining in numbers.
Mennonite singing was in unison until

the time of singing schools in the mid-

1800s. The Old Order Amish and Old
Order Mennonites opposed the singing

schools, and still sing in unison, with

some exceptions. Where Mennonites at-

tended singing classes, they learned to

sing in four parts and still do, largely

with the help of the shape notes. Con-

stant spiritual renewal and elementary

training in reading music is necessary for

this heritage to be kept alive to the glory

of God. And there must be a resolute

shutting out of all instrumental music
and special singing for display. "O mag-
nify the Lord with me and let us exalt his

name together. " God is so great and ?o

good, it takes all of us in earnest united

effort to exalt his name adequately.

—Clarence Y. Fretz, Hagerstown, Md.

All about Gehenna, etc.

They haggled

over your garment

now some try to

dicker over the shroud
in times still

slick with blood

as I learn to think

this sticky thought:

.2,000 years

is not too old

for you to be around.

I have so much
I need to ask

when I meet you.

I'd like to ask you

how you felt

about Gehenna, etc.

—Barbara Mosemann
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Church news

Miller named as first

joint president of AMBS
Marlin Miller will become the first joint

president of Associated Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminaries on July 1, 1990. The deci-

sion was announced on Mar. 4 by the

governing boards of the two schools that

make up AMBS—Goshen Biblical Sem-
inary and Mennonite Biblical Seminary

—

and share a campus in Elkhart, Ind. GBS
is operated by the Mennonite Church, and
MBS is sponsored by the General Confer-
ence Mennonite Church.
Committees chosen by the boards had

been meeting since last September on the

presidential selection process. In Decem-
ber, Miller, who has been serving as

president of GBS since 1975, agreed to

extend his current term an additional

year to June 30, 1990. He then planned to

devote more time to teaching, writing,

and interchurch dialogue.

"The present decisions involve a signifi-

cant change in plans for Marlin," noted
Albert Meyer, executive secretary of

Mennonite Board of Education. "It means
a shift in direction which is a result of a

substantial process in response to a call

from the church and the Holy Spirit's

leading."

"Marlin's proven gifts convinced the se-

lection committees that he is the person
best qualified to lead AMBS at this point

in its history, " said Evelyn Shallen-

berger, chair of the GBS selection com-
mittee. "He is a gifted administrator, a
visionary leader, and a theologian. He
cares deeply for the church and is con-

cerned about its future."

The seminary boards had charged the

committees each to find the best candi-

date for its seminary. If the committees,
in their separate and joint efforts, had
found two persons, the present two-presi-

dent model would have continued, modi-
fied as necessary in the light of the gifts

and experiences of the persons chosen.

Now that a single person has been named,
a single-presidency model will be imple-

mented.
"Both committees were deeply moved

when they came together to report the

results of their proceedings and discov-

ered they had been led to the same conclu-

sion as to their first choice," said Wilbert

Shenk, staff person for the GBS commit-
tee.

"The unanimous decision of the com-
mittees and the boards concretizes a co-

operative arrangement that has existed

for two decades on one campus," said

Menno Epp, chairman of both the MBS
board and its selection committee. "The

MBS Board of Trustees wholeheartedly

affirms Marlin Miller as a Christian

leader and teacher—as a gift of God to

the General Conference Mennonite
Church."

Henry Poettcker is the current presi-

dent of MBS, and he has served since

1978. He earlier announced his plans to

retire on June 30, 1990.

Miller will be granted a three-month

leave of absence early in 1990 to prepare

for the new assignment. He and the two
seminary boards will work together to

restructure present administration and
board patterns to facilitate the one-

president model.

Miller's experience in church schools in-

Marlin Miller

eludes attendance at Bethany Christian

High School, where he graduated in 1957,

and Goshen College, where he received a

bachelor's degree in English in 1960.

Miller followed graduation with a year's

study at GBS. He pursued further gradu-

ate work at the University of Basel in

Switzerland and the University of Heidel-

berg in West Germany, where he was
awarded the Doctor of Theology degree in

1968.

Miller was a mission worker in France
with Mennonite Board of Missions, 1968-

74. His responsibilities included teaching

assignments with the European Menno-
nites and at the Ecumenical Institute in

Paris, the development of a ministry
among African students in Paris, and pe-

riodic assignments as traveling con-

sultant for MBM in West Africa. Miller

also served as European Peace Section

representative for Mennonite Central

Committee, 1963-74.

While in Paris, Miller was ordained by
the Chatenay-Malabry Mennonite congre-

gation as a pastor in a team ministry. He
and his wife, Ruthann, are currently

members of Assembly Mennonite Church
in Goshen, Ind., which is dually affiliated

with the MC and GC denominations.

Canadian leaders
discuss unity

amidst diversity

Representatives of 10 Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ denominations gath-

ered in Calgary recently to discuss the

theme of unity. Waldemar Janzen, a

professor at Canadian Mennonite Bible

College, presented a study paper on
"Maintaining a Spirit of Unity in the Face
of Current Diversities."

"If we want to be in tune with God's

creative and redemptive activity with the

world, we must see ourselves as agents

of unity under God," he said. "Our
mentality must be governed by a basic in-

cline toward uniting versus separating,

toward joining versus disaffiliating,

toward building bridges rather than
fences.

He also pointed out two qualifying

considerations: that the Bible also de-

velops the concept of a "rich functional

diversity," and that there exist possi-

bilities of unity not under God. "We must
be watchful lest we unite under a banner

belonging to Satan," he warned. Some-

times temporary separation may be re-

quired to avoid idolatry and to maintain

faithfulness to God.

In response, Abe Konrad of the Men-

nonite Brethren Church stressed the im-

portance of enhancing unity by focussing

"less on boundary maintenance in our

churches and more on the centrality of

the gospel." Edwin Friesen of the Evangel-

ical Mennonite Conference suggested
that unity is "not measured so much by
policy and programs as it is 'face-to-

face' friendships at both the leadership

and laypeople levels." Ross Nigh of the

Brethren in Christ Church cited examples
of the benefits of united service and wit-

ness to the world through Mennonite
Central Committee.

Approximately 40 people attended the

one-day consultation which was spon-

sored by the Canadian Council of Men-
nonite and Brethren in Christ Moderators

in cooperation with MCC Canada. The

meetings have been held annually since

1975. Harvey Sider was elected chairman

of the council, succeeding Arden Thies-

sen.

—

MennoHamm for Meetinghouse
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World Conference
promotes partnerships
with sister churches
The concept of international sister

church partnerships—an idea already

catching on quickly among the Baptists

—

has much to offer Mennonites as well in

terms of better global understanding,

suggests Hansulrich Gerber, executive

secretary of International Mennonite
Peace Committee. Sister church rela-

tionships involve the pairing of local con-

gregations in different countries or

among different ethnic groups.

Gerber notes that for Mennonites the

impetus is coming from at least two di-

rections. He gets occasional inquiries

from congregations interested in develop-

ing a relationship with a congregation in

another country or continent. At the

same time some churches have been call-

ing for more direct church-to-church ties

alongside their traditional relationships

with mission and service agencies.

In 1987 International Mennonite Peace

Committee, a part of Mennonite World
Conference, took action to encourage
grassroots contact. Gerber cautions, how-
ever, that neither the committee nor

MWC would likely have the resources to

act as a general clearinghouse for a full-

fledged sister church program. Instead,

Gerber wants to promote the taking of

initiative by groups at the local level, and
he points to a Baptist program as a good

example for Mennonites to consider.

Baptist Peace Fellowship recently pub-

lished a resource guide to aid interested

churches. In it, Ken Sehested, executive

director, suggests that congregations

begin by taking advantage of any exist-

ing contact that members may have with

a church in another country. If that

doesn't work, a denominational missions

office should be able to provide leads. In

making the initial contact, churches may
start by sending such information as an
explanation of the purpose of the
proposed linkage, a description of their

congregation, and a "sister-church
covenant" for both to consider.

The ways of fostering a relationship

once it is started are virtually unlimited

and can involve all groups of the con-

gregations, says Sehested. Some projects

have included writing letters, personal

visits, exchanges of pictures, bulletin

board displays, exchange of prayer re-

quests, simultaneous Bible studies, phone
calls, banner exchanges, exchanges of

music cassettes, children's art exchanges,

learning hymns in each other's language,

and recipe exchanges.

In the Mennonite context, special ob-

servances such as Mennonite World
Fellowship Sunday and International

Mennonite Peace Sunday could be cele-

brated jointly. Pastors could exchange
sermons.

The Baptist guidebook recommends

caution, however, concerning any fi-

nancial assistance: "If we view our rela-

tion primarily as a vehicle for 'aid,' we
may miss the point entirely." The best

way to make financial contributions

internationally is normally through the

existing denominational missions and
service agencies. However, congregations
often do find they want to sponsor a
project more directly with the sister

church.

Gerber already knows of some Men-
nonite churches that are involved in part-

nership relationships, and he would like

to see many more. Rather than produce
any new Mennonite resources, he recom-
mends that interested Mennonites obtain

the Baptist guide, which is easily

adaptable across denominational lines. It

is available for $3.50 from Baptist Peace
Fellowship at 499 Patterson St., Mem-
phis, TN 38111.

Vision to become reality

for information center
in Holmes County, Ohio
Back in 1979, in the old Dunkard

Church of Bunker Hill, Ohio, world-fa-

mous artist Heinz Gaugel began the

painting of a mural to depict the Ana-
baptist story. Upon seeing the partly

finished mural, local citizens were con-

cerned that the painting should remain in

the hands of the Mennonite people, and
this painting was one of the factors that

instigated the forming of Mennonite In-

formation Center, which has served
Holmes County since 1979.

However, the painting was destined to

travel a rocky road over the years and
was thought to be lost to commercial
business ventures several times. It was
not until a few months ago that the paint-

ing became available and was purchased

by Mennonite Information Center.

"Actually many of us were so certain

that the information center should some-

how end up with this mural that we see

this unfolding as a true answer to

prayer," said board president David
Clemens. "We have purchased the fin-

ished 135 feet of the mural and have com-

missioned the original artist to finish the

115 feet to complete the panorama which

will be 250 feet long and 8 feet high." The
mural is contracted to be finished in two

years. An impressive list of Mennonite

consultants and advisers have been dele-

gated to make sure the Anabaptist story

is truly accurate.

The information center has also

purchased 5Vfe acres of land near Berlin.

"If everything proceeds as planned we
will raise a building to house the painting

later this spring," Clemens said. The
board is also looking into the possibility

of eventually hiring a full-time adminis-

trator for the endeavor.

"The tourists are coming whether we
develop Mennonite Information Center or

not," said Abe Mast, one of the trustees.

"This past year the information center

gave service to people from 30 countries

and all but four of the U.S. states. With
all the myths about our people, we just

want them to know the true story of the

Amish and the Mennonites."

A fund-raising drive is currently in

progress. One sizable contribution has al-

ready been committed which has
contributed to the purchase of the paint-

ing and the property. Anyone is eligible

for membership in Mennonite Informa-

tion Center for a contribution of $10 per

year or $100 for a lifetime membership.
"The information center vision started

as a result of a concerned group of people

and the project is a big undertaking that

cannot be completed without the support

of the churches, businesses, and indi-

viduals in the community," Clemens said.

Alice Roth

MBM appoints Roth
as vice-president
for overseas ministries

A new vice-president for overseas
ministries has been appointed for Men-
nonite Board of Missions. Alice Roth of

Elkhart, Ind., will assume the position

next January. She will be involved in

missiological studies for four months be-

fore that.

Roth has served as executive vice-

president of Goshen College since 1984.

She was an administrator at the college

for six years before that. She and her hus-

band, Willard, were MBM missionaries in

Ghana, 1969-73.

Roth will succeed Wilbert Shenk, who
has resigned from his administrative du-

ties, effective January 1990. Shenk ex-

plained that he decided in 1985 to com-
plete his administrative responsibilities

with MBM by 1990. Shenk added that

conversations with MBM president Paul

Gingrich over the past two years have

been aimed at discerning the best timing

for this transition.

Shenk has been an MBM overseas

administrator since 1965. He has served

in his present post since 1980. Gingrich

has asked Shenk to continue serving in

his role as MBM missiologist.
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MDSer Simon Beachy traveled to North
Carolina from Stuarts Draft, Va.

Tornado clean-up
in North Carolina
spotlights Mennonites

It's probably safe to assume that when
a damaging tornado ripped through por-

tions of three North Carolina counties

last November most of the local residents

didn't know much more about Men-
nonites than about Eskimos. As a result

of the valiant efforts of more than 60

Mennonite Disaster Service volunteers

and the media attention this drew,
however, Mennonites have achieved an
unprecedented visibility in this pre-
dominantly Baptist area.

Within 72 hours of the killer storm's
passing through the area, local MDS coor-

dinator Dave Kindy of Winston-Salem
had met with MDS representatives from
the Durham, Raleigh, and Rocky Mount
congregations, together with area Red
Cross officials, to begin planning how
best to integrate MDS volunteers into the
massive cleanup effort. During the next
several weeks MDS volunteers from near
and far provided hundreds of hours of

labor, primarily assisting with the re-

building of damaged buildings and the re-

moval of dozens of fallen trees.

According to an article in Raleigh's

News and Observer, the MDS assistance
was primarily directed toward families

whose insurance coverage did not include

the cost of labor for reconstruction. This
article, along with a story in the Raleigh

Times, described Mennonites as a people
who "believe strongly in the Bible and
adhere to a philosophy of helping one's

neighbor." Lengthy stories concerning
the MDS work were also included in tele-

vision newscasts originating in Raleigh
and Durham, further contributing to the

increased visibility of Mennonites
throughout the central North Carolina
area, referred to locally as "The Pied-

mont."— Walt and Leanne Smith

Student envisions
bar in Elkhart, Ind.,

as a church
The LA Lounge has a reputation as one

of the most notorious bars in Elkhart,

Ind. It was responsible for nearly 300
police calls last year—more than the oth-

er bars in the city combined. Elkhart of-

ficials want to get rid of it. But a black

Mennonite student has a different dream.
David McKissic, a participant in the

Lark Leadership Education Program in

Philadelphia, envisions the lounge becom-
ing a church that would meet both the

spiritual and the social needs of its com-
munity—the low-income, predominantly
black, Benham West area. He hopes to

begin efforts this spring with at least

three other people to plant an "Ana-
baptist-related" church. "The LA Lounge
would be excellent because it's visible in

the cradle of the neighborhood," he said.

Already 15 congregations serve the

5,000 blacks in Elkhart, according to

recent studies conducted by church
growth classes at Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries.

Although that represents a high ratio

of churches for the population, more than
half of the congregations have pastors

who do not live in Elkhart, said Gary
Martin, instructor in evangelism and
church planting at AMBS. "Many of those

black churches are very small, so there

certainly is a population there that is not
very active in church."

McKissic grew up in a working-class
family in Peoria, 111., and "got a feel" for

Elkhart while commuting to nearby Go-
shen College. Joining his church-planting
effort will be city worker John Brown,
Goshen student James Logan, and Chi-

cago student Wayne Welch. They have
received moral support from Mennonite
Board of Missions and some Mennonite
and Brethren congregations.

McKissic and Martin said they thought
the holistic Anabaptist approach would
interest the black community. In fact,

about 35 respondents to a survey ex-

pressed interest in joining such a con-

gregation, McKissic said.

The church-planting efforts will begin
with a Bible study. McKissic and the

other leaders also plan to open a mul-
tipurpose center, which will serve as a
meetinghouse and offer day-care, job
training, tutoring, medical help, and
other services.

Although McKissic hopes the church
eventually will become racially inte-

grated, he said the church would grow
more at first by focusing on the black
community. "That's really the sad part of
the Elkhart area and of America in gener-
al: One of the more segregated hours in

this country is the church hour," he said.

Meanwhile, McKissic hopes the new
congregation could provide positive role

models for the community's young peo-
ple. "Our ultimate goal is to train them
and allow them to take it over," he said.

"We have our work cut out for us."

—Tom Price, Elkhart (Ind.) Truth

Summer 1989 at Associated

Mennonite
Biblical

Seminaries

Congregational Youth Ministry

Daniel Schipani, Coordinator

Weekend Symposium, June 9-11

Course, June 12-16

Church Planting

Gary E. Martin

August 14-25

Greek Language

Mary Schertz

July 10-August 25

(except July 31-August 4)

The Bible and Ethics Research Seminar
Harry Huebner and
David Schroeder, Coordinators

Canadian Mennonite Bible College

Winnipeg, Manitoba

June 5-17

Registration deadlines:

May 29 for Congregational Youth Ministry

August 1 for Church Planting

For more information contact: Jim Metzler
3003 Benham Ave.
Elkhart, Indiana 46517-1999
219/295-3726
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Editor's note: In the "Readers Say"
response from Norman Kraus in the Feb.

28 issue, interested people were invited to

request a documented list of ways in

which Kraus' views have been mis-

represented. But an address was not

given. The list is available from Kraus at

1210A Harmony Dr., Harrisonburg, VA
22801.

S. Hamilton, Portland, Oreg.
Thank you, Alice Parker, for your affir-

mation of our beautiful four-part singing

('Singing Mennonites," Feb. 7). We visit

other churches often and have really no-

ticed the lack of the four parts, especially

the tenor and bass. They all sing the mel-

ody.

We are not the only church which sings

a cappella. The Church of Christ does

also. Our sons chose to go to high school

and college at the Church of Christ school

and through daily chapels and choir they

really enjoy and appreciate four-part

(sometimes up to eight-part) singing that

my husband and I have grown up with.

I hope we don't lose this special way of

worshiping and praising God!

Bertha Yoder, West Liberty, Ohio
I was pleased to see the excellent article

by Alice Parker on "Singing Mennonites."

I was at Laurelville for Music Week when
she and her family came to spend the

week and direct the choral group. She
continued to come a number of years, and
I was there the year she with John Ruth
put together the Martyrs Mirror musical

and performed it.

She has the ability to take an old tune

and make beautiful arrangements easily

sung by choral groups. She just beamed
when she heard the good four-part har-

mony being sung unaccompanied in our

worship services.

We in our traditional Mennonite hymn
singing have something that many
churches do not have. They may look over

the fence and wonder how we do it. I was

^Pontius' Puddle

/

impressed by one statement Alice Parker

made: "Good singing begets good singing

when the chain is not broken."

May we appreciate and preserve our

heritage of good singing, teaching our

children good music in the home and the

church instead of these "ditties" that

smell of modern "rock."

Melanie Zuercher, Whitesburg, Ky.
It was nice to see the news article (Feb.

7) telling about some of my work with

Mennonite Central Committee in

southeastern Kentucky. However, I'd like

to correct some inaccuracies.

First, the newsprint coloring book is

titled simply Save the Homeplace (it's not

a first-person account as is the other

reader). Also, most (not all, as the article

implied) broad-form deeds were signed at

the turn of the century. And the organiza-

tion I work with is Kentuckians Fov The
Commonwealth, with all initial letters

capitalized (we're having a hard time

training the statewide newspapers, too!).

Finally, the article was rather out-of-

date, since the election toward which the

literacy material was directed occurred

on Nov. 8. And somehow, the article left

out the most important fact: what KFTC
did for the rights of landowners in Ken-
tucky.

On Nov. 8, Kentucky voters over-

whelmingly approved—with 83 percent of

the vote—an amendment to the Kentucky
constitution which outlaws strip-mining

under pre-1950s broad-form deeds
without the consent of the surface owner
and without fair compensation for strip-

mine damage.
KFTC, a grassroots citizens' organiza-

tion with membership statewide (though

concentrated most in eastern Kentucky),

drafted the amendment, pushed it

through the 1988 Kentucky General As-

sembly, and spearheaded the campaign to

win voter approval of the amendment on

Nov. 8.

The literacy materials were only a

small part of the total effort, which in-

cluded considerable grassroots fund-rais-

ing. That effort succeeded beyond our

greatest hopes, despite last-minute op-

position from some major coal com-
panies, who shelled out for a week-long
advertising blitz nearly twice our budget
for the entire campaign. The fact that the

amendment still passed, and with such a

landslide, was truly a victory for grass-

roots movements.
And today, Kentucky is no longer "the

only coal-producing state with no law
limiting the abuse of broad-form deeds."

Richard E. Martin, LaGrange, Ind.

This letter is written in response to the

General Board's "Statement on Kraus
Book" (Jan. 10). It also is a personal

response after having read the book, Je-

sus Christ Our Lord, by C. Norman
Kraus.

First, I affirm, generally, the General

Board statement. The positive use of the

Confession of Faith (1963) quotations is

at once helpful and provides a clear sense

of direction and emphasis.

Second, it is my personal opinion that

the level of reading difficulty puts the

book out of the range of the average Men-
nonite. Even possessing an M.A. degree,

having studied at two different sem-
inaries, and being an active pastor who
keeps up on theological issues did not

make my personal reading of the Kraus
book an easy task. Indeed, it was the most
difficult book, of a theological nature,

that I have read. Some sections required a

reading and rereading of 2-4 times to as-

certain the meaning or the lack of mean-
ing as intended by the author.

Third, I believe the purpose of express-

ing Christology in cross-cultural settings

from a disciple's viewpoint is a worthy

one. However, that does not require a

weakening and emasculating of the basic

cardinal truths of the orthodox Christian

faith. For exampleJ especially vague and
weak were statements concerning the trin-

itarian nature of the eternally existing

Godhead, the validity of the viewpoint

that espouses the substitutional sacrifice

of Christ on the cross for us, and the full

authority and the high view of the Word
of God as "God's Word written" and not

words about God that are subject to

early- and late-date subjectivity and oth-

er questionable types of criticism. The
Brunk criticism, at certain points, may be

too severe and polemic, but it does have a

basis in view of the weaknesses I ob-

served. *

Fourth, Kraus does state some truths

and principles that are excellent, al-

though not always easily understood.

However, in my opinion, the negatives

outweigh the positives. Therefore, the

General Board counsel for the need of

further testing of this writing on Chris-

tology and the three points made at the

end of the General Board statement are

both instructive and necessary.
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Mennoscope

Disabled Vietnamese orphans getMCC help. More than 270 children who had been

abandoned in the streets and hospitals of Vietnam live in a disabled children's home
in Ho Chi Minh City (formerly Saigon). Donations made through the Global Family
Program of Mennonite Central Committee help to keep the home for children ages 1

to 17 running. Most of the children are mentally handicapped; some have physical

handicaps. Dang Thi Tarn, a pediatrician at the orphanage, suspects that some of the

children may be neurologically damaged as a result of Agent Orange sprayed by the

U.S. Army during the Vietnam War. The orphanage is also home to several children

of mixed race, and presumably Amerasian. There are few resources in the country

for children with special needs, but this home provides a clean, loving environment,

reports Stan Reedy, MCC program coordinator for Vietnam.

The Seniors for Peace group got the endorse-
ment of Notre Dame University's retired
president recently. "I believe that the idea of
Seniors for Peace is enormously important for

our world," said Theodore Hesburgh, a Catho-
lic priest who led the Catholic school for many
years and was known nationally and interna-
tionally for his work in peace and justice. "The
worst thing that old people can do is to judge
themselves irrelevant." Seniors for Peace was
organized by a group of retired Mennonites in

Goshen, Ind. Hesburgh's comments were made
during a visit to his office in nearby South
Bend by Atlee and Winifred Beechy and Roy
Umble.

A worker with the homeless received an
award for "outstanding contributions in the
field of human resources" recently in Phoe-
nix, Ariz. He is Elmer Miller, director of the
new homeless shelter at Sunnyslope Men-
nonite Church. About a dozen men are housed,
fed, and counseled at the church each night.

The objective of the shelter, named House of

Refuge, is to help homeless people become self-

supporting. The shelter is operated with donat-
ed labor and funds from Sunnyslope members
and other area churches. Miller is the only full-

time staff person.

Richard Detweiler is this year's "scholar in
residence" for Lancaster Conference. From
Feb. 1 to May 31 he is teaching, speaking, and
preaching in a variety of settings, including the
conference's pastoral training program and
district ministers seminars. Detweiler is a
longtime Franconia Conference leader and
former president of Eastern Mennonite College
and Seminary. The scholar in residence is

sponsored by the conference's Leadership
Council.

Three mutual aid counselors have been
named in Ohio to represent the health, life,

retirement, and auto aid plans of Mennonite
Mutual Aid. They are Jeffrey Shank of Shank
Insurance in North Lima, Thomas Sly of Cole-

man/Hutsler/Sly Insurance in Kent, and Paul
Bontrager of Yoder Insurance Agency and Fi-

nancial Services in Hartville.

The Lancaster (Pa.) Region of Mennonite
and Brethren Marriage Encounter is spon-
soring the following marriage encounters:
Apr. 7-9, Erie, Pa.; Apr. 21- 23, Quarryville,

Pa.; and May 12-14, Sarasota, Fla. Also being
offered is the following engaged encounter:
Apr. 28-30, Quarryville, Pa. More information
is available from the Lancaster Region at 92

Strasburg Pk., Lancaster, PA 17602; phone
717-393-5426.

The Newton (Kans.) Region of Mennonite
and Brethren Marriage Encounter is spon-
soring the following marriage encounters:
Apr. 7-9, Calgary, Alta.; Apr. 7-9, Canadensis,
Pa.; and Apr. 21-23, Washington, Iowa. More
information is available from the Newton
Region at Box 347, Newton, KS 67114; phone
316-283-5100.

Applicants are being sought for the 1990-91
Women's Lectureship Stipend at Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries. The purpose is

to encourage women to pursue appropriate
graduate studies in view of future professor
openings at AMBS and other Mennonite
schools. Previous stipend recipients have been
Dorothy Jean Weaver, Mary Schertz, Mary
Sprunger (current), and Rachel Reesor (1989-

90). The stipend of about $11,000 underwrites
graduate-level research and part-time teaching
at AMBS. The application deadline is Apr. 30.

More information is available from the
Women's Advisory Committee at AMBS, 3003
Benham Ave., Elkhart, IN 46517.

An emerging congregation is seeking a do-
nation of hymnbooks. Needed are 20 used or

new copies of The Mennonite Hymnal. The con-

gregation will pay the shipping. Contact Greg
Boardman at 65 Summit St., Auburn, ME
04210; phone 207-777-5320.

New appointments:
•Berry Friesen, director of Service Program,
Mennonite Central Committee U.S., starting in

June. He succeeds Lynette Meek, who has been
appointed executive secretary of MCC U.S.

Friesen will oversee 115 workers in 11 locations

throughout the United States. For the past 10

years he has been a staff attorney with South-
ern Minnesota Legal Services. Before that he
was a teacher. In the early 1970s, he and his

wife, Sharon, served with MCC in Jamaica.
•Tom Edge, director of Handicap Concerns,
Mennonite Central Committee Canada. He will

work with the Handicap Concerns Committee
in giving direction to Canada-wide efforts to

assist disabled people and also help MCC Mani-
toba implement a program in that province.

Edge served previously as Choice Books man-
ager for Manitoba.
•James Locklear, director of Dyck Arboretum,
Hesston College. He will be responsible for the

continuing development and maintenance of

this preserve for Kansas vegetation. Locklear

served previously as curator of plants at the

University of Nebraska Statewide Arboretum.

Church-related job openings:
•Associate director of development, Eastern
Mennonite College and Seminary. The person
will establish and maintain donor contacts in

assigned geographical areas. Required is a
knowledge of the Mennonite Church and of

business enterprises; a degree from a Men-
nonite college is preferred. Contact the Person-
nel Office at EMC&S, Harrisonburg, VA
22801; phone 703-433-2771.

•Reference/bibliographic instruction librar-

ian, Goshen College. This is for the 1989-90
academic year only. An MLS is required. Expe-
rience in teaching library research skills and
reference/on-line database searching is help-

ful. Contact Devon Yoder at GC, Goshen, IN
46526.

•Reference librarian, Goshen College, starting

in April. This is a part-time position. It in-

cludes teaching library research skills in

classes. Reference experience and teaching

experience are helpful. Contact Devon Yoder at

GC, Goshen, IN 46526.

•Administrator, Maple Lawn Health Center,

Eureka, 111. The person should be trained and
experienced in management, preferably in

health care. The 119-bed center is part of

Maple Lawn Homes. Contact Clifford King at

Maple Lawn Homes, 700 N. Main St., Eureka,

IL 61530; phone 309-467-2337.

•Association and admissions director, Virginia

Mennonite Retirement Community, Harri-
sonburg, Va., starting in May. The person will

direct the admissions process and relate to
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older church members and the VMRC Associ-

ation. Required is a degree in human services

and 2-3 years of related work experience. Con-
tact Keith Gnagey at VMRC, 1409 Virginia

Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone 703-433-

8900.

•Summer staff. Camp Deerpark,
Westbrookville, N.Y. Needed are a crafts

teacher, recreation director, and others to

work with inner-city children. Contact the

camp at Box 405, Westbrookville, NY 12785;

phone 914-754-8669.

Special meetings: Stan Shirk, Lyndhurst,
Va., at Louisville Mennonite Fellowship,
Louisville, Ky., Mar. 5-10

New members
Oak Hill, Winston-Salem, N.C.: Penny

Crews.

Bay Shore, Sarasota, Fla.: Richard Burns.

Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio: Gabe Hostet-

ler.

Dargan, Md.: Guy Robinson II, Brian Shu-
maker.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Baines, Tim and Donna (Drudge), Don
Mills, Ont, first child, Catherine Marie, Feb.

21.

Burckhart, Brian and Diane (Graybill), Tel-

ford, Pa., third child, second son, Kenton Jay,

Feb. 16.

Chupp, Mark and Sharon Shumaker, San
Jose, Costa Rica, first child, Daniel Shumaker,
Dec. 15.

Dean, Greg and Sue (Zehr), Port Republic,

Va., second son, Jonathan Matthew, Feb. 17.

Deter, Rod and Tammy (Adler), Morrison,

111., third child, first son, Daniel John, Jan. 17.

Erb, Ross and Cathy (Smeltzer), Kitchener,

Ont., first child, Peyton Smeltzer, Feb. 4.

Gingerich, Mel and Rachel (Yoder), Smith-
ville, Ohio, third child, first son, Logan Paul,

Feb. 15.

Good, Dean and Rebecca (Hess), Akron, Pa.,

third daughter, Rachel Erin, Feb. 21.

Heatwole, Edwin and Eileen, Fred-
ericksburg, Va., fourth child, first son, Aaron
Edwin, Feb. 13.

Hurst, Wilmer and Kay (Stoltzfus), Browns-
town, Pa., fourth child, third son, Jonathon
Daniel, Feb. 16.

Kauffman, Armon and Bernie (Beyer), Go-
shen, Ind., third son, Jordan Anthony, Feb. 19.

Kropp, Kenneth and Rose, Lagrange, Ohio,

Paul Albert, Feb. 13.

Lance, David and Carla, Apple Creek, Ohio,

Wyatt Alan, Feb. 10.

Lauber, Darwin and Roxanne (Neufeld), To-

field, Alta., third child, second daughter, Isabel

Faye, Feb. 17.

Leis, Robert and Brenda (Gerber), Newton,

Ont., first child, Corey Robert, Feb. 12.

Leis, Tim and Jodi (Jeary), Wellesley, Ont.,

first child, Kaitlin Diamond, Feb. 9.

Lewis, John and Kari (Miller), Canby, Oreg.,

second son, Joshua John, Feb. 5.

Martin, Glenn and Pauline (Shantz),

Oshawa, Ont., second son, Simon James, Feb.

2.

Mast, Mark and Kathy (Wengerd), Goshen,

Ind., third child, second son, John Austin, Feb.

14.

Mentzer, Jeffrey and Barbara (Cunning-
ham), , Del., first child, Eric Daniel,

Jan. 30.

Miller, Brian and Jane (Hesse), Forestville,

Va., first child, Joshua Brian, born and re-

ceived for adoption, Feb. 17.

Miller, James and Jamie (Wagler), Wash-
ington, Ind., first child, Brittney Janae, on
Feb. 17.

Miller, Wayne and Kim (Birk), Hartville,

Ohio, second daughter, Janelle Marie, Feb. 11.

Olszewski, Dave and Sharon (Hunsberger),

Elkhart, Ind., third child, first daughter, Ni-

cole, Feb. 17.

Peifer, Keith and Michelle (Rupert), Mans-
field, Pa., first child, M. Keith, Jan. 14.

Ranck, J. Robert and Beth (Morgan), Para-

dise, Pa., first child, Carrie Marie, Feb. 2.

Reesor, Paul E. and Ann (Roth), Markham,
Ont., first child, Christopher Simeon, Dec. 9.

Reesor, Richard and Carolyn (Diller),

Markham, Ont., Benjamin Diller, Feb. 13.

Rittenhouse, Jim and Kendra (Good), Tel-

ford, Pa., first child, Steven James, Feb. 19.

Roulhac, Ray and Donna (Rempel), Hess-

ton, Kans., second son, Kevin Tyler, Feb. 10.

Shipley, Neal and Pennie (Tompkins), Ster-

ling, III, first child, Philip Eugene, Feb. 7.

Showalter, Samuel and Joanna (Gray),

Harrisonburg, Va., first child, Marilea Hardin,

Dec. 14.

Slaubaugh, Doug and Carla (Shetler), Par-

nell, Iowa, fourth child, second daughter, Feb.

15.

Snyder, Lester annd Kathryn (Anderson),

Valparaiso, Ind., second child, first daughter,

Vanessa Marie, Feb. 11.

Spory, Melvin and Catherine (Holsopple),

Oregon pastor retires. Ed Miller and

his wife, Ethel, were honored at a retire-

ment program and open house recently

at Prince of Peace Mennonite Church in

Corvallis, Oreg. Miller's retirement

closes 42 years of ministry—the last

eight at Prince of Peace. Some tears

were shed as Miller preached his last

sermon but generally laughter and sur-

prises were the order of the day. Ed and

Ethel, who were married on their joint

birthday, served churches in Mississippi,

Colorado, and Michigan before going to

Oregon. They plan to move to Denver,

where their four sons and their families

live.

Boswell, Pa., fourth child, first son, Michael

Lamar, Dec. 17.

Thomas, D. Richard and Debra (Kolb), Wil-

low Street, Pa., second child, first daughter,

Andrea Lynn, Feb. 5.

Wenger, Dwayne and Brenda (Steckly),

Hesston, Kans., first and second children,

Lance Bryan and Kendall Ryan, Feb. 6.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald " if the address is supplied.

Barber-Wiens. Brett Barber, Irving, Tex.,

and Kimberly Wiens, Hesston, Kans., Hesston
cong., by Carl Wiebe, Feb. 25.

Challenger-Bender. Stevan John Chal-

lenger, Los Angeles, Calif., and Deborah
Lenore Bender, Edgewater, Colo., College

cong., by Ross T. Bender, Feb. 24.

Coblentz-Smith. Reuben Coblentz, Union-
town, Ohio, and Christine Smith, Rochester,

Ohio, both of Bethany cong., by John E.

Gingerich, Sept. 24.

Kauffman-Wolgemuth. Lee Kauffman,
Ronks, Pa., Paradise cong., and Kris Wol-
gemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa., Mt. Joy cong., by Joe

Shearer and Fred Martin, Feb. 18.

Monnett-Marker. Mark Leon Monnet,
Cumberland, Md., and Joann Dawn Marker,

Keyser, W.Va., both of Pinto cong., by Mahlon
Miller and Roy Bender, Feb. 18.

Pilgrim-Yancey. Kenneth Lee Pilgram,

Okeechobee, Fla., Baptist Church, and Jean

Yancey, Bay Shore cong., Sarasota, Fla., by
Howard S. Schmitt and Joe Bishop, Jan. 21.

Sacra-Lehman. David Carroll Sacra, Mc-
Gaheysville, Va., Grace Covenant Church, and
Julie Ann Lehman, Harrisonburg, Va.,

Weavers cong., by Clyde Kratz, Feb. 11.

Obituaries

Bowman, Roger Dean, son ot Wilbert and
Mary Ann (Lichty) Bowman, was born in Wa-
terloo Co., Ont., June 20, 1969; died in an au-

tomobile accident in Waterloo Co., Feb. 13,

1989; aged 19 y. Surviving are his parents, one

sister (Dionne), paternal grandmother (Mag-

dalena Bowman), and maternal grandparents

(Edwin and Elvina Lichty). He was a member
of Elmira Mennonite Church, where funeral

services were held on Feb. 16, in charge of Ray
Brubacher and Mary Schiedel; interment in

Elmira Mennonite Cemetery.
Cunningham, Grace Ann Phillips, daugh-

ter of John and Elizabeth (Blosser) Phillips,

was born July 19, 1914; died of cancer at Santa

Ana, Calif., Feb. 11, 1989; aged 74 y. On July

22, 1937, she was married to Warren Cun-
ningham, who died on Oct. 3, 1988. Surviving

are one son (Harry J.), one daughter j(Betty

Hertzler), and 5 grandchildren. She was a

member of Warwick River Mennonite Church,

where funeral services were held on Feb. 18, in

charge of Carl Mericle, Nelson Burkholder, and
Roger Hertzler; interment in Warwick River

Church Cemetery.
Detwiler, John J., son of Benjamin and

Laura (Brubaker) Detwiler, was born at

Cherry Box, Mo., Feb. 25, 1895; died at Scho-

walter Villa, Hesston, Kans., Feb. 11, 1989;

aged 93 y. In 1938, he was married to Mary
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Alice Wenger, who died in November 1984. Sur-
viving are 2 brothers (Milton and Albert) and 2
sisters (May Larrew and Alice Detwiler). He
was a member of Hesston Mennonite Church.
Funeral services were held at Schowalter Villa

Chapel on Feb. 14, in charge of Phil Bedsworth,
Wes Jantz, and Paul A. Friesen; interment in

Eastlawn Cemetery.
Nussbaum, Verda Melvena Geiser,

daughter of John F., Sr., and Helen (Gerber)
Geiser, was born at Kidron, Ohio, Aug. 30,

1925; died of a heart attack at Orrville, Ohio,
Feb. 11, 1989; aged 63 y. On Nov. 14, 1946, she
was married to Allen Nussbaum, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are 4 daughters (Eileen

Crone, Loretta Miller, Kathryn, and Ruby
Schwarting), 3 sons (Duane Leonard, and
Philip), 13 grandchildren, 2 sisters (Irene Bru-
baker and Ada Amstutz), and 3 brothers
(Elmer, Willis, and John F., Jr.). She was pre-

ceded in death by one sister (Edna Nussbaum)
and one granddaughter. She was a member of

Sonnenberg Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Feb. 14, in charge of
Richard E. Ross, Melvin Nussbaum, and Elton
Nussbaum; interment in Sonnenberg Church
Cemetery.

Hauder, Myrton Earl, son of William and
Iva (Hershberger) Hauder, was born in Mil-

ford, Nebr., Feb. 1, 1915; died of pneumonia at

Seward, Nebr., Feb. 21, 1989; aged 74 y. Sur-
viving are one brother (Lawrence) and one
sister (Naomi Saltzman). He was a member of

East Fairview Mennonite Church, where fu-

neral services were held on Feb. 24, in charge
of Lloyd Gingerich; interment in East Fair-

view Cemetery.
Jackson, Mary Lou Seidel, daughter of

Claude C. and May (Quimby) Seidel, was born
at Sterling, 111., Nov. 2, 1929; died at St.

Anthony Hospital, Rockford, III, Feb. 12, 1989;

aged 59 y. On May 8, 1946, she was married to

Walter M. Jackson, who survives. Also surviv-

ing are 3 sons (Bruce R., Greg J., and Andy G.),

4 daughters (Donna Murphy, Kathy Lewis,
Wendy Jones, and Angel Knox), 13 grand-
children, 3 great-grandchildren, 2 brothers (C.

Robert and Harold J. Seidel), and 2 sisters

(Patricia Duncan and Carol Reynolds). She
was preceded in death by 2 children (Danny
and Sue). She was a member of Science Ridge
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Feb. 16, in charge of Roy Kauf-
man and H. Joseph Seidel; interment in

Science Ridge Mennonite Cemetery.
Kennel, Joseph M., son of Christian D. and

Elizabeth (Fisher) Kennel, was born in Chris-
tiana, Pa., Apr. 4, 1924; died at Ephrata Com-
munity Hospital on Feb. 12, 1989; aged 64 y. On
July 19, 1945, he was married to Miriam Phen-
neger, who survives. Also surviving are 3 sons
(Joseph, Jr., Thomas, and Steven), 3 daughters
(Joan Whitmire, Patricia Mast, and R. Jean
Scalia), 10 grandchildren, and 2 great-grand-
children. He was a former pastor of West
Chester Mennonite Church, of which he was a
member. Funeral services were held at Mill-
wood Mennonite Church on Feb. 15, in charge
of Frank Shirk, Amos Sauder, and Charles
Wert; interment in Millwood Mennonite
Church cemetery.

Miller, Esther E., daughter of Levi and
Lydia (Miller) Miller, was born at Middlebury,
Ind., Feb. 16, 1918; died of cancer at Elkhart
(Ind.) General Hospital on Feb. 13, 1989; aged
71 y. Surviving are one brother (Gideon Mill-

er). She was preceded in death by 4 sisters and
one brother. She was a member of Clinton
Frame Mennonite Church. Funeral services

were held at Yoder-Culp Funeral Home on
Feb. 15, in charge of Vernon E. Bontreger;
interment in Miller Cemetery.

Miller, Mary Mabel, daughter of Jacob and

Lottie (Lohr) Miller, was born in Garrett Co.,

Md., Jan. 14, 1899; died at Goodwill Mennonite
Home

,
Grantsville, Md., Feb. 20, 1989; aged 90

y. Surviving is one brother (Ross Miller), and
one sister (Grace Miller). She was a member of
Springs Mennonite Church. Funeral services
were held at Newman Funeral Home on Feb.
22, in charge of Steven Heatwole; interment in

Addison Cemetery.
Oyer, Wilford Christian, son of Jacob and

Elizabeth (Zehr) Oyer, was born in Mackinaw,
111., Aug. 2, 1909; died of Parkinson's disease at
Valparaiso, Ind., Feb. 14, 1989; aged 79 y. On
Aug. 11, 1936, he was married to Bessie Sutter,
who survives. Also surviving are one son
(Larry), 2 granddaughters, 2 great-grandsons,
2 sisters (Lucille Oyer and Ruth Tyrrell), and
one brother (Willard). He was a member of

Hopewell Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Feb. 17, in charge of John
F. Murray and Art Good; interment in Hope-
well Mennonite Cemetery.
Rohrer, Melvin J., son of Clayton and

Martha (Knupp) Rohrer, was born at Wads-
worth, Ohio, Jan. 23, 1912; died at Belle-

fontaine, Ohio, Feb. 6, 1989; aged 77 y. He was
married to Esther Burckhart, who died in

November 1970. On July 28, 1973, he was mar-
ried to Marjory Yoder, who survives. Also sur-
viving are 3 daughters (Verna Schrock, Carol
DeLisle, and Marian Powell), 5 grandchildren,
2 brothers (Ivan and Maynard), and 2 sisters

(Marjorie Landis and Ruth Mumaw). He was a
member of South Union Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Feb. 9, in

charge of Lynn Miller. A memorial service was
held at Bethel and at Maplehill; interment in

Maplehill Cemetery.
Roth, Sarah Kropf, daughter of Joseph and

Elizabeth (Roth) Kropf, was born in Virginia

on May 9, 1899; died at Maples Nursing Home,
Tavistock, Ont, Feb. 11, 1989; aged 89 y. On
Nov. 15, 1921, she was married to Rudy S.

Roth, who died on June 24, 1978. Surviving are
5 sons (Nelson, Harvey, Wallace, Raymond,
and Earlus), 2 daughters (Florence Baechler
and Viola Brubacher), 25 grandchildren, and 32
great-grandchildren. She was a member of
Steinmann Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Feb. 14, in charge of Fred
Lichti and Elmer Schwartzentruber; inter-

ment in the church cemetery.
Slabaugh, Esta Marie, Hochstetler,

daughter of Elmer and Ora (Yoder) Hoch-
stetler, was born in Marshall County, Ind.,

May 29, 1931; died of cancer at Memorial Hos-
pital, South Bend, Ind., Feb. 8, 1989; aged 57 y.

On Mar. 10, 1951, she was married to Levi N.
Slabaugh, who survives. Also surviving are 2
daughters (Cynthia Dixon and Corrine Burck-
hart), 5 sons (Randall, Barry, Robin, Jim, and
Bruce), 10 grandchildren, her mother, one
sister (Carol G. Rhea), and 4 brothers (Harold,
Fred, Willis, and Jim). She was a member of

North Main Street Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Feb. 12, in charge
of John C. King and Robin Larue; interment in

South Union Cemetery.
Wagler, Edna Albrecht, was born in

Wellesley Twp., Ont., Oct. 2, 1925; died from
injuries received in a traffic accident on Feb. 6,

1989; aged 63 y. On Dec. 1, 1949, she was mar-
ried to William Wagler, who survives. Also
surviving are one son (Elwood) and 2

daughters (Marjorie Michelon and Rosemary
Harding). She was a member of Poole Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Feb. 9, in charge of David Brubacher;
interment in Poole Mennonite Church
Cemetery.
Weaver, Melvin N. son of Ivan G. and Anna

(Nolt) Weaver, was born in East Earl, Pa., July

27, 1923; died at Mennonite Home, Lancaster,

Pa., Feb. 15, 1989; aged 65 y. He was married to

Virginia H. Martin, who survives. Also surviv-
ing are 6 sons (Earl M., Mervin M., Elvin M.,
Leonard M., Nelson M., and Glenn M.), 6
daughters (Grace A., Kathryn L., Louella M.,
Lorraine V., Miriam F., and Carolyn J.), 27
grandchildren, 3 brothers (Paul N, Clarence
N., and Ivan N., Jr.), and 2 sisters (Elizabeth
Martin and Anna Mae Martin). He was a mem-
ber of Bossier Mennonite Church, where funer-
al services were held on Feb. 18, in charge of
Fred M. Garber, Harlan Hoover, Russell J.

Baer, and Simon Kraybill; interment in Boss-
ier Mennonite Cemetery.

Wilkerson, Helen M. Bryant, daughter of
John and Nellie (Thorpe) Bryant, was born in

Pendleton, Ind., June 23, 1906; died at Wau-
seon, Ohio, Feb. 5, 1989; aged 82 y. On July 2,

1932, she was married to Harold Wilkerson,
who died on Aug. 27, 1950. Surviving are one
daughter (Sara Short), 3 grandchildren, one
great-grandchild, one brother, and 3 sisters.

She was preceded in death by one infant

daughter. She was a member of North Clinton
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held
at Short Funeral Home on Feb. 7, in charge of

Earl Stucky; interment in Grovelawn Ceme-
tery.

Yoder, Agnes E. Steckley, daughter of

Jacob and Elizabeth (Ropp) Steckley, was born
in Ontario, Feb. 11, 1909; died of heart failure

at Midland, Mich., Feb. 4, 1989; aged 79 y. On
June 11, 1933, she was married to Chester
Yoder, who survives. Also surviving are 2 sons
(Dennis L. and Clair D.), 2 daughters (Kathy
A. and Sharry S.), 10 grandchildren, 2 great-

grandchildren, and one brother (Milton Steck-
ly). She was a member of Midland Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Feb. 7, in charge of Edward Robbins, Jr.; inter-

ment in Poseyville Cemetery.

Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.
16

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancaster, Pa., Mar.
17-19

Illinois Conference annual meeting, Arthur, 111., Mar. 31-Apr.

Mennonite Church General Board, Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 6-8

Virginia Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 7

Mennonite and General Conference Mennonite mission leaders
annual meeting, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 10-12.

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind., Apr. 16
Churchwide Youth Ministry Council, Prescott, Ariz., Apr. 17-

22
South Central Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 20
Empowered Ministries annual meeting, Indianapolis, Ind.,

Apr. 20-22

Hispanic Convention executive board, Apr. 20-22
Roclcy Mountain Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Colorado Springs, Colo., Apr. 22
Eastern Mennonite College commencement, Harrisonburg,
Va„ Apr. 30.

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Goshen, Ind., May 4-

5
Mennonite Board of Education board of directors, Elkhart,

Ind., May 5-6

Rocky Mountain Conference annual assembly, Palmer Lake,
Colo., May 5-7

Franconia Conference spring assembly, Philadelphia, Pa., May
6

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y.,
May 13

Eastern Mennonite Seminary commencement, Harrisonburg,
Va., May 20

Hesston College commencement, Hesston, Kans., May 21
Southwest Conference midyear meeting, Los Angeles, Calif.,

May 27-29

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
Cover-story design by David Hiebert; cover art reprinted with
permission from Jesits and das Geld; photo on p. 186 by Ra-
leigh (N.C.) News and Observer; p. 188 by Stan Reedy.
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Ontario government approves
religious readings in schools

The provincial government of Ontario

has adopted a policy permitting readings

of religious materials from several groups

in public schools in response to an appeals

court ruling last October that barred
readings that are devotional or that re-

flect only one religion. In announcing the

new policy, Education Minister Chris

Ward said opening exercises in public

schools may include a moment of silence

"and/or one or more readings that impart
social, moral, or spiritual values and that

are representative of our multicultural

society." Ward said the Lord's Prayer
may be included among the readings, but
"readings from any religion may not be
used exclusively or be given a position of

primacy."

Tutu, before Jews, denounces
Israel's treatment of Palestinians
Anglican Archbishop Desmond Tutu of

South Africa, after being honored by a
Jewish group in New York as a model of

"courage and commitment" to social jus-

tice, for the first time publicly criticized

Israel's treatment of Palestinians as a
"direct contradiction" of Jewish faith and
history. Speaking to the issue of black-

Jewish relations at the invitation of the

Stephen Wise Free Synagogue, the 1984

Nobel Peace Prize winner said Jewish
relations with South African and
American blacks "won't improve signifi-

cantly" until the question of justice for

Palestinians is settled.

European Catholic scholars denounce
pope's leadership style

Against the background of controver-

sial appointments of Catholic bishops in

West Germany, Austria, Switzerland,
and the Netherlands, a group of 163
Catholic theology professors has criti-

cized Pope John Paul II with being too au-

thoritarian in his leadership style. In
what they called the Cologne Declaration,

issued in that West German city, the
scholars cited evidence of papal reduction

of the rights of national churches, the

pope's refusal to enter into dialogue with
theologians, and his continual limiting of

the rights of the laity.

The declaration deals with the appoint-

ment of bishops, the withdrawing of theo-

logians' right to teach in universities, and

church teachings on artificial birth con-

trol. It sees recent actions by the pope in

all these areas as a misuse of his position,

the purpose of which it describes as the

preservation of the unity of the church.

In a half dozen dioceses in Europe in

recent months, conservative bishops have
been appointed over strong local opposi-

tion. In one case in Austria, Catholic laity

and clergy lay down on the street at the

entrance to the cathedral, and the bishop-

elect had to be escorted in by police.

'Scripture languages' increase by 23,

Bible Society reports

The number of languages that have at

least one published book of the Bible rose

by 23 last year to a total of 1,907, accord-

ing to American Bible Society. Complete
Bibles were published in seven new lan-

guages in 1988, bringing the total in that

category to 310. The languages, some of

which have unusual spellings, include

Karo Batak, spoken by about 600,000

people who live on the shores of Lake
Toba in Indonesia; ekeGusii, spoken by
more than 6 percent of the people in

Kenya; Cuzco Quechua, a dialect spoken
by descendants of the Incas in Peru; and
four African languages—Malawi chi-

Tonga, otjiHerero, ruKwangali, and
Tigre.

Methodist bishops resolve to work
for Central American peace

Stating that "peace with justice is pos-

sible in our time," Methodist bishops
from throughout the Americas concluded

their hemispheric summit meeting in

Managua, Nicaragua, with a call to new
faithfulness and solidarity with the peo-

ples of Central America. The event was
initiated by Methodist bishops in Latin

America in order to engage their col-

leagues of the U.S.-based United Method-

ist Church in a discussion of north-south

issues. The Latin Americans chose

Nicaragua as the site for the meeting, be-

lieving it symbolizes the historic conflict

between Latin American aspirations for

freedom and U.S. interests in the region.

Religious broadcasters slow to sign

up for new ethics program
Membership sign-ups have been slow in

the new ethics program of National Re-

ligious Broadcasters. NRB officials

blamed "a poor job of education" on their

part and procrastination on the part of

members as the main culprits. However,
some observers say that board composi-

tion requirements and membership fees

are major considerations for a number of

the smaller operations.

Figures released at the recent NRB

convention in Washington showed 34

members had been certified by the new
Ethics and Financial Integrity Commis-
sion, 30 applications were in progress,

and 84 had been certified through mem-
bership in the Evangelical Council for Fi-

nancial Accountability. All nonprofit

members of NRB must be certified in

order to retain their membership. The of-

ficials reckon that close to half of the 850

members are nonprofit. With only about
one-third certified or in process after one
year, the NRB board has extended the

deadline for applying several times.

Landlord says state law violates

his religious freedom
A man who is being sued by the Minne-

sota Human Rights Department for re-

fusing to rent to an unmarried couple

says the state human rights act violates

his First Amendment right to religious

freedom. Layle French, a carpenter in

Marshall, Minn., said the human rights

act violates his religious beliefs forbid-

ding sex before marriage. "The Bible

clearly states this is wrong," he said.

Jewish groups in Phoenix fight

Christian evangelism efforts in schools

Five Jewish groups in Phoenix have or-

ganized a task force to fight evangelism

on high school campuses by groups such

as Young Life, Student Venture, and Fel-

lowship of Christian Athletes. Jewish
leaders are taking to school authorities

their concern about "spiritual molesta-

tion" of students by zealous Christians. A
paper they issued declared "parents have

a legal right to insist that no one on school

grounds . . . will engage their children

during school hours for discussion de-

signed to influence their religious

beliefs."

Church women say U.S. activities

exploit Filipino women, children

A contingent of 16 churchwomen from
15 states has completed a two-week "ecu-

menical study tour" of the Philippines

and is back in the United States educat-

ing the public about what it contends is

Western exploitation of women and child-

ren in that island nation. Participants in

the tour, sponsored by Church Women
United, returned with the impression

that three major elements contribute to

exploitation, according to General Direc-

tor Doris Anne Younger, who was a mem-
ber of the tour. She cited the Philippine

debt burden, the U.S. military presence,

and the prostitution industry spawned by
those elements as critical factors in the

cycle of poverty.
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Count your
Numbers of us remember an old gospel song

entitled "Count Your Blessings." The music is not

from Haydn and the poetry is somewhat less than
Shakespeare, but the point may be worth an occa-

sional reminder: more good things do happen to

most of us than we are wont to remember, espe-

cially when certain unblessings get our attention.

Evelyn King Mumaw proposes a variation on
this theme in her book More Like Jesus (Herald
Press, 1989). She begins her chapter 9 by quoting
Romans 8:28 and then observes that "We tend to

use these verses only in times of difficulty and
suffering and limit the 'all' to the traumatic
experiences of life. How often do you hear anyone
quote Romans 8:28 in a time of great joy?" (p. 89).

Indeed, how often do we?
Mumaw suggests some categories that may be

used in reflecting on life, what it has done to us,

and how we deal with these experiences. She
proposes categories such as these: (1) great joys;

(2) major difficult experiences; (3) ordinary de-

lights; (4) small irritants.

"No two packages of life's realities and
experiences are alike," she writes. "What each of

us does with what happens in our lives every day
is highly significant in determining what we be-

come" (p. 94). Nevertheless, each life is in some
sense touched by the four categories she has
proposed: the great joys and great troubles; the

ordinary joys and small problems.
I think there is wisdom in the outline Mumaw

has provided. We can use it if we will to get a
perspective on the flow of life's experiences. I

have the impression that people divide into

groups on the basis of whether they dwell on the

positive experiences or the negative ones. Polly-

anna, a character in a children's book, was so in-

clined to put a positive spin on everything that

her name has become the label for an unrealistic

failure to acknowledge the negative experiences

of life. On the other hand, Eeyore, a donkey in A.
A. Milne's Winnie the Pooh stories, never ex-

pected anything good to happen.
Yet life is some of both and how much of both it

is becomes a matter of perspective. As Mumaw
observes, if the car breaks down, we can become
irritated. Or instead we may reflect on the fact

that we are able to have doubtful ad-

vantage that is denied to a majority of the world's

people.

This sort of insight is more palatable if we find

it on our own rather than having another person

rub it under our nose. The world is full of Job's

comforters who try to cheer us up by noting that

many others have had worse trouble than we.

Indeed, their accounts of others' troubles and dis-

asters can leave a sick person in a mood next to

panic. What we really need when we are in trou-

ble is understanding, reassurance that others are

ready to stand with us in our pain. Whether it is

less or more than someone else's is not the point.

What do we need in times of joy? Is it not the

same thing: understanding? When one has accom-
plished something or fallen on good times, it is

reassuring to have others acknowledge this. Some
20 years ago when I completed an educational

program which had required some sacrifice on

my part and considerable patience from my wife

and family, a colleague arranged a dinner in my
honor. There was no particular reason why he

needed to do this. But having earlier been

through the educational routine himself, he

understood the dynamics and the importance of

celebration at the end.

Whether or not friends and colleagues support

us in our times of joy and sorrow we may do so

ourselves and bring our complaints and thanks to

God. If we take a cue from the Psalms of the Old

Testament, we will note that both complaints and
thanks were evidently considered appropriate.

The people of Israel were "up front" with their

feelings.

Even so, the perspective derived from the kind

of review suggested by Mumaw will in the end
probably lead us in the direction of thanks more
than complaints. Particularly when we consider

all the disasters that might have happened to us

and haven't.

—

Daniel Hertzler





REFLECTIONS ON IMAGES OF HUMAN WHOLENESS AND SALVATION

Saving the whole
people of God
by Michael Schwartzentruber

"I suppose all this talk about recognizing our

brokenness is relevant to a point, but as Chris-

tians, don't we have to go beyond this and talk

about salvation?"

I had been speaking to a group of local pastors

on what I call a "theology of disability." Bob had
become increasingly agitated as I spoke.

The crucifixion, and the scars of the

crucifixion, were incorporated into

the resurrection.

He pressed his point. "Doesn't being saved in

Christ make us whole?"

I don't suppose there can ever be complete

agreement on such issues, but I would like to add

some observations to the discussion. Of course,

before you can consider the question, you must
first decide on what you mean by the terms

"wholeness" and "salvation."

A different notion. For Bob, as for many
others, salvation is a single momentous event in

which we are changed at once and forever. And
although we have not yet exchanged our

perishable bodies for the imperishable, it is the

Michael Schwartzentruber, Orillia, Ont., is a free-lance

writer and a member of Danforth-Morningside Mennonite
Church.

spiritual reality of being "saved" which counts.

For him this means that physical and emotional

brokenness have very limited relevance. We
should speak to, and share with, each other out of

the spiritual wholeness found in our experience of

salvation. Even if we choose to understand salva-

tion as a process, we still encounter this notion of

salvation as something which, little by little,

removes all trace of weakness and imperfection

from us.

I have this image of someone putting together a

jigsaw puzzle. First you sort out all the straight-

edge pieces and put together the border. In terms

of human wholeness, psychologists say we start

by developing our identity, our sense of self. We
define our ego boundaries. Then we work to fill in

the picture. We form families, develop careers,

nurture our faith, and become contributing and

integral parts of our community. We work to

make all the pieces of the puzzle fit, so that at the

end of our lives we have this puzzle complete, and

whole, no missing pieces, suitable for framing

and hanging on the rec-room wall. It's actually an

image which I like, and it's quite useful to a point.

A problem arises, however, when we encounter

people who, for one reason or another, have pieces

missing, or pieces which don't seem to belong to

the picture they thought they were working on, or

the one society tells them they should be working

on. Or what about those people who through

death never have the opportunity to finish their

puzzle? If there is to be any hope of wholeness for

these people, we need a more inclusive image

than jigsaw puzzles.

Only the good parts. I agree that our pil-

grimage of salvation includes an experience of

greater and greater wholeness. But I fear that,

for many of us, wholeness has become equated

with only half of our life experience, the good

parts, the enjoyable parts. We have come to
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equate wholeness with happiness. We have come
to equate wholeness with health. We have even
come to equate wholeness with wealth.

But our notion of human wholeness might bet-

ter refer to the full range of human experience.

Some years ago I wrote an article, "The Denial of

Life," which appeared in Gospel Herald on July

26, 1983. In this article I spoke of the grief I

experienced when faced with the reality of my
shortened life expectancy. I received a letter from
a reader who wondered whether I could truly be
saved, for if I were, I should experience only the

joy of my salvation. For her, emotional whole-
ness, achieved through salvation, meant endless

happiness and joy. From my perspective, emo-
tional wholeness includes the full range of emo-
tional experience and expression, and implies an
ability to both laugh annd cry. They are two sides

of the same coin. I believe this is true whether one
is "saved" or not.

So, too, the whole of our physical reality in-

cludes the full range of physical experience,

health, and physical impairment.
The whole of our spiritual experience embraces

those times when the spring of spiritual renewal
flows freely within us, and those times when it

seems to run dry.

An experience of salvation in this life, then,

will be one which can include and embrace this

full range of human experience.

Now, if Bob were sitting here, he would say this

still begs the question. Of what ultimate
relevance is all this, for won't any experience of

salvation we have in this life be perfected in our
ultimate salvation experience—the resurrection?
At this point, the resurrection appearance of

Christ to the disciples, described in Luke and

The balance

Let me learn to weigh carefully

in the balance of prayer

each thought,

each word,

till only that which equals love

is measured out

in word,

in deed.

—Cathryn Clinton Hoellworth

John, can speak powerfully to us. In both
passages Jesus bears the scars of the crucifixion.

In Luke's version, Jesus has already appeared
to two disciples who were on the road to Emmaus.
They return excitedly to Jerusalem to tell the
others. Then we read: "As they were saying this,

Jesus himself stood among them. But they were
startled and frightened, and supposed that they
saw a spirit. And he said to them, 'Why are you
troubled and why do questionings rise in your
hearts? See my hands and my feet, that it is I

myself; handle me, and see; for a spirit has not
flesh and bones as you see that I have" (Luke
24:36-39, RSV).
To me these images say several things:

1. The crucifixion was not negated or made ir-

relevant by the resurrection. It reminds me that
the crucifixion, and the scars of the crucifixion,

were incorporated into the resurrection. They

The acceptance of the scars of Christ,

the scars of others, and our own scars

is the work of the church.

were incorporated into the salvific event and
salvific experience.

2. The scars were not erased for a reason. The
scars could no longer hurt Jesus, but they

remained to identify him for who he was, and
what he had done.

3. The scars that / bear on my own body, within

my own mind, within my own soul, will not be

erased or made irrelevant by my resurrection

experience, by my own experience of salvation,

but will be incorporated into that experience.

They may no longer hurt me but may remain to

identify me, for they have played an important

role in defining who I am as a person.

Uncomfortable proposition. Is that an attrac-

tive idea? I suspect that for many, and if I am
honest, for myself at times, it is a frightening no-

tion. When Jesus asks the disciples to handle him,

to touch him, he is really asking them and us, "Do
you want the nail-marked hands? Do you want a

scarred person at the center of your existence?"

And that question must be understood to ask

both, do you want to recognize the reality of your
own scars? and do you want to hold hands with a

Christ who is himself scarred? And maybe for

some of us the answer is still no. It's an uncom-
fortable proposition.
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But let me make one further observation on

this text. Luke reports that when Jesus appeared,

the disciples were "startled and frightened." One
commentator suggests that this was the same
sort of holy terror, or fear of the supernatural,

that Zechariah felt, in chapter 1 of Luke's Gospel,

when an angel appeared to tell him that Elizabeth

would bear a son, and the same sort of fear the

shepherds felt, in chapter 2. When Jesus ap-

peared to the disciples, they experienced this holy

If we overcome our fear of a scarred

Christ, we can overcome the fear of our

own scars and the scars of others.

A March morning in the mountains

It was just about dawn in the mountains of western North

Carolina. It was warm, and I was sitting on the deck of our

house. Toward the east the pine trees were still dark figures

outlined by the early light. All was quiet and peaceful. A
solitary bluebird was raising its song.

Then I heard the sound of a breeze off in the distance.

With alarming suddenness it came nearer. It began to move
through the treetops within my vision. They swayed in

confusing patterns for a short period of time. The speed of

the wind increased rapidly. The accompanying sound was

greatly amplified. Soon all the trees bent in the same
direction as they were overpowered by the mighty rushing

wind. As quickly as it had come from the distant mountains,

the wind was gone to other ridges. All was quiet again.

Words ofJesus to Nicodemus came to mind. "The wind

blows wherever it pleases. You hear its sound but you

cannot tell where it comes from or where it is going. So it is

with everyone born of the Spirit.

"

As I meditated, I gave myself to the Spirit to fill me again.

I prayed that I might know his power in the stillness and the

rush of life. That through me he would bring freshness and

calmness to the people I would meet. Then I was ready for

the day.

Only a few minutes after the wind was gone, the rain

came and with it more wind, lightning, and storm. But I had

been reassured of God's abiding presence and would

remember that March morning in the mountains for the rest

ofmy life.

—Marvin D. Grieser

terror—perhaps the fear of confronting Almighty

God. But Jesus asked, "Why are you troubled and
why do questionings rise in your hearts?" See my
hands and my feet, that it is I myself." And the

disciples saw and rejoiced, no longer afraid.

Again these images speak to me. They say that

rather than something to fear, the scars of Jesus

can comfort me, for they make him known to me.

They are something I can relate to. Rather than

an experience of terror in the face of something

perfect and holy, fear in the face of something un-

known to me, for I am neither perfect nor holy, I

can be hopeful of an experience of joy, recognizing

in the scars of the resurrected Jesus a validation

of my own experience as a scarred and wounded
person.

I believe that acceptance of the scars of Christ,

the scars of others, and our own scars is the work
of the church. I say this because the need to recog-

nize and incorporate our brokenness isn't simply

something we need to do as individuals.

The imagery of Pentecost speaks to the need for

wholeness within the corporate body of Christ,

the church. At Pentecost, the disciples were em-
powered, by the Holy Spirit, to preach the news
of salvation in Jesus Christ, to all the lands. The
account, in Acts, tells us that when the disciples

received the Holy Spirit they began to preach,

and people of every nationality and tongue

gathered. And each person heard and understood

the words of the disciples, in their own language.

To me this is symbolic of the breadth of the mis-

sion of the disciples, and the power of the Spirit.

It implies that the power of the Spirit is one of in-

clusiveness, not exclusiveness. It is a power which

seeks to incorporate all the children of God, disen-

franchising none. That same power of the Spirit

is available to us as we try to spread and embody
the good news in our own day and age.

It frightens us. But too often, I think, we deny

the unlimited and unlimiting power of the Spirit.

We shy away from the inclusiveness to which it

calls us. We do this, I think, not from hardness of

heart, but from fear. Fear of labored or distorted

speech—speech which we find difficult to under-

stand. Fear of physically spastic bodies or bodies

which simply refuse to sit still during an entire

worship service. Fear of voices which sing far too

loud and never on key or fear of the opposite-

absolute silence and stony stares. And perhaps

most of all, we fear and doubt our own ability to

respond to these people. We don't know what to

say, what to do. We feel as if we are no longer in

control, and that frightens us.

But perhaps if we overcome our fear of a

scarred Christ, we can overcome the fear of our

own scars and the scars of others. And when that

happens, the church can embody Pentecost. The

church, in the fullness and all-embracing power

of the Spirit, can become whole. For it will be able

to move beyond its fears and work to incorporate

the whole community of God, both the invisibly

and the visibly wounded. ^
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Book review

A subject that's

not so popular
Discipling in the Church: Recovering a

Ministry of the Gospel by Marlin
Jeschke. Herald Press, 1988. 202 pp.

$9.95.

Granted, Mennonites (and others) have

a history of abusive church discipline.

Few want a return to a wholesale use of

the ban for trivial reasons. Marlin
Jeschke's point is that "the answer to bad
church discipline is good church dis-

cipline, not no church discipline." He
writes: "It would be too bad if we made
ourselves the victims of other people's

past mistakes."

He explains that the church needs to

have a system of corrective discipline. We
can't remain faithful to Christ without

reaching out to members whose spiritual

lives are in danger. He likens discipline to

emergency first aid; if quick action isn't

taken, death will follow. He also com-
pares discipline to evangelism. The one

brings people in; the other keeps them in.

In Part One, Jeschke explores the bib-

lical shape of church discipline. Each of

the seven chapters deals with a different

aspect of Matthew 18:15-18. Different

chapters deal with the mandate, the occa-

sion, methods, and goals.

He also deals with potential objections.

He shows how we play off one parable

against another or take one verse out of

context to negate a different verse. Ulti-

mately, according to Jeschke, it is crueler

to let someone go astray than to address

the problem.

Four more general chapters comprise

Part Two. He presents the mixed his-

torical record and the frequently chaotic

current scene. He deals with the notion

that only God can judge right from wrong
in "The Visible Church" and concludes

with a call to be faithful as a church and
reflect God's will in "The Rule of Christ."

While this is primarily a biblical and
theological book, there are practical sug-

gestions. A clear procedure should be in

place before a crisis emerges, and pro-

spective members should know what is

expected of them.

Jeschke acknowledges that this is only

one of many topics the church needs to be
involved in. His subject is not the most
popular one; perhaps because of this he

tries harder than is always necessary to

be thorough and deal with fears and ob-

jections.

By itself Discipling in the Church is in-

complete, as it must be. It presents the

biblical and theological groundwork that

is necessary. But it rests with congrega-

tions and conferences to determine how
they will faithfully put it into practice for

their particular needs.—Peter D. Sippel,

a former Quaker pastor who is now a
Mennonite layman in Doylestown, Pa.

Hear, hear!

A column for sharing personal concerns

We are called to

choose wisely

The Gospel Herald dialogue over
whether Mennonite Christians should
vote has made me see again there's only

one "president." That's the way it was
stated in a Huegenot Christian home in

the German Democratic Republic during

an East-West study tour when his family

invited an upstairs family down for dis-

cussion. As Pauline and I responded to

their questions about unemployment and
the underworld in a capitalist country,

the upstairs communist remarked, "Well,

there's only one president for whom to

vote." I thought maybe he was going to

mention the president of the Soviet

Union, but his answer was simply "God."
And I believe there's only one real

inauguration, occurring in Nazareth as

recorded in Luke 4. It's a costly one, both

for Jesus and the church, yet unlike the

one in Washington during January, it

didn't require $25 million. Those who
follow Jesus also accept another conver-

sion, to turn and work and witness in the

world into which God wants to bring

harmony. We all know that the true

liberation comes when a person can say
"Abba, Father." We also know that God
requires us to love mercy and work for

justice, to let the kingdom come in what-

ever ways are right.

To refrain from common duties be-

cause one might need to compromise is a

faulted principle. In the church, my
primary way for serving God, I must
choose between imperfect people and
from policies that I don't totally buy into.

And the church people have the same
enigma with me that I have with them. I

observe that Mennonite spouses don't al-

ways have unanimity and that Mennonite

congregations don't always have consen-

sus even in choosing and keeping pastors.

And yet we all vote. I wish I had a perfect

mate and that she had one too. I wish I

had had perfect pastors and conference

ministers, and that I was a perfect pastor

and minister. Yet we all vote.

I don't need to refrain from voting be-

cause a Bush or a Dukakis was imperfect.

I do not need to stay away from one

avenue of service because another is pri-

mary. I am invited to pray for and honor

God's secular servants. I am happy for

Republican Mark Hatfield's peace efforts

and Democrat Paul Simon's educational

stance. I've personally encouraged them.

Once upon a time I was asked by

church people to be a candidate for Con-

gress. I was encouraged to articulate a

more consistent and comprehensive plat-

form in support of reverence for life than

the one who said he was against murder
(abortion) but who advocated capital

punishment and who said what the world

needs now is weaponry. I had Jews on my
board and I had a committee called

"Arabs for Kennel." I had "Republicans

for Kennel" and Democrats who shook

their head at my platform. People said

that I was too "independent." It was hard

work in 1982, but— I felt—right work.

Choices are not always easy to make.
We'll never find the fully perfect human
person for any office, whether in religious

or secular institutions. But yet God wants
shalom, and we ought to respond gladly

to select persons who will work for peace

and do the job of protecting peace (Rom.

13). Inasmuch as lieth within us, and to

the extent that we have understanding,

we are called to choose wisely. And that

requires listening carefully for the as-

sumptions and truth claims.

I, for one, question a retiring president

or an aspiring one who sees the "miracle

of the day" as that of having built up
military power so that communists want
peace. Such a line of thinking is faulted in

tracing causality, let alone God's causes.

To repeat gossip can be serving falsehood,

even as mere repetition of propaganda for

a given political candidate.

Two illustrations of the past U.S. presi-

dential election that seemed most unfair

were the attacks on Dukakis for his

prison reform and for his associations

with American Civil Liberties Union. Be-

cause our favorite candidate says it

doesn't make it true. Meanwhile, for me,

if I have opportunity to do good and do it

not, it is a sin. I hope I will always be

moved to vote with my hands and not by
my feet (by walking away from the ballot

boxes).

—LeRoy Kennel, Schau m bu rg. III.
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What does the Lord require?
by Cynthia Weaver

What does God require of us? In Micah 6:6-8 we
learn of three specific requirements: to do justly,

to love mercy, and to walk humbly with God.

These requirements became vivid to me recently

when God required of me to perform my first

funeral.

A funeral is something none of us in ministry

looks forward to performing, but it is a require-

ment, a task of the minister. Before I would be

permitted to perform a wedding, a baptism, or

communion, God would require of me to officiate

The three requirements of Micah 6

became vivid to me when God required

ofme to perform my first funeral.

at a funeral. This funeral would indeed be dif-

ficult, for it was the funeral of a child. Even more
difficult was that this child had suffered the ter-

minal illness of AIDS.
The family members had buried the child's

mother only three weeks before, and I now stood

with them at the gravesite of her five-year-old

son. The family had no pastor available or willing

to carry out such a difficult task and the child's

foster mother had asked if I might be able to do

this for the family. Together, the foster mother
and I had talked of this day coming as we had
shared the pain of watching a young, innocent

child suffer this terrible disease.

The foster mother had attended the mother's

funeral and had been appalled at the lack of

dignity and justice carried out for this woman
who died from AIDS. The foster mother was de-

termined that as she had justly cared for her

foster son through his illness, she would also see

to it that his funeral and burial were justly done.

Justice for the child. At the funeral service

were found others who likewise believed in justice

for this child—one of God's special children. In

attendance were the nurses and doctors who had
frequently cared for him in the hospital. Also at-

tending were members of the church community
who had supported the foster mother in her task

of caring for the little boy each week as she had
brought him with her to worship. The child's

natural family were the ones who had invited the

foster mother and her friends to attend the

funeral, since she had been supportive to them

Cynthia Weaver, Southampton, Pa., is foster care

supervisor at Bethanna—a Christian ministry to children and
their families—and a student at Eastern Baptist Theological

Seminary. She is a member of Swamp Mennonite Church.

most recently in the death of the boy's mother.

There were also others attending: social

workers, other foster parents, board members
from the agency where the child had been

placed—all who had had a part in the child's care

while he lived and now came together to care for

him in his death. All these people attended and
were determined to carry out justice for a little

boy who had not had much justice in his short

life— the injustice of acquiring the AIDS virus

from parents involved in the abuse of drugs.

The cemetery was one in which the poor of the

city were buried. We traveled a rutted driveway
and approached an open hole circled about with

mounds of dirt. Nearby were the grave-diggers in

dirty, ragged clothing: talking loudly, smoking,

laughing. One of our members spoke to the grave-

diggers, asking them to leave the gravesite or be

more respectful. They laughed and continued to

talk loudly. Again they were asked and finally

they were escorted out of sight. Should not a poor

AIDS child have the same standard of dignity

and respect at the gravesite as would one of our

own children? Should we not insist on God's re-

quirement here of justice?

Mercy for the mother. God's second require-

ment: mercy. Mercy is "the compassion that

The kingdom of the cross

And on that day,

your kingdom
Was a cross,

a crown of thorns,

A back of wounds,

of sweat, of blood.

On that day,

your friends

Became enemies

with mockery,

Anger, hatred.

On that day
When the light

showed a dying man,

On that day,

your love was a seed

Buried in human rejection.

On that day,

Your kingdom
Began.

—Judd Hume
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causes one to help the weak, the sick, or the poor."

Certainly this foster mother exemplified mercy in

her care of this weak, sick, poor child. But
another definition of mercy which is often over-

looked is "forbearance from inflicting punish-

ment on an adversary or lawbreaker." The ad-

versaries in this situation were the parents who
from their own inappropriate lifestyle had in-

flicted this terrible disease on their child. Yet this

foster mother not only had mercy for the child;

she also had mercy for the child's mother.

As the mother went through her own dying
process, the foster mother took her into her home
and there provided care for her during those last

painful days of life. The mother had no home and
the hospital had discharged her because her days
and insurance were exhausted. In desperation the

child's grandmother had contacted the foster

mother and in mercy the foster mother responded

to this adversary.

The foster mother showed mercy to the child's

mother and with gentleness, longsuffering, kind-

ness, and goodness she brought to this dying

woman God's mercy. Many of us might have been

able to meet the requirement of mercy to the

child, but how many of us could have met the re-

quirement of mercy to the mother?

Humility of foster mother. The third require-

ment is "humbly walking before our God." What
is humility? It is simply "freedom from pride." It

is "lowliness, meekness, modesty, mildness." To
humble ourselves is a condition of God's favor

and that which is his supreme requirement. To
many today humility becomes a weak and
despicable characteristic. Jesus, however, made
humility the cornerstone of one's character. It

was the humility of Jesus which drew others to

him. Humility for this foster mother was the ac-

tion of God upon her life to show justice and
mercy to this dying woman.
As we do justice and show mercy, there may be

a tendency to be boastful about these acts. What
has humbled me is the humility and sensitivity of

this foster mother. She has not shared her story

or her grief with others. She has shown justice

and mercy and does such as an everyday activity.

To her there is nothing special or unique in what
she has done. She has simply responded to the re-

quirements set forth in Micah. She does not seek

to bring wealth, wisdom, or possessions to her

Lord; only justice, mercy, and humility. With
these three things she daily walks before her

Lord. ^

Note: Quoted material taken from Webster's Dictionary and
International Bible Dictionary.

IDEAS FOR OUTREACH
A column 'provided by Mennonite Board of Missions
(Mennonite Church) and Commission on Home Minis-
tries (General Conference Mennonite Church).

'606' makes new
contacts in Hawaii
We have been blessed in in our church-planting

ministry in Honolulu, Hawaii, with a remarkable
tool with which to reach people with the gospel

and also to provide our church people with in-

formation. The System 606 Telecomputer has
enabled us to reach people when door-to-door vis-

itation was virtually impossible, because of the

security of the many condominiums and apart-

ments in the Honolulu area.

How does it work? By manually placing up to

2,200 telephone numbers at a time into the com-
puter's memory, a given message can reach up to

65 residences an hour. The computer places the

phone calls and shares the pre-recorded message,

then records the person's response. The messages

we have used thus far have been evangelistic in

nature, including a questionnaire.

The numbers placed in the system's memory
can then be stored on a cassette tape for future

reference. Currently, we are in the process of

building a phone number library, which will save

us time in the future. We also can have quick ac-

cess to our church people's numbers, and have

given weekly encouragement and announce-
ments.

At first, this tool seemed rather impersonal,

but we have found positive responses number
about the same as our door-to- door visitation (1

to 3 percent). Since we began using the telecom-

puter, we have added many people to our mailing

list and have added two families to the fellow-

ship.

An advantage of the telecomputer system is

the ability to control its use; you can turn the

system off as needed and resume when ready.

We've done this several times so we can begin

follow- up work with positive responses.

We feel follow-up is particularly important.

We call the people who have responded positively

(or very interestingly!) and try to set an appoint-

ment for a personal visit. If this fails, we may
send materials, followed by another call.

The dynamics of this system are many, and we
feel we have just scratched the surface of its

potential.

For more information about the telecomputer,

contact Church Communication Ministries at

3039 Hidden Forest Ct., Marietta, GA 30066;

phone toll-free 800-445-2155.—Gary Morris
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Church news

force MBM
to reset priorities

Mennonite Church congregations are

giving a smaller and smaller percentage

of their offerings to churchwide agencies.

In 1976 it was 23 percent; in 1987 only 7

percent. That trend is forcing Mennonite
Board of Missions to take a hard look at

its future, and the MBM Board of Direc-

tors spent much time on the subject at its

Feb. 23-25 meeting in Elkhart, Ind.

At its previous meeting last October,

the board asked MBM staff to carefully

define priorities so that decisions can be

made about which programs to cut. In

November, MBM reported to General
Board that congregations seem "unwill-

ing and unable" to support missions at

the previous level and that MBM could no

longer just trim its budget but would
need to eliminate "whole chunks."

In January, three teams of MBM staff

persons worked intensively at setting pri-

orities. Their conclusions were condensed

to a two-page document that was
presented to the board. Seven priority

areas were listed, including urban
ministry and the integration of witness

and service. The document also called for

the "use of new mission images" to at-

tract the involvement of younger people

and the creation of more opportunities for

Mennonites to serve in "cutting-edge

ministries."

The board accepted the priorities paper

but said it was too vague and asked staff

to bring specific ideas for cuts to the next

board meeting in June. "This is a pivotal

year that will influence the next decade of

our ministry," said Willard Roth, an
MBM administrator who is coordinating

the priority-setting process.

What does it mean that congregations

are keeping more and more of their offer-

ings at home? asked several board mem-
bers. They are involved in more local out-

reach, thanks to the Vision 95 goals and
other influences, they agreed. But con-

gregations are also spending more money
on buildings and pastors.

The board members agreed that much
of the "localization of mission" is good,

but they also worried that congregations

must be challenged to "think globally."

While agreeing that MBM must respond

realistically to the localization trend, the

board members seemed determined not to

give in to it. They called for intensified ef-

forts in mission education and fund-rais-

ing.

Another major issue before the board

this time was the approval of an agree-

ment to turn over the management of

MBM-related health and welfare institu-

tions to the newly renamed Mennonite
Health Services. It will take effect on
Apr. 15 and will involve 13 hospitals, re-

tirement communities, and other fa-

cilities in six states. Among them are

Greencroft in Indiana and the former La
Junta Hospital in Colorado. MBM will

retain ultimate responsibility and liabil-

ity for the institutions, but even that will

eventually be turned over.

"This doesn't mean we're backing away
from holistic ministry," said board chair

Glen Miller, a physician from Bellefon-

taine, Ohio. "But administering institu-

tions takes away from our missioning

task." MBM president Paul Gingrich, who
once administered a mission hospital in

Ethiopia, said getting out of the health-

care business has been one of his big goals

since taking office in 1980.

Turning to budget matters, the board

heard that MBM fell short of its $5 mil-

lion contributions goal by $254,000 for the

fiscal year that ended on Jan. 31. (Total

1988 contributions were $130,000 lower

than the previous year's.) But the budget

was balanced by cutting spending near

the end of the year and generating extra

revenue from Choice Books sales and

other sources.

The board felt compelled to adopt a

contributions goal for this year—$5.2 mil-

lion—that would mean raising $500,000

more than last year. Although this will

put a strain on MBM's fundraising ca-

pabilities, the alternative seemed worse:

an even tighter budget for MBM's minis-

tries.

In other business, the board:

—Discussed a call from General Board
for MBM Media Ministries to take a

larger role in the electronic media efforts

of the Mennonite Church. Until now,
most of Media Ministries' work has been

in mission outreach, but there is increas-

ing demand for it to work in the areas of

nurture/education and news/informa-
tion.

—Appointed five new mission workers

for Ghana, Liberia, and Northern Ire-

land.

—Heard Wilbert Shenk, vice-president

for overseas ministries, talk about his

learnings from a recent five-month sab-

batical at Overseas Ministries Study
Center in Connecticut. He gained a new
appreciation for the roots of the modern
missionary movement, including its

concern for both conversion and human
need. —Steve Shenk

MCC and Herald Press
plan new cookbook on
'more-with-less' theme
Mennonite Central Committee and

Herald Press are planning a new "more-

with-less" cookbook featuring interna-

tional recipes. It will introduce readers to

some of the world's people and cultures,

as well as to international foods. It will be

built around a collection of international

recipes together with stories and tradi-

tional learnings from other cultures. It

MBM board chair Glen Miller (right) makes a point. Listening are vice-chair Ron Schertz (next to

him) and the four top MBM administrators—(left to right) Wilbert Shenk, vice-president for

overseas ministries; Irv Weaver, vice-president for home ministries; Pat Swartzentruber, vice-

president for administration/resources; and Paul Gingrich, president.
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will include information about the role of

food and celebrations in many cultures.

Joetta Handrich Schlabach of East

Lansing, Mich., will be the author. She

has worked with MCC in community de-

velopment in Honduras and Nicaragua

and earlier worked in the MCC Food and

Hunger Concerns Office. She plans to

complete a master's degree in family eco-

nomics and management at Michigan

State University in June before beginning

the cookbook project. The project coordi-

nator will be Kristina Mast Burnett,

MCC's information services director.

The two expect to gather recipes

through the network of Mennonite mis-

sion/service workers and their associates

around the world, starting this summer.
"Many cookbooks are collective efforts

—

the result of people sharing their best and
favorite recipes," said Schlabach. "This

project will be such a collection from all

over the world. We anticipate the partici-

pation of many people to collect both

recipes and stories."

Impetus for this project was the con-

tinuing interest in the More-with-Less

Cookbook and Living More with Less by

Doris Janzen Longacre, two earlier MCC
books published by Herald Press of Men-

nonite Publishing House, together with

MCC's interest in finding new ways to

share learnings from the world com-
munity.

All ages in Ohio
flock to

Winter Bible School
"Bible studies for Christian Growth

and Service" attracted about 500 people in

northwestern Ohio for four Wednesday
nights in February. Held at Central Men-
nonite Church near Archbold, the event

was the annual Winter Bible School spon-

sored by the local Mennonite pastors. It

included classes for all ages.

The children focused on peace, Bible

characters, and other topics. One group of

young people studied hymns and their

meaning while another class worked with

Bible study and quizzing.

Youth heard two persons from the com-

munity talk about their faith walk, en-

joyed "The Road Less Traveled" music-

drama team, learned about the dangers of

Satan worship and cults, and participated

in biblical activity games.
The adults were given the option of

choosing from five different classes: "Ex-
ploring Our Heritage," which examined
Anabaptist/Mennonite origins, history,

and faith; "The Hebrew Prophets," which
looked at the phenomenon of prophecy in

Israel; "Mennotalk on Current Issues,"

which—in the format of the Phil Dona-
hue Show—discussed the role of women
in the church, alcohol, homosexuality/

AIDS, and war taxes; "Listening and
Communication Skills in Family, Church,
and Community," which helped par-

ticipants draw closer to God and the

people around them through professional

input, interaction with others, and per-

sonal testimonies; "A Study in

Leadership," which looked at the epistle

of Paul to Titus with respect to the mat-
ter of leadership within the church.

—Ross Miller

Volunteers from Indiana
help build church
in Haiti garbage dump

Eight members of Howard-Miami Men-
nonite Church, Kokomo, Ind., took a 10-

day trip to Haiti recently to help con-

struct a church building. It was a "vaca-

tion with a purpose."

At the job site—an old garbage dump
with two feet of dirt thrown over in the

capital city of Port-au-Prince—there was
an existing church for 400 people consist-

ing of mats and used plywood on poles for

walls and a roof of burlap sacks and
metal. Around this the volunteers helped

build a new 62 X 80 foot building to be

used for worship and as a school.

The group attended a service in the old

building, sitting in front of the children,

and soon they found little hands grabbing

theirs in a love grip that only reluctantly

was broken. They were greatly affected

by the loving Haitian people. They were

impressed with how the people were far

more open with their witnessing and how
religion is so "immediate" with them.
When they returned, the group warned

the congregation that they might be in for

some "upbraiding" from them. "Every-

thing we have seen, in a sense, affects

how we have returned to what we have at

home," said Lee Miller, a member of the

group and one of the congregation's pas-

tors. —Jeffrey Hatton

World Fellowship Sunday
set for May 14
by World Conference
"God has raised this Jesus to life, and

we are all witnesses of the fact" (Acts

2:32). Taken from Peter's Pentecost ser-

mon, this verse serves as theme for the

1989 observance of Mennonite World
Fellowship Sunday, which as in recent

years is being sponsored by Mennonite
World Conference on Pentecost Sunday.
This year's date is May 14.

Mennonite World Fellowship Sunday is

intended as a special opportunity for

more than 800,000 Mennonites and mem-
bers of related churches worldwide to join

in celebrating their oneness in the risen

Christ. This year's observance anticipates

Assembly 12 of Mennonite World Con-

ference, which is set for July 1990 in Win-
nipeg, Man. It will meet under the theme,

"Witnessing to Christ in Today's World."

As part of the preparatory process,

Mennonite World Conference is also mak-
ing available a study book for "MWC
Study Year 1989." The hope is that many
Mennonites, whether they go to Winnipeg
or not, will have the opportunity to join in

an international conversation about the

church's witness.

Pentecost is the designated day for

Mennonite World Fellowship Sunday.
However, churches are welcome to sched-

ule another date if they prefer. Many Eu-
ropean churches mark the observance on

Reformation Sunday later in the year.

You won't find this

IRA anywhere else.

When you invest in an MMA IRA, your money works
for you—and for the church community. It makes first

mortgage loans to churches possible. A small portion

of earnings helps people facing financial hardship.

And MMA's investments fit your Christian beliefs.

All this—plus the same benefits as a commercial IRA.

Contact your mutual aid counselor or MMA today.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
Goshen, Indiana 46526
800-348-7468 (219)533-9511 collect in Indiana
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Frances F. Hiebert, Pasadena, Calif.

I am writing to express my apprecia-

tion for the book Jesus Christ Our Lord
by Norman Kraus ("Brunk and Kraus:

Two Paths to Christology," Mar. 7). I have
found it very helpful in a Christology

Seminar at Fuller Theological Seminary.
In previous courses here, I have been in-

troduced to other books by Kraus, namely
The Community of the Spirit and The
Authentic Witness.

I am grateful to Kraus for articulating

Anabaptist theology in contemporary
terms. The Reformed theology that is

taught at Fuller does not always fit well

with my Anabaptist orientation. I have
longed for good, written theological

sources to supplement my education in

Reformed theology with Anabaptist dis-

tinctives.

On the other hand, Anabaptist perspec-

tives are not unwelcome here. They are

usually given an interested and fair hear-

ing, as is evident from my husband's posi-

tion on the faculty, from the course ma-
terials cited above, and from the frequent

invitations given to speakers from the

Anabaptist persuasion.

Also, I am grateful for the way these

books have contributed to my spiritual

growth and well-being, as well as to my
theological studies. For example, reading

Jesus Christ Our Lord overwhelmed me
with a new understanding of the love of

God the Father. As I reflected on it, I

began to understand something that I've

been working on in recent years. I've

noticed I feel much closer to Jesus than I

do to the Father. In fact, my prayers have
usually been addressed to Jesus. I had
begun to understand that for some reason

God the Father seemed distant to me and
unapproachable. My head knew better, of

course, but this was at the level of rela-

tionship and feeling.

After reading Jesus Christ Our Lord, I

realized that I have not been making a

strong enough identification between
Father, Son, and Spirit. I agree with
Kraus that the exclusive use of forensic,

substitutionary metaphors have deprived

us of a good understanding of Jesus as the

self-expression of the father's love. My
learning: the Father wants to relate to me
as closely as Jesus through his Holy
Spirit.

Lauren King, Norwich, Ohio
Dannie Otto should be careful of the

"argument from silence" which he uses in

his defense of moderate drinking of alco-

holic beverages ("Readers Say," Feb. 21). It

is a very sharp, two-edged knife.

Neither Jesus nor Paul condemned
war; therefore war is justified. Neither

Jesus nor Paul condemned human slav-

ery, and Paul counseled slaves to remain
slaves. Therefore human slavery is

acceptable.

Neither Mark nor John mention the

virgin birth. Therefore they were ignor-

ant of such an event or did not believe in

it. Only John speaks of the preexistence of

the Christ. Therefore Matthew, Mark,
and Luke knew nothing of this or did not

believe in it.

Truly, horrendous conclusions can be

reached by using the argument from si-

lence.

Harvey Yoder, Harrisonburg, Va.
Thanks for printing Claude Good's

"Housing—and Freedom to Live" (Feb.

7). Maybe the church should begin issuing

"building permits" to its members based

on such concerns!

Also, if we're really serious about our

mission, I believe we'll look at alternative

congregational housing. In our area alone

Mennonite congregations are presently

involved in $4-5 million worth of building

projects. Yet most of the additional space

gained will be used only one or two hours

a week.

Could we consider other alternatives?

For example:

1. Encourage the formation of coali-

tions of New Testament-style house
churches and other groupings of people

interested in putting more into ministry

and less into meeting space. Frank Tille-

paugh's book Unleashing the Church is a

good example of how one church has been

creative in doing this.

2. Develop more weekend and evening

Christian education courses and use ex-

isting space. More on-the-job training in

outreach and service ministries (Jesus'

primary teaching method) could also be

done. Sunday school in its present form
may not be "the most wasted hour of the

week," as some of its critics have claimed,

but it's becoming one of the most expen-

sive, simply because we insist that Chris-

tian education happen in the same place

and in the same 45-minute period each

week. What other "school" could afford

that?

But the question is not whether we can

afford bigger or better buildings, but

c\.* A* .ijP
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whether all such expensive, underutilized

monuments make good kingdom sense.

Clarence Y. Fretz, Hagerstown, Md.
I appreciated Alice Parker's article,

"Singing Mennonites" (Feb. 7). It spoke
to my experience. I was not always as ap-

preciative of our musical heritage. I grew
up in Franconia Conference (1911-37)

when Mennonites there had reed organs,

or even pianos, in their homes, but no
instruments or choirs in their churches.

We did have singing classes occasionally.

As a young man I sometimes attended

an organ recital or college chorale pro-

gram in a non-Mennonite church or in a
public school auditorium. But a public

school teacher told me about the inspiring

experience he had in his Lutheran church
when a visiting chorale sang a cappella.

He had never heard anything like it.

That was in the '30s, when St. Olaf's a
cappella choir was inspiring other choirs

to sing a cappella (even the Westminster
College choir and some Mennonite college

choirs that had been using instrumental
accompaniment). But in recent years

Mennonite choirs have again introduced

instrumental accompaniment in their

public programs. Local congregations are

following suit (to "get a full house"). But
as Mrs. Parker well observes, catering to

popular crowds breeds passive audiences

demanding to be entertained (and no
longer interested in attending singing
classes where they can learn to sing a cap-

pella in four parts).

Passive congregations demanding to be
entertained is a sign of spiritual decline,

according to an earlier American hymnol-
ogist, Albert E. Bailey: "The vitality of re-

ligion in any epoch may be accurately

gauged by the vigor of communal song,

and in reverse, when the people cease to

sing and choirs and organs take over,

undertstand that religion has waned."
(The Arts and Religion, MacMillan, 1944,

p. 21).

Churchwide gatherings of the Menno-
nite Church used to be mountaintop
experiences with rousing, full-bodied,

whole-souled congregational song, un-
clutterd by instrumental music. What
will it be at Normal 89? Blaring trumpets
and a jazz band as at Purdue 87 or the

kind of singing that impressed Mrs. Park-

er? If the latter, I'd like to be there and
join in!

Wilmer D. Swope, Leetonia, Ohio
Mennonite congregational a cappella

singing has been to the appraiser, and in

"Singing Mennonites," Alice Parker says

it is priceless. What is hard to figure out

is that Mennonites do hold this treasure,

but many are dropping it as worthless

and buying cheaper, less well-made
models. We have both a service to give

and a responsibility to encourage the

sharing of our musical heritage and
know-how with other Christians. If we
neglect sharing this gift we fail God and
his kingdom. The worship of God de-

serves and demands the finest that music

and words can offer.

I have placed in poetic form some
thoughts that the article brought to my
mind:

It is a gift to sing,

To use the voice in praise,

And blend together harmony,
With others, worship raise.

To be sincere in words,

Engrave upon the heart,

The hymns and songs of glorious

praise,

Their blessings to impart.

Let human voice alone,

Each one together blend,

In congregation worship song,

This truth to comprehend.
The voice alone is sweet,

And pleasing to the Lord,

No need of musical support,

To sing adorns the word.

The word with voice adorned,

Is a cappella's crown
The worship voice is free, unchained,

And harmony has grown.

Marilyn Hartline, Columbus, Ohio
In regards to Keith Graber Miller's Jan.

10 article on "Fuddy-Duddies and Demon
Rum": Is there any way Keith and/or the

Mennonite Church could address his

statement under the second reason for

abstinence
—

"In truth drinking often

shrouds a deeper problem."

I've been an avid reader of how the

Mennonite Church is addressing those

deeper problems. I haven't seen much,
and it feels empty and lonely. Too often in

my professional work with families who
deal with addictions, the emotional pain

and spirituality concerns are what hurt
and are what are covered up by chem-
icals.

The messages of don't talk, don't trust,

don't feel, don't touch go on in these

families for generations. And somehow I

wonder if these are some of the same
issues Mennonites face and cover up by
"issues" of social justice for others but

not for ourselves as people made in God's

image.

Urgently

Needed

Term

Requirements

Contact

China

Educational

Exchange

134 Plaza Drive

Winnipeg, MB
R3T 5K9
Canada

204-261-6381

Deadline

English teachers for teachers colleges, medical schools,

agricultural, technical and engineering institutes in the People's

Republic of China.

Two years beginning July 1989
One year for persons with academic leave of absence

Strong commitment to Christ and the church
Minimum bachelors degree
Teaching experience or short-term TESL training

Good health, flexibility and patience

Phone
Commission on Overseas Mission 31 6-283-51 00
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and Charities 717-898-2251
Mennon ite Board of M issions 21 9-294-7523

Mennonite Brethren Missions/Services 204-669-6575

Mennonite Central Committee (US) 717-859-1 151

Mennonite Central Committee (Canada 204-261-6381

or

China Educational Exchange 204-261-6381

May 31, 1989
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Mennoscope

Michigan men's chorus presents first program. The Michigan Mennonite Men's

Chorus presented its first annual program of sacred music recently. The 50 men
rehearsed in four different regional groups throughout the state and then came to-

gether for final rehearsals, fellowship, and the actual program. The offering, lifted

for Mennonite Central Committee, totaled $2,300. Gale Ely of St. Johns was

responsible for planting the seed and organizing men to carry out the vision. Nelson

Shantz of Ann Arbor, Steve Swartz of Grand Rapids, Lyle Shetler of Pigeon, and

Larry Diener of Fairview rehearsed the regional choruses. Diener, assisted by Paul

Miller of Au Gres, directed the combined chorus.

A team has been formed to provide inter-

agency coordinaton of the Mennonite
Church witness goals in North America. The
team, led by General Board associate secretary

Mim Book, held its first meeting recently at

Camp Overlook near Keezletown, Va. Book,
who is new to her job, is the person responsible

for giving leadership to the denomination's Vi-

sion 95 goals. The meeting began with an
extended time of prayer and meditation. Team
members agreed that their mandate is to be
sure "everything necessary to achieve the
evangelism and church-planting goals is being
done, by coordinating, promoting, directing,

and monitoring relevant activities at all levels

of the church."

Mennonite Central Committee U.S. is

launching a drama and education initiative

to share about MCC's work and concerns. The
three-year program will include short-term
drama teams, the writing of MCC stories into

dramatic form, the use of music and storytell-

ing by returned MCCers, and the training of

educational teams for church retreats/work-

shops. A coordinator for the program is cur-

rently being sought.

A "Taxes for Peace" fund is again being set

up by Mennonite Central Committee U.S.
Peace Section. It is for people who withhold
war taxes to give money for a peaceful pur-

pose. It is a symbolic action and not a legal al-

ternative to paying the tax. This year's fund
will be divided between National Campaign for

a Peace Tax Fund and Christian Peacemaker
Teams. More information about the fund is

available from MCC U.S. Peace Section at Box
M, Akron, PA 17501. An information packet on
war tax opposition is available for $3 from the

same place.

Youth Venture opportunities are being of-

fered this summer to young people between
the ages of 14 and 18. These are brief service/

learning experiences sponsored by the Men-
nonite and General Conference Mennonite
churches. The locations in North America this

summer are Arvada, Colo; Salina, Kans.; Port-

land, Oreg.; Bucks County, Pa.; Wichita,
Kans.; Edmonton, Alta.; Scarborough, Ont;
Seattle, Wash.; and San Francisco, Calif. The
overseas locations are Northern Ireland and Is-

raeli-occupied West Bank. The young people

pay their own expenses. More information is

available from Youth Venture at Box 347,

Newton, KS 67114; phone 316-283-5100.

Nearly 200 teachers from 14 Mennonite
schools gathered for an in-service day re-

cently at Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite High
School. Their speaker was Rita Dunn, a na-

tionally known authority on students' learning

styles. "Professional teaching is taking each
child at his own strength," she said. "God
created us all differently." She encouraged the

Mennonite teachers to understand their own
students' learning styles so they can know how
to teach them.

Christopher Dock Mennonite High School
has hired a consulting firm to help evaluate

its current program and operation and to help

set goals for the future. The firm is Inde-

pendent School Management, which serves

nonpublic schools. The Lansdale, Pa., school

initiated the process last fall with the appoint-

ment of a Strategic Planning Committee
composed of board members, administrators,
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teachers, alumni, parents, and business lead-

ers.

An average of 200 people attended the seven-

week Southeast Bible Institute in January
and February in Sarasota, Fla. Principal David
Miller said this is an exceptionally high level of

interest. Nine courses were offered. A new

—

and popular one—this year was "Wellness as

Lifestyle for Children Grades K-3." Among the

instructors were two guests—retired Eastern

Mennonite College professor Daniel Suter and
longtime Mennonite Board of Missions worker
David Shank. The institute is sponsored by

Southeast Conference.

Esther and Myron Augsburger were invited

to speak in Indonesia in February. Esther

spoke in Bali at a third-world conference on

Christians in art. She also coordinated the

workshops at the event, which was sponsored

by the International Christian Media Commis-
sion. Myron spoke to pastors at conferences in

Semarang and Jakarta and to seminary stu-

dents in Pati. Augsburgers are the founders of

Washington (D.C.) Community Fellowship.

The "Hope for Today" radio program has
more listeners with the recent addition of DX
Radio—a network of 12 stations. The program
is sponsored by an independent Mennonite
ministry based in Breezewood, Pa.—Heralds

of Hope. Otis Yoder is the president of the

ministry and the speaker on the program. Let-

ters were received from listeners in three new
countries recently, bringing the total to 119.

"Quilting Love" prints by Pat Buckley
Moss are still available from Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee. Since its introduction a year

ago, more than 370 copies have been
purchased. The nationally known artist has

donated all 1,000 prints of "Quilting Love" to

MCC for its programs in Africa. An earlier

print—"Family Love"—raised nearly $100,000

for MCC. "Quilting Love" can be obtained for

$200 (plus $5 for postage/handling) from MCC
at Box M, Akron, PA 17501.

Eastern Mennonite High School will build a
dormitory, with construction scheduled to be-

gin this summer. The three-floor structure will

have rooms for 32 students and two dorm
counselors, two lounges, a game room, laun-

dry, and a residence directors' apartment.
Until now the Harrisonburg, Va., school has

used dormitory facilities provided by Eastern
Mennonite College. EMHS's dormitory pro-

gram is directed by Edgar and Martha Miller.

An Eastern Mennonite College theater pro-

duction was recognized by American College

Theater Festival recently in a regional com-
petition. EMC's production of Quitters received

runner-up status, placing eighth in a pool of

104 competing colleges and universities. The
judges praised "the professional acting

quality" of the EMC cast and said they liked

the idea of Mennonites doing Quilters—"kind of

like Greeks doing Zorba." Quilters, a musical

based on the lives of American pioneer women,
was presented to sellout crowds at EMC last

April and again in October.

Spending an uncomfortable night in a shel-

ter for homeless people was one of the

experiences of seminary students who par-

ticipated in a 2V2-week urban ministries

course in Chicago recently. It was conducted by
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries and
Eastern Mennonite Seminary. In addition to

seeing the problems of the city firsthand, the

nine students also saw how the church is

responding to those needs. "Our primary goal

is to help people experience hope," Bud Ogle of

Good News Partners told the seminarians.

"After that the rest of our work is a piece of

cake."

Three deaf persons studied Anabaptist his-

tory and theology at Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries during the January inter-

term. The three were Raymond Rohrer, Janelle

Yoder, and Jeff Hoffer, and they enrolled in a

course taught by C. J. Dyck. They were pro-

vided with a sign-language interpreter. The
experience was part of an effort by the Deaf
Ministries Office of Mennonite Board of

Missions to train deaf leaders in ministry.

Indiana-Michigan Conference hosted an
event for 10 pastors who are new to the con-

ference. It started with a Friday-evening tour

of Menno-Hof, the Mennonite/Amish visitors

center in Shipshewana, Ind. The next morning,

at nearby Shore Mennonite Church, the group
heard a veteran pastor share learnings from
his ministry. Two conference leaders then gave



an introduction to the conference and to the

Mennonite Church. A seminary professor led a

discussion on the characteristics of a healthy,

growing congregation. The event concluded in

the afternoon with the participants urged to

talk about the issues currently facing them.

Some 15 tons of medical supplies were sent

to Nicaragua in February by Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee. It is the second such shipment;

the first one was last September. The latest

shipment, valued at $9,500, will be distributed

by Christian Medical Action, a local group of

recent medical school graduates. Nicaragua's

economy is in shambles due to the civil war
and last fall's hurricane.

Mennonite Central Committee is helping a

small factory produce "rower" pumps in

Bangladesh. It recently signed an agreement
with Nipun Industrial Workshop in Feni to

assist with promotion, worker training, and
distribution. It is part of an attempt to help

small-scale farmers with irrigation. MCC be-

came involved in manual irrigation in Ban-

gladesh in 1978 when MCCer George Klassen

developed a "rower" pump. It was ideal for the

farmers, and to date an estimated 40,000

pumps have been sold throughout the country.

Church-related job openings:
•Drama/education coordinator, Mennonite
Central Committee U.S., starting in July. This

is a new three-year project. The person would
oversee short-term drama groups and facili-

tate music/drama/storytelling teams as well

as educational workshops. MCC or mission

experience is preferred. Contact Personnel
Services at MCC, Box M, Akron, PA 17501;

717-859-1151.

•Admissions counselor, Eastern Mennonite
College, starting in June. The person is re-

sponsible for recruitment in the northeastern

states. Required are experience with young
people and organizational skills. A degree from
a Mennonite college is preferred. Contact
Personnel Office at EMC, Harrisonburg, VA
22801; phone 703-433-2771.

•Administrative assistant, Goshen College,

starting in June. This is for Mennonite His-

torical Library. Required are typing skills, at-

tention to detail, and interest in history/gene-

alogy. Contact the staff personnel director at

GC, Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-535-7481.

•Administrator, Juniata Mennonite School,

McAlisterville, Pa., starting in July. A mas-
ter's or bachelor's degree with teaching and
administrative experience is preferred. The
school offers grades K-8. Contact board
chairman Delbert Swartz at 717-463-3466.

•English and math teachers, Eastern Men-
nonite High School, Harrisonbug, Va., starting

in the fall. The English position includes sev-

enth-grade English, reading/study skills, and
senior high drama. The math position includes

geometry, physics, computer science, and
possibly some junior high math. Send resume
to David Yoder at EMHS, Harrisonburg, VA
22801.

•Humanities and English teachers, Central

Christian High School, Kidron, Ohio, starting

in the fall. The humanities position is for 7th

and 8th grade, and the English position is part
time. Send resume to the principal at CCHS,
Box 9, Kidron, OH 44636.

•Summer staff, Bethany Birches Camp, Ply-

mouth, Vt. Needed are counselors, an assistant

director, and kitchen/maintenance workers.
Contact James Musser at Box 145, Bridgewater
Corners, VT 05035; phone 802-672-3488.

Special meetings: Stanley Shenk, Goshen,
Ind., at North Goshen, Ind., Apr. 9-12.

New members
Pleasant Hill, East Peoria, 111.: Wayne and

Sandy Stallion.

Glennon Heights, Lakewood, Colo.: Brian
Kennell, Shawnna Martin, Chad Sensenig.

Woodland, Basye, Va.: Kelly Foltz and
Steve Dellinger by baptism, and Charles Nu-
gent and Janet Nugent by confession of faith.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Adams, John and Darcy (Jantzi), Phoenix,

Ariz., third child, second daughter, Danielle

Elizabeth, Feb. 28.

Burkhart, Arnold and Kay (Sipe), Brutus,

Mich., fifth child, third daughter, Holly Eliza-

beth, Feb. 13.

Two editions. Builder magazine is now

available in two editions from Mennonite

Publishing House. One edition follows

the 115-year tradition of the Uniform

Series outlines, with teaching aids for

adults and young adults. To aid the adult

Sunday school class teacher, the six

pages of the Adult Bible Study Guide are

reprinted for each week. The other

edition is an abbreviated (and less costly)

version of Builder. Arnoldo Casas

(pictured) of Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries feels Builder

could be useful to Hispanic

congregations. Most Spanish-speaking

churches, he says, have a Sunday school

class for Anglos. The Uniform Lessons

are a tool for gently unifying members of

various backgrounds on a common
theme of study. For information,

including special bulk rates, write to:

Builder, 616 Walnut Ave., Scottdale,

PA 15683.

Ciccione, Chris and Janet (Moore), Grat-

erford, Pa., first child, Bridgette Lynae, Feb.

17.

Delp, Ron and Michele (Fitzgerald), Penns-

burg, Pa., third child, first daughter, Abigail

Marie, Feb. 16.

Frey, Larry and DeAnn, Archbold, Ohio,

first child, Nicole Marie, Feb. 1.

Harnly, Leon and Donna (Kunkel), Man-
heim, Pa., first child, Kersten Marie, Feb. 20.

Johnston, David and Eleanor (Schrock), Go-
shen, Ind., second son, Jesse Vern, Feb. 1 1

Jones, Leroy and Marie (Gehman), Boy-

ertown, Pa., fourth child, Tonya Marie, Feb.

21.

Kniss, Fred and Rosalyn (Myers), Chicago,

111., second son, Stephen Charles, Jan. 23.

LaPrevotte, Paul F. and Jill Elaine

(Beachy), Harrisonburg, Va., first child, Paul

Joshua, Feb. 9.

Misaiphon, My and Bonnie (Lepley), Orr-

ville, Ohio, first child, Sasha Noel, Feb. 19.

Mullet, Merle and Connie, Bloomfield,
Mont., third child, first daughter, Merrilee

Renee, Feb. 1.

Neuenschwander, Gary and Donna (Stutz-

man), Orrville, Ohio, second child, first

daughter, Renee Valentine, Feb. 14.

Nisly, Omar and Barbara (Harris), Hutch-

inson, Kans., first child, Joshua Omar, Jan. 26.

Rittenhouse, Robert L. and Jodie (Hal-

teman), Souderton, Pa., second daughter,

Brooke Nicole, Feb. 28.

Ross, R. Scott and M. Doreen (Yoder),

Rome, Pa., first child, Amanda Bethany, Oct.

25.

Schrock, Dave and Melissa (Ramseyer),

Orrville, Ohio, third child, second son, Tyler

David, Feb. 4.

Unternahrer, Mike and Karen (Marner),

Shipshewana, Ind., second and third children,

first and second daughters, Rachel Danae and
Abigail Marie, Feb. 28.

Weaver, Robert and Dawn (Bollinger), New
Holland, Pa., second son, Cameron Scott, born

Feb. 19; received for adoption Feb. 23.

Winhold, Kevin and Shelley (Bender), Tav-

istock, Ont., first child, Tiffany Lynne, Feb. 16.

Wyse, Gary and Robin, Archbold, Ohio,

second daughter, Abby Leigh, Feb. 15.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Halteman-Stauffer. Ellis B. Halteman and
Anna S. Stauffer, both of Telford, Pa., Fran-

conia cong., by Marvin Ruth, Feb. 18.

Kasch-Sape. Mike Kasch, Toledo, Ohio, Lu-
theran Church, and Janell Sape, Toledo, Ohio,

Bancroft cong., by Nick Mays and Phil Eber-

sole, Feb. 11.

Martin-Gascho. Tim Martin, Goshen, Ind.,

Belmont cong., and Jeanette Gascho, Goshen,
Ind., San Antonio (Tex.) cong., by Duane Beck
and Doris Gascho, mother of the bride, Feb. 18.

Ryan-Zimmerly. Jeff Ryan and Sara Zim-
merly, both of Columbus, Ohio, Neil Avenue
cong., by Don Nofziger, Dec. 3.

Fisher-Schwartz. Kevin Fisher, Topeka,
Ind., Baptist Church, and Clara Jean
Schwartz, Shipshewana. Ind., Emma cong., by
Etril J. Leinbach, Feb. 11.

Smoker-Jordan. Thomas L. Smoker, Inter-

course, Pa., Ridgeview cong., and Robin Jor-

dan, Coudersport, Pa., Oct. 8.

Voth-Stazio. Jeff Voth. Denver, Colo., Hess-

ton cong., and Lisa Stazio, Feb. 25.
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Correction: In the Thomas-Mast marriage
announcement in the Feb. 14 issue, Charlene
was listed as being from Goshen, Ind., Kidron
cong. It should have said Converse, Ind., Park-
view cong.

Obituaries

Beachy, Susie Bontrager, was born at

White Pigeon, Mich., June 30, 1899; died at

Mennonite Friendship Manor, Jan. 19, 1989;

aged 89 y. On Apr. 15, 1920, she was married to

David Beachy, who survives. Also surviving

are 3 sons (Vernon, Alvin, and Dave), 2 daugh-
ters (Mary Ellen Diener and Nina Lee Reber),

18 grandchildren, 21 great-grandchildren, and
3 brothers (Jerry, William, and LeRoy Bon-
trager). She was a member of Yoder Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Jan. 21, in charge of Don Patterson, Calvin

King, and Daniel Kauffman; interment in

Yoder Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Butcher, Linda Sweigart, daughter of David
and Joanne Sweigart, was born on Nov. 2, 1964;

died in an airplane crash at Spartansburg, Pa.,

Jan. 26, 1989; aged 24 y. On June 11, 1988, she
was married to Todd Butcher, who died in the

same accident. She was a member of Mt. Joy
Mennonite Church. Funeral services and inter-

ment in Saginaw, Mich.

Butcher, Todd, son of Wes and Gayla
Butcher, was born on Jan. 1, 1965; died in an
airplane crash at Spartansburg, Pa., Jan. 26,

1989; aged 24 y. On June 11, 1988, he was mar-
ried to Linda Sweigart, who died in the same
accident. Funeral services and interment in

Saginaw, Mich.

Diener, Dorothy Faye Horst, daughter of

Jacob and Anna (Beck) Horst, was born at

Peabody, Kans., Nov. 7, 1918; died of cancer at

Newton (Kans.) Medical Center, Feb. 15, 1989;

aged 70 y. On Aug. 19, 1951, she was married to

Paul Diener, who survives. Also surviving are

3 children (Carla Lyon, Arlis, and Myron), 3

grandchildren, and 3 brothers (Melvin, Frank,
and Laurence Horst). She was a member of

Whitestone Mennonite Church, where funeral

services were held on Feb. 18, in charge of

Ronald Guengerich and Phil Harrington; inter-

ment in Eastlawn Cemetery.
Gingerich, Raymond R., son of Harvey A.

and Laura (Stutzman) Gingerich, was born in

Johnson Co., Iowa, May 5, 1916; died at Mercy
Hospital, Iowa City, Iowa, Feb. 6, 1989; aged 72

y. He was a member of East Union Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Feb. 9, in charge of Michael Loss and J. John J.

Miller; interment in East Union Cemetery.
Hockman, Samuel L., son of Jonas and

Mary (Landis) Hockman, was born at Bed-
minster, Pa., Sept. 25, 1893; died at Perkasie,

Pa., Feb. 20, 1989; aged 95 y. On May 18, 1918,

he was married to Ellen Stover, who survives.

Also surviving are one daughter (Joanne
Walsh), 2 sons (S. Harold and William
Hockman), 7 grandchildren, and 5 great-grand-

children. He was a member of Blooming Glen
Mennonite Church, where funeral services

were held on Feb. 24, in charge of Robert L.

Shreiner and Truman H. Brunk; interment in

Blooming Glen Mennonite Cemetery.
Horst, Elizabeth Rutt, daughter of Aaron

B. and Elizabeth (Weaver) Rutt, was born at

Honey Brook, Pa., Apr. 27, 1902; died at Landis
Homes, Lititz, Pa., Dec. 29, 1988; aged 86 y. On
Nov. 18, 1922, she was married to Harry S.

Horst, who survives. Also surviving are one
daughter (Edith M. Hollinger), 2 sons (Roy R.

and Lloyd R.), one foster daughter (J. June

Forry), 24 grandchildren, 41 great-grandchil-
dren, and 3 sisters (Clara Buchen, Susan Rutt,
and Marian Weaver). She was a member of
Stony Brook Mennonite Church. Funeral ser-

vices were held at Bethany Chapel of Landis
Homes on Jan. 1, in charge of Lloyd Hollinger
and Donald Good; interment in Weaverland
Mennonite Cemetery.
Huff, Sylvia, was born at Kokomo, Ind.,

Mar. 19, 1909; died at Nappanee, Ind., Feb. 5,

1989; aged 79 y. On Sept. 17, 1938, she was
married to Carl Huff, who died on Jan. 6, 1969.
Surviving are 2 sons (Lavern and Dennis
Huff), one stepdaughter (Doris Jean Sinon), 6
grandchildren, and one sister (Barbara
Homes). She was a member of Yellow Creek
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Feb. 8, in charge of Bob Detweiler
and Wes Bontreger; interment in Yellow Creek
Mennonite Cemetery.
Kauffman, Ralph J., son of Jonas H. and

Mary (Petersheim) Kauffman, was born in

Haven, Kans., Sept. 6, 1920; died of leukemia
at Wesley Medical Center, Wichita, Kans., Feb.

23, 1989; aged 68 y. On June 17, 1945, he was
married to Margaret Ann Beckler, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are 3 sons (Duane, Roger,
and Dale), 5 grandchildren, and 3 brothers
(David, Edward, and Leroy). He was preceded
in death by one son (Arlen). He was a member
of Yoder Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Feb. 26, in charge of Don
Patterson and Dan Kauffman; interment in

Yoder Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Neuhauser, Elam R., son of Peter and

Lydia (Bachman) Neuhauser, was born in Caz-
enovia, 111., Jan. 4, 1910; died at Lakeview,
Mich., Feb. 19, 1989; aged 79 y. On Dec. 28,

1946, he was married to Clara L. Yoder, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 brothers (Ray-
mond and Joseph) and one sister (Elizabeth
Berkey). He was a member of Bethel Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Feb. 22, in charge of Lloyd Miller;

interment in Collier Cemetery.
Schenk, Helen L. Baker, was born at Elk-

hart, Ind., May 1, 1914; died at Elkhart, Ind.,

Feb. 24, 1989; aged 74 y. On Feb. 10, 1940, she
was married to J. Russell Schenk, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are one daughter (Ther-
esa Butz), 2 grandchildren, and 3 brothers
(Robert J. and Warren L. Baker and Charles F.

Kipker). She was a member of Belmont Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Feb. 28, in charge of Duane Beck.
Sweigart, David W., son of Wayne and

Mary (Beiler) Sweigart, was born at Gap, Pa.,

Sept. 8, 1934; died in an airplane crash at Spar-
tansburg, Pa., Jan. 26, 1989; aged 54 y. On Oct.

11, 1956, he was married to Joanne G. Peifer,

who died in the same accident. Surviving are 2
daughters (Brenda S. Neff and Tricia D. Swei-
gart), one son (David W. Sweigart III), 2 sisters

(Dorothy S. Hostetler and Nora J. Good), and
one brother (Arthur P. Sweigart). One
daughter (Linda Butcher) died in the same ac-

cident. He was a member of Mount Joy Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Jan. 31, in charge of Joe N. Sherer and
Shelley R. Shellenberger; interment in Kray-
bill Cemetery.
Sweigart, Joanne G. Peifer, daughter of

John and Fannie (Stoner) Peifer, was born in

East Petersburg, Pa., Oct. 4, 1936; died in an
airplane crash at Spartansburg, Pa., Jan. 26,

1989; aged 52 y. On Oct. 11, 1956, she was mar-
ried to David W. Sweigart, who died in the
same airplane crash. Surviving are 2 daughters
(Brenda S. Neff and Tricia D. Sweigart), one
son (David W. Sweigart III), 2 brothers (Melvin
G. and Christian G. Peifer), and one sister

(Irene G. Miller). One daughter (Linda
Butcher) was killed in the same accident. She

was a member of Mount Joy Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Jan. 31, in charge of Joe N. Sherer and Shelley
R. Shellenberger; interment in Kraybill Ceme-
tery.

Steckley , Rollin J. , son ofSam and Ida (Bren-
neman) Steckly, was born at Wellman, Iowa,
Sept. 21, 1916; died at Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 11,

1989; aged 72 y. On Jan. 1, 1939, he was mar-
ried to Thelma Stutzman, who survives. Also
surviving are 3 sons (Larry, Don, and Rodney),
one daughter (Donna Carter), 6 grandchildren,
3 stepgrandchildren, one sister (Arlie Dono-
van), and 2 brothers (Dale and Dean). He was a
member of East Union Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Feb. 16, in

charge of J. John J. Miller and Michael Loss;
interment in East Union Cemetery.
Weaver, Levi A., son of Jeremiah and Maria

(Diller) Weaver, was born at Alba, Mo., Jan. 7,

1893; died at Trinity Lutheran Hospital, Kan-
sas City, Kans., Feb. 8, 1989; aged 96 y. He was
married to Martha A. Shenk, who preceded
him in death. Later he was married to Alma
Esther Shenk Berkey, who also preceded him
in death. He was then married to Ida E. Grosh
Brubaker, who survives. Also surviving are
one son (Allen Weaver), 2 daughters (Edith
McCroskie and Mary Bentch), 26 grandchil-
dren, 33 great-grandchildren, and 3 brothers
(Isaiah, Ray, and Alvin Weaver). He was pre-

ceded in death by 2 daughters (Mildred
Lehman and Anna Yoder), one brother (George
Weaver), and 2 sisters (Bertha Stewart and
Ruth Stucky). He was a member of Argentine
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on the morning of Feb. 11, in charge
of Vernon Yoder and Joe Diener. Further ser-

vices were held in the afternoon at Mt. Zion
Mennonite Church, Versailles, Mo., in charge
of Joe Diener and Dennis Ernest; interment in

Mt. Zion Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Illinois Conference annual meeting, Arthur, 111., Mar. 31-Apr.
1

Mennonite Church General Board, Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 6-8

Virginia Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 7

Mennonite and General Conference Mennonite mission leaders

annual meeting, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 10-12.

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind., Apr. 16

Churchwide Youth Ministry Council, Prescott, Ariz., Apr. 17-

22
South Central Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 20
Empowered Ministries annual meeting, Indianapolis, Ind.,

Apr. 20-22

Hispanic Convention executive board, Apr. 20-22

Rocky Mountain Conference consultation with churchwide
boards, Colorado Springs, Colo., Apr. 22

Eastern Mennonite College commencement, Harrisonburg,
Va., Apr. 30.

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Goshen, Ind., May 4-

5
Mennonite Board of Education board of directors, Elkhart,

Ind., May 5-6

Rocky Mountain Conference annual assembly, Palmer Lake,
Colo., May 5-7

Franconia Conference spring assembly, Philadelphia, Pa., May
6

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y.,

May 13

Eastern Mennonite Seminary commencement, Harrisonburg,
Va., May 20

Hesston College commencement, Hesston, Kans., May 21

Southwest Conference midyear meeting, Los Angeles, Calif.,

May 27-29

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Prayers no, longer required

in public schools in Canada
This year, for the first time since public

schools were established in Canada,
prayers are not a mandatory part of the

school day. Within the past six months,

laws or regulations mandating prayer

have been struck down in the last three

provinces which still had them.

Mandatory prayers were ruled uncon-

stitutional in British Columbia in

January. Ontario's law on mandatory re-

ligious exercises was erased by a court

last September. Manitoba changed its

regulations in December, permitting
teachers to opt out of mandatory prayers.

Protest from the Christian community
has been confined mostly to lamentations

by editorial writers in Christian maga-
zines and newspapers. They and others

are concerned that rulings against re-

ligious exercises are the thin edge of the

wedge. The court decisions can be seen as

another stop in the "marginalization of

religion," says Robert Nadeau of the

Christian Legal Fellowship. Others warn
that Canada is moving toward the highly

restrictive environment of the United
States, where even reading a Bible in

school has been enough to cause a legal

confrontation.

The courts have generally ruled that

prayers violate the consciences of people

of no religion, because they are forced to

participate in or listen to religious

exercises. Alan Borovoy of the Canadian
Civil Liberties Association says, "The es-

sential argument is that prayer in a

public school classroom amounts to co-

erced participation in religious ob-

servance."

Catholic cardinal criticizes abortion

performed on comatose woman
Cardinal John O'Connor of New York

criticized the abortion performed on a co-

matose woman on Long Island as "tragic"

but expressed compassion for all the

people involved in the decision. The abor-

tion performed on Nancy Klein ended two
weeks of legal controversy that went all

the way to the U.S. Supreme Court.

It began when Klein's husband, Martin,

sought guardianship of his wife to enable

him to authorize the abortion on the

belief that it could help to save her life.

Two antiabortion activists, Lawrence
Washburn and John Short, urged that

Short be named the woman's guardian to

block an abortion.

"You cannot attempt to save one in-

nocent human life by taking another in-

nocent human life," said O'Connor. At the

same time, he said, "The church indicts

no one. The church prays for everyone in-

volved—the judges who had to make the

decisions, the doctors, the lawyers, the

father, and the mother. We leave the rest

in the hands of almighty God."

CBN fails to meet Better Business
Bureau's standards
The National Council of Better Busi-

ness Bureaus has issued a report saying

that Christian Broadcasting Network
does not meet the bureau's standards for

public financial accountability. Better

Business Bureau neither endorses nor

recommends against giving to a partic-

ular charity, but the report means that

potential donors who check on the

ministry's finances will be told that the

bureau cannot determine if funds so-

licited by CBN are being used for the pur-

pose intended. Officials at the network

did not answer repeated requests for aud-

ited statements or for a current board-ap-

proved budget.

Amish man in jail for refusing to use

sign on horse-drawn vehicle

A 19-year-old Amishman was sen-

tenced to two days in jail and 14 other

Amish prepared to follow him in the

latest legal scuffle over their refusal to

use signs on their horse-drawn carriages

to indicate slow-moving vehicles. Perry

Glick of Canont, Minn., was ordered to

serve two days in the Fillmore County jail

after he told District Judge Margaret

Shaw Johnson that he would not pay a

$40 fine or perform 10 hours of com-

munity service for three traffic tickets.

Amish leaders indicated that members of

their community will be choosing to go to

jail to show the depth of their opposition

to a Minnesota law requiring that they

display orange triangles on their horse-

drawn wagons and buggies, at least at

night.

Religious pacifist gets nine months
for trespassing at Rocky Flats

A federal judge, in following guidelines

she apparently disagrees with, has sen-

tenced a religious pacifist to prison for

nine months. Jennifer Haines was sen-

tenced recently after being convicted of

trespassing at the Rocky Flats nuclear

weapons plant near Denver. An assistant

public defender, James Bredar, de-

nounced the sentence as unduly harsh.

Last Christmas Day, Haines went un-

der a gate at Rocky Flats. The plant,

located on government property, is oper-

ated by Rockwell International. Although

she had said at the time she intended to

pray, she was arrested immediately.

U.S. District Judge Zita Weinshienk
said she was required by a new uniform
sentencing law to jail Haines between
nine and 12 months. She noted that the

U.S. Supreme Court recently upheld the

constitutionality of the uniform guide-

lines which dictate sentences, based on

the type of crime and previous convic-

tions. She pointed out that she was one of

130 district judges who had ruled the

guidelines unconstitutional before the is-

sue reached the Supreme Court.

Board of Full Gospel Fellowship

absolves founder of charges

The board of the Full Gospel Business

Men's Fellowship International has voted

to absolve its founder and president,

Demos Shakarian, of allegations that he

illegally diverted ministry funds to pay

his own bills. After winning the vote of

confidence, Shakarian placed Peter Tay-

lor, the organization's controller, on

"administrative leave." Shakarian's sup-

porters had accused Taylor of undermin-

ing the president's credibility, a charge

that Taylor denied.

The fellowship's internal audit commit-

tee, headed by retired Denver business-

man Gerald Walker, had ordered Shaka-

rian to reimburse nearly $170,000 last

August. Walker said the money was used

to pay Shakarian's legal, medical, and in-

surance bills, but Shakarian denied all

the charges. Walker said he felt "very

badly about the whitewashing of . . .

Demos without any documentation." He
said the organization's founder "will still

have to answer to God and to the IRS, not

necessarily in that order."

Appeals court says high school

cannot bar student Bible club

A federal appeals court has ruled that a

public school cannot forbid a student Bi-

ble club or any other student group to

meet on campus because of the subject

matter discussed by the group. In a recent

ruling, the Eighth Circuit Court of Ap-
peals overturned a ruling handed down a

year earlier by U.S. District Judge Arlen

Beam that upheld a restrictive policy of

Westside High School in Omaha, Nebr.,

that barred a student Bible club from

holding meetings on campus. In taking

school officials to court, the student

charged that the ban violated the federal

Equal Access Act of 1984, which says that

a public school, as a "limited open for-

um," cannot deny students the right to

hold meetings on the basis of their con-

tent.
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Now and then
I could wish for the opportunity to observe

Easter in the southern hemisphere. My interest

would be in celebrating the newness of the resur-

rection at a time in the cycle of the seasons when
the year's life is winding down.

It seems natural to celebrate in the spring. But
the heart of the Easter celebration is not a nature

holiday. Although the biblical writers make
regular reference to the wonders of creation, their

faith is in a God who is above the natural

processes. And although God is seen as directly

involved in creation in Genesis 1 and 2, the acts of

God which most interested Israel were in history.

These events were two, particularly: the de-

liverance from Egypt and the return from
Babylon. The very identity of the people of God
was tied to these two events. Both cases involved

a prophetic call on behalf of the Lord and a

response by those who recognized the call.

In both of these instances considerable human
effort was involved in response to the call. The
second experience was particularly poignant:

rebuilding the cities, renewing the land, and rees-

tablishing the community which had been

destroyed by the Babylonians. This need for

renewal and restoration was so intense that

Isaiah 65:17-18 speaks of God creating a new
heavens and a new earth focussed on Jerusalem.

So far as I know, the glowing prophecies of this

chapter never came to pass in concrete detail. But
Jerusalem did remain as a viable entity for more
than 500 years. Then appeared a carpenter from
Nazareth who was called the Son of man and who
spoke of the kingdom of God. His renewal move-
ment appeared to be wiped out at the time of his

crucifixion as a common criminal. But it revived

and began to grow after people reported that they

found his tomb empty.
One of the earliest reports of this is of several

women who, according to Mark 16, came to the

tomb early one morning and found, instead of the

body, a young man who told them "He has risen,

he is not here; see the place where they laid him"
(Mark 16:6). The reaction of the women was
notable: "They said nothing to anyone, for they

were afraid."

Numbers of commentators today think that

this may be the way Mark intended to end his

Gospel. Most are certain that the material which

appears as verses 9-20 is not part of what Mark
wrote. If Mark did so intend, it could be seen as

part of his apparent strategy: to leave some

things unsaid in order to challenge people to

examine their faith.

At any rate the word got out, as the other Gos-

pels assure us, and soon the people of the resur-

rection were on their way. But one discovers that

they modified the prophetic vision. Whereas the

new heavens and earth of Isaiah 65 focussed on

Jerusalem, the early Christian witnesses soon

moved out from there. And by the time of 1 Peter

1:4 there is understood to be "an inheritance

which is imperishable, undefiled, and unfading,

kept in heaven for you." Also 2 Peter 3:10-13

speaks of the heavens passing away, the earth

burning up, and "new heavens and a new earth in

which righteousness dwells." On the other hand,

Revelation 21:2 speaks of "the holy city, new
Jerusalem, coming down out of heaven from God."

So where really shall we look for the fulfill-

ment of these prophecies? I conclude that we who
identify ourselves as people of resurrection faith

live in a stage between now and then.

There are those who would conclude that the

world is so bad it cannot be redeemed. The only

thing to do is to stand by and let it go to hell while

they wait for their own personal deliverance. I do

not believe that such an attitude is faithful to the

vision of Revelation 21.

If the new Jerusalem is coming down, we are

called upon to meet it. One of the most imagina-

tive responses to the book of Revelation I have

ever seen is by George Williamson in Baptist

Peacemaker (January 1989). He describes the

scenes of Revelation as "planetary theater," with

the Lamb played by God in the second person, the

kings of the earth as government leaders, and the

144,000 as Christians from all over the world.

"The nations aim their nukes at the little

church. But how can you destroy the church with

a nuke? It can't be done. The church is

everywhere. To destroy the church, the nations

would have to destroy themselves. So they can't

do it. They are defenseless, with nothing but their

impotent nukes, sitting ducks for the Lamb, who
slays them 'with the sword that issues from his

mouth,' the much despised word of God. This is

the final picture of the generals at Armageddon,
slumped over in defeat, listening, I kid you not, to

sermonsl"
Is this what could happen if the worldwide

church really engaged in spiritual warfare after

the manner of the vision in Revelation? Truly

that would be a new earth.

—

Daniel Hertzkr
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We need a larger perception of leadership development and training

that goes beyond what our seminaries alone can accomplish.

Beyond the seminary
byPaulM.Zehr

James M. Lapp sounded the call for leadership

in an article entitled "We Need Leaders!" in

Gospel Herald (Oct. 27, 1987). He said the Men-

nonite Church needs over 2,000 leaders during the



next eight or nine years in order to keep up with

pastoral changes and meet the Ten-Year Goals.

If we are to accomplish this goal we need a

larger perception of leadership development and
training that goes beyond what Eastern Men-
nonite Seminary and Goshen Biblical Seminary
alone can accomplish.

1. We must be aware that most of these new
pastors will come out of the congregations that al-

ready exist in the Mennonite Church. We cannot

assume we can "buy" pastors at the market place

as we purchase corn and beans at the grocery

store. Even if persons were available from other

We should shift the responsibility for

producing congregational leaders from

the seminary to the conference and to

the congregation.

theological persuasions, it would not be wise to

choose pastors who are unacquainted with an

Anabaptist understanding of the Scriptures. One
quick way to bring division in the denomination is

to have a multitude of theological views preached

and taught in congregations. When that happens,

the next generation will likely reap the seeds of

division. I fear some divisive theological seeds are

already being sown.

2. A major change will need to take place in the

way we perceive that leaders are producedfor the

church. We have assumed that persons will nor-

mally go to college and then to seminary with a

Paul M. Zehr, Lancaster, Pa., is a Lancaster Conference

bishop and administrator. He is also director of supervised

pastoral education and leadership training for Lancaster Con-

ference, director of the new Pennsylvania extension program
of Eastern Mennonite College, and a member of the

Theological Education Committee of the Mennonite Church.

sense of personal call and then be made available

to congregations as pastors. I would like to

propose a different way of thinking, namely,
shifting the responsibility for producing con-

gregational leaders from the seminary to the con-

ference and to the congregation. It is the con-

gregation's responsibility to produce leaders for

the future. It is the conference's responsibility as

well.

Can we not develop programs whereby con-

ference and congregations begin to discern gifted

persons among them, affirm them in their

abilities through testing in the congregation, and
then send them to college and seminary with the

affirmation and financial support of the con-

gregation and the conference? If we begin to think

this way, the seminaries will become servants of

the church in training persons who are gifted for

ministry. Not only would this method take the

burden off the seminaries to recruit students and
to raise sufficient funds, but it also builds a

partnership between the congregation and the

seminary.

3. Discernment and recruitment ofcongrega-
tional leaders needs to be taken more seriously by

the congregations. Congregations need to move
beyond assuming they can get a pastor from
somewhere else to a new level whereby pastors

are discovered, prepared, and sent beyond them-
selves into new church plantings and mission set-

tings. Perhaps we need to turn around our

philosophy from training and then discerning

leaders to first discerning and then training the

recognized leaders. I have a feeling that

Anabaptist congregations which meet in the

spirit of Matthew 18 to discern God's will can also

discern who is gifted for leadership.

Once having discerned these persons let us

train the gifted leaders rather than training

many people and then trying to find leaders

among them. Can we not assume that for every 50

lay persons there is at least one potential leader

arising in our congregations? Can we not identify
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who these persons are and then send them to a

Mennonite college and seminary with the affir-

mation of the congregation to prepare for pas-

toral leadership in the future?

Jt. We need training that goes beyond the tradi-

tionalfour-year college and three-year seminary

degree programs. Western seminary education is

based largely on a European university model

which is very specialized. It assumes a

professional stance to ministry based on the trade

guild idea in which persons are deemed ready for

the profession if they have had a certain amount
of education. The problem, as Edward Farley has

noted, is the fragmentation of theological educa-

tion. The practical outcome is that seminary

graduates sometimes come to congregations

without enough sensitivity to the people they

minister to and lack skills in relating theology to

the context of ministry.

What is needed is training beyond the

seminary through conference-based theological

education whereby pastors are trained "on the

job" in addition to their formal academic train-

ing. Doctors are trained both by academic study

and by internships in the practical skills of the

medical profession. Lawyers are trained by read-

ing case histories in addition to studying law.

Why can't pastors also receive part of their train-

ing in the congregation while they are serving in

the ministry? With new technology and with

qualified, experienced pastors in conferences, I

suggest that the Mennonite Church add to its

formal training program supervision in ministry

so that pastors learn how to develop the skills of

ministry and continuing theological education

while involved in their work.

5. Attention will need to befocused upon skills

for pastoral ministry alongside the academic side

ofministry. It takes more than A's in Greek to be

a pastor! But it also takes more than good skills in

people relationships to be a good pastor. One has

to be competent also in theology, and our

seminaries are working at both sides of the train-

ing effort. Because of the nature of the seminary

setting, however, it may be easier to accompany
the academic side with the skill side while the

person is serving in the pastorate. Such skills as

preaching, counseling, evangelism, conflict reso-

lution, and group leadership could very well be

developed through a supervised program in pas-

toral education while the pastor is working in the

congregation.

It is often when one is confronted with actual

life situations that one is most open to self-assess-

ment and growing in one's skill in these areas. To
develop these skills, however, without the

academic side of biblical studies, church history,

theology, and ethics will not bring about the

quality of pastoral leadership congregations are

seeking. Both the academic and the professional

Can we not assume that for every 50 lay

persons there is at least one potential

leader arising in our congregations?

or skill side are needed for competent pastoral

leadership. Here again, the congregation, con-

ference, and—in many cases—the seminary will

need to work hand in hand.

6.Pastoral training continues throughout life.

Pastors need to grow in the pastoral ministry.

Too often persons, as James Glasse once said,

"Think they have 15 years of experience when in

reality they have either five years repeated three

times or three years repeated five times." Train-

ing throughout life includes reading, opening

oneself to the insights of others, receiving feed-

back from members of the congregation regard-

ing areas for continued growth, and seeking ways

to improve one's ministry through special

seminars and conference-based theological educa-

tion. This requires developing new continuing

education programs for leaders.

The next ten years could be a most exciting pe-

riod in the history of the Mennonite Church. If

congregations lay hold of the Ten-Year-Goals and

begin to see mission and evangelism as first of all

the congregation's responsibility and then,

second, as the mission board's task, we could very

well see unprecedented growth in membership.

Likewise, if we see the task of producing leaders

the congregation's responsibility first of all, and

the seminary's responsibility as the servant of the

congregations and the denomination in training

leaders, we will likely see emerging ministers

who know how to carry out the pastoral ministry

in the context of the world in which God has

called them.
To achieve such competency in ministry will re-

quire both strong seminaries and congregations

working together. ^
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Hear, hear!

A colum n for sharing personal cojicerns

A special message
to small churches

Small congregations want to be part of

Vision 95. According to a survey done by
the Small Congregation Task Force of In-

diana- Michigan Conference, members of

small congregations see church growth
and leadership development as their key

needs. However, they feel that they need

assistance to realize their potential for

growth and service.

According to Mennonite Yearbook, the

Mennonite Church includes approxi-
mately 418 congregations founded more
than five years ago with fewer than 60

members. This represents nearly 40 per-

cent of all congregations. In Indiana-

Michigan Conference, 45 of the 105 con-

gregations have fewer than 60 members.
Founded during the church-growth
thrust of the 1940s and '50s, many of

these congregations are rural. The con-

gregations have plateaued at mem-
berships of 20-60.

The American Church Growth Move-
ment associated with Fuller Theological

Seminary has studied church growth and
concluded that once the membership of a

congregation remains steady for an
extended period, it is unlikely to resume
growing. Then the denomination is wise

to focus its attention on founding new
congregations rather than trying to

reawaken the dormant congregation.

However, newer findings indicate that

perhaps two-thirds of the static congrega-

tions will begin growing again with
assistancefrom outside.

Where will this assistance come from?
Has there been discussion of the pri-

orities in church publications or church
agencies? Have the larger congregations

planning on founding new congregations

considered assisting smaller ones? What
attention is being given to helping small

congregations to grow? To what extent

have church agencies and conference

bodies focused on working with larger

congregations to fund and plan new con-

gregations? How do conference commit-
tees and larger congregations determine

the allocation of funds and personnel

between planting new churches and
assisting small congregations to revive?

At Normal 89, the Small Congregation
Task Force plans to sponsor one or more
workshops and gatherings. The purpose

of these will be to encourage members of

small congregations to share their expe-

riences and propose responses to some of

the opportunities facing them. We would
also like to share some of the resources

we have collected for small-membership
churches.

The task force would like to identify

small or formerly small congregations

meeting these criteria: (1) Fewer than 60

members (at some point in the past 10

years). (2) Steady or declining member-
ship for a 5-10-year period. (3) Situated

away from Mennonite centers. (4)

Located in areas of static or declining

population or attempting to cross ethnic

or socioeconomic boundaries. These con-

gregations to be suggested as "model"

congregations would have either

experienced significant growth recently

or have a dynamic outreach program.

Please send information about these

congregations or other concerns about
small congregations to David Alleman,

Small Congregation Task Force, 245

Union St., Hillsdale, MI 49242.

—David Alleman, Hillsdale, Mich.

Are we listening

for God's voice?
At Ames 85 our leaders set up Ten-

Year Goals; later someone added the

word "vision" to it. In the past several

years I have read much about Vision 95,

with much emphasis put on church
membership and giving. I have also read

where programs and workshops are being

set up to motivate people to help reach

the 1995 goals. I would like to see these

goals reached by the Mennonite Church,

but a church or a program will never

bring forth a harvest.

Is it possible that we could become so

prejudiced that if God does not do it our

way with our label on it, we can't see

what he is doing? Another hindrance to

hearing God's voice is blurred convic-

tions. We have difficulty defining right

and wrong. We have people who come and
worship God but don't stop some of their

vices, and we aren't sure what to do with

them.

I am not picking on any certain sin, but

recently I read in Gospel Herald where
the gays and lesbians made an appeal for

dialogue with the Mennonite Church.
They want to be heard, they want to

belong to the body of Christ. The conven-

tion participants approved two appeals to

the church, one for reconciliation and one

to offer hope and care to AIDS victims.

And that we need to take decisive steps to

understand each other.

Certainly God loves the sinner, but he

does not coddle sin (1 Tim. 1:9-10). One of

the strengths of the Mennonite Church
has been righteousness and holiness. We
need to stick to right and holy living and

call sin "sin."

The question is, "Are we listening for

God's voice?" If we are not listening to his

voice, maybe some sweeping changes are

necessary. We may have to change our
emphasis from program to prayer. We
may have to lay aside church socials,

church leagues, workshops, and all the so-

called "good activities" we have going and
get back to the real business God has
called us to.

Are we listening? Paul learned to lis-

ten. In Acts 16:6-10, Paul's concern was
not whether he looked successful in the

eyes of others, but whether he was pleas-

ing God. Is our concern to please God or

to increase memberhip? Maybe we need
revival. Revival not only brings convic-

tion of sin, it brings a zeal for God. If we
are revived, it will put fire in our souls. It

will affect the way the preacher preaches.

It will affect the way we listen and re-

spond. It will affect the way we serve

God.

A vision is seeing something as God
sees it. It may not make sense, but that

does not matter; if God is in it, it will be

right. Some people's theology does not

allow God to say no. But when God does

say no, it is because he has a better yes.

I think God is calling us to build a

ministry. There is a difference between
building a ministry and building a de-

nomination. If the decade of harvest for

us means that the Mennonite Church gets

bigger, we have missed it. If the decade of

harvest means we fill our coffers, we have
missed it.—Ezra Beachy, Kokomo, Ind.

A call to prayer
for Hondurans

During the month of January we had
the opportunity of traveling to Honduras
with a Bethel College interterm class.

Since we had spent time there before with

Youth Evangelism Service sponsored by
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions, we
were excited about returning.

Throughout the trip we had many op-

portunities to relate to the Mennonite

Church in Honduras. Activities included

working with a congregation in the con-

struction of Sunday school rooms, picking

coffee with a Mennonite farmer/pastor

along the Nicaraguan border, staying

overnight in the homes of church mem-
bers, attending worship services, and
spending two days in a town in western

Honduras where the church is actively in-

volved in refugee work.

On the last night of our stay, we had a

meal with some leaders of the Honduran
Mennonite Church where they shared a
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simple request. They asked that we inter-

cede on behalf of the church so that they

may remain faithful to the gospel and

that shalom would happen in their

context. We were also given the responsi-

bility of sharing this call to prayer with

the broader church.

The Mennonite Church in Honduras is

attempting to live out the gospel in daily

life and is struggling with what it means

to be Christian in light of Anabaptist

beliefs. This has led them to work among

the poor and refugees, which causes some

segments of their country to view the

church with suspicion. Added to this is

their grappling with the issue of military

service and the search for alternatives.

We know the church is not perfect, be-

cause pastors told us stories about divi-

sions and struggles that have been pres-

ent. However, some of those divisions

happened because not everyone agreed

that working with the poor was the best

thing to do.

Another part of the context is the fact

that Honduras is suffering through a

severe economic depression. Increasing

amounts of U.S. aid over the past eight

years have not improved the life of the or-

dinary Honduran. While we were there,

the newspapers carried reports of in-

creasing prices for items like eggs and

milk.

Honduras had been spared thus far the

levels of violence experienced in neighbor-

ing countries, but this may be changing.

During the three weeks of our visit, there

were three disturbing assassinations.

Killed were an ex-general, a top-ranking

"contra" rebel official, and a well-known

lawyer. These killings were carried out in

broad daylight in the capital city by

groups of persons with Uzi submachine

guns.

Lest we give the impression that every-

thing is negative, we want to add that we
found Honduras to be a country full of

wonderful, hospitable people, and we en-

countered many signs of hope. However,

in consideration of the problems shared

above and the rather deep involvement of

the U.S. government in the country,

surely the very least we could do is

respond to the Honduran Mennonites'

request and intercede on their behalf.

Although they simply asked us to re-

member what we had seen and heard and

to intercede for the church, we believe our

responsibility goes further. As indi-

viduals and a church, we should pray that

we would be willing to be part of the solu-

tion and that we would be given wisdom
and the courage to act in responsible

ways.
The Honduran Mennnonite Church is

in the hands of capable leaders who are

calling us to stand with them. Are we
willing and ready to be equal partners

working to bring the kingdom of God on

earth as it is in heaven?—Dennis and
Lori Witmer, North Newton, Kans.

Come and See

Come and See Herald Bible School Series is a

new 5-day curriculum that helps children learn to know God
and respond in love, trust, and obedience to Jesus.

Carefully Chosen stories will help children

relate the Bible to everyday life.

Educationally designed activities and
projects will enhance children's understanding of the

biblical themes.

Colorful take-home booklets for each session

will help children carry the memories of their Bible

school experience for a long time.

Come and See Herald Bible School Series has a

separate course of study for nursery, preschool,

kindergarten, and grades 1 through 8. Grades 7 and 8 tackle

real life issues that confront junior high students such as

drugs, sex, peer pressure, and family relationships.
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The day I thought I was God
by Robert Roberg

I was sitting on a beach in Trujillo, Peru, smok-
ing marijuna and reading a book by Alan Watts.
Watts claimed that he had solved the Riddle of
the Universe. He said to stop trying to under-
stand it all. Your mind is finite, and the universe
is infinite. There is nothing to worry about, for

this infinite universe is alive and loves you. Be-
hind everything is a mind, and you are that mind.
You are the Infinite Conscious Thinker. You

are therefore everything and everyone. You de-

For a moment I thought I could draw
upon my newly found Supreme Identity

and go over the top of the water.

light in losing yourself in your creation. You like

to get so engrossed in imagining that you are

myriad creatures, that you forget that it is only a

game that you are playing with yourself. In

essence you are the Infinite imagining that you
are Finite.

Exquisite joy. As I closed the book and looked

at the shining silver sea, these thoughts filled me
with exquisite joy. If I was the Infinite one, then

there was no need to fear that I would be
punished for my sins. There was no more guilt, no
more right or wrong. There was only me, and I

was totally free.

I opened the book and read on eagerly as Watts
explained that what I really wanted to do with
myself was to throw myself into life with such

gusto, that I would forget what I had just learned.

For actually, what I, the Supreme Being, wanted
to believe was that I was a finite creature faced

with difficulties. In forgetting my true identity,

my supreme identity, therein was the path to ec-

stasy. Like Zorba the Greek I was to unhitch"my
pants and go looking for trouble. Then Watts
said, Don't waste your time reading any farther.

Robert Roberg, Nashville, Tenn., is a church planter

sponsored by Rosedale Mennonite Missions of Conservative
Conference.
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You won 'tfind any more answers in books. Go
out and live and feel, laugh and cry, and do
whatever you want.

"That's it," I cried. "I see it now!" I closed the

book and jumped on my motorcycle. The engine

snorted and snarled, and I raced off down the

beach. The gulls were crying. It was my song. The
sun was shining. I was the sun. The waves came
up to lick at my tires. I was the waves licking at

me. I weaved in and out as the waves drew back
then rushed forward. Faster and faster I drove. I

was everything and everything was me. I had
found Nirvana.

Just then I came over a small rise and saw
before me a river flowing into the ocean. The
rivers in Peru are raw sewers filled with every

kind of filth and dead things imaginable. I was
going too fast. There was no way that I could have

stopped. For a moment I thought I could draw
upon my newly found Supreme Identity and go

over the top of the water. Then the slimy, foul-

smelling reality exploded around me and sucked

me down.
The engine choked and stopped and just then

the Pacific Ocean reached out a salty hand and
sent a wave over us. I came up gasping for air

with one hand still holding a handlebar. Then
began a tug-of-war. I found some solid footing

and inch by inch I managed to drag the bike to the

shore.

After I regained my composure, I tried to start

it. I kicked and kicked until my leg was sore. It

was no use. In the distance across the sandy
beach I saw some houses. I tried to push the mo-
torcycle but the sand was too deep, and so I had to

drag it.

Pain and frustration. The sand was hot and
the sun seemed to bear down on me. I grew
thirsty and angry. My moment of ecstasy was
now a moment of extreme pain and frustration.

When I reached the houses, I found a man who
agreed to let me leave the bike at his house until I

could come back for it later. I walked to the

highway and caught a ride back to town.

The Lord taught me a good lesson that day, al-

though I didn't realize it for a number of years:

"When you start thinking you're God, you'll end

up in the sewer." ^
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ONE YEAR AFTER HEART SURGERY

In search of the biblical Jesus
by Samuel 0. Weaver

In the four weeks between the time I knew
about my heart problem and the date of my
bypass surgery, I began to search for an answer

to the question, "Who is this Jesus who allows

pain?"

Some things that happened to me during these

weeks helped to focus my thinking.

I went to Justice House in Roanoke, Virginia,

where David Hayden relates to the homeless.

David is the kind of man who makes you un-

comfortable when he speaks in your church. He

The Jesus of North American culture is

represented by pleasure, popularity,

possessions, and power. The biblical

Jesus is shown by sacrifice, suffering,

sharing, and service.

says that we in the Mennonite Church are spend-

ing too much money on ourselves and not caring

enough for needy people. I asked myself, Does
David Hayden represent the biblical Jesus?

I went to David Swarr's home. He and his wife

just moved to Richmond, Virginia, and es-

tablished Jubilee Church and Community Center.

I asked, Does David Swarr really represent the

biblical Jesus?

That same month I drove by Christian

Broadcasting Network in Chesapeake, Virginia,

on the way to visit one of our congregations. I saw
all of the buildings and all the splendor built by
Pat Robertson, who was then running for the Re-

publican presidential nomination. He was saying

there were missiles in Cuba, and we should go

down and bomb them if necessary. I asked

myself, Does he represent the biblical Jesus?

The next morning I watched Robert Schuller's

television program from the Crystal Cathedral

for a little while. I saw all the beautiful windows
in the cathedral, the fantastic organ, and an

expensive harp. I looked at it all and asked

myself, Does that really represent the biblical

Jesus?

I began to ask myself the question, Who is this

Jesus who will allow suffering on earth when the

Jesus of North American culture is saying, "Send

Samuel 0. Weaver, Harrisonburg, Va., is executive

secretary of Virginia Conference. This article is adapted from

a sermon he has preached over 20 times during the past year

in Virginia Conference congregations.

money to me and you will have more. Do what is

right and everything will go well with you"? It

wasn't happening to me that way. Was I less a

Christian because painful things were beginning

to happen to me?
The next Sunday, John Paul Lederach, who had

been working at peace negotiations in Nicaragua,

spoke at a meeting I attended. John Paul talked

about representing Jesus Christ in that war-torn

country. While he and his wife were there, they

found out about a Central Intelligence Agency
plot to kidnap their child. The people of

Nicaragua, he said, see the United States govern-

ment as Christians fighting against the poor

people of Nicaragua. As I heard John Paul

Lederach speak, I thought, He went down there,

willing to sacrifice his life. Does he represent the

biblical Jesus?
I continued to think on the question, Who is

this biblical Jesus as opposed to the Jesus of

North American culture? The Jesus of North
American culture is represented by pleasure,

popularity, possessions, and power. The biblical

Jesus is shown by sacrifice, suffering, sharing,

and service.

Pleasure and sacrifice. We in North America

are seeking after pleasure and fast becoming a

hedonistic society. I remember the day when
professional sports were frowned on by our de-

nomination because of the money and the drink-

ing associated with them. I'm a Washington
Redskins fan, but when pleasure becomes our

God, and we start missing from covenant com-

munity gatherings to pursue pleasure, something

is wrong with our Christianity.

Jesus was taken up into the high mountain and

shown the pleasures of the world. Satan stated,

"If you worship me, Jesus, you can have all of

these." Jesus asks us as well to sacrifice rather

than seek pleasure. In Matthew, Jesus says we
are to gouge out our eyes if tempted by them.

What does it mean to follow the biblical Jesus to-

day and gouge out our eyes when advertisements

keep coming over the television and in the news-

paper of pleasures we should seek? How, in 1989,

can we combat this? Too often our way of life says

we can have more and more and more. We see our

good neighbors pursuing pleasure. Why will my
biblical Jesus allow me to go through a heart

bypass, tell me that I must sacrifice, and gouge

out my eyes? This is strange communication for

the twenty-first century.

Romans 12:1 says we are to offer our bodies as

a living sacrifice. What does that mean? I believe
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Sam Weaver with his wife, Sarah. The apron was a gift

he received when he became executive secretary of

Virginia Conference, and the book was one his mother

read over and over in her last years.

in living. I play golf once in a while. I was a mem-
ber of a country club, but I gave that up because it

didn't feel right. I go to a public course now. Does

that decision make me a better person? I haven't

given up golf, because it's something I enjoy do-

ing. For some people, playing golf is wrong. Each

of us must decide where to draw the line between

pleasure and sacrifice.

Popularity and suffering. The Jesus of North

American culture says you can be a popular

person and follow Jesus. We as Mennonites used

to be a little bit withdrawn. Now we are becoming

very influential and popular in our communities.

We are being placed on boards and committees.

In some of our circles, it is even popular to talk

about a "new birth" experience. What does Jesus

say about this popularity?

He talks about suffering. In Hebrews 2:10 we
read about making our "salvation perfect through

suffering." Romans 8:17 says, "We share in his

sufferings." Philippians 3 speaks of 'sharing in

his suffering, becoming like him in his death."

Matthew 5 says, "Blessed are you when people in-

sult you and persecute you." Are we so much buy-

ing into the North American culture's image of

Jesus that we are not suffering as a people any

more?
Some Mennonites are now proposing that we

should refuse to pay half of our income tax. This

is a controversial matter and will be an issue at

our General Assembly in Normal, Illinois, this

summer. Should we affirm people who are refus-

ing to pay half their income tax because half goes

to the military? I don't know. I know some people

who have suffered because they have taken that

stand. Have we become so much like the people

around us that we are not being persecuted at all?

We want to be popular. We want to fit in with

our neighbors. We want to be on the bank boards,

on the school boards. What does it mean to suffer

for Christ in 1989? What did Jesus mean, "The
meek shall inherit the earth"?

Possessions and sharing. The Jesus of North
American culture says you will have possessions.

Some go so far as to say that if you give money,
you will get more money in return. So we give in

order to add second houses and condominiums at

resorts or beaches for ourselves. We begin to buy
Jaguars and Rolls Royces. It didn't used to be this

way. At some point we should say to ourselves,

"Hey, these things are really not important."

The biblical Jesus calls us to share. As I faced

triple by- pass surgery, all of my possessions

seemed to fade away, and sharing with people

was much more important. The Bible uses pretty

straight language about sharing. First John 3

says, "If we have possessions and don't help the

[homeless] in our communities, how can the

love of God be in our hearts?" There is nothing

wrong with being wealthy, but how much do we
spend on ourselves? Matthew 6 says, "Do not lay

up for yourselves treasures on earth . . . but lay

up for yourselves treasures in heaven." Matthew
25 talks about two kinds of people—those who
saw the hungry and thirsty and gave them food

and drink and those who saw the dispossessed

and did not respond.

Power and service. The United states is

viewed as a Christian nation. This scares me. In

the fourth century, Constantine was so excited

about Christianity that he marched his armies

into the water to be baptized. They had no idea

why they were being baptized. Our forefathers in

the 16th century died for the separation of church

and state.

Today a parallel to our marching the armies

into the water to be baptized is evidenced by the

Christian fundamentalists in North America.

Some say we need a Christian government to

restrain the ungodly people in other nations. This

sounds almost like Constantine. I'm scared be-

cause the Mennonite Church is moving in that di-

rection, along with the tide.

The Christian fundamentalists say we must
join church, military, and government to keep out

the communists. In fact, the opposite may be

true. I'll give an example from history. The

Russian Orthodox Church and the czars of Russia

stood together. The Orthodox Church loved the

czars of Russia and stood with the ruling powers.

The communist revolution happened in 1917

partly because the Christian church would not

help the needy and homeless people in the
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country. This is happening in our country today
as the Christian church marries itself to the

government.
The head of Mennonite Disaster Service, Lo-

well Detweiler, says, "The world is dividing into

two groups—the winners and the losers. The
church must stand with the losers." The U.S.

government is very powerful. If we follow the

biblical Jesus, we must question the marriage of

church and state.

Jesus said rather than being powerful, we are

to serve. This has been part of our heritage. Our
people have taken the time to serve. We have

/ do not fully understand why God allows

pain to happen, yet the promise stands:

God's abundant grace is good enough
for all of us.

taken the time to go the second mile. Leading
Christian teachers/speakers Tony Campolo and
Tom Sine are telling Mennonites we have a

message to the world. I heard Tom Sine exhort us,

"Get your show on the road. You have the

message. Don't give it up."

When I took my assignment as executive

secretary of Virginia Conference, I knew my
temptations would center around power. A
colleague gave me an apron with the inscription

from Mark, "Not to be served, but to serve." The
service symbolized by an apron is not very
popular today. But the biblical Jesus modeled a
life of service. Pleasure, popularity, possessions,

and power should not be our gods. Yet we are in-

volved in these four; we can't get away from it.

When Jesus said, "Follow me," he asked us to

sacrifice, suffer, share, and serve.

A living sacrifice. The night before my opera-
tion, my wife, Sarah , and I met with the surgeon
and discussed the risks involved. Finally, I said to

him, "Dr. Johnson, would you mind if I prayed
with you?" He said, "Not at all."

I prayed to be healed, but I prayed most of all

for God's grace to deal with this event. I prayed
for Sarah in case I would die. I prayed for the sur-

geon in case it would be a failure. Romans speaks
of "God's abundant grace." I don't know why God
puts us through hard experiences. Perhaps it is to

teach us not to rely on pleasure, popularity,

possessions, and power.
If I listen to the Jesus of North American cul-

ture, I hear that these things aren't supposed to

happen to good people. I hear there is sin in your
life if something happens to you. I don't believe

that—unless your liver gives out because of al-

cohol or your lungs go out because of cigarette

smoking.
My operation was on Wednesday, March 30,

1988. My mother died on Thursday, March 31.
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This 87-year-old saint asked about me 24 hours
before she died. I know that she prayed for me on
the day of my operation. I came home from the

hospital on Monday and went to her viewing that
evening. The night between the viewing and her
funeral I was awake wrestling with God. "Who
are you; what do you want from me—sacrifice,

suffering, sharing, and serving?"

Many times when I had visited Mother at

home, she would be reading the book Spirit Fruit
by John Drescher (Herald Press, 1974). One time I

asked her, "Mother, don't you ever read anything
but that book?" She looked up and smiled.

On the day of her funeral the pastor held up
that book. It was falling apart. She had read some
of the chapters 32 times. Love, joy, peace,

patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, meek-
ness, self-control. Thirty-two times.

The things above. This is the biblical Jesus.

We spend too much time pursuing pleasure,

popularity, possessions, and power. A couple of

sermons a year have too little impact upon us

when weighed against all the advertising we see

and hear. Colossians 3:2 says, "Fix your mind on
things above, not on the things on the earth."

James 4 reads, "Life is a mist that appears for a

while and then disappears."

I do not fully understand why God allows pain

to happen, yet the promise stands: God's

abundant grace is good enough for all of us.

Whether it is cancer, an operation, a blessing of

wealth, a marriage separation, conflict, an unfor-

giving attitude, anger, or a successful business,

Jesus is trying to reveal himself to us. Life is not

fair. But how we react to life is exactly where the

biblical Jesus comes through. ^

Traffic directions

It's true

the resurrection

is scary business—
coming to the tomb
to find

that immense stone gone.

The gloom within beckoning

could turn a feeble heart

toward outer zones.

On top of that

an angel

adorned in white—
one at the head
one at the foot

giving out

traffic directions.

—Barbara Mosemann



How do you view

Africa?

^ Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central

Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street

Box M
Akron, PA 17501

MCC Canada
134 Plaza Drive

Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9

Do you see Africa as a continent of starving

children, poverty and illiteracy? Is the woman
pictured here, for example, teaching village

children? Or are the children teaching her?

Unless you have been to Africa, your image of

that continent has likely been shaped by the

media. But media images of Africa may be

incomplete and unfair. Undeniably, Africa has

its tragedies. ButMCC workers discover Africa

also has strengths and wisdom to share.

1 The West may have technology. But Africa has

I
strong human relationships. Africans

remember their ancestors, honor their elders

l and view their children as carriers of life. We
can learn from them.

Africans see land not as a commodity to be

sold, but as a God-given resource, a birth and

burial place. They do not easily part with the

soil that gives them food.

For centuries, Africa's people have survived

famine, resolved conflict and stored grain

successfully. They know what native trees

grow where and which ones are fodder, food

or medicine. Westerners are discovering that

the pastoralist lifestyle, earlier looked down
on, is the most appropriate lifestyle for

semi-arid areas.

Africa's traditional knowledge is rapidly being

lost. But the answers to Africa's problems lie

in peasant wisdom.

MCC's 160 workers in Africa aim to build on

local wisdom and strengths, rather than import

quick fixes that later prove faulty. In Kenya,

for example, an MCC worker wrote a book

on native trees, their uses and growth patterns.

Another worker there wrote a book on camel

husbandry. Two volunteers work with African

Independent Churches in Botswana. The MCC
woman in this photo is learning language and

culture from village children in Lesotho.

Encourage these volunteers who are learning

from Africa and building on its strengths.

Consider a term of service with MCC. Pray for

MCC volunteers. Contribute financially to

MCC's programs.



Church news

Sisters & Brothers board members hold the completed film of 'The Radicals": (left to right)

Cheryl Elliott, Michael Hostetler, Ron Byler, Joel Kauffmann, Jim Bowman, and Virginia

Hostetler. (Absent is Keith Graber Miller.)

New film, The Radicals,'

traces Anabaptist beginnings
It took five years and a cast of thou-

sands. What began as an hour-long
church history story grew into a feature-

length 35mm motion picture on the begin-

nings of the Anabaptist movement. Sis-

ters & Brothers' film, The Radicals, is

now ready to be viewed worldwide.
Formally called Pilgrim Aflame, the

film has a new title. "The essence of the

Anabaptist movement was to go back to

Christianity's roots, which is what
'radical' means," explained Joel Kauff-
mann, who co-wrote the screenplay.
"These were the guys who were the pro-

testers, the radicals of the Reformation."
"We discovered The Radicals worked

better than Pilgrim Aflame in non-Men-
nonite circles," noted Michael Hostetler,

the project's executive producer. "This
film is a tremendous opportunity for us
as Mennonites to share our faith story

with the rest of the world."

Originally the film was targeted for a
church audience. However, with the ad-
vent of video technology, the market for

church films virtually disappeared. Yet
the story remained relevant. Sisters &
Brothers then expanded the project to

reach into the secular arena.

Sisters & Brothers secured Manson In-

ternational as the film's foreign distribu-

tor. A European premiere is planned for

late spring in Moulhouse, France, near
where the film was shot.

Though still negotiating for U.S. and
Canadian distribution, Sisters & Brothers
is moving ahead with showings in Men-
nonite and Brethren communities. Sev-

eral special preview showings are
scheduled during the spring and early

summer in Florida, Kansas, Pennsyl-
vania, Manitoba, Ontario, and other

places.

The Radicals will also be shown at

Normal 89, the joint convention of the

Mennonite and General Conference Men-
nonite churches at Illinois State Uni-

versity in Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6. It is

scheduled twice daily in the Capen Audi-
torium on the campus.

Beginning in August, the film will be
shown publicly in cities across North
America. The Radicals will make ex-

tended stops in about 25 communities. A
local theater will be rented for the show-
ings, and Sisters & Brothers will assist a

committee of local people to plan and
carry out publicity efforts.

The film was shot entirely on location

in France, Switzerland, and West Ger-
many during February and March 1988.

"Literally thousands were involved in

this inter-Mennonite effort: with time,

money, and expertise," Hostetler said.

"European Mennonites and other Chris-

tians helped us with location selection,

costume construction, transportation,

food, and lodging. We are deeply grateful

for all these contributions."

Based on the Herald Press book, Pil-

grim Aflame, by Myron Augsburger, the

film dramatically depicts the Anabaptist
movement in the 1500s, which is also

known as the "Radical Reformation." The
story of Michael and Margaretha Sattler

is told through the eyes of Wilhelm Reu-
blin, one of the most controversial
Anabaptists. Reublin was willing to ac-

cept violence and to use peasants' revolts

to bring about change for the church.

Michael's dream for a free church
separated from the state became a reality

in February 1527, when Anabaptist lead-

ers from across Switzerland and Ger-

many gathered at Schleitheim and agreed

to a united movement based upon
Michael's Seven Articles of Faith.

Shortly thereafter, Michael and Mar-
garetha were arrested, tried, and sen-

tenced to death for their revolutionary

teachings. Though given every oppor-
tunity to recant their heretical beliefs,

Michael and Margaretha remained
strong. Michael was burned at the stake

on May 20, 1527, on the banks of the

Neckar River and three days later Mar-
garetha was drowned in that same river.

Persons interested in bringing The
Radicals to their community or obtaining

more information on the circuit should

contact Cheryl Elliott at 1570 N. College

Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone
703-433-9339.

Portraying Michael and Margaretha Sattler In

"The Radicals" are Norbert Welsser and
Leigh Lombardl.
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Most of those attending the conference have had firsthand experience with the disabled.

First year of

Venture Clubs material

now available

The first year of the Venture Clubs ma-
terial was published recently by the Men-
nonite and General Conference Menno-
nite churches. It is aimed for children in

grades 3-8, "although it is adaptable for

all grades," said managing editor Rosella

Wiens Regier.

A leader's guide contains 28 sessions

about seven basic themes: social skills,

creative expression, basic living, spiritual

awareness, self-understanding, service,

and nature awareness.

A member's book has a separate set of

activities that are loosely related to the

sessions in the leader's guide. It also has

"personal exploration projects" (PEPs) to

encourage children to work indepen-

dently with guidance from adults.

Edna Krueger Dyck is editor of the

Venture Clubs material. Additional club

material is planned for the next five

years.

The leader's guide and member's book
are available for $12.95 and $4.95, respec-

tively. A Venture Clubs handbook is also

available for $5.95. They can be ordered

from Mennonite Publishing House at 616

Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683.

Speakers announced
for Youth Gathering
at Normal 89

Speakers have been announced for the

Youth Gathering at Normal 89, the joint

convention of the Mennonite and General

Conference Mennonite churches sched-

uled for Aug. 1-6 at Illinois State
University in Normal.
On the opening night, Vicki Dyck, dra-

ma instructor at Rosthern (Sask.) Junior

College, will lead a drama presentation on

"A Normal Beginning."

Hubert Brown, executive secretary of

the GC Commission on Home Ministries,

will speak to the youth and adults about
"The Jesus Norm" the following evening.

He will also speak on the same topic to

the youth at their morning session that

day.

The following morning, a number of

Mennonites will share their personal

stories of how they are making a dif-

ference in the world.

Millard Fuller, the founder of Habitat
for Humanity, will relate his story of

conversion on the third evening. He will

also speak about "how an ex-millionaire

gets his kicks" the following morning.
Jerry Holsopple, Western District

youth minister for the GC Church, and
Janeen Bertsche Johnson, a student at

Associated Mennonite Biblical Sem-

inaries, will lead a panel discussion on
Anabaptist beliefs.

June Alliman Yoder, an AMBS instruc-

tor, will tell how God speaks to people in

their times of doubt on the fourth morn-
ing. There will be a drama presentation

led by Orie Wenger, pastor of Lower Deer
Creek Mennonite Church, Kalona, Iowa,

that evening.

The final session will be held jointly

with the adults on the final morning. Don
Jacobs, executive director of Mennonite
Christian Leadership Foundation, will

speak.

Disabilities event
seeks wholeness
in the church

Theological and experiential issues ad-

dressed in an 11-hour conference on
"Seeking Wholeness in the Church" could

well fill an 11-month—or longer—study.

The recent conference brought together

Mennonites and Brethren at Cross Wind
Conference Center near Hesston, Kans.,

to focus on the contributions and needs of

people with disabilities.

The event was one of a series of con-

ferences sponsored across the United
States by Mennonite Developmental Dis-

ability Services.

The keynote speaker was Harold Dyck,
a Bible/religion professor at Tabor Col-

lege and father of a son with muscular
dystrophy. His experience includes ask-

ing why people suffer if God is both good
and all-powerful.

The Hebrew concept of shalom best

describes wholeness, he said. It includes

personal wellness, wholeness of char-

acter, and wholeness in relationships. The
church should do "shalom work," Dyck
said, using Ephesians 2:11-22 as his text.

Five presenters shared their stories

about disabilities. The conference par-

ticipants, most of whom also had first-

hand experiences with persons with dis-

abilities, shared in group discussions and
informally.

Elva Suderman, who suffers from post-

polio syndrome, spoke of the need for em-
pathy—"the line between swamping with

sympathy and avoiding"—for a disabled

person. "Instead of preparing us a com-
fortable place to rest at the bottom of the

stairs, we would rather have you help us

find a way to go upstairs to be where the

action is."

The Luke 5 story of the paralytic man
and his friends who took him to Jesus "is

the first example of a church being made
accessible to the handicapped," said

Larry Schmidt, who was disabled by polio

at age two. "I'm going to seek out those

people who are going to support me and
carry me to the healing place."

Gerry Reimer told how the church wel-

comed her granddaughter, who has
Down's syndrome, with a baby shower.

The church should do more to help the

parents of disabled children, she said,

noting that as high as 95 percent of such

couples divorce. Providing or promoting
marriage counseling might have been one

way the church could have helped her son

avoid his divorce.

Dellis Dyck told about the 22 years

since her son Doyle was born with Down's
syndrome. He attended Sunday school

with children younger than him until he

turned 13 and no longer fit in with them.

For about three years the family didn't go

to church at all because it was so hard to

accommodate Doyle, but no one from
church contacted them about their ab-

sence. Then they learned about the

church they now attend. It has a Sunday
school class for Doyle, and he was bap-

tized there.

Cheryl Flaming, whose husband, War-
ren, is severely brain damaged and cannot

talk, walk, or do things for himself, spoke

next. "Even if you don't know what to

say, don't turn your back," she said. "Sup-

port that person." Cheryl has experienced

much support from her congregation and

the larger church in the nine years since

Warren's accident. Still she has felt

avoided at times, and now she senses that

some helpers are experiencing burn-out.

In his closing message, Harold Dyck
told about four disabled persons who had

"added depth" to his growing-up years.

The disabled "help us see our need for

each other," he said. "Our own ability to

minister must come from our need of

God's strength."

—

Susan Balzer
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Planning gets underway for

starting churches in Detroit

The Detroit metropolitan area has been

targeted by Mennonites for multiple

church plantings in the next 10-15 years.

The goal, according to Cal Kaufman, is to

plant 10 new congregations by 1995 and a

total of 20 by the year 2000. Kaufman is

chairperson of the Mission Commission
for Indiana-Michigan Conference.

A board of directors is presently devel-

oping a mission statement, organizational

structures, and a long-range plan of ac-

tion. Eugene Seals of West Bloomfield, a

Detroit suburb, is coordinating the board,

composed largely of Detroit area persons,

with one representative each from In-

diana-Michigan and Ohio conferences of

the Mennonite Church, Central Distict

of the General Conference Mennonite
Church, and Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions. Mennonite Economic Development
Associates has appointed a representative

to serve as consultant to the board,

particularly as it considers economic de-

velopment projects.

"We are hoping for wider denomina-

tional interest and support, including

other conferences and individual congre-

gations," said Irv Weaver, MBM vice-

president for home ministries.

During this planning and development

stage, the board is reviewing findings

from a 1988 Detroit area demographic

study, targeting possible neighborhoods

for church planting, developing possible

timetables, identifying local resources,

and looking for leadership and support.

The study was conducted by Tim Weaver,

a student at Associated Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminaries, and Ed Taylor, a former

MBM staff person. Conversations have

also been conducted with existing Men-
nonite congregations—Peace Community
Church and Detroit Mennonite Fellow-

ship—and with church planters and per-

sons involved in urban ministry in De-

troit and elsewhere.

But Kaufman underlined, "We're not in

a hurry. We want to build strong founda-

tions and sense God's direction for the

area. We want to see Mennonite churches

in the inner city, in the central city, and
in the suburbs—all relating together and
helping each other."

Seals calls the vision for Detroit "a new
model for home missions." The vision is

evangelism and formation of Christian

congregations that can model racial and
ethnic integration and develop ministries

that encourage wholeness for all persons.

"Each church, from its inception, will be

expected to develop ministries appropri-

ate to its neighborhood and to partner in

starting new churches," said Seals.

The Detroit metropolitan area, with a

population of 4 million, is one of the 10

largest in the United States. It is an area

of contrasts. The city of Detroit has be-

come one of the poorest in the nation.

Meanwhile, suburban Oakland County is

one of the wealthiest areas in the U.S.

The Detroit area has much social, eco-

nomic, and spiritual need. The suburbs
can be characterized as having a large

number of marital breakdowns and latch-

key kids. Conversely, the city can be

characterized by homelessness, slum
properties, and a large number of "babies

having babies." Each area has a high

degree of alienation, apathy, frustration,

brutality, drug abuse, and other spiritual

and social problems. Seals said half the

population does not confess faith in God.
"Part of Vision 95 is reaching out to the

cities," Kaufman said. "We as Menno-
nites have some good things going in the

cities, but more is needed, particularly in

places like Detroit where we are under-

represented. We have gifts in our Men-
nonite/Anabaptist faith we can share

with both Christians and non-Chris-

tians—our peace witness, a simpler
lifestyle, our emphasis on family and
community, and a radical commitment to

follow Jesus."—Phil RichardforMBM

Conciliation service
passes first decade;
work grows rapidly

Last fall a congregation of 250 became
deeply divided over a decision to switch

the order of their worship and Sunday
school hours. While this may seem trivial,

it is typical of the dilemmas many con-

gregations face, observes Richard
Blackburn of Lombard (111.) Mennonite
Peace Center.

Blackburn was able to help the con-

gregation resolve the conflict. "It was in-

credible the way the mediator (Black-

burn) said so little," said one participant

after the session. "He was able to help

others talk, some in ways they hadn't for

a long time." Another said, "It was like

having a cloud removed. More trust and
forgiveness is now evident."

This intervention was just one of sev-

eral congregational mediations done in

1988 by the Lombard, center—a regional

affiliate of Mennonite Conciliation

Service, which is based in Akron, Pa. The
center also mediates family and in-

terpersonal disputes.

MCS, begun in 1979, is a program of"

Mennonite Central Committee U.S. Peace

Section. It was born out of a vision of

those in the Mennonite community con-

cerned that the church's commitment to

peacemaking be worked out in concrete

ways in local communities.

MCS has grown from a staff person

who hoped to provide services in com-
munity conflict resolution to a network of

people across the United States. Major
staff transitions in the last year have

marked the end of this first decade—John
Paul Lederach is now directing the pro-

gram and Alice Price is associate director.

Currently the bulk of MCS's work, and

the work of its 10 regional affiliates, in-

volves teaching people how to handle con-

flict constructively. "Many people, espe-

cially Mennonites, learn that conflict is

bad or wrong as children," notes Price.

"We help people recognize their anger or

hurt feelings and learn to process con-

flicts in direct and useful ways."

In 1988 MCS staff in Akron taught me-
diation skills to 67 people in three inten-

sive training institutes. MCS and its re-

gional affiliates also led dozens of shorter

conflict-management seminars for hun-

dreds of people in different settings. In

such seminars people learn how to listen

to others, how to identify and express

their own feelings, and how to help differ-

ing parties talk.

Seminars led by MCS and its affiliates

can be tailored to fit groups' needs. Some
are geared to pastors; others to college,

high school, or elementary school chil-

dren; others help people relate to co-

workers.

One of MCS's most active affiliates is

located in Harrisonburg, Va., where a

Community Mediation Center was
formed after Ron Kraybill, then director

of MCS, led a training institute at a local

church in 1981.

Recently the group held a 20-hour

training session for lawyers—the first

statewide mediation training for Virginia

attorneys. "Many of the participants had

been in practice for 20 or 30 years,"

reported the center's director of training,

Nancy Sider. "They knew there must be a

better way than the system they were in

and were excited to learn techniques that

allow everybody to win. They seemed
hungry for a change."

The Harrisonburg group, which does

about six community mediations a week
besides leading training seminars, also

offers courses in five nearby colleges.

Besides serving as a resource to those

doing regional work across North Amer-
ica, MCS has begun exploring interna-

tional mediation work. "MCS receives a

steady stream of requests from both MCC
personnel overseas and from other

overseas contacts for educational ma-
terials, training, and consultation about

conflict situations," says Price.

MCS became involved in international

projects when, in 1985, Kraybill and Bar-

ry Hart, MCS affiliate from Harri-

sonburg, led training seminars in Europe
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sponsored by MCC's Peace Office and at

the invitation of peace groups there.

In early 1987 John Paul and Wendy
Lederach began MCC work in Central

America, where they led mediation
seminars in nine countries. As a result of

the training and consultation work in

conflict resolution, John Paul became in-

volved in high-level mediation talks be-

tween the Nicaraguan government and
Indian resistance groups.

"Overseas requests have led us to con-

sider whether or how our experience in

MCS can be useful in other cultural set-

tings," observes Herman Bontrager of

MCC's Peace Office. "MCC overseas de-

partments and MCS staff are studying

how conciliation approaches might con-

tribute to our efforts around the world
toward peace and justice."

Goshen board approves
plans for new buildings
and other improvements

Long-range and short-range plans to

improve campus facilities received top

priority at the Mar. 10-11 meeting of the

Goshen College Board of Overseers.

The board approved a campus master
plan that provides a guide for the

construction of future campus academic
buildings, roads, parking space, and hous-

ing and the preservation of open areas. It

also addresses such issues as a visitor's

reception area, the placement of trees and
shrubs, and campus lighting. The Troyer
Group, an engineering and architectural

firm in Mishawaka, Ind., prepared the

master plan.

"The plan is important because it tells

us where we can and cannot build," said

President Victor Stoltzfus in introducing

the plan to the campus and the board at a

college convocation. "The campus master
plan makes it possible to look at each

project in relation to the whole."

The plan has immediate implications

for three projects that are already on the

drawing boards: the construction of an
addition to the Science Building, the

construction of a recreation-fitness

center, and the renovation of the existing

Union Building in cooperation with
College Mennonite Church. Work on the

science addition could begin as early as

this September, Stoltzfus said. Already

$2 million of the $3.6 million cost has

been raised for the addition.

One of the goals of the master plan is to

enhance social interaction on campus,
said Norman Kauffmann, dean of student

development. The plan will achieve that

goal by creating a daytime "hub" in a new
dining facility in the Union Building and
a nighttime "hub" in the recreation-fit-

ness center. The latter, to be located on

the southeast side of the campus, will also

be easily accessible for residents of

Greencroft retirement community.
The board also approved a timetable

for implementing the first stages of

building construction as outlined in the

master plan. The goal is to complete both

the addition to the Science Building and
the recreation-fitness center by 1992.

"That plan can be changed if funding does

not come through," said board chair

Leanne Schertz.

The most ambitious part of the short-

range plan, which the board recom-
mended to Mennonite Board of Education

for approval, would improve the energy

efficiency, safety, and comfort of all

campus residence halls. "We are respond-

ing to student complaints about the

comfort and appearance of the dorms,"

said business manager Mardene Horst

Kelley.

At the same time the four-month
project will address the energy ineffi-

ciency of many campus buildings. "We
did an energy audit of the campus in

1987," said Kelley. "We found many ways

Goshen College president Victor Stoltzfus points out the new Recreation-Fitness Center, which
will be built at the southeast end of the campus. Looking on are Leanne Schertz, chair of the

Board of Overseers, and Alton Lefever, chair of the board's Student Life Committee.

we could improve the energy-efficiency of

our buildings."

Work on the project would be done
between Apr. 15 and Aug. 15 this year

and would be financed through a $1.5

million loan. Repayment of the loan will

be through savings in energy costs, be-

quests, and a slight increase in rates for

room and board.

In other actions, the board approved
the promotion of Frances Wenger to

professor of nursing and the appointment
of Scott Armacost as assistant professor

of accounting, starting this fall. Wenger
has been a Goshen College faculty mem-
ber since 1962. She received her Ph.D.

from Wayne State University last year.

Armacost received an M.B.A. last year

from Ball State University. He is also a

certified public accountant.

The board also asked the administra-

tion to be more aggressive in hiring

women and minority faculty members.
Specifically, the board requested that the

administration bring a plan to the

October board meeting for attracting

more women and minorities.

Disabled people
to meet in Winnipeg
before World Conference
Under the theme "Christian Solidarity

for Disabled People Around the World,"
over 250 disabled people are expected to

gather in Winnipeg, Man., in 1990 prior to

the Mennonite World Conference as-

sembly. The gathering, organized by the

Disabled People's Concerns Office of

Mennonite Central Committee, will take

place July 20-22 at Canadian Mennonite
Bible College. The organizers hope to

have at least one representative from
every country where there are Menno-
nites and Brethren in Christ.

The gathering will focus on three areas;

deafness, developmental disabilities, and
physical disabilities. Sessions dealing

with interests and issues arising from
each area will be held. Topics that will be

discussed by all will include "Supportive

Care in the Congregation," "A Theology
for Disabled People," "Becoming the Car-

ing Community," and "Accessibility in

Developing Countries." Other sessions

will feature drama, signed music and
poetry, singing, and other artistic expres-

sions by the participants.

Exhibits and displays will highlight

achievements by disabled people since

1984, when the last MWC assembly was
held. "This promises to be a worldwide
showcase for achievements and advance-

ments," says Henry Enns, director of the

Disabled People's Concerns Office.

More information is available from the

Disabled People's Concerns Office at

MCC, 134 Plaza Dr., Winnipeg, MB
R3T 5K9.
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The Soviet delegation speaks to the MCC board at its annual meeting: (left to right) MCC guide-

translator Walter Sawatsky, Peter Ens, Daniel Janzen, Johannes Dik, and Evganii Ruzski.

MCC-sponsored
Soviet delegation
visits U.S.

Recently four Soviet churchmen com-
pleted a 16-day tour across the United

States visiting Mennonite communities in

Indiana, Arizona, California, Kansas, and
Pennsylvania and speaking in churches,

schools, and public gatherings. Their visit

was the second official delegation of So-

viet churchmen to visit the U.S. under
Mennonite Central Committee sponsor-

ship.

Delegation members included Peter

Ens, an Orenburg area pastor and mem-
ber of the Presidium of the All-Union

Council of Evangelical Christians/Bap-

tists (AUCECB); Johannes Dik, a Men-
nonite pastor in the Karaganda region

and assistant to Ens; Daniel Janzen, a

Mennonite Brethren minister in

Orenburg; and Evgenii Ruzski, the dep-

uty director of the International Depart-

ment at the All-Union Council head-

quarters in Moscow. Walter Sawatsky,

director of East/West Concerns for MCC
Canada, accompanied the group.

The group was invited to the U.S. after

a visit to the Soviet Union a year ago by

an MCC delegation. This exchange of

visits continued on Feb. 18 when another

MCC delegation left for Soviet Armenia
to explore the possibility of MCC involve-

ment in earthquake reconstruction.

Group members said a major change in

the Soviet Union is the new openness of

the government toward the church. Now,
according to the group, registration with

the government merely confirms the exis-

tence of a congregation. It also gives

churches legal status, including the right

to own property. In the past, registration

included regulation by the government.
Unregistered churches were often

persecuted.

During a visit to Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries in Elkhart, Ind., the

Soviet churchmen told students and pro-

fessors about the growth in their

churches despite the growing numbers of

Umsiedler, Soviets of German descent,

who are leaving the country. Many new
members are born into church families;

others are converts. In Orenburg, Janzen
said, many churches are holding services

in Russian instead of German because of

the growing numbers of Russian-speak-

ing members.
The delegation spent most of one day

talking with pastors in eastern Pennsyl-

vania. One pastor asked the Soviets how
they are passing their heritage to the next

generation. "The next generation must
learn about the church from the family,"

said Dik. "My father-in-law gathers his

grandchildren weekly to tell them stories

of the faith."

"If we truly want to get to know the

Russian people we must make concerted

efforts to reach beyond the boundaries of

Mennonite circles," concluded Barbara
Willems Hoover, who coordinated the

Pennsylvania part of the visit for MCC's
Peace Office. "In many ways these people

seemed more German than Russian." In

the U.S. they found commonalities with

many German-speaking Mennonites,
some of whom shared the same surname,

and all of their conversations were trans-

lated from English into German, not

Russian. "This is a reminder that Soviet

Mennonites are only a subgroup of the

Russian people and we should continue to

make efforts to reach out to all Soviets as

well," she said.

Involvement is costly,

note MDSers
at annual meeting
"Demonstrating the validity of our

faith by responding to those in need may
be costly," suggested Murray Phillips at

the Mennonite Disaster Service annual

meetings held recently in Vancouver.

"There is no safe way to love; if you get

involved there will be personal cost."

Phillips teaches at Columbia Bible Col-

lege— a Mennonite school in nearby
Clearbrook.

The cost of involvement was evident in

stories shared by MDSers who had par-

ticipated in reconstruction following Hur-
ricane Joan in Nicaragua last November.
While both serious and humorous stories

of material, physical, and emotional

hardships were shared, the recurring

theme was one of thankfulness for the op-

portunity to work alongside Christian

brothers and sisters.

John Zook, an MDSer from Leola, Pa.,

worked in Yolaina, Nicaragua. He told of

a widow who, after having her house

repaired by MDSers, gave them two eggs

from her meager food supplies. At the

Vancouver meeting, Zook passed on two

eggs to MDS leaders, symbolically con-

veying the thanks from the Nicaraguan

people "who have suffered greatly, but

have given us many lessons of faith and

hope."

MDS's five regional directors reported

less-than-normal natural disaster activ-

ity during 1988. Many MDSers, however,

found other meaningful projects. Some
rebuilt barns and a church destroyed by

arson; others assisted with housing
projects.

In his keynote address, David Ortis,

pastor of nearby Emmanuel Mennonite

Church, challenged the MDSers to be

"radical Christians." He suggested that

MDS should not only respond to natural

disasters, but should explore responses to

the many man-made disasters in the

world.

In keeping with this challenge, MDS
staff suggested three goals for 1989:

First, each of the 50 MDS units should

identify at least one person or couple to

serve in a longer-term assignment. Cur-

rently all 19 long-term MDS volunteers

come from three of the Canadian units.

Second, each unit should build a house,

whether that be in response to a natural

disaster, chronic homelessness, or

through Mennonite Central Committee in

places like Nicaragua.

Third, as one way to respond to envi-

ronmental problems such as the "green-

house effect" and drought, each MDSer
was urged to plant a tree. It was noted

that if the grassroots MDS network is

truly made up of all the more than

300,000 Mennonites (and other related

people) in North America, each person

planting a tree could make a difference in

the years ahead.
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Mennonite Church gets
over $350,000 from
MMAA sharing programs

Sharing Fund grants of $357,000 from
Mennonite Mutual Aid Association were

presented to members of the Mennonite

Church during 1988. A total of 1,541

grants were made to MC members during

the year.

The grants were part of a total of more
than $635,000 distributed in 2,477 grants

to members of MMAA's programs
through the Sharing Fund. The grants

help meet needs beyond those covered by

MMAA's health and life plans.

The Sharing Fund helps meet needs for

assistance in paying insurance premiums,

meeting unpaid medical expenses, adop-

tion expenses, burial expenses, and needs

caused by an accident, disability, or dis-

aster. Many of the grants are designed to

supplement funds raised by local con-

gregations.

Sharing grants are available because of

MMAA's status as a tax-exempt organiza-

tion. Funds which would have to be used

for taxes are instead used to provide spe-

cial assistance programs for members.

Young adult churches
in the city

explore outreach
Following God's dream for community

outreach has been the focus of recent

seminars conducted with young adult-

oriented congregations in the city. Called

the "Urban Peace Church Evangelism
Seminar: Unleashing the Urban Congre-
gation for Witness with Integrity," the

events help the churches weave their

dreams for themselves and their neigh-

borhoods together with God's dream for

shalom.

The seminars, sponsored by Mennonite

Board of Missions, were held in Boulder,

Colo.; Gainesville, Fla.; Nashville, Tenn.;

Fort Wayne, Ind.; and Richmond, Va.

They were led by Tim Stair, who con-

cluded a full-time assignment with Stu-

dent and Young Adult Services of MBM
at the end of December but continues as a

consultant for the seminars.

At Boulder Mennonite Church, "one of

the most helpful aspects of the seminar,

and one which will continue to give life to

the church and community," said Pastor

Marilyn Miller, "was the formation of

mission groups."

Groups were formed on homelessness,

Christian nurture of children/youth,

stewardship, Christian lifestyle, personal

sharing, meditation/prayer, and peace/

justice. A leadership task force was also

formed, with long-range vision about be-

ing involved in church planting when the

congregation outgrows its present wor-

ship facility.

"These groups are now the backbone of

our congregation," said Miller. "They

meet for personal support and mission.

They generate more energy and joy in

participation than do most church com-

mittees under a traditional structure."

KREIDER VIEWS THE WORLD

How bad is the
U.S. deficit?

Democrats tried to make the U.S. gov-

ernment deficit a big issue in the

presidential campaign of 1988. They com-

pared the skills of Gov. Michael Dukakis

in making Massachusetts fiscally sound

with the massive deficit accumulated by

the Reagan-Bush administration. But ap-

parently the majority of voters were less

concerned about the deficit than other

issues.

Even some economists have been say-

ing that the evils of a deficit have been

exaggerated. Milton Friedman, Nobel
Prize winner in economics, published an

article in Wall Street Journal entitled

"Why the Twin Deficits Are a Blessing."

He wrote, "The federal debt is a smaller

fraction of the national income today

than it was in any year from the end of

World War II to 1960." An article in New
York Times Magazine asserted that the

deficit is only a "monster" created by

people who are guilty of "honest confu-

sion and political rhetoric." Prof. Robert

Eisner of Northwestern University was
elected president of American Economics
Association in 1987; he has written that

the evils of the deficit have been over-

stated.

Thus far President George Bush seems
unwilling to propose concrete measures
which would reduce the deficit. In re-

sponse to his campaign pledges, he has

made specific recommendations which
would require additional government
spending. He is in favor of a "lean"

budget, but he has not detailed which pro-

grams should receive less money. He is

firm that there should be "no new taxes,"

and he has even suggested a reduction in

the tax on capital gains, claiming that

this reduction would actually produce

more revenue. Bush believes that total

government revenue will also increase be-

cause under his administration the econ-

omy will grow at a more rapid rate than

most private economists are forecasting.

In spite of recent increases in interest

rates, he is counting on lower interest

rates to reduce one of the biggest items in

the federal budget, namely the interest

charge on the massive debt.

Economists who minimize the evil ef-

fects of a large government deficit are in

a minority. But the longer economic

growth continues in spite of a mounting

debt the less likely it is that the Bush

administration and Congress will be suf-

ficiently concerned to take any of the

unpopular measures which are needed to

bring the budget more closely into bal-

ance. Examples of such measures are: (1)

increasing taxes, especially on such items

as alcohol, tobacco, and gasoline; (2)

reducing government expenditures for

the military—not merely slowing down
the rate of growth in the military; (3)

reducing farm subsidies; (4) reducing

cost-of-living adjustments for Social Se-

curity payments to beneficiaries in mid-

dle- and upper-income groups and taxing

Social Security benefits as any other in-

come.
The dangers of taking any of these

possible measures are political. Neither

Congress nor the president could be

elected on such a platform. They all

would probably have a dampening effect

on economic growth (at least initially)

and they might trigger a recession. The
government would then be tempted to

counter the recession by reducing taxes,

increasing expenditures, and thus going

back into a deficit again. I can hear people

argue that debts can't be too bad if they

bring prosperity.

I do not regard debt as inherently bad.

It all depends on the rate of return that

can reasonably be expected on the project

one goes into debt for. The real problem

of the American debt is not the size of the

debt. It is what the debt was contracted

for. Building a vast military machine and

the factories which produce military

goods to support it do not bring an eco-

nomic return. When we were expanding

the military we weren't spending enough

to modernize our factories in basic indus-

tries. We were allowing our bridges and

highways to deteriorate. We were ne-

glecting the poor instead of providing

productive jobs for them. In the process

the rich were getting richer while the

poor were getting poorer. Even the mid-

dle class finds it difficult to maintain

their standard of living on one income per

family.

Where does the government borrow the

money to finance the deficit? If it borrows

from its own citizens, what is debt to the

government is a sound asset to the citizen

who buys the government securities. But

the savings of American people have not

been large enough in our consumer econ-

omy to meet the massive borrowing needs

of the government. So we borrow abroad.

This shifts the burden from our genera-

tion to the generation who pays back the

loan. This might be justified in a period of

great emergency. But one can't be in an

emergency situation permanently.
—Carl Kreider
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Melodie Davis, Harrisonburg, Va.
Thanks for printing Glenn Lehman's

fine piece of journalism on Brunk and
Kraus in the Mar. 7 issue. I liked both the
idea of bringing these two brothers to-

gether for an article looking at this con-

troversy and the way Lehman included

the little "telling" details involved in his

experience of reading their books and in-

terviewing them.
I think that many of us who grew up

respecting evangelists like Brunk—"go-

ing forward" on the sawdust trail—and
then experiencing theologians like Kraus
in college and seminary and finding new
expressions of faith are looking for ways
to bring together such leaders in our
minds.

Not having read the books, it makes me
want to read them both, but more than
that, the article helps to do what so many
accuse the church press of not doing: of

dealing responsibly and lovingly with a
controversial, touchy issue. To have it be
artistically well done on top of that was
almost too much to ask.

Richard L. Weaver, Myerstown, Pa.
It seems to me that the sole purpose of

Gospel Herald should be to build people

up in the faith. In my opinion the article

"Brunk and Kraus: Two Paths to Chris-

tology" fell far short.

Vague generalities concerning Chris-

tology, history of persons, personalities,

and how they interact with each other

(painting one white and one black, in my
opinion) left me wondering about the pur-

pose and value of this article.

Just what does the Kraus book teach

about the virgin birth? What does it teach

about Jesus and the person and work of

the Holy Spirit? Is it in harmony with the

1963 Mennonite Confession of Faith?

Perhaps the author's imbibing of "slip-

pery stew" at the Harnish Haus Res-

taurant had an adverse effect on his writ-

ing this article. In my opinion, it consists

of nothing more than plain stew, with

some slippery rhetoric mixed in. After

the night, I'll be looking forward to the

morning light!

Wilmer D. Swope, Leetonia, Ohio
Thank you for printing "Brunk and

Kraus: Two Paths to Christology." Well,

Glenn Lehman turned the light on for me.

The title should have read: "Are Men-
nonites Remodeling God?" Just like if you
had an old house, tear out what you don't

like, and do the remodeling to suit your-

self.

Malachi 3:6 came to my mind, where
God says, "I am the Lord, I change not."

Do we need the wisdom of men whom we
equate as having more authority than the

God who has told us about himself, all

that is necessary for us to know? First

Corinthians 2:5: "That your faith should

not stand in the wisdom of men, but in

the power of God." First Timothy 3:9:

"Holding the mystery of the faith in a

pure conscience." Why make God's truth

so complicated, over and beyond the

Word of God?

Rhoda H. Sauder, York, Pa.

Thank you very much for printing

"Singing Mennonites" by Alice Parker

(Feb. 7). She makes a very thoughtful

point to digest—the richness of "just"

voice—which in many groups has already

been lost. I have been to Laurelville when
Alice was there (and her husband) and

appreciated not only her direction and her

composition but also her vibrant, en-

thusiastic, bubbly personality. I shall al-

ways treasure the rich memory of that

week.

Kenneth Brubaker, Mount Joy, Pa.

I read with interest Leo Yoder's con-

cern regarding Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege's investment in an artificial turf

("Readers Say," Jan. 31). While it is

tempting for us middle-aged adults to

project our own priorities onto our teen-

agers and young adults, often Leo and I

forget that we were once teenagers. For

many teenagers sports play an important

role while they are growing and maturing

into adulthood.

My understanding of missions through

the life of Christ involves meeting people

where they are, not where I think they

ought to be. This concept applies to the

methods our church colleges need to uti-

lize in recruiting our children. As several

studies have indicated in the past, one of

the best investments the Mennonite
Church can make in missions is to en-

courage our children to attend one of our

church colleges. I am more concerned

about the end product that results from
our educational process than the interest

and values of maturing teenagers when
entering our church colleges as freshmen.
Thus, if it means our colleges need a

modest contemporary sports facility in

order to attract young students who also

have athletic interest, to build that facil-

ity makes good mission strategy.

My life was changed dramatically as a

result of attending Goshen College, in

spite of my immaturity and "misplaced"

values when entering as a freshman.
Therefore, I have much faith in our Men-
nonite colleges to continue to provide an
excellent environment for our children's

personal development and Christian
growth. I applaud EMC's vision in recog-

nizing effective methods to attract young
students even if it means upgrading their

sports facilities. Keep up the good work!

MarianBuckwalter, Lusaka, Zambia
I would like to echo the sentiments

expressed by Leo J. Yoder in "Readers

Say." I am scandalized by the $2 million in-

vestment in athletic facilities at my alma
mater. That bit of news arrived here at the

same time that a Mennonite Central Com-
mittee news release arrived describing the

flooding in Khartoum, Sudan, which
forced thousands of war-displaced people

living in shanty camps to move directly

onto "glass-strewn garbage mounds" on

the outskirts of the city. Picture that, ifyou
will, alongside EMC students doing sports

on their all-weather artificial-surface

athleticfield.

The constant flow of news releases

reporting hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars being invested in facilities by our

churches and church organizations is a

painful thing viewed against the limited

resources which the church here has to

carry out its work.

Perhaps the shortage of personnel for

mission board and MCC openings has

something to do with more attention be-

ing given in our church colleges to the

sports field than to the mission field.

Pontius' Puddle
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Mennoscope

Information center serves tourists. In 1988, more than 56,000 visitors stopped at

Mennonite Information Center in Lancaster, Pa. In addition to receiving general

tourist information, these visitors learned about the culture and theology of the Men-

nonites and Amish by viewingthe center's film, by talkingwith staffpersons (like Mary

Ella Herr in photo), and by touring the area with Mennonite tour guides. The center's

diverse visitors included two studentsfrom Japan who took aguided tour and stayed in a

Mennonitehome. In conversations with the center's director, Maribel Kraybill, she

asked whether they had everread the Bible. "We've never seen a Bible," one ofthem said.

Kraybillgave the students a brief introduction to the Scriptures and offered them each a

Bible. They accepted Kraybill's gift and left the center carrying personal copies ofthe

book they had never before seen.—Nancy Witmer

Longtime Allegheny Conference leader San-
ford Shetler, 76, died of a heart attack on Mar.

16 in Johnstown, Pa. He was a teacher, pastor,

bishop, author, and editor. He was a public

school teacher and then became the first prin-

cipal of Johnstown Christian School, serving

1944-68. He was a pastor and bishop in the

Johnstown area and held leadership positions

in Allegheny Conference. Shetler authored two
Herald Press books—a history of his con-

ference and a biography of his father, evan-

gelist S. G. Shetler. In 1966 he began publish-

ing and editing an independent conservative

Mennonite magazine

—

Guidelines for Today.

Shetler was married to Florence Young, who
died in 1979; he then married Dorothy Yoder,
who survives.

Longtime Los Angeles area Mennonite lead-

er Floyd Lichti, 69, died on Feb. 24. He served

for 30 years as a deacon at Faith Mennonite
Church in Downey and then at Calvary Men-
nonite Church in Inglewood. He had a vision

for the Los Angeles area in which people from
many walks of life and many cultural origins

would become a part of the Mennonite com-
munity.

Mennonite Board ofMissions president Paul
Gingrich is overseas for 4V4 months. He de-

parted on Mar. 3, accompanied by his wife,

Ann. First they are making an administrative

visit to Japan and China. In mid-April they

will begin a three-month study leave at Mis-

sion Study Center in Birmingham, England.
During Gingrich's absence, Willard Roth, who
is assistant to the president, is serving as act-

ing president of MBM.

Voluntary Service has four new program
coordinators. They oversee five VS units

sponsored by Mennonite Board of Missions.

Kent and Barbara Besson of Los Angeles are

now responsible for the unit in Downey, Calif.,

succeeding Donald King. Saul Murcia of

Brownsville, Tex., succeeds Anita Yoder Kehr
in coordinating the units in Brownsville and
San Antonio, Tex., and in La Jara, Colo. Ther-

on Miller of Seattle is leading the new unit be-

ing set up in that city.

Mennonite Mutual Aid has two new mutual
aid counselors. They are Roiiald Weidner of

Weidner Insurance Agency, Yale, S. Dak., and
Menno Chupp of Chupp Insurance Agency,
Sturgis, Mich. The two will represent MMA's
health, life, retirement, and auto aid plans.

A congregation of Indonesian immigrants in

the Los Angeles area celebrated its sixth an-
niversary recently. Some 200 people crowded
into the Mennonite congregation's meeting-

place to mark the milestone and to install the

group's first full-time associate pastor. The
congregation, called Immanuel Jemaat Kristen

Indonesia Fellowship, is led by Pastor Sutanto
Adi. The growing church currently meets at

Mennonite Faith Community Church in

Downey, but it is faced with the need for a

building of its own. The congregation also

hopes to establish two other Indonesian con-

gregations with at least 150 members each by
1995.

Mennonite Indemnity reported premium in-

come of over $8.2 million in 1988—an increase

of 6 percent over the previous year—during its

annual meeting recently in Calgary, Alta. A

priority for this year is working on a more ac-

tive and effective loss-prevention program
with the 20 mutual aid organizations that are

served by Mennonite Indemnity. Harold
Swartzendruber, former president of Menno-
nite Mutual Aid, was elected chairman of the

Mennonite Indemnity board. Edgar Stoesz

continues as chief executive officer.

Pastors are warned to beware of a con artist

named Manuel Diaz. He has been soliciting

money in the West, saying that he is a recently

converted Christian on the run from a nar-

cotics gang or that he is trying to help refugees

from Nicaragua. He makes Mennonite connec-

tions that sound authentic. More information

is available from Pastor Larry Hauder of Hyde
Park Mennonite Fellowship, 1520 N. 12th St.,

Boise, ID 83702; phone 208-336-9872.

The rumor mill's wheels are again turning.

Word has it that American atheist leader

Madalyn Murray O'Hair is again trying to get

religious programming banned from the air-

waves by petitioning the Federal Communica-
tions Commission. The rumor is completely

false, says the Media Ministries Department of

Mennonite Board of Missions. "If this protest

petition shows up on your congregation's
doorstep, throw it in the trash can and encourage
others to do the same," says MBM's Cheryl

Elliott. "There are enough evils in the world to

fight without wasting our time on the many
hoaxes which are innocently perpetuated in our

communities."

The "Choice 11" radio spots received an
Angel Award recently in Hollywood, Calif.,

during the annual awards competition of Reli-

gion in Media. Produced by Mennonite Board
of Missions, Choice 11 is a series of 65 one-

minute spots on the theme "Taking Time for

Each Other." Religion in Media is an interfaith

organization that recognizes programs which
influence the moral life of America in ways
that reach large numbers of people.

Conrad Grebel College has taken a

substantial step in its $ 1 million building fund

campaign with two major gifts totaling

$320,000. The campaign for the "Caleb Fund" is

aimed at gifts of $10,000 or more over a three-

year period. It now has about $500,000 in cash

and pledges. In addition to the Caleb Fund, the

college hopes to raise $1.5 million in a grassroots

constituency campaign and an additional

$500,000 or more from foundations, alumni, and

others.

Two Mennonite music professors will swap
schools and houses during the 1989-90 aca-

demic year. They are Leonard Enns of Conrad
Grebel College and Esther Wiebe of Canadian

Mennonite Bible College. Both are accom-
plished composers and both teach in the area of

music theory. The idea for the exchange, the

first of its kind for both schools, was CMBC's
need to find a sabbatical replacement for

George Wiebe—one of its music professors

who happens to be Esther's husband.
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Mennonites were a small group at a con-

ference on small groups attended by 1,000

clergy and lay leaders recently in Orlando, Fla.

They numbered 20, and they got together at

one point in the conference to compare notes

and to learn from each other's experience with

small groups back home. Del and Charlotte

Holsopple Glick, copastors of Waterford Men-
nonite Church in Goshen, Ind., said they were
looking for ways to use small-group dynamics

in starting a new church. The conference,

entitled "Growing the Church Through Small

Groups," was sponsored by Fuller Theological

Seminary and two other organizations-
Stephen Ministries and Serendipity.

Over 60 people participated in a Friendship

Evangelism Seminar hosted recently by First

Mennonite Church of Champaign-Urbana, 111.

They represented 10 congregations and five de-

nominations. Don Yoder, secretary for evange-

lism and church development in the General

Conference Mennonite Church, was the leader.

"The seminar gave me some very good ideas in

relating with some friends I've been working

with," said one participant. "I need to work on

my hang-ups and listen to the Holy Spirit."

Three "Extending the Kingdom" and
"Friendship Evangelism" seminars will be

held soon. Don Yoder will lead a Friendship

Evangelism Seminar Apr. 7-8 at Mennonite
Covenant Fellowship, Clackamas, Oreg. Dale

Stoll will lead an Extending the Kingdom
Seminar Apr. 21-22 at Bay Shore Mennonite
Church, Sarasota, Fla., and May 5-6 at Twenty-
Eighth Street Church of the Brethren, Altoona,

Pa. The seminars are sponsored by the Men-
nonite and General Conference Mennonite
churches. People interested in attending the

seminars or in scheduling them in their com-

munity should contact Melba Martin at Men-
nonite Board of Missions, Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515; phone 219-294-7523.

Marking her 98th. Retired church edu-

cator Alta Mae Erb of Scottdale, Pa.,

celebrated her 98th birthday on Feb. 23.

Her congregation, Kingview Mennonite

Church, honored her with cake and

punch during the morning worship ser-

vice the Sunday before. Here she chats

with Gospel Herald editor Dan Hertzler

and his wife, Mary. Erb's late husband,

Paul, was Gospel Herald editor, 1944-62.

calists as well as opportunities to perform in

concerts at the end of the week. More informa-

tion from the Admissions Office at Goshen
College, Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-535-

7535.

•Marine Biology Week, June 10-18, at Goshen
College Marine Biology Station, Layton, Fla.

This is for high school students. The leader is

Goshen College biology professor Jonathan

Roth. Participants will learn about plant and
animal life in the ocean and enjoy diving, fish-

ing, and snorkeling. More information from
the Admissions Office at Goshen College,

Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-535-7535.

•Monday Night Forum, Apr. 17, at Lancaster

(Pa.) Mennonite High School. "The Church and
the World" is the topic, and members of the

Hutterian community of Farmington, Pa., are

the leaders. More information from Board of

Congregational Resources at Lancaster Con-

ference, Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717-898-

2411.

Church-related job openings:

•Medical review coordinator, Mennonite Mu-
tual Aid. The person will lead the health opera-

tions staff in determining medical eligibility,

validity of treatment, and incurred dates.

Strong medical background is required; R.N.

or L.P.N, preferred. The person must have

administrative, organizational, and communi-
cation skills. Contact the Personnel Office at

MMA, Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-

533-9511.

•Speech communication teacher, Goshen Col-

lege, starting this fall. This is a part-time posi-

tion for one school year. Tasks include leading

the introductory speech class and teaching

three laboratory sections. A master's degree is

required. Send resume to Stuart Showalter at

GC, Goshen, IN 46526.

•Receptionist/administrative assistant, Lan-

caster (Pa.) Mennonite Historical Society,

starting in August. Typing ability is impor-

tant; German language knowledge and com-

puter experience are helpful. Contact Carolyn

Wenger at 402 S. State St., Ephrata, PA
17522; phone 717-393-9745.

•Manager/cook, Mennonite Shalom Ministries,

San Antonio, Tex. The person would serve in a

small restaurant and craft shop. This would be

ideal for a semiretired person (or couple).

Contact Mennonite Shalom Ministries at 1156

E. Commerce St., San Antonio, TX 78205;

phone 512-223-8540.

•Staff, Adult Foster Care Home, Logsden,

Oreg. Needed is a married couple to direct the

home and a single person to assist. Contact Al

Burkey at 6631 Logsden Rd., Logsden, OR
97357; phone 503-444-2378.

Change of address: Austin Mennonite Fellow-

ship from 2205 Lakeshore to Box 49158,

Austin, TX 78765. Dean Swartzendruber from
Gulfport, Miss., to Box 343, Kalona, IA 52247.

New members
St. Jacobs, Ont.: Nyuk Panyadeth, Son

Panyadeth, Vong Phommavanh, Khamdee
Khiawpouang, Peang Khiawpouang, Sidon

Khouhathang, Kong Srithongphan, Cheun
Lim, Chou Lim, and Pany Phommavanh.
Perryton, Tex.: Ella Mae Wagner.
Oxford Circle, Philadelphia, Pa.: Edward

Hesson, Virginia Ketler, and Carl Rader.

Blooming Glen, Pa.: Keith Rush, Loren

Kulp, Keith Hunsberger, Chad Hunsberger,

Kimberly Eller, Mark Eller, and Jeffrey Der-

stine.

The largest Spanish-language evangelical

publisher has released a book by Dennis
Byler, a Mennonite Board of Missions worker
in Spain. The book, entitled Como Un Grano de

Mostaza (Like a Mustard Seed), was published

by Libros CLIE of Barcelona, Spain. The firm

distributes its books throughout the Spanish-

speaking world. Byler's book is mostly biblical

exposition on a variety of subjects about the

kingdom of God.

Pastoral transitions:

•Paul Isaak became senior pastor of Rocky
Ford (Colo.) Mennonite Church recently. He
succeeds Jack Scandrett.

•Helen Wells Quintela was ordained as pastor

of St. Paul (Minn.) Mennonite Fellowship on

Feb. 26. She has served the congregation since

it was established last year.

•Tim Atwood was ordained as pastor of Ninth

Street Mennonite Church, Saginaw, Mich., on

Feb. 11. He had been serving the congregation

as a licensed pastor the past two years.

•Verlin Haarer was licensed as pastor of An-
derson Mennonite Church, Ft. Wayne, Ind., on

Jan. 15.

•Samuel Murti was installed as associate pas-

tor of Immanuel Jemaat Kristen Indonesia

Fellowship, Downey, Calif., on Feb. 18. He
serves alongside Pastor Adi Susanto.

Missionary comings/goings:
•Dan and Margaret Entz Spare returned to

Nepal in March and April, respectively, follow-

ing a three-month North American assign-

ment. They are Mennonite Board of Missions

workers who are involved in development pro-

jects under United Mission to Nepal. Their ad-

dress is UMN, Box 126, Kathmandu, Nepal.

•Daniel and Marianne Goldschmidt-Nuss-
baumer returned from Benin in March for a

two-month furlough in their native France.

They are MBM workers who serve in health

ministries with the Interconfessional Prot-

estant Council of Benin. Their address is c/o

Samuel Nussbaumer, 12, rue de Givet, 68130

Altkirch, France.

•David Moser returned from Northern Ireland

in February for a three-month leave of ab-

sence, including a May marriage to Mary Beth

Bowman. Appointed jointly by MBM and Men-
nonite Central Committee, he is involved in

youth ministries in Belfast. His address is 723

Main St., Apt. 3, Akron, PA 17501.

Upcoming events:

•Workshops for Church Planters, at two dif-

ferent locations, in July. One is July 9-13 at

North Park College in Chicago and the other is

the annual School for Apostles planned July

17-21 at Black Rock Retreat Center near Quar-

ryville, Pa. The two events are sponsored by

the Mennonite and General Conference Men-
nonite churches. The speakers at the Chicago

workshop are Frank Tillapaugh, David Greis-

er, and Noel Alexander. The speakers at the

Black Rock workshop are Joe Gavlick, Stan

Maclin, and Dale Stoll. More information from
Melba Martin at Mennonite Board of Missions,

Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219-294-

7523.

•Music Week, June 11-16, at Goshen College.

This is for high school students. The leaders

I

are Goshen College music professors. Included

are master classes for strings, brasses, and vo-
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Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Fox-Martin. Elam N. Fox, Penn Yan, N.Y.,
Benton cong., and Edna B. Martin, Ephrata,
Pa., Martindale cong., bv Aaron Z. Sensenig,
Feb. 16.

Hostetler-Kelly. Jim Hostetler and Shan-
non Kelley, both of Phoenix, cong. Sunnyslope,
Ariz., by David Mann, Mar. 11.

Johnson-Miller. Perry Johnson, Pekin, 111.,

and Cindy Miller, East Peoria, 111., both of

Pleasant Hill cong., by Edwin J. Stalter, Dec.
10.

Births

Please send birth or adoption a?inouncements
no later than six months after the event.

Argueta, Thomas and Miriam, Kitchener,

Ont., third child, second daughter, Ruth Mary,
Feb. 10.

Bontrager, Merv and Deb (Troyer), Kalona,

Iowa, first child, Kaitlyn Joy, Feb. 15.

Byler, Daryl and Cindy (Lehman), Meri-

dian, Miss., third child, second son, Jeremy
Bennett, Feb. 26.

Godshall, Joel and Christine (Miller), Sou-
derton, Pa., fourth daughter, Jacqueline Mary,
Mar. 3.

Heppner, Mark and Laura (Hochstetler),

Salem, Oreg., third son, Dustin Cameron, Jan.

26.

Kauffman, Charles and Dawn (Slabaugh),

Phoenix, Ariz., third son, Wesley Grant, Mar.
7.

Koshmider, John and Renee, Kent, Ohio,

first child, Rachel Elaine, Feb. 10.

Landis, Timothy and Kimberly (Cassel),

Green Lane, Pa., third child, first daughter,

Jessica Ann, Mar. 4.

Martin, Calvin and Karalee (White), Craw-
fordsville, Iowa, first child, Anthony James,
Feb. 26.

Mast, Conrad and Donna (Schlabach), St.

Paris, Ohio, third daughter, Rachel Christine,

Feb. 24.

Miller, Lynn and Joanne (Smucker), Orr-

ville, Ohio, second son, Jason Ray, Feb. 9.

Myers, Phil and Pam (Thomas), Tipp City,

Ohio, second son, Justin Phillip, Mar. 6.

Roth, Alan and Rhonda (Friesen), Wood
River, Nebr., first child, Abigail Kay, Jan. 15.

Roth, John and Ruth (Miller), Goshen, Ind.,

third daughter, Hannah Magdalena, Nov. 24.

Ruby, Grant and Paulette (Partito),

Kitchener, Ont., second son, Steven Anthony,
Feb. 7.

Shrock, Kevin and Sherri (Raber), Sarasota,

Fla., second son, Justin Eugene, Feb. 14.

Suttles, Barry and Shari (Diller), New Car-
lisle, Ohio, first child, Ian Garret, Feb. 26.

Swartzendruber, Larry and Connie
(Miller), Kalona, Iowa, second son, Michael
Miller, Feb. 18.

Wengerd, Robert and Dianne (Briskey), Co-
shocton, Ohio, first child, Kathryn Anne, Feb.

4 (by adoption).

Widmer, Dan and Sue (Renegar), Wash-
ington, Iowa, first child, Blaine Daniel, Feb.

25.

Correction: In the Baucher birth announce-
ment in the Mar. 7 issue, it should have said

their address is Millersburg, Indiana, not Ohio.

Obituaries

Blanco, Laureano, son of Patricio and Cari-

dad (Mesa) Blanco, was born in Cuba on July 4,

1896; died at Grand View Hospital, Sellersville,

Pa., Feb. 26, 1989; aged 92 y. He was married to

Clara Aveille, who survives. Also surviving are

one son (Augusto Blanco), 3 daughters (Aleida

Blanco, Aido Iglesias, and Clara Nunez), 6

grandchildren, and 5 great-grandchildren. He
was a member of Souderton Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Mar. 1, in charge of Gerald A. Clemmer and
Oscar Lebaina; interment in Souderton Men-
nonite Church Cemetery.

Bontrager, David A., son of Andrew S. and
Anna Bontrager, was born in LaGrange Co.,

Ind., Oct. 26, 1915; died on Feb. 15, 1989; aged
73 y. On Nov. 21, 1938, he was married to Amy
Mae Troyer, who survives. Also surviving are 3

sons (Daniel, Herman, and David Jr.), 2 daugh-
ters (Katie Slabaugh and Amy Yoder), 22

grandchildren, 4 great-grandchildren, and 3

sisters (Anna Kauffman, Sarah Miller, and
Edna Gingerich). He was preceded in death by
4 brothers and 4 sisters. He was ordained to

the ministry in 1946 and as bishop of Fair

Haven Beachy Amish Mennonite Church in

1947.

Bowers, Thelma G. Ritchie, daughter of

Frank and Ida S. Ritchie, was born on June 17,

1923; died of heart failure at her home in Har-
risonburg, Va., Mar. 1, 1989; aged 65 y. She was
married to Burnell Bowers, who died on Jan.

28, 1983. Surviving is one brother (Dorman
Ritchie). She was preceded in death by 2

brothers (Waldo and Earl) and one sister (Beu-

lah). She was a member of Valley View Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Mar. 4, in charge of Michael Shenk and
Ward Holterman; interment in Caplinger

Cemetery.
Burkholder, Eva Margaret, daughter of

Martin L. and Etta (Swartz) Burkholder, was
born at Harrisonburg, Va., Aug. 12, 1905; died
of a heart ailment at Harrisonburg, Va., Mar.
2, 1989; aged 83 y. Surviving are 2 sisters

(Esther Burkholder and Ruth Hartman) and
one brother (Herman). She was preceded in

death by 4 brothers and 2 sisters. She was a
member of Peak Mennonite Church. Funeral
services were held at Weavers Mennonite
Church, Mar. 4, in charge of Timothy Corver
and Lloyd Horst; interment in Weavers Ceme-
tery.

Burkhalter, Lester Louis, son of Louis and
Anna (Lehman) Burkhalter, was born at Apple
Creek, Ohio, Apr. 15, 1915; died of leukemia at

Wooster (Ohio) Hospital on Feb. 28, 1989; aged
73 y. On Nov. 21, 1940, he was married to Grace
Huff, who survives. Also surviving are 2 sons
(Terry and Sheldon), one daughter (Renee Em-
rick), 8 grandchildren, and 2 sisters (Emma
and Sarah Miller). He was preceded in death
by one brother (Wilson), one sister (Malinda
Zuercher), and 3 brothers who died in infancy.

He was a member of Kidron Mennonite
Church, where memorial services were held on
Mar. 3, in charge of Bill Detweiler; interment
in the Kidron Church Cemetery.

Cauffiel, Dorene A. Blough, daughter of

Josiah and Mary M. (Eppley) Blough, was born
in Somerset Co., Pa., Jan. 26, 1917; died at Me-
morial Hospital, Johnstown, Pa., Mar. 5, 1989;

aged 72 y. She was married to Millard R. Cauf-
fiel, who died on Mar. 13, 1978. Surviving are
one daughter (Beverly Levesque), and one
brother (Clifford L.). She was preceded in

death by an infant sister. She was a member of

Blough Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Mar. 15, in charge of

David E. Mishler and Sanford G. Shetler;

interment in the church cemetery.
Diefenbacher, Barbara Frey, daughter of

John S. and Barbara (Hoffman) Frey, was
born in Waterloo Co., Ont., Aug. 10, 1916; died
of a stroke at Kitchener, Ont., Feb. 27, 1989;

aged 72 y. On Aug. 6, 1939, she was married to

Virginia pastors talk about money. Is money related to a person's self-esteem? Yes,

it is, Virginia Conference pastors and their spouses discovered at their annual

Ministers Retreat. "Ministry, Money, and Self-esteem" was the theme of the retreat

held recently near Blackstone, Va. The speakers were Dale and Doris Stitt, who work

with "Ministry of Money"—a ministry of Church of the Savior in Washington, D.C.

They helped retreat participants develop their personal "money time-line" to look at

the influence money has had at particular times in their lives. Each person was en-

couraged to write a money autobiography which focused on the attitude they had

toward money and how money affected their relationships with parents, children,

and members of their church. "The Emancipation of the Pastor from the Power of

Money" was the topic of one of the sessions.
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Allen L. Diefenbacher, who survives. Also sur-

viving are 2 sons (Clarence and Newton), 2

daughters (Elsie Springer and Marie Uttley),

10 grandchildren, one great-grandchild, one
sister (Leavea Bowman), and 2 brothers (Em-
manuel and Ezra Frey). She was preceded in

death by 8 brothers and 3 sisters. She was a

member of Floradale Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Mar. 2, in

charge of J. Lester Kehl and Willard Metzger;

interment in Floradale Mennonite Church
Cemetery.
Good, Joyce Ann Dowling, daughter of

Ivan and Erma Lee (Weaver) Dowling, was
born on Aug. 2, 1940; died at her home at

Corbin, Ky., Feb. 21, 1989; aged 48 y. On Aug.
22, 1959, she was married to Gaylan Good, who
survives. Also surviving are 3 sons (Lester,

Bryan, and Douglas), one daughter (Andrea),

one granddaughter, her mother, her stepfather

(R. W. Lane, Jr.), one brother (David Dowling),

one stepbrother (Bob Lane), and one stepsister

(Dale Krisle). Her father preceded her in

death. Funeral services were held at Mynatt
Funeral Home, Knoxville, Tenn., Feb. 24, in

charge of Don Hough, Ron DeWitt, and Ezra
0. Good; interment in Concord Mennonite
Church Cemetery.
Hershberger, Mary Chupp, was born in

LaGrange, Ind., Feb. 29, 1908; died at Goshen,
Ind., Feb. 23, 1989; aged 80 y. On Mar. 30, 1933,

she was married to Edward Hershberger, who
died on Dec. 7, 1966. Surviving are one daugh-
ter (Ruby Miller), one son (Freeman), 4

grandchildren, 4 great-grandchildren, one sis-

ter (Minnie Hostetler), and one brother (Ernest

Chupp). She was preceded in death by one
brother and one sister. She was a member of

North Goshen Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Feb. 25, in charge

of Harvey Chupp and Darrel Hostetler; inter-

ment in Thomas Cemetery.
Lichti, Floyd, son of Sam and Lena

(Schrock) Lichti, was born at Schickley, Nebr.,

Nov. 17, 1919; died at Woodruff Community
Hospital, Long Beach, Calif., Feb. 24, 1989;

aged 69 y. On July 7, 1940, he was married to

Evelyn Stutzman who survives. Also surviving

are one son (Timothy), one daughter (Sherri

Piper), 4 grandsons, 4 great-grandchildren, 2

sisters (Goldie Lichti and Florence Pointer),

and one brother (Leonard). He was preceded in

death by 2 sisters (Matilda Lichti and Elsie

Lavoo), and 2 brothers (Elvis and Lon). He was
a member of Faith Mennonite Church. Funeral
services were held on Feb. 27, in charge of

Stanley W. Green; interment in Inglewood

Cemetery.
Miller, Merl J., son of Joseph A. and Al-

cesta (Burkholder) Miller, was born in Cum-
berland Co., Pa., May 15, 1913; died of a heart

attack at Lancaster (Pa.) General Hospital on
Mar. 6, 1989; aged 75 y. On Apr. 3, 1941, he was
married to Ada Good, who died on Feb. 3, 1986.

Surviving are 4 sons (Galen G., Clifford G.,

Dennis G., and Merle G.), 2 brothers (John J.

and Paul A.), and 6 sisters (Mildred J. Good,

Helen R. Miller, Dorothy J. Specter, June A.

Heigel, Grace E. Rhen, and Martha I. Dixon).

He was a member of Good Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Mar. 10, in

charge of Jay Bechtold, Nelson Bechtold, and
Russell Baer; interment in Good Mennonite
Cemetery.
Reesor, Cecil Laverne, son of Carl and An-

nie (Wideman) Reesor, was born in Markham,
Ont., Oct. 16, 1922; died as a result of an ac-

cident at Markham, Ont., Feb. 6, 1989; aged 66

y. On Oct. 8, 1955, he was married to Ruth
Wideman, who survives. Also surviving are

one son (Arthur), 4 daughters (Joyce Turman,
Norma McDowell, Anne, and Helen), 2 grand-
children, 3 brothers (John, Harold, and Ken),

and 5 sisters (Marion Wenger, Marie

Brubacher, Evelyn Byer, Nancy Witmer, and
Kathryn Morison). He was preceded in death
by one brother (Elmer). He was a member of

Hagerman Mennonite Church. Funeral ser-

vices were held at Markham Missionary
Church, in charge of David Martin; spring

interment in Wideman Cemetery.
Rittenhouse, Lizzie H. Landis, daughter of

Abram N. and Elanora (Hackman) Landis, was
born in Montgomery Co., Pa., Sept. 22, 1897;

died at Souderton (Pa.) Mennonite Homes on
Feb. 28, 1989; aged 91 y. On Oct. 19, 1918, she
was married to Laadan B. Rittenhouse, who
died in January 1937. Surviving are one daugh-
ter (Mae N. Frank), 2 grandsons, 6 great-

grandchildren, and one sister (Edith H. Al-

derfer). She was preceded in death by one son

(Isaiah S. Landis). She was a member of Fran-
conia Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Mar. 4, in charge of John L.

Derstine and Curtis L. Bergey; interment in

Franconia Mennonite Cemetery.
Shertzer, Paul R., son of Landis and Maude

(Rohrer) Shertzer, was born in Millersville,

Pa., Nov. 26, 1913; died at Mennonite Home,
Lancaster, Pa., Dec. 30, 1988; aged 75 y. On
Oct. 28, 1933, he was married to Ruth Den-
linger Mellinger, who survives. Also surviving

are 2 foster daughters (Leah Ebersole and Jane
Herr), 9 grandchildren, 9 great-grandchildren,

2 brothers (Melvin and Rohrer), and 3 sisters

(Irene, Ruth, and Lois). He was preceded in

death by one sister (Elsie). He was a member
of Millersville Mennonite Church, where funer-

al services were held on Jan. 2, in charge of

Abram Charles, J. Herbert Fisher, and Delbert
Kautz; interment in Millersville Mennonite
Cemetery.
Snyder, Vera Koch, daughter of Charles R.

and Minerva (Schwartz) Koch, was born at

Conestoga, Ont., June 19, 1917; died at her

home in Waterloo, Ont., Feb. 24, 1989; aged 71

y. On Sept. 11, 1940, she was married to Nelson
Snyder, who survives. Also surviving are 2

sons (Merton and Eugene), 2 grandchildren, 6

brothers (Lester, Orton, Phares, Oliver, Roy,

and Charles), and 2 sisters (Mabel Kufske and
Gladys Martin). She was preceded in death by
one brother (Stanley). She was a member of St.

Jacobs Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Feb. 27, in charge of Richard
Yordy, Sue Steiner, and Roy Koch; interment

in the church cemetery.

Stutzman, Peter, son of John and Katie

(Erb) Stutzman, was born in Milford, Nebr.,

Dec. 9, 1900; died at his home in Lakewood,
Calif., Jan. 5, 1989; aged 88 y. On Mar. 24, 1921,

he was married to Alma Earnest, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are 2 daughters (Evelyn

Lichti and Ruth Schrock), 4 grandchildren, 6

great-grandchildren, 4 great-great-grandchil-

dren, one brother (Bert), and 2 sisters (Ella

Kramer and Ida Stauffer). He was preceded in

death by one brother (Wess) and one sister

(Melinda Kramer). He was a member of Faith

Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held

in charge of Stanley W. Green; interment in

Inglewood Cemetery.
Troyer, Philip W., son of Levi J. and Trella

(Kaufman) Troyer, was born at West Liberty,

Ohio, Dec. 3, 1920; died of cancer at his home in

Plain City, Ohio, Mar. 4, 1989; aged 68 y. On
June 10, 1945, he was married to Emma Farm-
wald, who survives. Also surviving are 2 sons

(Richard and Jerry) and
>4 grandchildren. He

was preceded in death by one son (Carl). He
was a member of Sharon Mennonite Church,

where funeral services were held on Mar. 7, in

charge of Elvin Sommers and David Lantz;

interment in Sharon Mennonite Church Ceme-
tery.

Vandersall, Neva Goodin, daughter of

Harvey A. and Jennie (Hockenburger) Goodin
was born in Claremont, Colo., Feb. 26, 1899;

died on Mar. 3, 1989; aged 90 y. On July 16,

1923, she was married to Herbert Vandersall,

who died in 1983. Surviving are one son
(Lloyd), one daughter (Myra Siegenthaler), 6

grandchildren, 4 great-grandchildren, and one
brother (Lloyd Goodin). She was preceded in

death by one brother (Jay Goodin), and one
sister (Helen Neff). She was a member of

Kidron Mennonite Church, where memorial
services were held on Mar. 6, in charge of Bill

Detweiler.

Widmer, Kathryn Frieda Rapp, daughter
of Adam and Mary (Fornoff) Rapp, was born in

Tazewell Co., 111., Nov. 2, 1904; died of a heart

attack at Henry County Health Center, Mt.

Pleasant, Iowa, Feb. 26, 1989; aged 84 y. On
Mar. 3, 1928, she was married to Noah G.

Widmer, who died on Sept. 1, 1988. Surviving

are one daughter (Norma Leichty), 3 grand-

children, 8 great-grandchildren, one brother

(Louis Rapp), and 3 sisters (Elizabeth Nebel,

Hilda Taylor, and Louise Young). She was a

member of Bethel Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Mar. 1, in charge

of Kenneth Steckly and Monte Kundsen; inter-

ment in Bethel Cemetery.
Yoder, Edna, daughter of Isaac Z. and

Sarah A. Yoder, was born near Garden City,

Mo., Mar. 2, 1900; died at Cass Medical Center,

Harrisonville, Mo., Feb. 20, 1989; aged 88 y.

She was preceded in death by 5 brothers

(William R., Chancey E., Melvin C, Frank L.,

and Roy T.). She was a member of Sycamore
Grove Mennonite Church. Funeral services

were held on Feb. 24, in charge of Jim Maust;

interment in Clearfork Cemetery.

Correction: In the obituary of Carrie
Thomas in the Mar. 7 issue, it should have read

that her husband (Harry C. Thomas) and her

foster daughter (Nellie Mae) are both deceased.

Calendar
Provided by General Board of the Mennonite Church

Illinois Conference annual meeting, Arthur, 111., Mar. 31-Apr.

1

Mennonite Church General Board, Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 6-8

Virginia Conference consultation with churchwide boards,

Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 7

Mennonite and General Conference Mennonite mission leaders

annual meeting, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 10-12.

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind., Apr. 16

Churchwide Youth Ministry Council, Prescott, Ariz., Apr. 17-

22
South Central Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 20

Empowered Ministries annual meeting, Indianapolis, Ind.,

Apr. 20-22

Hispanic Convention executive board, Apr. 20-22

RocKy Mountain Conference consultation with churchwide
boards, Colorado Springs, Colo., Apr. 22

Eastern Mennonite College commencement, Harrisonburg,

Va., Apr. 30.

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Goshen, Ind., May 4-

5
Mennonite Board of Education board of directors, Elkhart,

Ind., May 5-6

Rocky Mountain Conference annual assembly. Palmer Lake,

Colo., May 5-7

Franconia Conference spring assembly, Philadelphia, Pa., May
6

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y.,

May 13

Eastern Mennonite Seminary commencement, Harrisonburg,

Va.,May20
Hesston College commencement, Hesston, Kans., May 21

Southwest Conference midyear meeting, Los Angeles, Calif.,

May 27-29

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General

Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits

Cover-story design by Jim Butti; photo on p. 221 by Susan
Balzer; p. 224 by John Longhurst.
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religions News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Church agencies confront INS
on new immigration policy

As the U.S. Immigration and Natu-

ralization Service clamps down on Cen-

tral American refugees crossing the

Texas border, churches and voluntary or-

ganizations are fighting INS policies and

offering refugees whatever assistance

they can. In the latest clash between the

INS and refugee advocacy groups, immi-

gration officials have put into effect a

policy calling for refugees to remain at

their "port of entry" while they pursue

claims for asylum. The advocacy groups

claim the new policy will harm refugees

and place impossible burdens on small

towns along the border.

In January a U.S. District Court judge

in Brownsville, Tex., issued a temporary

suspension of the new policy when at-

torneys acting on behalf of refugees chal-

lenged it. But in February the judge,

Filemon Vela of the Southern District of

Texas, decided INS was within its rights

and allowed the travel restrictions to go

into effect.

Mark Schneider, an attorney with

Proyecto Libertad, a non- profit advocacy

group based in the border town of Har-

lingen, Tex., said after the ruling that he

and other refugee rights workers were

"outraged" by the judge's ruling.

Schneider, whose organization is funded

in part by National Council of Churches,

said the INS policy is "un-American" and

"clearly intended to discourage refugees

from applying" for asylum.

North Dakota bars home-school
student from spelling bee

Fourteen-year-old Cara Transtrom of

Arnegard, N. Dak., won a county spelling

bee last year and came in second in state

competition, but only after overcoming

opposition by officials who wanted to bar

her from the event. They have now im-

posed new rules that would exclude her

from this year's state spelling bee in

April. Under the new code, only students

from public and accredited private

schools can participate.

Cara spent her first five grade-school

years in a private Christian school but

has been educated at home, along with

four brothers and sisters, since then. Her
latest tests place her at a post-high school

level, according to her father, Gene Tran-

strom, an evangelist and farmer.

Home schooling is the central issue:

North Dakota allows only state-certified

teachers to educate children. The state's

supreme court has upheld the constitu-

tionality of compulsory attendance laws,

but 14 cases involving home schooling are

still pending in the courts, more than in

all the other states combined. Backers of

home schooling theorize that Cara, now
perhaps the state's best speller, repre-

sents a threat to embarrassed authorities

who for years have warned that home
education is inferior.

New Jersey governor, an Episcopalian,

to head Methodist school

For the first time in its 123-year his-

tory, United Methodist-related Drew Uni-

versity will not have a Methodist at its

helm when Gov. Thomas Kean of New
Jersey, an Episcopalian, takes over next

year as the school's 10th president. Kean
was unanimously elected the university's

president recently by the university's

board of trustees and will move into the

position following the inauguration next

January of his gubernatorial successor.

Kean, the Garden State's 48th governor,

is barred from serving a third consecutive

term under New Jersey law.

Lithuanian cathedral reopens for first

time since Soviet takeover 40 years ago
A Catholic mass was celebrated in the

packed cathedral of Vilnius, Lithuania, in

the Soviet Union recently for the first

time since Communist authorities seized

the building 40 years ago and turned it

into a warehouse. Bishop Julijonas Stepo-

navicius prostrated himself in front of

the altar in a reconsecration ceremony.

Outside, thousands waved the newly rein-

stated red, yellow, and green flag of pre-

World War II independent Lithuania and

listened to the mass on loudspeakers.

The warming trend in relationships

between church and state is due partly to

President Mikhail Gorbachev's reformist

stance on religion and partly to Sajudis, a

nationalistic mass movement demanding

more autonomy for Lithuania. This is in

contrast to the early years of Soviet rule,

when all of Lithuania's churches were

turned into state property, many were

closed, many priests were arrested, and

members were severely persecuted.

TV networks ignoring 'public service'

rules, says media expert

The major American television net-

works seem to have forgotten the "public

service" requirements under which their

broadcast licenses were granted, so it is

time to seek relief directly from the U.S.

Congress and the Federal Communica-
tions Commission, media expert William

Fore warns. He is chairman of Interfaith

Network, a coalition of activists con-

cerned about the disappearance of free-

time religious programs from network
TV.
The group is focusing especially on

CBS, which recently axed the weekly
program For Our Times but said it would
air four religious specials during 1989.

Pointing out that 100 million Americans
are members of churches or synagogues
and 45 million identify themselves as

"intensely religious," Fore argues: "For
CBS ... to propose a total of four re-

ligious specials a year to meet the re-

ligious needs and interest of Americans
completely misunderstands either your
custodianship or your public, or both." At
last word, CBS said it is willing to talk.

'Jesus' film now available

in 123 languages
The Jesus film promoted by Campus

Crusade for Christ in worldwide evange-

lism was translated into 20 new lan-

guages during 1988, bringing the total

number of translations to 123, with an-

other 46 in the works. More than 160 mis-

sion agencies and denominations use the

motion picture in outreach efforts. So far,

an estimated 325 million have seen the

film, and over 30 million have indicated

decisions to trust Christ as a result.

Campus Crusade founder Bill Bright

unveiled plans recently to attempt to

evangelize the world by the year 2000 us-

ing the film. The plan, "New Life 2000,"

divides the world into 5,000 regions, each

with up to one million population, and en-

visions the creation of many "New Life

Training Centers" from which to launch

outreach. A $50,000 one-time investment

in a center can result in the formation of

200 churches within 5 to 10 years, he said.

For example, he noted, six centers were
established in Thailand over the past four

years, resulting in over 1,400 churches.

Archaeologists find jug of oil

like that used in Bible times

Hebrew University in Jerusalem, Is-

rael, has announced the discovery of a

2,000-year-old jug of oil of the kind that

was used to anoint ancient kings of Israel.

The five-inch-diameter jug was discov-

ered in a cave in the Dead Sea area of

Qumran last summer, but the find was
not made public until recently because it

took that long for scientists to analyze the

oil and determine that it was from the

time of Jesus. "Religious Jews will be

really excited by this," said Vendyl Ones,

head of the Institute of Judaic-Christian

Research in Arlington, Tex., which spon-

sored the archaeological team that made
the discovery.
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The function of the news
What is the function of the news in our society?

News reporting is so much a part of us that the

question may seem impertinent. But what does

this welter of tidbits about the lives of other

people provide for us? John Carey suggests that it

provides reassurance.

Indeed Carey proposes that the news today

performs a function provided by religion before

the days of modern communication. What did

people think about before the advent of news
reporting? Carey asks in the introduction to his

book Eyewitness to History (Harvard University

Press, 1987). His answer is that for pre-communi-
cation-age man religion was "the permanent
backdrop of his existence" (p. xxxv).

Today, writes Carey, "Reportage supplies

modern man with a constant and reassuring

sense of events going on beyond his immediate
horizon." As well, also it gives him "a release

from his trivial routines, and a habitual daily illu-

sion of communication with a reality greater than

himself." Is this why the evening news seems to

have taken over from family Bible reading and
prayer? If the news is a substitute for religion,

says Carey, it helps to explain why reporting is so

much occupied with death. Religion has been an
answer to death. Now the news takes that place

by reporting the deaths of others and so remind-

ing us that it was not us who died. "In this way
reportage, like religion, gives the individual a

comforting sense of his own immortality."

Carey's second thesis is illustrated by his book:

the accounts he has included lean heavily in the

direction of disasters. Eight of the first 12 entries

involve death, war, or similar negativities. As a

check on the balance between negative news and
positive news today I looked at the March 12 New
York Times and found negative articles outnum-
bering positive by nearly two to one.

If one accepts Carey's proposal that general

news functions as a substitute for religion, what
then is the function of church news? In a 1976
statement, David E. Hostetler, former news edi-

tor of the Gospel Herald, wrote, "Why should we
publish news of the Mennonite Church in the

Gospel Heraldl In essence, because the church
cannot function as an organized denomination
without knowledge of what is going on. News
serves not only to inform us, but to bind us to-

gether."

One of the differences between the New York

Times and the Gospel Herald is the ratio of nega-

tive news to positive news. The news in the

Herald, on balance, is much more cheerful. Ex-

cept for obituaries the only negative entries in the

issue before me are several short general re-

ligious pieces in "Items and Comments."
There are those who take the religious press to

task for this failure to include the worst as well as

the best. A source I cannot recall wrote as

follows: "When a pastor is caught as a thief, or

runs off with a woman of the parish, the church

press is remarkably silent. In that silence, the ec-

clesiastical press is quite unlike the secular press

which feeds upon the human foible."

This statement is meant as a criticism of the

church press, and we may well deserve it. On the

other hand it could be that we need to recognize a

somewhat different function for the church press.

Reactions we have received when we occasionally

published news of a negative nature suggest that

our relationships to one another and to the news

within the church are different from what Carey

describes.

If in the secular press the news of disasters or

transgressions are reassuring, within the church

family they may be the opposite. We have found

that church institutions consider it important to

suppress negative news, particularly news involv-

ing dismissals, major disagreements, or

transgressions. Congregations likewise. And I get

a feeling that as members of the fellowship we
prefer to avert our eyes when something embar-

rassing happens. Or spread it by the grapevine.

If I remember correctly, the late Frank Epp, as

editor of The Canadian Mennonite, once began to

publish notices of divorces among the Mennonite

constituency served by his publication. This inno-

vation was not well received and the practice was

soon discontinued. Epp reasoned, no doubt, that

if marriage among us is news, so is divorce. But

they are certainly not of the same order. And
while it may be reassuring, in Carey's view, to

read about divorce out in the world, it certainly is

not so when it moves in among us.

How much do we need to know about each

other in order to pray intelligently and support

loyally? I think the question does not have a

clearcut easy answer.
—Daniel Hertzler
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Following Jesus:
more costly than I thought
by Daryl Yoder-Bontrager

I listened to a North American missionary give

a talk in the Baptist church in the community in

Santa Cruz, Bolivia, where my wife, Marlisa, and
I were living. He had been in Bolivia for a couple

of years, but he was uncomfortable with the low
economic status of the church members. He
began his talk by saying that he had more fi-

nancial resources than they did and that he did

not know why God allowed some people to be bet-

ter off than others. "But," he concluded, "the

most important thing is that we all love Jesus."

During our four years of living in this com-

munity, I often felt the same discomfort that the

missionary rather clumsily expressed. I have

mulled over why I am wealthier than my
neighbors, wondered why living here makes me
so uncomfortable, and thought about what I can

do to alleviate my discomfort.

I haven't been able to find a way to make
myself feel better without taking steps I'm



unwilling to take. I have not been able to say with
the missionary that being a Christian is all that

matters, mainly because I doubt whether anyone
from this community would express themselves
that way.

Seems unfair. There are several reasons why I

feel uncomfortable. One is that it seems unfair

that I have life so much easier than others. After
our vacation trip across Brazil, one friend from
the community commented that it isn't right that
we can pick up and go, while others have to strug-

gle just to obtain life's necessities.

Sometimes that sentiment is expressed much
more strongly. A couple of years ago, Marlisa and
I heard a community member come into our lot

screaming about gringos and imperialism. We
slipped out the back door as he began hacking
with a machete at our window screen and front

door. When our terror subsided, we realized that

the incident was not so much a personal attack on

Conviction. Perhaps that is the best way
to describe the discomfort that followed

me around in Bolivia.

Daryl Yoder-Bontrager, Lancaster, Pa., returned last

summer with his wife, Marlisa, and children, Dagan and
Yovana, from a four-year assignment in Bolivia with
Mennonite Central Committee.

us as it was an alcohol-induced eruption of frus-

tration at the injustice of being poor, while we,
symbols of the wealthy north, lived without wor-
rying about our next meal.

I don't like the unjust situation, but I'm also

uncomfortable because I've been forced to

reevaluate my opinion of myself as being a
generous, sharing person. Shortly after we moved
into this area, a woman came to our door to ask
for a $10 loan. We had been warned that there

would be plenty of money-seekers and that we
should try not to give out loans until we knew the

people better. I told the woman that we weren't in

the loan business and spent the next half hour
listening to her plead for money, crying in almost
a whine, "What will I do, what will I do?" Finally,

in exasperation and disgust, I gave her the

money.
The incident has been repeated many times

with different people and only slightly less whin-
ing. Sometimes I have given what has been asked,

sometimes not. It has often been difficult for me
to respond positively to what I saw as begging. I

don't like to think of myself as stingy, but I soon
realized that I wasn't as generous as I thought.

Neither do I like to think of myself as wealthy.

Nevertheless, here in a small, urban community
in Bolivia, I find myself in the position of being so

well off that virtually everyone thinks of me as a

possible source of resources in their time of need.

A barrier between us. I soon concluded that

my greater wealth is a barrier between me and
others. Often when someone asks me for money, I

am treated not as a person, but as a something,

located somewhere above them on the social lad-

der, that must be treated right in order to get

results. (The exceptions happen when someone
asks for help in the context of an ongoing rela-

tionship.) I would rather think of myself as poor

and equal to everyone else than to be faced again

and again with people who really are poor, who
have lowered themselves, at least for the mo-
ment, below me, and who see me more as a bank
than as a person.

But here I can't think of myself as poor and
equal. That fact makes me uncomfortable, and, as

anyone who experiences an annoyance, I have
looked for ways to find relief. But as my mind
kept slipping to the story of the rich young ruler,

my search only led to more discomfort.

The rich young ruler had lived according to all

the laws of the church. If the Sanhedrin had
operated a Mennonite Central Committee, he
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/ want to continue having

face-to-face relationships

with those poorer than i.

probably would have been the first to apply. But
in spite of his excellent record, he pressed Jesus
for the secret to happiness. Jesus told him to sell

all he had and give the proceeds to the poor.

As I reflected on the story, I slowly came to the
realization that the person with whom I

identified in the account was the rich young ruler.

The usual interpretation of Jesus' advice is that it

doesn't matter how much one has, but rather
what one's attitudes are toward one's possessions.

One must be willing to give them up, should the
call come to do so. Now here I am, surrounded by
need. More than once I've felt myself, like the rich

young ruler, sadly turn my back because I knew
that I wasn't willing to give up enough.

A beautiful vision. I've also thought a lot

about the beautiful Old Testament vision that
pictures every valley lifted up and every moun-
tain brought down. After living like a lone moun-
tain peak sticking up out of the middle of a bleak
valley, I realized that my interpretation of the vi-

sion was that the mountains would stay where
they were and the valleys would be filled in until

they were equal with the mountaintops. I'm not
sure with what I thought they would be filled in.

Next door to us lives Dona Francisca, a widow

with four children, who embodies life at the bot-

tom of one of those valleys. She hadn't been able

to keep a regular job, so she struggles to find

ways to keep the hunger pangs from her children.

There are many reasons why we shouldn't just
give her the money she wants every time she
asks. We are trying to do development work, and
development theory says that hand-outs create

dependence and that creating dependence should
be avoided. Yet we ask ourselves if it is right for

her children to go hungry when she hasn't been
able to find work for a week, just because we
don't want her to become dependent on us for her
sustenance.

Sometimes I find myself hiding behind the

development theory because I know that I am not
willing to share freely with her. I suspect that

following Jesus' advice—selling what I have and
giving it to her—might not create the dependence
feared, but it would mean a drastic change in my
lifestyle, as well as hers.

I used to be rather proud of the amount of

money that Marlisa and I were willing to

contribute to our church and various other

agencies. But when I compare the amount of need
that exists with the amount we used to give, I

have the conviction that in reality we were giving

very little—not enough to alter our lifestyle.

Conviction. Perhaps that is the best way to

describe the discomfort that followed me around
during my stay in Bolivia. It was easy to give out
of an ample income while living in North
America. But here I'm not putting money into an
offering basket or mailing off a check. Here I'm

giving it to living people. In North America I

thought I was giving a lot because I didn't have to

look Dona Francisca in the eyes and say, "Sorry,

I'm not going to give you anything today." I feel

convicted because I see the gross unfairness of

our different situations, because I see that my
wealth places barriers between us, because I see

that I really am not ready to love God with all my
heart by laying down everything I have.

Change in attitude. After conviction should

come conversion, a change in attitude, a change in

action. I think I can detect some movement in

myself. I meet requests at the door with a little

more openness than I did four years ago. But one
thing that I've learned while I've been in Bolivia is

that I much prefer the lifestyle that I am able to

live in the United States to the one that I see my
current neighbors living. I'm not sure that I will

ever be able to voluntarily lop chunks off my
mountaintop lifestyle, letting them fall down to

fill in the valley. I do know that I want to

continue having face-to-face relationships with

those poorer than I. It will help keep me aware of

what loving means.
Perhaps in the end the missionary was right:

loving Jesus is really the most important thing.

But loving him means following him and follow-

ing him is turning out to be even more costly than

I understood it to be when I arrived in Bolivia.
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BEST* AT EASTERN MENNONITE COLLEGE

A church/school team effort

by Cheryl N. Peachey

The statements of account came out in mid-

January here at Eastern Mennonite College, and
each of us found out exactly how much we owed
the school for second semester. If you ask me,

numbers that big should never have dollar signs

in front of them. But it could be worse. The figure

in the balance column would be several hundred
dollars higher if it weren't for the members of my
home congregation. And now that EMC matches
every penny they give—above and beyond other

financial aid—what my church contributes to my
education goes twice as far.

Two years ago, EMC launched a grant-match-

ing program. It was set up to encourage the in-

volvement of congregations with their students

The figure in the balance column would

be several hundred dollars higher if it

weren't for the members ofmy home
congregation.

enrolled in Mennonite colleges and seminaries.

The name of the plan, "grant-matching," sums up

its principle: whatever a student's home con-

gregation gives toward his or her tuition costs,

the school will match in a grant of its own. What
was different in this plan than in those of the past

was that the match was in addition to any other

financial aid.

Started in 1986. The director of community
and church relations at EMC, David D. Yoder,

had an active role in designing the grant-match-

ing program in 1986. He is quite willing to answer

any questions, if, that is, you can find his office in

the far corner of the development suite.

Yoder graduated from EMC himself, in 1969,

when the cost of higher education was a fraction

of what it is now. But then, he had to do it

without the kind of financial assistance that is

available to students today. Because people like

him work to make financial aid as efficient as

possible, Mennonitee Board of Education is able

to report that the need for loans among college

students has changed very little over the years.

"Building Education and Service Together

Cheryl N. Peachey, Harrisonburg, Va., is a student at

Eastern Mennonite College. She is from Hatfield, Pa., and is a

member of Plains Mennonite Church.

Among the congregations already contributing

to the school's Annual Fund, the grant-matching

program was readily accepted, as it gave more
direct involvement with the students. In this way,

the program helped the churches, but for EMC,
there was a catch. As contributions toward indi-

vidual students rose, the Annual Fund giving fell.

Last year, Yoder and his team sat down to

work on the grant-matching program again. They
developed a second step, one to combat the prob-

lem of Annual Fund losses. Building Education

and Service Together (BEST), a multifaceted

church/school team effort, has been in effect for

only one year, but its rewards can already be

seen.

As one part of the BEST program, EMC now
matches gifts to the Annual Fund, up to $42 per

member, as well as matching student grants. This

money, then, is also divided among the students

from the congregation.

Currently 400 of the 1,100 Mennonite Church
congregations have students attending one or

more of the three Mennonite church colleges in

the United States—Goshen, Hesston, and EMC.
And of these, 75 percent are supporting the grant-

matching program.

Not only Mennonite congregations participate,

however. "We don't make that distinction," Yoder

states. "We'll match the grant of any church of

any denomination."

Supported by Lapp. One of the people who
works closely with Yoder on this project is the

president of the college, Joseph L. Lapp. New to

EMC himself, in 1987, he has come to know and
support the program as well as Yoder does.

Lapp also graduated from EMC, in 1966. He,

like Yoder, is eager to share what he knows with

anyone with questions. His office, with its

bookshelf-lined walls and high windows facing

the east, is always open. His schedule is harder to

fit into, but he tries to be accommodating as

possible.

In December Lapp attended a meeting of Men-

nonite Board of Education in Chicago. Along with

many other subjects of discussion and activities,

the BEST program was reviewed. Lapp was
happy to say, "I have heard nothing but approval

of our grant-matching program."

The general trend of giving is still moving

toward the individual and away from the institu-

tion. However, Lapp says, "So far this academic

year, the three Mennonite colleges have together

raised $972,000." Total giving is up, which offsets

any imbalance of gifts between student grants
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and the Annual Fund.
Another benefit for EMC is increased enroll-

ment. Enrollment has increased by nearly 100

students in each of the two years since the

program has started. MBE reports that the per-

centage of college-age Mennonite Church youth

attending Mennonite Church colleges is now up to

18 percent—a level not reached since the early

'70s. Lapp says, "Part of that may be due to de-

mographics, but I see a direct correlation between
the grant-matching program and increased

enrollment."

There is also a blessing for the churches. "Sur-

veys have shown," reports Lapp, "that support of,

and membership in, the Mennonite Church is

higher among graduates of our Mennonite schools

than among graduates of other Christian

colleges."

With increased enrollment and a healthier An-
nual Fund for EMC—and strengthened rela-

tionships between themselves and their college-

age students for supportive congregations—the

future looks good for everyone involved. But
much more can and must be done within the

churches who currently do not financially sup-

port their students at Mennonite colleges.

I will always be thankful that I am part of a

congregation made up of people who are able and
willing to help me reach my goals in higher

education. I am grateful for the investments they

have made in my future. Knowing they are be-

hind me helps me to keep my reasons for being at

EMC in proper perspective. Knowing that they

are concerned about me reminds me to share

their concern. And in knowing that I am still im-

portant to them, they are still important to me.^

A child's point of view
by Geraldine Harder

Our Junior Sunday school class at Grace Men-
nonite Church in Lansdale, Pennsylvania, was
studying a unit on the church. I gave my pupils an

opportunity to share their ideas of ways to

improve the worship service from a child's point

of view. I was rather surprised by their ready

responses.

One of the boys who was eager to learn in the

class had a suggestion for the sermon. "After the

long message it would be nice if the pastor would
give a five-minute summary of the sermon for the

children so we can understand it, too," he said.

When I shared this with my pastor husband, he

said, "This is a very good idea! It would also be a

good review for the adults."

Several of the children had some ideas about
the seating arrangement during the worship ser-

vice. "Have people who can't hear very well sit in

the first row," they said. "Next, have the families

with children sit together in the front rows," they

suggested. "Grandparents may sit there, too, and
everyone can help take care of the children."

Geraldine Harder, North Newton, Kans., is a homemaker
and writer. She lived previously in Lansdale, Pa., where her
husband was pastor of Grace Mennonite Church.

These suggestions also have merit. Children like

to sit on their daddy's lap and have a peppermint
from his pocket and see their mother's smile.

They cannot do this if they are in Junior Church
or in the nursery.

It is easier for families to share in worship and

to see the pastor's face and learn to know him
when they sit close to him. He can learn to know
them better this way too. Everyone can hear the

sermon, the music, and the choir.

One of the juniors said, "It does not matter so

much what kind of clothes we wear or how we
look on the outside, but it matters what we are

like on the inside."

One of the children who recently had a baby in

the family said, "When someone at church has a

baby, I give a gift to the older brother or sister,

too, so they won't be jealous of the new baby in

the family."

The children were understanding of the fact

that change does not come quickly or easily in the

church. One junior expressed it this way: "Change
should not drop like a 50-pound rock on our heads

all at once, but it should come like a feather or

some dust so that it will not hurt us and we will

not even know that the change is coming." ^
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Hear, hear!

A column for sharing personal concerns

Church is diluting

its moral stand
When I was growing up and became

aware of a spiritual need in my life, the

church was an integral part of the com-
munity life and my family life. I was thus

exposed to the many teachings of the Bi-

ble through revivals, Bible school, and
weekly church attendance. Consequently
I had a conversion experience at the age
of 10 that was very real to me.

I was and still am a very serious person

and take my beliefs and values very

seriously—those same beliefs and values

that my parents and the Mennonite
Church imparted to me. They have given

me structure and a backbone to endure
the changes in my life and today's society.

As the church and I have endured those

societal changes, my beliefs have become
much stronger, for I have seen them to be
valid strengths that stabilize a rocky path

in life. The church, on the other hand, has
questioned and reevaluated its beliefs and
values and has in many instances diluted

its moral stand to gain acceptance in the

world. It now debates homosexuality, ac-

cepts divorce, and has lost its inhibitions

on other issues on which it once stood

firm. The church which endowed me at

one time with a set of standards for

Christian living no longer supports me in

those precepts and consequently I feel an
alienation between my faith and the

church.

My faith now is the most integral focus

of my life, but alas, the church is only the

periphery. I am saddened and feel a great

loss in this evolution of the church, for I

no longer feel that I have genuine support

in spiritual matters and the human di-

lemmas of my life. I may appear naive in

this, but I have also matured greatly in

the past several years, for I am more
understanding and more accepting of the

failure of the church in that I attend ser-

vices on a regular basis, something I did

not do not too long ago. Perhaps some day
our body of believers will experience a re-

vival in spirit and theology. Then the

church may once again be the strength of

society and a support for its members.
This time will only come when minis-

ters and leaders proclaim the truth from
the pulpit without fear of position or pay.

It will come only when its members
experience the need for absolute truth in

their lives and are willing to face that

truth. I believe there is hope for the

church only in a minority of laity whom I

have found to hold fast to the standards

of the 1950s and '60s. The leaders desper-

ately need prayer in order for the church

as a whole to once again make a state-

ment to the rest of the world and have

credibility in doing so.

—Jerry E. Shank, Broadway, Va.

No masks at

this little church
In uptown South Bend, Indiana, we

have found a most unique little Men-
nonite church. It is an interracial group,

with approximately 25-30 in attendance

on Sunday morning, including the chil-

dren and youth.

Mennonite Community Church is not a

traditional Mennonite congregation.
Folks there have no qualms about being

different. They may not even realize they
are. Dan and Rosie Stoltzfus have pas-

tored the church for many years and are

dearly loved by their people. Because of

people moving away, houses torn down,
plus many other factors, the attendance
which years ago stood at 200 has now
fallen to so few.

This, I'm sure, has happened to many
inner-city churches. However, the thing

that to me makes this a unique group is

the lack of pretense. The caring and shar-

ing time is open. Members will get up and
share their week, whether good or bad.

Their special problems, their failings, yes,

their sins. No pretense, no cover up, no

masks; just the real person—as is.

Tears are often in evidence: tears of

repentance, tears of hurting, tears of car-

ing. Hugs are exchanged, yes, in the mid-

dle of services. Prayers for each other—
and smiles. The singing at Mennonite
Community Church is definitely from the

heart.

This is not a traditional Mennonite
church, and I am glad. But I wonder if it

is not a copy of the original churches,

started by the apostles in the book of

Acts.

Would most of us be willing to take off

our masks in our church on Sunday
morning?

—Vada Stutzman, South Bend, Ind.

Ten commandments for

preserving the environment

1. Thou shalt not waste natural resources. (This includes

depletable energy, water, soil.)

2. Thou shalt not violate the environment for comfort,

convenience, pleasure, and fashion. (Be aware that much
technology has a negative impact on human life and the

environment. Use only that which has a minimum negative

effect.)

3. Thou shalt not litter.

4. Thou shalt adopt an environmentally sensitive lifestyle.

(Reduce to a minimum the garbage and trash which needs to be
disposed of because of your use. Seek to be informed about

what maintains the integrity of creation.)

5. Thou shalt recycle as much as possible.

6. Thou shalt live simply.

7. Thou shalt support public policies that regulate

pollution.

8. Thou shalt support programs to preserve the diversity of

species.

9. Thou shalt seek to leave a healthy environment for future

generations. (Do not engage in environmentally damaging
practices that leave future generations to pay the cost of

repairing/renewing the earth.)

10. Thou shalt oppose the waste resulting from the

militarization of the world.
— William Keeney
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Have you ever had
an experience like this?

The idea was to deliver a Doorstep

Evangel to every home in our part of the

city. Somewhere along the way we were

bound to run into people who were
hungry for the Lord.

I knocked on dozens of doors and did

find a few people in pretty deep need.

But, I don't know, it felt more like when I

was in college selling Fuller Brushes. The
product was great, but I was never sure

whether the person wanted what I had to

offer or just wanted me to leave them
alone.

—Richard

I knew Lisa was trying to tell me
something important, but I was about

ready to move out of town. Finally, I

realized what it was. She was pregnant

and wanted help. Well, I hooked her up
with a few other Christians. But they lived

across town, too far away for a teenager

to reach easily. And their twice-a-week

phone calls just didn't make it.

Three weeks later I heard that Lisa had
had an abortion. If only I'd had a solid

church close by to plug her into, one that

could have cared for her and supported

her.

—Julie

Once on a flight with some clients, I got

to talking with one of them about his

background, and so forth. He mentioned
several things that would have been ideal

opportunities for me to share my
experience and faith, but I didn't speak up
because of the other people there. The
opening has never presented itself again,

and I don't know quite how to create it.

—James

Witness: Empowering the Church
Through Worship, Community, and
Mission
by A. Grace Wenger and Dave and Neta Jackson

A study guide for churches who want to have a more effective outreach ministry.

Paper, $8.95, in Canada $10.95

EMPOWERING THE CHURCH
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A.GRACE WENGER

DAVE & NETA JACKSON

If you are like the average Christian, you've had an experience like one of these. You may truly want to share Jesus with others, but

when you hear a glowing report of how someone else did it, you feel a little guilty and wish you could do the same.

There are probably others in your church who feel the same way. The study guide, Witness: Empowering the Church
Through Worship, Community, and Mission gives some very practical handles for getting your group started.

"Many congregations today are searching for ways to effectively reach out to the unchurched but remain motionless and stymied.

They have members who love the Lord, are loyal to the congregation, and who work hard within the church. But the church doesn't

seem to be going anywhere.

"Congregations to be evangelistic do not have to revitalize their church structure, set up more committees, or even recruit every

last member to get involved. Through vivid examples, the Jacksons show that witness can emerge out of groups already in existence in

the church as long as there is some intentionality for outreach and verbal witness that gets worked into the system."—from the

Foreword by G. Edwin Bontrager
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bookstore or write to Herald Press (include 10% for

shipping—minimum $1).
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Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale,PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
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Church news

Harold Block leads the first public worship service of Park Mennonite Church.

Alberta church-planting effort

uses telecomputer system
A telecomputer system is assisting a

church planting effort in Sherwood Park,

Alta., a suburb of Edmonton. Church
planters Harold and Marilyn Block have
used the electronic tool on a limited basis

since last August. "We have not yet seen

anyone come to our church as a result,

but we have some good contacts which we
continue to follow up."

The telecomputer makes telephone

calls, shares a message from a prere-

corded tape, then records the persons'

responses. Block then reviews the

responses and personally calls those who
gave a positive response, hoping to make
an appointment with them.

The small emerging church in Sher-

wood Park (only six people last August)

felt it needed an additional tool to assist

in reaching the community, so decided to

purchase the telecomputer. The group felt

the telecomputer would force it "to go be-

yond our comfort zone and into the homes
of people we would not otherwise con-

tact," Block added. In addition, Sherwood
Park (population of about 30,000) is a

middle-to-upper-class area. Studies show
that persons in such an area are more
open to a telephone call than a knock on

the door.

Block emphasized that the telecom-

puter "never will replace friendship evan-

gelism, but it sure can speed up the

process. An incredible amount of time

and money is saved because it does the

initial contact; we are free to spend our

quality time in follow-up," he said.

For example, the church prepared a

special taped message and used the tele-

computer to invite thousands of families

to attend a Christmas Eve service. The
church also announced the service in ads

and on a portable sign in front of the

church. About 70 people showed up.

Blocks moved to Sherwood Park in

March 1988 to direct the church planting.

In August, two couples made a commit-
ment to work with Blocks, including prep-

aration for the first public worship ser-

vice in September.

The emerging congregation, which calls

itself Park Mennonite Church, has an
average Sunday attendance of 24. It

meets in a rented community center.

"We expect more growth in our com-
mitment and in our attendance in 1989,"

Block said. "We have an exciting junior

church program and hope to start a youth

ministry soon. We also expect to double

the time we use the telecomputer. We
eventually want the machine to be work-

ing six days a week."

The church planting in Sherwood Park
is jointly sponsored by Northwest Con-

ference and Mennonite Board of Missions.

Mennonites arrested
for abortion protest
in Oregon

Several Oregon Mennonites were
among the 100 persons who staged a

"rescue" at a Forest Grove abortion clinic

recently. Rescues are an attempt to dis-

suade clients at an abortion clinic not to

go through with an abortion either by
sidewalk counseling or physically block-

ing the entrance to an abortion facility.

Eighty of the demonstrators, including

three Mennonites, were arrested on
charges of attempted criminal trespass.

The rescue began at 8:30 a.m. with the

group standing arm-in-arm at the en-

trances to the clinic, where they suc-

ceeded in preventing at least three cou-

ples from entering. The police arrived on
the scene at 9:30 and began systematic ar-

rests. The protesters firmly held their

positions around the doors until being

placed under arrest, whereupon they fell

limp and had to be bodily carried into a

waiting school bus for transfer to police

headquarters.

Those arrested did everything possible

to impede the arrest procedures for the

purpose of extending their disruption of

the clinics' activities. At one point the

clinic operator emerged from the clinic

wielding a baseball bat. He struck one of

the rescue organizers, but she continued

to direct the rescue though crippled and
in pain. All this took place amidst hymn
singing, Bible reading, and prayer by the

demonstrators.

The group was arraigned at Wash-
ington County Court in Hillsboro, where
they were charged and sentenced with

$100 fines. Three of the leaders were
given jail sentences plus $500 fines be-

cause they have a history of similar ar-

rests.

Robert Snyder, a science teacher at

Western Mennonite School, was among
those charged. He told the judge that he

trespassed to prevent a murder and in

that instance trespassing is a responsi-

bility, not a crime. Also fined were Clancy

Hinrichs, an elder at McMinnville Men-
nonite Church and a professor at Linfield

College, along with Linda Wolfe from the

same congregation.

The protests in Oregon are part of a na-

tionwide movement sponsored by Opera-

tion Rescue—an interdenominational or-

ganization dedicated to stopping abortion

through counseling and civil dis-

obedience. They find biblical basis for

their action, citing Proverbs 24:11 as a

key text: "Rescue those who are being

taken away to death; hold back those who
are stumbling to the slaughter."

—Beryl Forres ter
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Attorney, MCCer
aid the homeless
in trouble with law
An Atlanta attorney and a Mennonite

Central Committee volunteer together de-

fend and befriend homeless people in

trouble with the law. The stories of how
these two men came to this unusual call-

ing are equally unusual.

John Pickens was a corporate lawyer

with a prestigious law firm. Grey Fitz-

gerald, now an MCCer, had worked in a

hardware store, built houses, and super-

vised construction crews until last sum-
mer.

Pickens made his first change in 1981.

"Weekends my wife, Donna, and I were
volunteering at Open Door, a shelter for

homeless people," he said. "The scenes we
saw there and the sermons we heard at

Central Presbyterian Church kept gnaw-
ing at me. I decided I wanted a job more
closely related to my faith. In the fall of

1981 1 opened a practice in the Grant Park

neighborhood, serving low-income peo-

ple." But he still wasn't satisfied. So in

1986 he opened a nonprofit criminal de-

fense practice exclusively for homeless

people, a practice he decided to name the

Atlanta Criminal Defense and Justice

Project.

MCCer Grey Fitzgerald (left) and attorney

John Pickens talk over the day's work at At-

lanta Criminal Defense and Justice Project.

Fitzgerald came to that project in a

more circuitous route. He first worked
with prisoners in 1971-72 when he studied

at Andover Newton Theological School in

Newton, Mass. At the end of seminary, he

worked at a variety of jobs, "all of which
weren't 'me,' " he says. "Last summer I

decided to make a break, work with John
as an MCC volunteer, and follow the call-

ing I had had to work with prisoners."

Now Pickens, Fitzgerald, and Ebon
Dooley, who works part time as an inves-

tigator, serve about 40 black men from
the inner city who have no means to ob-

tain private legal counsel. They provide

free legal services, able to do so by the

contributions Pickens solicits from form-

er colleagues and religious organizations.

"If we don't respect these people, they

are appointed a public defender who often

has too many cases to give them a fair

shake," explains Pickens.

"We cannot win every case but we want
our clients to feel that someone cared

enough to look into their cases, be with

them, and fight for them. If they feel they

got a fair shot, they feel better about

themselves and society—feelings that

will make a difference when they are

released."

When a person Pickens represents goes

to prison, Pickens and Fitzgerald stay in

touch through letters and visits. When
clients are released from prison, they help

them find housing and work. In this way,

they hope to help break the cycle of crime

and poverty so prevalent in the inner city.

Special Care Consulting
saves MMA $200,000
in first nine months
A new cost-containment program

adopted by Mennonite Mutual Aid saved

an estimated $200,000 in potential claims

costs during its first nine months of

operation. Special Care Consulting was
adopted in March 1988 for members of

MMA's Medical Expense Sharing Plan,

Team Care Health Plan, and ShareNet
Employer Plan.

The program identifies high-quality,

cost-effective alternative forms of health

care for large claims. It is provided for

MMA through Lincoln National Adminis-

trative Services Corporation of Fort

Wayne, Ind.

A person who is accepted into the pro-

gram works with a case consultant who is

a registered nurse. The consultant re-

views the case and makes contact with

the family, physician, and other health

care providers. The consultant then
makes recommendations for possible al-

ternatives. Alternative care must be ac-

ceptable to MMA, the patient, and the

physician.

A real example of a case involved a

patient who suffered a severe arm injury

which was followed by an infection. The
initial treatment recommendation re-

quired the patient to remain in a hospital

100 miles from home for about 50 days.

The consultant was able to arrange out-

patient treatment at a hospital near the

patient's home resulting in a substantial

savings.

In addition to the cost savings, there

are other benefits. Carolyn Lichti, man-
aged-care coordinator for MMA, said the

program also offers support for family

members. "I get the sense that members
feel very alone during an illness, and they

really appreciate knowing we are helping

them," she said. "I think the case
manager helps the family feel more in

control rather than just going along with

everything the doctor or hospital offers."

So far, it has usually been MMA which
has initiated action that resulted in cases

entering Special Care Consulting. How-
ever, as awareness of the program
increases, MMA members are increas-

ingly suggesting it on their own as a way
to control costs and gain support.

MEDA to monitor
$30 million project

in India

A contract to monitor a $30 million

Canada-India fertilizer and farmer edu-

cation project has been awarded to

MEDA Consulting Group, a division of

Mennonite Economic Development Asso-

ciates.

The five-year project, a joint undertak-

ing of the Canadian and Indian govern-

ments, provides for the export of Saskatch-

ewan potash to India, where it will be

used to boost agricultural production in

the northern state of Uttar Pradesh. The
project also calls for deployment of a

large extension staff to work with farm-

ers in 1,000 villages to promote balanced

fertilizer use, improved seeds, water

management, soil testing, and plant pro-

tection.

The monitoring contract, worth

$450,000, was awarded to MEDA Consult-

ing Group by Canadian International De-

velopment Agency. The contract involves

monitoring the progress, effectiveness,

and impact of the extension activities on

village farmers. "We will be the eyes and

ears of CIDA in India," says Henry Fast,

director of MEDA Consulting Group.

This is the largest contract ever award-

ed to MEDA Consulting Group. It will in-

volve two trips to India each year until

1993, as well as regular analysis of work
plans and budgets.

Since 1980 MEDA Consulting Group

has been offering consulting services to

government and church-related develop-

ment agencies needing independent man-

agement counsel. Its strength, says Fast,

is business-oriented assistance based on

self-reliance and long-term sustain-

ability, with special attention to religious

and cultural sensitivity and local partici-

pation. Fast believes it is this orientation,

alongside MEDA Consulting Group's pre-

vious experience in India, Bangladesh,

and Pakistan, that led to its selection over

other nonprofit consultants.

Fast, who has been with MEDA for

nine years, previously served in India as

an agricultural program adviser for Men-

nonite Central Committee. Prior to that

he was an agricultual economist with Ag-

riculture Canada in Regina, Sask.
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Plans underway
for youth convention
at MWC assembly

Separate sessions and special activities

are being planned to involve youth in

ways which will be exciting for them at

Mennonite World Conference Assembly
12 next year in Winnipeg, Man. A living-

together experience will make it possible

for youth to get to know each other and
establish new friendships. They can
choose to room together in hotels or be
hosted in the homes of Manitoba youth.
Each morning, youth will gather at

Winnipeg Arena to worship together and
be challenged by storytellers and musi-
cians to "Witness to Christ in Today's

World." After the plenary sessions,
everyone will participate in smaller
groups, discussing issues raised, sharing
personal concerns, and praying together.

During the afternoons all the Assembly
12 options will be available for youth-
drama, music, tours, workshops, and in-

terest groups. The evening will find youth
back at Winnipeg Arena, this time prais-

ing God together with the adults and
children. Late-night activities will keep
them going for several more hours.

Youth groups may want to begin fund
raising already to make it possible for

more to attend from their church. They
may also want to contribute to the Travel
Fund, which will enable youth from de-

veloping countries to attend also.

Assembly 12 is planned for July 24-29,

1990, and will mark the first time Men-
nonite World Conference has organized a
special youth convention at the world
gathering.

Pastors at AMBS
learn from Jonah

—

a less-than-ideal pastor
The richness of the worship gave an in-

dication of what was in store for the 235
people who were registered for Pastors
Week recently at Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries. The daily worship
times were led by Wichita State Uni-
versity drama student Judy Harder,
Hesston College professor Marion Bon-
trager, and AMBS student Janeen
Bertsche Johnson.
Eugene Peterson, pastor of Christ Our

King Presbyterian Church in Bel Air,

Md., guided a study of the pastoral task
based on the Old Testament book of Jo-

nah. "This is not the story of a successful

pastor," he said, "but of a gracious God
who works in such a way that it is im-
possible for us to take the credit."

Peterson noted that Jonah was sur-

prised by grace. He had reduced God, his

world, and Nineveh to his own size. He

had a program for Nineveh; God had a
destiny. One pastoral danger is to pro-
duce a pastoral program and not realize

that the Spirit is hovering over the chaos
in a congregation.

Peterson's imaginative and frequently
graphic presentation of the pastoral task
functioned both as an indictment and a
challenge. It judged pastors for their

smallness of thought, their self-centered-

ness, their lack of imagination. It opened
new possibilities for the pastoral calling.

The task of preaching was illustrated

by four noted Mennonite preachers—Ger-
trude Roten, Erick Sawatsky, Charlie
Cooper, and June Alliman Yoder. Three
additional resource persons spoke on pas-
toral self-care, understanding the modern
Nineveh, and mission.

The evening sessions provided a relaxed
counterpoint to the intensity of the
sessions during the day. One night, 55
children from College Mennonite Church
in nearby Goshen presented the musical,
Oh, Jonah!

Student peacemakers
show commitment
to make a difference
Many people in society have lost faith

in the younger generation. Others believe

that they reflect hope and promise for a
better world in the future. The recent
conference of Intercollegiate Peace Fel-

lowship held at Eastern Mennonite
College would assure anyone that young
people are committed to making a dif-

ference in the world.

The conference brought together 100
concerned students from Mennonite and
Brethren colleges across North America
for reflection, discussion, recreation, and
celebration as they explored God's call for

justice and peace.

Speaking on the conference's theme,
"Peace Through Strength: The Power of

Community and Integrity of Lifestyle,"

were Tom Sine and Karen Lattea.

Sine, a futurist by profession, chal-

lenged students to "link up with God's
purposes in the world and to join in the

adventure of helping to bring about a new
creation of peace and righteousness." Lat-

tea, managing editor of Sojourners
magazine, spoke about the way in which
community helps Christians know God's
presence in their lives, to know them-
selves, and to act in the world.

The conference also included various

workshops on domestic and international

issues led by EMC professors and re-

source people from Washington, D.C.
The annual conference is sponsored by

Mennonite Central Committee U.S. Peace
Section and MCC Canada Peace and
Social Concerns. It is planned and or-

ganized by students at the host campus.

Margaret, Caleb, and Dan Spare

BACK TO NEPAL

Spares help farmers,
language students

Helping small hillside farmers and as-

sisting in language study have been the
respective roles of Dan and Margaret
Entz Spare, Mennonite Board of Missions
workers in Nepal. They returned to that
country recently after a three-month
North American assignment. Spares
serve with United Mission to Nepal and
are based at UMN's Andhikhola Project,

an economic development effort about
100 miles west of the capital city of

Kathmandu.
Dan has been working with a UMN-

sponsored irrigation project since 1984.

When completed in 1992, it will water
1,000 acres and benefit some 2,000 fami-
lies.

Irrigation will enable most families to

grow all the grain needed for food. Pres-

ently, they depend on monsoon rains for

their crops, but must also purchase some
grain. The irrigation project will use
excess water from another UMN proj-

ect—a 5,100-kilowatt hydroelectric plant

that should be completed next year.

Up until several months before Caleb
was born last September, Margaret
taught English to senior Nepali staff

members at UMN's Andhikhola Project.

She also supervised continuing Nepali
language study of 30 expatriates involved

in the project. "The more Nepali we
know," she explained, "the better we can
understand the people and the culture

and communicate on a deeper level."

Margaret also enjoyed being home with
Caleb and visiting with village people. "I

had many informal opportunities to share
about child rearing and nutrition," she
said.

Margaret has been an MBM worker in

Nepal since 1982. Dan served in Nepal
with Mennonite Central Committee 1984-

86. Following their marriage in 1986, they
returned to Nepal with MBM.
Margaret is a native of Newton, Kan.,

and Dan is from St. John, Kans.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Eugene R. Witmer, Smoketown, Pa.
This is to express shock and dismay at

the unkind attack on George R. Brunk II

in "Brunk and Kraus: Two Paths to Chris-

tology" (Mar. 7). Brunk has been a

servant of Jesus Christ over many years,

and has been acknowledged by many as a
true prophet of God. He is my brother in

Christ, and when he is attacked, I hurt.

It would appear that Mennonite Pub-
lishing House might have learned too late

that it was a grave mistake to publish the

book in question and now is willing to see

George R. Brunk II become the issue

rather than the erroneous theology put
forth in the book. If this is the case, it is

sad indeed.

Others will have responded to this

article, I am sure, but I must express

particular dismay at the line, "One bears

the authority of who he is; the other, of

what he knows." It would be hard to think

of a more unkind statement. Brunk is a

learned individual with fine academic
credentials. When one reads this kind of

material, it raises a serious question of

the validity of calling this denomination a

"peace church."

As a member of Lancaster Conference,

I can assure you that a number of us are

embarrassed that this article came from
the pen of one of our staff members.

Editor's response: Herald Press, which

published the book, Jesus Christ Our
Lord, had nothing to do with Glenn
Lehman's article. Copies of the article

were shared with George R. Brunk II and

C. Norman Kraus for the correction of

factual errors.

David Hiebert, Scottdale, Pa.

Glenn Lehman's Mar. 7 article on
George Brunk and Norman Kraus was
absolutely fascinating. From what I've

read recently I would have expected the

photo to show one helping the other out of

deep, deep quicksand. But I saw two men
standing on solid ground. Just in slightly

different positions.

Bruce A. Jackson, Prattsburg, N.Y.
I heartily agree with Kenneth Erb's

assertion that one's personal, saving faith

in Jesus Christ is in no way affected for

the worse because of belief, or lack there-

of, in the theory of evolution ("Readers

Say," Mar. 7). What troubles me is the

tendency of Mr. Erb and others who have

similar faith in the "religion of evolution"

(may I refer to them as "Erbalists"?),

both Christian and non-Christian, to ele-

vate the "theory of evolution" to the level

of proven fact and law!

The Erbalists invariably point to the

fact that "the theory has been tested and
tried by thousands and thousands of sci-

entists from a great variety of ap-

proaches." Then they conclude that the

"vast majority of these scientists con-

tinue to find that the very best way to

explain that data is the theory of evolu-

tion." One does not need advanced courses

in logic to understand that "vast ma-
jority" opinions and/or beliefs have never

guaranteed the truth of a matter. In fact,

history gives us myriads of examples to

show otberwise. A flat earth and the sun
revolving around the earth are both

beliefs held by the "vast majority" not too

long ago.

A "theory" is nothing more than a pro-

posal made in an attempt to explain exist-

ing phenomena. When a theory has been

"tried and tested" to the extent that all

scientists everywhere who perform the

same tests, based upon the same data, all

get identical results and are forced to

come to identical conclusions, then, and
only then, may we elevate that theory to

the position of a universally accepted law

or principle.

If millions of Christians, in childlike

faith, are content to believe the simple,

literal pronouncement of a sovereign God
who says that he created every living

thing, each according to its kind, and then

"formed the man from the dust of the

ground and breathed into his nostrils the

breath of life," why should that bother

the Erbalists so much?
I'm not writing to try to disprove the

theory of evolution, but rather make a

very simple statement. When all the data

have been observed and all the arguments
have been listened to, a vast number of

sincere, honest, and intelligent Christians

have concluded that it is not only

reasonable, but easier, to believe in a

Creator who actually did some creating!

Bradley Swope, Cincinnati, Ohio
Isn't anyone else upset by months of

violent attacks against C. Norman Kraus
and Kenneth J. Erb? Although on dif-

ferent topics, the results were similar:

authors were personally attacked while

the issues were avoided. I was pleased

that Gospel Herald allowed Kraus and

Erb to respond to several particularly of-

fensive letters.

Many people reacted harshly to Kraus's

statements on the Holy Spirit. We must
not forget how the lives and writings of

Copernicus, Luther, and the Anabaptists

shook the foundations of church and so-

ciety. Today's controversies are mild by

comparison.

Even more distasteful were the letters

which questioned the faith of those who
do not hold to a literal interpretation of

Genesis 1 and 2. I believe in a supernat-

ural Creator God who is Master of the

universe, but that does not require me to

view Genesis as a historical/scientific

treatise.

If you re facing long-term health care,

practice writing lots of zeros.

9796 \There is a better way.
Mennonite Mutual Aid can
help you protect yourself and
your family with long-term

care insurance.

Your mutual aid counselor can
tell you how. Call today.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
Goshen, Indiana 46526

Available only In certain ana*.
Contact your mutual aid counselor
tor more Information.
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Mennoscope

MCC hosts first Khmer visitor in 10 years. My Samedy (right), a physician from
Kampuchea (formerly Cambodia), visited Mennonite Central Committee
headquarters in Akron, Pa., recently as part of an exchange organized by the U.S.-

Indochina Reconciliation Project in Philadelphia. Greeting him are Earl and Pat

Hostetter Martin, MCC co-secretaries for East Asia. It was the first official visit to

the United States by a citizen of Kampuchea since 1979, when the infamous Pol Pot

regime was ousted. Samedy is one of probably no more than five physicians in his

province of Battambang who survived the Pol Pot years. Currently he is secretary-

general of the Kampuchean Red Cross, dean of the School of Medicine/Pharmacy/

Dentistry, and president of the Khmer National Olympic Committee.

A highlight of Samedy's time at MCC headquarters was a visit to the Material Aid
Center, where he saw volunteers packing and preparing goods for shipment overseas.

Most of the items he saw were items that have been sent to Kampuchea by MCC and

distributed through the Kampuchean Red Cross. At MCC headquarters he also met
with 40 to 50 Khmer immigrants who live in the area. The visit with the former

refugees was a "powerfully moving experience" since Samedy was the first Khmer
many of them had met from their home country since they left in the 1970s.

Hubert Schwartzentruber will leave his post
as missions minister for Mennonite Con-
ference of Eastern Canada in July. He has
served 10 years, and under his leadership 20
new churches have been established. In August
Schwartzentruber will move to eastern Penn-
sylvania, where he will serve Franconia Con-
ference as a missions consultant, overseer to

churches in Vermont and New York, and pas-

tor of Spring Mount Mennonite Church.

John Rempel has resigned as chaplain of
Conrad Grebel College, effective June 30. He
is currently exploring a variety of options for

the future. Rempel has been associated with
the college for its entire 25-year history, first

as a student. He has been chaplain since 1973.

Since then he has also been a lecturer in re-

ligious studies and served as dean of students
for all but the last five years.

A growing Mennonite congregation in Penn-
sylvania has turned a warehouse into a
meetinghouse. Agape Fellowship of Williams-
port, which had been using a smaller building

two blocks away since its beginning 22 years
ago, dedicated its new facility on Mar. 12. The
warehouse was purchased last September, and
renovations resulted in a sanctuary with seat-

ing for 350 as well as 10 Sunday school class-

rooms, offices, and a kitchen. Part of the build-

ing is being leased to business tenants until a
time when that space is needed. The congrega-
tion has an average Sunday-morning atten-

dance of 150.

A Mennonite congregation in Detroit is

reaching out to a building full of needy
senior citizens. Peace Community Church re-

cently became aware of 250 elderly people with
restricted incomes—all under $300 a month
and many under $200. Many of them are

hungry and sick. The church, which has
operated a food pantry for the past six years,

decided to give food baskets to 150 of the

neediest seniors. Members of Locust Grove
Mennonite Church, Burr Oak, Mich., helped
distribute the baskets. This depleted the food
pantry, but Pastor Evelyn Childs said the

elderly will be the first to get food when the

pantry is replenished.

A Kansas group is helping a Texas con-
gregation meet the needs of Central Ameri-
can refugees who are coming across the U.S.-

Mexico border. The Shalom group of White-
stone Mennonite Church in Hesston, Kans., is

contributing funds to an effort by the Hispanic
Mennonite congregation in Brownsville, Tex.

—

Iglesia Menonita del Cordero—to provide food,

shelter, clothing, and transportation for the

refugees. Besides giving financial aid, which
will now be administered through South
Central Conference, the Shalom group is seek-

ing to keep Whitestone and other congrega-
tions aware of the refugees' plight and the

political situation in Central America.

Reginald Good is the first recipient of a
grant from the Frank Epp Memorial Fund.
A native of Kitchener, Ont, he is currently a
doctoral student in history at the University of

Saskatchewan. His dissertation is on Men-
nonite-Indian relations on Canada's settlement
frontier. The fund was established following
the 1986 death of Frank Epp, an educator, his-

torian, author, and church leader. The fund is

sponsored by five different Mennonite organi-

zations.

A 98-year-old Hesston, Kans., man was fea-
tured on the television news shows of a
Wichita station recently. Harry Kaufman, a
vegetarian, showed off his large garden plot,

saying, "Work never hurt anybody." He also

talked about his frequent walks to senior citi-

zen activities at Schowalter Villa—a Men-
nonite-operated retirement community which
he might move to when he gets "old." He is a
member of Hesston Inter-Mennonite Church.

New appointments:
•Jim Egli, project coordinator, Living in Faith-

ful Evangelism (LIFE), starting in February.
This is a new half-time position with the Men-
nonite Church and General Conference Men-
nonite Church. Egli continues as pastor of

Flanagan (111.) Mennonite Church. LIFE is a

new program that helps congregations dis-

cover new vision for outreach. The first LIFE
pilot project is with interested congregations in

central Illinois, starting this fall.

•Peter Rempel, assistant secretary for pro-

gram development, Mennonite World Con-
ference, starting in February. Based in Win-
nipeg, where the MWC assembly will be held

next year, he assists the local planning com-
mittees with their work. Rempel served most
recently as archives assistant for the Con-
ference of Mennonites in Canada. Before that

he was Mennonite Central Committee's

assistant director in Europe.
•David Worth, executive director, Mennonite
Central Committee Ontario, starting in Au-
gust. He succeeds Ray Schlegel. Worth has
served MCC since 1970. Most recently he has
been director of Victim-Offender Ministries for

MCC Canada and voluntary service coordina-

tor for MCC Ontario.

Pastoral transitions:

•Samuel Troyer was installed as pastor of

Holdeman Mennonite Church, Wakarusa, Ind.,

on Mar. 19. He served previously as pastor of

Slate Hill Mennonite Church, Shiremanstown,
Pa.

•Lester Kehl will become pastor of Bethany
Mennonite Church, Virgil, Ont., on Sept. 1. He
has been pastor of Floradale (Ont.) Mennonite
Church since 1976.

•Duane Frederick was installed as pastor of

Marion Mennonite Church, Chambersburg,
Pa., on Jan. 29. He succeeds Jim Beachy, who
joined the faculty of Christopher Dock Men-
nonite High School.

•Eliseo Franco Chivalan was ordained as pas-

tor of Iglesia Evangelica Bethel. North Holly-

wood, Calif., on Feb. 26. He has served the con-

gregation as its pastor since 1985.

•Ted Eash became pastor of Locust Grove
Mennonite Church, Elkhart, Ind., recently.

•Laurence Shutske was installed as pastor of
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Praise Center, South Avis, Pa., on Feb. 12. He
succeeds Jason Denlinger.

•Brian Bruley was licensed as pastor of Men-
nonite Christian Fellowship, Atmore, Ala., on
Feb. 12.

Missionary comings/goings:
•Allen Eshleman went to Guatemala in Feb-

ruary for a church-planting assignment under
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions. He
served previously for five years in that country

with the Kekchi Indians. His address is

Apartado 1, 16909 San Pedro Carcha, Alta
Verapaz, Guatemala.
•Isaac and Rosanna Burkholder went to Vene-
zuela in January for a church-planting assign-

ment under Eastern Board. They serve in the

capital city of Caracas. Their address is

Apartado 63099, Chacaito 1067A, Caracas, Ve-
nezuela.

•Elizabeth and Stephen Gibbs went to Peru in

December to serve among the Quechua In-

dians. They are Eastern Board workers who
had been studying the Spanish language in

Costa Rica. Their address is Apartado 1038,

Cusco, Peru.

•Joseph ayid Jeannie Lockinger went to Costa
Rica in December to prepare for an assignment
in Peru. Appointed by Eastern Board, they are
currently studying the Spanish language.
Their address is Spanish Language Institute,

Apartado 100, 2350 San Francisco de Dos Rios,

San Jose, Costa Rica.

•Mike and Cindy Brislen went to France in

January to prepare for an assignment in

Djibouti. Appointed by Eastern Board, they
are currently studying the French language.
Their address is L'Accueil Fraternel, 43400 Le
Chambon-Sur-Lignon, Haute-Loire, France.
•Kevin and Anita Warfel went to Switzerland
in January to study the French language. They
have been appointed by Eastern Board to serve
with Wycliffe Bible Translators in West
Africa. Their address is Gd. Rue 41, 2034
Peseux, Switzerland.

New resources:
•Audiovisuals on disaster response from Men-
nonite Central Committee. They are about two
natural disasters last fall—flooding in Ban-
gladesh and a hurricane in Nicaragua—and
MCC's response to them. Higher Ground: MCC
Bangladesh Flood Response is a 5-minute slide

set, and Working Side by Side, Hand in Hand:
MDS in Nicaragua is a 10-minute video. Both
are available for free loan from MCC at Box M,
Akron, PA 17501, or any other MCC office.

•Video on Choice Books from Mennonite Board
of Missions. It was designed for use by Choice

Books staff in contacting store managers about
placing Choice Books racks. The seven-minute
video is also appropriate for church groups
that want to know more about this paperback
ministry. It can be purchased for $25 or rented

for $5 from Choice Books at MBM Media Minis-

tries, 1251 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA
22801.

Church-related job openings:
•Executive director, Mennonite Health Associ-

ation, starting in early 1990. This is a half-time

position currently based in Elkhart, Ind. Pre-

vious experience in church-related human-ser-
vice ministry is preferred. Send resume by
May 15 to Search Committee chairperson Ann
Raber at Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526.

•Teachers, Hinkletown Mennonite School,
Ephrata, Pa., starting this fall. Needed are a
teacher for the special needs program, a pre-

first-grade teacher, and a half-time middle
school math teacher. More information from
the school at R. 3, Wanner Road, Ephrata, PA
17522; phone 717-354-6705.

Special meetings: Mel Shetler, Goshen, Ind.,

at Kaufman Center, Hartville, Ohio. Apr. 9-16.

Change of address: Samuel J. Troyer from
Camp Hill, Pa., to 2709 Evergreen Lane,
Goshen, IN 46526. Phone: 219-534-4100.

New members
Clinton Brick, Goshen, Ind.. Jerry and

Ellen Smith and Dick and Karen Thomas by
confession of faith.

Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio: Brian Geiser,

Lise Miller, Aumaine Mott, De Ann Neun-
schwander, Jonathan Neuenschwander,
Lizbeth Ross, Michael Ross, Anita Zimmerly,

and Jeremy Zook.

Walnut Creek, Ohio: Chad Hochstetler,

Kathy Miller, Kevin Jones, Nathan Jones,
Heidi Miller, Jennifer Hochstetler, Kirsten
Shoup, Beth Ann Jones, and Bethany Kauff-
man.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six mon ths after the event.

Alderfer, Dwight and Beverly (Althouse),

Harlevsville, Pa., first child, James Dietrich,

Feb. 18.

Bechler, Bill and Debra (Lile), Guymon,
Okla., second daughter, Mischelle Amber, Feb.

20.

Beck, Joe and Gloria (Short), Waldron,
Mich., first child, Joshua Allen, Mar. 5.

Bell, Eric and Leanne (Thomas), Metamora,
111., fourth child, second daughter, Emily
Anne, Mar. 7.

Benner, Steve and Mary Sue (Mininger),

Telford, Pa., third child, second son, Caleb

Andrew, Mar. 14.

Butterworth, David and Deb (Hess), Lan-
caster, Pa., first child, Coleman David, Feb. 27.

Emrich, Todd and Mary Lou (Yoder), Sara-

sota, Fla., third child, first daughter, Chelsea

Amanda Lynn, Mar. 13.

Fath, Jim and Cindy (Bixler), Harrison,

Ohio, third daughter, Lydia Abigail, Feb. 28.

Gehman, Barry and Sharon (Mease), Coop-

ersburg, Pa., third child, second son, Brent
Michael, Dec. 24.

Geiser, Harlan and Diane (Ulrich), Roanoke,

111., third child, second daughter, Maria Eliza-

beth, Feb. 25.

Good, Ethan and Joy (Detweiler), Green

Lane, Pa., third son, Byron Carroll, Nov. 30.

Hesson, Edward and Marilyn (Folk), Phila-

delphia, Pa., second daughter, Krista Noelle,

Feb. 27.

Hochstetler, Doug and Mardell (Willems),

Lebanon, Oreg., second daughter, Alicia Ni-

cole, Jan. 20.

Imhoff, John and Darlene (Miller), Roanoke,

111., first child, Jennifer Kay, Jan. 17.

Kauffman, Barry and Lynne (Neuen-
schwander), Orrville, Ohio, second daughter,

SharlaJoelle, Feb. 22.

Kauffman, Lee and Nancy (Kammerdiener),
Goshen, Ind., second child, Amanda Renee,

Mar. 7.

Kim, John Y. and Myoung Eun (Lee), Chelt-

enham, Pa., second child, first daughter, Cyn-

thia S., Oct. 13.

Lambright, Carl and Brenda (Helmuth),

Elkhart, Ind., first and second children, An-
gela Marie and Kathy Ann, Mar. 15.

Landis, Bradley and Lisa (Bergey), Harleys-

ville, Pa., second daughter, Alysha Bergey,

Mar. 2.

Longacre, Paul and Mary (Frederick),

Quakertown, Pa., third daughter, Michelle

Jane, Jan. 20.

Martin, Charles and JoAnn (Nussbaum),

Goshen, Ind., first child, Alyson Jo, Mar. 5.

Roth, Bob and Audrey (Stutzman), Canby,

Oreg., first child, Robert Christopher, Mar. 8.

Roth, Reginald and Deborah (Diers), Way-
land, Iowa, third son, Ethan H, Mar. 7.

Guidance counselors gather at EMC. Eastern Mennonite College hosted guidance

counselors recently from nine Mennonite high schools in the United States, Canada,

and Puerto Rico. The group met with EMC administrators and faculty and received

updates on academic programs, financial aid, and athletics. Standing (left to right)

are Brad Miller, Central Christian High School; Steve Ponchot, Sarasota Christian

School; Rolf Thiessen, Rockway Mennonite Collegiate; Ernest Hess, Lancaster Men-

nonite High School; Richard Clemens, Christopher Dock Mennonite High School; and

Edward Hollinger, Lancaster Mennonite. Seated are Michael Shenk, Eastern Men-

nonite High School; Angel Luis Miranda, Academia Menonita; John Zook, Bethany

Christian High School; and Wilbur Yoder, Iowa Mennonite School.
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Roth, Rick and Debra (Erb), Milford, Nebr.,
second daughter, Kati Jo, Mar. 6.

Savage, Tim and Rhonda (Miller), Bedford
Heights, Ohio, first child, Jonathan Thomas,
Mar. 8.

Stoltzfus, Don and Linda (High), Philadel-
phia, Pa., first child, Lauren Emma, Feb. 15.

Swartz, Kevin and Stephanie (Mover), Ak-
ron, Pa., first child, Derek Scott, Mar. 8.

Troyer, Terry and Cynthia (Schertz), South
Bend, Ind., third child, second son, Luke
Aaron, Feb. 11.

White, Darrel and Charlene (Good), Salem,
Oreg., second child, first daughter, Kristen
Brianne, Feb. 24.

Zimmerman, Lee and Maria (Bixler), North
Lawrence, Ohio, first child, Jason Lee, Feb. 24.

Zimmerman, Nelson and Elaine (Engle),
Akron, Pa., second child, first daughter, Dan-
ielle Lynne Zimmerman, Mar. 8.

Zoss, David and Alycia (Janssen), Roanoke,
111., first child, Lindsey Marie, Mar. 10.

Marriages
Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Janzen-Kauffman. David Janzen, Hesston,
Kans., and Lynette Kauffman, Hesston, Kans.,
Perryton (Tex.) cong., Dec. 31.

Loepp-Schmidt. Michael Loepp, Waterloo,
Ont., Shantz cong., and Deborah Schmidt, Wa-
terloo, Ont., Stirling Avenue cong., by Vernon
B. Zehr and Mary Mae Schwartzentruber, Nov.
12.

Obituaries

Byler, Andrew, son of Jesse U. and Mary
Ann (Miller) Byler, was born in Wayne Co.,

Ohio; died at Pomerene Memorial Hospital,

Millersburg, Ohio, Mar. 4, 1989; aged 64 y. On
Feb. 15, 1958, he was married to Elsie Zuer-
cher, who survives. Also surviving are 3 sons
(John, Bruce, and Bryon), one granddaughter,
2 sisters (Naomi Van Bruyn and Rebecca
Byler), and one brother (Ezra. He was pre-

ceded in death by 2 brothers and one sister. He
was a member of Walnut Creek Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Mar. 6, in charge of Alvin Kanagy and Dean
Miller; interment in the church cemetery.
Healey, Harold, was born in LaGrange Co.,

Ind., Feb. 11, 1920; died of a heart attack at
Elkhart (Ind.) General Hospital, on Feb. 8,

1989; aged 69 y. On Aug. 4, 1941, he was mar-
ried to Mabel Wogomon, who survives. Also
surviving are 4 grandchildren and 5 great-
grandchildren. He was preceded in death by 2
daughters (Dorothy Healey and Helen Fritts).

He was a member of Olive Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Feb. 11, in

charge of Tim Epp and J. C. Wenger; inter-

ment in Olive East Cemetery.
Keim, Roman J., son of Isaac J. and Fannie

(Yoder) Keim, was born at Apple Creek, Ohio,
Jan. 25, 1951; died as a result of an industrial

lumber accident at Millersburg, Ohio, Mar. 9,

1989; aged 38 y. On Mar. 26, 1983, he was mar-
ried to Jackie Luke, who survives. Also surviv-

ing are 3 daughters (Lisa, Amanda, and Sa-
rah), his parents, 3 brothers (Reuben, Robert,

and Ronald), one sister (Ruth Ann Schlabach),
and maternal grandmother (Lydiann Yoder).

Miller, Daniel D., son of David J. and Mary
(Yutzi) Miller, was born in Hutchinson, Kans.,
Oct. 26, 1904; died at Sarasota, Fla., Mar. 14
1989; aged 84 y. On Apr. 18, 1926, he was mar-
ried to Amanda Stutzman, who preceded him
in death. On Sept. 29, 1935, he was married to
Clara Troyer, who died in November 1987. Sur-
viving are 4 sons (Leroy, Lloyd, and Elmer
Miller, and Alfred Troyer), 11 grandchildren,
14 great-grandchildren, one brother (David),
and 2 sisters (Fanny Kauffman and Mary
Helmuth). He was a member of Bay Shore
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Mar. 18, in charge of Howard S.

Schmitt; interment in Palms Memorial Park.
Millslagle, Everett K., son of John L. and

Esther (King) Millslagle, was born at Mt.
Pleasant, Pa., June 29, 1918; died of respira-
tory and congestive heart failure at Mt.
Pleasant, Pa., Mar. 14, 1989; aged 70 y. On Mar.
4, 1939, he was married to Charlotte Seighman,
who survives. Also surviving are one son (Lar-
ry), 2 grandsons, one great-granddaughter, one
brother (Eugene S.), and 2 sisters (Winona Rig-
gin and Louise Drew). He was a member of
Kingview Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Mar. 17, in charge of Lin-
ford D. and Elaine Horner Martin; interment
in Greenridge Memorial Park.
Plank, Menno D., was born at Arthur, 111.,

Feb. 6, 1909; died at Sarasota, Fla., Mar. 6,

1989; aged 80 y. On Sept. 10, 1931, he was mar-
ried to Annie Yoder, who survives. Also surviv-
ing are 3 sons (Joe, Clarence, and Ken), 2
daughters (Irene Beachy and Clara Wood), 14
grandchildren, 2 stepgrandchildren, 13 great-
grandchildren, 4 step-great-grandchildren, 2
brothers (George D. and Amos D.), and one
sister (Mary Bontrager). He was a member of
Bahia Vista Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Mar. 10, in charge of
Stanlee D. Kauffman.
Showalter, Elmo F., son of Franklin B. and

Emma (Bixler) Showalter, was born at Day-
ton, Va., Nov. 27, 1898; died at Burbank, Calif.,

Mar. 10, 1989; aged 90 y. On Mar. 22, 1924, he
was married to Susanna Heatwole, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Carol and
Donald), 2 daughters (June Erisman and
Sharon Welty), and one sister (Delia Nafziger).
He was preceded in death by one son (Bruce)
and one brother (Earl). He was a member of
Faith Mennonite Church. Funeral services
were held at Forest Lawn Memorial Park on
Mar. 13, in charge of Donald G. King; inter-
ment in the adjoining cemetery.

Shreiner, Katie H. Erb, daughter of Abra-
ham and Anna (Herr) Erb, was born in East
Petersburg, Pa., Oct. 31, 1888; died at Mt. Joy,
Pa., Jan. 9, 1989; aged 100 y. She was married
to Harry E. Shreiner, who died in September
1950. Surviving are one daughter (Susan Hess),
18 grandchildren, 31 great-grandchildren, and
2 sisters (Anna Mae Huber and Mable Nolt).

She was preceded in death by 3 sons (Lester,
Henry, and Abram) and 2 daughters (Mable
and Kathryn). She was the oldest member of
Erbs Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Jan. 13, in charge of Robert
L. Shreiner, Fred Hiller, Martin Nolt, Lester
Zimmerman, and Joseph Boll; interment in
Erbs Mennonite Cemetery.

Suter, Nettie Elizabeth, daughter of John
R. and Fannie (Roudabush) Suter, was born in

Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 1, 1896; died at Oak
Lea Nursing Home, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 7,

1989; aged 93 y. She was a member of Weavers
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Mar. 10, in charge of Joseph C.
Shenk and Herman Ropp; interment in Wea-
vers Church Cemetery.

Vose, Clara E. Huber, daughter of John

and Lucy (Irons) Huber, was born at Lima,
Ohio, June 20, 1904; died at Parkview Hospital,
Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 20, 1988; aged 84 y. On
Apr. 20, 1921, she was married to Roy Vose,
Sr., who died on Mar. 2, 1956. Surviving are 4
sons (Roy, Jr., John, Robert, and Richard), 6
daughters (Florence Patterson, Rose Mullins,
Clara Weaver, Erma Sherwood, Alberta Wil-
liams, and Frances Caprara), 70 grand-
children, 80 great-grandchildren, 4 great-
great-grandchildren, 3 brothers (Jacob, Frank,
and Christian B.), and 3 sisters (Margaret,
Ruth, and Annie). She was preceded in death
by one daughter (Joan). She was a member of
Oxford Circle Mennonite Church, where funer-
al services were held on Dec. 23, in charge of
James R. Leaman; interment in Hillside
Cemetery.
Yoder, Alvin A., son of Jacob and Mary

Magdelena (Plank) Yoder, was born at Arthur,
111., Apr. 28, 1917; died of a heart attack at
Arthur, 111., Feb. 8, 1989; aged 71 y. On July 6,

1946, he was married to Hilda M. Schrock, who
died on Aug. 14, 1970. Surviving are one daugh-
ter (Brenda Yoder), 3 sons (Robert, Norman,
and Mark), one brother (Jonas M.), and 3
sisters (Lydia Whetstone, Lena Beachy, and
Iva Swartzentruber). He was a member of
Arthur Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Feb. 11, in charge of Wayne
D. King; interment in Arthur Cemetery.
Yoder, Seth, son of Jacob and Katie (Bas-

inger) Yoder, was born at Columbiana, Ohio,
Nov. 14, 1902; died of a heart attack at Saraso-
ta, Fla., Feb. 13, 1989; aged 86 y. On June 12,

1934, he was married to Salome Horst, who
survives. Also surviving, are one daughter
(Esther Yoder), one son (Raymond), and one
sister (Edna Yoder). He was a member of
Midway Mennonite Church. A memorial ser-

vice was held at Bay Shore Mennonite Church,
Sarasota, Fla., on Feb. 14, in charge of Howard
Schmitt. Funeral services were held at Midway
Mennonite Church, Columbiana, Ohio, on Feb.
17, in charge of Ernest Martin and David Byer;
interment in the Midway Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Church General Board, Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 6-8
Virginia Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 7

Mennonite and General Conference Mennonite mission leaders
annual meeting, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 10-12.

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind., Apr. 16
Churchwide Youth Ministry Council, Prescott, Ariz., Apr. 17-

22

South Central Conference consultation with churchwide
boards, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 20

Empowered Ministries annual meeting, Indianapolis. Ind..
Apr. 20-22

Hispanic Convention executive board, Apr. 20-22
Rocky Mountain Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Colorado Springs, Colo., Apr. 22
Eastern Mennonite College commencement, Harrisonburg,

Va., Apr. 30.

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Goshen, Ind.. Mav 4-

5

Mennonite Board of Education board of directors, Elkhart,
Ind., May 5-6

Rocky Mountain Conference annual assembly, Palmer Lake,
Colo., May 5-7

Franconia Conference spring assembly, Philadelphia, Pa., May
6

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y.,
May 13

Eastern Mennonite Seminary commencement, Harrisonburg,
Va., May 20

Hesston College commencement, Hesston, Kans., May 21
Southwest Conference midyear meeting, Los Angeles, Calif.,

May 27-29

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
Cover-story design by David Hiebert; cover photo by Anna
Marie Schmidt; last week's cover photo by Paul Schrock; photo
on p. 235 by Joy Hofer; p. 240 by Tim Burkholder; pp. 241 and
244 by Jim King; p. 245 by Jim Bishop.
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Religious leaders join outcry over

Khomeini's death threat

Religious leaders joined the outcry over

Iranian leader Ayatollah Khomeini's
death order on British author Salman
Rushdie. They also criticized Rushdie's

book, Satanic Verses, for its treatment of

Islam and offense to Muslims.
"However great the grievance, though,

I utterly condemn incitement to murder
or any other violence from any source

whatsover," Church of England leader

Robert Runcie declared. "I can no more
accept such incitement from those who
claim to speak in the name of Islam than
from anyone who claims to speak in the

name of Christianity."

Some Islamic leaders challenged Kho-
meini on theological grounds. In Egypt,
Islamic theologian Muhammad Hossam-
el-Din of the Al-Azhar Institute said the

Rushdie book should be banned and
burned, but the death order by Khomeini
is theologically "wrong" and "virtually

impossible" under the tenets of Islam. He
added that nobody has been executed in

Islam's 1,350-year history as an apostate,

the "crime" cited by Khomeini.

All known Soviet religious prisoners
now free, says U.S. State Department

All known religious prisoners in the So-

viet Union have been released, according

to U.S. State Department officials. The
Helsinki Commission and Keston College,

a British-based agency that monitors So-
viet religious affairs, concurred. As late

as 1987, some 265 prisoners, including 116

Baptists, were still being held for their re-

ligious beliefs, various reports indicated.

Salvadoran government identifies

gunman who killed archbishop in 1980

The government of El Salvador claims
it has identified the gunman who mur-
dered Catholic Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo
Romero in 1980 while he was saying mass
in the San Salvador cathedral. The ac-

cused man, Antonio Regalado, now
believed to be living in Guatemala, was a
member of the rightist ARENA party
and chief of El Salvador's National
Assembly security force.

The government says Regalado was a
friend and fellow conspirator of Roberto
D'Aubuisson, who was president of the
National Assembly 1982-83. D'Aubuisson
denies charges that he plotted the murder
of the archbishop and directed anti-leftist

death squads. His involvement in the

murder has never been proved, although

the Roman Catholic Church is convinced

that he is responsible in the death of

Romero, a hero of El Salvador's poor, who
denounced military and rightist repres-

sion.

Bushes return to Beijing church
where daughter was baptized
When President George Bush and his

wife, Barbara, worshiped in the Chong-
wenmen Christian Church in Beijing,

China, recently, they were returning to

the place where their daughter, Dorothy,
was baptized 14 years ago. Bush was the

head of the U.S. mission in China at the

time, and the one-room church was the

only officially recognized place of worship
in the Chinese capital. The pastor, Kan
Xueqing, had been rehabilitated after

spending several years at forced labor

during the Cultural Revolution of the

1960s but was permitted to hold services

only for foreigners. Today Kan is the

leader of a much larger church, with a

congregation numbering nearly 1,000.

Whisenant explains why his end-of-
world prediction didn't come true

The reason why 88 Reasons Why the

Rapture Will Be in 1988 was wrong is that

the Romans left out Year 0 in their cal-

culations of the first century, meaning
1988 was really only 1987. That's what
author and Bible student Edgar
Whisenant told Charisma magazine.
Therefore, he added, the rapture will oc-

cur this year, during Rosh Hasanah, the

Feast of Tabernacles.

He recently released Pearls of the End
Times to explain all this. Although 88
Reasons, bound together with On Bor-
rowed Time, sold at least 4.5 million

copies, Whisenant said, he is still $24,000

in debt, mostly because so many of the

books were given away. He also said God
revealed that his hometown of Little

Rock, Ark., will play a significant role in

ushering in the end times.

Dobson organization aiding formation
of pro-family coalitions

A national organization that promotes
family issues from a conservative Chris-

tian viewpoint is working behind the
scenes to develop "pro-family" coalitions

in every U.S. state to "affect legislation

and to affect our culture." Michael
Jameson, a representative of Focus on the
Family, said such coalitions already exist

in eight states.

The coalitions emphasize such positions

as making abortion illegal, supporting
home schooling, and campaigning against

pornography. Other issues include child

care, tuition tax credits, better schools,

and litigation on religious or moral dis-

putes. The coalitions typically would
conduct research and provide informa-

tion, lobby legislators, and have a politi-

cal action committee to support or oppose
candidates.

Focus on the Family is headed by
psychologist James Dobson and is based

in Pomona, Calif. Dobson believes the

states, rather than the federal govern-

ment, are the key arenas for pro-family

issues.

Black Baptists to build $10 million

center in Nashville
A $10 million World Baptist Center in

Nashville will be a monument to the faith

of black Baptists and finally end their

president's "embarrassment" at not hav-

ing a denominational headquarters, he

says. An estimated 40,000 church mem-
bers will come to Nashville in June to

dedicate the world center, which is being
built next to American Baptist College.

"It's been a long time coming; it's been a

struggle," said T. J. Jemison of Baton
Rouge, La., president of National Baptist

Convention (USA), after inspecting the

work site.

Sale of old Indian Bible

for $330,000 sets record

The first Bible printed in America was
sold at auction in New York for $330,000,

a record for an American Bible. It was a

1661 volume in the Algonquin dialect,

translated by evangelist John Eliot for In-

dians in Massachusetts. It was published

by the Society for the Propagation of the

Gospel in New England. Only 20 of the

220 first-edition copies are known to

exist.

Curran loses lawsuit; tie to Vatican
overrides academic freedom
A District of Columbia superior court

judge has ruled that Catholic University

of America did not violate any tenure

contracts when it obeyed a directive from
the Vatican that banned Charles Curran

from teaching Catholic theology. The de-

cision caps a long dispute between the

Vatican and Curran over the right of a

Catholic theologian to dissent from
church teachings. The popular teacher

brought a suit against the university

charging that the school had violated his

contract as a tenured professor by remov-

ing him from the theology faculty be-

cause of Vatican complaints. Curran has

dissented from church teachings on sex-

ual ethics issues such as birth control, ho-

mosexuality, divorce, and masturbation.
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Keeping women quiet
It may be that women as a group are more

articulate than men. I read an article once to this

effect, and a man I used to know said, "Women
are, generally speaking, generally speaking." (I

found it interesting to note, however, that in his

house he talked considerably more than his wife.)

Whether or not women are better with words
than men, there is one area where this articula-

tion has been formally restricted: in the church.
There have been other areas, too, of course, but
church-related activities are of particular concern
at this point. One of the texts used to support this

restriction is 1 Corinthians 14:34: "The women
should keep silence in the churches."
Now, as Willard Swartley has illustrated in his

book Slavery, Sabbath, War, and Women (Herald
Press, 1983), there is a tendency for people to di-

vide into separate groups in the interpretation of

Scripture. I think that if we are not careful, we
may use the Scripture to support our own preju-

dices rather than to learn from it. For a number
of important texts Swartley reviews the work of

"hierarchical interpreters" and then of "libera-

tionist interpreters." Each draws different teach-

ings out of the same texts.

One reason they can do this is that important
aspects of the contexts for these writings are not
completely clear to us. One solution is to ignore

the teachings with which we are not comfortable.

A better approach is to make a determined effort

to recover the context so the teaching can be bet-

ter understood. What really was Paul saying to

whom?
The Anchor Bible comment on this passage ob-

serves that in Greek the same word was used for

woman and for wife and suggests that in 1 Corin-

thians 14:34 "wives" would be a better translation

than "women." That would limit the call for

silence to one group of women.
It should be further noted that this verse comes

at the end of a chapter that is concerned about
order in public worship. We may remember from
our reading of 1 Corinthians that the church in

Corinth was evidently inclined to be long on en-

thusiasm but somewhat lacking in understand-
ing. So Paul patiently answered various ele-

mentary questions and gave commands on how to

keep a worship service from falling into disorder.

"For," he writes in verse 33, "God is not a God of

confusion but of peace." Not only tongues
speakers but wives should avoid confusion.

What specifically does Paul wish to lay upon
wives? John Temple Bristow takes up this ques-

tion in his book What Paul Really Said About
Women (Harper and Row, 1988). Bristow takes
up the meaning of the Greek verbs used in this

passage: the words translated "silence" and
"speak."

We have heard that Greek is a particularly

specific language. It has at least three different

words, for example, which English tries to cover
by one word, "love." Somewhat the same can be
said for the words "silence" and "speak." The
word for silence here, he says, is not the word
which might be translated "shut up," nor yet the
one which would imply stillness. Its sense is,

rather, "Please, be quiet." Bristow says that it is

"the kind of silence asked for in the midst of

disorder and clamor" (p. 63). It is followed in the
next sentence by a word translated."speak."

He points out that Greek has some 30 words
that can be translated as "speak." Five indicate

preaching and 25 would suggest aspects of saying,

speaking, or teaching. Paul, he says, "did not
write that women are not to preach, or teach, or

declare, or give a discourse, or proclaim, or af-

firm, or aver, or speak for something, or any
other of the distinctive meanings found in many
of those verbs." He asked them not to talk in the

assemblies.

This strongly suggests that what Paul was
dealing with here were disturbances. Wives may
have been sitting together in a group and talking

among themselves or calling across the room to

their husbands. Paul wrote that they should not

do this, for it was disorderly.

I cannot see that the most determined
feminists would object to what Paul asked for

here. What they do properly object to is having
Paul's words used to restrict women in the use of

their gifts in the ministry of the church. In spite

of these restrictions, women are today serving in

ministries not formerly open to them. Yet some
persons are troubled about this, for after all,

didn't Paul say, "It is shameful for a woman to

speak in church?" (v. 35b). Indeed he did. But, as

Bristow points out, he did not forbid them to

preach, teach, pray, or prophesy as long as it was
done in decency and in order.

How the gifts of the Spirit are exercised in any
congregation is a matter for local discernment re-

garding the combination of needs for and the

manifestation of specific ministries. But if a con-

gregation chooses not to ask for women to teach

or preach it should not be because of 1 Corin-

thians 14:34.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS IN WORLD WAR
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On// about 50 percent of the inducted

men from the various Mennonite groups

performed alternative service.

Conscientious objectors

working on a fire

trail in the western
forests during

World War II.

Resisters, transformers,
separatists, servants
by Ted Grimsrud

In 1941 the United States rallied to the trumpet
of a world-encompassing war—the second time in

a generation. But not all Americans accepted the

call to fight—thousands objected to the war and
war-making. These were "conscientious objec-

tors."

The historical roots of the experiences of World

War II conscientious objectors (COs) go back to

the New Testament and the teaching and
ministry of Jesus and the working of that out—in

a pacifist commitment—by the early church.

Many centuries later, the pacifism* of the Eu-
ropean peace churches emerged and has born

much fruit in Canada and the U.S.



World War I served as a testing ground for the
tolerance of pacifism in the United States. So-
ciety as a whole and the military establishment in

particular scored very low in this test. For
example, several leaders of the Jehovah's Wit-
nesses went to jail for telling their members not
to fight. Some Church of the Brethren leaders
narrowly avoided a similar fate only because they
withdrew a formal statement urging members to

retain their peace stand.

Mennonites had done little to prepare their

young men to deal with hostile government and
military officials. Peace church people did not
realize until too late that COs would be first in-

ducted and only then allowed to take a CO stand.

By taking that stand within the military, COs
faced hostility, harassment, and worse. In the
most extreme case, two young Hutterite men lost

their lives due to the treatment they received.

Peace church leaders vowed not to let this hap-
pen again. They worked hard—with mixed suc-

cess—during the 1920s and especially 1930s to

prepare their young people should war return.

The peace churches gained partners in this work
during the 1930s when a widespread peace move-
ment drew adherents from mainline churches

Nearly 12,000 men Joined CPS.
Mennonites made up about 40 percent
of that total.

and on college campuses. In large part this was
fueled by negative reactions to the horrors of

World War I.

In the late 1930s, many people began to fear a
major war as German and Japanese militarists

grew in power. In an unprecedented manner, the
peace churches and other pacifist leaders jointly

lobbied Congress to request liberal CO provisions.

The compromise which emerged in 1940 allowed
for Civilian Public Service camps as an alterna-

tive to military service. This saved pacifists from
having to join the military. However, instead of a

The term pacifism is used here to mean the principled
rejection of involvement in all warfare. This definition is

intended to include all varieties, from the nonviolent action of
political activists on the one hand to the nonresistance of
Mennonites on the other.

Ted Grimsrud, Eugene, Oreg., is pastor of Eugene Men-
nonite Church. This is part 1 of two articles which are based
on the author's recently completed doctoral dissertation.

thoroughly civilian governmental agency (such as
the Interior Department), the Selective Service
System retained ultimate control over CPS, and
the pacifists hence had little input into the type of
work which the COs would do in CPS.
The director of Selective Service stated that he

wanted the COs to be kept out of the public eye
and that they could not be allowed to do work
which would seem too attractive. If alternative
service became too well known or too appealing,
more people might opt for alternative service

instead of joining the military.

Fewer than expected. The draft began in early
1941, almost a year before the Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor and the formal beginning of

American involvement in the war. From the be-
ginning, peace church people faced surprises. For
one thing, many fewer men from their churches
than expected chose CPS. Only about 50 percent
of the inducted men from the various Mennonite
groups performed alternative service. Fewer than
10 percent of Quaker and Brethren draftees did
likewise.

On the other hand, draftees from a diversity of
other church groups chose to be COs. This in-

cluded Methodists, Catholics, and Episcopalians.
But it also included Black Muslims, Chris-
tadelpians, Russian Molokans, and Pentecostals.
Also several hundred Jehovah's Witnesses.

All told, nearly 12,000 men joined CPS. Men-
nonites made up about 40 percent of that total;

Brethren, Quakers, and Methodists each made up
slightly less than 10 percent. Another 6,000 COs
went to prison, either because their draft boards
did not recognize their CO claims or because they
could not conscientiously cooperate with
conscription even to the point of performing al-

ternative service. Jehovah's Witnesses made up
about 75 percent of the COs in prison.

In Canada, there were nearly 11,000 COs dur-
ing the war. Over 60 percent of them were Men-
nonites.

To highlight this diversity—a diversity which
makes it impossible to generalize very much
about the World War II CO—I want to describe
four different COs who illustrate four distinct

tendencies among COs; what I call resisters,

transformers, separatists, and servants.

A resister. Resister J. P., a political radical,

had no religious background or commitment. In
the mid-1930s he had rejected his upper-class
family connections and devoted the rest of his life
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to political activism on behalf of causes such as

workers' rights, peace, and racial justice. From
early on he recognized his pacifism and commit-
ment never to take a human life.

J. P. hated Nazism from when he first saw it

during a visit to Germany in 1933, and in the late

1930s he supported the anarchists in the Spanish
Civil War against fascist leader Francisco
Franco. But his pacifism kept him from fighting,

and he saw too many objectionable features in

American militarism to allow him to support the
war effort. He also rejected the government's
right to draft people and, refusing all cooperation,

spent World War II in prison as a draft resister.

J.P., very heroic in many ways, reflects the
power of the individual; his principled refusal to

cooperate with the war machine in any way
helped to reveal the deep-down totalitarian na-
ture of all war machines. J. P.'s life story is a

remarkable litany of commitment to peace and
justice. However, at least in part due to his

absolutism, he experienced little peace, ulti-

mately breaking with almost all his friends and
allies over one issue or another.

J. P.'s kind of heroism is too much for most
people to practice and is certainly bound to lead

many of those who try to live up to it into loneli-

ness and burnout. It would seem to be the case
that burn-out, loneliness, and cynicism
characterized the experience of many resister-

type COs during World War II.

A transformer. Transformer F. W. illustrates

a second type of CO. He grew up in a devout
Methodist home as the son of a minister. As a
teenager and in college he participated in church
groups which spent much time talking about
politics and discussing how the U.S. could be
transformed into a pacifist nation.

F. W. felt a great deal of responsibility to bring
about this transformation. When World War II

arrived, F. W. hoped that CPS would serve as a
channel for a revolution of peace. At first, he was
greatly frustrated at finding himself building fire

g We cannot generalize about COs in

H World War II because of the great
E diversity of those who refused to fight.

Instead of fighting enemy
soldiers, some COs
fought forest fires as
smoke jumpers.

trails and planting trees. He did not give up,

however, and after a year of forestry work, he
gained a transfer to a mental hospital. Here he
worked as an attendant and felt that he could

now directly address human need.

But F. W. could hardly believe the horrible con-

ditions he found in the hospitals. He vowed to do
all he could to change those conditions and create

a more humane environment for mentally ill

people. He joined with other COs to form a
political action group. They worked to publicize

the subhuman status of mental hospitals and to

lobby government for improvements. F. W.
continued this sort of work for the rest of his life.

The perseverence of people like F. W.
contributed greatly to widening the service possi-

bilities of COs beyond forestry and agricultural

work. Some transformers were a bit naive in

their expectations of CPS. Several of these be-

came very frustrated and quit trying and others

decided that they could meet human needs better

by fighting to stop Hitler. So they left CPS for the

military.

A separatist. A third type of CO was
separatist F. R., a Jehovah's Witness, who would
not fight in the war because he did not recognize

the moral legitimacy of human governments to

fight wars. He expressed an absolute commit-
ment to Jehovah God and no commitment at all to

human governments.
F. R. had little in common with most other

COs. He did not consider himself an absolute pac-
ifist, for he believed in the possible legitimacy of

personal violence in self-defense. He also believed

in the possibility of fighting in Jehovah's army in

the battle of Armageddon. But until then, he
could not fight in the wars of human govern-
ments.

F. R. focused his energies on evangelism and
had no interest in discussions of political pacifism
and similar topics. The Witnesses remained
constant in their refusal to join the military even
in the face of severe governmental persecution.
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CPSers at worship
on Sunday and at

prayer before lunch on
a work day.

Though in an imperfect way, Mennonites
kept a communal solidarity in a stressful

situation.

A servant. The fourth type of World war II CO
is servant P.D., a lifelong Mennonite, who
received strong encouragement to be a CO from
family, friends, and church. This was unlike most
non-Mennonite COs who generally struggled with
their personal convictions and often faced
hostility from those closest to them.
However, P. D. had some personal involvement

in his decision. He had a brother who joined the
military, indicating that his choice was not
totally predetermined. To a large extent, young
men in the Mennonite churches faced the choice

of either to remain in the church and be a CO or to

join the military and leave the church as P. D.'s

brother did.

Many years after the war, P. D. told of going
into CPS with a simple perspective. He
essentially followed the desires of his parents and
church leaders. But his commitment deepened
and became more his own as time went on. Like
F. W., he ended up serving in a mental hospital.

The type of work he did there— boiler

maintenance—became his occupation. He
retained an abiding commitment to peacemaking,
which he believes he would not have had apart
from his CPS experience.

CPSers like P. D., with their deepened commit-
ment to pacifism and their exposure to the wider
world, had an impact on Mennonite churches. The
impact continues to this day.

Moral significance. As I pointed out earlier,

we cannot generalize about the World War II CO
because of the great diversity of those who
refused to fight. But we can say something, in a

general way, about the moral significance of this

case of war resistance. Most basically, we who
have pacifist sympathies can point to the fact

that in a society of total war, not everyone fought.
As time goes on, as militarism grows, the fact

that some said no only increases in significance.

The good work World War II COs did also has
significance. Almost all of it was work which
would not have been done otherwise: forest and
farmland conservation, mental health and public

health work, medical experiments, among other

things. Certainly the effect of this experience on
the COs themselves continues to have an impact
on the church and society at large.

Not all COs, by any means, had life-transform-

ing experiences. But many did, and as a result

thousands of lives have been devoted to peace-

making in various ways. Also the result of World
War II on conscientious objection has been a lib-

eralizing of draft policies. Many complexities

remain, but the options for COs have greatly

improved over the last 40 years.

The Mennonite aspect of the World War II CO
experience has special significance—and not

simply for Mennonites. As I mentioned above,

only 50 percent of inductees from all Mennonite
groups joined CPS. (This percentage does not in-

clude those who received farm deferments and
who likely would have been COs. Also, close to 60

percent of those in the Old Mennonite Church
joined CPS.) This response disappointed church

leaders, but when compared to other churches

which also preached pacifism, Mennonites

remained quite faithful to their pacifism.

Though in an imperfect way, Mennonites kept a

communal solidarity in a stressful situation.

Their young men were enabled to mature into

peacemakers, thereby embodying the deepest

values of their church in the midst of a society

which spared no efforts to perform a task which

contradicted that church's values.

This speaks volumes for the power of practical

support. Mennonite Church communities gave

COs food, clothing, financial aid, and—most im-

portantly—emotional support. This reality also

speaks for the power of instilling in children, the

ways of peace—partly through teachings but
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also, more powerfully, through modeling.

World War II revealed some negative things

about Mennonites. Examples would be provin-

cialism, a tendency in some places for young men
to follow their elders in a passive manner, and the

failure to reach half of their young men with the

message of pacifism.

However, World War II revealed much more
that is good about Mennonite churches. During
World War II they experienced renewal in their

peace testimony. The experience served as a

catalyst for the growth and even birth of several

important ministries: Mennonite Central Com-
mittee, Mennonite Disaster Service, and Men-
nonite Mental Health Services, to name three

well-known ones.

What can we learn? In my article in the April

25 issue I want to elaborate more on what we can

learn from this experience for our present-day

moral commitments. For now, I will touch on two
aspects which strike me as important.

One is the need for a continual suspicion

toward and critique of militarism. Even Men-
nonites, often portrayed as too easygoing in their

cooperation with the U. S. government during

World War II, generally recognized the evil of

American militarism and the domestic policies

which supported it.

Second, however, the church should consider

the importance of an alternative community (in

this case, the church) which can, even though

imperfectly, provide a place where peace can live.

It should be a place where emotional and material

support can be given to those who must bear the

cost of refusing to do violence. It will be a place

where character formation and modeling for

peace can happen from the cradle to the grave. <^

LIFEWORK Nursing at Hesston College prepares graduates for

meaningful "lifework"--careers that are spiritually, so-

cially and financially rewarding.
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A CONGREGATION DECIDES WHAT TO DO WITH $450,000

A large catch of fish

by James Schrag

As the pastor of a rural Kansas Mennonite con-
gregation in the late 1970s, at night I would watch
the brightly lit "Christmas trees" (oil-drilling

rigs) sprout in the wheat fields that surround the
church. At the height of the energy crisis new oil

exploration had become profitable. I fantasized
that perhaps one day a drilling crew would rum-
ble onto our churchyard and sink their drills into
our parking lot. Then we too could cash in and our
perennial church budget woes would come to an
end. But alas, the drilling crews never arrived.

Several years later, after a move to the Oak
Grove congregation in Ohio, I learned that my
new church had already been visited by the

A large catch of fish doesn't have to sink
your boat.

"Christmas tree" crew. But the windfall that had
descended upon the church had not come in the
form of an oil rig. In a less dramatic fashion the
fortune had made its appearance as a very large
bequest ($450,000) from a member. I soon learned
that whether it be an oil well in the parking lot or
cash in the bank, the effect on the congregation is

much the same. The mix of challenge, dilemma,
and opportunity becomes very real.

I was reminded of that beloved story from Luke
5:1-11 that tells of the great catch of fish. Much
like a preacher delivering yet one more steward-
ship sermon to a drowsy congregation, the dis-

ciples had thrown their nets into the sea all night
and caught nothing. But at Jesus' direction to cast
the nets in once more, the fish started to fill the
nets! The boats, overflowing with good fortune,
began to sink! Indeed, was our congregation fac-
ing a similar dilemma in the abundance of a large
bequest?

'Problem' not unique. We soon discovered
that our "problem" was not unique. Lyle Schaller
of the Yokefellow Institute reports that the
number of bequests received by Protestant con-
gregations in the United States annually is triple

the number in 1960. Many members display a
shrinking loyalty to denominations, choosing to
leave a bequest to their congregation or to a cause
unrelated to their denomination. This phenomena

James Schrag, Smithville, Ohio, is pastor of Oak Grove
Mennonite Church.

may also be a spin-off of the efforts of a burgeon-
ing population of development officers in church
agencies, colleges, and hospitals.

Whatever the cause, the cash we received
seemed to have its own personality and developed
a voice of its own, almost daring us to tame its

power or to determine its direction.

The next generation will be the judge of
whether we have been up to the challenge of this

dare. We defer judgment to our children because
we have learned by inquiring of other churches
that the receipt of bequests have long-range con-
sequences. We learned that one church, a half-

century after receiving a large bequest, still

struggles from adverse effects of that too-large

catch of fish.

Our congregation had been pushed into dan-
gerous waters. We took it as a challenge to be-

come better sailors. Surely God had a purpose in

presenting this "catch" to our already
comfortable church. Did God want to teach us
something about our private abundance? Was
this to instruct us in our values and our steward-
ship? Could we make this money work in behalf
of God's kingdom rather than against it?

Counsel from committee. In tried-and-true
churchly form we appointed a committee. Its de-
liberation and its prayer produced this counsel:

1. Go slow. Don't make hasty decisions. Resist
impulses. Let no single voice in the congregation
dominate. Tell those who wanted to get rid of the
money quickly that the "filthy lucre theory"
might serve only to short-circuit one of the most
important learning opportunities in the congrega-
tion in this entire generation. And tell those who
wanted to keep it all and perhaps build some kind
of monument to the giver that we doubted that
God wished the money to memorialize anyone but
himself.

2. Take a positive view. Believe that this occur-
rence did not happen by mere chance and would
help to build the unity of our church, not destroy
it. Recognize that a unified decision-making
process could build confidence and set patterns
for future decisions required on other issues.

(Knowing our Mennonite mind-set about money,
we guessed that if we could make a good decision
about money, we could make positive decisions in

many other areas!)

3. View the issue as not what to do with the
money, but rather as what to do with ourselves as
God's stewards. Before asking what to do, first

ask why God had allowed the stewardship of this
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money to come to us. Morever, resist the tempta-

tion to quickly assume that we were just the mid-

dlemen, destined only to pass this money on to its

real caretakers somewhere else. By the same
token, deny all notions that this possession was
ours in any ultimate sense, and believe that all

that we are and all that we have—mind, talent,

time, and wealth—belongs to God.

Thus began a two-year process of careful dis-

cernment—committee work, congregational

meetings, consultation with Sunday school

classes, and testing written proposals.

We distilled the options to two: (1) A proposal

for an endowment fund to be managed by an in-

dependent congregational board which could use

the proceeds of the bequest for causes at home or

in the wider Mennonite Church. (2) A list of

causes in the Mennonite Church and surrounding
community to be used if the congregation wished
to give the bequest away immediately.

When the congregation approved these options,

each member was asked to treat the money as if it

were all their own, indicating by ballot the per-

cent they wished to keep in endowment and the

percent they wished to disburse right away. This

served two purposes: (1) It seemed the best way to

challenge each member with a personal responsi-

bility for this bequest. (2) It would result in a con-

gregational decision that was truly a composite of

the congregation as a whole, not just the con-

gregation's positive or negative vote on a commit-
tee's proposal. In all voting, an averaging of indi-

vidual percentages determined the amounts.
We report widespread satisfaction with the de-

cision-making method. The congregation directed

immediate disbursal of half the bequest to mis-
sion boards, Mennonite Central Committee, Men-
nonite colleges, and community causes. The other

half was invested with Mennonite Foundation in

the form of an endowment of Oak Grove Men-
nonite Church. At present a governing board is

ready to receive requests from the wider church
for the proceeds of this endowment.

Three learnings. We are still learning

—

•That a large catch of fish doesn't have to sink

your boat.

•That an "oil well" in the parking lot which
keeps on producing wealth (our endowment fund)
challenges us to grow in stewardship, testing our
management skills. We know that the wealth this

"well" produces dare not be allowed to replace the

well-established sources of giving from individual

income given through the offering plate.

•As in the parable of the talents (Matt. 25: 14-

30), God's distribution of more talents to those
who already have many is a humbling reminder
of the meaning of the totality of their possession

and its application to kingdom work.
A congregation that receives a large bequest

should neither shrink back in horror nor prepare
to kill the fatted calf. Rather, it should humbly
and prayerfully prepare to embark upon a careful

and demanding, yet joyful, journey into the dis-

covery of new avenues of stewardship.

IDEAS FOR OUTREACH
A column provided by Mennonite Board of Missions
(Mennonite Church) and Commission on Home Minis-
tries (General Conference Mennonite Church).

Yellow Pages
evangelism

The U.S. Census Bureau reports that 17 per-

cent of the population change residence each
year. Of those who attend church and move far

enough to necessitate changing their church
membership, half join a church of a different de-

nomination than the one they previously at-

tended. Those who move and have not been in-

volved in a church are usually more open to an in-

vitation to attend church than before they
moved.

Relocated persons less than 40 years old who
are looking for a church usually look in the

Yellow Pages of the telephone book when they
begin shopping for a new church home.
Here are several ideas to assist you in making

a church advertisement in the Yellow Pages
serve as a tool for evangelism.

1. Stay away from the "one-liner" ad. Even
small churches should include more than the

name, address, and telephone number. Include

the times of worship services. Where are people

likely to visit first? At the church where they do
not need to phone the church office to find out

the time of service.

2. Plan for accuracy of the message for the

entire year, as much as possible. Remember that

you cannot change the ad each week. I recently

missed a worship service because the Yellow
Pages ad did not note a time change for services

during the winter months.
3. Emphasize your program and ministry. Em-

phasize programs for children, youth, singles, or

young adults. Avoid phrases which seem pointed

toward building your church's institutional ego.

If you can afford a large display ad, use phrases
that show that your church intends to help

people—phrases that communicate friendliness

and caring. For example, several ads from the

Phoenix Yellow Pages read, "The Thinking
Church That Cares," "A Church for the Whole
Family," "A Friendly Church with a Living

Savior," and "The Caring Place."

4. Make your ad inviting. The ad should not

only be pleasing to the eye, but also convey an in-

vitation to "church seekers" that they are wel-

come.

If you have developed an effective Yellow
Pages ad, I would appreciate receiving a copy.

Send it to me at 10614 N. 40th Ave., Phoenix, AZ
85029 —Donald E. Yoder
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Church news

MCC invited to open
office in Vietnam
Mennonite Central Committee has re-

ceived an official invitation from the

government of Vietnam to open an office

in the capital city of Hanoi. MCC is one of

only about six North American nongov-

ernmental organizations that work in

Vietnam and it is the first to be invited to

establish an office there.

When such an office opens, it will mark
the first time MCC has been resident in

Vietnam since its last workers left after

the end of the Vietnam War in 1975. At
present Stan Reedy, MCC country direc-

tor for Vietnam, lives in Bangkok, Thai-

land, and carries out program planning

and evaluation through bimonthly visits

to Vietnam.
MCCers have served in Vietnam since

1954, said Pat Hostetter Martin, MCC co-

secretary for East Asia. She herself

served there with her husband, Earl, for

five years. "During the war MCC pro-

vided assistance to and made contacts

with people on both sides of the conflict,"

she said. "The decision of four workers to

stay on after the war was significant." Al-

most all Americans left before the fall of

the U.S.-backed government of South
Vietnam and the reunification of the
country under the communist govern-

ment of North Vietnam.

MCC has been contributing about half

a million dollars yearly for material aid

and development programs in Vietnam.
"The opportunity to have an office in

Hanoi is a wonderful opportunity to work
more closely with the people of Vietnam,
to demonstrate further that the people of

Vietnam are not our enemies," said Mar-
tin. "And the Vietnamese have been most
gracious in receiving us."

The MCC Executive Committee has au-
thorized acceptance of the invitation, in-

cluding expenditures of $25,000 to start

up the office and about $30,000 yearly to

staff it. MCC also hopes to place three
English teachers in Vietnam this year.

MCC delegations and technicians have
visited Vietnam regularly since 1975. In

1987 a formal proposal was submitted to

open an office there "to strengthen peo-

ple-to-people contact and understanding
between Vietnamese and North Amer-
icans."

"We know that over the years you have
emphasized the people-to-people aspect of

your work," Dang Nghiem Bai of the

Foreign Affairs Ministry told a recent

MCC delegation in Hanoi. "That is why we
made a very important decision to have
an MCC office in this country. I highly ap-

preciate the spirit and the friendship you
have shown to our people."

Bai also emphasized the continuing dif-

ficulties of rebuilding Vietnam. "We have
been at war for most of the past 40

years," he said. "First it was the Jap-

anese, then the French, then the Ameri-
cans, then the Chinese, and after that the

Pol Pot regime [of neighboring Kam-
puchea]. We could only concentrate on
rebuilding since 1985."

The MCC delegation reported that Viet-

nam's struggles, including responding to

natural disasters and food shortages, are

clearly visible. "Everyone, including

Paul Quiring (left), an MCC Executive Commit-
tee member from Fresno, Calif., presents a
ceramic dove of peace to Pham van Doanh,
president of the Vietnamese governmental
agency through which MCC channels aid.

Quiring was part of a recent MCC delegation
to Vietnam.

government officials, stated repeatedly

that the economy is in shambles and that

policies must be changed," said the dele-

gation in its report. "The private sector is

being emphasized as more efficient and
productive."

The delegation also inquired about the

health and status of Christian churches
and other religious groups in Vietnam.
The delegation visited formally with
Catholic and Protestant church officials

and informally with former members of

the Mennonite Church. While it was clear

that churches continue to be monitored
by the government at various levels, one
welcome sign of relaxation was the per-

mission granted in the past year to open
seminaries and Bible schools for training

priests and pastors.

MCC delegation visits

quake-ravaged Armenia,
urges relief efforts

A Mennonite Central Committee dele-

gation that visited earthquake-stricken

Armenia in the Soviet Union in February
proposed a relief project to the MCC
Executive Committee. The project, which
was accepted by the committee during its

Mar. 17-18 meeting, will cost $300,000 to

$400,000.

Delegation members were Elmer Neu-
feld, former MCC board chairperson; Hu-
go Jantz, secretary for MCC programs in

Europe; and Reg Toews, associate exec-

utive secretary of MCC. They were
invited to the Soviet Union by the All-

Union Council of Evangelical Christians/

Baptists, the organization MCC has pro-

vided with Russian-language Christian

literature in recent years.

The primary purpose of the trip was to

investigate the situation in Armenia and
to identify opportunities for longer-term

reconstruction work. The group also

looked for other opportunities to serve in

the Soviet Union and spoke in seven

Baptist churches in four cities.

Sending prefabricated materials to

build village-level medical clinics would
be the first phase of MCC's project. Part

of this would be the providing of technical

staff and medical consultants.

The delegation also proposed that MCC
look for Armenian Christian literature in

Europe and North America that it could

distribute through the Baptist church in

Armenia where children's Bible story

books, Sunday school materials, and
songbooks are especially needed.

The delegation also (1) encouraged
MCC to continue looking for ways to help

with housing needs, (2) urged the sending
of Armenian-language Christian litera-

ture, (3) asked MCC to explore possi-

bilities for other long-term service proj-

ects in the Soviet Union, and (4) recom-
mended that a Russian-speaking staff

person be identified to carry administra-

tive work on the projects.

Executive Committee members noted

the significance of this projected work in

an area of the world where many Men-
nonites trace their roots. MCC was es-

tablished in the 1920s to help famine vic-

tims in the Ukraine—many of them Men-
nonite.
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'Afternoon Sabbatical'

at Goshen College'

marks 10th year
The saying that "success has 100 fath-

ers but failure is an orphan" must be

rephrased when talking about Goshen
College's Afternoon Sabbatical program.

Now in its 10th year, the program has two
"mothers" and many supportive sisters

and aunts who have made it successful.

Since its beginnings during the 1977-78

school year, the program has brought

many people from the local community
onto campus for special lectures and pres-

entations by faculty members and
performing-arts groups. "In the academic

world, a sabbatical is time off for travel-

ing, research, or just resting," said Beth

Rieth, cofounder of the program. "After-

noon Sabbatical is an opportunity for

women in the community to learn and be

entertained—a learning experience apart

from the regular routine of one's life."

Art professor Abner Hershberger gave

the very first Afternoon Sabbatical pro-

gram. It was a lecture about an exhibit of

his in the Goshen College Art Gallery. A
Chinese meal was the second program.

That started a tradition that continues to-

day: each season of Afternoon Sabbati-

cals concludes with an ethnic meal.

In 1980 the program won an award
from the Council for the Advancement
and Support of Education as an outstand-

ing example of a partnership between a

college and its community. Most of the

programs are free and are followed by

refreshments and a social hour. The
Afternoon Sabbatical committee charges

just enough for events such as meals,

theater performances, and off-campus
trips to cover costs.

Bush meets with leaders
of 'Plain' sects
to talk about drugs

In 1951, six-year-old Elmer Burkholder

attended his first day of school at the

brand-new Penn Johns School near Leola,

Pa. Over the years, seven of his eight

children have attended the school, with

three currently enrolled. His eighth child

will start school there in two years.

On Mar. 22, Burkholder once again sat

in a Penn Johns classroom. With him
were 11 other Amish and conservative

Mennonite leaders—and the president of

the United States. President George Bush
had requested the session to learn from
them the reason for the absence of drug
abuse in the "Plain" communities.
Penn Johns School is one of only two in

Pennsylvania run by a public school dis-

trict for Plain sect children. Burkholder,

an Old Order Mennonite layman, had
been appointed by the school board to be

the spokesman at the meeting. Although

nervous in his role, Burkholder said he

"just kept on talking and tried to be

myself."

Bush asked which aspects of the Plain

culture help to keep Amish and Men-
nonite youth drug-free. "One reason our

young people are less influenced by drugs

is that they were taught while young to

pray and to be obedient," said an Old

Order Mennonite bishop. One leader cited

values handed down through the genera-

tions as having a protective influence on

the young people. Another spoke of

strong family ties, which "by the grace of

God, we have been able to maintain."

"You are a shining example of what
faith and family can do," said Bush. The
Plain delegation encouraged the

president in his anti-drug stance.

The atmosphere of the Plain com-
munity had been charged with curiosity

about the upcoming presidential visit,

which was part of a one-day swing

through Pennsylvania and Delaware by

Bush to focus on drugs.

Now that it is over, the visit will be dis-

cussed, examined, and evaluated for a

long time. And those who came the clos-

est to the president will be at the

forefront of those discussions. "I'm going

to get a lot of phone calls and a lot of com-

pany," Burkholder said with a grin.

—Bonnie Helium Brechbill

Akron, Pa., church
dedicates new and
renovated facilities

Nearly two years after breaking
ground for a million-dollar-plus building

and renovation project, Akron (Pa.) Men-
nonite Church celebrated the completion

of the project with a dedication service on

Apr. 2. Victor Stoltzfus, president of Go-

shen College, preached the dedication

sermon. Also featured during the full day

of activities was the Chamber Singers of

Eastern Mennonite College.

This was the second major expansion

since the original structure was dedicated

in 1963. The congregation began in 1959

as an outgrowth of Monterey Mennonite

Church, now Forest Hills. Rapid growth

prompted another addition in 1977. To-

day's congregation includes a community
of 450 people, with about 350 covenant

members.
The first phase of the current building

project added four classrooms and an of-

fice in the Christian education wing. The

education wing also provides facilities for

a preschool operated by the church and a

day-care center operated by Community
Action Program. The kitchen and library

were also doubled in size.

The second phase added a new sanc-

tuary which seats 475, offices for the pas-

tors and church secretary, a conference

room, and an expanded nursery and nar-

thex. The lower level, partially under-

ground, includes six classrooms and a

youth fellowship room. Also added was
an elevator for the handicapped.

"This expansion is a sacred milestone,"

said Pastor Urbane Peachey. "It is a

fulfillment of the prayerful aspiration of

our founding members."
Akron Mennonite Church has assisted in

the formation of two other congregations

during its 30-year history, most recently

Community Mennonite Church of Lan-

caster.

The Akron congregation, located near

the headquarters of Mennonite Central

Committee, is affiliated with both the

Mennonite and General Conference Men-
nonite churches.

The new sanctuary of Akron Mennonite Church seats 475.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point

.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Harold L. Mast, Kokomo, Ind.
It was good to see the article "When

You Fast ..." (Mar. 14). From my 25-

plus years with fasting as a part of my
pilgrimage, I found it easy to relate to the
physical and spiritual values spoken to.

Fasting can "open the way for God to

teach us something about ourselves." I

have enjoyed discovering the physical
health benefits.

With a recent look at spiritual gifts

within our congregation, I was made
aware again how much more of a natural
fasting is for those of us with a strong
gifting in intercession. For me, a primary
focus of fasting has been intercession.

However, I trust that more and more
across our churches we take "it for
granted that giving, praying, and fasting
are all an important part of the life of

faith," even as Jesus did in Matthew 6.

May it become an assumption that fast-

ing is just as much a natural as giving
and prayer.

Vern Preheim, chairman, Council of
Moderators and Secretaries

I want to elaborate on a statement re-

garding Indonesia-North America Men-
nonite Church relationships which ap-
peared in the story, "Council of Modera-
tors and Secretaries Tackles Inter-Men-
nonite Issues" ('Church News," Mar. 7).

Since North American Mennonite
Brethren leaders were planning a visit to

Asia in 1989 with a stop in Indonesia, I

did suggest their Indonesia visit be in be-

half of all of the conferences participating

in the Council of Moderators and

Secretaries. The council agreed but does
not intend for this decision to be the final
word on how Indonesian Mennonites can
relate to North American Mennonites on
a church-to-church basis. This matter
will again be on the agenda for the next
meeting of the Council of Moderators and
Secretaries.

S. David Garber, Scottdale, Pa.
If the Holy Spirit is "not to be wor-

shiped as such," then what does Lee H.
Kanagy ("Readers Say," Mar. 7) do with
the (at least) 18 hymns and one prayer in

The Mennonite Hymnal which directly
address the Spirit in worship?

Jon Hoover, Elkhart, Ind.
As I follow the Gospel Herald dialogue

on Norman Kraus's book Jesus Christ
Our Lord, it occurs to me that the two
general groups into which the responses
fall (sympathetic and unsympathetic) are
simply not communicating with one an-
other. Rather, they are talking past each
other even when everyone is speaking
with Christian love.

Glenn Lehman's article "Brunk and
Kraus: Two Paths to Christology" (Mar.
7) was very helpful for its biographical
sketches of Kraus and George Brunk II,

but I sensed that Lehman was quite un-
certain about the theological differences
between these two men. In effect Lehman
was saying, "There are differences, but I

can't quite put my finger on what it is

that makes these two different."

It is my observation that this dialogue
will go nowhere until we move beyond the
specific content of Kraus's book and ex-
amine our philosophical commitments.
Philosophy may sound alien in some
quarters of the Mennonite Church, but
the fact is that we all hold some basic

presuppositions about the way the world
is. Philosophy is simply the study of these
presuppositions. Or in simpler language,
philosophy consists of those beliefs which
form the foundation of all the rest of our
thoughts and actions.

I am not very familiar with the Fellow-
ship of Concerned Mennonites, which
may or may not accurately represent the
unsympathetic group in this dialogue.
Nonetheless, this group needs to be will-

ing to undergo some philosophical exami-
nation.

I am more familiar with Kraus's book,
which is the object under discussion. Hav-
ing read the book last spring, it is clear to
me that Kraus draws from fountains of
thought with which many Mennonites are
not well acquainted. Probably the most
important of these fountains is the em-
inent German theologian, Wolfhart Pan-
nenberg.

Kraus adopts Pannenberg's method,
but not necessarily all of his conclusions
(see Kraus's book, p. 53 footnote). It

remains for further research to conclude
the full implication of Pannenberg's
method for our understanding of faith in

the Mennonite Church. But insofar as
Kraus's book seems to be incomprehensi-
ble to many in the church, we need to

investigate Pannenberg and even the
sources from which he draws. Finally, we
need to critically assess Pannenberg's
method and its usefulness as the begin-
ning point for a Christian theology.

To examine all of this is no small task.

However, time may be saved if we look

first to epistemology, which is where
most philosophical/theological discus-
sions begin and end. Epistemology is

simply the study of how we know wheth-
er what we are talking about is true or

not. Let us proceed in a manner pleasing

to Jesus Christ our Lord.

Summer Camps for High Schoolers
June 18-23, 1989

m
m

Four options for a memorable on-campus learning experience:

• Human biology

• Music
For more information, contact:

• Soccer Eastern Mennonite College

• German Admissions Department
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22801

Toll-Free: (800) 368-2665

Virginia or Canada call collect: (703) 433-871

1
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Mennoscope

U.S. education leader Ernest Boyer will be
the commencement speaker for Eastern
Mennonite College at the 71st annual cere-

monies on Apr. 30. Boyer is currently presi-

dent of the Carnegie Foundation for the Ad-
vancement of Teaching. He is also a faculty

member at Princeton University and a colum-
nist for The London Times. He served pre-

viously as U.S. Commissioner of Education
and as chancellor of the State University of

New York.

African church leaders reported on the
growing debt crisis in third-world countries
during a recent visit to the United States. "The
churches in Africa are no longer prepared to

remain silent while our people suffer," said

Ben Masilo of Lesotho—one of three leaders

sent by the All-Africa Conference of Churches.
In New York they met with American church
leaders, and in Washington they contacted

government leaders and officials of the World
Bank and International Monetary Fund. Men-
nonite Central Committee was one of eight or-

ganizations that helped sponsor the visit.

A proposal for a nonviolent presence in the
Middle East and Southeast Asia was en-
dorsed during the recent Steering Committee
meeting of Christian Peacemaker Teams in

Chicago. Volunteers are needed to spend 2-6

weeks in those two areas in late spring and
early summer. The committee also finalized

plans for a training conference scheduled for

May 26-29 in Chicago. "This is what we have
been anticipating since the beginnings of CPT
in December 1986," said committee member
Robert Hull. "Now is the time for church mem-
bers to respond and shape the program fur-

ther." CPT is sponsored by four Mennonite and
Brethren denominations. More information
about the nonviolence presence teams and
about the training conference is available from
CPT at 1821 W. Cullerton, Chicago, IL 60608;
phone 312-421- 5513.

A newsletter focusing on church planting
and church growth has been started by four
Mennonite and General Conference Mennonite
agencies. Entitled Growing Churches, it will be
mailed quarterly, starting in April. Phil Rich-
ard, information services manager at Menno-
nite Board of Missions, is the managing editor.

"We believe that the time has come for a
publication which will serve as an encourage-
ment as we attempt to faithfully carry out the
great commission," says Freeman Miller, a
member of the editorial board and home minis-
tries director for Eastern Mennonite Board of
Missions. Anyone who gets Memo to Pastors or
Leadership will automatically receive Growing
Churches. Anyone else interested in getting

^Pontius' Puddle

the newsletter should contact Melba Martin at

MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515.

Conrad Grebel College received its largest

single estate gift ever recently. Ammon Junia
Shantz, who died last spring, bequeathed over

$300,000 to the school. An endowment was set

up with the money to benefit the graduate
studies program and to provide financial aid to

graduate students. Shantz was a longtime
businessperson in Cambridge, Ont., and a sup-
porter of Conrad Grebel College. He attended
Wanner Mennonite Church.

"Beneath our skin color, nationality, or reli-

gion, we are children of the family of God,"
said black theologian Vincent Harding during
Black History Month observances at Eastern
Mennonite College. He said EMC has "a special

work to do" if that family is to expand. Hard-
ing and his wife, Rosemarie, who were col-

leagues of slain civil rights leader Martin
Luther King, spoke to classes and student or-

ganizations and led a community forum during
their three days at EMC.

Three Hesston College athletes were named
"academic all-Americans" recently by Na-
tional Junior College Athletic Association. The
three are Judy Clemens, Paul Wideman, and
Doug Horst. All three have participated in a
varsity sport and have high grade point aver-

ages. They were among only 64 throughout the

United States who received the recognition.

The senior choir of Rockway Mennonite
Collegiate is bound for the famed Carnegie
Hall in New York City. It is one of only 10 high
school choirs— and the only Canadian one—to

be invited to participate in a choral festival in

April. The choir has 40 members and is di-

rected by Robert Shantz. Rockway is an inter-

Mennonite school located in Kitchener, Ont.

"God and Country: How Can Christians
Relate to Government?" was the topic of a
recent retreat attended by people from the

Franconia and Lancaster conferences of the

Mennonite Church and Eastern District of the

General Conference Mennonite Church. The
keynote speaker was Marion Franz, a Men-
nonite who heads the National Campaign for a

Peace Tax Fund in Washington. She told how
she interacts with people in government. "It's

not for us to make the miracles, but for us to

bring the loaves and fishes," she said. The
event, held at Spruce Lake Retreat near
Canadensis, Pa., was sponsored by the Peace
and Social Concerns Committee of Eastern
District.

Staying healthy is related to attitudes, hab-
its, and lifestyles. That was part of the

message of the annual Wellness Sunday re-

cently at Allensville (Pa.) Mennonite Church.
Pastor Tim Peachey's sermon on "Jesus the

Healer" pointed to the source of well-being.

Emma Mae, a puppet from Mennonite Mutual
Aid, then made a special appearance. Dolores
Metzler, wellness promoter for Allegheny Con-
ference, planned a blood-pressure screening, a
nutritious fellowship meal, and a wellness

bulletin board. The worship bulletin featured

practical steps in self-care. In the evening,

MMA regional representative Paul Brunk
spoke on future directions in health care.

Singing, prayer life, Psalms in the life of
modern-day believers, and parenting for
peaceful families were the topics of instruc-

tion at the Winter Bible School conducted by
three Michigan congregations. This was the

fourth year that Salem Mennonite Church of

Waldron cooperated with Prattville Commun-
ity Church and Silver Creek United Brethren
Church. The classes were held each Wednesday
evening in February.

College-age volunteers are needed to help
with children's activities at Normal 89—the
joint convention of the Mennonite and General
Conference Mennonite churches scheduled for

Aug. 1-6 at Illinois State University in Normal.
They will receive a stipend of $50 and, if they
are from one of the following colleges, one hour
of credit— Goshen, Eastern Mennonite, Hess-
ton, Bluffton, and Canadian Mennonite Bible.

The volunteers will help with crafts, recrea-

tion, and field trips for children age three

through grade eight. Interested people should
contact Rachel Zehr at 17 University Ct.,

Normal, IL 61761.

"I'm here today because someone cared
enough to share the good news with me,"
said Hubert Brown during Spring Spiritual

Life Emphasis Week recently at Eastern Men-
nonite College. Calling himself a product of

"awkward evangelism" by Mennonites in his

home community of Norristown, Pa., he mixed
humorous anecdotes from his childhood with

stories of compassion from the Bible. Brown, a

longtime black Mennonite leader, is currently

executive secretary of Commission on Home
Ministries for the General Conference Men-
nonite Church.

The Hesston College men's basketball team
qualified for a national tournament for the

second time in three years recently. It was the

National Junior College Athletic Association

Division II tournament held this year in Bay
City, Mich. Hesston placed fifth. The team
ended its season with a 24-11 record.

How to transmit pacifist values from gener-

ation to generation was the subject of a recent

address by author-professor Don Kraybill to

the faculty of Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite High
School. He urged the teachers to think of new-

ways such as storytelling and special chapel

programs to keep the Mennonite peace convic-

tion alive, especially now that the country has

not been faced with war for a while. "Don't

take our peace position for granted," Kraybill

said. "It will die if it's not taught."

Five Illinois congregations "upset the fruit

a basket" when they exchanged pastors on a

I recent Sunday morning. The five make up the

ff Northern Illinois Cluster. The pulpit exchange

f involved Roy Kaufman of Science Ridge, Rich-
' ard Foss of Plow Creek, Robert Nolt of
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Congregation illustrates theme for pilot project. As part of a project being

conducted by the Inter-Mennonite Task Force on Future Models of Education, one of

the pilot congregations, Lindale Mennonite Church of Harrisonburg, Va., chose the

theme "Becoming Visible Signs of God's Loving Community." Jon Gehman
(pictured), an artist in the congregation, designed a logo and painted a banner

depicting the theme. The banner was hung at the front of the sanctuary. Each
Sunday during the worship hour, a group or committee of the church shared its goals

and placed the mini-poster of those goals around the large banner. The congregation

could easily see what the goals were and could help the group or committee be

accountable to accomplish the goals. The congregation was unified as they shared in

the ways they were becoming visible signs of God's loving community.

Freeport, Brad Faler of Willow Springs, and
Rudy Martens of West Sterling.

Pastoral transitions:

•Alvin Kanagy resigned as pastor of Walnut
Creek (Ohio) Mennonite Church recently. He
then became assistant chaplain at Menno
Haven Retirement Community, Chambers-
burg, Pa., on Apr. 1.

•James Shantz has resigned as pastor of Wide-
man Mennonite Church, Markham, Ont, effec-

tive this summer. He has served the congrega-
tion since 1981.

Upcoming events:

•Health Care Celebration, June 17-18, in La
Junta and Rocky Ford, Colo. The event marks
the end of 80 years of Mennonite health-care
work in the state. Mennonite Board of Missions
is currently phasing out its sponsorship of hos-
pitals and other health-care institutions. The
theme is "Privileged to Serve," and the main
speaker is former MBM health and welfare di-

rector Luke Birky. All people formerly associ-

ated with the health-care work are especially

invited. More information from Arlene Grieser

at 2307 Belleview Ave., La Junta, CO 81050;

phone 719-384-2437.

•Annual Assembly of Rocky Mountain Con-
ference, May 5-7, at Mountain Community
Mennonite Church, Palmer Lake, Colo. The
theme is "Caregiving in the Congregation," and
the main speaker is Mennonite Brethren Bib-

lical Seminary president Larry Martens. Dele-

gate sessions will be led by John Otto. More in-

formation from the conference office at 740
Lake Woodmoor Dr., Monument, CO 80132;

phone 719-488-2283.

•Annual Assembly of Southwest Conference,
May 26-29, at three churches in the Los Ange-
les area. Lynn Miller, pastor of South Union
Mennonite Church, West Liberty, Ohio, is the

main speaker. The event includes worship,
delegate sessions, "moments in mission,"
workshops, a youth rally, and children's activi-

ties. More information from the conference of-

fice at 20802 N. Cave Creek Rd., #20, Phoenix,

AZ 85024; phone 602-569-9115.

•Camp Landon-Gulfport Reunion, June 23-25,

at Bethel College, North Newton, Kans. Origi-

nally scheduled for last August but postponed,
it marks the 1948 dedication of Camp Landon
in Gulfport, Miss., as the base for the first

Voluntary Service unit of Mennonite Central
Committee. Before that the area was the site of

a Civilian Public Service unit—Camp Ber-
nard—for World War II conscientious objec-

tors. Nearly 400 people served in the VS unit

over the years and nearly 70 in the CPS camp.
More information is available from Orlo/Edna
Kaufman at Box 33, Moundridge, KS 67107;
phone 316-345-2764.

•Mennonite Historical Library Open House,
Apr. 15, at Goshen College. Featured will be a
recent gift to the library—a rare 1580s book by
David Joris, a Dutch spiritualist and Anabap-
tist. Also on display will be other recent gifts

and the museum's growing collection of ar-

tifacts. More information from the Informa-
tion Services Office at GC, Goshen, IN 46526;
phone 219-535-7535.

•Esquivel Lecture, Apr. 24, at Goshen College.

It features 1980 Nobel Peace Prize winner
Adolfo Perez Esquivel, and his topic is "Inter-

national Understanding Toward Peace."
Esquivel was imprisoned and tortured for his

work as a human-rights activist in military-

ruled Argentina in the 1970s. More informa-
tion from the Information Services Office at

GC, Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-535-7535.

•Monday Night Forum, Apr. 24, at Lancaster
(Pa.) Mennonite High School. It is part of a

series sponsored by Lancaster Conference. The

topic is "Alcohol Issues and the Church," and
the presenters are physician/consultant Wil-
lard Krabill and a panel of local people. More
information from Board of Congregational
Resources at Lancaster Conference, Salunga,
PA 17538; phone 717-898-2411.

•50th Anniversary Celebration, May 27-28, at

Bethel Mennonite Church, Gettysburg, Pa.
Among the activities are a picnic on the
grounds of the first meetinghouse. Six of the

congregation's nine pastors over the years will

be present. More information from the church
at 2450 Biglerville Rd., Gettysburg, PA 17325;

phone 717-677-8057.

Church-related job openings:
•Support services manager, Mennonite Health
Services, starting in June. The person will

manage the Akron, Pa., office; assist the exec-

utive director; administer scholarship pro-

grams; monitor an employee health benefit

program for four hospitals; and plan interna-

tional professional exchanges. A college de-

gree, secretarial skills, and administrative
experience are preferred. Contact Carl Good by
Apr. 30 at MHS, Box M, Akron, PA 17501;

phone 717-859-1151.

•Physical plant director, Goshen College. The
person supervises the custodial, maintenance,
grounds, vehicle, and security areas. This in-

cludes 25 employees and numerous students.

Needed are management and interpersonal

skills. A college degree is preferred. Send
resume to Mardene Kelley by May 15 at GC,
Goshen, IN 46526.

•Admissions counselor, Hesston College. Sales

and marketing interest are necessary; experi-

ence is helpful. A college degree is required.

Send resume to Arden Godshall at the college,

Box 3000, Hesston.KS 67062.

•Administrator, Lake Center Christian School,

Hartville, Ohio, starting in July. A master's

degree with administrative experience is pre-

ferred. The school has 200 students in grades
K-8. Contact board chairman Howard Miller at

13550 N. Market St., Hartville, OH 44632;

phone 216-877-3631.

•Residence director, Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege, starting in August. This is a part-time

position for nine months of the year. It is a
live-in situation in which the person is respon-

sible for resident assistants, social/educational

programs, and personal adjustment counsel-

ing/referral. Required is a college degree in

youth ministries or related field, experience in

group living, and administrative/supervisory

skills. Contact the Personnel Office at EMC,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone 703-433-2771.

•Assistant principal, Bethany Christian High
School, Goshen, Ind., starting in August. Con-
tact William Hooley at the school, 2904 S. Main
St., Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-534-2567.

•Teachers, Holly Grove Christian School,

Westover, Md., starting this fall. One is needed

for grade 6 and another for grades 7/8. One or

both persons will also serve as physical educa-

tion teacher and coach and as vice-principal.

Contact Marolyn Minnich at the school, R. 1,

Westover, MD 21871; phone 301-957-0222.

•Teachers, Linville Hill Mennonite School,

Paradise, Pa., starting this fall. Needed are ele-

mentary and junior high teachers. Contact
Luke Beiler at the school, 295 S. Kinzer Rd.,

Paradise, PA 17562; phone 717-442-4447.

•Staff, Agape Homes for Youth, Sarasota, Fla.

Needed are salaried houseparents and a volun-

tary service person. Agape serves children who
have been abandoned, abused, or neglected.
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Contact Agape at Box 7320, Sarasota, FL
34278; phone 813-378-3487.

Change of address: Norman Derstine from

Glendale, Ariz., to 4 Village Sq., Harrisonburg,

VA 22801. Alvin Kanagy from Millersburg,

Ohio, to 1335 Second Ave., Chambersburg,

PA 17201.

New members
Hildebrand, Waynesboro, Va.: Robert

Hiner and Melanie Hiner by baptism, and

Ernie and Peggy Hiner by confession of faith.

Kern Road, South Bend, Ind.: Jennifer

Yoder.

Hesstori, Kans.: Stephanie Goretzen, Na-

than Osborne, and Jeff Selzer.

West Union, Parnell, Iowa: Danny Ginger-

ich, Noah Larson, Sarah Larson, Kristen Lit-

willer, Anita Miller, and Ben Yoder.

Line Lexington, Pa.: Angie Hunsberger,

Trisha Moyer, Ann Varghese, and Tim Wea-
ver.

Millport, Leola, Pa.: Janelle Bender, Dar-

nell Martin, Michael Nolt, Karen and Matt

Wenger, and Ryan Zook.

North Baltimore, Md.: Bruce Kennedy,

Don Martin, and Elijah Nickelson.

Cape, Cape Coral, Fla.: Stella Arozco,

Mark and Lin Ashton, Helen Constantinoff,

Frances Frohman, Michael and Michelle Nun-
nick, Edith Stickfort, Mel, Barbara, and

Andrea Wroten, and John and Teri Zeigler.

Valleyview, London, Ont.: Shelly Bartel,

Mary Gallagher, Carmen Graffagnino, Sharon

Graffagnino, John Harder, and Sherry Harder

by baptism and Wolf Bartel by confession of

faith.

Hopewell, Kouts, Ind.: Glenda Carden,

Mark Deavers, Tina Dunham, Cindy Gaff,

Brent King, Wendy King, and Miller, Carol,

and Laura Moslick by baptism, and Bob and

Rita Carden, Mike Carden, Bob and Carol

Carden, Tom and Monica Earle, and Mark and

Theresa Martin by confession of faith.

Sandy Hill, Coatesville, Pa.: Cindy Reser.

Glennon Heights, Lakewood, Colo.: David

Johnson.
First Mennonite, Canton, Ohio: Ken Mur-

ray.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Benner, Steven and Leanne (Eshleman),
Keezletown, Va., second daughter, Lauren
Therese, Feb. 17.

Brenneman, Tony and Becky (Stichter),

Broadway, Va., third child, second son, David
Alan, Mar. 8.

Bryant, Tim and Linda (Bartol), Wil-
liamsport, Pa., fourth child, third daughter,
Salem Grace, Mar. 20.

Fahrney, Steve and Katrinka (Yoder), Har-
risonburg, Va., first child, Cody Michael, Mar.
10.

Godshall, James Allen and Kimberly Ann
(Derstine), Sumneytown, Pa., first child, Dan-
ielle Elizabeth, Mar. 8.

Graber, Rosa, Elkhart, Ind., first child,

Aaron, Jan. 12.

Grieser, Mike and Beth (Smucker), Mt.
Pleasant, Pa., second child, first daughter,
Sarah Elizabeth, Mar. 21.

Huber, Jay and Terri (Blucker), Nappanee,
Ind., first child, Danielle Marie, Feb. 22.

Jones, David S., Jr., and Theda (Stoltzfus),

Harleysville, Pa., first child, David Stanley III,

Mar. 16.

Heatwole, Conrad and Mary Jane (Swartz),

Christiansburg, Va., third daughter, Kaitlin

Joy, Mar. 4.

Miller, Donnie and Patty (Charles), South

Williamsport, Pa., second daughter, Laurelee

Joy, Feb. 10.

Miller, Gene and Tina (Hooper), Bradenton,

Fla., first child, Moriah Gene, Mar. 23.

Peachey, Lester and Shirley (Peachey),

Belleville, Pa., third son, Trenton James, Feb.

26.

Schroy, Mike and Dolly (Haas), Telford, Pa.,

second son, Justin Michael, Mar. 17.

Seely, John and Bonita (Mishler), Rileyville,

Va., first child, Zachary Aaron, Mar. 9.

Steider, Doug and Cindy (Harbin), La-

Grange, Ind., second son, Joseph Richard, Mar.

16.

Steiner, Bruce and Sherri (Geiser), Apple

Creek, Ohio, second child, first daughter, Cas-

sandra Jo, Mar. 19.

Tolley, Tim and Diana (Stalter), Cincinnati,

Ohio, second child, first son, Garrett

McKenzie, Mar. 2.

Witmer, Mark and Linda (Kurtz), Colum-

biana, Ohio, second and third daughters,

Kelcie La Rue and Kayla Renee, Feb. 14.

Yoder, Roger and Marlene (Beck), Battle

Nepal worker in Vietnam. Miriam

Krantz, longtime Mennonite Board of

Missions worker in Nepal, recently

served as a nutrition consultant for

Mennonite Central Committee in

Vietnam, where she spoke at a woman's

conference on malnutrition and

participated in an international

symposium on mother/child health.

Here she holds a baby at a primary

health-care project in an area where the

Chau Ma ethnic group lives. Krantz's

experience in applied nutrition in Nepal

brought a "needed element of realism to

the days of scientific and theoretical

presentations," said Stan Reedy of MCC
Vietnam.

Creek, Mich., third son, Austin Nicholas, Dec.

11.

Yoder, Stephen and Christine (Miller),

Bellefontaine, Ohio, second daughter, Bethany
Nicole, Mar. 21.

Yoder, Wayne and Sandy (Yoder), Belle-

ville, Pa., third son, Nathan Christopher, Feb.

14.

Correction: The name of the Chupp baby
listed in the Mar. 14 issue should be Loren
Daniel Shumaker.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more titan six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald " if the address is supplied.

Fretz-Stutzman. Clyde Y. Fretz, Perkasie,

Pa., Blooming Glen cong., and Sarah Jeane

Stutzman, Schwenksville, Pa., Methacton
cong., by Robert L. Shreiner, Truman H.

Brunk, and Kirk Hanger, Mar. 25.

Maas-Kauffman. Bob Maas, Middlebury,

Ind., Catholic Church, and Gail Kauffman,

Goshen, Ind., Pleasant View cong., by James

Detweiler, Mar. 4.

Sell-Witmer. Kent Sell, Lititz cong., Lititz,

Pa., and Deb Witmer, Mountville cong.,

Mountville, Pa., by Rick Murphy, Feb. 12.

Weaver-Raber. Philip Weaver, Akron, Pa.,

Akron cong., by Bonnie Raber, Lancaster, Pa.,

Martins Creek cong., by Beryl Jantzi and Paul

O. King, Mar. 18.

Obituaries

Baker, Nellie Villiard, daughter of John

and Sarah Villiard, was born at Bloomfield,

Mont., Mar. 3, 1914; died at Lakeview Medical

Center, Feb. 28, 1989; aged 74 y. On Mar. 20,

1935, she was married to Elvin Baker, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are one son (John Baker,

Sr.), 3 daughters (Dolores Ferr, Mavis Joyner,

and Jean Knobeck), 18 grandchildren, 17 great-

grandchildren, 2 brothers (Bill and Rome), and

5 sisters (Pearl Yoder, Edna Barsness, Lor-

raine, Lois Stutzman, and Donna Helgeson).

She was preceded in death by 4 brothers

(James, Ivan, Joe, and Irvin) and 2 sisters

(Carolyn and Mary). She was a member of Exe-

land Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Mar. 3, in charge of Elwood

Schrock and Larry Hawley; interment in

Windfall Lake Cemetery.

Helmuth, Sam S., was born at Arthur, 111.,

Mar. 11, 1913; died at Littleton, Colo., Oct. 8,

1988; aged 75 y. He was married to Wilma
Grace Helmuth, who died in 1972. Surviving

are one daughter (Grace Elaine Pratt), one son

(Ralph), 3 grandchildren, 2 stepgrandchildren,

and one brother (Orva S. Helmuth). He was a

member of First Mennonite Church, Canton,

Ohio. Funeral services were held at Beech

Mennonite Church on Oct. 13, in charge of

Melvin D. Leidig; interment in Beech Ceme-

tery.

Hertzler, Edna Brunk, daughter of George

R. land Katie (Wenger) Brunk, was born at

McPherson, Kans., Jan. 20, 1907; died of a

massive stroke at Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 11,

1989; aged 82 y. On Aug. 1, 1932, she was mar-

ried to Arthur V. Hertzler, who survives. Also

surviving are 2 sons (Robert and Ray), 5 grand-

children, 3 sisters, and 4 brothers. Funeral ser-
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vices were held at Lindale Mennonite Church
on Mar. 13, in charge of Lynn Miller, George R.
Brunk II, and Ralph Ziegler; interment in Lin-
dale Cemetery.
Kuhns, Arlene, daughter of Frank and

Ethel (Hamilton) Bowen, was born in Marshall
Co., Ind., Aug. 2, 1919; died at Nappanee, Ind
Feb. 19, 1989; aged 69 y. On Nov. 21, 1940, she
was married to Sam Kuhns, who survives.
Also surviving are one daughter (Shirley
Kuhns), 3 half-sisters (Edna Winquist, Evelyn
Newcomer, and Mary Lou Sauer), and one
half-brother (Junior Boyer). She was preceded
in death by one brother, one sister, one half-
sister, and 2 half-brothers. She was a member
of North Main Street Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Feb. 21, in
charge of John C. King; interment in Bremen
Cemetery.
Martin, Erma Schertz, daughter of Edwin

R. and Emma (Schertz) Schertz, was born in
Metamora, 111., Feb. 15, 1906; died at Elkhart,
Ind., due to injuries received in a car accident,'
Feb. 23, 1989; aged 83 y. On Aug. 28, 1937, she
was married to Clifford P. Martin, who died on
Jan. 6, 1985. Surviving are one son (Robert),
one daughter (Janette Deihl), 5 grandchildren,
one brother (Eugene Schertz), and 2 sisters
(Louella Smith and Gladys Burkholder). She
was preceded in death by 2 sisters (Marilyn
Sutter and Alverda Garber) and one brother.
She was a member of College Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Feb. 27, in charge of Philip K. Clemens and
Nancy Kauffmann; interment in Violett
Cemetery.
Marner, Walter E., son of Jacob and Eliza-

beth (Brenneman) Marner, was born in John-
son Co., Iowa, Aug. 5, 1910; died at Mercy Hos-
pital, Iowa City, Iowa, Mar. 6, 1989; aged 78 y.
On Feb. 22, 1933, he was married to Alta
Rhodes, who survives. Also surviving are one
daughter (Anita Pfile), one son (K. Francis), 5
grandchildren, and 2 brothers (Chriss and
Omar). He was preceded in death by one son
(Keith) and a stillborn son. He was a member
of East Union Mennonite Church, where funer-
al services were held on Mar. 9, in charge of
Michael Loss, J. John J. Miller, and Marvin
Rempel; interment in East Union Cemetery.
Mast, Ernest, son of Daniel and Mary

(Troyer) Mast, was born in Chouteau, Okla.,
June 1, 1921; died of a heart attack at Cumber-
land, Md., Mar. 10, 1989; aged 67 y. On Oct. 17,
1941, he was married to Sara Eichorn, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Glenn and
Daniel Mast), 2 daughters (Esther Meuson and
Maryanna Durst), and 8 grandchildren. He
was preceded in death by one son (Ernest
James). He was a member of Springs Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Mar. 13, in charge of James Mullett
and Steven Heatwole; interment in Springs
Cemetery.
Mast, Paul, son of Albert and Elizabeth

(Mast) Mast, was born in Millersburg, Ohio,
Oct. 6, 1904; died of a heart attack at
Millersburg, Ohio, Mar. 13, 1989; aged 84 y. On
Jan. 16, 1930, he was married to Beulah Miller,
who survives. Also surviving are two daugh-
ters (Carolyn Shultz and Julia Mishler)and one
son (Ellis Mast). He was preceded in death by
one son (John). He was a member of Martins
Creek Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Mar. 16, in charge of Paul O.
King and Bob and Enid Schloneger; interment
in Martins Creek Cemetery.
Mosemann, John H., son of John H. and

Lillie (Forry) Mosemann, was born in Lan-
caster, Pa., Aug. 6, 1907; died at Goshen, Ind.,
Feb. 25, 1989; aged 81 y. On Nov. 20, 1932, he
was married to Ruth Histand, who survives.
Also surviving are one daughter (R. Faye
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Klassen), one sister (Rhoda Denlinger), and
one brother (Daniel F.). On Apr. 19, 1933, he
was ordained to the ministry and served pas-
torates in Marietta, Pa., and Goshen, Ind. He
and his wife served as missionaries in Tangan-
yika, 1934-39. He was a member of College
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Feb. 28, in charge of James
Waltner, Nancy Kauffmann, and Philip Clem-
ens; interment in Violett Cemetery.

Nissley, Rhoda G., was born in West Done-
gal Twp., Pa., Sept. 30, 1905; died at the Men-
nonite Home, Lancaster, Pa., Feb. 26, 1989;
aged 83 y. She was a member of Mount Joy
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held
at the Mennonite Home on Mar. 1, in charge of
Shelley Shellenberger, Ralph Ginder, and Joe
Sherer; interment in Kraybill Mennonite
Cemetery.

Pletcher, Edna Shank, was born in Har-
rison Twp., Ind., July 5, 1894; died at Elkhart
(Ind.) General Hospital, Mar. 18, 1989; aged 94
y. On Oct. 23, 1915, she was married to Samuel
C. Pletcher, who died on Sept. 7, 1974. Surviv-
ing are one daughter (Lucille Wenger) and 3
grandchildren. She was preceded in death by
one son (Warren) and one brother (John
Shank). She was a member of Olive Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Mar. 21, in charge of Tim Epp; interment in
Olive West Cemetery.

Shreiner, Katherine H. Erb, daughter of
Abraham and Anna G. (Herr) Erb, was born in
East Hempfield Twp., Pa., Oct. 31, 1888; died
in Mount Joy Twp., Pa., Jan. 9, 1989; aged 100
y. She was married to Harry E. Shreiner, who
died in August 1949. Surviving are one daugh-
ter (Susan Hess) and 2 sisters (Mabel E. Nolt
and Anna Mae Huber). She was a member of
Erb Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Jan. 13, in charge of Robert
Shreiner, Fred Heller, Martin Nolt, and Joseph
Boll;mterment in Erb's Mennonite Cemetery.

Stingel, Lucile M. Kinzer, was born in
Freeport, 111., Nov. 30, 1914; died at Goshen,
Ind., Mar. 14, 1989; aged 74 y. On May 18, 1937,
she was married to John J. Stingel, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are 4 daughters (Nancy
Miller, Linda Yoder, Betsy Moore, and Cathy
Miller), one son (Ronald), 15 grandchildren, 7
great-grandchildren, one brother (Paul), and 2
stepsisters (Blanche Hoover and Verna
Moyer). She was preceded in death by one
daughter (Patsy Jensen) and one son (Fred).
She was a member of College Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Yoder-
Culp Funeral Home on Mar. 17, in charge of
James Waltner and Nancy Kauffmann; inter-
ment in Elkhart Prairie Cemetery.
Swartzendruber, Mary Maust, daughter of

Joseph and Lydia (Hochstetler) Maust, was
born at Meyersdale, Pa., Apr. 29, 1895; died at
Au Sable Valley Nursing Home, Fairview,
Mich., Mar. 15, 1989; aged 93 y. On June 17,
1917, she was married to Daniel D. Swartz-
endruber, who died on Feb. 6, 1988. Surviving
are 3 sons (Lloyd, Ray, and George), 12 grand-
children, 21 great- grandchildren, 2 brothers
(Joseph and Edward), and 2 sisters (Anna
Albrecht and Barbara Esch). One daughter
(Iva) preceded her in death. She was a member
of Pigeon River Mennonite Church, where fu-
neral services were held on Mar. 17, in charge
of Luke Yoder; interment in Pigeon River
Cemetery.
Tyson, Eva B., was born Apr. 27, 1906;

died on Mar. 7, 1989; aged 82 y. She was mar-
ried to Henry S. Tyson. Survivors include 2
daughters (Velma Ruth Martin and Betty Jane
Stoltzfus), 5 grandchildren, 6 great-grandchil-
dren, and one sister (Naomi Boll). She was a
member of Lititz Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Mar. 11, in

charge of J. Clair Hollinger, Mark B. Boll, and
Donald Good; interment in Hess Mennonite
Cemetery.
Yoder, Elizabeth Gingerich Gish, daughter

of Eli N. and Lizzie (Gingerich) Gish, was born
in Elizabethtown, Pa., Feb. 5, 1897; died at
Hesston, Kans., Mar. 20, 1989; aged 92 y. On
Aug. 30, 1928, she was married to Maurice A.
Yoder, who preceded her in death. Surviving
are 2 daughters (Marjorie Ann Stoltzfus and
Doreen Mateel Miller), 7 grandchildren, and 2
sisters (Ida Gish Lehman and Viola Gish Hu-
ber). She was a member of Hesston Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Scho-
walter Villa on Mar. 22, in charge of Wesley
Jantz, Phil Bedsworth, and Carl Wiebe; inter-
ment in Eastlawn Cemetery.

Zeiger, Elizabeth R., daughter of Benjamin
S. and Annie (Risser) Lehman, was born in
Mount Joy Twp., Pa., Mar. 22, 1893; died in
Lancaster Twp., Pa., Feb. 26, 1989; aged 95 y.
On May 17, 1917, she was married to Elmer
Zeiger, who died on Sept. 11, 1970. Surviving
are 2 daughters (Anna M. Hocker and Evelyn I.

Kulp), 5 grandchildren, 8 great-grandchildren,
and one brother (Jacob R. Lehman). She was
preceded in death by one son (Robert). She was
a member of Mount Joy Mennonite Church.
Funeral services were held at Nissley Funeral
Home on Mar. 2, in charge of Shelley R.
Shellenberger and Joe N. Sherer; interment in
Rissers Mennonite Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite and General Conference Mennonite mission leaders
annual meeting, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 10-12

Goshen College commencement, Goshen, Ind., Apr. 16
Churchwide Youth Ministry Council, Prescott, Ariz., Apr. 17-

22
South Central Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 20
Empowered Ministries annual meeting, Indianapolis, Ind.,

Apr. 20-22

Hispanic Convention executive board, Apr. 20-22
Rocky Mountain Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Colorado Springs, Colo., Apr. 22
Eastern Mennonite College commencement, Harrisonburg.

Va., Apr. 30
Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Goshen, Ind., May 4-

Mennonite Board of Education board of directors, Elkhart,
Ind., May 5-6

Rocky Mountain Conference annual assembly, Palmer Lake,
Colo., May 5-7

Franconia Conference spring assembly, Philadelphia, Pa., May
6

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y.,
May 13

Eastern Mennonite Seminary commencement, Harrisonburg,
Va., May 20

Hesston College commencement, Hesston, Kans., May 21
Southwest Conference midyear meeting, Los Angeles, Calif.,

May 27-29

Goshen Biblical Seminary board of overseers, Elkhart, Ind.,

June 1-2

North Central Conference annual meeting, Bloomfield, Mont.,
June 2-4

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

June 8-10

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-
tors, June 9-10

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., June 9-10
Keystone Bible Institute annual board meeting, Lancaster,

Pa., June 12

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., June
13

Allegheny Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Somerset, Pa., June 15

Franklin Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Chambersburg, Pa., June 16

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-

gional conference, New York, N.Y., June 20-21

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Scottdale, Pa.,

June 22-24

Northwest Conference annual meeting, Three Hills, Alta.,

June30-July2
Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General

Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, III., Aug. 1-6
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Two Christian workers killed

by mobs in Mexico
Two young Christian workers were

stoned to death in Mexico by angry mobs
in separate incidents that probably took

place on the same day recently.

According to the Mexico City daily

newspaper Excelsior, Abelino Jerez Her-

nandez was killed by "more than 100

angry Catholics." A police spokesman
said Jerez was "first chased out of town
and then attacked with stones" until he

died. None of the attackers has been ar-

rested, despite the state government's

claim to have identified most of them.

Early the following day, the body of

Julio Davalos Morales was discovered in

an empty lot. Nearby were his briefcase,

which was full of Christian tracts, and
several bloodied rocks. No suspects are in

custody.

Adventist pastor killed,

reportedly by 'contra' rebels

A Seventh-Day Adventist pastor in an

isolated Nicaraguan mountain village

was killed in February, reportedly by
"contra" rebels. Miguel Fernando Orozco

was killed when he tried to flee from the

U.S.-backed troops that arrived at his

home in the small village of La Parra,

located about 120 kilometers northeast of

Managua in Matagalpa Province, accord-

ing to human rights workers who recently

completed an investigation of the murder.

The incident was investigated by vol-

unteers of Witness for Peace, a U.S.-

based human rights group, as well as

evangelical officials and Adventist
Church staff in the region.

Dissident Southern Baptist group
votes to start a new seminary
The Southern Baptist Alliance voted

recently to start a seminary in Richmond,
Va., to reject the fundamentalism now
dominating the Southern Baptist Con-
vention. The seminary will champion
women in ministry and will cooperate

with other Baptist denominations.

The alliance, which is a faction of

43,000 people within the 14.7-million-

member Southern Baptist Convention,

held its third national convocation in

Greenville, S.C. The new seminary will be

started partly in response to the funda-

mentalist takeover of Southeastern
Baptist Theological Seminary in Wake
Forest, N.C. The former president of

Southeastern, Randall Lolley, told the

alliance meeting that he was "a lucky

Baptist to be at a time and a place where

some free-church Baptists said 'no' to

fundamentalism."
The new alliance seminary will coop-

erate with a black Baptist seminary al-

ready in Richmond and with seminaries

of the American Baptist Churches. It will

open when plans are implemented and

about $500,000 is raised. An interim

board of trustees is being established, and

the school will open with about 150 stu-

dents.

Methodists, Catholics most likely

to switch denominations
A poll by the Gallup organization in the

United States shows that Methodists and

Catholics are more likely to leave their

churches than persons raised in other de-

nominations and faith groups. According

to the poll, one in three persons raised a

Methodist and one in 10 raised a Catholic

is no longer identified with those

churches. Among the 10 groups repre-

sented in the survey, the Christian

Church (Disciples of Christ) showed the

largest proportional increase, with 2 per-

cent of Americans reporting they were

raised as Disciples and 3 percent report-

ing they are now Disciples.

First Jewish community center

opens in the Soviet Union
The opening of the first Jewish com-

munity center in the Soviet Union in 50

years brought Jewish leaders from 70 na-

tions to Moscow for the celebration. It oc-

curred just days after a Soviet newspaper

acknowledged that Soviet Jews have suf-

fered discrimination for decades and that

dictator Josef Stalin had destroyed Jew-

ish culture in the country. Other evi-

dences of change under Mikhail Gorba-

chev: less harassment at Jewish holiday

observances, the opening of a private

Jewish museum and library in Moscow,

and an eight-year high in emigration

—

20,000 in 1988.

NCC joins Kansas City debate

on Klan TV appearance
A request by the Ku Klux Klan for time

on a local "public access" televison chan-

nel in Kansas City, Mo., has put National

Council of Churches communications of-

ficials on the horns of a familiar di-

lemma—free speech versus racist rhet-

oric. NCC has always viewed itself as a

strong supporter of First Amendment free

speech rights. But support of those rights

in the Kansas City situation, NCC com-
munications officials feel, could mistak-

enly be perceived as support for the Klan,

a group whose racist views the NCC has

staunchly opposed for many years.

Shirley Koritnik, a member of the NCC
Communication Unit Committee who di-

rects an interfaith television effort in

Kansas City, said there appears to be

broad support in the city's black and
Jewish communities for the action of the

City Council to close the public-access

channel in order to block the KKK. But
she disagrees with the action, because it

may mean the loss of other valuable

programming.
The best way to fight the message of

the Klan, said Koritnik, is not to ban the

Klan from the air but to produce
programming challenging the Klan's

point of view. In Kansas City, she said, a

number of producers have agreed to

develop such programming if the Klan is

permitted to broadcast.

Paraguayan president says

Nazis aren't welcome any longer

Gen. Andres Rodriguez, the new
president of Paraguay, has pledged that

the South American country will no long-

er be a haven for Nazi war criminals. He
made the pledge in a meeting with Rabbi

Morton Rosenthal, director of the Latin

American Affairs Department of the

Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith.

Under the 35-year reign of Gen. Alfredo

Stroessner, who was overthrown earlier

this year in a military coup, Paraguay
granted citizenship to such notorious

Nazis as Joseph Mengele, who performed

experiments on concentration camp vic-

tims in Auschwitz during World War II.

Brazil's Arns: warm welcome as he
champions third-world agenda

In Brazil, Catholic Cardinal Paulo Eva-

risto Arns of Sao Paulo has recently

stirred the wrath of conservative news-

papers by praising Fidel Castro's Cuba as

an example of social justice. But he drew
a warm response at a conference of

Catholic social activists in Washington
recently when he suggested that rich

countries write off the crushing foreign

debts of the third world.

Arns—who battled Brazil's military

dictatorship during that country's dark-

est days of repression, torture, and
murder, and who lately has tussled with

the Vatican over its treatment of "libera-

tion theologians"—spoke at a gathering

sponsored by the official social-action

agencies of the American Catholic hier-

archy. The talk offered a glimpse of the

array of causes championed by Arns, who
has promoted the flourishing "base com-
munities" of poor people who, in Brazil

and throughout Latin America, resist op-

pressive conditions in the name of the

gospel.
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The gender of God
I wrote in my last editorial about the tragedy of

limiting the ministry of women in the church be-

cause we have misunderstood the Bible. Now I am
taking up an even more dangerous subject: the

gender of God. In this I am stimulated by three

sources.

One is a report on the New Revised Standard
Version—a revision of the revision which is due
next year. Bruce Metzger, chair of the revision

committee, reported recently that the committee
for the NRSV has not tinkered with the language
about God. "God remains 'Our Father/ and Jesus
Christ is still the Son of God," he told a group of

staff members of the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America. According to the March 1

issue of The Lutheran, the revision will

concentrate rather on improvement of accuracy
and clarity and removing out-of-date expressions

and words. It will also take out male-oriented
expressions which in earlier cultures may have
seemed generic but are today considered sexist.

"0 men of little faith" in Matthew 6:30 will now
be "You of little faith." I see that as a good move.
As for the "overmasculization" of God in the

Bible, Metzger considers this an issue for Chris-

tian educators to consider. When they do I

propose that they should take into account the

findings of literary and biblical scholars such as

Roland Mushat Frye and Elizabeth Achtemeier,
who agree that the language used for God in the

Bible was correctly chosen.

Both of these writers wish to make clear that
they favor inclusive language for people and sup-

port "equality for women in dignity, rights, and
opportunities," as Frye avers in "Language for

God and Feminist Language" (Interpretation,

January 1989, p. 46). Frye wants us to understand
first of all that all language about God in the Bi-

ble is figurative language because "God is not or-

dinary: If he were, we should not need him to re-

veal himself to us" (p. 48). Two dangers face us,

he says. On the one hand, some fundamentalists
call for a literal understanding of figurative lan-

guage. On the other hand are those persons who
suggest that if language about God is only figura-

tive, then any figure will do.

Frye insists that this is not so and points out
that while the Bible in a few places uses mother
as an image for God, this is only in the form of

simile—a less powerful figure of speech than

metaphor, where on 250 occasions in Scripture

God is represented as father. (In simile, we say
that people are like lights; in metaphor we say
they are lights.) Frye concludes that "we cannot
alleviate oppression among any segment of hu-
manity by altering the language for the one
sovereign God who revealed himself in Scripture

and in the person of his only Son ..." (p. 57).

Achtemeier goes even further and charges that
in their zeal to overcome apparent sexism in the

Scripture, radical feminists have gone back to the
cyclical view of history which the biblical faith re-

jected. The biblical account of creation, for

example, asserts God's position separate from
and in control of natural processes. In contrast,

the gods of the traditional religions were bound
up with nature in an endless cycle. Achtemeier
insists that "as soon as God is called female, the

images of birth, of suckling, of carrying in the

womb, and, most importantly, the identification

of the deity with the life in all things become
inevitable, and the Bible's careful and consistent

distinction between Creator and creation is

blurred and lost" (Female Language for God:
Should the Church Adopt It?" in TheHerme-
neutical Quest, pp. 108-109).

This is not to suggest that the church has not
used sexist language or engaged in discrimination

against women. And while we should not accede

to the feminist extremes Achtemeier is criticiz-

ing, we can deliberately look for ways to express

ourselves that are not oppressive. David Buttrick

observes that "Some of the obvious God-talk

problems can be resolved neatly by simply using

a different syntax. We do not need to use the

construction, 'When God spoke, he created the

world,' when we can say, 'God spoke and the

world was created,' or 'the world happened when
God spoke,' or some other useful syntax" (Homi-
letic, p. 198).

So we need to recognize that the church has
helped perpetuate stereotypes that have had the

effect of oppressing women. We need to address

these, repent of them, and assert our liberty as

people in Christ to be "neither Jew nor Greek . .

.

neither male nor female" (Gal. 3:28). But Frye
and Achtemeier remind us that to do this does not

mean throwing out the figurative language
through which the character of God is revealed to

us in the Bible.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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Center his gates

with thanksgiving,

and his courts

with praise!



Useless praise
by Ben C. Ollenburger

Any reader of the Psalms knows that their

characteristic feature is praise. That is what the

word "psalms" means in Hebrew: "praises." The
Psalms praise God, and one of them even
describes God as "enthroned upon the praises of

Israel" (Ps. 22:3, RSV). That is a curious picture,

is it not—God reigning from a throne composed
of our praises? Is it not just as curious that the

longest book in the Bible is devoted to the praise

of God?
I sometimes wonder why we do not devote

more of our worship to praise. It may be that our
view of praise is too narrow. In church music,

there is a category called "praise songs." Songs
like "I Will Sing unto the Lord" fall into that cate-

gory. But "praise songs" are not the only way to

sing praises. The Messiah is praise at its musical
best. Many of our traditional hymns sing praise

to God. So does the doxology. I am no musician,

but it seems to me that Bach and Handel are

among our greatest composers of praise songs.

Prayer is a way of praising God, whether it be
high and eloquent or profoundly simple. Preach-
ing can be, too.

Perhaps our sermons would be better if we
thought of them as praise offered to God, or if

they encouraged the congregation to praise God
from whom all blessings flow. Prayer and preach-

ing do not need to be trite and shallow to praise

God. The Psalms are models of praise, but they
are also some of the world's best and most com-
plex poetry.

No earthly good. There is another reason, I

think, why we are timid about praise. Of all that

we do as Christians, praise is perhaps the most
gloriously irrelevant. Praise does no earthly good.

Praising God does not clothe the naked or feed the

hungry; it does not correct oppression or set the

captives free. It is hard to think of praise as a

form of peacemaking. Those actions may well

Ben C. Ollenburger, Elkhart, Ind., is an Old Testament
professor at Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.

bring praise to God— I believe they do—and we
may think of ways that praising God contributes
to those actions. We may even think that praise
builds community, or that it has emotional
benefits. But the Bible nowhere suggests that
those results or benefits, real or imagined, are the
reasons we should praise God.
Why, then, should we offer praise to God?

Psalm 81 says we should praise God because we
are supposed to—"For it is a statute for Israel, an
ordinance of the God of Jacob" (v. 4, RSV). Psalm
98 says we should praise God because he comes to

judge the earth (v. 9). Psalm 100:2-4 sums it all

up, I think:

Know that the Lord is God!
It is he that made us, and we are his;

We are his people, and the sheep ofhis pasture.
Enter his gates with thanksgiving, and his

courts with praise!

Give thanks to him, bless his name!
For the Lord is good; his steadfast love endures
for ever,

And his faithfulness to all generations.

Devotion to God. We are to praise God because
of who God is and because of who we are: we are
God's people. Our praise is not motivated by what
it may accomplish, by its effects; it is motivated
by what God has accomplished on our behalf and
by our devotion to God. God's people offer praise
because they are God's people. Americans sing
"The Star-Spangled Banner" and Canadians "0

Canada" because of who they are; we praise God
because of who we are.

This is a hard lesson. We are not prone to do
something that has no utility. It is not enough
that we study the Bible in order better to under-
stand it; our study has to solve some problem or

tell us what to do. Preaching is not sufficient if it

only leads to a deeper sense of God's grace; it

must instruct us to do something practical.

Theology seems arcane and useless if it is

concerned only with our thought and speech
about God; it must show how to use that thought
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Our praise is not motivated by what it

may accomplish; it is motivated by what

God has accomplished on our behalf.

and speech to change the world. Christian educa-

tion is inadequate if it just teaches our children

Bible stories; it must teach them how to be

socially conscious and more obedient children.

Praise of God seems empty if there is no moral

lesson to accompany it. It seems useless and

without utility—and it is. Praise, doxology, ac-

complishes nothing.

Patrick D. Miller wrote last year in Theology

Today ("In Praise and Thanksgiving"):

In theface ofan insistent pattern in secular

and church life that leads us always to live and

work to accomplish things, to achieve goals, to

live useful lives, and to carry on an unceasing ar-

ray ofprograms to justify our existence, the

sound ofdoxology frees us to do nothing but give

glory to God. The thing that matters most is ut-

terly useless in a world that measures all activity

by its usefulness.

Simply praise God. We Mennonites are not

wrong for emphasizing, as we do, the demands of

the gospel. But we are wrong if we equate the

gospel with those demands. We are wrong, I

believe, if we cannot simply praise God. Praise

means giving honor where honor is due, and all

honor belongs to God. As Paul puts it, we have

nothing to boast about. We desperately need to

boast, but the grace of God, shown to us in Jesus

Christ, robs us of our boasting. Only sinners need

God's grace, and sinners have no reason to boast.

They do—we do—have reason to praise, however,

because the Lord is good; his steadfast love

endures forever.

Praise of God has no utility; it accomplishes

nothing; it is gloriously irrelevant. In our quest

for relevance, for usefulness, for utility—in our

determination to live as we should—let us not

forget to praise God, for the sake of nothing and

no one but God, enthroned upon our praises. Q
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Hear, hear!

A colum n for sharing personal concerns

An unnecessary
taxing issue

There are, indeed, passages of Scrip-

ture that are difficult to understand and
therefore result in differing interpreta-

tions. Much of the book of Revelation is a
prime example of that. However, a great-
er portion of the Word of God is plain and
simple— if we allow it to be. Such is the
case concerning whether one should pay
the percentage of their income tax which
supports the military. This is not a recent
question, but rather a 2,000-year-old one
initially brought to Jesus by the religious

leaders of his day. It is recorded in three
of the Gospels (Matt. 22:15-22; Mark 12:

13-17; Luke 20:20-26).

Historians tell us that the Roman
government of Jesus' day had notably one
of the largest military expenditures, per-

centage-wise, of any nation ever. Jesus'

answer totally "amazed" and "confound-
ed" his wise questioners. "Give to Caesar
what is Caesar's, and to God what is

God's." It is plain and simple— if we allow
it to be.

Mankind is not capable of ultimately
determining what is good and what is

evil. For God's ways and thoughts are
higher than ours (Isa. 55:8-9). And the

foolishness of God is wiser than the wis-

dom of man, including even the wisdom
of those with degrees behind their names
(1 Cor. 1:25). This is the very reason God
commanded Adam and Eve not to eat
from the tree of the knowledge of good
and evil. God knew that if they did eat of

it, their eyes would be opened and they
would begin to make their own judgments
regarding what was good and evil.

It happened. And it is happening now.
Jesus said, "Pay your taxes to Caesar."
But, we hear others today saying, "No,
the good thing, the nonresistant thing,

the Christian thing, is to withhold your
taxes that would be used for military

causes." Those who, under the banner of

"nonresistance," take issue with Jesus'

command are in essence saying that they
understand the difference between good
and evil better than God does.

Of course, those who argue against
paying their taxes think in their human
wisdom they have found a loophole in

raising the question, "But what really is

Caesar's?" Anyone familiar with liberal

theology will easily recognize that their

question is the same shallow type of rea-

soning used by the liberal theologians to

discredit anything in God's Word that

doesn't suit their fancy. As Christians,

our obligation is to obey the Word of

God—not interrogate it or complicate it

as the Pharisees were notorious for.

Mennonite Weekly Review (Mar. 2) car-

ried a front-page article about a Japanese
group, which included a Mennonite min-
ister, who sued their government for not
allowing them to withhold the portion of

their income tax that would be used for

military purposes. Ironically, the reason
given by the minister for waging a losing

7V2-year lawsuit was that paying the
military portion of his tax was hurting
his Christian testimony. He felt he was
"betraying" the people he had preached
to.

But where was his concern for his
Christian testimony regarding suing? The
Bible clearly admonishes us against
bringing lawsuits. Yet, no place does it

say or even imply that we should be tax
resisters. In fact, the reverse is the case!

This is really an unnecessary taxing
issue. From time to time we need to stop
and remind ourselves which kingdom it is

that we belong to. Let us be about our
Father's business. Jesus' last command
ought to be our first concern. Our com-
mission is to preach, not protest. No-
where is it recorded that Jesus even spoke
against the Roman government's military
escapades. There is no evidence that Jesus
didn't pay his taxes; so why shouldn't we
pay ours? We are certainly not above our
Master.—R. L. Krabill, Dalton, Ohio

Agonizing over
war taxes

I recently attended a meeting that fo-

cused on the question of paying the
military portion (about 50 percent) of our
U.S. federal income taxes. I left the meet-
ing troubled, not because there were vary-

ing viewpoints, but because many people

appeared unconcerned about the issue

and failed to address what I believe are

key questions on the matter.

The question for me is not whether we
should honor our government or whether
a government has the right to collect

taxes. Rather, the crux of the matter is to

determine when Caesar's demands con-

flict with our obedience to God. I fear that

if I were to give Caesar all that he de-

mands in war taxes, I would fail to honor
God in four important ways.

1. 1 fear that by paying the military

portion of my income taxes, I fail to trust

God alone for my security. Throughout
history, nations have tried to secure their

well-being and safety through military

solutions. Again and again in the Bible,

God asks us to resist such solutions and to

trust him instead. If I work several

months each year to pay my nation's

military dues, am I not giving legitimacy

to the military establishment's answers
for my security?

2. 1 fear that by paying my war taxes I

fail to give my primary loyalty to Christ's

worldwide church. My war taxes would
purchase planes, bombs, guns, and mili-

tary training to be used in third-world

settings. Although our country is not in-

volved in any declared war, our military

might is felt keenly in Central America,
the Philippines, and the Middle East. Can
I say that my first loyalty is to the world-
wide kingdom of God if I comply with
structures that do violence to my
neighbors around the world?

3. 1 fear that by paying my war taxes, I

fail to follow Christ as he calls me to love

all people, even my enemies. In Matthew
5 Jesus no doubt surprised his listeners

by challenging them to love not only their

friends, but all people, just as God does.

This has not been an easy teaching for the

church. Peter struggled with it when he
was called to go to Cornelius, a Gentile,

and Paul reminded the early church again
and again that the gospel was not only for

Jews, but also for Gentiles.

4. 1 fear that by paying my war taxes, I

fail to respect God's creation. In today's

world, militarism not only threatens
people, but also all of creation. While
militarism is not the only way we dis-

honor God's creation, it is through nu-
clear weapons that we dare to threaten all

that God has made. Can I claim to truly

honor God if I continue to help pay for

such weapons?
I recognize that sincere people differ on

this issue. Some encourage elected lead-

ers to re-order our nation's priorities.

Some give away more of their income so

that they owe less income tax. Some live

in community so that they can live on
lower incomes. Some withhold a symbolic
amount or all of their military taxes.

What is important is not so much that we
all agree, but that we agonize together on
these questions.

—Linda Peachey, Akron, Pa.

Ring the
dinner bell

Recently I came across a very impres-

sive statement: "The healing ministry is

the dinner bell of the gospel message." It

recalled Jesus' orders to the apostles he
was sending out in Matthew 10:8

—
'Heal

the sick." Also the 70 in Luke 10:8—'Heal
the sick who are there." I cannot find that

this order was ever canceled! In Acts 5

Peter and John kept up the good work,
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and in Acts 28:8-9 Paul did too.

Especially to the promoters of our Vi-

sion 95, I feel I should say, "Here is a

tool—a key factor for your project—that

it seems you have overlooked." We get

reminded of times when Mennonite
friends have prayed for sick and afflicted

patients and friends and have seen mir-

acles take place. We do have answers to

our prayers. We do have an ordinance of

anointing with oil according to James

5:13-16. But why are we so timid about it?

By far the greater percentage of the Men-
nonite ministers I have known, instead of

"ringing this dinner bell," inviting all and
sundry to our "feast," act as though this

were a cloak-and-dagger mystery! Maybe
I am one of a very few Mennonites con-

cerned over the lack of healing outreach

in our church, but I hope not. I hope there

are many others sharing my concerns and
praying for a new, if it needs to be new,

experience of the "Lord's anointed" whom
he will call to promote this ministry

among us.

I believe the world will yet see the man
God anoints to fulfill this promise and to

"ring a dinner bell" that will bring men
and women to more than fill our quota of

doubling the church before 1995! Pray ye

the Lord of the harvest that he send forth

such a man!
—Roy E. Hartzler, Wellman Iowa

Arrested in Buffalo

by Titus Kauffman

Should I go or shouldn't I? Is this something I

can do with integrity? I don't want to be arrested

and have a criminal record. After all, I am a

minister and a minister ought to walk before

people in an upright manner.
But the apostle Paul had a prison record. In

fact, many of the epistles which are a part of the

New Testament were written or dictated from
prison.

Lord, I'll go, but I need to have a sense of your

call to it. I need your peace, Lord. And another

thing, God, I want Barb (my wife) in agreement.

"Barb, what do you think about Operation

Rescue? Should I get involved with that?"

"Titus, I have decided that you need to make
that decision. I will support you in what you
discern the Lord calling you to do."

Lord, I'll go, but you let me know when I am to

go.

My day off. While listening to our local Chris-

tian radio station on Monday afternoon (the Lord
didn't seem to know that's my day off!) I felt the

Lord impressing me that I should go on a

"rescue."

So it was that on Friday morning, November 4,

I joined about 30 fellow clergy to participate in

Operation Rescue in Buffalo. We met at a church,

were given instructions on which abortion clinic

we were going to, and car-pooled to the site. The
clinic was in a medical building, so we were able

to be in a hallway inside the building.

As we were sitting and standing in front of this

clinic three and four deep covering both doors, we
spent the time praying and singing. We were
there for one purpose—to keep that abortion

clinic from doing abortions that day. We were of

Titus Kauffman, Alden, N.Y., is pastor of Alden Mennonite
Church. This article was reprinted with permission from New
York State Fellowship Newsletter.

many different denominations and some were

nondenominational. In front of me was a Catholic

priest, beside me an Assembly of God minister,

behind me a Baptist pastor. I heard the Catholic

priest say, "This is truly an ecumenical service."

My mind was racing. I had no doubt that I was
to be there, so I was at peace about that.

However, I wondered how the police would

handle it. At the last rescue, only a few of the

leaders were arrested. Would that happen again?

What paradoxes this day held. I was for life,

from conception to old age. Yet just beyond that

physical wall, babies were being killed daily. The
doctor who had taken a vow to work to preserve

life was taking a life from women and young girls

and telling them it was only tissue. And besides

that, the man's name was Dr. Shalom. The clinic

was at 666 Colvin Avenue.

Blocked doctor. Soon the doctor came, es-

corted by a plainclothes policeman. We blocked

him from entering the clinic. The word quickly

spread.

A young girl and fellow came. She said she had

an appointment. We did not allow her in. (Later a

street counselor was able to help her make the de-

cision to keep her baby.)

Another young girl and her mother came and

were blocked from entering the clinic. She be-

came very angry and hurled much verbal abuse at

us.

Other police and news media people came. A
policeman with his bullhorn warned us to leave

the building or else we would be arrested. Should

I leave? No, I'm committed to take a stand for life.

When the bus arrived, we were well aware that

this would not be an arrest of only a few leaders

but the entire group. That is what happened. The

30 or more clergy inside the building and 15

others outside the building who were blocking the

windows were arrested that day. «v
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ONE CONGREGATION'S EXPERIENCE WITH VISION 95

I know we can
by Don Delagrange

The Lord has blessed Central Mennonite

Church. Over the 20 years of its history, we have

at times experienced significant growth; at other

times we have plateaued. Throughout that time

we have tried to maintain a balance of looking

back to where we have come from and looking

ahead to God's leading for the future.

A 1985 growth study revealed some interesting

facts: (1) 130 births; (2) 29 persons added through
marriages; (3) 67 moved away because of job

transfers; (4) 114 once attended services, but
dropped out for a variety of reasons; and (5) 49
transfers of membership and 48 new persons ad-

ded.

In summary, this means a net gain of 180 for

the first 17 years of the congregation's existence.

I have often told the congregation, "I do not apolo-

gize for counting my sheep."

Back from Ames 85. That was 1985, the year
the Ten-Year Goals (now Vision 95) for the Men-
nonite Church were adopted. We returned from
the Ames 85 convention and began praying for di-

rection. We worked intentionally at informing
the congregation of the goals, frequently using
the goals statement as a litany in worship or just

making reference to it.

One of the challenges that came out of the 1985

study was to look at establishing congregational

goals that would result in 50 percent growth by
1995. That would mean adding 14-15 persons each

year plus retaining all persons currently in atten-

dance. "Praise the Lord, I know we can!" was one
person's response.

We began brainstorming about visions and
goals in our mission committee, elders meetings,

and Sunday school classes. By 1987 we were
ready to write some congregational visions and
goals, and assigned the task to an ad hoc group. A
completed statement was presented to the

administrative council and board of elders in the
fall. Many meetings later, a plan was ready to

take to the entire body for approval.

Renewal was a prominent theme—asking God
through the power of his Holy Spirit to continue
his renewal of the body of Christ at Central

through the coming months and years. Renewal
would be evidenced by Jesus becoming Lord of

more and more of life. This renewal depended
upon prayer and centering our lives around the
Word of God.

In the last section of the vision and goals state-

Don Delagrange, Fort Wayne, Ind., is pastor of Central
Mennonite Church. This article is reprinted with permission
from Gospel Evangel of Indiana-Michigan Conference.

ment, we said we would trust that spiritual

renewal would result in:

•Increasing our membership to 420.

•Increasing the number of small groups by two
per year.

•Doubling our witness efforts with evangelistic

teams.
• Participating in a local cooperative church-

planting effort.

• Scaling down our lifestyles.

• Channeling resources released by the above
into kingdom needs.

The administrative council formulated a plan
that would emphasize spiritual renewal, inform
the congregation of the goals, and prepare mem-
bers to own and approve the statement.

1. We would make the teaching and practice of

prayer a priority. We adopted a book to study
prayer, corporate prayer was to be special at

every public worship setting, and the pastor was
to publish a monthly prayer list.

2. The reading, teaching, preaching, and mem-
orizing of the Word was given special priority.

A daily Bible reading schedule was adopted, the

pastor was to make preaching his priority, and
Sunday school classes were urged to emphasize
"How to Study the Bible."

3. A theme verse, 2 Chronicles 7:14, was chosen
for a period of time.

4. A timetable was projected: from January to

early spring there was to be an emphasis in

preaching on the evidences of renewal; in spring

and summer the congregation would be made
aware of the specific growth goals.

Final approval. Last June and July, a "Living

God's Dream" feature, highlighting specific goals,

was included in several morning worship
services. On a Sunday evening in July we dis-

cussed the goals in total; members strongly af-

firmed moving toward final approval.

A Sunday morning service in August was set

aside for a covenant signing service. Built around
the theme "All the Glory Is God's," the service in-

cluded a message entitled "Yielding Your Small-

ness to His Greatness." A consecration and
covenant signing followed. To conclude the ser-

vice, the hymn "To God Be the Glory" was sung
as young and old filed to the front of the

sanctuary, placing their signed covenants in the

offering plate.

Are we done? Can we sigh with relief and feel

good that the congregation has taken ownership
of the vision and goals? No, the work has just

begun, but praise the Lord! I know we can do all

that God has called us to. ^
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"With a gun
in his hands,

man cannot

till the land.

held

\two hands."
—Paride Taban, Sudanese bishop

Around the world MCC and its

localpartners see the relationship

between conflict and hunger.

Poverty and hunger are causes of

conflict. War makes it impossible

for people to earn a living and
grow food. War is also costly,

drawing government funds away
from social programs.

MCC works atpeacemaking and
meeting human need through

programs such as agricultural

work in Lebanon, peace efforts in

the Horn of Africa, and assistance

through churches in Nicaragua

and Honduras.

"They shall beat their swords Into

plowshares, and their spears into

pruning hooks; nation shall not lift

up sword against nation, neither

shall they learn war any more; but

every one will live quietly in his

own home in peace, and no one
shall make them afraid, for the

mouth of the Lord of hosts has

spoken."

Micah 4

Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central

Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street

Box M
Akron, PA 17501

MCC Canada
134 Plaza Drive

Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9



Church news

Changes in Kampuchea bring

opportunities for MCC
The year 1988 brought significant

changes to the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee program in Kampuchea, formerly
called Cambodia. The program there

grew from two country representatives to

a nine-member team that includes three

medical workers, two irrigation engi-

neers, a veterinarian, and an administra-

tive assistant.

MCC first became involved in Kam-
puchea in 1979 in response to the massive
starvation, disease, destruction, and dis-

location brought on by the genocidal rule

of the Khmer Rouge from 1975 to 1978.

Then in early 1979 the world learned of

the holocaust in Kampuchea, when neigh-

boring Vietnam invaded the country,

ousted the Khmer Rouge government,
and helped install the current govern-

ment. The response of the world com-
munity was overwhelming; millions of

dollars were raised and food relief and
supplies were sent by many international

organizations. MCC also responded by
channeling contributions through an in-

ternational aid consortium.

In 1981 MCC's first country representa-

tives went to live in Kampuchea. With the

exception of a few short-term, intermit-

tent medical and technical workers, the

two were the only MCC workers in Kam-
puchea until 1988.

Along with a larger MCC team came

more diversified programs. In recent
years MCC's focus has changed from pro-

viding emergency relief supplies such as

rice, canned beef, fertilizer, clothing, and
school kits to developing programs in

public health, water resource develop-
ment, and reforestation.

The growth and shifts in the MCC
program mirror, in large part, the
changes that have been occurring in the
country. In the early years, when Kam-
puchea was teetering on the brink of dis-

aster, the need for emergency aid was
paramount. The country's entire infra-

structure had been dismantled by the
Khmer Rouge in an attempt to bring
about a radical revolution. Cities had
been emptied, factories and schools
closed, books burned, currency abolished,

and the educated killed.

As the country slowly began to rebuild,

every sector found itself with few re-

sources. Fewer than 50 doctors had
survived and the educational system had
been obliterated. Only a handful of trained
foresters were left in the Department of
Forestry, where maps, surveys, and docu-
ments had been destroyed. In the Depart-
ment of Hydrology, which is responsible
for the irrigation networks of the
country, there were only two trained civil

engineers and no equipment.

Meanwhile, in retaliation to the Viet-

namese invasion, much of the world
turned its back on the Vietnamese-in-
stalled Kampuchean government.
Against this backdrop, MCC continues to

be one of the few nongovernmental orga-
nizations working in Kampuchea. Thus
MCC has a relatively significant profile in

the country. Within the Department of

Hydrology, for example, MCC engineers
work closely with government engineers
on large-scale national irrigation
projects. At the same time, MCC
engineers are helping villagers in Prey
Veng Province build small dams and
canals to control water for rice fields.

Due to political and security concerns it

was initially difficult for MCC and other

Western organizations to obtain worker
visas. MCC has thus recruited short-term

workers from India, Cuba, and the Philip-

pines.

This year, however, many restrictions

in the country have been eased or lifted.

Kampucheans say these changes seem to

be a result of dialogue between the var-

ious rebel factions, partial withdrawal of

Vietnamese troops, and the general
"perestroika" (restructuring) that seems
to be affecting many communist coun-

tries.

With fewer restrictions on travel inside

the country, MCC is now working more at

the provincial and district level where its

resources can hopefully be used more
strategically for the rural poor. For ex-

ample, the MCC medical team, based in

Prey Veng Province, can now work in the

countryside. "I feel MCC is beginning to

see some of the fruits of patiently work-
ing within the restrictions while looking

for opportunities to move out," says
former country representative Jim Tay-

lor.—Debbie TaylorforMCC

Multi-staff churches
discuss growth
at Florida conference
A first-time conference for congrega-

tions with multiple staff, called "Lead-
ership for Growth," was held recently at

Bahia Vista Mennonite Church in

Sarasota, Fla. Some 110 people from the

Mennonite Church, General Conference
Mennonite Church, and Brethren in

Christ Church came together to listen,

learn, and dialogue. Thirteen workshops
addressed varied aspects of a congrega-
tion with multiple staff, who are often

salaried and professional.

In the opening session, James Waltner,
pastor of College Mennonite Church,
Goshen, Ind., discussed ministry in the

secular world with its isolation, loss of

community, idolatries, fear, and insecu-

rities. Team leadership is necessary in

such a ministry, he claimed.

A repeated conference emphasis was
that every team needs a strong leader, a
vision caster, a servant leader. The team
needs to model mutual respect, loyalty,

forgiveness, and unity.

David Mann, pastor of Sunnyslope
Mennonite Church, Phoenix, Ariz., clari-

fied the role of senior pastors. Laban
Miller, an associate pastor at Bahia Vista
Mennonite Church, discussed the role of

the associate pastor.

Marcus Smucker, a professor at Associ-

ated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, said

Mennonites need to rethink their under-
standing of decision making in the mod-
ern context where consensus is not possi-

ble in a large church. Such churches can
continue to find ways to give and receive

counsel, he said. Groups or clusters are

needed so people can express concerns

and resistance, then bring those to the

leadership.

Harold Westing, a professor at Denver
Seminary, predicted a growing number of

large churches. A key to large churches,

he said, is that people want to be where
they see something dynamic going on.

Growing churches pray and plan for

growth so they are ready when it hap-

pens. In contrast, he said, "Some
churches reach about 200, feel good, nice

people are around, enough money is in the

offering plate to pay the pastor, and the

church goes into neutral."

Videocassettes of the presentations by
Waltner, Westing, Smucker, and Mann
are available from Mennonite Board of

Missions at Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515.

Audiocassettes are available from Bahia
Vista Mennonite Church at 4041 Bahia
Vista St., Sarasota, FL 34232.

—Miriam Beachy
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Material resources

When helping hurts

It all started the night Mary saw two TV news reports:
One was about needy people in the developing world; the
other about a local shoe manufacturer who was going to
throw away thousands of pairs of surplus shoes. Angered
by the waste of good shoes when so many people around
the world had none, she resolved to rescue the shoes from
the dump and send them to Africa.

It had been a difficult year in Mustapha's poor country.
The rains had been sparse and crops were poor. Many were
hungry. But Mustapha had managed to feed his family
through his small shoemaking business. He thanked God
daily for his shoemaking skill.

Mary was elated—the shoe manufacturer was only too
happy to give her the surplus shoes. An aid organization
offered to distribute the shoes to needy people overseas,
provided she could raise enough money to pay for shipping.
Mary mobilized her church, which held bake sales, raffles

and fund-raising dinners. With joy they prayerfully
dedicated the shipment of shoes before they were sent
overseas.

Mustapha watched the truck from the North American aid
organization pull into his village. The truck had been
coming more frequently of late, bringing food for families
who were unable to grow enough to feed themselves. He
was grateful that he had never had to accept the food; his

shoemaking business had always given them just enough
to live on. But as he watched the truck being unloaded, his

eyes widened in disbelief. In addition to the food, there
were shoes! Dozens and dozens of free shoes! His friends
and neighbors eagerly lined up to find a pair that would
fit. Mustapha walked sadly away. Now no one would need
to buy his shoes for many months.

Mary still feels warm inside when she remembers that she
was able to help poor people overseas. She thinks about
all those people who now have shoes—shoes that she
helped to send.

Mustapha is still angry. After the free shoes arrived, nobody
came to buy shoes from him anymore. Why would his

Christian brothers and sisters in North America want to
put him out of business ? Now when the relief truck comes,
he goes to get his share of donated food.

The story is fictitious—there is no shoemaker named
Mustapha or donor named Mary. But it illustrates one way

material resources can harm people. This is a problem
MCC struggles with. How can we share material goods
with the poor without inadvertently hurting them in the
process?

The issue was especially acute last summer, when MCC
warehouses in the United States and Canada were filled

with donated material resources. Supporters became
concerned. Why wasMCC storing blankets, soap and other
resources when there were so many needy people around
the world?

The warehouses were full because MCC had had few
requests for material help from overseas workers or local

partners for a number of months. This all changed,
however, with the many worldwide disasters at the end of
1988. The warehouses were emptied to send resources to
disaster victims in Jamaica, Nicaragua, Bangladesh, Sudan,
the Philippines and Armenia. But the question—full

warehouses when world needs are great—causedMCC to
take a closer look at the issue of material assistance. How,
we wondered, could we use the gifts of faithful North
American Christians to strengthen those in need without
adding to the problems of poor people in developing
nations?

The struggle has been thorny for MCC. Since its inception
in 1920, when food and tractors were sent by North
American Mennonites to starving people in Russia,
material resources have been an important part of MCC's
ministry. Many millions of people caught in emergency
situations have received blankets, soap, clothing, medical
supplies and other materials given by concerned
Mennonites and Brethren in Christ in Canada and the
United States.

After considerable study, and consultation with MCC
oversees staff, overseas partners and MCC's regional and
provincial directors, MCC developed a material resources
policy that was approved by its board at theMCC annual
meetings in January. The policy states that "we affirm a
willingness to give material resources when MCC and its

local partners agree in a given setting that the positive

benefits of meeting need and demonstrating caring

outweigh the possible negative effects."

It goes on to state that outside material resources will only
be given when the resources are culturally appropriate,
when it does not significantly disrupt the local economy,
when local partners are consulted, and when the assistance

is required "for a specific purpose and for a defined period
of time." Continued next page
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The policy says that material assistance will be most needed

during emergencies—for victims of war and natural

disasters and for refugees. It says that material resources

may also be appropriately used to meet the needs of the

poorest of the poor and to signal caring concern for victims

of oppression who are isolated from other expressions of

caring. Material resources are also important for

institutions such as hospitals and orphanages that depend

on contributions to survive.

Under the new policy, full warehouses will not be seen as

cause for concern. Instead, the warehouses will be

considered banks—places where material resources can be

stored until needed. Or, to put it another way, MCC will

not feel compelled to send material help to developing

nations because our warehouses are full. We will only send

resources when we receive a request from our workers or

local partners overseas, and when that request meets our

criteria.

Volunteers give time and gifts

"In the name of Christ" to show
their love and concern for

others. Mary Martin, Martha
Snader and Elizabeth Weaver,

pictured above, volunteer

weekly at the MCC Material

Resources Center in Ephrata,

Pa. With them is Dick Arter of

Kidron, Ohio, former warehouse
foreman.

Does this mean thatMCC no longer wants donated soap,

quilts, blankets and other material resources? Certainly

not. The succession of disasters in late 1988 nearly emptied

our warehouses. We need to replenish our supply of

material resources so that we can be prepared to assist

when there are emergency needs again. MCC is grateful

for your gifts "In the name of Christ"— gifts that we can

share with so many people.

As people who enjoy tremendous material blessings, we
need to be ever mindful of Christ's command to share with

those in need. We pray that God will give us wisdom to

share from our wealth in ways that will truly help, and not

hurt, needy people.

••• John Longhurst

MCC Canada

Information Services
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With Tec in Guatemala

Heaven in her hut

Tec is known to her Guatemalan neighbors as "the little

ancient one. " No one knows how old she is. Logic would
have her dead long ago. But Tec defies logic. When she

became a believer many years ago, her family abandoned
her. She lives alone in a little board hut, hovering over her

two-twig fire. Her bare table holds an assortment of empty
bowls and cups with not a bite of food in sight, except for

the tin can of coffee steaming on the fire.

She came to visit me one day, happy in her heart as always,

praising God in every sentence, rejoicing that she was able

to be out on a walk. As a sort of afterthought she told me,
"I went to church last night to worship God, and someone
broke into my house and took all my firewood, my sweater

and my last bag of sugar. They took it all and now I have

nothing. But I can't stay home from church to guard my
house so God will have to give them their punishment. " I

would hate to be the person responsible to God for stealing

from that poor soul.

It's not as if she hasn't been robbed before. It happens at

least every two months. Giving things to Tec is like pouring

water down a bottomless pit. She literally survives off the

promptings of God to fellow believers who drop by with

a bit of food or money. The pity is that I have been guilty

of neglecting His promptings and have gone a few days

later only to learn she has not eaten for two days because

she had no food!

We have given her blankets that she washes and hangs out

to dry. When she goes to get them they've been stolen off

the line. We've taken her food, money, firewood. All of it

is stolen. I suspect the thief is an angry family member who
wishes her dead and is upset that the believers keep her alive!

This time I took the lock off my door and gave it to her

and told her to destroy her other lock—someone has the

same key! I dug up some food, money and my wool shawl

to wrap around her shoulders. Before she went out the

door, she mentioned another problem— rats. They crawl

over her bed at night and wake her. Then she was gone,

blessing me as she went, huddled under a plastic sheet to

ward off the rain.

The next day I went out and bought some rat poison and

went to see her. I found her curled up beside her fire, terribly

sick with fever, sore throat and a bad cold. "I went out in

the rain last night to church to worship God and got sick.

"

She was so ill she could hardly move, but she still staggered

over to give me a cup of hot brew. All the while she praised

the Lord for the trials and sickness in her life because it

only shows how human she is and how much she needs God.
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As we knelt to pray, her voice drowned out mine and I

listened. Talk about rejoicing in the midst of suffering—I've

never seen it done better than in Tec's dark, smoky hut.

She looks forward to when she will die so that she can "be

with God," but sometimes I think that God will be no

nearer to her in Heaven than He is right now, inside her

hut. The relationship won't change—her outer shell will

just be left behind.

Tec has so very little, but when I need a spiritual boost,

hers is the house I seek.

••• Mary Jane Newcomer

of Kalona, Iowa

MCC Guatemala

Letter from Russia:

"Thanks for the Bibles"
• • •

December 20, 1 988

Dear Brothers in the Lord,

Co-Workers of the Mennonite
Brotherhood:

We greet you with the love of

our Lord Jesus Christ.

W

5>

°

m ^^^^^

In the middle of December the

Kishinev Church, of which I am
pastor, received two sets of the

Barclay Bible Commentaries
that you sent. On behalf of the

believers here, I want to express

our sincere thankfulness for

your sacrificial labor on behalf

Of the spiritual needs of the

Russian people. The literature

that you provided will help us to

develop spiritual revival among
the people of our country.

today it is not possible for us

to pay you for the publication of

spiritual literature, but the

prayers of thanksgiving of

Christians in our country rise

up continuously to the Lord in

tfWkfolness for what He gave

its through your service.

May the Lord richly bless you
as you participate in the great

task of the expansion of the

Lord's kingdom here on earth.

Your brother and servant in the

Lord,

Pastor Leontii Filippovich

Agafonov
Kishinev Church of Christ

(Evangelical Christian Baptist)

During 1988, 5,000 sets of

Barclay's New Testament
Commentary were distributed

to Baptist and Mennonite
churches in the Soviet Union.

The commentary was translated

into Russian language and
printed through efforts of MCC
and the Baptist World Alliance.

Distribution was through the

Soviet All-Union Council of

Evangelical Christians!Baptists.

Efforts are now underway to

translate the Old Testament.
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Norm

An example of caring

Norm is a member of our church. He is a dispatcher in the
mines here in Eastern Kentucky. He is one of about 60
members at the Isom Presbyterian Church. The church is

home for people who have very different viewpoints, and
church life is not without its struggles.

I do not know how much Norm and I would agree if we
talked about politics or even theology, but what makes
Norm special is that he is one of the most caring persons
I know.

Several incidents stand out in my mind when I think about
Norm. I was told that Norm once stopped at our pastor's

house only to find an empty house and a sink full of dirty

dishes. The sink was empty when he left. One Sunday Norm
made lunch for us and left it in our car. This week, we
prayed for families who were having trouble heating their

homes. Norm volunteered his two-day wood supply for

anyone who might need it.

There are more examples of his generosity and
thoughtfulness, but because Norm does not try to draw
attention to himself, it is only now, after two years in the
church, that I am beginning to see some of his acts of mercy.
As I reflect on these things, I wish I were more like Norm.

••• Carol Loeppky

of Winkler, Man.

MCC Kentucky

This little boy lives at the
Orphanage for Disabled
Children in Ho Chi Minh City,

Vietnam. MCC supports
children there through its

Global Family Program.

News from MCC
• • •

Lynette Meek of Akron, Pa., has
been named new executive
secretary of MCC U.S., taking
the place of Wilmer Heisey, who
is retiring. Meek has been
director of the MCC U.S. Service
Program for the past five years.
Her replacement is Berry
Friesen of Minneapolis, Minn.

• • •

Four Soviet churchmen visited

U.S. Mennonite churches and
communities in January and
February. This was the second
official delegation of Soviets to
visit the United States under
MCC sponsorship. They met
with church people in Indiana,

Arizona, California, Kansas and
Pennsylvania.

MCC plans to produce a new
"more-with-less" cookbook
featuring international recipes.

The book aims to introduce
readers to some of the world's
peoples and cultures, as well as
to international foods. In

addition to recipes, it will

feature stories and wisdom
from the world community.
Herald Press will be the book's
publisher.

• • •

MCC health workers in

Kampuchea have been
sponsoring training courses for

traditional birth attendants
twice a month. Twenty-six birth

attendants attended the first

six-day course that included
sessions on hygiene and how
to handle both normal and
problem deliveries.

• • •

Sponsors of MCC's Global
Family Program support a
home for 270 abandoned
children with disabilities in Ho
Chi Minh City, Vietnam. The
home provides a clean, loving

environment for children with

special needs, reports MCCer
Stan Reedy.



MCC country profile

Bolivia

Population: 6,200,000
Per capita income: $536
MCC present since: 1959
Number of MCCers: 36
1988 expenses: $428,994

"Do you love Bolivia? Do you
love the Bolivian people?"
These questions, asked by the

head of the Federation of

Cooperatives in Berlin, a rural

area where MCC works,

"continue to be a challenge,"

write MCCers in Bolivia,

"reminding uswhywe are here

and calling us to greater

expressions of love and
commitment."

MCC's Bolivia program is not

the largest in terms of money,
but has more MCCers than any
other overseas service

location. In programs of

integrated development,

MCCers work in agriculture,

health, education, religious and

Regions
of MCC

work in Bolivia

Brian Good-Maust of Goshen,
Ind., participates in the first

Appropriate Technology Fair at

the MCC Rural Training Center

in Bolivia in December.

Santa
Rosa#• Berlin

Sa%a Cruz

/

social services and provide

technical assistance. They
serve in a country that

continues to experience

political, social and economic
turmoil. The suffering and
turmoil there is further

aggravated by the drug trade.

Drug production is Bolivia's

main source of dollars and drug
consumption is on the rise.

Bolivia is also home to 19,000

German-speaking Colony
Mennonites. One MCC couple

works with them through

Centre Menno, a center which
includes a library and
bookstore, and whose goals are

the fostering of education,

mutual aid and spiritual growth.

In their year-end report, MCCers
in Bolivia wrote that they are

looking for practical ways to

say: "Yes, I love Bolivia. I love

its people."

Is God calling you to fill one of

these urgent personnel needs?
• • •

Egypt, West Bank, China:

English language teachers
• • •

Zimbabwe, Zambia: math and
science teachers

• • •

Bangladesh, Bolivia:

agriculturists
• • •

MCC headquarters: secretaries

and administrative assistants
• • •

Miami, Fla.: outreach

coordinator
• • •

Labrador: social workers
• • •

Alberta: youth workers
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Thoughts on personnel

Service and evangelism

I am sometimes asked what service with MCC has to do
with evangelism. The questioner seems to be implying that

they want to decide between doing evangelism with a

mission agency or doing service with MCC. But can the

two be separated?

I don't think so. Through my experience as an MCC
volunteer in Egypt, and through my own biblical reflection,

I've come to see that word and deed are not separate. The
church group I related to in Egypt had a variety of

ministries, such as evangelistic outreach, village

development programs, music ministry and schools. When
members of the church saw a need— spiritual or physical
— they tried to meet it.

In Luke 4:18, Jesus says he came to "preach good news to

the poor." He says that the good news of salvation is for

all of life, not just good news for the spiritual or the physical

needs of people. Good news can be leading a person to

Christ, or it can be giving medical aid to someone who is

sick, food to a hungry person, help to a refugee or counsel

to a pregnant teenager.

What does service with MCC have to do with evangelism?

Everything.

••• Len Siemens

MCC Canada

Personnel Services

Cash projects

Material aid projects

(June) Blankets, quilts: In 1988
MCC sentsome 70,000 blankets

overseas. Most went to victims

of natural disasters. At year
end, no blankets were left in

MCC's warehouses. This year
MCC plans to ship at least

15,000 blankets and quilts

overseas. About 5,000 will go to

flood-damaged orphanages,
hospitals and boarding schools
for poor children in Bangladesh.
MCC prefers sending bedding
made of entirely new material

that does not show stains and
dirt easily. Suggested sizes are

60 to 72 inches (152 to 183
centimeters) wide and 80 to 90
inches (203 to 229 centimeters)
long. However, all sizes are

acceptable.
• • •

(July) School kits: This year

MCC will send 3,400 school kits

to children in Haiti where school
supplies are too costly for many
families. MCC will also send
school kits to Jamaica,
Nicaragua and Swaziland. To
prepare a school kit, place

these items in a 10- by 16-inch

(25- by 41 -centimeter)

drawstring bag: 4 unsharpened
pencils, 1 plastic metric ruler

(30 centimeters long), 4 spiral

notebooks (a bit smaller than

the cloth bag and about 75
pages each), 1 package of 1 2 to

16 crayons or colored pencils

and 1 pencil eraser.

(June) Bicycles, Uganda: MCC
workers in rural Uganda use
bicycles, rather than motor
vehicles, as their main mode of

transportation. Countryside
roads there have not been
maintained for years. MCCers
also feel closer to local life as
they "slow down" and
experience life more as their

Ugandan friends and
colleagues do. A gift of $125
buys one sturdy bicycle for an
MCC worker. Please include

project number B644-15 with

your contribution.
• • •

(July) Trees, India: Philadelphia

Leprosy Hospital in India will

plant 200 coconut trees on its

four acres of land. The income
earned selling coconuts will be
channeled into their leprosy

treatment work in Salur. A gift

of $1 .50 will buy one coconut
sapling. $55 will buy fertilizer

for the saplings. A gift of $1 ,075

will buy a well to irrigate the

coconut trees. Please include

project number B708-10 with

your contribution.

Resources
• • •

Higher Ground: MCC
Bangladesh Flood Response is

a new 5-minute slide set

produced by MCC. This report

shows some of the destruction

caused by 1988 floods, the

worst in Bangladesh's history,

and describes how MCC is

helping those affected. This

slide set Is available for free

loan from all MCC offices.
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MMA unveils

new protection for

long-term care
One of the biggest fears for those facing

their senior years is that a major illness

requiring long-term care in a nursing

home could wipe out the savings of a

lifetime. Mennonite Mutual Aid is intro-

ducing a new plan which offers protection

against the potentially huge costs of long-

term care.

A recent story in Consumer Reports

magazine estimated the average cost for a

one-year stay in a nursing home is

$22,000 and may be much more in some
areas. The story also pointed out that

most people are not poor when they enter

a nursing home, but they become poor

soon after.

Contrary to what most people believe,

the federal Medicare program pays only a

tiny fraction of the cost for care in a nurs-

ing home. The National Center for Health

Services Research estimates that one of

every four people reaching age 65 will re-

quire nursing-home care at some time in

their lives. Six of every seven people

would be financially devastated by the

cost of long-term care.

Medicaid pays the bills only after a

family's assets and income run out. In

some cases, husbands and wives of many
years have been forced to divorce so that

the spouse who was not ill could keep

some of the assets the couple had worked
a lifetime to save.

MMA's new long-term care plan, pro-

vided by CNA Insurance company, is

designed to offer protection against the

major costs of long-term care. "It is a plan

we are offering because it is something

our members wanted," explained Laban
Peachey, MMA vice-president for mar-
keting. "We had many people who repeat-

edly called and wrote asking us to offer

something that would protect them from
these unknown costs."

Long-term care protection is available

through mutual aid counselors in selected

geographic areas beginning in April. It

will not be available in Kansas.

A wide range of benefit options will be

offered through the new plan so that it

can be customized to meet the needs of in-

dividual members. There is also an option

for coverage of costs associated with
home care.

Mario Kauffman, MMA long-term care

manager, explained the long-term care

plan will be available to those age 55 to

75. "The premiums are much cheaper for

those in younger age categories," he said.

"Once the premium is established, it will

remain the same as your age increases,

unless there is a general increase for

everyone in that age category. Someone
who begins purchasing coverage at age 60

will have a much lower premium cost

than someone who joins at age 75."

Further information is available

through mutual aid counselors or by con-

tacting the Member Services Department

at MMA, Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526.

Virginia pastor
starts prayer breakfasts

in wife's bakeshop
When Norman Teague of Chesapeake,

Va., talks about God, he gets down to

business. Last summer he and his wife,

Fanny, established a monthly breakfast

for Christians in the workplace. Called

the Believers in Business Breakfast, it

meets at the bake shop that Fanny op-

erates.

Teague has set down three main goals

that he hopes to accomplish through this

series: break down denominational walls

in order to establish unity, provide prayer

and moral support for people working in

the marketplace, and build a 24-30-unit

family center for housing and nurturning

needy people.

Among the guest speakers at past

breakfasts has been Chesapeake Mayor
David Wynne. Topics range from dealing

with stress in business to showing God's

love in the workplace.

Teague got the idea for the program
mainly because of his background in

working with the homeless.

Currently serving as minister at large

of Landstown Community Church—

a

Mennonite congregation in nearby
Virginia Beach—Teague was put into a

Christian children's home as a child. He
and his wife served as foster parents for

the Teague Home, an 11-bedroom
residential facility for young men that

they established in North Dakota.

That background opened his eyes to the

needs of others, but it was during a need

of his own that the idea of starting a

breakfast developed. Teague was afflicted

with hemolytic anemia for three years.

His pain was evidenced by extreme ar-

thritis. "My burden for the poor and

homeless increased because of my sick-

ness," Teague said.

"We are not a sitting duck fellowship,"

Teague said. "We want to get out there."

Those attending the breakfast said they

have already seen results. "It is a time of

mutual encouragement," said Roy Men-

delsohn. "It is a time to share problems,

to be encouraged by people who have

overcome problems you are wrestling

with, and to give encouragement to those

who have problems that you have already

overcome."—Linda Brickajlik, "Chesa-

peake (Va.) Clipper"

Afro-American group
takes its meetings
to local areas
The seven-member board of Afro-

American Mennonite Association was
hosted recently in Los Angeles by local

black and integrated congregations. It is

part of an effort by AAMA to take its

meetings into local areas where pastors

and their members can learn more about

AAMA and share in a rally.

One rally was held previously in Chica-

go. Plans for other rallies and board

meetings are for New York and Lancas-

ter, Pa. According to board members,

these rallies will serve to promote con-

tinual ownership of AAMA. Many of the

local members in Los Angeles found that

the rally in that city provided informa-

tion, inspiration, and fellowship which

many of the black and integrated

churches need because of the distance

between them.

AAMA president Stan Maclin shared

with 30 local people in Los Angeles that

plans are being developed to place AAMA
on a five-year financial phase-out pro-

gram with the Mennonite Church General

Board. He also introduced a financial

plan called "Friends of AAMA" in which

members of AAMA churches would
pledge themselves to giving at least $5 a

month to AAMA.
During their board meeting, the

AAMA leaders made plans for their an-

nual assembly, which is scheduled for

July 28-30 in Peoria, 111.

Persons interested in becoming a

"Friend of AAMA" should write to

AAMA at Mennonite Church General

Board, 421 S. Second St., Suite 600, Elk-

hart, IN 46516.

AAMA leaders meet at Calvary Christian Fellowship in the Los Angeles suburb of Inglewood.

Left to right are Maud Alexander, Stan Maclin, Billy Irving, Stanley Green, Margaret Allen.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Andrea Horst, DeKalb, 111.

Kenneth Gibble's article "When You
Fast. . .

" (Mar. 14) brought an important
spiritual discipline to our attention, but

he does not mention the most significant

reason for fasting. Unless fasting is ac-

companied by significant periods of

prayer, it loses many of its spiritual

benefits. Through self-discipline and
prayer we become tuned in to God's good
and perfect will. When we are sensitive to

God's will, our prayers become exceed-

ingly powerful. Too often we don't know
what is pleasing to God, but we know
what is pleasing to us—so that's what we
pray for. When we know God's will, our

prayers are able to constrain the forces of

evil in this world and allow the Holy
Spirit and God's ministering angels to do

their work, thereby changing the course

of history. I believe that is why we should

fast.

Richard Bartholomew, North Lima,
Ohio

I am writing regarding two statements
made in the Mar. 14 issue concerning
music in our congregations.

Our days are probably numbered when
it comes to losing our traditional four-

part singing. When the end comes, it will

come at the hands of some of those who
cherished it most. How will this happen?
A contributing factor will come from
persons equating spirituality with the

worship form. Clarence Y. Fretz ("Hear,

Hear!") says that "spiritual renewal and
elementary training in reading music are

necessary for this heritage to be kept
alive to the glory of God." I do not doubt
my brother's sincerity, but I must reject

the premise that spiritual renewal will

result in four-part singing. To me that
would be as wrong as saying all Spirit-

filled persons are given the gift of
tongues.

Another "nail in the coffin" will be our
judgmental attitudes. It grieves me when
we look at a worship expression that is

meaningful to others and conclude that
they are "ditties" that smell of modern
"rock" ("Readers Say"). I have heard
many statements of similar tone and
content. I don't think that words of con-

tempt are helpful in finding our way in

this matter. (Many of these "ditties" are

verses of Scripture!) I would suggest that

our quarreling over this issue is not really

different from the Corinthian church

quarreling over which leader was best (1

Cor. 1, 3).

If we focus on our worship form and
turn our attention away from the object
of our worship, God may well remove the
form. "You shall have no other gods
before me" (Exod. 20:3). The brazen ser-

pent which at one point was a life-giving

symbol would need to be destroyed along
with other idols in later years. (See Num.
21:4-9 and 2 Kings 18:1-4.)

I believe, present trends continuing,
that we indeed are in danger of losing our
four-part singing. But its demise will

come not because persons discovered ad-
ditional music styles, but because we
placed too much value on the form and
neglected our relationship to our God and
to his people.

Steve Wingfield, Harrisonburg, Va.
Glenn Lehman's article "Brunk and

Kraus: Two Paths to Christology" (Mar.

7) is quite disturbing. It appears that Mr.
Lehman is much more interested in the

personality of the two men than he is in

the issue.

I believe it is a grave mistake for the
church and Gospel Herald to be side-

tracked by personality on such an im-
portant matter. Does Norman Kraus's
gentle manner make his writing more
truthful? Does George Brunk's boldness
make him suspect? Are we as a church
going to deal with what has been written
or the personality of the writer?

The article demeans the personality
and character of a man who has in-

fluenced my life and the lives of many
people throughout the church. I am
thankful to God for his willingness to

confront a very real and important prob-
lem.

The article seems to imply that Goerge
Brunk stands alone. I assure you, he is

not alone. The vast majority of the pres-

ent-day Mennonite Church stands theo-

logically with George Brunk. Church his-

tory also affirms his position. The issue is

not the personality of George Brunk, but
rather has Norman Kraus written an un-
sound doctrine of Christ? There is no
mention in this article of the fact that

Kraus's book has been reviewed by a
number of theologians outside the Men-
nonite church, including Carl F. H.
Henry, John Gerstner, and Harold Lind-
sell. Each of these men supports George
Brunk.
The article goes beyond slandering

George Brunk and near the conclusion

takes a much broader swing at the entire

church. Mr. Lehman's question to Nor-
man Kraus is, "How does it feel being a
theologian in a church that does not have
much theology?" Is the Anabaptist move-

ment and the Mennonite Church in
particular without much theology? Have
we existed on emotion without reason or
thought? Am I to conclude that men who
have made a great investment in my life

and ministry were and are nonthinkers
with little theology?

Near the conclusion Glen Lehman
states, "One bears the authority of who
he is; the other, of what he knows." He
more than implies that George Brunk is

speaking with only emotion and limited
knowledge of the subject. Need I remind
you that George Brunk has an earned
doctorate?

I believe you owe George Brunk an
apology for publishing such a biased
article.

Arthur G. Hunsberger, Meadville, Pa.
In a Feb. 28 letter in "Readers Say," I

said that C. Norman Kraus believed that
Jesus had a sinful nature. After further
analysis of pages 70-72 of his book and
after communicating with Kraus, I con-
clude that Kraus does not believe that
Jesus Christ was born with a sinful na-
ture, even though some of his sentences
seem to point in that direction.

Kraus has rejected the Augustinian
concept of original sin. Thus nobody,
including Jesus Christ, was or is born into

this world with a sinful nature. In effect,

we are all born good. Whether we become
sinners depends on us, according to

Kraus's thinking. That kind of thinking
was advanced by Pelagius and rejected by
the Council of Ephesus in A.D. 431.

Of course, I have serious reservations

about Kraus's rejecting the Augustinian
concept of original sin, but I want to

apologize publicly about my misunder-
standing of Kraus's perspective of Jesus'

nature, since I had made a public state-

ment.

Mic Miller, Millersburg, Ohio
I am writing to affirm the testimony of

Kenneth Erb given in his article "The
Question of Origins" (Oct. 4). As an en-

gineer and scientist I too believe that one
can experience a real Christian faith and
accept evolution as God's means of crea-

tion.

The God that I know would not deceive

us with misleading clues in the rocks that

would tempt people not to believe in him.
Yet this is the conclusion that the sup-

porters of the literal creation story would
force upon us.

Rather I believe that God, like a human
father, delights in his children's curiosity

and feeble attempts to understand our
complex world. We should delight in

them too.
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Mennoscope

Students raise funds for new health center. There was plenty of food, games, and

fun in the Goshen College Union Building recently as the Goshen, Ind., community

enjoyed Carnival XVII. Proceeds of $1,700 were donated to the new Maple City

Health Care Center—a medical-care facility for low-income families. James

Gingerich (pictured) is director and physician of the center and a 1980 Goshen

graduate. Carnival is an annual event organized by students. Each residence hall

floor is responsible for producing an activity or food booth. This year's numerous

activities included pillow fighting while walking a balance beam, scoring against a

soccer goalie, and a timed miniature basketball-shooting contest. Favorite food

specialities were nachos, a traditional hog roast, and ice cream treats. Following a

new-and-used items auction, the event culminated with a talent show and a 1:30 a.m.

breakfast.

People over 50 are invited to become charter

members of Mennonite Association of Re-

tired Persons. It is dedicated to helping Men-

nonites share in the joy and potential of aging.

A variety of benefits are offered to the mem-
bers. "I see the years ahead as ones of tremen-

dous opportunity for those of us age 50 or

older," says Barbara Reber, executive director

of Inter-Mennonite Council on Aging, which

established the new group. "We have
experience, wisdom, desire, and ability to work
for causes and concerns that are important to

us." More information about the new group is

available from Inter-Mennonite Council on Ag-

ing at Box 1245, Elkhart, IN 46515; 219-294-

7523.

The new film, "The Radicals," had its first

public showings in Sarasota, Fla., Mar. 18-

19. Produced by Sisters and Brothers, a Men-
nonite filmmaking group, the feature-length

motion picture depicts the early Anabaptist

movement through the story of Michael and
Margaretha Sattler. It was shown at Bahia

Vista Mennonite Church during special meet-

ings conducted by Myron Augsburger, who is

project consultant for the film and the author

of the Herald Press book—Pilgrim Aflame—
on which the movie was based. Other special

preview showings of The Radicals are sched-

uled for this spring and early summer.

Contributions to Mennonite Board of

Missions through March totaled $383,000.

That is $135,000 below what was needed for the

first two months of the current budget year.

MBM's goal this year is $5.2 million in

contributions from congregations and indi-

viduals.

Mennonite Retirement Trust grew in both

participation and assets during 1988. MRT is

a retirement plan for pastors and church work-

ers that is operated by Mennonite Mutual Aid.

Eight organizations and 24 congregations

joined the plan last year, bringing the total to

115 organizations and 389 congregations. A net

increase of 266 brought the number of pastors

and church workers enrolled to 4,810. Forty-

one participants began receiving benefits dur-

ing 1988, bringing the total number of retired

participants to 346. Net assets grew by 16 per-

cent to $45.8 million, and investment income

for the year was up sharply to $4.1 million.

Retired participants got increased benefits for

the 14th consecutive year.

Eight congregations were formally accepted

into Lancaster Conference recently during

the spring session of Conference Assembly.

The congregations and the years which they

began are: New Life Ministries, Atlantic City,

N.J. (1985); Vietnamese Mennonite Church,

Upper Darby, Pa. (1982); Boston (Mass.) Chi-

nese Church of Saving Grace (1985); Good
Shepherd Christian Fellowship, Needham
Heights, Mass. (1984); Mennonite Evangelistic

Tabernacle, Brooklyn, N.Y. (1983); Crista la

Respuesta, Harrisburg, Pa. (1980); Christ the

King Family Worship Church, East Strouds-

burg, Pa. (1985); and Liberty (Pa.) House of the

Lord (1983).

A fast-growing Hispanic congregation dedi-

cated its expanded facilities recently in

Apopka, Fla. Besides adding to the building,

Iglesia Cristiana Ebenezer also added seven

new members through baptism during the

dedication service. Already there is concern

that the new facilities will soon be too small.

"Walls will be torn down to accommodate
newcomers," said Pastor Wilson Reyes. Pres-

ent at the dedication was James Lapp, execu-

tive secretary of Mennonite Church General

Board. "My spirit was nurtured and my hope

in God for the Mennonite Church strengthened

by these sisters and brothers," he said. The
church was founded in 1980.

Some 500 more participants are needed in

the Global Family Program of Mennonite
Central Committee by the end of this year.

They learn from people in other parts of the

world while giving financial support to an indi-

vidual, family, or community. The program,
which currently benefits over 2,000 people in

13 third-world countries, is an expanded form
of MCC's former Child Sponsorship Program.
More information is available from Global

Family Program at MCC, Box M, Akron, PA
17501; phone 717-859-1151.

Doug Adams brought a springlike rejuvena-

tion of spirit and soul to Goshen College

recently. He spoke on "Bringing Biblical Hu-
mor to Life" in a series of talks during the

Staley Distinguished Christian Scholar Pro-

gram. "Biblical stories are like the stories your

grandparents tell you," he said. 'The great

good news is that you can err and still have a

good chance in life." Adams is a prolific writer

who heads the Christianity and the Arts De-
partment at Pacific School of Religion in

Berkeley, Calif. The 22-year-old Staley pro-

gram is aimed at small Christian colleges.

Mennonite leaders met with the new presi-

dent of Paraguay recently. Gen. Andres

Rodriguez knows Mennonites well, and Men-

nonites foresee no significant change in their

situation under the new leader. That was the

perspective of Cornelius Sawatzky, adminis-

trator of Menno Colony—one of several com-

munities established over the years in the re-

mote Chaco area by German-speaking Men-

nonite immigrants from Europe. Rodriguez

told Sawatzky and the other leaders that he ap-

preciates the Mennonites' contributions to the

Paraguayan economy. Rodriguez overthrew

longtime* president Alfredo Stroessner in a

military coup in February. Stroessner, of Ger-

man heritage like the Mennonite immigrants,

favored the Mennonites. But his 34-year rule

was increasingly marked by repression and

corruption.

A new Mennonite congregation has over-

come a zoning problem in the Cleveland sub-

urb of Lakewood. Since it was founded in 1986,

Community Mennonite Church has been hold-

ing worship services at the local YMCA. Last

November, Pastor Thomas Forsee applied for a

permit to post a sign announcing the services.

He then was told that conducting religious ser-

vices at the YMCA violated the city's zoning

code. Two other church groups who rent space

at the YMCA were told the same thing. The
story then got into the local newspaper under

the headline, "City Doesn't Allow Worship at

Local Y." Shortly after that, Lakewood City

Council voted to amend the zoning code to

permit religious services at the YMCA.
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A seven-year-old Hispanic congregation in

the Los Angeles area is growing despite
many difficulties, including three moves, the
theft of all its equipment, and the immigration
problems of its members. The church is Iglesia

Evangelica Bethel of North Hollywood, Calif.,

and it meets in two storefronts. More than 150
people packed the meeting area recently for

the ordination of Eliseo Franco Chivalan, who
has been pastor since 1985. Under his lead-

ership, attendance has increased 50 percent
and giving has jumped tenfold. The pastor,

who supports himself through another job, is

assisted by two lay pastors.

Nearly 75 people attended the inaugural
meeting of a new church in Philadelphia
recently. Held in the home of Philip and
Shirely Dich in the southern part of the city, 18
charter members were received—six by bap-
tism and 12 by transfer. The church-planting
effort, sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board
of Missions, is focused on ethnic Chinese who
have immigrated from Vietnam. The effort is

led by veteran church planter Ted Yao, who
serves as pastor of the group, and newcomers
Philip and Shirely Dich, who came to the
Unites States three years ago. Philip is a labo-

ratory technician, and Shirely is a teacher.

A new congregation in Americus, Ga., has
outgrown a house and is now using a Seventh-
Day Adventist church. Some 40 people had
been crowding into the home of church-plant-
ers Lewis and Mary Overholt. The church-
planting effort, sponsored by Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions, is in a black com-
munity. Overholts are assisted by Ken and
Nancy Keefer.

How does a college president spend spring
break? Joe Lapp of Eastern Mennonite College
went crabbing. On a recent Sunday he wor-
shiped in a church at the mouth of the
Mississippi River, where EMC student Troy
Farris is a member. He preached to the small
Lighthouse Fellowship and enjoyed a Cajun
potluck of red beans and rice. Then church
members took Lapp on a shrimp boat, giving
him lessons in crabbing and boat steering.

Many of the members make their living

through fishing and related occupations. The
Lighthouse congregation is part of Gulf States
Fellowship of the Mennonite Church.

One of the youngest churches in Gulf States
Fellowship is also one of the largest. Amor
Viviente, which means "living love" in Span-
ish, began in New Orleans in 1986 under the
leadership of Hector Urbina, who came as a
missionary from the fast-growing Amor
Viviente church in Honduras. Following a
three-day fast earlier this year, the congrega-
tion adopted ambitious goals for itself. At-
tendance has grown to 60-70. Gulf States
Fellowship, made up of a dozen small con-
gregations, is the smallest conference in the
Mennonite Church.

A hospital administrator ran 20 miles to help
raise money for Mennonite Central Commit-
tee during the recent annual MCC Relief Sale
in Fresno, Calif. He was Steven Hopson-Walk-
er of Kings View-Kingsburg Hospital, which is

part of the Mennonite-related Kings View
system of mental health care programs.
Hopson-Walker also ran to show his apprecia-
tion for MCC's role in the development of
Kings View.

"Homosexuals can change," says a Men-
nonite pastor who helps operate an ex-gay
ministry out of his church in Allentown, Pa.
Mark Winslow of First Mennonite Church is

"pastoral counsel" to Day One Ministries, a
four-year-old effort that "offers hope of recov-
ery to homosexuals." He says he is eager that
the rest of the Mennonite church "learn what
we have been learning as we minister to
recovering Christian homosexual persons."
More information is available from him at 1213
Chew St., Allentown, PA 18102.

Bible production in China is endangered by
serious shortages of paper and money. Some
300,000 Bibles and hymnbooks have been
published since the establishment of Amity
Printing Company in Nanjing in 1987, but the
future of the effort is currently in peril. United
Bible Societies, which helped set up the com-
pany, wants to assist in the latest crisis. Funds
are needed to help the company import paper
from overseas and to set up a revolving credit

fund to provide needed production capital.

North American Mennonites can help by send-
ing contributions through China Educational
Exchange, an inter-Mennonite program based
at 134 Plaza Dr., Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9.

Indonesian Mennonite leader Paulus Soe-
tartono, 57, died on Jan. 30 in Jepara, Indo-
nesia. He had been a diabetes patient the last

several years. He was chairman of the 47,000-

member Evangelical Church of Java—the
largest Mennonite body in Asia—and pastor of

the congregation in Jepara. He had served
since 1983, when he succeeded longtime Men-
nonite leader Pak Djojodihardjo, who died last

September.

A scholarship for a Mennonite woman
studying in a non-Mennonite graduate pro-
gram is again available from Women's
Missionary and Service Commission. The ap-
plication deadline for the 1989-90 academic
year is June 1. More information is available

from WMSC at 421 S. Second St., Suite 600
Elkhart, IN 46516; phone 219-294-7131.

Scholarships are available for "partner
families" to accompany developmentally
disabled people and their families to a June
25-29 retreat at Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite
Church Center. Partner families would be cho-
sen by the home congregations of disabled
people. The purpose is to strengthen rela-

tionships between disabled people and their

families and other members of their congrega-
tion. More information is available from Men-
nonite Developmental Disability Services at 21
S. 12th St., Akron, PA 17501; phone 717-859-

1151.

New appointments:
•Walter Sawatsky, associate professor of
church history, Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries, starting next January. He has
been a research scholar with Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee since 1985. He is the author of
the 1981 Herald Press book, Soviet Evangel-
icals Since World War II. He has a doctorate
in modern Russian history from the University
of Minnesota.
•Steven Fath, admissions counselor, Associ-
ated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, starting
in July. He succeeds Jim Metzler, who is enter-

ing pastoral work. Fath was a Mennonite
Board of Missions worker in Bolivia, 1979-86.

He is a graduate of AMBS.
•Lynn Roth, director, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee East Coast, starting this summer. He
succeeds Jim Shenk. Roth and his wife, Kath-
leen, currently direct Mennonite Ministries in

Botswana—a joint effort of MCC and Africa
Inter-Mennonite Mission. Roth was director of
MCC West Coast, 1980-85. Before that he
directed the MCC U.S. voluntary service
program.

Uplifting service. A Lenten series on "The Choices of Easter" at Community
Mennonite Church in Harrisonburg, Va., was climaxed on Easter Sunday with a

celebration of the open tomb and the risen Christ. A theme of new life, symbolized by

colorful butterflies emerging from seemingly lifeless cocoons, was developed in a

combined worship and Sunday school period. Activities included eating at tables,

singing, drama, and coloring eggs. Duane Sider of the church's pastoral team retold

biblical stories of people who found new freedom in Jesus. Similarly, "We are called

to be cocoon breakers and butterfly makers," he declared. At the close of the service,

butterflies made by the children were tied to helium balloons and released as the con-

gregation sang "Lift Your Glad Voices."—Jim Bishop
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Pastoral transitions:

•Daniel King was ordained as pastor of New
Hope Mennonite Church, Opa-Locka, Fla., on

Jan. 22. He has been copastor and then pastor

since 1984.

•Charles Ramsey became interim pastor of

Waynesboro (Va.) Mennonite Church on Apr.

2. He succeeds founding pastor Roy Kiser, who
died in February.

•Don Siegrist was installed as overseer of the

Southern Tier District of New York State

Fellowship on Feb. 12. He succeeds Merle

Herr.

•Brent Hess became an associate pastor at

Mountville (Pa.) Mennonite Church recently.

He serves alongside Pastor Rick Murphy and
gives most of his attention to youth ministry.

Church-related job openings:

•Member services manager, Mennonite Mutual

Aid. The person heads the Member Services

Department, which includes servicing, selling,

and providing information. The person should

have management skills and sales experience

and be licensed in property/casualty and
health/life. Contact the Personnel Office at

MMA, Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-

533-9511.

•Teachers, Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite High
School, starting this fall. Needed is a full-time

chemistry teacher, an art teacher for one year

only, and part-time teachers in math, Spanish,

social studies, and Bible (two areas could be

combined for a full-time position). Contact

Richard Thomas at LMHS, 2176 Lincoln Hwy.
East, Lancaster, PA 17602; phone 717-299-

0436.

•Teachers, Locust Grove Mennonite School,

Smoketown, Pa., starting this fall. Needed are

teachers in sixth grade, junior-high science,

elementary music, and junior-high social

studies. Contact Dave Helmus at the school,

Box 37, Smoketown, PA 17576; phone 717-394-

7107.

•Head cook and maintenance/construction
worker. Camp Hebron, Halifax, Pa. Needed is

a middle-aged couple for these two positions.

Contact Dave King at Camp Hebron, R. 3, Box
646, Halifax, PA 17032; phone 717-896-3441.

Special meetings: Paul and Grace Brunner,
Louisville, Ohio, at Beaverdam, Corry, Pa.,

May 7-9.

New members
Perryton, Tex.: Nancy Leppert.

Salem, Tofield, Alta.: Allen Boettger, Ni-

cole Boettger, Mark Dueck, Robert Dueck,

Sarah Garstad, Sherri Lynn Kauffman, Travis

Kauffman, Daniel Martin, Deidrie Voegtlin,

Jillian Wideman, Michelle Wideman, April Yo-

der, and Roxanne Yoder.

Rouge Valley, Markham, Ont.: Serena

Laurence.

Germantown, Pa.: Norma Beard and Carl

Yusavitz.

Science Ridge, Sterling, 111.: Joanne Kauf-

man.
Shore, Shipshewana, Ind.: Hoa Do, Nga

Do, and Anthony Bontrager.
' Souderton, Pa.: Jeremy Alderfer, Travis

Bechtel, Allison Clemmer, Christopher Clem-

mer, Duane Clemmer, Shawn Freed, Clay Ro-

senberger, Todd Bolton, Terry Gentry, and

Linda Gentry by baptism, and Jim Funk by

confession of faith.

Martindale, Ephrata, Pa.: Jeanette Mar-

tin, Kent and Bryan Martin, Melody Martin,

For women in prison. "Project Lydia"

bags were the service project for the

children at Souderton (Pa.) Mennonite

Church during their winter Bible school.

Here Elisabeth Clemmer poses with a

few of the 60 handmade, drawstring

bags which were first decorated by the

children and then filled with personal

care items and stationery for women in

prison. Called "Project Lydia" in honor

of a New Testament woman of faith, in-

dustry, and hospitality, the bags are dis-

tributed by Liberty Ministries to women
as they enter Philadelphia Women's

Detention Facilities. Liberty Ministries

works with offenders both in prison and

on the street. It is affiliated with Fran-

conia Conference.

—

Marilyn Nolt

John Brown, Lucinda Eby, Kevin Weaver,

James Martin, Marlene Martin, and Glen
Martin.

Good, Ray and Sandi (Miller), Harrison-

burg, Va., first child, Dustin Lee, Mar. 14.

Ebersole, Keith and Beth (Shearer), Sara-

sota, Fla., second and third sons, Derek
Nicholas and Travis Alexander, Mar. 21.

Elliott, Charles and Arlene (Nicklow), Al-

toona, Pa., fourth child, second son, Kevin

Andrew, Feb. 15.

Handrich, Ted and Mary (VanderKolk),

Fairview, Mich., third child, first son, Aaron
Christopher, Mar. 26.

Martin, Charles and JoAnn (Nussbaum),
Goshen, Ind., first child, Alyson Jo, Mar. 5.

Miller, Craig and Linda (Beachy), Amboy,
Ind., fourth child, first daughter, Shae Eliza-

beth, Mar. 29.

Moyer, Ray and Barbara, Telford, Pa., first

child, Mason Scott, Jan. 10.

Shank, Charles and Beth (Brunk), Bethle-

hem, Pa., fourth child, third son, Zachary Ben-

nett, Nov. 15.

Shirk, David and Geraldine (Sensenig),

Martinsburg, Pa., sixth child, second daughter,

Rachel Marie, Jan. 9.

Smith, Stanley and Carolyn (Martin), Go-

shen, Ind., second child, first daughter, Heath-

er Alicia, Mar. 17.

Smucker, Dennis and Barbara (Rankin),

Douglaston, N.Y., second daughter, Megan
Leigh, Mar. 3.

Williams, Dan and Debra (Berkey), San
Antonio, Tex., first child, Jonathan Kyle, Mar.

19.

Unger, Daniel and Rebecca (Friesen), Ak-
ron, Pa., first child, Rachel Joy, Mar. 29.

Woods, James and Lois (Richards), Boling-

brook, 111., second daughter, Annalea Eliza-

beth, Dec. 30.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Blum, Jon and Tammy (Dixon), Harleys-

ville, Pa., second child, first daughter, Sabrina

Elizabeth, Mar. 5.

Brenneman, Mark and Susan (Sutter),

Flushing, N.Y., third child, second daughter,

Stephanie Nicole, Mar. 29.

Christner, Michael and Betsy (Plank), Sara-

sota, Fla., third child, second son, Chet
Michael, Mar. 21.

Clymer, Leonard and Joy (Landis), Gordon-

ville, Pa., first child, Caroline Elizabeth, Mar.

29.

Culp-Ressler, Wendell and Sharon, Phila-

delphia, Pa., first child, Tara Kimberly, Mar.

20.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Bergey-Mininger. Wayne Bergey, Telford,

Pa., and Cheryl L. Mininger, Harleysville, Pa.,

both of Salford cong., by John Ruth, Sept. 17.

Cober-Good. Rodney Neal Cober, Baden,

Ont., Brethren in Christ Church, and Beverley

Joyce Good, New Hamburg, Ont., Nith Valley

cong., by David Illman and Amzie Brubacher,

Mar. 11.

Klassen-Krahn. Steve Klassen, Hopedale,

111., Hopedale cong., and Sheryl Krahn, Mor-

ton, 111., Evangelical Mennonite Church, by
Emil Krahn and Milo Nussbaum, Mar. 25.

Kraemer-Rensberger. William Kraemer,
Iowa City, Iowa, and Florence Rensberger, Ka-

lona, Iowa, both of First Mennonite cong., by

Anne Stuckey, Mar. 25.

Litwiller-Endress. Ed Litwiller, Minier,

111., Hopedale cong., and Rosemary Endress,

Normal, 111., by Carl Horner, Mar. 11.

Myers-Mininger. Abram Myers and Grace

B. Mininger, both of Harleysville, Pa., Salford

cong., by Willis Miller, Oct. 29.

Yoder-Zilkie. Ervin Yoder, Tofield, Alta.,

Salem cong., and Angela Zilkie, Tofield, Alta.,

by Levi Smoker, Mar. 11.

Obituaries

Alderfer, Mary Clemens, daughter of Hen-

ry and Lizzie (Landis) Clemens, was born in

Lower Salford Twp., Pa., Mar. 19, 1910; died at

Grand View Hospital, Sellersville, Pa., Mar. 5,
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1989; aged 78 y. In May 1929, she was married
to Paul K. Alderfer, who survives. Also surviv-

ing are one daughter (Paulette Fly), 4 sons
(Robert C, Leon C, David C, and Charles C),
and 2 sisters (Katie Hagey and Naomi Ruth).

She was a member of Spring Mount Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Salford

Mennonite Church on Mar. 8, in charge of

Steve Nyce, Willis Miller, and John Ruth;
interment in Salford Cemetery.
Birkey, Warren L., son of Levi J. and Laura

(Mast) Birkey, was born in Delavan, 111., July

17, 1921; died at Methodist Medical Center,

Peoria, III, Mar. 26, 1989; aged 67 y. On June
27, 1946, he was married to Delora Litwiller,

who survives. Also surviving are one daughter
(Linda Birkey), 3 sons (David W., Dale W., and
Daryl W.), 4 grandchildren, and one brother

(Harold). He was a member of Hopedale Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Mar. 29, in charge of H. James Smith
and Carl Horner; interment in Hopedale Men-
nonite Cemetery.
Bishop, Edna Swartz Beideman, daughter

of Isaac and Mary (Swartz) Beideman, was
born in East Norristown Twp., Pa., Mar. 30,

1896; died at Souderton (Pa.) Mennonite
Homes on Mar. 24, 1989; aged 92 y. On Jan. 12,

1918, she was married to Erwin Bishop, who
died on Sept. 13, 1975. Surviving are one
daughter (Olive Hunsberger), 3 sons (Erwin,
Jr., Clifford, and Don), 14 grandchildren, 35

great-grandchildren, and 10 great-great-grand-

children. She was preceded in death by 2 sons
(Elmer and Raymond). She was a member of

Salford Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Mar. 27, in charge of Willis

Miller and John Ruth; interment in Salford

Cemetery.
Britsch, Lewis S., son of Conrad and Mary

Ann (Wyse) Britsch, was born at Pettisville,

Ohio, Dec. 11, 1895; died at Defiance (Ohio)

Hospital on Mar. 24, 1989; aged 93 y. On Mar.

20, 1915, he was married to Bertha Wyse, who
survives. Also surviving are one daughter (Me-
redith Beck), one son (Dale), 9 grandchildren,

22 great-grandchildren, and 5 great-great-

grandchildren. He was preceded in death by
one son (Olen). He was a member of Central
Mennonite Church, where funeral services

were held on Mar. 27, in charge of Charles
Gautsche and Dale Wyse; interment in Pettis-

ville Cemetery.
Critchfield, Hershel W., son of Justus W.

and Mary (Griffith) Critchfield, was born in

Chase Co., Kans., Sept. 29, 1923; died at New-
ton (Kans.) Medical Center on Mar. 30, 1989;

aged 65 y. On Sept. 17, 1960, he was married to

Earla Frey, who survives. Also surviving are 3

sons (Robert and Darrell Schmidt and Norman
Critchfield) and 3 grandchildren. He was a

member of Hesston Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Apr. 1, in charge
of Phil Bedsworth and Carl Wiebe; interment
in Eastlawn Cemetery.

Derstine, Galen K., son of Samuel and
Alma (Kulp) Derstine, was born in Sellersville,

Pa., Feb. 10, 1954; died at Sellersville, Pa., Mar.

3, 1989; aged 35 y. On July 31, 1976, he was
married to Susan Brenneman, who survives.

Also surviving are one son (Peter), one sister

(Emilie Walson), and 3 brothers (Leon, Harley,

and Rodney). He was a member of Salford

Mennonite Church, where funeral services

were held on Mar. 5, in charge of John Sharp
and John Ruth; interment in Salford
Cemetery.

Frankenfield, Raymond A., son of Lizzie

M. Frankenfield, was born in Towamencin
Twp., Pa., June 27, 1892; died at Souderton
(Pa.) Mennonite Homes on Mar. 21, 1989; aged
96 y. On Feb. 7, 1914, he was married to Edna
Derstine, who died on Sept. 13, 1984. Surviving

are 3 daughters (Esther F. Leatherman, Ruth

Landis, and Pearl Landis), 3 sons (Samuel D.,

Earl D., and Paul), 26 grandchildren, and 48
great-grandchildren. He was a member of
Plains Mennonite Church. Funeral services

were held at Souderton Mennonite Homes on
Mar. 25, in charge of Gerald C. Studer and
Curtis D. Godshall; interment in Hilltown
Cemetery.
Good, Weldon James, son of Ira and Mary

Ann (Slabach) Good, was born at Elida, Ohio,
Nov. 29, 1955; died of a gun shot wound at St.

Rita's Medical Center, Lima, Ohio, Jan. 29,

1989; aged 33 y. Surviving are his parents, 3
sisters (Dorothy Cassidy, Naomi Yoder, and
Fannie Ellen Flint), and 5 brothers (John,

Edwin, Daniel, Ira B., and Paul). He was a
member of Pike Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Mar. 1, in charge
of Merlin Good and Harold Good; interment in

Pike Cemetery.
Jennings, Mable Ann Miller, daughter of

Daniel and Jeanette (Hostetler) Miller, was
born in Middlebury, Ind., May 3, 1909; died of

cancer at Greencroft Nursing Center, Goshen,
Ind., Mar. 18, 1989; aged 79 y. On May 12, 1935,

she was married to William E. Jennings, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 sons (William C.

and Herschel Todd), one daughter (Sandra
Streicher), 9 grandchildren), 6 great-grand-
children, 2 sisters (Ida Schertz and Alice Yo-
der), and 2 brothers (Wilbur W. and Samuel S.

Miller). She was preceded in death by 3

brothers and 3 sisters. Funeral services were
held at Yoder-Culp Funeral Home, Goshen,
Ind., in charge of Andrew L. Hardie; interment
in Violett Cemetery.
Landis, Ray K., son of Raymond and Katie

(Kulp) Landis, was born at Sellersville, Pa.,

Dec. 31, 1941; died following open-heart sur-

gery at Lehigh Valley Hospital, Allentown,
Pa., Mar. 25, 1989; aged 47 y. On Sept. 24, 1960,

he was married to Becky Knappenberger, who
survives. Also surviving are his mother, 6 sons

(Ray Mark, Timothy, David, James, Kevin, and
Aaron), 3 daughters (Becky Cooney and Rachel
and Rhoda Landis), 7 grandchildren, 3 broth-

ers (Glen, Earl, and Paul), and 2 sisters (Doris

Landis and Shirley Martin). He was a member
of Finland Mennonite Church, where funeral

services were held on Mar. 28, in charge of

Steven E. Landis and Claude M. Shisler; inter-

ment in Finland Mennonite Cemetery.
Mumaw, Arlene H., daughter of H. Haldy

and Maggie (Harnish) Becker, was born in

Lancaster Co., Pa., June 29, 1917; died at

Lancaster (Pa.) General Hospital on Dec. 29,

1988; aged 71 y. She was married to Irvin R.

Mumaw, who died on Jan. 12, 1976. Surviving
are 2 sons (I. Richard and Allen B.), one
brother (Charles H. Becker), and 2 sisters

(Martha E. Becker and Mary Jane Rohrer). She
was a member of Stumptown Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Jan. 2, in charge of Luke Nolt, John Leaman,
Lloyd Eby, and John Oberholtzer; interment in

Millersville Mennonite Cemetery.
Rench, Lowell E., son of Omar and Cleo

Rench, was born in Eaton, Ind., Aug. 30, 1911;

died on Mar. 19, 1989; aged 77 y. On Oct. 11,

1952, he was married to Iva E. Redd, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are one sister (Gladys
Fozo) and one stepsister (Katherine Smith). He
was a member of Kern Road Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Mar. 22, in charge of Dave and Janice Sutter;

interment in Chapel Hill Memorial Gardens.
Spory, Charles W., son of James and Kate

(Woods) Spory, was born in Somerset Co., Pa.,

Jan. 16, 1888; died at Somerset (Pa.) Hospital

on Mar. 27, 1989; aged 101 y. He was married to

Dorothy Grace Miller, who died on Mar. 22,

1982. Surviving are one daughter (Carrie Win-
gard), one son (A.J.), 7 grandchildren, ^great-
grandchildren, and 2 sisters (Sadie Blough and

Lizzie Miller). He was preceded in death by one
son (Walter), 3 sisters, 3 brothers, and 2 infant

brothers and sisters. He was the oldest mem-
ber of Blough Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Mar. 30, in

charge of David Mishler, Stanley Freed, and
Norman Moyer; interment in the church ceme-
tery.

Wagner, Henny Ohrt, daughter of Her-
mann W. and Henriette H. (Meier) Ohrt, was
born in Bremen, Germany, Sept. 22, 1921; died

of cancer at Pennsburg Manor, Pa., Mar. 14,

1989; aged 67 y. She was married to Alfred W.
J. Wagner, who preceded her in death. Surviv-

ing are 3 daughters (Sylvia Compton, Annettee
Sheive, and Juliua Wagner), one son (Henry
A.), and 2 grandchildren. She was a member of

Bally Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Mar. 18, in charge of Roy
K. Yoder; interment in Old Hereford Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Yoder, Elizabeth Gingrich Gish, daughter
of Eli N. and Lizzie (Gingrich) Gish, was born

in Elizabethtown, Pa., Feb. 5, 1897; died at

Hesston, Kans., Mar. 20, 1989; aged 82 y. On
Aug. 30, 1928, she was married to Maurice
Yoder, who preceded her in death. Surviving

are 2 children (Marjorie Ann Stoltzfus and
Doreen Mateel), 7 grandchildren, and 2 sisters

(Ida Gish Lehman and Viola Gish Huber). She
was preceded in death by one son (Gerald), one
brother (Warren), one sister (Rosa), and a

granddaughter (Maureen Beth Miller). She
was a member of Hesston Mennonite Church.

Calendar
Promded by General Board ofMennonite Church

Churchwide Youth Ministry Council, Prescott, Ariz., Apr. 17-

22
South Central Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Hesston, Kans., Apr. 20

Empowered Ministries annual meeting, Indianapolis, Ind.,

Apr. 20-22

Hispanic Convention executive board, Apr. 20-22

Rocky Mountain Conference consultation with churchwide

boards, Colorado Springs, Colo., Apr. 22

Eastern Mennonite College commencement, Harrisonburg,

Va., Apr. 30
Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Goshen, Ind., May 4-

5

Mennonite Board of Education board of directors, Elkhart,

Ind., May 5-6

Rocky Mountain Conference annual assembly, Palmer Lake,

Colo., May 5-7

Franconia Conference spring assembly, Philadelphia, Pa., May
6

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y.,

May 13

Eastern Mennonite Seminary commencement, Harrisonburg,

Va., May 20
Hesston College commencement, Hesston, Kans., May 21

Southwest Conference midyear meeting, Los Angeles, Calif.,

May 27-29

Goshen Biblical Seminary board of overseers, Elkhart, Ind.,

June 1-2

North Central Conference annual meeting, Bloomfield, Mont.,

June 2-4

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

June 8-10

M.r.nonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-

tors, June 9-10

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., June 9-10

Keystone Bible Institute annual board meeting, Lancaster,

Pa., June 12

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., June

13
Allegheny Conference consultation with churchwide boards,

Somerset, Pa., June 15

Franklin Conference consultation with churchwide boards,

Chambersburg, Pa., June 16

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-

gional conference, New York, N.Y., June 20-21

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Scottdale, Pa.,

June 22-24

Northwest Conference annual meeting, Three Hills, Alta.,

June 30-July 2

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General

Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
Cover-story design by Gwen Stamm; cover photo by Robert

Blosser; photo on p. 273 by Brent E. Foster; p. 276 by Jim
Bishop; p. 277 by Marilyn Nolt.
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Evangelical group urges mainline

churches to switch to its camp
As the National Association of Evan-

gelicals ended its convention recently in

Columbus, the main message seemed
aimed at those who weren't there. This

group, which is the evangelical equivalent

of the National Council of Churches,

extended repeated invitations to mem-
bers of both mainline churches and inde-

pendent churches to join in its effort to

present the world a unified voice for a

biblically based worldview.

"The massive renewal movements
within Presbyterian, Reformed, Lu-
theran, Methodist, and United Church

groups are committed to a biblically con-

servative theology," said NAE president

John White in his address to more than

1,000 church leaders attending the

convention. "Can we refrain from reac-

tion to the National Council of Churches

and from being merely representatives of

non-mainline churches and embrace
these people and welcome these people as

brothers and sisters? Are we prepared to

make aggressive advances toward them
and welcome them into the NAE?"
NAE executive director Billy Melvin

said he is optimistic that within a decade

some churches now affiliated with NCC
might change membership to NAE.
Among those most likely to do so, in his

judgment: Reformed Church of America,

American Baptist Churches, and Church
of the Brethren.

U.S. Catholic bishops go to Vatican
to discuss differences with pope
A four-day special meeting between

Vatican officials and the U.S. Catholic

Church hierarchy ended with Pope John
Paul II asking American bishops to fulfill

their role as "guardians" of the Roman
Catholic faith. The Americans responded

that differences with the Vatican will not

significantly impact American Catholi-

cism.

John Paul said a major challenge for

the American bishops is "the task of

handing on the truths of the faith in a

cultural context which questions the in-

tegrity and often the very existence of

truth." He said the gathering, only the

third of its kind in church history, had
proved useful "for understanding ques-

tions or situations affecting the pastoral

life of the church in the various
geographical and cultural spheres of her

activity."

In recent years the pope and other

Vatican officials frequently have
expressed concern about the practice of

Catholicism in the United States. Many of

the officials who participated in the meet-

ing criticized aspects of U.S. Catholicism.

Problems mentioned included the decline

in the use of the sacrament of penance,

the loss of authority to theologians by

bishops, and the functioning of marriage

tribunals. Another issue which was men-
tioned in many speeches was radical

feminism.

Southern Baptists plan for

conservative lobby in Washington
Southern Baptist leaders approved

plans recently for a Washington lobbying

effort that will be conservative in tone,

despite arguments that the effort is too

costly and appears vindictive of mod-
erates and other Baptist groups. The
Southern Baptist Convention's executive

committee voted to establish a Religious

Liberty Commission, but its fate will

depend on votes at two consecutive an-

nual meetings of the denomination. The
action means the Southern Baptists will

probably shift most of their funding from

the Baptist Joint Committee on Public

Affairs, a church-state relations lobby

whose stand against school prayer and

other issues has made it too liberal for

many persons in the denomination.

Most Americans own a Bible, but only

half of them read it, says survey

Although 93 percent of Americans own
a Bible, half say they never read it,

including 23 percent of those identifying

themselves as born-again Christians, ac-

cording to a recent Barna Research Group
survey. Only 18 percent said they read it

between three and six days a week.

The median time spent by the Chris-

tians who read it: 22 minutes each occa-

sion. As for knowledge of the Bible's

content, from one-fourth to one-third of

the Christian readers failed a number of

simple questions. Among them: where

Jesus was born and whether the Book of

Jonah is part of the Bible.

Falwell declines debate challenge

from Spong
The recent debate on ABC's Good

Morning America between fundamen-
talist evangelist Jerry Falwell and liberal

Episcopal bishop John Spong may have

been short, but it is all the public is likely

to get in the way of a public confrontation

between the two controversial church

figures. In the wake of the 15-minute de-

bate on ABC, Spong challenged Falwell to

continue the debate in a public forum,

suggesting that the brief Good Morning
America appearance "left hanging" some
major issues. But Mark DeMoss, a

spokesman for Falwell, said the evan-

gelist is declining the invitation because

"he does not want to give credibility to

what he considers to be a minority or

radical position."

Abducted U.S. missionaries released

unharmed in Colombia
Two U.S. missionaries who were kid-

napped in Colombia in January were
released unharmed recently. Richard

Grover of Warroad, Minn., and Roy Libby

of Portland, Oreg., were attending a

church conference at a retreat center near

the village of Llanito when they were

abducted by about 10 heavily armed men
dressed in military fatigues. Both mis-

sionaries serve under Gospel Missionary

Union. Abe Reddekopp, media director of

the missionary group, said there were no

indications about the identity of the cap-

tors nor the reason for the kidnapping.

Group within Church of God reacts to

easing of dress and social codes

There is reaction to the easing of strict

dress and social codes in the Church of

God (Cleveland, Tenn.): a group of

ministers and lay leaders have formed

the Holiness Fellowship of America to

press for tighter standards in the 1.8-

million-member Pentecostal denomina-
tion. Its national coordinator, Joseph

Chambers, pastor of Paw Creek (N.C.)

Church of God, says "reformation" is the

group's goal, "not division." The denomi-

nation's moral code had prohibited

movies, jewelry, makeup, mixed swim-

ming, and other practices. It was
"updated" at the 1988 convention follow-

ing six years of study.

Letters to Christian broadcasters

from Soviet listeners rise sharply

Another result of "glasnost" (openness)

in the Soviet Union is that more letters

are being sent to Christian broadcasters.

Far East Broadcasting Company says it

received 1,800 letters from Soviet lis-

teners in the last two months of 1988

alone, when normally only a handful

would arrive all year. Officials at HCJB,

which broadcasts worldwide in 14 lan-

guages, say they have been receiving hun-

dreds of letters monthly, up from 30 or so

each month.
Observers attribute the increases

mainly to less censorship of the mails and

an end to jamming of foreign broadcasts.

Soviets own an estimated 60 million

shortwave radios, and Christian pro-

grams now blanket the entire country.

The main request of Soviet listeners is for

Bibles, the broadcasters say, adding they

are mailing them quickly.
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"No prophet is acceptable in his own country,"
said Jesus as reported in Luke 4:24. No prophet is

really effective except in his own country, says
Michael Walzer in Interpretation and Social

Criticism.

As evidence, Walzer contrasts Jonah with
Amos. The message of Jonah found in the book
which bears his name is most general: "Yet forty

days, and Nineveh shall be overthrown" (Jon.

3:4). This is about as specific as Jonah could be,

says Walzer, because Jonah did not know
Nineveh's traditions. Thus he could not use them
as support for his message.

This really doesn't matter to us since the point

of the book of Jonah was not to do anything for

the Ninevites. Nineveh was long gone by the time
the book of Jonah appeared. Its function for Is-

rael—and for us— is to warn of the danger of pro-

vincialism. Like Jonah, we hesitate to believe that

anyone except people like us can be children of

God.
Classical prophecy such as the work of Amos

was quite another thing. As Walzer points out,

when Amos came to Israel to call attention to

certain abuses, he came as one who knew the

traditions—the laws which were being violated.

So he came with no new message, but a call for

people to follow what they should have been
following but had wandered away from. "What
makes the difference is Amos's membership. His
criticism goes deeper than Jonah's because he
knows the fundamental values of the men and
women he criticizes. . . . And since he in turn is

recognized as one of them, he can call them back
to their 'true' path" (p. 90).

To have a prophet like Amos appear is a most
uncomfortable experience, as illustrated by the

reaction of Amaziah the priest. Amaziah does not

protest the data in any of the prophecies. He just

urges Amos to go somewhere else, and "never
again prophesy at Bethel, for it is the king's

sanctuary, and it is a temple of the kingdom"
(Amos 7:13). As a bureaucrat, Amaziah is unwill-

ing—or perhaps unable—to deal with the

substance of the prophecies.

Jesus found the same. You will recall that the

first reaction to his remarks in the synagogue at

Nazareth was surprise that Joe's boy could

preach such a good sermon. But then when the

prophecy began to sink in they ran him out of

town. Evidently it was not seen as appropriate for

a carpenter's son to say such things. But he was
close to home and knew the situation. He also

knew the Bible and that made him dangerous.
How to respond to prophets is always awk-

ward. The Gospels are at pains to show that

Jesus' words and actions were so painful that re-

ligious leaders finally ganged up on him. We
could wish that this were not so, but it seems to

be the nature of the human condition. Prophets at

a distance don't know enough to really take us to

task. Prophets in close know too much to be
comfortable.

Recently there came to my attention a book
entitled A Scott Nearing Reader (Scarecrow
Press, 1989). The book is made up of selections

from the writings of Scott Nearing (1883-1983),

who served as a prophet in the United States and
received a prophet's reward: persecution and
alienation. Scott grew up in a nonreligious family
made well-to-do by the coal industry. He rejected

the irreligion and oppressive practices of his

family and became a Christian and an advocate
for the poor.

But he gave up on the church when his pastor
refused to get involved with a campaign toward
reform in the politics of Philadelphia. And he lost

his post as an assistant professor of economics at

the University of Pennsylvania because of his ef-

forts against child labor. A prominent manufac-
turer and politician put pressure on the

university, and they turned him out.

Later he wrote a pamphlet against World War I

entitled "The Great Madness" for which he was
indicted and tried for "insubordination, dis-

loyalty, mutiny, and encouraging resistance to

the draft." Finally, in poverty during the early

1930s, he moved to a farm in Vermont and 20

years later to a farm in Maine, where he died at

the age of 100.

Not all of Nearing's actions and writings over

his long life would be what we Mennonites would
approve. Yet we would have to agree that on the

issues of child labor and war he had the right

position and it is of interest to see how he was
persecuted for standing up for the right.

Does anyone learn anything from prophets? Or
is prophecy an exercise in futility? It seems that

Amaziah never got the message of Amos, but
somebody wrote it down and it has been passed

on to us.

As for Scott Nearing, he was acquitted at his

trial in 1919, although others who opposed World
War I did not get off as easily. (The publisher of

his pamphlet was fined $3,000. Also we remember
that several Hutterites died in prison at Ft.

Leavenworth.) And nearly 60 years after his dis-

missal—in 1973—the University of Pennsylvania
got religion and designated him "honorary Eme-
ritus Professor Economics."
Not every prophet is thus honored in his own

lifetime.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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Behind the bars of racism
by Jody Miller Shearer

Few elements of the human condition are more
basic than one's skin color. "Light-tan-peach"
probably best describes the color of my skin. I

scar easily and carry evidence of a mild bout with
adolescent acne. Near my right elbow, I have a
patch of dark brown skin—a mole. Skin color is

basic, easy to describe, non-threatening.
How I wish this were the case. Skin color

remains one of the foremost determiners of suc-
cess or failure in North America today. And by
this I mean that demographic studies show one's

skin color greatly influences educational opportu-
nities, environment, familial stability, and more.

Black people encounter

j discrimination 75 percent

of the time in renting a house
y or apartment.

It is not that those in a particular ethnic group
choose to have few educational opportunities, an
unhealthy environment, or a broken family.

Instead this happens because of larger systemic
forces shaping our world.

Many images. The mention of skin color

brings to mind many images. My parents tell me
how neighborhood boys and girls in inner-city

Cleveland used to touch my hair. Many of them
had never been close to a white, blond boy before.

It was at Hawthorne Elementary School in

Elkhart, Indiana, that I came closest to

experiencing the power of prejudice. During one
morning recess, the black boys on the playground
rounded up the white boys and held us inside a

jungle gym. I was afraid and my head hurt from
where I had bumped it. We were kept inside until

the bell rang.

Jody Miller Shearer, New Orleans, La., is the local program
coordinator for Mennonite Central Committee. He is

originally from Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

I remember vividly those 15 minutes. Feelings
of enclosure, powerlessness, and resentment still

bubble up. Yet, how weak a metaphor this proves
to be when compared to the lifetime of struggle
and enclosure that people of color face in North
America today.

All in all I feel rather guilty about my history
as a white person and my collusion with systems
that allow me to be a volunteer in comfortable
surroundings, sitting at a big desk, reflecting on
my whiteness while homeless people, both white
and black, walk by my window.
But then I think of a recent town meeting on

housing that I attended. The tenants from a
nearby housing project spoke truth to power that
night. Not once did they have difficulty articulat-

ing the troubles they face. Not once did they need
me to speak for them. One woman rose to the
microphone and told the mayor he and his ap-
pointees were not listening, were not expending
enough energy to rectify deplorable living condi-
tions, were not seeing beyond the next election.

Likewise I think of Catholic brothers and
sisters here in New Orleans who have chosen to

live in housing projects in order to better under-
stand the fear of drug-related shootings, the an-
noyance of broken water heaters, and the

realities of overcrowded housing. By choosing to

live as they have, they are able to develop many
relationships that throw aside boundaries of color

and caste, enabling grace to come tumbling in.

Will Campbell also gives me hope. A self-

described "steeple-less" Baptist preacher, author,

and civil rights activist, Campell decided to

develop friendships with those who are also vic-

tims—members of the Ku Klux Klan. In his book,

Brother to a Dragonfly, Campbell wrote, "We
(who were white members of the civil rights

movement) did not understand that those we so

vulgarly called 'rednecks' were a part of the

tragedy. . . . We were right in aligning ourselves

with the black sufferers. But we were wrong in

not directing some of our patience and energy and
action to a group that also had a history. A his-

tory of slavery. The redneck's slavery, called in-

dentured servanthood. ..."
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Deaf ears opened. With this hope, deaf ears

are opened and I can listen as echoes of the civil

rights movement crumble all around me. And
crumbling turns to rumbling and rumbling to

riot. Rumbling in New Orleans where David

Duke, former Ku Klux Klan grand dragon, is

elected to the state House of Representatives.

Rioting in Miami, where tensions boiled beneath

the blitz of Super Bowl mania and economic

inequity.

I want to cry out, "How can this be? In the

wake of Jesse Jackson, Bill Cosby, and author

Alice Walker, how can this be?"

Immediately I am answered, How can it be that

between 1977 and 1986 nearly 90 percent of

prisoners executed in the United States had been

convicted of killing whites, although nearly as

many black people had been murdered as had
whites? How can it be that blacks encounter dis-

crimination 75 percent of the time in renting a

house or apartment? How can it be that the

"black belt"—black counties outside of major
metropolitan areas in the southern states

—

boasts the country's highest infant mortality

rates, highest illiteracy rates, and highest unem-
ployment rates?

How can it be that, even in a major
metropolitan center such as New Orleans, 39 per-

cent of black people live in poverty, average

family incomes for black people are only 49 per-

cent those for whites, and the average per-capita

income for black people is only 41 percent that for

whites? How can it be that there are more black

men in prison than there are in college?

How can this be indeed?

What to do. What am I to do? What are any of

us to do? How are we to move beyond white-filled

pews, white-filled friendships, and white-filled

ethnocentric agendas to what Bob Jones, a Men-
nonite church worker in Atlanta describes as "a

life that is a witness to the truth that our God is

color blind?"

Foremost, I am convinced that we can move be-

yond guilt and be freed to an experience of re-

demption and grace-filled relationship. Kenneth
Clark lent his voice to the promise of redemption
when he wrote a phrase quoted by Martin Luther
King, Jr.: "Black people need white people to free

them from their fear and white people need black

people to free them from their guilt."

Those of us who bring a desire for racial recon-

ciliation to our personal relationships, church,

and workplace, must learn to move beyond
models of charity and paternalism to structures

of equality, inclusion, and sensitivity. As a poor

Filipino woman reportedly said, "If you have

come to help me, you are wasting my time. If you

have come because your liberation is bound up in

mine, then let us work together." No goals of in-

tegration and justice come about without a

partnership between "us" and "them," between

the powerful and the powerless.

On a more powerful level, members of the Na-
tional Institute for Coalition Building advocate

structured interaction between groups that have

a history of mutual mistrust. They bring together

Jews and people of color, Catholics and
Protestants, rich and poor and teach them to

No goals of integration and justice

come about without a partnership

between 'us' and 'them.

'

listen to common stories of alienation. As Cherie

Brown, one of their most tireless advocates for

prejudice reduction, notes, "We are all of us vic-

tims. By listening to each other's stories we are

enabled to move beyond guilt over past ani-

mosities to personal and corporate healing."

Deeper problems. In the end, skin color, of

whatever texture or spectrum, has been used far

too often by both those seeking to perpetuate divi-

sion and those desiring reconciliation to feebly

cover deeper problems. Perhaps what lies behind

the rancid cover of racist cries from all sides is

our collective failure to seek for justice wherever
inequality exists, to seek for creative means of

sharing our world's resources, to talk with those

we do not understand, to spend much time in

prayer asking that our eyes be opened to see

where prejudice distorts our sight.

As long as my brother or sister of any color is

imprisoned, whether behind the bars of a jungle

gym at recess or behind the bars of high unem-
ployment in the black belt, so am I imprisoned.

Until sports, entertainment professions, educa-

tional levels, and job opportunity are free of

stigmas of color or creed, I am burdened with

those barriers. Only when I am able to look at my
brothers and sisters on the street and see unique,

beautiful individuals of multiple hues, nose

shapes, eye color, and accent—only then will I be

able to expect others to see past my beard and
"light-tan-peach" skin to the beauty I know is in

me. "V
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Let us merge to gain
the values of diversity

by Evan Oswald

Among Mennonites of North America there are
discussions, conferences, and over-the-fence con-
jecturing about whether there should be a
merger. The Mennonite Church and General Con-
ference Mennonite Church are particularly

concerned about this.

Can we learn about the rules of merger from
other organizational settings? While I was a
student at the School of Health, Physical Educa-
tion, and Recreation at Indiana University in

The word 'merging' raises a red fiag

in some people's eyes as though
merging means giving up, losing,

or compromising.

1964, the United States had three major recrea-
tion organizations. When they had started, each
was unique in goals and services. As they grew to

the national and international level, they began
to overlap a great deal. It became clear that the
overlapping was inefficient and often competi-
tive. So we graduate students considered what
should be done.

One of the wise old professors stated an unwrit-
ten basic principle in such matters: "The only way
an important merger will occur is if it is first de-
cided to merge, then merge, then work out the
details. If the effort is made first to work out the
vast amount of controversial details, the merger
may never succeed, for each group has too many
vested interests to protect."

Speed up process. Is this principle that is used
in some nonchurch organizational matters valid
for church mergers? The MCs and GCs are
similar theologically and we cooperate in so many
ways that we could give the simplistic answer,
"Yes, merge, then work out the details." but re-

ligious issues and historical social differences run
emotionally very deep. Possibly the present me-
thodical planning that is taking place between the
two church bodies with a target date of 1995 for a
serious look at merging is the right way to go. But
maybe the process could and should be speeded
up.

Consider, for instance, the potential values of
diversity in a church. In addition to history and
theology, another reason for merging is socio-

Evan Oswald, Glendale, Ariz., is activities director at
Glencroft Retirement Center and a member of Trinity
Mennonite Church.

logical. Sociological diversity can bring new
energy, strength, dynamics, and—in some
ways—stability.

The opposite of diversity is sameness. Socio-

logical groupings that have too much sameness
have problems. When social groups are so tight

that cousins begin to intermarry, physiological

weaknesses often begin to show. The same is

found in nature. Biologists have been interested
in the degenerative genetics that is happening
with certain wildlife species such as the African
cheetah. They are becoming so inbred that the
species is being threatened. Geneticists are
searching the earth to find different strains of po-
tatoes, beans, and grains to provide diversity of

genes to enhance survival of a species of plants to

avoid the pitfalls of sameness.
Politically and sociologically we can observe

what has happened in one of the assumed power
countries of the world—the Soviet Union. In this

country a one-party system has tried to force

sameness and has brought stagnation. For years
the world thought that the Soviet Union was get-

ting stronger. The secrecy was a cover-up of a
degenerative process. Gorbachev's revolutionary
"glasnost" (openness) and "perestroika" (change)
have now shown us a country that has staggering
economic and sociological problems. Some so-

ciologists are classifying the Soviet Union as a
third-world country.

On the other hand, the dynamic of the two-
party system in the United States brings into

play great diversity—from the most conservative

Republican to the most liberal Democrat. This is

not to suggest that the American political system
is close to Utopia—far from it. But we need the

two-party system for balance and fairness in

deciding which way our country should go.

Too many splits. What does this have to do
with church mergers? Is this not comparing ap-
ples and oranges? I think not. The point is that

Christian churches have historically split many
times until we have some 10 kinds of Mennonites
and some 20 kinds of Baptists. I would like to sug-

gest that each little split has usually been an ef-

fort to gather people together of "sameness." One
such Mennonite group has boxed itself in so

tightly with its man-made legalisms and its hard-
line shunning practices that there is little room
left for questions or diversity of thought.

What would have happened in the early church
if there had been no room for diversity of

thought? Peter and Paul would hardly have got-

ten to the Gentiles (which is us) and there
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probably would be a small boxed-in group of

Jewish Christians somewhere in the world today

who would be more interested in sameness and
rigid conformity than in the great commission
that Christ proclaimed—to go out and bring into

the fold the vast varieties of people in the world.

One of the questions that is asked is, "Will not

the smaller group be squashed by the larger

group when voting on merger matters?" A
translation might read, "Will we GCs lose those

organizational ideas we have in our church struc-

ture to the larger voting power of the MCs?" or

"Will the moderate group in the middle of the

political/religious curve tell us, who are

concerned about conservative issues, how to run

our churches?"

If we are honest, we will all admit that every

church group will have a sociological curve or

spread with differing voices at both ends of the

spectrum who have a difficult time agreeing and
accepting each other. If God would have wanted
everyone to think and be exactly alike, why didn't

he make us more alike, rather than make each

person to be so distinctly different? Most mar-
riages are of opposites (in personality traits) and
most civilized countries encourage respect and ac-

ceptance of those different in race and sociology.

Biblical reasons for merging. There are socio-

logical, historical, and economic reasons for

merging, but the greatest reasons are biblical and
spiritual. The word "merging" raises a red flag in

some people's eyes as though merging means giv-

ing up, losing, or compromising. When our

children marry and move out of our home, are we
losing a child or gaining an in-law? That depends.

In a bad marriage we may lose both our own child

and our in-law. In a good marriage all parents ju-

bilate in the diversity added to that family. The
family is strengthened and grows.

Is that not what Paul was asking of the

Ephesians in his letter to them in 2:14 and 4:3-6?

The Jews and Gentiles were to become one in

faith, for Christ had "destroyed the barrier, the

dividing wall of hostility," for "there is one body
and one spirit." And in 1 Corinthians 1:10

—
"that

all of you agree with one another so that there

may be no divisions among you." In 1 Corinthians
1:13—"Is Christ divided?" And in John 10:16—"I

have other sheep that are not of this sheep pen. I

must bring them also. They too will listen to my
voice, and there shall be one flock and one
shepherd."

The center and the edges. The spider web is

strongest in the center where the web is closer

woven. The center mesh is usually where the fly-

ing prey are caught—where the real purpose of

the web is carried out. But that large center is

worthless without the far-out strands that anchor
the whole web to the foundation.

Just as the spider web needs the far left and far

right anchor strands to steady the middle and
give it support and balance, so the church needs

the diversity of voices working toward the com-
mon calling of unity. And why is Christ asking

that all those who believe in him develop unity?

"So that the world may believe that you [God and
Father] have sent me." This gives us the founda-

tion upon which we can carry out the great com-
mission.

Are we in danger?

We used to teach our children to

serve the church gladly;

We now know we must determine

our giftedness first,

But are we in danger of limiting

our usefulness to God?

We used to teach our children

simple living by living simply;

We now know many things can enhance
our lives for greater efficiency.

The ultimate question is—
"What is simple living?"

We used to teach our children that

tithing was part of Christian living;

We now know the New Testament

teaches a HI'style of generosity,

So I ask, "Why is our giving less?"

We used to teach our children that

mission work was overseas and
missionaries were special people;

We now know we all are in mission

and are missionaries,

But, "What does a missionary do?"

We used to teach our children that

the wife should submit to her husband;
We now know marriage is a

partnership in mutuality,

But, are we truly living "in honor
preferring one another?"

We used to teach our children

to reverence the church building

for it was God's house;

We now know God's house resides

in his people;

But where is the reverence for

the meeting of God's house?

—Patricia Hershberger
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Their kind of church
by Elaine Maus t

Laurence Horst's father died in 1920 when
Laurence was five years old. As a teenager,

Laurence went to the cemetery behind Catlin

Mennonite Church in Peabody, Kansas, to make a
promise to his dead father. "I told him how much
I missed him," Horst said. "I made an agreement
with my father that day that I would try to live

the kind of life that he would want me to live."

That promise took Laurence and his wife,

Marian, across the Mennonite Church, where he
has served as pastor, professor, and missionary.
In 1986 it led them to Meridian, Mississippi,

where I met them and spent two years benefiting

from their energy and generous life. As they

'As I compare the church of today with

the church 52 years ago, I feel we have
made tremendous progress/

packed to move back to their home at Greencroft
in Goshen, Indiana, I asked them to share what
they have learned during their 52 years of serving

the church.

Sense of call. Laurence began by talking about
the significance of a sense of call. "If you want a
life of significant service, there must be a time of

decision for Christ. You have to make the kind of

decision that will take you through the ups and
downs. There are times when people get into ser-

vice assignments but do not have the commit-
ment to keep them plodding."

Marian added, "I've always tried to follow

God's will. If you feel you've done that, then even
when the road gets rough . . . even then it's the

right road."

They have had experiences that tested their

commitment. After 10 years as missionaries in

Ghana, they rushed home with only two suitcases

because Laurence had a life-threatening case of

hepatitis. "My African doctor did not want me to

die in Ghana," Laurence quipped. Soon after they
returned to Kansas, he nearly died of a brain

hemorrhage. "Those experiences have taught us
not to give up," Marian says.

"I know a lot of my friends who have gone into

the ministry, but have found it too difficult and
have left. I have enjoyed the ministry," Horst
said, his bright eyes twinkling. "It's a privilege."

Elaine Maust, Meridian, Miss., is co-owner of a strawberry
farm (with her husband, Duane), editor of GulfStates
Fellowship Newsletter, and a member of Jubilee Mennonite
Church.

"I have found it interesting," he continued,
"that when we commit ourselves to the service of

the Lord, the Lord's people open the door. I've

never asked for a job."

He has found plenty to do in the church since

he began his life as a pastor in 1936. At the age of

21, he was called by Catlin Mennonite Church of

Peabody, Kansas. As a young pastor, he was sur-

prised by the support and friendship of church
leaders.

While the warmth of ministers surprised him,
one comment by many lay members shocked him.
"Early in my ministry a significant number of

middle-aged people came to me with encourage-
ment and said, Tf I would have followed God, I

would be a minister as you are today.' I heard
that often enough that I began to wonder how
many there are warming the benches of our con-

gregations today who have somehow not followed

God's first will for their lives." Horst believes

that if people are not willing to respond to the

call, work that God has planned is left undone.

Church careers. I asked how the church can
respond to this problem and he gave several sug-

gestions. "I've been concerned that in the past
there has been a lack of appreciation for pastors,

so that young people have not been attracted to

church careers. I also think we have felt that the
call to church leadership is basically between the

Lord and the person he calls. We tend to leave out
the local congregation."

"There are a number of congregations," Horst
continued, "that I have noticed take a special

interest in young people and out of these con-

gregations come pastors and teachers and mis-

sionaries. I believe this comes out of the at-

mosphere of the church."

Horst also believes that the possibility of

church leadership should be introduced in the

primary and junior departments through Sunday
school lessons. "This needs to become a vision of

the writers of our materials. We need to lift up
church leadership as an attractive option."

Quarterly visits by the pastor to Sunday school

classes is another way he thinks that this role

could be made visible to children and young
people.

"I have a concern that especially in our larger

congregations we need to look within the con-

gregation for leadership. If a larger congregation
calls a minister from outside, they need to feel an
obligation to prepare a minister from the inside

so they are not creating a vacuum in the church

as a whole. In addition I have wondered if we
should think in terms of giving a tenth of our

people. Can we give one in every 10 in some spe-
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Marian and Laurence Horst: 52 years of service.

cialized service? I know that this would stretch

us, but perhaps it is something we should

consider, especially in view of Vision 95."

Horst's enthusiasm about the Mennonite
Church is infectious. "I am encouraged with the

Mennonite Church today. As I compare the

church of today with the church 52 years ago, I

feel we have made tremendous progress. Vision

95 just was not in our thinking 52 years ago. The
church is growing. Our church leadership is

capable and committed. Mennonite World Con-
ference is more exciting all the time. We are be-

coming more and more a world fellowship of be-

lievers. This is an exciting time in the Mennonite
Church."

Though he feels positive about growth in

seminary enrollment, he is concerned that the

church may be unable to train enough leaders.

"Statistically, our seminaries cannot supply the

needed leadership for our growing Mennonite
Church. "We are going to have to do more in the

way of seminary by extension in local areas to

provide the leadership we will need for the next
decade. In fact, Lancaster Conference is pointing

the way for seminary by extension through Key-
stone Bible Institute. Here many people are being
trained for church leadership who may not ever

be able to go to one of our seminaries."

Work of the Spirit. During their two years at

Jubilee Mennonite Church, Horsts fascinated us
with stories of the Holy Spirit's work in Africa.

Laurence told of a sick elderly woman who lived

in a grass hut. One night after she prayed for

healing, Jesus visited her hut and healed her.

"The work of the Spirit around the world is very

attractive," Laurence said. "In India and Africa,

the Mennonite Church has grown by thousands.

The Spirit is doing a wonderful thing in the world

today."

Horsts also feel that the Holy Spirit has been
working dramatically in the Mennonite Church in

North America. "There is more caring for each

other in the churches then there was when I was a

child," Marian explains. "When we returned after

10 years in Africa we visited many churches and
we felt encouraged by the freedom we saw."

Laurence continued, "There is more contact

now, more embracing and showing affection than
would even have been allowed when I began my

'Today an increasing number of

churches are reaching out and inviting

new people and making them feel

needed.'

ministry. There are more people who dare to be
human. Perhaps there is more prayer. There has

always been prayer, but there is more prayer for

healing and for hurting people."

Marian added, "We are encouraged that a good
percent of our young people are staying with the

church. The church has been able to change in sig-

nificant ways that appeal to our young people."

Laurence added, "Some years ago, a Mennonite
pastor said, 'We don't want to reach out into our
community because new people will only bring

new problems.' But today an increasing number
of churches are reaching out in various ways and
are able to invite new people into the Mennonite
fellowship and make them feel needed and
wanted. The church is considerably stronger. We
have got to the place that we feel we can reach

out."

Stick to principles. Yet Laurence knows that

we face challenges as we work toward Vision 95.

"As we double our size, we have to be strong

enough theologically to stick to the principles

taught by Jesus Christ—principles that are not

popular among the traditional churches. I suspect

the teaching of our church will come under more
pressure as the world continues to develop her

military hardware and many of the churches
develop the concept that you save the world
through military might."

The future of the Mennonite Church looks

hopeful to Laurence and Marian. Though they are

in their 70s, they are determined to be part of

that future. <^
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CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS IN WORLD WAR II

What did they accomplish?
by Ted Grimsrud

What does it mean for the Mennonite church
today that World War II conscientious objection
happened? In answer to that question, I want to
highlight three issues.

The first issue is perceiving the war years as a
major, very practical, and fairly recent test case

The COs found their convictions tested
by the unpleasantness of the work, the
exposure to new ideas, and a
heightened realization thatAmerican
society didn't approve of them.

for Mennonite pacifism. How did this central

tenet of our churches' faith hold up? Is Mennonite
pacifism something for the twentieth century?
A second issue is the relative success of Men-

nonites in holding on to their pacifism during
World War II. What can we learn from this suc-
cess?

And a third issue is whether what happened in

the 1940s offers any warnings about trends in our
churches during the later years of this century.

I believe in answer to the first question that
Mennonite pacifism largely succeeded. Men-
nonites would not have used the criterion of pre-
venting the war from happening as a test of suc-
cess. It is not that they did not care if the war oc-

curred or not. Certainly Mennonites did care, and
they hoped and prayed in the late 1930s that war
would not break out. Once the war began, they
wanted it to end as soon as possible.

Resisting indirectly. Nonetheless, Mennonites
believed that sinful human governments more
likely than not will at times go to war. They saw
their job as being to resist war indirectly, by
showing the world—through their refusal to

fight—that the followers of Jesus can still adhere
to the ways of peace. They hoped to communicate
to those who would notice a different way of liv-

ing than war. The inability to persuade an entire

society did not mean that they must not seek, as
communities, to remain faithful to their Lord as
they knew him.

Ted Grimsrud, Eugene, Oreg., is pastor of Eugene Men-
nonite Church. This is part 2 of two articles which are based
on the author's recently completed doctoral dissertation. Part
1 appeared in the Apr. 11 issue.

For Mennonites, success in their pacifism
meant continuing to refuse to support the war
and encouraging their young men to be COs and
to find ways to perform works of service in the
midst of violence and bloodshed. Mennonites
achieved only partial success in these areas.
Tremendous social forces countered their values.
Most Mennonites continued to oppose the war,
but in pockets of the country such opposition was
weak. For instance, the president of Bluffton
College, a General Conference Mennonite school
in Ohio, spoke out in favor of the U.S. war effort.

Not surprisingly, few Mennonite young men from
the Bluffton area did alternative service through
Civilian Public Service.

Over one-third of the total number of Men-
nonite young men inducted into government ser-

vice during the war joined the military as soldiers
and about 15 percent joined the military as non-
combatants. Those who joined as full soldiers
tended to leave the church or, at times, to be ex-

communicated. Losing these people certainly
hurt the church.

However, given societal pressures and govern-
mental policies, that Mennonites sent 50 percent
of their young men to CPS should be seen as an
impressive effort. CPS men received no pay, no fi-

nancial support for wives or children, no medical
or life insurance (and several dozen lost their

lives), no postwar GI Bill, and no encouragement
from the wider society that they had made worth-
while sacrifices.

Church support. That so many Mennonites
chose CPS reflects well upon the material aid

churches offered their young men and the sup-
port given to COs' families. This helped with the
hardships. That Mennonite CPS men could focus
their energies in a constructive direction indi-

cates the strength of their service ethic and their

ability to endure hardship with a positive at-

titude.

These strengths stemmed from a deeply rooted
sense of tradition and character formation which
really had power in people's lives. Almost all the
Mennonite CPSers I have talked with tell a
similar story of how they went into CPS as rather
naive, simpleminded boys primarily trying to

remain faithful to parents and church. They
found their convictions tested by the unpleasant-
ness of the work, the exposure to new ideas, and a
heightened realization that American society did
not approve of them.

Often, though, these young men found the
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resources needed to deepen their convictions.

They found these resources within themselves,

from their Christian faith, from friends in

similar straits, from people back home, or from

church leaders who visited them. These resources

enabled them to grow in their commitment to live

lives of peaceableness and service. And these

commitments stuck.

One former CPSer contrasts the styles of life

characteristic among successful farmers of about

the same age, some of whom went into CPS and

others who stayed home—perhaps due to receiv-

ing farm or medical deferments. Invariably, the

ex-CPSers have lived more simply, performed

more voluntary service, and more actively sup-

ported peacemaking efforts. The CPS experience

tended to reinforce and deepen the pacifist ele-

ments of the Mennonite tradition with which

these men grew up.

Pacifist traditions. The relative success of

Mennonites in remaining faithful to their pacifist

traditions highlights several important issues

which still have relevance for our moral thinking

today. For one thing, here we have a case where
practical, day-to-day moral habits or ways of life

practiced by communities of people have greater

importance than sophisticated arguments. Many
Mennonites probably indeed could have argued

for the validity of their pacifism, giving reasons

based on the Bible and on their concerns about

the folly of war. But when it really came down to

it, their commitments to relationships mattered

more than certain ideas or principles.

The young men felt their deepest loyalty to

their parents, other family members, their

churches and pastors. They wanted to remain
faithful to the values these people embodied. As
philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein has said, we
best learn ethics by following the examples of

ethical people more than by mastering certain

arguments or memorizing certain rules. We can

see from this that the challenge to the church is

always to em body a peaceable way of life. That is

how our young people will grow up to be peace-

makers.
This experience during World War II under-

scores the importance of community. Some people

view conscientious objection as a matter of the in-

dividual versus the state. What is crucial, in this

view, is the individual's ability to remain true to

personal conscience no matter what the state

asks. While many Mennonite COs certainly had

strong personal commitments, what really mat-

tered for them was the issue of community
loyalty. Which community demanded their ulti-

mate commitment: their state, which called upon
them to fight, or their church, which called upon
them to abstain from fighting?

While many Mennonite COs certainly

had strong personal commitments, what
really mattered for them was the issue of

community loyalty.

This basic choice is illustrated by the case of a

young man who did join the military. Growing up
in a Mennonite church, he received baptism as a

teenager and remained active throughout his

high school years. But when it came time to go to

college, he chose to go to Kansas State University

rather than to the local Mennonite college. By his

own account, he joined the military because most
of his friends at Kansas State did so. His com-
munity loyalty switched. Rational arguments did

not persuade him so much as the actions of those

with whom he most closely identified.

Reinforcing loyalty. Mennonite colleges and
church youth groups did much to reinforce

loyalty to Mennonite values and practices regard-

ing war and peace. They helped deepen personally

held convictions and to provide some good

reasons for those convictions. This loyalty,

though not blind or anti-intellectual, gained its

initial basis from a communal way of life, from
habits and practices. Rational arguments and
principles played only a secondary role. Again,

the key is the health of the church community
much more than the sophistication of individuals'

theologies.

Another characteristic which helped Men-
nonites to respond positively to the difficulties of

the 1940s can be seen as their realism and "hum-
ble practicality" regarding what they could hope

to do as pacifists in a warring society. They had
few grandiose hopes and plans for stopping the

war effort or for sustaining a widespread pacifist

social revolution.

Mennonite COs tended to focus on much more
simple things such as (more-or-less) happily do-
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ing available works of service such as forest and
farmland conservation or helping in mental hos-

pitals. Others worked in public health, doing
tasks such as building outhouses in poor southern
communities which lacked even that primative
form of sanitation. This focus meant that they

experienced little of the burn-out, despair, and
cynicism which characterized many whose
radical ideals of transforming society met only

with failure.

Mennonites tended to have more humble, and
more easily met, expectations. And they emerged
from the war with ongoing energy which found

The World War II experience can warn
us to beware of making our pacifism too

political at the expense of our church
connection.

one significant outlet in postwar relief in Europe
and Asia under the direction of Mennonite
Central Committee. I wonder if, in fact, one could
say that even in terms of long-range social

transformation, this service bears more fruit

than more direct political strategies.

Present-day trends. In light of what has been
said, how might reflecting on what happened in

the 1940s among Mennonite COs lead to some
concerns about present-day trends among some
Mennonites?

I believe that the World War II experience can
warn us to beware of making our pacifism too

To speak in meeting

Silence . .

.

listening . .

.

until constrained

by love to speak. Not
in answer to you, nor asking

answer from you—only,

alongside of you,

to lay one 's

self

on the altar.

—Emily Sargent Councilman

political at the expense of our church connection.

I thought of this recently when I read an article

about an ongoing effort in Nevada to resist and
try to prevent nuclear weapons testing. The effort

has met with some success but now seems to be
disintegrating due to internal conflicts and di-

vergent goals among the activists. The author of

the article feared that this effort will go the way
of the nuclear freeze movement.

This ebbing and flowing of secular peace move-
ments has been a reality for generations. I value
what these movements have accomplished, but
they have shown little staying power. Political

winds shift, and with them so too do political

movements. The roots of our Mennonite peace
tradition go much deeper. But even these deep
roots must be tended with care and treated with
respect. I believe that the Mennonite peace tradi-

tion has much to offer the wider peace movement,
but we had best beware of letting current tempo-
rary political issues shape that tradition so much
that we lose sight of its anchorage in local faith

communities.

The World War II experience can also warn us

to be careful about following our culture in think-

ing of conscience as a totally individual reality.

Community connections shaped and energized

the consciences of Mennonite COs. The equation

was not one of the individual, depending solely on
his own resources, standing heroically against the

state. These Mennonites were not Martin
Luthers, standing alone, saying, "Here /stand, I

can do no other." They were not pacifist Rambos,
single-handedly fighting the evil forces of

militarism. They faced their test with many
others walking with them; they did not walk
alone.

Common values. To live as moral people, we
need to be part of a community of those who also

try to live morally. We do not need sophisticated

arguments nearly as much as we need models.

We do not need powerful, inviolable individual

consciences nearly as much as we need other

people, who by talk and example and mere pres-

ence hold us accountable to live by the values we
hold in common.
World war II was a terrible event. Fifty million

people died, nature was horrendously violated,

the atom was unleashed. We have many lessons

yet to learn from what happened then. The acts of

faithfulness by a few thousand COs are very

small when compared to the many, many acts of

destruction. But, if anything, that fact renders

those few acts even more worthy of our

consideration. They are, in a sense, mustard seeds

whose fruition, in part, depends upon our
cultivating them by learning from them and act-

ing on what we learn. ^
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Hear, hear!

A column for sharing personal concerns

Why I abandoned
the altar call

As a pastor, I personally abandoned the

altar call because I felt that it confuses

the fundamental issues of the gospel and
robs baptism of its place as the initial

public testimony to conversion. At issue

is our understanding of the gospel.

God calls sinners to repent (Acts 2:38-

39) and to believe in the Lord Jesus Christ

(Acts 16:30-31). "Repentance" signifies a

change of mind, a change of orientation, a

shift in worldview. It is difficult to come
to Christ, but the difficulty is in owning
our hostility and alienation from God and
submitting to his kingdom agenda as

revealed in Christ, not in walking down
an aisle before other people.

An altar call makes it too easy for some
and too difficult for others to respond to

Christ, because it focuses on the wrong
issue. Some persons are naturally extro-

verts and walking forward is the easiest

thing in the world for them to do. Others

are shy and will never respond in such a

way. I fit the latter class.

I remember often thinking that 'Til

just have to go to hell" because I would
rather have died than get up in front of

the whole church. I now realize that I did

not understand the real issue of the gos-

pel. I was not scandalized by Christ's

claim as Lord of the universe, but by an
extrovertish and simple act. This is espe-

cially true of shy persons in large meet-
ings. Our congregations have many per-

sons who feel excluded by such appeals.

Yet altar calls remain popular for a va-

riety of reasons. First, human nature

forever wants to help God out a little; we
like some physical demonstration as our

part in the new-birth experience. Second,

it is associated with evangelistic fervor; a

minister is considered evangelistic and
sound if altar calls are routine, "liberal" if

not. Third, tangible response to the ser-

mon can serve as ego trips for the

preacher. (We need our strokes!) Fourth,

the tradition, recent though it be, is

strongly engrained. Many otherwise ma-
ture Christians see abandoning the altar

call as tampering with the very fabric of

the gospel and their own salvation.

It seems to me that altar calls also rob

baptism of its full meaning and signifi-

cance. God calls sinners to repent and
receive baptism on the basis of forgiven

sin (Acts 2:38-39). Baptism is designed to

be the initial public testimony to our

identification with the people of God and
the agenda of its Lord. Altar calls, as they

are usually given, rob baptism of this wit-

ness. Baptism may be almost anticli-

mactic to walking the aisle. This is not

what it was intended to be.

Water baptism is the witness of a clean

conscience before God (1 Peter 3:21). The
initial outward public testimony to con-

version is to receive water baptism based

upon a preceding faith-repentance. It is a

public statement, a demonstration of

identification. Baptism is an action that

is received and yet is a statement of the

recipient. As such it is an entirely appro-

priate way to mark a beginning, partici-

pating in an agenda which is not one's

own, but that of the church, the body of

Christ. It is thus a beautiful way to indi-

cate submission to the lordship of Christ.

But doesn't the church need some
mechanism to help persons respond to

Christ? What is the alternative? I suggest

that we continue to give invitations urg-

ing people to respond in faith- repentance

to the claims of Christ, carefully con-

sidering the cost of discipleship. But
rather than calling them publicly to the

front of the church to seal their decision

or even to make it, let's urge them to

respond to Christ apart from any public

act. Then we should let baptism become
the initial public confession to proclaim

that decision. We as pastors must then

also teach the significance and necessity

of making the covenant public, beginning

with water baptism, and affecting all

aspects of life. Ideally, baptism should

follow as soon as practical so that it is as-

sociated with beginning the Christian

life.

The instruction classes should follow

and continue for life, for that teaches

more accurately the nature of the Chris-

tian life. In this procedure, we restore

baptism to its biblical significance, re-

store discipleship as the essence of the

Christian life, and we also allow the

gospel to reach all kinds of people—in-

cluding the shy and self-conscious—at

their level.

This process appears less efficient at

first, but in the long run the more de-

liberative and less emotion-laden call to

repentance results in fewer spiritual

abortions and defections. Whatever pro-

cedure you use, you must keep the issues

clear. Are there better ideas?

—Ernest J. Hershberger, Rittman, Ohio

Evolution/creation:

wrong question
It seems to me the central concept of

creation is not, "How did it happen?" but
"Who is at work?" Is God someone who
needs our puny "defense" to ward off the

evolutionists? Could it be when we pit

creation against evolution, we have per-

ceived the wrong issue?

I would like to take us back to a central

biblical concept that focuses on the per-

son of creation rather than on a method
of creation. The concept of God as the ac-

tive agent in creation not only comes
through in the early chapters of Genesis,

but permeates the writings of both Old
and New Testaments. Creativity is a
characteristic of God. It is not a once-and-
done activity, but as real and continuing

as his characteristic of love.

The words "creation" and "evolution"

are words that are emotionally charged
for many people so that it is difficult to

view them rationally. It is this high ten-

sion that has produced a "wire that is too

hot" for most people to comfortably han-
dle. It is helpful for me to recognize that

the word "creation" refers to a theological

description of relationships rather than a

scientific mechanism for origins. On the

other hand, "evolution" is a biological

description of physical phenomena. The
two words are not necessarily anti-

thetical. They are descriptions on dif-

ferent levels.

One of the recurring evils in the history

of God's people has been their propensity

to forget. Dozens of times in the Old

Testament, God's people were told to

remember. Some of the reinforcements

for their memory were stones, circumci-

sion, and laws. In the New Testament, the

symbols of bread and wine are introduced

to help us remember the redemption God
wrought for us through Jesus.

The question of origins is only one of

the areas in which we are prone to take

our eyes away from Jesus. While it is a

real area that dare not be overlooked, in

our day there are others that are just as

subtle and powerful. A shopping trip to

the mall or a thousand other daily

activities could just as effectively take

our eyes away from Jesus.

The important word continues to be

"remember"

—

•Remember—your Creator.

•Remember—God's mighty acts in

history.

•Remember—the rock from which

you were hewn.
•Remember—that you are dust.

•Remember—the earth is the Lord's.

—Charles B. Longenecker, Holland, Pa.
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Church news

Ed Metzler, peace and social concerns secretary for the Mennonite Church, proposes an al-

ternative to Peace Section. Listening, in front, are the current co-executive secretaries of Peace
Section—Titus and Linda Peachey.

Peace Section tries to keep
church and activists happy

Juggling the boldness of the peace
activists with the caution of many people

in the church constituency is not easy.

But that's what the Peace Section of Men-
nonite Central Committee U.S. often

finds itself doing.

And that's what happened at the "Year

2000 Consultation" in Chicago, Apr. 7-9.

It was called by Peace Section as part of

its current two-year evaluation process.

About 70 people—a "who's who" of peace

leaders in the various Mennonite denomi-
nations—gathered at the spartan facil-

ities of International Conference Center.

"Peace Section has become stagnant,"

said longtime activist Gene Stoltzfus of

Chicago. "We need a new forum for creat-

ing excitement and for planning." This

got an immediate response from the

Brethren in Christ representative on
Peace Section, Eber Dourte: "People don't

understand what it's like to sit on Peace

Section and represent such a diverse con-

stituency."

Some participants suggested that
Peace Section stop juggling. "We have to

listen to the peace activists as well as the

church, including the more conservative

elements," said Doug Hostetter, a former
Peace Section member who currently

serves as executive director of Fellowship

of Reconciliation (U.S.). "But maybe we
need two different structures."

Chicago activist Dorothy Friesen pre-

sented a proposal for a loose structure

that would have no formal ties to the

church. It would center around an annual
"Peace Action Festival" that would draw
representatives from a variety of local ac-

tion groups throughout North America.
The representatives would elect a stand-

ing committee, and one of its jobs would
be to give accreditation to specific peace/

justice actions in local areas.

Ed Metzler, peace and social concerns

secretary for the Mennonite Church, of-

fered a proposal that would replace Peace
Section with a Peace/Justice Council. It

would be advisory in nature and thus

freed from the "illusion" of administra-

tive responsibility and constituency ties.

"The council would look at the whole pic-

ture, strategize and coordinate, reflame

our vision, and refocus our goals," he
said.

MCC executive secretary John Lapp
wondered whether Metzler's proposal "is

in effect admitting that we're not a peace

church anymore and that we must accept

that reality so we can move on."

Consultation participants found much
of what Friesen and Metzler said appeal-

ing, but they didn't seem ready to scrap

Peace Section. Linda Peachey, the new
co-executive secretary of Peace Section

—

along with her husband, Titus—said

Peace Section serves a useful purpose as a

bridge between various people, and
"sometimes this slows us down." But she

also noted that "this consultation is tell-

ing us that we need to recapture some
boldness."

Another juggling act that keeps Peace
Section busy—and kept the consultation

participants talking— is the role of doing

peace work on behalf of the constituency

versus the role of educating the constit-

uency. The latter is really not part of

Peace Section's original mandate, John
Lapp pointed out. "But if education isn't

its job, who does it?"

A third-world church leader was
quoted as saying to a North American
Mennonite: "Perhaps it would be more
helpful to us in the long run if you kept

your aid money at home to educate your

people on matters of peace and justice."

Author-futurist Tom Sine, the opening

and closing speaker at the consultation,

hit the education theme even harder.

"Peace Section should put 70 percent of

its time into 'evangelizing'—and not just

'resourcing'—for peace and justice," he
said. "Popular evangelical understand-

ings of materialism and nationalism are

infiltrating Mennonite churches." He
warned that Mennonites are "drinking at

the wrong stream" and are merely
"following the American dream with a

Jesus overlay."

Sine, a former evangelical leader who
now attends a Mennonite church in Seat-

tle, urged Peace Section to take stronger

and more imaginative leadership in

bringing Mennonites back to their Ana-
baptist moorings. "More books, papers,

and lectures won't do it," he said. "You
need to use drama, music, storytelling,

and videos." He also suggested that

people be taken to places of need to see

peace/justice problems for themselves.

Amid the intensity of the consultation

were two "old-timers" who offered per-

spective and humor to the occasion. They
are 78-year-old Winfield Fretz and 69-

year-old Robert Kreider. Both are long-

time professors and former Mennonite

college presidents. And both have had a

lifelong concern for peace and justice.

Fretz attended the first-ever inter-

Mennonite peace conference in North
America—which was held 50 years ago

this spring in Chicago. Peace Section was
established' three years later during
World War II, and Kreider recalled the

"sweaty, sooty, plebeian quality of those

early meetings" at Mennonite Home Mis-

sion in an ethnically diverse working-

class section of Chicago.—Steve Shenk
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MCC leaders discuss
how to relate

to other faiths

A Mennonite Central Committee work-
er took porridge each day to the sick and
severely malnourished child of herfriend

in Indonesia. She prayed often for the

sick child. She also heard the child's

mother, a Muslim, sitting with the child

and praying to Allah for the healing of
her child. TheMCC woman asked, "Is God
less attentive to the prayers of the Mus-
lim woman than to my prayers?"

This story, told by Earl Martin, MCC
co-secretary for East Asia, was one of a

half dozen told by staff about the ques-

tions MCCers face as they work with

people of other faiths. The stories in-

troduced an evening of discussion at MCC
headquarters in Akron, Pa., on "The Gos-

pel and Other Faiths."

The discussion was a central part of a

two-day meeting of the MCC and MCC
Canada executive committees, which
meet in joint session every other spring.

"This dialogue with people of other

faiths is a reality for MCCers in many,
many assignments," observed Executive

Secretary John Lapp in his introduction.

"It raises difficult theological questions,

and we want to raise the many dimen-

sions of this discussion with our boards."

The discussion began with talks on Na-

tive spirituality by Menno Wiebe, direc-

tor of MCC Canada Native Concerns, and

Stan McKay, a Cree pastor in the United

Church of Canada.
"De-culturalization of a people is not a

prerequisite to genuine faith-sharing,"

said Wiebe. "De-Indianizing the Indian

people is not part of the gospel sharing."

Yet, taking away the culture of a people

has been the unfortunate result of many
attempts at sharing faith.

McKay asserted, "Our dreams and vi-

sions require us to respect others who
have dreams and visions." He said Chris-

tians have much to learn about the spiri-

tuality of others, and explored a number
of passages of Scripture, illustrating how
Native spirituality casts new light in un-

derstanding them.

Guest speaker Norman Kraus, long-

time Goshen College professor and
former missionary in Japan, said MCC
faces a difficult task—deeply understand-

ing and learning from other faiths, while

maintaining the centrality of Jesus
Christ. He started by highlighting the

distinction between Jesus Christ and the

"religion" of Christianity, which is "an

imperfect human response to revelation."

When Christians go out into other cul-

tures, they must be sensitive to the fact

that "religion is a fundamental part of

culture, of a people's self-definition,"

Kraus said. "So we must respect people's

religions." He emphasized that he is not

saying "the gospel is simply another re-

ligious option." It is not simply something

to compare with other faiths. "It is a

radical reorientation of life's purposes as

shown in Jesus," he said.

Kraus noted, though, that the Chris-

tian religion, as it has often been shared,

has been used to destroy the cultures of

others and "has had very mixed results."

Executive Committee members said

they expect volunteers to deal with other

religions with respect, but also em-
phasized "the central revelation of Jesus

Christ." It was apparent there is no

simple formula for holding to the unique

revelation of Christ amid world faiths.

Kamal Samaan Tadros, churchman
from northern Sudan and guest at the

meetings, urged the boards to take Islam

seriously, saying he believes God is pres-

ent to those of other religions as well as to

Christians and that Islam is a growing re-

ligion the world must face.

MCC board chairman Ron Mathies of

Elmira, Ont., said, "There is some tension

and a great deal of risk in this discussion.

We are not finished with this topic. We
must continue to struggle with how we
relate to other faiths, while proclaiming,

'He is risen!'

"

Lancaster Conference
rallies around
theme of light

Palm Sunday dawned on Lancaster

Conference the same weekend as its an-

nual meeting. Six sessions were held on

the campus of Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite

High School—four devoted to worship

and reporting about the programs of the

church. Two sessions were rallies—one

for youth and one to inspire support for

missions. The theme was "I Have Made
You to Be a Light."

The Board of Congregational Resources

celebrated its 10th anniversary and re-

ported on its plans for a new resource

room. The Board of Brotherhood Minis-

tries, a council of seven agencies serving

human need in institutional settings, pre-

sented the case for maintaining homes for

the retired. The Mission Board report

covered its entire global program and
noted that "the 1988 financial report is

one of the best in recent years." The
Board of Education included students and
faculty from four schools, who through

skits and poems showed how their school

communities use opportunities to be

lights.

At the rally for youth, author-futurist

Tom Sine spoke about being set apart for

God's work. After the meeting in the

chapel, where over 50 of the 675 present

stood in acts of commitment, many
stayed for a concert and unlimited serv-

ings of pizza.

Besides Sine, Paul Zehr of Lancaster

Conference and Richard Detweiler of

Franconia Conference also preached at

various sessions on the lessons to be

learned from the earliest decades of the

church. Worship at the beginning of the

sessions included participation by the

people, leadership by a variety of indi-

viduals, and the reading of Scripture. A
singing group from two congregations

sang and several children from the con-

gregations danced with the anthem. A
song written by Lisa Bair was premiered.

At the Missions Rally, with 1,100 pres-

ent, Tom Sine said, "It's in your books,

but not in your churches." He was speak-

ing on the stewardship of all of life which

he believes is greatly neglected today. He
said that Mennonites, like many other

North Americans, are putting culture

ahead of Christ, have fragmented their

giving, and consider mission to be the

responsibility of missionaries. "We must
transfer our efforts away from upward
mobility to outward ministry," he said.

"What would happen if you would put

into practice what is written in your his-

tory and theology books?"

Mission workers are commissioned during the Lancaster Conference annual meeting.
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Members of Jubilee Mennonite Church in

Meridian, Miss., help construct a new church
in Macon, Miss. They are (left to right) Howie
Schiedel, John Opel, and Henry Tardo.

Interracial church,
destroyed by arsonist,

now being rebuilt

On a limestone hill near Macon, Miss., a
church building is taking shape. Fellow-

ship of Hope Church, an interracial con-

gregation which lost its meetinghouse
last August to arson, is rebuilding. On a
recent weekend, volunteers from across

the state—and beyond—joined the effort.

The volunteers included students from
Millsaps College—a United Methodist
school in Jackson, Miss. A group from
Trinity Presbyterian Church in Meridian,
Miss., swung hammers beside members
of churches representing Gulf States Fel-

lowship—the local Mennonite Church
conference. Past and present Voluntary
Service workers with Mennonite Board of

Missions were also among those who
came.

"It's going to be more than just our
church building," said Fern Diener. "It

will belong to everyone who helped." Fern
and her husband, Marcus, are members
of the congregation and serve as leaders

of the VS unit in nearby Mashulaville.

For Emma Myers from Philadelphia,

Miss., the rebuilding has special signifi-

cance. Emma's husband, Glenn, is pastor
of Pearl River Mennonite Church—

a

Choctaw Indian congregation. Their
church building burned in the 1960s, also

the victim of arson. "I remember how im-
portant it was when people came and
helped us rebuild," said Emma.
The church chose the new site close to

Macon after discussions with the Macon
city zoning commission. The commission
felt the lot where the previous meet-
inghouse was located wasn't large enough

for the types of activities the group
planned. "They told us we could build
there as long as we were just a traditional
church," said Levi Hatcher, one of the
group's founders. "But we couldn't do
voter registration, tutoring, or anything
like that if we rebuilt on the old location
in town."

Determined to stay with their vision,

the congregation purchased five acres of
land outside Macon and met in an old
store. Worship services began in the new
building in late April.

"There was no room for growth, no
room for parking," said Marcus Diener,
referring to the previous site. "The silver

lining to the arson fire was to open our
eyes and make it possible for us to move."
Diener coordinated the building project.

The new facility has a multipurpose
room which seats 90 people. The cost
of the 2,000-square-feet building is about
$30,000; some $17,000 has already been
donated by other churches.

Born of the desire of four couples (two
white and two black) for a church that
both taught the Bible and addressed com-
munity needs, Fellowship of Hope is now
IV2 years old. Composed of whites, blacks,

and Indians, the church has an atten-

dance of about 35. The congregation is in-

troducing a tutoring program, adult liter-

acy classes, activities for community
youth, and discussions on how to save and
manage money.—Elaine Maust

Pacific Coast Conference
junks 'unified budget,'
adopts new plan
Unanimous action on the part of con-

ference delegates recently ushered Pacific

Coast Conference into a new era of fi-

nancing conference programs. Hence-
forth member congregations will be
assessed a fee for essential conference
services—principally the services of the
conference minister—while the Mission
Board and Western Mennonite School
will raise their own funds through direct

appeals to congregations and individuals.

The conference began moving toward
these revisions last June by appointing a
task force to study why funds for the con-
ference were becoming increasingly dif-

ficult to raise. The task force then recom-
mended the junking of the so-called "uni-

fied budget." That system mandated that
incoming funds were proportionately
divided among the three conference pro-

grams, barring people from designating
their contributions.

There was considerable discussion on
the meaning of "assessment" and how the

conference executive committee will put
teeth into collecting dues from the con-

gregations. It was suggested that firm
commitments will be asked from the con-

gregations who use conference services

and that payment of the fee will be
considered a priority along with paying
pastors' salaries and church utilities. Pre-
viously congregations have been in the
habit of giving "last-dollar" contributions
to the conference.

The question was raised about the ap-
propriateness of delegates approving the
Mission Board and Western Mennonite
School budgets annually since they will

no longer "own" those budgets and are
not held accountable to raise their funds.
That matter needs further work, and the
executive committee will appoint a tran-
sition committee to study how the new
arrangement will work.

It is anticipated that the conference
constitution will need extensive revision

to accommodate the new funding pattern
which is set to go into effect with the
1989-90 fiscal year.—Beryl Forrester

'What's the best software
for congregations?'
asks computer group

What's the best computer software for

congregations? That question was an un-
derlying theme during much of the dis-

cussion at the recent semiannual meeting
of the Council of Mennonite Computer
Users. "Congregations are asking us for

help," reported council chair Phil Nolt.

"If we don't do something soon, more and
more of them will have more and more
different types of programs."

"This is a perfect opportunity for some
enterprising person or group to develop a
package that fits exactly what we need as

Mennonites," said Marvin Bartel from
Mennonite Central Committee. "We want
something all congregations can use.

Even a congregation too small to operate
the program on a home computer."
A tailor-made Mennonite package

could also be more flexible in pricing,

perhaps with the cost to congregations

based on membership. A survey of what
computers and programs congregations
are already using is being planned as a
first step.

James Horsch's report as chair of the

Data Dictionary Committee also fed into

the discussion on congregational
software. This group is working on stan-

dardizing the format for records of Men-
nonite individuals and congregations. "A
standard set of data fields can serve as

the foundation for the information Men-
nonite congregations need to keep track

of," noted Horsch. "This can help both

congregations and agencies work together

more effectively in serving the church."

The daylong meeting was held at Lau-
relville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Center

"in the backyard of Mennonite Publishing

House," as Jim Horsch noted in his wel-

coming remarks. Six MPH administra-

tors took advantage of the proximity of
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the meeting to attend. In addition to

MPH, 10 Mennonite organizations were

represented.

Arts association
to be formed
during Normal 89
A new association for Mennonite people

in the arts will be created at Normal 89,

the joint convention of the Mennonite and
General Conference Mennonite churches

scheduled for Aug. 1-6. Rod Sawatsky,

newly appointed president of Conrad Gre-

bel College, will be the keynote speaker.

Discussion will center on shaping the di-

rection of the new association during its

first years. Everyone interested in the

arts is encouraged to attend.

A small group of people representing a

wide range of experience in the arts met
recently for discussion and planning in

Goshen, Ind. They considered the purpose

for creating an association of artists,

possible names for the association, for-

mation of a nonprofit organization, how
to enlarge the mailing list of artists, ways
to inform people of these developments,

and plans for meeting at Normal 89.

Enthusiastic support has come from
people throughout the United States and
Canada. These artists, responding to let-

ters circulated last year, represent the vi-

sual arts, music, dance, writing, drama,
theater, photography, architecture, and
other interests.

The new association will be open to

artists from all Mennonite-related
churches and institutions and other inter-

ested individuals as well. It can be a
source of support and interaction for

artists who work inside or outside the

church. It can also be the voice of the arts

within the church while contributing to

the understanding and development of

Planning group meets to start a Mennonite as-

sociation for artists. Seated (left to right)

—

Louise Hawkley, Ken Hawkley, and Hiram
Hershey. Standing—Maribeth Shank, Philip

Clemens, and Gene Caskey. (Not pictured,

Suelyn Lee.)

the arts in church communities.

For more information, or to provide

names and addresses of artists, write to

Philip Clemens at College Mennonite
Church, 1900 S. Main St., Goshen, IN
46526.

Ohio Conference mixes
business with worship
at annual assembly
At the top of the agenda at the annual

assembly of Ohio Conference, held re-

cently at Beech Mennonite Church of

Louisville, Ohio, was a proposal to hire a

full-time conference coordinator. The pro-

posal passed unanimously after a brief in-

troduction and little discussion from the

floor.

As it turned out, the time saved was
used during subsequent discussion of the

revised constitution. Open mikes buzzed

for over an hour as delegates became
entangled in parliamentary procedure as

well as microphone cords.

Wilmer Hartman, conference minister,

reported on the "Guide to Process Feed-

back." This document has been written to

help congregations find ways to give reg-

ular feedback to pastors. Hartman em-
phasized that Ohio Conference is recom-

mending open-ended terms of service for

its pastors, with regularly scheduled

evaluations.

Moderator Robert Schloneger brought

the main address, "Keeping Hands on the

Plow." He recognized conference workers

and encouraged further obedience to

Christ in the areas of simple living, stew-

ardship, and evangelism.

Guest speakers were Kirk Alliman,

president of Hesston College, and Mar-

lene Kropf, an administrator with Men-
nonite Board of Congregational Minis-

tries. Kropf discussed the method used by

the early church to educate new believers

and suggested that in Mennonite con-

gregations today, Christian formation

takes place in community, worship, and

mission. Alliman painted a dramatic pic-

ture of mission possibilities for the future

whereby young people use their secular

vocations to take Christ to the world.

"Equipping for . .

.

" was the theme of

the six worship sessions that used special

music, skits, and a mime to bring Jesus'

parables to life. Planner Rachel Witmer
used groups from Stark County churches

and a music group from Central Christian

High School to help illustrate the mes-

sages of each worship experience.

During the annual assembly, three new
congregations were accepted into the con-

ference: Lake Mennonite Fellowship of

Painesville, Ohio; Faith Mennonite
Fellowship of Conneaut Lake, Pa.; and
Light and Life Christian Fellowship of

Kidron, Ohio.— Joanne Lehman

Ken and Natalie Johnson Shenk with Jay (4)

and Allen |1 j).

BACK FROM JAPAN

Shenks assist church
in Sapporo

Assisting a Mennonite congregation in

Sapporo and building relationships with

college students and others is the focus of

Ken and Natalie Johnson Shenk's work in

Japan with Mennonite Board of Missions.

They recently completed their first five-

year term and returned for a one-year

North American assignment.

Shenks participate with Shalom Men-
nonite Church, where Ken has some
preaching and teaching responsibilities.

A slow but steady flow of students come
to church from Hokusei University,

where Ken teaches. Shalom leader Yo-

rifumi Yaguchi and MBM worker Mary
Miller also teach there. Most often,

students are introduced to the church

through a weekly Bible study led by Ya-

guchi and assisted by Ken. These young
people turn out to be "some of the most
energetic and committed church
members," said Ken.

For instance, Natalie said Hokusei
graduates at Shalom have begun a Satur-

day coffee time "where they can bring

friends who aren't ready to go to church."

Ken writes articles for a newsletter he

and some of the Hokusei graduates at

Shalom began in 1987; The bimonthly

publication is intended for all Japanese

Mennonites.

A core group of five members from
Shalom congregation began meeting in

another location last summer in an effort

to plant a church. That effort is still

evolving and includes Mary Miller and
her husband, Marvin.

Ken preaches occasionally at the other

two Mennonite congregations in Sapporo

and teaches courses for the local Menno-
nite lay leadership training program. Nat-

alie, in addition to responsibilities at

home and at church, is involved in a month-

ly mothers' support group and teaches a

weekly English conversation class.

Ken, son of MBM missionaries Charles

and Ruth Shenk, was born and raised in

Japan. Natalie was born in Minot,

N.Dak., and grew up in Sarasota, Fla.
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Displaying a model of The MeetingHouse are (left to right) Arlin Lapp, Charlotte and Henry Ro-
senberger, and Patty and Elvin Souder. Lapp is president of the group that will operate the
center, and the two couples are heading the campaign to raise money for it.

Heritage center
to be built

near Harleysville, Pa.
"The MeetingHouse" is the name of a

Mennonite heritage center that will be
built near Harleysville, Pa. The 12,000-

square-feet facility is a project of a group
called Mennonite Historians of Eastern
Pennsylvania.

"The Meetinghouse will bring together

a museum, historical library/archives,

and a Mennonite life center which will

share the history and cultural record of

the Mennonite heritage in this com-
munity," said Arlin Lapp, president of

the group's board. "The architecture sug-

gests the Mennonite rural heritage, while

reflecting the spiritual center of Men-
nonite life through lines reminiscent of

early meetinghouses."

Since 1974, Mennonite Historians of

Eastern Pennsylvania has operated
Mennonite Heritage Center from a small,

former bank building in Souderton. Be-
cause of limited room at the Heritage
Center, the Historical Library and Ar-
chives have had to remain at Christopher
Dock Mennonite High School near Lans-
dale.

The MeetingHouse will bring the two
together while adding the Mennonite Life

Center as yet another way to welcome
and introduce the story to those who visit.

The Life Center will include an interpre-

tive video produced by John Ruth and
"living experiences" such as children's

programs, a School for Living, pastoral

training, and living exhibits of Mennonite
ministry and mission.

The historians group will embark upon
its first capital gifts campaign with the
"Future Generations Appeal." This $1.2

million campaign will seek three-year
pledges of financial support.

Denver Mennonites
protest aid

to El Salvador
Members of five different Mennonite,

General Conference Mennonite, and Men-
nonite Brethren congregations from the
Denver area participated in a march and
rally recently to end U.S. military aid to

El Salvador. The rally, held at Lowry Air
Force Base, attracted nearly 300 par-

ticipants who sang, chanted, and gave
speeches in an attempt to end the flow of

nearly $2 million a day in military aid to

the government of El Salvador. This aid,

organizers claim, is at the heart of con-

tinuing human rights abuses and bru-
tality against the Salvadoran people.

Following the rally, 61 people entered
the base, which holds the accounting and
finance center for most foreign military

aid, including aid to Central American
countries. All were detained for trespass-

ing, including four members of Arvada
Mennonite Church. One of the four, Rob-
ert Carlsten, crossed for the second time
and faces a jail term of up to six months.
Those crossing the first time were issued

letters barring them from the base.

The Mennonite contingent carried a
large banner which featured 160 hand-
prints of church members and a headline

reading, "Denver Mennonites Reach for

Peace." The banner was a cooperative ef-

fort by members of Arvada Mennonite
Church, First Mennonite Church, Glen-

non Heights Mennonite Church, Peace
Mennonite Community Church, and Gar-
den Park Mennonite Brethren Church.
Participants see their actions as
consistent with faith-rooted peacemaking
activities sponsored by Christian Peace-

maker Teams and other officially rec-

ognized Mennonite peace efforts.

Study calls for presence
among Christians, and
Muslims in Middle East
A recent study commissioned by three

Mennonite agencies working in the Mid-
dle East recommends that the agencies
appoint persons to relate to and develop a
sensitive presence among the Eastern
church and Islam.

LeRoy Friesen conducted the nine-
week study last summer for Mennonite
Board of Missions, Mennonite Central
Committee, and Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions. Friesen is a professor
at Associated Mennonite Biblical Sem-
inaries and a former MCC worker in the
Middle East.

MCC workers have been in the Middle
East since 1949, beginning in West Bank
and then in Egypt, Jordan, and Lebanon.
MBM and Eastern Board workers have
served in Israel since the early 1950s.

Staff from the three agencies met in

December and again in January to review
the study and take preliminary steps

aimed at implementing the recommenda-
tions.

The study recommends that a person
be assigned to cultivate a closer relation-

ship with the Eastern Church in the Mid-
dle East. The Eastern Church is a term
which refers to church bodies present in

the Middle East since New Testament
times. For example, as many as 10 million

Coptic Orthodox Christians in Egypt
trace their origins to the writer of the

Gospel of Mark.
The assignment would include inter-

preting the Eastern Church to Menno-
nites through Mennonite periodicals and
providing opportunity for Mennonites to

encounter Middle Eastern Christians.

Helping Middle Eastern Christians be-

come more familiar with why Mennonites
have been working in the Middle East is

also an objective. MCC's strong working
relationship with the Coptic Orthodox
Church in Egypt over the past 20 years is

an important foundation for this assign-

ment.

The study also recommends a long-

term person be assigned to understand
and interpret Islam, an important reality

throughout both the region and the
world. "Mennonites have worked with
Muslims in many settings, but we have
not given sufficient time to understand-
ing Islam, its relationship to the Chris-

tian faith, and what it means to share

Jesus Christ with Muslims," Friesen said.

The recommendation calls for the en-

couragement of both continuing dialogue
with Muslims and an authentic presence
among them. The person with this assign-

ment would work with Mennonites, both
in the Middle East region and in North
America, so Mennonites can better min-
ister in that area.
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Northeast Ohioans
march 110 miles
for peace

Northeast Ohioans marched 110 miles

to promote peace in Central America. The
"Via Crucis" (Way of the Cross) march
began in Wooster and ended two weeks

later in Cleveland. Sponsored by Ohio

Witness for Peace and Cleveland Interre-

ligious Task Force on Central America,

the walk was an attempt to get people to

understand and oppose U.S. policies that

fund war and perpetuate violence in that

region.

Although the number of walkers dif-

fered from day to day, a core group of 20

marched the entire distance. Marilyn

Miller of Bellefontaine was one of them.

Her daughter and son-in-law, Kori and

Larry Lehman-Miller, are Mennonite

Central Committee country representa-

tives in El Salvador. At one evening ser-

vice, Miller read excerpts from their let-

ters that described conditions in that

country.

The group was hosted by churches of

different denominations along the way,

including three Mennonite congrega-

tions—Hartville, Pleasant View, and Lee

Heights.

A typical day began with breakfast and

a meeting to discuss the route and wel-

come new walkers. This was followed by

reading meditations from the book Way
of the Cross— Way ofJustice by Leonardo

Boff and a half hour of silence. The walk

ended each evening with a meal and wor-

ship service at the host church, to which

community people were invited
—Regina Shands Stoltzfus

KREIDER VIEWS THE WORLD

The twilight of

the superpowers?
The end of World War II in 1945

brought defeat for Germany and Japan.

But before the end of the decade of the

'40s it became clear that the "hot war"

had scarcely ended before a "cold war"

began. Alliances were formed in which

two superpowers (the Soviet Union and

the United States) were both bitter an-

tagonists and were seeking new allies to

bolster their positions.

Because of the fear of an expansionist

Soviet Union, the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO) was formed in

1949. The U.S. was joined by Belgium,

Canada, Denmark, France, Britain, Ice-

land, Italy, Luxembourg, the Nether-

lands, Norway, and Portugal. Greece and
Turkey joined the alliance in 1952 and
West Germany in 1955.

The Soviet Union responded by form-

ing the Warsaw Treaty Organization in

1955 in which the Soviets were allied to

Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East
Germany, Hungary, Poland, and Ru-
mania. Albania withdrew from the pact

in 1968. China, although once considered

a firm ally of the Soviet Union, was never

a member of the Warsaw Pact, and by the

1960s there was clearly a rift between them.

Recent developments have shown that

the two superpowers no longer have an
undisputed lead in world affairs. As early

as 1966, France ended the integration of

its military forces with NATO. In terms
of economic strength, Japan has
demonstrated that its power rivals that of

the superpowers. Its gross national

product already is greater than the Soviet

Union and, with a growth rate higher

than that of the United States, Japan will

rival the U.S. as well.

But what may be a greater challenge

than Japan is the decision by the Western
European countries to remove all internal

trade barriers between them by 1992. If

this happens, what began in 1958 with the

formation of the European Economic
Community will have grown enormously.

The original six nations in EEC have now

expanded to 12. Their combined popula-

tion of 320 million is larger than that of

either of the superpowers and their an-

nual imports and exports (about $400

billion each) will make them greater trad-

ing entities than the superpowers as well.

In many cases in recent years Western

European nations have made it clear that

they do not always support the foreign

policy objectives of the United States.

They were critical of America's long par-

ticipation in the war in Vietnam. They

often do not support votes by the U.S. in

the United Nations and their appointees

to the World Court found the U.S. in vio-

lation of international law when it mined

the harbors of Nicaragua. At economic

summit meetings, European and
Japanese finance ministers have been

critical of America's seeming inability to

control its budget deficits. Other Eu-
ropean efforts to distance themselves

from the United States could be cited.

But America's difficulties in maintain-

ing its superpower position are certainly

less than those faced by the Soviet Union.

Zbigniew Brzezinski, national security

adviser to President Jimmy Carter,

expressed the opinion that what is hap-

pening in Eastern Europe today may be

parallel to events of 1848. In that year re-

bellions against absolute rule broke out in

cities all over the continent of Europe.

Now similar stirrings seem evident in

Eastern bloc countries and even within

the Soviet Union itself.

The Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia,

and Lithuania are unhappy to be a part of

the Soviet Union. They were independent

republics in the 1920s and '30s but were

incorporated into the Soviet Union under

agreements reached by Hitler and Stalin

at the outbreak of World War II. Now
there are strong nationalist stirrings

within them. Independent political orga-

nizations have been formed in these coun-

tries. They would prefer to use their own
national languages in their schools rather

than Russian; many feel that their

economies are "planned" from Moscow
more to benefit the Soviet Union than to

serve the peoples of the Baltic states.

The Ukraine also has interests which
may not coincide with those of Moscow.
Ukrainians have their own language; they

did not come under the control of Russia

until late in the 18th century. The
Ukrainians declared their independence

from Russia in 1918 and it was not until

1922 that they became one of the

constituent "socialist Soviet republics" of

the Soviet Union. Now there are reports

of renewed national fervor in western

Ukraine. Ukrainian Catholics have be-

come increasingly open in their demands
for official recognition of their sup-

pressed church. To further this end they

met with representatives of the Vatican

when they were in the Soviet Union to

celebrate the millennium of Christianity

in Russia. They would also like to have

greater use of the Ukrainian language in

their schools and publications.

There are many signs of increased na-

tionalism in the various Warsaw Pact

countries. There may be as many as two

million ethnic Poles scattered throughout

Lithuania, Byelorussia, the Ukraine, and

other Soviet areas farther east. To most

of these peoples ethnic nationalism is

more important than Soviet objectives.

Josip Broz Tito appeared to be able to

forge national unity among the many
ethnic groups of Yugoslavia, but after his

death a host of traditional nationalisms

emerged within the various provinces.

There are many ethnic Albanians in the

Yugoslavian provinces of Macedonia and

Kosovo. Slovaks in Czechoslovakia are

reasserting their identity in a religious

revival with nationalist undertones.

But the greatest threat to the Soviet

Union's continued claim to be a

superpower may come from within the

economy of the country itself. Shortages

of essential consumer goods are thought

by many Soviets to be the result of

inherent weaknesses in Soviet commu-
nism. Unless these can be corrected in the

near future, Mikhail Gorbachev may have

his hands full in his program of

restructuring. But even if he does suc-

ceed, as I hope, "superpower" may not be

the appropriate term for the Soviet

Union. And perhaps Paul Kennedy of

Yale University is correct when he

predicts that China and India may be

among the superpowers of the future. In

any event we are in the twilight of a two-

superpower world.

—

Carl Kreider
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Mennoscope

Two Goshen College students were killed in

a traffic accident on Apr. 15 in Kansas. They
were Todd Neuenschwander and Jon Nuss-
baum, both 20 and from Kidron, Ohio. They
were returning to Goshen from Hesston,
Kans., where they had gone to visit friends.
Their car collided head-on with a pick-up truck
after the pick-up accidently slipped off the
road and then veered back.

Longtime Dutch Mennonite lay leader Jan
Gleysteen, Sr., died on Apr. 16 in Am-
sterdam, the Netherlands. He was the owner of
a small bookstore and devoted himself to a va-
riety of Mennonite causes. One of the few Men-
nonite conscientious objectors to military
service during World War I, he helped rekindle
interest in peace among Dutch Mennonites.
His oldest son, Jan, Jr., is a longtime staff
member of Mennonite Publishing House who
is widely known for his Anabaptist/Mennonite
heritage lectures and tours.

Two Herald Press books won "Silver An-
gel" awards from Religion in Media during its

recent annual awards ceremony in Beverly
Hills, Calif. Singled out in the book category
were Bless Me Too, My Father by Katie Funk
Wiebe and Surviving Junior High by Martha
Chamberlain. Both were published last year by
Herald Press, a division of Mennonite Publish-
ing House.

Six young people have been named to the
Mennonite Church college summer traveling
troupe. The troupe, led by Don Martin of In-

dianapolis, will be available for drama/music
presentations in a variety of church settings.
The itinerary is coordinated by Mennonite
Board of Education. The six members are Todd
Miller, an Eastern Mennonite College fresh-
man from Harleysville, Pa.; Suzanne Kib-
linger, an EMC sophomore from Harrisonburg,
Va.; Sandra Waltner, a Hesston College sopho-
more from Freeman, S. Dak.; Michael Sho-
walter, a Hesston sophomore from Louisville,

Ky.; Cathy Hockman, a Goshen College sopho-
more from Hubbard, Oreg.; and Dave Nofz-
inger, a Goshen junior from Washington, 111.

Last year 41 thrift shops in five Canadian
provinces raised $1.1 million for Mennonite
Central Committee. The shops are not owned
by MCC; they are community ventures staffed

by about 3,000 volunteers. They sell used
clothing and other items that are donated by
Mennonites and others. But the ability of the
shops to help low-income earners and needy
people overseas may be jeopardized by the
presence, in a growing number of Canadian
communities, of a large used-items chain from
the United States. Called Value Village, the
company buys and sells used items for a profit.

The first-ever shipment of crafts from Laos
arrived at the Selfhelp Crafts Canada ware-
house in New Hamburg, Ont., recently.
Selfhelp, a program of Mennonite Central
Committee, placed the order two years ago.

"This represents a new opportunity for MCC to

extend the hand of peace in Laos and to work
with some very needy groups who, for years,
have had very few or no markets for their

products," said Selfhelp Crafts Canada direc-

tor Herman Neff. Laos has a communist gov-
ernment that is currently undertaking eco-

nomic reforms and initiating contacts with the
West.

Church-college conversations continue at Hesston. "Ministering to Young Adults"
was the theme of the third annual Church-College Conversations at Hesston College.

Some 35 pastors from 11 states attended. The sessions focused on various problems
that churches and the college face in their ministries to youth. Here Hesston College

president Kirk Alliman (right) talks with Keith Schwartz of Harrisonville, Mo. "Only
30 percent of our young adults stay active in the church during these critical years,"

said Hopedale (111.) Mennonite Church pastor Jim Smith. "We can't leave them alone
and expect them to return on their own. We need to include them in congregational
life whenever possible." In his response, Howard Keim, director of the Pastoral

Ministries Program at Hesston, noted that the time away from family and congrega-
tion is an important part of the college student's personal development. He also noted
that students respond most positively to Hesston chapels which include a strong call

to commitment. The visiting pastors attended a Wednesday-night campus worship
service which involves about one-third of the Hesston student body. They also heard
Staley lectures presented by Calvin Miller, a well-known Baptist pastor and author
from Omaha, Nebr. He held students spellbound with his wit and insight and his

challenge to a deeper faith.

Encouraging the youth of his congregation
to go into service without ever having served
himself has little impact, thought Pastor Mar-
lin Nafziger of Bart (Pa.) Mennonite Church.
So he and his wife, Lisa, decided to enter Youth
Evangelism Service (YES) for eight months
this year—along with four young people from
their church. The six of them plus a young
person from Belize make up a team that is

assisting the Mennonite Church in Belize in a
variety of ways. They went to that tiny Central
American country in April following three
months of training in Baltimore. YES is a
program of Eastern Mennonite Board of
Missions.

Mennonite Board of Missions received
$447,000 in estate bequests last year. The
funds came from 46 estates. The previous year
MBM received $411,000 from 30 estates. MBM
deferred giving associate Aaron Hoober en-
courages people to include missions in their

estate planning. "It's a good way to extend
God's kingdom beyond your own lifetime," he
says.

"The Prayer Partners ministry keeps my
interest in missions alive and makes praying
more personal and meaningful." Those words
were written recently by a person who is a
prayer partner with Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions. Some 350 people currently commit
themselves to regular prayer for MBM workers
at home and abroad. They are also encouraged
to keep in touch with one or more mission
workers through regular correspondence. They
receive a monthly Prayer Partners Memo that
keeps them informed. Started in 1978, the

ministry is currently coordinated by retired

India missionary Blanche Sell. More informa-
tion is available from her at MBM, Box 370,

Elkhart, IN 46515.

"Mennonites Branch Out Far from Their
Roots," said a headline in a recent issue of

The Philadelphia Inquirer. A lengthy news
story told how the "quiet in the land" are seek-

ing to establish 500 new congregations as part

of the Vision 95 goals of the Mennonite Church.
"It is a revolution unlike any in Mennonite his-

tory," said staff writer Walter Naedele. He
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then focused on the planting of a new church in

the Philadelphia suburb of Newtown. Led by
Regan Savage, the church began holding wor-
ship services on Easter Sunday at a Quaker
meetinghouse on the campus of George School.

"To Stan and Marcia with Love" was the
title of a special service honoring Pastor
Stanlee Kauffman of Bahia Vista Mennonite
Church in Sarasota, Fla., and his wife, Marcia.

He had just preached his last sermon after 12

years of service to the 600-member congrega-
tion. When Stanlee began as pastor, the church
was smaller and was known as Tuttle Avenue
Mennonite Church. In 1980 it moved to large

new facilites and changed its name. Gerald
Mininger, the minister of visitation, is the in-

terim pastor until the arrival of Don Augs-
burger in July.

Mary Oyer was the guest conductor for the
Mennonite combined choir of Sarasota, Fla.,

in two recent performances at Bahia Vista

Mennonite Church. Oyer, former longtime pro-

fessor at Goshen College, also led the congrega-
tion in singing special numbers, including one
to be in the new hymnbook which she is cur-

rently helping with. The event at Bahia Vista

was the annual music festival that features

music groups and choirs from the Mennonite
congregations of Sarasota and which climaxes
in singing by the combined choir.

Mennonite high school students chose to

"walk in the shoes" of victim children and
youth recently at Adriel School in West Lib-

erty, Ohio. They came from Central Christian
in Kidron, Ohio, and Bethany Christian in

Goshen, Ind., during their work-study mini-
terms to assist in classrooms and with music
and activity therapy. Adriel is a Mennonite-re-
lated facility that serves troubled young peo-
ple. The experience benefited both the high
schoolers and Adriel School.

A daylong spirituality seminar will be of-

fered at Normal 89—the joint convention of

the Mennonite and General Conference Men-
nonite churches scheduled for Aug. 1-6 at

Illinois State University in Normal. The semi-

nar, entitled "Biblical Perspectives on Spirit-

uality in Individual, Family, and Congrega-
tional Life," will be on Aug. 5. The leader will

be Richard Rohr, a popular Catholic speaker

who is director of the Center for Action and
Contemplation in Albuquerque, N. Mex.
People interested in the seminar can register

at Normal 89.

United Airlines is the official carrier for

Normal 89—the joint convention of the Men-
nonite and General Conference Mennonite
churches scheduled for Aug. 1-6 at Illinois

State University in Normal. People traveling

to Normal 89 from within the United States

will get 40 percent off the regular economy
fare or 5 percent off the lowest fare available

on United flights between July 29 and Aug. 9.

Senior citizens may receive an additional 10

percent discount. The nearest airports to

Normal 89 are Bloomington, which is five

miles away; Peoria, 45 miles; Chicago Midway,
120 miles; and Chicago O'Hare, 140 miles.

Shuttle service is available to Normal 89 from
the Chicago airports. To reserve a discounted

United flight, people should call their nearest

Menno Travel Service office.

Participants in the Normal 89 study con-

ference will receive a book containing the

three major presentations and a background
paper. Those who register for the conference

by May 31 will receive the book in advance of

Normal 89. The theme for the conference,

which is scheduled for Aug. 4-6, is "Jesus

Christ and the Mission of the Church." It is for

members of the Mennonite Church, General

Conference Mennonite Church, Mennonite
Brethren Church, and Brethren in Christ

Church. Normal 89 is the MC/GC joint conven-

tion to be held Aug. 1-6 at Illinois State

University in Normal. Those interested in the

study conference can indicate that on their

Normal 89 registration form. More informa-

tion is available from Erland Waltner at 3003

Benham Ave., Elkhart, IN 46517.

A new Mennonite congregation has been es-

tablished in Albuquerque, N. Mex. It has a

nucleus of 20 adults and a dozen children and
holds Sunday-morning services in a social ser-

vices building. A pastor may be called at some
future time. The group, called Albuquerque
Mennonite Church, was assisted in its forma-

tion by Rocky Mountain Conference. "For
more than 20 years Mennonites in Albuquer-

que have struggled with challenges and ques-

tions of affiliation," says Rocky Mountain Con-

ference coordinator Sylvia Jantz. Many joined

other churches. The first and only Mennonite
congregation—Bethel— eventually merged
with Sandia Brethren in Christ Church. In

recent years Conservative Conference started

two mission churches in a low-income area.

Two Goshen College seniors are running
coast-to-coast to call attention to hunger
and homelessness. Jon Peachey and Mike
Stoltzfus started "Run for Shalom" at the

coast of Oregon near Portland on Apr. 24 and
will arrive in the historic port of Boston about
four months and 3,200 miles later. Funds
donated for the run, above expenses, will be

used for Mennonite Central Committee's
relief/hunger programs in North America and
Open Door Community's hospitality ministry

in Atlanta. Both organizations have endorsed
the run. Peachey and Stoltzfus are open to

speaking engagements during and after the

^Pontius' Puddle

run. More information is available from
Janelle Nofziger at Goshen College, Goshen,
IN 46526; phone 219-535-7562.

An emerging congregation in Redlands,
Calif., has called its first pastors. They are

Dennis and Jeanne Rempel from nearby First

Mennonite Church of Upland. They served pre-

viously as missionaries in Burkina Faso with

Africa Inter-Mennonite Mission. The congrega-

tion, which calls itself Redlands Anabaptist

Fellowship, began monthly meetings in March
1987. It is now ready to organize itself for-

mally. The emerging group is a church-plant-

ing effort of the Mennonite Church and Gener-

al Conference Mennonite Church in a fast-

growing area of San Bernardino County.

BIBLES
FOR CHINA

Amity Printing

The Amity Printing Press in

Nanjing, the People's Republic of

China, hopes to print 800,000

Bibles and New Testaments with

Psalms in 1989.

Because of the shortage and
poor quality of paper in China
Amity needs to import paper at the

estimated cost of US $2 million.

A REVOLVING CREDIT FUND is

urgently needed to provide the

capital required for both the

printing and distribution of Bibles.

Please send your gifts, clearly

designated for CHINESE BIBLES,
to the inter-Mennonite

China Educational Exchange
134 Plaza Drive

Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9

or Mennonite Board of Missions

Box 370
Elkhart, IN 46515

or Eastern Mennonite Board
of Missions and Charities

Salunga, PA 17538
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Specific locations were selected for mission
outreach in Peru during a recent visit to that
country by Robert Brubaker of Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions and Richard Landis
and Jason Denlinger of a group called Servants
of Love. The mission effort will be among Que-
chua Indians in the Cusco area. It will include
agriculture development, community health,
and church planting. The effort grows out of a
vision developed by some of the younger
churches in Lancaster Conference. They
formed Servants of Love as an advisory group
to Eastern Board. The first four missionary
couples have been appointed.

The current churchwide discussion on
Christology is good in that it compels Men-
nonites to focus on the centrality of Christ,

said main speaker Jeff Wright at the third an-
nual meeting of the Council of Anabaptists in

Los Angeles. "Our task is to interpret Jesus to

one another and to the wider society, including
other cultures," said Wright, who is pastor of
First Mennonite Church of Upland, Calif. The
inter-Mennonite council, which is made up of
nearly 20 congregations in the Los Angeles
area, met in Downey. Leaders of the various
ministries that are sponsored by the council
reported on their work during the past year.

Israeli soldiers seized and beat four students
at a Mennonite-established school recently
in Israeli-occupied West Bank. This is the first

such incident at Hope Secondary School in Beit
Jala since the beginning of the Palestinian
uprising (intifada) in December 1987. The
school, operated by a board made up of Arab
Christians, was established by Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee in 1962. The boys who were
taken away and beaten were rushed to the hos-
pital after the soldiers returned them. The
school demanded a meeting with local au-
thorities but were refused. MCC country repre-
sentative Kent Stucky asked the social welfare
coordinator for the occupied territories to in-

vestigate the incident.

The need was there, so Benton (Ind.) Men-
nonite Church responded. The need— in the
congregation and the community—was for
help in parenting and family living. After
considerable discussion, the congregation be-
gan what it calls Family Enrichment Services.

It offers personal counseling as well as a va-
riety of educational programs. The effort got a
grant for start-up costs from Mennonite
Mutual Aid Association. Galen Johns, a retired

member of the congregation who previously
served as executive secretary of Indiana-
Michigan Conference, is the part-time director.

The expansion of Mennonite Information
Center in Lancaster, Pa., was affirmed by an
ad hoc committee that evaluated the future of
the center recently. The 20-member group
studied other Mennonite visitors centers and
used the services of a local consultant firm
named Communications Strategies. Commit-
tee members agreed that the Lancaster center
could take better advantage of its good location

and increase the number of visitors from
70,000 yearly to more than 100,000. They also

agreed that the center should show how the
New Testament—and Mennonite faith and
life—build on the Old Testament story, which
is now told in part by the tabernacle replica

next to the center.

NBC television will broadcast "America's
Children: Poorest in a Land of Plenty" on
May 14 at 1:00 p.m. (Eastern Daylight Time).

It is a production of the Communication Com-
mission of the National Council of Churches

and is part of an NBC series called The Prom-
ise of America. It is recommended by the
Media Ministries Department of Mennonite
Board of Missions.

Pastoral transitions:

•Don Augsburger will become pastor of Bahia
Vista Mennonite Church, Sarasota, Fla., in

July. He succeeds Stan Kauffman. Augsburger
has been a professor for many years at Eastern
Mennonite Seminary.
•Lavon Welty will become pastor of North
Clinton Mennonite Church, Wauseon, Ohio, in

September. He succeeds Robert and Enid
Schloneger. Welty had been youth secretary of
the Mennonite Church for many years.
•Mike Lechlitner was installed as "presiding
elder" of Communion Fellowship, Goshen,
Ind., on Feb. 12. He succeeds Doug Fike.

•Carlos Santiago resigned as pastor of Eben-
ezer Mennonite Church, Bronx, N.Y., recently.

He then accepted a teaching position at Sum-
mit Hills Mennonite Church in Puerto Rico.
•Roger Sipes resigned as pastor of Black Oak
Mennonite Church, Warfordsburg, Pa., re-

cently. He then joined the administrative staff
of Moody Bible Institute in Chicago.

Missionary comings/goings:
•Philip and Julianna Bender arrived in Ghana

A
.

-

Serving and learning in Bolivia.

Young people representing five Menno-

nite congregations in Bolivia were joined

recently by youth from Brazil, Uruguay,

and Colombia in a one-week serving/

learning project. This "Christian Service

Project" was sponsored by local Bolivian

Mennonite congregations, by two Men-

nonite mission agencies, and by Menno-

nite Central Committee. The activities

were designed to raise participants'

awareness of the needs around them, ac-

cording to MCC worker Ron Diener of

Elkhart, Ind., who helped lead the event.

One goal of the project was to encourage

more young Latin Americans to

volunteer with MCC. Pictured are (left to

right) Ruben Dovio of Colombia and

Omar Ayala and Leonidas Saucedo of

Bolivia.

in March for an assignment with Mennonite
Board of Missions. They are teaching at Good
News Training Institute and serving Ghana
Mennonite Church. They were originally
scheduled to arrive last fall, following orienta-
tion in England, but they were delayed until
now because of visa problems. Their address is

GNTI, Box 6484, Accra North, Ghana.
•Stan and Jane Freyenberger returned to Ne-
pal in April following a three-month North
American assignment. They are MBM workers
assigned to rural development with United
Mission to Nepal. Their address is UMN, Box
126, Kathmandu, Nepal.

•Albert and Ann Mahree Fath returned to
North America in March following a three-
month MBM assignment in Brazil. They helped
with the construction of a church center for

Brazil Mennonite Church in Campinas. Their
address is 237 Tanglewood Dr., Dalton, OH
44618.

Upcoming events:
•LIFE Training Event, July 24-27, at Man-
chester College, North Manchester, Ind. This is

for people interested in using the new Living in

Faithful Evangelism (LIFE) program in their

congregation. It is a 42-month process to help
Mennonite and General Conference Mennonite
congregations with outreach. The training
event will be held in conjunction with an evan-
gelism academy being sponsored by the
Church of the Brethren. More information
from Melba Martin at Mennonite Board of
Missions, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515; phone
219-294-7523.

•Deaf Ministries Retreat, June 16-18, at Lau-
relville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. The
13th annual event, sponsored by Mennonite
Board of Missions, is for deaf persons and their

families and friends. The theme is "From Fear
to Faith," and the resource persons are two
pastors of deaf churches—Kevin Kreutzer and
Rodney Burke. More information from the
Deaf Ministries Office at MBM, Box 370,
Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219-294-7523.

•Course on Development, July 17-28, at Co-
lumbia Bible College, Clearbrook, B.C. It is

sponsored by Service Education Program—

a

cooperative effort of Mennonite Central Com-
mittee Canada and three Canadian Mennonite
colleges. The theme is "Development Issues in

Christian Perspective," and the leader is Adolf
Ens, a professor who served previously with
MCC. More information from Agnes Hubert at

Service Education Program, 134 Plaza Dr.,

Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9; phone 214-261-6381.

•Northeast Ohio MEDA Meeting, May 13, at

Der Dutchman Restaurant, Walnut Creek,
Ohio. This is the spring meeting of the
Northeast Ohio Chapter of Mennonite Eco-
nomic Development Associates. The theme is

"Business and Power: A Look at Two Genera-
tions," and the speaker is author-psychologist
Emerson Lesher. More information from Da-
vid Miller at 216-852-2457.

•Benefit Auction, May 12-13, at Kraybill Men-
nonite School, Mount Joy, Pa. The annual
event raises money for the school, which is

celebrating its 40th anniversary this year.

Among the items for sale are quilts, paintings,

crafts, furniture, and plants. More information
from the school at R. 1, Box 234, Mount Joy,

PA 17552; phone 717-653-5236.

•250th Anniversary Celebration, Sept. 17-18,

at Methacton Mennonite Church, Norristown,
Pa. Founded in 1739, the congregation was for-

merly known as Worcester Mennonite Church.
More information from the church at 3081 Mill

Rd., Norristown, PA 19403; phone 215-584-4080.

New resources:
•Media outreach kit. from Mennonite Board of
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Colorado church honors longtime pastor. East Holbrook Mennonite Church of

Cheraw, Colo., honored its pastor, Darrel Otto, with a celebration on the 40th an-

niversary of his ordination recently. Pictured with him (left to right) is worship

leader Letha Froese; Rocky Mountain Conference moderator Marlene Smucker, who

preached; and his wife, Ruthanna. Otto, a native of Springs, Pa., was ordained at

Springs Mennonite Church in 1949, with A. J. Metzler officiating. He served East

Holbrook as pastor from 1955 to 1958, when he left to attend Southwestern Baptist

Seminary. He returned to Colorado to serve as pastor of Beth-El Mennonite Church

in Colorado Springs. He then went back to East Holbrook, where he has served the

church and is loved and respected by the whole community.

Missions. It is for congregations that are

searching for new ways to respond to the Vi-

sion 95 goals of the Mennonite Church. The
four components in the kit are designed to

stimulate media use. The kit is available from
MBM Media Ministries at 1251 Virginia Ave.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone (toll-free) 800-

999-3534.

•Statement on AIDS from Mennonite Health
Association. It was adopted by MHA at its an-

nual meeting in March. After sketching the

problem of AIDS, the statement suggests a

response of prevention, compassion, and action

for congregations. It can be obtained from
MHA at Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515.

Church-related job openings:
•Registrar, Goshen College, starting in July.

Qualifications include knowledge of academic
programs, organizational skills, ability to mon-
itor/interpret data, computer abilities, and
educational experience. Contact John Nyce by
May 10 at GC, Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-

535-7571.

•Associates in Mission director, Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions, starting in June. The
person will direct AIM (one-third-time) and
also serve as personnel development counselor

(two-thirds-time) for Discipleship Ministries

alumni and other young people interested in

mission placement. Contact Heidi Godshall at

Eastern Board, Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717-

898-2251.

•Physical education teacher and coach, West
Fallowfield Christian School, Atglen, Pa.,

starting this fall. The person is needed for

grades K-8 and for after school sports. Contact
Gary Sensenig at the school, Box 279, Atglen,

PA 19310; phone 215-593-5011.

Change of address: Jim/Faith Carpenter
from Sturgis, Mich., to 9515-100th Ave., Rich-
mond Apts. 207, Grande Prairie, AB T8V 0S8.

New members
Plato, Lagrange, Ind.: Mervin and Lewis

Hertzler.

Ridgeview, Gordonville, Pa.: Angie King,
Kendra Lapp, Erica Petersheim, Robyn Reiff,

Heidi Stoltzfus, Kurt Watterson, Jonas Fisher,

Rich and Rose High, Kathy Lapp, and Ron
Zook.

Hesston Inter-Mennonite, Hesston,
Kans.: Terri Braswell, Kim Hershberger,
Steve and Cindy Morton, and Bernice Pluimer
by confession of faith.

Lynside, Lyndhurst, Va.: Michele Fletcher.

Peace, Elyria, Ohio: John Croll.

Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio: Brian Geiser,

Lise Miller, Aumaine Mott, DeAnn Neuen-
schwander, Jonathan Neuenschwander, Lis-

beth Ross, Michael Ross, Anita Zimmerly, and
Jeremy Zook.

Forest Hills, Leola, Pa.: Ann Derstine,

Chad Hurst, Brent Kreider, Denise Plank,

Greg Swartzendruber, and Jill Weaver.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Benson, David and Linda (Weaver), Pow-
hatan, Va., fifth child, third son, Dale Mat-
thew, Nov. 11 (by adoption).

Bishop, Robert and Connie (Troyer), Wich-
ita, Kans., second son, Kevin Robert, Mar. 23.

Bonilla, Joaquin and Marleny, Kitchener,
Ont., third daughter, Anna Ruth, Mar. 22.

Brith, Ken and Rose, Lagrange, Ohio, Paul
Albert Kropp, Feb. 13.

Darkey, Robert and Victoria, Bronx, N.Y.,
first children, Jonathan Robert and Jeremy
Robert, Jan. 22.

Deputy, Glenn and Susan (Wise), Mor-
gantown, W.Va., second child, first daughter,
Leah Joy, Jan. 1.

Dettweiler, Arthur and Deborah, Cam-
bridge, Ont., Christopher Arthur, Feb. 27.

Fahndrich, Ben and LuAnn (Brenneman),
Harrisonburg, Va., first child, Courtney Eliza-

beth, Mar. 24.

Gordon, Rodney and Dorretta (Rhoads),
Lancaster, Pa., first child, Justin Allen, Jan.
30.

Hall, Steve and Diane (Schlabach), Clarks-
ville, Tenn., first child, Megan Elizabeth, Mar.
22.

Hostetler, Neil and Sandy (Plank), West
Liberty, Ohio, second child, first son, Jerrod
Lee, Mar. 26.

Janzen, Kyle and Carolyn (Harms), Hess-
ton, Kans., first child, Lindsey Renee, Jan. 28.

Keeler, Brian and Diane (Knechel), Telford,

Pa., second child, first son, Maxwell Chase,
Mar. 26.

King, Marvin and Carolyn (Taylor), Coch-
ranville, Pa., second child, first son, Daryl
Marvin, Jan. 18.

Landes, David and Lisa Gallagher, Har-
risonburg, Va., first child, Kelsey Gallagher,
Mar. 23.

Lehman, Joel and Rose (Miller), Orrville,

Ohio, first child, Maria Rose, Mar. 28.

Martin, Linford and Elaine (Horner), Scott-

dale, Pa., second child, first daughter, Rebecca
Elaine, Apr. 3.

Plank, Kevin and Deanna (Winder), Maize,
Kans., second daughter, Michele Lynn, Mar. 4.

Rich, Andrew and Sally (Forrester), Neder-
land, Colo., first child, Sarah Forrester, Feb. 2.

Rocca, Isaac and Barbara (Staple), Gooch-
land, Va., second son, Micah Staple, Jan. 24.

Smucker, John and Myrna (Hershberger),
Bird-in-Hand, Pa., third child, second daugh-
ter, Kathryn Heidi, Mar. 25.

Snider, Gary and Donna (Falk), Kitchener,

Ont., second son, Aaron James, Mar. 2.

Swarr, David and Sharon (Bentch), Rich-
mond, Va., second daughter, Arielle Katherine,
Mar. 18.

Thomas, George and Kathy (Wachtman),
Delta, Ohio, first child, Megan Lin, Mar. 29.

Correction: In the Unternahrer birth an-

nouncement in the Mar. 21 issue, it should

have given the twin girls' names as Abigail

Marie and Rachel Deanna, not Danae.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Hera ld " if the address is supplied.

Neher-Boese. Scott Neher and Linda Boese,

both of Hutchinson, Kans., Faith cong., by
Wayne C. Hochstetler, Mar. 25.

Short-June. Steven Short, Archbold, Ohio,

Zion cong., and L. Kay June, Morenci, Mich.,

United Methodist Church, by Ellis Croyle,

Mar. 25.

Obituaries

Brandenberger, Mary Jean Schrock,
daughter of Mose and Martha (Schmucker)
Schrock, was born in Milford, Ind., June 12,

1931; died at Elkhart (Ind.) General Hospital

on Apr. 2, 1989; aged 57 y. On Feb. 25, 1951, she

was married to Lloyd Brandenberger, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are one son (Steven), 3

daughters (Debbi Schrock, Jeanne, and Joan),

3 grandchildren, and 3 sisters (Patricia Chupp,
Marcia Yoder, and Janet Yoder). She was pre-

ceded in death by an infant sister. She was a

member of Clinton Frame Mennonite Church,

where funeral services were held on Apr. 5, in

charge of Vernon E. Bontreger; interment in

Clinton Union Cemetery.
Conner, Mary Ellen Hostetter, daughter of

Samuel E. and Catherine (Kornhaus) Hostet-

ter, was born in Roseland, La., July 4, 1898;

died in Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 27, 1989; aged

90 y. On May 12, 1946, she was married to

Joseph C. Conner, who died in November 1975.
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Surviving are one stepson (W. Royce Conner)
and 5 sisters (Nora Hostetter, Ada Hertzler,

Edith Martin, Sarah Weber, and Eva Stauf-

fer). She was a member of Park View Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Mar. 29, in charge of Owen Burkholder,

Herman Ropp, and Shirlee K. Yoder; inter-

ment in Lindale Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Esh, Elma E. Zimmerly, daughter of Jacob

and Anna (Geiser) Zimmerly, was born at

Kidron, Ohio, Feb. 10, 1901; died at Rittman
(Ohio) Health Care Center on Mar. 29, 1989;

aged 88 y. In 1939, she was married to Algie

Esh, who died in 1972. Surviving are 3 sons

(John Lawrentz, Phil Esh, and Roger Parker),

one daughter (Patricia Webb), 4 grandchildren,

and one brother (Noah Zimmerly). She was
preceded in death by 4 brothers (Glenn, Daniel,

Aldine, and Dennis Zimmerly). She was a
member of Crown Hill Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Mar. 31, in

charge of Ernest Hershberger and M. Pete
Stauffer; interment in the Crown Hill Church
Cemetery.

Garber, Blanche Kauffman, daughter of

Morris and Emma (Baker) Kauffman, was
born at Landisville, Pa., Dec. 16, 1902; died at

Lancaster, Pa., Mar. 11, 1989; aged 86 y. On
June 20, 1928, she was married to Monroe E.

Garber, who survives. Also surviving are 3

sons (James M., John K., and J. Richard), 3

daughters (Norma M., Lois G. Buchen, and
Arlene G. Leaman), 16 grandchildren, one
foster grandson, 20 great-grandchildren, 2 fos-

ter great-grandchildren, and one brother
(Robert L. Kauffman). She was a member of

Bossier Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Mar. 15, in charge of Fred
Garber, Harlan M. Hoover, and Ralph Ginder;

interment in Bossier Mennonite Cemetery.
Graber, Florence Stutzman, daughter of

Moses J. and Katie (Wyse) Stutzman, was born
in Archbold, Ohio, Apr. 25, 1895; died at

Archbold, Ohio, Feb. 27, 1989; aged 93 y. On
Dec. 25, 1919, she was married to Ira B.

Graber, who died on Apr. 21, 1969. Surviving
are one son (Milo), 2 daughters (Joan Stuckey
and Shirley King), 13 grandchildren, 4 step-

grandchildren, 24 great-grandchildren, and 7

step-great-grandchildren. She was preceded in

death by one daughter (Wanda) and one son
(Ellis). She was a member of Lockport Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Mar. 2, in charge of Walter Stuckey,

Keith Leinbach, and James Groeneweg; inter-

ment in Lockport Cemetery.

Holle, Carl, was born at Halstead, Kans.,

Dec. 27, 1904; died on Mar. 4, 1989; aged 84 y.

On Aug. 27, 1933, he was married to Elizabeth

Frances Ratzlaff, who preceded him in death.

Surviving are one daughter (Eulah Belle

Pieschl), one son (Joe), 4 grandchildren, one
sister, and one brother. He was a member of

Hesston Inter-Mennonite Fellowship, where
funeral services were held on Mar. 7, in charge

of R. Herbert Minnich and Waldo Miller; inter-

ment in Halstead Cemetery.
Kiser, Fannie Neuenschwander, daughter

of David and Elizabeth (Loganbill)
Neuenschwander, was born in Garden City,

Mo., Feb. 15, 1892; died at Parkview Retire-

ment Home, Wayland, Iowa, Mar. 27, 1989;

aged 97 y. On Feb. 22, 1912, she was married to

Ervia Yoder, who died on Feb. 7, 1923. She
married Jacob Driver in 1929, who died in 1941.

In 1942, she married Frank Showalter, who
died in 1942. In 1947, she married Peter Camp,
who died in 1961. In 1963, she was married to

John Kiser, who died in 1983. Surviving are 2

daughters (Ruby Yoder Showalter and Helen
Yoder Widmer), 17 grandchildren, 32 great-

grandchildren, and 4 great-great-grandchil-

dren. She was preceded in death by one son

(Timothy) and an infant daughter. She was a
member of Sugar Creek Mennonite Church,
where memorial services were held on Apr. 23,

in charge of Dean Swartzendruber; interment
in Clearfork Cemetery, Garden City, Mo.

Miller, Jacob E., was born in Troy, Ohio,

Dec. 21, 1903; died on Mar. 21, 1989; aged 85 y.

In 1929, he was married to Polly Helmuth, who
died in 1964. In 1969, he was married to

Amanda Boley, who died in 1987. Surviving are

7 sons (Henry, Chris, Eli, Orie, Emery, John,

and Paul), 3 daughters (Barbara Hershberger,
Alma Bontrager, and Mary Miller), 29 grand-
children, 17 great-grandchildren, and 2 sisters

(Tillie Hochstetler and Elizabeth Leichty). He
was preceded in death by one son, one grand-
daughter, 2 brothers and 3 sisters. He was a

minister of Bethel Conservative Church for 10

years. Funeral services were held at Fairhaven
Amish Mennonite Church on Mar. 23.

Nofziger, Jesse E., son of Jacob R. and
Caroline (Burkholder) Nofziger, was born at

Wauseon, Ohio, Mar. 11, 1905; died at Mercy
Hospital, Toledo, Ohio, Mar. 29, 1989; aged 84

y. On June 26, 1930, he was married to Zela M.
Graber, who survives. Also surviving are five

daughters (Patty Short, Mary Alice Chelgrin,

Norma Camp, Janeth Nofziger, and Mona Sau-
der), one son (David), 14 grandchildren, 6

great-grandchildren, and 2 brothers (Lloyd and
Roy Nofziger). He was a member of Zion Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Apr. 1, in charge of Ellis Croyle and
Ross Miller; interment in Lockport Cemetery.
Reesor, Alma Jean Fretz, daughter of Sam-

uel and May (Grove) Fretz, was born at

Markham, Ont., Mar. 31, 1921; died at York
Central Hospital on Mar. 27, 1989; aged 67 y.

On Aug. 28, 1947, she was married to Lewis
Reesor, who survives. Also surviving are 2 sons

(Harold and Marvin), 2 daughters (Martha and
Mary Lou), and 10 grandchildren. She was pre-

ceded in death by one son (Erie). She was a

member of Wideman Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Mar. 31, in

charge of Jim Shantz; interment in Wideman
Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Smoker, Rachel Lapp, daughter of Ben-

jamin and Fannie (Fisher) Lapp, was born in

Lancaster Co., Pa., July 7, 1890; died on Mar.

17, 1989; aged 98 y. She was married to Joseph

Smoker, who preceded her in death. Surviving

are 2 sons (Norman and Arthur), one daughter

(Mae Kauffman), 12 grandchildren, 25 great-

grandchildren, one brother (Emmanuel Lapp),

and one sister (Katie Stoltzfus). She was a

member of Ridgeview Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Mar. 20, in

charge of Robert Petersheim and Charles

Good; interment in the church cemetery.

Sprinkle, John F., son of Harry W. and
Emma (Cartwright) Sprinkle, was born at Po-

land, Ohio, July 24, 1902; died at Little Forest

Medical Center in Ohio, Mar. 24, 1989; aged 86

y. Surviving are one sister (Dorothy Grove)

and one brother (Ralph). He was preceded in

death by one brother (Carl H.). He was a mem-
ber of North Lima Mennonite Church. Funeral

services were held at the Seederly, Mong, and
Beck Funeral Home on Mar. 27, in charge of

Richard Bartholomew; interment in Lake Park
Cemetery, Youngstown, Ohio.

Swartzendruber, Elta M. Maust, daughter

of Norman and Mayme (Kimmel) Maust, was
born at Springs, Pa., July 27, 1913; died of a

stroke at St. Mary's Medical Center, Saginaw,

Mich., Mar. 29, 1989; aged 75 y. On Oct. 7, 1933,

she was married to Allen A. Swartzendruber,

who died on May 16, 1982. Surviving are 2

daughters (Connie Walthen and Ruby Lud-
wig), one son (Clair), 3 grandchildren, one

sister (Freda Maust), and 4 brothers (Paul,

Herbert, John, and Claude). She was a member

of Pigeon River Mennonite Church, where fu-

neral services were held on Apr. 1, in charge of

Luke Yoder and Ervin Haley; interment in Pi-

geon River Church cemetery.
Weaver, Edwin I., son of Moses and Marie

(Hess) Weaver, was born at Hesston, Kans.,
May 26, 1903; died at Schowalter Villa,

Hesston, Kans., Feb. 4, 1989; aged 85 y. On
Sept. 9, 1933, he was married to Irene Lehman,
who survives. Also surviving are one son (Jer-

ry), one daughter (Carolyn Esch), 10 grandchil-

dren, 2 great-grandchildren, and one sister

(Lottie Weaver). He was preceded in death by
one daughter (Betty Shima). He was ordained
as a minister and bishop. He was a missionary
in India and Africa under Mennonite Board of

Missions and Africa Inter-Mennonite Mission.

He also served Hesston Mennonite Church and
other South Central Conference churches. He
was a member of Whitestone Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Feb. 7, in chargeof Ron Guengerich; interment
in Eastlawn Cemetery.
Weber, Catherine Lavina Cressman,

daughter of Enos and Lavina (Hallman) Cress-

man, was born on Nov. 20, 1901; died at

Fairview Mennonite Home, Cambridge, Ont.,

Feb. 13, 1989; aged 87 y. On Sept. 3, 1924, she
was married to Orphen Weber, who died in

March 1979. Surviving are 3 daughters (Mary
Yoder, Vera, and Verna), 2 sons (Lewis and
David), 12 grandchildren, 8 great-grandchil-

dren, and one sister (Mary Hunsberger). She
was preceded in death by 3 sisters (Louida, Se-

linda, and Clara) and 4 brothers (Jacob,

Manasseh, Edmund, and Abner). Funeral ser-

vices were held at Fairview Mennonite Center,

Cambridge, Ont., on Feb. 17, in charge of

Rufus Jutzi.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Eastern Mennonite College commencement. Harrisonburg,
Va., Apr. 30

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Goshen, Ind., May 4-

5

Mennonite Board of Education board of directors, Elkhart,

Ind.. May 5-6

Rocky Mountain Conference annual assembly, Palmer Lake,

Colo., May 5-7

Franconia Conference spring assembly, Philadelphia, Pa., May
6

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y.,

May 13

Eastern Mennonite Seminary commencement, Harrisonburg,
Va., May 20

Hesston College commencement, Hesston, Kans., May 21

Southwest Conference midyear meeting, Los Angeles, Calif.,

May 27-29

Goshen Biblical Seminary board of overseers, Elkhart, Ind.,

June 1-2

North Central Conference annual meeting, Bloomfield, Mont.,

June 2-4

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

June 8-10

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-

tors, June 9-10

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., June 9-10

Keystone Bible Institute annual board meeting, Lancaster,

Pa., June 12

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., June
13

Allegheny Conference consultation with churchwide boards,

Somerset, Pa., June 15

Franklin Conference consultation with churchwide boards,

Chambersburg, Pa., June 16

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-

gional conference, New York, N.Y., June 20-21

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Scottdale, Pa.,

June 22-24

Northwest Conference annual meeting, Three Hills, Alta.,

June 30-July 2

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
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Items &comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

U.S. Jews critical of Israel

while 'strongly attached' to it

Most American Jews are critical of Is-

rael's treatment of the Palestinian upris-

ing, but they still remain strongly at-

tached to the Jewish state, according to a

study sponsored by the American Jewish

Committee. The results revealed that 62

percent claimed they felt "very close" or

"fairly close" to Israel, although in an-

other question 54 percent said that "Is-

raelis were acting wrongly" in their treat-

ment of the Palestinian uprising.

Thirty-five percent of the respondents

said they were "morally outraged at some
of Israel's actions," and 43 percent said

they had felt "embarrassed by Israel's ac-

tions." Yet the research also found that 65

percent agreed that "if Israel were de-

stroyed, I would feel as if I had suffered

one of the greatest personal tragedies of

my life.

"The response to the last question is ex-

traordinary for an American ethnic

group, said sociologist Stephen Cohen,

who conducted the survey. "I doubt if

Irish-Americans would say the same
thing about Ireland, Italian-Americans

would say the same thing about Italy, or

ex-Californians would say the same about

California."

Religious leaders believe time is right

for Middle East peace
A number of tumultuous and dramatic

events in the Middle East in recent

months—the Palestinian uprising in Is-

raeli-occupied territories, the Palestine

Liberation Organization's renunciation of

terrorism, America's diplomatic recogni-

tion of the PLO, and the Soviet Union's

new diplomatic overtures in the region

—

mean that the time is right for peace ne-

gotiations, according to American Mu-
slim, Jewish, and Christian leaders who
gathered recently in Washington.
During a meeting of the U.S. Interre-

ligious Committee for Peace in the Middle

East, some 300 religious leaders said they

would use the power of the religious com-
munity to convince Americans that the

United States should make new and im-
mediate overtures for peace in the region.

"The time has come to take the risks of

peace, instead of waiting for the risks of

another war," said Philip Klutznick,

president emeritus of the World Jewish
Congress and former Secretary of Com-
merce under President Jimmy Carter. "I

think this is the moment, and the mo-
ment should not be lost for fear it may

not come again very soon."

Speakers at the conference said the Is-

raelis and the Bush administration are

pursuing peace too slowly. The Israeli

government has resisted efforts for an

international peace conference for the

region and has refused to negotiate with

the PLO. At the same time, the Bush
administration has ordered a time-

consuming review of U.S. policy in the

region.

Record half-billion Scriptures
*

distributed in 1988

More than a half-billion Scriptures

were distributed around the world last

year, making it the biggest yearly total

since the United Bible Societies came into

being 43 years ago. The total of

692,754,925 was an 11 percent increase

above 1987 as reported by the United Bi-

ble Societies, which now has work in

more than 180 countries. Figures were up
for all global regions and all categories of

Scripture.

Catholics in Central America start

using TV to communicate their faith

Catholics in Central America have tra-

ditionally been reluctant to use the

electronic media to communicate their

faith. But that reluctance may be a thing

of the past.

One illustration of the trend is Catholic

evangelist Salvador Gomez. A native of

El Salvador, Gomez, whose ministry is

based in Guatemala, appears to be on his

way to becoming the first Catholic to

reach television audiences throughout
Central America.
Some of the Catholic hierarchy have

been hesitant to accept Gomez, partly be-

cause he resembles his evangelical coun-

terparts in preaching style. Other
Catholic leaders, however, believe the

church has eschewed for too long the use

of television.

U.S. Muslims called frustrated

by media response to Rushdie
America's 6-million-member Muslim

community is becoming increasingly dis-

turbed at the media's response to Salman
Rushdie's book, The Satanic Verses, and
by its own inability to persuade
publishers and sellers to stop distributing

the book. That was the observation of two
Islamic experts who addressed a seminar
for the media at Hartford (Conn.)
Seminary recently. They said many Mus-
lims are becoming convinced that the

American media has a double standard
when it comes to publication of anti-re-

ligious works.

David Kerr, director of the seminary's

Macdonald Center for the Study of Islam
said Muslims see Rushdie's novel as a
hate-filled diatribe, not very different

from the Protocols of the Elders ofZion, a

notorious anti-Semitic tract that was
first published in 1919. "American Mus-
lims value free speech, but they also

believe that there should be fair play,"

said Kerr. "No major publisher in the

United States today would publish Pro-

tocols of Zion. If they did, bookstores

would not carry it. They realize it would
be deeply offensive to Jews. Muslims ask

why they can't be given the same cour-

tesy."

Success of collection reflects

laity's affection for nuns
The success of a national collection to

help thousands of elderly nuns in the

United States reflects a reservoir of affec-

tion among many Catholics for the sisters

who educated them, according to the nun
who is director of the project.

Mary Oliver Hudon, director of the Tri-

Conference Retirement Project, said she

expects contributions to reach $20 million

soon. This would be a total greater than

that realized by any other national appeal

undertaken by the U.S. Catholic Church.
The annual parish collection was au-

thorized by the U.S. Catholic bishops in

1987 after an independent audit found
that it would take more than $2.5 billion

to meet the retirement needs of the

115,000 nuns in the United States. Hudon
said that in 'making their donations,

many laypeople have written letters say-

ing they owe their success to the nuns
who taught them in school.

Fundamentalists tighten their grip

on Southeastern Seminary
Fundamentalist Southern Baptists

tightened their grip on the embattled

Southeastern Baptist Theological Sem-
inary in Wake Forest, N.C., during the

biannual trustee meeting recently. Con-

servative trustees elected a dean who was
opposed by a unanimous vote of the

faculty and endorsed a report blaming
the seminary's problems on the former
president, Randall Lolley, who resigned

after fundamentalists won control of the

board in October 1987.

Southeastern has been a battleground

in the 10-year struggle for control be-

tween fundamentalists and moderates in

the 15-million-member Southern Baptist

Convention. The school is currently under
review from its accrediting agencies for

alleged violations of academic freedom,

and enrollment is down almost 25 percent

since last spring.
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Open the gates
Christians at times may be inclined to consider

evangelism as a New Testament phenomenon. As
if the Old Testament saints did not have this

concern. But that is not so.

From beginning to end, the Old Testament is

concerned about more than just the inside group.
In Genesis the first people are generic. Abraham
was no Jew, just an ordinary citizen of Ur who
heard a call to go west.

The Exodus included not only the children of

Israel but a "mixed multitude" who decided to go
along with them. The law included special

instructions on how to be fair to "the stranger."

And the book of Isaiah includes a number of spe-

cial invitations to those outside the pale. This is

particularly so in the final section of the book,

chapters 56-66.

This concern appears in 56:3 where foreigners

and eunuchs are especially invited to participate

in the worship and join with insiders in keeping
the disciplines considered appropriate for those

who worshiped the Lord. Again in 62:10-12 there

is a call to go through the gates and prepare a way
for people to come to Jerusalem. Whether those to

come were scattered Jews or Gentiles is not clear.

But it has been suggested that this was a call to

bring in Gentiles.

In 66:18 and following, there is the intention to

"gather all nations and tongues." And in 20 and
21, not only will they be gathered but some will be
taken for priests and Levites. In light of the

tendency for leadership to become a "good ol'

boys' club" this is truly remarkable. The New
Testament does not add much to this in terms of

basic philosophy.

However, the New Testament does add at least

one significant thing. In Isaiah it is understood
that evangelism functions by bringing people to

Jerusalem. In Acts 1:8 Jerusalem is left behind.

Instead, the evangelists are to scatter from there,

eventually to the uttermost parts of the earth.

This wide-ranging vision was not reached
without a struggle. We remember Peter's dream
of the unclean animals which prepared him to ac-

cept Cornelius. We recall, too, Paul's struggles

with those who insisted on observing details of

the law. And we recall that we, too, must con-

tinually review and renew our determination to

keep the gates open for newcomers.
A part of the Vision 95 emphasis is a concern to

be open to new people. At least two dangers face

us as we consider this question. One is that some
persons will observe the warmth and support of

our fellowships and seek to come in for the

warmth and support without being confronted by
the call to repentance and discipleship. On the

other hand, there is a danger that we on the in-

side consider our doctrines as so esoteric that

anyone not raised as Mennonite cannot under-

stand and accept them.
Both dangers must be faced and overcome.

Joining the fellowship of those who mean to

follow Jesus should not be made easy. Even as in

the time of the Lord's presence on this earth there
will be those who, having heard the call to disci-

pleship, go away shaking their heads.

Yet the good news must not be turned into bad
news and it will be if it becomes an inside doc-

trine. I think it was Omar Eby who once said that

we Mennonites must do mission work to save our-

selves.

There is considerable emphasis in Isaiah on
naming—with names that have significance. In

Isaiah 62:12, the name to be given to those who
come in is "the Holy People." What an appro-

priate name for those newly joined to the people

of God.

Holiness itself as a term has at times been

given a bad name, stereotyped in the expression

"so heavenly he is no earthly good." But holiness

in the sense of separation from evil is basic to the

idea of a people of God.
Emphases in the church come and go. It seems

that holiness may not have been emphasized in

our church in the recent past. If so, now is the

time to stress it again.

We invite people to join us and to be called "the

Holy People/the Redeemed of the Lord." Back-
ground is not important. Faith and intention are

what count.

—

Daniel Hertzler





When you care enough
by Travis Reimer

Until their son was diagnosed as having
schizophrenia, Joe and Gladys had no idea how
widespread mental illness is. But when 19-year-
old Philip underwent frightening changes in his

behavior, these parents started looking for in-

formation.

They found out that sometime during their

lifetime, one out of 100 people will have
schizophrenia. More hospital beds are occupied by
schizophrenics than by sufferers of any other
medical or surgical condition. And that is only
one broad type of mental disease.

Mental illness touches one out of four families.

Think of how many families in your church are
affected. Christians aren't immune to these prob-
lems. Charles Haddon Spurgeon, called the
"Prince of Preachers" in the nineteenth century,
often suffered numbing bouts of depression. If

even deeply devoted Christians are subject to

mental sickness, Joe and Gladys are hardly alone.

Brain plays tricks. When we talk of mental ill-

ness we are not speaking of the "worried well."

All of us have problems from time to time. But
we are looking here at something deeper and
more intense. Here the sick brain plays evil tricks

on its inhabiting spirit.

Mental illness involves a distortion in a
person's thinking. Some ideas don't correspond

People's discomfort with psychiatric

patients is easy to interpret as a painful

shunning.

with reality. Delusions, like thinking oneself to be
Napoleon, and hallucinations are sometimes in-

volved. This illness also involves an exaggeration
of a person's feelings. In some cases, for example,
there may be depression, in others there could be
a flatness, a lack of emotion. A third manifesta-
tion is a change in how a person acts. This is

Travis Reimer, Winnipeg, Man., is director of the Mental
Health Concerns Program of Mennonite Central Committee
Canada.

usually manifested in a reduced ability to carry
on with normal responsibilities and to get along
with people. The storm raging in the person's
brain thus displays itself in various ways.
Why do we shy away from the problem of psy-

chiatric illness? For one thing, we realize that the
problem is often long-term. To get involved with
someone like this means a long commitment.
Perhaps the person will never get well. Such a
problem offends our North American idea of be-

ing in control. Surely we must have a way of ef-

fectively solving the problem! If the solution is

not at hand, we would prefer to ignore the prob-
lem.

Next there is the stigma. Some troubles, like a
house fire or a death, are socially acceptable.

Then the community rallies around and gives

support to the distressed. But some problems are
not socially acceptable and then the community
withdraws. Society has a social sanitation process
to keep its house in order. It does this by remov-
ing from the mainstream its debris. The mentally
ill suffer from this shunning.

Psychological illness is also a reminder of our
own inadequacy. We don't always have it to-

gether. Our unwillingness to embrace our own
brokenness results in distancing ourselves from
people who are broken.

God in control. But does the church mimic so-

ciety's prejudices and fears or does it challenge

them with a prophetic voice and action? When it

comes to long-term problems, or even short-term
ones, Christians realize that they are not in con-

trol. God is. And just as God has been patient

with us, so we can patiently minister to others.

How about stigma? We who were no people are

now the people of God. Our disgrace is removed.
We have been called and enabled to care. Regard-
ing brokenness, we know we cannot be saved un-
less we come in brokenness to the cross. Each suc-

ceeding step of discipleship reiterates our frac-

turedness, hence Christians can empathize with
broken people.

Try to feel the pain of mental illness. When this

crippling strikes your child, it puts an abrupt end
to your hopes and dreams for that child. It snuffs
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out life as it was meant to be. The result is loss

similar to bereavement. You watch as your child

dies in a socially unacceptable way. Funeral plans

remain on hold.

This wilderness experience is heightened by the

sense of being alone with your problem. Others in

the church feel awkward around your child and
you. You find it easy to drift timidly toward the

side of a crowd, then slip away rather than suffer

the isolation. People's discomfort with psy-

chiatric patients is easy to interpret as a painful

shunning.

What we need is a vision of the health ministry

of the church. Its basis is in the ministry of Jesus,

who came teaching, preaching, and healing (Matt.

9:35). The call to discipleship walks us down the

same paths. "True evangelical faith," Menno Si-

mons reminds us, ".
. . cannot lie dormant, but

manifests itself in all righteousness and works of

love; it . . . seeks that which is lost . . . binds up
that which is wounded."
The church is called not to assume a new role

but to reclaim an ancient role, honed to fit

contemporary needs. In our vision of promoting
gospel wholeness, we recognize that Christians

and the church are responsible for care; God is

responsible for cure. Seeing ourselves as the care-

givers and God as the Curegiver takes the

pressure off us. We can be the therapeutic com-
munity our Lord calls us to be. The church is the

gifted community at the disposal of the Spirit.

Guided by a higher vision than self-interest, we
speak life-giving words to those around us.

Our focus in our health ministry is at least

twofold. First, we bind up wounds. This is the

healing ministry of the Good Shepherd through
us. Mental patients should find healing and
rehabilitation in the church. Second, there is a

ministry of prevention. This means guarding
against threats to well-being; lifestyle choices are

addressed. The call to fullness of life is a health-

making ministry.

Churchly health care. Let's look at some
specific suggestions for churchly health care. Uti-

lize the network of helpers in the church. There
are at least three types of caregivers in the con-

gregations.

The first consists of informal caregivers. Every
member can love. Fellowship groups often

provide important care. Members of one Bible

study group rallied around Pete and Martha
when he started buckling under the strains of a

bad work situation and a mounting debt load.

They spoke encouraging words and offered to

baby-sit for the couple so they could spend a quiet

evening out together at the group's expense.

The Bible study group next went to another
type of caregivers—the deacons—who met with
Pete and Martha and arranged a plan for the
couple to consolidate their credit card debts under
one cosigned bank loan and to get along without
credit cards. These deacons were officially

designated as caregivers by the congregation and

were organized and trained to help in a variety of

situations. Whether those of the group are called

deacons or elders, they need to organize an effec-

tive network for caring. This becomes especially

important for people without family connections

in church or nearby.

A third type of caregiver consists of the pas-

tors. But pastors can't possibly relate effectively

to a large number of hurting individuals. The
whole caring team is necessary if the needs are to

be met. Everyone is important.

The welfare of the congregation has been aided

in a number of churches by the establishment of

counseling ministry teams. Set up for crises, such

teams consist of the pastor, a deacon or elder, a

person at large from the congregation, and a

clinically trained person. A whole variety of

crises can be dealt with as a team becomes better

equipped and experienced. The group seeks to

help persons process problems rather than solve

them. By not merely presenting the solution, the

team leaves responsibility for life's journey with

the person.

Seeing ourselves as the caregivers and
God as the Curegiver takes the pressure

off us.

Another creative approach to caring involves

supportive care groups. These are organized to

surround people who can't look after themselves.

Some of the tasks of the supportive care group

are to provide general counsel and support to the

primary caregiver (usually parents), to coor-

dinate respite care, to facilitate the social integra-

tion of the person into the congregation, and to

help arrange employment. The commitment has

to be longer-term, but is correspondingly reward-

ing.

Action ideas. Finally, here are a few action

ideas for a ministry to people with prolonged

mental illness:

•Visit the person at home, offering an op-

portunity to spend some time one-to-one.

•Get involved with a social-service agency and
explore ways the church or members can tap into

mental-health concerns.

Provide space for support groups to meet.

•Encourage community-based residential

facilities coming into your neighborhood.

•Sponsor a drop-in center where community
people who have limited social opportunities can

come.
•Pray that God will give your congregation a

vision of the church as the therapeutic com-
munity of faith.

"You know the grace of our Lord Jesus Christ,

that though he was rich, yet for your sake he be-

came poor, so that by his poverty you might be-

come rich" (2 Cor. 8:9). There is a liberality that

flows out of our gratitude. When you care enough,

you follow the Master in meeting needs.
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Bearing fruit like a palm tree
by A. J. Metzler

After 20 years of semiretirement, I am grateful

to the Lord, the church, and the community for

providing many opportunities for service that fit

my gifts, experience, and interests. Out of this

experience I write to you in the preretirement

generation, those whose retirement will probably
come in the next two to 25 years.

The stages of our ever-lengthening life span can

be viewed in various ways. Following infancy,

Since retirement may well be the longest

period of your life, it is important that you
prepare for it

childhood, adolescence, early-adulthood, and mid-
adulthood, the fourth and fifth decades of life are

preretirement years.

The long retirement span, then, now often

stretching from the sixth decade through the

10th, can be broken down as early retirement, the

60s; mid-retirement, 70s; later retirement, 80s;

and super-retirement, the 90s and beyond.

Pre-retirement considerations. Following are

six important considerations for you in the pre-

retirement years:

1. Many of you, single or married, have one to

four parents living. They need your interest,

fellowship, and encouragement. Retirement is a

dual-generation opportunity and responsibility.

While Dad and Mother may be "healthy, wealthy,

and wise" today, at any moment you may need to

step in to make decisions for them.
2. Since retirement may well be the longest pe-

riod of your life, it is important that you prepare

for it. From infancy through super-retirement,

preparation for the next stage of life is a basic

task. As the infant prepares for the next stage by
learning to walk and talk, so Amos suggests that

the super-retiree should "prepare to meet thy

God." One who does not take preparation during
any stage seriously may move to the next stage

handicapped.

3. As you prepare, consider the wealth of

resources that many of you will take into your 10-

or 20- or 30-year retirement:

•A more mature and rich Christian faith and
experience.

•Greater formal training than earlier genera-

tions. While few of my parents' generation went

A. J. Metzler, Goshen, Ind., is a retired Mennonite Church
leader. He was chief executive officer of Mennonite Publishing
House and then executive secretary of the denomination.

beyond grade school, my own children never dis-

cussed whether they would go to college— it was
assumed.
•A greater knowledge of the world than your

grandparents had of the next county.

•A wealth of experience, observation, expertise,

judgment, and wisdom.
•Income and assets to allow choices undreamed

of by earlier generations.

•For many, a strong mind and body.

What will you do with this wealth beyond
measure? Christian stewardship will help you
decide.

4. You will face a needy world to which you can

yet contribute.

5. Now is the time to correct some of the myths,
stereotypes, and practices of the past. It's time to

update our philosophy of aging.

A major myth, for example, is that of deter-

mining age by chronological scale rather than
one's abilities. James Nicholas says, "The rate of

aging varies from person to person." We need to

review our vocabularly; is it seniors, elders, aged?

6. Perhaps the most important of these

considerations is this: the implications of the lon-

gevity of life.

A recent Christianity Today article pointed out

that currently about 11 percent of Americans are

over 65. There will be a big jump when the baby-
boomers start turning 65 in the year 2010.

Eventually the proportion of seniors should peak
at between 18 to 22 percent—about double what it

is today. "The average American retiring at 63

now has between 12 and 20 years of good health

ahead. If seniors opt out of the challenge of the

coming century, we will lose our wisest, most
experienced leaders before their time."

As you pre-retirees consider carefully the op-

tions and opportunities that your own retirement

may hold, you are at the same time part of to-

day's employers (including the church), who need

to rethink the underutilized resources of our

retirees.

Identification and evaluation of this resource,

especially for the church, could strengthen

present programs and enable personnel and funds

for new ones. The goals of Vision 95 call for the

resources of all ages.

Not bound to age. Illustrations abound that

aging, and the end of usefulness, is not bound to

chronological age.

E. Stanley Jones died in 1973, shortly before his

90th birthday. During his last year and a half he

lectured in Japan, finished his 29th book, and
made two trips to India.

Frank Laubach died in his mid-80s. Much of his

unique literacy program, introduced to 314 lan-
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guages in 103 countries, was implemented in his

"retirement" years.

Elton Trueblood, longtime leader in the Society

of Friends, is, according to his office staff, "88

and still making significant contributions . .

.

most prolific, having written two books since

retirement."

C. Z. Yoder died in 1939 at the age of 94. He was
active in promoting missions and other new
church programs in the 1880s and 1890s. A few

years before he died, I. W. Royer and I found him
hoeing his strawberries on an extremely hot, dry

day. He gave three reasons in reply to our chid-

ing: he needed the exercise; the berry plants

needed the moisture; and he wanted a good crop

(100 percent of the income went to missions).

Grandma Moses, having farmed with her

father, husband, and son, showed artistic gifts all

her life, but was only "discovered" when she was
nearly 80 years old. When she died, at 101, she

was one of America's most acclaimed artists.

Pauline Gammon, in North Carolina, began to

paint and carve at age 85. "When I started that

carving class, I found exactly what I liked to do."

In a recent letter she said, "Due to poor eyesight

[at age 98] I have given up my hobbies."

Burt Garnett, retired newspaperman, was still

writing his weekly column in his 100th year.

Elizabeth Horsch Bender, took a halftime re-

search/translation/writing assignment from the

Mennonite Church Historical Committee in 1970.

She continued until a few months before her

death in 1988 at age 95.

Willard Smith, retired Goshen College

professor, completed the research and writing for

two significant Mennonite history books when he

was 83 and 85.

Do these examples suggest that these "retirees"

hold jobs that younger persons should have? Not
necessarily. Some of you will develop new busi-

nesses and create more jobs. And many of you
will serve as volunteers in social-service agencies

and church programs, where there is great need.

Vision and action. Change grows from the vi-

sion and initiative of a few people. I am grateful

that in society and in the church, vision, convic-

tion, and action are growing. The Inter-Men-

nonite Council on Aging is one example.

But more vision and action are needed. For
those nearing retirement, there is need for

counsel, testing, and planning, so that retire-

ment, whether one year or 30 years, can be fruit-

ful. Greencroft Retirement Community in

Goshen, Indiana, is considering developing such
services. If this develops, it might become a model
for such centers across the church.

"The righteous will flourish like a palm tree . .

.

they will flourish. . . . They will still bear fruit in

old age, they will stay fresh and green" (Ps. 92:12-

14). ^

IDEAS FOR OUTREACH
A column provided by Mennonite Board of Missions
(Mennonite Church) and Commission on Home Minis-

tries (General Conference Mennonite Church).

A night of caring

Several years ago, our congregation—Ashton

Mennonite Church in Sarasota, Florida—pur-

chased the video series Night of Caring. The 13-

session series teaches how to reach out in love to

our church guests and visitors in ways that will

make them want to come back and stay. Over 30

persons have taken this training series, which we
offer one quarter per year during Sunday school.

In each session, Paul Cedar, pastor of Lake

Avenue Congregational Church in Pasadena, Cal-

ifornia, gives about 15 minutes of insight into the

"do's" and "don'ts" of church visitation.

The second segment of each session features

"Oscar" and "Lucille" making a home visit, but

demonstrating all the wrong ways to do it. I was

pleasantly surprised by all we learned from

someone else's goofs!

In the third segment, three persons visit the

same home, but practice the principles taught in

that session. Participants have workbooks, so

blanks can be filled in as the teaching proceeds

and weekly assignments can be given.

The goals of this "Night of Caring" home visit

are:

1. To visit every person who visits our church

or who is a potential prospect.

2. To share Christ's love unconditionally with

all those whom we visit.

3. To respond to authentic needs which are

expressed by the persons being visited.

4. To answer any questions which the person

may have concerning our church.

I highly recommend this series, as it allows

adaptability of presentations and the leading of

the Holy Spirit in each home visit. And we like

the results! Through a home visit, our guests

learn that we are interested in them as persons

and not just as statistics at our church, so many
have returned to stay.

One person who became a member of our con-

gregation as a result of a home visit wrote, "Since

I became a believer in high school, I have lived in

several states and observed many different ex-

pressions of the body of Christ. After being a

part of a Baptist church, two nondenominational

fellowships, and a spiritually renewed Episcopal

church, we chose Ashton as our church home be-

cause of its openness to diverse Christian expres-

sion, while having the stability of its Mennonite

heritage."

This video series is available from Dynamic
Communications at 127 N. Madison Ave., Suite

22, Pasadena, CA 91101. Cost of the video series,

one leader's manual, and one pupil's book is $199.

Each additional pupil's book is $6.

—Ken Nauman
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Hear, hear!

A column for sharing personal concerns

Why I gave up
alcohol

I have been reading with interest the

many articles on alcohol and the Menno-
nite churches' ambivalence on the issue.

It is obvious from all the resulting letters

to the editor that it is a sensitive subject.

I am interested from the viewpoint of one
who grew up in a strict church and home
where indeed there was never any doubt
as to the sin of alcohol. The bums and
derelicts of society were cited as the

examples of the end result of the demon-
inspired brew.

Then, as a young minister's wife, I

moved to the big city and was exposed to

many different kinds of people—warm
people, loving, productive people—whose
liquor cabinets were filled with every-

thing from rum to the finest wines. One
neighbor, in particular, I remember, al-

ways mowed the lawn on a summer eve-

ning with a beer in one hand. Yet he was a

loving father and a good husband, and I

began to question my staunch position.

So one evening, a middle-aged Greek
lady who had been attending our church
services for many weeks, invited me to

dinner. Proudly, she brought out a bottle

of wine. "I have been saving this for a
very special occasion," she said eagerly. "I

brought it all the way from Greece with
me and when you accepted my invitation

to dinner I knew this was the special

time." I mumbled something about not

knowing much about wines and really not
drinking, but she quickly interjected,

"Oh, but wine with dinner is not drinking.

It is actually medicinal in that it prepares

the digestive juices!"

At that appropriate moment, an admo-
nition from the Bible flashed into my
mind: "Drink a little wine for the stom-
ach's sake." Maybe God is trying to tell

me to drink the wine, I reasoned with
myself. Over and above everything else at

that moment was my need not to hurt her
feelings. She who had gone to so much
trouble to prepare this food, who was
from a culture where dinner was not din-

ner without wine, and who was so ob-

viously delighted to share this special

wine with me. I lifted the glass to my lips

and drank—and then I waited for the

thunderbolt to hit me or at least some
heavy guilt to spoil the evening. It didn't

happen. In fact, I found the taste
pleasant.

That was the end of my being a total

teetotaler. I began to look more objec-

tively at "drinking." I never indulged
frequently, just a small cocktail at a wed-
ding, a glass of wine on New Year's Eve or

at a friend's house at dinner. Once and

only once I served wine with a meal
(when I wanted to impress someone). I

think it was a part of a rebellion against a
past which had so boxed me in. In an ef-

fort to be accepting of others, I threw out
the baby with the bathwater.

So why am I today, at the ripe age of

52, an avowed abstainer? It did not hap-
pen overnight, this strong conviction that
as a follower of Christ I must abstain.
Maybe the conviction began one night at a
wedding reception, which featured an
open bar, when everyone around me be-
came more inebriated as time passed, a
friend's husband made a pass at me, and
the bridegroom needed to be carried out
to sleep off the effects of "having a won-
derful time" instead of going off on a
honeymoon.
Maybe it was because everytime I had

just one small drink, I was hit with a mi-
graine-type headache, or maybe it was
because statistics show us that alcohol is

involved in over 70 percent of all fatal ac-

cidents. Maybe it was the words of one
teenager who at 15 was being treated for

alcoholism: "Sure, my parents forbid me
to drink, but we have a liquor cabinet full

of every kind of alcohol there is and they
drink it with their friends, so what was
the big deal?"

Part of my change of conviction also

was watching helplessly as a very dear
friend went from a vivacious, beautiful

woman to a hopeless drunk. Yes, I have
heard the argument that Christ turned
the water into wine. I do not deny that,

but then neither did they drive home
from Cana in a chariot that went 70 miles
an hour! And the argument which I my-
self used in the past—"Alcoholism is a
disease. I don't quit eating sugar just be-

cause someone with diabetes can't eat it."

Today I would say that alcoholism is a
disease, but if you never take the first

drink, you never aquire the disease?

I am not saying that drinking alcohol is

a sin, nor am I condemning my brother or

sister who can take a social drink. Speak-
ing strictly for myself as I look at the
principles of Christianity and as I try to

walk within those guidelines and hope to

be an example to those who may be look-

ing up to me and following after me, I

cannot indulge in a practice that has the
potential for inflicting so much pain on
families, for destroying so many lives.

I do not look at it as a responsibility of

the church to set rules and legislate the

implementation of a "no drinking" policy.

I rather see it as a decision of responsible,

caring people who wish to promote heal-

ing for life's ills. Maybe back in Christ's

day, it did not cause the problems it does
today. I do not know that. I only know
that as I look at alcohol and its role in to-

day's society, I cannot in good conscience,

indulge.—Freda Zehr, Wilmington, Del.

Health is job
of local church

Is health care the task of medical pro-

fessionals only? Is health care only the
treatment given at a medical center or

hospital? We go there when we are sick,

for treatment for the physical part of us.

But we are more than physical beings.

Our minds, our spirits, our feelings are
also part of us, and those parts often need
care, along with the sickness. That care,

for the whole person, is an important part
of prevention of sickness.

Congregations have a part to play in

prevention. Paul's prayer in 1 Thessa-
lonians 5:23 focuses that concern for
wholeness: "May the God of peace himself
sanctify you wholly, and may your spirit

and soul and body be kept sound and
blameless." Having peace, kept sound and
blameless—that is health! The Chris-
tian's task is to be caring about health.

How can our local churches do more to

follow Jesus in caring about health for

ourselves, our congregations, and for our
neighbors? Here are some ways we can
make a difference:

•In affirming those who work with the
ill and disabled: nurses, aides, house-
keepers, maintenance people, and admin-
istrators—in nursing homes and hos-
pitals, where much caring is done.

•In recognizing that spiritual care is

needed. Visiting in nursing homes and
hospitals provides a dimension of care
that people often need.

•In reaching out ourselves to the better
informed about healthy lifestyles, en-
couraging others in good habits for good
health.

•In being involved in providing support
for those who are caregivers in their

homes, caring for older parents, and for

the sick or disabled in their families.

Respite for those caregivers is needed,
and the church family should be there to

help.

•In sharing in support groups for spe-

cial needs, for persons grieving, needing
help with parenting, dealing with losses

or stress.

•In having a nurse available in the con-

gregation for health teaching, for know-
ing about medical resources, for coor-

dinating respite for caregivers, for form-
ing support groups, for identifying unmet
needs, working with pastors on behalf of

whole-person caring.

As each local fellowship in the body of

Christ seeks ways to fulfill our high call-

ing to bring people to wholeness in Christ,

there will be more caring about health as
a part of that task.

—Adella Brunk Kanagy, Belleville, Pa.
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The Only Place There Is No
Conflict Is in the Graveyard

In the best communities, in the bestfamilies, and even in the

best churches, conflict is inevitable.

When Good People Quarrel: Studies of Conflict

Resolution

by Robert S. Kreider and Rachel Waltner Goossen

"Everyone experiences conflict. Wherever people are alive and growing, they rub

shoulders in ways that chafe.

"The problem is that no one seems to believe this. People study a wide range of topics,

but they rarely study how to be skillful in conflict. Churches and organizations plan and

prepare for many things, but they don't prepare for disagreements. Young people hear about
|

the joys of love and marriage; rarely do they hear about the pain of inevitable conflict. In

many ways, our society pretends that conflict does not exist."—Ron Kraybill, Mennonite

Conciliation Services

Good People

Studies of

Conflict

Resolution

Robert S. Kreider and
Rachel Waltner Goossen

When Good People Quarrel is a collection of stories of conflict situations that invites the reader to begin to develop

conflict resolution skills. These case studies—both present-day and biblical stories—help us learn how to deal with conflict

by experiencing the various roles: the peacemaker, the confronting antagonist, the weaker party, the victim. Questions and

resources are provided to make this book useful for group study or for training in conflict resolution. Recommended as

an Adult Elective for Sunday school.

Paper, $9.95; in Canada $12.50

Discipling in the Church: Recovering a Ministry of the
Gospel

by Marlin Jeschke

Advocating a return to church discipline, Jeschke goes to the classic text on the subject,

Matthew 18:15-18. The concept of church discipline often conjures up negative images.

However, he shows that this ministry, if properly understood, is a positive ministry of grace

analogous to evangelism.

Although this book is primarily a biblical and theological treatment of discipling,

Jeschke also treats the historical and practical sides of discipling.

A revised and expanded edition of Discipling the Brother.

Paper, $9.95, in Canada $12.50

Discipling

in the

\Church

Recovering > Ministry or the Gospel

Martin Jeschke

Herald Press books are available through your local

bookstore or write to Herald Press (include 10% for

shipping—minimum $1).

® Herald Press
Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
117 King Street West
Kitchener, ON N2G4M5
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Church news

General Board makes cautious
preparation for Normal 89
Review of statements to present to

Normal 89 took major attention of the

Mennonite Church General Board at its

Apr. 6-8 meeting. Hosted by Lindale Men-
nonite Church of Linville, Va., the
sessions included also extended contact

with representatives of Virginia Con-
ference and Eastern Mennonite College.

Review of the work of the Afro-American
Mennonite Association and of the His-

torical Committee took major attention

by the board.

On two of the proposed statements, the

board was made particularly aware of the

need to proceed cautiously. One, a pro-

posal on Mennonite Church/General Con-

ference Mennonite Church integration,

was accepted for recommendation, but

with four specific "understandings of that

recommendation as a way of communi-
cating clearly the intent of our confer-

ences and congregations."

The recommended statement calls for

commitment "to enter into a time of de-

liberate exploration of integration until

1995." The understandings emphasized
that: (1) the exploration process should

focus on common experiences between
the denominations rather than organiza-

tion; (2) the process must be open, not de-

cided before 1995; (3) integration is to

depend on mutual agreement in 1995; (4)

there is call for prayer and a search for

the will of God regarding this issue.

As for the recommendation on military

tax withholding, the board concluded af-

ter consulting the district conferences

that the recommendation had to be re-

written. The sequence of events was as

follows.

At Purdue 87, General Board was ask-

ed by General Assembly to consult the

church on the question of the con-

scientious objection to the payment of

military taxes, particularly the withhold-

ing of such taxes by church institutions

for persons who objected to paying them.
In April 1988, General Board approved

a statement for presentation to General
Assembly at Normal 89 which included

the recommendation that the convictions

of church institutional employees who ob-

ject to paying military taxes shall be
honored by their employers.

During the summer of 1988, district

conferences were contacted by General
Board to seek their counsel on the
proposed statement. Responses were
mixed. Three conferences supported the

proposal for presentation to General
Assembly. Four conferences did not sup-

port it. Eight supported the statement
with modifications or cautions. Executive
Secretary James Lapp reported to the
board that "I perceive in general there is

no broad consensus of support for the
proposed stance of the General Board."
Accordingly the board saw it as

necessary to prepare a drastically revised

proposal. Gone from this proposal was
any reference to illegal action such as a
church institution refusing to collect

military taxes from those conscientiously

opposed to paying them. Instead the

statement which is to appear in the
"workbook" prepared for General Assem-
bly delegates calls for "study of the

church/state issues raised by the collec-

tion of taxes by church agencies" and for

support of the Peace Tax Fund options be-

ing called for in both the U.S. and
Canada.
Less controversial matters scheduled

for recommendation to General Assem-
bly include a proposed statement on
racism and a recommendation to hold the
1955 General Assembly conjointly with
the General Conference Mennonite
Church in Alberta.

The review of the work of the His-
torical Committee focused particularly on
the committee's request for a change in

mandate. In addition to maintaining the

archives of the Mennonite Church and
fostering scholarly research, the commit-
tee is asking to develop a program of

popular interpretation of the Mennonite
heritage among the churches. A proposal

for a revision of the bylaw describing the

committee's mandate will be brought to

Normal 89.

At each meeting of the board, several

district conference representatives are
asked to give brief reports about

activities in their own conference. At this

meeting representatives of the following

conferences were heard from: Indiana-

Michigan, Iowa-Nebraska, North Central,

and Northwest.

Included among the variety of observa-
tions were the following:

•Rachel Fisher reported that in In-

diana-Michigan the conference minister
has given a great deal of time during the

past year to congregational crisis inter-

vention.

•Dean Swartzendruber told of 10 con-

gregations in Iowa-Nebraska currently

seeking pastoral leadership.

•John Kauffman described North
Central Conference as made up of 475
members in 14 congregations in four
states and one province.

•Timothy Burkholder told how
Northwest Conference received a Ca-
nadian government grant to hire four

young people to teach summer Bible

school.

Since the executives of the program
boards attend General Board, the meet-
ing in Virginia was used as an op-
portunity for a "consultation" with lead-

ers of Virginia Conference. (A consulta-

tion is a biennial meeting in which lead-

ers of the church agencies and leaders of a

district conference meet for exchange of

information.)

A topic of interest at the Virginia
consultation was whether district con-

ferences and congregations in one of the

stronger conferences such as Virginia
really "need" churchwide agencies,
particularly agencies such as Mennonite
Board of Congregational Ministries, Men-
nonite Board of Missions, and Mennonite
Publishing House which provide
resources that may be supplied on a dis-

trict or even a local level.

MBCM executive secretary Gordon
Zook pressed the issue: "Suppose there

were no churchwide agencies, Virginia

Conference could probably go on."

Virginia Conference moderator John
Martin, former board president of

Four conferences were featured at this General Board meeting. Reporting are (left to right)

Tim Burkholder of Northwest, John Kauffman of North Central, and Rachel Fisher of Indiana-

Michigan. (Not pictured Is Dean Swartzendruber of Iowa-Nebraska.)
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MBCM, replied, "I can't think of any

program of a program board which Vir-

ginia Conference would say we don't

need. Rather, we see Virginia Conference

as supplementing churchwide resources."

Howard Miller, director of the con-

ference youth program, spoke of the im-

portance of the biennial churchwide

youth convention: "You can create vision

by showing young people the church is

larger than the local congregation."

Others, however, warned of a decline in

denominational interest and loyalty. "I

perceive that those of us 40 years old and

upward are more denominationally
oriented than the younger person," said

Lloyd Weaver, Jr.

Willard Eberly added that "we are in

the post-denominational era."

What to do? John Kiblinger suggested

that we "invite the younger generation to

get involved."—Daniel Hertzler

MCCers caught in

horror and hope
of Salvadoran war
The civil war in El Salvador has reach-

ed a crossroads, a juncture in time

between horror and hope. Now in its

ninth year, the war has been escalating

since last November when the Farabundo
Marti National Liberation Front rebels

began attacking major military installa-

tions.

As rebel pressure on the U.S.-support-

ed Salvadoran military has increased, so

have the military's reprisals against ci-

vilians. Last year Mennonite Central

Committee workers in the country docu-

mented several hundred cases of human
rights violations by the Salvadoran army
in areas where they work.

At the end of 1988, three right-wing

death squads publicly announced that

they were back in business, specifically

citing "devilish church workers" as tar-

gets. Death squads have a long sordid his-

tory in El Salvador and have documented
links with the Salvadoran army.

MCCers have not been immune to the

increase in restrictions and repression. In

the past year, seven of the 12 MCCers in

the country have been detained.

This past January, for example, two
foreign health care workers and three

Salvadoran health promoters were
detained by the military as they tried to

bring vaccines to a conflictive area of the

country. When MCCers went with other

health promoters to ask for their co-

workers' release, the MCC couple, along

with their 7-month-old child, were also

detained. They were held for 19 hours.

In the midst of escalating violence, the

hope of Salvadorans is palpable. It is a

hope born of sacrifice, of house-to-house

searches, and of death by torture, just as

the hope of Christians was born in Jesus'

choice on Calvary. Yet despite their sacri-

fice, Salvadorans are also aware that God
is good. They can say, "Isn't God good!" in

the worst of times and know it to be true.

It is this combination of sacrifice and

belief that fuels the flame of hope—the
light that darkness has not understood.

This incredible faith is present even in

death. When Felipe Gomez, an MCC-
trained literacy promoter, was killed by

the army, his co-workers vowed to con-

tinue their work in his name. When the

army abducted and eventually killed

MCC friend and health promoter Hilario

Perez, two members of his community
volunteered to take his place.

Hope is also present in the interna-

tional concern expressed in other events

in this country. When a Lutheran church

was bombed in December as an act of

hostility against outspoken Bishop Me-

dardo Gomez, a friend of MCCers, he

received letters of support from all over

the world. In 1982 when Gomez was cap-

tured by the military and held for several

days, his captors told him, "We are not

going to kill you because we are receiving

a lot of letters."

During the past eight years, billions of

U.S. dollars were poured into the military

effort in El Salvador. But living condi-

tions have declined alarmingly. President

George Bush's response to a recent rebel

peace proposal marks the first time the

United States has not rejected a proposed

negotiated settlement to the war. There

are signs of hope that more and more
Americans are realizing that financing

the Salvadoran war machine is not the

way to make peace.

A Salvadoran pastor friend recently

challenged MCCers—and North Ameri-

can Christians back home—to greater

commitment to the body of Christ. "If we
are truly one body of believers in Christ,"

he said, "then you North Americans must
become more concerned about the state of

the majority of Christians in this hemis-

phere."—Kori Leaman-MillerforMCC

MWC panel approves
three-phase study to

climax at Assembly 1

2

A three-phase worldwide study process

that will climax at Assembly 12 in 1990

has been set in motion by the Faith and

Life Committee of Mennonite World Con-

ference. The 13-member panel met
recently in Winnipeg—site of the con-

ference—to review developments since

their 1987 meeting and to shape the

remaining 17 months of the study pro-

cess.

A study book, Witnessing to Christ in

Today's World, has already been pub-

lished in English, Spanish, French, and

German, and translations into more than

a dozen other languages are planned. It

Faith and Life Committee chair Helmut Harder

explains plans for the committee's work.

was written by Helmut Harder of Ca-

nadian Mennonite Bible College.

As the first phase of the global study

process, Mennonite groups around the

world are being invited to study this ma-
terial in an "MWC Study Year 1989" em-
phasis.

The second phase will be the gathering

of responses from the worldwide body.

The study book itself includes an invita-

tion for response, which the Faith and

Life Committee hopes will be taken seri-

ously by many of the groups that study

the book. The responses, which will be

sent to the MWC office in Carol Stream,

111., will be studied by the committee and

reviewed as part of its search for some
theological consensus among the world-

wide body.

The third phase will be a process that

will take place during Assembly 12, July

24-29, 1990. The Faith and Life Commit-
tee plans to sponsor a place in the con-

ference center for dialogue and listening.

To be called the "Forum," the listening

center will include an open mike op-

portunity for those who want to respond

to the ideas being discussed at the con-

ference, a storytelling mike for those with

stories to share of challenge and dilemma

in witnessing to Christ around the world,

and a structured forum in which a 10-15-

member team of invited persons will do

more focused theological reflection on the

themes of the conference. In addition

there is a plan to interview random
conference-goers to get a sense of the par-

ticipants on various issues.

The Faith and Life Committee plans to

serve as a "listening group" throughout

Assembly 12 and hopes to report daily to

the conference on the developing areas of

unity and consensus. The committee
hopes that a final statement can be

shared in the final worship service, com-

bining the pre-conference and conference

processes to reflect a "sense of the meet-

ing."
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Laurelville offers five miles of hiking trails.

Summer program
at Laurelville Center
offers new features
An experimental program of partner

families to join families with develop-
mentally disabled persons, composer
Alice Parker's return, a new peacemaker
retreat, and a motorcycle weekend will

head up programming at Laurelville (Pa.)

Mennonite Church Center this summer.
In the children and youth programs, a
trip camp will be added to the outdoor ad-
venture camps.

Laurelville and Mennonite Develop-
mental Disability Services are sponsoring
an experimental program of having
"partner families" from congregations
join families with a devebpmentally disa-

bled member June 25-29. "One of the on-
going concerns of this week is to share the
gifts and disabilities of the develop-
mentally disabled with others in con-
gregations," said Laurelville program di-

rector Levi Miller. "This will be a unique
opportunity to do it in a retreat setting."

Paul Kurtz, a professional in the voca-
tional placement of the handicapped, is a
resource person for the week.
During Music Week, July 9-15, com-

poser Alice Parker is returning after
more than a decade hiatus to lead singers
in one of her own compositions, Melo-
dious Accord. This "concert of praise" in

turn is based on the hymn tunes and texts

of 19th-century Virginia schoolmaster
Joseph Funk's Genuine Church Music.
Other leaders during the week include

Marge Maust, Marvin Miller, and Gordon
Davis.

Peacemaking will be emphasized with
the summer residency of Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee workers Luke and
Carmen Schrock-Hurst and a new peace-
making and family retreat led by Men-
nonite Board of Missions workers Robert
and Sylvia Shirk Charles Aug. 6-10.

At the end of the summer, Aug. 25-27,
Indiana pastor Lee Miller and Pennsyl-
vania counselor Dan Hess, both on mo-
torcycles, will lead a Menno Cycles re-
treat.

Other retreats and camps for the sum-
mer are:

•Deafpersons and families, June 16-18,
led by Kevin Kreutzer.

•Juniors, ages 8-10, June 18-24, Mark
Peachey.

•Storytelling families, June 30—July 5,

Luke and Carmen Schrock-Hurst and
Gloria and Levi Miller.

•Junior high children, July 9-15, John
Denlinger.

•Business and family, July 20-23, Karl
Bartsch and Abram Clymer.

•Youth, July 23-29, Luke and Carmen
Schrock-Hurst.

•Single-parent families, July 30—Aug.
4, Don Munn, Kim Gingerich, Ned Wyse.
•Peacemaking families, Aug. 6-10,

Robert and Sylvia Shirk Charles.
•Outdoor adventure, base camp, ages

10-12, Aug. 6-12; trip camp, ages 13-16,
Aug. 13-19, Tina Boshart.

•Re-entry, Aug. 11-13, Bruno and
Wanda Derksen Bergen, Gerald Mumaw,
and Robert and Sylvia Shirk Charles.

•Senior adults, Aug. 27—Sept. 1, Helen
and Laban Peachey and David Thomas.
More information is available from

Laurelville at R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA
15666; phone 412-423-2056.

New edition of

'All God's People' video
has international touch

Edition 9 of All God's People has been
released by Mennonite Board of Missions.

The 30-minute video offers four stories

with an international touch.

The first one, "Let Us Be One," in-

troduces the Welcome Inn congregation
in Hamilton, Ont., led by Hugh and Dor-
een Neufeld. Located in an area where
many people are unemployed, the con-

gregation concentrates on creating one-

ness between lower- and middle-income
people as they work together.

The second story features Tom Boom-
ershine, founder of the Network of Bib-

lical Storytellers, who led a storytelling

trip to the Soviet Union last summer.
Also featured are Weldon Nisly, pastor of

Cincinnati Mennonite Fellowship, and his

teenage daughter, Tamra, who were part

of the trip.

The third story is about radio broad-

caster Vassil Magal of Belgium meeting

recent Soviet emigrants in a West
German camp. Many of them recognize
Magal's voice. He is the speaker for
MBM's radio program Voice of a Friend,
which has been sharing the gospel with
Russian-speaking people since 1967.

Finally, "A Flicker of Hope" tells the
story of St. Paul Mennonite Fellowship,
led by Helen Quintela. This small new
congregation, located in an ethnically rich
neighborhood, sponsors a refugee from El
Salvador and has a ministry to com-
munity children.

Marketing for All God's People Edition
9 has taken a different slant, reports Lois
Hertzler, MBM's distribution coordina-
tor. For the first time, the video was sent
for preview to some 200 selected Men-
nonite churches. By making Edition 9
readily available, MBM seeks to interest
congregations in this and other editions
of the video series in their local ministry
and outreach.

All nine editions of All God's People,
available on half-inch VHS videocasset-
tes, can be rented or purchased. For more
information, contact Lois Hertzler at
MBM Media Ministries, 1251 Virginia
Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone
(toll-free) 800-476-5500.

The videos may also be rented through
conference offices or from Sisters &
Brothers at 125 E. Lincoln Ave., Goshen,
IN 46526; phone (toll free) 800-451-1449.

Together' publication
now enters
over 200,000 homes
As Together begins its fourth year of

publication, it enters over 200,000 homes
in 14 states and two provinces with 60 dif-

ferent editions. Together is an eight-page,

direct-mail, evangelistic tabloid publish-

ed by Mennonite Publishing House and
sent out by churches to let their
neighbors know they care about them.
Mennonite congregations are the pri-

mary users of Together. But it is also be-

ing used by Presbyterians, Methodists,

Lutherans, Baptists, Brethren, and oth-

ers.

Together's largest customer is the Men-
nonite churches of the Johnstown, Pa.,

area who are distributing almost 20,000

copies. Eight churches are cooperating in

a united effort to provide a greater wit-

ness, and they are using all the media

—

billboards, newspapers, radio, television,

and direct mail.

Herb Miller, a church growth consult-

ant with the United Church of Christ,

says direct-mail papers like Together
"heighten a church's community visibil-

ity. It always fertilizes the potential

responsiveness of unchurched people-
especially toward congregations which
the public has long viewed as closed, sep-

aratist groups."
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One person after receiving her first

issue of Together commented, "I didn't

know anyone could attend a Mennonite

church. I thought you had to be in a

particular family." Somehow living

among Mennonites for 50 years hadn't in-

formed her of their openness.

Getting persons to come to church is a

hope many have for Together. While long-

term usage may lead more readers to

come to church, its more immediate mis-

sion is to plant the seed of the gospel and
prepare readers to be more open to the

Spirit in their lives. "Also," says manag-
ing editor Eugene Souder, "Together
prepares the way for the personal
contact, which is the key to getting people

to our churches. Three out of four who
come to church do so because of a per-

sonal contact."

Together is strong in its ability to at-

tract persons to read the paper. Random
phone polls at several different locations

show 40-70 percent of the homes read

some or most of the tabloid. First-year

polls usually show 40-50 percent
readership and by three years the figure

may go up to 60-70 percent. Of the

readers, an average of 40 percent have not

been to church the previous four weeks.

Mennonite Foundation
sets growth records
for past year

Mennonite Foundation experienced an
outstanding 1988, according to Greg
Weaver, Mennonite Mutual Aid vice-pres-

ident for stewardship services, with
records established in most categories.

Begun by MMA in 1952, the foundation

acts as a channel for donors who wish to

give property and other assets to charit-

able organizations.

Of several records established, Weaver
said he is most pleased by the increase in

the number of participants in foundation

plans. Over 300 new participants began
using foundation services during 1988,

bringing the total to more than 3,300.

Weaver said he believes a factor in the

increase was that Mennonites are becom-
ing more aware of the foundation.

Weaver also noted that more people are

becoming aware that the services of the

foundation are not just for older people or

the wealthy. "My favorite example is that

a number of farmers donate livestock and
commodities to Mennonite Foundation,"
he said. "A lot of them are in their 30s.

They donate their livestock, the founda-
tion sells the assets, and then distributes

the proceeds as the donors direct."

In 1988, a record $5.7 million was dis-

tributed through the foundation to 594
educational, church, and charitable orga-

nizations—well above the $4.2 million

distributed in 1987. Charitable contribu-

tions to the foundation increased to a

record $11.7 million in 1988, up from $7.3

million. By the end of 1988, the founda-

tion managed $40.7 million for eventual

distribution to charities and $45.6 million

as trustees for other church institu-

tions—both record figures.

Of the gifts disbursed in 1988, donors

directed that 36 percent, or $2.1 million,

go to schools and colleges. The second-

largest amount— 19 percent or $1.1

million—was donated for missions and
relief work. Other major categories in-

cluded conferences, 15 percent or

$830,000; congregations, 11 percent or

$650,000; and hospitals and homes, 6

percent or $370,000. The remaining 13

percent, or $730,000, was directed to a va-

riety of other charities.

Urban farming is

innovative response
to Africa's problems

Uganda's capital city of Kampala, like

many African cities, has experienced a

relative shrinking of the modern, formal

sector of its economy. Urban population

growth rates have far outrun increases in

jobs. Additionally, Kampala suffered 10

years of economic mismanagement under

the governments of Idi Amin and Milton

Obote and civil wars that eventually over-

threw both men.
Once a prosperous modern city, today

much of the industrial section of Kam-
pala—or what was once the industrial

section—holds abandoned factories and
silent machines. But in other parts of

town, small-scale industries—metal
workers, carpenters, workshops of every

kind—buzz with activity. And in a city

where colonial statutes are still on the

law books declaring any cultivation

—

save vegetable gardening in the com-
pounds of the wealthy—to be illegal, any
place open ground is found, crops are

growing. It is, in fact, one of the most in-

novative and spontaneous responses to

the "economic crisis" that faces contem-

porary urban Africa.

The problem of feeding Africa's cities is

one that has bedeviled agricultural plan-

ners for more than a decade. But as urban

food prices have continued to rise, town
dwellers have begun to feed themselves.

Lack of jobs has forced some urban dwell-

ers into petty crime or unproductive
activities such as street vending, finding

parking spots for vehicles, or even beg-

ging. But others have chosen to invest

their labor in productive activities, farm-

ing among them.
Kampala is perhaps a special case, be-

cause of its high rainfall and favorable

environmental conditions. Regardless,

urban farming is a phenomenon of in-

creasing importance across the continent.

As recently as several years ago, it was an

all-but-unknown or unrecognized
activity. Now government planners in

some countries, most notably Tanzania,

are pursuing policies that encourage

urban agricultural production, and that

recycle urban wastes in the process.

Since the beginning of 1988, Mennonite

Central Committee, together with the

Anglican Church and Makerere Uni-

versity, has been involved in a research

project to study urban agriculture in

Kampala. The organization of urban agri-

culture in many ways mirrors the agri-

culture of the entire country. Nearly

every type of enterprise can be found in

the city, from staple food crops to coffee

to poultry and dairy cattle. There are

subsistence farmers and landless agri-

cultural laborers in the city as well as

commercial agricultural businesspersons.

Most, however, are individuals and

households attempting to diversify their

income sources and create a stable source

of food for at least part of their diet.

Turning households into producing units,

in addition to being consuming units, is

especially sensible in an area where the

staple food is matook (plantains)—a food

that is expensive and inefficient to trans-

port over long distances.

The research is based on the contention

that urban agriculture, like other "in-

formal sector" initiatives, is a popular

response to the economic crisis in Africa

which has, to date, defied the efforts of

conventional development plans and pro-

jects. The research could lead to new
ideas for plans and projects, but is es-

sentially an attempt to learn about
people's own initiative in a setting that

has been largely devoid of "projects" but

which has enabled people to survive and

even thrive in very hard times.

MCCer Dan Maxwell (right) and Nzaba Louis,

an urban farmer In Kampala, Uganda, discuss

gardening techniques.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Jeff Comeaux, Allentown, Pa.
I am concerned about the editorial en-

titled "The Gender of God" (Apr. 11). If

the Mennonite Church is to avoid the
things of this world, why are we getting
caught up in the trivial questions and
topics brought from the world? The only
thing I have seen accomplished is division

in the Christian community.
Why are we worrying about whether

God is male or female? God is God and we
serve him by faith! Gender is of no con-
cern when one believes by faith.

It's time we start concentrating on real

spiritual concerns. It is hard for me to

believe God is pleased with Christians
wasting time on irrelevant issues when
we are not spending near the same
amount of time in devotions, prayer, me-
ditation, fasting, and witnessing.

Let's concentrate on the basics Jesus
Christ taught. When we start to spend
the same amount of time on the basics as
we do the irrelevant, then we will just
begin to be worthy disciples of our Lord
God almighty.

Ezra Beachy, Kokomo, Ind.
As published in "Hear, Hear!" for Mar.

28, my article "Are We Listening for

God's Voice?" was missiing the last two
paragraphs which appeared on the back
of the sheet. Here is how my article con-
cluded:

When you build a church you focus on
program, when you build a ministry you
focus on people. When you build a
ministry you focus on the kingdom of

God. Where there is ministry, lives are
transformed. Where there is ministry,
Jesus will be exalted.

We are living in the greatest days in

history (Joel 2:28). Are we reaching for

that Spirit? Are we allowing it to touch
us? Are we allowing the Spirit to guide
us? Are we going to say yes to the voice of
the Holy Spirit? Are we going to let God
plant a vision in our heart that will not
die with discouragements that come? Are
you ready to listen and respond?

Stanley Kropf, churchwide agency
finance secretary

A church news story ("Finances Force

MBM to Reset Priorities," Mar. 21) noted
that Mennonite congregations are giving

a smaller and smaller percentage of their

offerings to churchwide agencies. The ar-

ticle states that in 1976 the amount sent

to churchwide agencies was 23 percent

and in 1987 it was only 7 percent.

It is true that congregations are retain-

ing a larger percentage of their offerings

for local use and churchwide boards are

receiving a smaller percentage. While the

23 percent and 7 percent figures are

mathematically correct, they do not tell

you that in 1984 congregations began
reporting disbursements in different cat-

egories, which resulted in a rather large

and significant drop in the amount
reported as given to the churchwide agen-

cies. This change makes the comparison
of the 1976 and 1987 figures inappropri-

ate.

The church offices have records of

congregational giving dating back to 1963,

and I believe this information contains a

significant word for the church. We are

now discussing with researchers what
work could and should be done to inter-

pret for the church what this data is say-

ing to us.

Gladys Kennel, Parkesburg, Pa.
I read with interest and appreciation

Kenneth Gibble's article on fasting (Mar.

14). It has been many years since I first

noted Christ's statement "when you fast"

and decided that fasting belongs in my
life as a Christian.

Fasting has served me well, as it has
freed much time for prayer. When habit

leads me to the kitchen for food on fasting

day, then I think, "This is not the time to

eat: this is the time to pray." I like this:

"Be clearminded and self-controlled so

that you can pray" (1 Pet. 4:7, NIV). To
me, fasting is a workable aid for "self-

control."

I have learned from experience that
telling a person that you are fasting and
praying for them makes them realize that

you really do care. My telling a person
this made her look at some of her life

choices. I praise God that she has chosen
the right and better road.

Do you like doing things for the glory of

God and for your own good? Try fasting,

if only for six hours.

It's also fun to send the money for the

food you didn't eat to Mennonite Central
Committee.

Beverly J. Short, Lynden, Wash.
I commend Glenn Lehman for his cour-

age and expenditure of energy in bringing

George Brunk and Norman Kraus to-

gether (Mar. 7). The photograph is a

powerful statement in itself. I would like

to see the two men shaking hands and
chatting comfortably with each other.

Obviously, this is not to be.

For me, Brunk and Kraus represent

two views of God. Brunk's God, from my
memory of his campaign in Pettisville,

Ohio, when I was young, is a God of judg-
ment, fear, and guilt. Kraus' God, from
my Protestant Christianity class at Go-
shen College, is a God of love, forgiveness,

and hope.

These two views remind me of the fable

of the sun and the wind: who is more
powerful—the element that blows and
pounds to force the person to take off his

coat, or the one that quietly but faithfully

envelopes the individual with warmth?
Perhaps God is using Mr. Lehman to

initiate reconciliation between brothers

in the faith.

If you're facing long-term health care,
practice writing lots of zeros.

pAVt<
OROE

There is a better way.
Mennonite Mutual Aid can
help you protect yourself and
your family with long-term
care insurance.

Your mutual aid counselor can
tell you how. Call today.

^2796 \

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
Goshen, Indiana 46526

Available only In certain anas.
Contact your mutual aid counselor
for more Information.
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Mennoscope
Publisher Luci Shaw will be the commence-
ment speaker for Associated Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminaries. The May 26 event will be

held at College Mennonite Church in Goshen,

Ind. Shaw is president of Harold Shaw Pub-

lishers in Wheaton, 111., which she and her late

husband, Harold, founded in 1968. She is also a

poet, editor, and lecturer.

Colorado pastor Marilyn Miller will be the

commencement speaker at Hesston College.

The school's 79th annual ceremonies are sched-

uled for May 21. Miller is currently pastor of

Boulder Mennonite Church. She is also a

graduate of Hesston and the daughter of form-

er Hesston president Milo Kauffman.

Thirty-five graduating students were honor-

ed by Conrad Grebel College during the ninth

annual baccalaureate service on Apr. 9. His-

tory graduate Bob Tees gave the student ad-

dress, and music professor Leonard Enns gave

the faculty address. The students will receive

their actual degrees from the University of

Waterloo, with which Conrad Grebel is af-

filiated. This was the final baccalaureate ser-

vice for President Ralph Lebold and chaplain

John Rempel, who are leaving the college this

summer.

Church-related job openings:

•Principal, Iowa Mennonite High School, Ka-

lona, Iowa, starting in August. The school has

150 students. Required are a master's degree

and administrative certification. Contact
board chairman Dean Shetler at R. 2, Box 138,

Keota, IA 52248; phone 515-636-2107.

•Faculty members, Johnstown (Pa.) Christian

School, starting this fall. Needed are a person

to teach Spanish and junior high subjects, a

music teacher for grades 3-12, and a person to

serve as high school principal and teach Bible.

Contact Luke Gascho at the school, R. 2, Box

166, Hollsopple, PA 15935; phone 814-288-2588.

• Volunteer staff, Betania Mennonite School,

Aibonito, Puerto Rico, starting this fall. Need-

ed are two English teachers, a maintenance

assistant, and a library assistant. These are

one-year assignments. Contact Eileen Rolon at

the 'school, Box 2007, Aibonito, PR 00609;

phone 809-735-7265.

New members
Weavers, Harrisonburg, Va.: Maretta

Blosser, Melanie Blosser, Vicki Early, and

Galan Yoder.

Holdeman, Wakarusa, Ind.: George R.

Bode by confession of faith.

Births

i m

YES teams depart for Belize, Haiti, and Alabama. Three Youth Evangelism

Service (YES) teams sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions left for

short-term assignments in Belize, Haiti, and Alabama on Apr. 17. They spent the

past three months in preparation at YES Discipleship Center in Baltimore. The team

members are: Front row (left to right)—Julia Arnold, Terri Yoder, Lisa Nafziger,

Becky Roth, Janelle Shenk, Rita Kamenowski, Nancy Speigle, and Arlene Hostetler.

Back row—Linford Stoltzfus, Dwayne Adkins, Kevin Boehmer, Marline Nafziger,

Phil Stauffer, Kurt Kreider, Harrison Velasquez, and Duane Miller.

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Bowman, Leon and Debi (King), Lanham,
Md., first child, Jessi Lynn, Mar. 15.

Burke, Todd and Dorie (Russell), Goshen,

Ind., first child, Alexis Lynn, Apr. 4.

Burkholder, Daryl and Susan (Miller), Ak-
ron, Pa., second and third children, first and
second daughters, Jillian Ranae and Justine

Elizabeth, Apr. 7.

Chapman, Tod and Monica (Hunter), Not-
tawa, Mich., second daughter, Kate Lynn, Mar.
31.

Foncannon, Floyd and Lisa (Bradberry),

Burlington, Colo., second child, first son, Jacob

Allen, Mar. 26.

Horst, Phil and Sandy (Voth), Lititz, Pa.,

second son, Peter Voth, Feb. 24.

Hostetler, Michael and Nancy (Jarchow),

West Liberty, Ohio, third daughter, Alyssa

Ann, Mar. 21.

Matthews, Lawrence and Louise (Lehman),

Bluffton, Ohio, fifth child, third son, Adrian

Dale, Mar. 31.

Mericle, Jason and Melinda, Norfolk, Va.,

third child, first son, Noah Kristoffer, Apr. 5.

Nussbaum, Don and Ellen (Welty), Dalton,

Ohio, second child, first son, Andrew Eugene,

Apr. 10.

Rensberger, Kirk and Tonia (Metzler), Nap-

panee, Ind., second son, Tyler Joe, Nov. 11.

Roth, Richard and Joyce (Olson), Tofield,

Alta., fifth child, first son, Kalen Dean, Mar.

29.

Schrock, Ezra and Dawn (Schlabaugh),

Iowa City, Iowa, first child, Megan Dawn, Apr.

7.

Staub, Wayne and Diane (Hostetler), Louis-

ville, Ohio, second son, Kayley Lorraine, Mar.

16.

Stutzman Amstutz, Lorraine and Jim, Bluf-

fton, Ohio, second son, Jordan Stutzman, Oct.

20.

Trout, Bud and Karmela (Thomas), Hollsop-

ple, Pa., third child, second daughter, Casey

Lynn, Mar. 9.

Troyer, Ron and Janet (Miller), Centerville,

Pa., third child, second daughter, Rachel Re-

nee, Jan. 15.

Weldy, Jerry and Bonnie (Roberts), Wa-
karusa, Ind., first child, Casey Wayne, Dec. 28.

Wittrig, Jay and Lori (St. John), Hopedale,

111., second child, first son, Edward Jay, Mar.

27.

Knechel-Constanzer. Brent Knechel, Sou-

derton, Pa., Towamencin cong., and Diane

Constanzer, Souderton, Pa., United Church of

Christ, by John Niederhaus, Mar. 18.

Landen-Speigle. Ray Landen, Church of

God, and Carol Speigle, Holly Grove cong.,

Westover, Md., by Sharon Speigle and Jack

Scandrett, Dec. 17.

Sweigart-Grimes. Dirk Sweigart, Newark,
Del, Forest Hills cong., and Angela Grimes,

Westfield, N.J., Catholic Church, by Thomas
Richstatter and J. Lester Graybill, Mar. 4.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald " if the address is supplied.

Clemens-Derstine. Brian K. Clemens, Har-

leysville, Pa., Calvary Church, and Sandra L.

Derstine, Dublin, Pa., Franconia cong., by

John L. Derstine, Feb. 18.

Obituaries

Carrier, Katie Lynn, daughter of Tony and

Sonya K. (Schrock) Carrier, was born at Har-

risonburg, Va., Feb. 9, 1989; died of men-
ingococcal infection at University of Virginia

Medical Center, Charlottesville, Va., Mar. 26,

1989; aged one m. 17 d. Surviving are one

brother (Thomas Clay), paternal grandparents

(Noland and Dot Carrier), maternal grand-

parents (Herman and Katherine Schrock), and
great-grandparents (Maudie Lynn Carrier,

Clay and Nellie Puffenbarger, and Katie

Miller). Funeral services were held at Lindsey

Funeral Home, in charge of Lynn Miller and

Wilmer Crummett; interment in Eastlawn Me-
morial Gardens.

Detweiler, Kathryn M. Clemmer, daugh-

ter of Jonas and Mayme (Moyer) Clemmer, was
born in Montgomery Co., Pa., Dec. 28, 1911;

died at Grand View Hospital, Sellersville, Pa.,

Apr. 2, 1989; aged 77 y. Surviving are one

daughter (Jean D. Detweiler), one son (Merrill

C), 8 grandchildren, 16 great-grandchildren,

and one sister (Pearl Smith). She was a mem-
ber of Franconia Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Apr. 6, in charge

of Paul M. Lederach, John L. Derstine, and
Floyd M. Hackman; interment in Franconia

Church Cemetery.
Eby, Ellen Berlene Christophel, daughter

of Weslev and Amanda (Miller) Christophel,

was born at Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 22, 1910; died of

cancer at Green Hills, West Liberty, Ohio,

Apr. 5, 1989; aged 79 y. On Dec. 22, 1931, she

was married to Russell Eby, who survives.

Also surviving are one son (Clare Eby), one

daughter (Jeannette Kay Hostetler), 2 grand-
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sons, and one sister (Mary Olive Martin). She
was preceded in death by one brother (Wendell
Christophel). She was a member of South
Union Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Apr. 8, in charge of Lynn
Miller; interment in South Union Church Cem-
etery.

Geiser, Warren R., son of David E. and Ida
(Forrer) Geiser, was born at Orrville, Ohio,
Jan. 26, 1922; died at Aultman Hospital, Can-
ton, Ohio, Apr. 6, 1989; aged 67 y. On Oct. 20,
1946, he was married to Phyllis Greenbank,
who survives. Also surviving are one son (Lar-
ry), 3 daughters (Nancy Kauffmann, Linda
Lingle, and Eunice Geiser), 3 grandchildren,
and 2 brothers (Lester and Elmer). He was a
member of Orrville Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Apr. 8, in charge
of John P. and Barbara Moyer Lehman; inter-
ment in Crownhill Church Cemetery.

Hartzler, Lester Thomas, son of Leroy and
Sadie (Kauffman) Hartzler, was born on June
11, 1939; died of injuries sustained when he
was struck by a passing motorist while walk-
ing along the highway, Apr. 3, 1989; aged 49 y.
He was married to Sara Peachey, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are 2 daughters (Sherri
Brubaker and Jennifer Hartzler) and his fath-
er. Funeral services were held at Valley
Central United Church of Christ on Apr. 6, in

charge of Bernie Zerkel and Ivan Yoder. Me-
morial services were held at Maple Grove Men-
nonite Church, Belleville, Pa., on Apr. 7, in

charge of Robert Hartzler and Jerry Weaver;
interment in Locust Grove Cemetery.

Hiss, Sarah Catherine Davidhizar, daugh-
ter of Enos and Martha (Beutler) Davidhizar,
was born at Wakarusa, Ind., July 25, 1907; died
at Greencroft Nursing Center, Goshen, Ind.,
Apr. 8, 1989; aged 81 y. On Nov. 30, 1963, she
was married to Frank L. Hiss, who died on
June 20, 1965. Surviving are 2 stepchildren
(Mary Jane Twomey and Bernard J. Hiss), 12
stepgrandchildren, 6 step-great-grandchildren,
one sister (Bertha Davidhizar), and 4 brothers
(George, Otis, Henry, and Manford). She was
preceded in death by one stepdaughter (Helen
O'Connell). She was a member of Holdeman
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Apr. 12, in charge of Sam Troyer
and James Davidhizar; interment in Olive
West Cemetery.

Kauffman, G. Bernice Wolfer, daughter of
Henry and Mary (Mayberry) Wolfer, was born
at Albany, Oreg., June 25, 1910; died at Green
Hills Care Center, West Liberty, Ohio, Apr. 3,

1989; aged 78 y. On Sept. 3, 1933, she was mar-
ried to Jacob Michael Kauffman, who died on
May 17, 1977. Surviving are 2 daughters (Iris

Esch and Janice Diedrich), 3 sons (David A.,
Eldon R., and Dennis H.), 3 brothers (Melvin,
Russell, and Sanford Wolfer), and 2 sisters
(Delores Baker and Rhoda Olsen). She was pre-
ceded in death by 2 sisters. She was a member
of South Union Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Apr. 7, in charge
of Lynn Miller; interment in South Union
Church Cemetery.
Kuhns, Amanda Miller, daughter of Noah

P. and Fannie (Miller) Miller, was born at Mid-
dlefield, Ohio, Nov. 18, 1906; died at Country
Lawn Nursing Home, Harmon, Ohio, Mar. 14,

1989; aged 82 y. She was married to William
Kuhns, Sr., who died on May 12, 1985. Surviv-
ing are 3 daughters (Fannie Shoup, Lydia
Dews, and Mabel Snyder), 3 sons (Henry,
Samuel, and William Kuhns, Jr.), 32 grand-
children, 46 great-grandchildren, and 2 broth-
ers (Dan N. and Andy N.). She was a member
of Longenecker Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Mar. 17, in
charge of Albert C. Slabach; interment in

Longenecker Cemetery.
Michalovic, Elsie Riban, daughter of Mich-

ael and Anna Riban, was born in Chicago, 111.,

Oct. 10, 1912; died at Americana-Monticello
Healthcare Center, Oak Lawn, 111., Mar. 17,

1989; aged 76 y. In 1936, she was married to
Stephen Michalovic, who died on Dec. 23, 1987.
Surviving are 4 daughters (Barbara
Castellano, Phyllis Weinhold, Nancy Pena, and
Marie Wheeler), 2 sons (Stephen, Jr., and
Thomas), 16 grandchildren, 6 great-grand-
children, and 2 sisters (Ann Mally and Sue
Bowbin). She was preceded in death by 2
brothers (John and Steve). She was a member
of Mennonite Community Chapel. Funeral ser-
vices were held at Vasquez Funeral Home in

Chicago and at Lawndale Mennonite Church in

charge of Samuel Pagan; interment in Claren-
don Hills Cemetery.

Ropp, Nancy Erb, daughter of Christian G.
and Lena (Brenneman) Erb, was born in Welle-
sley Twp., Pa., Jan. 22, 1896; died at Morn-
ington Twp., Ont., Mar. 22, 1989; aged 93 y. On
Apr. 10, 1932, she was married to Menno Ropp,
who died on Aug. 16, 1976. Surviving are one
daughter (Madeline Poole), one son (Christian
Ropp), 8 grandchildren, and 2 great-grand-
children. She was a member of Poole Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Mar. 25, in charge of David Brubacher;
interment in Poole Mennonite Church
Cemetery.

Roth, Harvey J., son of Joseph Simon and
Barbara (Nafziger) Roth, was born at East
Lynne, Mo., Sept. 19, 1907; died at his home in

Garden City, Mo., Mar. 20, 1989; aged 81 y. On
Feb. 18, 1932, he was married to Mary Ada
Hershberger, who died on Nov. 19, 1985. Sur-
viving are 2 daughters (Wilma Roth and Fran-
ces Stalter), one son (Vernon), and 6 grand-
children. One infant son (Robert) preceded him
in death. He was a member of Sycamore Grove
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Mar. 24, in charge of Darrell Zook
and Allen Zook; interment in Clearfork
Cemetery.

Schantz, Delia Edith Yoder, daughter of

Joseph K. and Magdalena (Stride) Yoder, was
born at Meadows, 111., on Feb. 4, 1903; died at

Southwestern Memorial Hospital, Weather-
ford, Okla., Mar. 21, 1989; aged 86 y. On May
22, 1926, she was married to Henry A. Schantz,
who died in 1987. Surviving are 2 sisters

(Katherine West and Ruby Laubaugh). She
was preceded in death by 2 sons (Robert Joseph
and James Richard).

Shonk, Mary Kolb, daughter of Tobias and
Catherine (Sylvius) Kolb, was born at Trail,

Ohio, Sept. 25, 1893; died at Pomerene Me-
morial Hospital, Millersburg, Ohio, Mar. 22,

1989; aged 95 y. She was married to Lee C.
Shonk, who died on Dec. 1, 1983. Surviving are
2 daughters (Ida Little and Mabel), one son
(James A.), 9 grandchildren, 21 great-grand-
children, and 2 great-great-grandchildren. She
was a member of Longenecker Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Mar. 25, in charge of Albert C. Slabach; inter-

ment in Kolb Cemetery.
Smucker, Pearl A. Detweiler, daughter of

Jacob and Mattie (King) Detweiler, was born in

Logan Co., Ohio, June 22, 1903; died at Green
Hills Center, West Liberty, Ohio, Mar. 30,

1989; aged 85 y. On June 22, 1930, she was mar-
ried to Chauncey Smucker, who survives. Also
surviving are 2 sons (Robert and Joseph), 3
daughters (Donna Plank, Mary Lou Plank, and
Ann Mast), 14 grandchildren, 11 great-grand-
children, and one sister (Dorothy Hostetler).
She was preceded in death by one son (John), 2
brothers, and 2 sisters. She was a member of
Oak Grove Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Apr. 2, in charge of Larry
Augsburger; interment in Oak Grove Ceme-
tery.

Tisdale, David M., son of Robert and Nettie

(Long) Tisdale, was born at Lyndhurst, Va.,
Jan. 10, 1910; died at Stuarts Draft, Va., Apr.
1, 1989. He was married to Viola Brydge, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 sisters (Elva
Mays and Reba Tisdale). He was a member of
Lynside Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Apr. 4, in charge of Dan
Smucker, Alvin Graber, and Herman Ropp;
interment in Riverview Cemetery.
Yoder, Alice Hamilton, daughter of Elias

and Elzora (Simmons) Hamilton, was born at
Albany, Oreg., Nov. 28, 1900; died Feb. 24
1989; aged 88 y. On May 23, 1926, she was mar-
ried to Joe H. Yoder, who preceded her in
death. Surviving are one son (Gayle J.), one
daughter (Phoebe Longacre), one granddaugh-
ter, 2 sisters, and 2 brothers. She was a mem-
ber of Berean Mennonite Church, Phoenix,
Ariz.

Yoder, Jonathan Z., son of Christian B. and
Fannie E. (Kauffman) Yoder, was born in
Huntingdon Co., Pa., Dec. 24, 1900; died at
Valley View Haven, Belleville, Pa., Apr. 6,

1989; aged 88 y. In 1924, he was married to Bar-
bara Y. Sharp, who died on Aug. 27, 1958. In
1961, he was married to Mattie S. Kauffman,
who died on June 23, 1988. Surviving are 3 sons
(Melvin C, John L., and Lee M.), 2 daughters
(Mary Yoder and Ruth Ann Metzler), 18 grand-
children, 19 great-grandchildren, 5 sisters
(Nancy Yoder, Fannie M. Yoder, Mary M.
Yoder, Susie E. Peachey, and Nora A. Yoder),
and one brother (Samuel C). He was a member
of Beth-El Mennonite Church. Funeral services
were held at Locust Grove Mennonite Church
on Apr. 8, in charge of Jonathan E. Yoder, Roy
L. Yoder, Max Zook, Erie Renno, and Ivan E.
Yoder; interment in Locust Grove Cemetery.

Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Goshen, Ind., May 4-

Mennonite Board of Education board of directors, Elkhart,
Ind., May 5-6

Rocky Mountain Conference annual assembly, Palmer Lake,
Colo., May 5-7

Franconia Conference spring assembly, Philadelphia, Pa., May
6

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y.,
May 13

Eastern Mennonite Seminary commencement, Harrisonburg,
Va., May 20

Hesston College commencement, Hesston, Kans., May 21
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries commissioning

service, Elkhart, Ind., May 25
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries commencement,

Elkhart, Ind., May 26
Southwest Conference midyear meeting, Los Angeles, Calif.,

May 27-29

Goshen Biblical Seminary board of overseers, Elkhart, Ind.,

June 1-2

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries board meeting,
Elkhart, Ind., June 1-3

North Central Conference annual meeting, Bloomfield, Mont.,
June 2-4

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

June 8-10

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-
tors, June 9-10

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., June 9-10
Keystone Bible Institute annual board meeting, Lancaster,

Pa., June 12

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., June
13

Allegheny Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Somerset, Pa., June 15

Franklin Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Chambersburg, Pa., June 16

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-

gional conference, New York, N. Y., June 20-21

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Scottdale, Pa.,

June 22-24

Northwest Conference annual meeting, Three Hills, Alta.,

June 30-July 2
Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General

Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Islam is world's fastest growing
religion, say population experts

Islam is the world's fastest growing re-

ligion, and by the year 2020, Muslims
could double in population to 1.9 billion

—

25 percent of humanity, population ex-

perts John Weeks and Saad Gadalla of

San Diego State University say. Their

study, "The Demography of Islamic Na-
tions," is being distributed by the Wash-
ington-based Population Reference Bu-

reau, a private group.

Weeks attributes the growth mainly to

the low incomes prevalent throughout the

Islamic world. When the economic situa-

tion and the status of women go up, he

says, the fertility rate goes down. The
birth rate among people in Muslim coun-

tries is about 42 per 1,000 compared to

fewer than 34 in other developing coun-

tries and only 13 in the Western world, he

explains.

Churches in U.S. and Soviet cities

begin exchange program
Seattle churches will send 10,000 Bibles

to churches in Leningrad under a Seattle-

Leningrad sister churches program
spearheaded by the Church Council of

Greater Seattle. As part of the exchange
plans, Russian Orthodox seminarians will

come to Seattle this summer to lead

church camp programs. Leaders of the

Seattle church council foresee continuing

mutual-support links between churches
in the two cities. A key Leningrad coordi-

nator is Vladimir Sorokin, head of the

Russian Orthodox seminary in that city

and a strong supporter of evangelist Billy

Graham.

Evangelicals discuss evangelism
with WCC representatives

Evangelicals discussed evangelism
with World Council of Churches repre-

sentatives at a significant but low-profile

meeting in Stuttgart, West Germany, re-

cently. The evangelicals represented Lau-
sanne Committee for World Evangeliza-
tion and World Evangelical Fellowship.

The group did not issue any formal state-

ment.

Two of the participants released a
statement saying the meeting was "con-

ducted in a spirit of love and understand-
ing, even though there were at times dis-

agreements on theological and methodo-
logical issues. There was a stimulating
discussion regarding commitment to the

cause of world evangelization." The two
were Anglican Bishop David Gitari of

Kenya and West German Lutheran of-

ficial Walter Arnold. Gitari, former
chairman of the WEF Theological Com-
mission, is now vice-moderator of the

WCC Commission on World Mission and
Evangelism.

Another participant was Herman
Luben, director of the National Council of

Churches' newly formed Worship and
Evangelism Commission. He said the

meeting is indicative of a broadening ecu-

menical dialogue, but cautioned that divi-

sions still run deep and will not easily be

erased.

Denver radio minister planned crisis

to raise funds, magazine says
Bob Larson, the Denver-based radio

minister, planned a "crisis campaign" to

generate sympathy and donations from
his listening audience, according to a

story in a recent issue of Christianity To-

day. The magazine reported that Larson
told listeners in a taped announcement
Dec. 26 and 27 that he had been "ordered"

by doctors to leave the microphone tem-
porarily—due to stress—and asked for

donations during his absence "to keep the

vision alive." However, Christianity To-

day quoted a memorandum dated Nov. 7

from Bob Larson Ministries employees
that proposed "a crisis for the last two
weeks in December" in which an an-

nouncement would be made that would
"plead to the conscious (sic) and sym-
pathy aspects of the listeners/donors."

Coalition asks Notre Dame to

discontinue annual boxing match
The National Coalition on Television

Violence is asking the University of Notre

Dame to discontinue an annual boxing

match that is held to raise funds for Holy
Cross Missions in Bangladesh. The anti-

violence group, based in Champaign, 111.,

said it is "hopeful that Notre Dame will

be more sensitive to the moral and psy-

chological issues raised by this sport and
set an example for the Olympics." Notre
Dame, a Catholic school, has been holding

the boxing matches on campus since 1923.

NCC has deeper problems than
finances, says 'crisis' committee

Finances are not the main problem of

the National Council of Churches but,

rather, are symptomatic of deeper issues

of authority and identity, says a special

"Committee of Fifteen" commissioned to

address the American organization's "cri-

sis" situation. The committee is proposing
that NCC be restructured into three
program units and an administrative

"General Secretariat," with members of

the NCC governing board distributed
among the program unit oversight com-
mittees.

Board members thus would be closer to

the funding and programming operations

of the units. The committee's proposal

retains Church World Service as one of

the program units. (In recent disputes,

CWS has asked for its own board and a

measure of autonomy.)
"It is our conviction that the issues of

identity and authority can no longer re-

main unresolved," the committee said.

"The health and wholeness of the ecu-

menical movement in this country, not

only the National Council of Churches, is

at stake."

White church calls apartheid 'sin,'

but refuses to oppose laws
For a brief time during a special five-

day consultation between white, black,

and mixed-race churches in South Africa,

it appeared the country's leading white
church had made a historic break with

the past in denouncing apartheid. The
final result of the meeting, however, was
the same as that of earlier sessions on the

issue: inspiring words but little action.

While representatives of the white es-

tablishment Dutch Reformed Church at

the meeting condemned the ideology of

apartheid as a "sin," representatives of

black and mixed-race churches expressed

frustration that the white church failed

to challenge specific aspects of South
Africa's apartheid laws. The action was
the first apparent formal declaration by
the white church that apartheid is a sin

but it was not the first time such a decla-

ration had been considered.

Some Christians still behind bars

in Soviet Union, says California group
Despite recent reports that all religious

prisoners in the Soviet Union have been
released, one organization that ministers

to Christians in religiously restricted

countries takes a different view. Accord-

ing to Open Doors of Santa Ana, Calif.,

there are still some Christians behind
bars in the Soviet Union, even though
they might not qualify as "religious

prisoners," strictly speaking.

Jeff Taylor, development director for

Open Doors' U.S. operations, said there

are still 24 Christians in jails in the Soviet

Union on a variety of charges arising

from their religious convictions. Some,
said Taylor, are in jail because they re-

fused on religious grounds to serve in the

military. Others may have been arrested,

he said, for distributing Bibles or other

religious materials considered "anti-So-

viet propaganda."
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The faith of the sower
Some years ago I attended a meeting in Chicago

in early May. On Sunday morning I went to wor-
ship at a downtown Lutheran church and was
surprised to see the sermon title "The Faith of the
Sower." It seemed odd that a congregation in the

heart of a city with nothing but masonry around
it should be addressed on a topic related to farm-
ing.

It may be that the preacher was a generation
behind. I believe that Midwestern Lutherans, like

many North American Mennonites, were princi-

pally rural people until after World War II. In

any case, I seem to recall that the text for the

sermon was Psalm 126 and that text uses sowing
and reaping as word pictures for larger issues

which the poet wished to consider.

On the other hand, it is worth observing that

literal sowing and reaping are as important for

the people of Chicago as for anybody else. It is

just that they have become far removed from the

processes of food production. Food is something
found in packages in the supermarket. People in

cities are hostage to those who produce,

transport, and market food. As long as these

systems function well, so do they. But war,
famine, or fuel shortage can disrupt the system.

It is spring and planting time in the northern
hemisphere. It is time for us who still live near
and work in the land to cultivate the soil and com-
mit the seeds to it in hope. Planting as I do
usually requires haste. Plant this evening, for

tomorrow it may rain. This lacks the poignance of

sowing in tears, as Psalm 126 puts it, but it

reminds me that planting is not a casual activity.

Also, with a vegetable garden, it is a commit-
ment. There will be weeding and possible fighting

against insects or animals before there is harvest.

There are reasons why numbers of persons pass
by on the other side and leave gardening to the

Samaritans.

The commercialization of food production has
brought efficiencies which make food one of the

lesser items in the average family's budget. (Not
necessarily the budgets of the poor.) Food, as any
farmer will tell you, is too cheap. But this com-
mercialized efficiency brings with it certain

dangers. One is the danger of adulteration, either

through carelessness or to obtain greater profit.

Another is danger to natural resources, particu-

larly the soil.

In a book of essays titled Home Economics
(North Point Press, 1987) Wendell Berry com-
ments on some of these dangers. Berry, who
seems to be a sort of philosopher from somewhere
in Kentucky, criticizes particularly the produc-
tion model of agriculture which is borrowed from
the industrial economy. He notes that this in-

dustrial economy has been able to increase

production many times but does not acknowledge
the ultimate costs of this.

As an example of this model applied to agricul-

ture, he mentions a Holstein cow who can
produce 50,000 pounds of milk in a year. But what
does she cost in terms of grain of which the
availability is dependent on cheap petroleum as

well as the possible loss of from five to 20 bushels
of topsoil per bushel of grain produced? Also,

what if her coming drives additional dairy

farmers out of business? The industrial economy
would not assume the same number of farmers
having fewer cows, but less farmers having the

same or even more cows.

Berry writes in support of the family farm, an
endangered model today, and notes particularly

Amish farmers as examples of those who can
make a living while treating the land with
respect. He cites the example of one David Kline
in eastern Ohio, who in a recent year had a net

yearly income of $25,000 on a farm of 123 acres.

That is not a large income today, but neither

would it be seen as a sign of poverty, particularly

on a farm where one can provide considerable of

the family's resources from the farm itself.

It occurs to me that at least two observations

grow out of this topic. For one, the very life of our
civilization is dependent on the faith of the sower,

and we had best not forget it. The irony, of

course, is that by the combination of fossil fuels

and technology, the problem in developed coun-

tries seems to be too much food rather than too

little. Yet experiences such as drought or crop

disease will soon remind us that starvation waits

in the wings.

For another, in line with Jesus' snappy
response to the devil in Matthew 4:4, food alone is

not enough. The point of Psalm 126 is not a literal

harvest, but the restoration of community-
peace with God and good relationships among
people. This is the ultimate dream of those who
sow in faith.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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Centuries later

we read Joel's

prophecy and we

read about the

coming of the

Spirit on the day

of Pentecost.

What is in

it for us?



The vindication of Joel
by Christine H. Wenger

The prophet Joel brought a word from the Lord
in a time of national disaster. Locusts had swept
through the country like an army. They had
munched and crunched their way through the
grainfields, vineyards, and orchards. The land
they left behind was like a desert.

Wheat and barley crops were gone. Grapevines
were bare. Olive and fruit trees were stripped of
even their bark. There would be no harvest. No
bread, oil, or wine—not even for offerings to take
to the house of the Lord. In addition to the
locusts, there was also a drought: streams had
run dry, and herds, flocks, and wild animals were
suffering from a shortage of water and pasture.

The vision that the Holy Spirit

would be poured out upon all

people was fulfilled in ways

which Joel had not foreseen.

In this time of calamity, the prophet Joel called
on the people to repent, for he saw the invasion of
locusts as a sign that the day of the Lord was
near; the Lord was sitting in judgment on his own
people. The locusts were like an army with the
Lord at its head. How could anyone endure this

dreadful day of the Lord?
Yet Joel had confidence in the love and mercy

of the Lord. He appealed to the priests to call all

the people together for fasting and prayer, an
assembly from which no one was to be excused—
not even the elderly, the newly-married, or in-

fants. If all Judah pleaded for the Lord to spare

Christine H. Wenger, Altoona, Pa., is an Allegheny
Conference leader and a former missionary in Africa.

them, if they returned to the Lord with all their
hearts, perhaps the Lord would save them from
this disaster and also from the contempt of sur-
rounding nations.

As so often before in the history of the people of
Israel, the Lord answered. He drove away the
destroying hordes of locusts and sent abundant
rain which caused the earth to produce bounti-
fully, more than making up for what the locusts
had destroyed. There was again food for both hu-
mans and animals, domestic and wild. Offerings
could again be brought before the Lord.
As Joel pondered what might be done to keep

the people from straying away from the Lord, he
saw what the Lord would do in the future. The
Lord would pour out his Spirit on all people.
There would be wonders in the heavens and on
earth. Everyone who called upon the name of the
Lord would receive the Lord's Spirit and would be
saved.

Centuries later Jesus' disciples, some women,
and his mother and brothers were waiting. They
were not sure what to expect. Jesus had told them
to wait in Jerusalem a few days until they were
baptized with the Holy Spirit. They would be
"clothed with power from on high" (Luke 24:49b).

As the group waited, they prayed. How would
they know when the Spirit came? Would they
recognize this gift Jesus was sending them?
Then on the day of Pentecost the believers were

all together, and the Spirit came. It was obvious
from what they heard and saw that something
momentous was occurring. They heard a sound
like a violent wind; they saw something like

tongues of fire separating and resting on each
person. They all began speaking in other lan-

guages. A large crowd soon gathered to find out
what the noise was all about. Each person in the
crowd heard these Galileans speaking in his own
native language. They were amazed. What was
happening? What did it mean? A few began to

mock the believers: "They've been drinking!"

Peter and the apostles stood up. It was time to

clarify what had occurred. Just as the Spirit had
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enabled the believers to communicate in many
languages, telling of the wonders God was doing,

so the Spirit gave Peter insight into this happen-
ing. "Listen, all of you," he began. "These people

are not drunk: it's still too early in the morning
for that. This is what the prophet Joel spoke
about."

Peter had been prepared for this moment. He
had been with Jesus. He had heard Jesus teach
and seen Jesus do many miracles. His own
mother-in-law had been healed. But Peter had not
accepted everything without question. Peter
confessed Jesus as the Christ, but shortly af-

terward when Jesus said the Son of Man would be
rejected, killed, and rise again (Mark 8:31), Peter
took Jesus aside and rebuked him.

Later Peter denied knowing Jesus, and Jesus
looked at him. Peter must have recognized love

and forgiveness, for he remembered Jesus had
said Peter would disown him three times. Peter
had seen the empty tomb. Peter had been among
the disciples when the risen Jesus explained to

them again what he had told them before his

death. What was written about him in the Scrip-

tures had to be fulfilled: the Messiah had to suffer
and rise from death on the third day.

After the Holy Spirit came upon them, Jesus
told them, they would have power. The Spirit

came and Peter was ready. Having been among
those who had just spoken the wonders of God in

languages they themselves did not understand,
Peter explained that this was what the prophet
Joel had foreseen! Before this time God had filled

with his Spirit only a few individuals—those spe-

cial messengers, prophets, or other leaders of the
people for whom the Lord had a special task. Now
the Holy Spirit was being poured out on all man-
ner of people. Now everyone could call upon God.

Hearing Peter's sermon, the people were *cut to

the heart" and asked Peter what they should do.

Peter told them to repent and be baptized in the
name of Jesus so that their sins would be for-

given. They would receive the gift of the Holy
Spirit. "The promise is for you and your children
and for all who are far off—for all whom the Lord
our God will call" (Acts 2:39). Luke tells us that

3,000 believed that day and were baptized.

Centuries later we read Joel's prophecy and we
read about the coming of the Spirit on the day of

Pentecost. What is in it for us?

First, when we are in crisis we can rely on God
to be with us and help us. Whether the crisis is a
consequence of our own sin or others' sin or is a
natural disaster, Joel and Peter both challenge us
to check out our relationship with God. If we turn
to God with all our hearts, confess our sins, and

ask for mercy, the Lord hears and answers, often

in unexpected ways.

Peter also called people to repent. Those listen-

ing to Peter that day had rejected Jesus the

Messiah whom God had raised to life. Peter called

them to repent and be baptized in the name of

The Spirit is here. If we surrender

control of our Siwes to the Lord
?

he can do wonders.

Jesus, and the blessings of forgiveness and the

Holy Spirit would be theirs. They could rely on
God to keep this promise. So can we.

Second, "everyone who calls upon the name of

the Lord" includes more people than either Joel or

Peter expected. Joel understood "everyone" to

refer to all of the Lord's own people in Judah and
Jerusalem who called upon his name. Peter said

the promise was for them and their children "and
for all who are far off" (Acts 2:39). He saw the

Spirit poured out upon Jews from many countries

who had come to Jerusalem for Pentecost. But it

took another vision and a voice from heaven for

Peter to understand that "everyone" included
Gentiles like Cornelius—the devout centurion.

In his lifetime Peter saw the Holy Spirit poured
out upon Jews, Samaritans, Gentiles, and those
who had previously known only John's baptism.
Thus the vision that the Holy Spirit would be
poured out upon all people was fulfilled in ways
which Joel and even Peter had not foreseen. The
vision was larger than the prophet. What God
had planned for those who called upon him was
beyond the expectation of the persons who pro-

claimed it.

I suspect it still is. We sometimes act as though
"everyone" means "those like me" or "those al-

ready in our congregation." We resist the Spirit

as though we are afraid of what the Lord will ask
of us. Disruption and change are threatening to

many of us. No matter how flawed or mundane,
the familiar offers a comforting sense of security.

But the Spirit is here. If we surrender control

of our lives to the Lord, he can do wonders. The
Spirit enables us to live in close communion with
the Lord. In tune with the Spirit we are able to

live in obedience, following every leading of the
Spirit. Q
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Wind and Fire: the real

meaning of Pentecost
by John M. Miller

Some 120 gathered in harmonious, united
prayer in an upper room in Jerusalem. Sudden
sounds of a rushing wind; surprising sights of

flames of fire; exuberant expressions of praise in

different languages. What does it mean for the
church today?

Special interests. Pentecost Sunday has be-

come open game for promoting special interests. I

recently resubscribed to Sojourners. For several

years this Christian journal has promoted a
public peace witness on this day. Sure enough,
the first issue I received prominently advocated

Pentecost is not the birthday of

the church but the day of its anointing
with power.

"Stand for Truth: From Pentecost to Soweto."
The call comes "for persons of faith across the na-
tion to help end U.S. support of the apartheid
regime in South Africa." They seek to build "upon
our past successes with Peace Pentecost events"
(March 1989, p. 5).

Similarly, Mennonite World Conference has
advocated that Mennonites observe this day in

celebration of denominational unity around the
world. (See Gospel Herald, Mar. 21, 1989, p. 201).

I once commented to a MWC leader that at least it

is a good sign that Mennonite churches have an
awareness of Pentecost day of significant

Christian celebration. But, we may be in danger
of missing the central biblical meaning of one of

the most important days in the Christian year!

And this year Mother's Day falls on the same
Sunday. It seems possible that most of our
churches will sacrifice the liturgical calendar for

that of popular festivity.

Let me say immediately that I support efforts

to end apartheid in South Africa and to promote
understanding of Christian unity and denomina-
tional identity. I even favor celebration of

Mother's Day in some suitable way. But I believe

that in overlooking Pentecost's central message
we lose something important for the life and mis-
sion of the church.

John M. Miller, Quakertown, Pa., is a church-planting
facilitator and Hispanic church consultant for Franconia
Conference. He served formerly as a missionary and then
mission professor.

In recent years the importance of Pentecost for
our theology of the Holy Spirit has been
vigorously discussed. Some have referred to the
normative nature of the "official statement" of

the Mennonite Church, which says: "The New
Testament use of the language of being baptized
with the Spirit is either in relation to the original

event at Pentecost or subsequently to the be-

stowal of the Spirit at the time of conversion."
Authors added italics according to their personal
theological predisposition, but the theological sig-

nificance of Pentecost has not been clearly defined.

All this calls for careful study of what the
church originally experienced at Pentecost and
what that means for our understanding of the
work of the Holy Spirit in the church today. I

believe that we must continually return to the
New Testament sources for correction of our per-
sonal and collectively shared understandings of

Christian truth.

The crucifixion, the resurrection, and the as-

cension are major events in the culmination of

Jesus' life and ministry. Pentecost stands along
with these, marking the transition to the life and
ministry of the church as the extension of God's
work through Christ in the world.

Two books differ. Luke and John both report
Jesus' encounter with the disciples on the evening
of resurrection day. There are similarities in the
accounts. They tell of Jesus unexpectedly appear-
ing in the midst of the disciples and showing his

pierced hands and feet as identification and
perhaps as signs of the completed atonement.
Both give a form of the great commission. And
both report teaching about the impartation of the
Holy Spirit. But the central theme of this teach-
ing about the Spirit varies. The difference is

particularly important for understanding the
meaning of Pentecost.

Luke gives Jesus' interpretation of his passion

as the fulfillment of prophecy. In character with
his Gospel, he emphasizes that repentance and
forgiveness of sins shall be preached in Jesus'

name to all the nations. He reports Jesus' state-

ment that he will send the "promise of my Father
upon you" and his command to wait patiently "in

the city, until you are clothed with power from on
high." The passage strongly focuses on waiting
for the outpoured Spirit as an investiture of
power. Luke makes no mention of an impartation
of the Holy Spirit on this occasion.

John, in character (cf. 16:33), notes the word of

peace to the disciple group and reports Jesus
sending the disciples into the world as the Father
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has sent him. Jesus then inbreathes them, com-
mands, "Receive the Holy Spirit," and entrusts

them with the ministry of remitting and retain-

ing sins. The passage makes no mention of a com-
mand to tarry for a future giving of the Spirit for

power in ministry.

Interpreters differ. How do these two narra-

tives define our understanding of Pentecost? In-

terpreters differ about whether the Spirit was
actually imparted to the disciples on resurrection

day. However, the view that the Holy Spirit was
not given to the church until Pentecost is no

longer accepted by all. F. F. Bruce, straddling the

issue, comments:

It is a relevant paint that Luke appears

generally to think of the Spirit as coming with

power—with external manifestation—whereas
the incident recorded by John is marked by none

of the visible and audible phenomena ofActs 2,

and may be regarded as the inward an ticipation

of the outward manifestation ofPentecost.— "The

New International Commentary on theNew
Testament: The Book ofActs, "p. 33

What he means by the last clause is far from
clear. A more satisfactory explanation is that

John and Luke describe two phases or dimensions
of the impartation of the Holy Spirit that are

sequential and in no way contradictory. Let me
explain.

John 3:16

"For God so loved the world,

"

we testified over and over

until the sparrows outside

the country church seemed
to echo our words.

We paid no attention.

Our words got lost somewhere
between the pews
and the corrugated tin roof.

It was a verse to fill a lack,

and we said it often

unaware of the words
but needing the shape of the sound.

Did we believe the promise,

accept the gift?

We never asked.

—Elmer Suderman

Reprinted with permission from Time ofSinging

Some hold that Luke and John created narra-

tives to express a theology, and that John 20:19-23

is John's equivalent to the Lucan Pentecost. Thus
Johannine theology does not require a Pentecost

event. Such a view is not satisfactory to one who
believes in the historical accuracy of the accounts.

Granted that each writer selectively records

details that fulfill his theological purpose, but the

interpretation given here assumes that neither

falsifies the record to achieve that purpose. Nor
has John become senile and forgotten the event of

Pentecost. One may surmise that writing later

than Luke, he seeks to provide a more complete
theological framework for the church by supple-

menting the Lucan account with his important
recollection of what happened on the day of resur-

rection.

When John reports that Jesus breathed into

them and said, "Receive the Holy Spirit," he uses

the same word by which the Septuagint

translates the Genesis text that God "breathed

into" Adam's nostrils the breath of life. He may

The Mennonite Church must have
Pentecostal power to share Christ's

mission to the world.

intentionally echo the account of the first crea-

tion to highlight this as an occasion of the new
creation. Thus, he implies the disciples'

experience of the new birth (cf. ch. 3) and the

fulfillment of Jesus' promise in 14:15-17 that he
will give another Counselor to be with them
forever. The one who at that time dwelt with

them now abides within. In line with his em-
phasis on the Holy Spirit as agent of the new
birth he shows that the inbreathed Spirit gives

life to the church.

The impartation of the Spirit connects to the

disciples being sent into the world. The church,

born of the Spirit, is entrusted with the ministry

of reconciling grace. The commission here implies

that being in the world is the essence of mission
and grounds ministry in the new being. This un-
dergirds but does not contradict the Lucan
perspective.

Luke, on the other hand, concentrates on the

anointing of the Holy Spirit as empowerment for

ministry, a theme familiar in his presentation of

Jesus' baptism and inauguration of ministry. In

the Gospel he establishes the bases for the Pente-

cost account which enfolds the action of the Holy
Spirit to empower the church for its mission.

This interpretation discloses a correspondence
between the work of the Holy Spirit in Jesus' own
life and ministry and the work of the Holy Spirit

for the life and ministry of the church. Jesus was
born of the virgin Mary, conceived by the Holy
Spirit, being the Son of God. He came to his bap-
tism not to become the Son of God (the ancient
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adoptionist heresy) but publicly to accept his
identity, experience the visible dove-like descent
of the Holy Spirit, and initiate his messianic son/
servant ministry. The descent of the Spirit upon
him at baptism was not a sign of regeneration but
of anointing for ministry. At least this is how the
outcome is interpreted in Luke (see 4:1, 14, 18).

In like fashion, by the inbreathed Spirit on the
day of resurrection, the church is born. It be-
comes the new creation of God, the extension of

Many have attested that beyond
the new birth, a personal experience
of Pentecost has led to greater
effectiveness.

the incarnation as the body of Christ. But it is not
yet fully equipped for ministry. For this reason
Jesus so carefully commands the disciples to wait
in Jerusalem. They, like he, shall experience the
descent of the Spirit upon them to empower for
ministry.

Anointing for witness. What then of Pente-
cost? Acts 1:4-5 records Jesus' renewal of the
instruction to tarry for the "promise of the
Father" and speaks of the anticipated experience
as "before many days you shall be baptized with
the Holy Spirit." Acts 1:8 gives Jesus' reference to
this coming experience as "you shall receive
power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you;
and you shall be my witnesses "In none of
these instances does Luke's report of Jesus' words
correspond to the Johannine theology of the
indwelling Spirit as basis for the new birth. The
expected experience of the Spirit will be anointing
for the work and witness of the church.

This meaning is coherent with the significance
Pentecost had for the Jewish people. It probably
originated in a harvest festival of firstfruits more
ancient than the Exodus from Egypt. The Jews
later celebrated the occasion in memory of the
consecration of Israel at Mt. Sinai, when it

received the covenant of Torah. In God's
sovereignty, this day commemorating the first-

fruits of harvest and Israel's call to be a holy,
priestly nation for the world becomes the occa-
sion for empowering the new messianic people for
their mission. The first- fruits of the messianic
harvest of the nations have been gathered; the
full harvest now begins.

By this view, Pentecost is not the birthday of
the church but the day of its anointing with
power. The 120 were there as born-again, commit-
ted disciples already baptized with water.
Gathered in united, harmonious prayer, they
experience the outpoured Spirit. The audio-
visuals—the sound of wind and tongues of fire-
symbolize power and holiness. Two kinds of
speech flow from the anointing. First the whole
church gives spontaneous, exuberant praise to

God in other tongues. Then Peter preaches in

coherent theological discourse. The result was a
great ingathering to the church.

Fulfillment of promise. Peter interpreted the
Pentecostal event as the fulfillment of the
promise of the Father given through the prophet
Joel: "And in the last days it shall be, God
declares, that I will pour out my Spirit upon all

flesh, and your sons and your daughters shall
prophecy "He details other gifts flowing
from the anointing of the Spirit, all of them re-
lated to ministry to the end that "whoever calls
upon the name of the Lord shall be saved." In
Acts, the church continues its mission with the
Spirit's leading and accompanied by signs of
power.

Thus, the meaning of Pentecost is not that the
church should experience the inbreathed Spirit
for new life. That is the teaching of John and
stands foundational to what it means to be born
into the kingdom and live in the world as the
offspring of God. Pentecost signifies that the
church must, as Jesus himself, receive the anoint-
ing of the Holy Spirit upon divinely given life for
carrying out the witness and ministry of the
kingdom.

This is important, for confusion of theological
foundations about the work of the Holy Spirit
will lead to deficiency of experience. One problem
is that regarding Pentecost we are dependent
upon Luke's account with his theological em-
phasis and at times specialized vocabulary. Luke
uses the concept "baptism with the Holy Spirit"
interchangeably with the concepts of "being filled

with the Spirit" and "anointing by the Holy
Spirit." This should not be confused with Pauline
usage, "by one Spirit were we all baptized into
one body." Each author's use of terms must be
respected. The official Mennonite statement re-

garding "the language of being baptized with the
Spirit" fails to spell out the implications of this
crucial distinction.

Central theme. This experience of Pentecost
has significance for the whole church. If we ig-

nore the central theme of Pentecost, we risk try-
ing to carry out the ministry of the church in our
own strength. Jesus clearly warns against this by
his solemn command to the disciples to tarry for
the investiture of power before beginning
ministry. The Mennonite Church must have
Pentecostal power to share Christ's mission to the
world. Many have attested that beyond the new
birth, a personal experience of Pentecost has led

to greater effectiveness.

Surely it is okay to witness for peace and
celebrate denominational unity in connection
with Pentecost, or at other times of the year. And
surely we should honor our mothers. But more
appropriately Pentecost should be an occasion to
seek anew the gracious anointing of the Holy
Spirit which will empower the church for its mis-
sion to the world. ^
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Church news

Laurence Martin of Mennonite Publishing House and Doris Shoemaker of Freeport (III.) Men-
nonite Church put up "interest meters" that showed the response to the experiments in the 10
test congregations.

Ten churches report on
experimental discipling plan

The continuing concern for education in

Mennonite congregations brought repre-

sentatives from 10 churches to a retreat

center recently in suburban Pittsburgh.

About a year ago the churches had agreed
to experiment with an integrated ap-

proach to congregational education. They
were now reporting to each other and the
task force created to shepherd the experi-

ment.

Marlene Kropf of Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries (Mennonite
Church) and Norma Johnson of Commis-
sion on Education (General Conference
Mennonite Church) provided joint
leadership for the development and test-

ing of the educational approach in con-

gregations. Officially titled "Congrega-
tional Discipling: A Vision for an In-

tegrated Approach to Education," the
program has had various labels in the

past.

"What is unique about the emerging
model," said Laurence Martin, who heads
the Congregational Literature Division at

Mennonite Publishing House, "is that we
are seeing an integration between three
dimensions of congregational life which
are frequently viewed as separate." The
three are worship, community, and mis-
sion.

About a year ago the 10 churches-
selected from 300 interested congrega-
tions—sent representatives to receive
training in the model from the Inter-

Mennonite Task Force on Future Models
of Education. The task force, which had
been working for about three years, was
partially funded by a grant from Men-
nonite Mutual Aid and formally dis-

banded after this year's event.

The weekend was a mix of storytelling

styles. Many of those reporting their

experience with the educational model,
such as Mennonite Church of Normal, 111.,

and Foothills Mennonite Church of Cal-

gary, Alta., had recorded video images or

produced color slides. Others, such as
Lindale Mennonite Church of Linville,

Va., brought the actual banners used in

their worship. Plains Mennonite Church
of Lansdale, Pa., brought some of the
stones that had been part of the altar

built in a personal dedication service.

Each church had an opportunity to

describe both successes and failures of

their experiment with an integrated ap-

proach to congregational discipling.

Two people who attended more as ob-

servers than participants reflected
candidly about what they had heard in

the story-sharing times.

John Rogers of Pittsburgh talked about
preserving the uniqueness of each person
in the process of discipling. Part of that
process is recognizing the dynamic of dis-

cipling in Christian community. "We are
embedded in Christian community," he
said, "which gives us security, identity,

and is part of the formation of our

imaginations—how we view the world."

Nancy Ryan Nussbaum of Goshen,
Ind., compared church culture to an
onion. "When you peel an onion," she
said, "you have to strip back the layers

very carefully, or you will make people

cry." From the stories that were shared,

she noted that at times the church culture

onion may have to be peeled too quickly—
too many layers had been peeled back
without enough care and sensitivity. She
recommended care in introducing
changes in congregational life.

In addition to recounting church
stories, the event featured worship ser-

vices. Norma Johnson and Marlene Kropf
used bread as a theme in the concluding
service. Based on the words, "Kneading
our stories into bread to feed one
another," the ingredients for bread were
mixed in a symbolic ritual. Packets of

yeast were then passed out to symbolize
the intended role the 10 churches were to

play—to become the leaven which renews
the interaction between worship, com-
munity, and mission in Mennonite con-

gregational life.

Following the weekend, the project's

steering committee made plans for
further training events. They will help

congregations who wish to become better

equipped to educate in an integrated

manner. A study conference on congrega-

tional discipling is scheduled for later this

year.

Elements of the model are being incor-

porated into new curriculum projects.

Persons wishing to know more are invited

to attend one of two workshops scheduled

for Normal 89—the joint MC/GC conven-
tion—in August.—David Hiebert

Charlotte Rosenberger reports on the past

year's experimentation at Plains Mennonite
Church In Lansdale, Pa.
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Mennonites, Brethren
aim for balanced diet

on theme of caring

Mennonites and Brethren aimed for a

balanced diet on the theme, "Partners in

Caring," in annual sessions of their

health associations in St. Louis recently.

They got a full meal. Approximately 350

people represented the Church of the

Brethren Health and Welfare Association

and the Mennonite Health Association in

sessions held in conjunction with the

Protestant Health and Human Services

Association.

Given birth was the Association of

Brethren and Mennonite Older Adult
Ministries. It includes church organiza-

tions who provide health care, housing,

and related services with older adults, ac-

cording to Executive Secretary Jay Gib-

ble, who is also executive secretary of

Brethren Health and Welfare. One pro-

ject already in place is a long-term
healthcare insurance program for

residents and associates of Brethren and
Mennonite retirement communities.
During the Mennonite Health Associ-

ation business session, Barbara Reber
and others of the Inter-Mennonite Coun-
cil on Aging announced the birth of the

Mennonite Association of Retired Per-

sons. It is intended "to develop and sup-

port in all age-groups an awareness of the

resources and potential inherent in older

adults and to promote positive attitudes

about aging." Membership is open to any
North American Mennonite, age 50 or

older, by annual or lifetime fee.

Carl Good, executive director of Men-
nonite Health Services, reported on re-

cent developments for MHS to provide

expanded management support ser-

vices—effective Apr. 15—to church-re-

lated institutions in health care and pro-

motion of health care interests, especially

in developmental disabilities and mental
health.

Subgroup meetings provided an educa-

tional focus for administrators, nurses,

disability providers, older adult minis-

tries, congregational health care minis-

tries, trustees, chaplains, and volunteers.

The Congregational Healthcare Minis-

tries subgroup spent a day on "Denomi-
national Planning for Healthcare in the

Congregation." Speakers from Lutheran,

Catholic, Seventh-Day Adventist, and
Brethren health associations addressed

the topic.

James Wylie, director of Congrega-
tional Health Care Partners, a Lutheran
project, said in a three-year study he is

working at developing "a mindset
amongst members of the faith commun-
ity so they look to their congregations as

their health place." He said that efforts to

recapture healing ministry at the con-

gregational level represents a permanent
change as opposed to a fad. Wylie

credited Mennonite Health Association

with first laying the groundwork for con-

gregational health ministry eight years

ago.

"Despite the affirmations from other

denominations, Mennonites are just in

the early stages of recovering health care

in the setting of the congregation," said

Erland Waltner, executive secretary of

Mennonite Medical Association. He led a

workshop for the first time brought

together the various agencies promoting

health-related programs or interest in

congregations.

Worship and addresses in the joint

sessions were marked by personal shar-

ing and identification of health care as a

central part of the church's caring

ministry.

The closing banquet included the pre-

sentation of the Allen Erb Memorial
Award to Mennonite mental health care

pioneer Arthur Jost of Reedley, Calif.

Bernie Wiebe, an editor, church leader,

and health promoter from Winnipeg,
Man., received the Anabaptist Health

Care award. Greencroft Retirement Com-
munity of Goshen, Ind. got the Award of

Merit.

In other matters, Mennonite Health

Association:

—Elected Ann Raber of Mennonite Mu-
tual Aid as president.

—Heard a progress report from the

search committee on finding a person to

replace Ernest Bennett as executive di-

rector next year.

—Approved a statement on AIDS,
identifying congregations as the "healing

and teaching centers for their members
and communities."

—

John Bender

Hesston College board
authorizes increase
in student aid

Considerable attention was given to fi-

nancial aid during the recent meeting of

the Hesston College Board of Overseers.

An average of $300 per student in addi-

tional funding through academic schol-

arships and federal loans and grants was
authorized for the 1989-90 school year to

help offset an increase in tuition and fees

which the board had approved last

October. It was also noted that Hesston's

tuition and fees were the least costly of

the Mennonite colleges and was nearly

$4,000 less than the national average for

private colleges.

The success of the Mennonite Church's

congregational student aid program also

received attention. "Some 77 percent of

our Mennonite students now come to

Hesston with some form of congrega-

tional aid, which has risen from $60,000

in 1984-85 to $225,000 in 1988-89," said

admissions director Arden Godshall.
"However, congregational aid and thus

Hesston's matching grant are frequently

not available to students from smaller or

less wealthy churches. We encourage con-

gregations to share their resources with

those churches that are too small or lack

the resources to have their own student

aid plans."

On another matter, campus pastor

Duane Yoder reported that his contacts

with students have doubled over last

year. "Wednesday-evening campus wor-

ship services are crowded and vibrant.

And there is a genuine sense that we are

experiencing Christian community on

campus," he said. "We are working very

hard to create an atmosphere that is

holistic, that integrates the academic, so-

cial, residential, and religious aspects of

the Hesston experience. We are trying to

help the individual student come to grips

with major life choices. Choices that can

be made in the context of an environment

of supportive Christian brothers and
sisters."

Michael King

King appointed
book editor

for Herald Press
Michael King of Philadelphia has been

named book editor for Herald Press, a di-

vision of Mennonite Publishing House,

beginning in July. He succeeds Loren

Johns, who has been granted a leave of

absence to pursue a doctorate at Prince-

ton Theological Seminary.
Working closely together with fellow

editor David Garber, King will help select

and develop appropriate book manu-
scripts for Herald Press. They will jointly

manage about 30 new books a year.

King has served the past seven years as

pastor of historic Germantown Menno-
nite Church. He is also a prolific writer

and a popular speaker. He is the coauthor

(with Ronald Sider) of Preaching About
Life in a Threatening World (West-

minster, 1987) and has another book in

progress. He has had over 60 articles

published in a wide variety of magazines

and writes a monthly column for Chris-

tian Living.

At least during his first year at Herald

Press, King will be working out of Phila-

delphia and commuting for a block of

several days each month to MPH in Scott-

dale, Pa.
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The Mennontte/Quaker banner was one of
many in the massive pro-choice march.

Over 40 Mennonites
join pro-choice march
in Washington
Over 40 Mennonites were among the

more than 300,000 people who partici-

pated in the March for Women's Equal-
ity/Women's Lives recently in Wash-
ington, D.C. It was one of the largest

marches since the civil rights demonstra-
tions of the early 1960s. The Mennonites
walked under the banner "Mennonites/
Quakers for Choice." They were from all

walks of life. There was a mother and her
daughter from Indiana, the editor of the
student newspaper at Eastern Mennonite
College, three church workers, married
and single people, males and females.
Together they raised their voices and
chanted, "Mennonites for women's
rights."

The idea of Mennonites marching to-

gether came out of a feminist discussion
group that has been meeting in Wash-
ington since 1986. One of the members
suggested that the group join Quaker
women who were also considering march-
ing. There was interest, and the group de-
cided to devote their next two sessions to

a discussion of abortion.

They studied many aspects of the issue,

looking up verses in the Bible and reading
the statements of various churches on the
topic. The Church of the Brethren state-

ment which reads in part, "We support
persons who, after prayer and counseling,
believe that abortion is the least destruc-
tive alternative available to them, that
they may make their decision openly,
honestly, without the suffering imposed
by an uncompromising community," was
one that particularly impressed them.
After the decision to march had been

made the group discussed what to put on
the banner. Initially there were some re-

servations about using the word "Men-
nonite." There was concern that some
members of the church who have dif-

ferent positions would react hostilely and

an awareness that the group was not
speaking for all Mennonites. But it was
noted that other groups, such as Catholics
for Choice, are not speaking for their de-
nomination but merely saying that they
are people within that denomination who
hold that belief.

For this group a stance for choice
seemed consistent with their Anabaptist
heritage. The early Anabaptists believed

that they and not the state should choose
when they would be baptized and become
Christians. Later, Anabaptists worked so

that the men in their congregations would
be able to choose whether to go into

combat rather than be forced by the state

to violate deeply held religious beliefs.

The group felt that the difficult decisions

surrounding an unwanted/unplanned
pregnancy must be made by the woman
and her family, rather than imposed from
outside, and that the separation of the
church and state must remain consistent.

"For me a pro-choice stance is not a
pro-abortion stance," said participant
Nancy Chupp. "Abortion is a terrible

response to pregnancy, but as long as sex-

ism, poverty, and lack of sex education
exist, it must remain a legal option."

At the march, the group anticipated

that perhaps they would draw attention,

that their banner would be unusual. But
the crowd was so large and so diverse,

with every group from "Mormons for

Choice" to "Grandmothers for Choice"
represented, that the Mennonites didn't

stand out. They were just part of a large

movement, one voice in a loud chorus, and
for many in the group that was the

greatest thing of all.

—

Rosanna Landis

Atlantic Coast delegates
approve restructuring

and conference center
Nearly 130 delegates from 36 congrega-

tions met recently to do the business of

Atlantic Coast Conference.

They approved the Executive Commit-
tee's recommendation, with a slight modi-
fication, regarding restructuring the con-

ference organization. This was based on a

study by an appointed task force during
the past year. For a two-year trial period

a Delegate Council will replace the Con-
ference Council, meeting twice a year to

carry out conference business. In addi-

tion, the annual "celebration" in March
will include a time of reporting by con-

ference leaders.

A recommendation from the Confer-

ence Council in regard to a conference

center was also approved by the dele-

gates. Briefly stated, this action autho-

rizes the Executive Committee to lease

the Conestoga Mennonite Church build-

ing, upon availability, for conference of-

fices and meetings and as a visitors'

center and Selfhelp Crafts store.

Normal 89
to offer activities

for children

Three-year-olds to eighth-graders will

be able to participate in a program for

children at Normal 89, the joint conven-
tion of the Mennonite and General Con-
ference Mennonite churches at Illinois

State University in Normal, Aug. 1-6.

The children's activities will include
worship, missionary speakers, crafts,

music, drama, and recreation. There will

also be daily swimming for third- through
eighth-graders. Separate field trips are
planned for kindergarten through the
eighth grade. Noon meals are not in-

cluded in the program, although daily
snacks will be provided.

Child care for infants through age two
will also be provided.

Parents can register for the children's
program when they fill out the Normal 89
registration form. For more information,
contact Rachel Zehr at 17 University Ct.,

Normal, IL 61761.

Churches in Stark County,
Ohio, conduct
evangelistic services

Not since the tent meetings of An-
drew Jantzi, George Brunk, and Myron
Augsburger more than 30 years ago did

Stark County, Ohio, witness such a
cooperative effort among the Mennonite
churches. Instead of a tent this time, the

commodious Kaufman Center building

was used. The evangelistic team was also

congregationally based in contrast to the

itinerant ones of the tent evangelism
days.

The weeklong services were the joint

efforts of eight congregations represent-

ing three conferences—Ohio, Conserva-
tive, and Virginia. They were led by Pas-

tor Mel Shetler and musicians Paul and
Grace Kurtz—all from Maple City Chapel
in Goshen, Ind.

Throughout the planning and the
actual meetings the dozens of tasks were
shared by persons from the eight
churches. Each congregation was
assigned an evening to conduct the wor-
ship and provide special music. Stark

County Mennonite Choir sang one eve-

ning.

A joint effort such as this was several

years in the making. The same churches

have conducted a six-week winter Bible

school since 1978. At Easter, Stark
County Mennonite Choir completed its

13th year in presenting Easter music. The
ministers of the churches have been
meeting monthly since the late 1970s. The
Gift and Thrift Shoppe is another
example of cooperation, as is the Labor
Day Weekend Hymn Sing.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
Long letters may need to be shortened.

John Myers, Shelton, Wash.
In response to "Arrested in Buffalo"

(Apr. 18), I will not get into the usual

push-and-shove pro-life abortion rhetoric

that only ends up in circle chases much
like a kitten discovering its tail for the

first time. In fact I am not at odds with

your stance, Brother Kauffman. I, too,

consider myself a supporter of life. My
issue-taking centers around two other

points.

First, why is it that those who believe

they have the lock on the correct answer
on this issue feel the need to sanctimo-

niously and smugly broadcast their "good

deeds" before men (via Gospel Herald)

and wear their civil penalty (an arrest or

jail sentence) much as a war hero wears
new bars for bravery on the breast pocket

of his best dress uniform?

Second, why do people believe they

have a lock on the correct answer on this

issue, anyway? Rightness and wrongness
seldom come in colors of black and white.

And there are too many good Christian

people who see this matter another way
than do I for me to believe that there is an
absolute on abortion. I pray God strikes

me down before I impose my interpreta-
tion of God's will on another soul.

One time I hope I can read of a pro-life

Mennonite who, with heart breaking,
tearfully puts himself in the place of that

person who believes an abortion is the

only answer and prayerfully invokes
God's Spirit into that situation without
passing human judgment upon it. To do
so does not compromise our belief. It

simply takes us out of the business of

playing God.

Ricky Clark, Oberlin, Ohio
Gospel Herald is something I look for-

ward to each Monday, and it is a real high
point of every week.
Each issue has at least one article that

draws my attention immediately, and all

the articles and letters are informative. I

still find it true after the three or so years
I have been reading the magazine, that
the strong and diverse responses of the
readers to articulate and sometimes
controversial articles in each issue testify

to a living, faithful, and vital church.
Each article is well-conceived and

thoughtfully supported by Scripture, and
each provokes me to think. As I either
agree or disagree with various positions
presented, I anticipate a lively series of
letters from other readers the following

week. I'm never disappointed, and I'm

heartened to see such involvement on the

part of readers. No one is indifferent,

everyone cares, and all from a Christian

perspective.

I have yet to meet a neutral or compla-
cent Mennonite, and the content of

Gospel Herald supports my impression

that Mennonites are probably the most
concerned, involved, and caring Chris-

tians I have encountered. Would that we
could all share your faith!

Steve Bowers, communication
manager, Mennonite Mutual Aid

We have run into a problem at Men-
nonite Mutual Aid with a misunderstand-
ing of the article on our new long-term

care product ("Church News," Apr. 18).

The first sentence of the eighth para-

graph reads, "Mario Kauffman, MMA
long-term care manager, explained the

long-term care plan will be available to

those age 55 to 75." Our original news
release stated, "Mario Kauffman, MMA
long-term care manager, explained the

long-term care plan will be available to

those age 55 to 84, but with primary em-
phasis on those age 55 to 75."

We have run into some cases where
people over age 75 are interested in the

product, but have assumed they were in-

eligible because of what they read in Gos-
pel Herald, We are eager for all to know
that the plan is available for those up to

age 84.

Phil Ebersole, Toledo, Ohio
The call by Ben Ollenburger ("Useless

Praise," Apr. 18) to simply praise God
without accomplishment, effectiveness,

or measurement fastened to it is a good
word for us as Mennonites. Praise unfolds

from being God's people and giving honor
and blessing for what God has accom-
plished.

I, for one, do not accept the implicit

suggestion, by some, that this view of

praise leads to a reduced emphasis on dis-

cipleship. The biblical call to obedience

and discipleship is imperative. Likewise,

the call to praise, bless, and magnify

Pontius' Puddle
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God—doxology without accomplish-
ment— is also essential.

Cynthia Simpson, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Thank you for publishing Barbara

Mosemann's "All About Gehenna, Etc."

(Mar. 14). It is an impressive poem by a

very gifted poet who deserves wider rec-

ognition. I hope she will be encouraged to

publish more poems in Gospel Herald in

the future.

Darrell H. King, Mentone, Ind.

Your Feb. 7 news article about alcohol

is not nearly as bold as it should be. In

Ephesians 5:18 it is very specific: We
should not be drunk. In Luke 21:34 it tells

us to beware of alcohol. I think it is time

to tell it the way it is and not be soft on
the use of this drug. Any amount can

eventually lead to a downslide of alcohol

use.

The people interviewed at Laurelville

Mennonite Church Center and reported in

the Feb. 7 article were people who lost

relatives. I have a story, too. I was hit by
a drunk driver and was supposed to die,

but by God's grace I am alive and still

healing. The results of drunkenness are

devastating to all the victims and their

families. The costs are high in human suf-

fering, emergency and medical bills, in-

creases in insurance costs, more police

and prosecuting costs, and higher Social

Security costs.

When I took a pathology course in 1960,

the professor from Indiana University

Medical Center told us never to forget the

following phrase: "A disease is caused by
a specific organism." Now our politicians

have changed the meaning of disease.

Since this change, a confirmed alcoholic

can draw Social Security under the dis-

ability clause. The man who hit me had
.297 alcohol content in his blood, or al-

most three times the legal limit of .099.

He gets almost $10,000 yearly from Social

Security, and the biggest part is used to

buy more alcohol.

I believe until we as Christians take a

stand on the alcohol problem in this

country, it will continue to worsen.
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Mennoscope
Over 170 seminars will be offered during
Normal 89, the joint convention of the Men-
nonite and General Conference Mennonite
churches scheduled for Aug. 1-6 at Illinois

State University in Normal. They wili cover a
variety of topics, including evangelism, sexual-
ity, domestic violence, stewardship, health,
multicultural concerns, ministry to children
and youth, service opportunities, Bible study,
peacemaking, missions, and MC/GC merger.
Registration for the seminars will occur at
Normal 89.

Music Festival 89 was the reason for the
busloads of high school students converging
at Belleville (Pa.) Mennonite School recently.
Coming from points as scattered as South
Dakota, Florida, and Ontario, the 400 students
represented the 13 member schools of Men-
nonite Secondary Education Council. The audi-
torium of Lewistown Area High School pro-
vided space for the choirs to assemble for two
concerts. Twelve local congregations hosted
the students and their directors and principals.
The annual festival, started in 1962, is hosted
by a different school each year.

Pastoral transitions:

•Glenn Brubacher has resigned as pastor of

First Mennonite Church of Kitchener, Ont., ef-

fective this summer. He will become executive

director of Shalom Counseling Services—Wa-
terloo Region in September.
•Dean Swartzendruber was installed as pastor
of Sugar Creek Mennonite Church, Wayland,
Iowa, on Apr. 16. He succeeds Edmond Miller.

•Samuel Pagan became pastor of Lawndale
Mennonite Church, Chicago, 111., recently. He
is an attorney who recently completed semin-
ary studies.

•Edwin Heatwole was ordained as pastor of

Fredericksburg (Va.) Mennonite Church on
Apr. 9. The congregation is a church-planting
project of Virginia Conference.

•Amsey Brubacher will become pastor of

Preston Mennonite Church, Cambridge, Ont.,

this summer. He is currently pastor of Nith
Valley Mennonite Church, New Hamburg, Ont.

•Rudy Nova resigned as pastor of Iglesia Me-
nonita Christiana, Chicago, 111., in January. He
had not been able to obtain legal immigrant
status, so he returned to his native country of

Mexico.
•Tom Voth has resigned as pastor of St. Louis
Mennonite Fellowship, effective in June. He
will become pastor of a General Conference
Mennonite congregation in Comins, Mich.

Upcoming events:

•Annual Session of Pacific Coast Conference,

June 23-25, at Western Mennonite High
School, Salem, Oreg. The theme of the 67th an-

nual event is "God's Family," and the speakers
are Clare Schumm of Mennonite Board of Con-
gregational Ministries and John and Naomi
Lederach of Philhaven Hospital. Also planned
are 18 seminars and activities for children and
youth. More information from Richard Head-
ings at Box 575, Lebanon, OR 97355; phone 503-

258-5789.

•Diamond Street Community Center Celebra-

tion, June 3, at Pinn Memorial Baptist Church,
Philadelphia, Pa. The event marks the 10th an-
niversary of this center operated by Diamond
Street Mennonite Church in its low-income
neighborhood. The theme is "Rebuild, Repair,

and Restore," and the speaker is pastor-
professor Harold Dean Trulear. More informa-
tion from the center at 1632 W. Diamond St.,

Philadelphia, PA 19121; phone 215-769-1632.

•Country Auction and Chicken Barbecue, May
19-20, at Christopher Dock Mennonite High
School, Lansdale, Pa. The 28th annual event is

a benefit for Penn View Christian School in

nearby Souderton. More information from
Penn View at 420 Cowpath Rd., Souderton,
PA 18964; phone 215-723-1196.

•Centennial Celebration, July 1-2, at East
Bend Mennonite Church, Fisher, 111. Included
in the plans are a pig roast, a program of
illustrated memories, talks by former pastors,
special music, historical displays, and com-
memorative souvenirs. More information from
the church at Box 520, Fisher, IL 61843; phone
217-897-6386.

New books:
• Witness by Grace Wenger and Dave and Neta
Jackson. It is a study guide to help congrega-
tions strengthen their outreach through wor-
ship, community, and mission. The authors are
all writers who have been involved in a variety
of book projects for the church. The book,
published by Herald Press of Mennonite Pub-
lishing House, is available for $8.95 (in Canada
$10.95).

•How to Survive as a Teen by Steven Ata-
nasoff. It offers help to troubled teenagers
without resorting to pious platitudes and
quick-fix solutions. The author is a United Me-
thodist pastor. The book, published by Herald
Press, is available for $6.95 (in Canada $8.95).

Church-related job openings:
•Director, Historical Committee of the Men-
nonite Church, starting next February. The

person in this new position will be responsible
for communicating heritage vision to enhance
Mennonite identity, networking and encourag-
ing people and programs related to Mennonite
history, administering the archives in consul-
tation with the archivist, and preparing budget
and grant proposals. The person will develop
new ways and means for enlivening Mennonite
heritage. Send resume by June 15 to
Search Committee member Merle Good at 223
E. Walnut St., Lancaster, PA 17602.

•Psychiatric and mental health teacher, Go-
shen College, starting this fall. The person will

teach nursing students. A master's degree in

nursing is required; a doctorate is preferred.
Experience and/or preparation in psychiatric
and mental health nursing is needed. Send
resume to John Nyce at GC, Goshen, IN
46526.

•Office manager, Mennonite Board of Con-
gregational Ministries, starting in early sum-
mer. The person also serves as assistant to the
executive secretary, but the two roles together
are a part-time position. Responsibilities in-

clude supervision of support staff and imple-
mentation of office procedures. Contact Gor-
don Zook at MBCM, Box 1245, Elkhart, IN
46515; phone 219-294-7523.

•Manager, Menno House, New York, N.Y.,
starting this fall. Menno House is a 14-room
residence for students and young adults in

Manhattan. Duties include overseeing the
house, bookkeeping, and coordinating the use
of the house for guests and for church func-
tions. Contact Search Committee chair Mervin
Horst at 314 E. 19th St., New York, NY 10003;

Fire destroys Virginia church. An electrical short-circuit has been cited as the

probable cause of a fire that destroyed Mt. Clinton Mennonite Church in western

Rockingham County, Va., on Apr. 13. The 73-year-old predominately brick structure

was engulfed in flames when firefighters arrived at 2:00 a.m. Neither the building

nor any of its contents could be saved. There were no injuries, and damage was esti-

mated at $125,000. "We want to rebuild," said Paul Kratz, pastor of the 87-member
congregation. "Building and fund-raising committees have already been formed, but

it will take several months to determine an exact plan."

Worshipers held a "memorial service" on the church parking lot the following Sun-

day to reflect on their loss and to share memories. The service "drew us together as a

congregation," Kratz said. "We've also been overwhelmed by expressions of concern

and offers for assistance from the community." For the present, the congregation is

holding morning worship and Sunday school at Mt. Clinton Church of God and Sun-

day evening services twice a month at Mt. Clinton United Methodist Church.

—Jim Bishop
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Eastern Board sends YES teams to three countries. Three Youth Evangelism

Service (YES) teams left on Apr. 17 for short-term assignments in Costa Rica, Hon-

duras, and Mexico. Sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions, they spent

the past three months in preparation at YES Discipleship Center in Philadelphia.

The team members are: Front row (left to right)—Marilyn Peters, Jennifer Lehman,

Patty Diaz, Gwen Shearer, Sherrill Brownlee, Donna Diller, Dena McNamee, Edgar

Flores. Back row—Sharon Brugger, Julie Mumaw, Sam Sauder, Bruce Brunk, Dan

Holcombe, Jeff Landis, Gwen Sensenig, Charles Norton, Jeanette Kolb.

phone 212-966-3277.

•Administrator, Lake Center Christian School,

Hartville, Ohio, starting in July. A master's

degree with administrative experience is

preferred. The school has 200 students in

grades K-8. Contact board chairman Howard
Miller at 13550 N. Market St., Hartville, OH
44632; phone 216-877-3631.

•Social studies/Bible teacher, Eastern Men-
nonite High School, Harrisonburg, Va., start-

ing this fall. The person would teach world cul-

tures, U.S. history, Anabaptist heritage, and
kingdom living. Send resume to David Yoder
at the school, 801 Parkwood Ave., Harrison-
burg, VA 22801.

•Teachers/staff, Western Mennonite High
School, Salem, Oreg., starting this fall. Needed
is an English teacher, a part-time industrial

arts teacher, and an assistant dean of boys
(voluntary service basis). Contact Bernard
Showalter at the school, 9045 Wallace Rd. NW,
Salem, OR 97304; phone 503-363-2000.

•Teachers, New Danville Mennonite School,

Lancaster, Pa., starting this fall. Needed are

teachers for middle school science/math, first

grade, music (part-time but possibly full-time),

and German (part-time). Contact Jane Moyer
at the school, 393 Long Ln., Lancaster, PA
17603; phone 717-872-2506.

•Elementary teacher, Chicago Mennonite
Learning Center, starting in July/August.
Needed is someone with administrative experi-

ence and a heart for city children. Contact
Linda Espenshade at CMLC, S. Rockwell St.,

Chicago, IL 60632; phone 312-376-6785.

•Staff persons, Bethany Birches Camp, Ply-

mouth, Vt., this summer. Needed is an assis-

tant cook and several counselors for the
children's camping program, July 2-Aug. 18.

Contact James Musser at Box 145, Bridgewater
Corners, VT 05035; phone 802-672-3488.

•Staff person, Huntington House, Fresno,
Calif. Needed is a single man to be an assis-

tant. Huntington is a home for four develop-
mentally disabled men, and the assistant
would befriend them and relieve the
houseparents on a regular basis. Contact Nan-
cy Barber at 3655 E. Huntington Blvd., Fresno,
CA 93702; phone 209-233-2517.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Aeschliman, Steve and Beth (Grieser),
Wauseon, Ohio, fourth and fifth children, third
and fourth daughters, Kendra Sue and Kylee
Jo, Apr. 3.

Bauman, Richard and Norma (Gingrich),

Floradale, Ont., first child, Scott Wesley, Apr.
12.

Beck, Kent and Mary Jo (Frederick), Cairo,

Egypt, second son, Joseph Eugene, Apr. 10.

Christian, James and Judy (Schmucker),
Toledo, Ohio, second child, first daughter,
Anshea Marie, Apr. 17.

Faux, James and Diane (Ponce), Goshen,
Ind., second son, Matthew Teofila, Apr. 14.

Gingrich, Earl and Karen (Jordan), Alma,
Ont., second child, first daughter, Jessica
Mary, Mar. 30.

Halley, Jay and Annette (Amstutz), Akron,
Ohio, first child, Daniel Jay, Apr. 10.

Heinrich, Donald and Penny (Hadden),
Sarasota, Fla., first child, Joy Elizabeth, Apr.
11.

Hershberger-Kirk, Joe and Linda (Hersh-
berger), Millersburg, Ohio, first child, Emilie,
Apr. 18.

Kolb, Paul and Beth (Cassel), Schwenks-

ville, Pa., third child, first daughter, Rachel

Elizabeth, Apr. 3.

Lambright, Kevin and Carrie (Yoder),

Shipshewana, Ind., first child, Colette Elaine,

Apr. 8.

Mericle, Jason and Melinda (Tadlock),

Norfolk, Va., third child, first son, Noah Kri-

stoffer, Apr. 5.

Moyer, Glenn and Glenda (Detweiler),

Philadelphia, Pa., fourth child, third son, Ryan
Andrew, Apr. 3.

Nafziger, Roger and Sharon (Steinmann),

Wellesley, Ont., third child, second daughter,

Jillian Marie, Mar. 25.

Nice-Webb, Allen and Karen, Charlotte,

N.C., Kiva Shiri, Nov. 22.

Noe, Keith and Kris (Schieber), Eureka, 111.,

second son, Adam Jacob, Mar. 17.

Otto, Darrell and Beth (Bowers), Mid-

dlebury, Ind., second son, Derrick Lee, Apr. 15.

Raber, Mark and Linda (Diller), Dalton,

Ohio, second son, Kyle Andrew, Mar. 31.

Ropp, Steve and Kathy (Stutzman), Iowa
City, Iowa, second son, Jason David, Apr. 14.

Roth, Barry and Sheila (Schultz), Wellesley,

Ont., first child, Tiffany Kaitlin, Mar. 21.

Sawyer, Russell and Donna (Nice), Newport
News, Va., first child, Casey Lauren, Apr. 4.

Stutzman, Glenn and Christine (Beis-

wanger), Goshen, Ind., third son, Brady Eldon,

Mar. 12.

Tofflemire, Jay and Kathy (Martin),

Bayfield, Ont., second son, Jacob Martin, Apr. 8.

Toth, Doug and Donna (Roes), Listowel,

Ont., second child, first daughter, Alicia Roes,

Apr. 4.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more titan six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald " if th e address is supplied.

Davis-Magyar. Larry Davis, Orrville, Ohio,
Orrville cong., and Terry Magyar, Marshall-
ville, Ohio, by Sandy Oyer, Mar. 25.

Hershberger-Kamkasoumphou. John
Hershberger, Scottsdale, Ariz., and Sue
Kamkasoumphou, Chandler, Ariz., both of

Koinonia Cong., by Donald E. Yoder, Feb. 25.

Sauder-Martin. Randy Sauder, Monetville,

Ont., Calvary cong., and Reta Martin, Elmira,
Ont., Floradale cong., by J. Lester Kehl and
Phil Lichty, Apr. 15.

Obituaries

Bontrager, Merlin J., son of Chris and
Viola Bontrager, was born at Williamsville,

N.Y., Sept. 12, 1933; died of heart failure at

Jackson, N.J., Mar. 27, 1989; aged 55 y. On Mar.

7, 1954, he was married to Nellie Kaufman,
who survives. Also surviving are 4 daughters

(Diane Vasey, Terry Tosh, Dawn Poppe, and
Wendy Bontrager), 6 grandchildren, one sister

(Jean Bender), 2 brothers (G. Edwin and Den-
nis), and his parents. Memorial services were

held on Apr. 1, in charge of Jack Bensenhafer

and Kenneth Kirby.

Ebersole, Clarence S., son of Levi and
Anna (Stoner) Ebersole, was born in Donegal

Twp., Pa., Jan. 11, 1923; died at Mount Joy,

Pa., Mar. 15, 1989; aged 66 y. On Feb. 16, 1944,

he was married to Emma Siegrist, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are 4 daughters (Marian

S. Chapper, Mildred E. Martin, Nyla E.

Wenger, and Naomi E. Brubaker), one son

(Clarence), 9 grandchildren, 5 brothers

(Earnest, Herbert, Paul, Daniel, and Marlin),

and 2 sisters (Arlene Shenk and Dorothy Boll).

He was a member of Hopewell Mennonite

Church. Funeral services were held at Mount
Joy Mennonite Church on Mar. 19, in charge of

Calvin S. Kurtz, Enos Martin, I. Earl Martin,

Jr., and Harlan Hoover; interment in Goods
Mennonite Cemetery.
Gascho, Susan Schmidt, daughter of Chris-

tian and Mary (Lichty) Schmidt, was born in

Wellesley Twp., Ont.; died at Nithview Home,
New Hamburg, Ont., Apr. 2, 1989; aged 90 y.

On Dec. 2, 1920, she was married to Jacob

Gascho, who died in 1948. Surviving are one

daughter (Edna Jantzi), 3 grandchildren, 8

great-grandchildren, and one sister (Clara Wa-
gler). She was preceded in death by one son

(John Joseph), one brother, and 2 sisters. She
was a member of Crosshill Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Apr. 5, in

charge of Steve Gerber; interment in Maple
View Cemetery.
Gerber, Amanda Jantzi, daughter of

Menno L. and Susan (Nafziger) Jantzi, was
born at Brunner, Ont, Jan. 19, 1922; died of

cancer at Wellesley, Ont., Apr. 7, 1989; aged 67

y. On June 15, 1943, she was married to

Emanuel Gerber, who died on Feb. 3, 1989.

Surviving are 2 sons (Ronald and Delmar
Jantzi), 3 daughters (Eleanor Jantzi, Karen
Jantzi, and Marilyn Clemmer), 17 grand-

children, 9 brothers (Samuel, Claytus, Ezra,

Nicholsas, Elmer, Norman, Harvey, Aaron,
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and Leonard), and 2 sisters (Katie Jantzi and
Laurene Kuepfer). She was preceded in death
by one grandchild. She was a member of
Maple View Mennonite Church where funeral
services were held on Apr. 9, in charge of Vic-
tor Dorsch and Allen Nafziger; interment in

Maple View Cemetery.
Good, Ethel Loraine Heatwole, daughter of

Amos D. and Sally (Johnson) Heatwole, was
born in Harrisonburg, Va., Sept. 7, 1916; died
in Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 6, 1989; aged 72 y.
On Aug. 14, 1937, she was married to Robert L.
Good, who survives. Also surviving are one
daughter (Karen Kuhns), one son (Wilson L.),
one granddaughter, 3 sisters (Nina Layman,'
Arlene Eshleman, and Nellie Early), one
brother (Herman Heatwole), and one half-
sister (Dorothy Smith). She was a member of
Weavers Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Apr. 10, in charge of
Joseph Shenk, Edith Shenk, and Harold
Eshleman; interment in Weavers Cemetery.
Habermehl, Ida, daughter of Albert and

Anna (Shantz) Habermehl, was born in Wool-
wich Twp., Ont, May 18, 1917; died of cancer
at Victoria Hospital, London, Ont., Apr. 15,
1989; aged 71 y. Surviving are 5 sisters (Edna'
Erma Drudge, Beatrice Feick, Alice Weber,
and Doris Ermel) and one brother (Leonard).
She was preceded in death by one brother
(Clayton) and 2 sisters (Vera Bauman and Ada
Buehler). She was a member of Erb Street
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Apr. 19, in charge of Wilmer
Martin; interment in Erb Street Mennonite
Cemetery.
Longacre, Rodney D., son of Kenneth and

Cora (Detweiler) Longacre, was born at
Souderton, Pa., Mar. 2, 1965; died at
Canadensis, Pa., Feb. 22, 1989; aged 23 y. Sur-
viving are 2 brothers (Kenneth, Jr., and
Richard), 2 sisters (Donna Weaver and Eliza-
beth Ann Longacre), and paternal
grandparents (Horace and Elizabeth Lon-
gacre). Funeral services were held at Swamp
Mennonite Church on Feb. 27, in charge of
William Brunk and Winfield Ruth; interment
in Swamp Mennonite Cemetery.
Martin, Mary Leichty, daughter of John

and Sarah (Neuhouser) Leichty, was born in
Allen Co., Ind., Dec. 11, 1906; died of cancer at
Kokomo, Ind., Apr. 10, 1989; aged 82 y. On Apr.
7, 1932, she was married to Laurel Martin, who
died on Oct. 16, 1981. Surviving are 2 sons
(Wendell and Lavon), one daughter (Sharon
Hill), 9 grandchildren, 4 great-grandchildren, 4
sisters (Bertha Miller, Velma Hostetler, Violet
Perry, and Lucille King), and 3 brothers
(Raymond, Paul, and Herman). She was a
member of Howard-Miami Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Apr. 13, in
charge of Mick Sommers and Lee Miller; inter-
ment in Mast Cemetery.
Neuenschwander, Todd Eugene, son of Til-

man and Orpha (Nussbaum) Neuenschwander,
was born at Massillon, Ohio, Feb. 12, 1969; died
in an automobile accident at Emporia, Kans.,
Apr. 15, 1989; aged 20 y. Surviving are 5 sisters
(Jeanette King, Marieda Geiser, Joyce Taylor,
Donna Johnston, and Jolene Tennefoss) and 2
brothers (Loren and Kurt). His mother pre-
ceded him in death. He was a member of Son-
nenberg Mennonite Church. Memorial services
were held at Kidron Mennonite Church on Apr.
19, in charge of Bill Detweiler and Richard F.
Ross; interment in Sonnenberg Cemetery.
Nussbaum, Jon Owen, son of Curt and

Gloria (Amstutz) Nussbaum, was born at Or-
rville, Ohio, Oct. 1, 1968; died in an automobile
accident at Emporia, Kans., Apr. 15, 1989; aged
20 y. Surviving are his parents, 2 brothers (Van
and Dan), paternal grandparents (Gilbert and
Olive Nussbaum), and maternal grandparents

(Ben and Anna Amstutz). He was preceded in
death by a grandmother (Irene Amstutz). He
was a member of Kidron Mennonite Church,
where memorial services were held on Apr. 19^
in charge of Bill Detweiler and Richard f!
Ross.

Shantz, Lauren Gayle, daughter of Robert
L. and Janice (Ebersole) Shantz, was born in
Kitchener, Ont., May 26, 1983; died at
Kitchener, Ont., Mar. 14, 1988; aged 5 y. Sur-
viving are her parents, 2 brothers (Ryan and
Landon), one sister (Erin), paternal grand-
parents (Mahlon and Mary Shantz), and ma-
ternal grandfather (Richard Ebersole). Funer-
al services were held at Mannhiem Mennonite
Cemetery on Mar. 16, in charge of James and
Helen Reusser; interment in Mannheim
Cemetery.

Schwartz, Ella Mae Yoder, daughter of
Jonas J. and Anna (Bontrager) Yoder, was
born in Dodge City, Kans., Jan. 24, 1926; died
at Elkhart (Ind.) General Hospital on Apr. 15,
1989; aged 63 y. She was married to Jacob P.
Schwartz, who survives. Also surviving are one
son (Ronald), 3 daughters (Barbara Graber,
Judy Bontrager, and Anna Mae Blouin), 13
grandchildren, 3 great-grandchildren, 2
brothers, and 2 sisters. She was a member of
Locust Grove Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Apr. 18, in
charge of Dean Brubaker and Orville G. Miller;
interment in Locust Grove Cemetery.

Shetler, Sanford G., son of Samuel G. and
Maggie Jane (Kaufman) Shetler, was born at
Johnstown, Pa., June 13, 1912; died at Me-
morial Hospital, Johnstown, Pa., Mar. 16,
1989; aged 76 y. He was married to Florence
Hazel Young, who preceded him in death. He
was later married to Dorothy Yoder, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Stanwyn G.
and Leonard K.), 3 daughters (Maretta A.
Hostetler, Anita H. Shoenthal, and Carol J.

Lazer), 12 grandchildren, 3 great-grand-
children, and one sister (Margaret Kaufman).
He was preceded in death by an infant twin
brother and sister (Ralph and Rena) and 3
sisters (Luella Miller, Rosella Bachman, and
Goldie Sala). He was ordained to the ministry
in 1932 and served several Johnstown area
churches. In 1952, he was ordained as bishop
and served in Allegheny Conference. He was
a member of Stahl Mennonite Church. Funeral
services were held at Johnstown Christian
School on Mar. 20, in charge of Philip King;
interment in Stahl Mennonite Cemetery.
Shipe, Lester Elmer, son of Joseph E. and

Delia Ann Shipe, was born at Harrisonburg,
Va., Feb. 9, 1913; died of pneumonia at Har-
risonburg, Va., Apr. 8, 1989; aged 76 y. Gra-
veside services were held on Apr. 11, in charge
of Roy D. Roth and Wayne North; interment in
Rawley Springs Cemetery.
Weaver, Winston O., son of Marion R. and

Annie Ruth (Shank) Weaver, was born in

Rockingham Co., Va., Dec. 15, 1921; died of
heart failure at Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 9,

1989; aged 67 y. On July 18, 1942, he was mar-
ried to Phyllis Livengood, who survives. Also
surviving are 3 sons (Winston O., Jr., M.
Steven, and M. Gregory), 5 grandchildren, and
one sister (Rose F. Rhodes). He was a member
of Harrisonburg Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Apr. 12, in
charge of Wayne North, Samuel Janzen, and
Richard Halverson; interment in Weavers
Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Wittrig, Glenn A., son of Amos and Lydia
(Sutter) Wittrig, was born at Delavan, 111.,

Sept., 18, 1918; died of cancer at Hopedale
Medical Complex on Apr. 16, 1989; aged 70 y.
On Oct. 16, 1941, he was married to Marie
Moushon, who survives. Surviving are one son
(Glenn R.), one daughter (Rena J. Wittrig), 4

grandchildren, one great-grandchild, 2
brothers (Howard D. and Loren J.), and one
sister (Iola Bowman). He was a member of
Hopedale Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Apr. 20, in charge of H.
James Smith; interment in the Mennonite
Cemetery.
Yoder, John R., Sr., son of Israel Z. and

Barbara (Smoker) Yoder, was born at Belle-
ville, Pa., Apr. 20, 1909; died at Lewistown
(Pa.) Hospital on Apr. 13, 1989; aged 79 y. On
Dec. 28, 1931, he was married to Edna R. Glick,
who died on Dec. 25, 1953. On May 2, 1957, he
was married to Naomi B. Yoder, who survives.
Also surviving are 2 sons (John R., Jr., and
Gordon W.), 2 daughters (Rosanna M. Yoder
and Marjorie Armstrong), one brother (Eli J.),

and one sister (Sadie Kurtz). He was preceded
in death by 2 sons (Ezra L. and James R.), one
brother (Jacob I.), one sister (Katie Kauffman),
one grandson, and one great-granddaughter.
He was a member of Locust Grove Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Apr. 16, in charge of Max Zook, Ivan Yoder,
and Erie Renno; interment in Locust Grove
Cemetery.

Correction: The obituary of Roman J. Keim
in the Apr. 4 issue was not complete. He was a
member of Grace Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Mar. 12, in
charge of David R. Clemens and Harry Yoder;
interment in the church cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y
May 13

Eastern Mennonite Seminary commencement, Harrisonburg
Va., May 20

Hesston College commencement, Hesston, Kans., May 21
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries commissioning ser-

vice, Elkhart, Ind., May 25
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries commencement

Elkhart, Ind., May 26
Southwest Conference midyear meeting, Los Angeles. Calif
May 27-29

Goshen Biblical Seminary board of overseers, Elkhart, Ind
June 1-2

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries board meeting,
Elkhart, Ind., June 1-3

North Central Conference annual meeting, Bloomfield, Mont
June 2-4

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,
June 8-10

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-
tors, June 9-10

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., June 9-10
Keystone Bible Institute annual board meeting, Lancaster.

Pa., June 12
Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., June

13
Allegheny Conference consultation with churchwide boards,

Somerset, Pa., June 15
Franklin Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Chambersburg, Pa., June 16

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-
gional conference, New York, N.Y., June 20-21

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Scottdale, Pa.,
June 22-24

Northwest Conference annual meeting, Three Hills, Alta.,
June 30-July 2

Indiana-Michigan Conference annual meeting, Sturgis, Mich.,
July 6-8

Allegheny Conference annual meeting, Laurelville, Pa., July 6-

Hesston College board of overseers, Los Angeles, Calif., July 7-

8
Virginia Conference annual assembly, Harrisonburg, Va.. July

12-16

South Central Conference annual meeting, Hesston, Kans.,
July 14-16

Afro-American Mennonite Association assembly, Peoria, 111.,

July 28-30
Mennonite Church General Board, Normal, 111., July 31
Mennonite Church Nominating Committee, Normal, 111., July

31

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Credits
Cover-story design by Paula Johnson; photos on p. 328 by
David Hiebert; p. 329 by Vohn Heese; p. 330 by Janet Leichty;
p. 332 by Jim Bishop; p. 333 by Dale Gehman.
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Catholic leaders react angrily to Bush's
comments on tuition tax credits

President George Bush told some visit-

ing high school students he backs tuition

tax credits as a concept. But, he said, with
the current budget deficit, the United
States can't afford them. As news of the

remark seeped out, a number of Catholic

leaders reacted angrily, accusing him of

betrayal of both his campaign promises
and the 1988 Republican platform. "Many
of our parents are working two and three

jobs to pay tuition," one leader said, add-
ing that Catholics save the government
$10 billion a year by operating their own
schools and still support the public school

system. Several tuition tax credit plans
proposed by former President Ronald
Reagan died in Congress.

Sudanese church leaders appeal for aid
to end war and starvation

Since 1983 it is estimated that one
million people have died in the famine
and civil strife that have wracked Sudan.
This was the stark message of two Su-
danese church leaders who ended a four-

week tour of the United States recently.

"What we've accomplished here is to let

Americans understand what is happening
in the Sudan," said Ezekiel Kutjok, gener-
al secretary of Sudan Council of
Churches.

Kutjok and Kamal Tadros, a board
member of the Sudan church council, la-

mented the fact that the suffering in

Sudan has taken place without an
outpouring of international concern. At
the same time, they took heart in recent
progress toward a cease-fire between the
Sudanese government and rebel forces.

Moyers at odds with Southern Baptists
over TV series

Bill Moyers, the former Southern
Baptist minister turned television com-
mentator, is engaged in a dispute with the
Southern Baptist executive committee ov-

er a segment of his series God and Politics

that was shown last year. "The Battle for

the Bible," one of the three parts of the
series, focused on the theological con-
troversy that has engulfed the Southern
Baptist Convention for the past decade.

Houston Appeals Court Judge Paul
Pressler, a prominent fundamentalist in

the denomination and one of the people
interviewed on the program, charged that
the segment was biased and that his com-

ments were taken out of context. At the

executive committee's recent meeting in

Nashville, Pressler submitted a resolu-

tion expressing concern about "the biased

content" of the Moyers series and "the use
of federal tax dollars to support one fac-

tion in the Southern Baptist Convention
controversy through the use of the Public

Broadcasting System." The resolution

was passed.

Church of the Brethren considers
major restructure plan
Spurred by declining membership and

growing ethnic diversity, the Church of

the Brethren is considering a major
restructure plan that would replace the

policy-making General Board with a
smaller agency and cut the size of na-

tional staff by 20 percent. In a report that

will be submitted to the annual con-

ference of the 155,000-member denomina-
tion in Orlando, Fla., in July, the commit-
tee on denominational structure notes

that "only once since 1963 has there been a

net annual gain in membership (54 in

1974)." The committee also notes that the

church's 24 districts vary in size from
nine to 97 congregations and from 412 to

16,600 members.

Pepsi cancels TV ads with Madonna
in response to complaints

Pepsi Cola Company has announced
that it will cancel a U.S. ad campaign
featuring Madonna because of complaints
from consumers who confused the Pepsi

TV commercial with the singer's new
music video "Like a Prayer," which some
critics have charged is sacrilegious.

American Family Association leader
Donald Wildmon and Roman Catholic

Bishop Rene Gracida of Corpus Christi

had made separate calls for consumer
boycotts of Pepsi to protest its use of

Madonna in the ad campaign. Although
the offensive scenes didn't appear in the

TV commercials, both Wildmon and
Gracida criticized the company for using
the singer as a role model.

Arrested North American missionaries
freed by judge in Nepal
Two North American missionaries who

were arrested in Nepal for proselytizing

last October were acquitted of all charges

and released recently. The judge "took a
very courageous decision by Nepalese
standards" because the anti-proselytizing

law "is ingrained not only in Nepal's legal

system but its very culture," said Marcia
Bernicat of the U.S. State Department.
David McBride of Columbia, Pa., and
Marvyn Budd of London, Ont, both of

whom work with Operation Mobilization,

were completing a hiking expedition
through the foothills of the Himalayas in

eastern Nepal when they were detained
by police.

New chapel in Antarctica is world's
southernmost house of worship
What continent has been designated by

international treaty to be used only for

peaceful purposes? The answer is

Antarctica, and since 1959, one of its

primary outposts has had a chapel—the
Chapel of the Snows. In 1978 that chapel
at McMurdo Station burned and for the

past 11 years believers worshiped in a
makeshift hut built from scrap material.

Recently a new Chapel of the Snows was
dedicated; it is the world's southernmost
building erected primarily for religious

services and the only known house of

worship on Antarctica.

Robertson and Schuller suffer

major drops in Arbitron ratings
The latest Arbitron ratings have not

been kind to two of America's best-known
television evangelists—Pat Robertson of

The 700 Club and Robert Schuller of Hour
ofPower. The Arbitron figures show that

The 700 Club plummeted 56 percent in

numbers of households watching between
November 1986, shortly after Robertson
began campaigning for president, and
November 1988. For the same period, the

audience for Schuller's program went
from nearly 2 million households to only

about 1.3 million. This brought the Hour
ofPower from the head of the televange-

lism class to only second place, behind
The World Tomorrow of the Worldwide
Church of God.

UN recognizes conscientious objection
to war as a human right

The Human Rights Commission recent-

ly passed the strongest ever resolution, in

a United Nations body, recognizing the

right to conscientious objection to

military service. For the first time ever a

communist country, Hungary, cosponsor-

ed this initiative.

The resolution recognizes conscientious

objection as a "legitimate exercise of the

right of freedom of thought, conscience,

and religion" and recommends to coun-

tries with compulsory military service

"that they introduce for conscientious

objectors various forms of alternative

service."

Conscientious objection has been an

issue for the UN and its predecessor, the

League of Nations, for some 60 years. The
recent resolution indicates a growing ac-

ceptance of conscientious objection in

many countries.
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Why is the church so conservative?
Once a year we return to thoughts of Pentecost,

a seminal event in the history of the people of

God. A radical inbreaking of the Spirit with wind
and fire and enthusiasm. We look at the church
today and ask ourselves, "Are we really worthy
successors to the Pentecost people?"

Scott Nearing, about whom I wrote three weeks
ago, once debated John Haynes Holmes on the

topic, "Can the Church Be Radical?" Nearing
insisted that the church cannot be radical.

Possibly his most telling point was that the

church cannot be radical because it requires

"large economic support, and it is therefore

tethered to the source of its support" (A Scott
Nearing Reader, p. 117).

I assume that by "radical" Nearing was using
the term with much the same meaning as Art
Gish in TheNew Left and Christian Radicalism
(Eerdmans, 1970). Gish writes: "To be radical is

to go to the root, to attack a problem at its base
... to present a fundamental alternative to the

status quo ... to start with what could be rather
than what is" (p. 7). In this sense it appears that
the church at the start was radical. Is the church
radical today? Yes and no. The church inherits a
radical tradition (not necessarily a contradiction

in terms) that goes back to Pentecost and beyond.
But we often seem not to attain the level of radi-

calism attributed to the heroes of our past.

I mentioned above Nearing's comment about
the church and money. Those of us with money
received it from the status quo. When someone
says this must be turned upside down, we rightly

wonder what this would do to our money.
Beyond this are some other aspects of church

activity which Nearing did not mention. One of

these is family life and the nurture of children.

These can be an excuse: the Mennonite Church
has held for centuries that it is possible to have a
family and still follow Jesus. But the rela-

tionships between radicals and their families can
suffer.

Nearing's life serves as an illustration. His first

marriage broke up and he became estranged from
his sons. One son sold Liberty Bonds during
World War II and declared himself a militarist.

The other one took a job in a bank. In both it ap-

pears the concerns of the father were rejected by
the sons. No doubt Nearing had many other "sons
and daughters," persons who viewed his life and
ideas positively and sought to carry them out.

But a burden of the church which we have
inherited from Judaism before us is the call to

teach the faith to our children. If it doesn't make
any sense to the next generation, maybe we our-

selves have not understood.

Yet this concern for children is no excuse to

dilute the message. Rather it is to consider what
style may be used to live and interpret the radical

faith in a winsome manner. Finally, the dif-

ference between the conservative and the Chris-
tian radical is that given a choice to follow Jesus
or to compromise, the radical will follow Jesus
regardless of the consequences. This has been the
historic Mennonite position, although we would
all agree that we are not able to carry it out
consistently.

The radical tinge of our position appears when
someone says, "What if everyone were like the
Mennonites?" The implication is that the enemy
would come in like a flood and destroy what we
and our forebears have worked so hard to build

up. This could be true, but we don't know and
radicals do not anticipate consequences. They get
on with obedience rather than spend time ne-

gotiating with others to arrange a consensus.
Nevertheless, to seek a new consensus may be a

worthwhile effort. A recent issue of The Reporter
tells of the efforts of Episcopalians to articulate a
peace position. In 1982 the Episcopal Peace
Fellowship introduced a resolution against war to

the General Convention of the church. Over a pe-

riod of six years the proposed position has been
made more firm so that it is expected that by 1991
the statement before the convention may well be
that "nonviolent refusal to participate in or

prepare for war is the faithful response of a mem-
ber of this church."

It will be one thing to get such a resolution past
the General Convention and another thing to see

individual members carry it out. It is not likely

that the president of the United States, an Epis-

copalian, will support this position.

It may be that not every generation is called to

be radical. For some it is enough to hold to and
seek to practice the faith as passed down. But the
time will come when a new examination of the

roots is called for and a new expression of what it

means to be people of God. Those involved with
Pentecost recognized that it was a new time with
a new expression. And they responded. It was a
radical decision.—Daniel Hertzler



The gospel

and world
religions

by David W. Shenk

Whenever the gospel

is seen and heard
in a manner which

connects with the

worldview of any people,

it is good news.

"I want to be a secular man with faith in God,"
Abdi Mohammed explained forthrightly.

Abdi and I were sipping spiced cardamom tea

in our family living room. A gentle night breeze

from off the Indian Ocean refreshed our spirits

at the conclusion of a sultry day.

"The Muslim faith as I have experienced it does



Within all religions there are beliefs and
values which are signs pointing toward
the gospel.

not encourage the development of the secular
aspects of life. For that reason many of us young
people are considering Marxism. Yet I don't want
to be an atheist."

We sipped our teas silently before Abdi
continued, "Is the Christian faith the faith for

secular man?"
This question from a high school student who

was studying under Marxist teachers amazed
me.
"What leads you to that question?" I prodded.
Abdi responded without hesitation. "You

Christians people of faith who are also sec-

ular. Surely there is a relationship between your
faith and your commitment to secular human
development."

Revolutionary gospel. Whenever the gospel is

seen and heard in a manner which connects with
the worldview of any people, it is good news. Yet
it is also always revolutionary. Paradoxically the
more the gospel is received and clothed within the

expressions, worldview, and norms of a culture,

the more revolutionary it becomes. The revolu-
tion usually accelerates when the Scriptures are
translated into the mother tongue of a people.

Whenever a core of people within a society

repent and believe the gospel, that society will

never be the same again. These faithful believers

in Jesus become change agents; in the words of

Jesus, they are salt and light. However, societies

often resist change, even if the development is

wholesome. This is the reason societies often

persecute their first Christian believers. The Lord
Jesus Christ is the great disturber of cultures and
religions.

Sometimes the disturbing of a culture is be-

cause of the unwise transfer of values and
practices from a Christianized society to a pre-

Christian society. Nevertheless the fundamental
transformation which occurs when the gospel is

David W. Shenk, Mountville, Pa., is overseas ministries
director at Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions in nearby
Salunga.

received is much deeper. The apostolic evangelists
in Thessalonica were accused of turning the world
upside down (Acts 17:6)! The revolution which the
gospel creates is grounded in repentance, which is

a distinctive of biblical faith.

Repentance is a U-turn toward God away from
ethnocentricity and egocentricity. The righteous
Creator God who is other than culture calls all

people to turn away from the false deities who re-

semble our cultures. For this reason the gospel is

never fully at home in any worldview or religious

system. It is no wonder that once a people have
confessed faith in Jesus Christ, a profound moral
and cultural transformation begins.

Nineteenth-century German Lutheran mis-
sionaries among the Chagga of Tanzania were
surprised to discover that the gospel changes
people and societies. They strove to introduce the
gospel in a pure form so that no disruption would
take place in local culture. They would get the
Chagga ready for heaven. That was enough.
While on home leave they wrote a book on how to

share the gospel so that culture is not disturbed.
While the missionaries were gone, the Chagga

Christians convened a conference and listed evils

in their society such as female circumcision and
witchcraft which must be rejected in the light of

the good news of Jesus. They covenanted together
to transform their culture for good. When the
missionaries returned, they discovered that their

book on missiology was already out of date!

Lead away from truth. There are themes in all

cultures and religions which resist the gospel or
trends which lead away from the truth in Christ.

In Western culture, the Enlightenment is a trend
which has encouraged values and a worldview
which is quite contrary to the gospel.

When Christians from supposedly Chris-

tianized societies discover that their Hindu, Mus-
lim, Marxist, primal, African traditionalist, Zo-
roastrian, Bahai, Jain, Sikh, Shiinto, humanist,
Confucian, or Buddhist associates seem closer to

gospel ideals than many professing Christians, a
crisis of faith sometimes develops. What is the
point of sharing the gospel with those who seem
to have their act together better than some of

those who confess Christ as Lord?
We need to remember that central to the mis-

sion of the church is the commitment to preach-

ing Christ, not ourselves (1 Cor. 2:1-2). We are all

sinners. Even though Paul considered himself the
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chief of sinners, he witnessed for Christ in every

way possible.

No culture, worldview, moral system, or reli-

gion is totally evil or false. Although all people

and cultures are infected by sin, the image of God
in which we are created is not totally eradicated.

Furthermore, the Holy Spirit is always at work
everywhere, nudging people toward the truth.

The Scriptures say: " 'The word is near you; it is

in your mouth and in your heart,' that is, the

word of faith we are proclaiming ..." (Rom.

10:8).

I grew up among the Zanaki of Tanzania who
were hearing the gospel for the first time. These

people had never imagined a bodily resurrection

of the dead. Nevertheless the sages would nod
assent when my father preached. They quoted

from an ancient Zanaki saying: "There is that

which is eternal." How did the Zanaki know this?

My parents believed that the Holy Spirit had
planted this truth in the heart and mouth of the

Zanaki. The Spirit had prepared them to hear the

preaching of the bodily resurrection of the dead.

Another sign among the Zanaki and in most
world religions is animal sacrifices for wrongdo-
ing. The millions of animals sacrificed

throughout the ages are a sign pointing to the

gospel which reveals that Jesus gave his life as

the sacrifice for all sin. Within all religions and
worldviews there are such beliefs and values

which are signs pointing toward the gospel.

Wonderful surprise. As I relate to people of

various world religions, I am impressed that

Jesus is a wonderful surprise. He is the enflesh-

ment of all truth (John 1:14). In sharing Jesus and
in listening to the responses of others to him, I

often glimpse dimensions of his glory which I was
never aware of before. This is true even if

responses may seem adversarial to the gospel.

There are endless dimensions of that good news
who is Jesus.

For example, people of other faiths are often

surprised that the Christian faith is not specula-

tive or philosophical, but rather a response to

God's acts in history. Thus the Bible is mostly a

history book; it even includes four biographies of

Jesus. Although their respective worldviews are

vastly different, if you offer a Bible to Hindus or

Muslims, the chances are that the following day
they will return the Bible complaining that it is

not Scripture, but rather a history book.

When a person objects to the Bible because it is

a history rather than a religious book, we can ex-

claim, "It is good that you have made that dis-

covery! The good news is that God loves us so

much that he has chosen to reveal himself to us
through his acts in history, and especially

through the life of Jesus. That is the reason the

Bible is a history book!"

Now that is revolutionary. In a religion such as

Hinduism, like all ontological religious systems

People of other faiths are often

surprised that the Christian faith is not

speculative or philosophical, but rather

a response to God's acts in history.

which believe divinity and nature are a unity, his-

tory is a meaningless cycle. In fact Hinduism
perceives that history is a tragic accident; it is

maya, an illusion. With few possible exceptions,

all primal religions believe history has no mean-
ing. Even in Islam, whose worldview is much
closer to Christianity, history hangs, as it were,

without movement, awaiting the judgment. In

contrast, biblical faith views history as signifi-

cant. It is the arena in which God has revealed

himself and in which he is acting to bring about
the fulfillment of his kingdom.

View of people. The view of the person is

another aspect of the good news. In Marxist

ideology, people are only material and their

worth is primarily measured by the work they

produce. In Hinduism and Buddhism the illusion

of personal existence is seen as a distortion of

reality. The wheel of reincarnations or rebirth

traps the person in a meaningless cycle of

existences. The goal of the person should be the

cessation of personal existence, just as the drop of

water vanishes into the sea. These religions focus

on devices to help people escape from the cycle.

Biblical faith shows a different perception. The
life, death, and resurrection of Jesus reveals that

God invites each person to become a member of

his own eternal family, to enjoy personal life

abundantly and forever.

Jesus unlocks these and other wonderful sur-

prises. Here are a few more. All religions have
some recognition of a Creator God, at least in

their remote memory. For some religions, such as

Islam, God the Creator is right in the forethought

of consciousness. Yet Islam teaches that he is

unknowable; God reveals his will, but not

himself. A characteristic of primal religions is

that their worship is focused on spirits or nature

divinities because they believe the Creator God is

too busy and remote to be concerned about their

mundane affairs. Other religions consider God to

be an impersonal life force or that God is one with

the cycles of nature. Buddha and Confucius

doubted that God had any relevance to the human
condition.

Now the surprise! When Jesus was conceived,

the angel announced that he will be Immanuel,
God with us. The power and authority of Jesus'

life demonstrates that he is indeed God with us.

We believe that in Jesus the God of all creation

has revealed himself fully and definitively. If God
is like Jesus, then all people can commit them-
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Amidst the religious pluralism of modern
society, Christ does not ask us to defend
him.

selves to him without reservation. He is our lov-

ing heavenly Father. What a surprise that is!

The religions of the world have not suspected
that God would suffer for humankind. The Crea-
tor divinity is invulnerable; on that there is no de-

bate. Yet the gospel breaks through all those per-

ceptions. In Jesus, the God of all creation is

revealed in the vulnerability of a baby in a
manger, in a child refugee fleeing to Egypt. He is

the one who washes the feet of his servants. He
suffers because of our sin. In suffering love he
absorbs our hostility and breaks the cycle of vio-

lence. The Anointed One gives his life as a ransom
for our sin.

Among people as diverse as secular deists, Bud-
dhist philosophers, Hindu pantheists, or Jewish
and Muslim theists, from the remote hamlets of

illiterate peasants in Asia's poorest country to the
high rises of technocracy in New York City, when
giving witness to Jesus Christ crucified, I have
experienced the gasp of incredulity: But God can-
not love that much! Our witness is: Yes, he does!

And what shall we say of the church? Although
the church participates in sinfulness, it is

nevertheless the most remarkable global com-

munity. It's a miracle. The church is people from
tribes, nations, and languages everwhere who
have responded to the call of God through Christ
to repent, experience the forgiveness of sin, and
to become the new redeemed family of God.

The faithful church enjoys rich local cultural
roots and also amazing unity which transcends
ethnic and national barriers. These faithful

Christians are the salt of the earth. They are good
news people. They are a sign among the nations
that the kingdom of God has already begun.

In our modern age, world religions meet each
other more intensely than ever before. Most of us
have neighbors and friends whose religious

orientation is not Christian. Amidst the religious

pluralism of modern society, Christ does not ask
us to defend him, for he himself is his own best
defense. However, Christ does need witnesses
who will introduce him to those who do not know
him.

The Spirit of God urges the disciples of Jesus to
invite all people, whatever their religious heri-

tage, to experience salvation and join in the pil-

grimage of discovering "How wide and long and
high and deep" is the love of God revealed in

Jesus Christ our Lord (Eph. 3:18). ^

The religious symbols depicted on these pages are: Islam
(cover), Chinese mysticism (p. 338), Taoism (p. 339), and
Shintoism (p. 340).

The covenant

Through childbirth pains and severed cord
you sealed the covenant to me and sighed
at last to find joy mingled with relief.

You smiled and held this bloodstained object

of distress like priceless treasure

in your faintly trembling hands.

But your travail was not yet done
for I proved as burdensome to be
in later life as then.

Your labor followed me from room
to room and I filled your days with pointless

questions, sullied things.

Yet love was not severed with the broken cord
nor was our sharp contraction breached,

and so with graceful strength you bore
my weighty needs.

But how did plumes of laughter spring

from one so life-encumbered,

as shoot and petal bursting from

a soil-encumbered seed?

Perhaps you touched some hidden truth and
knew

the weight of infant excrement and tears

to be the root of Spirit-breathing life,

and so you worshiped God and cared for me.

It is exuberant love, tempered

in the crucible of pain

that I offer in return to you
with hope that I will likewise apprehend

in nurture and the agony
of birth

the core of gladdening life like

one transfigured brilliantly against

the latent tremor of a cross-dimmed sky.

—Roger Robins
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Book review

Pocket our spiritual

guns and listen

It Can Happen Today! by G. Edwin Bon-
trager and Nathan D. Showalter. Herald
Press, 1986. 96 pp. $5.95.

Witness: Empowering the Church by A.

Grace Wenger and Dave and Neta
Jackson. Herald Press, 1989. 196 pp.

$8.95.

We are halfway through the phase of

Mennonite history partly characterized
by aiming for the Goals for '95. These
church growth goals have attempted to

reignite a Mennonite fervor for evange-
lism. It Can Happen Today! and Witness:
Empowering the Church are two at-

tempts to address the Mennonite evange-
lism agenda.

Both books are organized into 13 chap-
ters for use in a Christian education
quarter. Today is supplemented by a com-
prehensive and well-written teacher's
manual (available for $14.95). Witness
has helpful discussion questions follow-
ing each chapter. I will consider each book
in turn and then make some comments on
both together.

Many scholars of the book of Acts have
noted that the book is organized to show
the expanding geographic circles of in-

fluence of witness to Jesus Christ. It is

therefore appropriate that Bontrager and
Showalter have elected to follow an out-

line of Acts to speak about church
growth.

Beginning with the Spirit's empower-
ment of the disciples, Today moves
through Acts, observing the shaping of

community and leadership in response to

diversity, conflict, and growth. Each
chapter begins with material from Acts.
Then application is made to the church to-

day. Each chapter ends with a call to deci-

sion about the content of that chapter.

The book focuses on conversion and
growth. It argues convincingly that the
church can grow today as in the days of
Acts, not only by accident but by prayer-
ful planning. Together with the ample
teacher's manual, the book is poised to be
a good discussion starter leading to new
commitments.
Wenger and the Jacksons organized

Witness into a three-part movement with
prelude. The prelude argues that the pur-
pose of the church is to witness. Witness

is then approached from three vantage
points: worship, community, and mission.

Witness is the center of church life. All

are called to give witness, whatever their

particular gifts. The average Christian is

called more to give witness than to par-

ticipate in church meetings or structure.

Worship is the gathering to be formed
into the character of God and to prepare

for the conflict with the powers of dark-

ness. It is direct attention to our relation-

ship with God that is necessary to sustain

us in our life of witness.

Community is discipleship and group
life that demonstrates a new way of relat-

ing and provides structure for growth.

Mission is making connections with

people to meet needs and enlarge the com-
munity of Christ.

This book's strength is its insight into

the social dynamics of meeting and incor-

porating new people. When speaking of

witnessing, it is aware of the excess of

quiet insularity on the one side and over-

bearing insensitivity on the other side. It

knows of manipulation by strangers as

well as the empowerment in community
to meet strangers. Such sensitivity to

both foibles and possibilities shows it has
been written out of experience with what
it calls "witness."

Both books take cues and learnings

from evangelical thought, including that

of the Charles Fuller Institute of Evange-
lism and Church Growth. They also both

speak from a Mennonite-Anabaptist per-

spective. Is this a happy marriage? Cer-

tainly no one can argue that Anabaptists
were not evangelistic. Going out and pro-

claiming was one of the most striking

characteristics of Anabaptists, right up
there with their intense ethical commu-
nalism and their refusal to bear arms.
But what about communalism and

bearing arms? Do these books retain a
communal theology and a political cri-

tique that is securely Anabaptist? Or are

they overly influenced by an individ-

ualistic, apolitical theology that has
sometimes been the shape of evangelica-

lism?

Witness is communal to its core.

Church community is the basic evangel-

ism unit of the book. Witnessing is the

function of all church life. What else

could one expect from the communitarian
lives of the authors at Reba Place?

Today focuses less on community.
Where is discussion of the striking pas-

sages about sharing goods and Paul's

work collecting the "offering for the
saints"? And its discussion of conflict and
unity seems unaware of the deep con-

tributions of Mennonite Conciliation
Service. Still, it is speaking of church
growth, not individual growth, and all

that it says eventually returns to growth
of a communal entity, not only a saved
soul.

Regarding politics, I only note that

neither book has the depth of political cri-

tique linked with evangelism that is

found in Alfred Krass's Evangelizing
Neopagayi North America (Herald Press,

1982. 256 pp. $9.95). I would read Krass's

book as a companion to the two books

under review.

I also found myself considering the ten-

sion between "witness to people" and
"dialogue with people." The former em-
phasizes confidence and clarity of belief.

The latter emphasizes humility and ap-

preciation for the diverse work of the

Spirit. I think both books tend to be
weighted on the side of "witness to." Wit-

ness, however, balances both "witness to"

and "dialogue with" more successfully,

saying we would do well between Chris-

tians and non-Christians to "pocket our
spiritual guns and listen to one another."

Finally, I found myself considering the

issue of numerical growth. It is assumed
in both books that the church wants to

meet and incorporate more and more
people. As recorded in the book of Acts,

the realm of Christ thus expands. This

concern not only for planting and nurtur-

ing faith through witness, but also for

completing the job by incorporating peo-

ple into the circle of commitment, has
somewhere been called "harvest the-

ology." It is the concern for the harvest

that asks the question of numerical
growth.

Many times, attention to numbers has

been frowned upon because it may en-

courage making all theology and ethics

secondary to signing up those members
any way possible. This is certainly a

danger if an individual or group is on
some sort of religious power trip. But, as

Witness says, "A church that is not grow-
ing is dying. To merely keep pace with the

world's expanding population the church

must grow, to say nothing of fulfilling

Christ's great commission."
Expansive growth is the New Testa-

ment and early Anabaptist experience

and is characteristic of every renewal of

faith in history. Perhaps it is insularity

and a comfortable status quo, rather than
theology and ethics, that must be sac-

rificed in order for a church to experience

numerical growth.—Vernon Rempel, pa-

stor of Community Mennonite Church,

Lancaster, Pa.
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Winnipeg will be exciting,

but what are we doing now?
by Charles Chris tano

It was July 29, 1978, at 7:00 p.m. The venue was
Cessna Stadium in Wichita, Kansas. All of the

participants in the 10th Assembly of Mennonite
World Conference stood up and thousands of lips

and tongues unitedly sang "How Great Thou

We must repent of our negligence and
ask the Spirit to empower our witness to

our neighbors.

Art." Our hearts burst with gratitude and happi-
ness.

I could not help shedding tears as I was
reminded of the very words of John, "I looked and
there before me was a great multitude that no one
could count, from every nation, tribe, people and
language, standing before the throne and in front
of the Lamb" (Rev. 7:9).

Encircling the world. It was not yet a count-
less multitude during that evening, nor at the
final evening at Strasbourg 1984, but to any of us
who know the beginning of Mennonite World
Conference, which was held in Switzerland in

1925, it was clear that Mennonites and Brethren
in Christ have truly become a larger and ever-

growing family, encircling the world.

The almost exclusively Teutonic names of

earlier days have since been linked, joined, and
intertwined with tongue-twisting sounds such as

Soedarsohadi Notodihardjo, Liu Shiao Tsiang,
Akiyoshi Kura, Mpoyi Tshenda, Kilabi Bululu,
Kasa Agafari, Balandina Kambuaya, Hersi
Ahmed Mohamed, and many more.
Now we are getting ready for Assembly 12.

1

can sense it is to be the largest gathering we have
ever had. I anticipate not only the actual

regathering of Mennonites and Brethren in Christ
from throughout the world, but as we have

Charles Christano, Kudus, Indonesia, is an Indonesian
Mennonite leader who served previously as president of
Mennonite World Conference.

chosen the theme of "Witnessing to Christ in To-

day's World," I trust that each and every one of

us has the vision of Paul:

For this reason I kneel before the Father, from
whom his wholefamily in heaven and on earth
derives it name. . . . And Ipray that you, being
rooted and established in love, may have power,
together with all the saints, to grasp how wide
and long and high and deep is the love ofChrist.

— Ephesians 3:1^-18

Yes, we are getting ready for Winnipeg 1990,

and what an excitement! But what should be
closer to our hearts is that we become faithful

witnesses to Christ in our daily walks of life.

Though quite a number will be gathered in

Winnipeg, certainly not all can come to celebrate

that happy and important occasion. At best what
we are going to experience at Winnipeg is but a
fraction of the gathering of so many potential

multitudes who are waiting and hungry for the

love of God. They will be lost forever unless. . . ?

Because the Bible says, "For there is no dif-

ference between Jew and Gentile . . . for,

'Everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will

be saved.' How, then, can they . . . believe in the

one of whom they have not heard? And how can
they hear without someone preaching to them?
And how can they preach unless they are sent? As
it is written, 'How beautiful are the feet of those

who bring good news!' " (Rom. 10:12-15).

At any cost. Oh, that we may catch the spirit

of our forefathers who were known in Switzer-

land, Germany, and Holland because of their wit-

ness to Christ at any cost!

In this week following Mennonite World
Fellowship Sunday, I am making an appeal that

we kneel before the Father and repent for our
negligence and for our halfhearted witness, for

our complacence, and then ask the Spirit to em-
power our witness to our neighbors so that when
he comes again with the trumpet call we do not

have to face him empty-handed.
"Whatever you do, work at it with all your

heart, as working for the Lord, not for men" (Col.

3:23). ^
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Hear, hear!

A colum n for sharing personal concerns

Should we say,

1 am an American'?
In a recent trip to Nicaragua I was

again reminded of the arrogance that we
of the United States display when we
identify ourselves as "Americans." What
is so unique about being American in

Nicaragua? Nicaraguans are also Ameri-
cans, are they not? In my mind the

Americas break down into four geo-

graphical groupings: South America,
Central America, the Caribbean, and
North America. People from the southern

cone of Chile and Argentina to the north-

ernmost reaches of Canada and everyone
in between (from more than 30 coun-

tries!) are all Americans. To try to be

more specific by stating that we are

"North" Americans is not all that helpful,

either, for that still leaves the possibility

of three countries: Canada, the United

States, or Mexico.

Part of the problem is due to an inade-

quacy of the English language. People

from Canada can say, "I am Canadian,"

but there is no form of "United States"

which can be used in an "I am ..." state-

ment. In Spanish this is possible: United

States is "Estados Unidos" and one can

identify himself by saying "I am estadou-

nidense." About our only alternative cur-

rently is to phrase our national identity in

terms of "I am from the United States."

But to say where we are from is not quite

like saying who we are.

To say "I am an American" to identify

one's U.S. nationality is an unacceptable

alternative. It sounds as though we think

we are the only ones, or at least the only

real ones. It smacks of imperialism. (Im-

perialism can be cultural in nature as

well as political.) Whether it was impe-
rialistic mentality which insisted on be-

ing identified as "American" or whether
the lack of a better way of identifying

oneself helped create an imperialistic

mentality, I don't know. It's like trying to

decide if the chicken or the egg came first.

With both imperialism and the lack of

an appropriate form as givens, I conclude

that the two (language and culture) feed

on each other and are part of a vicious

circle. Singing "God Bless America" when
all that we intend to be blessed is the good
ol' U.S. of A. is an example of this

disgusting phenomenon.
I suppose before the age of non-sexist

language a possibility would have been to

say, "I am a Unitedstatesman," but today

that would not seem to be a good choice.

What about "Unitedstatesperson"? Or
perhaps we should use it in masculine and
feminine forms and use "Unitedstates-

woman" as well as "Unitedstatesman."

Anybody creative out there with a bet-

ter solution? In Christian humility let's

contribute to the dynamics of the English

language by creating an appropriate form
of "United States" and be done with say-

ing "I am an American" to identify our-

selves as U.S. citizens.

—Jacob Tice, Boynton, Pa.
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Church news

First Service Adventure unit

to open in August
Allan Kenagy jokes that he will become

a Mennonite "adventurer" in August.
Currently a Voluntary Service worker
with Mennonite Board of Missions in

Champaign, 111., he will join one of the
first units of MBM's new Service Adven-
ture. It is a service/learning program in

North America designed for posthigh
school young adults with little or no
college experience.

Although transferring to a different

program, Kenagy will not change loca-

tions. Champaign, after 17 years as the
site of a VS unit, will become a pilot

project site for Service Adventure in

August. No further VSers will be placed
in Champaign.
Kenagy works as a carpenter with

Empty Tomb, an ecumenical social

service agency in Champaign. As a

"Service Adventurer," he will continue
his carpentry assignment while partici-

pating in many other activities planned to

provide training, nurture, and spiritual

direction for young adults.

Service Adventure will provide 10
months of service work, group living, and
congregational involvement, plus a study
component focusing on the Bible, social

issues, and personal growth. Each Service
Adventure unit will consist of 5-6 par-

ticipants and a household leader.
Household leaders will receive training

before beginning their assignments, be-

cause their role is crucial to the program's
effectiveness.

In addition to providing nurture and
support, household leaders will lead the
group through the Service Adventure
study program. Outlined by Norman
Kauffmann and Ron Stutzman of Goshen
College, the study component is based on
an action-reflection style of learning,
combining experiences and "adventures"
with a variety of resources and the devel-

opment of personal understanding skills.

Worship, gift discernment, learning
practical skills, and recreation will also be
part of daily household life.

Service Adventure units will also par-
ticipate actively in a local Mennonite con-
gregation which sponsors the unit. The
congregation is the main foundation on
which the Service Adventure program
rests, providing the financial and organi-
zational framework for each unit. The
congregation is responsible for providing
housing, supplies, and a vehicle, as well

as finding service assignments for par-
ticipants. Ideally, paid service jobs cover
the church's costs, reducing the congrega-
tion's financial investment to a mini-
mum.
Kenagy is a member of the support

committee for the Champaign unit. It is

made up of members from East Bend
Mennonite Church of Fisher and First

Mennonite Church of Champaign-Ur-
bana. When first faced with the responsi-

bilities of starting the Champaign unit,

committee members were tempted to

comment, "This is a lot of work. What's in

it for us?" But as planning has pro-
gressed, anticipation has grown. Both
supporting congregations are looking for-

ward to the regular attendance and active

involvement of Service Adventure
groups. They know church members will

be instrumental in encouraging and
training young adults as future leaders or
potential mission candidates.

While the sponsoring congregation will

provide on-site support, the Service Ad-
venture worker will also be responsible
for some of his/her support, paying for

travel to and from the assignment and
health-insurance costs. The participant's

home congregation will be asked to con-
tribute funds for on-site transportation, a

monthly personal allowance, and educa-
tional/recreational expenses. MBM will

cover administrative costs and will offer
scholarships to individuals and congrega-
tions that find it impossible to cover the
required costs.

This funding package recognizes that
church agencies are having increasing
difficulty finding money to finance much-
needed programs. It also requires active
commitment by a more broad-based
group of Mennonite persons and con-
gregations. It encourages congregational
participation and ownership as well as
personal accountability on the part of the
participants.

In addition to Champaign, a Service
Adventure unit will open in Philippi,

W.Va., and in one or two additional loca-

tions this year. Kenagy's home congrega-
tion, Albany (Oreg.) Mennonite Church,
is considering opening a Service Adven-
ture unit in 1990. Reflecting on these
developments, Kenagy quips, "It's nice to

know my home church will understand
why I'm an Adventurer!'

"

—Suzanne hindforMBM

Selfhelp to provide
loans and grants
to craft groups

In a move to better assist its producer
groups, Selfhelp Crafts—a program of
Mennonite Central Committee—has es-

tablished guidelines to return some of its

surplus funds to producers through a
system of loans and grants.
"As a nonprofit job-creation program,

we don't set out to earn a profit," explains
Selfhelp director Paul Leatherman. "But
for the past several years Selfhelp has
generated operating surpluses—funds
used for regular growth and contingen-
cies. For example, our operating sur-
pluses of the past several years paid for
our new warehouse." Selfhelp Canada is

currently building a warehouse in New
Hamburg, Ont., with operating sur-
pluses.

"We have legitimate uses for these

funds here in North America," continues

Leatherman, "but we also want to try

some creative approaches overseas where
extra funds in the hands of craftspersons

could expand their potential."

During this year $250,000 will be
available for distribution to overseas
producer groups. Half of this amount is

surplus that has been generated by
Selfhelp Canada. Most of the funds will

be divided between three priorities: (1) To
provide travel and/or scholarship assist-

ance so producers can attend conferences

on product development, business
management, and marketing; (2) To
provide funds needed to develop local and
regional markets; and (3) To provide
grants or loans to job-creation projects

for start-up costs and capital needs such
as equipment, buildings, and vehicles.

The remaining funds will be returned

to producer groups for their discretionary

use. These efforts will supplement Self-

help's existing producer services, such as

product development, marketing advice,

and cash advances on orders.

"Selfhelp Crafts has been compared to

an apple orchard, prompting the ques-

tion: Is it our job just to sell the apples, or

are we in a position to tend the orchard,

care for the trees, and make the orchard
as productive and healthy as possible?"

says Leatherman. "By sharing our sur-

plus funds with producers, I think we're

tending the orchard—giving our pro-

ducers a new opportunity to create jobs

and develop their skills."

Selfhelp currently buys items from
about 100 groups in 32 developing na-

tions. The crafts are sold in Canada and
the United States, primarily through
MCC nonprofit shops and annual craft

bazaars.
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Congratulating each other on the Hubmaier
book are the three people responsible for its

publication (left to right) C. J. Dyck, John
Howard Yoder, and Wayne Pipkin.

Believers' church event
focuses on Anabaptist
leader Hubmaier
Anabaptist leader Balthasar Hubmaier

believed the truth could not be killed. His-

tory has shown he was right—and not

only about truth as an abstract concept.

Hubmaier's own words, known as the

most eloquent Anabaptist statements
about believer's baptism and freedom of

religion, have survived more than 450

years. In fact, his potential audience now
is bigger than ever before.

That's because his words have been

reborn in English. John Howard Yoder, a

Mennonite scholar from Notre Dame Uni-

versity, and Wayne Pipkin, a Baptist

from European Baptist Theological Sem-
inary in Switzerland, have completed a

24-year process of translating all of

Hubmaier's writings. Balthasar Hub-
maier: Theologian of Anabaptism came
off the press in March.
A new book of such importance is cause

for celebration among people who care

about Anabaptist ideas and their mean-
ing for the church today. So about 70

people, including about a dozen Men-
nonites, gathered recently at Southwest-
ern Baptist Theological Seminary in

Fort Worth, Tex., for a scholarly kind of

celebration.

It was called a Believers' Church Con-
ference, and it was the eighth since 1967.

Most participants were professors, his-

torians, or students. Many were Baptists,

and Mennonites were the second-largest

group.

In the presentations of papers and pan-
el discussions, one desire was clear: that

believers' church members should stand

on Anabaptist convictions and that their

heritage would inspire a continuing vi-

brant witness to the world.

"Hubmaier's writings are as passion-

ate, clear, and relevant today as they

were when he sealed his martyrdom 461

years ago," said Franklin Littell of

Temple University. "On the nature of the

true church enjoying liberty and practic-

ing voluntary discipline, Hubmaier was
4Vfc centuries ahead of many religious

leaders in 1989."

Hubmaier has an unusual place in be-

lievers' church history. He has been des-

cribed as the Anabaptist whom Baptists

love the most. But because he believed in

defensive warfare, Mennonites haven't

considered him one of their favorite

Anabaptist heroes, said Leonard Gross of

Mennonite Church Historical Committee.
Hubmaier was a German preacher who

became known as the most learned theo-

logian and most gifted communicator
among the Anabaptists. He wrote the

Protestant Reformation's first plea for

complete religious toleration, Concerning
Heretics and Those Who Burn Them. In

1525 he was rebaptized and wrote On the

Baptism of Believers, in which he called

infant baptism idolatry. This became the

platform statement for the believer's bap-

tism movement. These and other writings

secured his place as "the essential theolog-

ical voice of the Anabaptist tradition,"

said James Stayer of Queens University.

Hubmaier had been an Anabaptist less

than three years when he died for his

faith. Austrian authorities burned him at

the stake in Vienna in 1528.

The book of Hubmaier's writings "rep-

resents the epitome of scholarship and
will add immeasurably to Anabaptist re-

search and studies," said C. J. Dyck, edi-

tor of the Classics of the Radical Refor-

mation Series. The new book is the fifth

in the series.

The book was a project of the Institute

of Mennonite Studies—the research arm
of Associated Mennonite Biblical Semin-
aries. Herald Press of Mennonite Publish-

ing House published it.

The conference strengthened ties be-

tween Mennonites and Baptists. "There is

a new awareness of our unity," Dyck said.

The Anabaptist-Baptist connection too

often is ignored, several conference par-

ticipants said. The first Baptist congrega-

tions of the 17th century were heirs of

Anabaptist ideas.

The term "believers' church" does not

imply that members of other churches

are not believers. It is a name given to

churches that require a confession of

faith before a person can be baptized and
join the church. Most people in the 16th

century considered believer's baptism an
act of heresy and anarchy. It was a break

with 1,300 years of tradition. In a time
when church and state were united, such

nonconformity seemed a threat to the

very foundation of Christian society.

Littell, a prominent Reformation his-

torian, spoke on "Religious Liberty in

Hubmaier and 16-Century Anabaptism."
One reason the Anabaptist testimony
must continue, he said, is that the forces

opposing religious liberty remain strong.

"Many Protestants still long for the in-

stitutions and power structures of Chris-

tendom," he said. "In spite of the mani-
fest blessings of religious liberty in

America—flourishing voluntary religion

and functioning secular government—we

in the United States are not free from
those who would return to the 'good old

days' of monolithic established religion

and the coerced conscience."

—Paul Schragfor Meetinghouse

WMSC leaders
take time to listen

and enlarge tents

To everything there is a season, says

Eccleeiastes, and a time to every purpose
under the heaven. For the Executive
Committee of Women's Missionary and
Service Commission, meeting recently in

Elkhart, Ind., this is a time to enlarge

tents, a time to listen.

WMSC has been seeking to discern new
structures to meet the needs of modern
Mennonite Church women. The sense of

the Executive Committee was that
changes must come, but it is not yet the

season for a new structure or a name
change. In the meantime, it is appro-

priate to move toward cooperation with

Women in Mission of the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church, to be open to

the promise of Isaiah 54:3-4 and enlarge

WMSC's tents, and to listen to the voices

of women across the church.

Women in Mission coordinator Sara
Regier was a guest at the meeting, and
the WMSC leaders noted similarities in

the two groups and how they can learn

from one another through cooperation.

One immediate possibility for cooperat-

ing is in producing a packet of materials

as the 1990-91 devotional guide.

Like Women in Mission, WMSC has
been looking at several possible future

models, including new names and new
structures. It was agreed that WMSC
should call together a "listening commit-

tee" of representatives from various

women's groups across the denomination

to explore the possibility of an "umbrella"

organization, which would include all the

diverse women's groups now existing. All

further work on new models will be post-

poned until this committee reports back.

Also at its meeting, the Executive Com-
mittee set plans for WMSC activities at

Normal 89—the joint convention of the

Mennonite and General Conference Men-
nonite churches scheduled for Aug. 1-6.

All the women of the Mennonite Church
are invited to all the women's meetings
planned by WMSC at Normal 89. WMSC
will sponsor four workshops and conduct

a business session.

That session will be followed by a

"Meet Your WMSC Executive Commit-
tee" event. All women attending will be

encouraged to express their ideas about
the future of WMSC and to report about
what is happening in their congregations

and conferences. The activities will cul-

minate in a joint celebration with Women
in Mission.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to th ree

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Edwin G. Moyer, Quakertown, Pa.
Whether by intention or coincidence, it

appeared to me quite appropriate that the

two articles, "Agonizing Over War Taxes"

and "Arrested in Buffalo," should be
placed directly across from each other in

the Apr. 18 issue.

The person arrested in Buffalo for pro-

testing abortions was taking part in

'"Operation Rescue," and certainly that is

also what resistance to war taxes is

about. It is reported that the U.S. and
Russia together are spending over $500

billion a year on defense while 800 million

people live in total poverty with insuffi-

cient food and no source of clean water.

Those of us who believe in the sanctity of

life during the nine months before birth

surely will deplore the extravagance in

military spending which robs the poor of

a decent life after birth, as well as posing

the threat of anniliation to the human
race.

While it is true that Jesus never spoke

out directly against abortion or paying

war taxes (or against slavery, for that

matter), I think the spirit of his message
is clear in the words of John 10:10

—
"I am

come that they might have life, and that

they might have it more abundantly." For
myself, if I were going to protest, I would
have to be just as zealous against war
taxes as against abortion, since I believe

God holds all of life sacred throughout
the entire lifespan, not just the pre-birth

period of human existence.

Randy Nafziger, Wauseon, Ohio
I am sorry Brother Krabill thinks that

raising the question of "what really is

Caesar's" is just "a loophole" and "the

same shallow type of reasoning used by
the liberal theologians" ("Hear, Hear!"

Apr. 18). I really wish that we would not

have to resort to labeling and stereotyp-

ing when discussing theological issues in

the church.

For we who agonize over the payment
of war taxes and raise this issue for the

church, the question of "what really be-

longs to Caesar" is precisely the issue.

Jesus did not say, "Pay your taxes to

Caesar," as Brother Krabill says he did.

He said, "Give to Caesar what is Caesar's,

and to God what is God's."

Does that mean we are to give Caesar
whatever he asks? Our forebears said no!

We will not put on the military uniform!

No, we will not serve as noncombatants!

No, we will not buy war bonds! Was that

"a loophole and shallow type reasoning"?

I think not. Today some of us are simply
saying, no, we will not voluntarily pay for

the killing of our brothers and sisters

—

and potential brothers and sisters—in

Central America, in Africa, in Israel, and
around the world. We will not give to

Caesar what belongs to God and his chil-

dren.

While there may be "no evidence that

Jesus didn't pay his taxes," Willard
Swartley raises some provocative ques-
tions and observations as to why the

Pharisees and Herodians used this

particular question to try and trap Jesus;

why this was the accusation brought
against him at his trial; and the fact that

in each of the confrontations between
Jesus and his opponents in Matthew 22

Jesus comes out opposite his opponents.
Perhaps the implication of Jesus' teach-

ings were more obvious then than now.
At any rate, the "loopholes and shallow

reasoning" of "what really is Caesar's" is

a question that we as Mennonite Chris-

tians who consider ourselves peacemak-
ers ought to be agonizing over together

much more than we do. Linda Peachey
does that quite well in her article in the

same issue. I agree with her that "what is

important is not so much that we all

agree, but that we agonize together on
these questions." May God give us the

graciousness and willingness to do so.

Janet R. Horsch, Pittsburgh, Pa.
My response to Titus Kauffman's Apr.

18 article, "Arrested in Buffalo," is

shame, shame, shame! We who live here
in the United States enjoy democratic
freedom, not theocracy. It may have es-

caped Rev. Kauffman's attention, but
Anabaptists have always believed in the

separation of church and state.

A woman has the constitutional right

to own her body, the legal right to an
abortion, and the religious freedom to

follow the dictates of her own conscience.

Rev. Kauffman, on the other hand, does
not have the constitutional right to regu-

late another's body; he has no legal

grounds to prevent women from seeking
abortions, nor does he have the right to

impose his religious beliefs on those who
do not share the same beliefs.

Shame on Rev. Kauffman for his

alliance with Operation Rescue. As a
Mennonite minister—and a pacifist, I

presume—how does he justify his in-

volvement with an organization that em-
ploys violent strategies and terrorist tac-

tics against women who are seeking abor-

tions and the abortion clinics as well?

When did an ecumenical service include

harassing women who are exercising
their rights? I have been face-to-face with

this group and the concept of nonviolence
is the furthest thing from their minds.
And in their zeal for pro-birth they have
no qualms about bombing aborton clinics.

Rev. Kauffman's participation in such a
demonstration condones such violence
and is, I think, an act of violence in itself.

I participated in a "truly ecumenical
service" on Apr. 9 in Washington, D.C.,

with over 300,000 people. I marched with
Catholics, Methodists, Presbyterians,
Baptists, and countless other denomina-
tions, as well as Jews, agnostics, atheists,

women of color, lesbians and gays, chil-

dren and men. And, believe it or not, with
Mennonites. We took a stand for life just

like Rev. Kauffman, but we did it in the
spirit of the constitution, legally, and
with respect for the religious freedom of

others.

Nancy Jane Derstine, Harleysville, Pa.
I am a married woman who was raised

a Unitarian for 23 years. I did my under-
graduate work at Rhode Island College

and my graduate work at Providence
College. I have my permanent teaching
certificate from the state of Pennsylvania
and taught in a public school setting for

19 years before coming to the Lord and
retiring from my worldly profession two
years ago. When I compare those 19 years
of worldly achievement to the little more
than two years that I have had a close

relationship with Christ, they are as
nothing. I only began to live two years
ago!

Dan Hertzler, to say that the Bible lan-

guage and terminology or syntax has the

effect of oppressing women (Editorial,

Apr. 4) strikes me as saying too much, go-

ing too far, being too eager to please those

women who are tantalized by the world's

mirage.

I draw strength from the masculine
aspects of the Bible because my husband
is my protector. He relieves me of having

to bear the brunt of the daily struggle and
frees me to be what God created me to

be—his helper (Gen. 2:18). There is much
satisfaction in that position for me. Of
course my husband also practices, in

earnest, what Ephesians has to say in

5:25. He works as hard at loving me as I

do at being his helper. Perhaps that is the

difference for me. I am not oppressed by
my husband so I can feel the freedom and
satisfaction afforded me in pursuing my
role as his helper and wife. I find God
blessing me for that submission.

Dan, I cannot believe you don't know
the scriptural teaching in 1 Timothy 2:11-

12. I therefore am mystified by your us-

ing such a dubious Scripture as 1 Corin-

thians 14:34 to discuss women's role in

the church in your editorial.

Having said all this, there are two
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questions I would like to raise in closing:

First, rather than confessing and repent-

ing of their arrogant and oppressive sins

over the years with respect to women, are

men now feeling guilty and so simply

inviting women to be arrogant and op-

pressive with them? And second, is there

abuse of position and power here that

needs to be confessed and repented of

rather than spread around?

Editor's response: 1 Timothy 2:11-15 is

discussed by John E. Toews in "Women in

Church Leadership" in the book The Bible

and the Church (Kindred Press, 1988).

Toews concludes that this teaching was
directed to wives in relation to their hus-

bands and does not speak to the issue of

public ministry. I recommend this chap-

ter and one that follows in the book—
"Women and the Church" by Herbert

Swartz. Sister Derstine's concluding
questions are worth pondering.

Robert Snyder, Salem, Oreg.
I want to clarify one possibly mislead-

ing point in the news article "Mennonites
Arrested for Abortion Protest in Oregon"
(Apr. 4). I also wish to explain why it took

place.

With due respect to Beryl Forrester,

who reported the event, we who engaged
in the rescue didn't really do "everything

possible" to impede the arrests. Rather,

we acted in accordance with our belief in

nonviolence and the necessity of submis-
sion to the authorities in good conscience.

Thus we were carefully nonaggressive in

our response to them. We did not actively

impede the arrests; we just did not help

the police arrest and remove us. We went
limp; the officers themselves carried us

away and put us into their vehicles. As

the article correctly stated, this was to

delay opening the abortion facility and so

"stay the execution" of the babies sched-

uled to die that day.

On the other hand we view the police

who arrest us and the judges who sen-

tence us as actively aiding and protecting

the murderers of unborn, innocent

children. At the same time we respect the

law and the authorities and are sym-
pathetic to them in their predicament.

They have a commendable sense of their

duty as guardians of justice. But in this

case they are asked to enforce a law the

enforcement of which perverts justice.

They strain out a gnat and swallow the

camel. If we trespassed to rescue children

from a burning house, we would be

praised, not punished. Yet the authorities

must be reminded that they are not

robots but free moral agents responsible

to God for their actions, whatever their

civil role.

By our nonviolent presence at the abor-

tion mill doors we want to save babies

and their mothers from abortion and ex-

pose this atrocity for what it is. We
believe we (and other Christians) will

have to answer to God for having waited

16 years to do it.

Willard Swartley, East Haven, Conn.
I write to thank you for two articles

that have nourished my mind and spirit:

Carl S. Keener's "At the Cross, at the

Cross" (Feb. 28) and Ben C. Ollenburger's

"Useless Praise" (Apr. 18).

Keener's article bears periodic reread-

ing. Here is one nugget: "When we come to

the cross we bring no agenda, no bargain-

ing chips, no trump cards, no self-help

books, no lessons in rhetoric or juris-

prudence. We bring just ourselves, and
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when Jesus gives us our cross, we begin to

be healed." Not denying that Jesus gives

us our share of the cross to bear, I'd like

to suggest the first reading to be "when
Jesus meets us at the cross, we begin to be

healed" (then to Carl's rendition as second

reading). For when we are encountered at

the cross, all the "old stuff" drains

away—enmity, rebellion, hardness of

spirit—and we become new. Thanks,
Carl, for the gospel word.

Ben's article points us to a basic but

often overlooked strength of our Chris-

tian faith. Since Ben and I usually co-

teach a course at Associated Mennonite

Biblical Seminaries this time of the year,

but I am not there this year to do so, this

interaction will need to suffice. Is it true

that "Praise [of God] does no earthly

good"? Rene Girard, anthropologist and

theologian, has convincingly shown that

ancient cultures the world over used sac-

rifice as a way of purging the people and

community from violence. Modern cul-

tures have developed more sophisticated

and subtle ways of operating the scape-

goat mechanism.
Hebrews 13:15—a text in my morning

reading prompting this letter—calls us to

"offer up a sacrifice of praise to God." That

thanksgiving and praise (Ps. 50, 145-150),

a penitent spirit (Ps. 51:17), and deeds of

justice (Amos 5:21-24; Mic. 6:6-8) are to

replace bloody sacrifices is already sig-

naled in the Old Testament. With Jesus

as "our once for all" sacrifice, that re-

placement is consummated and sealed

with a new covenant. God has appointed

Jesus to be the "once for all" victim of the

scapegoat mechanism of the human race.

Hence, the "power in [his] blood" to

release us from bondage, the new life of

praise, justice, and love, and the end to

violence and war.

I agree with Ben that we are to praise

God not because of some utilitarian bene-

fit. But the joyful truth is, like the en-

counter at the cross, praise to God drains

out the poison in our spirits. It purges our

human violence, resentments, and
enmity; sooths the unavoidable hurts of

our heart; and puts demons to flight. It

has positive impact upon our mental

health (likely also our physical health)

and, I would wager, even upon reductions

in our defense budget as a nation—pro-
vided the God whom we praise is the God
of the Bible.

The crises of our times—Mennonite
and otherwise—have arisen in good part

because there has been too little genuine

praise of God. Hence I suggest that praise

of God has, by God's decree, an intrinsic

function of salvific good, as well as ex-

trinsic benefits. That intrinsic function is

our salvific health, our sacrifice
—

"the

fruit of lips that acknowledge [Jesus']

name" (Heb. 13:15). Indeed, praise God
today, "because of who God is and be-

cause of who we are: we are God's people"

(emphasis mine).
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Longtime church historian C. J. Dyck will
be the commencement speaker for Eastern
Mennonite Seminary at its 40th annual cere-
monies on May 20. Dyck is a professor of
Anabaptist and 16th century studies at
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.

A resource group on AIDS has been set up by
First Mennonite Church of San Francisco. A
newly formed AIDS Mission Group is interest-

ed in helping individuals and congregations
who are seeking information and support. "We
have access to a variety of AIDS-related orga-
nizations and information sources which we
would like to make available to the larger Men-
nonite Church," says Pastor Joyce Wyse. "We
would also be pleased to help interested indi-

viduals pursue opportunities for AIDS-related
service in the San Francisco area." More in-

formation is available from Wyse at First
Mennonite Church of San Francisco, Box
410656, San Francisco, CA 94141; phone 415-
255-0370.

"Seeking out the lost needs to be our agen-
da," Dale Stoll told 40 participants in an "Ex-
tending the Kingdom" seminar recently in

Sarasota, Fla. "We Mennonites are good people
who like to help people, but it is extremely
hard for us to bring Jesus into a friendship and
say, 'Is your life where it needs to be?' " Stoll

cited a study showing that 70 percent of all

people who have been led to Christ were led by
people who have been Christians less than two
years. The seminar was sponsored by Men-
nonite Board of Missions and Southeast Con-
ference. Stoll is a pastor and MBM consultant.

A church is being planted in the eastern sec-
tion of Harrisonburg, Va. This is a fast-grow-
ing area of the city. Calling itself Joyspring
Mennonite Church, the group began Sunday-
morning worship services on Easter at the
Izaak Walton League building near Lake Shen-
andoah. Tom Porter is leading the core group
of people from other Mennonite congregations
in the Harrisonburg area who have a vision for
church planting.

Christians who plan potluck dinners and
operate soup kitchens should stop using Sty-
rofoam containers, says Art Meyer of the
Global Education Office of Mennonite Central
Committee U.S. And he offers seven reasons
why they are harmful to the environment. "It

may not seem economical," he says. "But the
real and longer-term costs are high." Meyer's
seven reasons are available from the Global
Education Office at MCC U.S., Box M, Akron,
PA 17501; phone 717-859-1151.

Sharply higher taxes on alcoholic beverages
is one way to curb alcohol-related deaths,
says Art Meyer of the Global Education Office
of Mennonite Central Committee U.S. "Present
taxes on alcoholic beverages—$13 billion a year
—are woefully inadequate to cover the social

costs related to alcohol—about $135 billion."

The government estimates that there are at
least 100,000 alcohol-related deaths each year
in the United States. Meyer urges Mennonites
to contact their members of Congress about
raising alcohol taxes.

All the obituaries in "Gospel Herald" and
its two predecessor magazines have been
indexed by Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite His-
torical Society. It took nearly a decade to type
the names from a 125-year period onto the so-
ciety's genealogical card file. It will be used by

researchers locally as well as those who order
research by mail.

Hosts and sponsors are needed for the Inter-
national Visitor Exchange Program oper-
ated by Mennonite Central Committee. Hosts
will provide a home from August through Feb-
ruary, and sponsors will provide a job. Some
105 participants—formerly called trainees-
are expected from Latin America, Asia,
Europe, and Africa. Interested persons should
contact MCC by June 15 at Box M, Akron, PA
17501; phone 717-859-1151.

The Lancaster Region of Mennonite and
Brethren Marriage Encounter is sponsoring
a marriage encounter at Quarryville, Pa., July
21-23, and engaged encounters at Quarryville,
June 23-25 and July 21-23. More information is

available from Lancaster Region at 92 Stras-

STOP the landfill. Ron Meyer of Men-
nonite Publishing House was one of

about a dozen Mennonites in Scottdale,

Pa., who testified recently against the

expansion of a landfill near their town.

Meyer, who is marketing manager for

Provident Bookstores, commented on the

potential danger of methane gas, which

is produced by decaying garbage and

could harm children in three nearby

schools. The meeting attracted about

1,200 people. One of the organizations

that spearheaded the event was STOP—
Stem Township Offensive Polluters.

About half the people in STOP are mem-
bers of the two Mennonite congregations

in Scottdale. This group coordinated

public meetings to talk about the land-

fill, directed a letter-writing campaign

aimed at local newspapers and

politicians, and mailed an announcement
of the meeting to about 5,000 rural

residents.

—

David Hiebert

burg Pk., Lancaster, PA 17602; phone 717-393-
5426.

The Newton Region of Mennonite and
Brethren Marriage Encounter is sponsoring
a marriage encounter for Ontario pastors at
Bolton, Ont., June 14-16. Another encounter,
open to anyone, is scheduled at Fresno, Calif.,
June 2-4. More information is available from
Newton Region at Box 347, Newton, KS 67114-
phone 316-283-5100.

New appointments:
•Ed Martin, secretary for Middle East and
South Asia, Mennonite Central Committee,
starting in late summer. He succeeds Paul
Myers, who will become director of Selfhelp
Crafts. Martin will be responsible for 50 MCC
workers in seven countries. He currently
works for International Irrigation Manage-
ment Institute in Sri Lanka. He served pre-
viously with MCC, along with his wife, Kath-
leen, in Nepal and Pakistan.
•Elizabeth Soto, assistant secretary for Latin
America and the Caribbean, Mennonite
Central Committee, starting in late summer.
She succeeds Karen Kenagy. Soto will help
oversee MCC work in 16 countries. She cur-
rently directs the High-Aim program for Men-
nonite Board of Education and teaches in the
Hispanic Ministries Program at Goshen Col-
lege.

•Phyllis Mishler, Sharing Fund manager, Men-
nonite Mutual Aid. She succeeds Tina Weldy.
Mishler will be responsible for the Sharing
Fund programs which assist Mennonite con-
gregations. She has been at MMA for the past
10 years, most recently as member services
manager.

New books:
•Peace, Faith, Nation by Theron Schlabach.
This second volume in the Mennonite Experi-
ence in America Series explores the 19th-
century story of Mennonites and Amish and
how they either resisted or yielded to
American culture and values. The author is a
history professor at Goshen College. The book,
published by Herald Press of Mennonite Pub-
lishing House, is available for $19.95 (in Cana-
da $24.95).

•Shaman's Voice by Timothy Miller. This col-

lection of five short stories depicts the author's
exploration of change, growth, and imagina-
tion. The author is a 1989 graduate of Goshen
College. The book, published by Pinchpenny
Press of Goshen College, is available for $2 (in

Canada $2.70) from the press at 1700 S. Main
St., Goshen, IN 46526.

New resources:
•Special magazine issue on media sex from
Media & Values. This is a response to the
increasing amount of sex in television and
other media. The special issue, entitled "The
Birds, the Bees, and Broadcasting: What the
Media Teaches Our Kids About Sex," is a
springboard to sexuality education in the
home. Media & Values is a quarterly magazine
supported by a variety of groups, including the
Mennonite Church. The special issue is

available for $4 (or at a discounted price for
larger quantities) from Media & Values at 1962
S. Shenandoah St., Los Angeles, CA 90034.
•Special newsletter issue on incest from Wom-
en 's Concerns Report. It includes the stories of
Mennonite women who have dealt with incest
and ways in which individuals and congrega-
tions can respond to the problem. The special
issue was put together by Ethel Metzler, a
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Seven from Mennonite Church begin MCC service. Seven new volunteers from the

Mennonite Church were among 22 who participated in Mennonite Central Committee

orientation, Apr. 4-14, at MCC headquarters in Akron, Pa. They are: Front row (left

to right)—Beth Bowman of Akron, Pa., health educator in Northren Ireland (joint

assignment with Mennonite Board of Missions); LaVerne Eby of Drake, Sask., MCC
meat canner operator in Akron; and Beth Brubacher of Waterloo, Ont., magazine edi-

tor in Atlanta, Ga. Back row—Diane Gehman of Gap, Pa., administrative assistant

in Kampuchea; Gilbert and Iola Lind of Fort Morgan, Colo., pricer/packer with

Selfhelp Crafts in Akron and waitress with Selfhelp Crafts tearoom in Ephrata; and

Charlotte High of Ephrata, Pa., bookkeeper at MCC headquarters. Not participating

in orientation but beginning assignments are Carolyn and Dave Schrock-Shenk of

Lancaster, Pa., human rights workers for the Philippines in Washington, D.C.

psychotherapist who has led a group of "incest

survivors" for the past six years. Women's
Concerns Report is a bimonthly publication of

the Committee on Women's Concerns of Men-
nonite Central Committee. The special issue is

available free from Women's Concerns Report

at Box M, Akron, PA 17501.

Church-related job openings:

•Male resident director, Hesston College. Re-

sponsibilities include residence hall manage-
ment and resident assistant supervision.

Contact Jerry Weaver at the college, Box 3000,

Hesston, KS 67062; phone 316-327-8208.

•Teachers, Belleville (Pa.) Mennonite School,

starting this fall. Needed are full-time teachers

for grade 1, grade 5, grade 6, and learning dis-

abilities. Part-time openings are math for

grades 7/8, algebra I, Spanish, industrial arts,

physical education for boys in grades 7-12,

athletic director, and boys basketball coach.

(Part-time openings could be combined for a

full-time position.) Contact Orville Heister at

the school, Box 847, Belleville, PA 17004; phone
717-935-2184.

Special meetings: Cat Kaufman, Goshen,
Ind., renewal seminars for Christian growth in

Vancouver, B.C., May 7-10.

New members
Maple Avenue, Waukesha, Wis.: Sam and

Bobbi Holiday by confession of faith.

West Union, Parnell, Iowa: Danny Ginger-
ich, Noah Larson, Sarah Larson, Kristen Lit-

willer, Anita Miller, and Ben Yoder.
Blough, Hollsopple, Pa.: Ernest Alwine.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Beyer, Mark and Leanne (LaBelle), Wau-
kesha, Wis., first child, Katelyn Marie, Feb. 2.

Birky, Jeff and Millie (Tann), Goshen, Ind.,

second child, first daughter, Tana Li, Apr. 14.

Bledsoe, Mark and Kim (Graber), Mont-
gomery, Ind., second child, first son, Lance
Matthew, Apr. 20.

Cotchen, Patrick and Joy (Lehman), Johns-
town, Pa., third son, Grant Philip, Apr. 3.

Ertel, Phil and Marcia (Wenger), Carmel,
Ind., first and second sons, Nicholas Alexander
and Christopher Ray, Feb. 6.

Herr, James D. and Carol Ann (Hunsecker),

Lancaster, Pa., second son, Benjamin James,
Apr. 21.

Jones, Jeff and Catherine, Phoenix, Ariz.,

second son, Aaron Daniel, Mar. 22.

Mader, Doug and Connie (Schiedel), Cam-
bridge, Ont., third child, second daughter,
Cassandra Christina, Apr. 17.

Mast, Harold and Cynthia (Denlinger),

Parkesburg, Pa., second son, Kenton Robert,

Apr. 14.

Mast, Merle and Carolyn (Miller), Goshen,
Ind., third child, first daughter, Katlyn Aman-
da, Apr. 20.

Nussbaum, Gene and Marcia (Wiebe),
Phoenix, Ariz., second child, first daughter,

Kristen Dawn, Apr. 22.

Penticost, John and Penny (Shantz), Kitche-

ner, Ont., first child, Kylie Isabel Sylvie, Apr.
13.

Rhine, Carl and Grace (Albrecht), Indiana-

polis, Ind., first child, Laura Elizabeth, Feb.

16.

Rhodes, Robert and Debbie (Williams),

Broadway, Va., second child, first son, Chad
Robert, Apr. 4.

Smith, Steven Scott and Cathy Jean (Lar-

com), Garden City, Mo., third son, Ryan Jene,

Apr. 14.

Snyder, Steve and Stephanie (Horning), Ka-
lona, Iowa, second son, Joseph Gregory Lynn,
Apr. 14.

Stoltzfus, Tim and Donna (Blowers), Go-
shen, Ind., third child, first daughter, Maria
Seema-Ann, received for adoption on Feb. 8.

Stoltzfus, Winfred and Willie (Schwartzen-

truber), Raton, N. Mex., second son, Tomas
Allan, July 11, 1988, received for adoption on

Feb. 14.

Weaver, Dale and Marcia, Louisville, Ky.,

second child, first daughter, Katrina Lynn,
Apr. 15.

Correction: In the birth announcement in

the Apr. 25 issue we listed one couple as

George and Kathy Thomas. It should read

Thomas and Kathy George.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald " if the address is supplied.

Castello-Bell. Joseph Todd Castello and
Laurie Anne Bell, both of Kitchener, Ont.,

Stirling Avenue cong., by Mary Mae Schwart-
zentruber, Mar. 12.

Klopfenstein-Gerber. Chad Klopfenstein,
Bellefontaine (Ohio) Community Fellowship,

and Tracy Gerber, Mio, Mich., Fairview cong.,

by Virgil Hershberger, Apr. 22.

Loepp-Schmidt. Michael Loepp, Shantz
cong., and Deborah Anne Schmidt, Stirling

Avenue cong., both of Waterloo, Ont., by Mary
Mae Schwartzentruber, Nov. 12.

Obituaries

Bollman, Anna Hoover, daughter of Noah
and Sarah (Crieder) Hoover, was born in Har-

rison Township, Ind., Nov. 17, 1884; died at

Greencroft Nursing Center, Goshen, Ind., Apr.

7, 1989; aged 104 y. On Nov. 7, 1946, she was
married to Harvey Bollman, who died on Sept.

29, 1969. Surviving are one stepson (Roy), 12

stepgrandchildren, and 13 step-great-grand-

children. A brother and sister are deceased.

She was a member of North Main Street Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Apr. 9, in charge of Bob Detweiler and
Paul Hoover; interment in South Union Ceme-
tery, Locke Township.
Brenneman, Dorothy P. Swartzendruber,

daughter of Henry and Lillian (Miller) Swartz-

endruber, was born in Johnson County, Iowa,

Aug. 28, 1905; died at Pleasantview Home, Ka-

lona, Iowa, on Apr. 17, 1989; aged 83 y. On
Sept. 18, 1928, she was married to Homer
Brenneman, who survives. Also surviving are

one daughter (Mertice Miller), 4 grandchildren,

and 3 sisters (Geneva Hooley, Lavanda Kins-

inger, and Geraldine Schlabaugh). She was
predeceased by a daughter (Ardith), 2 great-

granddaughters, 2 sisters, a brother, and 2 half

sisters. She was a member of Lower Deer
Creek Mennonite Church, where funeral

services were held on Apr. 20, in charge of Orie

Wenger, Max Yoder, and David L. Yoder;

interment in Lower Deer Creek Cemetery.
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Clemmer, Emma M., daughter of Hiram D.
and Emaline K. (Moyer) Clemmer, was born in

Franconia Township, Pa., on Mar. 18, 1897;
died at Souderton (Pa.) Mennonite Home on
Apr. 22, 1989; aged 82 y. She is survived by
nieces and nephews. She was a member of
Franconia Mennonite Church. Funeral services
were held at Souderton Mennonite Home Cha-
pel on Apr. 26, in charge of John L. Derstine
and Floyd M. Hackman; interment in Fran-
conia Mennonite Cemetery.
Erb, Ada Jutzi, daughter of Jacob B. and

Fannie (Gascho) Jutzi, was born at Baden,
Ont, May 19, 1919; died at Tavistock, Ont., on
Apr. 14, 1989; aged 69 y. On Oct. 1, 1941, she
was married to Stanley Erb, who survives.
Also surviving are one daughter (Karen), 3
sons (Keith, Mark, and Lyle), 2 grandsons, and
a brother (Alvin). She was predeceased by a
grandson. She was a member of Steinmann
(Ont.) Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Apr. 17, in charge of Fred
Lichti and Vernon Zehr; interment in
Steinmann Cemetery.

Hertzler, J. Howard, son of Ethan and
Dora (Kauffman) Hertzler, was born in Iowa,
Apr. 3, 1928; died in a car accident in Rich-
mond, Va., on Apr. 7, 1989; aged 61 y. On Nov.
16, 1956, he was married to Lillian Butcher,
who survives. Also surviving are 3 daughters
(Joyce Lehman, Linda Palmore, and Sharon
Pruett), 3 grandchildren, 4 brothers (Marvin,
Byron, Dwight, and Leroy), and one sister
(Eunice Steiner). He was a member of Powha-
tan (Va.) Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Apr. 10, in charge of Paul
Swarr and Ed Ranck; interment in Powhatan
Mennonite Cemetery.

Leis, Joseph, son of Rudy and Elizabeth
(Bast) Leis, was born in Waterloo Township,
Ont., on Oct. 27, 1906; died of a stroke at Pine-
haven Nursing Home on Mar. 25, 1989; aged 82
y. On Nov. 9, 1929, he was married to Iona
Shantz, who survives. Also surviving are 3
daughters (Elizabeth, Norma, and Nancy) and
a son (Robert). He was a member of Stirling
Avenue Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Mar. 28, in charge of Mary
Mae Schwartzentruber; interment in Parkview
Cemetery, Waterloo, Ont.

Litwiller, Orie, son of Jacob and Rachel
(Jantzi) Litwiller, was born at St. Agatha,
Ont., on Mar. 2, 1917; died at Kitchener, Ont.,
Mar. 11, 1989; aged 72 y. On Dec. 25, 1939, he
was married to Ruby Scheidel, who survives.
Also surviving are 2 daughters (Nancy and
Mary) and 2 sons (James and Thomas). She
was a member of Stirling Avenue Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held on Mar. 15,

in charge of Mary Mae Schwartzentruber and
Steven Martin; interment in Parkview
Cemetery, Waterloo, Ont.

Miller, Edwin E., was born in LaGrange
County, Ind., on Dec. 10, 1903; died of heart
failure at Goshen, Ind., Apr. 4, 1989; aged 85 y.
On Dec. 24, 1924, he was married to Marion
Hostetler, who survives. Also surviving are 3
sons (Ronald, Merrill, and Lowell), one daugh-
ter (Shirley Haarer), 12 grandchildren, 17
great-grandchildren, 6 brothers (Leroy, Har-
ley, Alvin, Elmer, Ora, and Ralph), and 5
sisters (Elsie Nelson, Emma Birkey, Sadie
Yoder, Verna Bickel, and Leola Plant). He was
predeceased by a son (Truman), 2 brothers
(Raymond and Clarence), and 2 grandchildren.
He was a member of Bay Shore Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held on Apr. 8
at Waterford Mennonite Church, in charge of
Del Glick and Sherm Kauffman; interment in

Prairie Street Cemetery, Elkhart, Ind.

Nice, Paul L., son of Willis C. and Sarah
(Landis) Nice, was born in Franconia Town-
ship, Pa., on Dec. 10, 1923; died in a farm trac-
tor accident in Franconia Township on Apr. 18,

1989; aged 65 y. On Dec. 6, 1942, he was mar-
ried to Sara Musselman, who survives. Also
surviving are his stepmother (Viola Detweiler
Nice), 2 daughters (Mary Anne Kratz and
Linda Godshall), one son (Paul R.), 5 grand-
children, one brother (Curtis L.), and one sister
(Esther Allebach). He was a member of Fran-
conia Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Apr. 22, in charge of Earl
N. Anders and John L. Derstine; interment in
Franconia Cemetery.

Peachey, Charles Eric, son of Urbane and
Gwen (Wenger) Peachey, was born in Lancas-
ter, Pa., Jan. 25, 1961; died of idiopathic car-
diomyopathy in Philadelphia, Pa., on Apr 9

^1989; aged 28 y. On July 19, 1986, he was mar-
ried to Marcella Hostetler, who survives. Also
surviving are his parents, one sister (Kirsten),
and a brother (Michael). He was a member of
Akron (Pa.) Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Apr. 13, in charge of
Michael A. King and Truman H. Brunk; inter-
ment in Akron Mennonite Cemetery.
Reynolds, Nicholas Aaron, Neal Bradley,

and Kenneth LaRue, sons of Chuck and Beth
(Oswald) Reynolds, were born at Akron (Ohio)
City Hospital on Apr. 11, 1989; died of prema-
ture birth on Apr. 12, 1989; aged 1 d. They are
survived by their parents, maternal grandpar-
ents (LaRue and Shirley Oswald), and paternal
grandparents (Kenneth and Delia Reynolds).
Funeral services were held at Martin's Creek
Mennonite Church on Apr. 12, in charge of
Paul O. King; interment in church cemetery.
Rhodes, Ethyl Marie Wenger, daughter of

Jacob P. and Mary (Heatwole) Wenger, was
born at Harrisonburg, Va., June 5, 1916; died
at Showalter Rest Home, Dayton, Va., Apr. 16
1989; aged 72 y. On Nov. 30, 1940, she was mar-
ried to Frank E. Rhodes, who survives. Also
surviving are 2 daughters (Mary Ethyl and
Doris), 2 sons (Richard E. and Eldon J.), 11
grandchildren, and 5 sisters (Vada Martin,
Delia Kiser, Effie Sharpes, Martha Wenger,
and Esther Suter). She was a member of
Weavers Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Apr. 19, in charge of
Harold H. Lahman, Herman Reitz, and Paul
Good; interment in Weavers Cemetery.
Rhodes, Mary Edna, daughter of Otho and

Sopha M. (Burkholder) Rhodes, was born in
Rockingham County, Va., Aug. 3, 1907; died of
a stroke at Harrisonburg, Va., Apr. 21, 1989;
aged 81 y. She is survived by one brother
(Lloyd) and one sister (Gladys Coakley). She
was a member of Harrisonburg Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Apr. 23, in charge of Roy D. Roth and Wayne
G. North; interment in Pike Mennonite Church
Cemetery.
Snyder, Mary Lillian Snyder, daughter of

Abram and Lydia (Groff) Snyder, was born at
Waterloo, Ont., Aug. 26, 1906; died of heart
failure at Cambridge (Ont.) Memorial Hospital
on Mar. 30, 1989; aged 82 y. On June 16, 1937,
she was married to Vernon Snyder, who died
on Apr. 26, 1964. She is survived by one son
(Murray Claire). She was a member of Stirling
Avenue Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Apr. 1, in charge of Mary
Mae Schwartzentruber.
Swedberg, Martin R., son of Richard and

Anna (Nelson) Swedberg, was born at Syca-
more, 111., Sept. 22, 1906; died at Peoria, 111.,

Apr. 17, 1989; aged 82 y. On Sep. 18, 1938, he
was married to Minnie E. Eigsti, who survives.
Also surviving are one son (Eldon), one daugh-
ter (Lois Lambright), 4 grandchildren, and a
brother (Maurice). He was a member of First
Mennonite Church of Morton, 111., where
funeral services were held on Apr. 20, in

charge of Glen A. Horner; interment in Pleas-
ant Grove Cemetery in Morton.
Weber, Loraine Snyder, daughter of Ab-

ram Snyder and Lydia Ann (Groff) Snyder,
was born at Waterloo, Ont., May 29, 1909; died
of surgery complications at Kitchener, Ont.
Nov. 29, 1988; aged 79 y. On May 29, 1937, she
was married to Alson M. Weber, who survives.
Also surviving are 3 sons (James, John, and
Ross). She was a member of Stirling Avenue
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Dec. 1, in charge of Mary Mae
Schwartzentruber and Steven Martin; inter-

ment in Parkview Cemetery.
Yoder, Michael Ray, son of Melvin A. and

Linda (Raber) Yoder, was born at Wooster,
Ohio; died at Millersburg, Ohio, on Apr. 12,

1989; aged 23 y. In addition to his parents, he is

survived by 2 sisters (Wanda Mast and Jewel
Rangel) and grandparents (John and Katie
Raber). A brother is deceased. Funeral services
were held at Walnut Creek Mennonite Church
on Apr. 15, in charge of Alvin Kanagy; inter-
ment in the church cemetery.
Yoder, Ralph W., son of Albert and Iva

(Duncan) Yoder, was born in Holmes County,
Ohio, on July 24, 1912; died at Brenn-Field
Nursing Center, Orrville, Ohio, on Apr. 21,

1989; aged 76 y. On Apr. 8, 1939, he was mar-
ried to Ruth Miller, who survives. Also surviv-
ing are 2 sons (Don and Randy), 2 sisters

(Wanda Falb and Lucy Hixson), 7 grandchild-
ren, two great-grandchildren, 3 brothers
(Delmer, Roy, and Paul), and 3 sisters (Irene
Troyer, Gladys Nunez, and Louella Yoder). He
was a member of Orrville Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Apr. 24, in

charge of John P. and Barbara Moyer Lehman;
interment in Crown Hill Cemetery.
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Bush convinces evangelicals

he really supports tuition credits

A group of evangelical leaders came
away from a meeting with U.S. President

George Bush apparently satisfied that

Bush has not backed off his support for

tuition credits. But Roman Catholic lead-

ers, who were not in on the meeting, said

they are still disturbed by the president's

recent remarks that the nation "can't af-

ford" to give tax breaks to parents of

children in private schools.

The president took steps to dispel

doubts about his position at the recent

meeting with 20 evangelical leaders at the

White House. Robert Dugan of the Na-
tional Association of Evangelicals had
asked for the meeting. It was in response

to a March meeting between the president

and 75 high school students in which
Bush seemed to contradict his campaign
pledge on the issue.

Religious coalition at forefront

of pro-choice demonstration

In the forefront of the pro-choice march
in Washington was Religious Coalition

for Abortion Rights—an alliance com-
posed of 30 mainline Protestant and Jew-
ish religious groups. Coalition leaders

said 60,000 marched under their banner
in the recent national event organized by
National Organization for Women. A
morning ecumenical service near the

Washington Monument attracted about

5,000, they said. Many participants in the
march emphasized they opposed abortion

but also opposed depriving a woman of

the right to choose to have one. A bigger-

than-expected crowd of 300,000 turned
out for the event.

NCC group hopes Vatican visit fosters

closer ties with U.S. Catholics
A delegation of 12 representatives of

the National Council of Churches visited

the Vatican recently in an attempt to

improve relations with the National Con-
ference of Catholic Bishops in the United
States and to step up its outreach to its

Roman Catholic ecumenical partners. On
the final day of this first visit by NCC
representatives in 20 years, the delega-

tion—including four ordained women
ministers—was received by Pope John
Paul II.

NCC sources said that American Cath-
olic bishops, convinced that better knowl-
edge of the complexities of the Vatican
would improve Protestant-Catholic rela-

tions in the U.S., played an active role in

arranging the week's meeting. "In our at-

tempts to strengthen relations with
Roman Catholics, we can't operate

without reference to the Roman Catholic

Church and the pope," said NCC general

secretary Arie Brouwer.

Authorities' refusal to reopen church
sparks uproar in Soviet city

Many hundreds of Soviet churches

have reopened since Mikhail Gorbachev
assumed power three years ago, but one

that the city of Ivanono refused to return

to the Russian Orthodox Church is a focus

of controversy. The church was closed

under the Stalin regime in the 1930s and
used to store city archives. The city re-

cently moved its archives to a new build-

ing, sparking hope that the faithful would
get their church back.

But city officials turned the building

into a municipal concert hall. Four hun-
ger strikers who demonstrated for weeks
in protest of the authorities' decision

were taken to a hospital and are in good
condition, the TASS news agency
reported. But, TASS added, the city is in

an uproar, with people "out demonstrat-

ing in the streets," some in support of the

hunger strikers and their cause, and some
in defense of the city officials.

Home school education makes
breakthrough in North Dakota

Christian parents and others who teach

their children at home—an illegal act in

North Dakota—recently had reason to

celebrate. Cara Transtrom, the 14-year-

old daughter of a part-time minister,

made it to the eighth round of the finals

of the state spelling bee recently after

state education officials had earlier tried

to block her and other home school child-

ren from participating. The advocates of

home schooling also learned that Gov.

George Sinner is expected to sign a bill

that would permit home education.

New publishing house fights decline of
theological publishing for Protestants

Trinity Press International is the name
of a new religious publishing house. It is

being created in an alliance between SCM
Press, Britian's leading publisher of theo-

logical works, and a group of U.S.
scholars, publishers, and church leaders.

They intend for it to become "the world's

leading publisher of serious theology in

the English language."

Seed money includes a $1.5 million

matching grant from Trinity (Episcopal)

Church in New York City. Initial plans

call for publishing 50 books a year; or-

ganizers predict reaching the financial

break-even point in five years. Main of-

fices will be located in London and Phila-

delphia.

SCM's line has focused mainly on liber-

al theology, and observers expect Trini-

ty's offerings to be in the same vein. The
move comes at a time when a number of

denominational publishing houses have

been merged or scaled back, leaving in

doubt the future of serious theological

publishing for mainline Protestants.

Swedish clergy march in the streets

to demand higher wages
Swedish clergy marched through

Stockholm demanding higher wages and
shorter working hours in what is believed

to be the first such protest in the 400-year

history of the state church. The clergy's

union says real wages have dropped 40

percent since 1970 because of inflation,

and many ministers complain about hav-

ing to work overtime without compensa-

tion. Swedish Lutheran clergy are civil

servants paid by the government.

Legislature refuses to amend
vehicle law that offends Amish
The Minnesota legislature has defeated

an attempt to amend the state law that

requires Amish people to display stan-

dard slow-moving vehicle signs on their

horse-drawn buggies. The proposed mea-
sure would have exempted Amish buggies

from carrying the red and orange trian-

gular signs that Minnesota requires and

to which many Amish object on religious

grounds. The proposal would have
allowed them to carry a black and white

sign and outline their black, horse-drawn

buggies in black reflector tape.

Methodist women announce five-year

campaign on behalf of children

The United Methodist Church is inten-

sifying a campaign for children's rights

by embarking on a five-year cooperative

effort with the Children's Defense
Fund—a Washington-based group that

gives special attention to the needs of

poor, minority, and handicapped
children. The program was announced
recently by the Women's Division of the

Board of Global Ministries, the church's

missions agency.

The campaign will embrace issues

ranging from child care to child abuse

and carry out activities as varied as the

establishment of day-care centers in

churches and visits with congressional

leaders. Women's Division president

Sally Graham Ernst said, "More children

than ever before are at risk. More chil-

dren are victims of abuse. More children

are homeless. More children need good

day care."
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The uniqueness of Jesus
David Shenk in "The Gospel and World Reli-

gions" writes from the perspective of one who has
encountered followers of other religions face-to-

face. He contrasts the biblical faith and its focus
on Jesus with these other faiths. It is an approach
which not all are taking these days.
The April issue of the International Bulletin of

Missionary Research takes up the question of the
uniqueness of Christ and the Christian message.
Some are saying, it reports, that we need to give
up insisting on Jesus as the only light of the
world. The argument is that the issues before the
world are so extreme that persons of goodwill
need to meet one another on common ground
without being so arrogant as to insist that one
faith story must take precedence over another.
On the one hand it seems reasonable. On the

other hand it cannot be done and be true to our
biblical tradition.

Let us acknowledge that there has been
considerable arrogance in the manner in which
the Christian message has been practiced and
presented. But this arrogance is not a part of the

message. Paul wrote to the Corinthians of how he
preached Christ crucified, a message offensive to

both Jews and Greeks. The former could not ac-

cept the idea of a suffering Messiah and the latter

evidently just thought it was a dumb idea. Yet the
former had it in their tradition in the prophecies
of the suffering servant and the latter, according
to Paul in Acts 17, were "very religious." What
then are the sources of the arrogance which we
perceive has been related to the Christian procla-

mation? In numbers of cases it seems to have
been a matter of mixing the Christian message
with native selfishness and chauvinism. The
Crusades would be an example. They were pur-
portedly to rescue the holy city from the infidel.

As questionable as that objective was, the cam-
paign was made worse by its ability to attract ad-

venturers who had more interest in the opportu-
nities to slay and exploit. Related to this is the
manner in which missionaries have operated
alongside of and sometimes been manipulated by
colonial adventurers. Particularly tragic are the

accounts of gentle Moravian missionaries

converting and pacifying North American In-

dians only to have the Indians slaughtered by

soldiers. Christianity is not the only militant
faith. Islam has been so as well. It is my im-
pression that, except for Egypt, Islam pretty well
wiped out the church in North Africa. So it has
been established that it is possible to get people to

change their allegience by force. Whether this

means a change of basic faith is another thing.

The faith we profess has been refined in times of

testing. We can observe certain of the testing

points. One was the Babylonian Exile. Before this

it seems to have been understood that the god of
the prevailing army was the god to take seriously.

But Jeremiah insisted that the exile was
Yahweh's idea and Isaiah 40 and 46 simply laughs
the other gods out of town.
These prophets were still tied to real estate,

with a fixation on Jerusalem. The New Testament
shows that the people of God can prevail without
an ethnic identity or even the city of Jerusalem.
According to 1 Peter, the "holy nation, God's own
people" have "an inheritance which is

imperishable, undefiled, and unfading" (1 Pet.

2:9, 1:4). Or, as Ephesians 1:10 puts it, God has a
plan to "unite all things in [Christ], things in

heaven and things on earth."

This is the message which the church needs to

proclaim. Is it an attractive message? Will people
accept it other than under duress? Can we prevail

without an angle? And is it arrogant to say that
Jesus is the light of the world and not include

Buddha and Muhammad? What can we say? We
can say one thing for sure. Missionaries of the

gospel of Christ should expect to get along
without benefit of the military. They should not
expect that people be persuaded to become Chris-

tian by force. The power of the gospel does not
grow out of a gun barrel. Indeed it is negated by
guns.

Beyond this it is important to take our stand on
Jesus as God's way to having things come to-

gether. This does not mean we should not be
respectful of other religions, study them, work
with their representatives. Finally, we cannot
prove that they are wrong and we are right. It is a
matter of faith. Our faith is in Jesus, the
carpenter who was crucified and rose again. We
go with him. We invite others to go with us. So be
it. —Daniel Hertzler
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MENNONITE AND BRETHREN COOPERATION INCREASES «Asy SI

Mennonite farmer

Roy Shearer (left)

and Brethren
pastor/farmer

| Bill Longenecker

| have been
neighbors all

their lives near

I Mount Joy, Pa.

Blame it on geography, but Mennonites and Brethren have been
neighbors in Pennsylvania longer than anywhere in the world.

Neighbors from way back
by Glenn Lehman

To lure tourists, the commonwealth known for

coal and Quakers sloganizes, "You've Got a
Friend in Pennsylvania." If you are Mennonite or

Brethren, it is almost as true to say that you've

got ancestors or relatives there.

Blame it on geography, but both groups have
been neighbors there longer than anywhere in the

world. Both groups bought American land there
first and still rely on those settlements for people

and money to expand work and worship around
the world. In the areas whose names pass as old

coins in Brethren and Mennonite lore-
Lancaster, Conestoga, Ephrata, and East Earl,

for example—the two groups have rubbed elbows
since before the Revolutionary War.

I live there, too—on land William Penn's heirs

deeded to Brethren farmers. Several hundred
yards west of my property they in time built a
meetinghouse next to a cemetery they started

much earlier in 1791. Mennonites later bought the

farm. For the past 50-odd years it has been

worked by Amish. That slow succession

—

Brethren, Mennonite, Amish—goes by centuries.

The meetinghouse passed to the Mennonite stage

a half century after the land. The cemetery, more
loathe to change, one assumes, still stays in Men-
nonite hands.

Separate entities. Despite all the shared space

and common history for over 2V2 centuries, the

Mennonites and Brethren remain separate

entities. (For that matter, two local Mennonite
Church conferences, Lancaster and Atlantic

Coast, remain separate.) By Brethren I mean
Church of the Brethren—not Brethren in Christ,

Grace Brethren, Mennonite Brethren, or the

Brethren Church.
I never hear talk of merger; reunion is not

possible because they never split up. In Europe,
by contrast, separate principalities make no news
at all. Luxembourg, with only 345,000 citizens,

does not wait for West Germany to propose



merger to get on with its national destiny. In the
land of the melting pot, though, such distinctions

have to be explained. Although separate, the two
groups cooperate more and more.
From their denominational headquarters, they

have available the same curriculum material (The
Foundation Series), the same biblical com-
mentary (Believers Church Commentary), the
same Marriage Encounter, and the Anabaptist
Roundtable. By 1992 they plan to sing from a
common hymnal. Brethren may now join Men-
nonite Mutual Aid programs. Mennonite Mental
Health and Brethren Health and Welfare have
joint meetings and toy with merger.

Locally, the cooperation mostly takes unofficial

forms, such as the Singing Servants, a chorus of
about half Mennonite and half Brethren. Some
seminars on peace and Christian education have
been jointly sponsored. There is a little crossing
of denominational lines in the personnel and
residents of the local institutions such as retire-

ment homes. Lancaster Mennonite High School

By 1992 the two groups plan to sing from
a common hymnal.

claims 14 of its 631 students this year are

Brethren.

Some cooperation is formal. Recently a dually
affiliated Church of the Brethren and Mennonite
Church congregation, ACTS Covenant Fellow-
ship, formed in Lancaster, Pennsylvania. Its

primary goal is not to pioneer a merger, but it

nonetheless witnesses that Lancaster Conference
of the Mennonite Church and Atlantic Northeast
District of the Church of the Brethren are both
willing to claim a common congregation and
recognize each other's baptisms and ordinations.

Both groups, along with the Brethren in Christ,

have created and participate in Keystone Bible

Institutes, a program for grassroots education.

Its director is Chester Wenger, a Mennonite
pastor, whose first exposure to the Brethren came
when he went to the Brethren college in

Bridgewater, Virginia, 1937-39. "I thought they
had lost their peace stand," he remembers about
his years there. "But now I see the leadership

gung ho on peace. The Brethren are more ready to

Glenn Lehman, Leola, Pa., is editor of Lancaster Con-
ference News and a free-lance writer. This article was
commissioned by Meetinghouse—the inter-Mennonite editors

group.

Gospel Herald

respond to teaching opportunities than us. Some
of them want to study ordinances which I don't
see in the Mennonites. I think the immersion sub-
ject is buried so long they wouldn't know where to

dig it up.

Plain sects. Grace Wenger grew up next to a
Brethren family on a checkerboard of plain sects.

"The ordinary Brethren were still talking immer-
sion," she recalls of the time 55 years ago when
she was a girl. "But some liberal leaders were
saying that they could 'reach across the water.'

"

Grace graduated from the Church of the
Brethren's Elizabethtown (Pa.) College in 1940. In
those days, she recalls, the faculty women had to

wear a covering when speaking in chapel even
though they wore it at no other time. The
president of the school was criticized by some for

having shaved his beard.

In her mother's day, she recalls, the Brethren
were plainer than Mennonites and rivalry was
more intense partly to a holier-than-thou attitude
(hadn't they, afterall, been baptized correctly?).

"Since my days at their college," she says,

"Brethren have become more aware of their

Anabaptist roots, and both of us see that we have
common goals."

Foreign missions, revival meetings, higher
education, Sunday school, and other elements of
American religion all came at slightly different

times. But more and more the game of sectarian
chess is over. With more diversity among and
within congregations than between the two
groups as a whole, people realize that there are in

effect two parallel structures for a lot of program,
and they respond in some cases by cooperating.

But while program helps people mingle, the
program of congregational life can hold people
apart. You cannot merge cemeteries by a quick
vote of those concerned. Shared memories, family
lines, and nuances maintain boundaries, too. For
example, until a generation ago some Brethren
congregations held so strictly to their mode of

triple immersion baptism that they required re-

baptism by the earliest of the rebaptizers, the
Mennonites.

Trine immersion. Like many sects, the
Brethren did not name themselves with the term
Taufgesinnte (those who are baptism-minded).
This meant to them believers, not infant, bap-
tism; immersion rather than other modes; that

the immersion be trine, that is, dipped three
times forward. Students of the New Testament
generally agree that this is the earliest mode.
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Ready to lead them astray on the one hand were
the Radical Pietists and Quakers who discounted
any outward forms including baptism, and, on
the other hand, the Mennonites who denied that
immersion was the only valid method. For their

first two centuries, much Brethren thought
assumed this polemical context.

The article, "Theology of Baptism," in the 1983
Brethren Encyclopedia makes the astonishing
claim that "yet, correct as these insights and
intentions may have been, this entire Brethren
witness on baptism must be accounted something
of a failure." Being stuck on secondary considera-

tions was the failure. The article explains that

their fervent forefathers were "better at debating
about mode than at explicating the essential

theology of baptism." What the symbol should
look like was where they were strong; what bap-
tism symbolizes was where they were weak.
"When, finally (perhaps as late as the 1920s and
1930s), at least some of the Brethren abandoned
contention about mode, they used their freedom
for anything but a rising to New Testament bap-
tismal theology," the article continues. A sober
epitaph, indeed, for two centuries of conviction.

Love feast. Of course, trine immersion was not
the only Brethren hallmark. On another principle

ordinance—communion—they were original and
strict. They understand the love feast to be the
heart of living out the upper room. The love feast
is a two-day holy time, spring and fall, given to

revivalistic preaching, self-examination, foot
washing, and bread and cup. The article about
them in Mennonite Encyclopedia notes that the
Brethren grew out of Pietism in Germany, that
they had an emphasis "upon goodness of heart,
disposition, and conduct as the only valid evi-

dence that one was a true Christian."

This encyclopedia, published in 1955 when rela-
tions between the two groups were decidedly
cooler, states that "petty persecution" induced
emigration "especially when joined with the fi-

nancial promises of Penn's agents." I suppose
that the same financial promises danced in Men-

nonite heads; the "petty persecution" was correct.

One of the few persons in the old neighborhood
to hold dual membership is Don Kraybill, a
minister without charge in Lancaster Mennonite
Conference and a member of and regular attender
at Elizabethtown Church of the Brethren next to

the college there. A professor of sociology, he
thinks that "both groups are realizing anew the
importance of a distinctive theological identity

rooted in Anabaptism. Many of the past dif-

ferences," he says, "seem silly in light of our com-
mon commitment to disaster service, relief auc-
tions, and the way of peace—the best of Anabap-
tism."
To him, 1958 was a watershed year for the

Brethren. That year, in response to an evangelism
and mission initiative, they in effect lowered the
standards, permitting the separation of com-
munion from love feast and accepting members
by affirmation of faith—even of those baptized as
infants. Individual congregations, of course,

responded to this evangelism effort in different

ways.

But the hoped-for payoff—numerical growth

—

was short-lived. By 1965, Kraybill thinks, the

Service, simplicity, lay ministry, and
separation from the world have been
themes common to both.

Church of the Brethren had peaked as a denomi-
nation. Cut from their moorings, the Brethren
reacted strongly to their sectarian background
and over-embraced ecumenical activity. Since

1975 he sees a conscious identification with
Anabaptism.
Another person who sees both groups from in-

side is Bob Kettering, the associate district execu-
tive of Atlantic Northeast District, which in-

cludes all Church of the Brethren congregations
east and north of the Susquehanna River. For-
merly he was the pastor of a church in Mount Joy,
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Pennsylvania, where, he remembers, the sister

Mennonite and Brethren in Christ congregations

were at almost the same place in dress patterns.

Having graduated from a Mennonite seminary,

he has served on the Keystone Bible Institute

board and evangelism and peace and Christian

education events jointly sponsored by the groups.

He explains the warming of relations as

Brethren moving away from the agenda of a

group of national executives who in the 1950s

were oriented to mainstream churches. The 1951

Brethren hymnal used the word "sacrament"
instead of "ordinance." But at its annual con-

ference in 1966 the church decisively shifted

course and voted against participating in Consul-

tation on Church Union, which was an attempt to

merge Protestant denominations. So by the time
a pastor's manual came out in 1978 the word was
again "ordinance."

Although he thinks that cooperation is greater

in some regions, such as in Illinois and Indiana,

and although he sees Brethren in the West as

If a believers church denomination were
dreamed up, of course Mennonites and
Brethren would make good candidates.

more like the General Conference Mennonite
Church and in the East more like the Mennonite
Church, he expects that in an age of diminishing
resources and common heritage the cooperation
will increase.

Different backgrounds. There are other dif-

ferences besides immersion and love feast. Men-
nonites have a long European experience—almost
200 years for the ones who came to North
America at the founding of Germantown and
shortly thereafter—and then only some of them
migrated. At their origin, persecution forged the

Mennonite character. Brethren have no similar

martyr history. Brethren all came to America
only 20 years after they began in 1708 in Sch-

warzenau, Germany. One group came via Holland
in 1719, the other via Crefeld in 1729. Both parties

came to Germantown and then to areas around
Lancaster. From there both groups spread out
and settled in roughly the same areas: Virginia
and Ohio for starters. Brethren have been more
shaped by the American experience, having no
counterpart to Mennonite World Conference, for

example.
In many ways the two groups are similar.

"Baptist" has figured in both names in history.

Both have a history of being a plain sect. Today,
counting both GC and MC groups, the populations
are roughly the same. Both spoke German before
English. Both imigrated to the U.S. at the same
time, although the Mennonites saw many later

immigrations. Both are low church, pacifistic,

and pietistic. Service, simplicity, lay ministry,

and separation from the world have been themes
common to both.

There are increasing numbers of people living

in both worlds besides those at ACTS Covenant
Fellowship. If Mennonites were looking for a
merger partner, or if a believers church denomi-
nation were dreamed up, of course Mennonites
and Brethren would make good candidates. But in

rural areas and small towns merger is not a

pressing issue.

Spirit of unity. Could merger be the order of

the next century? Could the Brethren-Mennonite-
Amish succession I see on my neighbor's farm be-

come a sect-cooperation-merger processional?

Malcolm Warford, in a recent Christian Century
article, wrote that "another understanding of

unity does not see merger and homogenization of

particularities as necessary concomitants of what
is ecumenical." In other words, you don't need to

merge to live in the spirit of Christian unity. The
latest word on Consultation on Christian Unity is

that they are giving up on structural merger.
But then how could merger hurt the spirit of

unity? By quantitative measures we can count
more cooperation and overlap in program. Harder
to establish is how Christ's gift of ecumenicity
fares. #

Hear, hear!

A column for sharing personal concerns

Reflections of

a non-registrant
During some grander moments of delu-

sion, I liked to think that we were heroes,
we non-registrants for a possible U.S.
military draft. Braving the winds of pa-
triotism sweeping the country, we proud
few hailed Anabaptist forebears and un-
furled a flag of nonviolence. With steady
voice and firm conviction we would wit-

ness to judge, jury, neighbor, family, even
president and, undaunted in the face of

the most perilous persecution, convert

them all. Thus went the delusion.

Perhaps we were heroes of a different

sort. Unlike Superman, we were often

awkward. Many times I found myself

fumbling for the right words to describe

the curious mixture of ideals, emotions,

faith, and demand which fueled my ac-

tion. Yet, in spite of such postadolescent

imperfection (much of which continues

six years later), we were able to make a

simple statement on the side of life and
toward the advent of peace.

By taking a few moments to reflect

back on a six-year-old action, I do not

mean to romanticize what took place then

or trivialize what 18-year-olds continue to

face today. The questions are no less

daunting. The answers, no more comfort-

able.

Although the decision not to register

for the military draft itself and the conse-

quences which followed have held the

most lasting influence on who I am and
what I do today, the initial decision to

choose to grapple with the options sur-

rounding registration was equally im-

portant. What a gift my parents and
church gave me when they provided en-

couragement for the asking of those ques-

tions as well as an atmosphere which

allowed for risk-taking and exploration.
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Ensuing decisions to withhold a portion

of income taxes and telephone taxes

which would otherwise support military

expenditure, to give time and energy to

the work of the church, to work with the

homeless, and to witness to the powers
concerning unjust policies in the U.S.

abroad are directly connected with my de-

cision not to register. Skills learned in

that process have been of much use in ar-

riving at these decisions.

Of course there are many experiences

and paths which pull us to concern for the

poor and marginalized and a recognition

of the larger systemic forces which crush
those without a voice, but our church
leaders and youth workers need to re-

member how crucial the registration is-

sue remains and how much support 18-

year-olds need when asking the questions

that need to be asked.

And these questions are not gender
specific. The same structures that would
require young men to train and maim and

destroy for the glory of the state, would
gladly train and support young women
for the same reasons while, worse yet,

touting it as equality and advancement.
Whether done in the heat of masculine

machismo or with cool feminine preci-

sion, killing remains the same.

I am grateful for the support my
church and family gave me in making and
sticking with the decision not to register.

If it had not been for the gracious support

of the Non-Registrant Support Fund ad-

ministered by Mennonite Board of Educa-
tion, I would not have been able to attend

college, since I could not receive federal

grants or loans.

I am equally grateful for the privilege

to struggle with this question in such a

safe environment. Military conscription

takes on a whole, new, ominously terrify-

ing specter in El Salvador and many
other countries twisted by the ravages of

war and inequality. Fourteen-year-olds

and younger ones are routinely plucked

from the streets and forced into service.

Flight, torture, or death remain the only

other options.

Recent reports of more non-registrants

enrolling in our church colleges encourage
me greatly. Such signs of faithful ad-

herence to the gospel call are vital indica-

tors of the health of the church. Young
men and women who struggle with issues

such as non-registration will not stop do-

ing so when they turn 19. Their questions

and commitment spur the rest of us on-

ward.

And so, certainly less convinced that

there were heroics involved, often longing

for such clear-cut decisions in the pres-

ent, and still searching for a path of faith-

ful response to Jesus' teachings on love

and peace, I remain thankful—six years,

one month, and six days later—for the op-

portunity to utter a definitive "no" to the

forces of military destruction in our
country.

—Jody Miller Shearer,New Orleans, La.

Nurturing

Our Growth
It is vital to the future ofthe Mennonite

Church to educate our youth and
equip them to lead, meeting the

needs of the church and the

world. Our educational pro-

grams respond to the vision

ofwhat those needs may
be in 15 to 20 years

from now. In Men-
nonitehigheredu-

cation
Goshen Biblical Seminary

><:

:

Because we want to

nurture our growth,

support the school of

your choice by June
30. Help today to

ensure the future of

our church.

Hesston College

Goshen College

Goshen Biblical Seminary

Eastern Mennonite College
& Seminary
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It's not okay to be different
by DonaMarchant

It's not okay to be different. As a manic
depressive, I have a need to be understood. This
mental illness involves wide mood swings from
psychotic mania to deep depression. It's altered
my whole life, but I refuse to be crippled by it.

Badly bent, maybe, but not crippled.

Three years ago a new young psychiatrist came
to town. "Maybe he had new methods," I thought,
so I changed doctors. We rehashed much of my

As a manic depressive, I have a need to

be understood.

life. He stated firmly, "I don't relate to psy-
chotics, but I relate well to you. Let's take you off

these drugs." Big moment! For me this seemed
the last chance not to be labeled a manic
depressive. I took it.

Disaster! I ended up in the hospital psychiatric
ward. The hospital kept me only three weeks. At
first I had a lot of visitors, but my company dwin-
dled as they realized I had lost touch with reality.

The young psychiatrist didn't put me back on my
old drugs, but tried to maintain me with a 25-

milligram dose of an antipsychotic drug—a mere
drop in the bucket.

A Christian friend who had discipled me the
previous year became my anchor. She offered to

help anytime, anywhere. True to her word,
whenever I needed to touch base, she and her hus-
band gave me care and support.

I signed up for psychiatric day care in the hope
it would straighten out my emotional life. I

worked hard at it. A lot of repressed anger had to

be worked out, plus many wrenching incidents
from childhood. Each had to be taken out, viewed,
talked about, and finally accepted as part of what
shaped me. My discoveries? Anger, Fear. Envy.
Jealousy. I found I was full of dark, ugly things
psychiatry couldn't teach me what to do with.
Things went reasonably well until Christmas.

(A very high stress time for psychiatric patients.)

Then my personality started to deteriorate. I kept
working at an extended-care facility for the
elderly until the end of January. Finally, I asked
my family doctor to help me get some time off.

She wouldn't. I knew I wasn't functioning
properly, so I quit my job. A desperate time.
By now most of my friends were getting worn

out by my mania, so I was alone much of the

Dona Marchant, Penticton, B.C., is a free-lance writer and
operates her own housecleaning business.

time. Horrible. Finally I suggested to my psychia-
trist that perhaps I should take lithium. He re-

plied, "You know, taking you off lithium may
have been our biggest mistake." Within days
there was a marked improvement in my behavior.

I began to note that I was more upset after

visits to the psychiatrist than I was before them.
Why? He kept harping on my past events. Tired
of hearing these, I decided it was time to put the
past behind and reach out for the future.

First, I contacted my former psychiatrist. He
took me back and our first visit was a comfort. He
stated he would get me stabilizied again.

I started attending my home church again.
Searching for reasons for why I'd been saddled
with such a dreadful illness, I started counseling
with Pastor Sven. He reminded me that we live in

a fallen world and it's not as God intended it to be
for us. Before each session and again at the end,
he prayed for me. He walked through much pain
and self-pity with me and showed me that for-

giveness was the key to freedom.
With Pastor Sven's encouragement, I joined a

cell group. Since my job at the care facility wasn't
available anymore, I was looking for work. I'm
not sure how I started doing housework, but
maybe because it was something I could do well.

My cell group searched for clients for me and en-
couraged every sign of independence. They
prayed for regular weekly customers. One of the
first was the stepmother of one of the group
members. Mrs. Hofmann loved the way I cleaned.
She recommended me to her friends.

In six months the group had "prayed in"

enough work for me to move out of my parents'
basement suite and into my own apartment. It

was heavenly to hang my own pictures on the
wall and have my own kitchen tools again. My
home is the upstairs of a charming older house.

The landlady is a Christian. It works well because
we're close but don't live in one another's pockets.

One very large bright spot during this time was
the dog I got as a Christmas gift to myself. My lit-

tle dog, Misti, came from an abusive background
and because of that she taught me much about
myself. Her need for daily exercise gets me out of

the house. An added bonus.

In my cell group, we give long-term prayer
requests as well as weekly ones. One of mine is

for healing: to be able to cope and reach out. My
group's prayers are being heard by our caring

Creator. I keep coping better and better.

These brothers and sisters in Jesus accepted
and loved me when I was very different from
them. They showed me the character of God in

their attitudes and actions. Only in the body of

Christ I discovered that it is okay to be different.^
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Dan Johnston, pastor, Wellman Mennonite Church, Wellman, Iowa

"I learned to pray at AMBS. ft

"At AMBS I didn't have to choose between
spiritual and academic growth. I learned
to pray and preach, talk to God and talk

about God, hear God's voice alone and
with a spiritual friend.

"Both spiritual growth and theological

learning are essential to my pastoral

ministry. The integration of prayer and
study prepared me to lead others in their

faith journeys."

AMBS offers courses in spiritual life

disciplines—including prayer, journaling,

scripture and reflection—and arranges
for retreats, spiritual mentoring and
corporate worship.

Find out more about prayer and study at

AMBS. Write: AMBS Admissions,
3003 Benham Ave., Elkhart, IN 46517;

or call 219/295-3726.

Associated
Mennonite
Biblical

Seminaries
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Church news

'New Directions' launched
by Historical Committee
The Historical Committee of the Men-

nonite Church received approval recently

from General Board to launch its "New
Directions" emphasis and program. This
new effort to encourage connections be-

tween the past and the future, between
generations, and between the scholars

and the people will start next February.

A search committee has been formed to

find a person who will fill the new posi-

tion of director for the Historical Com-
mittee. This person will devote vision and
energy to a primary connecting role, net-

working and enabling the many groups
and individuals across the church work-
ing at heritage interpretation.

MMA's first quarter
shows improvement
after difficult 1988
The year 1988 was a difficult one for

Mennonite Mutual Aid, as it was for most
health insurers, but results from the first

quarter of 1989 indicate actions taken
several months ago are having positive ef-

fects.

For 1988 MMA reported a loss of $3.9

million in its health and life plans. Most
of the loss, approximately $3.2 million,

occurred in the first quarter of 1988,

which is traditionally the quarter show-
ing the poorest financial performance.
MMA's board and administrators took
several steps to improve financial results,

including reductions in expenses, en-

couraging members to transfer to Team
Care Health Plan, which includes cost-

containment features, and major rate
increases.

The actions are having positive effects.

Projections for the first quarter of 1989
had predicted a loss of over $1.5 million.

However, the actual figures for the first

quarter showed a loss of $409,000, which
is the best performance for that quarter
in three years. President James Kratz
said that if historical trends continue,

MMA should end the year with a gain.

"Our experience was the same as nearly
all other health insurers in the United
States," said Kratz. "A recent article in

Business Week magazine stated that
health insurers lost $10 billion or more in

1988 in spite of major rate increases. Fi-

"Who are we?" has become a common
question for Mennonites. The "New Di-

rections" emphasis seeks to address this

identity question, with special attention

to two groups—those who have recently

joined the Mennonite family and those
young people of Mennonite families who
are leaving the church.

The regular responsibilities of the His-
torical Committee will not be short-
changed, committee members said. A
new archivist, Dennis Stoesz, will head
up the Archives of the Mennonite Church,
located in a rented facility on the Goshen
College campus. Scholarly research will

continue to be encouraged and supported

nancial difficulties prompted several car-

riers to get out of the business of offering
health insurance altogether. We want to

assure our members that we are commit-
ted to continue serving their needs for

medical coverage. It is also vital that our
members remain committed to us."

Kratz noted that in spite of the improv-
ing financial position for MMA, the root

problem of large increases in medical
costs still exists. "This is not a problem
that will magically disappear," he said.

"Our members must continue to be aware
of their role in controlling costs, monitor-
ing expenses, and dealing with the dif-

ficult ethical issues presented by high-
technology medicine."

Foundation head offers

three challenges to

201 Goshen graduates
Today's educated youth face three chal-

lenges, the board chairman of the Kellogg
Foundation said on Apr. 16 at the Goshen
College commencement services. Russell

Mawby addressed 201 graduates as well

as faculty, staff, parents, and friends in

the Union Building.

The first challenge is "knowledge
utilization," Mawby said. "Your genera-
tion must pioneer in blending the rich-

ness of specialized fields of study into

more effective patterns for decision and
action."

by the committee. The research facilities

at the Archives will continue to serve
church and secular historians and
scholars.

Many conferences have their own his-

torical libraries and archives, as do the
Mennonite colleges. Part of the Historical

Committee's mandate will be to continue
networking, encouraging, and enabling
these local efforts without distracting
from the local groups in any way.
Leonard Gross, who has served the

committee for many years as archivist

and executive director, has requested a
sabbatical for 1990 and has agreed to
return part time as consulting archivist

after the sabbatical.

"New Directions" is a modest attempt
to enlarge the mandate of the Historical

Committee for the next decade, especially

in light of the many calls throughout the
church for more help with "identity" and
connections between Mennonites' faith-

life past and faith-life future.
—Merle Goodfor Historical Committee

Lifelong learning is the second chal-

lenge. You must demonstrate a commit-
ment to lifelong learning, incorporating

in your own life a continuing interaction

between work, family, leisure, and learn-

ing," he said.

Involvement is the third challenge.

"The most important way in which your
life will be measured ultimately is by the

ways in which you spend your leisure

time," Mawby said.

The Kellogg Foundation, based in Bat-

tle Creek, Mich., has given away more
than $1 billion since its founding in 1930.

From the beginning, it has particularly

emphasized education in its giving. "De-
spite all the criticisms and all the ques-

tioning, education is still basic to, and of-

fers the greatest opportunity for, human
progress," Mawby said.

Goshen College president Victor Stoltz-

fus presented 183 bachelor of arts

degrees, 18 bachelor of science in nursing

degrees, four certificates in Hispanic
ministries, two early-childhood-education

certificates, a certificate in recreational

leadership, and special certificates to the

nine Chinese exchange scholars.

At the baccalaureate service earlier in

the day, Stoltzfus preached the sermon,

"Jesus Christ, Light of the World," based
on John 1:1-18. The 20th century has been

a century of "failed secular lights," in-

cluding Nazism and Marxism, he said. He
urged the graduates to turn to Scripture

and worship in order to turn their "faces

to the worldwide light of Jesus Christ."
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MCCer charged for

helping Native protest
in Labrador
Mennonite Central Committee vol-

unteer Bob Bartel, is one of over 90 people

charged in connection with protests over

low-level military training in Labrador.

Bartel, of Rosthern, Sask., was charged

with "mischief" after he drove native

people, called Innu, to the site of a protest

-camp set up at the end of the Canadian
Armed Forces runway in Goose Bay. He
is to appear in court in June.

Bartel and his wife, Dorothy, serve as

coordinators of MCC's program in Lab-
rador. They were sent to the region by
MCC to show support for the Innu as they

sought a resolution of land issues and an
end to low-level military jet fighter train-

ing. During protests last fall they served

as go-betweens for the Innu with the

military, police, and media.

At no time did they participate in acts

of civil disobedience. "The Innu leaders

encouraged Bob and Dorothy not to do
anything to get arrested," said MCC Na-
tive Concerns director Menno Wiebe.
"They told them they were more valuable

to them outside the prison."

The charge against Bartel is a new
twist in the conflict between the Innu and
the federal government. Last year the

Innu were permitted to camp at the end
of the runway; this year, the rules have
changed. Innu who went to the site of

their former camp were arrested, while
Bartel was charged for driving them to

the former camp—something he did regu-

larly last fall.

The Innu want the Canadian govern-
ment to suspend the low-level flights

until after the land issue has been settled.

They maintain that the government is

illegally using their land since they never
signed a treaty to cede land to Canada.
The federal government has ac-

knowledged the Innu claim for negotia-

tion, thus giving legitimacy to their

claim. But, at the same time, Canada is

allowing air forces from West Germany,
Britain, and the Netherlands to conduct
increasing numbers of low-level training

missions over the disputed territory.

During the low-level flights jets fly as

low as 30 meters above the ground at

speeds of up to 1,000 kilometers an hour.
The Innu say that the flights have dis-

rupted the migratory patterns of caribou
herds in the area and have adversely af-

fected other wildlife. Health risks
associated with low-level flying include
ear damage and the stress that results

from being frightened by low-flying air-

craft. The Innu also state that they do not
want their land to be used for military
training. The purpose of the training is to

permit pilots to practice simulated at-

tacks against the Soviet Union.

MCC has supported Innu opposition to

low-level flying by writing letters on their

behalf to the federal government. At the

1988 annual meeting of MCC Canada,
board members agreed to focus more at-

tention on Labrador. Canadian Programs
coordinator Dave Dyck warned that "if

we take Labrador more seriously, we
have to be prepared to address injustice

there. We'll have to stick our necks out, be

prepared to take a little flak."

MCC has been involved in Labrador for

38 years. The Innu specifically asked
MCC for support because of the historic

peace position of Mennonites and Breth-

ren in Christ.

For Bob Bartel the issue is simple: "I

just want to help them to walk on their

own land," he says.

Kansas/Oklahoma Dist.

discusses divorce
and caring congregations

"The idea that we have to keep our

church pure is ridiculous," said Clare

Schumm at a workshop sponsored recent-

ly by Kansas/Oklahoma District of South
Central Conference at Pleasant Valley

Mennonite Church, Harper, Kans.
Schumm, an experienced pastor, now
serves as secretary of family life minis-

tries for the Mennonite and General Con-
ference Mennonite churches.

"As long as they are sitting under the

gospel, what better place can they be?"

Schumm asked, emphasizing his pastoral

choice to err on the side of grace in includ-

ing divorced persons in the congregation.

Caring congregations embody the grace

of God to sinners. They don't condone
sin—and divorce is sin—but they do ac-

cept sinners.

"The most powerful invitation to

change from sin is acceptance," Schumm
said. Jesus demonstrated this kind of ac-

ceptance with the Samaritan woman.
The church has the theology to deal

with broken relationships, Schumm said.

Congregations need to integrate it with
social sciences to "work so people can be
vulnerable safely to help people talk

about their struggles."

After discussion groups met, they
shared additional ideas. Some were: Stay
friends with divorced persons. Look for

signals of troubled relationships. Talk
about each other's marriage relation-

ships. Teach and preach on convenental
relationships. Encourage—by helping
pay for Engaged Encounter and Marriage
Encounter weekends. Listen. Pray.

Finally, the question of remarriage of

divorced persons was asked. It was an-

swered in this way: Divorce is sin. People
can't "un-do" most of their sins. Sin is

forgivable. The repentant sinner is for-

given and is not living in sin anymore. So,

the slate is clean, and remarriage is possi-

ble.

—

Susan Baker

Jane and Stan Freyenberger with Mark (6),

Adrianne (1 1 ), and Lisa (9).

BACK TO NEPAL

Freyenbergers serve
in agriculture

"We had some apprehensions about
experiencing yet another culture," said

Stan Freyenberger, commenting about
his family's feelings when they first went
to Nepal. After serving in Ghana in the

1970s with Mennonite Board of Missions,

Stan and Jane and their children moved
to the Nepali town of Pokhara in August
1986. They returned to that country re-

cently following a three-month North
American assignment.

Stan served previously in the Rural
Development Center of United Mission to

Nepal. He worked in the areas of horticul-

ture and agronomy. "The fragile environ-

ments in both Nepal and Ghana are
pushed to the limits by increased popula-

tion pressures," said Stan.

Stan acted as consultant to UMN rural

development projects, which attempt to

adapt local materials and resources to

farming needs. "We are working to em-
phasize locally available resources that

can be ecologically sound," he explained.

Areas of emphasis include erosion control

using cover crops, contour bands and ter-

racing, and expanded gardening for home
consumption through the winter season.

Jane noted that in Nepal "it is possible

to have a Christian witness, even though
you can't preach in the streets. You learn

to live with and love the people of Nepal."

Through Jane's efforts to spend more
time with people, Freyenbergers grew
closer to many of the families in their

neighborhood.

Freyenbergers are now living in the

capital city of Kathmandu, where Stan is

assistant rural development secretary for

UMN. He helps administer rural develop-

ment programs across Nepal, including

tasks such as new program development,
personnel, budget, and liaison with the

Nepali government.
Stan is a native of Wayland, Iowa, and

Jane is from Moundridge, Kans. Stan has
a master's degree in agronomy, and Jane
has a master's degree in nutrition.
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Mennonites find

each other
in Evansville, Ind.

In July 1988, Jay and Sheri Hartzler
and their two sons went to Evansville,

Ind., for one year of Voluntary Service.

Unlike most VS sites, Evansville has no
Mennonite church, so the unit's sponsor-

ing group is Patchwork Central, a nonde-
nominational community, some of whom
live and work in the inner city of Evans-
ville in various social programs. Biff

Weidman, a member of the First Men-
nonite Church of Indianapolis, is a mem-
ber of Patchwork and the VS coordinator

for Evansville.

Hartzlers began to miss the fellowship

of other Mennonites. So they and Weid-
man put together a list of people who had
at some time in their past been connected

KREIDER VIEWS THE WORLD

How important is

economic growth?
All TV networks regularly report U.S.

Department of Commerce statistics of

American economic growth. How im-
portant is such growth? At first blush

this may appear to be a ridiculous ques-

tion because it has such an obvious an-

swer. Growth is assumed to be important
for individuals and institutions.

The growth of an economy is measured
in terms of "real gross national product"

(GNP). This is simply the total of what
consumers spend for goods and services,

plus what the government (federal, state,

and local) spends for goods and services,

plus gross private investment. This latter

consists of expenditures for things such

as houses, factories, and machinery.
Inasmuch as all these expenditures are

measured in terms of dollars, and the
dollar is usually worth less each year be-

cause of inflation, GNP statistics are
adjusted to remove the effects of inflation

and so to become real GNP. Real GNP in

the U.S. fell sharply during the depres-
sion of the 1930s (it was nearly 30 percent
lower in 1933 than in 1929), but since the
end of World War II there has been al-

most continuous growth.
In the early postwar years (1948-66) it

averaged 4.4 percent a year. Since then
the growth rates have been declining and
by the last decade (1979-88) they averaged
2.2 percent, even so a rather remarkable
figure for an economy as large and as ma-
ture as that of the United States. But U.S.
growth was not as spectacular as that of

Japan, where for two decades (the '50s

and '60s) the economy grew 10 percent or

more each year. More recently countries
like South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore
have had the most remarkable growth.

with Mennonites. After a letter was sent
to these people, inviting them to a gather-
ing in October 1988, the networking so
common in Mennonite circles began.
Nearly 25 adults and children showed up
for the potluck supper and get-acquainted
time.

The group has now grown to 30 and
continues to meet on a monthly basis for

a potluck and then singing and discussion
or games as planned by different people
in the group. A portion of the large group
also meets a second time during the
month for more personal sharing.

Several things make this group a fas-

cinating study. One is the diverse back-
grounds of the participants. Another is

the participants' strong desire to meet
together as Mennonites. For many of the

group, their church homes have been non-
Mennonite for many years. The closeness

and warmth that has developed within

the group is an indication that their Men-
nonitism is a lifelong part of them and in

most cases, a most welcome part.

Group members have various expecta-

tions for the future. One is a desire to

continue meeting as they are now—with

the possibility of expanding the group to

include others. Continuing to affirm their

tradition and work at how they might of-

fer a Mennonite witness in the com-
munity is a goal of some.

Hartzlers' VS term ends in July. So far

no one has come forward to take over
their assignments. The Mennonite group
hopes that other VSers will come to their

city. Assignments include executive di-

rector of a housing program, director of

an arts project for the inner city, and a

nurse for a health outreach program.
Interested persons should contact Sandy
Miller at Mennonite Board of Missions,

Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515.

Economic growth is important to those

who build a federal government budget in

such a way as to show a reduction in the

massive deficit. The budget recently pre-

pared by the present U.S. Administration
is based on the premise of a growth of 3.2

percent. Many have criticized this as-

sumption as being too optimistic. Not
only is it substantially higher than has
been realized in the past decade, it also

does not take into account the possibility

of a recession in the year ahead.

Economic growth is important for

third-world countries that are seeking to

relieve the poverty of their people. World
Bank statistics show average annual
growth rates for 1965-86 of the world's 39
poorest countries to be 3.1 percent. This is

a larger figure than for the 19 wealthiest
industrial countries—2.3 percent. But the

population of the poorest countries has
been growing more than three times as

rapidly as in the wealthiest countries so

the growth per person is substantially

higher in the wealthy than in the poor
countries.

In my column two months ago, I urged
Gospel Herald readers not to be content
to look at the size of the U.S. budget de-

ficit alone but to ask the more important
question of what the borrowed money
was spent for. This same type of qualita-

tive question must also be raised with
respect to statistics of GNP. Are we
really better off than we would have been
if the military budget had been more
modest and the resulting GNP smaller?

Even when we look at consumer expen-
ditures for goods and services we must
ask the same question. What did the

consumer buy? Is the consumer really

better off because of what was pur-
chased? For example, GNP figures are

now higher than formerly because con-

sumers buy bread at the store rather than
bake it in the home; they eat meals in res-

taurants rather than at home; they buy
alcoholic drinks and harmful drugs and
then face high medical bills because of

highway accidents thus caused. All of

these expenditures result in higher GNP,
but do they really mean increased wel-

fare? Part of the reason for high con-

sumer and government expenditures is

that we are not satisfied to buy only what
we can afford, but we are increasingly go-

ing into debt to enlarge our expenditures.

I noted above that the Japanese economy
is growing more rapidly than the
American. An important reason for this

is that they have spent more for invest-

ment and relatively less for consumer and
government expenditures. Consumer and
government expenditures fulfill im-
mediate wants; investment looks toward
the future.

Finally, we must also inquire whether
the growth in the GNP has been equitably

distributed over all classes of people or

whether the rich have grown at the ex-

pense of the poor. Mennonite economist

Wayne Nafziger has recently written a

book published by Cambridge University

Press in England entitled Inequality in

Africa. He has marshaled extensive and
convincing evidence that growth in GNP
there mainly benefited the already rich.

Increasing inequality is not just a phe-

nomenon of the poor African countries.

Studies of the effect of Reagan Adminis-
tration policies show that the share of na-

tional income going to the upper one-fifth

of the population has grown while the

share going to the lower one-fifth has

fallen. It is high time that we concern

ourselves less on the size of our economic
growth, less on whether we are growing
more than our economic competitors, and
more on whether the real needs of all our
own people, of people in the poorer coun-

tries, and of future generations on this

planet will be met.

—

Carl Keener
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Charles Burkholder, Harper, Kans.
I was quite disturbed when I read in

"Mennoscope" (Apr. 18) about Mennonite
Board of Missions being $135,000 in the

red. The late Gideon Yoder told us several

years ago that it is always easy to raise

money for relief and disaster needs, but
when it is for keeping our missionaries on
the field and for their support, somehow
we always come up short.

I am certainly interested in relief and
disaster projects, but we need to keep a

balance in our support!

I would like to challenge 500 people that

have $100,000 or more in savings and in

certificates of deposit to share $2,500 so

our mission board won't have to call these

workers home from the field. Today the

field is still open. Tomorrow it may be
closed. Matthew 6:20 is the only safe place

we can keep our money.
A sister in California was blue and told

her pastor she had invested a lot of money
in what she thought was a safe place, but
it had gone under. Her pastor asked her if

she had not built the large wing on the

hospital. She answered, "Yes." He asked
if she had not built the library in this

town so that people could read good
books. Again she answered, "Yes." He
said, "Lady, you are rich. You saved what
you gave back to the Lord."

Are you investing where it will grow
and be safe?

Phyllis Horst, Tiskilwa, 111.

Several times persons have written to

Gospel Herald concerning the moral de-

cay of the Mennonite Church. "Accepting
divorced people" and "dialoguing with ho-

mosexuals" are cited as prime examples
of this degeneration.

First of all, I think it is inhuman to re-

frain from accepting and dialoguing with

someone only on the basis of what she or

he has done or is doing. Jesus never
displayed such tendencies.

Second, I think it's unfair to single out

groups of assumed "sinners." Whenever
we attempt to rank behavior patterns, we
invariably deem our own as less deviant
than those of others.

I myself am a very proud person. I've

been known to make flippant statements
about people. And I repeatedly overeat at

potlucks. (I guess that makes me an arro-

gant, slanderous glutton!) Amazingly
enough, the church still accepts me and
dialogues with me.

Marlene Gentzler, Lancaster, Pa.
In the Apr. 4 issue I noticed the picture

of high school guidance counselors from
nine Mennonite high schools. I was struck

by the fact that all the guidance counse-

lors pictured were male. At what point do
we begin to meet the needs of our female
students?

Ruth Miller Yoder, Flint, Mich.
The editorial "Keeping Women Quiet"

(Apr. 4) compels me to not keep quiet.

First, the editor is to be commended for

writing an excellent and thought-provok-

ing piece.

Second, I would like to use the editorial

as a springboard from which to note

several disparities on gender issues un-

related to the editorial:

1. Gender distinctions frequently seem
to be both selective and inconsistent. I

have listened to many reassurances that

some biblical passages refer to both gen-

ders even when the admonitions are ad-

dressed to "brother," "fathers," "son,"

"man," "he," or 'mankind." However, I

have also noticed that when functional

responsibilities provide the context for

these nouns or pronouns, reassurance
gives way to clear gender delineation.

2. Is it possible that an admonition to

women is also appropriate for men? Are
men excluded from disorderly conduct in

the assemblies?

3. Does convenience or availability
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change women's responsibilities in the

church? There are church leaders who
permit women on the mission field to

teach doctrine, instruct and explain
Scripture, and teach leadership skills to

men but are not agreeable to the same ar-

rangement here in North America.
4. Returned or furloughed missionary

women and non-Mennonite women with a

dramatic experience are frequently invit-

ed to "share" in a pulpit from which local

women may be excluded. While we call it

"sharing," does this term change the

presentation, which generally involves

Scripture reading as well as explanations,

instructions, and admonitions?

Anna Pearl Hostetler, Souderton, Pa.
Thank you for Samuel Weaver's "In

Search of the Biblical Jesus" (Mar. 28).

An honest reaction made me feel un-

comfortable, so I must take seriously the

challenges he has given us. Gospel Herald
is a very important magazine in our
home. I appreciate the "gospel" messages.

David L. Shank, Harrisonburg, Va.
LeRoy Kennel's "We Are Called to

Choose "Wisely" ("Hear, Hear!" Mar. 21)

was a thoughtful column. I found myself

agreeing with most of what he had to say

until, in the final paragraph, I ran smack
into his statement that says it was unfair

during the recent presidential election for

an issue to have been made of Dukakis'

close association with American Civil

Liberties Union. Whoa! and whoa again!

I have recently read some of ACLU's
policy statements. Here is a tiny sampl-

ing. ACLU (1) favors the legalization of

prostitution and drugs, (2) opposes jail for

most criminals, (3) says workfare is un-

constitutional, (4) defends pronography
(including child pornography) in the

name of the First Amendment, and (5)

defends the use of beepers by student

drug pushers in the classroom (so they

can avoid being caught). These are taken

from the 576-page book ACLU Policy

Guide, available for $16.00 from ACLU at

132 W. 43rd St., New York, NY 10036.

ACLU recently defended the public dis-

play of a bumper sticker that says, "Eat
..." (excrement), while simultaneously

litigating against a Christian firm that

desired to use a fish symbol on its private

letterhead. It seems to me that Dukakis'

strong support of and involvement in

such an organization was a perfectly le-

gitimate issue to raise. It absolutely

should be considered in "choosing wise-

ly.'' I see no common ground between
Christianity and an organization like

ACLU or those who subscribe to the

tenets of ACLU.
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Mennoscope
The first Mennonite congregation has been
established in Manila, the capital city of the
Philippines. About 20 people gather for wor-
ship each Sunday in a former junk shop. Some
30 children and their mothers meet each week
for health and nutrition classes. The congrega-
tion has also started a sewing project which
employs women. The new church was estab-
lished by Missions Now, the 13-congregation
Mennonite church in the Philippines, with the
help of Earl Zimmerman of Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions.

Mennonite Central Committee has ended its

earthquake-reconstruction program in Chile
with the departure of MCCers Glenn and Mari-
anne Neufeld. Following the 1985 earthquake,
MCC started a housing reconstruction project
in which it made low-interest or no-interest
loans available to nine different communities.
The funds were used for new houses as well as
for other needs. "Our role was to meet with
community leaders and help them discern
their community's needs," said Glenn.

The second annual Environmental Sabbath
will be observed June 2-4. "The purpose is to
raise awareness of our common personal re-

sponsibility to care for the earth," say Art and
Jocele Meyer of the Global Education Office of
Mennonite Central Committee. The United Na-
tions Environment Program asks faith com-
munities to examine their traditions during
this time to "rediscover the wisdom and
guidance that will inspire them to creative ac-

tion," they add. A resource packet is available
from the Global Education Office at MCC, Box
M, Akron, PA 17501.

A Mennonite Central Committee adminis-
trator joined in opposing the death penalty
recently with the leaders of two dozen other
faith groups in the United States. Wilmer
Heisey, executive secretary of MCC U.S., went
to Atlanta to help launch a yearlong campaign
called "Lighting the Torch of Conscience." In a
statement signed at the conclusion of the
"summit meeting," the religious leaders said,

"The death penalty is inconsistent with our re-

ligious values, which include respect for hu-
man life, nonviolence, restoration and reconci-
liation, and the message of God's redemptive
love." The campaign is a joint effort of the Na-
tional Coalition to Abolish the Death Penalty,
the National Interreligious Task Force on
Criminal Justice, and Amnesty International.

Virginia Conference is helping more church
members to be supportive, sensitive persons
through classes this spring on "Learning First

Aid: Spiritual Caregiving in the Local Church."
Offered as part of the conference's Congrega-
tional Leadership Training Program, the class-

es are being held in Newport News and Har-
risonburg, Va.; Winston-Salem, N.C.; and
Harman, W.Va. The leader is Harvey Yoder, a
former pastor who now is staff person for the
conference's Family Life Resource Center in

Harrisonburg. He is encouraging congrega-
tions to develop spiritual caregiving teams to

help pastors with an area that has primarily
been seen as their responsibility.

A five-year-old congregation in Henry, 111.,

is constructing a building on three acres of
land in the northern section of town. Members
of Trinity New Life Mennonite Church felt

that their current facility and current location
were a hindrance to growth. The congregation
is ministering to a variety of needy people—

"Hit and miss" engine. The 33rd an-

nual Pennsylvania Relief Sale netted

$450,000 for Mennonite Central Commit-
tee. That topped last year's record of

$412,000. A crowd of about 15,000 at-

tended the recent event which was held

at Harrisburg Farm Show Building in

the state capital. Some 260 quilts were

auctioned off, with a total income of

$120,000. The top price paid for a quilt

was $2,200. Pictured is Jacob King of

Leola, Pa., making homemade ice cream.

He used a 1930, two-horse-power, "hit

and miss" gasoline engine to turn his

five-gallon freezer.

one-parent families on welfare, victims of
abuse, alcoholics, and others. The congregation
is building a fellowship hall first, to be com-
pleted by the end of June, and then a sanctuary
as funds become available.

Colombia Mennonite Church approved the
ordination of women during a recent meeting
of its executive committee in the capital city of
Bogota. A resolution affirmed by the commit-
tee stated that a yearlong study of the issue by
pastors and congregations has shown the "legi-

timacy and convenience" of women's ordina-
tion. The executive committee was given the
authority to act on the issue at the church's
general assembly in January.

Esther Lehman was honored for 30 years of
teaching at Eastern Mennonite College and
Seminary during the school's annual employee
recognition dinner recently. Lehman, who will

retire at the end of the current school year, has
been named "professor emeritus of education."
Daniel Suter, a retired biology professor who
still teaches an occasional course, headed the
list of those recognized for long years of ser-

vice. He received a 40-year certificate. Also

recognized were 22 faculty and staff persons
who are leaving the school. Among them is

Don Augsburger, who served on the faculty 26
years. He will become pastor of Bahia Vista
Mennonite Church in Sarasota, Fla., in July.

Eastern Mennonite College students had
dinner in a Bedouin tent in Jordan during
their recent three-month study term in the
Middle East. During the meal of rice and lamb
they were also treated to Bedouin music and
dance. The special dinner was part of a visit to
Mennonite Central Committee projects. Ed
and Norilynn Epp, MCC program directors in

Jordan, said the 35 EMC students were the
first tour group to visit the Bedouin area. "The
local people were extremely excited," they said.

"They opened their homes and their hearts."

Mennonite Health Services has awarded
seven scholarships as part of its Elmer Ediger
Memorial Scholarship program. It is for stud-
ies in a mental health field for the 1989-90
school year. This year's winners, selected from
45 candidates, are: Jonathan Jordan of Dublin,
Ireland; Glenda Miller of Lehigh, Kans.; Janet
Panning of Lansdale, Pa.; Nancy Rempel of St.
Louis, Mo.; Vange Thiessen of Abbotsford,
B.C.; Lora Warkentin of St. Catharines, Ont.;
and Linda Bertsche Yoder of Goshen, Ind.

A Nicaraguan pastor has opened an Appro-
priate Technology Center in La Paz with the
encouragement and assistance of the local
Mennonite church and Mennonite Central
Committee. Ignacio Gutierrez, who is a carpen-
ter and mason in addition to being a pastor,
worked several years toward this dream. He is

making concrete water- and grain-storage
containers and fertilizer-producing dry
latrines—products that can be built on site by
people with rudimentary masonry skills.

Space is still available for health and human
service professionals to go to the Soviet
Union Oct. 6-29. The tour, sponsored by Men-
nonite Health Services, will focus on mental
health concerns. Participants will meet with
Soviet Professionals, tour mental health
facilities, and visit historic Mennonite areas.

Interested persons should contact Marilyn
Langeman by May 26 at MHS, Box M, Akron,
PA 17501; phone 717-859-1151.

New appointments:
•Bill Loewen, personnel services secretary,

Mennonite Central Commitee, starting in July.

He succeeds Gerald Shank. Loewen will direct

a 10-person department that processes applica-

tions, places applicants, oversees orientations,

and maintains personnel policies. Currently a
resident of Seattle, he has worked since 1980
with the city's Division on Aging.
•John Nyce, associate academic dean, Goshen
College, starting this summer. This is a new
position, and he will work alongside new
academic dean John Eby, who starts in July.

Nyce has been interim academic dean since

last August, when Willard Martin resigned. He
was the college's registrar for 21 years before

that.

•Richard Gerig, enrollment/marketing direc-

tor, Goshen College, starting this summer.
This is a new position. Gerig has been admis-
sions director since 1985. He served previously

for four years as alumni relations director and
before that he was an admissions counselor for

eight years.

•Betty Marvin, director of marketing and
public relations, Glencroft Retirement Com-
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munity, Glendale, Ariz. She succeeds Jan
Thompson. Marvin served previously as assis-

tant administrator of Glencroft Care Center.

Pastoral transitions:

•Carl Smeltzer has resigned as pastor of Clin-

ton Brick Mennonite Church, Goshen, Ind., ef-

fective May 31. He served there 10 years.

•Darrell Hostetler resigned as pastor of North
Goshen (Ind.) Mennonite Church on Apr. 1.

•Mitchell Brown was installed as pastor of

Evanston (111.) Mennonite Church on Apr. 23.

He served the past three years as pastor of

Hyde Park Anabaptist Fellowship in Chicago.

•Firman Gingerich has resigned as pastor of

Bonneyville Mennonite Church, Bristol, Ind.,

effective in August.

•Randy Smith was ordained as pastor of Hope
Mennonite Church, Fort Worth, Tex., on Apr.

2. He has been pastor of the four-year-old con-

gregation since 1987.

•Curt Kuhns has resigned as pastor of North
Leo (Ind.) Mennonite Church, effective in early

summer.
•Peter Elliot has resigned as pastor of Good
News Community Chapel, Pinckney, Mich., ef-

fective June 1.

•Jerry Kandel will become associate pastor of

Hopewell Mennonite Church, Kouts, Ind., in

July.

•Jason Martin became interim pastor of Bethel

Mennonite Church, Ashley, Mich., on May 1.

He succeeds Robert McKelvey.

Missionary comings/goings:
•Albert and Lois Buckwaiter returned from
Argentina in May to retire. They served under
Mennonite Board of Missions for 39 years.

They were involved in Bible translation and
pastoral visitation among three Indian groups
in the Chaco area. Their address is c/o Ada Lit-

willer, 1240 Greencroft Dr., Goshen, IN 46526.

•David and Wilma Shank returned to Ivory

Coast in May following a nine-month North
American assignment. Longtime MBM work-
ers, they will serve three more months among
African independent churches. Their address

is 08 BP 2120, Abidjan 08, Ivory Coast.

•Robert and Nancy Martin returned from Is-

rael in April for a two-month North American
assignment. Serving under MBM, they are

both administrators at a mission hospital in

Nazareth. Their address is c/o Don Oliver, 1321

Dorsey Ave., Morgantown, WV 26505.

•Mark and Darlene Keller returned from
Nepal in May for a one-year North American
assignment. They are MBM appointees who
serve under United Mission to Nepal. Their ad-

dress is Associated Mennonite Biblical Sem-
inaries, 3003 Benham Ave., Elkhart, IN 46517.

•Stephen and Margot Longley returned from
Nepal in May for a one-year leave in Finland.

They are MBM appointees who serve under
United Mission to Nepal. Their address is c/o

Kottelin, Elinant, 6.B66, SF-20540, Turku 54,

Finland.

•Daniel and Marianne Goldschmidt-Nuss-
baurner returned to Benin in May following a

two-month leave in France. They are MBM
workers who serve in health ministries with

the Interconfessional Protestant Council of

Benin. Their address is BP 2624, Cotonou,

Benin.

Upcoming events:

•Fund-raising Weekend for Bethany Christian

High School, May 26-27, in Goshen, Ind. The
events will include a variety show in the old

Goshen Theater, an auction at the school, and a

dinner at Greencroft Senior Center. Sponsored
by the school's alumni, the events will raise

money for the current building project. More
information from the school at 2904 S. Main
St., Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-534-2567.

•MCC East Africa Alumni Reunion, June 29-

July 1, 1990, at Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite
Church Center. It is for all people who have
served under Mennonite Central Committee in

that part of Africa. More information from Lo-

well Detweiler at Box M, Akron, PA 17501;

phone 717-859-1151.

•Building Dedication Service, June 18, at

Zurich (Ont.) Mennonite Church. The guest

speaker is conference minister Herb Schultz.

More information from the church at Goshen
St. North, Zurich, ON N0M 2T0; phone 519-236-

4933.

New books:
•More Like Jesus by Evelyn King Mumaw. It

offers practical suggestions on how to develop
and live the Christian life. The author is a

teacher and speaker and former Eastern Men-
nonite College dean of women. The book, pub-
lished by Herald Press of Mennonite Publish-
ing House, is available for $6.95 (in Canada
$9.95).

•History of Olive Mennonite Church by J. C.

Wenger and David Yoder. Olive is a 140-year-

old congregation near Elkhart, Ind. Wenger is

a longtime Mennonite historian, and Yoder is

the congregation's historian. The book is avail-

able for $14 from Yoder at 28196 CR 36,

Elkhart, IN 46517.

•Hertzler-Hartzler Family History by Silas

Hertzler. This is a new edition of the original

1952 book which traces the descendants of 1703
immigrant Jacob Hertzler. It is available for

$44 from Lancaster Mennonite Historical So-
ciety at 2215 Millstream Rd., Lancaster, PA
17602.

Change of address: Paul and Dawn Nelson
from 26 Clonliffe Gardens to 101 Annadale
Drive, Dublin 9, Ireland.

New members
Souderton, Pa.: Michelle Knauer.
Lake Region, Detroit Lakes, Minn.: Alicia

Abel, Krysta Hochstetler, Darren Birky, and
Brent Sweigart.

Inlet, Wauseon, Ohio: Rachel Henricks,

Phil Henricks, Brian Kempf, Chris Rufenacht,
Chris Wyse, and Donna Zimmerman.
Williamsburg, Va.: Ed and Emily Pease,

Debbie Nelson, Kathrine Hinds, and Chris-

topher Treleaven.

Tressler, Greenwood, Del.: Tara Chis-

enhall, Chad Sterling, Brian Yoder, Rhonda
Brenneman, and Sam and Effie Yoder.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six- months after the event.

Albrecht, Paul and Bernice (Nafziger),
Wellesley, Ont., second daughter, Melissa
Lynn, Apr. 25.

Beachy, Randy and Linda (Beach), London,
Ohio, second son, Timothy Daniel, Apr. 23.

Byler, Elwood and Suzanne (Spicher), Belle-

ville, Pa., third child, second daughter, Allison
Dawn, Apr. 29.

Casey, Daniel and Miriam (Miller), Col-

umbus, Ohio, third child, first son, Daniel
Quenten, Apr. 2.

Critchfield, Dennis and Ann (Livengood),
Springs, Pa., second daughter, Ali Kirsten,

Apr. 22.

Eggleston, Ricky and Etta (Albert), Wil-
liamsburg, Va., fourth child, first son, Robert
Augustus II, Jan. 31.

Gascho, Lyle and Jeannie (Hochstedler), Pi-

geon, Mich., second child, first son, Trenton
Scott, Apr. 21.

Graber, Douglas G. and Dawn (Yoder), Sar-
asota, Fla., third child, first daughter, Chelsea
Nancy, May 1.

Groeneweg, James and Patsy (Grieser),

Archbold, Ohio, third son, Caleb J., Apr. 23.

Bay Shore builds a house. As part of their 1989 "Jerusalem" mission planning, Bay
Shore Mennonite Church of Sarasota, Fla., decided to join with Habitat for Hu-
manity in building a house. Now Guadalupe and Rebecca Serna, their sons Sancho
and Guadalupe, Jr., and Maria Cisnero, the grandmother, can move into their own
home. This Hispanic family came to the United States about 20 years ago and had
been living in a migrant camp. Bay Shore members and others held a dedication ser-

vice for the house.

—

Miriam Beachy
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Jantzi, David and Lori (Miller), Glendale,
Ariz., first child, Sarah Elizabeth, Apr. 27.

Kenagy, Seb and Sandy (Sommers), Hub-
bard, Oreg., fourth child, second daughter,
Katherine Grace Chrysan, Apr. 19.

Martin, Don and Kathy (Freed), Lansdale,
Pa., third son, Lance Elliott, Apr. 20.

Mattingly, Mike and Christine (Yoder),
Hartville, Ohio, second daughter, Hanna Jean,
Apr. 7.

Maust, Marv and Lori (Sommers), Bay Port,
Mich., second son, Marcus John, Mar. 27.

Miller, Kendal and Lori (Ward), Bristol,
Ind., second daughter, Emily Linn, Apr. 26.

Parmer, Rick and LeAnn (Metzler), Lans-
dale, Pa., second son, Ryan Matthew, Apr. 12.

Rittenhouse, Jeffrey M. and Cheryl
(Keeler), Richlandtown, Pa., first child, Jeffrey
Michael II, Apr. 25.

Roth, Kevin and Jale (Whitaker), Boulder,
Colo., first child, Margaret Kaye, Apr. 13.

Showalter, Lowell R. and Lois (Kuhns), Cot-
tage City, Md., second child, first daughter,
Martha Elizabeth, Apr. 25.

Sommers, Lambert and Rosetta (Swartz-
entruber), Fredericktown, Ohio, fourth child,

Rachel Juanita, Apr. 20.

Sommers, Mitchell and Lorrie (Sheldon),
North Canton, Ohio, first child, Nathan Ray,
Apr. 17.

Stoltzfus, Melvin and Barbara (King), Kin-
zers, Pa., fourth child, third son, Kyle Lane,
Apr. 23.

Weinhold, Gerald and Debra (Eberly), Rein-
holds, Pa., third child, first daughter, Carrie
Suzanne, Apr. 25.

Wenger, Joseph and Anna (Anderson), Wil-
liamsburg, Va., second child, first son, Joseph
Perry, Feb. 21.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Grey-Nesselrodt. George Grey III, Virginia
Beach, Va., and Rose Nesselrodt, Virginia
Beach, Va., Weavers cong., by Joseph and
Edith Shenk, Apr. 8.

Hartzler-Keener. Jay Irvin Hartzler, Belle-

ville, Pa., Presbyterian Church, and Ellen
Ruth Keener, State Line, Pa., Cedar Grove
cong., by Nelson L. Martin, Apr. 22.

Kaufman-Hostetler. Douglas Day Kauf-
man, Goshen, Ind., Benton cong., and Jill An-
nette Hostetler, Columbus, Ohio, Neil Avenue
cong., by Calvin R. Kaufman, father of the
groom, Dec. 17.

Mast-Benner. Michael Mast and Lisa Ben-
ner, both of Plain City, Ohio, Cornerstone
cong., by Kenneth Benner, father of the bride,

and Titus Kaufman, Mar. 18.

White-Pechart. William Thomas White and
Patricia Ann Pechart, Slate Hill cong., Shire-
manstown, Pa., by Samuel J. Troyer, Apr. 29.

Obituaries

Bucher, Dale Eliot, son of Harold and
Florence (Yothers) Bucher, was born in York,
Pa., Feb. 13, 1957; died from a brain hemor-
rhage at Boston, Mass., Apr. 29, 1989; aged 32
y. On June 11, 1983, he was married to Rebecca

Kay Harper, who survives. Also surviving are
one son (Louis), his parents, one brother (Da-
vid E.), and 2 sisters (Carol Bixler and Rachel
Kauffman). Memorial services were held at
Boston, Mass., on May 3, at Kingview Men-
nonite Church, Scottdale, Pa., on May 6, in
charge of Linford and Elaine Horner Martin,
and at Columbia, Mo., on May 9.

Erb, Edmund, son of John and Magdalene
Erb, was born on Feb. 16, 1899; died on Apr. 18
1989; aged 90 y. On Apr. 22, 1925, he was mar-
ried to Mattie Kennel, who survives. Also sur-
viving are one son (Roy), 4 daughters (Mar-
garet Gingerich, Grace Martin, Mary Lou Erb,
and Pearl Ann Martin), 17 grandchildren, and
12 great-grandchildren. He was preceded in

death by one son, 4 brothers, 2 sisters, and 2
grandchildren. He was a member of Zurich
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held
on Apr. 21, in charge of Clayton Kuepfer; inter-
ment in Blake Mennonite Cemetery.

Fisher, Sarah Kathryn Stoltzfus, daughter
of David and Sadie (Mast) Stoltzfus, was born
at Elyerson, Pa., Mar. 14, 1926; died of com-
plications following surgery at Encarnacion,
Paraguay, Mar. 19, 1989; aged 63 y. On Jan. 1,

1947, she was married to John Fisher, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are 3 sons (David S.,

Ernest L., and J. Mark), 5 daughters (Linda J.

Beachy, Alma G. Brubacher, Rhoda I.

Brubacher, Lois E., and Orpha J. Martinez), 31
grandchildren, 6 sisters (Viola Kauffman,
Mary Grubb, Edna Ebersole, Esther Wilson,
Lois Petersheim, and Becci Leatherman), and
4 brothers (Milo, Omar, Mast, and Stephen).
She was a member of Montana de Fe Church,
where funeral services were held on Mar. 20, in

charge of Donald Moyer; interment in the
church cemetery.

Hartzler, Dorothy Baker, daughter of Cal-
vin D. and Margaret Baker, was born at
Martinsburg, Pa., June 7, 1910; died at Goshen,
Ind., Apr. 18, 1989; aged 78 y. On Sept. 1, 1933,
she was married to H. Harold Hartzler, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Harold and
Jonathan), one daughter (Theodosia Yoder), 15
grandchildren, 5 great-grandchildren, 3 broth-
ers, and 3 sisters. She was a member of College
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Apr. 21, in charge of James
Waltner; interment in Fairview Cemetery.
Lingenhoel, Melody, daughter of Eugene

and Michelle (Kuntz), was stillborn on Apr.
17, 1989. Surviving are her maternal grand-
parents (Richard J. and Judith Ann Kuntz),
paternal grandparents (Frank and Karen Lin-
genhoel), maternal great-grandmothers
(Florence Kuntz and Alice Jones), and paternal
great-grandmothers (Thelma Young and Mary
Kerstetter). Graveside services were held at
Sunset Hills Burial Park in charge of Gerry
Vandeworp.
Maust, W. Floyd, son of Simon and Eliza-

beth (Otto) Maust, was born at Springs, Pa.,

Nov. 30, 1911; died at Meyersdale, Pa., Apr. 15,

1989; aged 77 y. He was married to Eleanor
Boyer, who survives. Also surviving are one
daughter (Sharyn Maust), one brother (Ray),
and 2 sisters (Lucille Detrick and Ruth
Hollada). She was a member of Springs Men-
nonite Church. Funeral services were held at
Meyersdale, Pa., on Apr. 17, in charge of Carl
Mitchell; interment in Union Cemetery.
Nafziger, Delia M. Sommers, daughter of

Samuel and Anna (Nofziger) Sommers, was
born in Stuttgart, Ark., Jan. 20, 1903; died of
heart and kidney failure at Bryan, Ohio, Apr.
17, 1989; aged 86 y. On Mar. 4, 1922, she was
married to Ernest Nafziger, who died on Dec.
2, 1969. Surviving are 2 children (Marion Beck
and Marvin Nafziger), 11 grandchildren, 14
great-grandchildren, one great-great-grand-
son, and 2 stepgrandchildren. She was pre-

ceded in death by one daughter (Joanna Wyse)
and an infant son (Ronald). She was a member
of Lockport Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Apr. 20, in charge of
Allen Rutter, Jim Groeneweg, and Walter
Stuckey; interment in Pettisville Cemetery.

Nofziger, Robert E., son of Harvey E. and
Ella (Bernath) Nofziger, was born at Archbold,
Ohio, Oct. 3, 1913; died at his home in
Archbold, Ohio, Apr. 22, 1989; aged 75 y. On
Oct. 20, 1934, he was married to Mabel A.

, who died on June 2, 1985. Surviving are
2 daughters (Joyce Weirich and Sandra Lug-
bill), 5 grandchildren, one brother (Sanford),
and 3 sisters (Mary Beaverson, Edith Leu, and
Fannie Nofziger). Funeral services were held
at Zion Mennonite Church on Apr. 25, in

charge of Ellis Croyle and John Koop; inter-
ment in Lauber Hill Cemetery.
Yoder, Durbin T., son of Samuel N. and

Sallie B. (Yoder) Yoder, was born in Columbus,
N.D., Jan. 10, 1908; died at Greencroft Nursing
Center, Goshen, Ind., Apr. 27, 1989; aged 81 y.
On Jan. 6, 1939, he was married to Mary
Esther Brenneman, who survives. Also surviv-
ing are one daughter (Joann Smith), one son
(John D.), 3 grandchildren and one sister
(Gladys Hunsberger). He was a member of
College Mennonite Church, where memorial
services were held on Apr. 30, in charge of
James Waltner; interment in Violett
Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries commissioning
service. Elkhart, Ind., May 25

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries commencement,
Elkhart, Ind., May 26

Southwest Conference midyear meeting, Los Angeles, Calif.,

May 27-29

Goshen Biblical Seminary board of overseers, Elkhart, Ind.,

June 1-2

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries board meeting,
Elkhart, Ind., June 1-3

North Central Conference annual meeting, Bloomfield, Mont.,
June 2-4

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

June 8-10

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-
tors, June 9-10

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., June 9-10
Keystone Bible Institute annual board meeting, Lancaster,

Pa., June 12

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., June
13

Allegheny Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Somerset, Pa., June 15

Franklin Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Chambersburg, Pa., June 16

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-

gional conference, New York, N.Y., June 20-21

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Scottdale, Pa.,

June 22-24

Northwest Conference annual meeting, Three Hills, Alta.,
June 30-July 2

Indiana-Michigan Conference annual meeting, Sturgis, Mich.,
July 6-8

Allegheny Conference annual meeting, Laurelville, Pa., July 6-

9

Hesston College board of overseers, Los Angeles, Calif., July 7-

8
Virginia Conference annual assembly, Harrisonburg, Va., July

12-16

South Central Conference annual meeting, Hesston, Kans.,
July 14-16

Afro-American Mennonite Association assembly, Peoria, III.,

July 28-30

Mennonite Church General Board, Normal, 111., July 31
Mennonite Church Nominating Committee, Normal, 111., July

31
Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General

Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting,
Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,
Lowville, N.Y., Oct. 14

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-
ing, Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Credits
Cover-story design by Jim Butti; cover-story photos and p. 364
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

U.S. church leaders sharply divided

in sociopolitical views, study shows
The leaders of American Christianity

are sharply divided in their sociopolitical

views, three sociologists reported in a

new study. Their findings: on economic
and military issues, both mainline Prot-

estant and Catholic leaders are on the

left, and fundamentalists/evangelicals

are on the right. On family and sexual

issues, mainliners remain on the left, but

Catholics join the conservatives on the

right.

"The ideological polarization is im-
mense," said Robert Lichter of the Center

for Media and Public Affairs in Washing-
ton, D.C. "What surprised me is that the

mainline Protestant leaders are so far to

the left and Catholic leaders are also to

the left on economic issues."

Lichter, Stanley Rothman, and Robert
Learner polled 178 influential church fig-

ures in their study. They expressed
wonder that leaders of mainline Protes-

tantism, which historically has set the

tone for American society, were found
"liberal on every dimension," while other

studies have shown grass-roots members
to be conservative.

Southern Baptist mission board tries to

stay above church controversy

Many Southern Baptists still see their

Foreign Mission Board as a kind of grand,

inviolable sanctuary amid the storm
rending their denomination. Based in

Richmond, Va., it is the largest sender in

North America of long-term mission-

aries, with a budget of $168 million and
programs in 114 countries.

"Among Southern Baptists, it's almost

like mother," said James Hefley, Missouri

author on the 10-year war between mod-
erate and fundamentalist Southern
Baptists. But these days, even "mother"

is showing signs of strain from financial

worries and unrest among her mission-

aries over policy decisions. The Foreign

Mission Board's budget is down for the

first time since the Great Depression.

Salaries for missionaries have been fro-

zen since 1987, but some missionaries are

worried about more than money. Several

in Japan have resigned over policies they

consider oppressive, including more em-
phasis on direct evangelizing and less on
helping in schools and hospitals. They at-

tribute the change to fundamentalists

who about two years ago gained a trustee

majority on the Foreign Mission Board.

Both moderates and fundamentalists

agree on what is common wisdom in

America's largest Protestant denomina-

tion: If the Foreign Mission Board ever

truly falters, the Southern Baptist Con-

vention crumbles. The denomination,
now more than 14 million members
strong, originally came together in 1845

to pool resources for mission work.

United Methodist Church loses

69,000 members in one year
The United Methodist Church in the

United States suffered another severe an-

nual decline in membership, dropping

69,000 in 1987—the latest year for which
official statistics are available. Member-
ship stood at 9,055,000 at the end of the

year. It was the worst slippage since 1985,

when the denomination reported a loss of

75,000 members. The United Methodist
Church had about 11 million members
when it was formed in 1968 with the

merger of the Methodist and Evangelical

United Brethren churches.

Soviet churches to gain new freedoms
under proposed law

Legislation that has been proposed by
the Council on Religious Affairs would le-

galize most church activities in the Soviet

Union, according to an American scholar

of Soviet religion. Kent Hill, executive di-

rector of the Washington-based Institute

on Religion and Democracy, said the

draft Law on Freedom of Conscience that

has been sent to Soviet churches by the

government council is further evidence

that there is a "genuinely liberalizing

situation" in the Soviet Union. Hill said

the new law would give Christians op-

portunities to spread the faith openly,

allow parents to provide religious educa-

tion for their children, and recognize the

right of all Soviet citizens to "possess and
use religious literature" in the language
of their choice.

Crouch's hard-nosed style

prompts complaints to NRB
Paul Crouch has acknowledged that he

once prayed to God to "kill anyone or any-
thing that was attempting to destroy" his

Trinity Broadcasting Network, and he
says his prayer "has not changed today."
The founder of what is now the largest

Christian television network in the
United States made the comment in a
recent letter to the Ethics Committee of

National Religious Broadcasters, which is

investigating several charges against
him.

Since he founded Trinity Broadcasting
in 1973, Crouch has built it into an enter-

prise of more than 100 broadcast outlets

with more than 400 employees and a
market value that he estimates at $500

million. The tactics he has used have pro-

voked numerous civil suits by former
partners, suppliers, and landlords and
complaints to government panels in

Washington and half a dozen states.

Virtually all of the suits have been set-

tled or withdrawn before reaching trial,

and Crouch has never lost a station li-

cense. But he is now facing a report by
the NRB ethics panel that could lead to

his censure or ouster from the influential

organization of religious broadcasters.

Dissidents try to keep homosexuals
out of United Church ministry

A campaign to keep homosexuals out of

the United Church of Canada ministry is

humming along. The new Community of

Concern, which claims more than 30,000

members, including one-fourth of the

ministers in the 850,000-member denomi-
nation, approved a first-year budget of

$360,000 to fight a position the church's

General Council adopted last year. The
council opened the ministry to all mem-
bers, "regardless of their sexual orienta-

tion."

As part of its campaign, the Com-
munity of Concern has sent a question-

naire and information packet to all UCC
congregations. The packet contains an

article by theologian Terry Anderson,
who says that the church is unclear about
"God's complete intention" regarding sex-

uality and that by encouraging congrega-

tions to apply their own standards, the

council has opened the possibility that "a

part of the church may commit the whole
church to sanctioning a new set of moral
standards."

Tithing policy causes some Falwell

employees to consider unionizing

Some employees of Jerry Falwell's

ministries approached the AFL-CIO
about the possibility of unionizing after

the fundamentalist leader recently an-

nounced a tithe-or-quit policy. An AFL-
CIO executive said his office received in-

quiries from about 50 employees troubled

by the policy.

Falwell spokesman Mark DeMoss
dismissed the complaints as "just a dis-

traction" and said there would be little in-

terest in a union among the 2,000 employ-

ees. He also said there will be hundreds of

valid exemptions to the policy, such as

teachers who pastor other churches and
people who belonged to other churches in

town when they were hired. All com-

plainers so far have had valid grounds for

exemption, he said. The policy is to take

effect on July 1, with compliance to be

monitored by tithing envelopes on Sun-

days.
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What sort of ministry to youth?
My father declined to buy a daily newspaper.

There were a number of reasons, no doubt: lack of

time to read it, lack of money to pay for it. One
specific reason he mentioned was that he did not
want to make the comics available to his children.

(There were, of course, other ways for children to

gain access to comics, but I think a point was ;

made.)

If the comics were only funny, he would say,

they wouldn't be so bad. It seems a mercy that

Dad is spared knowledge of the present genera-
tion of comic books, some of which seem to have
reached a new low in the portrayal of sex and
violence, those two old standbys of fourth-rate

storytellers. Comic books have developed a life of

their own separate from the strips which appear
in newspapers. As reported in the April 30 New
York Times Magazine, the current crop of such
books indulges in stories of brutality and ex-

ploitation beyond what has been done in recent

years. "Sadistic sex," "remorseless violence,"

"child abuse," and "a boy who laughs when he
finds out that his mother committed suicide by
drinking Drano" are several of the phrases ap-

pearing in the article.

Who reads such comics? According to surveys,

the readers are principally young men between
the ages of 13 and 29. A distributor observes that

"the readers are teen-aged boys, so what you have
is a lot of repressed anger. They're going through
puberty, and they like to see characters act out
their aggressions. . . . They do like to see the

characters sliced and diced" (p. 34).

History has documented again and again that

violence appears to be a natural state of mankind.
So for storytellers and comic book artists to

portray it is not entirely unrealistic. But why
should they be allowed to make their living by
preying upon the frustrations and insecurities of

young men? And is there anything we can do
about it?

A typical American reaction to a bad situation

is, "There oughta be a law." And probably there

should. Comic books have been suppressed before

and it may be done again. But the limitations of

regulation by law include the fact that the regula-

tions can only be of a broad sort to deal with the

worst offenses. And the "need" to which they ap-

peal will still be there. This becomes an op-

portunity for persons who care about young
people to be helpful to them.
Basic to the task is to be reminded of the ter-

rors of adolescence, the darkness and despair

which may accompany this period in life. In Five

Cries of Youth (Harper & Row, 1988, $14.95),

Merton P. Strommen reports extensive research
on the spiritual life of young people. He observes,

"In one large denomination 63 percent of the

youth report some degree of apartness from God
and man; one-half of this group gave evidence
that for them it is an acute issue. They are

anxious about their relationship with God" (p.

145).

Numbers of young people, as Strommen notes,

take shortcuts through sex and drugs in an effort

to deal with their despair. This is particularly

true of the young persons who are peer-oriented

and do not trust adults. A study he reports ques-
tioned a group of 210 20-year-olds. About half

were antiestablishment and the rest were
"straight." There was a strong contrast between
them in their attitude toward "organized reli-

gion." Of the former group, 88 percent were nega-
tive, with only 15 percent of the latter being nega-
tive toward the church or religion.

As an antiestablishment group ourselves, we
Mennonites may not be interested in having our
young people go "straight" in exactly the sense

that Strommen envisions. But we do need to keep
communication open with them.
Who is sufficient for a ministry to young

people? Not the rigid or the tightly programmed
person, as Lavon J. Welty shows in his Blueprint

for Congregational Youth Ministry (Faith & Life

Press and Herald Press, 1988). Indeed, he ob-
serves, the present state of Mennonite ministry to

young people is away from youth "programs" and
youth "groups" in which leaders do "to" or "for"

the youth. The current emphasis is on being
"with" youth. The style is symbolized in the

phrase "integrated congregational youth ministry."

One gets the impression that congregational
youth ministry is not as neat and predictable as it

was a few years ago when every congregation was
expected to have a youth group and program. But
the basic concerns, I'm sure, remain the same: to

provide support for young people as they ne-

gotiate the crucial adolescent years.

This, of course, is not completely different from
the congregation's ministry to people at any age.

For all of us life is a pilgrimage with its lights and
shadows. We all hope for someone to listen to and
encourage us when life gets too heavy. And we
are not always sure how to ask for it. The word
that young men in their teens live with
"repressed anger" is a reminder to be particularly

discerning and patient with them.

—Daniel Hertzler



Struggling and growing
by Sara Wengerd

Following roads carved out of the wilderness by
Generals Braddock and Forbes during the French
and Indian War, Amish and Mennonite settlers

began trickling into western Pennsylvania
shortly after the French defeat in 1758 at Ft.

Duquesne (now Pittsburgh). The wooded Alle-

gheny Mountains, with thickets of laurel and
rhododendron, must have reminded European
immigrants of their native Black Forest or the

foothills of the Alps.

Joining other settlers from Anabaptist settle-

ments in eastern Pennsylvania and Maryland,
they built homes and communities, becoming
farmers and abandoning their trades to work the

rocky soil and try to survive the harsh winters

and short growing seasons. Later, some of these

settlers or their children moved West in search of

better land. So today many Mennonites
throughout the country can trace their ancestoral

roots to Somerset County, Pennsylvania.

The late Sanford Shetler wrote in his history of

the conference, Two Centuries ofStruggle and
Growth: "The isolation brought about by the Ap-
palachian Mountains may have tended toward a

kind of provincialism which marked the residents

of the area for many years" (p. 28). The commu-
nities were close-knit, held together by a common
faith and the German language which was used

for worship until 1900. Scattered settlements

were served by itinerant ministers on horseback

until meetinghouses were built and local leaders

ordained.

The first recorded Amish settler was Christian

Blough, who bought land near Berlin in 1767, but

the first permanent Mennonite/Amish com-
munity which remains today is located between
Meyersdale and Springs. Other settlements

developed in the Johnstown area, in Blair County,

and in Fayette and Westmoreland counties.

Smaller churches sprang up from mission

activity, a number growing into large congrega-

tions. The Tressler Church in Greenwood, Dela-

ware, was established by Mennonite immigration

from Garrett County, Maryland.

Organized into conference. The widely scat-

tered churches were organized into Southwestern

Pennsylvania Mennonite Conference in 1876, and



in 1954 renamed Allegheny Mennonite Con-
ference. A group of congregations in Mifflin and
Huntingdon counties transferred from the Ohio
and Eastern Mennonite Conference to Allegheny
in 1954 and '57.

Eventually urban churches developed and are
located in Pittsburgh and State College, Hyatts-
ville in suburban Washington, and Philippi and
Morgantown in West Virginia. The latter has
dual Mennonite/Brethren affiliation. Another
church, begun in Ocean City, Maryland, received
some initial funding from Allegheny Conference
but is a member of Atlantic Coast Conference. A
new congregation is emerging in Altoona, Penn-
sylvania, and another is planned for Johnstown.
Current conference membership is 3,763.

Conference minister Dale Stoltzfus, the only
full-time conference employee, says, "One of oUr
current challenges is to promote linkage between
congregations and areas, to provide more
contacts and ways to talk. We need to do more
things together and learn where our resources
are."

About half of the present Allegheny
pastors are seminary-trained and about
half of the pastors are 'homegrown.'

To strengthen communication, conference dele-

gates gather three times a year. In the summer,
delegates and their families assemble at

Laurelville Mennonite Church Center for fellow-

ship, worship, and nurture in addition to discuss-

ing conference business. Their children visit the

Pittsburgh Zoo or make peace cranes together. In

the fall, churchwide or theological issues are on
the agenda. The spring session deals with the

budget, election of officers, and matters such as

constitutional changes.

Mary Hertzler, editor of Allegheny Conference
News, snaps photos and interviews participants.

Sno Camp and Summer Rally keep the youth in

touch; they also plan to travel together by bus to

Normal 89. Networking begins early for younger
children at Camporee or summer camp.

Sara Wengerd, Salisbury, Pa., is a homemaker, free-lance
writer, and volunteer nurse. She is a member of Springs
Mennonite Church. This article is the fifth of—hopefully—21
profiles of Mennonite Church conferences.

Interest in education. A zest for learning has
characterized conference members from the
earliest days. The first meetinghouses doubled as
schools or in some cases schoolhouses were built

nearby; even today two Christian schools at
Johnstown and Belleville provide alternatives to

public education. Bible conferences originated in

Allegheny Conference, then became churchwide.
Mennonite college president D. H. Bender, H. F.

Reist, Daniel Kauffman, Laban Peachey, and Vic-
tor Stoltzfus, rooted in Allegheny soil, have been
joined by faculty members from their home con-
ference. Alta Schrock, founder of Penn Alps Res-
taurant and Craft Village near Grantsville, Mary-
land, was one of the first Mennonite women to

receive a doctor's degree.

Dale Stoltzfus echos the tradition when he
says, "We need to grow in the area of leadership
training, not only on the pastoral level but also in

better training for the laity. More people need to

be involved in supporting and counseling pastors
and helping to provide vision for the church." As
many as 80 persons attended elder training

seminars last fall. An in-depth Bible study and a
pastor/spouse retreat, sponsored by Allegheny
Laymens' Fellowship, provide enrichment for

pastors. The Leadership Commission also offers

scholarships for those desiring Christian
leadership preparation and was presented with a
fund-raising challenge this year when six persons
applied for loans to help them prepare for pas-
toral ministry. About half of the present Alle-
gheny pastors are seminary-trained.

If there is a correlation between attending a
Mennonite Church college and later Mennonite
church involvement, as several studies have sug-
gested, there is encouragement in the fact that 19
percent of Allegheny Conference youth are cur-
rently attending a Mennonite Church college as
compared to 17 percent of all Mennonite youth.
Several congregations have student aid plans to

make attendance at Goshen, Hesston, or Eastern
Mennonite Colleges possible, and the conference
has made a substantial financial commitment to

the churchwide Minority Education Fund.

Preparing leaders. Nurturing pastoral gifts

within the congregation is another conference
goal, illustrated by the discernment efforts of the
Maple Grove Church near Belleville, Pennsyl-
vania. Desiring to identify local leadership gifts,

the congregation spent three months in Bible
study and prayer, then submitted names for

consideration.
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T rt,
Six young men received letters of call from the

Board of Elders and were interviewed by a con-
ference leader and Pastor Robert Hartzler. Three
are now in school, one is contemplating further
training, and two are still testing their gifts. The
congregation has made a financial commitment
to assist with their education and continues to

monitor their sense of direction.

As churches work at Vision 95 goals, they must
answer the question, "Can we expect other con-
ferences to supply our leaders?" The tapping of
shoulders at Maple Grove is one answer to the di-

lemma—only half of Allegheny pastors are "ho-
megrown."

Vision for mission. But at the heart of Alle-
gheny Conference is its vision for mission. From
J. A. and Lina Resslers' pioneer missionary ef-

forts to India beginning in 1899 to Trella Jacobs'
call to teach Sunday school in a multiethnic
neighborhood of Johnstown which grew into the
Carpenter Park Church, the men and women of
Allegheny Conference have worked in tandem to

share their faith and their resources. Because of
the collapse of steel, coal, and farming, Allegheny
Conference communities have one of the lowest
per-capita incomes in the nation, and conference
households have not remained untouched by an
eroding economy.
As Sanford Shetler's book title suggests, strug-

gle as well as growth has characterized con-
ference outreach history. While tradition and
family connections bring stability, they can also
cause newcomers to feel excluded, so many Alle-
gheny churches do not reflect the varieties of peo-
ples in their neighborhoods. Although urban
church members have often experienced both
worlds, their rural relatives in Christ have little

understanding of city stresses. Some older con-
gregations do not grow, because they spend too
much time nurturing themselves, and there is a
tendency toward Congregationalism, resulting in

The Coordinating Council of

Allegheny Conference: (left

to right) Ralph Metzler, George
Stoltzfus (moderator-elect),

Paul Bender, Daniel Hertzler

(moderator), John Wengerd,
Lawrence Brenneman,
Christine Wenger, and Dale
Stoltzfus (conference minister).

lack of interest or awareness of conference
activities or the broader Mennonite Church,
including the worldwide fellowship. Therefore,
accountability becomes another conference issue.

Aware of these pitfalls, eight Johnstown
churches are cooperating to revitalize their own
groups and reach out to the community under the

Because of the collapse of steel, coal,

and farming, Allegheny Conference
communities have one of the lowest
per-capita incomes in the nation.

banner, "Our Family Can Be Your Family." Four
tools of preparation a community survey, a con-
gregational brochure, a visitor follow-up plan,
and a long-term assimilation strategy—demand
self-evaluation. "How you project yourself is how
you see yourself," says Pastor Kurt Horst of the
Weaver congregation.

Next on the agenda is a media blitz of news-
paper and billboard advertising and the distribu-

Allegheny Conference
founded 1876

states Pennsylvania, Maryland,
West Virginia, Delaware

congregations 38
members 3,800

average worship attendance 3,000

moderator Daniel Hertzler
chief staff person Dale Stoltzfus

office 111 E. Main St., Box 12

Somerset, PA 15501
phone 814-443-2007
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Allegheny Con-
ference's newly

renovated building

in Somerset, Pa.,

houses conference
offices and the

conference-related

World's Attic thrift

and gift shop.

tion of Together magazine, plus radio and TV
coverage. With a budget of $50,000, the pilot ven-
ture is funded by the eight churches with help
from Mennonite Board of Missions, Mennonite
Mutual Aid, and Allegheny Conference.
The final phase is to involve the development of

a new congregation. "I prefer the term church
development to church planting, because develop-
ment can be applied to existing churches in help-

ing them stretch and grow," explains Dale
Stoltzfus.

A variety of outreach. But not all outreach in-

volves raising new churches. World's Attic, which
sells Selfhelp Crafts products from Mennonite
Central Committee and also recycles clothing and
household items in Somerset, sent $25,800 in

profits to MCC during the past fiscal year.

Foreign visitors to Washington, D.C., rent

reasonable accommodations in International

Guest House, where they are introduced to morn-
ing muffins and a mealtime blessing. Homeless
addicts or troubled youth discover listening ears

at Diakonia, a boardwalk ministry in Ocean City,

Maryland, or at Johnstown's New Day, an inter-

There is a tendency toward
Congregationalism, resulting in lack of

interest or awareness of conference
and churchwide activities.

denominational counseling service partially

funded and staffed by Allegheny Conference.
Substandard homes are rehabilitated by

church members at Philippi (a new Voluntary
Service unit is in the works) and prisoner families

are lodged and loved at Hospitality House in

Pittsburgh. A minister to prisoners receives

partial support from the conference budget.
Peace books for children are placed in Scottdale
libraries, and individual church disbursements
reflect that the service ideal is alive and well.

Publishing and camping are intertwined with
conference history. When Mennonite Publishing
House was established in Scottdale in 1908, MPH
personnel became conference members and have

contributed to its leadership over the years. On
the other hand, conference has provided a pool of

writers for MPH. Recently two Allegheny
teachers saw the need for ungraded Sunday
school materials for small churches and are writ-

ing new curriculum materials to be published by
the conference.

A. J. Metzler's vision for Mennonite camping
and the purchase of Laurelville Camp from the

Methodists in the early 1940s launched the Men-
nonite camping movement. Although Laurel-

ville's mission is to serve the entire church, its

ties with Allegheny Conference have
strengthened within the past decade as more
conference activities occur there. One of

Laurelville's new cottages was built and bought
by conference members and will be available as a
retreat for pastors up to 90 days each year.

Although one may get the impression that

leadership is dominated by men and Stoltzfuses

(George Stoltzfus, a physician and hospital

administrator, takes the moderator's role from
Daniel Hertzler in July 1990), the leadership gifts

of women are slowly being recognized and used.

Christine Wenger has recently chaired the Nur-
ture and Education Commission and was the sole

woman on Coordinating Council. Four couples

serve as copastors; two women are ordained and
one is licensed. Not all women in leadership have
chosen to be recognized by licensing or ordina-

tion—an option approved by delegates in 1985.

Women also chair congregations and are council

members and elders.

Lead in new ways. In the heart of Somerset, a

former decorating store is being remodeled into

conference headquarters, with offices, a

multimedia library, meeting rooms, an apart-

ment, and an expanded World's Attic. Amidst the

sawdust and street noise, one senses again that

Allegheny Conference is struggling and growing,

testing the winds of the Spirit which will lead in

new ways down unknown paths. "A foundation is

being laid to develop healthier, dynamic growing
congregations," says Dale Stoltzfus. "Positive

feelings about our congregations and greater

trust relationships will help us to focus outside

ourselves. ^
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What would Christ do?
by John Longhurs t

"It's been said that of the seven deadly sins,

anger is possibly the most fun."

Bonnie Cumming, 27, a Mennonite Central
Committee volunteer with the Native gardening
program, discovered how enjoyable righteous
wrath could be last summer when a thief

regularly stole gas out of her truck. But while
anger was momentarily satisfying, she found
that a loving response was much more produc-
tive.

An old truck. Cumming, of Dunster, British
Columbia, served at the Poundmaker Reservation
near North Battleford, Saskatchewan. As a Na-
tive gardening volunteer, she helped residents
plant 35 gardens and worked with community
youth. She had access to an old truck, which she
used for her work and to take young people out on
social activities.

One night early in June, a thief siphoned gas
out of the truck. Since the truck's fuel gauge
didn't work, she only discovered the theft the next
day when the truck ran out of gas. It was very in-

convenient. A few days later, it happened again.
This time it was irritating. A week after that, the
thief struck once more. Now she was getting
angry.

The thefts, which occurred every few days,
caused her no end of aggravation. One night,

before she was to take young people out on a
morning canoe trip, she slept in the truck cab did
nothing for her disposition. She put a locking gas
cap on the truck, but the thief just wrecked it try-

ing to take it off. She had to get someone to help
her pry the broken cap off the truck. Her anger
was building.

In early August, after the tenth theft, she
began to plot revenge. She decided to booby-trap
the truck. A friend offered to run a dummy gas
pipe into a hidden container of sugar mixed with
gas. She gleefully contemplated the result: the
concoction was sure to ruin the engine of the
thief's vehicle. She decided to do it.

John Longhurst, Winnipeg, Man., works in information ser-
vices for Mennonite Central Committee Canada.

Before setting the trap, she asked community
leaders if they thought she was going too far.

They said it was okay with them. She checked
with the local police; they said it would serve the

thief right. She was all set to go ahead with her
plan. Then she had a pang of conscience.

"What would Christ do?" she wondered. "I

couldn't see him setting up a booby-trap to get the

thief back." She prayed about it and decided to

leave a note on the gas cap, together with a $10
bill. "If you need the gas that bad," the note said,

"take the money. If lack of money is the problem,
come see me. I'll see if I can help you find a job."

She was all set to go ahead with her
booby-trap plan. Then she had a pang
conscience.

The note also explained how the thefts made it

difficult for her to do her work or take com-
munity youth on outings.

Her gas was never stolen again. The thief didn't

take the money, either. She left the note and the
$10 bill on the gas cap every night for the rest of
the summer. "It felt so good to realize that love is

more satisfying than anger," she shares, "and so
much more effective." She doesn't doubt that if

the thief's engine had been ruined by her trap, he
would have been back—this time to damage her
vehicle. "It would have been all-out war," she
says.

Right approach. Although the thief, or
thieves, never contacted her, she had a pretty
good idea that four young guys from the com-
munity were responsible for the thefts. After the
thefts stopped she invited them to a Christian
concert that she organized; all four came. "It

really confirmed that I had taken the right ap-
proach," she says.

"I learned a lot about myself through the
experience," she says. "I also learned that it's best
to take the peaceful route when facing a conflict. I

think it's the way Jesus would have done it." ^
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Shall we put the aborters
against the wall?
by Robert Roberg

Abortion: is it cold-blooded murder, as some
Christians say? Or is it an inevitable fact of life

that must be legalized to protect women from
back-alley coat-hanger operations?

The government has ruled that there is no
crime involved for doctors in established clinics to

perform abortions. The Christians say the

government is wrong. They insist it is murder of

the worst kind done for money against the totally

innocent.

Breaking the law. Thousands of Christians

have gone to clinics blocking the entrances and
breaking the law. The government sends in the

police (as is their duty) and the police are forced

to drag the Christians to jail. Police manpower is

tied up, overcrowded jails are crammed up, court

time is jammed up, and many people are fed up,

Although abortion is wrong, the

protesters are equally wrong in their

approach and spirit.

including some police who get rough while arrest-

ing the protesters. The law says the Christians

are therefore criminals and the Christians insist

that they are righteous heroes trying to expose

the aborters, who are the true criminals.

The police stand with the government; the

Christians stand with the Bible. The Bible, they

say, teaches the sanctity of life. Jesus taught that

whatever you do to the least person you do it to

him (Matt. 25:40). So to kill an unborn baby is

actually to kill Jesus.

When reminded that the Bible also teaches

Christians to obey the laws of the land, they
counter with several examples in the Bible where
God's people disobeyed governments in order to

obey the law of God. The Hebrew women
disobeyed Pharaoh by refusing to kill all the

newborn baby boys. "But the midwives feared

God, and did not as the king of Egypt commanded
them, but saved the men children alive" (Exod.

1:17).

Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego disobeyed

the king of Babylon and refused to bow to his idol

of gold (Dan. 3). Mordecai disobeyed Haman (the

vice-president of Persia) by refusing to bow to

him (Esther 3:2). The prophet Daniel disobeyed

Robert Roberg, Nashville, Term., is a church planter with
Rosedale Mennonite Missions.

the king of Babylon when he prayed during the

time that it was forbidden (Dan. 6:10).

Finally, the Christians argue that Peter and
John disobeyed the ruling of the Israeli Supreme
Court. The court commanded them to stop

preaching the gospel. They answered and said:

"We ought to obey God rather than men" (Acts

5:29). The court had them flogged, and once they
were released, they went right back to civil

disobedience "and daily in the temple, and in

every house, they ceased not to teach and preach"
(Acts 5:42).

The protesters are quick to point out the simi-

larity between the slaughter of the Jews in

Germany and the slaughter of the unborn, which
they say has passed the 10 million mark in the

United States. They will not stand by silently as

the Christians under Hitler did.

I am a Christian, and I lean in sympathy
toward the protesters. I agree that abortion is

wrong, but I find myself out of harmony with the

protesters. I have participated in two antiabor-

tion marches and each time I found myself more
disturbed by what I see.

There is something drastically wrong with the

spirit of these Christians. In fact, I sensed more
malice and self-righteousness and vengefulness

in these marches than I had anticipated. I heard
one preacher in Virginia say, "When this revolu-

tion's over, we're going to put the aborters

against the wall." The implication was and "shoot

them." I've seen marchers with signs that were
bombastic, strident, and hateful. I saw one
preacher verbally crucifying some pro-choice

counterdemonstrators.

Fuel to the fire. At last I've come to the conclu-

sion that although abortion is wrong, the

protesters are equally wrong in their approach
and spirit. The protesters are trying to solve the

problem of murder by hateful methods and are

only adding fuel to the fire.

The protesters are hoping to deal with this sin

problem by calling for new legislation. Legisla-

tion merely means that you can get the police to

force people to comply to your will. Herein lies

the protesters' biggest problem. They have not

rightly understood the gospel of love and peace as

taught by their Master. True Christianity never

coerces. It merely presents the truth in a loving

and winsome manner and lets the Lord work in

people's hearts.

Now this is not a new error on the part of 20th-

century Christians. All down through history we
see Christians stumbling into the same error.
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Thus we've had crusades, inquisitions, pogroms,
burning of heretics, witch hunts, and the Nazi ho-

locaust—all perpetrated by Christians who
believed that God had given them the right to

coerce their faith on unbelievers.

The truth is that Jesus said, "Put up . . . thy
sword" (Matt. 26:52). Christians were told to

speak "the truth in love" (Eph. 4:15) and "be

gentle unto all men" (2 Tim. 2:24). To march
against clinics is not the solution. To march on
Washington is not the solution. Christians need
to march against the human heart. But it has to

be a march of love, with forgiveness in their own
hearts and tears in their eyes.

So what's the solution? Don't go to the clinics,

but go to your prayer closets. Don't break laws,

but break your knees in prayer. Don't look to

legislation, but look to God. Don't pray down fire

on clinics, but beg God to forgive them. Speak,
yes. But don't shout. Don't start on Capitol Hill.

Start in your neighborhood. If you know someone
who's pregnant, encourage them and counsel

them. Connect them to caring agencies. Open a

pregnancy counseling center. Arrange for adop-
tions. Do something, but do it right.

"The servant of the Lord must not strive; but
be gentle unto all men ... in meekness instruct-

ing those that oppose themselves" (2 Tim. 2:24-25).^

Hear, hear!

A column for sharing personal concerns

A question
for today

Some 130 years ago, the Amish con-

gregations in Mifflin County, Pennsyl-
vania, and in Wayne and Holmes
counties, Ohio, were locked in con-
troversy. The debate was acrimonious.
Did the Bible teach that baptism should
be administered "with water" or must it

be "in water"? The leaders on both sides

searched the Scriptures, both the Lu-
theran version and the Froschauer ver-

sion, to find verses that proved their

point. If the answer was "with water," the

traditional method of pouring a little

water on the head of the convert while
kneeling in the house or barn where the
service was held was quite satisfactory.

But some zealots—or were they en-

lightened reformers?—said the tradi-

tional way was unscriptural; Amish bish-

ops should baptize applicants for mem-
bership in the congregation "in water."
Although other issues were soon added to

the quarrel, the question of where to bap-
tize was the original issue in the Great
Schism which resulted in the formation
of the Old Order Amish Church and the
Amish Mennonite Church.

In 1923, after the Amish Mennonites
had joined with Mennonites—or, in the
East, were in the process of joining—the
church split again. This time the visible

issue was whether women should be al-

lowed to wear hats and cut their hair.

(Yes, I know there was a hidden agenda
as well.)

The issues with which the church is

wrestling in 1989 seem considerably more
substantive than those mentioned above.

Now there are differences about how
directly the church should be involved in

promoting social justice and world peace,

concerning the proper view of the Scrip-

tures, about paying taxes to a govern-

ment which spends so much tax money on
armaments, and concerning the role of

women in the church. But as heretofore,

within another 100 years, probably much
less time, some of these issues will have
been resolved, and, more to the point,

some other issues now being debated may
soon be considered to be as inconsequen-

tial as those of 1923 and 1860 are now
thought to have been.

But there is one question currently be-

ing discussed which I cannot dismiss so

cavalierly: "Who was Jesus?" Did he pre-

exist before his earthly appearance?
What was his mission? Was his resurrec-

tion physical? Where is he now? In what
manner will he come again?" But such
questions might already imply certain

answers.

Somehow I need to know something
about this one with whom I have chosen
to identify, else he is a mere shadow, and
my loyalty to him is quite irrational. Are
the clues to his identity which are pro-

vided in the New Testament so vague as

to preclude any prospect of finding an
answer to my question? Or is my
naivite showing?

Granted, we will never agree on all the
fine points in identifying Jesus, for we see

"through a glass darkly," but I doubt that
Paul meant that we are completely blind

and without understanding when he said

that.—Paton Yoder, Goshen, hid.

An idea
for testing

One morning during quiet time, I was
reflecting on the mission challenge of our
urban areas in the world. During the last

10 years nearly 100 new megacities have
developed, each with a population of over

one million. Another 125 new megacities

are projected before the year 2000. David
Barrett, church development researcher

for the Southern Baptist Foreign Mission

Board, says that at least half of present

megacities have little Christian presence

and are classified as non-Christian.

I believe that our Vision 95 goals are

good but small in comparison to the ur-

ban mission fields around the world.

Please pray that we might listen care-

fully to what the Spirit has to say to us.

He has given me an idea, and I share it

with you for testing: Many of us who are

members and friends of the Mennonite
Church could commit ourselves by faith

to give an extra $1,000 during 1989, speci-

fically for our district conferences and de-

nominational mission ministries. May
God bless each of us as we seek to be
faithful.—Irvin Weaver, ElkhartJnd.
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Church news

The new "Come and See" Bible school materials on display at MPH.

Publishing House completes
new Bible school materials
Mennonite Publishing House has pro-

duced a new vacation Bible school cur-

riculum in time for use in five-day Bible

schools this summer. Publisher Bob
Ramer recognized the completion of the

materials in a special assembly on May
10. For the first time, people who helped
produce the 50 individual pieces had a

chance to see them all displayed in one
spot.

Some 60 MPH people were directly in-

volved in different stages of production.

In addition, the Media Ministries Depart-
ment of Mennonite Board of Missions
cooperated in producing the teaching
packet tapes.

The amount of color used makes the

new materials, called "Come and See,"

different from previous MPH materials.

Eleven levels of student materials have
an eight-page booklet with full-color art

for each day of a five-day school. A total

of 55 different student booklets are full-

color. In addition, the covers for teacher's

guides and the stickers and punch-out
activities for the younger levels are full-

color. About 70 original full-color art

pieces have been reproduced.

Marjorie Waybill, a former public
school teacher and author of the book
Chinese Eyes, was the editor of Come and
See. She was asked to begin her work in

1987 while on a traveling sabbatical.
Writers began their work in early 1988.

The last artwork arrived at MPH in early

1989. "You can only imagine the intensity

needed to produce this much material in

that short time," she said.

"Originally this project was scheduled

to be completed in 1991," said production

manager Stanley Yoder. "Then the sched-

ule was moved up. At points, I didn't

think we'd make it. But we have."

Graphic designer for the project was
David Hiebert. "The press checks, where
we finally saw the art, type, and various

design elements together on the page,

were the most interesting part of the job

for me," he said.

Harding speaking tour
takes peace message
to military bases
The setting is unlikely. At a chapel on a

U.S. Army base in West Germany, 60

soldiers listen closely as Vincent and
Rosemarie Harding tell stories about
their friend Martin Luther King and the

nonviolent freedom movement in the U.S.

South. Hardings were on a nine-day
speaking tour sponsored by Mennonite
Central Committee and the Military

Counseling Network.
"Birmingham was one of the most

stubbornly segregated and brutally racist

cities in the country," noted Hardings. "It

was a dangerous place for black people

who were struggling for freedom."

"They used to call it 'Bombingham,'

"

comments one soldier who grew up there.

"Then some folks in Birmingham had
the crazy idea that black and white people
ought to be able to eat at the same lunch
counter," remember Hardings. "But when
they tried, the police chief met them with
billy clubs, attack dogs, and water can-
nons. Now, how many guns did Martin
bring into Birmingham when they start-

ed beating black folks and threatening his

life?"

"None," comes the immediate answer.
"None? Wouldn't Martin have been jus-

tified in defending himself with guns in

that situation? Why didn't he bring in the
guns?" A discussion ensues. Hardings
ask, "didn't they teach you that you've got

to 'fight fire with fire'?"

After a brief pause one female soldier

grins and says, "No. You don't fight fire

with fire, you fight fire with water."
For the remaining hour, Hardings dis-

cuss King's arsenal of nonviolent
weapons with the roomful of GIs. They
talk about King's outspoken opposition to

the war in Vietnam and his growing con-

viction that a profit-oriented United
States is incapable of caring for its poor.

Always Hardings emphasize that King
was more than a civil rights leader. He
had a vision for a new humanity. He
believed that if people look deep enough
into each other's eyes they will discover

that all men and women are brothers and
sisters, children of the one God.

Many such discussions took place on or

near U.S. military bases during Hard-
ings' tour. Roughly 250,000 active-duty

GIs and again as many family members
are stationed in West Germany. Hardings
also spoke to West German Christians

and peace activists.

Hardings were impressed by the inter-

est they found in King's commitment to

nonviolence and the forthright and
earnest discussions they experienced on

the military bases. While painful contra-

dictions emerged in some of these dis-

cussions, Hardings sought to encourage

and support efforts to live with integrity

rather than to judge or condemn.
"Peace people must be very careful

about how they approach these soldiers,"

Hardings said. Few of them have enlisted

because they are warriors; for many, the

military was the only job they could find.

Hardings often concluded a meeting by

brainstorming with their audience about

the constructive "missions" that remain

today, about alternatives worth commit-
ting one's life to.

Vincent and Rosemarie were civil

rights leaders while directing the Men-
nonite Voluntary Service Center in At-

lanta in the early 1960s. They are present-

ly both on the faculty of Iliff School of

Theology in Denver.
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EASTERN MENNONITE SEMINARY HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 228 0 1

Introducing the

Class of 1989

Eastern Mcnnonite Seminary offers graduate level

theological programs which prepare students to become
pastors or assume other positions of church leadership.

The campus provides a stimulating and congenial en-

vironment for people of diverse denominations and cul-

tural backgrounds to pursue biblical and theological

studies within a community of believers.

EMS is fully accredited by the Association of Theological

Schools as are its programs: Master of Divinity, Master

of Arts in Church Ministries, Master of Arts in Religion,

Certificate in Pastoral Studies, and Certificate in Biblical

Studies.

For admissions information call toll free (800) 368-2665.

In Virginia and Canada call collect (703) 433-8711.

For pastoral placements contact John R. Martin, registrar

and director of field education at Eastern Mennonite

Seminary, Harrisonburg, VA 22801, (703) 433-2771,

extension 260.



Christina H. Albright

Master of Divinity

One of the most meaningful

aspects of my seminary experience

has been the genuine concern of

faculty members on both academic
and personal levels.

James H. Baker, Jr.

Master of Divinity

The classes of this caring com-
munity have made a lasting impres-

sion on me along with the faculty,

staff, and students who have

worked to create an atmosphere of

love. I will begin pastoring the

Baltic (Ohio) Church of the

Brethren in June 1989.

Daryl S. Driver

Master of Arts in

Church Ministries

I especially enjoyed John
Drescher's teachings on the

spiritual disciplines. I will pastor

Pleasant View Mennonite Church
in Hydro, Oklahoma.

Robin E. Armentrout
Master of Arts in

Church Ministries

The diversity of the students has
afforded me the opportunity to

understand and appreciate the

many facets of our common
Christian faith. I plan to work in

youth ministries and Christian

education in the United Methodist

Church.

George G. Brink

Master of Arts in

Church Ministries

I will continue in Church Ministries

and will continue pastoring the

Fulks Run (Va.) United Methodist

Church.

Patricia A. Gossman
Master of Divinity

Ge' Baas
Certificate in Pastoral

Studies

To me, EMS represents an

atmosphere of academic

excellence, close peer relationships

with both students and professors,

and a desire to know Cod and to

serve Him in the world.

Michael L Derstine

Master of Divinity

The faith and understanding of the

faculty has moved me toward

greater faithfulness and

preparation for ministry. I am
pursuing some possibilities in

pastoral ministry.

Peg Groff

Certificate in Biblical

Studies

For me, this has been a year of

reflection away from usual

demands resulting in much
growth. I plan to return to Ethiopia

with Eastern Mennonite Board in

the ministry of health teaching in a

college for nurses.



Philip A. Gunther

Master of Arts in

Church Ministries

Victoria G. Guthrie

Master of Arts in

Church Ministries

Freddy M. Kisare

Master of Arts in

Church Ministries

I have come to realize that even

with the finest training, the

Christian knows that his ultimate

sufficiency is from God. I plan to

work within the Mennonite

Church.

I will return to EMS for the Mas-
ter of Divinity program in the fall.

I appreciate the friendship of

faculty, staff and students and the

support I received. I am planning

to return to Tanzania.

Clyde G. Kratz

Master of Divinity

I feel positive about the biblical

tools and practical ministry skills

that EMS has provided in an

academic setting as I begin to

minister in the global village. I will

be pastoring at New Holland (Pa.)

Mennonite Church.

John T. Kreider

Master of Arts in

Church Ministries

The strength of community has

been an enriching experience for

me. I will continue as director of

admissions at EMS.

Can Ngoc Le

Master of Arts in

Church Ministries

In humility, love, unity, we are one.

I will be planting churches among
Vietnamese refugees in

Washington, D.C

John D. Manson
Master of Divinity

James B. Meador
Master of Arts in

Church Ministries

Lynn R. Miller

Master of Divinity

EMS has given me the opportunity

to grow both academically and
spiritually. I have also enjoyed

being involved in both the sem-
inary and college communities.

I hope to be involved in campus
ministry.

The students and faculty have,

together, formed a very loving,

caring, and supportive community.

I have especially appreciated the

dedicated staff and faculty at EMS.

I will continue to pastor at Lindale

Mennonite Church north of

Harrisonburg.



Richard A. Moyer
Master of Arts in

Church Ministries

Ron Penner

Master of Divinity

Xuan Huong Thi Pham
Master of Arts in

Church Ministries

I am pastor of Perkiomenville (Pa.)

Mennonite Church. I also serve

one-half time as treasurer of

Franconia Mennonite Conference

and will continue to serve as an

overseer in the Franconia

Mennonite Conference.

I have appreciated friends and the

relationships with teachers and

students. I plan to obtain a

pastorate or go into missions.

I have been inspired by the spirit of

humility and loving care among
staff and students. I will work with

my husband in church planting

among Vietnamese refugees and

will study at Catholic University.

D. Julian Rittenhouse

Master of Arts in

Church Ministries

I have been enriched through the

fellowship with my brothers and

sisters in worship, dialogue, and
study. My plans are to return to

teaching and work in the "shared"

ministry of the Brethren Church.

Donald D. Sharp
Master of Divinity

I treasure the informal

opportunities for dialogue. In

August I will begin a pastoral

assignment at Kaufman Mennonite

Church near Johnstown, PA.

Marvin §C Scroggins

Master of Divinity

The most helpful aspects were my
biblical study and language classes,

particularly Dorothy Jean Weaver's

and Jim Engle's classes. I plan to

work in church development with

juveniles, helping them foster a

Christian lifestyle, and in business

development.

Evelyn L Shenk
Master of Arts in

Church Ministries

The Christian community
experience at EMS has impressed

me greatly. It has been a maturing

process, both challenging and
encouraging me. I plan to be

involved in team ministry within

the Mennonite Church.

Sam S. Setyawan
Master of Divinity

I plan to continue my studies to

earn a Th.M. degree in missiology

at Fuller Theological Seminary.



Activities planned
for young adults

at Normal 89
Several kinds of activities are being

planned for young adults at Normal 89,

the joint convention of the Mennonite and
General Conference Mennonite churches

to be held Aug. 1-6 at Illinois State Uni-

versity in Normal.
There will be five supper meetings on

the theme of "Building Better Relation-

ships" and seminars on topics related to

"Getting Your Act Together for God."

Ivan Emke, a humorist and folk musi-

cian, will host the late-night activities,

which will focus on socializing, storytell-

ing, and talent sharing. On Aug. 5 there

will be a series of seminars on "Peace-

making and Lifestyle Decision Making."

Anyone over 18 years of age, single or

married, is invited to attend these
activities, which will take place at the

Campus Religious Center. Housing for

young adults is available across from the

center. Registration is not required for

the young adult activities. However,
young adults who are interested in stay-

ing across from the center must register

on the Normal 89 registration form.

Mennonite Auto Aid
launches series of

rate structure changes
Mennonite Automobile Aid, a service of

Mennonite Mutual Aid, experienced
steady growth in 1988, and the first steps

were taken in a major rate restructuring

program which will conclude in 1990.

Auto Aid manager Joe Christophel said a

rating system based on geography was
put in place early this year with ground-

work which was laid last year.

The new structure allows for rating on

the basis of risk statistics for various lo-

calities in each state. While vehicle

owners in some areas are seeing rate re-

ductions and some are seeing increases,

overall Auto Aid rates have declined by
about 4 percent.

Another change in the rate structure

will be implemented early next year. The
change will mean that owners of vehicle

types which have lower loss histories will

be charged lower rates, while owners of

vehicles which have higher loss histories

will be charged higher rates.

Also scheduled to begin in early 1990 is

a new classification system for drivers.

Drivers with good records will be eligible

to qualify for two new subclasses of dis-

counts, while those with poor records can

still qualify to participate in Auto Aid
programs through two surcharge sub-

classes. Christophel pointed out that the

new structure will offer drivers an incen-

tive to be responsible, and will allow any

driver to improve rates while still keeping

rates proportionate with risks.

Auto Aid has long encouraged its mem-
bers to be responsible drivers through a

number of programs. A new pilot pro-

gram to be introduced this summer is an

audio cassette tape for members. The
cassette will simulate a radio variety

program featuring a number of well-

known Mennonites relating their expe-

riences with vehicles and driving. In-

cluded will be a number of tips on safe

driving, vehicle care, and family travel.

Christophel reported that 24,037 vehi-

cles were enrolled with Auto Aid at the

end of 1988—an increase of 5 percent

from the year before. A total of 2,933

claims were submitted, totaling $3.3 mil-

lion, for an average of $1,408 per claim.

Christophel also reported Auto Aid re-

covered 13 percent, or $491,000, of the

claims submitted through the sale of sal-

vage and through claim subrogation—

a

process of negotiation and arbitration.

Mennonite and Brethren
charismatics join forces
in Empowered Ministries

Members attending the annual meeting

of Mennonite Renewal Services in In-

dianapolis recently voted unanimously to

change the name of the charismatic re-

newal organization to Empowered Minis-

tries. It combines three groups—Men-
nonite Renewal Services, Church of the

Brethren Renewal Services, and related

independent charismatic congregations.

The work of the new group is directed

by a board of directors. Calvin Kaufman,
who was executive secretary of Menno-
nite Renewal Services, is now general

secretary of Empowered Ministries.

A group parallel to Empowered Minis-

tries is the Apostolic and Prophetic Coun-

cil which serves as a resource to Empow-
ered Ministries and to congregations and
promotes the establishment and support

of new congregations. Virgil Vogt serves

as chairman of both the council and the

Empowered Ministries board.

Art Katz, a Jewish Christian, was the

guest speaker at the conference. "Ana-

baptists have a special relation to the

Jews because of their similar back-

grounds of persecution," he said. He ap-

pealed to Empowered Ministries to make
the witness to Jews a high priority.

Special recognition was given to the

early leaders of the renewal movement
present at the meeting. Friends gathered

around for prayer and laid hands on Elam
and Thelma Glick, Richard and Virginia

Weaver, Roy and Martha Koch, and
Waldo Miller.

A clear declaration was made by Vogt
that Empowered Ministries has no
thought of becoming another denomina-
tion. He strongly affirmed its identifica-

tion with its Anabaptist roots. He ap-

pealed to both Mennonite and Brethren
denominations for prayer, counsel, and fi-

nancial support.

—

Roy Koch

MWC program panel
works on themes, policies

for Assembly 12
Daily subthemes were refined and new

policies on exhibits and workshops adopt-

ed at the recent meeting of the Program
Committee for Assembly 12 of Mennonite
World Conference.

The subthemes for the July 24-29, 1990,

gathering will be "Christ, the Light of the

World" (Wednesday), "Living Christ as

Community" (Thursday), "Following
Christ as Disciples" (Friday), "Proclaim-

ing Christ as Witnesses" (Saturday), and

"Empowered by the Holy Spirit" (Sun-

day). All are related to the assembly's

overall theme, "Witnessing to Christ in

Today's World."

After each morning's keynote address,

assembly participants will be able to pur-

sue the daily theme in one of three for-

mats: an open-mike forum with the

speaker, a discussion group, or a Bible

study group. Simultaneous interpretation

will be provided in the forum, but the dis-

cussion and Bible studies will take place

in separate language groups.

In a major shift from the pattern of

recent assemblies, the exhibits and work-

shops of Assembly 12 will be clustered

into several centers under distinct topics.

These "life centers" will be the primary

settings for fellowship and reflection dur-

ing the afternoons. The five main topics

for the life centers are personal whole-

ness, family, congregational life, com-
munity/neighborhood, and global aware-

ness.

The Program Committee felt this clust-

ering would make it easier for assembly

participants to find the range of activities

or resources of interest to them. Further-

more, the topical approach should reduce

the "trade show" character of the

assembly, since exhibits will be oriented

to the topic of the center, and thereby to

the overall assembly theme, rather than

focusing on institutions.

It is also felt that in such a setting the

Mennonite churches of the two-thirds

world will have a greater visibility for

their views and activities rather than be-

ing overshadowed by larger displays from
North America.

The evening plenary sessions will in-

clude a wider variety of worship and proc-

lamation. For Saturday evening the local

public will be invited to worship together

with the Mennonite community. The final

assembly event will be a worship service,

including communion, on Sunday morn-

ing.
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Illinois church begins
monthly dinner parties
for the poor

"Don't come to church, because we
won't be here!" That was the message on
the answering machine of River City
Mennonite Fellowship in Rock Island, 111.,

on a recent Sunday. Instead the church
held its first monthly dinner party for the
poor at nearby Ericsson Elementary
School in Moline. Some 90 people, includ-
ing 15 first-time visitors, attended the
free lunch.

The "party" started with singing and
handclapping. Pastor Ken Shook then
told the story of his conversion to Christ

10 years ago. It all started when he read
through the Bible. Since then he has
changed from a hard-drinking machine-
shop worker to the pastor of the fast-

growing Mennonite congregation. The
shortened service ended with prayer for

people with spiritual and physical needs.

Members and guests then ate their fill

of food and conversed. Some guests had
come because of hunger, others out of

curiosity. The large amounts of leftover

food were distributed to needy families

and two shelters for the homeless.

The purpose of the free lunch was "to

narrow down the gap between belief and
practice" by meeting the needs of the poor
in the Quad-Cities area, said Shook. The
next dinner party will be held in a month
in another area of the Quad-Cities.

—Cindy Hines Kurfman

Pennsylvania churches
sponsor refugees
from Soviet Union

"I can see the hand of the Lord in

bringing us to the United States. We
called upon the Lord and he brought us
here. And he put it on your hearts to ac-

cept us." Those were the words of Soviet

Baptist minister Ruvim Maslov at a ser-

vice held recently to celebrate the coming
of 17 Soviet people to central Pennsyl-
vania under the sponsorship of several

churches and individuals.

University Mennonite Church of State

College and Beaver Run Mennonite
Church of Milton are among the con-

gregations sponsoring the refugees. Last
December members of these two
churches welcomed Raisa Fomichev (the

minister's sister) and her two sons, Pavel
and Roman, who now reside in State

College.

Reuben Sairs and Jenelle Taylor of

University Mennonite Church coordin-
ated efforts to find housing for the family
and employment for Raisa and 21-year-
old Pavel. They also handled the details of

high-school enrollment for Roman as well

as medical and dental care, transporta-
tion, and English-language classes. Both
the Beaver Run and University congrega-
tions provided necessities such as
clothing and furniture and are helping to

support the family financially. The
churches' goal is to help the Fomichev
family eventually become financially in-

dependent.

The project came about through Jenny
Gordeuk of Port Matilda, Pa., who is

from the Soviet Union and who as a child

knew Raisa and Ruvim's family.
The refugee families, who were active

in the Baptist church, come from Cheg-
domin, a small town near the Chinese
border. Their journey took them first to
Moscow, then to Vienna, then Rome, and
finally to the United States. At least

three more Soviet families, all related to

Maslovs, are now on their way to the
U.S.

—

Krista Weidner

David Myer (left), chaplain of Lancaster
County Prison, talks to Lester Sutter, a Men-
nonite church planter in New York City, follow-

ing a seminar on prison ministry.

Middle Atlantic ALIVE 89
brings 300 together
to learn about evangelism

"The local church is God's primary tool

to reach the community," said Myron
Augsburger, speaking to more than 300
participants in the Middle Atlantic
ALIVE 89 Evangelism Convention. "If

you're in a believers church, it's because
you have come to faith in Jesus Christ,

and you should be able to tell someone
else how to become a believer also."

Augsburger continued, "Great sermons,
placards, and door-to-door programs
aren't the most effective ways to reach
people; instead, more people will come to

your church because they have seen
Christ's love demonstrated by an indi-

vidual Christian."

ALIVE, which stands for Anabaptist
Leadership Involved in Victorious Evan-

gelism, was recently at Hempfield
Church of the Brethren near Lancaster,
Pa. Sponsored by the Mennonite Church,
General Conference Mennonite Church,
Church of the Brethren, Brethren in

Christ Church, and American Baptist
Churches, the event was designed to

equip leaders and to enhance their effec-

tiveness in leading their congregations in

evangelism and growth. It grew out of

ALIVE 85 held in Denver.
A pastor from each sponsoring denomi-

nation spoke in one of the five plenary
sessions. In addition, convention partici-

pants attended five seminars out of 30 of-

fered. Seminar topics included ministries

to women, older people, prisoners, urban
youth, and the critically ill. Other
seminars dealt with subjects ranging
from the Sunday school and its value in

church growth to friendship evangelism
and how to assimilate new believers into

the local church.

Throughout the convention, partici-

pants expressed enthusiasm about the op-

portunity to meet with other Anabaptist
groups and to learn about a variety of

ways to do evangelism. Between sessions,

leaders from different denominations ex-

changed stories about their ministries.

Discussion in seminars reflected a desire

to learn how to communicate most effec-

tively the good news of Christ. A spirit of

joy permeated the corporate worship
sessions.

Helen Quintela, pastor of St. Paul
(Minn.) Mennonite Fellowship, addressed
the convention on "Involvement and New
Life." After citing biblical examples of

"table fellowship"—learning to know
people by sharing food and fellowship—
Quintela said, "It's risky to have an open
house and table. You never know how
many people will come and how hungry
they will be. I pray while preparing meals
and remember that our table belongs to

God." Quintela's year-old congregation

began as a Bible-study group around her
dining-room table.

In a seminar on sharing the gospel with
the critically ill, Phil Carlos Archbold, as-

sociate pastor of Brooklyn (N.Y.) Church
of the Brethren, spoke about his involve-

ment with AIDS patients. One man, Da-
vid, became a believer after seeing
Christ's love and compassion modeled by
Archbold. The pastor has told David's

story in Brethren churches and people

have responded by sending him cards,

notes, and gifts. "I'm receiving all my love

at the end of my life," David said, "but

I'm glad I'm getting it." Archbold has

watched David change from a young man
filled with hate and despair to one filled

with love and hope.

In the final plenary session, Archbold
commissioned the participants with these

words: "Go forth from ALIVE 89 in a new
spirit, reinvigorated and ready to flex

your muscles against the devil and his

hosts."

—

Nancy Witmer
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Eric and Naomi Osborne
As we read the recent report of Men-

nonites in the pro-choice march ("Church

News," May 9), our first reaction was un-

belief that these could be Mennonites.

Then came sadness, anger, and indigna-

tion. Our sadness comes from thinking of

all those unborn children who suffer and
are killed to protect someone else's

"rights." Our anger and indignation come
from a group having the nerve to repre-

sent Mennonites in such a way.

Surely we as Mennonites, in a vast ma-
jority, stand united against abortion.

Should we also march with signs saying

"Mennonites for war"? It was also very

upsetting to read statements that the

Anabaptists believed they should choose

when to be baptized, when to become
Christians, and whether to go to war or

not. Where is God in our decisions? Is he
not the one who tells us what we can and
cannot do? Or have we become our own
gods and make our own decisions? Where
are our absolutes?

We also feel indignation at Gospel Her-
ald for giving the march a favorable re-

view. And why half a page? We pray that

no non-Mennonite reads the page and
gathers that all Mennonites stand for

abortion.

The statement that "pro-choice is not

pro-abortion" is also sad. We are either

for life or against it. We cannot be both.

Editor's note: Gospel Herald considered

this a news report, not a favorable re-

view.

Robert D. Kettering, associate
executive, Atlantic Northeast District,

Church of the Brethren
In response to the article concerning

Mennonites joining in a pro-choice march
in Washington, D.C., the statement quot-

ing a Church of the Brethren position re-

garding abortion is from a 1972 position

which was revised in 1984.

The 1984 position states: "The Church
of the Brethren opposes abortion because
the rejection of unborn children violates

the love by which God creates and nur-

tures human life." Later on, the paper
reads: "We encourage men and women
caught in such struggles (abortion deci-

sions) to seek the counsel and support of

family members, trusted friends, spir-

itual leaders, and appropriate pro-
fessionals in the body of Christ and to

consider prayerfully the church's opposi-

tion to abortion."

It grieves me to see Anabaptist broth-

ers and sisters marching for pro-choice

causes. How can we speak to the world

with any consistency about our opposi-

tion to capital punishment and bloodshed

through warfare and covert military

activities and endorse the killing of un-

born infants? The world needs to hear a

consistent pro-life voice which opposes

the taking of life in any and all forms. I

hope we of the Church of the Brethren

and Mennonite Church might speak
clearly for life.

Roy S. Koch, Goshen, Ind.

I was intrigued with the May 9 news
item on the pro-choice march. According

to the writer of the item, the "Men-

nonites/Quakers for Choice" banner car-

ried by the marchers and the logic behind

it apparently was not intended to give

outright endorsement to all abortions.

I do not question the intentions of the

marchers, but according to the writer, the

Mennonite/Quaker witness did not stand

out at all in that huge crowd but was
swallowed up in the massive pro-abortion

demonstration. Maybe the fine distinc-

tions aimed at by the Mennonite
marchers and banner will be understood

by fellow Mennonites, but in the press of

300,000 marchers it became simply pro-

abortion. If members of our denomina-
tion wish to participate in future pro-

abortion marches, I wish they would
leave the name "Mennonite" at home.

Eileen Shenk, Harrisonburg, Va.
I am writing to express appreciation for

your editorial on "The Gender of God"
(Apr. 11). It articulates so beautifully

how I feel about this subject. God bless

you! There is a lot of confusion around
this issue, and I consider your editorial

very timely.

Floyd L. Rheinheimer, Milford, Ind.

The Gospel Herald editorials for Apr. 4

and 11 revived the type of issues which I

had hoped would die down. Over the last

several years we have had much heat
generated in Gospel Herald over gender
and related issues and now your edi-

torials seemingly imply some finality has

been found. I disagree.

The Apr. 4 editorial's implications are

disturbing. You state: "I think that if we
are not careful, we may use the Scripture

to support our own prejudices rather than
to learn from it." A more colloquial rendi-

tion is: One can make the Scriptures say

anything you want. The editorials, then,

in my judgment, went on to do just that,

albeit from sources you feel authentic.

Here are some concerns. I have faith in

God to preserve the Scriptures so that the

salvation story is never lost. He has used

godly men to translate many versions,

but the central message remains. It is

distressing to be repeatedly told that we
who are ignorant of the Greek just don't

understand—the Greek has so many
meanings and that a number of these are

translated with the wrong word being

used—and this now is the final word.

Perhaps a more relevant concern is the

question of why it is so necessary to

change the gender of God and be sure the

Scriptures relating to women are cor-

rected. Despite your implication to the

contrary (we are oppressing women and
their gifts), I submit it is secular society's

pressure. If this "new" light would do

something for the break down of our mar-
riages, then I would be willing to listen,

but my basic feeling is that it has not

done this. The epidemic of divorce goes on

even among Christians. To my critics I

resist being labeled a male chauvinist and
cling to what my wife and I believe is a

God-ordained marital relationship which
brings us great joy.

Galatians 3:28 is a case in point. The
"neither male or female" has been used to

support any kind of female agenda. Do I

have to be a Greek scholar to see in this

context it is not speaking to the issues other

than salvation? We who are married to lov-

ing, beautiful, and fulfilled-in-Christ

women are weary of the continued assault.

Mieke C. Malandra, Lebanon, Pa.

First, I want to affirm you for your edi-

torial writing. I am grateful for your gift

of nudging us where we need to be nudged
and for exposing the itch which needs to

be scratched. Your Apr. 4 editorial itches

me in the following ways.

Does it matter if women are—or are

not—more articulate than men? When we
talk about formal restrictions in the

church, we talk about restrictions of gifts

and of calling. Moses was so inarticulate

that God had to send Aaron along to

speak for him. What the church says to

women is that the gifts for preaching,

teaching, leadership, and prophesy which

the Holy Spirit gives will not be allowed

expression if they are given to women.
In your last paragraph you say: "How

the gifts of the Spirit are exercised in any
congregation is a matter for local discern-

ment." Yes, it is, and yet we men and
women will lose if the God-given gifts are

not discerned in women. The image it

calls up in me is the one of Philippians

3:13-16—"We are pressing forward the

goal as a runner who runs on one leg." We
need to follow what Paul says and forget

the past, embrace the gifts of the Holy

Spirit in ourselves and each other, and

press on.
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Mennoscope
Eight Goshen College students have
contracted hepatitis A, a flu-like viral illness.

It is not as serious as hepatitis B, and the
students are expected to recover completely.
The hepatitis outbreak was traced to a person
who worked briefly in the dining hall in early
April. The first case was confirmed on May 2

and was reported to the county health depart-
ment as required by state law. The college

health center gave shots to dozens of students,
faculty, and staff who had contact with the
infected students. College physician Willard
Krabill also sent a letter to all parents. No new
cases have appeared on campus since May 12.

The incubation period for the virus ended on
May 24. "Goshen College has done an outstand-
ing job in dealing with this outbreak," said

county health officer Robert Tomchik.

A group of Mennonites tried to figure out
how to slay a few dragons during a recent
meeting in Phoenix. It wasn't an easy task,

since the dragons represent the reasons why
young people aren't getting involved in church
leadership. "Part of the problem is that the

church is not held in high regard," said Paula
Diller Lehman, youth education secretary for

the General Conference Mennonite Church.
"Youth are not always willing to work in a
vocation that does not offer prestige and fi-

nancial security." The meeting brought
together Mennonite and General Conference
Mennonite youth workers along with
representatives from six Mennonite colleges.

"It is critical that the churches work closely

with the colleges on this issue," said Jerry

Weaver of Hesston College. "The colleges are

on the front line when it comes to making deci-

sions about careers."

New York State Fellowship hosted the ad-
missions directors of all three Mennonite
Church colleges during a recent weekend.
They met with congregational representatives
and spoke in local churches. Joining Jerry
Miller and Bob Bontrager of Eastern Men-
nonite, Rich Gerig of Goshen, and Arden God-
shall of Hesston was Loren Swartzendruber of
Mennonite Board of Education. The admis-
sions directors took the opportunity to hold one
of their semiannual meetings to plan coopera-
tive efforts for the next several years. They
and MBE staff have been meeting regularly
since 1983.

"Merci beaucoup." "Vie geht es Ihnen?"
"La cucaracha!" "Konnichi wa." Phrases
like these echoed frequently in classrooms and
hallways at Waterman Elementary School in

Harrisonburg, Va. Once a week during a recent
six-week period, prospective student teachers
from Eastern Mennonite College led classes in

French, German, Spanish, and Japanese at the
school. It was part of an after-school pilot

program initiated by Waterman principal
James Snyder. EMC has one of only three ap-
proved teacher education programs in Virginia
that prepares prospective teachers in foreign
languages in the elementary schools.

Daniel Bowman and Orpha Beiler talked
candidly about their own physical disabil-
ities during a recent disabilities awareness
symposium at Eastern Mennonite Seminary.
Bowman, a local piano tuner, and Beiler, an oc-
cupational therapist from Baltimore, also told
how their experiences intersect with the life of
the church. A five-member panel responded to

their presentations and a listening committee
offered suggestions for action by individuals

MCCer and Atlantan run used-clothing store. Eldon Heinrichs grew up in

Manitou, Man. Betty Timms grew up in Atlanta. Together they manage Family
Store, a used-clothing shop in Atlanta's low-income Grant Park neighborhood. The
store, a project of Family Consultation Services, does a good business, and the profits

are passed on to the day-care center across the street, another project of FCS.
Heinrichs, a Mennonite Central Committee worker on loan to FCS, and Timms

work well together. They sort donated items. They clean, price, and arrange clothing.

But the two do have their differences. Heinrichs says he is a task-oriented person
who makes lists and believes in time management and efficiency. Timms, on the

other hand, is more concerned about people, rather than how much clothing the shop
can sell. "I have learned a lot working with Timms," says Heinrichs.

and congregations.

Kurt Sauder and Heidi King were named
"senior athletes of the year" at Eastern
Mennonite College during the school's annual
athletic awards banquet recently. Sauder was
cocaptain of the soccer team for three years
and was also on the baseball team. King was
captain of the volleyball team for two years.

Both students are premed majors and both are
from Harrisonburg, Va.

An elderly supporter of Christian Peace-
maker Teams left $29,000 to CPT when she
died. Lydia Ewert of Hillsboro, Kans., "worked
for peace all her life," said her daughters. "She
saw CPT as a way for Mennonite churches to

be more actively involved in peacemaking."
Before she died last September, she decided
she wanted CPT to be the recipient of a portion

of her estate. CPT, a Brethren/Mennonite ef-

fort based in Chicago, was inspired by an ad-
dress delivered by Ron Sider at the 1984 as-

sembly of Mennonite World Conference.

Three churches plan to open the first handi-
capped-accessible park in Kansas City,
Kans. It will include a merry-go-round, swing,
sandpile, basketball court, and running
track—all specially designed for wheelchairs.
The $10,000 project is being undertaken by
three churches that share the same building
and conduct outreach together in their low-in-
come neighborhood. The three churches,

known together as Rosedale Sharing Com-
munity, are Rainbow Mennonite, Rosedale
United Methodist, and Rosedale Christian.

An Iowa congregation planted a peace pole
in front of the church near the street to re-

mind people passing by to work for peace. The
pole, dedicated recently by First Mennonite
Church of Iowa City, contains the message,
"May peace prevail on earth," in four lan-
guages. It is now one of 63,000 planted in over
120 countries. "The pole is a visual symbol of
who we are as Mennonites," said associate pas-
tor Anne Stuckey.

An Illinois congregation has called one of its

own young people to serve as its assistant
pastor this summer. She is Kathy Ebersole, a
student at Eastern Mennonite College, and she
will serve alongside Pastor Roy Kaufman of
Science Ridge Mennonite Church in Sterling,

111. She is participating in the Ministry Inquiry
Program in which students from eight Men-
nonite colleges are given the opportunity to ex-
plore pastoral ministry in congregational set-

tings.

The problem of codependency was discussed
at Northern Indiana Mennonite Nurses As-
sociation during its annual salad supper and
program recently in Goshen. Addressing the
topic was Lucy Overholt of nearby Oaklawn
Mental Health Center. She said codependency
is a pattern in which people's focus is on some-
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one or something outside of themselves to the

degree that it interfers with or disrupts their

own life. In other matters, the 50 people in at-

tendance honored the graduating nursing stu-

dents of Goshen College and raised funds for

health programs in India and Haiti.

Northwest Ohio Mennonite Business and
Professional Women's Organization met in

Pettisville recently to hear attorney Carol

Suter of Bluffton, Ohio, speak on "Taking Your
Faith to the Market Place." She used the

woman described in Proverbs 31 as a role

model. She was industrious, physically and
psychologically fit, optimistic, compassionate,
liked herself and others, and loved God. Her
success was a by-product. About 50 women
were present for the event.

A bibliography of Anabaptist/Mennonite
books has been sent to seminaries and scho-
lars throughout Japan by Japan Anabaptist
Center in Tokyo. The 80-page book lists 391

selected titles available from the 5,000-volume
library located at the center. The library is

named after Japanese scholar Gan Sakakibara
and American historian Robert Friedmann.
The collection was built by Sakakibara around
the 400 books bought from Friedmann right

before his death. Sakakibara increased the

collection to 4,000 books and donated it to the

center in 1980.

New appointments:
•David Hiebert, curriculum editor, Mennonite
Publishing House, starting in August. He will

edit Builder, Adult Bible Study Guide, and
youth materials. He will also work in the area
of specialized curriculum design. A graphic
designer at MPH since 1976, Hiebert has taken
on a number of editorial tasks in recent years.

He has been the editor of Builder for the past

year.

•Jerry Holsopple, Media Ministries producer,

Mennonite Board of Missions, starting in June.

He will help provide media resources for youth
and young adults out of MBM Media Ministries

offices in Harrisonburg, Va. For the past two
years he has been youth minister for Western
District of the General Conference Mennonite
Church.
•David Huron, music faculty member, Conrad
Grebel College, starting in July. He is cur-

rently completing his doctoral studies at the

University of Nottingham in England. He
taught previously at Conrad Grebel 1980-86.

•Ron Bailey, maintenance director, Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries. He succeeds
Paul Stoltzfus. Bailey worked previously as an
electrical contractor in Elkhart, Ind.

Pastoral transitions:

•Tom Osinkosky resigned as pastor of Peace
Mennonite Fellowship, Grande Prairie, Alta.,

recently. He helped establish this congrega-
tion.

•John Angell resigned as pastor of Durham
(N.C.) Mennonite Church on Mar. 13.

•Jim Carpenter became interim pastor of

Peace Mennonite Fellowship, Grande Prairie,

Alta., recently. He succeeds Tom Osinkosky.

Upcoming events:

•75th Anniversary Celebration, June 3-4, at

Filer (Idaho) Mennonite Church. The festiv-

ities include a special worship service, pot-

lucks, and a Softball game. More information
from the church at 109 Fifth St., Filer, ID
83328; phone 208-326-4706.

•Pax Reunion, July 1-2, at Oak Grove Men-
nonite Church, Smithville, Ohio. This is for

people who served in the former Pax program
of Mennonite Central Committee. More in-

formation from Carl Conrad at 5340 Egypt St.,

Smithville, OH 44677.

•Medaryville-Bluffton CPS Reunion, Sept. 9,

at Founder's Hall, Archbold, Ohio. This is for

all World War II conscientious objectors who
were in Civilian Public Service at Medaryville-

Bluffton and other locations. More information

from Lowell Short at 229 Farmington Rd.,

Archbold, OH 43502; phone 419-445-9422.

•Dedication Service, June 4, at Big Spring Men-
nonite Church, Rileyville, Va. The service marks
the completion of new and renovated facilities.

More information from the church at R. 1, Box

259, Rileyville, VA 22650; phone 703-743-6972.

Church-related job openings:

•Service Adventure household leaders, Men-
nonite Board of Missions. They would lead

young adult participants in the new Service

Adventure units currently being set up. They
should be mature adults with leadership expe-

rience. They will serve two-year terms.
Contact Sandy Miller at MBM, Box 370, Elk-

hart, IN 46515; phone 219-294-7523.

•Admissions director, Goshen College, starting

in September. The person must have experi-

Sharing the light. About 275 women
attended the annual Women's
Missionary and Service Commission

meeting of Lancaster Conference

recently. Musicians and speakers used

the theme "So Shines the Light."

Displaying symbols of their work, an

artist, a deaconess, a writer, a quilter,

and a tour guide spoke on ways they

share the light. Keynote speaker Esther

Augsburger (pictured) pointed women to

God as their source of light. She

sprinkled her address with practical

illustrations from her own life and

referred to her work in sculpturing as

one way she shares the light.

ence in leading and motivating a strong team
and administrative skills and experience.

Contact Alice Roth by June 15 at GC, Goshen,
IN 46526; phone 219-535-7501.

•Social worker or psychologist, Philhaven,
Mount Gretna, Pa. The person would work on

an outpatient clinical basis at this mental
health center. The social worker should have
an MSW. The person should preferably be

licensed and certified as an addiction coun-
selor. Contact the Personnel Office at

Philhaven, Box 550, Mount Gretna, PA 17064;

phone 717-270-2451.

•Development director, Menno-Haven, Cham-
bersburg, Pa. The person is responsible for the

design, implementation, and ongoing opera-

tions of the development program at this

retirement community. Contact Linford Yoder
at Menno-Haven, 2075 Scotland Ave., Cham-
bersburg, PA 17201; phone 717-263-8545.

•Teachers, Eastern Mennonite High School,

Harrisonburg, Va., starting this fall. Needed is

a full-time person in health, physical educa-
tion, driver's education, and coaching; a full-

time person in math and physics; and a full-time

person in Bible and social studies. Send resume
to David Yoder at EMHS, 801 Parkwood Dr.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

•Teachers, Belleville (Pa.) Mennonite School,

starting this fall. Full-time people are needed
for grade 1, grade 5, grade 6, learning dis-

abilities, elementary physical education and
health, and high school physical education and
health. Part-time people are needed for junior

high math, algebra I, Spanish, industrial arts,

boys' basketball and soccer coach, athletic di-

rector, and girls' basketball and field hockey
coach. Contact Orville Heister at the school,

Box 847, Belleville, PA 17004; phone 717-935-

2184.

•Teachers, Hinkletown Mennonite School,

Ephrata, Pa., starting this fall. Needed are a

teacher for the special needs program, a pre-

first-grade teacher, and a half-time middle
school math teacher. More information from
the school at R. 3, Wanner Road, Ephrata, PA
17522; phone 717-354-6705.

•Program coordinator, Lark Leadership Pro-

gram, Chicago, 111. This is a part-time position

for a program that is jointly sponsored by
Mennonite Board of Education and Chicago
Area Mennonites. Send resume to CAM at 15 Ti-

lipiCt.,Schaumburg,IL 60193.

Change of address: Wilbur M. and Velma
Hosteller from 19009 CR 20 to 1418 Greencroft

Dr., Goshen, IN 46526 (effective June 24).

James andFaith Carpenterirom Sturgis, Mich.,

to 207, 9515-100 Ave., Grande Prairie, AB
T8V 0S8. Thomas and Claire Osinkosky from
Grande Prairie to 610-132 Ave., Edmonton, AB
T5A 0J3. Robert and Anna Nolt from Freeport,

III, to 482 Peters Rd., New Holland, PA 17557

(May29-Aug.8).

Correction: The writer of the monthly column,
"Kreider Views the World," is Carl Kreider,

not Carl Keener, as indicated in the May 23

issue.

New members
Valley View, Spartansburg, Pa.: Janelle

Brown and David Ace.

Locust Grove, Sturgis, Mich.: Tricia Eash,
Elizabeth Eichorn, Anthony Gerber, Keith
Hollister, Glendon Miller, Rusty Schwartz,
and Jeff Troyer.
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Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Chupp, David and Lisa (Schrock), Green-
wood, Del., first daughter, Amanda Beth, Mar.
23.

DelGallo, Richard and Stacy (Mann), Valpa-
raiso, Ind., first child, Luke Anthony, Apr. 6.

Heindel, Jim and Judy (Grosh), York, Pa.,

fifth child, second daughter, Jin Renee, born on
Nov. 12, 1988; received for adoption on Mar. 31.

Jantzi, Rick and Dana, Redmond, Oreg.,
first child, Kendra Jo, May 11.

Jutzi, Dave and Karen (Ruby), Tavistock,
Ont., second daughter, Kristine Alexandria,
Apr. 22.

McGhee, Bill and Darlene (Shenk), Bath,
N. Y., first child, Benjamin Jesse, Mar. 23.

Nofziger, Michael and Gwen (Short), Lyons,
Ohio, fourth child, second son, Anthony Lynn,
Apr. 16.

Sayer, Darrel and Margi (Harder), Car-
stairs, Alta., first child, Jesse Alexander, Apr.
3.

Schrock, Ezra and Dawn (Schlabaugh),
Iowa City, Iowa, first child, Megan Dawn, Apr.
7.

Shrock, Rod annd Glenna (Miller), Sara-
sota, Fla., first child, Alyssa Joy, May 7.

Trivits, Charles and Christine (Schrock),
Harrington, Del., second son, Kevin Charles,
Feb. 16.

dise cong., by Del Sauder and Fred Martin,
May 6.

Obituaries

Marriages
Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald " if the address is supplied.

Eberly-Petersheim. Rodney Eberly, New
Holland, Pa., Groffdale cong., and Marilyn
Petersheim, Gordonville, Pa., Paradise cong.,
by Charles Wert and Fred Martin, Apr. 15.

Mack-Schrock. Ron Mack and Teresa
Schrock, both of Goshen, Ind., East Goshen
cong., by Levi Hershberger, Jr., and Dave
Miller, May 6.

Ravindranath-Helbing. Ishwaran Ravin-
dranath, Baltimore, Md., and Linda Helbing,
Baltimore, Md., North Baltimore cong., by
Frank E. Nice, Apr. 28.

Roth-Reinford. Andrew Paul Roth, Sou-
derton, Pa., Salem cong., and Brenda Jean
Reinford, Sellersville, Pa., Franconia cong., by
John L. Derstine, May 6.

Mack-Histand. Dale Eugene Mack, Perkio-
menville, Pa., Hersteins cong., and Linda Sue
Histand, Perkasie, Pa., Blooming Glen, Pa., by
Robert L. Shreiner and Glenn Freed, May 6.

Stutzman-King. Todd Stutzman, Hubbard,
Oreg., and Kari King, Canby, Oreg., both of
Zion cong., by Richard Stoltzfus, Apr. 22.

Swartley-Aksland. John Paul Swartley,
Palmer Lake, Colo., Mountain Community
cong., and Karen Ann Aksland, Colorado
Springs, Colo., Lutheran Church, by Nathan
Doerr, Nov. 26.

Terry-Miller. Benjamin P. Terry, Grafton,
Va., and Vicki M. Miller, Tabb, Va., both of
Huntington cong., by Levi J. Troyer, grand-
father of the bride, Apr. 29.

Yoder-Beiler. Rodney Curties Yoder, Ver-
sailles, Mo., Mt. Zion cong., and Valerie Denise
Beiler, Gap, Pa., Nickel Mines cong., by Ernest
Mummau and Joe Diener, Mar. 18.

Zook-King. Willie Zook, Elverson, Pa., Hope-
well cong., and Kathy King, Ronks, Pa., Para-

Brenneman, Adeline Kennel, daughter of
Albert and Catherine (Erb) Kennel, was born
in Wilmot Twp., Ont, Nov. 6, 1911; died at
Kitchener-Waterloo (Ont.) Hospital on May 8
1989; aged 77 y. On Dec. 7, 1937, she was mar-
ried to Joseph Brenneman, who died on July 7,
1987. Surviving are 2 daughters (Ruth Ann
Martin and Kate McLean), 3 grandchildren, 3
brothers (Reuben, Edgar, and Anson), and 3
sisters (Fannie Gingerich, Eileen Clavert, and
Lillian Kennel). She was preceded in death by
one daughter (Mary), one son (David), and one
sister (Mabel Kennel). She was a member of
Steinmann Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on May 12, in charge of
Vernon Zehr; interment in the church ceme-
tery.

Breneman, Mark E., son of Christian and
Elizabeth (Eby) Breneman, was born on July
28, 1894; died at the Mennonite Home, Lan-
caster, Pa., Mar. 9, 1989; aged 94 y. He was
married to Ella Rohrer, who died in 1988. Sur-
viving are one daughter (Mabel E. Weaver),
one son (Albert), 11 grandchildren, 17 great-
grandchildren, and one great-great-grand-
daughter. He was a member of Erisman Men-
nonite Church where funeral services were
held on Mar. 13, in charge of H. Howard
Witmer, Norman G. Shenk, Andrew G. Miller,
and Martin R. Nolt; interment in the church
cemetery.

Hochstetler, Jerome, son of Dale and Lucile
(Conrad) Hochstetler, was born in Washing-
ton, Iowa, June 20, 1953; died in an automobile
accident at Canton, Kans., May 6, 1989; aged 35
y. Surviving are one sister (Deanne Lucey), 2
brothers (Thomas and Jay), and paternal
grandparents (Earl and Mary Hochstetler). He
was a member of Hesston Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on May 9, in

charge of Phil Bedsworth, Wes Jantz, Carl
Wiebe, and Roger Hochstetler; interment in
Eastlawn Cemetery.
Kaufman, Verna Yoder, was born in Penn-

sylvania on Feb. 14, 1907; died at Sarasota,
Fla., Apr. 26, 1989; aged 82 y. On Nov. 14, 1943,
she was married to Ben Kauffman, who died
on Jan. 2, 1982. She was a member of Bahia
Vista Mennonite Church. Graveside services
were held at McVeytown, Pa., on Apr. 29, in

charge of M. Leon Yoder; interment in
Pleasant View Cemetery.
Meek, Titus Truman, son of Aaron J. and

Emma V. (Shoemaker) Meek, was born in

Lancaster Twp., Pa., Nov. 23, 1898; died at St.

Joseph's Home for the Aged on May 3, 1989;
aged 90 y. On Feb. 24, 1920, he was married to
Elsie Hartman, who died on Sept. 25, 1963. On
Apr. 8, 1966, he was married to Mary Snyder
Simler, who survives. Also surviving are 2 sons
(Wayne and Orvis), 2 stepchildren (Alice Ross
and Lois Simler), 2 grandsons, and 3 step-
grandchildren. He was preceded in death by
one daughter (Carol) and one stepson (Paul
Simler). He was a member of Freeport Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on May 6, in charge of Robert E. Nolt;
interment in Freeport Mennonite Cemetery.

Miller, Lawrence J., son of Joseph and
Amanda (Kauffman) Miller, was born in Ka-
lona, Iowa, Feb. 22, 1895; died at Mercy Hos-
pital, Iowa City, Iowa, May 5, 1989; aged 94 y.

On Sept. 1, 1927, he was married to Alta
Kempf, who died in 1975. Surviving is one son
(Russell). He was a member of Kalona Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were

held on May 8, in charge of Elton Nussbaum
and David Groh; interment in Sharon Hill
Cemetery.

Roth, Norman, son of J. W. and Magdalene
(Oesch) Roth, was born in Pigeon, Mich., Dec.
27, 1910; died at Sarasota, Fla., Apr. 30, 1989;
aged 78 y. On Oct. 25, 1980, he was married to
Sarah Yoder, who survives. Also surviving are
3 sons (Eugene, Wayne, and Dennis), one
stepson (Cletus Yoder), one stepdaughter
(Cheryl Yoder), and 2 sisters (Lucinda Eichler
and Katherine Springer). He was a member of
College Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on May 5, in charge of James
Waltner; interment in Violett Cemetery.

Singer, Helen, was born at Akron, Ohio,
Dec. 10, 1919; died of a massive heart attack at
Orrville (Ohio) Manor, May 1, 1989; aged 69 y.
She was married to Cyrus Singer, who died in

1985. Surviving are one son (Boyd Singer) and
one granddaughter. She was a member of
Pleasant View Mennonite Church, where fu-
neral services were held on May 3, in charge of
Elno Steiner; interment in Pleasant View Com-
munity Cemetery.
Sommerfeld, Ida H. Hostetler, daughter of

Henry and Salome (Slabach) Hostetler, was
born in Conway, Kans., Nov. 2, 1903; died at
Schowalter Villa, Hesston, Kans., May 6, 1989;
aged 85 y. On Aug. 2, 1931, she was married to
Harold Sommerfeld, who died on Feb. 8, 1988.
Surviving are one son (Dean Sommerfeld), 3
grandsons, and one great-great-grandchild.
She was a member of Hesston Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held, in

charge of Carl Wiebe and Phil Bedsworth;
interment in East Lawn Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Goshen Biblical Seminary board of overseers, Elkhart, Ind.,
June 1-2

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries board meeting,
Elkhart. Ind., June 1-3

North Central Conference annual meeting, Bloomfield, Mont.,
June 2-4

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

June 8-10

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-
tors, June 9-10

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., June 9-10
Keystone Bible Institute annual board meeting, Lancaster,

Pa., June 12
Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., June

13

Allegheny Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Somerset, Pa., June 15

Franklin Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Chambersburg, Pa., June 16

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-

gional conference, New York, N.Y., June 20-21

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Scottdale, Pa.,
June 22-24

Northwest Conference annual meeting, Three Hills, Alta.,
June 30-July 2

Indiana-Michigan Conference annual meeting, Sturgis, Mich.,
July 6-8

Allegheny Conference annual meeting, Laurelville, Pa., July 6-

Hesston College board of overseers, Los Angeles, Calif., July 7-

8
Virginia Conference annual assembly, Harrisonburg, Va., July

12-16

South Central Conference annual meeting, Hesston, Kans.,
July 14-16

Afro-American Mennonite Association assembly, Peoria, 111.,

July 28-30

Mennonite Church General Board, Normal, 111., July 31
Mennonite Church Nominating Committee, Normal, 111., July

31
Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General

Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, III, Aug. 1-6

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast meeting,
Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,
Lowville, N.Y., Oct. 14

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-
ing, Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Credits
Cover-story design by Jim Butti; cover-story photos by Mary
Hertzler; photo on p. 378 by Nancy Witmer; p. 380 by Jim King.
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Hong Kong Christians urge people to

stay after communist takeover
Evangelical Christians in Hong Kong

are encouraging their "co-workers in

Christ" not to abandon Hong Kong when
the British colony becomes part of com-
munist-ruled China in 1997. Hong Kong
Church Renewal Movement has urged
Christians to sign the "Mission Hong
Kong—2000" statement, which calls for

continued commitment to China after

that country takes control. Local officials

fear many Hong Kong residents will leave
the area following the 1997 transition. W.
G. Yu, general secretary of the church
group, said, "We hope the signatures will

give us a rough idea of how many Chris-

tians are pledged to stay after 1997, and
we shall form a network to encourage
each other in the face of the tremendous
social and political changes that are tak-
ing place in Hong Kong."

Hungary to accept alternative service

for conscientous objectors

The Hungarian government recently

released 70 conscientious objectors from
a military prison near Budapest. It is the

first step toward making conscientious

objection a legal possibility for all men
drafted in Hungary. Until now only mem-
bers of the small Nazarene Church have
been allowed to claim exemption from
military service because of conscience.

Justice Minister Kalman Kulcsar an-
nounced the clemency for the 70 COs in

light of forthcoming legislation to offer a
civil alternative to military service. It is

expected that in the second half of 1989
COs will be able to apply for exemption
from military service. Applicants will be
required to appear before a special com-
mittee to defend their request for CO
status.

Changes in Soviet religious situation
occurring at startling rate
Changes in the religious situation in

the Soviet Union are occurring so fast it is

difficult to keep abreast. The govern-
ment's Council of Religious Affairs has
repealed a series of repressive decrees in-

troduced during an antireligious cam-
paign of the early 1960s.

The measures, many unpublished to

this day, prohibited such things as bell

ringing, charitable social work by believ-

ers, and all other activity other than that
specifically "aimed at satisfying the re-

ligious needs of believers." Under Presi-

dent Mikhail Gorbachev, reformists have
been appointed to head the council, and
churches have been granted much greater

freedom in anticipation of a broad new
law of conscience that will "legalize" the

new freedoms.

No longer restricted to their own prem-
ises, Soviet leaders report that churches
are conducting rallies in stadiums and
public halls. A growing number of believ-

ers are carrying out ministry in hospitals

and among the elderly. Many churches
are establishing the equivalent of Sunday
schools for children. And visiting church
leaders from the West are finding revival-

like conditions in some parts of the Soviet

Union, with spiritually hungry nonbeliev-

ers crowding into churches.

Symposium examines anti-Jewish
attitudes in Japan
Anti-Semitic writings in Japan are

largely based on ignorance of Jews and
are similar to attacks on Christianity that

were written in Japan in the mid-19th
century, a Japanese historian told an
international symposium on "Japan and
the Jews" recently in New York.
Miyazawa Masanori, a history profes-

sor at Doshisha Women's College, made
these points in the keynote address at the

gathering, which was sponsored by three

Jewish organizations. During the past 15

years, American Jewish groups have been
increasingly concerned at the popularity
of anti-Semitic writings by Japanese
author Masami Uno, an economist and
fundamentalist Christian, and at

Japanese compliance with the Arab boy-
cott of Israel.

Catholic University professors
teach 'under protest'

Fourteen professors of Catholic Uni-
versity's largest school have declared that
they are teaching under protest until the

university reaffirms its commitment to

academic freedom. The action came as a
special committee of the American Asso-
ciation of University Professors was on
campus to investigate whether the Vati-

can-chartered university has violated the

academic freedom rights of Charles Cur-
ran, an internationally known moral
theologian.

Curran was dismissed from the uni-

versity's Theology Department last year

after the Vatican declared that he is ineli-

gible to teach Catholic theology because
of his dissent from church teachings on
sexual ethics. "We deplore the denial of

academic freedom to Father Curran" and
the failure of the university "to arrange
for him an alternative faculty position

consistent with his field of competence
and his scholarly accomplishments," the

professors said in a resolution passed by
the university's School of Arts and
Sciences.

Evangelist sentenced to 20 years
for molestation of 100 boys
A federal judge in Roanoke, Va.,

sentenced evangelist Mario "Tony" Leyva
of Columbus, Ga., to 20 years for molesta-

tion of boys in six states. Already serving

2V2 years on state charges of sexually

abusing two boys, Leyva has admitted to

sex relations with as many as 100 boys
over the past two decades. Two associ-

ates, organist Rias Edward Morris and
evangelist Freddie Herring, received sen-

tences of 15 and 12 years respectively on
similar charges. The judge, noting Leyva
committed acts he told his followers were
sinful, said: "Everyone who ever heard
you out there ought to kick you good."

The audience, including some victims and
their families, burst into cheers.

Successor to PTL ministry
moves from former PTL grounds
Heritage Ministries, successor to the

PTL ministry, has announced it will move
from the former PTL grounds. Leader
Sam Johnson said Canadian investor Ste-

phen Mernick, an Orthodox Jew who
purchased the property in bankruptcy
proceedings, rejected Heritage's offer to

buy the church and TV studios. Donors
had sent in $5.5 million for the proposed
purchase. Heritage now plans to relocate

in June on nearby property, Johnson said,

noting the ministry finally won tax-

exempt status from the U.S. Internal

Revenue Service after guaranteeing that

founder Jim Bakker would never be in-

volved. The future of the inspirational TV
network, formerly the PTL network, is

unclear; Heritage and many other re-

ligious broadcasters use it.

Quaker-sponsored women's tour
protests U.S. military bases
Eight women from around the world

have charged the U.S. military presence

in their countries with increasing social

problems ranging from prostitution to

drugs and environmental pollution. They
were on a speaking tour of the United

States sponsored by the American
Friends Service Committee. The "Voices

of Hope and Anger" tour brought women
from Asia, Central America, the Pacific,

Europe, North America, and the Carib-

bean to 18 states to express their feelings

about the presence of U.S. military bases

in their countries.
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Smorgasbord religion

It is a fearful thing to fall into the hands of a

sociologist with a research budget. Such a fate

has happened to the churches of Canada.
Reginald Bibby, a sociologist at the University of

Lethbridge in Alberta, has investigated the

status of religion in Canada and found it like the

hapless Belshazzar of Daniel 5: "weighed in the

balances and found wanting."

What is the charge against religion in Canada?
It is that in a specialized society, religious

practice has become specialized. Religious people

pick and choose among the offerings of religious

institutions so that they do not exhibit a

consistent response to the issues of life. As a

result the religious are so much like the nonre-

ligious that a researcher can find little significant

difference. The culture is forming the gods,

asserts Bibby, rather than the other way around.

His report is contained in a book entitled Frag-
mented Gods: The Poverty and Potential ofReli-
gion in Canada (Irwin Publishing Co., 1987). With
systematic ruthlessness, Bibby checks off the list

of characteristics which might be considered

when seeking to divide the faithful from the

nonfaithful: participation in church activities, au-

thority of the church in personal decision making,
personal values, personal concerns, quality of life.

On the important issues of war and compassion,
for example, the religious and the nonreligious

come out at about the same place.

It is not that Canadians are hostile toward
their churches, suggests Bibby. Rather they view
religion as a consumer item and choose to relate

when it suits them. They are particularly

interested in having the church handy for the

rites of passage: marriage, birth, and death. At
such times, they call upon the religious tradition

of their parents and grandparents—not another
one, thank you.

Bibby seems not to have taken much notice of

Mennonites as a separate group but to include

them among Conservative Protestants. We, of

course, have had our own study of ourselves

directed by Harder and Kauffman which
produced the impressive report Anabaptists Four
Centuries Later (Herald Press, 1975). This study

concluded, if I understood it at all, that signifi-

cant aspects of the Anabaptist vision do live on
and can be discovered by sociological research.

That for Mennonites faith and practice in certain

respects do transcend culture. (This study is cur-

rently being repeated to see what difference 15

years will make in our Mennonite perspectives.)

Bibby has differentiated Canada from the rest

of the hemisphere, although he refers to Robert
Bellah's Habits of the Heart which has found that

"the fragmented gods of Canada are no strangers

to the U.S." (p. 217). Our own study makes a few
references to Canadian-U.S. differences, but the

report aims generally to speak for both countries.

In spite of the remorseless presentation of data

(or as penance for it?), Bibby closes his book with

a sermon. He suggests a formula for a church

that could make an impact on Canadian society,

an influence that would be a voice and not an echo.

There is a message, says Bibby, that some will

hear. It is a message that combines three ele-

ments: God, self and society. If I recall correctly,

this formulation is related to Jesus' famous sum-
mary of the commandments: love God first of all

and your neighbor as yourself.

Why then has the church not been purveying
this marketable message? Bibby suggests that old

bugaboo, the tendency to divide into those who
stress individual conversion and others who call

for change in society. What is needed, he says, is a
combination. This, I think, is what Mennonites
have aspired to hold to.

But the fragmentation that alarms Bibby has

been pecking away at us. One sign of this is that

some in our congregations are being afflicted by a

malady which might be labeled "weekenditis."

This is a tendency on a regular basis to load up
the family in the car and head for the hills or the

beaches for the whole weekend.
Inasmuch as Sunday morning has been a tradi-

tional time for gathering by the people of God to

reflect on important matters related to "God, self,

and society," weekenditis is a threat to the health

of the congregation. Not that the activities of

weekending are particularly evil. Rather they

mean a loss of contact with the fellowship and
failure to keep up on matters of importance.

It is not that attendance at a meeting of the

congregation has merit in itself. But opportu-

nities are needed to meet with one another and to

acknowledge before God and each other that we
need both. The alternative is smorgasbord reli-

gion which is not nourishing to the soul.

—Daniel Hertzler
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spread out to the right and to the left
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Enlarging our tents
by Marian B. Hostetler

Some

of us

Mennonite

women

don't feel

a part

of WMSC.

The words of Yahweh to his nation bride in

Isaiah 54 may have a message for women in the

Mennonite Church (see cover).

Some of us have had to do that to our houses
over the years—add on a room here, a dormer
there, or dig a basement for a family room.
Family needs change and the structures we oc-

cupy are adjusted accordingly vPuring the 15

years our family has lived in our current house,
the room where I now sit at a desk has served
three distinct purposes. From playroom to

master bedroom to study/studio tells a story of

our family's growth and changes.

It's quite obvious that we Mennonite women
have been adding "rooms" to our list of possi-

bilities of giftedness and service. We have ac-

cepted new areas of responsibility and expression
and are finding challenge in a larger variety of

vocations. We have also continued to value and
invest much effort in many of the "rooms" which
have served us well since our beginnings.

Who in the church gives support and direction

to this enlarging process? Are there sources

which send out building plans, proclaim safety

standards, provide tools and training, encourage
creativity, point out danger zones, or send the

ambulance when accidents occur or fatigue

overtakes us? Should Women's Missionary and
Service Commission provide this consultation

service to all women of the Mennonite Church?

Inclusiveness. The idea that all women and
girls of the Mennonite Church are a part of

WMSC comes through strongly in all four revi-

sions of the WMSC handbook over a 30-year pe-

riod since 1959. The purpose is clearly to project a
feeling of inclusiveness, of being a resource to all

women, not only those who gather on a certain

day to work together. The monthly Voice

magazine which was intended to be in the hands
of each woman is one way this broader resourcing

is addressed. Adding secretaries for new areas of

interest and need (like peace and social concerns)

also furthered this goal.

Marian B. Hostetler, Goshen, Ind., is executive secretary of
Women's Missionary and Service Commission of the
Mennonite Church. The WMSC office is in nearby Elkhart.
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Very closely related to inclusiveness is the in-

tertwining of diversity and unity. Flexibility and
diversity are necessary because people are more
important than program. There are large

churches, small churches, and churches of

various ethnic backgrounds. Within these con-

gregations women differ from each other and
grow best when programs fit their gifts. But
Christ calls to oneness. Unity, being a part of a
whole, implies basic agreement between interde-

pendent and varied parts. Like the rooms in a
dwelling, the parts are complementary to each
other.

Now before you go looking for this perfect orga-

nization that has everything all together, let me
remind you that WMSC is an organization of

human beings. Saying we accept all gifts and
printing in our handbook that WMSC includes all

women and girls doesn't make it so. That is a goal

which requires a process for the end result.

The fact is, some of us Mennonite women don't

feel a part of WMSC. Life situations, choices,

gifts, and interests have taken us to other sources

for enrichment and service. Facing this reality, I

pose two questions: (1) Is the goal of "all women a

part of WMSC" realistic? (2) Are fears keeping us

apart? The fears I hear about are fear of losing

something good (or having its value questioned);

fear of dropping the mission and service em-
phasis; fear of change and fear of being

stereotyped by an image; fear of limiting women
as second-class church members (by the pres-

ence of a women's organization alongside the

church organization); fear of stagnation.

What do we need organizationally to promote
full growth, acceptance, and involvement for both

men and women? Would a man's organization fill

a need? Should WMSC exist as an umbrella orga-

nization which supports, encourages, challenges,

and resources all women of the Mennonite
Church? Can WMSC meet that challenge? Is

WMSC alive and well?

Three responses. From the voices I hear across

the church about "how it is" with WMSC, I've

compiled three responses to that question.

Is WMSC alive and well? "Well, not by that

name. All the activities and groups in our con-
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gregation are incorporated into one structure, so

that the activities which WMSC used to promote
are picked up by lots of committees. That way the

work is spread out and more people are involved.

Men and women work together on most activities.

But the fellowship committee does plan some
'women only' or 'men only' events. With women
involved in all parts of the church's mission, it

seems a duplication to have a separate women's
organization. Let the organizational part of

WMSC die."

Is WMSC alive and well? "Of course, it's alive

and well! Last year $47,000 was channeled
through the general treasurer for cash projects of

churchwide agencies. That was in addition to

thousands of dollars shared for conference and

What do we need organizationally

to promote full growth, acceptance,

and involvement?

congregational projects. Material aid from local

groups continues to pour into Mennonite Central

Committee for distribution overseas and many
hours are given to making items for regional

relief sales. Even though the WMSC Executive

Committee no longer requests work done for in-

stitutions, many nursing homes, shelters, and
other caring organizations are blessed with

volunteers and gifts from local groups. Not to be

overlooked is the caring, sharing, and modeling
which results from this group activity of reaching

out. In addition, there would be a long list of

study, support, outreach, and inspiration groups
active in congregations and conferences."

Is WMSC alive and well? "Yes, it's alive in

many congregations and still doing excellent

work. But it doesn't have a future. Younger
women are not getting involved in the traditional-

type meetings. Many more women are working

outside the home and do not have time to give to

work projects. Many women in our congregations

may not have sewing interests or skills. We must
be more open to the gifts they bring. Too often a

small group of women in a congregation who at-

tend a work day are expected to carry the fi-

nancial responsibility for a program which serves

a much larger group."

Dialogue needed. Have we heard your
response? Where are you in this picture? The
WMSC officers will be hosting an open forum at

Normal 89 following our WMSC business meet-
ing. We hope that many of you (both women and
men) will come to dialogue with us at that time.

We need voices from both within and without the

current WMSC organization. That's at 3:00 p.m.

on Saturday, August 5, in Normal, Illinois.

Let us be faithful together until we "hear a
voice behind [us], saying, 'This is the way; walk in

it' " (Isa. 30:21b, NIV).

IDEAS FOR OUTREACH
A column provided by Mennonite Board of Missions
(Mennonite Church) and Commission on Home Minis-
tries (General Conference Mennonite Church).

Steps in considering
church planting

In the introduction to his book, Church Plan t-

ing: From Seed to Harvest (p. 4), Dale Stoll

states, "Growing churches plant new churches."

A number of steps are important to consider in

the planting process, which will help to contrib-

ute to eventual success in a church planting.

Step 1. Share the vision and concern for plant-

ing a new congregation with others in your con-

gregation. Pray together for vision, wisdom, and
leadership. Involve as many persons as possible.

Step 2. Talk about the idea and listen to

responses. Let the project emerge through re-

peated conversations and planning sessions.

Open minds are essential.

Step S. Get information. Read books on church
planting. Ask persons with experience in church
planting to meet with leaders in your congrega-

tion. Talk with your conference home missions

committee.

Step It. Make sure some persons in your con-

gregation are willing to make long-term commit-
ments to the task and mission of church planting.

The gifts of many persons will be needed.

Step 5. Establish a church planting committee.
This may be a study committee, missions com-
mittee, task force, or steering committee. Be
clear about the assignment and length of time it

will function.

Step 6. Report your plans to sponsor a new
church to the conference home missions commit-
tee. They will add your plans to their master plan

for church planting and will be available for

consultation for your congregation and the new
church planting.

Step 7. Do thorough feasibility studies. Obtain
demographic and economic data. Begin to focus

on a geographic area for the church planting.

Step 8. Write a strategy statement, a mission

design, and identify goals and the process needed
to reach those goals. Include a calendar for the

tasks to be done.

Step 9. Begin looking for "seed families" and
pastoral leadership.

Prayer and planning are important in begin-

ning a new congregation. Your congregation will

experience new life through involvement in

church planting.—Donald E. Yoder
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Killed by drunk drivers
by Richard Lee Stoltzfus

There is a new grave in the cemetery just to the

east of the office at our church. The flowers still

stand as lonely sentinels around the mound of

fresh earth that marks the location. It has been
some months now since December 29, 1988, when
we stood around that grave and laid to rest a
young man who had been killed in an automobile
collision just the week before. His young wife and

Our congregation has never before
experienced a tragedy of this magnitude
nor for these reasons.

two children were there as well as his parents,
her parents, brothers and sisters, many from the
church family, and friends.

In the next row there are three graves that bear
the date of January 23, 1988. The same family
names are on the markers as that of the young
man whose body lies a few feet away. The
remains of a young wife and two of her three
children lie in those graves. While the grass has
covered the scars once opened by those graves,
the pain lingers on in the hearts and lives of those
left behind.

Our pain. Perhaps it's important that you
know who we are, that you might be able to

understand, when you meet one of us, why we
have such strong feelings about the issues in-

volved in these tragedies. We are Zion Mennonite
Church of Hubbard, Oregon. We have been a
church family for almost 100 years. Other than
sickness, we have never before experienced a
tragedy of this magnitude nor for these reasons.
As we tell our story, please allow yourself to

experience with us the pain that we have had to

bear for more than a year.

My wife, Flossie, and I first came in contact
with the Zion Church in December 1987. We were
finishing the Pastoral Ministries Program at
Hesston College and had begun thinking about
where we would go after school. Floyd Lapp from
the pastoral search team of the Zion congregation
had contacted us and we had corresponded with
him. Then we found ourselves in contact with
another brother from the church who was part of
the team.

We learned that Floyd and his family had
experienced a terrible loss. Their son and

Richard Lee Stoltzfus, Hubbard, Oreg., is pastor of Zion
Mennonite Church.

daughter-in-law and two young granddaughters
had been struck by a pickup truck, whose driver
had been drinking at a nearby tavern. As he ap-
proached the Lapp car he lost control of his truck,

drove over the center line, and crashed into the
car, killing Floyd's daughter-in-law Trudie and
her daughters Jessica (5) and Amy (7 months).

Scott Lapp, Floyd's son, was hospitalized in

critical condition. The drunken driver had less

severe injuries, recovered, and is now serving a
sentence for manslaughter. Scott is still recover-
ing from his physical injuries. He also is serving a
sentence—a life sentence that deprives him of the
family that he loved and cared for. His two-year-
old son, Timmy, who was not in the car, will no
longer know his mother's love or the affection of

his sisters.

We arrived at Zion in August 1988 and it soon
became apparent that many in the church were
grieving that loss, along with several others, all in

the same year. Then on December 24, tragedy
struck again. At about 1:45 a.m., the phone rang.

Doug, another one of the Lapp sons, had been
killed in a wreck. His wife, Sharon, his brother
Randy, and Randy's wife, Carol, had been hospi-

talized. Together, we went to the hospital early

that morning. There was little conversation on
the long drive. What could be said to a mother
and father who had experienced two such terrible

losses in the space of 11 months?
Doug Lapp had been making a left turn at an

intersection when the other driver smashed into

the side of his pickup. The truck rolled over and
burst into flames. Doug was pinned inside the

wreck. The unofficial report from the scene of the

accident was that the other driver had twice the
legal amount of alcohol in his blood, with traces

of marijuana detected as well.

Grief and shock. Randy has recovered from
his physical injuries; Sharon and Carol are

recovering from theirs. Doug's children, Tyler (8)

and Katie (4), are trying to understand. The rest

of the family members are still recovering from
their grief and shock. The remainder of their lives

will be spent without the presence of a son, a

brother, a husband, a father, a friend.

A large number of people, many more than the

church family, attended the funeral. Caring in

the midst of tragedy and shared grief brought us
together. The message was one reminding us that

God walks with us in the midst of the tragedies of

life. Floyd had asked for some time to share. It

was a most poignant moment when he confronted
us to rethink our responsibility in the use of al-

cohol in connection with driving. He said that

there is no place in his life for alcohol. I heard the
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pain in his voice and saw the grief in his eyes.

Where do we go from here? Where do all of us

who call ourselves Mennonites go with the alcohol

issue? I would like to say that all of us at Zion

have taken a fresh look at the issue from the

perspective of the recent events and have decided

to abstain from the use of alcohol on all occasions.

I don't know that that is true. I do know that in

spite of the deaths experienced in our congrega-

tion, alcohol will continue to be a problem that

we, the church, need to face.

Although the Bible does not address directly

the issue of alcohol in our present-day world, it

does instruct us that we need to be filled with the

Holy Spirit rather than to be drunk with wine.

Growing up in the Mennonite Church, I heard

that my body was the temple of God and that to

destroy my body was to dishonor God. As
destructive as this is to my relationship with God,

it is even so to my relationship with the body of

Christ, the church.

All of us at Zion and at many other places

where lives touched this family felt the pain of

the destruction to our body that these deaths

caused. A part of the body of Christ was

destroyed when these young persons were killed

by two men under the influence of alcohol.

I wish that everyone reading this article could

feel the intensity of the pain that we have felt as a

result of these accidents. I wish that each would
weigh the consequences of the decision to use al-

cohol and see even the remotest possibility of

harming someone else as reason enough to say no.

I wish that we could sense the responses of youth

when they see their parents and their mentors
make the choice to drink alcohol.

Facing choices. Chemical dependency is the

number one social problem we face in North
America—among Christians and non-Christians

alike. Our children are facing choices about using

drugs and alcohol in the third and fourth grades.

Many of our modern-day heroes are athletes and

rock stars who openly advocate the "good life"

through the use of chemicals.

If we use alcohol, a legal mind-altering drug,

how can we expect our young people or the new
Christians we are reaching to refuse to use other

drugs? How can we not bear the responsibility for

other tragedies, if we choose to drink?

Nurturing

Our Growth
It is vital to the future ofthe Mennonite

Church to educate our youth and
equip them to lead, meeting the

needs of the church and the

world. Our educational pro-

grams respond to the vision

ofwhat those needs may
be in 15 to 20 years

from now. In Men-
nonitehigher edu-

cation . .

.

Hesston College

Goshen College

Goshen Biblical Seminary

Eastern Mennonite College
& Seminary
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A powerful love for each of us
by Bert Breuer

As the result of carelessness on the part of my
neurosurgeon, I am now a paraplegic living in a
Baltimore-area nursing home. The sugeon acci-

dentally cut a nerve, crippling me, and I am now
confined to a wheelchair. Before the surgical er-

ror, I had been a very active and independent

Perhaps God's gift to John, in this

tragic case, is his ability to understand
what I'm saying when I talk to him
about 'agape.'

person, but now I must frequently depend on
others to get around.
The big plus in this situation is that I am not

confined to bed, and I can maneuver around town
with the help of buses and taxis. My energy level

has not been affected, and I have even returned to
graduate school.

No bodily functions. But right down the hall

from me lives a 22-year-old man who is almost
totally paralyzed and confined to bed as the result
of a traffic accident. Although the accident was
the fault of the truck driver, it is little comfort to

John to know that. He depends on various life-

support systems, since he has no bodily functions
and cannot eat.

I began visiting him several weeks ago, and I

make every effort to spend time with him each
day. I also try to bring him some positive

messages, to cheer him up.

A couple of Sundays ago, my minister gave us a
message about God's love. He spoke of "agape"—
or God's powerful love for each of us. Agape is

also the love that God wants us to have for each
other. I told John about this message when I

returned from church. I discussed the meaning of
it—and I use that word agape, every day with
him as a greeting, and also at parting. Perhaps
God's gift to John, in this tragic case, is his ability

to hear me, and to understand what I'm saying
when I talk to him about agape.

I feel certain that John can learn things, if

someone will take the time to teach him. But he is

limited in his ability to communicate. Still, I have
recently come up with an idea: I am going to teach
him the Morse code, using the traditional sending
and receiving equipment.

Bert Breuer, Baltimore, Md., is an elderly paraplegic living
in a nursing home. He is a member of North Baltimore
Mennonite Church. This article is reprinted with permission
from The Evening Sun—a local daily newspaper.

I am hoping that improving John's ability to

communicate will reduce his frustrations. And I

also hope to be able to tell him more about an
interesting discovery I made just the other day.

I was waiting in line for a test at University
Hospital, and I was busily trying to think of a
positive message for John. Then I witnessed
something happening in the waiting room. A po-
liceman was escorting a man who appeared to be
a prisoner. He wore all the trappings, anyway; he
was adorned with leg irons, and his handcuffs
were chained to his guard.

The prisoner made a great effort to maneuver,
or at least shuffle along, in spite of the leg irons.

It must have taken him a great deal of effort

—

even to achieve a single step.

Then I thought about John. And I couldn't help
but feel that, in spite of his severe limitations,

John was comparatively free.

As I related this scene to John, I pointed out to

him that the only chains he wore were the limita-

tions imposed on him by the accident-caused
paralysis. Then I went on to talk to him about the
Morse code—and how it could help him to reach
others, even if he couldn't move his body much. I

also explained that there were many other op-
tions open, if the Morse code failed. I urged him to

keep on fighting.

I feel certain that he understood me.
Before I started to visit John, the only human

contact he had was with a nurse for tube-feeding,

and with another aide who would bathe him and
make his bed. I saw him many times lying in bed
and staring out the door.

Nonverbal signals. After a couple of visits,

however, I could tell from his nonverbal signals

that he was lonely and craved human rela-

tionships. I began to hold conversations with him,
and he indicated his understanding by blinking

his eyes— once for "no" and twice for "yes." He
also moved his fingers— two if "yes," and one
finger if it was "no."

Since John currently receives no form of

rehabilitation therapy or retraining, and since I

have been trained in educational therapy, I have
checked with his doctor and received permission
to work with him. I am trying to teach him to

listen and to acknowledge his understanding of

what is said to him by some simple signs.

I'm eager to talk to him in more detail about
that very important word: agape.

^

An update: Since this was published in the local newspaper,
Westinghouse has provided a special eye-activated computer
with the hopes that John can learn to communicate through
that means.
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I'll See You Again!

by Myron S. Augsburger

Caught in a turbulent time,

Felix Manz boldly risked his

life for a free church. He was

often on the run from the

authorities who wanted to

quell this religious movement,

so popular with the people

that it threatened the political

control of the established

church.

A novel based on careful

research of the Anabaptist

movement when many risked

everything for the sake of the

gospel.

Paper, $7.95, in Canada
$9.95

The Least One
by Maureen Hay Read

Ten years after her first book,

Like a Watered Garden,

Maureen Hay Read wrote this

sequel about her busy family.

The Least One is the account of

the Read family's quest for

another adopted daughter and

the arrival of Anne Marie from

Korea.

Paper, $7.95, in Canada $9.95

The Splendid Vista

by Esther Loewen Vogt

Vivacious Kirsten Weber is in

love with Wilshire Patten, the

handsome young surgeon for

the Union Army. Yet she cannot

commit her heart to him

because his work conflicts with

her belief that war is wrong. And
what of David, the young man
from her church who wants to

marry her?

Confronted with the Civil

War on their very doorstep,

Kirsten's family encounters

danger as they care for

wounded soldiers, both Union

and Confederate.

Paper, $5.95, in Canada $7.50

A Potpourri ofSummer Reading
Rebecca
by Mary Christner

Borntrager

A sequel to EHie, Rebecca is

the story of Ellie's daughter.

Rebecca appreciated her Amish

heritage, but questioned some
of its traditions. Her growing

relationship with James, a

young Mennonite, causes

resentment on the part of some
people in the Amish
community.

Paper, $5.95, in Canada $7.50
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Herald Press books are

available through your local

bookstore or write to Herald

Press (include 10% for

shipping—minimum $1).

Ellie

by Mary Christner

Borntrager

A captivating story (for junior

high through adult) of the

adventures and struggles of a

girl growing up Amish. Includes

authentic details across a life

span of the Amish way of

serving God.
Paper, $5.95, in Canada $7.50

hP

Herald Press
Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale,PA 15683-1999

Peace, Faith, Nation:
Mennonites and Amish
in Nineteenth-Century
America
by Theron F. Schlabach

Schlabach explores the

19th-century experience of

Mennonite and Amish groups

who at times resisted and at

times embraced American

culture and values.

How were these inheritors of

the 16th-century Radical

Reformation developing as a

religious community? Was
Pietism still changing

Mennonite worship, devotion,

and practice? What about the

Mennonite emphasis on

humility which contrasted with

the general mood of the

country. Mennonite Experience

in America Series, Vol. 2

Paper, $19.95, in Canada
$24.95

Herald Press
Dept. GH
117 King Street West
Kitchener, ON N2G 4M5
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Church news

New Canadian conference approves
$6.3 million for capital projects

Delegates still had questions and con-
cerns, but the majority finally approved a
campaign to raise $6.3 million for Men-
nonite Conference of Eastern Canada
during its recent annual meeting in

Kitchener, Ont. The year-old 13,700-
member conference agreed to fund three
capital projects over the next three years.

Two-thirds of the delegates agreed that
Rockway Mennonite Collegiate's building
program ($2.8 million) should be included
in the fund drive. About 75 percent ap-
proved $1.5 million for Conrad Grebel
College's expansion, while 95 percent
agreed to raise $2 million for mission
churches' capital projects.

The dissenting voices raised two objec-

tions to the plan. "Too much bricks and
mortar," said some delegates. Congrega-
tions are being left behind, becoming
merely "breeders and feeders for institu-

tions," was another version of that argu-
ment. The second objection concerned
conference-wide support of Rockway.
Many live too far away to benefit directly

from the Kitchener school and congrega-
tions in the Leamington, Ont., area are

struggling to maintain their own high
school.

Conference leaders will be meeting
with each congregation to determine its

"fair share" and "the most appropriate

Boyer gives 'pop quiz'

to 205 graduates
at EMC ceremonies

Rain and fog gave way to warm, sunny
skies on Apr. 30, allowing Eastern Men-
nonite College to hold its graduation exer-

cises outdoors. EMC president Joseph
Lapp conferred degrees on 205 students—
up 19 over last year—during the 71st an-
nual commencement held on the front
lawn of campus. Some 3,500 persons at-

tended the ceremonies.
Ernest Boyer, president of Carnegie

Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching and a former U.S. commission-
er of education, told his audience that he
would forego a commencement address

and "give the seniors one last pop quiz."

He asked them whether they had learned
the connectedness between knowledge
imparted in the classroom and its signifi-

cance in life, if they had developed com-
passion, and if they had grown in their

faith commitments.
"Education should help you celebrate

your uniqueness, but it should also help
you to see that we're all economically,
politically, and ecologically connected,"
Boyer said, noting that such realization

gives people a more coherent, authentic,

and integrated view of life.

"I'm convinced that every member of

the class of 1989 in the best EMC tradi-

tion will pass their final examination that
is captured in three words—connections,
compassion, and commitment to bring

means" for carrying out the drive.

Debates about budget, election pro-
cedures, and relations with the wider
church illustrated that the new confer-

ence is still working out the implications

of merging two Mennonite Church con-

ferences and one General Conference
Mennonite Church conference. The large

number of visitors from MC and GC
headquarters revealed considerable curi-

osity about the progress of the new
entity.

The budget revealed some of the tech-

nical difficulties involved in being af-

filiated with both the MC and GC denomi-
nations. The delegates did not hesitate,

however, to approve a budget of $1.5

million—an 8 percent increase over the

previous budget, but 12 percent above
funds received last year.

The annual meeting closed with a dedi-

cation of the new conference offices

located at 60 New Dundee Rd. in Kitch-

ener. —Margaret Loewen Reimer,

"Mennonite Reporter"

EMC seniors anticipate receiving their diplomas during commencement exercises.
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healing to a needy world."
The class had 50 honor graduates, in-

cluding three who finished with a perfect

4.0 grade point average. They are:

Michael Clymer, a mathematics educa-
tion major from Lancaster, Pa.; Scott
Eby, a business administration major
from Harrisonburg, Va.; and Grace Nolt,

a Christian ministries major from
Denver, Pa.

The class of 1989 also included Tony
Wright, a psychology major from
Waynesboro, Va., who is the second stu-

dent in a wheelchair to graduate from
EMC. Ellen Hartman of Harrisonburg
completed a degree in English after tak-
ing courses over the past 18 years.

Class treasurer Eric Kurtz presented
the senior class gift of money toward a
"people place" on the hill above EMC.

Service Adventure units

planned for Illinois

and West Virginia

The second poorest county in West Vir-

ginia will be one of the Service Adventure
locations opened by Mennonite Board of

Missions in August. Volunteers are also

headed to Champaign, 111., and to a third

location still to be named.
Service Adventure is a new service/

learning program in North America for

post-high school young adults with little

or no college experience. The program
provides 10 months of service work,
group living, and congregational involve-

ment. A study component will integrate

the Bible, social issues, and personal
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PERSPECTIVE /

By Glen E. Miller

Experience is a wonderful teacher. The expe-

rience of cooperation between Mennonite Board

of Missions (MBM) of the Mennonite Church

(MC) and the General Conference Mennonite

Church (GC) has taught us that we can, and do,

work together well. This experience spans many
years and geographic areas, from starting new
churches to participating in overseas ministries in a

specific country. As we have cooperated, we have

tended to look for and build on our strengths and

commonalities.

We have found that we share common missio-

logical approaches and methods; we affirm the

need for and sense the same urgency for mission.

Experience has taught us that our precepts of faith

and how they are worked out in mission ministries

are the same. And our doctrinal similarities far out-

number and outweigh our differences.

Cooperation makes practical sense. The small

differences separating our denominations don't

make sense to persons with whom our workers

relate and minister in overseas settings. Nor are

they easily understood by new Christians who join

Mennonite congregations in North America.

Cooperation provides a wider pool of personnel

from which to draw. Personnel requirements may
be very specific, such as language skills, teaching or

writing abilities, or other specific training.

Cooperation provides for better use of specific

gifts and interests of administrators, and ensures ef-

ficient use of financial resources.

Cooperation thus maximizes Mennonite efforts

to expand God's kingdom and build new commu-
nities of God's people around the world. These are

the common and primary goals of both Mennonite

Board of Missions and the General Conference

Mennonite Church.

Alphabet Soup Quiz

How many of the following 12 acronyms can

you identify?

1. MC
2. GC

3. MBM
4. COE

5. CHM
6. COM
7. ECD

8. SYAS

9. TAFMC

10. UNM
11. MILC

12. CRB

Answers on page 8

Glen E. Miller is chairperson of Mennonite Board

of Missions Board of Directors.
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Cooperative Evangelism and

Church Development
As early as 1962, Anabaptist denomi-

nations have been cooperating in

evangelism and church develop-

ment. Neil Avenue Mennonite

Church, Columbus, Ohio, was

founded in 1962, a joint venture

between the Mennonite Church and

the General Conference Mennonite

Church.

In 1968, the Inter-Mennonite

Home Ministries Council was

founded. This group involves

Brethren in Christ, Mennonite

Brethren, General Conference Men-
nonite Church, Mennonite Church,

and Mennonite Central Committee.

It provides a channel for communi-
cation, consultation and coordination

among boards involved in home mis-

sion and/or service programs.

Evangelism and church develop-

ment cooperation between Men-
nonite Board of Missions (MBM) of

the Mennonite Church and the

Commission on Home Ministries

(CHM) of the General Conference

Mennonite Church has been more

intentional since the early 1980s. For

several years, both agencies shared a

joint staff person. Evangelism and

church development staff from both

agencies continue to meet together

periodically.

In 1987, the directors of both

evangelism and church development

departments were asked to develop a

proposal for merging the two depart-

ments. At that time it was decided

that other issues needed to be dealt

with before a merger could happen.

This has not been a deterrent to

cooperation. For example, most of

the new church plantings have dual

affiliation with both denominations.

The Detroit (Mich. ) model for urban

church development is a recent joint

project. Major resources are cospon-

sored, including a new manual for

church planting, the church planter

discernment process, the LIFE (Liv-

ing In Faithful Evangelism) program

for congregations, along with many
seminars.

Staff from MBM Home Ministries

and CHM also meet annually in

conjunction with conference mission

leaders from both denominations.

Last year, MBM Home Ministries

and CHM studied churches which

were planted with the intention of

joint or cooperative relationships.

These churches have potentially

complex support and accountability

relationships, including congregation

to congregation, congregation to

conference, and congregation to de-

nomination. The potential confusion

has been minimized by assigning a

primary sponsor and supervisor for

each church planting.

To make it easier for developing

congregations to relate to the larger

church, joint evangelism and church

development efforts should continue

moving toward unity of philosophy

and style of operation. As the ex-

pectations for congregational and

conference involvements of our de-

partments become the same, the de-

nominations will be much closer to

integration.

Evangelism and church develop-

ment staff from both agencies are

ready to lead the way for integrating

efforts. Staff are ready to cooperate

with the General Conference Men-
nonite Church/ Mennonite Church

Committee on Cooperation with the

belief that together we can do more

for extending the kingdom of God
than if we work separately.

Irv Weaver, vice president for Home
Ministries, Mennonite Board of

Missions

Leonard Wiebe, pastor of Peace Men-
nonite Community Church, Aurora,

Colo., baptizes Rhonda Rensberger. He
is assisted by Perry Ferris. The church

planting is a joint effort of Rocky Moun-
tain Conference (MC) and Western

District Conference (GC), in coopera-

tion with Denver area Mennonite con-

gregations. Public worship services

began Feb. 1, 1987; attendance

averages about 80 persons.
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Ministering to Students and Young Adults
The Inter-Mennonite Student

Services Committee, which included

representatives from the Mennonite
Church (MC), the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church (GC),

and the Mennonite Brethren

Church, began meeting in 1962. Ten
years later, the Mennonite Brethren

Church withdrew from the commit-
tee.

Since 1972, Student and Young
Adult Services (SYAS) of the Men-
nonite Church, and the Commission
on Education (COE) of the General

Conference Mennonite Church,

have continued to merge their

programming efforts in student and
scattered young adult ministries. In

1986, COE contracted with SYAS to

administer all joint student and
young adult program activities.

Today, SYAS manages the joint

computerized census process involv-

ing about 9,600 college students and
scattered young adults (up to age

30). These persons receive in search,

a quarterly newsletter edited by
Myrna Burkholder, SYAS director.

Articles focus on issues of concern to

young adults in transition, both

geographically and spiritually.

Marvin Koskie (right), Winnipeg,
Man., converses in American Sign

Language, while Jasenka-Dash,
Winnipeg, listens during a 1978

Deaf Ministries Forum.

One student wrote recently, "I am
a college student at a school of nurs-

ing. I receive in search and ap-

preciate it. The information on
upcoming events is great for ideas

for vacation plans. The articles are

well written and I enjoy reading

them. I like how they apply to the

college and young adult age group.

It seems to be an age that is not often

mentioned. Thank you."

SYAS staff also assist in church

planting developments among urban
young adults and students, such as in

Muncie, Ind., and lead urban peace
church evangelism seminars for

young adult-oriented urban con-

gregations.

More recently, SYAS has begun to

develop joint resources for congrega-

tions in young adult ministry. This

includes Feedback, a quarterly

newsletter for use by these congrega-

tions.

Myrna Burkholder, director of
Student and Young Adult Services,

Mennonite Board of Missions

Deaf Ministries Cooperation

Deaf ministries cooperation between

Mennonite Board of Missions

(M BM ) and the General Conference

Mennonite Church (GC) has taken

the form of Mary and Henry
Warkentins two-year assignment as

volunteer resource persons. They
visit Mennonite communities and
congregations, raising awareness of

concerns faced by deaf people and

their families. They also inform

families and churches with deaf

persons about available resources.

Warkentins, a GC couple from Win-

nipeg, Man., have a deaf daughter.

MBM staff assist Warkentins in

their assignment and contacts. GC
staff have assisted by providing

funds for their assignment and have

given Warkentins work credibility

by verbally supporting and authoriz-

ing their assignment.

Sheila Stopher Yoder, Deaf Minis-
tries director, Mennonite Board of
Missions
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Native American

Cooperation

United Native Ministries (UNM) of

the Mennonite Church, and the

Mennonite Indian Leadership

Council (MILC) of the General Con-

ference Mennonite Church, have

been cooperating; representatives at-

tend each other's meetings. This

helps facilitate dialogue between the

two groups. The goal is to have com-

mon agenda and a sense of growing

together.

A joint meeting of representatives

from all the native American groups

in North America is planned for

Normal 89. UNM and MILC repre-

sentatives will share in the General

Assembly worship service Wednes-

day morning, Aug. 2.

Ray Horst, Evangelism and Church

Development consultant, Mennonite

Board of Missions

Members of the executive committees of UNM and MILC met in March 1987 in

Newton, Kan., for sharing and fellowship. Seated from left: Geraldine Isaac, Elmer

Myron, Willis Busenitz, Henry Smiley and Cindy Bell. Standing are Clara Major,

Niell Von Gunten (Native Ministries of Canada), Betty Hart, Larry Haskie, Ray

Horst (MBM staff person), Don Yoder (CHM staff person) and Ted Risingsun.

Since the photo was taken, Bobbie Jean Frazier has replaced Cindy Bell, while

Clara Major resigned earlier this year.

Media Ministries

Media Ministries of Mennonite

Board of Missions (MBM), and the

Media Division of the Commission

on Home Ministries (CHM) of the

General Conference Mennonite

Church (GC), jointly planned,

produced and funded media projects

for many years. Ever since the GC
Media Division was dissolved in

early 1985, MBM-produced media

resources have been made available

to GC congregations on a fee basis.

This year, the "All God's People'

video curriculum entitled "Follow-

ing God's Call" will be jointly

released by Faith and Life Press, and

Mennonite Publishing House, in

cooperation with MBM. MBM staff

writer Melodie Davis developed this

13-week study series based on Edi-

tions 7-9 of the MBM "All God's

People" video series.

Beginning this year, the Con-

gregational Besources Board (CRB)

of the Conference of Mennonites in

Canada (GC) distributes MBM-
produced broadcasts to the public

media in Canada. The CRB office

also handles mail response from

those programs and any mail

response to the Another Way news-

paper column which is not directed

to local sponsoring congregations.

Kenneth J. Weaver, director, Men-

nonite Board of Missions Media

Ministries
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Mennonite Service

Venture Beginnings

A task force, including representa-

tives from both the Mennonite
Church (MC) and the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church (GC),

met in Liberty, Mo., in March 1985
to discuss youth and service options.

Specific agenda included critiquing

the GC work camp program, dis-

cussing short-term service options for

MC youth, and exploring a program
that would meet the needs of both

denominations. Task force par-

ticipants affirmed the importance of

the GC work camp program for indi-

vidual youth, and encouraged the

Mennonite Church to provide ser-

vice options for youth groups.

At the 1985 Mennonite Church
youth convention in Ames, Iowa,

Jane Miller, Mennonite Board of

Missions (MBM) short-term

program coordinator, encouraged

youth groups to covenant together to

be involved in a service project that

year. Many groups did. Jane began
helping youth make contacts with

service agencies in urban areas across

the U.S. and Canada.

Vu Doan works on a house in Wichita,

Kan., as part of a 1988 Group Venture

experience of the youth group of Bel-

mont Mennonite Church, Elkhart, Ind.

In the fall of 1985, Jane and Paula

Diller Lehman, director of the GC
work camp program, decided to

make cooperative efforts more inten-

tional. They formalized the

agreement by joining the work camp
program and the MBM short-term

program under a new name, Men-
nonite Service Venture. The work
camp program became Youth Ven-
ture; the MBM short-term program
was named Group Venture.

Since 1985, Youth Venture has

grown from 30 participants to 100,

involved in service projects across

the U.S. and Canada, plus Mexico,

Israel/West Bank, Northern Ireland

and Colombia.

Group Venture participation has

increased steadily, with over 600
youth involved in North American
service projects in 1988.

Judging from numbers alone,

Mennonite Service Venture has been
very successful.

According to Jane, "One of the

strengths of Venture has been the

fact that we joined resources and
cooperated as a dually affiliated

program. This cooperation gave the

program a strong focus at a time

when Mennonite youth were espe-

cially eager to get involved with ser-

Rochelle Martin (left), Alex Martinez
(foreground) and Matt Smith take a
break during a 1988 Group Venture in

Chicago, III. The youth are from
Assembly Mennonite Church, Goshen,
Ind.

vice. From the beginning, we
received enthusiastic support from
youth leaders and pastors who en-

couraged our efforts to work to-

gether." Paula added, "We work not

only with individuals and church

youth groups, but also with district,

provincial or conference groups that

want to do a service project to-

gether."

In July 1988, Jane began serving

in Mennonite Voluntary Service in

St. Paul, Minn. Nancy Thiessen cur-

rently coordinates Group Venture for

MBM.
Many youth see Mennonite

Service Venture as an opportunity to

share their faith in word and deed.

One 15-year-old participant said, "I

believe following Christ means serv-

ing others, and Mennonite Service

Venture provides that opportunity."

Paula Diller Lehman, Commission

on Education, General Conference

Mennonite Church
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United Mennonite Witness in Tokyo

Mennonite missions began activity

in Japan around 1950, largely avoid-

ing work in the capital city of Tokyo.

But the eventual flow of Japanese

Mennonites to Tokyo led to the

founding of Mennonite churches,

beginning with Honan Cho near the

center of the city. The inter-Men-
nonite character of the work was

evident from the early days and was

informally inaugurated in 1961. A
church conference formed in 1974 is

known today as the Tokyo Area

Fellowship of Mennonite Churches

(TAFMC).
Mennonite Board of Missions

(MBM) of the Mennonite Church,

and the Commission on Overseas

Mission (COM) of the General Con-

ference Mennonite Church, have

agreed to work cooperatively in

Tokyo. Decisions on allocating fi-

nancial and personnel resources are

reached by mutual consent of the

boards, with the intent that the

agencies work as one entity in the

Tokyo area.

TAFMC currently is comprised of

five congregations. Plans are in

process to establish a sixth church in

the northeast sector of the city. The
active membership in Tokyo is about

100 persons. MBM and COM have

agreed to give priority to the

strengthening of the Anabaptist wit-

ness in Tokyo, since this city and na-

tion are of such critical importance to

the entire Asia region.

Japan Anabaptist Center repre-

sents a significant aspect of Men-
nonite work in Tokyo. The Center

offers annual seminars for all the

Mennonite churches of Japan,

provides a place for study and re-

search at the Friedmann-Sakakibara

Library, and includes a guesthouse

for Mennonites traveling through

Tokyo.

COM worker Fritz Sprunger (left) and

MBM worker Charles Shenk (fifth from

left) lead an instruction class of the

Honan Cho congregation meeting at the

Anabaptist Center.

The Mennonite conferences in

Japan are currently discussing the

matter of leadership training. If a

joint program is attempted, it is

possible that the united ministry in

Tokyo, through the years, will

provide insight and resource for this

important aspect of the work.

John Sommer, Secretary for Asia,

Commission on Overseas Mission,

General Conference Mennonite

Church

Cooperating

with Mennonites

in Brazil

Missionaries and staff from Men-

nonite Board of Missions (MBM)
and the Commission on Overseas

Mission (COM) relate as partners

with the Brazil Mennonite Con-

ference (Associacao Evangelical

Menonita, or AEM). Assignments of

MBM and COM workers are ne-

gotiated with AEM. Worker assign-

ments vary: planting churches, help-

ing with leadership training, assist-

ing with publication and literature

ministries, and serving as pastoral

overseers.

In addition to personnel, MBM
and COM cooperate in providing

funds to AEM. Each agency pro-

vided $20,000 for the construction of

a two-story conference, study and

publishing center in Campinas, and

agreed to send volunteer North

American workers. Construction was

completed this spring.

Gerald Mumaw, MBM Latin

America director, says cooperation

with COM in Brazil, with the

country's size and opportunites,

"enables Mennonites to do twice as

1 KSSTSS*^

COM volunteer Matt Harms (left),

Newton, Kan., and Ken Wyse, MBM
overseas mission intern, mix cement at

the construction site of the conference

center.

much to meet the needs. Glendon

Klassen, COM secretary for Latin

America, adds that the partnership

gives Brazil Mennonites "a sense of

being part of a larger worldwide

Mennonite identity. For example,

MBM, COM and AEM all contrib-

ute toward the support of two semi-

nary students and a new Mennonite

community in Lisbon, Portugal.

MBM and COM also cooperate

together in relating with national

Mennonite conferences in Bolivia

and Uruguay.
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Vern Preheims

VIEW

Cooperation, like everything, has

its price! How do we decide when or

when not to cooperate? We have

been in the cooperation mode so

long that it seems right. To do our

own thing also may be right at times,

but it should be a conscious decision.

When two or more groups work
together, decision making and im-

plementation often become more
complicated and take more time.

Sometimes, the product is more
expensive, but usually it is also of

better quality. Sometimes, the larger

volume made possible through

cooperation is absolutely essential for

a project or program to be imple-

mented.

Cooperation requires give and
take in trust. Often, some com-
promise is needed— perhaps on im-

portant issues, but usually on incon-

sequential matters.

Cooperation would be simplified

if Mennonite Church (MC) and
General Conference Mennonite
Church (GC) structures were more

parallel. As it is, Mennonite Board of

Missions (MBM) relates to three

program agencies of the General

Conference Mennonite Church.

Some realigning of portfolios or

responsibilities could help.

Cooperation is working. New
areas and ways of working together

should be explored. All options have

not been exhausted. Instinctively, we
should ask at the earliest stages of ex-

ploration or planning for a given

program or project, "Do other Men-
nonite groups have the same need?

Should we work at this together?"

Native Americans, blacks, His-

panics and various Asian ethnic

groups in North America find the

GC/MC distinctions rather mean-
ingless. Some imposing of these dif-

ferences is unavoidable. My vision is

that we should not only encourage

these respective ethnic groups to

work together, but also make it as

easy as possible for them to do so.

This will require more, rather than

less, cooperation at the denomina-

tional level—in this case, between
MBM and its GC counterparts.

Cooperation at times is awkward
because the two groups working to-

gether do not have equal staff or

equal financial resources. Patience

and understanding is needed by all.

What is the opposite of coopera-

tion? Is it competition? Is it non-

cooperation? Whatever the opposite,

to be against cooperation is almost

like being against revival, or

motherhood, or apple pie!

Cooperation has its price, but it is

working. We make it work and it is

worth the price. One day, we will be
ready to move beyond cooperation.

Until then, whenever it makes sense

to do something together, let's do so,

taking into account the realities and
situations of the potential cooperat-

ing groups.

Vern Preheim is general secretary of
the General Conference Mennonite
Church.

Prayer Request

by Paul M. Gingrich, MBM president

Thank God for the effective ways mission cooperation is happening
around the world among workers and staff with Mennonite Board
of Missions and General Conference Mennonite Church commis-
sions. Pray that God will continue to give us vision for ways that to-

gether we can help expand God's kingdom and build new commu-
nities of faith.

Photo credits; Ann Mahree Fath, Jane
Miller, Carla Reimer, Phi] Richard,

Ruth Shenk, Doug Steiner

Answers to Alphabet Soup Quiz

1. Mennonite Church
2. General Conference, or short

form for General Conference
Mennonite Church

3. Mennonite Board of Missions

4. Commission on Education

5. Commission on Home Ministries

6. Commission on Overseas Mission

7. Evangelism and Church
Development

8. Student and Young Adult Services

9. Tokyo Area Fellowship of

Mennonite Churches
10. United Native Ministries

11. Mennonite Indian Leadership

Council

12. Congregational Resources Board
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growth.

Service Adventure director Nancy
Thiessen says volunteers will serve with

Heart and Hand House in the Barbour
County, W. Va., town of Philippi. The
county has an unemployment rate of 14

percent—twice the state average. The un-

official rate is much higher because sta-

tistics don't include people unemployed
long-term. One contributing factor is that

most area coal mines are closed.

Heart and Hand House, a mission proj-

ect of the United Methodist Church,
operates a summer youth program and
jail ministry and provides home repair,

food, and transportation. It also helps pay
utilities and purchases medicine for

needy people and hopes to establish a free

medical clinic.

Service Adventure volunteers will re-

late to Philippi Mennonite Church. Most
of the congregation's 30 adult members
are professionals who relocated in the

area—nurses, physicians, and educators.

Pastor Mike Chandler said the congrega-

tion works in the community ecumeni-
cally through Heart and Hand House.
Chandler is president of its board.

Chandler described living conditions of

some county residents as "close to third

world standards." He said opportunities

to minister "are limited only by the re-

sources available." That's why his con-
gregation and its Service Adventure advi-

sory committee, which includes two Alle-

gheny Conference representatives, are ex-

cited about having MBM volunteers.

Allegheny Conference is providing
$10,000 to pay for operating costs of the

Service Adventure unit the first year. The
conference's investment committee is al-

so exploring the possibility of purchasing
a house for the unit.

In addition to working, Thiessen said

the volunteers in Philippi will take ad-

vantage of recreational opportunities in

the area, like white-water rafting and
spending time at state parks.

In Champaign, 111., the assignments of

Service Adventure volunteers will include

home repair, day care, and working with
elderly persons.

Volunteers will relate to two sponsor-
ing congregations, East Bend Mennonite
Church of Fisher and First Mennonite
Church of Champaign-Urbana. A local

advisory committee, composed of mem-
bers from both congregations, is guiding
the Champaign Voluntary Service pro-

gram as it becomes a Service Adventure
unit. Champaign has hosted the MBM-
sponsored VS unit for the past 17 years.

Champaign is the home of the Uni-
versity of Illinois. The volunteers can
visit nearby Chicago, Lake Michigan, and
a variety of state and national parks.

Thiessen hopes to open a third Service
Adventure unit in August. Household
leaders are needed for all three units.

New locations projected for 1990 include

Albany, Oreg., and Nashville, Tenn.

The money from the construction and sale of this house near Shippensburg, Pa., will be sent to

disaster-plagued Bangladesh.

Volunteers build

'house against hunger'
to raise funds for MCC

For many years Mennonites and Breth-

ren in Christ in the Cumberland Valley of

Pennsylvania have contributed to Men-
nonite Central Committee through meat
canning and material aid projects and
through the Pennsylvania Relief Sale

held annually in Harrisburg. This year

donations to the relief sale took a new
form.

Housing construction has been boom-
ing in this rural area of south-central

Pennsylvania. One more new house in the

Country Manor development near Ship-

pensburg would not normally draw a lot

of attention. But this house was different.

The sign in the front yard as it was being

constructed said, "House Against Hun-
ger," which meant that proceeds from the

sale of the house would go to MCC.
The idea of building a house from

donated labor, materials at cost, and cash

contributions originated at the Michiana

Relief Sale in Goshen, Ind., last year. Leo
Martin, MCC's mid-Atlantic regional fi-

nancial resource consultant, found sev-

eral businessmen and contractors in the

Shippensburg/Chambersburg area who
were eager to give the idea a try in their

community.
The response was overwhelming. Busi-

nesses from Newville, Pa., to Hagers-

town, Md., donated materials for the

house. About $35,000 in materials,

$35,000 in labor, and $12,000 in cash were
donated. The remaining materials were
purchased at cost or for a minimal fee. A
local real-estate agency donated its ser-

vices to handle the sale of the house.

The 1,700-square-foot house, which has

three bedrooms, IVi baths, central heat-

ing, air conditioning, a basement, and a

two-car garage, sold recently for

$105,000. Because of the contributions

from churches, businesses, and indi-

viduals, the project netted close to

$90,000.

The money will be used by MCC to feed

people in Bangladesh, where flooding, a

cyclone, and a tornado in recent months
have left thousands dead and millions

homeless.

"If people are interested, I'd be ready to

do another one," said project coordinator

Mahlon Diller. "There are plenty of

resources, plenty of help, and there's

plenty of need in the world."
—Miriam Martin

Normal 89 delegates
might make history,

says Lapp
Participants at Normal 89 will have the

chance to play a key role in determining
the type of relationship the Mennonite
Church and the General Conference Men-
nonite Church will have in the future. "It

will be a strategic moment. It will be the

first time our constituencies have been
publicly polled on the topic of integra-

tion," said MC executive secretary James
Lapp about the second joint convention of

the two denominations, which will be

held Aug. 1-6 at Illinois State University

in Normal.
Delegates will have the opportunity to

vote "yes" or "no" on a statement which
supports the "deliberate" exploration of

MC/GC merger, or "integration." The
statement was approved by the General
Boards of both denominations this

spring. "We need the endorsement of our

people before we take any significant

steps toward integration," said Lapp.

GC general secretary Vern Preheim
agreed: "The exploration of integration

will make demands on our leaders,

boards, agencies, and churches. It's im-

portant for the delegates to say whether
they want to invest their time and energy

in this process."

Regardless of the outcome of the mer-
ger discussion, the two leaders believe

that Normal 89 will be "rich" in

experiences as people from the two de-

nominations and a variety of back-

grounds come together to celebrate the

theme of "Many Peoples Becoming God's

People." Over 8,000 people are expected to

attend.
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Readers say

Letter}; from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
Long letters may need to be shortened.

Karen Forsee, Lakewood, Ohio
Your article, "Over 40 Mennonites Join

Pro-Choice March in Washington" (May
9), is inappropriate and the actions of

those who joined that march should be
reprimanded by the church. Our con-
gregation cancelled our subscriptions to

Gospel Herald recently because of arti-

cles such as these. I frequently would
take these magazines to work to share
with co-workers, but would be ashamed
to now.

I thank God we have a government to

put a stop to this. If our churches were
doing our job, the government would not
have to step in. By the way, I am a nurse
who works with terminally ill people so
they may die with dignity.

Steven and Judy Frei, Whitehall, Pa.
We were dismayed upon reading in the

May 9 issue about Mennonites involved in

a pro-choice (abortion rights) march in

Washington.
It is well known to medical science that

a fetus is a person. It has all the genetic

material of a person, has the feelings and
reactions of a person, and has its own in-

dividual characteristics which differ from
the mother.

We Mennonites so respect human life,

as God teaches, that we reject violence

and warfare. Can we allow the killing of

the most defenseless and helpless persons
(babies) to continue without raising our
voice against it? And how could we think

of marching in support of it? Can murder
ever be the "least destructive alterna-

tive"?

Charles P. DeSanto, Mackeyville, Pa.
How can the Christian who decries the

Holocaust and the Vietnam War, who la-

ments the destruction of the environment
by chemical waste, and who "fights" for

racial and sexual equality, turn around
and say, "It's okay to have an abortion"?

Let's set aside all the verbiage that is

designated to justify our disobedience to

one of the primary principles of Holy
Scripture. Human life is sacred. We're
not talking about an architect's draw-
ing—we're talking about an actual
person, a human life! The sacredness of

human life is one of our most basic Chris-

tian beliefs.

Christians are called to self-denial, to

suffering for Christ's sake. We don't de-
cide what we will do or will not do on the
basis of whether it is convenient, whether

it will "mess up" our plans for the future!

If Christ used pro-choice-type reasoning,
he would have circumvented the cross
and all the other suffering that was in-

volved in his ministry.

Sandy Troyer, Milford, Nebr.
Our responsibility as the body of Christ

regarding the abortion issue seems to be
twofold. First and foremost is the preven-
tion of an unplanned pregnancy through
open, honest discussion and education,

primarily in the home and also in the

church. Second, we must learn how to

respond compassionately to individuals in

this situation. We must be willing and
readily available for emotional, spiritual,

and financial support. We have responded
with cold indifference for too long. Can
we speak out against abortion unless we
offer another alternative?

As a mother of three daughters, I

would be kidding myself if I believed that

this issue will not touch me or those close

to me in a very personal way in the fu-

ture. But I pray that God will give us the

grace and courage to deal with this issue

of abortion, using God's wisdom instead

of the world's ideas of alternatives.

Mark and Ruth Layman,
Newport News, Va.
We are hurt deeply and embarrassed to

have any of our non-Mennonite Christian
friends read the pro-choice article. To us
abortion is a clearcut issue. It is a sin and
no amount of rationalizing makes it

otherwise. Sooner or later our nation will

be judged for the millions of unborn ba-

bies destroyed. Remember how subtly
Eve was deceived!

Justus Holsinger, Hesston, Kans.
The following statement by Ted Grims-

rud in "What Did They Accomplish?"
(Apr. 25) disturbed me: "Most Mennonites
continued to oppose the war, but in
pockets of the country such opposition
was weak. For instance, the president of
Bluffton College, a General Conference
Mennonite school in Ohio, spoke out in

favor of the U.S. war effort. Not surpris-
ingly, few Mennonite young men from the
Bluffton area did alternative service
through Civilian Public Service."

I taught history and political science at
Bluffton College for two years immedi-
ately after the war, and I did have more
ex-GIs than CPS men in my classes, but
at the time only one-fourth of the
students were members of the Mennonite

the video curriculum that has people talking

Following Cod's Call
Try something new. Start your
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group discussion with a five-

minute segment of a contem-

porary faith experience from
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j

Launch into a lesson that I
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Media Ministries

1251 Virginia Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
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Mennonite Publishing House
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Church. Lloyd Ramseyer was president of

Bluffton College during the war and a

number of years thereafter. Had Presi-

dent Ramseyer read the above statement

before his death he would have been

deeply hurt. He was a strong pacifist and

was deeply committed to New Testament
teaching on peace and justice. In fact,

many of his weekly chapel talks to the

students and faculty spoke to these is-

sues. A long-time Bluffton faculty mem-
ber informs me that the president who
preceded Ramseyer was also a strong pac-

ifist. During my two years at Bluffton

College I never once heard an administra-

tor or faculty member defend the U.S.

war position.

I attended other Mennonite and Breth-

ren colleges and have taught on other

Mennonite and Friends campuses and I

cannot truthfully say that there was less

emphasis on peace and justice issues on

the Bluffton campus.

David Rempel Smucker, Akron, Pa.
My phone conversation with Ted

Grimsrud indicated that he gleaned the

reference to a Bluffton College president

from a tape recording which gave no date

and no name of the president. Nor did Mr.
Grimsrud verify this assertion from any
other source.

Then Grimsrud states that "few Men-
nonite young men from the Bluffton area

did alternative service." What percentage

constitutes "few"? My phone conversation

with Mr. Grimsrud again indicated that

he did not verify this statement with

further research into the details of and
participants in these events. Such a per-

centage would vary with regard to the

definition of the group or groups in-

volved—men at only or both Bluffton

College and the Bluffton area, CPS par-

ticipant numbers compared to Mennonite
men or both Mennonite and non-Men-
nonite.

I have not compiled these statistics now
because I wanted to make a quick re-

sponse. However, at my request, a grad-

uate of Bluffton College during the 1930s

and a career administrator for Mennonite
Central Committee compiled a list of 46

Bluffton College students who served in

CPS. No doubt there are more persons

who would be revealed by more detailed

research.

I sense that Mr. Grimsrud has no ad-

versarial intentions toward Bluffton Col-

lege or the Bluffton Mennonite com-
munity, but this does not excuse such
shoddy and sloppy research which prac-

tically negates the peace and service wit-

ness of Lloyd Ramseyer and others.

Ted Grimsrud, Eugene, Oreg.
I would like to clarify a misleading

statement in my Apr. 25 article about the

(unnamed) Bluffton College president. If

I could rewrite the paragraph which so of-

fended David Rempel Smucker, I would
write thus: "Most Mennonites continued

to oppose the war, but in pockets of the

country such opposition was weak. To
some degree, at least, this can be meas-
ured by participation in Civilian Public

Service. For instance, in Bluffton, Ohio,

home of Bluffton College, only about 15

percent of Mennonite draftees joined

CPS."

My reference to the Bluffton College

president was to S. K. Mosiman (presi-

dent from 1910 to 1935), some of whose
communications during the First World
War could easily be interpreted as sup-

portive of the U.S. war effort (see James
Juhnke's article in the December 1986

Mennonite Life). During World War II,

according to Mennonite Central Commit-
tee's postwar draft census, the two
churches in Bluffton sent 18 out of their

123 drafted men to CPS. This one-out-of-

seven ratio was about half the ratio of

other General Conference churches and
about a quarter of the ratio of the other

Mennonite groups. It seems justifiable to

call this "only a few," though one could

more precisely say "significantly fewer

than most other Mennonite commu-
nities."

I assumed a likely connection, at least

indirect, between the long-term tenure of

a college president who was less than
totally supportive of World War I con-

scientious objectors and the relatively

small percentage of CPSers from Bluff-

ton during World War II. I did not mean
to imply that Lloyd Ramseyer, as Bluff-

ton president during World War II, was
unfaithful to his church's peace tradition.

By then, though, apparently other seeds
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planted earlier were coming to fruition.

I would encourage Smucker to write an

article on Lloyd Ramseyer's wartime
peace concern. Present-day Mennonites

badly need to hear stories of faithful

North American Mennonite peacemak-
ing. Ramseyer's work is especially perti-

nent given his faithfulness in the face of

local hostility and an ambivalent constit-

uency.

Vernon Rempel, Lancaster, Pa.
I disagree with Daniel Hertzler's asser-

tion that the figurative language the Bi-

ble uses to name God is sufficient for us

today ("The Gender of God," Apr. 11). He
refers to Elizabeth Achtemeier's contrast

between the male biblical God, "separate

from and in control of natural processes,"

and the female feminist God, "bound up
with nature in an endless cycle."

It was certainly one of the major Old

Testament struggles to break away from
the magical, manipulative, cyclical reli-

gions that focused on fertility. At the core

of that struggle ran a thread of prophetic

critique calling for justice and holiness

that could disarm sexual, political, and fi-

nancial oppression. Jesus picked up that

thread and became the person of the

Spirit of God toward which the Hebrews
had been pointing.

Did Jesus reverse what the Old Testa-

ment Hebrews had been striving for all

along—the separation of Creator and cre-

ation? No, because that is not what the

Hebrews were striving for. The divine

Spirit among them called for liberation

from mindless ritual that subordinated

the human spirit to the whims of a usual-

ly state-controlled fertility god. And the

liberation issued in modes of reconcilia-

tion to the disenfranchised.

Jesus surely and ably demonstrated in

his person that such liberation and recon-

ciliation was the character of God. But
Jesus was not careful to hold apart Crea-

tor and creation. In fact, Jesus seemed at

pains to demonstrate that God was
around, still doing mighty works after all

these years, not in careful differentiation,

but in messy intimacy with God's own
creation.

What does this have to do with the lan-

guage issue? I emphatically do not think

we should restrict ourselves to the male
God language of the Bible, to the extent

that it is there, simply to ensure that we
are praying to the Creator, rather than

the creation. I think there is another and
better measure of the faithfulness of our

God-language. Do the words we use for

God provide space for our God to liberate

and reconcile human beings? Is God un-

leashed by how we address God, so that

we do not bind God by our abiding preju-

dices and dichotomies? These are

measures that matter, I think, in how we
address the Holy Whirlwind.
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Chicago Mennonite Learning Center will not
reopen this fall after all. The center's board
made that decision on May 11. The reasons are
lack of a full-time director, lack of a permanent
facility, and lack of money, said board
president Ezra Byler. Despite intense fund-
raising efforts, the money needed to exercise
the option to purchase the former St. Agnes
School and Convent was not raised by the Apr.
1 deadline. An alternate proposal was rejected
by the owners—the Catholic Archdiocese of
Chicago. Future direction and action will be
considered at the June 9 board meeting.

Poor people from all across the South will
march from Roanoke, Va., to Washington,
D.C., this fall to join a "Housing Now!" rally
on Oct. 7. One of the organizers of the march
and of the rally is Mennonite pastor David
Hayden, who leads Justice House Commu-
nity—a homeless shelter and congregation in

Roanoke. The march, called "New Exodus,"
will start in Roanoke on Sept. 15, walk up the
Shenandoah Valley on Rt. 11 and then east on
Rt. 55, and arrive in the outskirts of Wash-
ington on Oct. 5. "Homelessness continues to
mount in this richest of all nations," says
Hayden. "We want to join our many voices to-

gether as one voice—indeed a cry—the cry of
the poor for decent affordable housing—a cry
for justice." More information is available
from Justice House Community at 720 First
St. SW, Roanoke, VA 24016; phone 703-343-
3691.

Schowalter Villa broke ground for a major
new addition in Hesston, Kans., on May 4.

The $1.9 million project, to be completed by
July 1990, is a new wing for the Mennonite
retirement community's health-care center. It

will include 30 private rooms, eight semi-
private rooms, a private dining room, activity
area, lounge, and enclosed courtyard. Also in-

cluded is a special-care unit for residents with
dementia, senility, and Alzheimer's disease.
Among the people who turned the first shovels
of dirt at the groundbreaking ceremony were
some of the 28-year-old community's first resi-

dents. Schowalter Villa has served 580
residents since it opened in 1961. Of the 183
who entered the villa in the first 10 years, 11
continue to live there.

Lifelong Hesston College supporter Mabel
Kauffman, 98, died on May 9 in Hesston,
Kans. She was among the first 25 students
enrolled at the school in 1910. Her husband,
James, whom she met there, died during the
Great Depression, leaving her to support their
four children. Kauffman boarded college stu-
dents in her home, washed and ironed for
students, and tended a large garden.

The Kansas office of Mennonite Mutual Aid
moved from Hesston to North Newton on
June 1. It is now located in what was known as
the Grattan Building or the Mennonite Press
Building. MMA's Mennonite Foundation office
remains in Hesston for the present time. The
new office is staffed by Glen Unrau, Elaine
Harms, and Del Reimer. Its address and phone
number are 2505 N. Main St., Suite A, Box 500,
North Newton, KS 67117; 316-283-1300.

"The Radicals," the new movie about the
Anabaptists, won a major award recently at
the largest film festival in North America. In
competition with about 50 others in the inde-
pendently produced feature film category at

Rebuilding in Bangladesh. Last September floods covered two-thirds of

Bangladesh, destroying homes and a quarter of the main rice crop. Three months
later a cyclone in the southwest killed some 1,500 people and destroyed homes and
schools. Mennonite Central Committee immediately launched a one-year

rehabilitation project. It costs $1 million, but so far only $200,000 has been received in

donations. Pictured is a little girl at Uttor Boro Mogra Primary School in Borisal,

sitting in the sun, writing the alphabet on palm leaves. She lost her school in the

cyclone. MCC has helped the local people raise the ground where the school stood, so

it will be less vulnerable to floods. MCC is also helping the villagers build a new
school.

the Houston International Film Festival, The
Radicals won the Silver Award (third place).

Of the 95 feature films premiering at the fes-

tival, only 14 had sell-out audiences. The Radi-
cals was one of them. The film was produced
by Sisters & Brothers, an independent Men-
nonite media group based in Goshen, Ind.

Nearly 3,000 people viewed "The Radicals"
during its week-long showing in Newton,
Kans. The May 5-11 showing of the new film
about Anabaptist leaders Michael and Mar-
garetha Sattler was at Fox Theater. Another
140 saw the movie at a special screening for
church and college leaders. The Newton show-
ing was the first community-wide showing of
The Radicals in North America. It was
produced by Sisters & Brothers, an inde-
pendent Mennonite media group.

More than 5,000 copies of a newsletter de-
voted to incest have already been distributed
by the Committee on Women's Concerns of
Mennonite Central Committee. The March/
April issue of the committee's Women's Re-port
has gotten such positive response that the
group now plans to print 10,000 more copies for
mailing to Mennonite pastors and for distribu-
tion at the Normal 89 Mennonite convention
this summer and at the Mennonite World Con-
ference assembly next summer. The issue on
incest will also be included in a new resource
packet on child abuse being planned by the
MCC Domestic Violence Task Force. An earlier

resource, The Purple Packet, focused on spouse

abuse. Planners hope to distribute the new
packet at Normal 89.

Some 600-700 people were killed in a tornado
that struck central Bangladesh on Apr. 26.

Many agencies are responding to the disaster.

Mennonite Central Committee provided 100
hurricane lamps and kerosene, since electricity

was out in the area. MCC is also giving assis-

tance through a local agency which is provid-
ing food and other aid. MCC has no workers or
projects in the affected area. The tornado
follows a cyclone last November and floods last

September.

A young congregation in Albuquerque dedi-
cated its new building recently in another
part of the city. In the process, the six-year-old

church changed its name from West Mesa
Christian Outreach to Living Word Christian
Outreach. The 34-member group previously
met in an old storefront. The new building,

which seats over 100, is located four miles
away in the South Valley area. Pastor Ron
Embleton says the members are eager to fill

the new facility by inviting their friends and
family. The congregation is a church-planting
effort of Conservative Conference.

A young Hispanic congregation in Dallas
dedicated a new building recently. "This is a
dream come true," said Pastor Antonio Are-
valo of Iglesia Cristiana Menonita de Dallas. "I

want to thank all who helped with their

prayers, money, skills, and strength." The six-
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year-old congregation has an attendance of

about 45. Many of the people are originally

from Colombia, where they became Menno-
nites as a result of mission work by the

General Conference Mennonite Church. The
congregation is affiliated with both the GC
Church and the Mennonite Church.

Mennonites and Lutherans worshiped to-

gether in Minneapolis recently. Ebenezer Lu-
theran Church was observing "Shalom Sun-

day" and invited neighboring Faith Mennonite
Church to participate in the service. In his

sermon, the Lutheran pastor, who is a veteran

of the Korean War, told how he changed over

the years from being a "hawk" to being a

peacemaker. The service was followed by a

fellowship meal. The two congregations, lo-

cated across the street from each other, have
conducted joint Thanksgiving services for the

past several years, but this is the first time

they worshiped together on Sunday morning.

"Urban Mennonites Blaze Inner-City
Trails," said a headline in a recent issue of

New York Daily News. The news story fea-

tured the five Mennonite congregations in the

Bronx. They are in low-income areas and are

made up mostly of blacks, Hispanics, and
recent immigrants. Reporter Marta Baziuk
told how the churches grew out of the work of

volunteers from Pennsylvania, starting in the

1940s. She interviewed three pastors—Michael

Banks, Thomas Finger, and Steven Garcia

—

who were attracted to the Mennonite Church
because of its emphases on community, sim-

plicity, peace, and justice.

Dennis Yoder has been named a mutual aid

counselor by Mennonite Mutual Aid to repre-

sent its life and retirement plans. He operates

Dennis Yoder Insurance of Sarasota, Fla. He
will offer annuities, life insurance, and long-

term care insurance for Southeast Mennonite
Mutual Aid.

A church-planting effort among Vietnamese
immigrants is getting underwas in Wash-
ington, D.C. It is led by Can Ngoc Le and
Huong Pham, a husband and wife who are

themselves immigrants from Vietnam. On
May 20 they both graduated from Eastern

Mennonite Seminary and on the following day
they were both licensed as pastors by Virginia

Conference.

Pastoral transitions:

•Don Sharp will become pastor of Kaufman
Mennonite Church, Hollsopple, Pa., in August.
He is a 1989 graduate of Eastern Mennonite
Seminary.
•Paul Gaskins will be ordained on June 11 as

pastor of Christian Conquest Ministries,

Washington, D.C. He is the founding pastor of

this new congregation.

•Basil Marin was ordained as pastor of Family
Mennonite Church, Los Angeles, Calif., on

Apr. 16. He has served the nine-year-old con-

gregation for nearly four years.

•Pablo Reyes was ordained as pastor of Iglesia

Evangelica Hispana, Medicine Hat, Alta., on
Mar. 25. He is the founding pastor of this new
congregation.

•Clyde Kratz will become pastor of New
Holland (Pa.) Mennonite Church soon. He is a

1989 graduate of Eastern Mennonite Seminary.
•Daryl Driver will become pastor of Pleasant
View Mennonite Church, Hydro, Okla., soon.

He is a 1989 graduate of Eastern Mennonite
Seminary.
•Victor Kliewer will become pastor of North
Leamington (Ont.) Mennonite Church on Aug.
1. He will succeed Cornelius Driedger.

•Milton Stoltzfus was ordained as pastor of

Landis Valley Mennonite Church, Lancaster,
Pa., on Mar. 5. He was licensed in 1987.

•Roger Hershberger has resigned as pastor of

Williamsburg (Va.) Mennonite Church.
•Abner Miller became pastor of Acts Covenant
Fellowship, Lancaster, Pa., recently. He suc-

ceeds Henry Buckwalter.
•Matt Matteson was installed as pastor of

Concord (Tenn.) Mennonite Church on June 1.

He succeeds Aquila Stoltzfus.

•Jeff Earman has resigned as pastor of
Knoxville (Tenn.) Mennonite Church, effective

in mid-June.

•Bob Croskmd will become copastor of Edson
(Alta.) Mennonite Church in August. He will

serve alongside current pastor Paul Voegtlin.

•Shane Lilly was licensed as youth minister of

New Covenant Mennonite Fellowship, Har-
risonburg, Va., on May 7.

New appointments:
•Marilyn Landis, admissions staff person,

Eastern Mennonite College. She will coordi-

nate on-campus visits for prospective students

and also do student recruitment. She is a

December 1988 honors graduate of EMC.
•Philip Lehman, admissions staff person,
Eastern Mennonite College. He will contact

prospective students in northeastern states.

He is an April 1989 honors graduate of EMC.

Church-related job openings:
•Development director, Greencroft Retirement
Community, Goshen, Ind. The person will de-

velop and promote a charitable giving pro-

gram. Requirements include a college degree,

oral/written communication skills, interper-

sonal ability, and skills in fund-raising
management and public relations. Send
resume to Timothy Croyle at Greencroft, 1225

Greencroft Dr., Goshen, IN 46526.

•Food service manager, Camp Amigo, Sturgis,

Mich., starting in August. Responsibilities in-

clude menu planning, ordering, supervising,

and cooking. (A part-time cook is also needed.)

Contact the camp at 26455 Banker Street Rd.,

Sturgis, MI 49091; phone 616-651-2811.

New members
Jubilee, Meridian, Miss.: Bob, Edea, and

Dee Dee Baldwin by confession of faith.

Bellwood, Milford, Nebr.: Grant Beckler,

Jeremy Burkey, Joey Hostetler, Brent Roth,

and Phil Stauffer.

Hesston, Kans.: Chris Blosser, Jon Funk,
Teri Mullet, Trinda Swartley, and Keith Yutzy
by baptism, and Ray Roulhac by confession of

faith.

St. Jacobs, Ont.: Ken Martin, David
Weber, Sheri Veitch, Darrel Martin, and
Karen Martin by baptism, and Kim Freeman
by confession of faith.

Wooster, Ohio: Gretchen Miller and Christy
Martin.

Marion, Shipshewana, Ind.: J. J. Egli,

Craig Mast, Kim and Linda Griffith, Kevin
Mast, Andrea Egli, and Matthew Miller.

Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio: Lucy Hofacre,

Carla Lance, and Mark Miller by baptism, and
Esther and Glenn Mott and Dave and Juanita
Ross by confession of faith.

Neffsville, Lancaster, Pa.: Rick Barnett,
David Butterworth, Melinda Herr, Joan Maus,
Rick Walters, Renee Bear, Craig Dagen,
Maureen Heist, Roman Hess, Michelle Noll,

and Monique Stauffer.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Anders, Don Philip and Beverly Ann
(Gross), Souderton, Pa., first child, Brent
Philip, May 13.

Beiler, Steve and Sherri (Haarer), Sarasota,

EMC plaque recognizes teachers and donors. Jesse Byler stands in front of an en-

graved plaque that has been placed in the Teacher Education Department at Eastern

Mennonite College. EMC established an endowed teaching chair in 1987 in honor of

Byler, who headed the department, 1971-82. The plaque recognizes major contributors

to the Byler Chair and lists 79 "effective teachers" named by donors for their inspira-

tion and help at a given educational level or stage of life. So far, EMC has received

$720,000 in gifts from 622 donors. The Byler Chair provides salary and benefits for

the professor named to the chair, scholarships for teacher education students, and

funds for teaching tools and equipment for the department. Donovan Steiner, cur-

rent department head, is the first professor named to the Byler Chair. Byler left the

department for health reasons but continues in an advisory role to the Teacher

Education Department and other program areas at EMC.
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Fla., second daughter, Stephanie Ann, May 3.

DelGallo, Richard and Stacy (Mann), Valpa-
raise, Ind., first child, Luke Anthony, Apr. 6.

Derstine, Lamar and Rose (Coccia), Hat-
field, Pa., fourth child, second son, Joshua
Michael, May 15.

Dow, Ronald and Kathleen (Gingerich), St.

Agatha, Ont, second child, first daughter,
Traci Elizabeth, Apr. 28.

Dretscher, Greg and Deb (Sutter), Middle-
town, Va., first child, Luke Levi, Mar. 10.

Good, Terry and Kim, New Hamburg, Ont.,
first child, Mitchell Carman, May 6.

Hackman, Joel and Shirley (Landis), Mexico
City, Mexico, fourth son, Christopher Merrill,
Jan. 16.

Kropf, Kevin and Karen, Albany, Oreg.,
Erin Melissa; born on May 7, received for adop-
tion, on May 9.

Miller, James and Wanda (Schrock), Sara-
sota, Fla., first child, Lauren Jill, May 16.

Miller, Morris and Diana (Ropp), Riverside,
Iowa, first child, Christian William, Apr. 22.

Miller, Phil and Jeannie (Krabill), Goshen,
Ind., first child, Jordan Scot, Apr. 15.

Nofsinger, Gary and Christine (Wenger),
Ephrata, Pa., second son, Andrew John, Mar.
8.

Schwartz, Douglas and Nancy (Lahman),
Sturgis, Mich., second child, first daughter,
Sarah Anne, Apr. 24.

Short, Michael and Dana (Barber), Arch-
bold, Ohio, second child, first daughter, Casey
Brooke, May 6.

Smidt, Reg and Kathy (Crocker), Morton,
111., third son, Samuel John, May 18.

Smucker, Greg and Barb (Snider), Goshen,
Ind., second child, first son, Simon Gregory,
May 10.

Steckly, Brent and Jan (Glick), Edmonton,
Alta., second child, first son, Trevor James,
Jan. 29.

Stutzman, Terry and Jolene (Stewart), Mil-
ford, Nebr., second child, first son, Matthew
Allen, Jan. 7.

Taniguchi, Ron and Susan (Snyder), Ed-
monton, Alta., third daughter, Allison Suz-
anne, May 7.

Teague, Randy and Lisa (Raber), Tampa,
Fla., second child, first daughter, Bailey Re-
nae, Apr. 2.

Waidelich, John and Sherri (Sauder), Waus-
eon, Ohio, first child, Brian Jacob, Apr. 29.

Weaver, John and Debra (Martin), Apple
Creek, Ohio, second daughter, Amanda Sue,
Apr. 7.

Yoder, Darrell and Ruby (Bontrager), Sara-
sota, Fla., first child, Miriam Renee, May 11.

Zook, Steven and Pamela (Goerzen),
Edmonton, Alta., second child, first son, Jared
Steven, May 10.

Ressler-Mosher. Winfred D. Ressler and
Barbara K. Mosher, both of Kidron, Ohio, Son-
nenberg cong., by Charles Robinson, May 6.

Schrag-Bond. Les Schragand LeAnn Bond,
both of Newton, Kans., Hesston Inter-Men-
nonite Fellowship, by Kenneth E. Strong, Apr.
22.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald " if the address is supplied.

Ging-Watts. Bill Ging, Newton, Kans., and
Marilyn Watts, Hesston, Kans., Hesston Inter-
Mennonite Fellowship, by Kenneth E. Strong,
May 6.

Litwiller-Eberley. John J. Litwiller, Peoria,
111., First Mennonite cong., and Aleta Marie
Eberley, Trivoli, 111., by Glen A. Horner, May
13.

Notestine-Detweiler. Roger Notestine and
Norma Detweiler, both of Sarasota, Fla.,

Ashton cong., by Thomas Renno, Apr. 22.

Obituaries

Beiler, Levi S., son of Levi and Sarah
(Stoltzfus) Beiler, was born at Morgantown,
Pa., Sept. 9, 1902; died at Reading (Pa.) Hos-
pital on Mar. 2, 1989; aged 86 y. On Jan. 20,
1927, he was married to Anna Kurtz, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Eugene and
Vernon), 4 daughters (Alma Bloss, Florence
Groff, Nora Eberly, and Vida Beiler), 21 grand-
children, 17 great-grandchildren, one sister
(Martha Stoltzfus), and 4 brothers (Isaac,
Stephen, Irvin, and Harvey). He was a member
of Conestoga Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Mar. 6, in charge
of Harvey Z. Stoltzfus and Nathan Stoltzfus;
interment in Conestoga Mennonite Church
Cemetery.
Birky, Jacob A., son of Daniel and Mary

(Zeitler) Birkey, was born at Oberlin, Kans.,
May 19, 1895; died at St. Francis Medical
Center, Peoria, III, May 15, 1989; aged 94 y. On
Jan. 16, 1919, he was married to Alma Eichel-
berger, who survives. Also surviving are 4 sons
(Ivan, Lester, Mervin, and Clayton), 3
daughters (Viola Martin, Berneice Naffziger,
and Janice Martin), 20 grandchildren, 33 great-
grandchildren, 8 great-great-grandchildren, 2
sisters (LaVerne Roth and Barbara Reeb), and
one brother (Fred Detweiler). He was preceded
in death by one son, 3 brothers, and 4 sisters.

He was a member of Hopedale Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
May 18, in charge of H. James Smith and Carl
Horner; interment in Hopedale Mennonite
Cemetery.
Cressman, Grace E., died at Kitchener,

Ont., May 8, 1989; aged 78 y. She was preceded
in death by one brother and one sister. She was
a member of First Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on May 12, in charge
of Glenn Brubacher; interment in First Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Hartzler, Thomas Jacob, son of Thomas B.
and Bertha (Stoltzfus) Hartzler, was born on
Oct. 27, 1914; died at Belleville, Pa., May 7,

1989; aged 74 y. On Sept. 10, 1939, he was mar-
ried to Naomi L. Yoder, who survives. Also
surviving are one son (Richard T.), 3 grand-
children, 3 brothers (Leroy J., Jefferson P., and
Raymond J.), and 2 sisters (Amanda Zook and
Cora Yoder). He was a member of Locust
Grove Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on May 10, in charge of Max
Zook, Erie Renno, and Gerald Peachey; inter-
ment in Locust Grove Cemetery.

Horst, Benjamin B., son of Martin and
Mary (Baer) Horst, was born on Sept. 16, 1904;
died at Menno-Haven Nursing Home, Cham-
bersburg, Pa., Mar. 26, 1989; aged 84 y. In 1926,
he was married to Martha Lehman, who died
in 1974. He was later married to Esther Horst
Peachey, who died in 1978. Later he married
Anna Horst, who survives. Also surviving are
2 daughters (Sarah Martin and Mary Horst), 6
sons (Nevin L., Lauren B., Maurice L., David
A., Glenn R., and Lowell W.), 4 sisters, and 2
brothers. He was a member of Mt. Zion Men-
nonite Church, where memorial services were
held on Mar. 30, in charge of Roger Martin and
Richard Oberholzer.
KHuffman, Mabel Erb, daughter of Tilman

and Lizzie (Hess) Erb, was born at Hesston,

Kans., Sept. 1, 1890; died at Hesston, Kans.,
May 9, 1989; aged 98 y. On July 20, 1912, she
was married to James Kauffman, who died on
Nov. 22, 1933. Surviving are 2 sons (Daniel and
Robert), 2 daughters (Melva Kauffman and
Lois Roth), 14 grandchildren, 18 great-grand-
children, and 3 sisters (Ruth Ebersole, Amy
Yoder, and Leah Yordy). She was a member of
Hesston Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on May 13, in charge of Phil
Bedsworth, Paul A. Friesen, Wes Jantz, and
Carl Wiebe; interment in Eastlawn Cemetery.
Ramer, Viola Ruth Wenger, was born in

Versailles, Mo., Mar. 4, 1920; died at Halstead
(Kans.) Hospital on May 9, 1989; aged 69 y. In
1943, she was married to Samuel Ramer, who
died in 1977. Surviving are 2 daughters (Mary
Blough and Kathryn Rice), 4 grandchildren, 4
brothers (Albert, Norman, Roy, and Paul), and
one sister (Bertha Swarr). She was a member
of Hesston Mennonite Church. Funeral ser-
vices were held at Mt. Zion Mennonite Church,
Versailles, Mo., on May 13, in charge of Allen
Zook; interment in Mt. Zion Church Cemetery.
Woolner, Maurice, son of Nelson and Ida

(Snider) Woolner, died at Kathleen Scott Pavi-
lion, Kitchener, Ont., May 9, 1989; aged 71 y.
He was married to Ella Brubacher, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Glen and
Larry), one daughter (Janice Fretz), 5 grand-
children, 2 brothers (Royden and Walter), and
one sister (Priscilla Szuck). He was preceded in

death by one brother (Leonard) and one grand-
daughter. He was a member of First Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on May 11, in charge of Glen Brubacher;
interment in First Mennonite Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

June 8-10

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-

tors, June 9-10

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., June 9-10
Keystone Bible Institute annual board meeting, Lancaster,

Pa., June 12

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., June
13

Allegheny Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Somerset, Pa., June 15

Franklin Conference consultation with churchwide boards,
Chambersburg, Pa., June 16

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-

gional conference, New York, N.Y., June 20-21

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Scottdale, Pa.,

June 22-24

Northwest Conference annual meeting, Three Hills, Alta.,

June 30-July 2
Indiana-Michigan Conference annual meeting, Sturgis, Mich.,
July 6-8

Allegheny Conference annual meeting, Laurelville, Pa., July 6-

9

Hesston College board of overseers, Los Angeles, Calif., July 7-

8
Virginia Conference annual assembly, Harrisonburg, Va., July

12-16

South Central Conference annual meeting, Hesston, Kans.,
July 14-16

Afro-American Mennonite Association assembly, Peoria, 111.,

July 28-30

Mennonite Church General Board, Normal, 111., July 31
Mennonite Church Nominating Committee, Normal, 111., July

31
Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General

Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast meeting,
Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,
Lowville, N.Y., Oct. 14

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-
ing, Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Credits

Cover-story design by David Hiebert; photos on pp. 392 and
397 by Jim Bishop; p. 396 by Charmayne Denlinger Brubaker.
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Moyers calls religion

'the story of the next 50 years'

Television journalist Bill Moyers said

Americans are on a spiritual quest that

makes religion "the story of the next 50

years." Speaking at the annual meeting of

Religious Public Relations Council in

Washington, the acclaimed journalist

said this search for faith, meaning, and

values represents a major challenge to

the news media.

"I've given up the beat of politics and

the beat of international affairs, because

I want to cover this beat," said Moyers.

"It is the biggest story of the millennium."

The public's responses to The Power of

Myth, his series of conversations with

mythologist Joseph Campbell, provides

evidence of this trend, he said. More than

34 million people have tuned in to watch

the public television series, and the book

based on it has been on the best-seller list

for 45 weeks. Moyers said he has received

100,000 personal letters about the series.

"The response to Campbell has been the

most phenomenal response to anything I

have done in 18 years of television," he

said. "It is evidence of this profound

search going on in this alienated world," a

search by people "looking for an experi-

ence of belief."

Moderate Southern Baptists ask:

'Are we better off than in 1979?'

Southern Baptist moderates say their

denomination will decline even further in

evangelism and missions unless they can

wrest control from fundamentalists. The
conservative resurgence that fundamen-
talists initiated 10 years ago was sup-

posed to "save" the Southern Baptist Con-

vention, said Bill Sherman, a moderate
pastor in Nashville. But, he added, "the

question has to be raised, 'Are we better

off today as Southern Baptists than we
were in 1979?' Then, our mission gifts were
climbing every year. Now, our coopera-

tive program budget is frozen and gifts

are on the decline."

Sherman joined other moderate leaders

at a symposium in Nashville sponsored

by Baptists Committed, a new self-des-

cribed centrist coalition founded in late

1988. In a stinging condemnation of the

fundamentalist movement, Houston busi-

nessman John Baugh accused funda-
mentalist leaders Paul Pressler of Hous-
ton and Paige Patterson of Dallas of run-

ning a "marauding political machine"
that is destroying the Southern Baptist

Convention. He said prospective pastors

and missionaries are loathe to respond to

God's call to ministry because of the dis-

unity the fundamentalists have bred.

Though its leaders hail from the mod-
erate wing of Baptist politics, Baptists

Committed shunned that label. Its

leaders say they represent Baptists'

"broad center." The group is spearhead-

ing a nationwide campaign it hopes will

energize other believers disenchanted

with 10 years of fundamentalist control.

Its strategy is to reiterate historic Baptist

principles such as the priesthood of all be-

lievers and show how such principles are

being threatened. Baptists Committed
also hopes to garner support for its candi-

date for denominational president—Dan-
iel Vestal of Atlanta.

Presbyterians debate open meetings,

access to information

Access to information and meetings

has become a point of controversy within

the Presbyterian Church (USA), the fifth-

largest Protestant denomination in the

country. At the center of the debate is a

recently formed evangelical organization

that follows a more conservative path

than many of the denomination's
leaders—the Nashville-based Presby-
terians for Democracy and Religious

Freedom.
Things came to a head last December,

when the new group's executive director,

Paul Scotchmer, was asked to turn off his

tape recorder and then to leave a meeting

of a task force convened by the denomina-
tion's Committee on Social Witness
Policy. In the wake of criticism that

erupted after the incident, the denomina-
tion has appointed a special study com-

mittee to examine the issue of open-meet-

ing policies and report its recommenda-
tions in June.

Deficit forces layoffs

in American Baptist Churches
Faced with a projected $2 million def-

icit in its Educational Ministries Division,

American Baptist Churches in the USA
has axed 20 employees in the first step of

a major restructure of the division. The
layoffs represent 14 percent of the 140-

member staff in the division, which
provides educational material for the 1.6-

million-member denominational, over-

sees leadership development, youth
ministry, and camping programs, and
serves as liaison between the denomina-
tion and its related universities and
colleges.

A spokesman blamed the deficit on the

1987 stock market decline, inflation, rap-

idly depleting endowment funds, and lag-

ging sales of literature. Over the years,

many conservative congregations have
abandoned the denomination's education-

al materials, saying they are too liberal in

social emphasis and lack adequate bib-

lical emphasis. The crisis comes at a time

when evangelicals are becoming more
visible in the denomination and there is a

greater emphasis on evangelism.

South Korean churches support

minister's visit to North Korea
Church leaders in South Korea are hail-

ing a dissident Presbyterian minister's

recent "unauthorized" trip to North
Korea and have issued a statement highly

critical of the South Korean government's

decision to arrest Moon Ik Hwan upon his

return. In a statement issued on the day

the 71-year-old pastor was taken into cus-

tody by South Korean intelligence agents,

the National Council of Churches in

Korea accused the government of using

Moon's visit as "a pretext for viciously op-

pressing democratic forces." Moon, who is

affiliated with the Presbyterian Church,

visited North Korea for nine days to pro-

mote reunification of the Korean penin-

sula.

Poland to be first East Bloc state

to establish formal ties with Vatican
Polish officials say diplomatic relations

will be established with the Vatican soon.

The proposed pact would be the first

between the Vatican and an East Bloc

state. Hungary is pursuing similar ac-

tion.

The Polish government also submitted

a draft agreement on church-and-state

relations. Among the reforms: it would

recognize the legal status of the Catholic

Church (which claims 95 percent of the

Polish people), return to the church some
health-care institutions, allow it to en-

gage in more charitable activities, permit

nuns to be nurses, and place the country's

62,000 priests under social security. Ap-
proval is expected at the next session of

parliament.

Judge says Orthodox Jews
can't keep beards in prison

Prison security rules outweigh religious

freedom when it comes to wearing
beards, a federal district judge has ruled

in Phoenix. Judge Robert Broomfield said

that Kenneth Andrew Friedman and Ar-

nold Naftel—both inmates at Arizona

State Prison in Florence—must shave

their beards off despite their claim that

their Orthodox Jewish faith requires

them. In his 21-page decision, Broomfield

said that beards can be a security risk

"because a person can quickly alter his

appearance by trimming, altering, or

removing the beard."
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Boycott booze
News of the deleterious effects of beverage al-

cohol continue to accumulate. An article in this

issue describes the impact of drunken driving on
the Floyd Lapp family. A more recent occurrence
was the death in an auto accident of two Goshen
College students which we reported on April 25.

We later learned that the driver of the truck
which killed Todd Neuenschwander and Jon
Nussbaum had been drinking.

Todd and Jon were, of course, only two of some
70 persons killed by drinking drivers in the U.S.
in an average 24-hour period. But the public at-

tention which is properly given to the AIDS epi-

demic should not prevent us from considering the

alcohol pandemic. Eighty percent of adults in the

U.S. use alcohol, Jep Hostetler told the people at

the Alcohol Education Weekend at Laurelville

Mennonite Church Center last winter.

Most of these persons drink and get by with it.

Only a minority kill people. But enough problems
surface to encourage us to ask whether there is

not some consistent response. I propose that we
simply boycott alcoholic beverages—pass them
by. Now right away someone says this is too

simple a solution. It's legalistic. It doesn't take all

the factors into account. Who knows? Is it

perhaps less than the complete freedom of the

Spirit? Booze has become so ubiquitous that it

seems mean to reject it completely.

Except when one reads about the Lapp family.

Or about Todd and Jon. A boycott is a place to

begin while we cast about for other things to do.

I feel more confident in this proposal when I

read the experience of some who decided to try a
little and discovered it was not what they really

wanted. Freda Zehr writes of her experience in

the May 2 Gospel Herald. In the March issue of

Charisma magazine, Jamie Buckingham tells of

how he got the Spirit in 1968. It made him feel

free—so free that he soon got into spirits.

Finally he was free to reject the rigidity of his

childhood home which would have nothing to do
with alcohol. He went beyond his school and
university experience where he had abstained. He
finally came of age as a moderate drinker in spite

of his wife who remained skeptical. "Yet I was
never 'spiritually comfortable with my new
freedom," he writes. "Nor was I comfortable with
some of the other charismatics who were enjoy-

ing the same liberties."

And then he began to notice the news stories on

the effects of booze: a death here, an accident

there. What finally settled it for him was an
experience of his son-in-law who had a couple of

beers with dinner one night and "oinked" at some
deputy sheriffs. The son-in-law and his wife were
thrown in jail. His charge was three felonies and
his wife's a misdemeanor. It seems clear the

sheriffs overreacted. But without the booze the

whole affair would have been avoided. So Buck-
ingham is now free not to drink.

This is the position of Howard Charles in his

thoughtful pamphlet Alcohol and the Bible

(Herald Press, 1966, 1981). Charles does not deny
that wine was a common beverage among Jews
and early Christians. But he concludes that the

evidence against alcohol is strong enough to sup-

port a position of abstinence today. His fourth

and final point is to turn the freedom argument
on its head.

After reviewing several of the problems and
needs which lead people to drink, he suggests that

the Christian community provides resources to

allay anxieties and build a positive self-image.

For many Christians, he observes, "abstinence is

not so much a matter of conscious restraint of

their freedom as it is the spontaneous product of

a life that is deeply rooted in Christ and is daily

sustained by his grace and power known in and
through the Christian community" (p. 36).

Is this expecting too much of the Christian

community? We are not always up to the level of

our calling. But we do aim to allay each other's

anxieties and build up each other's self-image.

We should choose to boycott booze because of

personal convictions and church support rather

than from what others are doing. Nevertheless, it

is of interest to see how alcohol is faring in U.S.

society. Godfrey Sperling, Jr., a columnist for

Chris tian Science Monitor who has been a

reporter for more than 30 years, notes in the

March 14 issue that drinking alcohol is down in

political circles. At a party in connection with last

year's Democratic Convention, a bartender com-
plained, "All this crowd wants is Diet Cokes."

Sperling suggests that the rejection of John
Tower as U.S. Secretary of Defense in part be-

cause of his drinking may be a sign of something.

And if people in government are getting out of

drinking in order to be healthier and clearer-

headed, surely the church needs these qualities

even more.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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Rodney J. Sawatzky

about MCs and GCs
Mennonites have considerable

experience in church schisms
but much less in church inte-

grations. While divisions frequently
result because of the absence of due
process, integrations, amalgamations,
federations, unions or whatever term
is most appropriate require careful
discussion and debate. Such a process
is now well under way between the
Mennonite Church and the General
Conference Mennonite Church, and
everyone who cares about the results
should become involved.

In the early stages of this courtship,
each of us comes with a mixture of
facts and fictions about GCs and MCs.
Fact needs to be separated from fiction

in the interest of accurate understand-
ing of ourselves and our conversation
partners. But there is a major prob-
lem. We will not all agree on what is

fact and what is fiction. Indeed, so-

called fictions may be more powerful
in shaping our understanding than so-

called facts. Both are of utmost impor-
tance in our conversations. Yet we
need some agreement on who you re-

ally are and who I really am, so that
we can agree on how we move into the
future together.

What follows are comments on a
number of topics designed to assist the

conversation toward integration. Facts
and fictions are taken seriously as we
expose our respective identities to our-
selves and to each other.

History. The current integration
conversation should not be seen

JL. primarily in terms of healing a
schism but as the union of two rela-

tively distinct Mennonite traditions.

True, a schism occurred in the Franco-
nia churches in the 1840s. True, John
H. Oberholtzer and like-minded Fran-
conia people joined the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church. Yet C.J.

Dyck is right in reminding us that the
leadership in the founding of the Gen-
eral Conference in 1860 came primar-
ily from recent South German immi-
grants living in the Midwest, notably
Iowa. He is also right in reminding us
that today the majority of GCs are
post-1860 immigrants from Russia who
know and care little about the schism
in Franconia.
Immigration patterns divide the MC

and GC denominations more than any
schisms. The Mennonite Church repre-

sents the older immigrant community,
which for the most part came to North
America from Switzerland, South Ger-
many and the Alsace in the 18th and
early 19th centuries, while the Gen-

eral Conference Mennonite Church
primarily represents the newer immi-
grants who came to North America
from South Germany in the mid-19th
century and from Russia in the late

19th and the first half of the 20th
centuries.

Century

18th

early 19th

late 19th

20th

MC GC

These two immigrant groups—the
Swiss/South German and the Dutch/
North German via Prussia and Rus-
sia—brought with them different histo-

ries, with Christian faithfulness

understood differently in each. These
differences may well find rootage al-

ready in the 16th century. Perhaps this

integration conversation is seeking to

accomplish a union that the Swiss
Brethren and the Mennonites failed to

achieve in their mid-16th-century
conversations.

Here, however, history may need to

reverse itself. In the 16th century
Menno Simons' more rigid approach to

church discipline undermined attempts
at union. In the 20th century some
MC historians regarded the Swiss
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An MC woman sings at the Bethlehem '83 conference. The theological agenda for both

communities deals with unity and pluralism.

Brethren as the first and therefore

truest Anabaptists and the ancestors
of the Swiss Brethren as organized in

the Mennonite Church the most faith-

ful representatives of Anabaptism.
GCs, largely descendants of the north-

ern Anabaptist tradition, are not al-

ways content to thus be assigned sec-

ond-class status. Their tradition is

different but not less valid. They, in

contrast to Menno's exclusivism, call

upon the MCs to accept a more plural-

istic understanding of both 16th-cen-
tury Anabaptist and 20th-century
Mennonite faithfulness.

2 Geography. Like history, geog-

raphy divides and unites MCs
and GCs. Geography divided the

Swiss Brethren and the Mennonites in

the 16th century. Even after the Swiss
Brethren also identified themselves as

Mennonites, geography continued to

divide those who moved from northern
Europe to eastern Europe before com-
ing to the Americas and those who
moved from Southern Europe directly

to North America.
Today geography continues to divide.

While the MC and GC communities
overlap considerably in the central
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United States and Canada, the MC
predominates in the eastern and south-

ern United States and the GC in the

western states and Canadian prov-

inces. To radically oversimplify, we
may envisage two overlapping trian-

gles: the MC triangle with one corner

in Ontario, another corner in Florida

and the third in Oregon; the GC trian-

gle with one corner in California, an-

other in British Columbia and the

third in Pennsylvania.

MC/GC integration is of major inter-

est to the central regions, best symbol-

ized by Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind., and in the

new Mennonite Conference of Eastern
Canada. This is where geography
unites. It is of much less relevance,

however, to MCs in the East and
South, who interact with others, like

the Brethren in Christ, much more
than with GCs. Similarly it is of much
less relevance to GCs in the North-

west, who interact with others, like

the Mennonite Brethren, much more
than with MCs. Fictions rather than
facts readily predominate where per-

sonal contact is minimal. How can the

East-South and the North-West "own"
this conversation? Is it primarily the

agenda of those in the central regions?

3 Culture. Separate histories and
geography breed different cul-

tures. The culture that evolved

among those who moved from Holland
through Poland/Prussia and Russia to

the North American prairies was and
probably still is different from the one
that evolved among those who moved
from Switzerland, South Germany and
the Alsace to Pennsylvania, Virginia

and Ontario. Sensing these differences

is easier than defining them.
One tangible marker is the way non-

conformity to the surrounding society

has been symbolized. MCs in this re-

gard have been more communal and
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(GC) progressive
revitalization

of the church unity in

Pluralism

pluralism

in unity

conservative, the GCs more individual-

istic and liberal. This can be seen in

dress and in political and cultural

involvements. In turn, MCs may be
seen as more sectarian in relation to

the dominant society, especially in the

eastern United States. GCs, by con-

trast, may be seen as more ethnic in

relation to the dominant cultures,

especially in western Canada.
Given that GCs historically have

been more assimilationist and less

separatist, more individualistic and
less communal, MCs have frequently

become GCs as a way of breaking out

of a more restrictive environment.
Much more rarely have GCs decided to

become MCs. This historical fact is

prone to create many fictions that

were likely more valid in earlier de-

cades than today.

The extremes are also instructive.

The MC community shares more with
the Old Order, while the GC commu-
nity is more tempted to be drawn into

mainstream North American religion

in either its evangelical or liberal

guises. In the center are those who, in

the words of George Brunk III, seek to

balance the best of both orientations:

freedom and authority, individual and
community. Would integration assist

in maintaining this balance?

4 Polity. Cultural differences do
not translate neatly into polity

differences. A more traditional

authority structure symbolized by
bishops with authority over several

congregations was as true until re-

cently for Canadian GCs as for eastern
U.S. MCs. Similarly on both margins
of the North American Mennonite
map, the professional pastoral system
has developed more slowly than at the
center.

Despite these commonalities, the GC
polity tends to emphasize autonomy,
while the MC polity tends to empha-
size congregational accountability.

Congregations in both denominations
own their own property, define their

own identity and determine their own
leadership. Yet orientations in one
direction or the other tend to differen-

tiate the two.

Perhaps denominational structures

best symbolize this difference. The
General Conference is a conference of

congregations. The five district, South
American, Canadian and five provin-

cial conferences of the General Confer-

ence are primarily defined by geogra-

phy and serve as the middle-level

cooperative programming agencies of

essentially autonomous congregations.

Some of the 21 area conferences of the
Mennonite Church identify more than
geography; they also represent theolog-

ical/cultural orientations. Congrega-

(MC) conservative

tions in these conferences tend to re-

flect the particular character of the
area conference. The Mennonite
Church is a union of these numerous
and varied conferences, not of autono-
mous congregations. The General Con-
ference Mennonite Church in marked
contrast is the creation of autonomous
congregations that may but need not
also belong to a regional conference.

The Mennonite Church, in turn, is

more centralized in some ways, for

example, in the Mennonite Board of

Education. Yet it can also be diverse,

for example, in the area of foreign

missions. GCs tend to fear the central-

ized authority of the MC structure,

whereas MCs tend to fear excessive

autonomy of churches and institutions,

such as the colleges in the GC struc-

ture. Perhaps the GCs prefer a free-

market economy style of church life

while the MCs prefer a planned econ-

omy style. Variety may be complemen-
ted by creativity in the former; unity
may be complemented by mutuality in

the latter. Balance again seems desir-

able. Yet fictions run wild in the area
of polity, and careful discernment will

be especially important here.

5 Theology. George Brunk III

summarized the theological is-

sues well in two articles in this

conversation [the Oct. 25 and Nov. 8,

1988, issues of The Mennonite; the
Nov. 29 and Dec. 6, 1988, issues of

Gospel Herald]. Little more need be
said other than to add a few nuances
to his diagram. Brunk noted the im-
portance of the World War II era in

redefining Mennonite theology in

terms of "the Anabaptist vision." The
GC and MC communities experienced
that revisioning similarly yet differ-

ently. For the GC community, Menno-
nite identity was revitalized by regain-

ing a theology of the centrality of the
church. The move of Mennonite Bibli-

cal Seminary to Elkhart symbolized
this re-emphasis. For the MC commu-
nity, Mennonite identity was revital-

ized by regaining a theology of service

to the world. A new commitment to

Mennonite Central Committee symbol-
ized this re-emphasis.

By the '60s and '70s (the Vietnam
War era) the differences between GCs
and MCs were becoming less signifi-

cant, while variety within the MC and

GC communities was increasing. The
GC community has experienced consid-

erable cultural and theological diver-

sity from its beginnings; only the par-

ticularities have changed more
recently. Finding commonality to em-
brace that variety seems increasingly

difficult. For the MC community, devel-

oping a toleration for such pluralism is

a newer experience. Maintaining com-
monality while recognizing legitimate

variety is a challenging task.

The current theological agenda for

both communities deals with unity

and pluralism. But it is formulated
differently in each. For the General
Conference the agenda is to identify

the unity that embraces the pluralism.

For the Mennonite Church the agenda
is to accommodate the pluralism
within its unity. Will seeking an even
greater unity amidst pluralism assist

the process in the two denominations
or increase the problems?
More needs to be said about mission,

which is surely the primary motiva-
tion for this integration conversation.

Mennonite divisions are nonsense in

Africa or to our Hispanic churches or

for that matter to younger Mennonite
professionals in the cities. If Menno-
nite ethnocentrism continues to limit

our evangelism, perhaps uniting the

two dominant North American Menno-
nite ethnicities into one church will

hasten the realization by ourselves and
others that we are a multiethnic com-
munity of faith. This seems a more
creative response to the problem than
dropping the name Mennonite, as

some have recently recommended.
More also needs to be said about the

best structures to identify our unity

while at the same time encouraging
the diversity we represent. But that

discussion awaits our recognition of

the facts and fictions that define who
we are to ourselves and to each other

in this integration conversation.

Rodney J. Sa-
watzky is president

of Conrad Grebel

College, Waterloo,

Ont.
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Mennonite Church General Board
"I find the

opportunity to see

the big picture of
God at work in the

Mennonite Church
through the

congregations,

conferences and
agencies a daily

stimulus and
challenge. " James

M. Lapp,
executive

secretary

"My vision for the

Mennonite Church
is a people united

in mission:

sharing the gospel

ofJesus Christ

with neighbors,

bound together in

communities for

worship, study

and discernment,

living as

committed
disciples in

faithful

stewardship and
service. " Ralph

Lebold, moderator

James M. Lapp

Statement of mission
As the board of directors of the Mennonite

Church, the General Board provides leadership

in clarifying vision, enabling mission, fostering

unity and coordinating programs that are respon-

sive to the needs of the church. Our commitment
is to Jesus Christ and to fostering conferences

and congregations of hopeful, growing, Spirit-

energized Christians appreciative of the Menno-
nite faith.

Brief history
The Mennonite Church General Board was

newly formed in 1971 with offices initially in the

Chicago suburbs and since August 1988 in

Elkhart, Ind. The board is comprised of 33 mem-
bers, including one representative from each of

the 21 area conferences and three associate

groups (black, Hispanic and women), four mem-
bers at large, two elected by General Assembly,

and the chair of the Council of Faith, Life and
Strategy.

Facts about the General Board
Subdivisions

The historical committee, which investigates

and interprets the Anabaptist/Mennonite

story and operates the archives of the Mennonite
Church
"We Mennonites dip, consciously, from the

vitality of our past: a record, marred by human
weakness, yet also impelled by a great vision—

that of being disciples gathered around the

gospel of peace. It's exciting, year after year, to

work with people who, in the process of discov-

ering the true meaning of their history, discover

themselves." Leonard Gross, executive secre-

tary of the historical committee

The churchwide agency finance office, which
interprets the financial needs of churchwide
agencies and coordinates their funding

Scope of program
The General Board is

responsible for planning

the biennial Mennonite Church
General Assembly and to

follow up as needed on
actions of the assembly. The
board is also responsible to

oversee and coordinate the

work of the program
Ralph Lebold

K M

boards and associate groups in behalf of the

General Assembly.

The General Board provides staff services for

the General Assembly Nominating Committee,

the Council on Faith, Life and Strategy, the Con-

fession of Faith Study Committee and Women in

Leadership Ministries Committee.

Effects of the program
General Board seeks to facilitate harmony

among churchwide agencies and integration of

denominational programs. It attempts to foster

interdependence among area conferences and
stimulate overall denominational vision. The
board serves as an advocate for program boards

with conferences and for conferences with pro-

gram boards.

Quotes
"Direction and vision, leading us toward the

goals of the Mennonite Church, is a major contri-

bution of the General Board," states Sam
Weaver, executive secretary of the Virginia Con-

ference.

"A significant number of South Central Confer-

ence people attended (and found helpful) the

alcohol education workshop at Laurelville in Jan-

uary," according to John Heyerly.

Unique activities

The General Board provides leadership in

discussions about MC/GC integration and pro-

moting Vision 95, the 10-year goals of the de-

nomination, which aim to see us grow by 50

percent in membership and in number of congre-

gations and increase in giving by 100 percent by

1995.

BUDGET FOR FYE 1-31-90 - $466,402

istorical Committee
$111,750 (24%)

General Board Ministries AAMA & Hispanic
$272,802 (58.5%) Support $58,500 (12.5%)

General Assembly/CFLS

|*850 (5%)

AAMA = Afro-American Mennonite Association

CFLS = Council of Faith, Life and Strategy

Hispanic group = Concilio Nacional de Iglesias Menonitas Hispanas
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April Yamasaki

Mennonite
Some people call me a "new"

Mennonite, although I have
been a member of a Mennonite

church for the last eight—almost
nine—years. Some say I am a "non-
ethnic" Mennonite, as if I have no
ethnic identity at all. Still others in-

sist that my name just can't be Menno-
nite, as if the right family name is

really all it takes to be one of the "in"
group.

Sometimes I get annoyed with such
remarks and want to go home and
make faces in the mirror. Sometimes I

think I'll change my name to Yoder.

But at other times, when sanity and
good humor reign, I just shrug off all

the comments with a smile. I like to

think of myself as a "more-or-less"

Mennonite.
I am "more" Mennonite, for I made

an adult commitment to follow Christ
and to identify with the Mennonite
church. I share in the concerns for

peace, simple living, discipleship, com-
munity. I have lived on the campus of

Associated Mennonite Biblical Semi-
naries and taken classes there. I am a
member of a General Conference Men-
nonite congregation, and while living

in Virginia this past year I worshiped
with a Mennonite Church congrega-
tion. I write for Mennonite periodicals.

And yet sometimes I feel "less" Men-
nonite. I am a third-generation Cana-
dian with a Chinese background. I am
married to a third-generation Cana-
dian with a Japanese background. I

grew up in the city. When I bake bread

it isn't zwieback but 100 percent
stone-ground whole wheat. I don't

understand hymns in German. I won-
der why other people with the "right"
names are claimed as Mennonites
when they have little or no personal
connection with the Mennonite church.
And so I am a "more-or-less" Menno-

nite, not always sure where I fit in,

not always sure that I want to identify

with everyone and everything that
takes the name Mennonite. But the
more I talk with people, the more I

find others who feel the same way.
There are many of us "more-or-less"

Mennonites. We are Christians from a

''When I bake bread it

isn't zwieback but 100

percent stone-ground

whole wheat."

variety of cultural backgrounds who
identify with the Mennonite church.
We are second-generation Canadian
"ethnic" Mennonites who are trying to

sort through what being Mennonite
means in a plural, urban, high-tech
world. We are young people growing
up within the Mennonite church and
working through personal identity

issues.

We are many peoples—and many
people—becoming God's people. Can
we be black and Mennonite? Or female
and Mennonite? Homosexual and Men-
nonite? Are we Mennonites or simply
Christians? These are persistent, diffi-

cult, often painful "more-or-less" Men-
nonite questions. And the difficult,

painful, "more-or-less" Mennonite
answers to our identity crisis can only
be found as we continue to become
God's people. That's our starting point,

our journey, our future hope.
I like the way the German—although

non-Mennonite—writer Dietrich
Bonhoeffer ended his personal and
poetic reflection on the question of

identity. Perhaps we may broaden and
rephrase his words for ourselves this

way:
Who are we Mennonites, many peo-

ples becoming God's people?
"They mock me, these lonely ques-

tions of mine.
"Whoever we are, thou knowest, O

God, we are thine."

April Yamasaki is

the author ofWhere
Two Are Gathered:
Readings for Shared
Devotiona She is a
member of Peace
Mennonite Church,
Richmond, B.C., and
is currently writing

in residence at

Union Theological

Seminary,
Richmond, Va.
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General Conference General Board
"Exciting for me

are A Call to

Kingdom
Commitments,

prayer, service and
giving; the search

to involve the

many ethnic

groups in our
midst more in the

life of the

conference; the

increased

cooperation and
possible

integration with

the Mennonite
Church. The

fulfillments far

exceed the

frustrations. " Vern
Preheim, general

secretary

"My personal goal

is to live a life of
faith through

leadership that

enables the

General

Conference

Mennonite Church
and each member
within it to share

the Christian

gospel, express

love through
service and learn

through the study

of God's Word
what his will is

for the General

Conference and
each of our lives."

Florence Driedger,

president

he General Conference Mennonite Church

was formed in 1860 with missions as the

primary purpose, education and publica-

tion for mission as supporting concerns. Today

the conference has 65,000 members in 359 con-

gregations relating to 15 area conferences in

Canada, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay and the

United States. The larger General Conference
family, including new congregations being

formed, totals approximately 425, with 67 dual-

conference congregations.

The General Board was created in 1968 with

the current conference structure. The board coor-

dinates and reviews conference programs, deter-

mines priorities, adopts the annual budget and
appoints major staff positions.

The main conference agencies are the Com-
mission on Overseas Mission, the Commission
on Education, the Commission on Home Minis-

tries and Mennonite Biblical Seminary.

The Division of Administration handles financial

matters, and the Program Committee plans trien-

nial sessions for the General Board and the

conference.

Other standing committees:
• the Communications Committee oversees the

publishing of The Mennonite, Der Bote, Being

in Touch and other information pieces;

• the Committee on the Ministry focuses pri-

marily on concerns around pastoral ministry

and congregations.

Specific task-oriented committees are ap-

pointed as needed. Some of these are joint with

the Mennonite Church:
• the Confession of Faith Committee is writing

a new confession of faith;

• the Cooperation Committee is seeking new
ways to cooperate.

The 1989 financial activity of the General

Board and its related committees comes to

$774,784; of this sum, $428,585 comes from

program agencies, whose collective budgets total

$5,318,207.

The purpose of the General Conference is to

proclaim Jesus Christ through appropriate minis-

tries ... to assist congregations in worship, nur-

ture and witness. . . .

The goals are to evangelize, to teach and prac-

tice biblical principles, to train and develop lead-

ers and to seek Christian unity.

Vern Preheim Florence Driedger
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Lois Barrett

Theological
education
for Mennonites:

With seminaries, seminary
extension programs, Bible
colleges, Bible institutes and

Bible and religion departments in our
church colleges, Mennonites have a
variety of choices in theological educa-
tion. As we approach the 1990s, here
are three questions for us: (1) What
should theological education be doing?
(2) Who should we be educating? (3)

Where should we locate theological

schools?

What are the tasks of theological
education? Theological education
enables people to reflect and to act.

That statement may seem obvious, but
I continue to be amazed at the number
of debates on the relative value of re-

flection versus action.

The main reason this debate is never
settled is that people's personalities

prefer either reflecting or acting. Some
people talk first, then think (maybe),
while others think first, then talk
(maybe). Some people prefer the world
of ideas, while others prefer the world
that can be touched, seen, heard,
smelled, tasted.

Mennonite theological education is

sometimes caught in the middle on
this. While Mennonite culture has
rewarded the doers (the ones who are
out there repairing houses and giving
the cup of cold water), educational
values have rewarded the thinkers.

Rather than argue about which—
reflecting or acting—is more impor-
tant, we need to affirm the importance
of both. It is good for activists to do
some reflecting and planning. And it is

good for intellectuals to get involved in
some practical action. The most effec-

tive groups are those that include peo-
ple of each preference. Our theological
education needs to include both.

Our schools are involved in this inte-

gration of reflection and action. Theol-

ogy (reflection) and ethics (action) be-

long together. Biblical interpretation

involves not only right understanding
of the text in the setting in which it

was written but right understanding of

that text for our settings. "Practical"

courses help students preach and teach
and heal, putting into action the ideas

they have been learning in theology
classes. Urban education programs and
internships test learnings in the con-

text of ministry.

The challenge is to find new ways to

create a rhythm of reflection and
action, theology and ethics, through
apprenticeships or mentoring pro-

grams for new graduates, and continu-

ing education and sabbaticals for peo-

ple already involved in ministry.

But the task of theological education
is more than teaching people what and
how. It is more than giving them the
tools to keep learning even after they
leave school.

One of the important things I

learned in seminary was boldness in

speaking the Word of God. Learning
biblical exegesis and Christology and
Anabaptist history were important not
just for their own sake (although I

would have taken the classes simply
for the excitement of learning).

Through classes like these I gained the
confidence that I could teach and min-
ister to others. God could work
through me. In seminary I not only
gained new knowledge, I gained a new
identity.

Our theological schools have an im-
portant role not only in giving people
biblical and theological tools but in

shaping their identity. That task re-

quires more than just an occasional

course here and there. It means stu-

dents seeing their role in a community
of faith and learning.

For whom is Mennonite theo-
logical education? One could
answer, "Everyone." In one

sense, baptism is each person's call to

Christian ministry. Bible and religion

departments and Bible schools and
colleges have helped meet theological

education needs for a variety of people
who did not intend to become pastors.

Seminaries, however, have often been
seen as places for the theological train-

ing of pastors, missionaries and other

professional ministers. But even there

the student bodies are becoming di-

verse. The age range is widening. Sem-
inaries are no longer primarily for

young men just out of college. The
average age is in the 30s. Women
make up a significant portion of the
student body. There are part-time stu-

dents and full-time students. Overseas
students come for training. People take
off a year from their secular jobs to

come to a seminary for study. Some
missionaries spend their furloughs

studying. There are people who want
to teach or prepare for mission and
service assignments. Some students
know they want to be pastors, and
some aren't sure.

Training professional ministers and
missionaries is important, but we can
affirm the presence of other students

in our seminaries as well. If we believe

in shared ministry within the congre-

gation and the priesthood of all believ-

ers, then we should be thankful that

others besides potential pastors are

getting biblical and theological train-

ing. They, too, can make a valuable

contribution to the leadership of

congregations.

In addition, our schools are training
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leaders for a diversity of congregations

and a diversity of models of congrega-

tional leadership.

Some congregations have a tradi-

tional, non-professional model of lead-

ership. Leaders are usually called from
within the congregation. They may
have little formal education beyond
high school or may be working full

time in other employment.
Many congregations have a profes-

sional model of leadership: one pastor,

seminary-trained, who did not grow up
in that congregation and may serve

that congregation for only a few years.

And there are newer, non-traditional

congregations that use some form of

shared leadership, with several people,

mostly volunteers, some paid part

time.

With our variety of Mennonite con-

gregational settings, it is appropriate
that there be a variety of settings in

which training takes place. We need
graduate-level theological education in

our seminaries. But we also need un-

dergraduate programs for adults who
have never attended college. We need
apprenticeship opportunities in local

settings. We need continuing education
programs.

Where should we locate the-

ological education? If Men-
nonites made up a large

percentage of the Canadian and Amer-
ican population, the question would be
easy to answer. We could simply have
seminaries all around the continent,

near every cluster of Mennonite con-

gregations. But with only about

350,000 Mennonites and Brethren in

Christ in North America, that is not

possible.

The General Conference Mennonite
Church and the Mennonite Brethren
Church each have one seminary; the
Mennonite Church has two. In order to

have a viable, accredited seminary, a

certain "critical mass" is necessary.

One simply cannot have the customary
seminary experience without a mini-

mum number of students, faculty, li-

brary resources, etc.

But Mennonites have been moving
away from the centralized seminary
approach. Part-time or non-professional

ministers find it hard to move some-
where else for three years in order to

get training. It may be that the older

average age of seminary students has
something to do with this trend as

well. Older students, especially those

with families, are sometimes less will-

ing to move and embark on full-time

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries students Obed G.K. Dashan (right) of Jos, Nigeria, and Werner Klassen-Wiebe, Altona, Man.,

who did not get to AMBS on soccer scholarships, compete on the campus grounds.
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Inside the Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries chapel
Muriel T Stackley

studies. Canadians have experienced
financial hardship, since all the North
American Mennonite seminaries have
been in the United States, and U.S.

immigration laws restrict interna-

tional students' employment.
This has led to conversation about

Canadian theological education op-

tions and the development of regional

conference-based programs offering

classes for seminary credit. The Asso-

ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
in Elkhart, Ind., for example, now
accredit seminary-level classes in On-
tario, Kansas and Illinois. At least two
semesters in Elkhart, however, are

required to receive a Master of Divin-

ity degree. The conference-based pro-

grams offer classes to people who
might never be able to attend semi-
nary otherwise.

The new pastoral ministries program
at Hesston (Kan.) College, aimed at

adults without a college degree, offers

yet another option.

We will likely continue to see more
options for seminary education de-

velop. To some degree these will com-
pete with the existing seminaries. But
they will probably also mean that
more people are getting some kind of

theological education. In addition some
of those who begin seminary by taking
classes in a conference-based program
will eventually come to a seminary to

finish their degrees. The Council of

Mennonite Seminaries also sponsors
joint summer courses.

The issue for the future is whether
the conferences can coordinate these
multiplying options in such a way that
existing programs are supported and
theological education is available to

those who want and need it.

Lois Barrett is

teaching minister at

Church of the

Servant in Wichita,

Kan.

Mennonite places to get theological education
• Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries (Mennonite Biblical Semi-
nary and Goshen Biblical Seminary), 3003 Benham Ave., Elkhart, IN
46517: offers a certificate in theology, Master of Arts degrees in peace
studies and theological studies, and a Master of Divinity degree.
• Eastern Mennonite Seminary, Harrisonburg, VA 22801: same curricu-
lum as AMBS above.
• Winnipeg Seminary Consortium: an ecumenical program offering grad-
uate theological education, sponsored by Canadian Mennonite Bible
College, Canadian Nazarene College and the faculty of theology of the
University of Winnipeg (United Church of Canada).
• Mennonite Brethren Biblical Seminary, 4824 E. Butler Ave., Fresno,
CA 93727: same curriculum as AMBS and EMS above.
• Conference-based Theological Education (CBTE) in Eastern Pennsylva-
nia, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Ontario Virginia, accredited through
AMBS (see above).

• Hispanic Ministries, Goshen College, Goshen, IN 46526: a four-year
Bachelor of Arts program or a certificate in Hispanic ministries.
• Lark Leadership Education, Philadelphia and Chicago: programs em-
phasize ministry in the urban setting.

• Canadian Mennonite Bible College, 600 Shaftesbury Blvd., Winnipeg,
MB R3P 0M4: college of the Conference of Mennonites in Canada offer-

ing undergraduate education in Bible, theology and music.
• Mennonite Brethren Bible College, 1-169 Riverton Ave., Winnipeg, MB
R2L 2E5: offering undergraduate education in Bible, arts and music and
one year of graduate work in theology.
• Columbia Bible College, 2940 Clearbrook Road, Clearbrook, BC V2T
2Z8: a college sponsored jointly by the Conference of Mennonites in Brit-

ish Columbia (General Conference Mennonite Church) and the Menno-
nite Brethren, offering undergraduate education in Bible and theology.
• Hesston Pastoral Ministries, Hesston College, Hesston, KS 67062: a
two-year Associate of Arts degree for mature students desiring prepara-
tion for the pastoral ministry.
• Bible departments at Mennonite colleges: Bethel (North Newton,
Kan.), Bluffton (Bluffton, Ohio), Conrad Grebel (Waterloo, Ont.), Eastern
Mennonite (Harrisonburg, Va.), Fresno Pacific (Fresno, Calif), Goshen
(Goshen, Ind.), Hesston (Hesston, Kan.), Messiah (Grantham, Pa.), Tabor
(Hillsboro, Kan.). Conrad Grebel College also offers a master's degree in

theological studies.

• Rosedale Bible Institute, 2270 Rosedale Road, Rosedale, OH 43029:
offers courses on high school and college levels in five six-week terms,
September through May.
• Swift Current Bible Institute, Box 1268, Swift Current, SK S9H 3X4:
sponsored by the Conference of Mennonites in Alberta and the Confer-

ence of Mennonites of Saskatchewan offers Bible courses.
• Keystone Bible Institute, 2186 Old Philadelphia Pike, Lancaster, PA
17602: provides biblical and topical studies not otherwise available at

the congregational level. Participating bodies: Mennonite Church, Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite Church, Brethren in Christ, Church of the
Brethren.
• Menno Simons Centre, 4000 W. 11th St., Vancouver, BC V6R 2L3:
residence center for worship, education, retreats and community service.
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Mennonite Board ofEducation
"Preparing

Christian disciples

for leadership in

the life and
mission of the

church is the

central task of our
schools. It's

exciting to have a
hand in shaping
the church of the

future. " Albert J.

Meyer, executive

secretary

Albert J. Meyer

"Our schools are

vital partners with
the church in

developing our
unique identity as

the Mennonite
Church. We want

the church and the

schools to be

accountable to

each other."

Charles H.
Gautsche,
president

The mission of the Mennonite Board of

Education is discerning the educational

needs of the Mennonite Church and decid-

ing how best to meet those needs with the peo-

ple and dollar resources available to the church.

The Mennonite Board of Education was
founded in 1905 as the official educational corpo-

ration of the Mennonite Church. It has operated

Goshen (Ind.) College, Hesston (Kan.) College

and Goshen Biblical Seminary, Elkhart, Ind.,

since they began. Eastern Mennonite College

and Seminary, Harrisonburg, Va., which opened
in 1917 as a conference and regional school,

became a full partner with the churchwide
schools in 1984.

In relation to these churchwide schools, the

Mennonite Board of Education
• appoints representatives of the Mennonite
Church to their boards;

• appoints their presidents in cooperation with

their respective boards;

• provides for and approves the missions of the

institutions;

• reviews and approves long-range planning for

programs, facilities and budgets;
• establishes policies in certain areas, espe-

cially those involving relationships among the

schools and between the church and the

schools;

• works with the Mennonite Church General

Board in recommending levels of church
giving and coordinating fund-raising

procedures.

The Mennonite Board of Education relates as
well to conference-sponsored institutions, includ-

ing Conrad Grebel College, Waterloo, Ont., and
Rosedale Bible Institute, Irwin, Ohio.

The Mennonite Board of Education works in

coordination and consultation with the 13 high

schools of the Mennonite Secondary Education
Council (founded in 1960) and with the 25
schools of the Mennonite Elementary Education

Council (founded in 1976).

Helping to keep in focus a vision for church
education, furthering strong school-church ties,

coordinating and overall planning are MBE
functions.

CURRENT FUND EXPENDITURES, FYE 1988

S (2.2%)

GBS (3.6%)

operations

Minority education

(1.2%)

(1.2%)

"Note: This amount represents consolidated current funds of the church-

wide educational institutions, both restricted and unrestricted, and
eliminating interfund borrowing. It does not include local and conference-

based educational programs.

Charles H. Gautsche
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Sally Schreiner

A report on current efforts

to plant new churches

i—: 1
.

' '

.—5- '.

£ £ r I ^ ne Lord is the one who
draws people—we can only

_M_ assist in the Lord's work,"
says Sylvia Ewert. "Sometimes that's

a powerless feeling—but it keeps us
dependent on God."
Sylvia and her husband, Bob, have

begun a new church-planting effort in

Muncie, Ind. Their fledgling Morning
Star Mennonite Fellowship, begun last

July, is one of some 70 projects across

Canada and the United States in the
idea, feasibility study, formation or

"planted" stages of development re-

corded by the Mennonite Church (MC)
and the General Conference Menno-
nite Church (GC). Roughly 10 percent
of these projects are affiliated with
both denominations.
The thrust for starting new congre-

gations comes from both groups. The
MC's Vision 95 calls for the establish-

ment of 500 new congregations be-

tween 1985 and 1995. Similarly the
GC's Call to Kingdom Commitments
has fueled an increased interest in

evangelism. Don Yoder, GC secretary

for church planting and evangelism,
attributes this simultaneous upsurge
to "a moving of the Holy Spirit"

rather than to a deliberate joint

planning.

What distinguishes this current
burst of activity from previous Menno-
nite efforts to cultivate new bodies of

believers? For one thing, the terminol-

ogy has changed. The term "church
planting" is relatively new. "Mission
churches" and "outposts" were the
terms most frequently used by Menno-
nites in the past to describe the estab-

lishment of new churches. From the
1940s through about 1960, Mennonites
infused with a mission spirit followed

the leading of people like J.D. Graber,
who proclaimed that "every church
should have an outpost." A local con-

gregation was the party most likely to

initiate such efforts.

But, as one Mennonite leader wryly
observes, "Outposts don't grow." GC
Central District evangelism and
church planting consultant Gary Mar-
tin remarks that while the vision and
motivation reflected in this period was
positive, most church development
pioneers did not know how to work
cross-culturally. Hence the "mission
churches" that were established
tended to be small and slow to develop.

Ed Bontrager, the MC evangelism
and church development director, com-
ments that many of these mission
projects began as Sunday schools and
vacation Bible schools for children.

The leaders hoped to reach adults
through their children. But the plain-

ness of Mennonite dress and lifestyle

was often a cultural turn-off to poten-
tial converts.

In the period between 1960 and
1980, Martin observes, evangelism and
new church development took a back
seat to social concerns and peace activ-

ity. What new churches did develop
tended to do so by following Mennonite
migration to cities and to university
settings. Much of the initiative for new
church development came from confer-

ences rather than local congregations.

In the 1980s evangelism is once
again being recognized as a priority

for the wider church. In explaining
this resurgence, Don Yoder cites sev-

eral concerns that lend urgency to the
evangelistic mandate.
"We are becoming aware that we are

responsible for extending the kingdom
beyond our Germanic ethnic circles,"

he says. "If we are to survive as a
church we must share our faith beyond

LeRoy Kennel, pastor at Christ Community Church, Schaumburg, III.
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our cultural group. We are also becom-
ing aware that mission work is a re-

sponsibility for the church in North
America as well as overseas. With
increasing urbanization and an influx

of Mennonites entering diverse profes-

sions, we are less culturally isolated

these days and are rubbing shoulders
with more of the general mix of

society."

"The thrust toward evangelism has
always been a part of our theology,"

Yoder continues, "but we're taking it

more seriously now. With Anabaptism
being discovered and affirmed by out-

siders, we are seeing that we have
something important to share. Evange-
lism is different from stuffing some-
thing down people's throats. I like

Myron Augsburger's definition: 'the

extension of God's grace through be-

lievers who engage in sharing the life

of Christ with others.'
"

Leaders are crucial to successful

church planting. Gary Martin
notes that there are fewer quali-

fied candidates available now than
what current needs demand—a matter
that requires coordinated long-range
planning by mission boards, denomina-
tional offices, conferences/districts,

congregations and seminaries.
Characteristics desired in church

planters include a visionary capacity
and the ability to call others toward a
vision, the ability to keep motivated
and on track without a lot of support,
flexibility and the freedom to take
risks. Commitment to church growth
through conversion, openness to using
a variety of methods and media for

outreach, and the ability to move from
a leader-centered to a community-
owned vision are also important.
Denominational staff comment that

a number of effective church planters
are new Mennonites, coming more
from conversion and conviction rather

than through family upbringing. Men-
nonites with a charismatic orientation

often prove to be effective in starting

new churches. They promote an infec-

tious style of worship that features

guitar playing, hand clapping, sponta-

neous sharing and joyful praise. Other
models of successful church planters

are those who take their church's con-

text seriously and offer relationships

and ministries that speak to genuine
needs in their communities.
Interviews with two couples engaged

in the early stages of church planting
provide insights into the challenges
involved in bringing a new congrega-

tion to birth. Bob and Sylvia Ewert,
mentioned earlier as beginning a new
effort in Muncie, Ind., speak about the
highs and lows of being church
planters.

The Ewerts tell of their discourage-

ment in making five months of door-to-

door visits and seeing no one con-

verted. But they also describe the joy

of having 20 "regulars" coming to one
of four weekly Bible study groups after

starting with a core group of four.

"Friendship evangelism is the most
effective method for us," they observe,

in explaining how the 20 have been
gathered.

Students have brought their friends.

Contacts are being made in the local

medical school. A neighbor has been
attracted. Monthly parties have drawn
others. Although none of these are new
believers, some had been inactive in

churches for quite some time. Others
are connected to local churches but
have no small-group fellowship oppor-

tunities there. One-third of the group
are of Mennonite background.
Door-to-door visits have yielded a list

of 30 contacts for whom the Ewerts
pray regularly and whom they visit

once a month. "People have been open
to being prayed for," they comment.
"Most are not interested in our doctri-

nal position but in finding out how
their needs can be met."
Before initiating public Sunday

morning services, the Ewerts had
hoped to build up cell groups until 75
people were gathered. Their goal was
to begin services this past Easter Sun-
day. Because the group has not grown
as quickly as projected, they are now
planning to begin services in

September.
"Some of the cell-group members

already active in a church may not
merge into the Sunday church," Bob
explains, "but they are playing an
important role by offering themselves
as mature Christians willing to relate

to new people."

"There are a lot of mountains and
valleys in this type of work," Sylvia
comments, "so you can't judge your
success by feelings and circumstances.
It takes a lot of faith to know God is in

this and in control. Sometimes we
wonder what's happening, but when
we look back and see how much has
happened already, we see that God has
done a lot."

LeRoy Kennel pastors Christ

Community Church, a new con-

gregation in Schaumburg, 111.—

a

rapidly expanding western suburb of

Chicago. LeRoy has been instrumental
in beginning six new congregations
during his 37-year pastoral and aca-

demic career. Commissioned by Chi-

cago Area Mennonites to conduct a
feasibility study in July 1986, he was
then asked to provide part-time pasto-

ral leadership to call together a core

group over the following year. By July
1988 a group of 20 had formed that
was ready to plant a church with Le-

Roy as pastor. They became dually
affiliated with the Mennonite Church
and the General Conference Menno-
nite Church. A meeting space was
secured at the local high school.
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Seven people were received into the membership of Christ Community Church, Schaum-
burg III, on Palm Sunday. Left to right they are Herb Carreno, Howard and Shelley Cole,

June and Ron Rood, and Maude and Al Hill.

Encouraged by Mennonite successes

at using mass media campaigns to

publicize opening public worship ser-

vices in Nashville, Tenn., and Cape
Coral, Fla., Christ Community Church
used a telemarketing program called

"Phones for You" to advertise their

Oct. 9, 1988, opening service. A team
of 25 volunteers made 20,000 calls and
discovered 2,000 households with open-

ness to receiving more information.

Multiple mailings and 2,000 reminder
calls were made over the five-week

period before the opening service.

While 200 new attenders were ex-

pected, only 30 actually came, aug-

mented by the core group of 20 and an

additional 20 visitors from other Men-
nonite churches. "For the massive
effort we made, we haven't had the

results we hoped for," congregational

chairperson David Durkee remarks.
"We probably got some people going
back to churches of their background
denomination. I'm sure we don't see

all the benefits that have resulted

from our contact work."
But there are sources of encourage-

ment as well. The core group is enthu-
siastic and committed to growth. Some
15-20 newcomers have become regular

attenders, bringing with them a di-

verse assortment of gifts that are

quickly being incorporated into wor-

On Aug. 1, 1988, the Schaumburg congregation began 20 days of20,000 phone calls to

inform the neighborhood about their new church.

ship and service spheres. Musical gifts

in the small congregation of 35-40 are

strong. There is a good diversity of

white, Hispanic and black residents

represented. LeRoy's wife, Pauline,

says, "We're rejoicing that we're able

to start this way."

LeRoy projects that the congrega-

tion's next steps are to identify and
develop ministries that can provide

more points of contact with the com-
munity, such as wholistic health care.

He also foresees making further use of

advertising to share pictures and testi-

monies of community residents who
are finding faith and fellowship at

Christ Community Church. The Ken-
nels conclude that one-to-one friend-

ship evangelism will no doubt be the

best means of making the church grow.

While these stories carry their

unique elements, they also

point out common experi-

ences for church planters elsewhere.

As Don Yoder observes, "Whenever the

gospel moves out with success in a

community, the Evil One brings oppo-

sition." Trials and discouragement are

to be expected. Inner spiritual re-

sources and outside prayer support are

necessary, as is the encouragement of

Mennonites who are in established

congregations.

Can we Mennonites succeed at plant-

ing new churches? Can we reach the

ambitious goals we have set for our-

selves? Can we retain and pass on the

essence of Anabaptist Christian faith

while borrowing techniques and termi-

nology from other branches of the

church? There is much in this new
sphere of church planting activity to

activate our concern, mobilize our

energies and resources and give us

hope.

The key to our renewal and assured

future as Mennonite denominations

likely lies in the direction of planting

new congregations of enthusiastic be-

lievers and cultivating their growth

into strong church bodies.

| |

Sally Schreiner is

a member of Reba
i

! Place Church, a
I WF3 J Mennonite- and

i Br*^ "^B Brethren-affiliated

4. - congregation in
' ' Evanston, III. She

^^N^, works at the Semi-

^Tl * ^ nary Consortium

( \ for Urban Pastoral

Education and
edits the quarterly inter-Mennonite

newsletter Urban Connections. She
also serves on the home ministries com-
mittee of Mennonite Board of
Missions.
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"We want every

member of our
church to have
a vital under-

standing of mis-

sion at home. We
want all to be en-

gaged in minis-

tries of witness

and service, word
and deed, here in

North America.
Faith, compassion
and action will be

the focus of our
ministries into the

1990s." Hubert L.

Brown, executive

secretary

"Offering a 'cup of
cold water/ hold-

ing a seminar in a

farming commu-
nity, providing

evangelism and
church develop-

ment resources,

witnessing to gov-

ernment—we are

involved at all

levels. I think

CHM will leap

into exciting new
challenges in the

next few years.

"

Dorothy Nickel

Friesen,

chairperson

Commission on Home Ministries
Calling North Americans to a dynamic,

active faith commitment to Jesus Christ is

the special mission of the Commission on
Home Ministries. In partnership with congrega-

tions and district conferences, CHM reaches out

to those outside the church and works to make
meaningful Christian discipleship a reality for

those who are already members.
Outreach in North America and strengthening

existing congregations were important concerns
which led to the founding of the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church in 1860. Native minis-

tries, evangelism, peace and justice work, volun-

tary service, work in inner cities and many other

ministries have grown from these early concerns.

Today CHM's work is diverse. Here are a few

examples:

• Don Yoder traveled 108,942 miles last year

helping individuals, congregations, and dis-

trict and provincial conferences as they seek
to respond faithfully to the Lord's Great

Commission.
• 25 Spanish-speaking church leaders are

receiving training without having to leave

their ministries. The Anabaptist Biblical Insti-

tute offers extension courses in seven geo-

graphic centers.

• Peacemaking ministries are being developed
and supported.

• 107 volunteers serve in partnership with 25
congregations in Canada and the United

States through Mennonite Voluntary

Service.

• An intertribal Indian congregation is being

established in Phoenix, Ariz.

• The "Many Peoples Becoming God's Peo-

ple" theme was originally developed by
CHM. Alberto Quintela works to make it more
than just a slogan. He is helping build a
church in which Christ truly transcends differ-

ences in name, culture and race.

CHM recognizes that foreign missions have
come home. North America is a continent of

immigrants. CHM is working to make language

and ethnic mission a major

focus of its work. In the 1990s
CHM will work toward

reaching the dream of being

a "many peoples" church.

The 1989 CHM budget, including A Cali to King-

dom Commitments funds, totals $1,089,680.

Congregational
Life

$28,645 3%
Evangelism and Church
Development
$119,145 11%

Hispanic

Ministries

$99,443 9%

Many Peoples
$62,284 6%

Supportive
services

$283,035 26%

Peace and Justice

$81,600 7%

Mennonite
voluntary Service

$262,728 24%

Mennonite Indian

Leaders Council

$152,800 14%
w

TOTAL $1,089,680

Hubert L. Brown Dorothy Nickel Friesen
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the Mennonite family

£ C °°d family relationships

1 -w» can no longer be assumed
X»*^ in Mennonite churches,"

says Clare Schumm, family life minis-

tries secretary for both the General
Conference Mennonite Church and the

Mennonite Church.
He says that changes in the family

structure that have happened in the

last half century are partially due to

lifestyle shifts in North American
society and in the church. Dual-career

families and busier schedules have
contributed to the increased stress on
the family. He also notes that a higher
divorce rate has affected family struc-

ture. Schumm's job is to help the
church understand these changes.

He observes that as North America
has moved from an agrarian to an
industrial and now into a technological

society, the emphasis on and impor-

tance of the individual has become
stronger. "What can I get out of it?"

has become the foremost question for

society. Consequently the group, the

family and the community have moved
into a secondary position, making the
survival of the traditional family

structure more difficult. Yet Schumm
believes the family will survive these

changes. He stresses the human need
to be part of a caring group as a basic

reason for the family's survival.

The biblical call to form such caring

communities is the reas6n the issues of

the family are important to the

church. "A major challenge of the

church is to affirm individual fulfill-

ment in the biblical context and per-

spective of the family," explains

Schumm. From this comes his commit-
ment to strengthen family life within

the church.

Schumm's primary responsibility is

to work with family life committees
within the conferences, districts and
provinces of the GC and MC denomi-
nations. Less than half of them have
family life committees, since such a

directed focus on the family has only

been part of church thinking in the

last 20 years.

One of Schumm's goals is to have a

family life committee in each confer-

ence, district and province. From this

base, he says, the church can begin to

draw on the resources in its congrega-

tions. He envisions congregational
clusters with preventive programs and
with trained people who counsel fami-

lies in crises.

In his work with family life minis-

tries during the past three years
Schumm has gathered resources for

congregations interested in developing
such family life programs. First, a
family life committee identifies the

needs of its congregation's families.

Schumm stresses that "family" should
include single people, single-again

people, married couples and family

members of all ages.

After the needs have been identified,

the committee sets objectives. Each
objective includes a concrete solution

to the need. To do this the congrega-
tion discovers its resources. Often peo-

ple, printed or audiovisual materials,

money, time and facilities are helpful.

Parenting courses, marriage support

groups and "adopt-a-grandparent"
programs have helped congregations

focus on specific needs. One congrega-

tion has a monthly luncheon for the

elderly of the congregation and com-
munity. This provides a social contact

and an outreach ministry for the

church.

Issues surrounding human sexuality

and intimacy have been those least

explored among us. Yet this is the area

that needs the most work, Schumm
says. Because of the increased value

placed on relationships, there are more
demands on intimacy. It should be
expected that as the church grows in

its awareness of domestic violence and
sexual abuse, the church will further

explore human sexuality.

At Normal '89, workshops on domes-
tic violence, teaching Christian sexual

values to children, and developing a

family life ministry within the congre-

gation will be held. Schumm sees Nor-

mal '89 as a place to motivate people

to be more actively involved in family

life ministries.

Trudy Good is a student at Goshen
(Ind) College.

Clare Schumm, secretary of family life ministries, serves GCs and MCs. One of Schumm's
goals is to have a family life committee in each conference, district and province.

CD
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Commission on Education

"It is exciting to

see people respond

to Christ's love

and grow in faith

through the

projects and paper

of the Commission
on Education.

"

Norma Johnson,
executive

secretary

Norma Johnson

"We aim to be in

such dialogue

with constituent

congregations so

as to be able to

provide the

relevant

educational

resources for

Christian growth
through the stages

of faith and life.

"

Erick Sawatzky,
chairperson

Ml
Erick Sawatzky

Wherewithal for the people of God

Come, proclaim the gospel of Jesus Christ.

To do that, you need wherewithal. Con-

gregations make disciples when they

have it. Families draw healing from it. With it,

people grow in grace. The Commission on Edu-

cation has wherewithal. Ask for it.

People who had wherewithal
Over 100 years ago our churches had a vision.

"Do missions overseas," they said. But that took

special people. So first they built a school. From
Wadsworth, Ohio, came ministers, teachers,

evangelists and missionaries. Thus our church

grew. Today the Commission on Education still

helps congregations train people to proclaim the

gospel.

Look at the wherewithal we have:
• the Foundation Series and the Adult Bible

Study Guide: our most commonly used aids;

• Builder, a special resource for teachers,

ministers, education committees, worship

leaders and librarians;

• Faith and Life Bible Studies: reaching out to

neighbors;
• Venture Clubs: adventure and discovery for

children;

• Integrated Congregational Youth Ministry:

drawing youth into the mainstream of the

church;
• ministries to students and young adults:

keeping in touch;

• YouthGuide: serving youth leaders;

• congregational discipling: a vision for faith

and life that blends worship and teaching;

• With: bringing faith to the life of high school

youth;

• Mennonite and Brethren Marriage Encoun-
ter: a ministry to families;

• an Anabaptist hymnal: coming in 1992;
• Rejoice!: for the discipline of daily devotions;

• Faith and Life bookstores: over-the-counter

help for churches;
• the staff of COE: a resource for leadership

training;

• books: portable teachers and storytellers.

We have kept the faith

Working together with other Mennonites is one
of our special goals. "Mennonites," said COE
pioneer C.E. Krehbiel in 1923, "should strive

earnestly to cooperate in education, relief work,

the distribution as well as the preparation of

Christian literature." We have kept the faith.

COE budget for 1989: $441,412

Genera! expenses $301,926 68.4%

ServicesServices to Jm
congregations

$64,900 14.7%

Intercommission programs
$74,586 16.9% W
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Glenn Lehman

People who come to Normal '89

can expect to sing from a sam-
pler of a hymnal to be published

in 1992. The work of the Cooperative
Hymnal Project, this hymnal will fol-

low The Mennonite Hymnal, which was
co-produced by the Mennonite Church
and the General Conference Menno-
nite Church 20 years ago. That 1969
book has paid its way, with over
125,000 copies in print.

However, this round of cooperation
involves more than two parties. At the
work table of the new hymnal have
been sitting Church of the Brethren
representatives. This denomination of
plain-sect origins numbers some
170,000 members and matches almost
one-for-one the combined memberships
of the two Mennonite groups. The
Brethren expect the new hymnal to

replace their current one, published in
1951. A fourth partner, Churches of
God, General Conference, with some
30,000 members, piggybacks with the
Brethren, having adopted their book
instead of making their own. Earlier, a
Baptist group was interested, came
and left. The Mennonite Brethren
Church will be a cooperative user. Two
representatives attend the meetings but
have no vote in the Hymnal Council.

A sampler will

preview>the

Now 6V2 years in the works, the hym-
nal is taking definite shape. The sam-
pler we will see at Normal '89 pre-

views the rest to come. In addition to a
core of favorite old hymns from each of
the four denominations, the new collec-

tion will include numerous pieces com-
posed in 20th-century folk and contem-
porary idioms. The language will be
pruned of thees and thous; gender-
neutral usage will prevail wherever
the committee thinks it does not call

attention to itself. The hymnal will be
larger, including more non-musical
worship materials. It will be put into
sections according to worship actions
such as offering, reading of Scripture
and benediction.

If
two made a couple in 1969, four

is a crowd today. Before creating a
hymnal, the group had to come to

terms with its process. The Hymnal
Council after six years gave up consen-
sus as a method to make choices and
now votes. A 75 percent majority is

required to pass motions, but absten-
tions are counted and nay votes may
explain their opposition. Mary Oyer,
editor of the sampler, says this change
came because "they stopped talking
about things and started doing." More

changes could still come since no edi-

tor for the final hymnal has been
named, and Mary has notified the
council that she wants to reduce her
administrative involvement.
Choosing—and especially discard-

ing—hymns raises strong feelings in
the sensitive areas of language, taste
and tradition. Last October tension
had risen to a breaking point. Some
voiced fears that the project could fall

apart. So the council engaged the ser-

vices of two group-process specialists,

whose first impression was surprise
that the group could have gone on so
long, given its structures. For example,
Mary Oyer is employed half time as
the executive director without a formal
job description. Lani Wright, full-time

administrative assistant with unwrit-
ten lines of accountability, works in
the basement of Nancy Faus' house.
Faus chairs the council and teaches at
the Church of the Brethren's Bethany
Theological Seminary.
The group processors had good news,

too. They found the council "more
egalitarian" than most other groups.
To someone who remembers that Mary
Oyer was the only woman on the 1969
book's committee, the eight women to

13 men on the present council does not
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Worship committee members discuss worship aids to appear in the back of the new hymnal.
Clockwise: Rebecca Slough (back to camera), Jimmy Ross, Dave Green, Harvey Gossard,

Dena Pence Frantz and John Rempel

go unnoticed. In fact, women do the

principle work of the project. Only one
group, the publishers, is composed
entirely of men.
Despite changes in process and per-

sonnel, however, the vision for a com-
mon hymnal remained. The decision to

produce a sampler, at the request of

MCs and GCs for their joint conven-

tion in Normal, 111., focused the work
and generated high enthusiasm. The
sampler, however, is not a market-
testing device but an introduction to

the hymnal. What is chosen for the

sampler will be in the book. The sam-
pler will be available to churchwide
meetings but not generally to

congregations.

The group that by a 75 percent ma-
jority vote finally decides whether, for

example, we will sing "mankind" or

"humankind" is the 21-member Hym-
nal Council. Its members participate

in four working groups: music, text,

worship, publishing. The members are

chosen by the four participating de-

nominations. The MC members are

appointed by Mennonite Publishing
House in consultation with Mennonite
Board of Congregational Ministries.

The GC members are appointed by the
Commission on Education.

These council members exercise long
attention spans, since meetings typi-

cally run from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. for a

whole week. Unlike previous hymnal
committees dominated by ordained
churchmen, employees of church-re-

lated institutions dominate these

ranks. While the project budget pays
room and board, no one except staff

gets paid for time spent, which can
amount to more than three weeks per

year. However, in nearly every case

employable income is not sacrificed,

since meetings are held during school

breaks or when the institutions give

them paid leave.

How the project got its mandate from
the four participating denominations
varies considerably. While the Breth-

ren mandate came from its annual
conference, the Mennonite initiative

came mostly from the people whose
professions and livelihoods relate to

this kind of work, not from the pastors

or lay people. So Mennonites have no
reference point in churchwide discus-

sion or minutes to claim for common
guidance. After six years, this gap
with the denominational executives

became perceptible and a session was
arranged to shore up understanding.
Because this project is one step away

from the denominational structures

and because no market testing was
done (although the four subgroups
each have a committee to give re-

sponse), it is impossible to determine
what level of interest there is in the

next hymnal. In fact, some Mennonite
participants assume that we are not

yet ready for a new hymnal. For the

Brethren this is not a problem because
they have not published a hymnal
since 1951. In Mennonite circles there

is wide belief that a supplement to

The Mennonite Hymnal would be re-

ceived eagerly. Some members of the

council secretly believe that the Breth-

ren will get a hymnal out of this pro-

ject and that the Mennonites will come
away with a supplement—a part of the

project. The supplement is attractive

also because The Mennonite Hymnal
has been short on 20th-century mate-
rial, folk songs, gospel songs and mu-
sic by Mennonites.
Full hymnals generally get done

only once every generation. According

to Mary Oyer, who was the executive

secretary for the 1969 hymnal, "a
church must always be working on its

next hymnal. It should always have a

file, collecting the materials as they

come." The people who would rather

work on a hymnal than do anything
else push for early production. On the

other hand, publishers have to reckon

with the reluctance with which most
congregations change hymnals.
The members of the council, as

aware as anyone of the highly emo-
tional issues that hymnals touch,

sometimes wonder if any lasting book
can be produced now. Oyer easily

names several reasons not to do a hym-
nal now. Language and music are in

rapid transition, for example. But she

hopes to help produce a book that re-

flects the worldwide Mennonite experi-

ence and the North American program
commitment to starting new churches.

The Brethren, incidentally, are trying

to reverse declining membership.
The making of a hymnal always

brings to mind the making of the pre-

vious one. And for the two Mennonite
groups that produced The Mennonite
Hymnal that memory is still quite

alive. The Brethren, by contrast, have
no records and little memory of the

making of the one in 1951. It was
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Ken Morse and Shirley Martin, members of the text committee, pore over proposed word
changes, taking various viewpoints into consideration.

Music committee members test arrangements for the new hymnal. Left to right are Robert
Asel, Ken Nafziger, Barbara Chong Gossard, George Wiebe and Marilyn Houser Hamm.

Publishers committee members Laurence Martin (center) and Robert Durnbaugh discuss
the handbook for the new hymnal with Joan Fyack, handbook editor.

made a decade before the cultural
changes and new music of the 1960s
and seems to Mennonites to come from
another era than ours. The Brethren
did not see their hymnal as a step in

becoming culturally upwardly mobile
as perhaps some Mennonites did with
theirs.

Congregations buy hymnals. And
today they shop around. The four par-
ticipating groups know that more of

their congregations are buying com-
mercially published, non-denomina-
tional books. Before the 20th century,
regions often produced hymnals. Then
there was an ascendancy of central
control over hymnals in the 20th cen-
tury with the rise of denominational
structures. Now with printing technol-

ogy making it possible for congrega-
tions to produce their own collections,

are North American churches return-
ing to decentralized hymnals? Menno-
nites hope to sell 38,000 in the first

five years to break even; the Brethren,
130,000.

Whatever the book will be, it will

not have come free. Just the travel and
meals for a weeklong meeting easily

come to $5,500. The salaries given by
the church agencies, where most of the
people are employed, are again that
much. The 1989 budget is $65,000.

Is it possible for one volume to sat-

isfy everybody? Can a wide variety of

interests, memories and theological

persuasions be served without compro-
mising theological and artistic integ-

rity? Can the book be big but not
heavy? Despite a few interests that
cannot be automatically or simply
reconciled, despite some process ambi-
guity and despite limited market re-

search, the hymnal project after 6 x
/2

years has erected a lot of scaffolding

that promises a finished structure of

exceptional praise—which is priceless.

Glenn Lehman lives

in Leola, Pa., with
his wife and two
young children. He
works part time for

the Lancaster Con-
ference's Worship

^^^^pM^l and Creative Ex-

4k H ^k. pression Commis-
I ' sion. He has aHi

master s degree in

music from Westminster Choir College,

where he studied hymnology with the

late Eric Routley, who was a consultant

for The Mennonite Hymnal.
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"Committed,
caring

communities of
faith are the bases

from which Christ

is proclaimed in

word and deed. I

am gratified with

MBCM's impact
in helping such
congregations

happen. " Gordon
Zook,

executive

secretary

"I dream of
MBCM continuing

to be instrumental

and influential in

the establishment,

development and
nurturing of

strong healthy

congregations

where God's reign

is expressed

through their

worship,

community and
mission.

"

Charlotte

Holsopple Glick,

president

Mennonite Board of
Congregational Ministries

Gordon Zook

Mission statement
The Mennonite Board of Congregational Minis-

tries leads the Mennonite Church in shaping

vision for congregational life. By equipping con-

ference and congregational leaders and by pro-

viding resources, MBCM fosters strong congrega-

tions whose members are enabled for worship,

equipped for community and empowered for

mission.

Brief history/background
MBCM was established in 1971 to gather a

number of ongoing programs and agencies relat-

ing to congregations: curriculum development,

youth ministry, peace concerns, worship, pastoral

leadership, camping, stewardship and more.

MBCM's earliest predecessors were the Peace
Problems Committee (1907) and the General

Sunday School Committee (1913). Ross Bender
served as MBCM executive secretary, 1972-74;

Harold Bauman, 1974-78; and Gordon Zook,

1978-89.

MBCM program facts
Major programs and staff

• Congregational Education—Marlene Kropf

—curriculum development
—Discipling Model for Congregational

Education

—teacher training

Reference group: conference nurture

commissions

• Hispanic Literature—Arnoldo Casas
—Ecos Menonitas, bimonthly newspaper
—Spanish book publishing

—congregational education

Reference group: Hispanic convencion
executive committee

• Congregational Leadership—Gordon Zook
—ministerial information center

—pastor salary suggestions

—leadership development strategy

Reference group: conference

ministers workshop

• Family Life Ministry—Clare

Schumm
—family life seminars
—congregational family life

committees
—Mennonite and Brethren

Marriage Encounter

Reference group: inter-

Mennonite family life council

1 Youth Ministry—Lavon Welty (until 9-1-88)

—Blueprint for Congregational Youth

Ministry, 1988 book
—biennial churchwide youth conventions

—Life Planning Program for mentoring
relationships

Reference group: churchwide youth ministry

council

Peace and Social Concerns—Edgar Metzler

—manual on peace education for youth

—In the Presence of Persuasion, 1989 video

—conscientious objector issues

Reference group: conference peace
committees

Call to Faithful Stewardship—Ray and Lillian

Bair

—God's Managers seminars
—Vision 95 goals

—first-fruits giving

Reference group: churchwide stewardship

council

Two-year expenditures for fiscal years ending Janu-

ary 1988 and January 1989

Worship and Spirituality
Audiovisuals

$6,810 0.8% $4 '000 °-5 °/0

I
Stewardship
$110,915 13.5%

Congregational
Education
$95,161

11.6%

Hispanic

Literature

$148,718 18.1

Peace and Social Concerns
$116,040 14.1%

18.1%

^^^^^^B A \
Con9regational
Leadership

Youth Ministry
$1

$127,391
15.5%

26,898 15.4%

Family Li

Ministry

$86,775
10.5%

Total $822,708

Charlotte

Holsopple Glick
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%^aH8k:Yt% worth it

These five young people participated in last summer's Mennonite
Service Venture, an MC/GC program consisting of Youth Venture

(for individuals) and Group Venture (for youth groups).

At first I was skeptical

I spent three weeks in Arvada, Colo.,

with Youth Venture. I lived with nine
other youth and two leaders in a small
church, where we cooked together, ate

together, slept on the sanctuary floor,

and had access to one shower.

I worked with severely mentally and
physically handicapped adults at

Wheatridge Regional Center. I read
stories to one woman. I played catch

with a man. When I got to a certain

part in her favorite book the woman
always smiled broadly.

For three weeks I helped make these

few people's lives a little happier.

The poster advertising Youth Ven-

ture said, "It will change your life."

At first I was skeptical. I was afraid. I

didn't know what it would be like. I

wouldn't know anyone. What would
they think of me? Would I be alone in

the midst of a crowd? I took an incredi-

ble risk, and it changed my life. Jenni-

fer D. Byler, Goshen (Ind.) College

Not people to be scared of

I chose Salina, Kan., where I worked
with homeless people.

We began working there, basically

painting, repairing, cooking. Along
with work we had fun with our group,

which included about 10 youth and
two adults. We made occasional trips

to the pool, shopping or movies. It

didn't take long for everyone to learn

to know each other. We had devotions

and a time of singing each day.

Before we knew it we got to know
many of the homeless people. They
weren't people to be scared of, just

people who longed for friends and for

people to take an interest in them.
Going on a Youth Venture was one of

the best decisions I've ever made. The
feeling of knowing you've helped some-
one is irreplaceable. You've got the
rest of your life to work, why not sacri-

fice two weeks to help someone? Kan-
dace Helmuth, Dalton, Ohio

See what God can do

I was in a group of six North Ameri-
cans sponsored by Mennonite Service

Venture who spent June 23-July 16,

1988, doing voluntary service in the
inner city of Belfast. Upon arrival I

found the city similar to many large
U.S. cities.

The children and youth we worked
with were from the north side of Bel-

fast, the largest inner-city area. They
came mostly from large, unemployed
Catholic families. They were eager to

meet North Americans and excited to

come to our activities and meetings.
We spent our first week with teen-

agers 15 and older. Our main goals for

the week were to get to know the peo-

ple and build trust. This was a chal-

lenge. We became involved in many
activities, such as football, fishing and
an open coffee bar at a place called

The Saltshaker.

During our second week we had a
Holiday Bible Club in the morning for

children ages 3-11. Bible stories,

games, songs and a special day out
made for an exciting week with the
150 children. We spent evenings with
young people ages 12-15. Their energy
kept us on the go all the time. A spe-

cial concert at the end of the two
weeks was the occasion of a few people
coming to Christ.

I made many friends with whom I

still keep in touch. Mennonite Service
Venture was a challenge and a lot of

fun. The team was just right and great
to work with. I loved doing voluntary
service and plan on doing it again
soon. Everyone should have the oppor-

tunity to experience it for themselves
and see what God can do with their

life. Laura L. Kirchhofer, Berne, Ind.

Chiquita

That little jutting chin let the world
see her pride and determination.

That strong 9-year-old body, with a

voice to match, could run, dance and
play with seemingly endless energy.

Once she was told to stop running
around in the city square because
"some folks don't like black kids." I

won't forget the anger I felt as I saw
her robbed of her right to freedom and
expression of happiness.

Another time I was mediating a
fight between her and a boy. I remem-
ber how she stood and pondered my
suggestion that she not return violence

with violence. ("But why shouldn't I

hit him if he hit me first?") I could
almost see the wheels turning in her
head as we talked about alternatives.

And then, to my surprise, at the next
confrontation (they were never far

apart) she employed the technique
we'd discussed and handily resolved

the situation.

These times with Chiquita and the
other members of my "People Are
Beautiful" group entailed only two
days of my three-week service experi-

ence. In addition to working in this

program, we worked at a soup kitchen,

a rescue mission, a nursing home and
the Peace Mennonite Church of Port-

land, Ore. Lisa D. Weaver, Goshen, Ind.

Pray for Belfast

Belfast, Northern Ireland—just hearing
the name makes me think of trouble.

When I think back to the 3 V2 weeks I

spent there I can't believe I actually

made it!

It all started months before the ac-

tual trip. My youth pastor, Dennis
Stutzman, informed me of a "service"

trip to Ireland and encouraged me to

apply.

Belfast is a troubled city. The hatred
goes from generation to generation. I

was lucky to have been given the

chance to witness the scene firsthand

and I thank God, my parents and my
church for this experience. Please re-

member Belfast in your prayers. Tom
Lerdal, Berne, Ind.

Jennifer Byler Kandace Helmuth Lisa Weaver Tom Lerdal
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"People put the

sparkle into my
life and work:

sisters and
brothers

worldwide who
are, even through

suffering,

victorious signs of
God's peaceable

kingdom to all

principalities and
powers. " Paul

Gingrich,

president

"Mennonite Board
of Missions

faithfully and
joyfully serves the

Mennonite Church
to enlarge the

kingdom of God,

recognizing the

urgency of the

task, learning

from those we
serve and

following the

example ofJesus,

with special

concern for victims

and helpless

people, promoting
the gospel that

enables. " Glen
Miller,

chairperson

Mennonite Board of Missions
ennonite Board of Missions, with offices

in Elkhart, Ind., and Harrisonburg, Va.,

is the churchwide mission agency of

the Mennonite Church. MBM seeks to lead and
enable congregations and conferences to be

involved in programs of Christian ministry in

North America and overseas.

The Mennonite Evangelizing Committee, orga-

nized in 1882, was the first formal mission effort

of the Mennonite Church in North America. The
first city mission of the Mennonite Church was
begun by M.S. Steiner in Chicago in 1893. W.B.

and Alice (Thut) Page and J.A. Ressler, the first

missionaries commissioned by the Mennonite
Church, sailed for India Feb. 22, 1899, and ar-

rived March 24. Mennonite Board of Missions

and Charities was incorporated in 1906; "and
Charities" was dropped in 1971.

Were we to trace the ebb and flow of Menno-
nite mission ministries, many pivotal points would

be evident. Most importantly, we have grown in

our awareness of sisters and brothers in many
nations of the world. Because of their global

presence, the sun never sets on the Mennonite
Church.

Overseas, MBM responds to requests from

Christian communities—some Mennonite, some
indigenous Christian, some other Protestant

groups—for leadership training, Bible teaching,

media outreach, writing teaching materials,

health ministries, pastoral work and to help sup-

port evangelism by national Christians. MBM
currently has some 130 workers in 24 countries.

MBM will send its first long-term workers to

Liberia (West Africa) this year. They will provide

Bible training for a newly organized group of

churches, mostly independent churches, called

the United Christian Fellowship of Liberia.

Charles Saydee, UCFL chairman, writes, "Lead-

ers of our churches are a mixture of learned and
unlearned people. Thus we need someone to

teach us the way we should go."

In North America, MBM goals include develop-

ing ministries that use the vision and gifts of

people of all ages, leading the church in planting

500 new North American congregations by 1995,

giving voice and amplification

to the witness of the

, \ Mennonite Church in North

America and fostering the

calling forth and training of

dynamic leaders for North

American mission.

Service Adventure will begin in three pilot loca-

tions in August, providing 11 -month service op-

tions for post-high school people. Coordinator

Nancy Thiessen hopes Service Adventure "will

give young adults vision for mission in North

America, stimulate spiritual growth and provide a
framework for discerning God's purpose in their

lives."

Total MBM budget FYE 1-31-90 - $8,186,000

:und-raising (3%)

General

"

4
Service
ministries (14%)

administration (10%)

Other (5%)

Literature (10%)

Media Ministries (2%)

Service programs (4%)

Leadership
training (9%)

Evangelism and
Church
Development
(13%)

Media Ministries

& Choice Books
(22%) r

Church planting (8%)

EXPENDITURES
NORTH AMERICAN MINISTRIES

Shared program
grants (4%)

Bequests (6%)

Voluntary service

earnings (4%)

Choice Books (20%)

SOURCES OF INCOME

Paul Gingrich Glen Miller
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Many Peoples Becoming God's People v\

Northern Ireland ^j^Jelj

Ireland

England

El Sah

1,8,10

General Conference Mennonite
Church workers serve.

C 2General Conference Mennonite Church
provides funding but has no workers.

3Mennonite Board of Missions workers serve.

"Mennonite Board of Missions provides resources

but has no workers.

5Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and Charities

provides funding but has no workers.

6 Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and Charities

provides funding but has no workers.

-Virginia Mennonite Board of Missions, Harrisonburg,

Va., workers serve.

8Franconia Conference Mission Commission,

Souderton, Pa., workers serve.

'Conservative Mennonite Board of Missions and
Charities (Rosedale Mennonite Missions),

Irwin, Ohio, workers serve.

, '"Pacific Coast Mennonite Mission Board, Salem, Ore.,

workers serve.

"In cooperation with Mennonite Central Committee, Akron, Pa.

12Through China Educational Exchange.

13 ln partnership with Africa Inter-Mennonite Mission, Elkhart, Ind.

Portugal
Sp<

C^Haiti 57

i/fy Dominican Republic
5

Jp ^^ Puerto Rico
3

Guatemala
3

'\ Virgin Islands
5

Honduras
5

'

lor ^ Trinidad'

Venezuela
5

Suriname
3

Cdlo

* Ecua

ibia
1

01

Burk

Liberia

Ivory Coast
4

Bei

Ghana
3

feru 1

Mennonite Mission

= Countries where Mennonite Board of Missions,

Elkhart, Ind., and other Mennonite Church mission

agencies have workers or support ministries.

SB = Countries where the Commission on Overseas
Mission of the General Conference Mennonite Church,
Newton, Kan., and Winnipeg has workers or support

ministries.

M = Mennonite Church agencies and General

Conference have missionaries or support ministries,

often in cooperation.

Chile far<

Uruguay
2,3

Transkei, S<

Peters Projection Map from Map 'n' Fact: Visions of Peace, used by permission

©1984 Friendship Press, Inc., New York, New York.

Printed in U.S.A.
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Idwide

v
Taiwan

1

Hong Kong'

Sudan
Philippines

Ethiopia/

Cenyi

Somalia
5

Mennonite Mission Distinctives

• A believer must make a conscious, rad

commitment to Jesus Christ, the only Lord

and Savior.

• Anabaptists follow Christ's call to make

^ ... disciples of all.

' } • Loyalty to Christ cuts across loyalty to any nation,

J people or secular lifestyle.

I
I
* Anabaptists do not separate faith from life and

/ doctrine from ethics,

j / • Community, fellowship and mutual concern

/ / stem from a common commitment to

•I Li Jesus,
izua^ia/ # /\naba ptj sts are peacemakers, committed to

reconciliation and non-resistance as they

demonstrate Christ's love in all relationships.

• Mennonite mission overseas is conducted in partnership

with local churches, for at its best mission is the work of

every congregation.
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"What excites me
about my work is

the opportunity to

be a part of the

amazing global

tapestry of many
peoples, languages

and cultures

becoming one in

Jesus Christ."

Erwin Rempel,
executive

secretary

"New believers

around the world
praise God

because we have
entered doors of

witness opened to

us. Praise God for

continuing

opportunities,

workers and
support for taking

God's Good News
into new

communities and
for ongoing

challenges of
working with the

churches he is

birthing around
the world.

"

Jeanne Zook,

chairperson

Commission on Overseas Mission

Erwin Rempel

The Commission on Overseas Mission ful-

fills in other nations the biblical missionary
mandate of reconciliation and love for

people in their total need, proclaiming to all peo-
ples by word and deed, in a servanthood stance,
that Jesus Christ is the only Savior and Lord, and
seeking the formation of caring communities of

believers, which in turn have a mission outreach.
The General Conference Mennonite Church's

overseas mission work began in 1900, when the
first missionaries were sent to India. Between
1910 and 1920 new ministry was initiated in

China and Zaire. Following World War II a second
wave of mission activity began in Colombia, Ja-
pan and Taiwan. Eventually, in the 1970s and
1980s, a third wave found General Conference
missionaries in additional countries in Africa,

Asia and Latin America.

• COM is a partner with five other Mennonite
denominations in the Africa Inter-Mennonite
Mission in ministries in Burkina Faso, Zaire,

Botswana, Transkei-South Africa and
Lesotho.

• Over 800 people have served as missionaries
with COM over the past 89 years of overseas
mission.

• COM has 120 missionaries serving in 17
countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

• COM missionaries participate in overseas
programs with the goal of founding Menno-
nite churches. Today General Conference
missionaries relate to Mennonite churches
and members on all three continents, num-
bering approximately 70,000.

• Along with other Mennonite mission agen-
cies, COM participates in unique ministries of

Bible teaching among African Independent
Churches, where the goal is not to found
Mennonite churches but to be a catalyst for

mutual discovery of God's will in a broken
world.

• Bob Ramseyer says, "Being in church plant-

ing is fun as we look around trying to see
where God is going to work next."

• Harris Waltner: "On Jan. 8
two adults from the Korean
Christian community
declared their faith in Christ

and received baptism at

our church (Maseru United
Church, Lesotho). Their

statements of faith were an
inspiration to our

congregation."
Jeanne Zook

' 1989 marks the end of North American mis-
sionary presence in India. Edward and Ra-
moth Burkhalter retired from service in India

after over 40 years of ministry. The Bharatiya
General Conference Mennonite Church has
over 5,000 members.
A new church-planting ministry is beginning
in 1989 in Bhopal, India, which will be known
as Mennonite Urban Ministries, with all-In-

dian leadership.

A new initiative in providing Anabaptist re-

sources for Latin America is forming during
1989 with the center likely in Bogota,

Colombia.

Budget: $3,403,653, or $3,611,085 including A Call

to Kingdom Commitments funds & Japan reserve
Administration and
promotion:

Missionary support:
Field program assistance:
General Conference

services/subsidies:

$ 523,803

1,937,399

368,053

$ 528,803
1,999,013

508,871

574,398 574,398

TOTALS $3,403,653 $3,611,085

w/o CKC
and
Japan

reserve

with CKC
and
Japan

reserve
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Mennonite Publishing House
"I'm impressed by

how much
educational 'bang

for the buck' we
get as a church

through our
publishing work. I

find it

exhilarating to be

part of a mission

which reaches

people throughout

the world. " J.

Robert Ramer,
publisher

J. Robert Ramer

"The Mennonite
Publication Board
provides biblically

rooted educational

literature to

encourage
spiritual growth of

the Mennonite
Church and the

wider Christian

community. " Alice

W. Lapp, board
chair

On Nov. 8, 1907, representatives from nine

Mennonite Church conferences meeting

in Goshen, Ind., organized the Menno-
nite Publication Board. Operating as Mennonite

Publishing House, it began publishing on April 1,

1908, at Scottdale, Pa. This vision for the value

of Christian literature has proven itself through

the ensuing 81 years. Written words still domi-

nate in supporting personal and congregational

nurture and outreach.

Today's products and services include:

Books: 30 new titles published each year

under the name Herald Press, approximately

300,000 copies sold annually, 80 titles translated

into one or more of 14 different languages.

Curriculum and church supplies: Typical

products include The Foundation Series, Uniform

Series, church membership materials and The

Mennonite Hymnal. Children of General Confer-

ence and Mennonite congregations have been
studying jointly prepared materials for well into

the second generation.

Periodicals: Christian Living, Gospel Herald,

Mennonite Yearbook, Network, On the Line, Pur-

pose, Rejoice!, Story Friends, Together, With.

"...can't believe I misplaced my renewal to Gos-

pel Herald, but I have not received it in two to

three weeks and I'm going through withdrawal

symptoms. I have this incredible feeling I'm miss-

ing out on important information!"

Provident bookstores: Thirteen stores in the

eastern United States and Ontario serve over 1

million customers annually. "Thank you for your

wonderful publication Provident Book Finder. It is

a tremendous help to our library committee at

Govans Presbyterian Church."

Printing: A modern plant prints MPH materials

and offers design, typesetting, printing, binding

and mailing services to congregations, confer-

ences and church agencies.

The purpose of the Mennonite Publishing

House is to publish and distribute literature and
other communication media and to facilitate its

use in order to strengthen the faith, life and unity

of the members of the church and promote the

gospel of Jesus Christ.

DISTRIBUTION OF 1-31-90 BUDGET

Periodicals (7%)

Herald Press

(10%)

aterials

7%)
Reserve/additional

needs (1%)
Printing

(4%)
Provident bookstores (71 %)

Alice W. Lapp
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Robert Hartzler

in the family

It
seems like only yesterday. We

gathered on the hillside of an old
orchard on a cold, windy Iowa

afternoon to turn a few spadefuls of
rich, black soil to "break ground" for

the Parkview Home at Wayland. It was
a cooperative effort of four General
Conference and Mennonite Church
congregations. I had lived in the com-
munity only five years, but Harvey
Nunemaker's words about the need for

inter-Mennonite cooperation and min-
istry struck a responsive chord in me.
In my heart arose the firm hope and
conviction to see the two become one
in my lifetime.

The Lord has led me on an interest-

ing journey. Growing up in the 1940s
in Mifflin County, Pa., all I knew was
a clear Mennonite separatism. The
next 30 years in the Midwest were full

of rich inter-Mennonite and ecumen-
ical experiences. What a surprise to
return to Belleville, Pa., in 1986 and
discover that MC folk here are better
acquainted with Lutherans, Presbyte-
rians and Methodists than with Gen-
eral Conference Mennonites or Menno-
nite Brethren! I think it is only a
geographical accident. At least I hope
so.

I am an unapologetic ecumenical
Mennonite Christian. The benefits and
joys of knowing as well as studying,
working and worshiping with brothers

and sisters of other Christian groups
are valuable to me. I draw from their
strengths, try to avoid their weak-
nesses, make my own contribution and
return greatly enriched. I will not soon
forget the Ash Wednesday service in
which a Mennonite pastor applied the
ashes to the forehead of a Presbyterian
mortician in a Lutheran church with
the solemn words, "Dust thou art and
to dust thou shalt return." We are
working hard at dispelling the silly

misperceptions of Mennonites who
think that Lutherans, Presbyterians
and Methodists look down at them,
while Lutherans, Presbyterians and
Methodists look up to Mennonites,
whom they think are looking down at
them.
Why should GCs and MCs consider a

structured union? In many communi-
ties we are already together in every-
day life. For instance, in southeastern
Iowa the two groups have worked to-

gether in Mennonite Central Commit-
tee sales and Mennonite Disaster Ser-
vice projects without questions. They
have built a rest home and church
camp. Pastor peer groups are inter-

Mennonite. The old perceptions of MCs
as disciplinarian and GCs as permis-
sive have been largely dispelled by
meaningful personal relationships and
congregational cooperation. Several
generations of our children across the

church have been in colleges together,
attended a jointly operated and staffed

seminary and worked side by side
in voluntary service and mission
endeavors.

My hope for a reunion in the family
of Menno is a biblical hope. I see it as
a practical part of God's eternal pur-
pose in Jesus Christ. The apostle Paul
articulates it in Ephesians: "To bring
all things in heaven and on earth to-

gether under one head, even Christ"
(1:10).

Shall we integrate? Shall MCs and
GCs become one? We need to carefully
weigh the advantages and disadvan-
tages. Better observers than I are al-

ready calling this to our attention.
Above all we must sense the Holy
Spirit's direction. I feel the movement
and freely confess that I like it. It is

clearly in line with that admonition of

Harvey Nunemaker 27 years ago.

Robert L. Hartzler
is pastor at Maple
Grove Mennonite
Church, Belleville,

Pa.
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Mennonite Biblical Seminary
"The training of

people to be able to

minister to our
church members,

and to invite

others to join in

the community of
those redeemed by

our Lord Jesus
Christ—that is the

exciting venture to

which I continue

to give myself."

Henry Poettcker,

president

"I want the

Mennonite
Biblical Seminary

to provide a

dynamic,
Christ-centered

training program
that will equip

people for

leadership

ministries. Such
leaders need to be

compassionate,

courageous and
sacrificial.

"

Menno H. Epp,
chairperson

ennonite Biblical Seminary is an educa-

tion institution grounded in the Scrip-

tures, committed to the Anabaptist

heritage and dedicated to the Christian church's

calling in our world. It seeks to educate and en-

able men and women to become spiritually ma-
ture, theologically informed and discerning, prac-

tically qualified and ethically committed ministers

of the church of Jesus Christ.

Mennonite Biblical Seminary had its formal

beginning in 1945 in Chicago, where it was affili-

ated with Bethany Biblical Seminary of the

Church of the Brethren. Several earlier chapters

in seminary education preceded it in Ohio from

1866 to 1931. In 1958 the seminary was moved
to Elkhart, Ind., to become a partner in the Asso-

ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries with Goshen
Biblical Seminary of the Mennonite Church.

Mennonite Biblical Seminary is the theological

training institution for the General Conference

Mennonite Church. Its constituency includes

churches throughout Canada and the United

States. It is operated by a board of trustees

elected and appointed by the General Confer-

ence and the regional conferences, by Women in

Mission and by MBS students.

The academic program consists basically of

three degree programs: a three-year Master of

Divinity, a two-year Master of Arts in peace stud-

ies and a two-year Master of Arts in theological

studies. The three-year program is to equip can-

didates for effective participation in the various

ministries of the church at home and around the

world. The MAPS program relates the biblical

vision of peace and justice to present-day situa-

tions in the context of God's ministry of reconcili-

ation. The MATS program is for people who wish

to study theology to supplement their profes-

sional training and to participate in the life and
service of the church.

In a time when our world knows so much ill-

will, the seminary's task is to prepare people to

participate in the proclamation of the Good News,
which shall be "peace and good will" toward all.

FALL ENROLLMENTS

AMBS - Total

MBS - Total

MBS - Canadian
MBS - Women

'86-87

222
102
11;

44

'87-'88

175
78

19

35

'88-89

179
84

24

35

Henry Poettcker Menno H. Epp
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Kathy Nofziger About Vision 95
MCs are asking:

At Ames, Iowa, in 1985, confer-

ence delegates from the Men-
nonite Church approved a plan

for churchwide renewal that was
drawn up by the Mennonite Church
General Board. Originally titled "Call
to Vision," its 10-year goals quickly
became the focus for discussion as
people wondered how the church could
double its membership growth rate,

double the offering plate givings and
send 500 additional missionaries into

the foreign field to bring that total up
to 1,000 workers. Feelings ran strong-

est in discussions about the goal to

plant 500 new congregations by 1995.
Where will these new churches be

put? Who will belong to them? Who
will pastor these churches when there
is already a shortage of Mennonite
pastors? Where will the money to

build the new churches come from?
How will all this rapid growth affect

the Mennonite Church?
Many of these questions can't be

fully answered yet, but we can look at
what is being done with stewardship,
mission, evangelism.
From the beginning of the Vision 95

campaign, Paul Gingrich, president of

Mennonite Board of Missions (MBM),
saw the benefits for the denomination.
He says that although the new growth
will bring changes to the church, per-

haps suffering as well, the denomina-
tion must seek growth in order to sur-

vive. But he warned that Mennonites
need to focus on the "vision," on being
faithful to Jesus Christ, instead of the
"numbers" set up in the 10-year goals.

"Renewal, or rather, the action of
renewal, is the center of the vision,

resulting in obedient action. The form
[of action] is to share faith and invite

people to join the 'God Movement,' "

says Gingrich. "If people are renewed
to be a separate tribe of God's own
people and really live that out, they
will be evangelistic in nature. The
result of renewal will be, or may be,

reaching the 10-year goals, the
numbers."
James Lapp, executive secretary of

the Mennonite Church General Board,

works with conference leaders in the
denomination. He has seen a lot of

enthusiasm for Vision 95 among those
leaders.

"At first the enthusiasm exceeded
the realistic ability to get things
done," he says, "but now it's more
tempered to be realistic. [Vision 95]

has spurred churches and congrega-
tions to look at church growth. It has
provided an impetus to things that
were already happening. If we hadn't
established some specific goals, Vision
95 would have been innocuous. It

caused debate, caused people to look at

where we were going."

Now at the halfway point to

1995, how is the vision pro-

gressing? What's being done
with the goals?

Early in the process, various groups
in the Mennonite Church accepted
responsibility for organizing different

parts of the goals. MBM took responsi-
bility for the overseas mission goal. A
commission was formed to stimulate
enthusiasm for stewardship. Area con-
ference leadership people accepted the
tasks of church planting and increas-

ing local missions.

Paul Gingrich, president Mennonite Board
of Missions: "Being faithful to Jesus Christ
is more important than numbers.

"

V 7*

James Lapp, executive secretary, Mennonite
Church General Board: "Vision 95 has
provided an impetus to things already

happening.

"

Following the advice of many past
and present mission workers, program
directors at MBM decided first to talk
to the people who would receive the
increased mission help generated by
Vision 95. What kind of help did they
want? MBM asked Nancy Heisey and
Paul Longacre to travel to mission
sites around the world to listen.

Heisey and Longacre have written
articles reporting their findings (in

Europe, Asia, Latin America and Af-
rica), but the couple's final report is

not due until August. MBM will then
work on program development and
future goals for international Menno-
nite mission work.
To double church giving, a commis-

sion named Call to Faithful Steward-
ship was formed to increase both the
number of people giving to their local

congregations on a regular basis and
the amount of money given. Commis-
sion member Ray Bair describes their

four-part approach as follows.

1. A denomination-wide stewardship
council was formed to meet annually
to oversee stewardship goals and
efforts.

2. The years 1990 and 1991 were
targeted for emphasis on first-fruits

giving, intended to replace the old idea
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of tithing. Ray and his wife, Lillian,

have been teaching first-fruits giving

and financial management seminars
for Christians for eight years, and
more resources are being developed to

give churches access to the first-fruits

program.
"Only by giving first-fruits first can

people live the rest of their lives for

God. It makes all of living sacred,"

said Ray. He is confident that first-

fruits giving will help the Mennonite
Church reach its stewardship goal.

3. Another program intended to

motivate people to give more money
and effort for God's kingdom is short-

term service projects in North Amer-
ica. Individual congregations send out
"Vision 95 teams" for short service

projects, such as building houses with
Habitat for Humanity. Terms are from
three days to two weeks.
Ray's hope is that the experience of

being part of Vision 95 teams will

motivate people to simplify their life-

styles and create a feederboard for

Mennonite Central Committee and
other mission groups.

4. Long-range stewardship plans also

include developing a Jubileers pro-

gram to encourage retired people to

take long-term voluntary service as-

signments. The commission also plans
to encourage more people to make
"Christian wills," in which people set

aside money for both God and their

families.

What's happening with Vision
95 in the congregations?

According to pastors, some
churches have focused their efforts on
establishing new congregations. Oth-
ers are setting their annual budgets
higher to raise more money for denom-
inational concerns and for their own
congregations' needs. Some have be-

gun looking at and talking about con-

gregational goals and mission state-

ments. Others have continued moving
in the same basic direction they were
headed before Vision 95 came along,

whether keeping up with their numer-
ous local outreach involvements or

struggling for their congregation's

survival. For many churches the last

several years have involved combina-

tions of many of these efforts. Here are

a few responses from congregational

leaders in the Ohio Conference of the

Mennonite Church:
Zion Mennonite Church of Archbold,

Ohio, joined in a cooperative effort

with the other Mennonite churches in

northwest Ohio to establish new con-

gregations as well as supporting exist-

ing churches in that area who are

struggling financially. In addition the
congregation continues to sponsor refu-

gees seeking asylum in the United
States or Canada.
Of the stewardship goal of Vision 95,

Ellis Croyle, pastor at Zion, said, "We
have not had problems or reluctance

about supporting the denominational
missions programs and agencies above
and beyond the 'expected giving.'

Therefore it's hard to know how to

respond to the stewardship goal." Be-
cause the congregation has been giv-

ing over the last five years an average
of 150 percent of what is asked, it's

decided to challenge the people to con-

tinue to give as they've been doing,

recognizing that not all churches can
give even 100 percent.

Salem Mennonite Church of

Waldron, Mich., is still struggling with
issues related to its own identity 35
years after it was planted, says co-

pastor Ned Wyse. "We're trying to

move from seeing ourselves as a mis-

sion church to make this our church."
Most members drive in from at least

10 miles away, and the new people are

coming from where the other members
live, rather than from near the church
location.

Ned said that Salem is concerned
with such things as what it means to

be Anabaptist, choosing effective ways
to witness to the local community,
providing adequate Sunday school

classes for their children and offering

a meaningful youth group experience
to their young people. Salem doesn't

have the time or resources to get very
involved in church planting.

Beaverdam Mennonite Church, near
Corry, Pa., has been involved in a
group effort of church planting in Erie,

about an hour away. Herman Myers,
pastor at Beaverdam, reports that they
have contributed funding and services

ranging from time donated in work
projects to releasing a couple of fami-

lies to become members of the new
congregation.

The Beaverdam Church had a first-

fruits seminar with Ray and Lillian

Bair the year before Myers became
pastor there. Since then, Myers' im-
pressions are that although some fami-

lies in the congregation didn't get on
board as much, the congregation is

committed to its church budget, to the

pastor's salary and to extra efforts

when special needs arise.

Reflecting on Vision 95's goals,

Myers said, "The Erie effort is a good
thing, but the church should invite

people into our homes and make
friends. Even with the delayed radio

broadcasts of Sunday mornings, we're

still not doing what we should be do-

ing. I would like to see healthy congre-

gations that outgrow their buildings

and send out branch congregations
instead of building bigger buildings."

Ed Yoder, pastor at Bethel Menno-
nite Church of Wadsworth, Ohio, re-

ports that "there's a good bit of ambiv-
alence about Vision 95 [in our
congregation], due to the fact that

Bethel has lost a lot of its membership
over the last 20 years."

As a pastor relatively new to the

congregation, Yoder is not sure why
there are few second-generation fami-

lies in the church, but he sees that it

has affected the congregation's self-

image. "There are doubts about the

goals because people wonder if we are

being presumptuous about growth,
which comes by power of the Holy
Spirit. And," he adds, "there is a lim-

ited receptivity to something new and
fresh and open."
Yoder thinks that Vision 95 can be a

useful tool in opening up communica-
tion about goals and theological inter-

pretation, though. "We really don't
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know how to come together and talk

about the things we feel deeply
about," he says.

The Bethel congregation was in-

volved in a group process a year or so

ago to discern its identity. The result

was finding a descriptive phrase that
they now use in newspaper advertise-

ments and on their sign in front of the
church building. They decided that
Bethel is made up of "God's Caring
People."

Other things that the congregation
has done related to Vision 95 include
using small groups to develop more
outreach to the local community and
to people on the fringes of their con-

gregation. The church has also contrib-

uted money to a church-planting effort

in Elyria, Ohio, some 50 miles away.
"I can't say how much would have

come about without the Vision 95
program," Yoder says, "but there is no
doubt in my mind that Vision 95
strengthens our hand tremendously in

terms of leadership. It validates the
things I have been promoting, and that
makes the effort worthwhile several

times over for me."
He adds, "The specifics of the goals

have not been as helpful in getting the
process going. Our church hasn't

looked at the numbers of how much
God wants us to grow or do church

planting here in Wadsworth, but it has
been helpful in starting the process

and in validating the work of the Holy
Spirit in the life of the congregation."

Regarding stewardship, Yoder says,

"We have a solid core of committed
people. The financial support is always
there."

While all of the pastors sur-

veyed could think of things
their congregations are doing

that support Vision 95, most noted
that those goals went along with
things the churches normally did.

Awareness of the issue of church
planting is high, and most of the con-

gregations are involved.

Rick Stiffney, former coordinator for

Vision 95, says that his general im-

pressions are that Vision 95 has had
the greatest impact at the conference

leadership level. After leaving the staff

of MBM, Stiffney continues to travel

and speak for Vision 95. He also

serves as chairman of the Indiana-

Michigan Conference committee work-

ing on Vision 95 goals.

Stiffney says the campaign has fo-

cused conference work on the vision

goals, but only a few of the conferences

have a significant link between their

conference leaders and the congrega-

tional leaders. The Indiana-Michigan

Conference, he says, is not one of those.
Stiffney believes that the success or

failure of Vision 95 depends on its

leaders, who must be able to articulate
the vision, inspire response and equip
people to move. Unfortunately, many
pastors don't feel capable of taking on
this kind of role.

"All the writing and running around
to congregations that the church ad-

ministration can do won't bridge the
gap between conference leaders and
the congregations," he says.

"I'm finding that churchwide agenda
doesn't mean much for many people,

and I doubt it ever will, because per-

sonal problems take people's attention.

But," he adds, "the church leadership
should be thinking of directions."

Asked if he thinks that the Vision
95 effort will be successful, Stiffney

says, "Articulating the vision is in-

structive itself, whether or not we
reach the 'numbers.' In 1995 people
will ask, 'Did we make it?' They'll

take stock of the results and the pro-

cess. Then the question will be asked,
'Now what is the future vision for the
next 10, 15 and 20 years?'

"Even if we fail with Vision 95's

goals," Stiffney concludes, "the process
will stimulate people to be looking and
thinking more toward the future and
where the church is going."

lyNofziger About A Call to Kingdom
Commitments, GCs say:

The origin of a major develop-

ment plan for the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church, A

Call to Kingdom Commitments, grew
out of a General Board meeting in the
fall of 1983. The mood of the board
was glum as it faced a shortage of

funds to carry on the mission and
other activities of the conference,

to think of revitalizing the General
Conference and reviewing the commit-
ments of the members. A development
plan committee was appointed, and its

first task was to seek to understand
the real problems.
In a series of congregational meet-

ings held across North America in the
spring of 1985, members were asked to

evaluate the current conference pro-

grams and help decide future priori-

ties. From these consultations the
committee began long-range planning
for the work of the conference. It dis-

covered that congregations supported
the founding goals of the General Con-
ference: "to evangelize, teach biblical

principles, train church leaders and
achieve Christian unity."

After three years of planning, A Call

to Kingdom Commitments was
adopted by the General Conference at

Sasaktoon in 1986.

ow do people in congregations

feel about CKC?
Generally people responded

well to the campaign. They had good

feelings about what the money was
going for and were pleased that they

could designate money for specific

projects. However, some felt over-

whelmed by the size of the program.

They think it would have been easier

to generate enthusiasm for fewer proj-

ects. There was too much literature to

read, and some never quite compre-

hended the purpose of the campaign.
Many said they felt good that it was

not just a pitch for money and that the
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conference was concerned about larger

stewardship issues and spiritual life.

Others saw CKC as primarily a fund-

raiser with the emphasis on spiritual

renewal of secondary importance.

Those involved in planning and orga-

nizing congregations saw useful as-

pects to the program in addition to

raising money. These included person-

ally contacting every congregational

member, which created an opportunity

for people to give feedback about the

church and provided a chance to edu-

cate people about the General

Conference.

Pastors predicted that there will be

less enthusiasm if another fund-rais-

ing campaign like CKC is launched in

the near future. Reasons cited include

these: It took a lot of work to do the

last time, and people won't be eager to

put forth the effort right away. Some
suggest waiting at least five, maybe 10

years before running another CKC
campaign.
The level of pledge response per con-

gregation varied according to leader-

ship and pastoral enthusiasm for the

program. Some felt that the timing

was bad for CKC. Farmers were hurt-

ing from a poor economy. The program
also began too fast for every congrega-

tion to organize support and pledges in

time for Commitment Sunday. Yet it

raised money that the church didn't

have before, and people will be able to

see its benefits in the projects for years

to come.
CKC was criticized for trying to

"program renewal." Repentance should

have taken place before the money
projects were planned and set up, pas-

tors said, if they were really intended

to be evidence of that renewal.

The question has been raised, "If we
already have trouble meeting our

church budgets, how will we meet
budgets in the future with more proj-

ects to pay for?"

Kathy Nofziger,

Goshen, Ind., is a
member of Neil

Avenue Mennonite
Church, an MC/GC
congregation in

Columbus, Ohio.

From left, Carol Suter, then GC development director, Jim Gingerich, GC vice

president, and Ted Stuckey, GC treasurer and business manager, receive phone

calls on Commitment Sunday, April 12, 1987.

A Call to Kingdom Commitments
• Delegates affirmed A Call to Kingdom Commitments at Saskatoon '86.

• The three-year plan included a call to prayer, to service and leader-

ship, to support of the four General Conference goals and to giving.

• The monetary goal was $17.5 million for 104 projects sponsored by 18

program boards, agencies or area conferences.

• Members responded on Dedication and Commitment Sundays in April

1987.
• 13,000 in 267 congregations made commitments to pray, serve or give.

• Many congregations observed the first anniversary of A Call to King-

dom Commitments in April 1988.

• To date over $5.5 million has been pledged.

• $4.2 million has been contributed.

• $2.5 million has been distributed.

• 67 projects have received funds.
• Projects implemented include evangelism and church planting in

North America and overseas, resources for church growth, ministry to

Latin American refugees, peace church education and evangelism,

camp development, voluntary service expansion, youth ministry, re-

search funds for seminary faculty, scholarships for college and semi-

nary students, pastors' aid, cross-cultural leadership training, improve-

ment of area conference facilities, the Many Peoples program,

continuing education funds for pastors, financial support for retired

missionaries and production of a joint hymnal.
• A Call to Kingdom Commitments runs through June 1990.
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"I believe WM is

finding new ways
to listen to the

needs of women,
discern women's

gifts and
leadership and
respond with

exciting program
and project

opportunities that

build church and
community. " Sara

Regier,

coordinator

Women in Mission
Women in Mission helps women of the

General Conference honor and serve
Jesus Christ through the ministry and

mission of the church, provides opportunities for

spiritual growth and celebration and nurtures
women's gifts and leadership.

History
1917—organized with 68 societies to give per-

sonal support to missionaries
1974—appointed first women to commissions

and boards

1980s—financial support for missions and
Mennonite Central Committee

• leadership training for women
• exchange visits to Africa and Asia and a
learning tour to South America

• helped develop parenting seminar and mis-
sion education materials

Facts
• provide program resources for women's
groups

• opportunities to develop leadership skills

• financial assistance for women in leadership
training

• network for learning and responding to needs
in church and community

• high commitment to General Conference
programs

• develop friendships with women of other
cultures

• financial and material aid contributions to

conference programs
• discovering new ways to challenge women to

minister and respond to women's needs

Quote/testimony from recipient of Spiritual

Growth Fund who attended AMBS interterm:

"I was indeed looking forward to the interterm at

AMBS. ... I see a great need to help women of

our congregations accept the call of women.
... I am glad that WM helped finance this oppor-
tunity for me." Alma Bauman Bartel

Sara Regier Randall Kaufman

WM budget for 1989 $230,000
WM program and services $54,000 23%
Publications $26,000 11%
Commissions:
COM $84,000 37%
CHM $24,000 10%
COE $20,000 9%
MBS $8,000 4%

Women's World Outreach $9,000 4%
Inter-Mennonite Council on Aging $2,000 1%
Contingency $3,000 1%

"The time is right

and interest is

high for

involvement in

men's ministries.

As men we have
personal and

internal agenda to

address. We also

have energy and
resources to be

channeled for

kingdom building.

It is an important
and exciting area

of work. " Randall
Kaufman,

coordinator

Mennonite Men
fj\ j~

]

ennonite Men seeks to help men in

luiffl local churches find meaningful areas ofIWI mission involvement and to encourage
them in personal and spiritual growth. Through
the Tenth Man Church Building Program, Menno-
nite Men provides grant money, helping new
churches secure their first church meetinghouse.

At the 1983 joint General Conference and
Mennonite Church sessions in Bethlehem, Pa., a
small group of men gathered to plan a revitaliza-

tion effort for Mennonite Men. They proposed a
mission project that men could adopt and be-
come involved in. In 1987 a part-time staff person
was secured to develop and promote work in

men's ministries.

In 1983 a task force was appointed to give

direction and assistance to the executive commit-
tee in developing and promoting the Tenth Man

Church Building Program.
The Tenth Man Church Building Program seeks

to enroll at least 500 people who are willing to

contribute $100 twice a year to fund a grant pro-

gram for new churches.

Recipient churches experience a genuine
sense of acceptance and affirmation from the
conference when they see that the grant repre-

sents the contributions of people from all across
the conference. Lawrence Kratz, co-pastor at

Maple Avenue Mennonite Church, Waukesha,
Wis., speaks of how their building, formerly a
large home, has helped shape their congregation
into a close family unit.

This grant program complements the loan

programs operated by Church Extension Ser-

vices, Mennonite Mutual Aid and others for new
churches seeking to secure a meetinghouse.
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Afro-American Mennonite Association

An eight-member board of directors admin-

isters the affairs and concerns of the

Afro-American Mennonite Association,

and gives counsel to Mennonite Church agen-

cies, boards, conferences and inter-Mennonite

organizations pertaining to what affects the black

constituency and churchwide concerns.

The AAMA constituency includes 64 congrega-

tions in the United States with a membership of

3,181. Chairperson is Michael Banks, Bronx,

N.Y.; vice chairperson, Stan Maclin, Peoria, III.;

secretary, Patricia Genwright, Saginaw, Mich. (A

fuller report is not included since the group is

currently without an executive director.)

"The possibilities

for the Mennonite

Church to broaden

its efforts in

evangelizing

Hispanics are ever

increasing We will

need to find new
ways to meet this

challenge, and we
will. " Samuel

Hernandez,

executive secretary

"Interaction with a

committed group of

people—the women
of the Mennonite

Church—and the

opportunity to grow

with them in

renewal excites me.

"

Marian Brendle

Hostetler, executive

secretary

Hispanic Mennonite Convention

The Hispanic Mennonite Convention seeks

to serve the approximately 70 Hispanic MC
churches through advocacy and maintain-

ing visibility before the broader church.

The convention was established in 1975 as the

Concilio Nacional, with participation from all 32
churches in existence at that time. An office had
been maintained under the General Board until

1988, when it came under the direction of its own
executive board.

• The executive board includes representation

for youth and women's groups.

• The youth were organized nationally in 1988.

A youth committee is working at the estab-

lishment of a youth network.

• The women's organization has been in

existence since 1973 and has a biennial

assembly.
• Sixty-five churches of the convention are

located throughout the United States and
Canada.

• A general assembly of all the churches is

held every two years.

• Aggressive evangelism has been and con-

tinues to be a characteristic of the conven-

tion. Many churches were begun by individ-

uals who went out on their own in answer to

a perceived call from God. Although nurture

has not kept pace with evangelism, it re-

mains one of the priorities of the convention.

• The convention is beginning to realize the

need to evangelize the many English-speak-

ing-only Hispanics. The need for bilingual

pastors is being emphasized, and bilingual

churches are envisioned.

The Hispanic Mennonite Convention gives

counsel and identifies needs to the agencies of

the Mennonite Church. It does no direct program-

ming. Total budget for the office and executive

board meetings is $60,000. The president is

Samuel Lopez.

Women's Missionary and
Service Commission
WMSC is committed to providing nurture,

support and structure for bringing to

Christian maturity the individual gifts of

all Mennonite women for life and service in the

home, in the faith community and in the world.

Marian Brendle
Hostetler

Letha Froese

A brief history/

background
In the early 1900s Mennonite

women in many places began
teaming their desire for more
active involvement in the life

and mission of the church

with crying needs for material

aid at home and abroad.

WMSC developed structures

to ensure better coordination of services and

increased awareness of the variety of involve-

ments possible. The president is Letha Froese.

Facts
• Publish a 16-page monthly— Voice.

• Co-sponsor a family life newsletter with

MBCM and COE.
• Coordinate Books Abroad and At Home, a

service for reusing good books.

• Provide scholarships for Mennonite women.
• Project new models of organization for con-

tinued nurture of today's woman in tomor-

row's world.

Budget 1989-90: $97,000
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Cat Redekop

Mutual aid:

Some years ago a cousin of mine
and his sons stopped to help a
motorist out of a ditch. In the

process of pulling the car out of the
mud, the cable snapped, whipped
around and hit one of the sons, break-
ing his back and leaving him perma-
nently paralyzed from the waist down.

I have never had the occasion to

speak at length with my first cousin
about this tragedy, for two reasons.
The first is that we cousins moved to

opposite ends of the continent when we
were still young, so our relationship
has really never developed. But the
real reason is that I do not know how
to relate to a person victimized by
mutual aid. It doesn't fit. To help vic-

tims in need makes sense, but to suffer
for helping the neighbor? Even Jesus'
parable does not end that way.
Many of us assume that Mennonites

invented mutual aid. Hasn't the Mar-
tyr's Mirror indelibly imprinted in our
minds the essence of mutual aid with
Jan Luyken's engraving of Dirk Wil-
lemsz turning around to rescue his
captor? Even though Mennonites have
been exemplary in helping their neigh-
bors, neither they nor Christianity
invented it.

Mutual aid is as old as human his-

tory, for without it humankind could
not have survived. Petr Kropotkin, in
Mutual Aid ("one of the world's great
books," says Ashley Montagu) writes,
"Mutual aid is the real foundation of
our ethical conceptions, and we must
trace its existence as far back as to the
lowest stages of the animal world."
Kropotkin suggests that there are

two major drives in human nature: the
self-serving (competitive struggle) and
the drive for cooperation (mutual aid).

He avers that "in the ethical progress
of man, mutual support—not mutual
struggle—has had the leading part."
Pitirim Sorokin, another Russian,
echoing this theme, states that "West-
ern social science has been cultivating
an ever-increasing study of crime and
sex and hypocrisy but has paid scant

attention to positive traits of human
beings, their achievements, their he-
roic actions, their positive relation-
ships" (Altruistic Love). The problem
for philosophers has long been this:

How can these two contradictory
drives (self-serving behavior and other-
serving motives) coexist in human
nature?
This is not an abstract issue. From

global ideological struggles to competi-
tion between two siblings for the larg-
est piece of pie we can see the self-

serving versus the cooperative conflict
factor at work. Generally this conflict
has been solved pragmatically: When-
ever selfish interests have gotten so
out of hand as to threaten human soci-

ety, people have decided to curb the
worst excesses. Thus even the United
States and Canada, priding themselves
on individual freedom, are often forced
to pass laws that restrain selfishness
for the collective good.

Rani Balla, left, helps women in Bangladesh

The Christian tradition has
maintained that it is the evil

power of Satan that makes us
self-seeking, unconcerned about our
sister or brother. And it has taken the
power of God through Christ to over-
come our selfishness. But this central
truth is so taken for granted that we
forget its profundity.

Let us then look closer at how mu-
tual aid fits into our understanding of
our rescue from self-centeredness.
What is mutual aid? According to Kro-
potkin, it is "love, sympathy and self-

sacrifice" based on "conscience—be it

only at the stage of an instinct—of
human solidarity." It is the recognition
of "the close dependency of everyone's
happiness upon the happiness of all."

Hence mutual aid is not a matter of
sharing from the excess of our good
fortune. It is not even simply respond-
ing to others' misfortune, as Menno-
nites have generally interpreted it (the

deposit their weekly savings.
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The oldest continuously operating Mennonite mutual aid

organization in the United States is located among the Swiss

Mennonites in the Bluffton-Pandora, Ohio, community.

Mennonite Mutual Aid Society, a property aid plan, was

organized June 5, 1866. That community also organized the

Mennonite Brotherhood Aid Association in 1949. This is the

only known community-wide lending agency in the United States

operated by Mennonites as an organization without government

regulation. Howard D. Raid, Sharing, Spring 1989

barn-raising syndrome). At its pro-

foundest level it is the unlimited obli-

gation to seek the welfare (happiness)

of others.

In the biblical parable the good Sa-

maritan helped the victim in the im-

mediate context, but, more impor-

tantly, he assumed responsibility until

the person was as happy as the Samar-
itan himself. "lake care of him; and
whatever more you spend, I will repay

when I come back" (Luke 10:35). It is

clear that the consequences of my
cousin's good neighborliness will be

exacted from him until he dies. It is

my conviction that the profound impli-

cations of mutual aid, namely, the

unlimited reciprocal obligations of one
person for the other, as exemplified by
the traveler in Jesus' parable and by

the traveler who benefited from my
cousin's efforts, have not yet been fully

understood or accepted.

A friend of mine gives a contempo-
rary illustration of the depth of this

unlimited liability for neighbors: "My
wife and I recently attended an Old
Order church meeting in Ontario. At
the end of the service, after the minis-

ters had pronounced the benediction,

the deacon got up and made an an-

nouncement. 'There is still about

$5,500 remaining to be collected on
the accident in which one of our mem-
bers is liable. I will be at the church
on Wednesday from 9 to 12, and I ex-

pect the contributions to be all in so

that I can make the full payment on
Thursday.' I have no doubt that the

deacon got his $5,500 and that the

liability was paid off. That to me is the

meaning of mutual aid."

Christian mutual aid can only be
distinguished from non-Christian aid

by the purpose or spirit in which the

person expresses solidarity (which
doesn't make it intrinsically any more
meaningful for the recipient). This
means that our solidarity with the
neighbor is motivated by the unlimited
and unconditional love of God. Thus
the degree to which a Christian com-

mits all of life to mutual aid will be
significantly greater. Ideally, therefore,

Christian (Mennonite, in our case)

mutual aid is total lifetime conscious-

ness of solidarity with neighbors,

spending all of one's energy toward the

welfare of others. A career in Menno-
nite Central Committee or inner-city

mission work approaches the ideal.

Mutual aid (unlimited solidarity

with the neighbor) has universal appli-

cation—from the most momentary and
spontaneous act, such as picking up a

pencil for a friend, to providing assis-

tance for business people (including

farmers) who are in trouble, to provid-

ing prolonged hospital care for the

aged. An example of the opposite may
be instructive. I received a telephone

call from a businessman friend who
said, "A church member recently

loaned a church brother a substantial

amount of money to help him meet his

obligations, knowing full well the busi-

ness was undercapitalized and would
collapse. When things did not improve,

the loaner demanded repayment,
which of course the businessman could

not do. Hence the brother took the

business, which is now doing well.

This makes me angry. What can we do

about it?" My response was that there

was no immediate solution—we have to

start at the beginning and teach the

meaning of mutual aid.

Let me be blunt. Participating in

mutual aid as long as it is eco-

nomically feasible is a contra-

diction. Taking mutual aid health or

fire insurance as long as it is competi-

tive is missing the point entirely. If

the motivation is selfish gain, we are

still involved in the Darwinian
struggle.

The expression of Mennonite mutual
aid, broadly defined, is this: If the

activity or program has as its purpose
the unlimited responsibility for the
welfare of others in contrast to the
self-serving intentions of secular insti-

tutions, then it is Christian mutual

aid, and it is our obligation to partici-

pate in it, whether it costs us more or

not. A case in point: The Ontario Men-
nonite Savings and Credit Union
makes it possible to deposit funds that

can be loaned (with the same careful

considerations of fiscal management as

in normal banking) for no or very low

rates of interest, to those in serious

financial straits. OMSCU now has over

$600,000 out on loan under such condi-

tions. What is so gratifying and pro-

phetic is that clients have officially

voted part of their "profits" into no- or

low-interest funds.

The record of mutual aid among
Mennonites is legendary. Mennonite
Disaster Service stories alone boggle

the mind. Unfortunately, Mennonites
have interpreted this as service, while

mutual aid (we say) is what we share

with our own kind. But mutual aid is

more than service; it is the unlimited

obligation and responsibility for my
neighbor's welfare.

Kropotkin gives some worldwide
examples of mutual aid that are truly

inspiring. He describes the age-old

lifeboat associations on the English

Channel. Here is one incident. The
crews consisted of volunteers "whose
readiness to sacrifice their lives for the

rescue of absolute strangers to them is

put every year to a severe test. If we
ask these men what moves them to

risk their lives, even when there is no

reasonable chance of success, their

answer is something on the following

lines: A fearful snowstorm, blowing

across the channel, raged on the flat,

sandy coast of a tiny village in Kent.

A small smack, laden with oranges,

was stranded on the sands nearby. In

these shallow waters only a flat-bot-

tomed lifeboat of a simplified type

could be kept, and to launch it during

such a storm was to face an almost

certain disaster. Yet the men went out,

fought for hours against the wind, and
the boat capsized twice. One man
drowned, the others were cast ashore.

One of these last, a refined coast

guard, was found next morning, badly

bruised and half frozen in the snow. I

asked him how they came to make
that desperate attempt? 'I don't know,'

he said. 'There was the wreck; all the

people from the village stood on the

beach, and all said it would be foolish

to go out; we never should work
through the surf. We saw five or six

men clinging to the mast, making
desperate signals. We all felt that

something must be done, but what
could we do? One hour passed, two
hours, and we all stood there. We all

felt most uncomfortable. Then, all of a

sudden through the storm, it seemed
to us as if we heard their cries. They
had a boy with them. We could not
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stand that any longer. All at once we
said, We must go. The women said so,

too; they would have treated us as
cowards if we had not gone.'

"

Are we yielding to the self-inter-

est, competitive side of human
striving? Or are we concerned

about our solidarity with the human
race? If the latter, then the challenge
of becoming involved in mutual aid is

total. What might the Mennonite com-
munity in the year 2050 look like if

dreams could become reality? Here is

my dream.
Colleges and other church agencies

take out all retirement and insurance
policies with church mutual aid orga-
nizations and the supporting constitu-
encies help pay any extra cost. Strong
educational programs exist to help
church members to support the mutual
aid vision of the church; Mennonite
savings and credit unions operate in
all Mennonite communities offering
low- or no-interest loans not only to

church members but to the impover-
ished in local communities (We do this

in MCC and Mennonite Economic De-
velopment Associates abroad now. Why
not at home?); congregations sponsor
organizations like Habitat for Human-
ity, which provides housing for low-
income families. Congregations spon-
sor high school and college students,
especially those with few resources.

Volunteer Bonnie dimming (right) with Aldina Favel and her daughter in Aldina's garden
at the Poundmaker reserve in Saskatchewan. Mutual aid is more than service; it is the
unlimited obligation and responsibility for my neighbor's welfare.

Job, career and vocational counseling
on the congregational and the church-
wide level allow for confidentiality as
needed. Financial disaster funds for

the business and farming sectors are

Preschool children play a game with Claire Ewert, MCC worker in the Philippines. Our
solidarity with the neighbor is motivated by the unlimited and unconditional love of God.

coordinated through the Mennonite
savings and credit unions so that un-
limited obligation does not fall on a
few individuals already heavily com-
mitted to the mutual banking idea. A
"volunteering fund" exists to allow
people to do mutual aid service who
would be unable to because of family
and other financial obligations. (Many
people can afford to volunteer only
when they are no longer physically
able.) Scholarship funds are available
for individuals or couples in a career
change, allowing them to take time off
to explore vocational options. A gradu-
ated system of institutional mutual
aid premiums exists so that those with
more resources help those with less
(health premiums graduated according
to the ability to pay).

My dream pictures all members par-
ticipating in all these activities,

whether cheap or expensive.
Mutual aid organizations set up by

the church to serve the unlimited lia-

bility of fellow human beings are our
Christian obligation.

Calvin Redekop is on
the faculty of Conrad
Grebel College,

Waterloo, Ont.
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Mennonite Mutual Aid
"It is exciting to

attempt to bring

biblical principles

to bear on MMA's
business decisions

and to help our
constituency deal

with the economic
issues we all face

as followers of
Christ. " James D.

Kratz, president

James D. Kratz

"We are

developing

teaching and
product resources

to stimulate

renewal of
Christian

stewardship and
mutual aid in our
congregations by

the end of this

century. " Arthur
Jost, chairman of

the board

ennonite Mutual Aid exists to inspire

mutual aid and stewardship in Menno-
nite churches and conferences. We

strive to create wholeness for our members and

their families through unique financial programs

and services.

Mennonite Mutual Aid was created by the Men-

nonite Church at the end of World War II to pro-

vide aid to young men returning from Civilian

Public Service assignments. Another early pro-

gram of MMA was to provide hospital, medical

and burial aid for church members and their

families. MMA became an inter-Mennonite

agency in the mid-1960s as the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church and Mennonite Brethren

Church became part of the MMA family.

• MMA encompasses eight separate corpora-

tions, ranging from Mennonite Mutual Aid

Inc. to Mennonite Auto Aid to Mennonite

Foundation. The newest corporation is

ShareNet Inc., formed in 1987, to provide

group insurance products to employers.

• MMA serves all members of Mennonite

churches and related Anabaptist groups. We
provide health insurance, life insurance,

IRAs, annuities, fraternal benefit programs,

and investment and financial planning

services.

• We serve about 50,000 members in our

health programs, provide coverage for more
than 24,000 vehicles and have 20,000 mem-
bers enrolled in a variety of other programs.

• Our programs are unique because of our

foundation in the church and our belief in the

biblical ideas of mutual aid and stewardship.

One expression of this is our fraternal benefit

programs, which supply grants to those in

need. Our grants often assist local congrega-

tions in helping their members with special

needs. Mennonites have always believed in

the importance of mutual aid and steward-

ship. MMA is a modern expression of those

beliefs.

Disbursements for 1989 are estimated to be

about $65.2 million. Broken down, that includes

$36.8 million in benefits to members of MMA
health plans, $8.9 million in administrative costs,

$7.3 million in life and retirement benefits, $7
million through the Mennonite Foundation, $3.9

million in benefits to Mennonite Auto Aid mem-
bers and $1.3 million in fraternal grants.

1989 DISBURSEMENT BUDGET

Administrative

$8,900,000

(13.7%)

Foundation

I

$7,000,000

(10.7%)

Fraternal

$1,300,000

(2%)
Life/Retirement

$7,300,000

(11.2%)

Auto
$3,900,000

(6%)

Health

$36,800,000

(56.4%)

f

70

Arthur Jost
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Money and the Mennonite Church

1987-1988
Mennonite Church

homes with more than
$3 billion in

take-home pay

The other day when I was visiting with a
church leader he asked whether Menno-
nites give 10 percent of their income to the

church. Before I could respond, he went on to

observe that not all giving is channeled through
the congregation. Some members give directly to

their favorite organizations. He concluded that

with so many unknowns any generalizations

about Mennonites and money are useless.

I will be the first to agree that our data is in-

complete. I believe, however, that we should use
the data we have. I offer a sketch of the Menno-
nite Church and its money in 1987 and 1988.

Mennonite family income tops
$3 billion
By conservative estimates, the 53,000 Menno-

nite Church households had more than $3 billion

of take-home pay in the past two years. Out of

that income Mennonite families gave $151 million

through offerings in their local congregations.

Congregations used $102
million of their offerings for

local ministries. They sent

$38 million to ministries

beyond their congregations.

These included $29 million

to district conferences, $12
million to General Assembly

boards and institutions

and $7 million to

other ministries.

District conferences
Across North America 21

district conferences worship

and work together. A growing

number of district confer-

ence staff tend to a variety of

ministries. Twenty confer-

ences are engaged in North

American missions and
church plantings ranging

from single rural congrega-

tions to clusters of intercon-

nected congregations in

metropolitan areas. Five

district conferences also

administer foreign mission

programs.

Gifts and other revenue to churchwide
agencies reach $162 million

"Other revenues" made up $150 million of

operating funds for churchwide agencies in 1987

forwarded
to district conferen

for a variety of
ministries

and 1988. These funds were received as pay-
ment for education, books, periodicals, Sunday
school materials, assessments and other ser-

vices. $12 million in gifts made up the rest of the
amount received by boards and institutions.

Who received these funds? Mennonite Church
boards and institutions accountable to the Gen-
eral Assembly, which are Mennonite Church
General Board, Mennonite Mutual Aid, Mennonite
Publication Board, Mennonite Board of Congre-
gational Ministries, Mennonite Board of Missions,
Mennonite Board of Education, Eastern Menno-
nite College, Goshen College, Hesston College,

Eastern Mennonite Seminary and Goshen Bibli-

cal Seminary.

Response
How would I answer the church leader's ques-

tion about Mennonite giving? I do not know if

Mennonites give 10 percent. What I do know is

this:

1 . Mennonites gave less than 5 percent
through their local congregations.

2. In this biennium Mennonite congregations,
district conferences, churchwide agencies, high

schools, associate groups and Mennonite Central

Committee received and spent $366 million on a
variety of ministries. Nearly half ($181 million)

was received as gifts either from congregations
or as direct contributions from individuals.

3. By most North American standards Menno-
nites are generous.

4. Our Vision 95 goalsk call us to the joy andm the pain of giving 10

percent through the

m congregation's offerings

by 1995.

Stanley Kropf, churchwide
agency finance secre-

tary

(Financial data used in

this report is unaudited.)

$12 million

forwarded
to a variety of

churchwide ministries



Division of Administration
"The frustration

of trying to meet
great needs with

limited financial

and personnel

resources are

made easier with

our dedicated staff

and common
goals." Ted W.

Stuckey, treasurer

and business

manager

"I view the

Division of
Administration as

serving the

conference, raising

the current budget

and painting a

new vision of
stewardship

through

stewardship

education and
deferred giving.

"

Wayne Mumbauer,
chairman

Ted W. Stuckey

The Division of Administration handles the

business and financial aspects of the Gen-

eral Conference. Three members of the

division serve as a board of trustees, the legal

representatives of the conference, which is a

Kansas corporation.

The Division of Administration was formed as

part of the 1968 constitutional change to carry on

the work of its predecessor, the Board of Busi-

ness Administration. The division is composed of

nine members, six elected by the triennial confer-

ence delegates and three appointed by the Gen-

eral Board.

The division is responsible for promoting the

budget in the conference through literature and

stewardship education. Ray Frey, stewardship

director, and Gary Franz, planned giving director,

give leadership to this work.

The division provides services to the program

commissions in the areas of accounting, data

processing, personnel administration, building

maintenance and general office administration.

Church Extension Services (CES), a separately

incorporated $4 million corporation, provides

loans to churches and church-related entities for

capital projects. Individuals and churches invest

money with CES at 7 percent interest, and CES
loans money to churches at 8 percent. There are

currently 44 loans made.
All Canadian contributions flow through the

Conference of Mennonites in Canada to receive

official Canadian tax receipts.

The fact that COM, CHM, COE and GB are

located at the same place allows efficiency in

providing supportive services.

The General Conference does not have a per-

member asking. Congregations and individuals

are asked to contribute as their financial re-

sources allow.

Following Normal '89 the Division of Adminis-

tration plans to join the communication section of

the General Board to form a new Division of

General Services.

The primary GB and DA
costs are financed through

prorated service charges to

the program boards. Those
amounts are $428,585 and

$428,725, respectively.

f
J

Wayne Mumbauer

General Conference Mennonite Church budget
for 1989

Mennonite Biblical

Seminary
$473,320
8.9%

Commission on
Education
$441,412 8.3%

Commission on
Home Ministries

$999,822 18.8%

I
Commission on Overseas Mission

$3,403,653 64%

w
Total $5,318,207 (U.S.)
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Church news

Miller to succeed Jost
as MMA board chairman

J. B. Miller was unanimously elected

chairman of the Mennonite Mutual Aid
Board of Directors at the board's annual
meeting, May 4-5, in Goshen, Ind. He will

take over as chairman from Arthur Jost
during the 17-member board's final meet-
ing of the year in December.
Miller is senior vice-president at Citi-

zens and Southern National Bank in
Sarasota, Fla. He has been a member of
the MMA board since 1981. He currently
chairs the board's Stewardship Services
Committee.

Jost, a longtime mental-health admin-
istrator from Reedley, Calif., has served
as chairman for five years and has been a
member of the board since 1981. In asking
the nominating committee not to consider

him for another term as chairman, Jost
said he feels it is important that more use
be made of younger talent on the board
and in the church.

Mary Swartley, a teacher from Elk-
hart, Ind., was reelected vice-chairman of
the board. She has been a member of the
board since 1979.

The board also unanimously approved
a one-year extension to the three-year
contract of MMA president James Kratz.
The contract will now extend to Apr. 30,

1992.

In other business, the board reviewed
financial reports from 1988 and the first

quarter of 1989 for all MMA corporations.

Considerable time was spent in discuss-
ing the future of health-care coverage in

the United States and how it will affect

MMA. Statistics presented showed that
the large majority of health insurance is

obtained through groups, primarily em-
ployers. About two-thirds of the health
insurance provided through MMA is on
an individual basis. There is also a major
trend away from traditional indemnity
health insurance plans toward managed
care.

"We know we need to make changes,"
said Jerry Troyer, vice-president for mu-
tual aid services. "We need to find the
best ways we can serve our members and
our Mennonite constituency."

Karl Sommers, vice-president for cor-

porate planning, echoed Troyer's state-

ment: "The two big issues for us are
health care and diversification. Managed
care is the 'buzz word' right now. We need
to determine the best approach for MMA
to work with managed care in the future.
In addition, we need to further define our
present diversification strategy which
calls for becoming less reliant on present
individual health products."

Christians in Botswana
speak with one voice
on alcohol abuse
Two years of planning and patient

preparation culminated recently when
Christians from across the Botswana
church spectrum marched through the
streets of the capital city of Gaborone and
met at the National Assembly to voice

concern about the country's growing al-

cohol-abuse problem.
It was the first time that such an effort

had drawn together virtually every sec-

tion of Botswana's sometimes boisterous
churches. About 700 Christians, bearing
church banners and placards, met to pre-

sent a six-point petition to the govern-
ment. The petition seeks better enforce-
ment of existing road safety and sales

legislation and advocates public educa-
tion on the hidden social costs of alcohol
abuse.

The event was organized by a church
coalition to combat alcohol abuse in

which Mennonite volunteers and mission
workers have been active. Combating al-

cohol abuse is one of the few issues on
which not only the historic mission
churches, but also the African indepen-
dent churches and the evangelicals and
charismatics are working together. Coali-

tion leaders had earlier met with
President Masire, who expressed his per-

sonal disquiet at present trends and gave
his support for action from churches and
other nongovernmental bodies.

This day of public action followed an

earlier witness when the coalition pre-
pared Christian education materials for
the Botswana churches to use in teaching
about abuse. These were prepared with
help from Mennonite Central Committee
workers Elinor Miller of Sugarcreek,
Ohio, and Sandra McLaughlin of Plain
City, Ohio. The two are assigned to sup-
port Christian education among Bots-
wana's independent churches.

As a postscript to the day, a delegation
from one of Botswana's major beer manu-
facturers met with the chairman of the
coalition. The manufacturers said they
did not want to be cast in the light of
heedless profiteers and wanted to know
what they could do to help stop alcohol
abuse.

There is a dawning sense in much of the
third world and especially Africa that the
issue of alcohol abuse is much more than
a religious squabble over biblical texts. It

is more and more being seen as a develop-
ment issue. This is clearest when noting
that the victims of abuse—those hurt in

accidents, by illness, or by chronic
abuse—are most often the country's
skilled workers.

The church coalition in Botswana is

interested in further public education,
new legislation, and the establishment of
treatment and rehabilitation facilities.

Currently there is not a single facility in

Botswana geared to rehabilitate alco-
holics. MCC and Africa Inter-Mennonite
Mission, who work together in Botswana,
have been recruiting since last year for a
coordinator and resource person for the
ongoing effort.

Ryan Short (left) and Phil Nofzlger, youth and
mentor, take time out to pray together.

Four Ohio churches
hold retreat for

youth and mentors
Four congregations from the northwest

corner of Ohio Conference joined together
recently for a Life Planning Retreat.
Representatives from Salem, Lockport,
North Clinton, and Zion spent some
focused time on the youth-mentor rela-

tionship. The Life Planning program
pairs a high schooler with an adult for

nurture, support, and friendship.

Life Planning is an important part of

youth ministry in the four congregations,

but there is only so much that can be done
in a two-hour, once-a-month meeting. The
retreat provided time to work on the
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youth-mentor relationship, to experience

God and each other in a different setting,

and of course to have fun. Nearly 140

youth and mentors attended.

There were many recreational activ-

ities as well as times of a more serious na-

ture. While the youth made new friends

on "walk-a-mile," the mentors attended
"in-service training."

There were also some "let-your-hair-

down" experiences: relay races, go carts,

skits, biblical scrabble, and biblical win/
lose/draw. The wide range of activities

helped to strengthen the youth-mentor
relationship, develop new ties between

congregations, and help establish the

program of each congregation.
—Ross Miller

Peace center
above donut shop
marks fifth year
Newton Area Peace Center celebrated

its fifth anniversary recently with an

open house. Around 75 guests visited the

Mennonite-related center above Druber's

Donut Shop in Newton, Kans.

A poster on one wall proclaimed: "Be a

real revolutionary, practice your faith."

John Stoner, Menno Simons, and Richard

McSorley were quoted on other posters.

Magazine racks held 100 current peace-re-

lated periodicals. These periodicals, as

well as a number of books and audio-

visuals, may be used at the center or

checked out by interested people. Notices

and brochures announced coming events

which the center sponsors or helps pro-

mote. Posters portrayed activities in

which the center has been involved in the

past.

Recently the center coordinated the

collection of $30,000 worth of humani-
tarian aid for Nicaragua. Volunteers

boxed the tools, clothing, school and med-
ical supplies, food, toys, and bicycles at

the center, then transported them to

Hutchinson, where they were loaded on a

semitrailer truck along with over

$300,000 worth of donated supplies from
across Kansas. The center worked with

the Kansas Network on Central America
to send this aid to the war and hurricane

victims of Nicaragua.

On Earth Day a few days later, around
40 people from the Newton area joined in

the state's largest-ever environmental
rally. They protested the production of

chlorofluorocarbons at Racon Chemicals
in Wichita.

The promotion and coordination of

activities such as these are part of the

center's reason for being, as stated in

1987: "To support and focus persons with

a Christian perspective on peacemaking
through worship, fellowship, and sharing

of concerns and through empowerment to

WW,
Tim Lohrentz, the center's director, repairs a bicycle donated to Nicaragua.

carry out activities of peace education

and witness."

To help achieve its goals, the center

holds regular meetings on the third

Monday evening of each month. Pro-

grams on Central America, the farm
crisis, the environment, domestic vio-

lence, conflict resolution, and South

Africa were presented in the last year.

The center's nine board members, cur-

rently from Mennonite, Catholic, and

Episcopal churches, meet regularly with

Tim Lohrentz, part-time paid coordina-

tor. Board president Mary McKay says

the center fluctuates from activism to

prayer and from international to local

concerns.

Peace center membership is open to

anyone willing to pray, work, or give for

any of its causes. Though predominately

Mennonite, the center strives to be ecu-

menical. One way of working at this is to

hold its program meetings at various

churches in the community.

The center now has 10 supporting con-

gregations. Around 100 people support

the center regularly, while another 100

participate occasionally. Some 500 house-

holds receive the center's newsletter each

month. The center operates on an annual

budget of around $10,000.

Among other activities, the center's

members have participated in peace vigils

at McConnell Air Force Base, "Faith and

Resistance" retreats, and letter-writing

campaigns to defeat death-penalty legis-

lation. Volunteers operate a recycling ef-

fort for glass, paper, aluminum, and tin.

The effort helps local people while raising

needed funds for the center.

In 1984, Wayne and Margie Swartz-

endruber, Whitestone Mennonite Church

members, offered two rooms above their

donut shop for the center's use, rent-free.

An ecumenical prayer group had met in

the donut shop to share concerns for

peace. The six original members were or-

ganized in 1982 by Norma Wiens to work
for the nuclear freeze campaign. In 1984,

David Janzen urged the group to es-

tablish a peace center. A board of direc-

tors was formed, and the center became

reality later that year.—Susan Balzer

New Sunday school
curriculum for youth
to focus on Bible

Youth and adult Sunday school cur-

riculum typically haven't had a lot in

common. But with the publication of a

new Foundation Series for Youth in Sep-

tember, Mennonite and Brethren young

people will have the opportunity to study

the same Bible passages that their

parents do when they use the Adult Bible

Study Guide: Both will be based on the

Uniform Series, an international Bible

study and Sunday school curriculum

which was established in 1872.

The change is the result of the move
toward a more integrated approach to

youth ministry, says editor Maynard
Shelly. Young people, he states in the in-

troduction to the new Foundation Series,

"need to work, study, and play with folks

their own age. But they also want to grow

into the life of the church."

Although the youth and adults will be

using the same Bible study series, there

will be differences in the way the ma-
terial is approached, says Shelly. "The

new Foundation Series for Youth will use

a life-centered approach," he notes. "For

example, the first Bible study will begin

with a story about a teenager who feels

abandoned because her parents are get-

ting a divorce and then move to the

experience of Ezekiel who is facing his

own hardships."

Elective units on topics such as Ana-

baptist faith, family life, witness, voca-

tional choices, and sexuality will also be

offered as part of the youth curriculum.

The 1989 student's guide for the Foun-

dation Series for Youth costs $3.10, while

the 1989 leader's guide for the elective

units costs $4.95. The 1989 leader's guide

for the Bible study units will appear in

YouthGuide, a new quarterly publication

for Mennonite and Brethren youth work-

ers. All the material is for grades 9-12.

The materials can be ordered from

Mennonite Publishing House at 616 Wal-

nut Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683; phone 412-

887-8500.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
Long letters may need to be shortened.

Glenn Klaassen, Akron, Pa.
I am writing in response to the Jacob

Tice article "Should We Say, 'I Am an
American?" ("Hear, Hear!" May 16).

Ever since returning to the United
States from Bolivia, where I worked with
Mennonite Central Committee, I have
struggled with this very question of how
we identify ourselves as "Americans."
One day recently an alternative name
came to mind: USians (pronounced you-
ESS-ee-uhns). When I shared this idea
with others, the reaction was basically

negative, but hey, it's a start.

Arnetta Kaufman, Fonda, Iowa
How tragic that Mennonites marched

in our capital city for abortion rights
("Church News," May 9)! The banner
should have read, "Mennonites for Mur-
der." Abortion is murder when the un-
born, who is lying in his or her mother's
womb, is dismembered. The alternative
to abortion is adoption.

Homosexuality, abortion. What next in

the Mennonite Church?

Vilas D. Hershberger, Hesston, Kans.
I was saddened to read about the 40

Mennonites who joined the march for

abortion rights. The Mennonite Church
must have many people totally confused
by now. This peace-loving, gentle denomi-
nation has always taught that it is wrong
to kill for any reason or at any cost. Now
we have Mennonites who will spend
money and time to help perpetuate the
murder going on in our country now. I

believe there are many Mennonites who
would appreciate very much if these
demonstrators would leave the name
Mennonite off their banner. I pray that
our denomination is not headed down this

road of destruction.

Amy Nussbaum, Orrville, Ohio
I am alarmed and saddened at the

Gospel Herald's positive reporting of pro-
choice activities and the involvement of

Mennonites. A baby is a part of both his/
her mother and father. Although inside
the mother's body, a baby is not a
member of her body, but a separate indi-

vidual with a body of his/her own. As a
mother, I'll testify to the truth of God's
Word, which clearly reveals the begin-
ning of life in the womb, as quoted in

Psalm 139:13-17 as well as many other

passages. (See Psalm 127:3, Jeremiah 1:5,

Isaiah 44:2. Luke 1:41.)

Violent acts against children are con-
demned by God (Lev. 18:21, 20:1-5; 2
Kings 16:3; Exod. 21:22-23; Amos 1:13;
Prov. 6:17). Anyone even vaguely aware
of abortion methods knows it is a violent
way to die. The mere suggestion that God
would answer "yes" to a prayer concern-
ing abortion is dangerously contrary to
Scripture. Proverbs 24:11-12 instructs us
to rescue those being taken away to
death, and not to claim ignorance, be-
cause God knows our hearts, and he will

repay us.

Dorcas S. Miller, Greenwood, Del.
"Why I Gave Up Alcohol" by Freda

Zehr ("Hear, Hear!" May 2) deserves
everyone's consideration. The final three
paragraphs are classic, with an authentic-
ity possible only because the writer is

willing to share honestly and personally.
Thanks for this and many other stimu-

lating articles—some not so quickly
grasped, but valuable for Christians
wanting to be challenged to think and
grow. When I disagree, it nudges me to

clarify my positon with the prayer to be
willing to change when wrong.

Juliette E. Kuitse, Elkhart, Ind.
The suggestion in your Apr. 4 editorial

about why Paul was seeking to quiet the
women at Corinth sounds very negative
toward women. My suggestion is that
mothers had to leave the meeting with

their small children in order not to dis-

turb the service. Later they would return
and wanted to catch up.

Mitchell Brown, Evanston, 111.

The Brunk/Kraus debate ("Two Paths
to Christology," Mar. 7) is really only a
symptom of a deeper problem: how is the
church to read Scripture? Brunk and
Kraus will continue to talk past each
other as long as this deeper problem is

ignored.

Neither side doubts the truth of Scrip-

ture: but the question is how do we get at

this truth? Is the Bible to be read line by
line with its truth able to be taken from
an individual line without concern for its

narrative context? Or is the Bible made
up of longer units, truth then coming
from understanding entire stories rather
than individual lines?

Widening our vision even more, is it the
Bible that is true? Or is it the deeper story
of Jesus Christ that the Bible witnesses
to? Are the two the same? Always? (Mar-
tin Luther didn't think so; remember his

comments on the epistle of James!) Do we
need to look at the history both of the bib-

lical text and of the earliest Christian
communities? Is there a difference be-

tween the Jesus described in the Bible
and the Jesus that historians tell us
about?

I could go on and on, but the point
should be clear by now: the church must
grapple with the problem of Scripture
before it can even begin to discuss Chris-

tology.
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Mennoscope
Two North American Mennonite teachers

have been caught up in China's student

demonstrations. Todd Friesen and Dennette

Alwine, a married couple assigned to West
China Medical University in Chengdu, report

that many of their students are involved in the

anti-government demonstrations that have

rocked the country in recent weeks. In

Chengdu, the demonstrations have drawn as

many as 50,000 people to Mao Square not too

far from the university campus. Todd and Den-

nette are cautious about going off campus.

University officials have advised them not to

be seen in the crowds of demonstrators. The
couple, who both teach English, are Mennonite

Board of Missions workers serving with China

Educational Exchange. They are scheduled to

complete their two-year term and return to the

United States on June 25.

Mennonite Central Committee's country
representatives in El Salvador had trouble

getting back into that country recently when
they returned from their vacation. Kori and
Larry Leaman-Miller finally regained permis-

sion to enter the country on May 24, with the

help of Salvadoran lawyers, after being denied

entry for five days by Salvadoran immigration

officials. They were told their names were on a

list "of people no longer allowed in El Sal-

vador." The 12 MCCers in that.country work in

"zones of conflict" between the army and the

rebels, and they have witnessed and pointed

out government human-rights abuses. In fact,

since January 1988, seven of the MCCers at one

time or another have been detained and ques-

tioned by the military.

Mennonite Central Committee needs more
people for its Youth Discovery Teams—

a

new learning program that will bring North

American and international youth together to

study the Bible, participate in service projects,

and experience a new culture. It is for young
people between the ages of 18 and 24. The first

team will go to Central America in September,

where Mennonite youth from Costa Rica and
Nicaragua will join North American partic-

ipants after two months of language study.

Two other teams are scheduled for other times

and places. More information is available from
MCC at Box M, Akron, PA 17501; phone 717-

859-1151.

Pastoral transitions:

•Robert Johnson will become pastor of Sou-

derton (Pa.) Mennonite Church in August. He
has served the past nine years as pastor of

Scottdale (Pa.) Mennonite Church.

•Monty Ledford has resigned as pastor of

North Park Mennonite Church, Grand Rapids,

Mich., effective Aug. 31.

•Joe Slabach was licensed by Indiana-Michigan

Conference on May 21 to serve as pastor for

Foxwood Campground, Middlebury, Ind.

Upcoming events:
• Worldwide Missionary Conference, July 8-9,

at Lancaster (Pa.) Bible College. This is an an-

nual event sponsored by Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions. This year, under the theme
"A Light to the Nations," it will be a celebra-

tion of Eastern Board's 75th anniversary. The
program will include choirs, stories, testi-

monies, slides, skits, and a commissioning ser-

vice. The speakers will be Don Jacobs, Lindsey

Robinson, and other Eastern Board-related

people. More information from Eastern Board,

Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717-898-2251.

•All-New England Mennonite Gathering, Sept.

AAMA goes to Lancaster, Pa. Black and white members from 13 congregations

gathered at South Christian Street Mennonite Church in Lancaster, Pa., recently for

a regional rally sponsored by Afro-American Mennonite Association. It was held in

conjunction with the AAMA board meeting. Board members led the participants in

worship and reported on the work of AAMA. They announced that AAMA's newslet-

ter will be started again later this year. Pictured is AAMA president Stan Maclin

(right), an Illinois pastor who was the speaker at the rally. He called for unity, love,

and trust among black Mennonites. Chatting with him afterward is Ray Witmer, pa-

stor of Lincoln University (Pa.) Mennonite Church—an integrated congregation.

2-4, at Bethany Birches Camp, Plymouth, Vt.

The nearly annual event, started in 1983, is

called "Weekend in the Birches." This year's

speaker is Peter Dyck, well-known storyteller

and retired Mennonite Central Committee ad-

ministrator. More information from Bethany
Birches Camp at Box 108, Plymouth, VT
05056.

•Retreat for Families with Special Needs, Oct.

28, at New Holland (Pa.) Mennonite Church. It

is especially for families who have a child with

a special need or disability. The event is spon-

sored by Women's Missionary and Service

Commission of Lancaster Conference. More in-

formation from Wanda Hayes at 321 Sunset

Ave., Strasburg, PA 17579; phone 717-687-

0134.

Special meetings: George Brunk III, Har-

risonburg, Va., at Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio,

June 11-12.

Change of address: Dean Swartzendruber
from Kalona, Iowa, to Eox 296, Wayland, IA
52654.

New members
Kingview, Scottdale, Pa.: Rachel Bru-

bacher, Amy Miller, and Bob Swank.
Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio: Lucy Hofacre,

Carla Lance, and Mark Miller by baptism, and
David J. Geiser, Don and Doris Miller, Esther

and Glenn Mott, David and Juanita Ross, and
Marlin and Rose Zook by confession of faith.

Conestoga, Morgantown, Pa.: Ed Peabody
by confession of faith.

Anderson, Ft. Wayne, Ind.: Craig and Jeff

Penland.
First Mennonite, Meadville, Pa.: Bill and

Nancy Wisniewski.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements

7io later than six months after the event.

Baum, Wayne and Brenda (Bowman), Le-

ola, Pa., third son, Timothy Mark, May 16.

Chupp, David and Lisa (Schrock), Green-

wood, Del., first child, Amanda Beth, Mar. 23.

Derstine, Daryl and Julie (Miller), Blooming

Glen, Pa., second daughter, Ingrid Suzanne,

May 25.

Gerber, Dewey and Tammy (Joseph), Or-

rville, Ohio, first child, Justin Dewey, May 15.

Graber, Doug and Dawn (Yoder) Graber,

Sarasota, Fla., third child, first daughter,

Chelsea Nancy, May 1.

Gibbs, Stephen and Elizabeth (Pilong),

Cusco, Peru, third son, David, May 19.

Hochstetler, Harold and Lois (Rohrer), Orr-

ville, Ohio, fourth son, Eric Daniel, May 9.

Miller, Kent and Cindy (Schrock), Powell,

Ohio, first child, Sean Anthony, May 14.

Moyer, Gregory and Laurie (Keller), Har-

leysville, Pa., first child, Courtney Renee, May
20.

Phillips, Douglas and Verna (Miller), Leo,

Ind., fourth child, third son, Zachary Douglas,

Apr. 17.

Reifsnyder, William and Marilyn (Martin),

Lititz, Pa., first and second sons, Tyler Martin,

Apr. 16, 1987, and Seth Martin, Apr. 22, 1989.

Seyler, Robert and Pam (Ruby), Tavistock,

Ont, first child, Candace Barbara, May 8.

Sprunger, Wes and Krista (Lehman), Dal-

ton, Ohio, second child, first son, Clinton

Wesley, May 19.

Ulrich, John and Tina (Hartzler), Elkhart,

Ind., first child, Maria Frances, May 9.

Yoder, Steve and Sheila (Kauffman), Mid-

dlebury, Ind., second child, first daughter,

Samantha Jo, Feb. 14.
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Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

mouths after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Bauman-Good. Don Bauman, Floradale,
Ont, and Christine Good, Elmira, Ont, both of
Floradale cong., by J. Lester Kehl and Willard
Metzger, May 13.

Brunk-Lahman. Harry Anthony Brunk III,

Harrisonburg, Va., Park View cong., and
Crystal Ann Lahman, Harrisonburg, Va.,
Weavers cong., by Joseph C. and Edith Shenk,
May 6.

Coates-Hostetler. Dennis Coates, Wichita,
Kans., Christian Church, and Heidi Hostetler,
Wichita, Kans., Pleasant Valley cong., by Wel-
don Martens, Apr. 29.

Lehman-Windhorst. Thomas Lehman, Elk-
hart, Ind., Prairie Street cong., and Mary
Windhorst, South Bend, Ind., St. James Cathe-
dral, by Dorsa J. Misher and Robert Bizzaro,
May 6.

Ebersol-Yoder. Wilmer Ebersol, Leola, Pa.,
Ephrata cong., and Wilma Yoder, Ken-
nedyville, Md., East Union (Ohio) cong., by
William Weaver, May 6.

Lopez-Reyes. Jose R. Lopez and Cynthia
Sylvia Reyes, both of Corpus Christi, Tex.,
Prince of Peace cong., by Tom Penney, Apr. 22.

Martin-Weber. Gerald Martin, Elmira,
Ont., and Laurel Weber, St. Jacobs, Ont., both
of Floradale cong., by J. Lester Kehl and
Willard Metzger, May 12.

Roth-Vickere. Mike Roth, Molalla, Oreg.,
and Jenni Vickere, Hubbard, Oreg., both of
Zion cong., by Richard Stoltzfus, May 20.

Shreiner-Mast. Robert Lee Shreiner II,

South Bend, Ind., Blooming Glen, cong., and
Katharine Ann Mast, State College, Pa., Uni-
versity cong., by Robert L. Shreiner and Noah
L. Hershey, May 20.

Souder-Anders. Devin J. Souder, Telford,
Pa., and Lisa Marie Anders, Souderton, Pa.,
both of Rockhill cong., by Russell M. Detweiler
and Richard Mininger, May 20.

VanDiepenbos-Hug. Mark VanDiepenbos,
Goshen, Ind., Church of the Brethren, and Kim
Hug, Goshen, Ind., Waterford cong., by Del
and Charlotte Glick and Mike Loss, May 20.

Obituaries

Augsburger, Estella Shenk, daughter of
Simon and Mary E. (Shank) Shenk, was born
at Elida, Ohio, Apr. 29, 1897; died at Har-
risonburg, Va., May 22, 1989; aged 92 y. On
Aug. 11, 1918, she was married to Clarence A.
Augsburger, who died on Apr. 7, 1987. Surviv-
ing are one daughter (Ann Good), 5 sons (Fred,
A. Don, Myron, Daniel, and David), 3 brothers
(Ralph, Wilbur, and John Shenk), and 2 sisters

(Ada Kirkendall and Mary Smith). She was
preceded in death by one sister (Alma Pan-
tana). She was a member of Pike Mennonite
Church, Elida, Ohio. Funeral services were
held at Kyger and Trobough Funeral Home,
Harrisonburg, Va., on May 23, in charge of Roy
D. and Carolyn Roth and Herman and Gladys
Ropp; and at Salem Church, Elida, Ohio, on
May 25, in charge of Richard Ross; interment
in Salem Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Coffman, Clara, daughter of D. H. and

Sarah Coffman, was born in Elkhart, Ind.,

Feb. 12, 1897; died at Goshen, Ind., May 7,

1989; aged 92 y. Surviving is one sister (Ruth

Coffman). She was preceded in death by 6
sisters and 3 brothers. She was a member of
Prairie Street Mennonite Church. Funeral ser-
vices were held at Yoder-Culp Funeral Home
on May 10, in charge of Dorsa J. Mishler; inter-
ment in Clinton Brick Cemetery.
Cressman, Samuel, son of Jacob and Villina

(Snider) Cressman, was born in St. Jacobs,
Ont., Feb. 15, 1900; died at Cambridge (Ont.)
Memorial Hospital, on May 2, 1989; aged 89 y.
On Feb. 27, 1924, he was married to Viola
Shantz, who died on Nov. 6, 1984. Surviving
are 2 sons (Howard Shantz and Robert
Cressman), one daughter (Phyllis Blair), and
one sister (Lizzie Stevanus). He was a member
of Preston Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on May 4, in charge of Or-
land Gingerich and Rufus Jutzi; interment in

Hagey Cemetery.
Ferguson, Dorvin R., son of Martin and

Delia (Weldy) Ferguson, was born at Wa-
karusa, Ind., Oct. 24, 1906; died at Greencroft
Nursing Center, Goshen, Ind., May 16, 1989;
aged 82 y. On Feb. 2, 1928, he was married to
Edna Marie Shank, who died on Nov. 27, 1975.
Surviving are 2 sons (Richard and Carl), 9
grandchildren, and 17 great-grandchildren. He
was a member of Holdeman Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
May 20, in charge of J. C. Wenger and Sam
Troyer; interment in Olive West Cemetery.
Hall, Ruth L. Kauffman, daughter of

Thomas L. and Thursie (Buck) Kauffman, was
born in Logan Co., Ohio, Aug. 12, 1916; died of
heart failure at Mary Rutan Hospital on May
22, 1989; aged 72 y. She was married to Ora D.
King, who died in 1949. She was later married
to Fred Hall, who died on Oct. 23, 1973. Surviv-
ing are 2 sons (Thomas A. King and John M.
Hall), one daughter (Charlene Coy), 11 grand-
children, 5 great-grandchildren, and one
brother (Glen Kauffman). She was preceded in

death by one brother (Dallas Kauffman).
Funeral services were held at South Union
Mennonite Church on May 25, in charge of

Randy Reminder and David Moreland; inter-

ment in Fairview Cemetery.
Landis, Lena Hartman, daughter of John

Henry and Mary Catherine (Burkholder) Hart-
man, was born in Harrisonburg, Va., Aug. 1,

1894; died at Maple Lawn Nursing Home,
Eureka, 111., Apr. 30, 1989; aged 94 y. On Aug.
18, 1917, she was married to Harry Landis,
who died on Feb. 9, 1977. Surviving are one son
(Harold), 9 grandchildren, 9 great-grandchil-
dren, one brother (Henry Hartman), and 2
sisters (Anna Shank and Sally Brenerman).
She was preceded in death by 2 sons (Alvin and
Ronald). She was a member of Science Ridge
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on May 3, in charge of S. Roy
Kaufman; interment in Science Ridge Men-
nonite Cemetery.
Lehman, Amos C, son of David and Katie

(Zurcher) Lehman, was born at Kidron, Ohio,
Feb. 25, 1898; died at Kidron, Ohio, May 11,

1989; aged 91 y. On Jan. 10, 1929, he was mar-
ried to Sarah E. Zuercher, who survives. Also
surviving are one daughter (Diane Callen), one
son (James), 4 grandchildren, and one sister

(Sylvia Lehman). He was preceded in death by
3 sisters and 3 brothers. He was a member of
Sonnenberg Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on May 13, in charge of
Richard Ross; interment in Sonnenberg Men-
nonite Church Cemetery.
Moyer, Eunice S., daughter of Elmer B. and

Lena (Stout) Moyer, was born in Norristown,
Pa., Feb. 17, 1920; died at Quakertown (Pa.)
Community Hospital on May 16, 1989; aged 69
y. Surviving are one brother (Harlan S.), and
one sister (Vesta S. Moyer). She was a member
of Souderton Mennonite Church, where

funeral services were held on May 20, in charge
of Russell B. Musselman, Gerald A. Clemmer,
and Steven C. Nyce; interment in Souderton
Mennonite Cemetery.
Souder, Mahlon A., son of John D. and

Sallie (Alderfer) Souder, was born at Telford,
Pa., Oct. 18, 1901; died at Sellersville, Pa., May
20, ]989; aged 87 y. He was married to Ruth
Moyer, who died in 1947. On Feb. 29, 1948, he
was married to Miriam S. Clemens Nace, who
died on Aug. 4, 1988. Surviving are 3 daughters
(Dorothy C. Nice, Pearl C. Atwood, and Lena
C. Pretsch), 2 sons (Merrill M. Souder and
Melvin C. Nace), 16 grandchildren, 29 great-
grandchildren, and one great-great-grandson.
He was a member of Blooming Glen Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
May 23, in charge of Truman H. Brunk and
Robert L. Shreiner; interment in Blooming
Glen Mennonite Cemetery.

Stauffer, Norman E., son of John S. and
Annie B. (Erb) Stauffer, was born at Lan-
caster, Pa., Oct. 17, 1896; died at Landis
Homes, Lititz, Pa., Feb. 26, 1989; aged 92 y. On
Jan. 1, 1924, he was married to Grace C.
Stehman, who survives. Also surviving are 4
children (J. Melvin, Arlene S. Longenecker,
Lois S. Nissley, and Harold S.), 8 grand-
children, and 18 great-grandchildren. He was a
member of East Petersburg Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Mar. 1, in charge of Donald Good and John
Shenk; interment in East Petersburg
Cemetery.
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Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Chicago, 111., Aug.
10- 11
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Harrisonburg, Va., Aug. 11-12

Conservative Conference annual meeting, Belleville, Pa., Aug.
11-13

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual meeting, Kalona, Iowa,
Aug. 18-20

Franklin Conference session, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 19
Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting,

Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16
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Lowville, N.Y.,Oct. 14

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-
ing, Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Chinese Christians support
'patriotic' protests by students
Chinese Christian leaders endorse the

student demonstrations and hunger
strikes that have rocked the country in

the past month, according to K. H. Ting,

president of China Christian Council.

"We wholeheartedly affirm the student
demonstrations in Beijing, Shanghai, and
other cities," he said. "The hunger strikes

are a patriotic activity. Their demands
arise from a feeling of patriotism."

Ting, who is also a vice-president of the

National People's Congress, said he called

on the top leaders of the Chinese Com-
munist Party and the State Council "to

carry on a dialogue with the students as

soon as possible." He said he is "glad that

Christians are making their presence felt

in these demonstrations," including stu-

dents from Nanjing Theological Sem-
inary, of which he is principal.

Survey shows widening prejudice
against fundamentalists

Prejudice against fundamentalists may
be on the rise, according to the results of a
recently announced Gallup survey. It re-

veals that 30 percent of the American
public would not want fundamentalists
as neighbors—up from 11 percent who
felt that way in 1981 and 13 percent in

1987.

The survey also shows substantial in-

creases in prejudice against members of

"sects" or "cults" and unmarried couples.

Meanwhile, prejudice against other
groups in the survey either dropped or
increased only slightly. Those groups in-

clude Vietnamese, Hispanics, blacks,
Jews, Protestants, and Catholics.

NCC head Brouwer narrowly escapes
call for new leadership
The difficulties plaguing the deeply di-

vided National Council of Churches were
played out in microcosm in Lexington,
Ky., when the NCC Governing Board split

evenly on a recommendation to replace its

chief staff official. In a 57-57 vote with 13
abstentions, including the abstention of
President Patricia McClurg, General Sec-
retary Arie Brouwer narrowly survived
an Executive Committee recommenda-
tion calling for "new leadership."

Failure of the Governing Board to
reach a clear decision on the matter of

Brouwer's leadership appears to reflect

the much broader problem NCC has grap-
pled with over the past half-dozen years:

continuing divisions over how the organi-
zation should be structured, marked by
an institutional inability to devise any
clear solutions.

Struggles over power and authority,

and a strongly worded speech in which
Brouwer lashed out at his critics, dom-
inated the recent four-day meeting of the

beleagured NCC. When the smoke had
cleared, Brouwer was still standing at the
helm of America's pre-eminent ecu-
menical agency, leaving the 32-denomina-
tion NCC a deeply divided house.
However, Governing Board members had
also approved a long-awaited plan of

restructure that its framers hope will

diminish some of the structural and fi-

nancial problems that afflict NCC.

Theological dispute splits

William Tyndale College
A theological dispute has split William

Tyndale College (formerly Detroit Bible

College) in Farmington Hills, Mich. Six

board members and two staff members
have left. At the center of the controversy
is a move by President William Shoe-
maker to broaden the school's emphasis
beyond its historic dispensational, pre-

Tribulation rapturist viewpoint.

Many teachers have come from dis-

pensational-oriented Dallas Seminary,
but Shoemaker, a Faith Seminary grad-
uate inclined toward covenant theology
and a mid-tribulation rapture position,

has indicated teachers in the future will

not be limited to the Dallas mold. He says
that the school has achieved accreditation
and that its enrollment (430 full-time

students last term and about that many
in part-time programs) has grown 39 per-
cent since he arrived in 1983.

New Revised Standard Version to be
available in summer of 1990

Copies of the National Council of
Churches' long-awaited New Revised
Standard Version of the Bible will be
available in bookstores during the sum-
mer of 1990. Publication of the new trans-
lation comes 37 years after the U.S.
ecumencial body completed work on its

Revised Standard Version Bible, which
gained acceptance over the past four dec-
ades as the most widely used American
translation of the Bible in churches,
colleges, and seminaries.

The new translation attempts improve-
ments to the RSV in a number of ways:
Replacing archaic words, correcting con-
fusing word order, updating words that
have changed in meaning, restoring com-
mon gender words intended in the ancient
languages, replacing masculine pronouns
when both men and women are clearly

intended, improving the clarity for oral

reading, and improving the sound of the
text.

The six U.S. publishers who have been
licensed to produce the NRSV are Cam-
bridge University Press, Holman Bible

Publishers, Thomas Nelson Publishers,
Oxford University Press, World Bible
Publishers, and Zondervan Corporation.
In addition, American Bible Society has
been authorized to offer the NRSV as
part of its program, and Collins Company
will publish a variant in Britain.

Archbishop authorizes nun
to perform wedding in Alaska
Roman Catholic Archbishop Francis

Hurley of Anchorage authorized a nun to

perform a wedding recently in what was
believed to be the first such ceremony
performed by a nun in the United States.

Representatives of the U.S. Catholic Con-
ference said they were not aware of any
other time that a valid Catholic wedding
was performed by a nun.

Hurley was to have performed the wed-
ding of Stacey Smith and Rodney Mitch-
ell in Valdez, Alaska. But when bad
weather made it impossible for him to fly

there, he called Carol Ann Aldrich, a
Sister of Mercy nun who serves as admin-
istrator of the Valdez church, and asked
her to perform the ceremony. Although
Hurley said the wedding could have been
performed by a non-Catholic minister,

since the groom has no religious affilia-

tion, he felt "it made perfect sense to have
the sister who had provided them with
marriage preparation to do it."

Hurley said there are five remote par-

ishes in his archdiocese that are served by
nuns and that he is constantly having to

send priests or deacons to them for sacra-

mental functions. Lou Smith, the mother
of the bride, said everyone was pleased

with the wedding.

Presbyterians urged to continue work
on peace and social justice

Suggestions that the Presbyterian
Church (USA) curtail its pronouncements
on issues of peace and social justice will

be "taken seriously" but must be viewed
as a retreat from the proper mission of
the church. That is the position of

Eleanor Ivory, chairwoman of the
church's Committee on Social Witness
Policy, in the wake of recent hearings
conducted by the committee's Task Force
on Why and How the Church Makes a
Social Policy Witness. The committee has
been under fire from church conserva-
tives who contend the committee is too
liberal and detracts from what they say is

the church's main mission—evangelism.
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Reading this magazine
won't make you rich

Gambling in the U.S. is getting out of hand, ac-

cording to the May 28 issue of the New York
Times. A recent poll found that 63 percent

reported having made a bet in the last 12 months.
The reasons people gamble may be complex and

varied, but one assumes that numbers of them
entertain a hope to win big—to become rich.

Since the days of the fairy tales we read in school,

it has been thought that money can set the stage

for living happily ever after. We know it's a lie,

but what an attractive lie.

So what is the benefit of gambling? The excite-

ment, evidently, and the chance that it could "pay
off." Those who know the scene these days tell us

that it is important to explain the benefits of a

given service or publication. What then are

benefits to be gained from this special issue of the

Gospel Herald? Nothing financial, as near as I

can tell. But I do believe there are benefits to be

gained from it.

Every two years about this time the Gospel
Herald publishes an issue designed to highlight

the work of the Mennonite Church boards. This

year the material is published jointly with The
Mennonite from Newton, Kansas. It features also

the work of the General Conference Mennonite
Church commissions—covering roughly what we
in our bailiwick refer to as program boards.

This adds a whole new course of alphabet soup,

as you will see when you review the "fact" pages
in the issue. You may note that in some respects

the organizational forms overlap nicely. In others

they are different. For example, Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminary, an associate with Goshen Biblical

Seminary, has its own board of control. Goshen
Biblical Seminary is responsible to the Mennonite
Board of Education.

But such details may not interest you. Of more
interest may be the fact that the two work
together as the Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries and recently selected Marlin Miller as

president of both. I'm told that representatives of

the theological schools association shake their

heads at the way these two seminaries are or-

ganized. But they seem to have no rule which for-

bids such an organization.

In planning the articles for this issue, we
focussed on relationships between the two groups
and on projects done together. So we have an
article on the new hymnal, for example, and one
on Clare Schumm, whose time and salary are

shared. No doubt there is more that he could do to

improve family life among either one of us. But
funds are scarce and a shared program is better

than none at all.

Planning for this issue began with a meeting of

the four editors at Indianapolis in May 1988: Mur-
iel Stackley and Gordon Houser of The Men-
nonite; Steve Shenk and I of the Gospel Herald.
The "fact" pages have been the work of Dave
Linscheid, communications director of the

General Conference Mennonite Church, and John
Bender on behalf of the MC Communications Ad-
visory Council. Type for the first 41 pages was set

at Mennonite Press in Newton, Kansas.

Reading this issue will not improve your bank
account, but I think it will increase your fund of

understanding about the organizational work of

these two Mennonite churches. Some, it may be,

consider that this is of small profit. What does it

matter how this work is done? And who cares?

If I may respond to this, let me note that in

Mennonite polity the work of the church belongs

to the people. Yes, on an institutional level it is

done by persons hired and paid by a board. But
the members of this board are elected by the

General Assembly. And these delegates represent

us.

Not in a purely political sense, since they also

are expected to vote as guided by the Spirit. But
whether we are present or not Normal 89 (Aug.

1-6) will be our affair. Among the activities to be

reviewed there is the work of our boards and of

the people who serve them. Reading this

magazine can increase your understanding of

what they do and why.—Daniel Hertzler



The militarization of our homes
by Becky Roth Schenck

It has long been a concern of the typical North North Americans, including thrifty Mennonites,

American to buy the best product available for check unit pricing in the grocery store before buy-

the least amount of money. Many value-conscious ing rice or beans, and consult Consumer Reports



before purchasing a new appliance or car.

Most of us are content to research quality and
price; we would like to assume that buying food
for the table and buying a clothes dryer are
merely financial transactions. When we spend
money, we don't want to think that ethical deci-

sions as well as financial considerations might be
involved.

The Morton salt we use to season our food is

produced by Morton Thiokol, Inc. Equal and Nu-
traSweet artificial sweeteners are Monsanto Co.
products. Much of our cookware is coated with
Teflon or Silverstone, both Dupont products. We
protect our homes from fire with Honeywell, Inc.,

smoke detectors. We watch television on sets

made by RCA and keep our food cold in Amana
(Raytheon Co.) refrigerators. We light our homes
with General Electric light bulbs. Even using the
telephone connects us with AT&T, GTE, or ITT.
Many of us buy Ford or General Motors vehicles,

and some of us use General tires (GenCorp).

In choosing certain consumer products
and services, many of us unknowingly
support the weapons industry.

These products and services are familiar to all

of us. But it might surprise some of us to know
that all of the companies named above are in-

cluded in the list of the top 30 nuclear weapons
producers in the United States, according to

Socially Responsible Buyers Guide (updated
April 1987). Some of the corporations that supply
us with products and services to make our work
easier, our homes safer, and our lives more
comfortable are the same corporations with the
resources to research, develop, and market nu-
clear weapons.

Ignore information? Life would be easier if we
could ignore this information. But in the 20th
century, God still calls his people to "seek peace"
(Ps. 34:14) and "do justice" (Mic. 6:8). Most of us
think of peace as the absence of war and other

Becky Roth Schenck, Eugene, Oreg., is a middle school
teacher and a board member of Mennonite Central Committee
U.S. Peace Section.

conflict; "seeking peace" means reconciling dif-

ferences between family members, ac-

quaintances, and nations. Justice is fairness and
equality; "doing justice" means being fair in

treatment of others, whatever the context. We
would not dispute the importance of peace and
justice in our personal and community rela-

tionships. However, few of us North Americans
relate God's instructions about seeking peace and
doing justice to the way we spend our money.

Probably few of us would voluntarily give
money for the construction of military weapons.
Yet, in choosing certain consumer products and
services, many of us unknowingly support the
weapons industry. For example, when we buy
Kodak film for our cameras, the money we pay
may end up in the research program for the Star
Wars missile defense system. Likewise, purchas-
ing a Litton microwave oven may mean support
for Litton's work on guided-missile cruisers. (See
Rating America's Corporate Conscience, Ad-
dison-Wesley, 1986, pp. 35-352, 360-361.)

Some of us not only support the weapons in-

dustry by the products and services we buy, we
also profit from the nuclear arms race if we in-

vest in money market or mutual funds or use
VISA cards with assets in corporations involved
in nuclear weapons work. In our spending and
investing, are we promoting peace?

Our spending also raises questions about jus-

tice. In North America, we have always believed

justice is integral to our legal and political

systems. Have we considered that justice relates

to our economic system as well? In the United
States there are marked increases in homeless-
ness and poverty. The relationship between
increased human need and increased military

spending is documented time and again: between
1982 and 1986, the U.S. military budget increased

38 percent; during this same time period, spend-
ing on health in the U.S. decreased 8 percent,

spending on education decreased 14 percent, and
spending on housing decreased 82 percent (Jobs

with Peace, Fact Sheet No. 3).

Many Americans cannot satisfy basic human
needs, yet military spending escalates, un-
checked. If North American Christians support
emergency food and shelter programs but
continue to buy products from corporations in-

volved in military or nuclear weapons work, are
we doing justice?

Where does the impetus come for the design
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and development of new, more complicated, and
more expensive nuclear weapons systems? It

might surprise some of us to know that decisions

do not come only from a military assessment of

what is needed for defense. Rather, research and
development labs of corporations eager for profit

develop weapons and then justify the need for

their development {INFACT'Brings GE to Ligh t,

1988, pp. 59-60).

In all countries, military budgets deplete the

funds available for human resources. Are we af-

fected by the fact that 30 children in the world die

every minute from lack of food and inexpensive

vaccines, yet the world's military expenditures
are now in excess of $1.7 million per minute?

( World Military and Social Expenditures: 1986,

pp. 5 and 46). If we believe that all of us in the

global community are members of one
"household" (Eph. 2:19), this information should
appall us. Our money is a gift. When will we use

it as a tool for justice on behalf of the poor?

Practical questions. If we do make an effort to

spend money ethically, we struggle with ques-

tions of practicality:

1. Will it make any difference ifwe don 't buy
products from corporations that also make
military weapons? Will the corporations even
notice? We are called to seek peace and do justice

because we are faithful followers of Christ and
his teachings, not because we will be effective. In

truth, two or three consumers' decisions to not

buy a particular product will not make any dif-

ference at all.

An example from the recent past does prove,

however, that individuals acting together can

make a difference: A small grass-roots drive was
begun by the Infant Formula Action Coalition

(INFACT) to convince Nestle, the multinational

corporation, to act more responsibly in its promo-
tion of infant formula in developing countries. Ul-

timately one million people in 10 countries

stopped buying Nestle products until the corpora-
tion changed its marketing policies. Individuals

working together can be effective.

2. How do we decidefrom which corporation s

to buy ?A re there really any ethical corporations?

In our complex society of corporate subsidiaries,

mergers, and takeovers, it is often difficult to

know which companies actually produce the

products or services we buy. It is also hard to de-

termine the involvement a particular company
has in military or nuclear weapons work.

How do we resolve the ethical controversies?

Which companies merit our support? How do we
decide whether one company's involvement in

weapons production is more evil than a second
company's destructive treatment of the planet or

a third company's negative record of charitable

giving? These questions only attest to the com-
plexity of the issue. Rarely will choices in selec-

tive buying be clear.

More often, we must struggle to make deci-

sions. Undoubtedly, we will not all come out at

the same place. However, there will be no

answers if we don't first ask the questions. As in

other decisions, we should seek the guidance of

God and other Christians as we strive to be faith-

ful to Christ's call to be people of peace.

3. Where is the joy in life ifeach purchase we
make is burdened with an ethical dilemma? Our
joy is in living according to Christ's teachings.

Our spending is one thing we can control. Our
satisfaction can be in accepting the responsibility

to spend and invest our money ethically. Perhaps
satisfaction also comes in choosing not to buy
products from corporations that benefit from
military and nuclear weapons-related work. By
selective buying, we can remind ourselves of our

Ultimately 1 million people stopped
buying Nestle products until the

corporation changed its policies.

millions of brothers and sisters who do not

experience the peace and security we take for

granted. We can choose to commit all aspects of

our lives to God, including our spending.

What to do. To seek peace and do justice:

1. Pray, confessing that too often we are more
concerned with maintaining our comfortable

lifestyles than in working for peace and justice in

the world. Pray for an openness to study this

issue and a willingness to change.

2. Begin to buy selectively on the basis of

conscience. Acquaint ourselves with corporate

products and policies by reading books such as

Add Justice to Your Shopping List (Herald Press,

1986), Rating America's Corporate Conscience

(Addison-Wesley, 1986), Socially Responsible
Buyer's Guide: How to Keep Nuclear Weapons
Out of Your Daily Life (Covenant for a World
Free of Nuclear Weapons, updated April 1987),

and INFACTBrings GE to Light (INFACT, 1988).

3. Use credit cards whose issuing banks invest

their assets in companies with commendable
records on social issues. One such card is Working
Assets VISA Card.

4. If investing, choose money-market and
mutual funds that invest in companies that avoid

military or nuclear-weapons contracts, that do
not support oppressive regimes, and that have
positive records in employment, community
development, and pollution control. Among such
funds are Pax World Fund, Calvart Social Invest-

ment Fund, and Working Assets Money Fund.
5. Let companies know of our support (or lack

of it) for their products and policies by writing
letters and making telephone calls. By communi-
cating our concerns, our actions mean more.

6. Share information with, and seek guidance
from, other Christians as we make decisions

about ethical buying and investing. Encourage
each other to be faithful. §^
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** Some gains, some pains
An interview ofRuth Brunk Stoltzfus by Muriel T. Stackley

Sixth in a series

published jointly by

Gospel Herald and
The Mennonite in

preparation for

Normal 89.

Muriel: Ruth, you have related to both our
constituencies, the Mennonite Church and the
General Conference Mennonite Church—more so
the former. How do you view all this talk about
possible integration of the two groups?

Ruth: I'm impressed by the exploratory work
the general boards of both denominations have
done together—the informed, frank, hopeful, cau-
tious articles on the question in our church
papers, and the way certain GC and MC agencies

and groups are already joining efforts. To me the

overriding consideration is the yearning of Jesus
in his John 17 prayer for those who will believe in

/ pray that there will be growth along
with the pains, whether there is MC/GC
integration or not.

him, "that all of them may be one, Father, just as

you are in me and I am in you." Such unity of his

followers is worth dreaming about and worth all

the hard work it takes.

But, along with the hard work, I would say we
need at least half an hour of unhurried prayer for

every hour of deliberation (1) to humble our
hearts before God and each other and implore the

Lord to cleanse us of any selfish motives and at-

titudes and (2) to seek and wait for the faithful

Holy Spirit to move upon us individually and cor-

porately so that together we might experience

definite divine direction. Have we known that

God's Spirit puts plans in people's minds? David
gave Solomon "the plans of all that the Spirit had
put in his mind for the courts of the temple of the

Lord ..." (1 Chron. 28:12).

Muriel: You have also experienced conflict and
conflict resolution in both constituencies. What
wisdom have you garnered from these

experiences?

Ruth: God has ways of getting us through con-

flicts and around obstacles. His providential hand
got me around some stone walls in the Mennonite
Church against the speaking ministry of a
woman. By the leading of the Lord and the en-

Ruth Brunk Stoltzfus, Harrisonburg, Va., is a longtime
church leader. Muriel T. Stackley, Newton, Kans., is editor of
The Mennonite.

couragement and help of my husband, Grant, in

1950, 1 began the weekly Heart to Heart radio
broadcast, which brought invitations to speak in

many pulpits. Later, as a widowed mother and
grandmother, I answered the call to serve on an
interim basis as a pastor in an MC, and later a
GC, congregation, each in Ohio, and finally an MC
congregation in Virginia. These experiences rein-

forced my determination to work with courage,
caution, and charity toward biblical freedom and
equality for men and women in Christ—in the use
of their Spirit-given gifts and in sharing duties of
both home and church.

The GC congregation in which I served—not
necessarily representing the position of your de-

nomination—had a U.S. flag in its sanctuary.
Some members called the flag an idol, others said

they would leave the church if it were removed.
To some it did not matter either way. After the
pastoral search committee asked if I would
consider a term as permanent minister, I

consulted both GC and MC leaders, came back to

the committee and asked that the flag question
first be brought out in the open. I presented some
ideas for the process.

The senior elder, though pro-flag at the time,

went beyond the idea of using mediation litera-

ture and suggested—with all elders concurring—
that we ask a mediation representative from
Mennonite Central Committee to work with us.

This brought many benefits to the congregation,

including the willingness of a good number to

listen to each other and rethink their positions.

However, the flag stayed and I did not. But in

spite of challenging differences, the fellowship

was rich and the work gratifying. I cherish those

priceless experiences and the lasting friendships

formed there.

Muriel: What are the major "movings," espe-

cially in the Mennonite Church, in your years of

observing church life and polity?

Ruth: From my observations and conversa-

tions with others, I would name (1) the move from
authoritarian leadership to more of a servant-

leadership style; (2) from conference authority to

more congregational authority; (3) more involve-

ment of lay people in denomination, conference,

congregation; (4) more recognition of women's
leadership gifts; (5) more approval of education

and training for church leaders; (6) a wider

diversity of what has been called "streams of

spirituality" without splintering the denomina-
tion—the charismatic, contemplative, feminist,

fundamentalist, evangelical.
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Muriel: Your experience qualifies you to be

a seer for us. What do you see ahead?

Ruth: I see hard work, some gains, some pains.

We will have that in any case—in dealing with
differences within each denomination or between
denominations. I pray that there will be growth
along with the pains, whether there is MC/GC in-

tegration or not. When I talked with my eldest

brother, Truman H. Brunk, an 86-year-old retired

bishop and former moderator of the Mennonite
Church, he expressed my sentiments like this:

"There are reasons to give consideration to in-

tegration. I'm favorable to at least a careful study
to determine whether this can strengthen our
witness in the world. In both denominations we
should submit ourselves to the Lord and to his

moving Spirit that will give direction and lead us
to the right decision as to what God wants us to

do in this matter. I will pray to the Lord of

heaven for his will to be done in all of this. Then
when it is finished, I will support the decision and
pray for these two bodies or this one body,
whichever this turns out to be." ^

The gift of community
by John Rogers

As I sat alone in my room one evening at

Purdue 87, 1 asked myself what might it take for

true community to emerge among the diverse

groups that exist within the Mennonite Church?
How do we experience unity in the midst of

diversity—an emerging and expanding diversity?

As I sat with my feet on the desk looking out
into the darkness, I remembered that the virtues

of the Christian life are gifts; we have to receive

them as such. Community is such a virtue; and
we have to receive it as a divine gift.

Condition of the heart. The center of all Chris-
tian being is receiving. It is the fundamental dis-

cipline of the Christian life. So if we desire com-
munity in the midst of our diversity, we will have
to put ourselves in the position to receive it. We
will have to acknowledge that we cannot create
it—through programs, or money, or proclama-
tion—and that our attempts to do so have failed.

We will have to recognize that community is

essentially a condition of the heart, which is the
special domain of the living Christ. So if we are to

experience community overtly, we will have to

receive the Spirit of community from its ultimate
source.

When we receive the Spirit of community, we
will be able to see our sisters and brothers in

Christ as the special persons they are. Our first

encounter with them will not be based on color,

sex, language, name, educational experience,
theological stance. Rather our first impression
will be to see them as a graced embodiment of the
Spirit of Christ, a unique expression of God's love

John Rogers, Pittsburgh, Pa., is a doctoral student at
Duquesne University and a former editor at Mennonite
Publishing House.

in the world. Our initial communion will not be,

Where are you from? or How long have you been
a Mennonite? or Which Mennonite college did you
attend?

No, it will be a deeper communion: "Peace and
blessing to you, my sister, my brother. Wherever
you have been on your journey and wherever you
are going, I receive you into my heart as a fellow

traveler in Christ." And this communion might
not be spoken; it may come through a handshake,
an embrace, a meeting of the eyes without any
other overt connection.

Count the cost. But before we can receive the

Spirit of community, we must count the cost. For
the Spirit is more inclusive than we might want
to be. Even as I write this, I sense within myself
some apprehension that these words might come
back to haunt me. Am I willing to receive the

Spirit of community, which makes me
vulnerable, which calls me to bless those with

whom I disagree? Am I willing to be honest with

myself about how I feel toward others in the

church?

Am I willing to put those feelings before the

Christ, who undergirds and informs the whole
body of believers, who takes every other believer

as seriously as he takes me, who loves and
intercedes for all my sisters and brothers as he

does for me? Can I offer up my need to always be

right, to always be better than certain others?

The Spirit of Christ is the Spirit of community,
which is the Spirit of loving, of humility, of peace,

of gentleness, of hope, of creativity—of life. The
Christ within would bring to fruition in our
hearts all of these qualities so that we might be

the community of the Spirit in and for each other

and for the world. Do we dare to open ourselves to

receive this gift? ^
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Hear, hear!

A colum n for sharing personal concerns

Stop throwing
things away

There is a welcome trend in the Men-
nonite community toward buying prod-

ucts that are packaged in biodegradable

containers. For example, using paper
instead of foamed plastic cups.

We can go a step further by buying or

using products that don't have to be
thrown away at all! At our church, we
rarely use disposable cups. Instead, peo-

ple have brought in their own coffee

mugs, which are kept at the church.

It is also good to buy products that

come in reusable containers, such as re-

turn-for-deposit beverage bottles which
don't have to be disposed of or recycled.

—Robert Erck, Lombard, III.

Singing praises of

choirs, instruments
I think too often we hear and read

negative comments regarding the use of

choirs and instruments in our worship
services.

While I appreciate and enjoy four-part

a cappella singing, and believe we can be

proud of the heritage of good music that

we have grown up with, I do not feel that

having choirs in our congregations in any
way deter that quality or strength. On the

contrary, having a choir is one positive in-

fluence for the continuance and strength-

ening of four-part singing in our con-

gregation.

We often hear references made to the

singing classes we used to have for inter-

ested persons in our local congregations

and somewhat lament the fact that this is

no longer available. I believe the choir is

our opportunity today for developing our
music ability. By participating in good
four-part singing, choir members become
more effective and contribute positively

to congregational singing.

I am not in favor of the choir replacing

congregational singing, but rather, ad-
ding another dimension, sometimes as

special music, sometimes interacting
with the congregation. I like variety,

stretching our abilities, and in turn
strengthening our worship experience.

If I may be so brave, I would also like to

"sing the praise" of the effective use of

instruments in our worship service. Our
last Easter service was an example of the

effective interaction of congregation and
choir singing songs of resurrection, joined

by the brilliant tones of the organ, jubi-

lant arpeggios of the piano, sometimes
the gentle strumming of guitars, and oc-

casional interruption of the majestic
trumpets, each in turn and at proper in-

tervals, under the direction of a capable
music director. They ministered to each
of us, not entertainment, but worship and
praise of our risen Lord.

I love to take Psalm 150 literally.

—Marge Christner, Sarasota, Fla.

Is it time to change
Bible school?

"I think we seriously have to consider

not planning Bible school for next sum-
mer," Pam said as we completed last

year's Bible school sessions. I looked puz-

zled by her statement since we had con-

cluded a well-attended Bible school in our
small village. We had emphasized Pal-

estine in A.D. 30 with centers for a

carpenter's shop, a marketplace, a pot-

ter's house, temple musicians, and a

scribe.

"Every year becomes more difficult to

coordinate with fewer volunteers avail-

able," she continued. Nodding my head to

acknowledge I heard her, thinking how
creative it had been accomplished that

week with only five teachers and ap-

proximately 80 children.

Our small congregation in rural Ver-

mont, Bethany Mennonite, began with a

summer Bible school program. The con-

gregation has changed, with the majority

of our families having both parents being

employed outside of the home. This leaves

few persons available to volunteer.

In the past our Bible school has met in

the mornings the week after the public

school summer vacation begins. Through
the years more children in the village

have attented Bible school more faith-

fully than any other program of our
church, for varied reasons, if none other

than it was a free place to have a good
time.

Is summer Bible school, in our area, be-

coming a program of the past because
parents need to enroll their children in a

summmer program the week school is

over as to not interfere with their job?

Should we try to squeeze Bible school into

our Saturday schedules throughout the

summer months? Are there more effec-

tive ways than Bible school to share the

good news of Jesus that fit into our

present lifetyles? Is it better to change a

program before it fizzles out on its own?
Might the colleges in their education or

youth ministries departments coordinate

some on-site experiences by sending stu-

dents to assignments for credit while the

churches provide lodging and food?

Are there still short-term voluntary

service assignments that provide Bible

school teachers?

These are a few of the questions we are

asking as we decide how we can be wise

stewards of our resources.

The new Bible school materials are
available from Mennonite Publishing
House, but are we available for them?

—Aldine Musser.
Bridgewater Corners, Vt.

Support our leaders
to retain our youth

I am deeply concerned about what is

happening to many young people who are

brought into our Mennonite churches. We
lose too many! One of the areas of my
concern is support by parents of both the

church leaders and other community
leaders. I heard a youth say lately that

the most important concern he has for his

church in finding a new pastor is that the

parents and the pastor get along and sup-

port each other.

We must stand by our pastors and
elders if we are going to retain our youth.

If parents have "roast preachers" for Sun-
day dinner it will not take long for the

youth to lose interest in the church. I

would call upon all of our Mennonite
parents to give wholehearted support to

the church and Sunday school leaders if

they don't want their youth to go out the

back door!

I would also say that it is important

that church leaders do their part in pro-

viding an effective nurturing ministry. If

we are wanting to win our children to the

Lord Jesus and to become faithful mem-
bers of our churches, we had better give

attention to these matters.

—Albert Schlabach, Baltic, Ohio
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• It is a time of possibility.

Churches in the Soviet

Union are exercising new
freedoms and unbelievers

are asking how they can
know God.

• It is a time of growing
responsibility as Soviet

churches train leaders for

outreach, work to foster

Bible study with new
reference books and
commentaries and
respond to chances to

serve in local communities
through acts of charity.

It is a time of

thankfulness to God. It

is a time to pray that

things begun will grow
in grace, that hopes
explored will become
reality, that God's
people in West and East

will be faithful as they

face new opportunities.

• It is a time when church
people from other

countries can join Soviet

Christians in relief and
rebuilding projects. MCC
is laying plans to help build

a children's rehabilitation

center in Erevan, Soviet

Armenia, and to set up
medical clinics in Armenian
villages. MCC is also

arranging exchanges of

health personnel and
exploring other service

opportunities.

• It is a time of new
friendship. People in the

West and the Soviet Union
are working to develop
more exchanges, creating

a climate for peace.

^ Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central

Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street

Box M
Akron, PA 17501

MCC Canada
134 Plaza Drive

Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9



Church news

Conference seeks clarity on
missionary calling, character

What does it take to be a missionary to-

day? And how do we get them? These
were the questions which exercised a Con-
ference on Education for International

Mission and Service at Goshen College,

May 25-27.

If there were a one-word answer to the

first question it would probably be "hu-

mility." As for the second, there was
some uncertainty. But the conference was
a carefully orchestrated exercise and not

one to be satisfied with one-word an-

swers.

The keynote speaker was Kosuke Koya-
ma, professor of ecumenics and world
Christianity at Union Seminary in New
York City. Other addresses were given by
James Juhnke, John Lapp, Nancy Heisey,

and Delores Friesen. Two of these repre-

sented educational perspectives and two
the perspectives of service agencies.

This mix of speakers represented the

broad base of conference sponsorship: the

Council of Mennonite Colleges, Council of

Mennonite Seminaries, and Council of

International Ministries. Some 125 per-

sons attended, including at least five

Mennonite college presidents. (The
Council of Mennonite Seminaries was not

well represented. They sent their regrets,

indicating budget and schedule prob-
lems.)

The occasion for the conference was the

20th anniversary of the Goshen College

Study-Service Term program. Thus the

emphasis on education. And mission and
service agencies represented the cause for

which it might be expected that persons
would be educated.

The code expression which set the tone
for the conference was "Christian inter-

nationalist," which takes the place in to-

day's lingo of the old word "missionary."
But some worried about even the
overtones of this expression as if it could
be imperialist or manipulative.

The mood for change was set by Kosuke
Koyama, who proposed that the world is

changing so drastically that some old

symbols need to go. Among the symbols
he proposed as no longer entirely ser-

viceable are "the ark" and "the Exodus."
The former separates the ins from the

outs and the latter leaves the question,

"How can Israel be saved when Egypt is

condemned?" Some were uncomfortable

with Koyama's critique of these two pow-
erful biblical symbols, but his words pro-

voked thought. He preferred John 1:14

—

"The Word became flesh and dwelt
among us."

Koyama also challenged the Elijah ver-

sus Baal worshipers model of reality:

missionaries today are not called upon to

slay the opposition. Indeed they will find

numbers of persons who do not identify

with either of these contrasts and they
will need to learn how to relate to them.

Desirable characteristics for mission-

aries and service workers were described

by John Lapp, executive secretary of

Mennonite Central Committee, and
Nancy Heisey, codirector of Mennonite
International Study Project. "We need
people eager to reach out beyond the

comfort of bourgeoisie sensibilities to be
'deprovincialized,' to use a [Max] Stack-

house term .... They should be flexible,

patient, ready to live with ambiguity and
insecurity," said Lapp. And Heisey
quoted an Angolan pastor who said,

"Please do not send abroad anyone who
has not proved to be good at home. They
will only ruin the church elsewhere.

Those who are extremely good, and are

humble, are needed anywhere."
The findings report included an exten-

sive description of the attributes of the

"Christian internationalist." One senses

from the list that this is not a calling to be
taken lightly. (And God is not on the list

of recruits.) Awareness of call, biblical

knowledge, integrity and honesty, ser-

vanthood, creativity, and a sense of

humor were among those included. In-

deed it was stated that a sense of humor
is more important than a preservice

conversion experience. The latter will

happen on location.

But how can an educational institution

possibly train anyone for so high a call-

ing? By more emphasis on experiential as

opposed to content education, said Delor-

es Friesen of Mennonite Brethren Biblical

Seminary. But the findings report wasn't

sure. "An unresolved issue," the report

stated, is "the relationship on balance

between experiential and conventional
(classroom) approaches to education (i.e.,

should the two be combined or should it

focus on experiential?)."

By being more clear about the inten-

tions of the institutions, answered James
Juhnke, who critized promotional bro-

chures from Bethel and Goshen colleges

which seem apologetic about the words
"Mennonite" and "church," but em-
phasize rather, "student maturity and
flexibility for successful careers and rich

personal lives." Juhnke said, "It is possi-

ble to be too market-oriented and miss

the yearning of people for appeals to com-
mitment of their lives."

Whatever the nature of Christian inter-

national service, there was general
agreement that those who aspire to it

should not expect successful careers. In-

deed there was a general mood at the con-

ference that the success-driven culture in

which we live is a snare and delusion. The
attributes needed to go overseas are the

attributes needed in North America.
Fran Wenger of the Goshen College

nursing department observed, "It is dif-

ficult in our society to get students inter-

ested in service professions. Already at

the junior high level, persons are inter-

ested in making money. What values are

the church and families modeling that

young people are so concerned about se-

curity?"

As if in response, one of the concluding

comments of the conference was that the

main target for missionary (that is

"Christian internationalist") education
should be the congregation rather than
the college, concentrating on young per-

sons from birth to the age of 18.

—Daniel Hertzlerfor Meetinghouse

MBM Health and Welfare
shuts down with

departure of Schmidt
The Health and Welfare Department of

Mennonite Board of Missions officially

shut down recently with the departure of

its last director, Ken Schmidt. MBM's in-

volvement in health care dates back to the

first Mennonite children's home begun in

Orrville, Ohio, in 1896, and the first home
for the elderly begun near Rittman, Ohio,

in 1901.

In the early 1980s, the MBM Board of

Directors decided to transfer direct re-

sponsibility for its hospitals, retirement

communities, and other institutions to

inter-Mennonite management entities or

to localized corporations. Schmidt said

this decision was seen as a way to help

strengthen the institutions individually

and as specialized groups, and to increase

the involvement of local congregations

and conferences.

As a result of the board's decision,

Schmidt helped establish Mennonite
Health Association and Inter-Mennonite
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News from MCC
• • •

The first recipient of a Frank H.

Epp Memorial Fund grant is E.

Reginald Good of Kitchener,

Ont. Good is currently

completing course work toward
a doctoral degree in history at

the University of Saskatchewan.
His dissertation is an
examination of Mennonite-
Indian relations on Canada's
settlement frontier. The total

amount of the first grant is

$2,500. The memorial fund is

sponsored by Conrad Grebel

College, Mennonite Publishing
Service, Mennonite Historical

Society of Canada, MCC
Canada and MCC Peace Office.

• • •

SELFHELP Crafts Canada
received its first shipment of

handicrafts from Laos in March.
The crafts represent a $12,250
investment in job creation in

that Southeast Asian country.
• • •

MCC and the Adventist Relief

and Development Association
are laying plans to jointly build

a children's rehabilitation

center in Erevan, Soviet
Armenia, and to set up medical
clinics in Armenian villages.

MCC has committed $300,000 to

the project.
• • •

A task force of the MCC U.S.

Peace Section studying racism
has noted that North American
Mennonites worship in at least

two dozen languages including

Arapahoe, Blackfeet,

Cantonese Chinese, Cheyenne,
Choctaw, Creole, Cree, Creek,
English, French, Garifuna, High
German, Hmong, Hopi, Houma,
Indonesian, Laotian, Low
German, Mandarin Chinese,
Navajo, Ojibwa, Portuguese,
Spanish, Taiwanese and
Vietnamese.

A better chance
of a healthy life

Health care in Gawasan

A small Manobo child was brought to the "Under Five"
clinic because she was severely malnourished and suffering

with amoeba. Young Lily was almost 2 and her mother
had brought her from Gawasan, a remote barrio (village)

in the mountains. We were surprised that a Manobo mother
would bring her child because the traditional belief is that

people who come to the doctor usually die. (By the time
someone is sick enough to make the trip to the doctor, they

usually are ready to die.)

The doctor first thought that Lily would die because of her
advanced malnutrition and dehydration. But he started IVs
and encouraged breastfeeding. The child soon showed signs

of improvement and her mother was shown how to prepare
nutritious food. Little Lily continued to get stronger.

We encouraged Marcella, the baby's mother, to bring Lily

to the MCC-sponsored feeding program in a nearby village

when she was released from the hospital. We understood
that Marcella was interested. But two days later mother
and daughter left for their barrio without notifying anyone.

A week later, as we visited Marcella's barrio, we learned

Lily had died the evening they arrived back home. Marcella
said she had known her baby would die and so had taken
her on the arduous five-hour journey, which ends in a

two-hour hike, so she could die at home.

This first experience with Marcella was not happy. But we
are heartened because she has since become interested in

being trained as a local health worker and has started her

own home garden.

At present there is no modern medical support for tribal

Filipinos in Marcella's community. Herbal medicines and
traditional healers are often valuable, but are not able to

deal effectively with all health problems. MCC, a local

pediatrician and the local provincial governor's office have
cooperated to set up a basic health worker training

program. This program will bring two mothers down from
their barrio, train them in basic health and nutrition and
then send them back into their communities with some
medicines and diagnostic tools.

A common garden, fish pond, duckery and home gardens

have been started in Marcella's community. Because of

these things, together with better health care and nutrition,

children like Marcella's two remaining daughters will have
a better chance for a healthy life.

••• Claire Ewert of Drake, Sask.
MCC Philippines
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Abul Kashem

Peace in his village

Allah akbbar, God is great, can be heard from the nearby

mosque as Abul Kashem wakes up to a new day. He spends

the first minutes washing his face and cleaning his teeth

with a small piece of charcoal from last evening's cooking
fire.

On the way to the cow shed he greets his wife, Farul Bibi,

who is busy at the earthen stove while breastfeeding the

youngest of their two children.

Abul Kashem, left, with

Shukhen C. Paul, MCC site

manager, working in Kashem's
garden plot in Bangladesh.

The rays of the morning sun warm Kashem's hands and
face as he leads his father's two cows to a small grazing

spot among the rice fields.

Walking barefooted down the narrow village path, his

thoughts turn to the future, as they often do. Soon he and
his two brothers will inherit one-tenth of an acre each from
their aged father. His four sisters will receive half of that

and be married off into other families.

One-tenth of an acre is not enough to support even a small

family like his. Still he is not worried. Kashem remembers
the summer of 1985 when he first met MCC researcher

Amos Showalter. Showalter planted a trial plot of

kangkong, a new leafy vegetable, in Kashem's father's field.

Kangkong proved profitable and ever since Kashem has

been renting land to grow it alongside other new crops

such as cabbage and cauliflower. The rich landowner
demands half of the crop as rent. Nonetheless, Kashem
makes a profit and does not have to work as a daily laborer

as he used to.

Abdul Kashem is still a poor man. But he can provide for

his family and he is content. Whenever we meet he smiles

and holds my hand between his two for a long time as we
talk. Last time we met he told me he doesn't ask Allah to

make him rich. Instead he prays for peace in his village and

in Bangladesh. May God grant it.

••• TomBurkhartof Milverton, Ont.

MCC Bangladesh
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In Bangladesh MCC work
Includes a large employment
creation program. Here Judy
Edlnster of Snyder, N.Y., and
Seleha, sift impurities from split

soybeans, as parjgB^ob
creation project IffwwBk
soybeans are used to make a
nutritious snack called soy
nuts.

MCC snapshots

There are almost 1 ,000 MCCers
around the world, including
staff working at North American
headquarters. Among these
1,000 workers are health

promoters, science teachers,
secretaries, gardeners,
agricultural extentionists,

social workers, food
technologists, Sunday school
teachers, civil engineers, youth
club leaders, job creators,

maintenance workers, well

diggers, relationship builders
and peacemakers.

These photos, sent to us by
MCC volunteers, give some
glimpses into the assignments
of a few of these workers.

Community development
includes projects in vegetable
growing, forestation and health

care in Haiti. One community
project MCC has promoted is

the building of community grain

storage silos. In this photo Ron
Bluntschll of Northglenn, Colo.,

and friends finish assembling a
small storage silo.
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In Uganda MCC work focuses
on peacemaking and on
assisting Ugandans as they

recover from past wars. Here
Tim Martin of Reinholds, Pa.,

tackles a math problem with

Isingoma Robert Amooti,
secondary school student.

Ruth Kroeker of Boissevain,

Man., trains nurses at Harpur
Memorial Hospital in Menouf,
Egypt. She took this photo of

a co-worker, Azziza, cleaning

laboratory equipment at the

hospital.
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What does it mean
to be poor?

Resources
• • •

Working side by side, hand in

hand: MDS in Nicaragua is a
new MCC-produced 10-minute
VHS video cassette available

for free loan. In October 1988
Hurricane Joan swept across
Nicaragua destroying towns,
crops and forests. Mennonite
Disaster Service (MDS)
volunteers went to Nicaragua to

help people rebuild. They share
stories about their time there
and how it affected them.
Available from all MCC
Resource Libraries.

• • •

Courage along the divide is a
90-minute three-part VHS video
cassette on the Palestinian-

Israeli conflict. Part I looks at

Israeli rule in the occupied
territories. Part II includes
footage of the 1 948, '56 and '67

conflicts, the Sinai evacuation
and Israel's invasion of

Lebanon. Part III shows the
non-violent campaign for

human and economic rights in

the West Bank. Available for

free loan from the MCC Akron
(Box M, Akron, PA 17501) and
Saskatchewan (2206 Speers,
Saskatoon, SK S7L 5X7)
Resource Libraries.

• • •

The Job Stickers and Gifts from
God's Earth are two recent MCC
fund-raising activity packets for

children. The first project

includes colorful stickers,

stories and activities about
MCC's job creation programs in

Bangladesh. The second
focuses on MCC gardening and
agriculture projects. For
information on these and other
projects for children, contact
any MCC office.

Not less than human

One Sunday last fall, a speaker visited our church to talk

about her trip to Colombia. She called the children to the

front. Among them were our two youngest sons and four
children we brought from our neighborhood—the poorest
section of Prince Albert, Sask. None of the other children

at the front were from that part of town.

The speaker talked to the children about poverty. "What
does it mean to be poor?" she asked. "No food to eat,"

said one. "Dirty," said another. "No new clothes,"

answered a third. I felt panic rising inside me as I watched
the four children we had brought to church. They were
dirty. They were wearing old clothes; two were wearing
clothes we had given them. All of them had eaten at our
home and been given groceries when they had nothing to

eat at home.

I saw their eyes dart nervously from face to face. They
looked afraid, as if they were about to be exposed for a

sin they had committed. I began to pray. "Please, Lord,
don't let them be humiliated. " Then our youngest son yelled

out: "No ice cream!" Everyone laughed. "Thank you,

Jesus, for answering my prayer."

The speaker went on to talk about poverty in Colombia.
She told the children to be thankful that they lived in a

country where they did not have to worry about having
enough food. I know that what she said is accurate for 99
percent of the children and adults at my church. Yet I also

know that what is true for children in Colombia is true for

the children we brought to church that day and for many
others in Prince Albert. I wondered what these children

—

white, Native and Metis—thought about what she said

about poor children in Colombia.

When only a few people within a population are deprived,

I think they experience it very differently from people in a

country where a majority are poor. They begin to believe

that the problem is within them; that they are worth less

than others, that they are lazy or stupid or dirty, less human
and unworthy of love—even the love of God.

I pray for the children we brought to church that day and
for others like them. I pray that even though their families

may only have one can of beans and a potato to feed six

to eight people for a week, they will not feel less than

human. I pray that, although they wear donated clothes,

they will know God looks on the inside, not at their

appearance. That even though they have little material

wealth, they will be open to the Holy Spirit within them
that affirms their worth to God.

"** Patty Burdette of Akron, Ohio
MCC Prince Albert, Sask.
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MCC country profile

Indonesia
• • •

Population: 177 million

Per capita income: $560
MCC present since: 1948
Number of MCCers: 6
1988 expenses: $229,221

Indonesia is a country of

stunning beauty. Brilliant green
rice terraces, coconut stands,

waterfalls, coastlines and hills

combine to make a visit here
breathtaking. This archipelago
nation stretches along the

equator just north of Australia.

With 6,000 inhabited islands,

Indonesia ranks as the fifth

most populous country in the

world.

MCC's work here in recent

years has centered on assisting

people who have moved,
through a government
transmigration program, from
the overpopulated island of

Java to more isolated islands

where land is plentiful. This

pioneering work is difficult, and
MCC is present to encourage
the formation of farmers'

cooperative groups, through
which resources and ideas can
be shared. MCC also works with

women's groups and mother-
child health groups.

Indonesian governmental
policy is to promote tolerance

for all religious faiths. About 90
percent of the people are

Muslims. MCCers worship with

local Christians, and work with

people of all faiths, here and
elsewhere.

Is God calling you to fill one of

these urgent personnel needs?

Bolivia: agriculturists

Nigeria: technical trainer/

maintenance supervisor

Sudan: nurse, doctor

Port Hardy, B.C.: elementary
and kindergarten teachers

• • •

Albany, Ore: group home direct

care staff
• • •

Akron, Pa., Winnipeg, Man.:
administrative secretaries and
assistants

MCC is closely in touch with the

two Mennonite conferences in

Indonesia, the Muria and Java
Synods of the Mennonite
Church. There are some 95
mature Mennonite
congregations and many
outposts in these two synods.
Indonesian Mennonite
churches are vigorous and
growing, and known for the

strong family relationships they
have encouraged, for their

joyful worship and for their

efforts to reach out to

neighbors in need.
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Beans and fellowship

Soybean projects

in Southeast Asia

Soybean memories? Sure! I walked a lot of miles, cutting

weeds out of soybean rows years ago. And there were the

evenings at the feed mill with my Dad as he ran the soybeans
through the seed cleaner. So this is a great connection—to

help facilitate MCC's support for a soybean production
project in the Mekong Delta of southern Vietnam.

Would you believe soybeans can connect people of different

countries? Recently MCC sponsored several deans of
agricultural schools in Vietnam to attend a conference in

Malaysia. On their way home, coming through Bangkok,
they were able to visit agricultural schools and projects

here in Thailand.

While here, the director of the Mekong Delta program told

me of the exciting meetings they had with their counterparts
in Bangkok, "and one of the best things was to learn that

their best variety is the same as our best variety
!

" Not only
that, but the scientists agreed to share some of their other
varieties for testing.

Come, let us reason together... and swap stories about
soybeans.

••• Stan Reedy of Elkhart, Ind.

MCC Vietnam

Reedy administers the MCC
programs in Vietnam from
Bangkok, Thailand.

Material aid projects
• • •

(August) New bars of soap:
MCC needs new bars of soap
this year for Nicaragua and the
Israeli-occupied West Bank.
The 60,000 bars of soap sent to
Nicaragua will be used in

hospitals and clinics. The 9,600
bars of soap sent to the West
Bank will go to a Christian

orphanage and school.
• • •

(September) Health kits: This
year MCC plans to send 4,450
health kits overseas. Three
thousand kits will go to

Mozambican refugees in

Swaziland. To prepare a health

kit, place these items in an 8- by
10-inch (20- by 25-centimeter)
drawstring bag: a toothbrush,
family-size tube of toothpaste,

bar of soap, nail clipper with file

and dark hand towel.

Cleaning soybeans in Ho Chi
Minh City, Vietnam.

Cash projects
• • •

(August) Recreation room,
Mexico: Each day, twice a day,
20 children come to an
MCC-sponsored library and
recreation room in Gomez
Farias, Mexico. They read
books, play table games, put
puzzles together and draw with

watercolors and crayons. Most
ofthem do not have these items
at home. MCC needs to replace

these supplies periodically. A
gift of $1 0 will help keep the fun
alive for those who visit this

room. Please include project

number B921-60 with your
contribution.

• •

(September) Saving teeth,

preserving smiles, Vietnam:
Dental care for children in

Vietnam is limited. MCC
supports a cavity prevention
program in a few elementary
schools there. Children learn to

brush their teeth daily, receive

regular fluoride treatments and
are examined by a dental

technician. $100 buys
toothbrushes, hand
instruments for examining
teeth, models and pictures for a
school with 2,000 students.

$5,000 is the total cost of the
project. Please include project

number B722-41 with your
contribution.
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Council on Aging in 1980. He also helped

start Mennonite Health Resources in 1981

as a regional management entity for six

hospitals and two nursing homes related

to MBM in Colorado and Kansas.

More recently, Schmidt played a key

role in negotiating an agreement with

Mennonite Health Services, a subsidiary

of Mennonite Central Committee U.S.

under the agreement, MHS began provid-

ing management support services this

past April for 13 retirement centers, hos-

pitals, and other health facilities related

to MBM.
Schmidt now works for MHS out of an

office near his home in Middlebury, Ind.,

serving as interim director of services to

MBM-related health care agencies. "I am
helping them make the transition in re-

lating to MHS," he said. "I will also work
with these agencies to eventually transfer

completely to MHS."
Schmidt joined the MBM staff in 1978

as associate director of health and wel-

fare. He became director the following

year, succeeding Luke Birkey.

Marriage Encounter
offers help to thousands
of Mennonite couples

In 1980, the Family Life Commission of

Lancaster Conference asked commission
members Henry and Marian Leaman to

attend a Lutheran Marriage Encounter to

discover whether or not it was something
Mennonites should be doing.

Marriage Encounter, begun in the

1960s by a Roman Catholic priest in

Spain, is designed to "make good mar-
riages better." Away from job, children,

and social responsibilities, a Marriage
Encounter offers the married couple an
opportunity to meet again and rediscover

each other. Commitment to God, to

church, and to spouse is emphasized.
Communication skills are taught.

Leamans had a positive experience at

the Lutheran Marriage Encounter and
told the Family Life Commission they

were willing to do everything possible to

bring this program to Mennonite couples.

Marian was the staff person for the com-
mission at this time, and she gave up six

months' pay so that the commission
would have funds available to develop the

program. Three additional couples were
found to work with Leamans. They all

received training from the Lutheran and
Catholic Marriage Encounter leaders. Ne-
vin Horst, David Thomas, Jay Garber,

and other Mennonite leaders gave counsel

regarding theological emphases.
The first Mennonite Marriage Encoun-

ter weekend in Lancaster Conference was
held at the Howard Johnson's Motel in

The 1989 Hesston College Pastoral Ministries graduates are (left to right) Dan Lais, Sergio

Silviera, Pete Sutter, Marcia Holsopple, Merle Holsopple, Bob Miller, Jerry Kandel, Warren

Miller, and Mel Graber.

Third class of students
in Pastoral Ministries

graduates from Hesston
The third graduating class of the Pas-

toral Ministries Program at Hesston Col-

lege was commissioned in a special ser-

vice during the college's year-end com-

mencement activities recently. Four of

the nine graduates have already accepted

calls to be a pastor, starting this summer.
Hesston dean Jim Mininger encouraged

the graduates to continue the process of

developing wholeness in the liberal arts

tradition, to continue in their studies of

Anabaptist thought, and to always nur-

ture the growth of their own personal

faith in Christ.

Appreciation for the Pastoral Minis-

tries Program was expressed by several

pastors and conference leaders. John
Heyerly, coordinator of South Central

Conference, said his conference has been

on both the sending and receiving ends of

the program. One graduate from the con-

ference had gone on to serve in another

region, one had remained in the con-

ference, and this year a graduate was
coming to South Central Conference from
Iowa.

"It would be hard to imagine Hesston
College without the Pastoral Ministries

Program," said President Kirk Alliman.

"It is responding to a need for congrega-

tional leadership that is felt across the

Mennonite Church."

Lancaster, Pa., in January 1982, with 38

couples attending. The original team of

four couples served eight weekends that

year, going as far away as Augusta,

Maine. This July, the Lancaster Region of

Mennonite Marriage Encounter will offer

its 73rd weekend. The marriage rela-

tionships of 1,500 couples have been revi-

talized.

In 1986 the Lancaster-based Mennonite

Marriage Encounter and the Newton,
Kans.-based Mennonite Marriage En-
counter began a merging process which

took about two years. During the merger,

the Church of the Brethren asked to be in-

cluded, so the name was changed to Men-
nonite and Brethren Marriage Encounter.

This year the Brethren in Christ Church
is also becoming involved.

Since its beginning in 1982, Mennonite

Marriage Encounter of Lancaster has

been financially self-supporting. The
funds come from couples who have expe-

rienced the weekend. These couples also

volunteer time, skills, and office space so

that the work can continue.

Mennonite Engaged Encounter began

in 1983, and by this July, 33 weekends
will have been offered. More than 500 en-

gaged couples will have benefited.

The long-range goals of Mennonite and
Brethren Marriage Encounter, Lancaster

Region, are to begin encounters for fami-

lies and encounters for singles.

Nafziger to lead
weekend workshops
on music/worship
Eastern Mennonite College music pro-

fessor Kenneth Nafziger will be available

to lead up to six weekend workshops on

music and worship during the 1989-90

academic year. The workshops, designed

for congregations, are sponsored by EMC
and Mennonite Publishing House.

Each weekend will be geared to the

specific interests of the host congrega-

tions. Sessions can be organized for song

leaders, choir directors/singers, worship

leaders, and pastors. Several of the ses-

sions should be open for the entire con-

gregation.

The workshops will focus on materials

from The Mennonite Hymnal and from

the new hymnal which is scheduled for

publication in 1992. The emphasis will be

on developing the skills of leaders and

congregations.

The workshops are supported by EMC
through a "faculty release time grant."

Preference will be given to requests

which come from congregations that plan

to include other area congregations in the

workshops.

Interested congregations should

contact Nafziger at EMC, Harrisonburg,

VA 22801.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
Long letters may need to be shortened.

Kathryn Reitz Zimmerman,
Newark, Del.

One of the most depressing verses I

have found is Judges 21:25—"In those
days Israel had no king; everyone did as
he saw fit" (NIV). Janet R. Horsch
("Readers Say," May 16) evidently wishes
our nation would continue to become as
the Israelites, with each person develop-
ing his/her own morality and view of
right and wrong.
Horsch states, ".

. . nor does he [Titus
Kauffman] have the right to impose his
religious beliefs on those who do not
share the same beliefs." Allow me to take
her premise to its fruition. If we attempt
to stop occultic rituals, some of which are
defined as criminal by law (such as
human sacrifice; see Newsweek, Apr. 24,

p. 55), we are imposing our morality on
their religious system. I find a great
fallacy in her assumption.

Horsch states, "We took a stand for
life. ..." How can a pro-choice (pro-abor-
tion .

. . pro-death?) march be considered
choosing life!

I cried as I read Horsch's letter.

Simon Schrock, Fairfax, Va.
In the news item, "Over 40 Mennonites

Join Pro-Choice March in Washington"
(May 9), it is stated that the Mennonite
marchers "felt that the difficult decisions
surrounding an unwanted/unplanned
pregnancy must be made by the woman
and her family, rather than imposed from
outside, and that the separation of the
church and state must remain con-
sistent."

Can this reasoning possibly be the will
of God? If it is, shouldn't a woman then
have the right to kill her baby two min-
utes after it leaves the womb if she
doesn't want it, without any imposed
laws from the outside?

Atlee Beechy, Goshen, Ind.
Do Mennonites need more time to

study the tax withholding issue or more
courage? Will the Mennonite Church be
known as a "historic peace church" 50
years from now? These and other ques-
tions came to mind as I read "General
Board Makes Cautious Preparation for
Normal 89" ("Church News," May 2) and
Daniel Hertzler's perceptive May 9 edi-
torial on "Why Is the Church So Con-
servative?"

North American Mennonites, with con-
siderable consistency, have resisted sup-
port of and participation in military ser-

vice. The Turner, Oreg., conference of the
Mennonite Church in 1965, after much
soul searching, decided that nonregistra-
tion was an acceptable expression of Men-
nonite peace witness and pledged support
to those who took this road.

General Assembly actions in recent
years have repeatedly affirmed tax
resistance, based on Christian conscience,
as a valid part of our peace witness. We
see these actions not as liberal trends but
rather a needed return to New Testament
teachings: to the life, nonviolent teach-
ings, and spirit of Jesus and to Ana-
baptist understandings of church and
state separation, roles, and loyalties.

Today military technologies are more
important than personnel and therefore
the drafting of our dollars for war and
preparation for war is a crucial matter.
The central issue in the earlier General
Board recommendation, in my perspec-
tive, was not tax resistance per se but
whether the Mennonite Church is ready
to respect and support the consciences of
those who request that their taxes for
military purposes not be withheld.

Hertzler concludes his editorial with
these words: "The difference between the
conservative and the Christian radical is

that given a choice to follow Jesus or to

compromise, the radical will follow Jesus
regardless of the consequences." Faithful-
ness is the key issue, not threats or
penalties.

Earl and Pat Hostetter Martin,
Ephrata, Pa.

Recently, a young man named Jose was
returning to his house in the Philippines.
Government soldiers, who later claimed
Jose was out after curfew, shot this de-
fenseless youth, leaving him with a
serious leg injury. They refused him
treatment for enough days that gangrene
claimed his lower leg. When we finally
met Jose in the hospital, the lad needed to
find blood for his leg amputation.
Weekly, in our work with Mennonite

Central Committee, we hear stories of
global brothers and sisters who are being
maimed or killed with weapons of war,
many of them supplied by the American
government. Therefore, when we are
faced with the turning over of our income
to the Internal Revenue Service for sup-
plying these coffers of war, it feels to us
that to do so willingly would be the
equivalent of signing the death warrant
for innocent friends.

We do not expect that everyone in the

the video curriculum that has people talking

Following Cod's Call
Try something new. Start your
Sunday School class or small

group discussion with a five-

minute segment of a contem-
porary faith experience from
an All God's People video. i

Launch into a lesson that J
encourages discipleship,

community involvement
...and group discussion.

13-week curriculum available from:

Mennonite Board ofMissions
Media Ministries

1251 Virginia Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
800-999-3534

Mennonite Publishing House
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683
412-887-8500
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Mennonite Church will share these deep

convictions of ours. We believe that many
Mennonites have wrestled with this issue

in honesty and prayer and have come to

different conclusions from our own.

Still, we are very saddened when we
learn in Gospel Herald that Mennonite
Church General Board chose to back
away from recommending to General
Assembly that the convictions of church

institutional employees who object to

paying military taxes shall be honored by
their employers. The action leaves us feel-

ing lonely.

What is the church telling us? Are our

convictions out of place in our church?

Are we considered stubborn people who
refuse to see the truth that the church

identifies? Is the church asking us to give

up these deeply held convictions? We
don't know. We sincerely value the coun-

sel of the church community. And yet

somehow we can't seem to shut off our

(misguided?) consciences on this matter.

Warren Kriebel, Souderton, Pa.
I cannot agree with the negative judg-

ment concerning George Brunk II as

expressed in "Readers Say" (May 2). It is

true that God is love, but it is also true

that he is a holy God who does not look

lightly upon man's sins.

Through the ages God has sent chosen

prophets and ministers to call people to

repentance, faith, and obedience. I feel

that Brother Brunk has fulfilled his spe-

cial calling through the years. We remem-
ber his ministry in southeastern Pennsyl-

vania in the 1950s, when thousands came
night after night to the evangelistic tent

meetings that resulted in many
experiences of salvation and renewal.

Let us remember that God gives vari-

ous gifts of service to different persons.

Levi Steiner, Apple Creek, Ohio
It is suggested by Beverly J. Short

("Readers Say," May 2) that the "two
views of God" are contradictory, and the

two cannot meet. The Bible presents God
as "a God of judgment, fear, and guilt"

and as "a God of love, forgiveness, and
hope." If there were no judgment, then
salvation would be meaningless.

Pontius' Puddle
OR CONOrREGgnOM HOLDS
OSINESS MEETING'S TO

FACILITATE. DISCOSSVON
AND NVAKE DECISIONS.

Jesus brought the two together in John
3:16-18—"For God so loved the world

that he gave his one and only Son, that

whoever believes in him shall not perish

but have eternal life. For God did not

send his Son into the world to condemn
the world, but to save the world through

him. Whoever believes in him is not con-

demned, but whoever does not believe

stands condemned already because he has

not believed in the name of God's one and
only Son."

To suggest that George Brunk IFs God
is not "a God of love, forgiveness, and

hope" is to completely misinterpret his

preaching and writings.

R. Herbert Minnich, Hesston, Kans.
I have read and reread Freda Zehr's

"Why I Gave Up Alcohol" ("Hear, Hear!"

May 2). I'd like to express my deep appre-

ciation to Freda for this excellent expres-

sion of a balanced response to drinking al-

coholic beverages. Like Freda, I strayed

briefly from the abstainer position until I

saw the negative effects of alcohol on me
and my friends. Although Freda says

she's speaking strictly for herself, I

believe she spoke eloquently for thou-

sands of us when she wrote, "I cannot in-

dulge in a practice that has the potential

for inflicting so much pain on families,

for destroying so many lives."

Craig D. Morton, Elbing, Kans.
Linda Peachey in "Agonizing Over War

Taxes" (Hear, Hear!" Apr. 18) makes a

good argument for withholding war tax-

es. However, there is another angle from
which to view the issue of not paying war
taxes. The primary Scripture cited in the

debate is Matthew 22:15-22 (and
parallels). If we would apply a little his-

torical and political exegesis to this

passage, we would have to ask ourselves

how we could apply Jesus' response to

ourselves.

For instance, we are not a nation or a

people held captive under a foreign ruler,

such as Palestine was during the time of

the Roman Empire. Also, we are not

presently ruled by a monarch; we realis-

tically have no "caesar" over us. If there

is a caesar, so to speak, then we are

UNFORTUNATELY AJ-LTKE DECISIONS
ARE MADE BEFORE TVE f\EET\NGr
STARTS, AND ALLTUE DISCISSION
takes place After rr ends:

caesar.

In the United States, our constitution

begins by naming our caesar, "We the

people," and Abraham Lincoln elaborated

that phrase from our preamble by claim-

ing that our government essentially is

and must remain a "government of the

people, by the people, for the people."

In our form of democracy, we have no

absolute authority set over us. What we
do have is public servants set under us.

We, as responsible citizens, are the au-

thority of this nation. If our nation blun-

ders and falls, the blame is on us, not

merely on those whom we have elected.

Those of us who withhold a portion of

our tax are trying to re-orient our na-

tional priorities. While what we do is

considered to be illegal, we are breaking a

law of the people (willing to take respon-

sibility for our actions), but we are not

breaking a law against caesar. What we
are trying to do is give to our government
(ourselves) what it needs to function as a

force for order, a system for providing for

the needs of all, and as a body of law to

carry out justice. (See Jacob Hutter's and
Menno Simons' writings in Plots and
Excuses and Foundations, respectively.)

Richard L. Weaver, Myerstown, Pa.
By the same amount of disappointment

I felt reading the article "Brunk and
Kraus: Two Paths to Christology" (Mar.

7) I am encouraged by the article "In

Search of the Biblical Jesus" by Samuel
Weaver (Mar. 28).

To the statement of values as repre-

sented by the Jesus of our North Ameri-
can culture—namely, pleasure, popular-

ity, possessions, and power—should be

added our Mennonite work, work, work
ethic. It sounds good, looks good, and is in

demand by our world system.

Since all of the above stated "values"

keep us from trusting, serving, and fel-

lowshiping with Jesus, we know they

originate from Satan, who makes these

values "appear to be good." How easy it is

to get caught in his traps.

Ruth Eitzen, Barto, Pa.
I want to affirm "Let's Combine Ser-

vice and Education" by C. Conrad Martin
("Hear, Hear!" June 14, 1988). It suggests

that we follow the strategy of the U.S.

military by offering college tuition to

young people in Mennonite colleges in

return for voluntary service in church or-

ganizations. Sometimes this service is not

possible because of college costs and
debts.

From my own experience and that of

many others, I believe there is no better

preparation for vocation than work in

mission and voluntary agencies, but often

these are out of reach to those under the

current pressures of formal education.
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Mennoscope

Eastern Mennonite College pulled its

students out of China on June 12 because of
the deteriorating political situation in that
country. An EMC Global Village seminar had
taken 21 students to Sichuan Normal
University in Chengdu under the leadership of
EMC professors James and Doris Bomberger.
They departed from the United States on May
3 and were scheduled to return on July 5.

China is in turmoil following the bloody crack-
down on massive anti-government demonstra-
tions by students and others. The U.S. Em-
bassy issued a "general advisory" for all

Americans to leave the country as soon as
possible. The EMC group flew from Chengdu
to Hong Kong, where a decision will be made
about whether the group stays in Asia or
returns home early.

A proposed program to train deaf leaders
moved another step closer to reality during
the recent meeting of the Deaf Ministries Ad-
visory Committee of Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions. The eight-member group called for the
employment of a half-time staff person—and
the person should be deaf—to develop the Deaf
Christian Leadership Program. The one-year
certificate program will train deaf persons to
be pastors and lay leaders. It will be financed
by a fund established over two years ago by
Mennonite Board of Education in cooperation
with MBM. The committee endorsed the
formation of an independent, interdenomina-
tional governing board for the program. It rec-
ommended that six of the ten members be
deaf.

A "Vision 95 Team" from Allegheny Con-
ference donated two weeks of labor in Nic-
aragua recently. The four-member group was
led by Jake Tice, who represents the con-
ference on the Churchwide Stewardship Coun-
cil. The council encourages Mennonites to give
their time as well as money to help meet the
denomination's Vision 95 goals. The Allegheny
Conference team, sometimes living and work-
ing in primitive conditions, helped construct a
temporary village until a permanent one can
be built. It was destroyed last fall by a hurri-

A music group from Colombia will perform
at Normal 89, the joint convention of the Men-
nonite and General Conference Mennonite
churches that is set for Aug. 1-6. The members
of Tuna Menonita have sung at over 40 places
in their country, but this will be the first time
they set foot outside of Latin America. The
group, which composes all their own music and
lyrics in Spanish, is made up of young people
from two congregations in the capital city of
Bogota.

Ezra Sigwela of Transkei, South Africa, will
be the second international-in-residence
sponsored by Mennonite Central Committee.
He and his family will live in Akron, Pa., for

six months. He will participate in MCC activ-
ities, provide input in discussion and decision-
making on international issues, and aid cross-
cultural understanding. Sigwela served with
the Transkei Council of Churches and was im-
prisoned by South African authorities for his
work with political prisoners. In 1986 he and
his family were the first participants in MCC's
Servanthood Sabbatical Program, which
brings South African church workers to North
America for a retreat from the tensions of
their work.

The first deaf person is participating in the
International Visitor Exchange Program of
Mennonite Central Committee. She is Tere-
zinha dos Santos of Brazil, and she will come to
North America for one year, starting in Au-
gust. She will be hosted by First Deaf Men-
nonite Church of Lancaster, Pa. Santos has
been preparing for the experience by meeting
weekly for the past several months with Rosa-
lee Bender, an MCCer in the Brazilian city of
Recife.

Stanley Yoder has retired from Mennonite
Publishing House after 38 years. For the last

28 years he was production manager. He was
succeeded by Glenn Millslagle. Originally from
West Liberty, Ohio, Yoder joined the MPH
staff in 1949 as a pressman. He served one year
and then returned again to MPH two years
later. He became foreman of the press room in

1954, acting production manager in 1961 (suc-
ceeding Ralph Hernley), and then production
manager in 1963. Yoder is married to Roxie
Shank. His first wife, Anna Weaver, died in

1960.

Lawrence Greaser has retired from Men-
nonite Board of Missions after 27 years. For
the past three years he was MBM's regional
representative in Rocky Mountain and South-
west conferences and in Texas. From 1974 to

1986 he was director of MBM work in Latin
America. From 1950 to 1971 Greaser and his

first wife, Annabelle Troyer (who died in 1974),
lived in Puerto Rico. For 14 of those years they
were MBM workers, and they were involved in

pastoral leadership, agricultural development,
and hospital administration. Greaser is now
married to Frances Bontrager.

Fifty-two people shared their time and tal-
ents in Winter Voluntary Service with Men-
nonite Board of Missions. They spent any-
where from one week to five months in
Arizona, Mississippi, and Texas. They came
from 11 states and provinces in the north. In
Brownsville, Tex., 24 Winter VSers helped
Central American refugees, worked at a food
bank, did home repair and construction, and
assisted in local schools. In Tucson, Ariz., 26
VSers worked in home repair and served with
several social service agencies. In Meridian,
Miss., one couple helped at a Mennonite camp.

Forty-four people from the Midwest visited
and worked at Mennonite Central Commit-
tee headquarters in Akron, Pa., recently as
part of a two-week "MCC Service and Sight-
seeing Tour." It was planned by Vernon Wiebe,
an MCC Executive Committee member whose
family operates Prudent Tours in Hillsboro,
Kans. Profits of $100 per person on the tour
will be contributed to the 1989 Kansas MCC
Relief Sale. In addition to performing a variety
of tasks for MCC, the group visited tourist
sites in Lancaster County, Philadelphia, and
Gettysburg.

A Puerto Rican hospital spoke up for bat-
tered women recently. Mennonite General
Hospital of Aibonito issued an open letter on
the increasingly serious problem in Puerto

Volunteers build new church in Colorado. Over 1,000 hours of volunteer labor went
into the construction of a new building for Julesburg (Colo.) Mennonite Church. The
contractor—a member of the congregation—was the only hired help other than the
electrical and heating workers. So the cost of the new facility, which seats 160 people,

was kept to about $60,000. A dedication service was held on June 11. The old building
has been converted for use as a foyer, Sunday school classrooms, nursery, and
kitchen. The congregation, founded in 1957, currently has 52 members and is grow-
ing. About 70 percent of the members have no Mennonite background, says longtime
pastor Arthur Roth, and they represent a wide variety of occupations—including
mayor.
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Rico. The letter, prepared by chaplain Luis

Elier Rodriguez, said "one of every three wom-
en will suffer at least one violent experience

during her marriage" and that "a married

woman is six times more likely to be attacked

by her husband than by a stranger." The letter

called on women to refuse to tolerate the vio-

lence and listed six recommendations for stop-

ping it.

A new bedouin cheese-making project in

Jordan kills three birds with one stone.

Sheep farmers have a new market for milk. A
traditional Bedouin art is rescued from near-

extinction. And a women's group earns money
for its newly opened sewing center. The proj-

ect, sponsored by Mennonite Central Commit-
tee, is located in Khsaa Sleitin in the
northeastern part of the country. "It looks as if

we will make a profit even in the first year,"

says Ed Epp, an MCC worker from Winnipeg,
Man.

Mennonite church choir directors are being
asked to participate in a research project be-

ing conducted by Roy Klassen of Fresno Pa-
cific College. He heads the choral/vocal studies

program there and is currently working on his

doctoral dissertation. A random sampling of

choir directors are being sent a questionnaire
to fill out. The intent of the study is to help
Mennonite colleges offer better training for

choir directors. Klassen's findings will be made
available through Mennonite periodicals.

Sponsor families are needed for teenage
Central American refugees who are currently

in detention in Texas. They are fleeing alone

from military conscription and other problems
in their homelands. About 15 percent of them
have no contacts in the United States. An orga-
nization called the Border Association for Ref-
ugees from Central America is seeking tempo-
rary homes for the teenagers. BARCA is en-

dorsed by Mennonite Central Committee.
Interested persons should contact BARCA at

Box 715, Edinburg, TX 78540; phone 512-631-

7447.

A reunion of conscientious objectors who
served in 1-W in Indianapolis 1954-58 is be-
ing considered. Anyone interested in such an
event is asked to contact Leroy Bontrager at

19889 C.R. 20, Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-
875-5326.

Canadians with media inquiries can now use
a toll-free number to call the Media Ministries

office of Mennonite Board of Missions in Har-
risonburg, Va. It is 800-999-3534.

New appointments:
•Mike King, youth minister, Atlantic Coast
Conference. He succeeds Melville Nafziger, the
conference's executive secretary who also dou-
bled as youth minister. King is a graduate of
Tabor College, with a major in youth minis-
tries. He got extensive publicity—and wrote a
book—about his trek by wheelchair from
Alaska to Washington, D.C., to benefit the dis-

abled.

'Julia Yoder, admissions counselor, Goshen
College. She succeeds Marilyn Graber. Yoder
will work with prospective students in Indiana
and Michigan. She served previously as in-

terim youth coordinator at Bay Shore Men-
nonite Church in Sarasota, Fla. She is a 1989
graduate of Goshen College.

Pastoral transitions:

•Mel Graber will become pastor of Hilltop
Mennonite Church, Jackson, Minn., soon. He is

a 1989 graduate of the Pastoral Ministries

Focus on China The mission assembly

material for use with the new Come and

See Herald Bible School Series focuses

this year on China. Christine Wenger,

former chair of the Nurture Commission

of Allegheny Conference, was interested

when she found the map of China in the

guide. On it she located the area where

her daughter Tissa studied part of this

year as an Eastern Mennonite College

sophomore. In one of a series of

workshops to introduce new material to

the church, Mennonite Publishing House

conducted a workshop recently for Alle-

gheny Conference at Stahl Mennonite

Church.

Program at Hesston College.

•Warren Miller will become pastor of Crystal
Springs Mennonite Church, Harper, Kans.,
soon. He is a 1989 graduate of the Pastoral
Ministries Program at Hesston College.

•Pete Sutter will become pastor of Northeast
Mennonite Fellowship, Pensacola, Fla., soon.
He is a 1989 graduate of the Pastoral Minis-
tries Program at Hesston College.

Upcoming events:

•Eastern District CPS Reunion, Aug. 6, at

Christopher Dock Mennonite High School,
Lansdale, Pa. This 44th annual event is for

conscientious objectors who were in Civilian

Public Service during World War II. More in-

formation from Aldus Hertzler at 221 S. Fifth
St., Souderton, PA 18964.

•Indiana Mennonite Slo-Pitch Softball Tour-
ney, Sept. 2-4, in Fort Wayne, Ind. This 12th
annual event is for teams from congregations
in Indiana and beyond. All profits go to Men-
nonite Central Committee. The entry deadline
is Aug. 1. More information from Roger or
Brad Miller at Box 165, Huntertown, IN 46748;
phone 219-637-3523.

•Historic Photographs Exhibit, June 6-Oct. 28,

at German Culture Museum, Walnut Creek,
Ohio. It features the work of early Mennonite
and Brethren photographers in eastern Ohio.
Also on display are old cameras and other re-

lated artifacts. More information from Stanley
Kaufman at the museum, Walnut Creek, OH
44687; phone 216-893-2842.

Church-related job openings:
•Financial assistance director, Eastern Men-
nonite College. The person is responsible for all

aspects of awarding financial aid to students.
Needed is experience in accounting, financial

planning, public relations, and administration.
A bachelor's degree is required; a master's
degree is preferred. Contact the Personnel Of-
fice at EMC, Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone
703-433-2771.

•Teacher, Manheim (Pa.) Christian Day
School, starting this fall. Needed is a middle
school science/Bible teacher. Contact Frank
Rittenhouse at the school, R. 6, Manheim, PA
17545; phone 717-665-4300.

•ReservatioJiist, Black Rock Retreat, Quar-
ryville, Pa. The person should be able to work
with people and with details. Contact Robert
Bender at Black Rock, 1345 Kirkwood Pk.,

Quarryville, PA 17566; phone 717-786-1266.

Correction: Abner Miller did not become pas-

tor of ACTS Covenant Fellowship in Lan-
caster, Pa., as stated in the June 6 "Menno-
scope." He merely transferred his ministerial

credentials to the Lancaster District of Lan-
caster Mennonite Conference and attends that

congregation. Henry Buckwalter continues as

pastor.

New members
Community, Corning, N.Y.: Stacy Vlasits,

Dave and Lena Zinck, Carla Zinck, David
Zinck, Carlton Crooker, and Jim Bower by bap-

tism, and Martha Crooker by confession of

faith.

Salem, Oreg.: Brenda Yoder, Ryan Ging-

rich, Tina Stauffer, Chris Oesch, Micah Yoder,

Robert Nikkei, Judith Janzen, and Tina
Swartz.

Births

Please send birth or adoption annoiaxcements
no later than six months after the event.

Blosser, Clayton and Lois (Lehman), New-
port News, Va., second son, Jonathan Paul,

May 17.

Burkholder, Kenton and Jennifer (Sur-

baugh), Dayton, Va., first child, Jordan Lee,

May 24.

Buschman, Tim and Tina (Bates), Perryton,

Tex., third child, second son, Austin John, Mav
18.

Cook, Charles and Sue (Schumacher), To-
ledo, Ohio, first child, Samuel Charles, May 25.

Freed, Darryl and Patricia (Rittenhouse),

Quakertown, Pa., second child, first daughter,

Stephanie Joy, May 26.

Frey, Glen and Lisa (Stuckey), Archbold,
Ohio, first child, Cody Ryan, May 27.

Gerig, Gerald and Jane (Wittrig), Albany,
Oreg., first child, Brian Wesley, May 27.

Gingrich, Chris and Eileen (Yoder), Mom-
bin, Haiti, first child, Andrew J., Mar. 20.

Kawase, Yutaka and Sue, Lebanon, Va.,

first child, Jenna Beth, Apr. 25.

Miller, Kevin and Cindy, Indianapolis, Ind.,

second daughter, Kali Elizabeth, May 30.

Nissley, Gareth and Carolyn (Martin), In-

dianapolis, Ind., second child, first daughter,
Amanda Martin, May 13.

Roes, Darrel and Charlotte, Milverton, Ont,
second son, Nicholas Ivan, May 7.

Schmucker, Lee and Elaine (Martin), La
Junta, Colo., fourth son, John David; received

for adoption on Apr. 17.
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Shirk, Dale and Verda (Kauffman), Terre
Hill, Pa., first child, Ryan Michael, Apr. 22.

Schrock, LaMar and Lisa (Weldy), Topeka,
Ind., Andrea Michelle, May 5.

Troyer, Don and Beth (Litwiller), In-
dianapolis, Ind., first child, Weston Thomas,
May 23.

Troyer, Eli and Ellie (Steiner), Sarasota,
Fla., third child, first daughter, Rachel Nicole,
June 15 (by adoption).

Vore, Scott and Pam, Indianapolis, Ind.,

second child, first son, Andrew Scott, May 21.

Zook, Doug and Janet (Burt), Paradise, Pa.,

second child, first son, Derek Simon, Apr. 25.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Eichelberger-Long. James Eichelberger
and Chelle Long, both of Fisher, III, East Bend
cong., by Millard Osborne, May 27.

Halteman-Gessat. Philip Scott Halteman,
Telford, Pa., Franconia cong., and Karin Mar-
lene Gessat, Harleysville, Pa., Lutheran
Church, by John L. Trout, May 27.

Hanlon-Yoder. Darrell W. Hanlon, Sugar-
creek, Ohio, and Marilyn K. Yoder, Berlin,

Ohio, both of Grace cong., by David R.
Clemens, Apr. 15.

Hess-Klopp. Dean Hess, Lititz, Pa., Neffs-
ville cong., and Susan Klopp, Apr. 15.

Horning-Newswanger. Nevin Horning,
Lititz, Pa., Metzler cong., and Denise
Newswanger, Bird-in-Hand, Pa., Old Road
cong., by Richard Buch and Sam Burkholder,
May 6.

Long-Shelly. Jerry Long and Dawn Shelly,

both of Harrisburg, Pa., Neffsville cong., by
Linford D. King, May 20.

McDermid-Moser. Marc McDermid and
Teresa Moser, both of Harrisonburg, Va., Com-
munity cong., by Melanie Baker-Streevy, May
13.

Miller-Byler. Mose Miller and Mary Jo
Byler, both of Hartville, Ohio, Bethany cong.,
by John E. Gingerich, May 27.

Miller-Kaufman. Mervin D. Miller, Mill-
ersburg, Ohio, and Loretta L. Kaufman,
Fresno, Ohio, both of Grace cong., by David R.
Clemens, Apr. 1.

Miller-Miller. Stephen V. Miller and Eliza-
beth Ellen Miller, both of Goshen, Ind., Clinton
Frame cong., by Vernon E. Bontreger, May 27.

Miller-Yoder. Roy J. Miller, Jr., and Viola
Mae Yoder, both of Sugarcreek, Ohio, Grace
cong., by David R. Clemens, Apr. 29.

Rush-Hager. Ray Dale Rush, Perkasie, Pa.,
Blooming Glen cong., and Connie Charisse
Hager, Perkasie, Pa., Lutheran Church, by
Bob Shreiner and Eric Seibert, June 3.

Sauder-Lovejoy. David Kent Sauder,
Wauseon, Ohio, West Clinton cong., and Mary
Lovejoy, Archbold, Ohio, United Church of
Christ, by Gary Hodges, May 6.

Shenk-Krivsky. Randal L. Shenk, Har-
risonburg, Va., Harrisonburg cong., and Kelly
Krivsky, Charleston, W.Va., Baptist Church,
by John Harlan, Jr., May 6.

Shetler-Caramagno. Craig Shetler, Walled
Lake, Mich., Scottdale cong., and Dorothy
Caramagno, Detroit, Mich., Saint Clare
Church, by Tim Cooney, Apr. 29.

Skinner-Schmitz. Clark Skinner, Archbold,
Ohio, Zion cong., and Dorothy Schmitz, Ot-
tawa, Ohio, St. Johns Church, by Ross Miller
and Louis Osterhage, May 27.

Stauffer-Alderfer. Michael Stauffer and

Julia Alderfer, both of Harrisonburg, Va.,
Community cong., by Duane Sider, May 13.

Steiner-Hofacre. Brent Steiner, Apple
Creek, Ohio, and Lucy Hofacre, Navarre, Ohio,
both of Sonnenberg cong., by Richard F. Ross,
May 27.

Weaver-Lerch. Mark Weaver, Lancaster,
Pa., Akron cong., and Barbara Lerch,
Lancaster, Pa., by Urbane Peachey, May 27.

Wengerd-Yoder. Matthew J. Wengerd, Mill-
ersburg, Ohio, Grace cong., and Tammi Sue
Yoder, Berlin, Ohio, Faith Bible Church, by
David R. Clemens, Apr. 22.

Obituaries

Allebach, Raymond Godshall, son of Leidy
K. and Maggie D. (Godshall) Allebach, was
born at Hatfield, Pa., Apr. 22, 1907; died at
Philadelphia, Pa., May 26, 1989; aged 82 y. On
Apr. 16, 1932, he was married to Katie M.
Willouer, who died on Aug. 27, 1987. Surviving
are 2 daughters (Alice E. Kolb and Esther W.
Kauffman), 3 sons (Abraham W., James L.,

and R. Paul), 17 grandchildren, 16 great-grand-
children, and one sister (Hannah G. Allebach).
He was a member of Providence Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Towa-
mencin Mennonite Church on May 30 in

charge of Walter I. Hunsberger, C. Ralph
Malin, and Norman G. Kolb; interment in

Plains Mennonite Cemetery.
Beechy, Ralph, son of George and Katie

(Beechy) Beechy, was born at Mt. Hope, Ohio,
Feb. 9, 1907; died at Wooster (Ohio) Com-
munity Hospital on May 29, 1989; aged 82 y. On
Aug. 9, 1941, he was married to Olive Mast,
who survives. Also surviving are 2 daughters
(Suzanne and Deborah), one son (David), 5
grandchildren, and 2 brothers (Orin and At-
lee). He was a member of Kidron Mennonite
Church, where memorial services were held on
June 1, in charge of Bill Detweiler and Richard
Kauffman; interment in Kidron Mennonite
Cemetery.

Fisher, Amanda Kauffman, daughter of
Jacob L. and Mary (Hochstedler) Kauffman,
was born in Johnson Co., Iowa, Jan. 4, 1901;
died of heart failure at Mercy Hospital, Iowa
City, Iowa, May 16, 1989; aged 88 y. On Dec. 4,

1923, she was married to Orlo C. Fisher, who
survives. Also surviving are one daughter
(Ruth), 2 sons (Robert W. and Orlo Jr.), 9
grandchildren, 5 great- grandchildren, and one
sister (Elva Yoder). She was a member of West
Union Mennonite Church. Funeral services
were held at Powell Funeral Home on May 18,

in charge of Robert K. Yoder and John Shore;
interment in Eash Cemetery.
Good, Leah Nafziger, daughter of John and

Lydia (Litwiller) Nafziger, was born in Minier,

111., Nov. 13, 1893; died at Pekin Manor, (111.)

May 25, 1989; aged 95 y. On Apr. 11, 1917, she
was married to Emery L. Good, who died on
Nov. 15, 1961. Surviving are one daughter
(Elva Wittrig), 7 grandchildren, 15 great-
grandchildren, 3 great-great-grandchildren,
one brother (Orrin Nafziger), and 3 sisters

(Mary Imhoff, Fannie Sommers, and Agnes
Hartzler). She was a member of Hopedale
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on May 29, in charge of H. James
Smith and Carl Horner; interment in Hopedale
Mennonite Cemetery.
Hess, John G., son of John B. and Barbara

(Garber) Hess, was born in Lancaster, Pa.,

Jan. 14, 1895; died at Mennonite Home in Lan-
caster, Jan. 19, 1989; aged 94 y. He was mar-
ried to Anna Mary Herr, who died in 1951. Sur-
viving are 4 sons (John Henry, Lloyd H., Allen
H., and Christian H. Hess), one daughter (Bar-

bara Ann Hershey), 12 grandchildren, 21
great-grandchildren, 2 great-great-grandchil-
dren, and one brother (Norman G.). He was a
member of Landis Valley Mennonite Church.
Funeral services were held at the Mennonite
Home Chapel on May 21, in charge of Ralph
Ginder; interment in Millersville Cemetery.

Hochstetler, Jonas H., son of Henry M. and
Malinda (Beachy) Hochstetler, was born in

Holmes Co., Jan. 19, 1905; died at his home in
Holmes Co., Ohio, May 26, 1989; aged 84 y. On
Aug. 28, 1935, he was married to Helen Marie
Crilow, who survives. Also surviving are 2
daughters (Mary Ellen Miller and Martha
Sommers), 2 sons (Kenneth and Robert), 6
grandchildren, one great-granddaughter, and
one sister (Vesta Hochstetler). He was a mem-
ber of Martin's Creek Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on May 29, in

charge of Paul King; interment in Martin's
Creek Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Hutcherson, Virginia Shilling, daughter of

Tinsley Mark and Mary (Jenkins) Shilling, was
born in Roanoke, Va., July 26, 1927; died at her
home at Newport News, Va., May 4, 1989; aged
61 y. On Nov. 2, 1946, she was married to
Thomas B. Hutcherson, who survives. Also
surviving are one son (Mark R.), one grandson,
and one brother (James E. Shilling). She was a
member of Warwick River Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on May 8, in

charge of Carl Mericle and Ken Stevanus;
interment in Hampton Memorial Gardens.
Roth, Janelle Elizabeth, daughter of M.

Kenneth and Katherine (Lebold) Roth, was
born in Stratford, Ont, Aug. 23, 1971; died at
Victoria Hospital, London, Ont., Apr. 22, 1989;
aged 17 y. Surviving are her parents, one
brother (Keith), one sister (Sherrill Giag-
nocavo), and grandmother (Emma Lebold).
She was a member of East Zorra Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Apr. 25, in charge of Vernon Leis; interment in

the church cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Afro-American Mennonite Association executive board and re-

gional conference. New York, N.Y., June 20-21
Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Scottdale, Pa.,

June 22-24

Northwest Conference annual meeting, Three Hills, Alta.,

June 30-July 2
Indiana-Michigan Conference annual meeting, Sturgis, Mich.,

July 6-8

Allegheny Conference annual meeting, Laurelville, Pa., July 6-

9

Hesston College board of overseers, Los Angeles, Calif., July 7-

8
Worldwide Missionary Conference, Lancaster, Pa., July 8-9

Virginia Conference annual assembly, Harrisonburg, Va., July
12-16

South Central Conference annual meeting, Hesston, Kans.,
July 14-16

Afro-American Mennonite Association assembly, Peoria, 111.,

July 28-30

Mennonite Church General Board, Normal, III, July 31
Mennonite Church Nominating Committee, Normal, 111., July

31

Hispanic Executive Board, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-5

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Chicago, 111., Aug.
10-11

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Aug. 11-12

Conservative Conference annual meeting, Belleville, Pa., Aug.
11- 13

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual meeting, Kalona. Iowa,
Aug. 18-20

Franklin Conference session, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 19

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting,
Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,
Lowville, N.Y.,Oct. 14

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-
ing, Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Credits
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Hiebert.
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Presbyterian evangelicals found new
group to counter 'illness' in church
Nearly 1,000 evangelicals in the Pres-

byterian Church (USA), convinced their

church is suffering from a serious "ill-

ness," met recently in St. Louis for the

founding conference of Presbyterians for

Renewal. One sign of the enthusiasm of

the new organization was the turnout,

well above the 600 expected by the con-
ference organizers. But that enthusiasm
received a challenge in the form of a

strong warning from the church's chief

executive against campaigning as an or-

ganization for specific candidates for

church office or attempting to impose a
broad agenda on the whole church.

The new organization is in part a unifi-

cation of two existing renewal groups
within the denomination: Presbyterians
for Biblical Concerns and Covenant Fel-

lowship of Presbyterians, both of which
will soon go out of existence. Presby-
terians for Biblical Concerns came from
the northern stream of the denomination,
which united in 1983 with the southern
stream, from which the Covenant Fellow-
ship group emerged.

Long-awaited Bible in 'simplified'

script distributed in China
Copies of the Bible in China's new

"simplified" script were distributed in

Shanghai and two other large cities in

eastern China recently. The long-awaited
volumes, printed by Amity Press in Nanj-
ing, marked the first phase of an effort to

distribute the new-script version
throughout the country. The simplified

script is read primarily by those under
age 40. Church leaders predict the new
version will have wide impact upon young
people in and out of church. Amity, whose
initial press run was 100,000 copies, has
also been producing tens of thousands of

New Testaments in China's minority
languages.

Study refutes industry assumptions
on press coverage of religion
A groundbreaking study on religion

reporting and readership in the public
press, an area largely ignored in news in-

dustry surveys, refutes many of the as-

sumptions that have long underpinned
the widespread view among newspaper
executives that religion is a marginal
beat, worthy of few resources and little

space. The first results of the ongoing

project were released at the annual meet-
ing of Religious Public Relations Council
in Washington. The study was made pos-

sible by a $100,000 grant to Religious

News Service by Lilly Endowment.
Newspaper religion coverage has been

guided by editors' hunches that the audi-

ence for religion news is limited and
interested primarily in local parochial

issues. But Stewart Hoover of Temple
University, the principal researcher in

the new study, said the vast majority of

newspaper readers consider themselves
to be religious people and that more than
half of all readers feel it is at least fairly

important for newspapers to cover reli-

gion as well as other kinds of news.
When given nine "non-news" categories

and asked which is "very important" to

cover, 23 percent of those surveyed say it

is most important to cover religion, which
ranks fourth in the list, just ahead of

sports. Education ranks first, followed by
health and business.

Denver church doubles attendance
with gift-coupon book

Struggling to make it as a downtown
church, 125-year-old First Baptist of

Denver is handing out a gift-coupon book
to first-time visitors. One coupon offers a
day of parking in the church's lot, in a

prime location across from the state

capitol. Another coupon is good for a free

lunch on Tuesdays, when the church
serves as $2 meal, usually to senior
citizens and state employees. A favorite

of its pastor, Melvin Taylor, is the one of-

fering two reserved seats in the front

pew. Church secretary Diana Helper, who
came up with the coupon idea, estimates
that it has helped to double attendance, to

about 200.

Old-line conservative group kicks out
neo-conservative theologian Neuhaus
After years of squabbling with old-line

conservative sponsors, Lutheran theolo-

gian and writer Richard John Neuhaus
suddenly found himself out on the street

recently. Officials from the Illinois-based

Rockford Institute came to New York and
closed the offices of his five-year-old Cen-
ter on Religion and Society, leaving per-

sonal effects in boxes and plastic bags on
the sidewalk.

Neuhaus also was stripped of the quar-
terly This World and the influential

monthly Religion and Society. He has set

up shop in the basement of his Manhattan
home and is drawing up plans for new
publications plus financing. A neo-con-
servative, Neuhaus objected to a number
of articles in the Rockford journal, Chron-
icles, which he claimed smacked of anti-

Semitism, isolationism, nativism, and

"factious sectarianism." But there also

were disagreements over funding policies,

along with negotiations aimed at making
the center and its publications inde-
pendent.

Church and mosque set ablaze
during clashes in Sudan
A church and a mosque in Khartoum,

Sudan, were set ablaze during clashes

between southern-born blacks and Mus-
lim fundamentalists over the Sudanese
parliament's decision to suspend the in-

troduction of Islamic "sharia" law. A
newly formed coalition government had
announced it would suspend introduction

of the law in hopes of winning a peace
agreement with rebel forces in the south.

The country has been torn for six years
by war between the Arabic-speaking gov-

ernment in Khartoum in the predom-
inantly Muslim north and the mostly
black rebels in the south, many of whom
are nominal Christians. An estimated

250,000 died of starvation last year,

United Nations officials say, adding that

another 100,000 in the south are at risk of

starving. They also say the war has cre-

ated as many as 3 million refugees in the

south.

Despite money woes, rural Baptist

churches increase giving

Drought, economic pressures, and
grain embargoes have not kept rural

Southern Baptist churches from consis-

tently increasing their missions giving in

the past decade. In fact, new research

from the Southern Baptist Home Mission

Board in Atlanta indicates that it is

precisely during the toughest economic
times that these hard-pressed churches

increase their mission offerings. "This

study indicates that when rural people

get in a bind, they're more mindful of the

needs of others," said Gary Farley, one of

the four researchers who worked on the

study.

Ugandan officials distribute AIDS
booklet written by missionary
A booklet on AIDS written by a mis-

sionary physician from an explicitly

Christian perspective has been widely
distributed by the Ugandan government
and is being promoted to government of-

ficials around the world. Titled Medical
Science and God's Word Give Answers to

Questions Related to AIDS, the booklet

has been translated into Uganda's 12

major languages. More than 2 million

copies have been distributed in the Af-
rican country since the booklet was writ-

ten last year by Southern Baptist mis-
sionary doctor Richard Goodgame.
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Letter to Art Meyer
I have your memo of May 24 in which you

express frustration over the lack of concern
within the church about ecological problems. "I

have been disappointed that the church
leadership and media have not picked up on the

issues related to Christian ecology," you write,

"These issues are here to stay and the church had
better begin to deal with them if it is to remain
relevant in the world today."

How shall I respond to such a charge? First, by
accepting it in principle. Then by seeking to

understand the implications and what may be
learned from them.

Let me start by being a little defensive. In our
index for 1988 there are five entries under
"Ecology," one of which is an article written by
you. This indicates that the Gospel Herald has
not entirely neglected this subject. By com-
parison, I find seven entries under "Christian

faith," four under "Christian service," and nine

under "Church growth," a topic of special concern
these days. Also five under "Church leadership,"

three under "Church planting," and eight under
"Missions."

This suggests that while ecology has not been
the subject with the greatest coverage, it is not

completely out of the picture. And I assume you
would agree that in a publication such as the

Herald, which has a broad agenda, ecology must
take its turn. Or do you?

Are you perhaps saying that we should suspend

discussion of these other topics for six months
and hit ecology really hard? Explore it from all its

angles, from creation to stewardship? The idea is

at least worth considering.

The other focus of your complaint is the seem-

ing lack of resonance on this issue from "church

leadership." Who all do you have in mind here? I

suppose everyone from local pastors and Sunday
school teachers to the moderator and executive

secretary of the General Board. Why don't they

say more about "these issues which are here to

stay"?

I cannot speak for them, but for discussion pur-

poses I may allow myself a few guesses. I would

guess that like the Gospel Herald, their agenda is

filled with a variety of topics and they have even

less time to consider ecology. I note, for example,

that issues expected to be prominent at Normal
89 are the possible so-called integration with the

General Conference Mennonites and the question

of the collection of war taxes by church-related

institutions.

Perhaps also there is an assumption that

ecology is a matter of practice and that the work
of the General Assembly is to consider matters of

faith and polity. Practice would thus be expected

to grow out of these others. Also I am aware as

you are that we all function within an economic
and social system which does not view ecology as

important.

In some respects we are trapped in this system.

It is expected that church leaders need to travel to

be effective. Yet travel as done today threatens

our environment. The harder we pursue the work
of the church the more we pollute the atmosphere
and use up finite energy.

It is ironic that the current supplies of energy

seem plentiful and a mood for conservation is not

widespread in our culture. Church leaders as a

group tend to follow the transportation standards

of our society. Some may have had a stint with

subcompact cars during the energy shortage. But
the shortage is over and we keep moving up into

more expensive and less economical conveyances.

After all we are in the King's business. Do you
really think we ought to squeeze the King's

messengers into a Chevrolet Sprint just to save a

measly 25 miles to the gallon? The mood of our so-

ciety is in the other direction.

Not entirely. Here and there people are picking

up the message. We have a recycling movement
at my local church. People are beginning to raise

questions about the use of styrofoam and the eat-

ing of beef raised on land from which the tropical

forests were removed. A movement has begun.

But maybe it is too little and too late. Maybe we
would rather choke in our smoke or be buried in

our garbage than to take responsible steps to

preserve our environment.

Ours is an exploitative culture and has been

this way from the beginning, as Richard T.

Wright observes in his book Biology Through the

Eyes ofFaith (Harper and Row, 1989). He
describes how the ecology of New England was
savaged in the century between 1600 and 1700 be-

cause the colonists could not comprehend the Na-
tive Americans' way of utilizing the natural

resources. The newcomers saw land as something

to be possessed and other resources such as

forests and furs as wealth to be harvested. So

they used them up.

It is really hard to separate ourselves from
such a mind-set. As Paul wrote to the Romans in

7:24, "Who shall deliver me from the body of this

death?"

—

Daniel Hertzler



REFLECTIONS BY AN AMERICAN-TURNED-CANADIAN

How shall we celebrate
national holidays?
by Wilmer Martin

"With the first dawn of this gladsome mid-
summer morn, we hail the birthday of a new na-

tionality, Canada. A united British America, with
its four millions of people, takes its place this day
among the nations of the world" (Toronto Globe,

July 1, 1867). Each year on July 1 Canadians
celebrate this occasion on Canada Day.

Independence Day in the United States is an
annual holiday commemorating the adoption of

the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776.

During my childhood years in Chambersburg,
Pennsylvania, Fourth of July was often the day
when we had our Kuhns family reunion. This was
a chance to play baseball with my cousins, drink

lemonade, and eat hot dogs, potato chips, and
chocolate cake.

However, our family did not join our neighbors

in going to see the fireworks display at the park.



Our national anthems, flags, and military

traditions remind us of our nations' calls

for total allegiance.

Nor did we participate in the annual farm show in

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Our church discipline

called for us to be a separate people, not
unequally yoked to the world. My parents took
this to mean that we should not participate in

such events.

Separate roles. The relationship between
church and state and the question of obedience to

government have always been important issues

to Anabaptists. Conrad Grebel and his friends in

the sixteenth century saw the church and the
state in separate roles. The state, they insisted,

receives authority from God for the restraint of
evil and the rewarding of good. But limits were
placed upon the state and political boundaries
were of no great concern to them since they were
subjects of God. Since the earth is the Lord's,

they felt free to disregard the claim to absolute
authority that people made.
Yet as Mennonites, we do not live in isolation.

We live among other Christians and have often
been influenced by our Lutheran and Calvinist

neighbors. They inform us that when we refuse to

participate actively in the life and the celebra-

tions of the state, we are setting ourselves against
God's order, for God ordained the state and com-
manded persons to be obedient to it.

As a result, there have been times when we
have looked at the New Testament passages that
deal with the state through Protestant eyes
rather than believers' church eyes. Yet we are
uneasy because we are vaguely aware of our
tradition, and we sense that our tradition stands
in direct confrontation to a "proper" attitude

toward the countries in which we live.

The Bible gives clear guidance about the man-
ner in which Christians should relate to govern-
ment. The area where conflict has emerged is in

interpretation and making application to daily
living. How may we be consistent?

As Christians we are channels through which

Wilmer Martin, Waterloo, Ont, is pastor of Erb Street
Mennonite Church.

God's love and presence is shared in the world.
We are called to be distinct and yet not separated
from the people in the world. In John 17, Jesus
prayed for his followers: "I do not pray that thou
shouldst take them out of the world, but that
thou shouldst keep them from the evil one. They
are not of the world, even as I am not of the
world. ... As thou didst send me into the world,
so I have sent them into the world." Jesus' words
serve as a reminder that the state is not ultimate.

Idolatrous thinking. Countries rise and fall

away due to conflict, war, or natural disasters.

Borders are changed arbitrarily, and we discover
that the state is not eternal. This is not the
message that comes from Parliament Hill or

Capitol Hill. Our national anthems, flags, and
military traditions reminds us of our nation's

calls for total allegiance. Yet our study of the
New Testament calls this form of thinking idola-

trous. Jesus informs us that our citizenship is not
of this world.

For the Christian, there is no value higher than
our love for God and our respect for human life

which is created in the image of God.
In 1981, Britain and Argentina went to war

over the Falkland Islands. Eileen Coffman, from
London Mennonite Centre, shared some of her in-

ner struggles. When the Church of England asked
all British citizens to pray for their soldiers, she
asked whether she could not also pray for the Ar-
gentine soldiers. For, she said, "I have brothers in

Christ in England and in Argentina." Further-
more, she wrote to the Archbishop of the Church
of England: If the Argentines are the enemy, did

not Christ call us to pray for our enemies? Why
then shall we not pray for all soldiers?

Walter Klaassen in his book What Have You to

Do with Peace? writes, "The state assumes that

its citizens ought to be ready to kill the citizens of

another state so that theirs may continue to

exist." Felix Manz, our first martyr in 1526,

reminds us in the hymn, "I Sing with Exultation,"

that our only security is in "Christ of heaven, who
ever shall endure, who takes away my sorrow,

keeps me safe and secure."
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Jesus informs us that our citizenship

is not of this world.

In light of our tradition, how shall we celebrate
national holidays? In 1982, 1 became a Canadian
citizen. There were a number of reasons for this. I

had already lived in Canada for 14 years and the
change in tax laws brought the decision to a head.
When I met with the citizenship judge, I informed
her that I could not take up arms in order to

defend Canada even if Canada were in a war. I

also informed her that I want to be a good citizen

of Canada, but as a citizen of God's kingdom, my
conviction is that life is sacred. I also informed
her I will work with others in finding creative

ways of dealing with conflict and overcoming evil.

Her response was encouraging, and I felt

welcomed.
National holidays provide an opportunity to of-

fer thanks to God for the order of our national life

in the United States and in Canada. Those who
provide leadership in our governments should be
expected to work for the restraint of evil and the
promotion of good.

Canada and the United States are wealthy
countries with vast resources. Our immigration
policies, although generous by the standards of
some countries, are restrictive to refugees and
would-be immigrants and can rightly be called
protectionist policies. They are more concerned
with maintaining our lifestyle than sharing the
resources of our world. National holidays are a
good time to share the stories about how our fore-
bears were immigrants. Therefore, we need to
welcome those in need to our countries, our com-
munities, and our church families. National holi-

days can serve as the vehicle to share this

challenge with our governmental leaders.

_

Many benefits. National holidays are also a
time to reflect on the many benefits we take for
granted: universal health care (Canada), pensions
for the aged and the disabled, widows' and
children's allowances, welfare payments, unem-
ployment insurance. As Christians, we need to
encourage our government to continue to provide
care for its citizens. We also need to remind them
of those in special need: single mothers, who are
most inclined to poverty, and the homeless in our
cities.

In beautiful Kitchener-Waterloo, we are told

there are 400 people living on the streets or in

makeshift, illegal housing. Some 52 percent of the
residents in downtown Kitchener have incomes of

less than $10,000 per year. This should help us
understand why children come to school hungry.
Our response of gratitude to God and to our
government for daily provisions must always
result in response to those in need.

Our national holidays remind us of our need to

pray for those elected to serve us. We should pray
that they not become slaves to special interests,

but work for the best interests of our nations. We
can no longer assume that Christian principles

are the guiding principles of our politicians.

In his book Fragmented Gods, Reginald Bibby
maintains that we Canadians tend to have a
consumer faith. He says we pick and choose what
we like from our religion and reject the rest. This
kind of smorgasbord Christianity begs the ques-
tion of whether we are following the God revealed

in Scripture or the fragmented gods of money,
success, and security.

On the U.S. coins we read, "In God We Trust."

That is a wonderful testimony, but it is not

backed up by practice. A recent Gallup poll found
that the unchurched of the United States had
risen from 41 percent to 44 percent.

Facing the challenge. Christians have always
faced the challenge of allowing their faith to af-

fect the culture in which they live. There are
times when this faith calls us to say "no" to the
state because our obedience to Jesus Christ takes
precedence over all other claims.

Jesus taught and lived a life of authority based
on his relationship with God. We are called to do
likewise. Let us be good citizens and neighbors
communicating love and hope! ^

The wineskins

/ am a wineskin

Old and muddy brown
But filled to bursting

With the sweetest wine,

A wine of words

Pushing at my bloated sides

Trying to force a way out,

They shall flow up my neck

And pour from my open mouth
Words of praise

Words of love

Words of honor
And they who are thirsty

May come to drink.

—K. S. Hardy

Reprinted with permission from Time ol Singing
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A ghost in the stadium
by J. Nelson Kraybill

Ghosts appear so rarely in my life that when an
apparition does materialize, I take notice. Usually
ghosts come at night to lone witnesses. But the
visitor I saw recently came at mid-morning, while
I sat in the audience at a graduation ceremony in

a university stadium.

Baccalaureate ceremonies typically dwell on
the future, not on events of the distant past. But
when the ghost appeared before me right there in

No one else among thousands of

spectators seemed aware of his

presence, but forme he was too

real to ignore.

the stadium, he had traversed a time gap of 1,800
years. No one else among thousands of spectators
seemed aware of his presence, but for me he was
too real to ignore.

I got a premonition of the ghost's visitation as I

glanced through the graduation program. The
fourth item on the agenda was "The National
Anthem," and in italics appeared the words,
"please stand and join in singing."

Flag and anthem. I always have been un-
comfortable with saluting the flag and singing
the National Anthem—not because I don't love

my country, but because the flag and anthem
celebrate themes that contradict the teaching of
Jesus Christ. The flag is first of all a symbol of

military triumph, and "The Star-Spangled Ban-
ner" is about Americans killing the British in the
War of 1812. How can Christians accept these
symbols when Christ taught us to carry a cross,

love our enemies, and offer a cup of cold water?
This question was on my mind as the gradua-

tion ceremony got underway. If I did not stand
for the anthem, there would be no significant

consequences. A dozen strangers would notice

and perhaps wonder what was wrong with me,
and that would be the end of the matter. But to

my surprise, even the prospect of that minor con-
sequence quickened my pulse. The easiest thing
to do would be to stand. It was after all, a harm-
less gesture.

An honor guard from the university's reserve
Officer Training Corps marched solemnly on to

the stage, carrying guns and the United States
flag. There were only four members of the guard,

J. Nelson Kraybill, Richmond, Va., is a Mennonite pastor

currently in study at Union Theological Seminary.

but they moved with military precision and held

the attention of thousands. A hush fell over the

crowd, and I realized this was a profoundly re-

ligious moment.
The time for allegiance had come. "Will you

please stand for the National Anthem," the an-

nouncer said. Those words seemed to call forth

the ghost, and as the crowd came to its feet the

image of a man named Polycarp unmistakably
came into my view. Understand, I had never
actually seen Polycarp before, since he died in AD
155, and I had only read about him in history

books. But a stadium was the appropriate place

for him to reappear, since in flesh and blood he
once stood before thousands in the stadium of

ancient Smyrna. There he died because his com-
mitment to Jesus Christ would not permit him to

pledge allegiance to Rome. Polycarp was back in

the stadium, only this time the crowd was stand-

ing to honor a flag instead of bowing to worship
the emperor's image.

Americans take it for granted that every

citizen should honor the flag and stand to sing the

National Anthem. In the same way, citizens of

the Mediterranean world once assumed every-

body would pledge loyalty to Rome. On New
Year's day and on the emperor's birthday,

citizens all over the empire gathered at local

stadiums and city squares. They offered incense

to an image of the ruler and uttered a few harm-
less words of loyalty. Everyone participated.

Everyone, that is, but the obstinate Polycarp and
his fellow Christians.

For Polycarp, aged bishop of Smyrna, the issue

was one of undivided loyalty. Even pagan au-

thorities recognized that persons who said "Jesus

is Lord" really meant what they said. Christians

obeyed Jesus alone and refused to join in idola-

trous acts of obeisance to the Roman government.

Two masters? Today millions of Christians

pledge allegiance both to Christ and state. But in

the second century, Christians recognized that no
one can serve two masters. In Polycarp's day, the

simplest way to determine whether a person was
a Christian was to ask him or her to "swear by the

fortune (the spirit) of Caesar" and to throw
incense on the imperial altar. Those who refused

were despised and hated, and thousands died for

refusing to perform that simple, harmless act.

These thoughts raced through my mind as the

crowd around me stood at attention. Strains of

"the rocket's red glare, the bombs bursting in air"

filled the arena. The gentle Polycarp, a ghostly

old figure, knelt in the middle of the stadium and
refused to stand.

The university crowd faded away, and in their
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place I saw a mob of second-century citizens. A
Roman proconsul challenged Polycarp: "What
harm is there to say, 'Lord Caesar,' to offer

incense, and to save yourself?" he asked. "Curse
Christ and swear by the fortune of Caesar!"

Across the span of centuries I could hear Poly-

carp's clarion reply: "Eighty-six years I have
served him, and he never did me any wrong. How
can I blaspheme my King who saved me?"
"Swear by the fortune of Caesar!" the pro-

consul demanded.
"If you vainly suppose that I shall swear by the

fortune of Caesar and pretend that you do not
know who I am, listen plainly: I am a Christian."

The proconsul was angry now. "I have wild

beasts. I shall throw you to them, if you do not

change your mind. I shall have you consumed
with fire, if you despise the wild beasts!" Threats
did nothing to change Polycarp's resolve. Eager
spectators began to gather firewood and prepared

to burn Polycarp alive.

I was spared that awful sight by the shuffle of

people taking their seats and the voice of the

university president announcing the next part of

the ceremony. But I knew from reading history

that Polycarp actually was incinerated—tied to a
pyre in the middle of the stadium. In his last

prayer he said, "I bless thee, because thou has
deemed me worthy of this day and hour, to take
my part in the number of the martyrs, in the cup
of Christ."

The National Anthem had come and gone, and I

had not stood. Compared to the boldness of Poly-
carp, my simple nonaction seemed trivial, almost
cowardly. But something inside me was
strengthened, and I understood a little more
about being unashamed to follow Jesus. I left the

stadium that day with a new desire to know what
it means to be the citizen of another kingdom,
with loyalty to only one Lord. ^
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Ken Johnson Shenk (left) teaches
Japanese church history at Eastern
Hokkaido Bible School in Japan.

Communicators between
two worlds
by Yujin Yaguchi

Few couples are more qualified than Ken and
Natalie Johnson Shenk to communicate between
the churches in Japan and North America. "Our
roles would be more of communicators between
Japanese churches and North American
churches—a link between the two," said Natalie

about an anticipated future role for her husband
and herself as missionaries in Japan.

After spending five years in Japan, they are

back in the United States on furlough, living on
the campus of Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries. In addition to their dedication to

Christianity, they have an understanding and ap-

preciation of Mennonite churches in Japan as well

as the Japanese language, culture, and people.

Different upbringings. Ken, who was born
and brought up in Japan, is particularly at ease
with the language. For him, giving sermons in

Japanese is "nothing exceptional." Not only does
he speak the language well, but he also reads and
writes like a Japanese. In fact, one of the most re-

warding jobs for Ken in Japan was writing for a
Mennonite bimonthly publication called Ka-
kehashi (bridge), published by members of a

church in Sapporo. His expertise in the language
also makes him a reliable translator for visitors

from any English-speaking country.

In contrast to Ken, Natalie had no childhood ex-

posure to Japanese culture. Born in North Dakota
and raised in Florida, she had been in Japan only
once as a visitor before she married Ken.
Naturally, unlike Ken, she had to go through
many struggles to come to terms with Japanese
culture. Although at first she thought it "fairly

Yujin Yaguchi, Columbus, Ind., has worked for PTS, a
Japanese company, since his graduation from Goshen College
in April.

easy to adjust" to Japan, the reality turned out to

be quite contrary to her expectation. Everything
was so different in Japan that she "did not know
how to react" to each shock she encountered.
She was left at a loss when she heard Japanese

mothers put down their children. Deprecating
oneself or one's family member is a virtuous
expression of humbleness in Japan. "It didn't

make me angry or happy," she said. "I just didn't

know what to say."

After five years of continual effort and learn-

ing experiences in Japan, she has come to under-
stand the customs and culture of Japan. She now
understands that Japanese mothers are not really

putting their children down. Instead, she
explained, "They're saying, 'Don't feel bad about
your child—your child is fine, too.'

"

Natalie also had to learn another odd custom in

Japan—"to talk around things while making sure
what other persons are feeling or thinking before
you just start talking." In addition, she became
concerned with the status of women in Japan,
which lags behind that of women in North
America. She formed a group with several young
Japanese women to discuss women's issues.

Language and culture. Besides the cultural
differences, Natalie also faced a language barrier
in the beginning. Leading a Bible study with a
group of women at church in Japanese was one of
her most challenging experiences.

Not only did Natalie realize her difference from
the Japanese people, but she also found cultural
differences in her husband. Having spent most of
his life in Japan, Ken has mannerisms which are
much affected by Japanese culture. In fact, Ken
has told his friends that he and Natalie have "an
international marriage." Early in their marriage,
she recalled, Ken acted in a Japanese way so often
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that it was not easy for her to realize what her

husband meant. She could not understand "why
he always talked around things. It was so hard to

get what he was trying to tell me," she said.

After having been married for seven years,

they are still in a process of overcoming the dif-

ferences between each other's cultural back-
grounds. However, living in Japan helped them to

narrow the gap. "When I learned Japanese cul-

ture, I realized, 'That is why he expressed himself
that way!' " said Natalie.

New perspective. Just as Ken and Natalie

developed a further understanding of each other

as well as of Japanese culture and people, they
gained a new perspective on mission work. "When
we went five years ago, we assumed teaching
English was not what they wanted to do," said

Ken. However, they realized teaching was the

best way to make contact with young people

whom they hope to meet and assist in order to

nurture leaders for the next generation.

Ken taught English at Hokusei University, a
Christian school in Sapporo. He taught a course
on current world events in English, using pri-

marily English-language newspapers. He
thoroughly enjoyed teaching the course. "I always
wanted to get paid to read the paper," he said.

Though he did give a "strong peace perspective"
in his class, Ken was not overt about his Christian
faith. He would like to avoid becoming a preacher
in the classroom. "I don't think that's the right

posture," he said. He would rather have the
students ask voluntarily about Christianity,

instead of teaching that "Mennonites think the
right kind of way."

Ken's attitude toward teaching is reflected in

how he and Natalie consider mission work in

Japan. "We'd like to help out the churches," said
Ken. Recognizing the small size but long tradition

of Christianity in Japan since the 16th century,
Ken and Natalie would not want to be in Japan to

do it themselves. "That would be really ignoring
what's already there, and it would be shitsurei—
an insult—to churches in Japan," said Ken. Their
focus will be given to "whatever the Japanese

Mennonite conference wants to do."

Their recognition of the value of existing

churches in Japan includes respect for the first-

generation Mennonite missionaries (including
Ken's parents) and older Japanese Mennonites.
Ken and Natalie refer to them as senpai—a.
Japanese word given to respectful elders. "We not
only have senpoi missionaries but we also have
senpcri Japanese who are our mentors," said Ken.
The senpai established Mennonite churches in

Hokkaido after World War II. Ken believes his

and Natalie's mission is to be an assistant to

churches that are already there. "Rather than go-
ing and thinking that our contribution is so im-
portant that they must have us," said Natalie,
"we can help and enhance what's been done
there."

Youngest missionaries. Now in their late 20s,

Ken and Natalie remain as the youngest Men-
nonite missionaries on the island of Hokkaido.
Young North American Mennonites are
volunteering more and more for service in less

developed countries, so the possibility of an
increase in the number of missionaries in Japan
is slight.

Ken and Natalie attribute this trend to the dif-

ficulty of adjusting in Japan. Ken said, "People
know that it takes a long time before you'll feel

like you're contributing something in Japan.
People want to be able to use their skills right

away."
Natalie agreed with Ken's comment. "Don't go

thinking that it's something short-term unless
you just want an experience," she said. "But if

you really want to help the church, long-term is

necessary."

Both Ken and Natalie realize that in this age
"people are career-oriented and they don't com-
mit their whole life." However, they themselves
are ready to make a long-term commitment. This
readiness, along with their skills and enthusiasm,
makes them a most appropriate couple as com-
municators in helping establish a sound relation-

ship between North American and Japanese Men-
nonite churches. ^

Natalie Johnson Shenk (left) teaches
an English Bible class at Shalom
Mennonite Church in Japan.
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Church news

Indonesian Mennonites searching
for identity, says MWC's Kraybill
Do Indonesia's Mennonite churches

belong to the worldwide Mennonite com-
munity? People sometimes wonder. "We
are part of the whole body of Mennonites,
at least we feel we are a part, but we are

also aware that we are set apart—belong-

ing to everybody but really belonging to

nobody."

This frustration, expressed to Men-
nonite World Conference executive sec-

retary Paul Kraybill during a recent visit

to Indonesia, is at the heart of ongoing ef-

forts by Indonesian Mennonites to devel-

op church-to-church ties with Mennonites
in North America and Europe. Kraybill's

presence provided an opportunity for In-

donesians to explain their concerns and to

ask MWC to help facilitate a better
understanding.

Historically, Indonesian relationships

with Europe have been via Dutch mis-
sionaries. Relations with North America
have generally been via Mennonite
Central Committee. While the Indo-
nesians value these ties greatly, there is a
growing sense, notes Kraybill, that it is

inappropriate for a mature, growing
church community of almost 60,000 to be
connected to fellow-believers abroad only

through mission and service agencies.

This has a paternalistic feel to it.

In 1986 the two major Indonesian Men-
nonite groups formed a Joint Committee
for Foreign Relations. Letters were sent

to North America and the Netherlands,
requesting direct "church-to-church"
relationships.

"There was a rather prompt response
from the Netherlands, but the letter to

North America did not so easily find a
place where it could receive serious atten-

tion," said Kraybill. The Indonesians feel

a clear answer is yet to be given.

The historical reason for the lack of

North American church relationships is

the fact that the Indonesian churches did

not result from any North American
missionary work. One group—Evangeli-

cal Church of Java (GITJ)—had its origin

in Dutch outreach; the other—United
Muria Christian Church (GKMI)—
developed indigenously from the start.

While they wait for a North American
answer to their initiative, the joint com-
mittee has taken on a role not originally

foreseen, that of a framework for closer

cooperation among the Indonesian
churches themselves. "In the search for

broader contacts, they are themselves
growing closer together," said Kraybill.

GKMI, with about 9,500 members, and
GITJ, with about 47,000 members, are

both centered in the same geographical

area of central Java. GITJ, often referred

to as the "Javanese" church, is the out-

growth of 19th-century Dutch missions.

GKMI has sometimes been known as the

"Chinese" church because it was started

by and was once composed primarily of

ethnic Chinese.

Kraybill attended the triennial GKMI
conference, where he found delegates

hard at work on theological issues, "speci-

fically a growing concern regarding Men-
nonite identity in the face of polarization

caused by the variety of seminaries in

which pastors are trained," he said. "The
group also gave approval to the involve-

ment of women as pastors and discussed

concerns for evangelism."

A highlight of current GKMI activity is

the Jakarta Vision, a plan for church
planting in the capital city of Jakarta—

a

world center of eight million people. This

urban vision is notable for a church which
is mainly rural, noted Kraybill. Today
Jakarta has four major Mennonite con-

gregations and 10 branch outposts. Plans

are under way to develop a central "moth-
er" church, with capacity for 500, which
will serve as a focal point for the city con-

gregations. GKMI projects 50 churches in

the city by the year 2000.

Kraybill conferred with the GITJ Exec-
utive Committee. "There is a marked
shift to a new generation of leaders,"

noted Kraybill, citing the death last Sep-

tember of patriarch Pak Djojodihardjo

and the death in January of church
chairman Paulus Soetartono. The
churches are confronting many issues:

"materialism, the impact of TV (including

TV evangelists), and an aggressive Mus-
lim teaching program."
As he traveled, Kraybill found great

interest in MWC materials. His supply of

MWC calendars was quickly depleted, as

were English copies of Witnessing to

Christ in Today's World, the interna-

tional study book for MWC Study Year
1989. The book is being translated into In-

donesian.

Part of Kraybill's agenda in Indonesia

included developing contacts with a third

Indonesian Mennonite body—Jemaat
Kristen Indonesia (JKI). Its origins go

back to the 1970s when a Mennonite
named Adi Sutanto began an evangelistic

mission. At about the same time there

was a division in the GKMI congregation
in Kudus. In 1985, a part of the dissident

group at Kudus, joined by some Pente-
costal members, united with the churches
founded by Sutanto to form JKI. The
group by this time was openly charis-

matic in its style and practice. The cur-

rent membership is 2,500.

Lukas Susiloputro, a physician who
once operated a clinic within the GKMI
church, is now the principal leader of JKI.

He established a private clinic which be-

came a center for testimony and witness.

In the meantime Sutanto moved to Los
Angeles and began ministry to Indo-

nesian immigrants there. Now the Los
Angeles area has two Indonesian con-

gregations belonging to Southwest Con-
ference of the Mennonite Church.

JKI founders have always identified

their organization as Mennonite. At the

same time, "There have been some ten-

sions in its relationship to GKMI since

part of the group—though not all—had
its origins in GKMI." Kraybill's dis-

cussions with both GKMI and JKI leaders

led, he feels, to clearer understandings
and a growing sense of acceptance.

With a combined membership of close

to 60,000, Indonesia ranks fourth in the

world in Mennonites, following the
United States, Canada, and Zaire.

Ten Goshen students
begin summer internships
in pastoral ministry
Ten Goshen College students are get-

ting a firsthand look at the pastorate this

summer. The seven women and three

men are participating in the Ministry In-

quiry Program—an internship designed

to help them explore the pastorate as a

vocational choice. The program provides

students with an intense three-month ex-

posure to pastoral ministry in a congrega-

tional setting with a supervising pastor.

"The goal of the program is to attract

the most capable college students to pre-

pare for full-time pastoral ministry," said

William Zuercher, associate in college

relations. Participants receive a partial

tuition scholarship contributed from the

congregation, conference, college, and
Lilly Endowment.
The two-year pilot project is now in its

second year. Last year Goshen College

had two students in the program. In

November, the participating Mennonite
colleges will evaluate this effort at en-

couraging future congregational leaders.

Out of this may come a recommendation
to continue and perhaps even expand the
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Getting advice from A. J. and Alta Metzler about pastoral ministry are Goshen College students

Ron Krabill (on the floor) and (left to right) Kim Stjernholm, Kendall Newswanger, Angie Bauman
Clemens, Miriam Burkholder, and Melissa Guerin.

program.
The ten Goshen students and their

assignments are: Sandy Boshart, Sun-

nyside Mennonite Church, Dunlap, Ind.;

Miriam Burkholder, Parkview Mennonite
Church, Kokomo, Ind.; Angie Bauman
Clemens, College Mennonite Church, Go-
shen, Ind.; Sue Conrad, Blooming Glen

(Pa.) Mennonite Church; Karen Gerber,

Kidron (Ohio) Mennonite Church; Melissa

Guerin, Pleasant Valley Mennonite
Church, Hammondsport, N.Y.; Ingrid

Hess, Jubilee Christian Fellowship, Rich-

mond, Va.; Ron Krabill, Portland (Oreg.)

Mennonite Church; Kendall Newswanger,
Berkey Avenue Mennonite Church, Go-
shen, Ind.; and Kim Stjernholm, First

Mennonite Church, Denver, Colo.

Retired Mennonite leader A. J. Metzler

and his wife, Alta, invited the students to

their home before they scattered to their

assignments. Pastoring a congregation is

"not an easy life," Alta told the students,

"but it's a good life." A. J. commended the

students for considering the pastorate.

"The needs and opportunities are great,"

he said.

Visiting team praises
AMBS and recommends
10-year reaccreditation

Based on the work of a two-year self-

study, Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries is being recommended to re-

ceive the maximum 10-year reaffirmation

of accreditation. The recommendation
grows out of the regular once-a-decade

visit to AMBS by representatives of the

Association of Theological Schools and
the North Central Association of Colleges

and Schools which took place in Feb-

ruary.

In an oral report, the visiting team said

AMBS is one of the best-kept secrets in

northern Indiana. "They encouraged us to

be less secretive about the quality of our

program," said self-study coordinator
Marlin Miller. The team said it "wishes

especially to commend AMBS for the

thoroughness and high quality of the self-

study, which in the team's opinion could

well serve as a model for other schools."

The three-member team examined
AMBS on standards for institutional pur-

pose, students, faculty, governance, fi-

nances, library, building and plant, insti-

tutional planning, responsiveness to mi-

nority and women's concerns, and degree

programs.

In addition to confirming that AMBS
met or exceeded the standards, the visit-

ing team offered suggestions for improve-

ment. All of the recommendations were
made on the level of suggestions, as op-

posed to notations, Miller said, recogniz-

ing that AMBS had already identified the

areas needing attention.

The self-study, Miller said, helped cla-

rify the kinds of ministers needed in Men-
nonite churches, pinpointed the need to

clarify field education, and suggested the

revision of curriculum in light of changes

in the church and seminary.

The team recommends that AMBS in

the next three years report back on pro-

gress in developing and implementing a

long-range plan, strengthening the field

education program, revising the curric-

ulum, and producing a chart outlining

administrative responsibilities and com-
munication channels.

AMBS is made up of two schools

—

Goshen Biblical Seminary of the Menno-
nite Church and Mennonite Biblical

Seminary of the General Conference
Mennonite Church. The two schools share

a campus in Elkhart, Ind.

The self-study came at the time AMBS
is shifting into the third stage of its his-

tory, Miller said. The first stage covered

the period from the formation of AMBS
in 1958 to the schools' coming together on
the same campus in 1969. Stage two
covers 1969 to the present. The third

stage is characterized by greater diversity

in the church, an almost entirely new
faculty from 10 years ago, and increased

integration of the two schools.

Michigan youth group
plans appreciation day
for copastors
The Mennonite Youth Fellowship group

at Salem Mennonite Church of Waldron,
Mich., decided recently to help with the

important task of building up their pas-

tors by planning a Pastors Appreciation

Day. It was planned as a surprise for

copastors Cliff Brubaker and Ned Wyse.
The youth approached the Church

Council with a proposal that they report

on their work trip to St. Louis during the

Sunday-morning sermon time. At the

same time, MYF advisers Dan and Dee
Custar called both pastors, inviting them
to have Sunday dinner at their home. So
neither of the pastors needed to prepare a

sermon, and they couldn't make other

plans for lunch.

With these initial steps taken, the eight

MYFers began pouring thought and ener-

gy into the plans for the day. Several

planning sessions were held to send in-

vitations to families and friends of the

pastors who might be interested in com-
ing from a distance. Scripture readings

and personal reflections were planned for

the morning service, flowers for the pas-

tors and their wives, a grocery shower,

and noon potluck.

The worship service was led by MYFer
Michael Rivera. Other MYFers read
Scripture, offered comments, helped with

special music, and led singing.

Each MYFer then shared Scripture and
their own examples of qualities of charac-

ter that they affirmed in their pastors.

The character qualities they outlined

were working according to talents, in-

tegrity, manliness, loyalty, fellowship,

and visitation. Some of the MYFers chose

to add their own comments and share

their personal reflections on what was
special to them about their pastors.

From Colossians 3:23, Mary Sauder re-

flected, "It is our task to release Cliff and
Ned to do the work of the Lord. Cliff and
Ned's task is also to work according to

their talents. An example would be, Ned
does the storytelling from the Bible, and
Cliff gets the point across with illustra-

tions that help you understand what he is

saying. Also," she continued, "they give to

us the hospitality of their homes and
their counseling ability."

Each pastor received a plaque to com-
memorate the day. The plaque reads,

"This certifies that (our pastor) has at-

tained special honor for excellence in pas-

toral duties and responsibilities and is

herebv awarded this certificate by the

1988-89 Salem MYF."
—Marilyn Grasse-Brubaker
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"Steps Toward Peace" walkers learn about urban ministry, raise money, and get some
exercise—all at the same time.

350 walkers take
steps toward peace
in Lancaster, Pa.
The Peace and Social Concerns Com-

mission of Lancaster Conference spon-
sored a "Steps Toward Peace" walking
tour of Lancaster, Pa., recently. The pur-

pose was to learn about the work of six

ministries and to raise financial support
for the commission.
More than 350 people participated in

the walk. Since it was geared for the
family, the walkers included tots in

strollers, teenagers, and senior citizens.

The ministries involved in the tour
were: Beth Shalom, a program for unwed
mothers 16-21 years old and their chil-

dren; Tabor Community Services, which
provides budget counseling and attempts
to find appropriate housing for clients;

Peacework Alternatives, a research/
education project which addresses the
issues of peace and militarism in

Lancaster County; Hope Way, which of-

fers support and counsel for ex-offenders
and their families when the ex-offender
returns to society; Arbor Place, a center
that provides activities for youth in a
wholesome Christian environment; and
Habitat for Humanity.
"A festive atmosphere, even a note of

celebration, was predominant among the
groups as they visited the various minis-
tries," said Carl Laws Landis, director of
the commission. —Sara Leaman Keener

New editor sought for

the Gospel Herald
The search for a new editor of the

Gospel Herald has begun. Daniel Hertz-
ler, editor of the official weekly publica-
tion of the Mennonite Church since 1973,
will retire in October, 1990. Gospel
Herald with a current circulation of
22,000, is distinctive among denomina-
tional periodicals because it is published
weekly, receives no financial subsidy
from the church, and has a high circula-

tion in ratio to church membership.
Hertzler has described the purpose of

the Gospel Herald as "building con-

sensus" and the task of the editor as a

"gatekeeper" of news for the Mennonite
Church. Publisher Robert Ramer believes

it is this gatekeeper function that makes
the editor's position an important church
leadership role. "It is the editor who de-

termines what issues get discussed in

articles and editorials, and what news
gets printed. These choices reinforce our
perceptions of who we are as a church and
in doing so influence the agenda of the

church and thus help shape its future."

A Search Committee has been formed
by the Mennonite Publication Board:
Feme Burkhardt, Petersburg, Ontario,

interim associate editor of Mennonite Re-
porter; George R. Brunk III, Harri-
sonburg, Virginia, moderator elect of the

Mennonite Church; Robert Ramer, Scott-

dale, Pennsylvania, MPH publisher;
Publication Board members Ronald
Guengerich, Hesston, Kansas, and Shir-

ley E. Yoder, Harrisonburg, Virginia
(chair).

The Publication Board and Search
Committee have identified five categories

of qualifications they are looking for in an
editor: one, a church person; two, jour-

nalistic expertise and experience; three,

relational skills; four, theological train-

ing; five, managerial skills.

Persons interested in the position may
write to Robert Ramer, Publisher, Men-
nonite Publishing House, 616 Walnut
Avenue, Scottdale, PA 15683-1999, for a
job description and information on the

application process. Applications will be
accepted through August 31, 1989.

MCC finds new openness
to disabled people
in Soviet Union

"After years of being hidden from pub-
lic view, disabled people in the Soviet
Union are beginning to make their needs
known," says Henry Enns, an overseas
consultant for Disabled Persons Concerns
of Mennonite Central Committee, who
traveled in that country recently.

One force behind this change is Illya

Zaslavski, a young Muscovite who beat
out an old-time Communist Party leader
in recent elections for the Congress of

People's Deputies. Zaslavski, a double-
amputee who walks on artificial legs, is a
founder of the Society for Health and
Mercy, which works to improve services

to the mentally and physically disabled.

An estimated 36 million disabled peo-
ple live in the Soviet Union, including

many veterans of the war in Afghanistan.
These veterans are also partially respon-
sible for the pressure for more services

for disabled Soviets, reports Enns.
While traveling, Enns received a re-

quest for MCC to send wheelchairs and
other technical aid to the Soviet Union.
"Disabled people in the Soviet Union have
very difficult lives," says Enns, who him-
self uses a wheelchair. "There are almost
no wheelchairs for disabled people, ac-

cessibility is limited, and there is no ac-

cessible transportation."

People who would like to support this

project are invited to donate new or used
wheelchairs to MCC. This will not be the

first time MCC has sent wheelchairs over-

seas; previously they were sent to six

Latin American countries.

Enns also received a request for MCC
help in setting up a wheelchair factory in

the Soviet Union. During a visit to Mos-
cow on May 25, Herman Bontrager of

MCC's Peace Office learned from Baptist

leaders that the government has ap-
proved setting up factories in both Nou-
gorod and Moscow. Authorities have
expressed interest in joint ventures with
foreign business people.

MCC is also assisting in building a

rehabilitation center for children disabled

by last year's earthquake in Armenia.
Although MCC has sponsored ex-

changes between North America and the

Soviet Union in the past, this is the first

time the agency has been involved in

social service there. As in other countries,

MCC will cooperate with local churches.

According to Enns, 400 Baptist volun-

teers in Moscow visit patients in mental
institutions and rehabilitation hospitals

in that city. In Riga, a city in Latvia, Lu-
therans, Pentecostals, and Baptists have
joined together to create an agency that

will look for opportunities to serve in the

community. "These opportunities for ser-

vice have only become open to the
churches in the last two years."
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Most CEE teachers
have left China

Twenty-five of the 31 Canadians and
Americans teaching in China through the

inter-Mennonite China Educational Ex-
change (CEE) were scheduled to arrive in

Hong Kong by June 15. All but six of

these 25 were completing the second year
of two-year terms and left their schools

approximately one month ahead of sche-
dule. Those who have completed one year
of teaching will remain in Hong Kong
until they consult further with CEE Di-
rector Bert Lobe about returning to China
for another year of teaching.

Six CEE teachers seconded to the
Amity Foundation, a Chinese organiza-
tion based in Nanjing, are teaching in the
southeastern provinces of Jiangsu and

Jiangxi, areas which have been reason-
ably quiet. It appears that most or all

have decided to stay at their schools

through the end of the term. They are
Everett and Margaret Metzler of Koko-
mo, Indiana; George and Renate Kroeker
of Winnipeg; and John and Helen
Ratzlaff of Abbotsford, BC. All were ori-

ginally scheduled to return home in July.

In the meantime the nine Chinese scho-
lars who had been studying at Goshen
College departed for China at ap-
proximately 8:00 a.m., June 9. They needed
to travel by plane to Chengdu, the capital

of Sichuan province, via San Francisco
and Shanghai.

Goshen College received a long telex on
June 8 from the Education Commission of
Sichuan province which described the sit-

uation in both Shanghai and Chengdu as

"stable." In addition, a representative of

the Education Commission telephoned
the nine late Thursday from Chengdu.
"They appreciated the phone call very

much," said Ruth Gunden, Goshen
College director of international educa-
tion. "The representative of the commis-
sion explained the situation carefully and
answered their questions."

In talking with the nine, Gunden found
that they had a number of reasons for

wanting to return to China, in spite of

some uncertainty about conditions. "They
respected the exchange agreement,"
Gunden said, "and they were also very
anxious to get back to their families."

They also believed they "could be more ef-

fective in building a better China in China
than in the U.S."

KREIDER VIEWS THE WORLD

Jury finds

North guilty

The news media first announced in

November 1986 that national security ad-
viser Oliver North had sold arms to "ter-

rorist" Iran. It was initially explained by
President Ronald Reagan that this repre-
sented an attempt to open dialogue with
"moderate elements" in Iran; later it was
reported that it was coupled with efforts

to gain release of hostages held by a pro-
Iranian group in Lebanon.
When it was revealed still later that the

money gained from the sale of arms was
used to support the Nicaraguan "contra"
rebels, it seemed evident that the Boland
Amendment passed by Congress to stop
military aid to the contras had been
violated. This raised the question of exe-
cutive versus legislative responsibility for

foreign policy.

In my December 1986 column on this

matter, I made two assertions: (1) "the
end never justifies the means," and (2)

"the arms shipment to Iran will be major
news for many months." Now 28 months
later a jury has found North guilty on
three counts. The trials of John
Poindexter and others are still to come.
The whole affair will indeed, make news
for "many months."

What will the trials reveal? The jury
decision confirms that they did not accept
as an ethical principle that the "end jus-
tifies the means." North had testified in

Congressional hearings in the summer of
1987 that "sometimes you've got to lie." If

the folly of this attitude has now been
learned by officials in all branches of the
U.S. government an important step for-
ward will have been taken. It would be
still better if all of us would learn to
practice it in our own lives.

The second lesson is that there was
great wisdom exercised by the authors of
the U.S. Constitution in its provisions for

both separation of powers and checks and
balances. Those who defended the presi-

dent held that the Boland Amendment
was an unwarranted interference with
the constitutionally given power of the
president to engage in foreign policy. The
response to this is that the Constitution
checks this power by granting Congress
power to "declare war" and to "raise and
support armies."

North's operations from the national
security adviser's office were clearly an
attempt to thwart the exercise of legisla-

tive power. To do this he altered National
Security Council documents and he
shredded papers in his office which he
thought might prove damaging to his

case. He falsified the chronology of the
secret arms shipments to Iran. He tried to

make it appear that boxes of U.S. weap-
ons going from Israel to Iran were
actually "oil-drilling equipment." In all

this North thought that he was being
loyal to his "commander-in-chief."

If the major purpose of the sale of arms
was to secure the release of hostages, the
deal was a blatant inconsistency in of-

ficial policy. The Reagan Administration
had stated repeatedly that there would be
no ransom paid for the release of Ameri-
can hostages.

It is ironical that it has been conserva-
tives who have been most vocal in defend-
ing North. Do they really want the presi-

dent and his assistants to be able to

conduct a foreign policy without an effec-

tive check by Congress? Through most of
American history conservatives have
fought against centralized power. It was
the unwarranted exercise of executive
power by King George III of England that
led to the Declaration of Independence.
The framers of the Constitution of 1787
sought to insure that all governmental
power be subject to effective checks and
balances.

The news media will make reference to

North's operations many more times in

the months ahead. Those whose attention

span is short find this to be "boring." But
there are many more questions which
should be faced. Some of these may come
to the fore when North is sentenced;

others when he appeals the sentence;

others when and if President George
Bush should grant him executive pardon;
and still more when other persons in-

volved in the operation are brought to

trial.

The most important questions remain-
ing are how much Reagan and Bush knew
about North's actions. The fact that Rea-
gan fired North immediately after the

first news was published in November
1986 was obviously designed to give the

appearance that he disapproved of

North's actions. Did he really disapprove,

or was he only embarrassed that his ac-

tions became public?

The Tower Commission report of 1987
left the impression that Reagan was only
minimally involved and attributed this to

the "hands-off" type of leadership which
Reagan exercised. Will this conclusion

need to be modified in the light of new
evidence?

The documents made public for the

first time at the North trial revealed a

much closer top administrative involve-

ment than had previously been assumed.
Some of the documents even speak of the

fear by some White House officials that

these operations would be an "impeach-
able offense." It is too late to impeach
Reagan, but it is possible that Bush was
also more deeply involved than he has
admitted. He has consistently denied in-

volvement and he has supported his

denials with appeals to his own personal

integrity.

For the sake of his effective leadership

in the years ahead, let us hope that Bush
has been strictly honest. There are many
important governmental tasks where we
need his strong leadership: control of

drugs, raising the standard of living of

the poor, protection of the environment,
and many more.—Carl Kreider
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Ann Garber, Scottdale, Pa.
Thank you for the editorial on alcohol

(June 6). I'm 19 years old, and within the
past five years I've lost five friends-
killed by drunk drivers. The pain and
anger I've experienced have made me
reaffirm my commitment to stay away
from alcohol. However, I've realized that
boycotting alcohol isn't enough—it's still

invaded my life and hurt me. We need to

go a step further and let others know how
we feel—in our everyday lives and in a

broader sense, as well.

Surgeon General C. Everett Koop is

proposing a plan to toughen drunk-driv-

ing laws, raise taxes on alcohol, and ban
commercials that promote alcohol as
something fun and carefree. We need to

write to our congressmen and urge them
to support Koop's plan and to put it into

action soon.

And, of course, there are organizations
like MADD and SADD that welcome any
kind of support—money, time, whatever
you have to offer. It's time to send out a
powerful, resounding message that there
is no place for alcohol in our lives, and we
won't sit by and let others hurt us by try-

ing to make a place for it.

Ron Stutzman, Nokomis, Fla.

I appreciated the article by Robert Ro-
berg, "Shall We Put the Aborters Against
the Wall?" (May 30), as he tried to present

both sides of a tough issue. I was sorry

that he twice became involved with such
un-Christlike antiabortion protesters. My
experience was completely the opposite of

his, and I wonder how his article would
have read if he had been in my shoes.

I have participated in a rally and a

"rescue" (placing my body between the

baby killer and the baby about to be
killed). Both of my experiences with hun-
dreds of Christians involved have not

been hateful, self-righteous, or vengeful,

as Robert Roberg had described his

group. Our group was led with a prayer-

ful spirit of repentance (for our apathy
over the last 16 years, resulting in the

legal killing of over 10 million preborn ba-

bies in the U.S.) and a calling upon God to

show us how we should respond to this

slaughter of the most innocent blood. We
fasted and prayed and sang hymns before

and during the rescue.

Participating in a rescue may or may
not be the way God has called you to

respond to abortion, but I agree with
Brother Roberg in his final words to each
reader: "Do something, but do it right."

Larry Weidman, Lewisburg, Pa.
It is absurd and grossly untrue that

Christians perpetrated the Nazi holocaust

as Robert Roberg asserts in "Shall We
Put the Aborters Against the Wall?"
Have we also lost the meaning of what

a Christian is?

LeRoy E. Kennel, Schaumburg, 111.

David L. Shank's response ('Readers

Say," May 23) to my "We Are Called to

Choose Wisely" ("Hear, Hear!" Mar. 21)

correctly concerns even the need to eval-

uate the American Civil Liberties Union.
That was one of my points: everything
must be evaluated— and fairly, both
within and without the church. And my
bigger point was, when we must choose
even in the gray areas, that such a
challenge need not prevent us from choos-

ing.

I apparently failed to make clear why I

referred incidentally to ACLU at all in

the November election. It was the way
Bush and his advisers used ACLU that

needs evaluating. To label and libel as

was done is a contradiction of Bush's ad-

vocacy of "a kinder and gentler people."

To use such a means, as Bush did, is

mean, and does not justify his end for get-

ting elected. The "big L" tactic was a big

lie that belied choosing wisely.

Norm and Fannie Teague, Chesapeake,
Va.
We think David Shenk's "The Gospel

and World Religions" (May 16) is a clas-

sic. Because he spoke from the perspec-
tive of a son whose missionary father
communicated with native Tanzanians,
he seemed to know no bias with regard to

other cultures and religious persuasions.
He seems to know the heartbeat of seek-
ing people, because of his exposure to
many cultures, foreign to ours, even as a
lad. He reminds us too that the Holy
Spirit plays a part in preparing hearers.
His father taught him this. To help men
and women see the risen Christ is the bot-

tom line.

I believe that this gift of being able to

know, instinctively, what people are real-

ly seeking can be reality as we deal with
our own kin whom we have the most diffi-

culty relating to: that renegade son or

daughter, that estranged mate, the
chemically dependent who needs someone
to be firm yet caring.

Grace and mercy wouldn't be present if

our past mistakes with our children
couldn't be waived, and God's love comes
in to give us that "drawing force." To see

our children, all of them, in the family of

God, is worth it all!

Ron Hertzler, Sellersville, Pa.
I want to thank you for your editorial

of May 2. It is important to remember the

role of the sower in our society. However,
it strikes me that given our nation's ex-

ploitative attitude toward the land and
our environment, perhaps a restoration of

a good relationship with God's natural

creation should also be part of the "dream
of those who sow in faith."

It begins
when you're born.
From day one, we all need

security—the kind of security

life insurance can provide.

Let MMA help you secure your

future with the right life plan.

Contactyour

mutual aid counselor

orMMA today. Mennonite
Mutual Aid
Goshen, Indiana 46526
800-348-7468

(219) 533-9511 collect in Indiana

Your need

for life insurance

has already begun.
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Mennoscope

Youth work and "play" for Normal 89. Getting to the Normal 89 youth convention

in Illinois in August is no small endeavor for Mennonite youth groups. Mennonite

Youth Fellowship of Springs, Pa., is financing the trip for about 25 persons. Yearlong

projects have included funnel cake sales, community dinners, chicken barbecues,

bake sales, glass and metal recycling, and a three-act comedy play (pictured is the

cast). They will travel on a bus chartered by Allegheny Conference.—Gay Brawnhe

Christian Peacemaker Teams has sent its

first volunteer to the Middle East. He is

David Weaver, who departed on June 6 for a

special six-week peacemaking mission in West
Bank, where the Palestinians are in revolt

against Israeli occupation. He is living with a

Palestinian family and working with a com-
munity organization under a cooperative ar-

rangement with the Palestinian Human Rights
Commission. Weaver is a business teacher at

Central Christian High School in Kidron, Ohio.

A 1986 graduate of Eastern Mennonite College,

he served previously in West Bank as a student
intern. His mission is being funded by his

home congregation—Maple Grove Mennonite
Church of Hartville, Ohio—and other sup-
porters. Christian Peacemaker Teams is a
Chicago-based effort sponsored by Mennonite
and Brethren denominations. Other persons
interested in volunteering for peacemaking
missions are invited to contact CPT at 1821 W.
Cullerton St., Chicago, IL 60608.

Eastern Mennonite College student Tim
Cavanaugh of Scottdale, Pa., called his par-

ents from Hong Kong at 3:15 a.m. EDT on June
12 to report safe passage from Chengdu in Sic-

huan Province, China. "But wait until you see

the pictures I took in Chengdu," he told them.
Cavanaugh and the other students in the group
expect to remain in Hong Kong until returning
to the U.S. on July 5 as scheduled.

A historic Mennonite area of Philadelphia is

in the early stages of a development plan
leading up to an observance in 1990 of the
300th anniversary of papermaking in America.
The area is called RittenhouseTown, and it is

where the first Mennonite minister in America
established America's first paper mill. This
mill and others nearby remained the center of
American papermaking for more than 100
years. Germantown Mennonite Church Cor-
poration operates the Rittenhouse home-
stead—one of seven historic buildings in the
area—through a lease from the city of
Philadelphia. The development plan includes
repairing the buildings, creating a visitors'

center scheduled to open this fall, starting on-
site public archaeology programs, and continu-
ing historical research. Phase one of the plan
will cost $1 million. Phase two will begin after
the 300th anniversary.

The South Central Conference office moved
from Hesston, Kans., to nearby North New-
ton on May 20. Space is being rented at 2517 N.
Main Street from Western District of the
General Conference Mennonite Church. The
conference office is headed by conference coor-
dinator John Heyerly. The mailing address and
phone number is Box 448, North Newton, KS
67117; 316-283-7080.

New appointments:
•Mary Dyck, administrator, Maple Lawn
Health Center, Eureka, 111., starting in July.
She succeeds Roger Ringenberg. For the past
four years, Dyck has been a faculty member at
Mennonite College of Nursing in Bloomington,
111. The health center is part of the Maple Lawn
Homes retirement community.
•Wilbur Yoder, chief administrator, Iowa Men-
nonite School, Kalona, Iowa, starting in Au-
gust. He succeeds Rod Janzen, who has taken a
teaching position at Fresno Pacific College.

Yoder has been a teacher and guidance
counselor at IMS since 1973.

Pastoral transitions:

•Joe Swartz retired as pastor of Butlerville

(Ind.) Mennonite Church on Apr. 30. He was a
pastor in Indiana-Michigan Conference for 40
years, serving three congregations—Rexton,
Maple Grove, and Butlerville.

•John Sharp will become pastor of Scottdale
(Pa.) Mennonite Church in August. He suc-
ceeds Robert Johnson. Sharp is currently pas-
tor of Salford Mennonite Church, Harleysville,

Pa.

•Michael Hydock completed a term as interim
pastor of Dallas (Tex.) Mennonite Fellowship
on May 15.

Church-related job openings:

•Reconstruction coordinator, in Nicaragua,
starting in August. The person would serve
until next May. This is a position under Men-
nonite Central Committee. Fluency in the
Spanish language is required. Contact Liz
Hunsberger at MCC, Box M, Akron, PA 17501;
phone 717-859-1151.

•Instructor, Hesston College, starting in Au-
gust. This is a nine-months-a-year position.

The subject areas are office education and
business. Required is a B.A. degree and com-
puter science background; an M.A. or M.B.A.
and teaching experience is preferred. Contact
Jim Mininger at Hesston College, Hesston, KS
67062; phone 316-327-8207.

•Faculty members, Johnstown Christian
School, Hollsopple, Pa., starting this fall.

Needed is a K-12 physical education teacher
and athletic director, a high school principal
(half-time), and 5-12 music teacher (half-time).

Contact Luke Gascho at the school, R. 2, Box
166, Hollsopple, PA 15935; phone 814-288-2588.

•Graphic designer, Mennonite Publishing
House. The person would assist in the design

and layout of periodicals, books, and promo-
tional materials. Experience with Xerox Ven-
tura Publisher page makeup software is help-

ful. Contact Nelson Waybill at MPH, 616
Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683; phone 412-

887-8500.

•Teacher, Iowa Mennonite School, Kalona,
Iowa, starting this fall. Needed is a person to

teach social science courses. Contact Rod Jan-
zen at IMS, R. 2, Kalona, IA 52247; phone 319-

656-2073.

•Counselor, Beth Shalom, Lancaster, Pa.,

starting in July. This is a part-time position in

a residential life skills program for six young
mothers. A degree in social work is required.

Contact Carolyn Grasse at Beth Shalom, Box
785, Lancaster, PA 17603; phone 717-299-0460.

New members
Martin's Creek, Millersburg, Ohio: Jean

Hughes and Nellie Patterson.

Neffsville, Lancaster, Pa.: Rick Barnett,

David Butterworth, Melinda Herr, Joan Maus,
Rick Walters, Ann Peifer, Renee Bear, Craig
Dagen, Maureen Heist, Roman Hess, Michele
Noll, Monique Stauffer, and Candi Sauder.
Community, Lancaster, Pa.: Valerie Clem-

mer.

Millersburg, Ohio: Jill Brubacher, Kristi

Glick, and Kent Miller.

Perryton, Tex.: Susan Burger, Cindy Burg-
er, and Jacob Leppert.

Wooster, Ohio: Margaret Latta by confes-

sion of faith.
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Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Bender, LaMar E. and Karen K. (Esben-
shade), Palmyra, Mo., second daughter, Re-
becca Marie, May 25.

Benner, David and Debra (Price), Hatfield,

Pa., first child, Rebekah Susanne, June 5.

Bucher, Kenneth and Evelyn (Brandt),
Manheim, Pa., sixth child, fifth son, Kristofer
Eldon, May 26.

Caraveo, Rudy and Vicky (Lichty), Glen-
dale, Ariz., first child, Kirby Ray, May 30.

Cender, Norman and Karen (Slabach), Gib-
son City, 111., second daughter, Deanna Marie,
June 7.

Christian, James and Judy (Schmucker),
Toledo, Ohio, second child, first daughter, An-
shea Marie, Apr. 17.

Fox, Ed and Susie (Chupp), Sarasota, Fla.,

second child, first son, Tyler Dean, May 23.

Gautsche, Luther and Mary Ann (Knape),
Archbold, Ohio, second daughter, Leah Marie,
May 28.

Grass, Steve E. and Marty Jane (Gall),

Goshen, Ind., third son, Ethan Dean, May 19.

Hurst, Mike D. and Pam D. (Burkholder),
Richmond, Va., first child, Kaitlyn Marie, Feb.
25.

Marriages
Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Clemmer-Jones. Ken Clemmer, Royersford,
Pa., and Carol Jones, Telford, Pa., both of Up-
per Skippack cong., by Charles Ness, May 27.

Detweiler-Rittenhouse. Merlin Detweiler,
Hickory, N.C., Hickory cong., and Rebecca Rit-
tenhouse, Harrisonburg, Va., Lindale cong., by
Ralph Reinford and Lynn R. Miller, May 13.

Fulton-Mast. David C. Fulton, Denver, Pa.,
Hopewell cong., and Rosalie G. Mast, Elverson,
Pa., Rockville cong., by Amos K. Stoltzfus,
June 3.

Good-Groff. Stephen Good, Lancaster, Pa.,
Strasburg cong., and Jean Groff, Landisville,
Pa., Landisville cong., by Sam Thomas and
Charles E. Good, June 3.

Goodwin-Yoder. Donald William Goodwin,
Bethel Temple, Hampton, Va., and Krista Yo-
der, Huntington cong., Newport News, Va., by
Lloyd Weaver, Jr., and Mark Davis, June 3.

Kolb-Moyer. Brian Kolb, Harleysville, Pa.,
and Amy Moyer, Telford, Pa., both of Salford
cong., by Earl Anders, June 3.

Roth-Wallace. Mark Roth, East Zorra
cong., Tavistock, Ont., and Carol Lee Wallace,
Nanih Waiya cong., Preston, Miss., by Ethan J.

Good, father of the bride, Mar. 25.

Obituaries

Eigsti, Emery Irvin, son of Jacob and Lydia
(Gerig) Eigsti, was born in Morton, 111., Oct. 25,
1899; died at Schowalter Villa, Hesston, Kans.,
May 31, 1989; aged 89. On Jan. 15, 1925, he was
married to Edna Ruth Wenger, who survives.
Also surviving are 2 sons (Orlin and Mervin), 2
daughters (Doris Meyer and Ruth Miller), 11
grandchildren, 15 great-grandchildren, one sis-

ter (Minnie Swedberg), and 4 brothers (Mah-
lon, Willis, Clayton, and Orie). He was pre-
ceded in death by one daughter. He was a
member of Glennon Heights Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Scho-
walter Villa, on June 2, in charge of Phil
Bedsworth and Wesley Jantz, and at Beatty
Funeral Home, Wayland, Iowa, on June 3, in
charge of Dean Swartzendruber; interment in

Sugar Creek Cemetery.
Grieser, Alberta F., daughter of Menno S.

and Elizabeth (Sauder) Grieser, was born at
Archbold, Ohio, Sept. 9, 1909; died at Heart-
land Nursing Home, Wauseon, Ohio, May 31,
1989; aged 79. Surviving are 2 sisters (Ida
Grieser and Mrs. Glady Stuckey). She was a
member of Central Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on June 4, in charge
of Charles Gautsche; interment in Pettisville
Cemetery.
Hoffman, Elizabeth, daughter of Menno

and Susannah (Eby) Hoffman, was born in

Woolwich Twp., Ont., Feb. 15, 1894; died at
Fairview Mennonite Home, Cambridge, Ont.,
May 29, 1989; aged 95. Surviving are 4 sisters
(Leah Martin, Lydian Martin, Rebecca Hoff-
man, and Maryann Martin) and one brother
(Emanuel Hoffman). She was a member of
Elmira Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on June 1, in charge of Mary
Schiedel, Ray Brubacher, and Maurice Martin;
interment in St. Jacobs Cemetery.
Hoist, Amanda Schlebach, daughter of

Moses and Catherine (Hofstetler) Schlebach,
died at St. Mary's Hospital, Kitchener, Ont.,
June 1; aged 97. She was married to John
Hoist, who died in 1955. Surviving are 3 child-
ren (Lemor Hoist, Vernice Bowman, and
Carlyle Hoist), 11 grandchildren, 17 great-
grandchildren, and one sister (Clara Ann Ger-
ber). She was preceded in death by 2 brothers
(John and Dan Schlebach). She was a member
of First Mennonite Church. Funeral services
were held at Ratz-Bechtel Chapel, in charge of
Walter Isaac and Glenn Brubacher; interment
in Cressman Mennonite Cemetery.
Kenagy, Lester D., son of David and Alice

(Smucker) Kenagy, was born at Hubbard,
Oreg., Dec. 24, 1905; died at Hubbard, Oreg.,
June 3, 1989; aged 83. He was a member of Zion
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on June 7, in charge of Richard L.

Stoltzfus; interment in Zion Church Cemetery.
Matthews, Wanda J. Ramos, daughter of

Antonio and Mary Etta (Hopkins) Ramos, was
born on Mar. 2, 1922; died at her home at
Johnstown, Pa., May 28, 1989; aged 67. She was
married to Jessie Matthews, who survives.
Also surviving are her father, one grandson, 2
brothers (Tony and Thomas), and 3 sisters

(Ruth, Elveda, and Evelyn). She was preceded
in death by 3 brothers and one sister. She was
a member of First Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on May 31, in charge
of Phillip A. King; interment in Grandview
Cemetery.
Myers, Anna S. Hartman, daughter of

George and Barbara Hartman, was born at
Harrisonburg, Va., Sept. 24, 1899; died at CGH
Medical Center, Sterling, 111., May 24, 1989;
aged 89. On Sept. 19, 1926, she was married to

Roy E. Myers, who died on Jan. 27, 1986. Sur-
viving are one son (Austin), one daughter (Viola

Coy), 5 grandchildren, one stepgrandson, 8
great-grandchildren, 4 step-great-grand-
children, and one sister (Mamie Ford). She was
a member of Science Ridge Mennonite Church,
where a memorial service was held on May 28,

in charge of S. Roy Kaufman; interment in the
Science Ridge Cemetery.
Robbins, Alva Hoffa, was born in Montour

Co., Pa., Nov. 5, 1898; died at Milton, Pa., Feb.
20, 1989; aged 90. He was married to Wilma F.

Robbins who survives. Also surviving are one
daughter (Helen), 3 sons (Dale, George, and
Glen), 12 grandchildren, and 11 grandchildren.
He was a member of Beaver Run Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Feb. 23, in charge of Ben F. Lapp and Paul R.
Landis; interment in Beaver Run Cemetery.
Ross, Martha A. Brenner, daughter of Al-

fred and Bernice (Brenneman) Brenner, was
born at Marshallville, Ohio, July 23, 1913; died
of cancer at Wooster, Ohio, May 31, 1989; aged
75. On Nov. 28, 1937, she was married to
Rolland Ross, who survives. Also surviving are
2 sons (Roger and Richard), one daughter
(Alice), 7 grandchildren, and 3 sisters (Eunice
Keener, Grace Mumaw, and Sylvia Barber).
She was preceded in death by one sister (Mary
Brenner). She was a member of Wooster Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on June 3, in charge of Wayne A. Nitzsche
and Richard Ross; interment in Maple Grove
Cemetery.
Rupp, Levi W., son of William and Katie

(Roth) Rupp, was born at Archbold, Ohio, Oct.
22, 1914; died at St. Joseph Hospital, Ann
Arbor, Mich., June 3, 1989; aged 74. On Jan. 1,

1936, he was married to Laura Miller, who sur-
vives. Also surviving are 4 daughters (Betty
Falkinburg, Elaine Nofzinger, Judith Metz,
and Emagene Stuckey), 3 sons (William, Tom,
and Peter), 17 grandchildren, one great-grand-
son, and one brother (Harold). He was pre-
ceded in death by one daughter (Lauren), 2
sons (James and Robert), 3 brothers (Freder-
ick, Henry, and Glenn), and 2 sisters (Ivah and
Bessie). He was a member of Inlet Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Tedrow
Mennonite Church on June 6, in charge of Dale
Wyse and Homer E. Yutzy; interment in Pet-
tisville Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Northwest Conference annual meeting, Three Hills. Alta.,
June 30-July 2

Indiana-Michigan Conference annual meeting, Sturgis, Mich.,
July 6-8

Allegheny Conference annual meeting, Laurelville, Pa., July 6-

Hesston College board of overseers, Los Angeles, Calif., July 7-

Worldwide Missionary Conference, Lancaster, Pa., July 8-9
Virginia Conference annual assembly, Harrisonburg, Va., July

12-16

South Central Conference annual meeting, Hesston, Kans.,
July 14-16

Afro-American Mennonite Association assembly, Peoria, 111.,

July 28-30

Mennonite Church General Board, Normal, 111., July 31
Mennonite Church Nominating Committee, Normal, 111., July

31

Hispanic Executive Board, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-5

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Chicago, 111., Aug.
10-11

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,
Harrisonburg, Va., Aug. 11-12

Conservative Conference annual meeting, Belleville, Pa., Aug.
11-13

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual meeting, Kalona, Iowa,
Aug. 18-20

Franklin Conference session, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 19
Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting,

Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16
Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,

Lowville, N.Y., Oct. 14
Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-

ing, Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Credits
Cover-story design by Gwen Stamm; photo on p. 470 by
Natalie Johnson Shenk; p. 471 by Ken Johnson Shenk; p. 474
by Sara Leaman Keener. Cover art for June 20 issue by Gwen
Stamm.
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

About 5,000 churches reopened or
established in China, says church
leader

About 5,000 Protestant churches in

China have been reopened or established

in the last 10 years, and there are 18,000

"house churches" or "house meetings,"
many of them overflowing with people,

Bishop Shen Yifan of China Christian

Council reported during a visit to survey
U.S. theological education. (His figures

apparently did not include thousands of

other house churches not tied to the coun-
cil.)

The church still encounters troubles

from hard-line attitudes of some govern-
ment officials, including refusal to return

some church properties, restrictions on
church activities, and intervention in

church affairs, he said. "One of the tasks
of the Christian council," he explained,

"is to protest against such practices, to

put forward our complaints and criti-

cisms to the authorities concerned, and to

ask them to see to it such cases are cor-

rected because they violate the policy of

religious freedom as stipulated in our na-

tional constitution and laws."

Jewish leaders see slip in

Christian support for Israel

Leaders of the American Jewish Com-
mittee, in a national gathering in Wash-
ington, voiced concern over what they see

as an erosion of the traditional support

among Christians for the state of Israel.

Committee officials said the loss of moral
support has become more noticeable dur-

ing the 15-month-old Palestinian uprising

on the West Bank.
William Harter, a noted Christian sup-

porter of Israel, said he has faced some
"openly hostile questions" from audiences

following his recent speeches in support
of Israel. Some of the questions compared
Israeli treatment of the Palestinians to

South Africa's repression of blacks and
even Nazi Germany's persecution of

Jews, said Harter, who is pastor of Fall-

ing Spring Presbyterian Church in Cham-
bersburg, Pa.

"We have entered a period of history in

which we can't automatically count on
the level of support for Israel in Christian

churches that we have in the past," he
said. This trend is evident even among
evangelical Christians who have been
among the most vocal supporters of Is-

rael. Many evangelicals have recently

been influenced by a theological move-
ment called "kingdom theology," which
holds that Christ has already established

his kingdom on earth, thus replacing

God's covenant with the Jews. This out-

look has eroded conservative evangelical

sympathy for Judaism and the Jewish
state, Harter said.

Evangelicals draft statement
to define what they believe

Evangelical leaders concluded a four-

day working conference in Deerfield, 111.,

in general consensus on a statement they
hope will better define for themselves and
the rest of the world who evangelicals are

and what they believe. Organizers of

"Evangelical Affirmations '89" were en-

thusiastic about the cooperative spirit of

more than 350 pastors, theologians, edu-

cators, and church officials who came
from a wide variety of theological tradi-

tions. Although a final statement of affir-

mations will not be available until later, a

show of hands at the conference's con-

cluding session indicated most were
pleased with the direction of the paper.

Southern Baptists reverse themselves;
decide not to sell ACTS
Southern Baptist officials have re-

versed themselves and decided not to sell

their cable television system, ACTS,
following a widespread appeal from peo-

ple at the grassroots. Harold Brundige,

chairman of the board of trustees of the

denomination's Radio and Television
Commission, said changes have been
made to reduce major financial problems
the American Christian Television Sys-

tem network has caused since it went on
the air in 1984.

But this doesn't mean that the network
is out of financial trouble. Brundige said

it would "take a miracle if ACTS sur-

vives. But God is still in the miracle busi-

ness." Trustees who favored the sale ex-

pressed serious concern about $250,000
monthly payments on ACTS debts and
lack of financial support within the de-

nomination.

Hundreds of religious broadcasters still

have not joined ethics commission
Hundreds of corporate members of Na-

tional Religious Broadcasters still have
not joined EFICOM, the NRB's ethics and
financial integrity commission, despite

repeated extensions of deadlines. Only
168 have been certified so far, 96 through
the Evangelical Council for Financial Ac-
countability, according to EFICOM head
Tom Zimmerman.
Another 35-to-40 applications are pend-

ing, 77 have requested further extensions,

32 are seeking clarification, at least 127

are commercial for-profits and thus ex-

empt, 27 are foreign and exempt, and 41

have withdrawn or will withdraw from
membership, accounting for a total of

about 500, he said.

Zimmerman implied that poor record-

keeping had made it impossible to de-

termine how many dues-paying members
really belong to NRB, adding that num-
bers often cited as members in the past

(between 1,400 and 1,500) had been great-

ly inflated. He estimated there are
"another 300 members out there some-
where" who need to apply to EFICOM to

retain their NRB membership.

Judge overturns state ban
on religious garb for teachers

A federal judge has overturned a provi-

sion of a Pennsylvania state law that pro-

hibits teachers from wearing anything in-

dicating that they are members or ad-

herents of a religious sect or denomina-
tion. In so doing, U.S. District Judge
James McGirr Kelly ruled that the School

District of Philadelphia must pay $5,315

in back wages and interest to a former
substitute teacher who was refused work
for 27 days in 1984 because she wore an
Islamic head scarf in the classroom. The
judge found that the ban in an 1895 state

law conflicts with Title VII of the federal

Civil Rights Act of 1964, which permits a

"reasonable accommodation" to a per-

son's religious beliefs.

United Church and renewal group
tangle over mission philosophy

A United Church of Christ evangelical

renewal group and the church's world
missions agency have locked horns over

claims that various UCC bodies uncriti-

cally support liberal and leftist causes

that are "incompatible with the work and
person of Christ Jesus." But despite a

flurry of written charges and counter-

charges over the past four months,
including accusations of "misrepresenta-

tion" and "vilification," parties to the con-

flict have agreed to meet soon to air their

differences.

The conflict between the Tennessee-

based Biblical Witness Fellowship and
the United Church national bureaucracy
represents yet another instance of ag-

gressive lobbying by evangelicals that all

the major U.S. mainline denominations
have experienced in recent years. Episco-

palians, Presbyterians, United Meth-
odists, Lutherans, and others all have
renewal groups that have become increas-

ingly vocal in recent years, frequently

charging that liberal leaders are out of

step with a moderate or conservative

church membership.
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The fear of enemies
It startled me some years ago to note that the

sublime Psalm 23, the Scripture for everyone in

every kind of situation, is preoccupied with
enemies. Indeed, the line about enemies has a sar-

donic flavor: "Thou preparest a table before me in

the presence of mine enemies." Does this mean
that I get to eat while they look on helplessly? (A
commentary I read said it does not mean this, but
I am not completely convinced.)

If this most basic statement of faith in the

providence of God must deal with the question of

enemies, the fear of enemies must be a basic

human problem. And it is. There are those who
say that war came into the world with property.

The Bible suggests that enmity and conflict are

more basic than even possessions, but the connec-

tion is of interest.

It reports that Cain, who killed his brother,

soon married, sired a son, and built a city which
he named after his son. The protection of family

and property have become the basic justifications

for war—the destruction of enemies. The fear of

enemies is a basic, primeval human emotion. For

many it is more urgent than the fear of God.

John K. Stoner and Lois Barrett take up this

problem in their book Letters to American Chris-

tians (Herald Press, 1989). According to the tele-

vision preachers, "God may save us from our own
sins, but as for the sins of those who set them-
selves against us, we will save ourselves from
them. Thus the prevailing ideology of power in

the churches of America is humanistic anticom-

munism. God is considered irrelevant to the

supreme crisis of our age—what to do about

enemies." (p. 73)

The logic of Stoner and Barrett seems strong

and hard to evade. It is in a league with Jesus'

remark in Mark 2:9, "Which is easier, to say to

the paralytic 'Your sins are forgiven,' or to say,

'Rise, take up your pallet and walk'?" Is it really

true that the God who can forgive our sins cannot

protect us from our enemies? The consensus in

the churches is that this is true. For such protec-

tion "we have the president, Pershing II, and we
are getting the MX."
There is an alternative vision, say Stoner and

Barrett. It is of the kingdom of God as described

by Jesus in the Gospels. The trouble with this al-

ternative vision is that it does not include certain

amenities which North American Christians have
learned to count on. And it speaks of taking up a

cross. Taken literally, what is promised by Jesus

is less reassuring than the words of Psalm 23.

This makes us all uncomfortable, for the fear of

enemies is ever upon us. Is this why the dis-

cussion of issues in the church so often veers

toward the relative safety of theology and away
from the dangerous frontier of enemyology?
For example, a report in the June 16 issue of

Christianity Today tells of a meeting of some 350

Christian leaders who came together in May and
sought to compose "a definition of evangelical

belief and practice." There was no debate over

biblical "inerrancy," all in attendance evidently in

agreement on that issue. There was evidently also

no debate over the issue of war. At least nothing

about the problem of enemies and of war is in-

cluded in the report of the meeting. (There is,

however, concern about "the plight of the desti-

tute, hungry, and homeless; of victims of political

oppression and gender or race discrimination and
apartheid. . .

.

")

If the report does justice to the meeting, it is a

pity that these 350 were satisfied with a trun-

cated form of the gospel. But then the fear of

enemies is a basic, primeval fear. Are we really

ready to turn ourselves over to God in such a

radical fashion?

Jesus was one who did so and what happened to

him is not reassuring. Michael Sattler was
another. As recounted in the Mennonite Encyclo-

pedia and dramatized in the film The Radicals,

Sattler insisted that Christians should not fight

against the Turks. Indeed, if war were right, he

said, he would rather fight against Christians

who should have known better than against

Turks who did not have the Christian Scriptures.

Sattler's execution by burning was only in degree

less horrible than Jesus' by crucifixion.

Stoner and Barrett have particularly addressed

their book to Christians of other persuasions

since we Mennonites have a tradition that calls

for us to trust God to protect us from our

enemies. But we need to keep examining and reaf-

firming this tradition. For it is a stern one and

goes against the assumptions of our culture

which holds that prayer is fine but preparedness

is more important.—Daniel Hertzler





The church's leaders are servants of

God, not merely professionals paid to

do a job. If only this were always true.

Most Christians are reluctant to think of them-
selves as members of a multibusiness corporation
with branches in far-flung parts of the country,

or even the world. The thought is repugnant to

them.
They assert loudly that the church is a spiritual

entity, not a business enterprise; an organism,
not an organization; the body of Christ, not an in-

stitution. Its leaders are servants of God, not

merely professionals paid to do a job.

If only this were always true.

We live in a time, however, when the church
has both a spiritual form and an institutional

form, with one or the other always dominant. The
renewal movement of the 1960s and '70s at-

tempted to replace the institutional church with a
new model of the church as a people, a com-
munity, a vital body of witnessing disciples. It

taught the priesthood and giftedness of every be-

liever. Christians everywhere rejoiced, for this

movement was the Spirit triumphantly breaking
out of institutional walls. Laypersons were being

freed for ministry.

Now several decades later, what is most visible

is the growing number of professionals on church
staffs and a laity that was meekly subsided into

the pews.

And this trend is growing. The church as a bus-

tling institution with efficient, effective hired

professionals at its helm is often more apparent
than the church as Christ's glorious body of faith-

ful believers in which each member is a minister.

Can the church survive the growing gap between
professional and laypersons?

Give us a king, said the Israelites. At the

time of the prophet Samuel, the Israelites begged
for a professional leader, a king. They wanted to

be like the other nations who had a king to unite

Katie Funk Wiebe, Hillsboro, Kans., is a college professor

and free-lance writer. This is the first of a three-part series

commissioned by Meetinghouse—the Mennonite editors

group.

their military forces and lead them into battle.

The Lord warned them that centralization of

power in a king would result in tyrannic op-

pression. God was their king; they needed no

other. Becoming a nation would threaten their

identity as the people of God. But they didn't

listen.

The contemporary Christian community may
not have pestered God for professional leaders as

openly and zealously as Israel did, but some
parallels exist. The church takeover by
professionals came slowly, subtly. As Sunday
schools and other activities for all age-groups

developed, as more and varied types of services

and ministries were offered, each required orga-

nization, management, and strategies for funding

and leadership. So congregations added personnel

almost without question except for the matter of

paying salaries of such staff members. Business

enterprises and other secular institutions func-

tioned more successfully with hired personnel.

Volunteers no longer could handle the church's

needs. Why not join the trend?

Doors which opened only a crack at first to

admit paid professionals swung wide as the idea

of a professional clergy became more
comfortable. The Christian community saw in

such leaders.the solution to wider ministry in an

increasingly complex society and a membership
caught in its own pursuits. The church as an insti-

tution and as the body of Christ clearly needed

full-time and professionally trained leadership.

Al Dueck, professor of psychology at Men-
nonite Brethren Biblical Seminary, writes, "The

experts have taken control, adjudicated needs,

nurtured dependence, and sapped resources.

Meanwhile lay persons have lost their ability to

think and act for themselves" (Perils of
Professionalism). The result has been the

centralization of power in the hands of a select

group of church workers, or clericalism—another

type of exclusivism like racism and sexism.

A disenfranchised laity. Clericalism harms
laypersons (a term which should never be used in

an Anabaptist congregation, for all are called to

serve as God's ministers) by disenfranchising

them from the work of the kingdom.

The church's view and practice of ordination

may be a major factor in causing this gradual dis-

enfranchisement. Church historian Martin

Marty explains: After the Reformation, although

Protestants didn't see ordination as a sacrament,
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they kept on ordaining like the Catholics but
came up with their own guidelines as to who
should be ordained—someone (a man) who had
studied theology and Bible, and was approved by
a church body.

Despite their strong beliefs in the priesthood of

all believers, Mennonites fell in line, slowly

developing a church hierarchy in which all people

are considered created equal, but some are more
equal than others. In a hierarchy, preaching is

reserved only for clergy. "Not to preach left [the

laity] confused about their witness and responsi-

bilities," writes Marty. And continues to leave

them confused. Ask any layperson what tasks are

open to them in the contemporary Mennonite
church. Preaching is not usually one of them. It is

for special people. Ordained people.

Without the privilege of speaking to the entire

body of believers, another abuse occurs: the voice

of the prophet is silenced. Because prophets
usually come from the weak and powerless, from
those closest to the common life, without a plat-

form to speak from, even occasionally, their

message is hushed. The church loses their

contribution; often para-church organizations

gain.

When the laity is spiritually disenfranchised,

they take the next step, which is self-disenfran-

chisement. "Let the professional staff do the

work. They can do it better—and anyway I

haven't got time." They put their energies into

their occupation, play, family, and personal

enrichment.

The laypersons' primary church involvement
becomes watching the professionals perform—

a

dangerous spectator activity if not accompanied
by action. John R. Mott writes that "it is perilous

for lay people to hear more sermons, attend more
Bible classes and open forums, and read more
material unless accompanying it all there be af-

forded day by day and adequate outlet for their

newfound truth." Unless Christians live up to

new light, they become sluggish in the faith and
let the "salaried Christians do God's real work."

Professional church worker also suffers.

When professionalism is dominant, the leaders

develop their own identity separate from the

laity. This separate identity is strengthened in

the Mennonite constituency by having workshops
and seminars exclusively for pastors, for

example, not for the entire body of Christ, and
widens the gap even more. Their secular power
increases as they become more involved in

administration rather than remaining with
preaching, praying, and breaking bread, writes

Howard A. Snyder in Liberating the Church.
A professional staff likes to see the building

well used, and that is good stewardship, but, says
Findley Edge, the church today is based on
"come" structures at which professionals do their

thing. If you don't come, the church has no place,

ministry, or mission for you. Stedman argues

The layperson 's primary church
involvement becomes watching the

professionals perform—a dangerous
|||H spectator activity if not accompanied

faction.

that "working in the church" originally meant to

exercise a gift or perform a ministry among
Christians wherever they were, but gradually
came to mean doing some religious act within a
building.

Members become customers, or clients, of the
professional staff in the building, with great
freedom to say, "If you don't do as I want you to,

I'll go elsewhere." And they do. Members leaving
by the backdoor of the church is one of today's
phenomena. A loyal captive membership no
longer always exists. Church members are
constantly shopping for a place where "their

needs will be met" by someone's preaching or
other type of ministry.

One serious failing of the church renewal move-
ment was the inability to see that God can use in-

stitutions and professionals as instruments of

salvation and grace, even as he used kingship and
kings. Many churches in the 1960s wanted to do
away with all institutional trappings and emerge
as a pure spiritual body. That never worked.

Can ministry be returned to the laity?

Renewal has come to the church in the past, both
pre- and post-Reformation, when ministry was
returned to the entire body of Christ. According
to Howard Snyder, that will take a broader
understanding of the priesthood of all believers as
something more than that all individuals having
direct access to God.

"The church is not a collection of isolated

priests, each going separately to God, but a com-
munity of priests. We have this ministry to-

gether, to be priests to each other," he writes.

Every believer, whether that person is sick,

retarded, handicapped, oppressed, or dis-

possessed, has a ministry. Male and female, rich

and poor, black or white, ordained or unor-
dained—all are ministers together for the

internal life of the church and their external life

in the world.

Renewal also comes when the church is freed of

the pressure to make self-preservation its fore-

most goal. Renewal will grace a congregation that
is ready to die, that others may live. Snyder sug-

gests several tests for such readiness: a willing-

ness to listen to fringe people—the less important
people, the less rewarded, the less powerful.
Maybe even the willingness to mortgage the

church building to obtain money for the poor.

Sacrifice is a pathway to renewal.

And who is able to hear such words about life

through death? ^
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Glimpses of God in Asia
by Stanley C. Shenk

Stanley and Doris Shenk spent nine months in

Asia (Septem ber 1985 to June 1986). They served

in a teaching program in Japan, India, Singapore,

and Indonesia, with a week spent in Burma.
Stanley kept a daily journal. An edited version of
the journal was published as "Mission in Asia"
(Pinchpenny Press, 1988, $6.50 postpaid). Here
follow several excerptsfrom the book.

October 8. Everywhere I go in the little Men-
nonite congregations [of Japan] I hear about
Ralph Buckwalter. He and his wife, Genny, came
to Hokkaido as missionaries in 1951. Although it

is commonly said that no gaijin (the Japanese
word for foreigner— it means "outside person")

ever fully masters the Japanese language, Ralph
became quite skilled in it. He was tall, and when

7 didn't become a Christian because
of what Buck-san said. It was what
Buck-san was.'

he lived in Kushiro an acquaintance called him
"The Kushiro Tower." He was warm, poised,

likeable—a man with a quiet charisma. He liked

the people and they liked him. Once a year he and
Genny would go to the home of a Japanese friend

and help for days in the rice harvest. "It was a

therapy for him," a friend told me.
Increasingly the Japanese people looked to

Ralph for leadership. He could sit in a conference

session and not say a word, but if he finally

slightly nodded his head, "the decision was
made." He tried not to overuse his leadership

potential, and yet of course he did use it. "Things

went his way."
During our visit in Sapporo today with Norman

and Ruth Kraus (missionaries from Goshen, In-

diana) I heard more about Ralph—and also about
Takio Tanase. Young Takio was led to Christ by
Ralph and Genny in the early '50s, and later at-

tended Goshen College. This is the story Norman
told:. "When I was teaching the Christian Faith

course at Goshen, Takio was one of my students.

He was quiet. He sat in the back of the room and
for weeks said nothing. Then one day he came to

me and said, T like these lectures; Christianity

begins to make sense to me now.'
" 'But didn't Buck-san [a shortened, familiar

form of Buckwalter-san] tell you these things?

Stanley C. Shenk, Goshen, Ind., is a retired Goshen College
professor.
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" 'Yes, but it didn't make much sense.'
" 'Then why did you become a Christian?'
" 'Oh, I didn't become a Christian because of

what Buck-san said. It was what Buck-san was.'
"

November 2. After leaving the Notsuke Penin-
sula and driving up into the science Shiretoko
region, we turned westward at the fishing village

of Rausu and drove toward the top of Shiretoko
Pass. Our highway swung in great curves as we
ascended higher and higher.

Half a mile below the crest we stopped and
looked back. Just below us was a profusion of

stunted trees, bare now with winter only days
away and strangely beautiful with their gnarled
white branches. Further to the east and far below
were scores of low hills and summits, and still

further east lay the open sea and mountainous
offshore Kunashiri. As I tried to take it all in, I

felt a sudden sense of pain.

I have tried to understand this relationship

between beauty and pain. Two factors were
present, I believe. One was my frustration that I

would never be able to fully describe the

panorama below me. And the other was a sharp
awareness of the transitoriness of life. Someday I

must leave this natural splendor. While I believe

in heaven, its towers are barely visible at the ho-

rizon of life and death. But trees and mountains
and sea and sky are tangible, physical, compel-
ling; I clutch at them.

January 14. An interdenominational institu-

tion, Union Biblical Seminary [in India] has 215
students, most of them from India but some from
other Southeast Asia countries. Everything has
been built since August 1979. The new location is

a gently sloping plateau, halfway up a steep

hillside just south of the major city of Pune.
As one looks up from the nearby village of

Bibvewadi, the chapel with its prominent bell

tower is especially prominent. Local people call it

"the high church." They are referring to location,

not liturgy. From the high ground of the campus
great vistas lie to the south, west, and north.

March 24. 1 didn't see much terrain on the

Bombay-Calcutta flight (it was hazy) until we
began our descent over West Bengal. Then I saw
green fields and paddies, flat countryside, canals

and irrigation ditches, and lazily curving rivers.

Soon we crossed the Hoogli River and banked
right for our landing.

The evening air was hot when we stepped out of

the airport terminal. My first impressions of Cal-

cutta on the taxi ride at dusk to the Mennonite
Central Committee house were of innumerable



open-air cooking fires, miserable hutments, and a

smoky, murky, fetid atmosphere.
Peter and Margaret Peters, the MCC directors

here gave us a splendid welcome. After the eve-

ning meal Peter and I took a short walk. We went
west to Park Circus, where Hasari Pal of The City
ofJoy often waited for rickshaw customers, and
then turned northwest on Park Street to Lower
Circular Road. On the crowded sidewalks men,
women, and children lay sleeping on strips of

cloth or burlap, oblivious to traffic, horns, lights,

and masses of pedestrians. "That's home," Peter
said. We watched rickshaw pullers perspiring in

the hot night, pulling their human burdens up
and down the street at a half-run. "I don't think I

could ever let myself be pulled in one of those," I

said. "And yet I suppose the men desperately
need the money."

"That's right," Peter answered.
When we were ready to go back, we talked it

over briefly and then squeezed into a rickshaw
seat for the halfmile return trip. I watched our
"human horse," a term often used for these men,
and thought again of Hasari Pal.

At the end of the journey the puller asked for

20 rupees. Peter smiled and said gently, "You
have worked hard." Indeed he had. The sweat was
pouring from him. "But usually you would get
three or four rupees for this trip; isn't that right?"
Peter was speaking kindly, and the rickshaw man
assented with a grin and a nod. "But I'm going to

give you ten." I added the few small coins I had in

my pocket. Later Peter said, "That's only the
second time I've ridden in one, but I thought you
should discover tonight what it's like."

March 26. Once again we say good-bye to

India. This land fascinates me. Some things are
repellent, but land and people call to me. Here are
mighty rivers, great mountains, and noble human
monuments—the matchless Taj Mahal, for
example, and the superb wall paintings of the
Ajanta caves. I like rice and curry (though not
three times a day), the femininity of saris, and
the courtesy of chance acquaintances. Above all, I

sense the vibrant will of multitudes to cope and
survive, and I respond to the elemental beauty of
unchanging agricultural panoramas.

May 3. When Doris and I realized we would
spend several weeks in Singapore, we decided
that while there we would visit the grave of
Marion Nafziger.

We knew Marion at Eastern Mennonite College
in the early 1940s. She was vibrant, wholesome,
committed to Christ. Years later we heard that in

1946 on her way to India for Mennonite Central

Committee she had become ill on shipboard while
crossing the Pacific. She had been taken ashore at
Singapore, had survived for a time, and then
quite suddenly had passed away. In this way she
had joined the numberless host of Revelation 7:9-

17 who have given their lives for Christ.

This morning we drove to the Bididari

Cemetery to look for Marion's grave. We had the
plot number; at my request MCC had sent it to us.

Seemingly with the aid of the cemetery office and
its records and maps, the grave should have been
easy to find. But Bididari is vast and parts of it

are overgrown. It was only after an hour of
searching and with the aid of several employees
that we found it.

The stone is well preserved and the grass had
been cut.

India fascinates me. Some things

are repellent, but land and people
call to me.

May 15. In the Holy Land in '84, Charles Chris-
tano told us of a miraculous healing in which he
was involved. Today [in Kudus, Indonesia] he told
me more.

Some years ago Charles received a message
from a Javanese woman in a distant village. Inci-

dentally, the woman was not a Christian but an
adherent of another religion. "Come," she said.

"Heal my daughter. She is blind." Charles was
taken aback. "I'm no healer," he told me. "That
has not been my gift. But I knew I had to go. So I

took three friends and we started off. All the way
we prayed and prayed. The closer we got the more
certain we were that God was going to do some-
thing. When we approached the house we saw a
crowd around it. They knew we were coming, and
they wanted to know what was going to happen.
"We went in and found a lovely young woman

in her late teens. We knelt, laid our hands on her
head, and prayed. And she opened her eyes! God
had healed her! Impulsively she reached out to

give me a hug of thanks and joy, but then in

maidenly modesty drew back.

"As a result of her healing the young woman
became a Christian. A few days later her blind-

ness returned and she sent for me to come again.
'No,' I said, 'you're a Christian now; you can pray
for your own healing.' She did so and her sight
was restored a second time. Now she has full

sight and is a Christian wife and mother." ^
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Salute to a
servant leader
by Jim Bishop

James M. Shank of Lancaster, Pennsylvania,

wore many hats. As he interchanged them with

finesse and dignity, he quietly shattered some
stereotypes I confess I had of Mennonite bishops.

In my younger days I perceived bishops as clan-

destine characters snooping around the church-

yard, knowing who's been bad or good and label-

ing nearly everything I liked as hazardous to my
spiritual health. Now, two years after his un-

timely death on July 7, 1987, 1 think with fond-

ness of this Mennonite bishop, pastor,

churchman, fund-raiser, family man, and friend.

My friend. James came to be my friend. I

wouldn't have anticipated this on first meeting
him in 1974 when he began a part-time assign-

ment with Eastern Mennonite College and
Seminary.

It made sense to ask a longtime Lancaster Con-

ference pastor to help promote Mennonite higher

education in eastern Pennsylvania and to present

the schools' financial needs from his home base in

Lancaster. But, I wondered, will this plain-garbed

prelate with thinning hair and velvet voice really

prove an effective advocate for EMC&S?
Some time elapsed before this question was

answered to my satisfaction. It came about

through personal conversation, through hearing

and reading reports of his contacts with pastors,

businesses, and prospective students, and—most
directly—through his insights shared in Ad-
vancement Division meetings.

I recall my staff planning sessions when ideas

would ricochet around the committee room like

balls on a squash court. In his calm, assured man-
ner James would say, "Yes, our people will

respond well to that" or "No, I don't think the

Groffdale District would appreciate that," when
discussing faculty members, gospel teams, or

choral groups coming to the Lancaster area. We
respected his experience and judgment.
James and his wife, Ruth Hess, were mis-

sionaries with Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions in Tanzania, 1946-57. For the next 10

years he taught at Lancaster Mennonite High
School and later served seven years on the

Personnel Committee of Eastern Board.

James was pastor of East Chestnut Street Men-
nonite Church, 1958-74, and in 1966 was ordained

bishop of the eight congregations in the Lancaster

City District. He also served 12 years on the

EMC&S Board of Trustees.

Jim Bishop, Harrisonburg, Va., works in the

Communications Department at Eastern Mennonite College

and Seminary.

James

Shank

"There were few things in life that James was
ambivalent about," stated Mel Thomas, the cur-

rent pastor at East Chestnut Street. "In areas of

personnel, program, and strategy, he knew his

preferences for getting things done and the set-

ting and methods for achieving the task.

"Holy diplomacy rather than heavenly discern-

ment characterized his leadership," Thomas
continued. "He was uncomfortable with fence-

riding. I don't recall ever reaching a deadlock in a

meeting that he chaired."

If James Shank's life has any irony, it is that

for the last 10 years of it he battled an enemy
within, cancer. Yet the very time when it may
have been understandable and advisable to slow

down and relinquish some of the demands of his

schedule was probably the most active and
intense period of his life.

According to Mel Thomas, James was chair of a

committee that was working on future leadership

needs for the East Chestnut Street congregation.

It met 25 times between August 1986 and June
1987, and James convened every meeting.

"Several times James came to a meeting having

just completed eight hours of chemotherapy
treatment," Thomas said. At one point when the

committee reached an impasse he agreed to serve

as pastor for a six-month interim period.

The number seven. In recalling James' life, the

number seven seems to recur, noted his wife,

Ruth. He died on the seventh day of the seventh

month of 1987 at the age of 67, she pointed out.

"In June, James had just completed his field

work assignment with EMC&S as well as his in-

terim pastoral oversight at East Chestnut

Street," she said. "I believe that James' work on

earth was truly completed. In theology the

number seven connotes the idea of completeness."

In one of their last conversations, James told

Mel Thomas, "I feel like Simeon in the temple,

who, upon seeing the child Jesus and after bless-

ing him, prayed, 'Now let thy servant depart in

peace,' God has answered that prayer." ^
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Thought-provoking New Books
from Herald Press

Letters to American Christians
This book contains a hard-hitting series of letters that challenge American Christians to new ideas about the

relationship of Jesus' teachings to evangelicalism and militarism in the United States. John K. Stoncr and Lois
Barrett challenges us not only to new thinking, but also to new action on behalf of peace. In an age when many
churches have turned the message of Jesus into a private "me-and-God" relationship, Letters to American
Christians calls us to a faith in God that can transform our country, our world, and our churches. Stories

interspersed among the letters and probing discussion questions highlight the issues. A Christian Peace Shelf

selection.

Paper, $6.95, in Canada $8.95
JOHNK.STONER
& LOS BARRETT

Making War and Making Peace: Why Some Christians Fight
and Some Don't

Dennis Byler looks at the way Christians have viewed war and peace since the time of Constantine. He
shows how some Christians have justified participating in revolutions, wars of national defense, wars of conquest
and genocide, wars of religious intolerance, and wars caused by mistakes and misunderstandings. Byler also
shows why other Christians have refused to kill human beings in any of these types of conflict. Peace and Justice
Series, Volume 8.

Paper, $5.95, in Canada $7.50

Presence and Power: Releasing the Holy Spirit in Your Life

Harold E. Bauman looks at the nature of the baptism of the Holy Spirit and the reasons for the wide variety of

experiences with the Spirit. In this practical Bible study he explains the fruit and gifts of the Spirit and explores

implications of the Spirit's activity both in congregational life and in one's individual walk with the Spirit. Bauman
evaluates the fruit and gifts of the Spirit and presents basic principles for renewal.

Paper, $7.95, in Canada $9.95

HAROLD L
:

. BAUMAN

Balthasar Hubmaien Theologian ofAnabaptism
For the first tirhe, the complete writings of Balthasar Hubmaier are available in English. Hubmaier was the

most articulate of the first-generation Anabaptist leaders. His writings are the best overview of Anabaptist
theology at its beginnings.

"By far the most helpful treatise on baptism was written by Hubmaier, as also on the role of government, on
free will, heresy, and the nature of the Christian life. We are much in debt for the careful explanation he gives us
of the meaning of the Lord's Supper and the order of service he provided for it.

"As we struggle with the meaning of church membership, his clear answers to 'How much must I know to be
baptized?' is alone enough to thank God for his life and witness."—C. J. Dyck

Edited by H. Wayne Pipkin and John H. Yodcr. Classics of the Radical Reformation series, Volume 5. Hard
$39.95, in Canada $49.95

Herald Press books are available through your local

bookstore or write to Herald Press (include 10% for

shipping).

Herald Press
Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale,PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
17 King Street West
Kitchener, ON N2G4M5
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Church news

Church planting to begin in

Kailua-Kona, Hawaii, in August
A church planting will be coupled with

a business venture in an effort to reach

business and professional people in

Hawaii. Don and Joyce Hedrick, Leder-

ach, Pa., will begin planting a church in

the Kailua-Kona area in August. Kailua-

Kona is located on the island of Hawaii,

known as the "Big Island," since it is the

biggest of the state's eight islands.

Joyce will have primary pastoral re-

sponsibilities. As a "tentmaker," Don will

assist while establishing an herb process-

ing business which will provide rela-

tionships with business and professional

people.

According to Hedricks, little is pres-

ently being done to reach unchurched
business and professional people. So the

church planting approach will be heavily

grounded in friendship evangelism. Small
groups will be formed from these friend-

ships. "Eventually," Joyce said, "we see

these developing groups coming together

for celebrative worship and ultimately

becoming a congregation."

Don and his business partner, Jim
Walz, a Japanese-Hawaiian Christian,

will set up the first herb processing plant

in Hawaii. "Small herb farmers need an
herb processor so they can be assured of a

more constant and year-round market,"

Sheldon (left) and Doris Yoder (seated); Don
and Joyce Hedrick

Don explained. He has also been aware of

a growing demand for a dependable, year-

round supply of quality herbs on the U.S.

mainland.

Hedricks will be joined by Sheldon and
Doris Yoder, a tentmaking support cou-

ple. Sheldon identified a need for his com-
puter education skills when he and Doris

visited the Big Island last September.

Doris is excited about developing a
ministry which reaches and significantly

touches women.
Hedricks and Yoders will settle on the

western side of the Big Island, known as

Kona Coast, a rapidly growing and devel-

oping area. The resident population of the
greater Kailua-Kona area is about 50,000;

the island's population is about 112,000.

The church planting is a cooperative ef-

fort of Mennonite Board of Missions
(MBM), Eastern Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions (EMBM), and the Franconia Menno-
nite Conference Mission Commission.
MBM will administer the new effort and
Luke Martin of Franconia Conference
will serve as pastoral overseer. Joyce
(Hedrick) was licensed to the ministry by
Franconia Conference on June 4.

Irv Weaver, MBM vice-president for

Home Ministries, observed, "This is a
unique model tying church planting with
business development in a high-growth
area. Kona Coast is a key place to plant a
church," he continued, "with rapid
growth anticipated since the island of

Oahu is quickly filling up."

The church planting on the Big Island

will be the third such cooperative Men-
nonite effort in Hawaii. A Vietnamese-
speaking church planting began in Hono-
lulu (Oahu Island) in the fall of 1986; an
English-speaking congregation began
September 1987 in the same city. Hed-
ricks are members of Plains Mennonite
Church, Hatfield, Pa., and Yoders of The
Branch Fellowship, Harleysville, Pa.

Overcrowded church
in Leola, Pa., begins
major expansion
Forest Hills Mennonite Church of

Leola, Pa., broke ground on May 21 for a

major expansion of its facilities. The $1.2

million project includes a new 450-seat

sanctuary, a 13-classroom Christian edu-
cation wing, a youth assembly area, an
improved entrance, and an upgrade of the

present kitchen and fellowship areas. A
13-month construction schedule is an-

ticipated.

The current sanctuary will become part

of an enlarged fellowship area. One of the

goals in planning was to design a bal-

anced facility for worship, fellowship,

and Christian education.

The congregation gave final approval

for construction in April, with 82 percent
voting in favor. In addition, adequate
funding to move ahead was committed in

cash and pledges by members and
through a long-term financing by a bank.

The Forest Hills congregation began as

Monterey Mennonite Church in 1946. In

1975 the congregation changed locations,

constructed a new facility, and changed
its name. The first expansion of the pres-

ent facility took place in 1982 with the ad-

dition of 13 classrooms and a solar

lounge. Current membership is 324.

Forest Hills is affiliated with Atlantic

Coast Conference.

Youth to serve
at Normal 89 with
Habitat for Humanity
Young people who are planning to at-

tend the Youth Gathering at Normal 89,

Aug. 1-6, will literally have the chance to

hammer away at a problem facing many
people in North America: the lack of

decent housing.

Youth who decide to take a swing at

this problem will be working under the

direction of Habitat for Humanity, a

well-known organization that provides
housing for the poor. They will partic-

ipate in a variety of tasks including the

renovation of houses, moving building

supplies, designing signs, building stor-

age sheds, and helping with a garage sale

to benefit Habitat for Humanity.
"We decided that it would be a good

idea to explore the Youth Gathering
theme 'The Jesus Difference' through a

service project, in addition to the worship

services, seminars, and activities that are

being planned," said Youth Gathering

coordinator Patrice Claassen. "It is easy

to see, hear, and learn, but it isn't always

easy to do. This is one way youth can help

those who are in need."

Millard Fuller, founder and executive

director of Habitat for Humanity, will be

one of the speakers at the Normal 89

Youth Gathering. The gathering will

bring together youth from the Mennonite

and General Conference Mennonite
churches. Adults from the two denomina-

tions will also be meeting at the same
time.

Youth may sign up to serve with Habi-

tat for Humanity on their Normal 89

Youth Gathering registration forms. The
project will be limited to 200 youth per

day. For more information, contact Pat-

rice Claassen, Normal 89 Youth Gather-

ing, Box 347, Newton, KS 67114; phone

316-283-5100.
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MWC invites

'life center' participation

at Assembly 12

It's out with the "trade show" and in

with a dynamic new way of sharing the

Mennonite story, hopes Hansulrich
Gerber, in announcing procedures for

"life centers" at Assembly 12 of Men-
nonite World Conference in Winnipeg in

July 1990.

Any organization, ranging from local

congregations to international agencies,

is invited to apply to sponsor a Life

Center presentation, display, or work-
shop focusing on one of the following

themes:

•Personal wholeness (such areas as
spirituality, prayer, personal faith,

health, sexuality, aging, lifestyle).

•Family life (marriage, singleness,

children, parenting, schooling, family
worship).

•Congregational life (worship, service,

mission, interchurch relationships, lead-

ership, education).

•Community/neighborhood (social life,

service, reconciliation, relationships, en-

vironment).

•Global issues (justice, militarism,

economy, ecology, worldwide church).

Each theme will be highlighted at a
Life Center. Throughout Assembly 12 the

five Life Centers will become the prin-

cipal focus of afternoon activities, said

Gerber, who serves as MWC secretary for

program development. "In earlier years

displays were presented mostly by agen-
cies and had a promotional character," he
said. "This time the focus will be shifted

to the life of our churches and their mem-
bers."

The past approach had resulted in

something of a "trade show" atmosphere
that primarily highlighted North Ameri-
can and European activities.

Agencies and institutions which usu-
ally sponsor promotional exhibits are be-

ing encouraged instead to prepare Life

Center activities. A limited amount of

space will be provided, however, for those

who do choose a traditional display.

MWC sent application forms for Life

Center participation to MWC member
bodies and inter-Mennonite agencies.

Other groups that would like to be in-

volved, or wish more information, may
request an application from Gerber at
MWC, 465 Gundersen Dr., Suite 200,
Carol Stream, 60188; phone 312-690-9666.

New archivist appointed
as part of restructuring
of Historical Committee

Dennis Stoesz has been appointed ar-

chivist of the Mennonite Church Archives
in Goshen, Ind. He began his work on
May 1.

The appointment is the first phase of a
restructuring of the Historical Commit-
tee of the Mennonite Church, which in-

cludes oversight of the archives. Earlier
Melvin Gingerich, and more recently,
Leonard Gross, served as both archivist

and executive secretary. The New Direc-

tions program of the Historical Commit-
tee will split the two roles, with Stoesz as
archivist and a new person as director.

The new director's role will be pri-

marily heritage promotion, connecting
with and encouraging a wide range of his-

torical and heritage activities.

Leonard Gross will begin a one-year
educational leave next February and up-
on his return will serve as consulting ar-

chivist on a half-time basis.

Stoesz comes from Winnipeg, Man.,
where he was employed by the Mennonite
Heritage Center Archives and the Treaty
and Aboriginal Rights Research Center.

Candidates announced for 1989 General Assembly Ballot

Here is an abridged form of the ballot for the

General Assembly election at Normal, 111. The
full text of the Nominating Committee's report
is printed in the Assembly workbook which
has been mailed to all delegates.

The Nominating Committee has operated
under the guidelines which declare that the
ballot will be adopted by the Assembly without
benefit of nominations from the floor. All dele-

gates are invited to review the ballot carefully
and make any additional nominations before
the General Assembly meets.

Procedures for submitting additional nom-
inees are described in the assembly workbook.

All nominees are encouraged to attend a
delegate orientation session Tuesday morning,
August 1, 8:30-9:45 a.m., at Normal, Illinois.

Moderator-Elect
To serve with Moderator, George R. Brunk III,

Harrisonburg, Va.
Affirm:

•David W. Mann, Phoenix, Ariz., pastor, Sun-
nyslope congregation, Southwest Conference.

Nominating Committee
Continuing members:

Grace Brunner, Louisville, Ohio.
Gerald L. Hughes, Cleveland Heights, Ohio
Lee M. Yoder, Harrisonburg, Va.
Ralph Lebold, Waterloo, Ont. (ex-officio)

Elect 1:

•Robert Hartzler, Belleville, Pa., pastor, Maple
Grove congregation, Allegheny Conference.
•David L. Myers, Oak Park, III, pastor, First
Mennonite of Oak Park, Illinois Conference.

Elect 1

•Kathryn Weaver Wenger, Lancaster, Pa. Con-

gregational youth director, Forest Hills con-

gregation, Atlantic Coast Conference.

•Rebecca Jimenez Yoder, La Puente, Calif.

Pasadena congregation, Southwest Confer-
ence. Immigration consultant for Council of

Anabaptists in Los Angeles.

Elect 1

•Irene Bechler, Sarasota, Fla. Bay Shore con-

gregation, Southeast Conference Counselor.
Member congregational Worship Planning
Committee and conference Board of Congrega-
tional Life.

•Paul L. Burkholder, Bluesky, Alta. Bluesky
congregation, Northwest Conference. Former
pastor and church planter for Bluesky work.

Counsel of Faith, Life and Strategy
Continuing members:
Rachel Fisher, Goshen, Ind.

Phyllis Pellman Good, Lancaster, Pa.
David W. Shenk, Lancaster, Pa.

Elect 1

•Arnold Cressman, Mt. Pleasant, Pa. Scottdale
congregation, Allegheny Conference. Self-em-
ployed, TourMagination.
•James C. Longacre, Barto, Pa. Bally con-
gregation, Franconia Conference Coordinator.

Historical Committee
Continuing members:

Rafael Falcon, Goshen, Ind.

Merle Good, Lancaster, Pa.

Albert Keim, Harrisonburg, Va.
Sam Steiner, Waterloo, Ont.
Carolyn Charles Wenger, Ephrata, Pa.

Elect 1

•Neva Lou Hershberger, Wellman, Iowa. Ar-

chivist/librarian, Mennonite Historical Society
of Iowa.

•Hope K. Lind, Eugene, Oreg. Eugene Con-
gregation, Pacific Coast Conference. Con-
ference historian. Congregational historian, li-

brarian, and secretary.

Elect 1

•James O. Lehman, Harrisonburg, Va. (first-

term incumbent). Lindale congregation, Vir-
ginia Conference. Director of Libraries, East-
ern Mennonite College and Seminary.
•John L. Ruth, Harleysville, Pa. Salford con-
gregation, Franconia Conference. Self-em-
ployed writer, video producer. Associate pas-
tor.

Mennonite Board of Congregational
Ministries
Continuing members:
Don Gingerich, Parnell, Iowa
Conrado Hinojosa, Hesston, Kans.
Charlotte Holsopple Glick, Goshen, Ind.

Audrey R. Kraybill, Lancaster, Pa.
Nancy L. Sider, Harrisonburg, Va.
Allen Yoder, La Puente, Calif.

Affirm 1

Patricia Hershberger, Woodburn, Oreg. (first-

term incumbent). Zion congregation, Pacific
Coast Conference.

Elect 1

•Marcus Smucker, Elkhart, Ind. Southside Fel-

lowship, Indiana/Michigan Conference. Pro-
fessor of Pastoral Theology, Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries.
•Milton J. Zehr, Martinsburg, N.Y. Pastor,
Lowville congregation, Conservative Con-
ference and New York State Fellowship.
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Elect 2

•Lais Hochstetler, Hutchinson, Kans. Faith

congregation. South Central Conference. Ther-

apist at Horizons Mental Health Center.

•Steven P. Martin, Kitchener, Ont. Associate

pastor, Stirling Avenue congregation, Men-
nonite Conference of Eastern Canada.

•J. Lome Peachey, Scottdale, Pa. Kingview
congregation, Allegheny Conference. Trea-

surer and manager, Pennsylvania Mennonite
Federal Credit Union.

•Lorraine M. Sheeler, Sarasota, Fla. Bay Shore

congregation, Southeast Conference. Minister

of Christian Education and Activities director,

Sunnyside Village Retirement Center.

•Margaret R. Swartzentruber, Harleysville,

Pa. Methacton congregation, Franconia Con-

ference. Member conference Leadership Com-
mission.

Mennonite Board ofEducation
Continuing members:
Maria M. DeLeon, Mathis, Tex.

H. Ralph Hernley, Scottdale, Pa.

Naomi Lederach, Manheim, Pa.

Harold D. Lehman, Harrisonburg, Va.
Faith Wenger, Fresno, Calif.

Elect 1

•Mervin S. Good, London, Ont. Valleyview con-
gregation, Mennonite Conference of Eastern
Canada. Self-employed, president of Good
Planning Insurance Agency.
• Wilmer Martin, Waterloo, Ont. Pastor, Erb
Street congregation, Mennonite Conference of

Eastern Canada.

Elect 2

•Frank S. Brenneman, Hillsboro, Kans. Spring
Valley congregation, South Central Confer-
ence. Professor of Mathematics, Tabor College.

•Helen Longenecker Lapp, Lansdale, Pa. (first-

term incumbent). Events coordinator, Peter
Becker Retirement Community.
•David M. Leaman, Hershey, Pa. Eliza-
bethtown congregation, Lancaster Conference.

Professor of Medicine and Chief of Division of

Cardiology, The Pennsylvania State Uni-
versity School of Medicine.

•Betty T. Livengood, Keyser, W.Va., (second-

term incumbent). Pinto congregation, Alle-

gheny Conference. Director, General Educa-
tion, K-12 for Mineral County Board of Educa-
tion.

Affirm 1

•Wilnta A. Bailey, Nashville, Tenn. Harmony
Christian Fellowship, Indiana/Michigan Con-
ference. In doctrinal program at Vanderbilt
University.

Mennonite Board ofMissions
Continuing members:
Esther K. Augsburger, Washington, D.C.

Darrel J. Brubaker, Washington, D.C.

Ramiro Hernandez, Goshen, Ind.

Dorothy Yoder Nyce, Goshen, Ind.

Ronald B. Schertz, Peoria, 111.

Janice Yordy Sutter, South Bend, Ind.

Affirm 1

•Lee A. Lowery, Pastor, Chicago, 111. (first-

term incumbent).

Elect 2

•Bertha M. Beachy, Goshen, Ind. (first-term

incumbent). Manager, Provident Bookstore.

•John W.Eby, Goshen, Ind. (first-term incum-
bent). New congregation, Indiana/Michigan
Conference. Newly appointed dean, Goshen
College.

•Ron Friesen, Phoenix, Ariz. Pastor, Good
Shepherd congregation, Southwest Con-
ference.

•Larry Hauder, Boise, Idaho, Pastor, Hyde
Park congregation, Pacific Coast Conference.

Mennonite Mutual Aid Board
Continuing members:

Lee Roy Berry, Elkhart, Ind.

Ruth E. H. Martin, State College, Pa.

Homer G. Myers, Lowville, N.Y.

Lester Kropf
,
Albany, Oreg.

J. B. Miller, Sarasota, Fla.

Mary Swartley, Elkhart, Ind.

R. Clair Weaver, Manheim, Pa.

Elect 3

•Beryl H. Brubaker, Harrisonburg, Va. (first-

term incumbent). Park View congregation,
Virginia Conference. Head of Nursing Depart-
ment and Professor of Nursing, Eastern Men-
nonite College.

•Wayne D. Kempf, Shickley, Nebr. (first-term

incumbent). Salem congregation, Iowa/Ne-
braska Conference. Retired farmer. Member,
congregation Board of Elders.

•Henry D. Landes, Sellersville, Pa.. Salford
congregation, Franconia Conference. Indepen-
dent Management and Life Planning con-
sultant.

•Donald R. Taylor, Elyria, Ohio. Peace Con-
gregation, Ohio Conference. President and
CEO of Comprehensive Health Care of Ohio,
Elyria Memorial Hospital and Medical Center.
•Shirley B. Yoder, Goshen, Ind. (first-term in-

cumbent). Program Coordinator and Super-
visor for nine state offices, Church World
Service. Nurse.

Mennonite Publication Board
Continuing members:
Richard L. Benner, Charlottesville, Va.
Calvin Britsch, Archbold, Ohio
Ronald Guengerich, Hesston, Kans.

Alice W. Lapp, Akron, Pa.

John Schiedel, Waterloo, Ont.
Shirley E. Yoder, Harrisonburg, Va.

Affirm 1

•Elizabeth Soto, Goshen, Ind. (first-term in-

cumbent). Newly appointed MCC assistant sec-
retary to Latin America and the Caribbean.

Elect 1

•Levina Smucker Huber, Leola, Pa. Commu-
nity Church of Lancaster, Atlantic Coast Con-
ference. Consultant for Parish Resource
Center. Elder and member of the pastoral

team.
•Ruth Rudy, LaJunta, Colo. Emmanuel con-
gregation, Rocky Mountain Conference. Ele-

mentary teacher. Congregation director of
Christian Education and member Church
Council.

•Elaine M. Stoltzfus, Ages, Ky. Harlan Men-
nonite Fellowship, General Board Affiliated

congregation. Health educator, Clover Fork
Clinic.

Elect 1

•John B. Shenk, East Petersburg, Pa. (first

term incumbent). East Petersburg congrega-
tion, Lancaster Conference. Administrator,
Brotherly Aid Plan of Lancaster Conference.
Member congregational pastoral team.
•Gerald C. Studer, Lansdale, Pa. Plains con-
gregation, Franconia Conference. Pastor and
conference overseer.

Affirm 1

•Patricia A. Young, Peoria, 111. Bethel con-
gregation, Illinois Conference. Professor of

English, Bradley University. Congregational
work in Sunday school, Wayfarers, and MYF.

the video curriculum that has people talking

Following Cod's Call
Try something new. Start youi

Sunday School class or small

group discussion with a five-

minute segment of a contem-

porary faith experience from

an All God's People video. ,

Launch into a lesson that

encourages discipleship,

community involvement

...and group discussion.

13-week curriculum available pom:

Mennonite Board ofMissions
Media Ministries

1251 Virginia Avenue
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
800-999-3534

Mennonite Publishing House
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683
412-887-8500
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep

them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Phil Richard, Mennonite Board of

Missions, Elkhart, Ind.

The pie graph on page 423 of the June
13 issue showing expenditures of MBM
funds wrongly identifies all the expendi-

tures as North American ministries only.

It does not properly show expenditures

for overseas and certain other ministries.

Please publish the correct graph.

Editor's response: Here follows the

correct graph.

Total MBM budget FYE 1-31-90 - $8,186,000

Fund-raflBh^^V OVERSEAS
(3%) MINISTRIES

Church planting

Service
Ministries
<14«»)

NORTH AMERICAN MINISTRIES

Media Ministries

Evangelism am) & Choke Books
Church (22%)

•Development
(13%)

EXPENDITURES

Vernon Myers, Oxford, Pa.
I would like to express my appreciation

for your editorial entitled "Boycott
Booze" (June 6). I stand with you in your
call to "simply boycott alcoholic bever-

ages." One suggestion I might make. I'm

not at all sure we need to raise all the

arguments people might suggest opposing
your position. It sounds too apologetic.

The evidence continues to accumulate
which makes defense of alcohol use in-

creasingly difficult to defend. Let's stop

apologizing for a position of total ab-

stinence. I don't think it is "too much to

ask of the Christian community."
For a church which speaks of being

"light to our communities" how often we
"lurk amidst the shadows" on an issue

such as alcohol use. It may be that the

government and society at large are "get-

ting out," but I am afraid the church
instead of taking the lead will choose only

to follow "afar off."

Milo D. Stahl,

Ocho Rios, St. Ann, Jamaica, W.I.
I appreciate the way in which you of

the Gospel Herald staff are working dili-

gently to help us as sisters and brothers
in the church to hear each other and to
grow up "in Christ." Especially that you
keep at the task and also become learners
with us regardless of the criticisms you

receive.

The controversy over C. Norman
Kraus's book, Jesus Christ Our Lord is as

good as any on which to make a few com-
ments. My few years in the Jamaica
church and society may have sharpened
some of these insights:

1. God created us for relationship, to

each other and to God (Gen. 1:26-27; and
2:18-25). This is also the reason Jesus

came to this earth (1 Tim. 2:5). It is also

what is most important for us to teach

and live according to Jesus (Mark 12:30-

31).

2. When a brother or sister writes or

speaks from the perspective of his or her

walk with and commitment to Jesus and
tries to help others to a growing, loving,

and obedient relationship to Jesus or a
growing and caring relationship with one
another that person is not a heretic.

3. The real heresy in the church is to be-

come more concerned about words than
relationships. John, the beloved disciple,

says that the Word became flesh. We also

need to be more concerned about fleshing
out truth, "walking in the way of right-

eousness," than merely "knowing the

meaning of something."

Monty Ledford, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Paton Yoder in "A question for today"

(May 30) hit the nail right on the head:

Christology is not just one issue among
others that the church must deal with. It

is the central issue; in a way, it is the only

issue.

Norman Kraus stated in the Feb. 28

Gospel Herald: "I believe that Christ as

'the Word' was and is eternally and es-

sentially deity." This sounds good and
maybe is good if it includes "Yes" an-

swers to the following questions:

(1) Is the "I" of the earthly Jesus the

same "I" of the pre- existent Word?
(2) Is the "I" of the eternal Word a dif-

ferent "I" from the Father (to whom he

always and eternally can say "you")?

(3) Is the distinct Word worthy of all

the worship that goes to the Father?
Anything less or other than this is not

true Christianity.

Greg Newswanger, Goshen, Ind.
I, like Jacob Tice ("Hear, Hear!" May

16), am sensitive to how we as U.S.ers
identify ourselves. My awareness has
been made more acute due to the time I

have spent in Central America. Now,
when the word "American" is used when
referring to citizens of the United States,

little warning flags are triggered in my
mind.

In my own writing and speech I tend to

use the phrase "U.S. citizen" where others
would use "American." Another option

which I have used is the word "U.S.er."

Neither of these options is particularly

eloquent, but when referring to people

from the United States, U.S. citizen and
U.S.er are more specific than American
and raise appreciative—not warning-
flags for me.

Janet Weidman, Lewisburg, Pa.
In response to the May 9 news article

concerning the pro-abortion marching
Mennonites, I would like to say that I am
confused with their positions.

These pro-right-not-to-have-a-baby
Mennonites undoubtedly hold a staunch

stand against participating in combat in

violation of "deeply held religious be-

liefs," and yet they'll march in Wash-
ington and wave banners applauding the

right to go to war and inflict pain and
death upon the voiceless human beings in

the security of their mother's wombs us-

ing needles, concentrated salt solution,

prostaglandin, crushing forceps, sharp
scraping instruments, suction machines,

and knives. Lord have mercy!
The mutilated infant is not the only one

who suffers. Studies show that most
women who choose this route suffer emo-
tional trauma years after they have an
abortion. Surely the Lord, and I hope the

church, offers forgiveness full and free to

these women, but the scars of a mis-

guided, uninformed decision are there for

a lifetime.

Perhaps the pro-right-not-to-protect-

unborn-babies group would sing a dif-

ferent tune if suddenly the United States

government would decide that their lives

weren't worth protecting either and allow

murderers and criminals of every de-

scription to roam the streets.

Katherine Hallman, Kansas City, Mo.
I'd like to hear some response from

those of you who work with women who
have needed abortions: the homeless, the

poor, women with 5 or 6 children already

who can't face another pregnancy. I'd like

to hear from women who've been in this

position themselves, who simply could

not face another nine months of this

experience.

Here in Kansas City, 203 People of
Faith for Choice had the courage to sign

their names to be published in the K. C.

Star. These were listed according to de-

nomination and their names were there

for others of their faith to see.

I'm familiar with a few of these names
because they are individuals who are in-

volved in work with the homeless shelters

or shelters for abused and battered

women. They know that there are times

when an abortion is the only answer to a

no-win situation.
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Mennoscope
"Forgiveness and Reconciliation as a Way
to Unity in the People of God" is the theme
chosen for the second Latin American Men-
nonite Consultation, to be held in Montevideo
Nov. 29-Dec. 3. The first such regionwide
consultation in this series took place in 1986 in

Guatemala and drew participants from 18 na-

tions.

The Southwest Mennonite Conference held
its 41st annual assembly in Los Angeles,
Calif., on May 26-29, 1989. The assembly was
hosted jointly by Family Mennonite Church
and Calvary Christian Fellowship. During the
conference assembly a young man, an itinerant
chemist by profession, attended several of the
sessions. While experiencing the fellowship
and hearing the testimonies of the Lord's
work, he committed his life to Jesus Christ.

Mennonite Disabilities Committee is con-
structing new facilities. They are two dup-
lexes and an addition to an existing home.
Three disabled and four nondisabled adults
will live as a Christian family in each of two
homes. The other home will provide short-term
or respite care for families with a disabled
family member. Mennonite Disabilities Com-
mittee serves northern Indiana and southern
Michigan.

Grace Brunner was ordained to the ministry
on Sunday, June 4, at Beech Mennonite
Church, Louisville, Ohio. Grace has been
serving in the congregation as licensed associ-
ate pastor of the congregation for the past two
years. She will continue in that position along
with her husband, Paul Brunner, who is pastor
of the congregation.

Pastoral transitions
•Mark Akers has succeeded Addona Nissley as
the pastor of the Christiansburg (Va.) Men-
nonite Fellowship.

•Steve Slagel was licensed as minister of youth
and Leon Kaufman was installed as interim
pastor at Shore Mennonite Church, Ship-
shewana, Ind.

•Paul Groff became the lay leader of Shalom
Mennonite Congregation, Harrisonburg, Va.,

on June 1. He succeeds Chris Gill and Nancy
Yoder, both of whom are leaving for further
study.

•Glenn Martin became pastor of Gilead Men-
nonite Church, Chesterville, Ohio, in January.
He succeeded Murray Krabill.

New appointments
•Mary Lou Cummings of Quakertown, Pa., has
become editor of Franconia Conference News
succeeding Virginia G. Schlabach. Schlabach
continues as half-time coordinator of mission
information services for Franconia Mennonite
Conference.

Church-related job openings:
•Associate in copying and printing, 12-month
full-time associate in servanthood position
open immediately. Responsibilities include as-
sisting in all facets of production in the Copy-
ing and Printing department of Eastern Men-
nonite College and Seminary, including the
operation of printing presses, photocopiers,
and other equipment. Contact Personnel Of-
fice, EMC&S, Harrisonburg, VA 22801.
•Menno Haven Camp and Retreat Center is

seeking a hands on food service director and a
maintenance/hosting position (preferably a
couple). Housing would be supplied on the
grounds. Contact Rod Detweiler at Menno

Haven, R.R. 1, Box 94, Tiskilwa, IL 61368-
9710, or call 815-646-4344.

•Industrial Arts teacher, Shalom Christian
Academy, Chambersburg, Pa., starting in Au-
gust 1989. Send resume and inquiries to Darrel
Baer, Shalom Christian Academy, 126 Social
Island Road, Chambersburg, PA 17201. Phone
717-375-2223.

•Greenwood Mennonite School, Greenwood,
Del., needs an administrator for grades K
through 12, and a high school science-math
teacher. Phone 302-349-4131. If no answer, call
302-422-4999.

•Adriel School, West Liberty, Ohio, needs a
married couple to serve as teaching parents
with youth ages 12-18 who have learning and
behavior problems. Phone Melissa Hannah
513-465-0010, 8:00-4:30 p.m., Mon-Fri., or write
Adriel School, Box 188, West Liberty, OH
43357.

•Ephrata (Pa.) Mennonite School needs a kin-
dergarten and junior high science/Bible teach-
er. Contact David Sauder at 598 Stevens Road,
Ephrata, PA 17522. Phone: 717-738-4266 or
717-859-1344.

•Grants Pass Mennonite Church in southern
Oregon has begun a voluntary service unit and
needs persons for these positions: a respite
care worker, home health care worker, and a
male for janitorial duties (maintenance) in a
local Christian school. Contact Dennis Stutz-
man, pastor, 2600 New Hope Road, Grants
Pass, OR 97527. Phone 503-479-7391.

•Teacher, Penn View Christian School, Souder-
ton, Pa., starting this fall. Needed is a male
physical education teacher. Contact Kay Pred-
more at the school, 420 Cowpath Rd.,

Souderton, PA 18964; phone 215-723-1196.

•Live-in house managers, Kings View Center,

Reedley, Calif. Needed is a married couple to

manage a six-bed residential care home for

adults with psychiatric disorders. Send resume
to George Koumaras at Kings View Center,

42675 Road 44, Reedley, CA 93654.

Upcoming events
•Sixty-second annual Hertzler-Hartzler re-

union at Camp Hebron, Halifax, Pa., July 15.

Provide your own lunch. For more information
contact Jacob H. Musser, R.D. 1, Box 102, East
Earl, PA 17519.

•Conference on Contemporary Issues, July 20-

22, at Elizabethtown (Pa.) College. No registra-

tion fee. For information call John Hostetler at
717-367-1151.

•Credit Union Retreat, Sept. 8-10, in Waterloo,
Ont. The third annual event is sponsored by
the Association of Mennonite Credit Unions. It

is for anyone throughout North America who
is interested in the credit union idea—a con-
temporary approach to mutual aid. More in-

formation from Mennonite Credit Union at 200
Weber St. North, Waterloo, ON N2J 3H4;
phone 519-746-1010.

Pontius' Puddle

•CPS Unit 138 Reunion, Sept. 9, at Clinton
Christian School, Goshen, Ind. This is for
conscientious objectors who were assigned to
Unit 138 of Civilian Public Service near Mal-
colm, Nebr., during World War II. More in-

formation from Vernon Miller at 27727 CR 36,
Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-862-2748.

•Conference on Menno Simons, Mar. 23-24,
1990, at Eastern Mennonite College, Harri-
sonburg, Va.

New resources
An introductory sampler of hymns to be

used in the new hymnal is now available. The
sampler has about 120 hymns and will be used
during the worship services at Normal 89, the
joint conference of the General Conference
Mennonite Church and the Mennonite Church.
Copies may be purchased for $3.25 U.S. or
rented for 25 cents per copy (minimum $2 fee)

from Faith and Life Press, Box 347, Newton,
KS 67114.

Change of address: WillardM. Swartley from
E. Haven, Ct, to 307 E. Lusher, Elkhart, IN
46517. Glenn H. Martin from Orrville, Ohio, to
7472 St. Rt. 314, Lexington, OH 44904. Phone:
419-362-6681. Norman D. Kauffman from Elk-
ton, Va., to 420 Bachelor Grade Road,
Kalispell, MT 59901.

New members
Whitestone, Hesston, Kans.: Greg Sawin,

Chad Krehbiel, and Joel Kauffman.
East Chestnut Street, Lancaster, Pa.:

Dawn Gochnauer, Karen Gochnauer, and Ja-
nine Rohrer.

Summit, Barberton, Ohio: Aaron Greaser
and Leif Helmuth.
Bancroft, Toledo, Ohio: Darren Rupp and

John Lauback.
Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio: Don and Doris

Miller by confession of faith.

Finland, Pennsburg, Pa.: Mary Jane
Moyer and Richard Moyer by confession of
faith.

Hickory, N.C.: Helen Herman and Angela
Horton.

Carpenter Park, Holsopple, Pa.: Susan
Miller, Douglas Miller, and Mistee Moore.
Souderton, Pa.: Rebecca Alderfer, Bryan

Hunsberger, Jeff Sensenig, Linda McManus,
Jessica Derstine, Tina Pettit, and Delores
Johnson.
Blooming Glen, Pa.: Lynnette Detweiler,

Gary Delp, Clarke Goshow, Jim and Sharon
Hunsberger, Philip Landes, Steven Landes,
Bradley Nace, Robert Schilling, and William
Sigmans.
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Bethel, Wayland, Iowa: Josh Hershberger,
Tara Hershberger, J. B. Hochstetler, Aaron
Kremer, Jarad Kremer, Angie Leichty, Jen-
nifer Leichty, Malinda Leichty, Jeff Roth, Jen-
nifer Roth, Alicia Wenger, Jeff Wenger, Seth
Wenger, and Teresa Wenger

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Boese, Gary and Marlene (Diener), Hesston,
Kans., second child, first daughter, Heide Ann,
June 6.

Dison, Thomas and Valerie (Migit), Pekin,
111., second son, Edward Robert, Mar. 26.

Erb, Jim and Jan (Swartz), Hesston, Kans.,
second child, first daughter, Abby Elizabeth,
June 6.

Erb, Lavern and Doreen, Millbank, Ont,
third child, second daughter, Alison Sarah,
Feb. 25.

Freeman, Willis and Eileen (Cressman),
Drayton, Ont., second child, first daughter,
Julia Christina, May 21.

Good, Linford and Beth Ann (Petersheim),
Mount Joy, Pa., first child, Rachel Elise, May
23.

Harris, Wade and Eunice, Sarasota, Fla.,

first child, Taylore Lauren, June 3.

Heinrich, Donald and Penny (Hadden),
Sarasota, Fla., first daughter, Joy Elizabeth,
Apr. 11.

Horner, Steven and Judy (Hindahl), Morton,
111., fourth child, second son, Isaac Donald,
Feb. 17.

Householter, Bob and Leslie (Fitch),
Morton, 111., first child, Laurel Jean, June 6.

Janzen, John and Michele, Hesston, Kans.,
second son, Benjamin Luke, June 6.

Kanagy, Tim and Rose Lee (Good), Mt.
Gilead, Ohio, first child, Christopher Andrew,
May 19.

Lamprecht, Brad and Lisa (Wilson),
Morton, 111., first child, Hannah Marie, Mar. 3.

Lange, Tim and Bonnie (Gamber), Arch-
bold, Ohio, first child, Joel Timothy, June 13.

Leis, Murry and Marilyn Rose, Wellesley,
Ont., Shannon Catherine, May 5.

Landis, David M. and Lisa (Guntz), Red
Hill, Pa., first child, Karlton David, June 3.

Martin, Dwight and Ruth Ann (Keens),
Mount Joy, Pa., second child, first daughter,
Lindsay Anne, May 19.

Martin, Manasseh and Gleta (Martin), Hay-
ward, Wis., fourth child, third son, Clinton
Alexander Jeryl, Feb. 21.

Martin, Melvin and Rosalie (Smith), Lititz,

Pa., second child, first son, Justin Ray, June
12.

Mast, Norman D. and Miriam E. (Miller),
Middlebury, Ind., third child, second son, Aus-
tin Jay, May 28.

Miller, James and Wanda (Schrock), Sara-
sota, Fla., first child, Lauren Jill, May 16.

Miller, John and Roxanne (Erb), Hesston,
Kans., third daughter, Rhonda Marie, May 25.

Nafziger, Dan and Evie (Hartman), Iowa
City, Iowa, second child, first son, Lucas Jay,
June 1.

Nafziger, Wayne and Rosanne (Ruby),
Brunner, Ont., first child, Craig Allan Joseph,
May 27.

Pavlik, Dave and Lou Ann (Roan), Morton,
III, third child, first son, Trenton David, Jan.
11.

Schmucker, Wesley and Kris (Miller), Mil-
lersburg, Ohio, second child, first daughter,
Laura Kristine, June 1.

Canning for the hungry. "In the name
of Christ" motivated 600 persons to help

with canning recently in Mifflin County,

Pa. Nearly 90 cows and the equivalent of

75 hogs were canned as food for relief. A.

J. Peachey and Sons gave the space for

operating the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee canner. Volunteers came from all

over the state and represented a dozen

different denominations. They worked
together to produce over 18,000 cans of

meat and broth. Pictured is Paul Yoder
of Belleville. Central Pennsylvania

World Hunger Association is the

sponsoring agency that distributes about

8 percent of the canned meat locally and
sends the rest throughout the world

through MCC and Church World
Service. During its 15-year history, well

over 200,000 cans of meat and broth have

gone for world hunger.

—A della Brimk Kmiagy

Schneck, Jim and Rosalee (Diffenbach),
Orrville, Ohio, fourth child, second daughter,
Catrina Rose, June 12.

Shenk, Rodney and Salena (Brown), Sara-
sota. Fla.. first child, Ian Lee, May 29.

Shoemaker, Gerald and Shirley (Freeman),
Elora, Ont., second child, first son, Steven
Brent; born on Aug. 10, 1987; received for
adoption on May 25.

Short, Rodney and Brenda (Nofziger), Fay-
ette, Ohio, second daughter, Clarissa Leigh,
May 26.

Sieber, Dan and Annette (Wedel), Hesston,
Kans., fourth son, Joseph Aaron, Mar. 25.

Sitler, Raymond and Laurie (Marsh), Cam-
rose, Alta., second child, first daughter, Eliza-
beth Amanda Jane, May 16.

Stoltzfoos, Gideon and Betty (Schrock),

Gordonville, Pa., first child, Joshua Lee, May 29.

Veemara, Viengkham and Vien, Kidron,
Ohio, second son, Kenny, Apr. 7.

Weaver, Danny and Donna (Nauman), Sara-
sota, Fla., third child, first son, Justin Gre-
gory, May 29.

Wenger, Dale and Sharon (Johnson), Har-
risonburg, Va., first child, Melissa Diane
Wenger, June 8.

Wirick, Neil and Peggy (Hostetler), Cable,
Ohio, third son, Daniel Warren, June 6.

Woolner, Peter and Catherine (Brooks),
Kitchener, Ont., third child, first son, Steven
Peter, June 12.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six- month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald " if th e address is supplied.

Auker-Finkbiner. Daniel Auker, Mif-
flintown, Pa., and Brenda Finkbiner, McAlis-
terville, Pa., both of Lost Creek cong., by Roy
L. Brubaker, June 3.

Bitting-Emmerson. David Bitting, Shef-
field, 111., Willow Springs cong., and Jane Em-
merson, Sheffield, 111., Catholic Church, by
Paul Meismer and Brad Faler, Apr. 29.

Blosser-Schult. Terry Blosser, Wauseon,
Ohio, North Clinton cong., and Cindy Schult,
Archbold, Ohio, by Earl Stuckey, May 6.

Dang-Syravong. Thanh Dang, Sacramento,
Calif., and Charlene Syravong, Sacramento,
Calif., Bethany cong., by John Willems, June 3.

Driver-Stopher. Woodrow Driver, Harri-
sonburg, Va., Harrisonburg cong., and Regina
Stopher, Harrisonburg, Va., Shore cong.
(Shipshewana, Ind.), by Wayne North, June 3.

Eigsti-Zantzi. Mark Eigsti, Morton, 111.,

Trinity cong., and Pam Zantzi,
,
Nebr.,

Apr. 1.

Eshleman-Nilsen. Curtis Robert Eshleman
and Brigetta Grier Nilsen, both of Grace
Brethren cong., Lynchburg, Va., by Harold G.
Eshleman, grandfather of the groom, May 27.

Fenton-Wyse. Joe Fenton, Hesston, Kans.,
Pea Ridge cong., and Annette Wyse, Hesston,
Kans., Lockport cong., by Allen Rutter and
Keith Leinbach, June 10.

Hess-Lydick. Raymond E. Hess, Jr., Har-
leysville, Pa., and Susan D. Lydick, Souderton,
Pa., both of Covenant Community Fellowship,
by Earl Anders, June 10.

Kilmer-Miller. Brian Kilmer, Middlebury,
Ind., Shore cong., and Robin Miller, New Paris,

Ind., First Brethren cong., by Paul Tinkle,

June 10.

Leverknight-Horner. Alan Leverknight,
Hollsopple, Pa., and Trish Horner, Boswell,
Pa., both of Blough cong., by David Mishler,
June 10.

Martin-Peifer. Bryan Martin, Harri-
sonburg, Va., Ephrata (Pa.) cong., and Andrea
Peifer, Hagerstown, Md., Hebron cong., by J.

Elvin Martin, June 3.

McKellar-Wiebe. Glenn McKellar, and
Anita Wiebe, both of Brantford, Ont., Brant-
ford cong., by Rod and Doris Weber, May 26.

Metzger-Mayo. Doug Metzger, Elmira,
Ont., and Valerie Mayo, Waterloo, Ont., both
of Floradale cong., by J. Lester Kehl, June 10.

Parson-Yoder. William Parson and Beth
Yoder, both of Lancaster, Pa., Forest Hills

cong., by Mark Wenger, July 1.

Ropp-Springer. Greg Ropp, Albany, Oreg.,

Baptist Church, and Cheryl Springer, Say-
brook, 111., East Bend cong., by Millard
Osborne, June 10.
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Saner-Glick. John A. Saner, Mifflin, Pa.,

Delaware cong., and Donna M. Glick, Mif-

flintown, Pa., Lost Creek cong., by Raymond
Lauver, May 20.

Short-Shetterby. Randall J. Short, Arch-
bold, Ohio, Tedrow cong., and Debra Renee
Shetterby, Millersburg, Pa., Brethren in Christ
Church, by Edwin Kessler, June 3.

Stauffer-Hadley. Russell Stauffer, Freder-
icktown, Ohio, and Rose Hadley, Mt. Gilead,

Ohio, both of Gilead cong., by Glenn Martin
and Murray Krabill, June 3.

Stoltzfus-Kauffman. Paul Stoltzfus, Jr.,

and Mary Ann Kauffman, both of Ronks, Pa.,

Paradise cong., by Harold Book and Fred
Martin, May 20.

Stuckey-Stoetzel. Greg Stuckey and Kathy
Stoetzel, both of Morton, 111., Trinity cong., by
Edward King, Feb. 25.

Troyer-Stutzman. Thomas Troyer, Hart-
ville, Ohio, and Sandra Stutzman, Hartville,

Ohio, Hartville cong., by Richard F. Ross and
Lee Ressler, May 20.

Wedel-Hochstetler. Patrick Wedel, White-
stone cong., Hesston, Kans., and Sara
Hochstetler, West Union cong., Parnell, Iowa,

by Ronald Guengerich, June 3.

Obituaries

Amstutz, Alldine Nussbaum, daughter of

Jacob and Anne (Neuenschwander) Nussbaum,
was born at Berne, Ind., Sept. 19, 1899; died at

the Brenn-Field Nursing Home, Orrville, Ohio,

aged 89. On Nov. 22, 1923, she was married to

Mose Amstutz, who died on Aug. 16, 1960. Sur-
viving are one son (Vilas), 3 daughters (Esther
Steiner, Irene, and Lila Smucker), 7 grand-
children, 7 great-grandchildren, and one sister

(Martha Hofstetter). She was preceded in

death by one son (Paul George), 7 brothers, and
4 sisters. She was a member of Kidron Men-
nonite Church, where memorial services were
held on June 9, in charge of Bill Detweiler and
Glenn Steiner; interment in the church ceme-
tery.

Atwater, Freeda Miller, son of Harry and
Edith (Wiler) Miller, was born on Dec. 26, 1903;

died on June 3, 1979; aged 85. On May 1, 1925,

she was married to Maynard Atwater, who
died on Oct. 25, 1988. Surviving are 2 sons
(Maurice and Mark), 5 daughters (Margaret
Miller, Madonna Price, Martha Lou Neff, Mar-
jorie Bixler, and Marilyn Emmert), and one
sister (Lucille Miller). She was a member of

Shore Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on June 6, in charge of William
Hooley and Leon Kaufman.
Brubaker, J. Marvin, son of Paris O. and

Maria (Brumbach) Brubaker, was born in

Mount Joy Twp., Pa., Apr. 29, 1934; died on
May 20, 1989; aged 55. On Feb. 5, 1955, he was
married to Doris Rohrer, who survives. Also
surviving are 2 sons (Jay M. and Kevin R.), one
daughter (Suzanne Diem), and 2 grandchil-

dren. He was preceded in death by 2 sisters. He
was a member of Erisman Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on May 23, in

charge of Norman G. Shenk, Andrew Miller,

and Ernest E. Mummau; interment in

Erisman Mennonite Cemetery.
Coffman, Ruth, daughter of Daniel H. and

Sarah Coffman, was born in Elkhart, Ind.,

Apr. 28, 1901; died at Goshen, Ind., June 8,

1989; aged 88. She was preceded in death by 7

sisters and 3 brothers. She was a member of

Prairie Street Mennonite Church. Funeral ser-

vices were held at Yoder Culp Funeral Home
on June 10, in charge of Dorsa J. Mishler and

Russell Krabill; interment in Clinton Brick
Cemetery.
Hooley, Minerva Hershberger, daughter of

Noah L. and Hettie (Welty) Hershberger, was
born at Aurora, Oreg., Nov. 28, 1900; died at
Oregon City, Oreg., June 10, 1989; aged 88. On
Sept. 14, 1919, she was married to Simon
Hochstetler, who died in 1947. On Aug. 22,

1963, she was married to Alvin Hooley, who
died on July 30, 1979. Surviving are one son
(Marion Hochstetler) and 3 grandchildren. She
was a member of Zion Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on June 13, in

charge of Richard Stoltzfus and Maynard
Headings; interment in Hopewell Mennonite
Church.

Mininger, Paul N., son of Isaiah F. and
Emma (Nice) Mininger, was born at Hatfield,
Pa., Aug. 30, 1927; died at Grand View Hos-
pital, Sellersville, Pa., June 5, 1989; aged 61. On
Aug. 6, 1949, he was married to Elva Bergey,
who survives. Also surviving are 3 daughters
(Janet B. Alderfer, Carol Ann Landis, and
Loreen B. Hoover), 6 grandchildren, and one
brother (Vernon N.). He was a member of
Franconia Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on June 8, in charge of John
L. Derstine, Paul M. Lederach, and Floyd M.
Hackman; interment in Franconia Mennonite
Cemetery.
Moyer, Lizzie M. Stover, daughter of Mil-

ton and Amanda (Moyer) Stover, was born in

Dublin, Pa., Feb. 25, 1904; died at Hanover,
Pa., June 7, 1989; aged 85. She was married to

G. Stanley Moyer, who died on May 8, 1987.

Surviving are one daughter (Laura S. Moyer), 2

grandchildren, and one sister (Sadie Moyer).
She was a member of Blooming Glen Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on June 12, in charge of Robert L.

Shreiner, Truman H. Brunk, and David F.

Derstine; interment in Blooming Glen Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Sauder, Gerald, son of Lewis and Erma
(Martin) Sauder, was born on Jan. 1, 1952; died

in a plane crash at Whitefish, Ont, June 1,

1989; aged 37. On Nov. 20, 1976, he was mar-
ried to Evelyn Eby, who survives. Also surviv-

ing are 2 daughters (Wendy and Judy), his

parents (Lewis and Mabel), 3 sisters (Kathy
Lipnicki, Renee Sauder, and Bev Hillcoat), and
4 stepsisters (Bonnie, Gail, Gwen, and Darcy
Snyder). He was preceded in death by his

mother. He was a member of St. Jacobs Men-
nonite Church. Memorial services were held at

Espanola United Church on June 3 and at St.

Jacobs Mennonite Church on June 5, in charge
of Sue Steiner and Richard Yordy; interment
in St. Jacobs Cemetery.

Schultz, Beatrice Schultz, daughter of

Samuel L. and Annie (Leis) Schultz, was born
in N. Easthope Twp., Ont., Apr. 12, 1913; died

at St. Marys Hospital, Kitchener, Ont., June 2,

1989; aged 76. On June 11, 1935, she was mar-
ried to Samuel N. Schultz, who survives. Also
surviving are 3 sons (Ronald, Dennis, and
Duane), one daughter (Florence Kehl), 10

grandchildren, and one great-grandson. He
was a member of Maple View Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
June 5, in charge of Victor Dorsch and Amsey
Martin; interment in Maple View Cemetery.
Smoker, Sadie Mae Smoker was born at

Christiana, Pa., Nov. 13, 1893; died on May 3,

1989; aged 95. On Dec. 31, 1916, she was mar-
ried to Daniel M. Smoker, who died on Sept. 11,

1960. Surviving are 4 sons (Vernon D., Leroy
D., Dale A., and Donald E.), 4 daughters (Viola

M. Smoker, Miriam L. Byler, Sara E. Stoltzfus,

and Anna G. Stoltzfus), 32 grandchildren, 36

great-grandchildren, 9 great-great-grandchild-

ren, 2 brothers (David and Elam), and 2

stepsisters (Hannah and Alta). She was a

member of Millwood Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held in charge of Reuben
Stoltzfus, Robert Stoltzfus, and Noah Hershey;
interment in the adjoining cemetery.

Snavely, Elam E., son of Phares B. and
Susan (Ebersole) Snavely, was born at Mari-
etta, Pa., July 17, 1906; died at the Mennonite
Home on May 30, 1989; aged 82. On Mar. 28,

1931, he was married to Alice Mae Walter, who
survives. Also surviving are one son (Roy W.),

one daughter (Susan W.), 3 grandchildren, and
3 great-grandchildren. He was a member of

Chestnut Hill Mennonite Church. Funeral ser-

vices were held at Orville Chapel, Mennonite
Home, on June 2, in charge of Ralph Ginder
and Robert Martin; interment in Landisville

Mennonite Cemetery.
Troyer, Gary Allen, son of Clayton and

Ruth (Hershberger) Troyer, was born at Bea-
ver Crossing, Nebr., Sept. 11, 1937; died as a
result of an automobile accident at Warren,
Pa., Apr. 21, 1989; aged 51. He was married to

Kathryn , who survives. Also surviving
are his mother, 2 sons (Scott Allen and James
Clayton), one stepdaughter (Yvonne), 3 sisters

(Nancy Weaver, Marjorie Nofziger, and Shar-
on Miller), and one brother (Keith). He was a
member of Beaver Dam Mennonite Church,
where memorial services were held on Apr. 24,

in charge of Herman Myers and Dale Francis;

interment in Riverside Cemetery.
Wenger, Raymond, son of John R. and

Katie (Christner) Wenger, was born at Way-
land, Iowa, Aug. 23, 1907; died of cancer at

Henry County Health Center, Mt. Pleasant,

Iowa, May 29, 1989; aged 81. On Dec. 31, 1931,

he was married to Mary Widmer, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are 3 sons (John, James,
and Paul), 9 grandchildren, 2 brothers (Ira and
Harold), and one sister (Barbara Unternahrer).
He was a member of Sugar Creek Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
June 2, in charge of Dean Swartzendruber;
interment in Sugar Creek Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Indiana-Michigan Conference annual meeting, Sturgis, Mich.,

July 6-8

Allegheny Conference annual meeting, Laurelville, Pa., July 6-

9

Hesston College board of overseers, Los Angeles, Calif., July 7-

8 • i
Worldwide Missionary Conference, Lancaster, Pa., July 8-9

Virginia Conference annual assembly, Harrisonburg, Va„ July
12-16

South Central Conference annual meeting, Hesston, Kans.,

July 14-16

Afro-American Mennonite Association assembly, Peoria, 111.,

July 28-30

Mennonite Church General Board, Normal, 111., July 31

Mennonite Church Nominating Committee, Normal, 111., July

31

Hispanic Executive Board, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-5

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Chicago, 111., Aug.
10- 11

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Aug. 11-12

Conservative Conference annual meeting, Belleville, Pa., Aug.
11- 13

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual meeting, Kalona, Iowa,

Aug. 18-20

Franklin Conference session, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 19

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting,

Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,

Lowville, N.Y.,Oct. 14

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-
ing, Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Credits
Cover-story design by David Hiebert; photo on p. 486 by Jim
Bishop; p. 488 by Lowell Swartley.
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Bible needs to be more 'user friendly,'

pollster says
Christian leaders need to consider ways

to make the Bible more "user friendly" if

the majority of Americans who do not
read it are to begin, says pollster George
Barna, president of Barna Research
Group in Glendale, Calif. He made the

comment in response to the findings of a
new survey his organization recently

completed. It found that although 73 per-

cent agreed that "it is important for

people to read the Bible," 57 percent don't

read it except at church services.

The survey also found that 31 percent

of the respondents said that "the Bible is

too difficult to understand." That affir-

mation was made by 24 percent of those

who said they read the Bible and 16 per-

cent of those who said they read it six or

seven days out of every week. "Many
people see the Bible as this great book full

of wisdom and teaching, and therefore

they feel positively toward it," Barna
said. "However, there is a dramatic dif-

ference between positive feelings and ac-

tive response. Many people, even Bible

readers, do not see the Scriptures as

containing instruction and answers that

deal with the everyday problems they
face."

Noted fundamentalist pastor denies

charges of impropriety

Jack Hyles of Hammond, Ind., whom
fundamentalists have hailed for years as

pastor of the world's largest Sunday
school, is defending himself against accu-

sations of questionable behavior and
teaching that were made in an influential

fundamentalist newspaper. Before a

crowd of 5,000 in his First Baptist Church
of Hammond, he declared, "You're look-

ing at the purest man you'll ever meet in

your life."

The recent article in The Biblical Evan-
gelist, published in Ingleside, Tex., was
headlined "The Saddest Story We Ever
Published." It charged that Hyles has

spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on

a "mistress" who is the wife of a former

deacon of his church, that once a week he

goes to the mausoleum where his moth-
er's remains are interred and "prays to

her," and that he continually "brags that

if he fails, fundamentalism will fail."

In making the charges against Hyles,

editor Robert Sumner stressed that "good

men have tried to face Hyles with these

serious problems. Several prominent fun-

damentalist ministers have inde-

pendently written Dr. Hyles about them

and asked to meet with him. He does not

answer their communication. I offered

Dr. Hyles an opportunity to include an
additional disclaimer in this article but
received no response. No one has been
able to do anything."

Report blasts trustees and president

of Southeastern Seminary
A report published by the American

Association of University Professors has
accused the board of trustees of South-

eastern Baptist Theological Seminary of

violating standards of both the seminary
and AAUP in its quest to move the school

in a more conservative direction.

In an 11-page report, AAUP's Commit-
tee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
says that "academic freedom at South-

eastern has been placed in peril by a

series of actions taken and statements
made by its trustees and president." The
report could prompt AAUP to vote to for-

mally censure Southeastern.

Southeastern, located in Wake Forest,

N.C., has been in turmoil since October

1987, when conservatives gained control

of the trustee board and President Ran-
dall Lolley and other key administrators

resigned to protest their policies.

Four-way baptism makes ecumenical
history in California

Ecumenical history was made at the

Roman Catholic Cathedral of the Holy
Sacrament recently in Sacramento,
Calif., as children from the Catholic,

Episcopal, Lutheran, and Orthodox tradi-

tions were baptized in a joint ceremony.
Officials of the four participating de-

nominations said the 90-minute service

was the first such event since the Protes-

tant Reformation of the 16th century.

"Here on this special day we are one
family, part of the extended family of all

believers," said Kathleen Segerhammer
Hurty, an ecumenical officer of the Na-
tional Council of Churches, who preached
the homily.

Albania is worst offender of religious

rights, says human rights group
Albania, the homeland of Mother Tere-

sa and one-time haven for persecuted re-

ligious minorities, is described in a new
human rights study as the world's worst
abuser of religious liberty. "There is abso-

lutely no institutionally sponsored public

expression of faith of any kind in Albania
today," reports Puebla Institute, a

private human rights monitoring group
in Washington.
According to the report, friends and

family members in the small country on

the Balkan Peninsula are encouraged to

spy on each other as part of the campaign
against religion, the few remaining clergy

are afraid to conduct even secret religious

services, and many of those who try to

practice their faith have disappeared or

are in prison.

Despite all this, the report says re-

ligious ceremonies survive in the secrecy

of the Albanian family. And, the com-
munist nation has begun to cautiously

open up to the West, stirring hopes of

some liberalization in the future. As the

winds of reform have blown through
much of Eastern Europe, Albania has
kept to a hardline Stalinism. Just 50
miles across the Adriatic Sea from Italy,

Albania remains a closed society, with its

population of 3 million largely isolated

from the outside world.

Boston Catholics told to withdraw
children from AIDS program

Cardinal Bernard Law of Boston has
urged parents to remove their children

from a federally funded AIDS education
program in the city's schools. Instead,

Law offered all parents an alternative

program based on a sex-education cur-

riculum developed over the last eight

years in Boston's Catholic schools. The
cardinal's objections to the presentation

of information about condoms and ado-

lescent sexual activity drew mild opposi-

tion from other religious leaders in

Boston.

North, South Korean church leaders
agree to work for national reunification

North and South Korean church
leaders met in suburban Washington,
D.C., and agreed that Christians on both
sides of the 38th Parallel ought to work
for reunification of the Korean peninsula.

Ten million Koreans have been forced to

live apart from their families since 1945.

In a symbolic ceremony, General Sec-

retary Ko Gi Jun of (North) Korean
Christians Federation and General
Secretary Kwon Ho Kyung of (South)

Korean National Council of Churches set

fire to opposite ends of a twisted cord,

shook hands, and embraced. The forum
was a conference sponsored by the U.S.

National Council of Churches.
It was the first visit to the U.S. by a

North Korean church delegation. Ko said

his organization represents 10,000 Chris-

tians in North Korea who belong to 500
house churches. Although there are deep
differences between the government and
the church, he said, members "are free to

worship, and we are free to be Christian."

(The only Protestant church building in

North Korea opened just this year.)
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Why is it hard to give generously?
Financial reports are generally specialized

things, of interest to only the few. Tables are not
easy to read and boring.

One financial report that rang a few bells

among Protestants in the U.S. has been a 17-year
comparison between income and the rate of giv-

ing to churches and charities. The study done by
Empty Tomb, Inc., found that members of 31 de-

nominations had $2,511 more money in 1985 after

controlling for inflation and taxes, but gave away
only $49 more. In 1968 their average giving was
3.05 percent of income. By 1985 this had sunk to

2.79 percent.

The Mennonite Church, we may be interested

to note, does not follow the trend. Our total

contributions moved from $388.53 per member to

$584.31, an increase of $195.78 in constant 1982
dollars—from 4.80 percent of income to 5.51. Ten
out of the 31 denominations increased their level

of giving. For the other 21 it declined. Neverthe-
less, as Stanley Kropf has also noted in the June
13 Gospel Herald, our Mennonite giving, on an
average, is not much more than 5 percent. This
compares very favorably with Friends United
Meeting, at 2.69, but not well with Evangelical
Mennonite Conference at 9.99.

As I discussed this with Stanley, we agreed

that the positive trend in our giving is worth not-

ing. Mennonites gave away 7.8 percent of the

extra $2,511. How did this happen? Vision 95 can

be noted as a possible source of influence. Cer-

tainly not, as Stanley observed, our methods of

fund raising. These vary from taking offerings

for causes on the one hand to tightly integrated

budgets on the other. There is no indication that

one method works better than another.

Perhaps we should not carry this comparison of

denominations too far in light of Paul's warning
in 2 Corinthians 10:12 against the danger of
comparing ourselves against others—an in-

constant standard at best. Of more value may be

to consider the dynamics of giving to good causes

and some of the factors that make it difficult to

give as much as we might. What is competing
with the church for our money?
Housing, according to an article in the June

issue of American Demographics. Food and
shelter have traditionally been the biggest items
in our average budget, the article observes. One
hundred years ago food took half the family's

spending. By 1940 it was down to 28 percent and
now only 15. In contrast, housing was 15 percent
in 1890, 28 percent in 1940 and now more than 30

percent. Transportation is another big item: up
from 10 percent in 1940 to 21 percent today.
Clothing has dropped from 12 percent to 5 percent
and medical costs are up only one percent, from 4
to 5.

So if we feel pinched in paying our church
pledge, we may consider that, on an average,
more than half our income goes into housing and
transportation. Anyone who has looked into the
prices of houses and automobiles will not be sur-
prised.

These figures, of course, add up to only 76 per-
cent, leaving nearly lA the average income for

other expenditures. Where is this money going?
Virginia Esch who reflected on the Empty Tomb
study for Quaker Life of the Friends United
Meeting (they of the 2.69 figure) noted that in

1985 people in the U.S. spent $3.5 billion on cut
flowers, $8 billion on pets, and $2.0 billion on
lawn expenses along with $350 million on micro-
wave popcorn.

Esch's observations remind us that we live in

an economy of abundance. Anything we might
want is produced in quantities larger than can be
absorbed by our society. As a result we are bom-
barded on every hand by hucksters seeking for a
cut of that remaining 24 percent!

Esch suggests that members give less to the
church than they would because we have not
"marketed" the church. Being aware of the needs
is indeed one strong motivation for giving. No
doubt that is why a recent study by an organiza-
tion called the Independent Sector found that the
poor give a higher percentage of their income
than the rich. If you are close to the problems you
are more likely to respond.

Another strong motivation is gratitude for

what we have received. I think that it is a
stronger, more consistent motivation than giving
in response to need. This is commended by Paul
in 2 Corinthians 8 where he writes of the Mace-
donians who "first . . . gave themselves to the

Lord" and afterwards gave generously to the
work of the Lord in spite of their poverty.

So, yes Virginia, in some sense we need to

market the church because everyone else is mar-
keting their wares and seeking to get their hands
on the funds. But beyond this can we not share
our joy in the grace of God and remind one
another of how grateful we are for the privilege of

giving willingly to a cause we believe in? Not by
duress as in taxes, but because we have chosen to

do so.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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Madeline and
Alvin Roth are the

recipients of the

1989 Lark Award.

Planting wheat leads to
planting churches
by Feme Burkhardt

A bumblebee is an enigma. Aerodynamically it

should not be able to fly, argues Toronto architect
Paul Roth. "But the bee doesn't know that, so it

flies."

Roth says his father is like that. For 40 years
Alvin Roth has plunged into all kinds of innova-
tive ventures. "When he sees an opportunity to do
something, he just does it," says his son, "and
there is no way he could have done what he did
without the support of my mother."
Among the list of accomplishments are several

new churches. And for those church-planting ef-

forts, Madeline and Alvin Roth have received a

1989 James and Rowena Lark Award from Men-
nonite Board of Missions.

From farm to city. Roths have moved far from
rural Mapleview Mennonite Church in Ontario
and the Amish farm where they settled after

their marriage on June 9, 1939. Geographically
the distance isn't great. One can drive from the
Wellesley area, where Alvin and Madeline grew
up, to London, Ontario, where they now live, in a
little over an hour. But their ideas on how to live

and share one's Christian faith have changed dra-
matically.



It all began one winter day when Alvin went to

Wellesley to sell his milk and stopped off at Ken-
nel's Hall for Bible school. Classes over several

winters led to a clear call to work for the church.
One time Alvin's name was in the "lot" for

minister, but the lot fell to another man.
Alvin's call didn't leave. He and Madeline

pondered how young farmers like themselves
could serve. Should they sell their farm in the
Amish heartland and buy one in a new com-
munity? They wrote to the Ontario Minister of

Agriculture, who replied that farmland was
available in Middlesex County.
The Mission Committee of the Amish (later

Western Ontario Mennonite) conference heard
about Roths' idea. The committee sent a delega-

tion of seven couples to investigate settlement
possibilities near the town of Ailsa Craig, the

area which the government official had
designated. They found a Scottish Presbyterian
community of mostly elderly people with run-

Roths have moved far from the

farm where they settled after their

marriage in 1939.

down farms and vacant schools and churches.

Within a few months, in 1948, five Amish cou-

ples had sold their farms and relocated around
Ailsa Craig with the clear intention of planting a
church. Roths bought 100 acres of neglected land
for about the same price as the farm they had
sold. The conference helped the group buy an
abandoned church building and name it "Nairn
Mennonite Church."

Profits on a cooperative mission project—beans
and cucumbers the first year—paid for seed,

fertilizer, and rent for 100 acres of land.

A rescue mission. The next year the group

—

now seven families—kept seven tractors running
day and night until all the "mission" land was
seeded. With profits from 100 acres of wheat, the

group made a down payment on a duplex at 53

Talbot Street in London to start a rescue mission.

In 1951, Pastor Wilfred Schlegel asked Roths to

sell their farm, move to London, and establish the

mission.

Feme Burkhardt, Petersburg, Ont, is associate editor of

Mennonite Reporter, whose offices are in nearby Waterloo.

Since Roths knew nothing about ministering to

alcoholics and transients, the conference sent
them by train for orientation at Pacific garden
Mission in Chicago—for four days.

"It was a traumatic experience," says Alvin.

"We moved from the farm, where we trusted

everybody, to Skid Row"—where Alvin's

generous nature often meant the loss of the $10
he "loaned" to a needy person. "And that was our
food money," recalls Madeline ruefully, remem-
bering the difficulty of stretching $100 per month
to cover the needs of a family of five children in

the city.

Transients began to arrive at London Rescue
Mission before the metal cots were in place. Once
the doors opened, Madeline cooked breakfast and
dinner for the wayfarers every day. She also

cared for her own family who lived in half of the

duplex for the first five years.

The kitchen in that London duplex remains one
of Paul Roth's strongest childhood images. "It

was our kitchen, but it wasn't ours. There were
trays everywhere and my mother was filling

them. Our life dovetailed with the guys on the

other side of the wall."

The men paid nothing for food, but they were
required to attend chapel. Alvin conducted most
of the services, before meals and each evening,

condemning sin and calling the men to

repentance.

Roths also organized Sunday school and vaca-

tion Bible school. "We worked seven days a week
with no vacation and we didn't suffer burnout,"

Madeline chuckles. Then she adds, "We didn't

know there was such a thing!"

A brick and insults. Some incidents at the

mission stand out after decades. One young man,
angry at being frisked and turned away, hurled a
brick through Alvin's office window along with
the most abusive insults in his vocabulary. Fortu-

nately, Alvin happened not to be seated at his

desk.

Another time, when Alvin was away, a

drunken man refused to leave the premises. A
distraught volunteer rushed into the Roth apart-

ment shouting, "Call the police." Madeline strode

down the hall, confronted the unwelcome guest,

and sent him on his way. She had learned that the

men, almost all of them old, alcoholic, and unem-
ployed, were not violent or abusive. She never
feared for the children's safety. Her daughter's

smile at age two often elicited friendly responses
from men who knew little joy. Recognizing a
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Madeline Roth
serving soup

in the early

years of

London
Rescue

Mission in

Ontario.

rescue mission guest downtown, Gloria would
say, "Hey Mommy, there's one of our men."
Sometimes visiting church groups appeared as

insecure and uncomfortable in the unfamiliar
mission setting as the transients who had no
choice but to sit through those chapel services.

The aggressive evangelists and the pompously
pious who "preached down" to them usually drew
the same response from the men, according to

Alvin. "If that's Christianity," they often said, "I

don't want it."

Madeline started a clothing center, open once a
week, where welfare recipients could get free
clothing. Later the women formed an auxiliary
and eventually a much broader range of com-
munity services developed.

Other denominations gradually became in-

volved in the work of the mission, which moved
into a new facility in 1961. In 1969 Western
Ontario Conference transferred the mission's
assets to a newly formed nonprofit corporation,
Mission Services of London. Alvin Roth was
named executive director, an office he held until
1976.

Today the ecumenical organization includes
mission and rehabilitation treatment centers for
men and women in several facilities, a teen girls'

home, a family center providing emergency and
support services, and men's and women's auxilia-
ries.

Out of the Sunday school and Bible school
gatherings that Roths organized when they first
moved to London emerged King Street Mennonite

Mission. Alvin, who had been ordained to the
ministry in the 1950s, provided pastoral

leadership to the fledgling church for about 10

With profits from 100 acres of wheat, the

group made a down payment on a
duplex to start a rescue mission.

years alongside his work at the rescue mission.

The current Valleyview Mennonite Church
developed from that small beginning. Roths are

The Lark Award
The James and Rowena Lark Home Missions

Award was established in 1979 by Mennonite
Board of Missions to recognize persons annually
who have faithfully served the Lord through ef-

fective church planting and development in

North America. Larks were pioneer home mis-
sion workers; James was the first black ordained
pastor in the Mennonite Church.
Lark Award nominees are selected by MBM

Home Ministries staff and conference mission
leaders. The MBM Board of Directors confers the
award.
Alvin and Madeline Roth are the recipients of

one of two Lark Awards being given in 1989.
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The children

sat in front at

King Street

Mennonite
Mission—the

forerunner of

the current

Valleyview

Mennonite
Church in

London, Ont.

charter members. Madeline continues to be active

in women's mission, service, and study groups,

and Alvin preaches occasionally. Pastor Mary
Burkholder says that Alvin's involvement could

be endless if he had more time, "but he tends to

look for a growing edge."

A new initiative for Alvin, in 1976, was Coali-

tion for development, supported by Inter-Men-
nonite Missions and Services Board. The board
(now called the Missions Commission of Men-
nonite Conference of eastern Canada) no longer

funds the coalition.

Alvin's boundless energy keeps him
buzzing around new corners, launching

yet another idea which, logically,

shouldn't fly.

When it began, Roth coordinated the ecu-

menical Coalition for Development with its

rather grandiose goals: to promote human
dignity, to strive toward justice and the elimina-

tion of poverty, and to encourage people to live

the two great commands of Jesus—love God and
neighbors. Neighborhood groups were to develop

to respond to specific human needs using the

resources of governments, social agencies, and
churches.

Community Habitat of London, a 23-unit

apartment building, was one result of the coali-

tion's efforts. The project, which functioned

under an independent board of directors, went be-

yond providing housing, attempting to build

Christian community across social, economic, and

age differences.

Pushing aside a variety of barriers to build a

faith community is also at the core of another

Roth initiative—Agape Fellowship. Following a

house church model, a cluster of small groups
with considerable independence has emerged.
Designated leaders of each group and a few other

officers form a core group to make policy deci-

sions. Roth provides senior pastoral leadership.

In 1988 Mennonite Conference of Eastern Canada
accepted Agape Fellowship, hardly a traditional

church, as a member congregation.

Madeline, more comfortable with traditional

worship, is less active in Agape Fellowship than
in earlier ventures. Alvin, typically ready to do
whatever is called for, plunges into the charis-

matic worship style with no reservations.

"Dad didn't freeze his philosophy," says Paul.

"He has revised his ideas." The son clearly

respects his father's flexibility and his willing-

ness to acknowledge that sometimes he "may
have been wrong."
Roth has moved a long way from high-pressure

preaching to a captive audience. After about 10

years at the rescue mission, an honest friend said

to him, "Don't you think that a man coming to the

altar might do more for you than for him?" Roth
got the point. He went through a period of disillu-

sionment, almost losing his faith. But he dis-

covered a holistic approach to ministry which he

continues at Agape Fellowship. "You have to

start where a person is," he says.

Roths today. And where is Alvin? His bound-

less energy keeps him buzzing around new
corners, launching yet another idea which, logi-

cally, shouldn't fly.

Madeline, on the other hand, devotes her plant-

ing skills to her garden, and her creativity to craft

projects. After endless years of hard work, she

now finds time to nurture the plants at

Valleyview church and to enjoy her Horticultural

Society friends as well as her grandchildren. ^
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FACING THE FUTURE: THE CHURCH IN THE 1990s (2)

Can thechurch survive
acarbonated gospel?
by Katie Funk Wiebe

The experience of drinking a bottle of soda as a
child was truly heady. You drank, then waited for
that delightful moment a few seconds later when
the fizz exploded into every cranial cavity.
One hot dusty day, while waiting beside a well,

Jesus offered a Samaritan women living water to
drink. Today, fearful lest this same living water
may not prove attractive enough to a society ac-
customed to the quick-fix and the high-kick, some
gospel messengers add a little fizz to make it

more user-friendly. They offer the gospel in an
iridescent four-color glossy print with handy
coupon attached for a little extra prize.

Fourth temptation of Christ. If Jesus were
alive today, states British writer Malcolm Mug-
geridge, he would have had a fourth temptation
(but not the one fantasized in the movie The Last
Temptation ofChrist).
Muggeridge sets a scenario: Lucius Gradus the

Elder happens to hear Jesus speaking and teach-
ing. He is impressed. Great message. If this
message appeals to him, why shouldn't it have an
equally strong impact on the general public?

So he decides to take Jesus under his wing and
build up his image. New haircut and beard trim.
New robe. His stories on cue cards. Set back-
ground—fountains, organ music, a good chorus-
line from Delphi, some big names from the
games. Support from teachers and students at
the Philosophy School of Athens. Would Jesus
agree? Why, of course, because he would be able
to reach much larger crowds.
But would Jesus have agreed? Of course not,

because Gradus the Elder was concerned with
"fantasy and images," rather than truth and
reality, states Muggeridge. Yet today the Chris-
tian community is giving lip-service to the belief
that if the gopsel had a little more fizz, sinners
would flock to the church's doors.

A carbonated gospel allows people to live in

both the kingdom of the Spirit and the kingdom
of the world and aspire to the fruits of both. The
biblical message of discipleship and the cultural
norms of popularity, wealth, and success are so
merged as to become indistinguishable. "Smiling
and thinking positively have become a shield
against repenting and thinking deeply," writes

Katie Funk Wiebe, Hillsboro, Kans., is a college professor
and free-lance writer. This is the second of a three-part series
commissioned by Meetinghouse—the Mennonite editors
group.

John Carmody and Denise Lardner Carmody in

Bonded in Christ's Love.

Henry Schmidt, professor of social ethics at
Mennonite Brethren Biblical Seminary, writes in

Doorway to Discipleship: "In a market-consumer
society the media pick up the popular dimensions
of Christianity, but the characteristics of the
gospel that are least marketable—self-sacrifice, a
servanthood, the way of the cross, identification

Some gospel messengers add a little fizz

to make it more user-friendly.

with the poor, a prophetic witness to the state, a
life of simplicity and sharing, justice and peace—
don't get communicated to a society when the
media explains what being born again is all

about."

Like breakfast oat bran. A carbonated gospel
is promoted using the assumptions and logic of
the marketplace rather than the principles of bib-

lical truth. Biblical teaching may be stretched or
shrunk, enlivened or toned down to make it more
closely resemble a consumer product like

breakfast oat bran.
Such a gospel grants immediate benefits.

Though seasoned Christians have learned that
God's wheels sometimes turn very slowly, the
carbonated gospel offers the quick-fix—instant
health, wealth, and happiness. Get your request
to God today; expect an answer tomorrow, at the
latest next week. People are offered an eternal
mansion in glory, but also a recreational vehicle
as well as a trimmer, healthier body in the
present.

Charles Colson in Kingdoms in Conflict cites a
prominent evangelist: "I live in one of the finest
homes. I drive one of the finest, safest cars
God designed for you to live in the overflow." To
get along without fizz is unthinkable. From the
beginning of their Christian lives, young people
are conditioned to expect Christianity to be a
highly stimulating activity-filled diversion: no
fun, no Son.

Jesus, the Son of Man, may not have had a
place to lay his head, but today's Christian should
plan to eat, work, play, and sleep in comfort. God
doesn't make junk; therefore his creatures, all
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first-class beings, deserve nothing but the best.

His message may have had something to say

about losing one's life for the gospel and picking

up one's cross and following him, but that doesn't

apply to an affluent MTV age.

Fast but not necessarily forward. When the

focus of the gospel is primarily on its immediate

relevance to the believer, the message has a way
of degenerating into an emphasis on ways and

means of capturing and subduing God to make
him the resident servant who scurries around to

answer requests.

The language of such an "immediately rele-

vant" gospel is self-improvement and self-fulfill-

ment—how to eat, how to dress, how to cope with

The carbonated gospel offers the quick-

fix—instant health, wealth, and

happiness.

anger, grief, and pain, how to pray more effec-

tively so God will answer prayers, how to listen to

a sermon so you will be helped, how to. . . . God's

love is measured primarily by the tangible items

that can be displayed before friends: "Look how
the Lord blessed me." The fruits of the Spirit,

such as joy, peace, mercy, and long-suffering, are

not something you write home about. Needs of

the poor, homeless, and oppressed do not make
attractive issues on such agenda.

James Davison Hunter (cited in Robert A.

Bellah's Habits of the Heart) documents an im-

portant shift in conservative evangelical piety

through his study of books published by the eight

largest publishers of evangelical literature. Hap-

piness, fulfillment, and zest for living are the new
dominant theme; suffering and sacrifice are

downplayed.

Whole but not holy. One of the idols of the car-

bonated gospel promoters is a perfect body, free

from pain, discomfort, or disability. Jan Van Eys

and Kenneth Vaux (Christian Century) write that

contemporary society thinks of "threats to health

as a calamity; we consider physical disease an evil

to be exorcised at all costs." Illness is a moral

flaw; death a disaster.

That holiness is more important than whole-

ness of body no longer is an issue for fizz-gos-

pelers. If you have the right kind of faith, you

won't suffer. Faith in God is often transferred to

faith in material goods and to technology, believ-

ing that the ultimate solution to all human ills

lies just another invention away.

An added factor in the wholeness phenomena is

the development of a new Christian sensuality.

To be whole means to be healthy, but also to be

sensual and sexually fulfilled.

A newspaper article argues that the new sex

ethic when applied to Christianity is much
broader than just sex. "It is downright sensual.

The new Christian sex ethic encourages a lifestyle

that celebrates things of the flesh. It celebrates a

hip, leggy Amy Grant in tight leather pants

bringing gospel music into the rock era of the

1980s. It also embraces all sorts of conservative

Christian celebrities who endorse a free and open

attitude toward sexual expression with a

vengeance, as if making up for the previous

generations of repression."

The writer continues that this sensuality in-

cludes sexy wives, who become "role models for

little girls in the television viewing audience and

fantasy objects for husbands and objects of envy

for Christian wives." Hard language. Yet it is

only too apparent that the ugly and handicapped

need not apply for Christian television positions.

With a carbonated gospel the chasm widens

between the fantasy which the media induce

people to live by and the reality of their existence

as men and women created in the image of God
and charged with the task of thinking God's

thoughts after him and living Christ's life before

him.

Therapeutic but not redemptive. Counseling

is the phenomenon of this age. Young adults, for

example, in a full-service school, will have access

to academic, spiritual, psychological, and career

counselors. Add to this marriage, sexuality, and

financial counselors, diet and exercise therapists,

and it soon seems apparent that this society does

not trust its own judgment. To live without a

therapist of some kind is foolhardiness.

This is not to deny that society does not benefit

from the therapeutic community or that God can-

not use it to glorify him. Yet there is a problem of

balance. Bellah writes that some liberal as well as

conservative congregations, as well as the Jewish

community, reject a radical self-seeking indi-

vidiualism. Each group may be dissatisfied with a

lifestyle limited to its select membership and pri-

marily characterized only by warm mutual accep-

tance. All believe faith is important at work, in

the family, as a citizen, and with friends.

"Yet each has suffered to some degree from a

therapeutic thinning out of belief and practice,"

he states. Religious vision has been absorbed into

conservative psychological categories.

The goal of today's growing therapeutic com-

munity is for the individual to be autonomous, in-

dependent of another's standards, to like oneself,

to rely on one's own judgment without deferring

to others, writes Bellah. It focuses on the problem

of a lack of a fit to oneself, to work, and family,

and offers techniques for coping and for greater

independence, as if dependence on others were a

weakness.
The gospel, on the other hand, offers redemp-

tion and grace for forgiveness and service. The
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goal of discipleship is to take up one's cross and
live out one's life in service for Christ. The goal of

the church is interdependence among the mem-
bers, not independence.

Bellah states that the pure form of therapeutic
attitude denies all forms of obligation and com-
mitment in relationship, replacing them with
open honest communication, a value not to be
belittled, even though some people don't know
what should be communicated or what values are
important in a relationship. Self-realization and
personal happiness, however, are put ahead of at-

tachment to others. Morality is personal, not
social; private, not public. Growth is a purely per-
sonal matter and may necessitate changing jobs,

spouses, and playing bureaucratic games if these
are deemed hindrances.

Add too much fizz to the gospel and you soon
become tolerant of anything and everything, not
only ethically, but also doctrinally, for what you
believe doesn't actually matter. Richard Foster
writes, "If the options are an everlasting torture
chamber initiated by God for those who turn
their backs on him or who never heard of him,
and the belief that all will make it to heaven
somehow, large numbers of sensitive (thinking)

Christians will choose the latter."

Everlasting punishment seems out of step with
an ornamented gospel. In a pluralistic society, it

doesn't make sense to continue to believe that
someone will go to heaven because he or she was
born in North America rather than in China. And
when the boundaries of faith are erased, ac-

countability to one another in the body of Christ
is impossible.

Can the living water again become pure?
Mennonites have a bright record of growth be-
hind them in North America. We therefore also

feel a strong, sometimes unvoiced, pressure to

keep that image shining bright and untarnished
by failure, personal or institutional. At one time,

as someone has said, leaders seemed clear that as
congregations and conferences we knew what
God was doing with Mennonites— it might come
as a shock to others, but not to us.

As the church has matured, it has become more
institutionalized, its leaders more professional-
ized, its lay people more content with a
subsidiary role. We have been affected by
contemporary North American culture as much
as any other denomination. A gospel with fizz

looks appealing.

Soda pop that has been left standing open in

the sun for a few hours is soon flat and tasteless.

The carbonated gospel will likewise prove its in-

sipience with time. In Jeremiah's day, the Lord
had but one word to the Israelites: Repent and
turn from all that does not honor a holy and
righteous God. That message is just as timely to-

day. That can be the only message for us Men-
nonites. ^

Like a river

Life . .

.

like flowing down a river is

Movement . .

.

Direction,

with a destination

yet unknown . .

.

There are times one is called from the river

to be at the side of another . .

.

While the journey down the river must be
done alone,

there are many to companion the journey . .

.

There are also times one must climb a

rock to sit a while;

or meditate on the grassy meadow.
For the flowing depends on these

times of retreating

from life

into the life of God.

Along the river of life, there are
—rapids and smooth sailing.

—polluted waters and clear water.—obstacles to interrupt the flow

and flowing that carries one along.—tributaries and detours and
always an ultimate destination.

The river is a place for all—
for cleansing continually . .

.

for baptism into a new life . .

.

for frolicking and fellowship . .

.

for refreshment . .

.

for the sheer beauty of it all!

—Berni Kaufman
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Church news

MBCM appoints Everett Thomas
new executive secretary

The Board of Directors of the Men-
nonite Board of Congregational Minis-

tries has named Everett Thomas of Go-
shen, Indiana, as executive secretary ef-

fective half-time beginning August 1.

MBCM, one of five Mennonite Church
program boards, has offices in Elkhart,

Indiana.

"I'm excited about the visionary qual-

ities that Everett brings to MBCM and to

the Mennonite Church," said Charlotte

Holsopple Glick, president of the board.

"His gifts of leadership, administration,

and realism will guide our vision and
mandate."

Since 1972 Thomas has been employed
by Bethany Christian High School in

Goshen, Indiana, as English teacher, then

assistant principal, and most recently as

director of development. A graduate in

English from Goshen College, he is cur-

rently a Master of Divinity candidate at

Associated Mennonite Biblical Sem-
inaries.

"I can't think of anything I'd rather

spend my time doing than thinking about
congregational life on behalf of the
church," Thomas said. "The reason the

job excites me is that issues congrega-

tions work with are the things I care most
about."

Thomas brings a wide variety of con-

gregational and churchwide experience to

his leadership of congregational life con-

cerns. He served as member of the advi-

sory council to the Indiana-Michigan Con-
ference youth minister from 1985 to the

present, and as seminar and worship
leader at numerous youth events. He
grew up in the Lancaster Conference con-

Mennonite medical
service celebrated
in La Junta, Colo.

Luke Birky of Albany, Oregon, was the

keynote speaker for a June 18 worship
service of the La Junta, Rocky Ford, and
Cheraw congregations, culminating the

celebration of eighty years of Mennonite
health care in the Arkansas Valley.

Birky posed the age-old question: Am I

my brother's keeper? He declared that

God's answer to that question is Yes.

That question continues to come to God's

people and each time God says, Yes, I will

hold you accountable.

Everett Thomas, new executive, Mennonite
Board of Congregational Ministries.

gregations of Mt. Vernon and Vine Street.

Later his family joined Neffsville Men-
nonite Church, part of the Atlantic Coast

Conference. He has been a leader of Cam-
pus Church at Goshen College, attended

College Mennonite Church in Goshen, and
has been a member and congregational

leader at Walnut Hill Mennonite Church
in Goshen since 1975.

Thomas replaces Gordon Zook as exec-

utive secretary. Zook, who has filled that

position since 1978, leaves to serve as pas-

tor of Warwick River Mennonite Church
in Newport News, Virginia.

The board made a number of other

"We are responsible for each other,"

Birky continued. "Our forefathers took

that seriously. I'm amazed at the burst of

energy released in the fifty years from
1875-1925 directed toward health care

interests." Hospitals and nursing schools

were established, calling for great cour-

age and commitment.
Birky, a former hospital and nursing

home administrator and Mennonite
Board of Missions Health and Welfare
executive, considered Allen H. Erb, a

pioneer in Mennonite health care, and W.
J. Dye, early administrator of Mennonite
Hospital in La Junta, as significant men-
tors in his earlier career. He also felt in-

debted to many others. When Birky ques-

staff appointments and plans. Marlene
Kropf, on the MBCM staff since 1983, was
reappointed as associate secretary for

Congregational Education, Literature,

Worship, and Spirituality for a four-year

term. Also beginning on the MBCM staff

in 1983, Ray and Lillian Bair were reap-

pointed for four years as associate sec-

retaries for Congregational Stewardship.

Other consulting staff persons who will

be continuing with Thomas are Clare

Schumm in Family Life Ministry and
Arnoldo Casas in Spanish Literature and
Education. Filling a number of staff va-

cancies will be top priorities for the board
and Thomas as he moves onto the scene.

The most recent vacancy is in the area

of peace and social concerns. Edgar
Metzler, who has held this position since

1981, will resign on August 31 to become
executive director of the United Mission

to Nepal. The board agreed that highest

priority must be given to placing new
staff in the area of congregational and
pastoral leadership. Gordon Zook has
been providing quarter-time service in

this area since Harold Bauman's retire-

ment in early 1988. The board is hoping to

install new staffing for congregational

leadership early next year. Until then, an
interim director will be appointed for the

Ministerial Information Center.

Meanwhile, Thomas and the board will

also be exploring best staff options for

youth ministry, which has been vacant

since Lavon Welty's resignation last fall,

and for peace and social concerns. At the

same time they are in conversation with

the Home Ministries Division of Men-
nonite Board of Missions regarding best

placement of leadership for congregation-

al evangelism.

Until the new executive secretary is

able to assume full-time leadership in

January, the board directed that Board
President Charlotte Holsopple Glick who
lives in nearby Goshen, Indiana, should

give interim administrative guidance for

overall board work after Zook leaves.

tioned Erb, "With your vision for the

healing ministry, what troubles you the

most?" he answered: "My impatience

with a church that is so slow to move."

Mennonites have continuously pro-

vided health care and nursing home ser-

vices in the Arkansas Valley of Colorado

from the inception of the tuberculosis

sanitarium in the early 1900s until the

present time. An outgrowth of the health

care services in the La Junta community
were the operation of hospitals at Rocky
Ford, Aspen, Glenwood Springs, Wal-

senburg, and La Jara, Colorado; Ulysses

and Greensburg, Kansas; and Lebanon,

Oregon.—Sylvia Jantz, Rocky Mountain

Mennonite Conference.
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A Nicaraguan Mennonite refugee child stands
next to newly harvested plantains at a com-
munal farm in Costa Rica.

Nigarauan refugees
reap first harvest
in new home
Some 40 Nicaraguan Mennonite refu-

gee families recently harvested thou-
sands of pounds of plantain, the first

fruits of their efforts to establish a new
home for themselves in neighboring Cos-
ta Rica. The families moved from Tilaran

Refugee Camp in Costa Rica in 1987 after

purchasing a 300-acre farm near the
Panama border with help from Menno-
nite Central Committee, Costa Rica Men-
nonite Church, and Rosedale Mennonite
Missions.

Mark Chupp, coordinator of MCC work
in Costa Rica along with his wife, Sharon
Shumaker, visited the farm recently with
a delegation from the Social Service Com-
mittee of Costa Rica Mennonite Church.
The committee wanted to learn about the
farm and assess how they might support
it.

"The communal farm has progressed
rapidly," Chupp says. They have planted
more than 120,000 cacao and plantain
trees in the last 18 months. Before plant-
ing, the refugees had to clear the aban-
doned farmland and build all of their

homes, noted Chupp, who is from Elk-
hart, Ind.

Now the farm appears "extremely fer-

tile and prosperous." Chupp also noted
that the group faces many challenges as
they attempt to share their resources and
labor. "The commitment to live in com-
munity is demanding; some families have
already left the project."

Ovidio Flores, a Honduran Mennonite
who works with MCC promoting develop-
ment in Central America, accompanied
the delegation and led the refugee com-
munity in a brief review of their organi-

zational and leadership structures.

The refugees said that since the farm
has now developed economically and
physically, they hope to dedicate more
energy to developing the Christian com-
munity itself. Another visitor, Ray Gin-

gerich, a professor on sabbatical from
Eastern Mennonite College and Semi-
nary, led a Bible study on the body of

Christ. "Gingerich's input provided a
powerful symbol for those living in com-
munity," said Chupp.

CPT called

slow-growing tree

"Read the 37th chapter of Isaiah,"

Millard Lind told the Christian Peace-

maker Teams conference in Chicago, May
26-29, "where the prophet, well-versed in

politics, faces off with the ruler Senac-
herib. But remember, Isaiah's boldness in

international relationships is possible on-

ly because of his having met the Holy
One" and been cleansed back in chapter 9.

Putting legs to that requirement of

cleansing, Lind (seminary professor),

Thomas Yoder Neufeld (of the Conrad
Grebel College faculty), and Marlene
Kropf (Mennonite Church staff) led in

morning and evening Bible study and
worship. No "rulers" were confronted as

part of the weekend conference, but non-
violent training for faith-based resistance

was included in the weekend.
Keynote speaker Hubert Brown called

participants to "join forces with God to

bring hope to people in anguish from op-

pression, just as Jesus was where the

poor were." (Brown is on the staff of the

General Conference Mennonite Church.)

The question remains. How will these

121 people interested in CPT communi-
cate that vision with their congregations?
"The churches won't take ownership of

CPT," said Al Heinrichs, of Mennonite
Central Committee British Columbia,
"until there's a good track record. We
must talk to our congregations as equals

and be equipped organizationally to do
so."

Organization of CPT has been slow,

perhaps by definition, as well as fluid.

First articulated by Ronald J. Sider at the

1984 Mennonite World Conference, CPT
was given shape in December 1986—that

meeting called by the Mennonite and
Brethren in Christ Council of Moderators
and Secretaries. "I do not lose heart at the

slowness of CPT's growth," said Vern
Preheim, representing that group. "A
slow-growing tree is stronger." Coordina-
tor Gene Stoltzfus insists that CPT retain

a measure of spontaneity, based in faith.

Participation in peacemaking, with the

endorsement of CPT, continues to take
many forms. Phil Stoltzfus has docu-
mented 75 such events, and the first

international peacemaker, David Weaver,

left June 6 for Palestine. The group listed

eight other emphases for the immediate
future: homelessness in the United
States, joining the Innu resistance to low-
level military flights in Labrador, Central
America accompaniment, South Africa
and the Philippines, local military con-
tractor research, military transportation
monitoring, faith and resistance retreats,

communities of resistance.

Participants agreed that active peace-
making must be biblicaly rooted. While
actions for God's shalom takes many
forms, a unifying factor, articulated by
Glory Kindy of Indianapolis is, "Lord,
what will you have me do?"
"Many of our number," concluded Gene

Stoltzfus, "have been in service assign-
ments with the poor. We are ready to do
more. Anabaptists have a historic con-
tribution to make, and CPT can do some
of this."—Muriel T. Stackley for Meet-
inghouse

Nine to be Overseas
Guests at Normal 89
The following nine people will be over-

seas guests at Normal 89: Angel Canon,,
AMBS student and former pastor in Bo-
gota, Colombia; Joshua Chang, pastor of

the Sung Chang Mennonite Church,
Taipei, Taiwan; Daniel Garcia, Mennonite
scholar and a professor at two Christian

institutions in Buenos Aires, Argentina;
Ahmed AH Haile, a Somalian who is cur-

rently studying at Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries (AMBS), Elkhart,
Ind.; Mario Higueros, Guatemala City,

dean of the Anabaptist training program
for Central America; Alix Pacheco, a

member of the pastoral team at the Men-
nonite Church of Ibague, Colombia; She-
khar Singh, Mennonite professor at

Union Biblical Seminary, Pune, India;

Yoshiaki Tamura, pastor of a Mennonite
church in Furano, Japan; and Siaka
Traore, Mennonite student studying at

Bangui Evangelical School of Theology,
Bangui, Central African Republic.

The General Conference and the Men-
nonite Church are sponsoring the trips of

the overseas guests.

Mediation group
begins work
in Ireland

A new organization that teaches con-

flict resolution and mediation skills to

volunteers has begun in Dublin, Ireland.

Mennonite volunteers who work in Ire-

land under joint appointment by Men-
nonite Central Committee and Mennonite
Board of Missions helped to get the proj-

ect started.
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The organization, called Conflict Reso-
lution Services, trains volunteers to medi-
ate disputes that arise in local commu-
nities, family situations, schools, and
youth projects. "CRS believes that people
have the capacity to resolve their own
conflicts provided that a safe environ-
ment can be created and they work to-

gether through a conciliation process,"

says Mennonite worker Harold Bauman,
who is chairman. Dawn Nelson, another
Mennonite worker, is treasurer.

The five objectives of CRS are: to pro-

mote the positive values of conflict and its

peaceful expression; to develop pro-
fessional skills in conflict resolution and
third-party mediation; to offer mediation
services in appropriate situations; to offer

support, assistance, and consulting ser-

vices to groups that want to develop new
approaches to resolving disputes; and to

evaluate and research ways to improve
the effectiveness of these approaches.

Two founding members, Joan Broder

and Christina O'Neill, are employed in

Northern Ireland and do mediation train-

ing as part of their work there. Thus CRS
members are able to have regular contact

about their work in both Protestant-dom-

inated Northern Ireland and Catholic-

dominated Ireland.

Bauman and Broder will plan a work-

shop to be held during a summer festival

in Northern Ireland in early July. Other

CRS training sessions will begin this fall.

Peace churches
offer testimony
to mainline churches

Peace churches ought to have some-
thing to say when Christians worldwide
engage in a conciliar process initiated by
World Council of Churches on "Justice,

Peace, and the Integrity of Creation."

That's why some 30 people gathered in

Waldegg, Switzerland, recently at the in-

vitation of Europe's Church and Peace or-

ganization. It was the first consultation

of its type in Europe since the 1950s. The
goal was to draft a message to the Eur-
opean Ecumenical Assembly.

"Peace churches need to have a voice,"

said Hansulrich Gerber, executive secre-

tary of International Mennonite Peace
Committee. "The mainline churches ex-

pect us to speak out and take a stand."

Gerber noted that nonviolence is often

viewed by the larger church simply as one
option among many. He said that the

peace churches, however, view nonvio-

lence as normative, as "the way the

gospel is calling us to go."

Members of the Mennonite Committee
from around the world joined European
peace church representatives from most
countries of Western Europe at the event.

Marie-Noelle von der Recke of West Ger-
many serves both as a member of the

committee and as a staff person.

MENNONITE YEARBOOK
SPECIAL SALE PRICE

The Mennonite Yearbook is published every other year in

even-numbered years. If you do not have the 1988-89

edition, now is the time to purchase the Yearbook at a

special sale price.

The Mennonite Yearbook reflects

the structure and leadership

personnel of the Mennonite Church

as it is found in congregational, area,

district, conference, state-province,

continent, and worldwide

expressions.

It also includes a directory of the

detailed listings such as schools,

camps, hospitals, historical archives,

libraries, and overseas churches and

programs.

For a limited time only, this resource is available at $5.95

squareback (retail $9.95); and $6.95 spiral-bound (retail

$10.95), plus 10% postage /handling, when ordered directly

from Mennonite Publishing House, 616 Walnut Avenue,

Scottdale,PA 15683.

The international visitors shared their

perspectives on the place of nonviolence

from their firsthand exposure to conflict

in a variety of settings.

The third-world guests had an impact
on the Europeans. Commented one Brit-

ish Quaker, "It is often held that pacifist

responses are inappropriate. . . . We offer

these testimonies of our guests as exam-
ples of the redemptive and positive power
of nonviolence in these regions."

True to their purpose, the consultation

participants reviewed the working paper
and prepared a message for the European
Ecumenical Assembly. Approved by all

those attending was a message in which
group members make several commit-
ments and commend them to the larger

church:

1. Solidarity with victims of injustice,

war, and conflict.

2. Unconditional love for enemies.

3. Unequivocal refusal to participate in

military service, war, and preparations

for war.

4. The use of nonviolent conflict resolu-

tion.

5. To stop the polluting of creation.

Cathryn

Passmore

Passmore addresses
consistent life conference

Cathryn Passmore, an elder at the Al-

bany (Oreg.) Mennonite Church ad-

dressed a "Pilgrimage for Life and Peace"

retreat at the Abbey of the Genesee, Pif-

fard, N.Y., on May 19, 20. Antiwar ac-

tivist Daniel Berrigan and Marsher Tim-

mels were other speakers at the retreat.

In addition, Passmore presented her

multi-image production "Now Shall the

Desert Bloom."
The retreat was a "consistent-life con-

ference" concerned about both war and
abortion. Persons attending were invited

to participate in two nonviolent acts of

civil disobedience, one at an abortion

clinic and the other at a nuclear weapons
facility. For Passmore and most others at

the retreat it was a first experience in

civil disobedience.

Berrigan is reported to have said that

he was responding to an "interlocking di-

rectorate of death that binds the whole
culture, that is an unspoken agreement
that we will solve our problems by killing

people, a declaration that certain people

are expendable."
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

and now worship outside of North Ameri-
ca. Only if we include this wider group
(whose numbers approach North
American Mennonites) can we claim to

have described the "many peoples" who
share our faith worldwide.

secular authorities. The kingdom of the

world in contrast must obey secular au-

thority enforced by the sword. But they

are clearly not under authority of the

church and have no part in it.

The gospel of Jesus Christ doesn't mili-

tate against an evil world. It acknowl-

edges it—and offers deliverance from it.

The gospel of Jesus Christ doesn't leg-

islate ethics and morality. It changes

hearts from within, and as the new crea-

tion emerges, kingdom values come nat-

urally.

Reuben Sairs, State College, Pa.

I wish to add my voice to those who
have decried Mennonite involvement in

the pro-abortion march in Washington
("Church News," May 9). It is surely ec-

centric to think that the war on the un-

born, even when wrapped in women's
rights rhetoric, is compatible with the

Scriptures or the Anabaptist vision.

Ada Gross, Eureka, 111.

I am deeply saddened by the unchris-

tian action, the "more than 40" Men-
nonites took, when they marched for

abortion rights in our capital city. Shame
on those people! It seems that some get so

carried away with the Women's Rights

movement that they are blinded to many
of the principles that Christ taught us.

Gerald Mast, Pittsburgh, Pa.

It is appalling to read the angry re-

sponses of Gospel Herald readers to the

May 9 news article reporting Mennonite

participation in the March for Women's
Equality/Women's Lives. Apparently for

some Mennonites, the strident, hostile,

and polarizing voices of the American
political arena have made it impossible to

listen carefully to brothers and sisters

who don't believe the best solution to un-

planned pregnancies and poverty is ban-

ning abortion.

It is possible to be opposed to abortion

without believing the Christian response

is to cast judgment (and the law) at those

who have made the choice to have an

abortion. I certainly can't imagine Jesus

calling any woman a baby killer and I

don't believe his followers are in any posi-

tion to cast the first stone, especially

when it is often their own apathy and
comfortable lifestyles which contribute to

the fallen social structures that make it

impossible for many mothers to care for a

child properly. It seems to me that Men-
nonites who oppose the criminalization of

abortion are standing squarely in the

mainstream of the Anabaptist conviction

that the kingdom of God cannot be en-

forced with the laws of the state.

Tim C. Lind, Three Rivers, Mich.
I read with interest your June 20 edi-

torial "Letter to Art Meyer." I agree with

Art that there is no more critical theologi-

cal and faith issue before the church to-

day than that of how we are getting along

with the other parts of God's creation. I

also agree that the involvement of the

church to date has been derisory or

worse.

It is however precisely because of the

vital importance of these issues that we
should not expect "church leadership and

media" to point the way forward. Both

can be useful in publicizing and support-

ing efforts to respond, but the ecological

crisis is far too important to entrust to in-

stitutionalization; to position papers,

statements of concern, task forces, con-

ferences, the creation of staff positions,

and formal programs. All of us are too

intimately concerned for that. All of us

are too "trapped in the system." All of us

who buy the groceries, who drive the cars,

who use the paper, who develop the land,

who farm, who process, who take out the

garbage—we are the ones who must raise

our eyes to face this "sin" that looks each

of us in the face; we are the ones who
must "pick up on the issues."

The necessary point of departure for

this is to recognize ecology concerns as

matters of faith. The God in whom we
believe is not the God of all humankind,
but the God of the universe, of all crea-

tion. All that surrounds us is God's

work— it is not trash; it is not waste; it is

not there for us to destroy.

Neil Rowe Miller, Ithaca, N.Y.
I enjoyed your June 13 issue describing

the work of our many North American
church agencies. I did, however, find it

rather ironic that in an issue describing

"Many Peoples" there were no articles

describing non-North American churches

or agencies. The map of "Many Peoples

Becoming God's People worldwide" only

documented the presence of North Amer-
ican Mennonite missionaries and/or mis-

sion funding.

Our going out is an important part of

the work of the kingdom, and Gospel
Herald is certainly justified in devoting

an issue to these efforts. But we deceive

ourselves if we believe that our actions

alone can establish "God's People World-
wide." I'd suggest a follow-up issue de-

voted to discussing the kingdom work of

the many Mennonites who have grown up

Eldina Nussbaum, Orrville, Ohio
Thanks for your bold editorial "Boycott

Booze." I suggest that we also boycott

stores and restaurants that sell it. What a

witness this could be to our children and
teenagers that we will not even patronize

businesses which sell booze. When you
think of the lives lost each day because of

drunk drivers, what is driving a few extra

miles or paying a few cents more for some
items?

D. R. Yoder, Atlanta, Ga.
It is not difficult for me to stand one-

hundred percent with you in your de-

nounciation of beverage alcohol. As a

Christian, I have always believed alcohol

to be wrong for me, and, other than for

some brief experimentations, I have lived

joyfully as an abstainer. Despite my over-

whelming agreement with your position,

I believe you have erred in selecting the

word, "boycott," to depict the response

you want the church to make to the

beverage alcohol industry. I submit that

boycott is an improper choice of words in

this instance, that you in fact do not want
us to literally boycott booze. For boycott

seems to clearly imply that otherwise ac-

ceptable utilization be halted for a period

of time until certain changes occur, as a

result of the concerted halting of utiliza-

tion, at which time utilization will begin

again. I don't think that is at all the

message you are seeking to convey.

Rather, I believe that you, like me,

want to say that, no matter how the

beverage alcohol industry might change,

or despite whatever remedial steps it

might undertake, I have no intention of

(a) using its products, or (b) altering my
position that Christians ought not use its

products.

Ted Shattuck, Lakeville, Mass.
Thanks to Robert Roberg for putting

the growing political activist movement
of the Mennonite church in the proper

perspective ("Shall We Put the Aborters

Against the Wall?" May 30). Those who
seek to impose our faith and its ethics on

an unbelieving world have lost sight of

the fundamental Anabaptist concept of

kingdom theology, and as he said, have
not rightly understood the gospel. The
kingdom of God is called to follow Christ

in faith, and keep his commandments,
which include respecting and obeying the
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Mennoscope

Children learn about peace through reading. Children at First Deaf Mennonite
Church of Lancaster, Pa., are being encouraged to learn more about peace through a

Peace Reading Program. It was set up for the preschoolers through the eighth-

graders. Each participating child received a $5 gift certificate to Provident Bookstore

upon reading five books from the list of qualifying books. The children also had a

chance to take Patrick, the Christian Peace Elf doll, home with them for a week. Pic-

tured (left to right) are Andri Martin, Amanda Stoltzfus, Geneva Martin, and Sherrie

Reinford.

Todd Friesen and Dennette Alwine who
taught English for nearly two years with
China Educational Exchange hope the educa-
tional exchange can continue, despite turmoil
and repression in that country in recent
months. "I hope the opportunity to teach Eng-
lish in China can continue," Friesen said. "I

think it should, although it may be more dif-

ficult for the teachers. They will have to be
more careful, since some topics of conversation
will now be off limits."

Reg Toews is leaving Mennonite Central
Committee after 15 years of service. He has
served variously as MCC Canada personnel
services director, then in Akron, Pa. as MCC
U.S. executive secretary, associate executive

secretary for administration and resources, and
executive secretary. In September Toews be-

gins employment as Candaian director of the

Recovery of Hope, a lay, professional and
church program to help couples with troubled

marriages.

More than 3,000 adults have preregistered
for Normal 89, the joint conference of the

General Conference Mennonite Church and the

Mennonite Church scheduled at Illinois State

University, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6. There is no
limit to the number of adults who can register

for Normal 89. However it is important for

those who wish to attend to preregister. The
Normal 89 Youth Conference and the study
conference on Christology are no longer taking
registrations.

The Goshen College Board of Overseers ap-
proved wage and salary increases at its June
9-10 meeting on the Goshen College campus.
Depending on their rank, faculty members will

receive a salary increase of either 5 percent or

8.5 percent. Staff members will receive a 7.5

percent increase. The board also approved the

college's 1989-92 strategic plan and plans for

the construction of an elevator for the Ad-
ministration Building. The new elevator will

make the building accessible to the handicap-
ped.

Bryan J. Stauffer, principal of Western
Mennonite High School, has been chosen to

represent the 450 private schools of Oregon in

opening discussions on the feasibility of a
telecommunications network. The network,
known as EDNET, would potentially link all

the educational institutions throughout the

state. EDNET would attempt to facilitate com-
munication between the various sectors of the

state's educational community.

A charismatic congregation in Virginia
plans to open a Bible college this fall. Cor-
nerstone Mennonite Fellowship of Broadway
wants to "train men and women in Bible and
Spirit-filled living." Gerald Martin, founding
pastor of the growing three-year-old congrega-
tion, will be the president, and Sam Scaggs,
minister of Christian education, will be the

dean. Academic advisers for the new college

are George Brunk II, a former evangelist and
seminary dean, and Roy Kreider, a former
missionary and study center director.

Fairview Mennonite Church near Minot, N.
Dak., is seeking professional people to ex-

pand its ministry. They could fill openings at
Minot State University. Needed currently are

faculty members in data processing, account-
ing, management, finance, special education,
psychology, elementary education, communi-
cation disorders, Spanish, mathematics, so-

ciology, English, French/German, and music.
People interested in lay ministry in combina-
tion with a career move are urged to contact
Pastor Galen Kauffman at Box 236, Surrey,
ND 58785.

A new Bible Memory camp for grades three
to six opened this year for churches in central
and upper Michigan. Lon Erb and Ernie Baker
were camp directors at Camp Gilman Springs
near Gladwin, Mich., June 19-23.

"Kingdom People Responding to an Unjust
Society" will be the theme for the 70th annual
Virginia Mennonite Conference Assembly July
12-16. Millard Fuller, executive director of
Habitat for Humanity, will address the
conference on that theme along with Mike and
Mattie Marie Mast, missionaries on furlough
from Argentina, and John Drescher. All of the
evening messages will be based on Micah 6:8,

"What doth the Lord require of theee, but to do
justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly
with thy God?" Over 1,200 persons are ex-

pected to attend.

All Eastern Mennonite College students who
applied for medical school have been ac-

cepted this year. This involved 14 current or

former students who applied for the first time
during the 1988-89 academic year. This is the

second year in a row for a perfect acceptance

rate at EMC. The average rate of acceptance
for EMC students over the past nine years is 84
percent. The U.S. average is only about 50 per-

cent.

New appointments:
•Lois Keeney of Akron, Pa., has been named
new coordinator of the Mennonite Central
Committee Global Family Program. Keeney
will coordinate sponsorships for the Global
Family Program, formerly the child sponsor-
ship program, through which participants
make a commitment to communities, families,

or individuals. In return participants learn

about the people they are supporting and their

way of life. The program currently benefits

1,800 people in 13 countries. Keeney replaces

Ruth Detweiler, who left MCC recently after

more than two decades of service.

Church-related job openings:
•Director, Instructional Materials Center, Go-
shen College. Requires master's degree and
experience with instructional technology. Send
vita, transcripts, three references, and letter of
application to John D. Nyce, Goshen College,

Sohen, IN 46526, by July 21.

•Teachers, Locust Grove Mennonite Church:
Elementary music teacher, resource room
teacher, junior high social studies teacher.
Contact Dave Lehmus, Box 37, Smoketown,
PA 17576. Phone (717) 394-7107.

•Host family for 16-year-old boy to attend
Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite High School. Con-
tact David Kanagy, 12417 Evergreen, Delta,
OH 43515. Phone (419) 822-4898.
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•Manager for Gulf States Mennonite Fellow-
ship/Pine Lake Camp capital fund drive.

Contact Howie Schiedel at 601-485-5260 or

send resume to R. 14, Box 272, Meridian, MS
39307.

•Administrative assistant to the academic
dean of Goshen College. Requires word pro-
cessing and office management skills. Send
resume or call director of Staff Personnel,
Goshen College, Goshen, IN 46526. Phone:
219-535-7481. Deadline July 14.

•Secretary, Mennonite Board of Missions, 3/4
time with full-time assignment possible.
Contact Dan Schrock, MBM, Box 370, Elkhart,
IN 46515-0370. Phone 219-294-7523.

•Two faculty positions in nursing at Eastern
Mennonite College. Full-time teaching position

for one semester, Spring 1990. Responsibilities

include classroom teaching, clinical teaching in

the community, and student advisement. Half-
time teaching position for one semester,
Spring 1990. Responsible for clinical teaching
two days per week (Tuesday and Thursday) on
medical-surgical units of a community general
hospital. Minorities are encouraged to apply
for both positions. Contact Lee F. Snyder,
Eastern Mennonite College, Harrisonburg,
VA 22801. Phone: 703-433-2771.

•Teachers, Sarasota Christian School, 1989-

1890 school year: junior high English; junior
high social studies; junior high and senior high
math. To apply or recommend, contact
Sarasota Christian School, 5415 Bahia Vista
St., Sarasota, FL 34232. Tel.: 813/371-6481.

New members
Sonnenberg, Kidron, Ohio: Jodie and Mark

Stoltzfus by confession of faith.

Bancroft, Toledo, Ohio: Carol Nofziger and
Mary Lauback by confession of faith.

Southside, Springfield, Ohio: Karen
Snyder and Tracy and Michelle Broughman.

Trinity, Morton, 111.: Eric Eidson, Scott
and Karen Eigsti, Jeff Hopkins, Matt Kovach,
Sarah Litwiller, Jeff Chapman, and Julie
Westerman by baptism, and Myron Litwiller,

Kurt Smeltzer, Tom and Valerie Dison, Dan
Lane, Lowell and Leslie Koons, Steve and
Mary Lieferan, and Rick and Conni Staker by
confession of faith.

Covenant Community, Lansdale, Pa.:
Mary Faulkner, Ron Faulkner, Corey Landes,
Juanita Long, and Kevin Long.
Bay Shore, Sarasota, Fla.: Veronica Kolb,

Maria Linder, Jennifer Linder, Janell Mast,
Dawn Miller, Stacey Ropp, and Richard D.
Schrock.

Wooster, Ohio.: Margaret Latta by
confession of faith.

Elmira, Ont.: Kelly Higgs and Mary and
Ross Eckensviller.

Olive, Elkhart, Ind.: Brad Beck, David
Long, Katrina Mullet, and Tracey Witmer.
Walnut Hill Chapel, Goshen, Ind.: Sharon

Brugger and Sue Ann Nettro.

Births

Gingerich, Paul and Heather (Jantzi), third
child, second son, Joshua Lloyd, May 5.

Heverly, Barry and Dianne (Delp), Phoenix-
ville. Pa., fourth child, first daughter, Sarah
Elizabeth, born on Jan. 24, 1989; received for

adoption on May 23.

Hilderly, Len and Sue, St. Clements, Ont.,

second child, first daughter, Laura Elizabeth,
June 12.

Horst, Dan and Deanna (Bouloy), Dalton,
Ohio, third child, second son, David Michael,
June 1.

Kauffman, N. Leroy and Judith (Wyse),
Christiansburg, Va., second child, first son,

Norman Daniel Christopher, May 29.

Klotz, Steve and Cherri (Bontrager), Wa-
karusa, Ind., second child, first daughter,
Danielle Christine, June 12.

Nisley, Dave and Grace (Habegger), Sara-
sota, Fla., second child, first son, David Ray,
Jr., June 14.

Schmid, John and Lydia (Byler), Berlin,

Ohio, second daughter, third child, Katie Lo-
rain, Mar. 10.

Stemen, Jerry and Melissa (McCleary),
Elida, Ohio, first child, Amanda Elaine, Mar.
28.

Troyer, Jon and Cheryl (Phillips), Elida,

Ohio, second child, first daughter, Sarah Eliza-

beth, May 17.

Varner, David and Esther (Mishler), Holl-
sopple, Pa., first child, Joshua David, June 22.

Zielman, Gerald and Mary Ellen (Steckle),

Dashwood, Ont., second and third children,

Emily Ann and Gerard Clay, June 13.

Correction: In the birth announcement for

James and Wanda Miller in the June 6 issue, it

should have said that Lauren Jill is their

second daughter, not first child.

Marriages

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Benfield, Dave and Rochelle (Thomas),
Elida, Ohio, second daughter, Cassandra
Grace, May 15.

Brenneman, Byron and Sue (Brenneman),
Elida, Ohio, second son, Kevin Andrew, Apr. 3.

Please send annoxmcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those yiot now receiving
"Gospel Herald " if the address is supplied.

Bender-Brenneman. Greg Bender, Inner-
kip, Ont., and Karen Brenneman, Woodstock,
Ont., both of Tavistock cong., May 27.

Bigelow-Miller. Todd Bigelow, Cincinnati,

Ohio, and Sheila Miller, South Bend, Ind.,

Kern Road cong., by Janice and David Sutter
and Calvin King, June 10.

Birky-Stichter. Craig Birky, Kouts, Ind.,

Hopewell cong., and Beth Stichter, Wakarusa,
Ind., North Main Street cong., by John C. Mur-
ray, June 10.

Bornman-Shenk. Jonathan Bornman, Go-
shen, Ind., Communion Fellowship Church,
and Carol R. Shenk, Manheim, Pa., C. F. and
Erisman congs., by Norman G. Shenk, June 17.

Bray-Horst. Jonathan Bray, Australia, and
Cindy Horst, Cambridge, Ont., Stirling Ave-
nue cong., by Steven Martin, June 24.

Flannery-McArdle. Steven Flannery,
Kitchener, Ont., Catholic Church, and Kathryn
Jean McArdle, Kitchener, Ont., Stirling Ave-
nue cong., by Mary Mae Schwartzentruber,
June 15.

Harnish-Hostetler. Steve Harnish and
Monica Hostetler, both from Urbana, 111., First

Mennonite cong., by David E. Hostetler and
Robert Harnish, fathers of the bride and
groom, May 27.

James-Yoder. Bob James and Brenda
Yoder, both of Sarasota, Fla., Bahia Vista
cong., by Brian Boettger and Marvin Miller,

June 3.

Kandel-Alexander. Ron Kandel, Wooster,
Ohio, Martins cong., and Julia Alexander, Big
Prairie, Ohio, Church of Christ, by Thomas
Alexander, brother of the bride, June 17.

Landis-Hochstedler. Kenneth Landis, Go-
shen, Ind., Chestnut Ridge cong., and Pamela
Hochstedler, Goshen, Ind., North Main Street

cong., by Phil Kanagy, May 20.

Lehman-Ropp. Kent Lehman, Kalona,
Iowa, Sonnenberg cong., and Kim Ropp, Ka-
lona, Iowa, Kalona cong., by David Groh, June
10.

Leis-Nafziger. David William Leis, Elmira
(Ont.) cong., and Cheryl Evonne Nafziger, Hill-

crest cong., New Hamburg, Ont., by Vernon
Leis, father of the groom, June 17.

Meek-Bontrager. Aaron Meek and Kim
Bontrager, South Hutchinson (Kans.) cong., by
Calvin King, Apr. 1.

Moser-Bowman. David P. Moser, Berne
(Ind.) cong., and Beth Bowman, Akron, Pa.,

Akron cong., by Don Blosser, May 6.

Ross-Mullet. Ronald Lee Ross, Sarasota,
Fla., Northside cong., and Rachel Elaine Mul-
let, Sarasota, Fla., Lower Deer Creek cong., by
Howard S. Schmitt and Richard Ross, June 18.

Saetang-Hartman. Zeng Beck Saetang and
Jane Hartman, both from Slate Hill cong., Shire-

manstown, Pa., by Samuel J. Troyer and Paul
Nisly, June 17.

Strathdee-Shantz. Michael James Strath-
dee, Kitchener, Ont., Mennonite Brethren
Church, and Carolyn Jane Shantz, Kitchener,
Ont., Stirling Avenue cong., by Mary Mae Sch-
wartzentruber, June 3.

Obituaries

Eberly, Walter Jay, son of Jack and Pat
(Stuckey) Eberly, was born in Phoenix, Ariz.,

July 6, 1971; died from automobile accident in-

juries on June 18, 1989; aged 17. Surviving are
his parents, one brother (Jay), one sister (Amy
Eberly), paternal grandmother (Effie Eberly),

and maternal grandparents (Walter and Virgie
Stuckey). Funeral services were held at Lock-
port Mennonite Church on June 21, in charge
of Earl Stuckey, James Gilette, and Allen Rut-
ter; interment in Lockport Cemetery.
Gramley, Mervin Ray, son of Ellis and Liz-

zie (Pfile) Gramley, was born in Stephenson
Co., Ill, on June 11, 1905; died at Freeport (111.)

Memorial Hospital on May 31, 1989; aged 83.

On Nov. 25, 1926, he was married to Iona
Shelley, who died on July 26, 1985. Surviving
are 3 daughters (Doris Weber, Berneice Cooke,
and Mary Zettle), 8 grandchildren, and 12
great-grandchildren. He was a member of
Freeport Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on June 2, in charge of Paul
Sieber; interment in Freeport Mennonite
Cemetery.
Gross, Artemus H., son of Samuel and

Anna (Hunsberger) Gross, was born in Bucks
Co., Pa., Sept. 29, 1892; died at Souderton, Pa.,

June 18, 1989; aged 96. He was married to Nora
Gahman, who died in 1983. Surviving are 2
sons (Marvin and Willard), one daughter
(Ethel Roth), 9 grandchildren, and 15 great-
grandchildren. He was a member of Doyles-
town Mennonite Church. Funeral services
were held in Souderton Mennonite Home
Chapel on June 21, in charge of Joseph Gross
and Curtis Godshall; interment in Doylestown
Mennonite Cemetery.

Heiser, Jesse J., son of Jacob and Elizabeth
(Bachman) Heiser, was born at Fisher, 111.,

Jan. 10, 1901; died at St. Anthonv's Hospital,
Crown Point, Ind., June 19, 1989; aged 88. On
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May 20, 1925, he was married to Laura Good,
who died in April 1963. Surviving are one son
(Gerald Heiser), one daughter (Mary Ann
Jost), 5 grandchildren, one great-grandchild,

and one sister (Lizzie Birky). He was a member
of East Bend Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on June 22, in

charge of Millard Osborne; interment in East
Bend Cemetery.
Helmuth, Glenn Daniel, son of Moses and

Sarah (Roth) Helmuth, was born in Blandford
Twp., Ont, Jan. 26, 1922; died suddenly at

Woodstock General Hospital on June 6, 1989;

aged 67. On Apr. 5, 1958, he was married to

Katie Ann Steckly, who survives. Also surviv-

ing are 2 daughters (Charlene Kay and Va-
nessa Lynn). He was a member of Tavistock
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on June 9, in charge of Rufus Jutzi;

interment in East Zorra Mennonite Church
Cemetery.
Hershberger, Ora J., son of Jacob E. and

Ida Mae (Yoder) Hershberger, was born in

Iowa Co., Iowa, July 23, 1899; died at his home
in Frytown, Iowa, June 10, 1989; aged 89. On
Sept. 4, 1921, he was married to Bertha Ellen
Guengerich, who survives. Also surviving are 3
daughters (Velma Hershberger, Dorothy Mill-

er, and Doris Redding), 8 grandchildren, and 7

great-grandchildren. He was a member of

West Union Mennonite Church, where funeral

services were held on June 12, in charge of

Dean Swartzendruber and Wilbur Yoder;
interment in West Union Cemetery.
Hockman, Anna Mae, daughter of Harvey

and Ella Mae (Strouse) Hockman, was born in

New Britain Twp., Pa., Sept. 18, 1917; died at

Souderton, Pa., June 16, 1989; aged 71. Surviv-

ing are one brother (Harvey S.) and one sister

(Esther). She was a member of Doylestown
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held

at Souderton Mennonite Home Chapel on June
20, in charge of Ray K. Yoder and Curtis God-
shall; interment in Doylestown Mennonite
Cemetery.
Ropp, Clara Ethel, daughter of Arthur and

Emma (Smith) Ropp, was born in Fremont,
111., July 16, 1904; died at Meadows Mennonite
Home, Meadows, 111., May 24, 1989; aged 84.

Surviving is one brother (Frank Ropp). She
was a member of Roanoke Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on May 28, in

charge of Eldon King, Rick Troyer, and George
Claussen; interment in Roanoke Mennonite
Cemetery.

Stahl, Byron L., son of Charles and Esther
(Reber) Stahl, was born in Fairview, Mich.,

Oct. 12, 1915; died at the Sturgis (Mich.) Hos-
pital on Mar. 12, 1989; aged 73. On Dec. 27,

1937, he was married to Mary Cathryn
Speicher, who survives. Also surviving are 2

daughters (Mary Ellen GetzMiller and Martha
Dexter), 6 grandchildren, 3 great-grandchil-

dren, 2 brothers (Willis and Carl), and 2 sisters

(Priscilla Harrison and Alene Rabald). He was
preceded in death by 3 children and one
brother. He was a member of Lake Bethel
Mennonite Church, where funeral services

were held on Mar. 15, in charge of Lewis
Miller; interment in Lake Bethel Cemetery.
Swartz, Roy S., son of Jacob and Lydia

(Stoll) Swartz, was born in Montgomery, Ind.,

Dec. 18, 1916; died of cancer at his home in

Glendale, Ariz., on June 14, 1989; aged 72. On
Dec. 22, 1936, he was married to Katie Knepp,
who survives. Also surviving are 3 sons (Ron,
Dale, and Dewaine), 2 daughters (Elsie Roth
and Marilyn Miller), 13 grandchildren, 2 great-

grandchildren, 2 brothers (Pete and Alvin),

and 5 sisters (Kate Swartzendruber, Mary
Stoll, Bonnie McCrary, Mayme Harding, and
Viola Summers). He was preceded in death by
one brother (Henry). He was a member of Sun-
nyslope Mennonite Church, where memorial

services were held on June 17, in charge of
David Mann and Brad Eberly; interment in

Resthaven Memorial Park.
Troyer, Noah M., son of Abner D. and Ca-

therine (Yoder) Troyer, was born in Holmes
Co., Ohio; died at his home at Baltic, Ohio,
June 13, 1989; aged 87. On Dec. 18, 1926, he was
married to Elizabeth N. Schlabach, who died
on July 10, 1986. Surviving are 5 sons (Alvin,
Aden, Monroe, Delbert, and Edward), 3 daugh-
ters (Sue Simons, Lovina Brandt, and Mary
Lou Yoder), 15 grandchildren, 4 great-grand-
children, 4 stepgrandchildren, 7 step-great-
grandchildren, and one brother (Abner A.). He
was preceded in death by one son (Owen), 5
brothers, and one sister. Funeral services were
held at Countryside Chapel on June 16, in

charge of Gary Yackey; interment in Schla-
bach Cemetery, Sugarcreek, Ohio.
Tyson, Martha M. Moore, daughter of

Leidy and Elizabeth Z. (Nice) Moore, was born
in New Britain, Pa., May 27, 1898; died at Sou-
derton, Pa., June 6, 1989; aged 91. She was
married to Raymond H. Tyson, who died in

February 1979. Surviving are one daughter
(Esther M. Tyson), 2 sons (Millard and Lester),

6 grandchildren, 13 great-grandchildren, one
brother (Willis), and one sister (Eva Landis).
She was a member of Doylestown Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at
Souderton Mennonite Home on June 9, in

charge of Ray K. Yoder and Joseph L. Gross;
interment in Doylestown Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Unruh, Sarah Kaiser, daughter of Henry
Pete and Catheren Margaret (Frank) Kaiser,

was born in Durham, Kans., Sept. 7, 1902; died

at Schowalter Villa, Hesston, Kans., June 15,

1989; aged 86. On Mar. 31, 1919, she was mar-
ried to Joseph P. Unruh, who died in August
1979. Surviving are 2 sons (Merle and Dewayne
R.), 7 grandchildren, 6 great-grandchildren, 3

brothers, and 3 sisters. She was preceded in

death by 5 children. She was a member of

Hesston Mennonite Church. Funeral services

were held at Greensburg Mennonite Church on
June 19, in charge of D. A. Raber and Chuck
Lyon; interment in Fairview Cemetery.
Weber, Enetta Gingrich, daughter of

Enoch and Rebecca (Witmer) Gingrich, was
born at Preston, Ont., Mar. 20, 1902; died at

Fairview Mennonite Home, Cambridge, Ont.,

May 21, 1989; aged 87 y. On Apr. 10, 1930, she
was married to Wilfred Witmer, who preceded
her in death. On Aug. 28, 1971, she was mar-
ried to Gordon Weber, who survives. Also sur-

viving are 2 daughters (Ruth and Eileen) and 2

sons (Kenneth and David Witmer). She was a
member of Stirling Avenue Mennonite Church.
Funeral services were held at Fairview Men-
nonite Centre on May 24, in charge of Mary
Mae Schwartzentruber and Steven Martin.

Yoder, Fred R., was born at Milo, N.Dak.,

Aug. 13, 1901; died at his home in South
Hutchinson, Kans., May 19, 1989; aged 87. On
Feb. 24, 1924, he was married to Anna Bon-
trager, who survives. He was a member of

South Hutchinson Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on May 22, in charge
of Calvin King and Clarence Bontrager; inter-

ment in Yoder Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Yoder, Henry D., son of David J. and Lu-

cinda (Kauffman) Yoder, was born in Rural
Haven, Kans., Jan. 17, 1910; died at Mennonite
Friendship Manor, South Hutchinson, Kans.,

June 10, 1989; aged 79. On Sept. 27, 1944, he
was married to Elsie Marie Zook, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are one son (Doug Yoder),

3 daughters (Sally Willitt, Beverly Metz, and
Jean Yoder), 7 grandchildren, one brother
Levi), and 2 sisters (Elizabeth Yoder and Ida

Miller). He was a member of Yoder Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
June 13, in charge of Don Patterson, interment

in Yoder Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Yoder, Jacob, son of Joe B. and Hannah

(Swartz) Yoder, was born in Fairview, Mich.,
May 2, 1913; died at Sarasota, Fla., June 19,

1989; aged 76 y. On Dec. 24, 1939, he was mar-
ried to Mary Ellen Helmuth, who died on Sept.

24, 1977. Surviving are 4 sons (J. LaVerne,
Raymond, Dwayne, and Marlin), one daughter
(Marlene Yoder Miley), 9 grandchildren, 7
great-grandchildren, 4 brothers (Joseph, Ed-
win, Henry, and Omer), and one sister (Katie).

He was a member of Bahia Vista Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
June 23, in charge of Gerald Mininger; inter-

ment in Sarasota, Fla.

Yoder, Nancy, was born on Dec. 18, 1900;

died on May 30, 1989. On June 28, 1917, she was
married to Samuel Yoder, who died on June 27,

1981. Surviving are 2 daughters (Edna Bolin
and Goldie Nuet), 5 sons (Oscar, Truman,
Raymond, William, and Harley), 26 grand-
children, 41 great-grandchildren, and 5 great-

great-grandchildren. She was a member of

Shore Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on June 2, in charge of Harvey
Chupp and Orville Miller.

Zook, Verbeta Marine Shrock, daughter of

Ananias and Susan (Frey) Shrock, was born in

Converse, Ind.. Aug. 19, 1902; died at Green-
town, Ind., May 23, 1989; aged 86. On Sept. 19,

1925, she was married to Ernest Zook, who
died on Jan. 15, 1931. Surviving are one son
(Oren), one daughter (Mary Marner), 8 grand-
children, 8 great-grandchildren, and one sister

(Lona Myers). He was a member of Howard-
Miami Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on May 26, in charge of Lee
Miller and Mick Sommers; interment in

Hensler Cemetery.
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Northwest Conference annual meeting, Three Hills, Alta.,
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Indiana-Michigan Conference annual meeting, Sturgis, Mich.,
July 6-8

Allegheny Conference annual meeting, Laurelville, Pa., July 6-
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Worldwide Missionary Conference, Lancaster, Pa., July 8-9
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12-16

South Central Conference annual meeting, Hesston, Kans.,
July 14-16

Afro-American Mennonite Association assembly, Peoria, 111.,

July 28-30
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Mennonite Church Nominating Committee, Normal, 111., July
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Hispanic Executive Board, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-5

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Chicago, 111., Aug.
10-11

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Aug. 11-12

Conservative Conference annual meeting, Belleville, Pa., Aug.
11- 13

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual meeting, Kalona, Iowa,

Aug. 18-20

Franklin Conference session, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 19

MC Coordinating Council, Angola, Ind., Sept. 5

MCC Canada 25th anniversary celebration, Winnipeg, Man.,
Sept. 15-16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting,

Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16

NYSF delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y., Sept. 16

Lancaster Conference Fall Assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 21

MBE Board of Directors, Elkhart, Ind., Sept. 22-23

WMSC Executive Committee, Newton, Kans., Sept. 22-24

Goshen College Board of Overseers, Goshen, Ind., Sept. 28-30

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,

Lowville, N.Y., Oct. 14

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-
ing, Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Mennonite World Conference, Winnipeg, Man., July 24-29,
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Evangelical statement stresses

importance of witness to Jews
An international group of evangelical

theologians has issued a document up-
holding Christian efforts to witness to

Jews and declaring that "failure to preach
the gospel to the Jewish people would be a
form of anti-Semitism, depriving this

particular community of its right to hear
the gospel."

The statement, issued at a recent con-
sultation in Bermuda, was angrily de-

nounced by James Rudin, national inter-

religious affairs director of the American
Jewish Committee, who called it a "blue-

print for spiritual genocide" that is "shot
through with the ancient Christian
'teaching of contempt' for Jews and Ju-
daism."

The consultation was sponsored by
World Evangelical Fellowship and in-

volved several evangelical theologians
who have taken part in national dialogues
with Jewish leaders, including Rudin. It

was chaired by Vernon Grounds, presi-

dent of evangelicals for Social Action and
president emeritus of Denver Seminary.

Lutheran professor called a heretic;

wrote of sexism in the church
A Lutheran college professor has been

charged with heresy because of an essay
he wrote about the role of women in the

early Christian church and the reality of

sexism in the church today. Daniel Bruch,
who teaches sociology at Concordia
College in St. Paul, suggested the Chris-
tian church may be nudged by social

change into learning a new respect for the
diversity of women. Three pastors of the

conservative Lutheran Church-Missouri
Synod are seeking the expulsion of the pa-

stor-educator from the denomination.

Priest bucks county, INS over
detaining Latin American children

Officials in Valencia County, N. Mex.,
have attempted to bar a Roman Catholic
priest from ministring to Latin American
children who were being held for a federal
agency in a juvenile detention facility.

Bill Sanchez, a prison chaplain for the
Archdiocese of Santa Fe, s'aid detention
officials accused him of "stirring up trou-
ble" after he spoke to the media about
poor conditions in the facility and tried to

secure lawyers for the children.

The Immigration and Naturalization

Service pays the county $50 a day per

child to detain minors while they await
deportation proceedings. The children are

detained in a facility designed for juvenile

offenders though they have no criminal

charges against them.
"Detention officials said that I was

risking a lot of new jobs they had created

through money received from the INS,"
said Sanchez. "I voiced my feelings about
the moral implications of profiting from
these children's suffering." Sanchez said

that up to 25 children have been in-

carcerated at a time. The average age of

the children is about 14, and most are

fleeing war and poor economic conditions,

he said. The children are dressed in prison

garb, do not attend school, and receive

inadequate food, medical care, and
exercise.

Presbyterian program focuses on
strengthening small churches

In an era when moving up the career

ladder for clergy is often equated with the

largeness of one's congregation, the Pres-

byterian Church (USA) is trying to send
the message that small is beautiful. The
General Assembly Council of the denomi-
nation recently adopted a strategy for

strengthening churches of 250 members
or fewer. It was the result of a mandate
from the church's 1986 General
Assembly, which recognized that more
than 60 percent of the denomination's
congregations are small.

A 27-member team representing six

synods, four seminaries, and national
staff from three agencies came up with a
report that rejected the assumption that

a small congregation is a problem to be
solved. Rather, it outlined a strategy
based on the belief that "the small church
can and should impact the denomination
so that its structure, priorities, and pro-

grams more accurately reflect the values
of the small church."

Archbishop listens to critics;

launches project on child abuse
A Roman Catholic archbishop's meet-

ing with some of his critics has resulted in

the establishment of a pioneering church
program to help victims of child abuse
and their families. In introducing "Proj-

ect Benjamin," Archbishop Rembert
Weakland of Milwaukee said he believes
it is the first effort of its kind in the
world. He encouraged people who have
been abuse victims, including cases where
the abuse was perpetrated by a church
employee, to contact a special hotline.

Last year Weakland was criticized for

writing in Catholic Herald that not all

victims of sexual abuse were totally in-

nocent. He said that after meeting with

the critics, he became aware of the need
for the church to become involved in such
situations, and the idea for Project Ben-
jamin was born. The focus of the effort is

to provide education on child sexual abuse
at every level of the church. Volunteers
are also being trained to work in each of

the 10 districts of the archdiocese to

"extend the healing ministry" when such
situations arise.

IRS probes threaten tax exemptions
of some media ministries
While the religious broadcasting indus-

try has begun a program of self-regula-

tion in the area of financial integrity, the
U.S. Internal Revenue Service says some
broadcast ministries could lose their tax
exemptions because of noncompliance
with the federal tax code. In a quarterly
report to Rep. J. J. Pickle, chairman of
the House Ways and Means oversight
subcommittee, IRS gave details of ongo-
ing probes of 23 broadcasting ministries
without specifically naming any.

Robert Brauer, assistant commissioner
for exempt organizations, said the ongo-
ing investigations involve allegations of
political activities, not fully reporting in-

come, allowing earnings to benefit of-

ficials of ministries, or failing to pay em-
ployment taxes on employee wages. Al-
though the IRS report did not name the
ministries being probed, officials of PTL,
Christian Broadcasting Network, and
Jerry Falwell's Old-Time Gospel Hour
have confirmed that their organizations
are involved.

Steep drop in giving to United Church
blamed on debate over gays
A steep drop in donations to the United

Church of Canada will put many of the

church's smaller congregations in jeopar-

dy. Contributions to the denomination's
Mission and Service Fund, its major
source of money for mission support and
congregational assistance, are currently

about 8 percent below the same period

last year. And last year was one of the
worst years on record.

The less-than-expected revenues will

hit hardest at small congregations which
receive assistance from the national
church, chaplaincy programs, overseas
mission work, national and regional of-

fices in the church, and work among na-

tive Indians.

The budget shortfall is widely seen as

the result of controversy and division in

the church over the ordination of ho-

mosexuals. A statement passed last sum-
mer at the church's General Council did

not clearly reject the ordination of ho-

mosexuals, prompting a storm of protest

from church members.
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The French Revolution and
the General Assembly

It has come to mind that July 14 is considered

the 200th anniversary of the French Revolution.

Like various anniversaries, the point of celebra-

tion is arbitrary: July 14 is Bastille day, the me-
morial of the occasion when a mob assaulted the

Bastille, an old fortress in Paris.

The Revolution itself was played out over a pe-

riod of about ten years. But it introduced conflicts

into French government that were not resolved

until well into the 20th century. Indeed the July

issue of the National Geographic reports that

even today as some celebrate others will protest

"this 'scandalous commemoration' that in the

name of rights of man glorifies massacres,

crimes, destruction" (p. 24).

The French Revolution, it comes out, was
brought on by the American Revolution. The
French government was near bankrupt partly as

a result of money spent in support of the

American rebels. (If we thought the 13 colonies

won their freedom from England, we can think

again. It was the French who won the battle of

Yorktown.) The French king, Louis XVI, had to

find more money. One source he considered was
to levy taxes on the tax free land of the nobility

and the Roman Catholic Church. These together

made up some 2 percent of the population and
owned 1/3 of the land. A controversy over taxes

brought on the Revolution.

Mennonites have never been numerous in

France. In part, as The Mennonite Encyclopedia
implies, this was due to restrictions on their

freedom. The Revolution's motto of "Liberty,

equality, fraternity" did not extend to "noncon-

formity." It is reported that "migration to

America continued intermittently through the

entire period from 1820 to 1900, making up the

major part of the Amish settlements from
western Pennsylvania to Iowa" (Vol II, p. 361). So
we have an interest in the French Revolution if

only from the standpoint of its negative effect on

some of our own people.

Otherwise it would seem that this revolution

was not exactly our affair. For one thing we have

a spiritual allergy toward political revolutions.

This is based on a tradition going back to Jesus

and before—that no situation is so bad that it

calls for violence. Conflict resolution is the better

way and if this is not an option, let us go away

quietly. Thus our people have been movers, look-

ing for places where they may be permitted to

practice their faith while at the same time they

could feed their families and make a positive

contribution to society.

Some found such a place in Pennsylvania
where my ancestors came in 1749. But this was no
complete safety. There were Indian troubles and
soon there was the American Revolution. Some
Mennonites went to Canada while others put

their heads down to wait out the storm. But every

generation or two there occurs an uprising of

some sort which affects us. One of the more
recent was the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan to

which the U.S. Sunday school teacher president

responded by calling for military registration—

a

practice which has continued until this day.

As we think our way around the world we can

find dozens of situations more or less ripe for a

French Revolution: there is injustice, repression,

lack of freedom for conscientious expression.

When we gather at Normal, Illinois, on August
1-6 for the triennial General Conference and the

biennial General Assembly it would be well to

reflect on the fact that what we are doing there is

something which is denied to many persons

throughout the world. For upward of six thou-

sand church people to come together from several

countries to an open meeting and to openly

declare their ultimate loyalty to Christ would
draw the wrong kind of attention in many places.

No doubt there will be those present at Normal
89 who remember the Bolshevik Revolution,

another convulsion of which the ripples continue

until this day. They will come to Normal with the

knowledge that what the people of God can do is

dictated in part by what the political climate

permits. But we will all be there, if we stop to

think of it, because we have a loyalty higher than

the common loyalties to family, clan, and nation.

The French Revolution brought to the fore

basic human problems for which no one has easy

answers. They boil down to these: How can people

live together with reasonable respect for others

and for their beliefs? And even more basic, How
shall each person's needs be supplied? We think

we have answers to these questions even if they

are not popular answers. We need to proclaim

them boldly.—Daniel Hertzler
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My apple
was made of

soap
by Nancy Witmer

In the Garden of Eden, Eve's desire to

taste the forbidden fruit led to dire

consequences for her and her husband.
My desire to observe the forbidden bore
equally unpalatable fruit for myself and
my family. The "apple" that enticed me
was made of soap. (Continued on next page)



For 20 years, my husband and I staunchly
refused to allow a television set in our home. Our
teenagers, however, reminded us repeatedly of

the advantages a TV would bring. Gradually, our
resistance waned and a secondhand, color set was
enthroned in our living room.
As our sons promised, the TV brought excellent

coverage of the news and weather. It also pro-

vided entertaining and (I tried to convince
myself) educational word and vocabulary pro-

Although the soaps dominated my life,

I went to great lengths to hide this fact

from my husband and my friends.

grams. One noon at the end of a word program, I

happened to see the preview for the next show. A
handsome man and a beautiful woman were gaz-
ing into each other's eyes. Fascinated, I watched
as the man stroked the woman's long blonde hair
and whispered, "I've missed you. Let's never be
separated again."

Quieted my conscience. "This must be one of

the much-maligned soap operas," I told myself, as
I settled more comfortably into the reclining

chair. I quieted my conscience by rationalizing,

"As a writer, I really should know what's going on
in the world."

For the next hour, a bewildering barrage of
characters marched across the screen. They
traveled to exotic places and dined in elegant res-

taurants. They argued, patched up their quarrels,
and made love in wild abandon. I watched, mes-
merized.

To my delight, I discovered that two more
equally titillating shows followed the first. Occa-
sionally I glanced at the stack of unwashed dishes
in the kitchen sink, but my attention was quickly
drawn back to the action on the 20-inch screen.

The next afternoon I settled in front of the TV
again. I overruled my protesting conscience by
the pious-sounding excuse, I'm only watching so I
can intelligently condemn such shows. This time I

recognized many of the characters and started to

identify with them. The next morning I promised
myself I would not watch the soaps that day, but
again I succumbed to the desire to see what was
happening.

Nancy Witmer, Manheim, Pa., is a free-lance writer and a
member of Hernley Mennonite Church.

After watching the soaps for one week, I was
hooked.

For the next two months, I rearranged my
schedule so I could be at home for "my shows."
Previously I had reserved afternoons for grocery
shopping, appointments, and other away-from-
home activities. Now I completed my errands in

the morning or postponed them until later in the
day.

When I had to attend an afternoon function, I

watched the clock and rushed home to catch as
much of the program as I could. When the

telephone rang during the shows, I cut the con-
versation short so I could hurry back to the living

room. Although the soaps dominated my life, I

went to great lengths to hide this fact from my
husband and my friends. During these months I

never seemed to get caught up with my work be-

cause I was wasting so many hours in front of the
TV.

Mind wandered. My schedule wasn't the only
part of my life adversely affected by my addic-

tion. My devotional life suffered. Suddenly, the
Bible seemed incredibly dull. During my private

devotions as well as in public worship services,

my mind often wandered to the lives of my soap
acquaintances. When I tried to pray, God seemed
far away.
My habit hurt my marriage. I started to com-

pare my husband with the men in the soaps.

These men always had time to talk to their

partners. They noticed when the women in their

lives wore new outfits or had their hair done.
These wealthy men planned intimate candlelight

dinners and excursions to romantic places. Our
own simple pleasures of walking the dog or hiking
in the woods seemed mundane when compared
with dinner at exclusive clubs or cruises to exotic

islands. Our cozy home looked old-fashioned and
ill-furnished when compared to the luxurious
ones portrayed on TV.

My children suffered. My youngest son arrived

home from school during the final segment of the

last afternoon show. Since I didn't want him to

see what I was watching I ordered him to go to his

room or stay in the kitchen. Furthermore, my TV
viewing habits sabotaged my attempts to control

how my sons used the television. When I objected

to their watching certain types of shows or

protested that they were spending too much time
in front of the TV, they said, "Why can't we see

this program? You watch TV for three hours
every afternoon."
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My TV habits dealt-a blow to my self-image.

When I compared my hair, my face, my figure,

and my wardrobe with what I saw on the soaps, I

found mine wanting.

During the months I watched the soap operas, I

saw sinful lifestyles glamorized while virtuous

ones were nonexistent. Marital infidelity, flirta-

tions, dishonesty, greed, treachery, and extrava-

gant living were portrayed as the norm. The be-

haviors I saw on TV contradicted every value I

held dear. The Holy Spirit convicted me daily that

such shows should have no place in my life, yet I

continued to make flimsy excuses for watching
them.

Lust and impurity. I was jolted out of my com-
placency when I read "A Subtle Form of

Pornography" in the "Hear, Hear!" section of

Gospel Herald (Mar. 24, 1987) in which John
Drescher denounced the soaps. I recoiled from the

suggestion that I was enjoying pornography, yet

as I considered the illicit relationships that

pervaded the soaps and the total disregard for

moral purity, I was forced to concede that John
was right. Although I would never have allowed a

pornographic magazine in my home, I was per-

mitting all sorts of lust and impurity to come in

via the soap opera.

When I realized the seriousness of my actions, I

cried out to God for forgiveness and asked him to

help me overcome my addiction to these pro-

grams. Immediately, I sensed a new freedom in

my spirit. God was no longer unreachable.

With God's help, I stopped watching the soaps
"cold turkey." During the first weeks, my mind
frequently flashed back to episodes from the pro-

grams and I yearned to know how the characters

were resolving their dilemmas. To put some
distance between me and the TV, I often planned
to be out of the house for part of the afternoon.

When I was at home, I kept busy on projects in

rooms other than the living room.
For a long time, a persuasive voice urged me:

"It won't hurt to watch one program for a couple

of minutes." But I recognized the source of this

suggestion and God empowered me to overcome
the temptation.

With the soaps no longer a part of my life, my
relationship with my husband and my sons

improved. I took a new and appreciative look at

The behaviors I saw on the soaps
contradicted every value I held dear.

my family, our possessions, and our life- style.

Contentment and joy replaced my former feelings

of dissatisfaction and guilt. However, I was not

unscathed by my foray into the world of the soaps.

Lost innocence. Just as Adam and Eve lost

their innocence when they tasted the forbidden

fruit, so I, too, have lost something precious.

Many of the incidents I saw on the programs are

buried deep in my mind. At unsuspecting mo-
ments, they come bubbling to the surface. When
this happens, I ask the Lord to cleanse my mind
of the incident and, through an act of my will, I

refuse to dwell on the memory. Through the dis-

cipline of reading and memorizing Scripture, I

find that my mind is being renewed.

My experience with the soap operas has
revealed to me the subtle tactics of the enemy. Al-

though I consider myself a mature Christian, he
was able to entrap me in a sinful habit before I

realized what was happening. I praise God,
however, for the power to deliver his children

from any and all "apples" that entice them into

sin. ^

Hear, hear!

A columnfor shariyig personal coyicerns

A call to care
for one another

Jesus healed diseases and infirmities

along with his preaching. Thus healing

was central to the ministry of Jesus. If

Jesus is the model for kingdom ministry,

then healing must be central to our

ministry. On the physical level God has

chosen to heal persons by means of scien-

tific medicine. This is because God wants
to use us as his instruments to meet the

challenge of loving and caring for each

other. If God would heal everyone magi-
cally no one would need to study medicine

and we wouldn't have the challenge of

finding cures for presently incurable

diseases. We may think that we would
like a world where God did everything

magically but in reality we wouldn't. Life

would be no challenge at all.

If God simply placed our food on the

table every day no one would have to

farm.

God is sovereign but he has chosen in

most cases to work through human en-

deavor. This gives us a challenge and the

responsibility to care for each other. This

does not mean that we have to deny all

miracles. There may be times that for a

special purpose God intervenes in a way
unexplainable by natural science. These
special interventions of God occur but

they are not the norm. We cannot de-

mand that they occur, for we must leave

miracles to the discretion of a sovereign

God.

When someone is ill we do what we can

through medical science and then leave

the person in God's hand and let God's

will be done. We can ask that if it be

God's will healing occur, but we can never

insist on healing. We have to pray the

prayer of Jesus, in the garden of Geth-

semane, "Not my will, but thine will be

done."

Likewise God has chosen in most in-

stances to bring healing on the psy-

chological level through the scientific dis-

cipline of psychology and psychiatry.

Once again if God would simply heal

every psychological problem magically no

one would have to study psychology or

psychiatry and the concrete challenge of

loving, caring, and helping each other

would be lost.

God wants to use us as his instru-

ments.—John Martin, Kitchener, Ont.
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FACING THE FUTURE: THE CHURCH IN THE 1990s (3)

Yes, the church will survive
by Katie Funk Wiebe

I have heard and read some discouraging

reports by people much more knowledgeable than

I about the status of the contemporary church.

I read Charles Colson's strong indictment of to-

day's church: "Post-World War II Christianity is
,

a religion of private comfort and blessing that

fills the holes in life that pleasure, success, and
money leave open" {Kingdoms in Conflict). I

didn't want to agree, but with his nationwide

contacts, he should know.
Howard A. Snyder in Liberating the Church

Church leaders bemoan fewer

volunteers, weakening stewardship and
moral accountability, and lessening

loyalty.

reinforced Colson's view: "Like the nation,

America's churches breathe the atmosphere of

self-protection and self-aggrandizement. They
run after the same things the world does. The
church is not free for the kingdom. Its sickness is

symbolized by the average church budget: 80 or

90 percent spent on itself, a pittance for the rest

of the world."

What to do with these and other devastating
comments about today's church?

Fewer volunteers. Church leaders speak of

frequent absences of members at church func-

tions, especially on long weekends; of lower atten-

dance at Sunday school, especially the adults, and
at evening and special services. They bemoan
fewer volunteers for church programming,
weakening stewardship and moral ac-

countability, and lessening loyalty to denomina-
tional concerns.

Mennonite leaders speak of an unnamed weari-
ness having struck the church. They admit that

church growth is slow in North America as com-
pared to third-world countries. Personal spiritual

growth, ethical values, Bible study and prayer,

evangelism and missions, relief and develop-

ment—all are still important, but not terribly im-

Katie Funk Wiebe, Hillsboro, Kans., is a college professor

and free-lance writer. This is the third article in a three-part

series commissioned by Meetinghouse—the Mennonite editors

group.

portant. Not as important as being free to do
one's own thing.

Nominating committee members and others

tell of being turned down in response to their

requests for help: "Sorry, but I'm just too busy
this winter to work on the worship committee,"

one teacher said. The nominating committee
member had heard that response often.

"We want free time to travel and visit other

churches," said the newly retired businessman
and his wife.

"Our children are out of Sunday school and
children's clubs—we've done our share,"

explained the middle-aged father.

"I'm working full-time this year and can't

handle another thing, or I'll shatter." This from a

mother of four.

Those attempting to involve members in

ministry sigh and keep phoning. By the time the

matter comes to arm-twisting (and often it does),

they have long ago abandoned gift discernment
and mutual accountability to the body of Christ.

Service and ministry have become institutional

terms, not loving deeds done out of a sense of

vocation.

I factored other details into my developing

thesis of church apathy: "I'm tired of being

preached at," one woman told me bluntly. "I can't

face another preaching service."

Yet she, like many others, yearns for a power-
ful church moving into new spiritual frontiers.

She wants to be part of a church in which she

does more than listen to sermons and drop money
into the velvet-lined plate passing under her nose

each Sunday.

Some questions. What is the state of the

church? Is the spirit of Christ still active? The
mail today again brought several letters asking

for money for various church projects. Are all of

these projects, I dare to ask, really holy causes?

Will the church survive this overabundance of in-

formation and dearth of vitality? The institution

obviously will, but what about the church as a

covenanting body of believers committed to work-

ing out God's kingdom?
In a first draft of this article I placed myself on

the side of Colson, Snyder, and many others,

assured that I could lay bare the church as an im-

poverished institution, hampered bv an insidious

hierarchism and a laid-back membership satis-

fied with a private fizzy-faith. I despaired when I

read that meeting the annual budget was the
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great institutional accomplishment of some con-

gregations, and that faith issues never become a

reality for many members.
I wasn't satisfied with my work. Yet I couldn't

dismiss the statement by Robert Bellah, coauthor

of Habits of the Heart, that an authentic com-
munity occurs only when commitments of mem-
bers carry them beyond the private life into

public endeavor. A truly Christian community
has a distinctively Christian lifestyle that is not

determined by social, ethnic, or economic status.

Where is the body of Christ that has

transcended secular values to live out Christ's

teachings among the "pretensions and illusions of

a contemporary society"? Must "business as

usual" be the epitaph we write over today's

church?

Is it possible to make bold statements about a

new life in Christ? That grace is sufficient for

every trying moment in personal and family life?

That God hasn't been shoved to second place be-

cause technology, science, and history provide

more and more explanations for life's questions?

That the working of the Spirit, rather than

management skills, accounts for growth? That in

a church that has matured, come of age, an
uncritical faith and trust in God as sovereign

Lord and provider is not an anachronism?
I had to admit that those Old Testament stories

about manna and quails dropping from heaven
make good children's entertainment, but don't al-

ways satisfy the modern sophisticated church

member troubled about making mortgage pay-

ments at the end of the month.

Three-part pattern. I found courage and
enlightenment in a concept which, I believe, was
first expounded by theologian Paul Ricoeur with

regard to Bible study. He states that Christians

move through a hermeneutical circle, a pattern of

interpreting the Scriptures.

When we first encounter the Word of God, we
approach it with a childlike naivete, an uncritical

belief, devouring every word like a famished
refugee. Belief comes easy.

But in a second stage, some Christians distance

themselves from the Word as they look more
critically at the text. The Bible suddenly contains

too many unexplainable aspects. Some people lose

their faith at this stage, for it seems impossible to

harmonize the apparent biblical inconsistencies.

In a third stage, which Ricoeur calls the

"second naivete," wonder for the Word is res-

tored. The Bible is again God's Word, but at a

more profound level, deepened by personal strug-

gle and doubts.

Stages of belief. Other writers are applying

this same concept of stages of belief to the Chris-

tian life in general. The church came through the

renewal movement several decades ago with
great hope for renewed life and expansion. God's
promises of renewal never looked brighter. We
were in our first naivete.

But difficult years followed in which we wit-

nessed thousands suffering through drought,

famine, flood, mass hunger, and homelessness.

Problems such as divorce and abuse affected the

Christian family as much as any others. The com-
munal movement, which seemed to herald a new
age for the church, slumped into organiza-

tionalism and hardened along institutional lines.

I see the church passing through the second

stage of belief, the critical analysis stage, as a

body of believers and as individuals. It may not

account for all the lethargy, but at least for some.
The church at times seems very human and
mundane—and with large professional staffs, it

will survive. When both the church and business

enterprises enjoy excellent management, top-line

computing systems, and slick marketing skills,

the mystery of the divine corporate life of which
Paul wrote to the Ephesian church and which
provides the impetus for volunteerism dissipates.

How can any kind of pious language or sense of

calling ("God is working in my life") survive mar-
keting jargon?

Yet Christians are holding onto faith

because there is nothing else to

hang onto.

But true faith does not become quagmired
despite obstacles. It moves through the darkness

of perplexity to the third stage. I dislike calling it

the "second naivete," as Ricoeur does. Yet Chris-

tians are holding onto faith because there is

nothing else to hang onto. With Peter, they are

saying, "Lord, to whom shall we go? You alone

have the words of eternal life."

They know from experience that good people

are not immune to suffering. They cannot give

precise answers to the reasons for injustice in this

world. As Daniel J. Simundsen writes in Hopefor
All Seasons, they "have not received their share

of the world's resources, not been protected from
danger, not received justice from this world, and
have not been supported by loving human com-
munities." But they continue to have faith. The
words they say are not much different from those

they uttered about God and the Word during

their first naivete. But the basis for them is

deeper, more secure. And they continue to

volunteer and serve the church.

Such people understand that forgiveness of sin,

whether before God or before humankind, is a

spiritual cleansing, not just a relational tech-

nique. They acknowledge Christ's presence with

them, not to assure them wealth and happiness,

but to see them through each day's struggles.

They are convinced of the need to keep witnessing

to Christ's righteousness even if evil seems to be

in control, not because of the promise of great

success, but because God asks for obedience.

A better word to describe this third stage than
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"second naivete" is gelassenheit—a simple trust
in God which acknowledges that we are in his
hands and that he is on our side. We worship God
not for what we can get out of him, but because
God is God over all. If that is naivete, so let it be.
We need such trust for a dark age.

Granted, for some people the main issues and
concerns of the church will always be administra-
tive and institutional. If so, church leaders have
failed to communicate the community-centered
nature of faith, as Snyder clearly points out. He

Many Christians acknowledge Christ's

presence with them, not to assure them
wealth and happiness, but to see
them through each day's struggles.

argues that the New Testament emphasizes
authentic Christian community more than evan-
gelism and so should the church today. "Where
community is weak, successful evangelism will do
little more than speed the church's accommoda-
tion to surrounding society—bring the world into

the church rather than bringing the gospel into

the world."

Just an asset? For some people Christ will

continue to be nothing more than an asset

alongside other assets such as a successful career,

good kids, and a satisfying sex life.

Still others will continue to disconnect their

private faith from accountability to the body of

Christ. Such people see themselves responsible

only to God, not to the church, weakening the
congregation in its corporate power to function

as a valid authority to set goals, stands, and
values. For such people sacrifice and the cross are

hollow words and volunteerism an undesired
burden.

Where is this spirit of gelassenheit most
evident? Among older people who have found that
God takes them through the difficult days to a
better time. They have set their vision on a hope
that lies beyond this life. They know that
everyone must do their own believing. And serv-

ing. And so, if their eyesight is bad, they write
their prayer lists in large print on wrapping
paper. Because prayer is important. That and
waiting in hope for the promise of their

Redeemer. With such people the church will sur-

vive, for they serve as models to the next genera-
tion. Q
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IDEAS FOR OUTREACH
A column provided by Mennonite Board of Missions
(Mennonite Church) and Commission on Home Minis-
tries (General Conference Mennonite Church).

Invite a friend to church
1. The struggle. Many churches want to reach

new people but struggle with how to actually get

them to attend. They may use newspaper ads,

radio, and bumper stickers. All have their place.

But what works best and is the least expensive?

2. The answer. In our high tech/high touch so-

ciety, the unchurched respond best through per-

sonal invitation. At least 78 percent of persons

who attend church for the first time come by in-

vitation of a family member or friend. Further-

more, 63 percent of those who don't go to church
never received a personal invitation from some-
one they know. Sometimes we churchgoers are

reluctant to invite because we are under the im-

pression that unchurched friends have no desire

to come to church. However, what do the polls

say?

3. The facts. The Gallup study of 1988 reported

that 58 percent of the 78 million unchurches
persons (those above 18 who didn't attend church
in the last six months except for holidays) say

they will "probably, possibly, or most definitely"

go to church in the near future. Some are ready

now for a personal invitation. Others may need

to go through a personal crisis before they make
a switch, but then would respond to your invita-

tion, "Come with me to church," since it is com-
ing from someone they care about. Who are these

people you could invite?

4. The contact. The best results come when you
write down on a 3 X 5 card the following cate-

gories: vocational associates, close personal

friends, other friends, families with a new baby,

newcomers to the community, relatives, personal

contacts in organizations or clubs. Write the

names of those who don't attend church under

these categories. Carry the card with you and
begin praying for them. Then look for opportu-

nities, and give them a warm invitation to your
family of faith. Let them know that "our family

can be your family."

For more information about planning a

"Friend Sunday" at your church, write to the

Evangelism and Church Development Depart-

ment at Mennonite Board of Missions, Box 370,

Elkhart, IN 46515. Available are two similar

plans—one that I wrote ($1 plus postage) and

another from the Church of God, Anderson, In-

diana ($2 plus postage).—G. Edwin Bontrager



Is cleaning your house
polluting the earth?
by Jocele Meyer

Each spring as I was growing up, when the
snow melted, the showers came, and birds began
to sing, my mother began spring house cleaning.

The entire family helped.

In later years Mother decided this ritual was
less necessary. By that time the house had central

heat fueled by cleaner-burning natural gas. We
had a vacuum cleaner that devoured dust year
round. And there was a multitude of aerosol

cleaners and polishes that kept furnishings clean,

shiny, and sweet smelling.

As an adult I have learned more about those
cleansers upon which we so quickly grew de-

pendent. Many people now know that aerosol

spray cans send chlorofluorocarbons into the at-

mosphere that contribute to the greenhouse ef-

fect and destroy the earth's protective ozone
layer. Most people, however, are not aware that
non-aerosol cleansers are also hazardous. Many
cleansers contain chemicals that contaminate the
soil and groundwater as they are flushed down
the drains of millions of homes.
The Environmental Hazards Management In-

stitute estimates that in an average city of

100,000 residents, "3.75 tons of toilet bowl
cleaner, 13.75 tons of liquid household cleaners,

and 3.44 tons of motor oil are discharged into city

drains each month."
The most important battleground in the war

against pollution is not on the sea or in the air— it

is in our own homes. Beginning at home is a good
way to address complex pollution problems be-

cause home is the place where most of us have
control and can work for change.

Alternative cleansers. Following is a list of

basic alternative household cleansers that are
less polluting to the environment than com-
mercial cleansers:

•Baking soda cleans and deodorizes. It is a non-
abrasive scouring powder that softens water to

increase the cleaning power of soap and de-

tergent.

•Borax also cleans and deodorizes and is a
disinfectant that softens water.

•Soap biodegrades completely and safely.

Synthetic detergents cause more poisoning than
any other household product. (Detergent may be
necessary in hard water. Use low phosphate
products when possible.)

•Washing soda cuts grease and removes stains.

A disinfectant, it softens water and increases

Jocele Meyer, Fresno, Ohio, works for the Global Education
Office of Mennonite Central Committee U.S.

cleaning power where hard water is a problem. It

is a safe cleanser for heavy dirt and grease.

•White vinegar cuts grease and soap scum and
freshens.

•Ammonia is a heavy-duty cleaner. Caution:

Fumes can harm eyes and respiratory system.

Recipes for cleaning. Personal preference,

amount of dirt, and hardness of water determine
the effectiveness of alternatives. Unusually hard
water may necessitate the occasional use of com-
mercial cleansers. I have tried the following al-

ternative cleansers and have found them to work
in our home:
•Drain cleaner. For regular maintenance, pour

one-fourth cup of baking soda down the drain;

follow with a half cup of vinegar. When fizzing

stops, flush with one gallon of hot water. For
clogged drains, try a half cup of baking soda and a

half cup of vinegar. A plunger or snake may be
needed for a badly plugged drain.

•Bathtub ring. Scrub with a rough cloth or

firm-bristled brush, using baking soda. Vinegar
loosens lime deposits and soap scum, leaving tub
shiny and sweetsmelling.

•Mildew remover and preventative. Scrub with
lemon juice or vinegar and salt.

•Rug and upholstery shampoo foam. Add one-

fourth cup of liquid dishwashing detergent (or

soap) to one cup of warm water in a large bowl.

Beat to a dry sudsy foam. Use immediately, ap-

plying with a rough cloth. Works well to remove
surface dirt. Sprinkle dry cornstarch on grease

spots or liquid spills, then vacuum.
•Toilet bowl cleaner. Use vinegar or baking

soda, and scrub well with a brush.

•All-purpose cleaner. Mix two tablespoons of

borax and one teaspoon of soap in one quart of

water. Store in a spray bottle.

•Brass, pewter, and copper cleaner. Dissolve

salt in vinegar, and add flour to make a paste

(about equal parts of each). Store in labeled

covered container.

•Floor andfurniture polish . One part lemon
juice and two parts olive or vegetable oil.

Changing habits. The earth is the Lord's. It is

also our home. Treated gently, the earth will

continue to provide a home for our children and
grandchildren. Think about the choices you make
each day. Do they damage the environment? A
list of harmful chemicals found in common
cleansers and a list of alternatives is available

from the Environmental Hazards Management
Institute at Box 283, Portsmouth, NH 03801.^
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Church news

Miller named executive secretary

of Mennonite World Conference
"The Executive Committee of Menno-

nite World Conference is pleased to an-

nounce the appointment of Larry Miller

of Strasbourg, France, as executive sec-

retary-elect," reported Ross Bender,
president of MWC. The appointment of

Miller by General Council mail vote was
confirmed during the annual session of

the Executive Committee in Elspeet, The
Netherlands, July 3-7. Following As-
sembly 12 in Winnipeg, July 24-29, 1990,

Miller will succeed Paul Kraybill, who is

retiring.

Miller brings experience in internation-

al Christian ministry as well as adminis-
trative experience. He is currently direc-

tor of the Europe program for Mennonite
Board of Missions. Earlier he also served

as the European representative of Men-
nonite Central Committee Peace Section

and as the European director of peace and
interchurch relations for MCC. From
1975 to 1982 he was director of the Foyer
Grebel in Paris, a Mennonite center for

international students.

Miller is a graduate of Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries and has stud-

ied at theological schools in Paris,

London, and Strasbourg. He is currently

completing a doctorate in New Testament
studies at the University of Strasbourg.

Miller is highly regarded by the leaders

of the five Mennonite church bodies in

France, West Germany, The Netherlands,
and Switzerland who nominated him.
Larry and his wife, Eleanor, are fluent in

both English and French. They are active

members of Eglise Evangelique Menno-
nite de Strasbourg. Miller, a native of

Elkhart, Ind., has lived in France with his

family since 1975 and in Strasbourg since

1982.

In reflecting on his new assignment,
Miller stated, "From European origins

and a period of North American prom-
inence, the Anabaptist-Mennonite family
has become a global movement whose in-

spiration comes increasingly through the

churches in Africa, Asia, and Latin
America. In this situation, the challenge
before us is to treasure one another and to

strengthen that fragile web of rela-

tionships—relationships of solidarity and
interdependence—which can help us all,

wherever we are, to follow Jesus Christ

more closely in the world. Resources are
limited, but if we join forces they will be
sufficient."

The MWC Executive Committee also

expressed its appreciation to Paul Kray-
bill for his service as the first full-time

executive secretary. His term of office in-

cluded the assemblies at Wichita (1978),

Strasbourg (1984), and Winnipeg (1990).

His vision for MWC included the growing
efforts in communication among the
member churches, promotion of the his-

toric Mennonite peace witness, and
theological conversations with other
Christian communions such as the World
Alliance of Reformed Churches and the

Baptist World Alliance.

Following the Winnipeg Assembly, the

MWC office will be relocated from the

Larry Miller

Chicago suburb of Carol Stream to Stras-

bourg, with some services provided from
North America. The French Mennonite
Church (Association des Eglises Evan-
geliques Mennonites de France) passed a

unanimous resolution in May welcoming
the prospect of the appointment of Larry
Miller and the relocation of the office to

Strasbourg.

According to Bender, "Strasbourg
meets the requirements for our office lo-

cation in that (a) it has historic signifi-

cance for Anabaptist-Mennonites; (b) it is

a city of international stature; (c) it en-

joys economic and political stability; (d) it

is well-known in the Mennonite World
Conference constituency; and (e) it is the

home of Larry and Eleanor Miller."

The MWC Executive Committee gave
direction to the search process under
guidelines adopted by the General Coun-
cil in Filadelfia, Paraguay, at its triennial

meeting in 1987. The General Council ap-

proved the Executive Committee's recom-
mendation in a mail vote completed on
June 30.

Goshen helps sponsor
conference promoting
international education

Educators from 15 U.S. colleges and
universities called on President George
Bush and Congress to include a provision

for international learning and service in

"any legislation establishing a program of

national service" at a conference on "The
Role of Service Learning in International

Education."

Sponsored by Goshen College, the Kel-

logg Foundation, and the Johnson Foun-
dation, the recent event took place at

the Wingspread conference center in

Racine, Wis. It formed part of Goshen's

celebration of the 20th anniversary of its

international-education requirement.

The resolution notes that research

"continually points to the universal value

of international experience and language
training" and that "undergraduate ser-

vice experience leads to effective adult

volunteerism."

"International education—when ori-

ented in service, backed up by a philoso-

phy or theology of serving the neighbor,

administered by a caring faculty, ap-

proved by parents, and freely chosen by
students—can make at least a significant

difference in the moral imagination of

most students and a major transforma-

tion in the character of some," said

former Goshen president Lawrence Burk-
holder in an address at the conference.

Research indicates that international

education affects students' personal and
intellectual growth discernibly. Students

returning from a term abroad show sig-

nificant gains in the ability to think re-

flectively and to appreciate the arts, said

Norman Kauffmann, Goshen College

dean of student development.

Ruth Gunden, director of international

education, gave a presentation on Goshen
College's Study-Service Term. Two stu-

dents, Marta Brunner and Frank Hess,

discussed their SST experiences.

Conference speakers emphasized re-

peatedly the theme of global interde-

pendence. Keynote speaker Alex Kwa-
pong of Lester Pearson Institute in

Halifax, N.S., warned that "failure of the

U.S. to internationalize its educational in-

stitutions will irreversibly diminish its

world stature." He said 350,000 foreign

students study in the U.S. each year, but

only 50,000 U.S. students study abroad.

The conference "strengthened commit-
ments to international education and ser-

vice learning for institutions which have

programs in these areas," said Shirley

Showalter a Goshen professor who served

as conference coordinator.
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Peace center
performs musical on
hunger and poverty
What happens when a rich person sud-

denly decides to share his wealth with the

poor? That was the question addressed by
Lombard (111.) Mennonite Peace Center's

production of Lazarus, a musical on hun-
ger and poverty. Since last November,
about 1,450 people have seen this musical,

which is based on Jesus' parable of the
rich person and Lazarus in Luke 16:19-31.

Nearly 50 people from a variety of

Protestant and Catholic churches in the
western suburbs of Chicago participated

in the cast. Audiences responded enthu-
siastically every time the musical was

KREIDER VIEWS THE WORLD

England 50 years ago
and today
As a young graduate student I went to

England in September 1938 to study at

the London School of Economics. I have
returned many times since then but the

trip this past June was special. Evelyn

and I celebrated our 50th wedding an-

niversary at Westminister Chapel (Con-

gregational), where we were married on

June 8, 1939, by G. Campbell Morgan, a

well-known Bible expositor.

In September 1938 there were few
Americans in London, and the American
students I met were trying to book pas-

sage back to the U.S. before war broke

out. The British fleet was mobilized in

preparation for war. Barrage balloons

were anchored to the ground with cables

which the authorities hoped would force

German planes to fly so high they couldn't

hit targets accurately. I, and all residents

of England, were issued gas masks in

preparation for gas warfare. In the parks

in London deep trenches were dug in the

desperate hope they would afford some
protection against bombing raids.

London was badly bombed during
World War II, but many of the damaged
buildings have been restored. A number
of the new buildings are skyscrapers

—

much taller than any in 1939. The irra-

tional street plan of prewar London is

largely intact, however, so I felt com-
pletely at home. The red double-decker

buses and the large black taxi cabs look

much the same as they did 50 years ago,

but there are more of them and a few
taxis are actually a dark maroon color

rather than the previous universal black.

The traffic jams are horrendous. Some
famous shopping streets such as Oxford
Street in the west end will allow only
buses and taxis—no automobiles. In the
countryside there are many "motor

performed. Eleven-year-old cast member
Amanda MacGregor observed that "the

best part of Lazarus was showing people

the message about hungry people. Just

because someone is lower class doesn't

mean that they're a bad person." For pia-

nist Joyce Peachey, the real reward was
"hearing how much it challenged people

to be more involved with homelessness."

Unlike Jesus' story, which ends with

Dives (the rich person) anguishing in the

torment of hell while Lazarus (the poor

person) relaxes in the comfort of heaven,

Lazarus the musical ends by asking what
would happen if Dives were given another

chance to act compassionately toward the

poor and hungry.

Lombard Mennonite Peace Center, in

cooperation with Friends for Peace, an

roads"—usually six-lane divided high-

ways where the speed limit of 70 miles

per hour is not taken seriously. But when
one travels 50 or more miles from London
one can find many good blacktop roads

where people drive more slowly and thus

enjoy the beautiful English countryside.

London, in contrast, is dirty—much dirt-

ier than 50 years ago.

Today Britain has its first woman
prime minister—Margaret Thatcher, the
"Iron Lady." First elected in 1979, she has
now held office continuously for more
than 10 years. Only William Gladstone,
the Liberal prime minister in the last half

of the 19th century, had a longer total of

years served (13), but this was broken
into four separate periods.

Thatcher has faced enormous prob-

lems, many of which she inherited from
decades of mismanagement by both Con-
servative and Labor governments. Fifty

years ago Britain had a standard of living

exceeded only by Canada and the U.S. To-

day most countries of western Europe
(except Italy, Spain, and Portugal) are

more prosperous. Thatcher faced her
problems with a grim determination. Of-

ten referred to as a workaholic, she knew
where she wanted to go. She was a con-

servative of the Reagan type but she had
far more knowledge of the intricacies of

government and a far greater command
of the measures necessary to deal with
her problems than Reagan ever had.

Politically Thatcher benefited from at

least two things: a successful brief war in

1982 to regain the Falkland Islands from
Argentina and badly splintered opposi-

tion parties. She suppressed double-digit

inflation with massive unemployment.
She battered into submission once power-
ful trade unions. She reduced the top rate

on income taxes from 60 percent (and not

many years before it had been 97 percent)

to 40 percent. She proclaimed the virtues

of "privatization."

All of this sounds a good bit like

Reagan's program for the U.S. and it is

not surprising that it has had the same

interdenominational network of churches
in the western suburbs, sponsored four

performances of the musical.

Proceeds benefited Bread for the World
(a Christian citizens' lobby in Washington),

DuPage.PADS (a shelter for the home-
less), Pembroke Habitat for Humanity
(an organization that builds homes for

low-income people), Friends for Peace,

and Lombard Mennonite Peace Center.

Churches interested in performing La-
zarus may contact Bread for the World at

802 Rhode Island Ave., Washington, DC
20018. Lombard Mennonite Peace Center
also has set-props and costumes that are

available if another church or community
group is interested in performing the

musical. The center can be contacted at

528 E. Madison St., Lombard, IL 60148.

result: increasing the wealth and income
of the already rich at the expense of the

poor. Urban renewal programs have
changed what had once been housing for

the poor into housing for the middle class.

Where are the poor to go?

During my recent visit to London the

newspapers were reporting two disap-

pointments for the Thatcher government.
When a seat in Parliament becomes va-

cant because of a death or resignation of

an incumbent, a by-election is held. In

two cases in June a seat previously held

by a Conservative was lost to a member
of the Labor Party. The Conservatives

still have a comfortable majority of the

total seats in Parliament, so the net gain

from these elections poses no immediate
threat, but they are at least one indica-

tion that the Thatcher popularity is slip-

ping. Inflation in May was 8 percent in

Britain, highest since 1982, in contrast to

rates of about 3 percent in most other

western European countries. The bank
prime interest rate was 14 percent—well

above the U.S. rate of 11 percent.

The Conservative defeat in the nation-

wide elections to the European Parlia-

ment is more dramatic. Britain has seats

in the European Parliament by virtue of

its membership in the European Eco-
nomic Community, now numbering 12
countries. In the June 18 election, 40 per-

cent of the votes cast were for the Labor
Party, 34 percent for the Conservative
Party, and 14 percent for the Green
Party.

Inasmuch as the European Parliament
does not determine British domestic pol-

icy, some observers regarded the results

of this election to be more a vote against

the Conservatives than for the Labor or

the Green parties. The Green Party, for

example, favors unilateral nuclear dis-

armament and the closing within the next

four years of all nuclear power stations in

Britian. Although these seem like good
ideas to me, public opinion polls in

Britian do not show a majority backing
for them.

—

Carl Kreider
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Readers say

Letter* from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point,
Long letters may need to be shortened.

Anita Amstutz, Richmond, Va.
I am responding to your June 20 edi-

torial entitled "Letter to Art Meyer."
First of all, your defensiveness is well-

taken. I have no doubt that it is difficult

to continue to present well-balanced per-

spectives on many varied topics for

Gospel Herald readers. But I am disap-

pointed that your defensiveness became
the main thrust for your editorial. Ecol-

ogy must become central to our faith and
spirituality as a people in order to have a

whole understanding and experience of

Christ and the creation. If we continue to

abuse and exploit God's creatures and
creation, we will no longer have a healthy

earth on which to live.

I challenge the Mennonite Church to

embrace its radical heritage which calls

us to kingdom values beyond the status

quo.

Begin to ask yourself: "What happens
to all those plastic-coated pampers, milk
cartons, and Styrofoam plates anyway?"
"Why should I buy a bike or use public

transportation rather than a car?"
"Where can I recycle my trash?" And, are

we spending more time and money filling

and using our personal and corporate

(which includes our churches) coffers

with the same exploitive, wasteful meth-
ods of our society rather than trying to

empty them so we can hear God's still,

small voice again?

Paul R. Schlitz, Jr., Baltimore, Md.
I have noticed a considerable portion of

your magazine devoted to church music.

In particular, there have been concerns

expressed about preserving the heritage

of four-part a capella choral singing. I

heartily concur with these sentiments.

The Mennonite Hymnal is excellent in

every way except that I am unaware of

any hymn written by a Mennonite. The
best entries in the volume (to my ear)

come from composers with affiliations to

the Catholic, Anglican, and Lutheran
churches. Borrowings and bowdleriza-
tions have their place, and I admire the

effort of the hymnbook editors in search-

ing the repertoire of other denominations.

However, it is lamentable that there is no
body of music uniquely Mennonite.

This is a problem that needs correction.

I propose the first annual Mennonite
hymn writing contest. Any text is fair

game, but the tune and harmonization
must be original. It should conform to

some extent to the numbers in the exist-

ing Mennonite Hymnal, that is to say

suitable for use by fairly savvy white-key

four-square amateurs. Winners get
printed in Gospel Herald. Is there anyone
else out there in this denomination who is

putting black dots on paper and getting
little, if any, attention or encouragement?

Editor's response: There are a few Men-
nonite authors in The Mennonite
Hymnal. A. B. Kolb (no. 566) is an
example. But the writer's observation is

valid.

Marilyn Voran, J. Kevin Miller,

Leonard Gross, Archives of the

Mennonite Church, Goshen, Ind.

In our work at the Archives of the Men-
nonite Church, we are frequently
reminded that throughout the history of

our denomination there have been dif-

ferences of opinion about how to live

faithfully as disciples of Jesus. Some-
times these differences have been ad-

dressed lovingly—sometimes harshly.

And so it goes today.

During the past year we have read let-

ters in "Readers Say" about politics,

church life, tax withholding, abortion,

role of women, the Brunk-Kraus debate
on Christology. We, too, have opinions on
these issues, and enjoy reading well-

presented thoughts both differing from
and similar to our own. However, we have
been increasingly concerned that many
responses seem to be personal attacks.

A modest proposal for cleaning up the

"Readers Say" page: Let each reader who
wishes to offer a point of view different

from one presented in a Gospel Herald
article first offer daily prayer from Colos-

sians 1:9-14 on behalf of the writer with

whom he or she disagrees.

Trevor Bauman, Elmira, Ont.
The reaction to the May 9 article on

Mennonites marching in a pro-choice ral-

ly has been large—and negative. One does

have the right to disagree with the ac-

tions of the people reported in the article.

However, what disturbs me is those who
have criticized the Gospel Herald for

printing such an article. Some have even
canceled their subscriptions. The article

was a news article with the intention of

reporting the facts about a certain event.

Its purpose was not to cast judgment
either way.

I applaud the Gospel Herald for print-

ing such an article despite the fact that

the event was probably in contradiction

to the thought of many Mennonites. Too
often we Mennonites deny the existence

of anything that contradicts the "status

quo" within the Mennonite community. If

the Gospel Herald hadn't printed the

article, would that mean that there would
be no pro-choice Mennonites around? Of
course not! We can disagree with the

opinions and actions of our brothers and
sisters but we can't deny the fact that

there are those among us who hold views
which contradict the views of the ma-
jority.

Galen E. Kauffman, Surrey, N. Dak.
I received two pieces of mail today

which caused two very different reactions

within me. One was an amendment to my
Mennonite Mutual Aid certificate specify-

ing that my Medical Expense Sharing
Plan policy does not cover "elective abor-

tions for any reason other than to pre-

serve the person's life upon whom the

abortion is performed." That, I thought,

makes sense and is consistent with Men-
nonite doctrine, morals, and ethics.

The other piece of mail was the May 9

Gospel Herald which included a news
article saying that Mennonites partici-

pated in the recent pro-choice march in

Washington, D.C. That article deeply
distressed me. The point was made that

"a pro-choice stance is not a pro-abortion

stance," but that point is meaningless. I

have never heard of anyone admitting to

being "pro-abortion."

While I agree that in general we, rather

than the government, should make our
ethical decisions, I would point out two
things relative to abortion: (1) We do not

have ultimate rights to our own body and
this rightly so. Using harmful drugs is

illegal. Suicide is illegal. (2) We must
recognize that abortion is the taking of a
human life. I'm sure some would debate
this point, but it seems to me that it re-
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quires some extremely rigorous logical,

theological, and medical gymnastics to

get around it.

Ruth Brunk Stoltzfus, Harrisonburg,
Va.
We do not all agree on the question of

nonpayment of taxes for military pur-

poses ("Church News," May 2). But
shouldn't we all be asking whether an

agency of our church should withhold

taxes for employees who have a

conscience against payment of the

military portion? Should a peace church

agency side with the state against the

conscience of its own members? And is

that consistent when the church is on

record supporting the conscientious ac-

tion of its members in nonpayment? It

would seem appropriate for us to arrive

at a plan whereby the request of em-
ployees be respected and taxes for

military purposes not be withheld by
church agencies.

We've known since childhood the

stories of God's people in the Old and New
Testaments who said to government and
religious authorities, "I can't do that," or

"You can't do that," or "We can't do that,"

and then took the awful consequences.

Will we rouse from our easy "Chris-

tianity" and recognize when the time has

come for us to say such words—to obey
God rather than man and take the conse-

quences?

Art Rosenblum, Philadelphia, Pa.

I loved your Apr. 18 editorial, "Proph-

ets and Prophecies." We knew of Scott

Nearing in Paraguay in the 1940s and met
him once years later, but I did not know
all you wrote about his persecution. It's a
fact that our world economy cannot sup-
port the vast military system and the

military cannot defend us against any
who would really want to do us harm.
Therefore, it is time to start a movement
for abolition of armies using the film Is-

land of Peace and the achievements of

Costa Rica as the example.

Imagine a nation at peace; a country

without even a military system. But don't

overtax your imagination; with this 25-

minute video, you can see it already in ac-

tion. Jean-Michel Cousteau together with
Turner Broadcasting has created a film

about Costa Rica which abolished its

military in 1948. As a result Costa Rica's

people have a better education, better

health care, and a far happier life than
any other Central American nation, and
possibly most of the world.

To obtain a copy of this outstanding
video send $15 to The Cousteau Society,

930 West 21st St., Norfolk, VA 23517, and
when you have seen it let me know if you
would like our country to do the same
thing. You can reach me anytime at 215-

849-3237.

Announcing
the new
Hymnal
Sampler

The Hymnal Sampler is published for use in churchwide assemblies and
district conference meetings.

Local congregations and individuals will want to purchase the Hymnal
Sampler in order to explore its organization and contents. The Sampler

presents in brief the character and scope of the cooperative hymnal to be

published in 1992.

Congregations may purchase the Sampler in quantities up to 20% of

membership for $3.25. Quantities are limited due to copyright

permissions. You may purchase the Sampler from Mennonite Publishing

House with no return privileges. If you choose not to purchase the

Sampler, you may order rental copies from the Hymnal Project Office for a

$.25 per copy handling fee plus postage; minimum rental charge of $2.00.

Individuals may purchase the Sampler for $3.25 at Assembly 89, District

Conferences, your congregation, or from Mennonite Publishing House.

The Hymnal Sampler is not available at local bookstores.

Mail orders require 10% postage/handling ($2.00 minimum).
Prices are in U.S. dollars.

Purchase from:

Mennonite Publishing House
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683

412-887-8500

Rent from:

Hymnal Project Office

Bethany Theological Seminary
Butterfield & Meyers Rds.

Oak Brook, IL 60521

312-620-5806
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Mennoscope

Baker talks about aging. "Growing old is not a shameful affair," declared Robert

Baker at the second annual "Adventures in Wellness" seminar recently in Har-

risonburg, Va. Baker, a retired public school teacher and prolific free-lance writer

from Elkhart, Ind., regaled the audience of some 150 persons—mostly senior

citizens—with his blend of wit and personal advice on facing retirement. "Life is

what you make it," he said. "It's my right to get older. God does not pension us off at

age 65. There's still work to be done."

Referring to his monthly Christian Living column, "County Road 13," Baker

pointed out that "my pilgrimage began long before moving" to that address. "We are

all products of our pasts," he said, noting, for example, that his writing interests were

spurred by a high school teacher who selected two of his pieces for a student poetry

anthology.

The seminar included a panel of health-care professionals who spoke and answered

audience questions on exercise, nutrition, home health, and medication management.
The event was sponsored by Virginia Conference and hosted by Lindale Mennonite

Church.—Jim Bishop

Goshen Biblical Seminary completed its fis-

cal year on June 30 with a deficit of $60,600.
This was only the second deficit in 15 years.

"Although congregational contributions were
up 4 percent, individual giving to the operating
budget was down 15 percent," reported Joe
Hertzler, vice-president for finances. "As we
plan longer range, I am confident that both
congregations and individuals will continue to

participate in church leadership preparation
by encouraging students to attend and by pro-

viding the necessary financial support." GBS is

the Mennonite Church partner in Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.

Five Mennonites were among 110 people ar-
rested in an antiabortion protest recently in

Sarasota, Fla. They were part of the nation-

wide Operation Rescue attempt to illegally

block the entrances to abortion clinics. The
Mennonite participants came from the Ashton
and Bay Shore congregations. "Our witness
against abortion, punctuated with prayer and
praise, was an effort to 'rescue those being de-

livered to death,' " said one protester, quoting
Proverbs 24:1.

Edition 8 of the "All God's People" video
won an Angel Award recently from an organi-
zation called Religion in Media. The video,

produced by Mennonite Board of Missions, fea-

tures Mennonites who are putting their faith

in action. The awards, presented each year in

Hollywood, Calif., recognize creative efforts to

produce programs which have high moral,
spiritual, or social impact.

Nearly 100 people learned skills for caring
and visitation during a recent workshop at

Mellinger Mennonite Church in Lancaster, Pa.

Sponsored by Lancaster and Atlantic Coast
conferences, the event included a focus on why
people drop out of church. Workshop leader
Willis Breckbill, who is conference minister for

Indiana-Michigan Conference, said a solution

must be found to "the back-door syndrome" if

churches are to grow. "Intervention by a caring

person is essential for anyone moving into the
dropout track," he said. He urged the work-
shop participants to do what Mennonites are
best able to do—use the gift of caring.

Members of scattered urban congregations
got together recently at Little River Christian
Camp near Glide, Oreg., to discuss the chal-

lenge of finding a Mennonite expression for

Christian faith in the city. The fifth annual
Urban Issues Retreat attracted representa-
tives from Mennonite, General Conference
Mennonite, and Mennonite Brethren congrega-
tions in Oregon, Washington, and California.

The guest speaker was Myrna Burkholder of

Mennonite Board of Missions. She spoke on
"Why I am a Mennonite," recommending the
Herald Press book by the same title.

A Christian Nurses Fellowship has been or-
ganized in the Belleville, Pa., area to focus
on nursing as a ministry. Recognizing National
Nursing Day at a recent meeting, the nurses
committed themselves to prayer in response to
the national crisis in health care and the
shortage of nurses. At another meeting, the
theme of "Churches as Support Systems" was
presented by Francis Maust of the Philhaven
mental health facility. The new group, repre-
senting Mennonite congregations and other de-
nominations in Big Valley, anticipates quarter-
ly meetings for fellowship and inspiration.

First Mennonite Church of Norristown, Pa.,
hosted a series of renewal meetings recently
that featured evangelist Charles Ness. Among
those who came were previous church at-

tenders and the relatives and friends of mem-
bers. Ness is the former pastor of a Mennonite
congregation who is now involved in outreach
to prisoners through an organization called

Liberty Ministries. He spoke about seeking
God, fighting spiritual warfare, and preparing
for growth.

A college instructor led a Music Apprecia-
tion Weekend at her home congregation re-

cently. Marge Maust, who teaches music at
Eastern Mennonite College, was at Pigeon
River Mennonite Church of Pigeon, Mich. The
sessions included practical pointers on song
leading, learning new songs from The Men-
nonite Hymnal, and making hymn singing
more meaningful. The Sunday morning wor-
ship service included the singing of new hymns
by a group of participants and a musical
presentation by children who attended the
workshop.

A plan to start a job-creation program for
Manitobans was approved recently by the
board of Mennonite Central Committee Mani-
toba. To be called Work and Employment
Concerns, it will join similar MCC-sponsored

programs in four other provinces. Former
MCC staff person Stuart Clark pointed out

that many of the 43,000 Manitobans currently

unemployed come from the groups that MCC
traditionally has been most concerned about

—

the disabled, Native people, ex-offenders, and
refugees. A list of potential projects was sug-

gested to the board for creating new jobs.

Jeff Gundy of Bluffton College has been
awarded the Henry Smith Peace Lecture-
ship for the 1989-90 academic year. He is an
English professor and the author of three

books of poetry. He will carry out a study on
the topic, "Beyond Conformity and Opposition:

Modeling and Teaching Peace," and will deliver

a lecture at Bluffton and Goshen colleges next

spring. The lectureship, established by the late

Mennonite historian Henry Smith, provides an
opportunity for Mennonite professors to

strengthen their peace-teaching resources.

The recipient of the 1988-89 Women's Lec-

tureship Stipend completed her year recently

at Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.

Mary Sprunger, a doctoral candidate in history

at the University of Illinois, came to AMBS
after finishing her course work and exams last

fall. Like other recipients of the stipend, which
was begun in 1986, she taught a course and
worked on her dissertation while at AMBS.
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The course was on oral history, and focused on

interviewing people who knew Mennonite lead-

er H. S. Bender. Sprunger's dissertation is a

social and economic study of Dutch Men-
nonites in the 17th century.

In Latin America, "misery changes names
from country to country, but it always has
the same face," said Nobel Peace Prize winner
Adolfo Perez Esquivel in a speech recently at

Goshen College. The Argentine human-rights
activist said that those who search for a solu-

tion to the continent's problems must redefine

their concepts of peace and of human rights.

He said peace is not the absence of violence but

the creation of a new order that is the product

of justice between individuals and between
peoples. Esquivel, who won the Nobel Prize in

1980, was imprisoned and tortured by the Ar-

gentine military dictatorship in the late 1970s.

His speech at Goshen was part of the Frank
and Betty Jo Yoder Public Affairs Lecture

Series.

Goshen College made the "Honor Roll of

Character-Building Colleges." It is a list of

92 schools published recently by the John Tem-
pleton Foundation. More than 1,400 colleges

and universities were surveyed and the presi-

dent of each one was asked to nominate other

schools for the honor roll. The schools on the

list must be "relatively free of drugs," en-

courage students to live by the "golden rule,"

insist on a high standard of personal conduct,

encourage strong religious faith, and empha-
size caring, giving, and forgiving. The honor

roll will be distributed to high-school guidance

counselors.

All but one of the six former and current

pastors were present at the 35th anniversary

homecoming celebration of Lynside Mennonite
Church, Lyndhurst, Va. Absent was the first

one— Silas Brydge. Present were former pas-

tors Vance Brydge, Herman Ropp, Eldon

Brydge, and Dan Smucker. The current pastor

is Alvin Graber. The all-day event included

special music, testimonies, guest speaker Eric

Kouns, a look back at the congregation's his-

tory, and a challenge for the future.

Volunteerism is alive and well at Western
Mennonite High School, says Principal Bryan
Stauffer. "Of the 37 faculty and staff, 26 have

spent at least a year in voluntary service at the

school," he notes. "Our mission statement bold-

ly declares that we will not only teach but also

model a service-oriented lifestyle." People who
work on a voluntary service at the Salem,

Oreg., school get a monthly stipend and are

provided with room and board.

The Listening Committee for Homosexuality
Concerns of the Mennonite Church held a

weekend retreat recently with a group of

parents of gay and lesbian children and a few

of their children. The gay and lesbian children

of these parents ranged from late teens to

senior adults, from children who are active

members of the church to others who are on

drugs and alcohol. The purpose of the retreat

was to offer the parents an opportunity to give

each other mutual support. A second purpose

was to give the Listening Committee the op-

portunity to hear and be shaped by the pain

and faith of the parents.

Correction: The name of the denomination

with a giving record of 9.99 percent mentioned

in the July 4 editorial should be Evangelical

Mennonite Brethren Conference, and not
Evangelical Mennonite Conference.

Pastoral transitions:

•Millard Benner resigned as pastor of Tressler

Mennonite Church, Greenwood, Del., on June
1. He served the congregation almost 30 years.

•Lowell Bechtel was installed as pastor of

Tressler Mennonite Church, Greenwood, Del.,

on June 4. He served previously as assistant

pastor.

New books:

•I'll See You Again by Myron Augsburger. This

is a fact-based fictionalized story about early

Anabaptist leader Felix Manz. The author is a

pastor and administrator who has written

several other books, including Pilgrim Aflame,
which has now been made into a movie. The
new book, published by Herald Press of Men-
nonite Publishing House, is available for $7.95

(in Canada $9.95).

•Strength, Struggle, and Solidarity: India's

Women by Dorothy Yoder Nyce. The book

grows out of this year's Henry Smith Peace

Lectureship and a special study tour of India.

The author has lived and worked in India and
currently teaches part-time at Goshen College.

The book, published by Pinchpenny Press of

Goshen College, is available for $2.50 (plus $1

for postage/handling) from the author at GC,
Goshen, IN 46526.

•Journey to Freedom by Muriel Leeson.

Geared to ages 9-13, this book is about a boy

who is involved in a tragic prank and struggles

with guilt, eventually finding freedom. The
author is a Manitoba writer who has written

books for several publishers. The new book,

published by Herald Press, is available for

$4.95 (in Canada $5.95).

Church-related job openings:
•Development associate, Penn View Christian

School, Souderton, Pa. This is a new position

which includes assisting the development di-

rector with fund-raising and public relations.

Good organization and communication skills

are required. Contact Ken Byler at the school,

420 Cowpath Rd., Souderton, PA 18964; phone
215-723-1196.

•Executive director, SALT Ministries, Lititz,

Pa. This is a 10-year-old ministry to un-
churched youth. It operates five youth centers

in Lancaster County and serves as a resource

to other youth ministries. Send resume to

SALT at Box 15, Lititz, PA 17543.

Change of address: Lavon Welty from
Elkhart, Ind., to 1290 S. Park Ln., Wauseon,

OH 43567. Phone: 419-335-7144. Timothy
Schultz from Busti Ave., to 689 Prospect Ave.,

Buffalo, NY 14213.

New members
Akron, Pa.: Tonya Wenger and Jeff Wit-

mer.
North Main Street, Nappanee, Ind.: Rob

Sylvester.

Kern Road, South Bend, Ind.: Jonathan
Andrews, Lynnette King, Julie Neff, and
Kathy Nissley.

Stirling Avenue, Kitchener, Ont.: Shirley

Darlene Schmidt, Lisa Beth Buhr, and Lynne
Anne Dueck by baptism, and Louise Murray
Gorvett, Joseph Todd Castello, and Laurie

Anne Castello by confession of faith.

Tavistock, Ont.: Nancy Yantzi.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Balmer, Dale Allen and Julie Ann (God-
shall), Telford, Pa., first child, Jana Lee, June
27.

Bauman, Philip and Sandra (Graber), Oley,

Pa., second son, Justin James, June 20.

Homes for the elderly completed. Several units of Dock Acres, the latest develop-

ment phase of Dock Woods Community in Lansdale, Pa., have been completed, with

the rest of the units expected to be ready by fall. Some of the residents have already

moved into the four-plex and six-plex units, while construction progresses on the

remaining units, which will include two-bedroom three-plexes with garages.

Dock Woods Community includes independent living and nursing facilities for its

senior citizen residents as well as a low-income housing complex. Plans are being

made for a facility which will incorporate a community center, personal care and in-

dependent living units, and corporate offices. The goal of this new building, which is

slated for construction in the spring of 1990, is "to keep families with different levels

of care needs together," says Dock Woods executive director David Derstine.

— Will Schirmer
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Christy, Scott and Torrie (Bolton) Silver-

dale, Pa., first child, Taryn Bolton, June 2.

Goering, Gene, Jr., and Karen (Howell),

Wauseon, Ohio, first child, Gene Arlie III, June
27.

Graber, Mark and Linda (Ries), Archbold,
Ohio, second child, first daughter, Claire Re-
bekah, June 21.

Hahn, Steven and Carol (Troyer), Orrville,

Ohio, first child, Stephanie Ann, June 19.

Houff, Brent and Cindy (Burkholder),
Waynesboro, Va., second son, Jordan Blake,

June 14.

Landis, Richard and Rebecca (Graybill),

Manheim, Pa., second child, first daughter,
Audrey Rebecca, June 16.

Martens, Kent and Des (Thompson),
Colorado Springs, Colo., first child, John
David, June 7.

Miller, Glenn and Sonia (Yoder), Sarasota,

Fla., first child, Nicholas Glenn, June 21.

Miller, Jerry and LouAnn (Schlabach),
Wellman, Iowa, second son, Brett Andrew,
June 23.

Miller, Kenneth L. and Dories J.

(Heatwole), Goshen, Ind., third child, second
daughter, Katrina LaRae, June 14.

Miller, Jim and Tina (Billheimer), Wooster,
Ohio, first child, Tyler James, May 7.

Sheats, Jay and LeeAnne (Sampsell),
Harrisonburg, Va., second daughter, Hannah
Joy, June 13.

Smith, Les and Betsy, Stuarts Draft, Va.,

fourth child, third daughter, Sarah Grace, May
10.

Southers, Phil and Carmela, Waynesboro,
Va., second child, first daughter, Emily Mor-
gan, May 20.

Steiner, John and Kris (Amstutz), Dalton,

Ohio, fourth child, first daughter, Jessica, May
19.

Wenger, Joe and Lori, Wooster, Ohio, first

child, Kirsten, May 28.

Yoder, David E. and Lisa (Miller), Kalona,
Iowa, second daughter, Rachel Ellen, June 23.

Yoder, Neil and Diane (Smith), Cable, Ohio,

second child, first daughter, Kayla Marie, June
15.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"GospelHerald"ifthe address is supplied.

Angell-AIderfer. Allen Angell, Jr., Union
City, Pa., and Anita G. Alderfer, Harleysville,

Pa., both of Plains cong., by Gerald C. Studer,
June 10.

Everson-Roth. Kurt Everson and Jill Roth,
Lockport cong., both of Toledo, Ohio, by
Thomas Polker, Ted Evans, and Allen Rutter,
June 3.

Farris-Musacchio. Daniel Farris, College-

ville, Pa., and Lynda Musacchio, Ambler, Pa.,

Plains cong., by Richard J. Lichty and John
Stoltzfus, Mar. 11.

Fenton-Wyse. Joe Fenton, Pea Ridge cong.,

and Annette Wyse, Lockport cong., both of

Hesston, Kans., by Keith Leinbach and Allen

Rutter, June 10.

Groff-Hoover. Tim Groff, Lansdale, Pa., St.

Matthew's Lutheran Church and Lori Hoover,
Souderton, Pa., Plains cong., by Calvin Yoder,
June 3.

Holsopple-Friesen. Todd Holsopple, Wau-
seon, Ohio, North Clinton cong., and Jan
Friesen, Archbold, Ohio, West Clinton cong.,

by James Roynon and Charles Gautsche, June
24.

Kalend-Good. Andre M. Kalend, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., and Rhoda J. Good, Scottdale, Pa.,

both of Scottdale cong., by Robert Johnson,
May 28.

Leinbach-Mininger. Steven Leinbach,
Archbold, Ohio, Lockport cong., and Berdine
Mininger, Telford, Pa., Frederick cong., by
Etril Leinbach, grandfather of the groom, June
24.

Mantha-Meighan. Douglas Mantha, Hart-
ford City, Ind., Upland Evangelical Mennonite
Church, and Rachel Meighan, Lansdale, Pa.,

Plains cong., by Richard J. Lichty, June 3.

Martin-Weaver. Lauren R. Martin, Elkhart
Ind., and Kimberly S. Weaver, Westminster,
Colo., both of Glennon Heights cong., by Ross
T. Bender, June 17.

Miller-Nofziger. Clinton Miller and Tina
Nofziger, Lebanon (Oreg.) cong., by Galen Gin-

grich, June 17.

Penner-Snyder. Russel Penner, Aberdeen
Evangelical Mennonite Church, (Winnipeg),

and Julie Snyder, Erb St. cong., both of Wa-
terloo, Ont., by Douglas Snyder, May 20.

Sommer-Zuercher. Don Sommer, Kidron,

Ohio, and Linda Zuercher, Wooster, Ohio, both

of Kidron cong., by Bill Detweiler, June 22.

Zuercher-Smith. Ron Zuercher, Smithville,

Ohio, Smithville cong., and Jackie Smith,
Wooster, Ohio, by Glenn Steiner, May 27.

Obituaries

Burkholder, J. Allen, son of Norman and
Annie (Hoover) Burkholder, was born in Mark-
ham, Ont., Jan. 31, 1919; died of heart failure

in Bancroft (Ont.) Hospital, Apr. 25, 1989; aged
70 y. He is survived by 3 brothers (John,

Elmer, and Joseph), 11 nephews, and 11 nieces.

A brother (Elvon) predeceased him in 1986.

Funeral services were held in Bancroft on Apr.

27, in charge of Milfred Martin, Merle
Bauman, and Merlin Bender; memorial service

and interment at Wideman Mennonite Church
and Cemetery on May 7, with James Shantz, in

charge.

Eash, Gertrude Shetler Hochstetler,
daughter of Joseph and Mary (Stutzman)
Hochstetler, was born at Kalona, Iowa, Dec.

28, 1907; died at Pleasantview Home, Kalona,
Iowa, June 14, 1989; aged 81 y. On Dec. 31,

1931, she was married to William Shetler, who
died in 1942. She was then married to Amos
Eash on Mar. 29, 1975, who died in 1976. She is

survived by 2 daughters (Joann Weaver and
Marlene Brenneman), 2 sons (James and
William), 3 stepdaughters (Ruth Ford, Esther
Boyd, and Mary Ellen Ringler), one stepson
(Virgil Eash), one sister (Susie Ulin), 10 grand-
children, 10 step-grandchildren, 6 great-grand-
children, and 3 step-great-grandchildren. She
was a member of the Wellman Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
June 17, in charge of Dan Johnston; interment
in East Union Cemetery.
Guengerich, Earl R., son of Joel and Mag-

dalena (Yoder) Guengerich, was born at
Clarion, Iowa, on Mar. 6, 1903; died at Wash-
ington (Iowa) County Hospital on June 18,

1989; aged 86 y. On Sept. 12, 1937, he was mar-
ried to Myrtle Tompkins, who survives. Also
surviving are 3 sons (Lawayne, Wilson, and
Calvin), 3 daughters (Judith Yoder, Lilly Mil-

ler, and Marilyn Guengerich), 3 brothers
(Willard, Glenn, and Harold), one sister (Edna
Stoltzfus), 8 grandchildren, and 11 great-
grandchildren. He was a member of the Well-
man Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on June 21, in charge of Dan
Johnston and Larry Brown; interment in

church cemetery.
Herr, Frank M., son of Christian H. and

Martha (Mylin) Herr, was born in Lancaster
Twp., Pa., on Aug. 15, 1901; died at Mennonite
Home in Lancaster on June 20, 1989; aged 87 y.

He was married to Mary Harnish, who sur-

vives, celebrating their 64th anniversary last

November. He is also survived by 6 daughters
(Grace Graybill, Mary Catherine Wenger,
Martha Myer, Lois Lowe, Miriam Kreider, and
Pat Eby), 4 sons (J. Donald, Harold, J. Robert,
and Jay M. Miller), 30 grandchildren, 44 great-

grandchildren, one brother (Amos), and a
sister (Martha Brubaker). He was a member of

Risser Mennonite Church. Funeral services

were held at Orville Chapel at Mennonite
Home on June 24, in charge of Daniel Herr,
Ralph Ginder, and Benjamin Eshbach; inter-

ment in Millersville Mennonite Cemetery.
Hunsberger, Paul S., son of Jonas and

Kathryn (Heacock) Hunsberger, was born at
Hilltown Twp., Pa., Dec. 12, 1897; died at

Rockhill Mennonite Community on June 12,

1989; aged 91 y. On June 19, 1920, he was mar-
ried to Edna Ruth Hunsberger, who survives.

Also surviving are 2 daughters (Rosa Marie
Alderfer and Kathryn Faye Seitz, Jr.), 6 sons
(Winfield R., Richard R., Donald P., Ronald J.,

Arlin K., and Merrill R.), 20 grandchildren,
and 25 great-grandchildren. He was a member
of the Line Lexington Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on June 24, in

charge of Lowell Delp, Winfield Ruth, and
Wellington Alderfer; interment in church
cemetery.

Steckle, Alvin, son of Henry and Mary Ann
Steckle, was born in Zurich, Ont., Oct. 27, 1901;

died at Blue Water Rest Home in Zurich on
June 9, 1989; aged 87. He is survived by one
sister (Melinda Gingerich). He was a member
of the Zurich Mennonite Church, where funer-

al services were held on June 12, in charge of

Clayton Kuepfer; interment in church
cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Afro-American Mennonite Association assembly, Peoria, 111.,

July 28-30

Mennonite Church General Board, Normal, 111., July 31

Mennonite Church Nominating Committee, Normal, 111., July
31

Hispanic Executive Board, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-5

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Chicago, III, Aug.
10-11

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Aug. 11-12

Conservative Conference annual meeting, Belleville, Pa., Aug.
11- 13

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual meeting, Kalona, Iowa,
Aug. 18-20

Franklin Conference session, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 19

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Angola, Ind., Sept. 5

Mennonite Central Committee Canada 25th anniversary cele-

bration, Winnipeg, Man., Sept. 15-16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting,
Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16

New York State Fellowship delegate assemblv, Syracuse, N.Y.,

Sept. 16

Lancaster Conference fall assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 21

Mennonite Board Education board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 22-23

Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-
mittee, Newton, Kans., Sept. 22-24

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Sept. 28-30

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,
Lowville, N.Y.. Oct. 14

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-
ing, Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Mennonite World Conference Assemblv 12, Winnipeg, Man.,

July 24-29, 1990

Credits
Cover-story design by Gwen Stamm; photo on p. 524 by Jim
Bishop.
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Millions of Hispanic Americans switch
from Catholic to evangelical Protestant
According to an account in the New

York Times, "a huge cultural transforma-

tion that is changing the face of religion

in the United States" is taking place as

millions of Hispanic Americans leave the

Roman Catholic Church for evangelical

Protestant denominations. Reporter Rob-
ert Suro writes that "perhaps more than 4

million of the roughly 20 million Hispanic
Americans now practice some form of

Protestant Christianity."

This influx of Spanish-speaking believ-

ers and the potential for many more
converts, says Suro, has prompted some
established Protestant groups such as the

Southern Baptist Convention to develop

refined strategies for ministering to His-

panic Americans. Archbishop Pio Laghi,

the Vatican's chief representative in the

U.S., said recently, "The annual loss of

Spanish-speaking Catholics to non-Catho-
lic sects is significant— I would say dis-

turbingly—high."

Still, the bulk of Hispanic Americans

—

at least 70 percent—profess Catholicism,

while a relatively small percentage claims

to have no religion. With immigration
and a high birthrate, Hispanic Americans
are expected to make up about half the

country's Catholic population in another
decade.

Missionaries protest South Korean
ambassadorial nominee
Thirty-nine career Protestant mis-

sionaries in South Korea have appealed to

the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
asking that former Central Intelligence

Agency officer Donald Gregg not be con-

firmed as U.S. ambassador to South
Korea. "Many of us, Korean and
American alike, are nervous about the

implications of involving former intel-

ligence personnel such as Mr. Gregg so

deeply in the conduct of our policy on the

Korean peninsula," the missionaries said

in a letter.

Uniqueness of Christian message
debated at WCC conference
Questions about the uniqueness of the

Christian message took center stage at

the World Conference on Mission and
Evangelism, a recent gathering in San
Antonio, Texas, of about 700 Christian

leaders around the globe. The event was
sponsored by World Council of Churches.

Lesslie Newbigin, the first director of

the WCC Commission on World Mission

and Evangelism, said Christians should

"confess the truth we have found in Jesus

Christ" when they talk to persons of other

faiths but at the same time not pretend to

have final judgment. However, Wesley
Ariarajah, director of the WCC interfaith

dialogue unit, said, "We can say salvation

is available to all, but the moment we say

Jesus Christ is the only way to God, the

Hindu says, 'We have witnesses to God.'
"

During the conference, an interim re-

port prepared by one of four working
groups there said Christians should "al-

ways meet peopLe of other faiths in a

spirit of respect, love, and integrity." The
report said, "We are committed to Christ

and to an unequivocal witness to salva-

tion in him, yet open to others, even to the

possibility that we may be enriched
through our encounter with him."

Amish dispute on vehicular signs
reaches Minnesota Supreme Court
The dispute between the Amish of Fill-

more County and the state of Minnesota
over requiring orange triangular signs on
Amish buggies has reached the Minne-
sota Supreme Court. Fourteen plaintiffs

who have been tagged for refusing to use
the slow-moving vehicle emblem on their

black, horse-drawn vehicles are asking
the state court to overturn a Fillmore
County District Court decision last

December upholding the law. Their at-

torneys, Philip Villaume and Joseph
Daly, argued that the refusal to display

the emblem was grounded in religious

conviction and that the law infringed on
free exercise of religion and freedom of

conscience.

Japanese women apologize to U.S. for

balloon bomb killings in World War II

A group of Japanese women sent an
apology and a gift of two valuable dolls to

the relatives of five Oregon children—the

only known mainland U.S. victims of a
Japanese balloon bomb during World
War II. As girls, the women had been re-

quired to help make the balloons to which
bomb clusters were attached (9,000 were
released off the West Coast.)

On May 5, 1945, children from the

Christian and Missionary Alliance
Church in Bly, Oreg., discovered one of

the balloons during a picnic outing on a

nearby mountainside. The bomb exploded
when one of the children picked it up, kill-

ing five of them and Elsie Mitchell, the

pastor's wife. A tree prevented injury to

Pastor Archie Mitchell (who later remar-
ried and went to Vietnam as a

missionary, where he was killed with a

group of other missionaries during the

Tet offensive of 1967).

The Japanese women wrote: "On the

44th anniversary of the tragic event that

took the lives of your loved ones, we send

to you these dolls from Yamaguchi as a

symbol of our earnest resolve never again

to go to war and our fervent hope to bring

the people of the world together in

genuine love, to live in peace and friend-

ship among us all."

Traditionalist Episcopalians form
a 'church within a church'
Traditionalist Episcopalians have

formed a "church within a church" in an
effort to hold their ground against what
they consider increasingly liberal tenden-

cies within the 2.5-million-member de-

nomination. Meeting recently in Fort
Worth, Texas, traditionalist Episco-
palians voted to establish the "Episcopal

Synod of America" as a way of staying

within the church while providing an ec-

clesiastical framework for those who
strongly oppose such church-endorsed
concepts as the ordination of women and
revisions to the Book of Common Prayer.

The newly established synod is mo-
deled after the structure of the Episcopal

Church with a house of bishops and a

house of clergy and lay deputies. Under
the plan the country is divided into six

geographic regions, each of which comes
under the leadership of a traditionalist

area bishop.

Minister and wife divorce so she
can get 24-hour health care

A United Methodist minister and his

wife of 32 years have obtained a divorce

to enable her to obtain Medicaid benefits

for home care. Rose Marie Justice was
paralyzed in an automobile accident in

December 1979. Two years later she and
her husband, Lincoln Justice, built a bar-

rier-free home in Lincoln, Nebr., that

gave her complete access in her wheel-

chair.

But last January, Ms. Justice developed

pneumonia. As a result, she now needs

24-hour care which her minister husband
is unable to provide personally or afford

on a clergy salary. To solve the dilemma,
the Justices sought a legal divorce, which
they were granted by Lancaster County
(Nebr.) Judge Paul Merritt.

In an interview, Mr. Justice stressed

that "our real reason for getting the di-

vorce is none other than the failure of our

nation to provide an adequate health care

system. We fell between the cracks."
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Issues before the General Assembly
The activities of an assembly are varied, al-

though there have been times when it seemed
that most of what the delegates did was listen to

reports. If delegates are to be a discerning group,

one might wonder, when do they get to discern?

The schedule for Normal 89 has now appeared

and it is typically crowded with reports. But there

is included in the workbook a list of "Agenda
Issues" and there are ten of them. Even here

there are two items which begin, "To receive

reports." However, there are several on the list

which call for careful discernment on the part of

delegates. One of these is the matter of General

Conference Mennonite and Mennonite Church
relationships. Concerning this subject, Executive

Secretary James Lapp has said, "It will be a

strategic moment."
The question before the delegates will be

whether or not to support entering a process "of

deliberate exploration of integration, until 1995."

This is one matter where the votes of the dele-

gates will make a difference.

Another place where the delegates will make a

difference is in the election of board members to

the five Mennonite Church program boards. Re-

lated to this is a report on the method used for

this discernment. It is proposed that there shall

continue to be a slate which provides options for

delegates to choose between or among candidates.

Other agenda issues are less clear-cut and thus

perhaps less interesting. But this is no reason not

to take them seriously. A statement on "racism"

is proposed for adoption. Racism, like commu-
nism, is something we are all against, at least in

theory. What is the point of adopting a statement
on this? I think it is because some have noted that
this is a widespread temptation with many subtle

forms. A preliminary report from the Confession
of Faith Committee is also present. Here is an op-

portunity to give direct feedback to this commit-
tee while their work is still in process.

Military taxes for church employees is a

particularly difficult subject. This issue has been

knocking around for several years already. As I

reported on May 2, the General Board at its last

meeting passed a much less decisive proposal

than expected. This revision was made after

consultations with district conferences. If anyone
wishes to press for the church to take a radical

position on this issue, it will be necessary to make
that point clear since the General Board received

mixed signals in consultations with the con-

ferences.

These appear to be among the more important

issues which will face delegates at Normal 89. Of
course this does not mean that the several dozen

reports will be unimportant. All of the assembly

activity will be significant and delegates should

not expect to take naps or even relax during the

delegate sessions.

It should be assumed that questions and issues

will emerge during the sessions that no one had
anticipated. We do expect and pray that the Spirit

will be at work during this time. Yet delegates

will need to set some priorities in the use of their

time and energy. I would think that the issues

noted above should occupy more of these than

will some other matters.

Delegates to the General Assembly are chosen

by the district conferences. The number from
each conference depends on the number of mem-
bers in the conference. If you have opinions on

these issues or others related to the work and

health of our denomination, it is your privilege to

seek out a delegate from your conference and

communicate your point of view. It might take

some effort to find a delegate, but it can be done.

Contact your conference office for the names and

addresses of your delegates. Then call the one

nearest to you.

Normal 89 will be different things to different

people. For delegates, it will mean heavy

responsibility and intensive sessions. Pray for

them.—Daniel Hertzler
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Applause in worship
by Philip K. Clemens

The issue of applause in a worship service is a
subject of discussion in some congregations.
Those involved in this exchange agree on the im-
portance of congregational participation, but dis-
agree on how to do it. Certain questions arise—
questions which push us to larger considerations.

If we do not applaud in worship, do we stifle

spontaneity? Actually, applause tends not to be

We come to worship as a gathered
congregation, a worshiping community,
not an audience.

spontaneous, since it is a publicly accepted and
sometimes regulated response to a performance.
Frequently, applause begun by just one or two
people will draw others into making a halfhearted
response. If we really do want spontaneity, are
we ready for surprises such as someone running
up to the pulpit and challenging the preacher on
what was said? Or someone suddenly dancing in
the aisle? Some guidelines are necessary for every
congregation.

If we do not applaud in worship, how can we
show appreciation to a 12-year-old who does an
excellent job reciting a Scripture passage from
memory? Or to a children's choir or youth drama
troupe? If we accept applause as valid in worship,
why stop with children's events? Shouldn't a mov-
ing sermon by an adult receive hearty applause?
And what if the 12-year-old forgets half the
Scripture passage or the sermon is poor? Would
we applaud then?

From another perspective, why is the 12-year-
old reciting the Scripture? To show it can be done?
If so, it could be performed in a talent show where

Philip K. Clemens, Goshen, Ind., is an associate minister at
College Mennonite Church and a regular writer of the
"Worship" column in Builder magazine.

applause is seen as appropriate. In worship, when
we applaud to show appreciation or give en-
couragement only for persons who are young or
very old, or who have certain "disabilities," we
single them out as different. To truly incorporate
these various leaders into the congregation's wor-
ship, we should treat them as we do the other
leaders.

Statement to congregation. Last November I

presented the following statement on applause to
my congregation—College Mennonite Church in

Goshen, Indiana: "What I want to say grows out
of our worship life. From week to week, as we
meet here to worship, you are generous in your
support of our services. This is greatly ap-
preciated by those of us who take leadership in

preparing and carrying out plans for this regular
worship. Our goal is to provide worship that suits
us as a people, and brings us together in a way
which honors God and calls us to respond to the
divine Word.

"As we look toward the approaching Sundays
and seasons, there is something I want to say, es-
pecially because people of all age-groups will be
involved in leading worship. Over the last number
of months there has been some confusion on
whether applause in the worship service is help-
ful or not. So, I feel the need to say just a few
words which might guide our thinking on this
subject.

"Applause by itself is neither good nor bad,
right nor wrong, but in worship it raises two
areas of concern. The first has to do with the flow
of the service. Although those who applaud are
sincere in their expression, their action may in-

trude on the development of the service as it

moves from one part to the next. Even in concerts
there is an unwritten expectation of when ap-
plause is appropriate. Some audiences are asked
to refrain from applause until the end. At times,
an awesome silence is more expressive than ap-
plause.

"The second area of concern has to do with
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what we understand worship to be. We come to

worship as a gathered congregation, a worshiping
community, not an audience. Our children in

their choirs are taught that when they sing or

play in a service, they are leading the congrega-
tion in worship. If we applaud their contributions

we may confuse them and turn worship into a

time of entertainment. Also, when we selectively

applaud one choir or bell choir and not another,

and never applaud an exciting sermon or moving
prayer, we give mixed messages. As our children

participate as worshipers and as leaders of wor-
ship, let's, in the words of Proverbs 22:6, 'train

them up in the way they should go.'

"In some styles of worship, hand clapping and
applause permeate the whole service. Our style is

different. If you find yourself particularly moved
by a certain part of worship and feel you must
respond, you may want to try an 'Amen!' or a
'Hallelujah!'

"Possibly the best way to express thanks and
encouragement to both children and adults who
lead us in worship is to seek them out after the

service, maybe put your arm around them, and
thank them for what they have done. I'm sure you
have additional suggestions. Let's see what we
can do. Thank you."

Ample variety. The response to what I said has
been mixed, but generally quite positive. One of

the most important things I have learned is that

our congregation needs an ample variety of ways
to be involved. This is true especially if worship is

intended to include persons of all age-groups and
personality types. Many people communicate by
symbol and image or by physical action, not just

by word. We need methods of response and par-

ticipation that are nonverbal and affective,

methods that complement our verbal and cogni-

tive expressions. To try to resuscitate the shout-
ing of "Amen!" and "Hallelujah!" when that

practice has literally died is not adequate or

realistic. And to just substitute applause for

these words does not work, either.

What are some options for congregations
considering how to respond in worship? For
starters, we can fully utilize the activities and
techniques we already have. Sermons and Scrip-

tures, hymns and songs, responsive readings and
acclamations, unison prayers and silence, and
works of visual art and music are all valid ele-

ments of worship. Each offers its own beauty of

expression and response. If our use of them has
deteriorated in terms of imaginative preparation

and participation, then we have work to do.

John H. Westerhoff III suggests that worship
"needs to make much better use of the arts and
involve all of the senses (taste, touch, smell,

sound, and sight). We need to make dance more
natural . . . music more central . . . drama more
significant, and language more poetic. Both the

immanent and transcendent natures of God need

Leaders need to provide for worship that

is done by the congregation, not for the

congregation.

to be expressed and experienced." (Living the

Faith Community, p. 67)

We need to reclaim the community aspect of

worship. Worship is not a performer-audience
activity. Leaders need to provide for worship that

is done by the congregation, not for the congrega-

tion. Our mode of participation can help shape
the message, or might even be the message. Can
we as Mennonites accept our bodies as well as our
brains? Many of our congregations, because of

rich ethnic backgrounds, enjoy lively styles of

participation. We cannot all borrow directly from
each other, but we can learn and adapt.

Ideas for worship. A congregation might try

standing up, kneeling, standing in a circle, joining

hands, lifting hands, clapping hands. Or people

might take part in laughing or crying, and might
be encouraged to show sympathy by moving next

to a grieving person. Worshipers could sway to

the singing of songs, interpret songs with sign

language, walk to the front to present an offering,

move out of their seats to the Lord's table for

communion, join together in the laying on of

hands. Processionals, recessionals, and liturgical

dance might be planned.

Vigorous participation in responsive, anti-

phonal, and unison readings could be taught.

Prayers, songs, litanies, and brief dramatic
sketches created by members of the congregation
might be solicited. Bulletin inserts could be used
to encourage children (and others) to draw pic-

tures or fill out word puzzles related to the ser-

vice. Tasteful use of color, symbol, and pageantry
might be incorporated.

Each congregation needs to discover its own
suitable methods for worship participation, its

own freedom within order.
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Cautions about the merger
by Merle Good

In the current cordiality surrounding the

courtship between the General Conference Men-
nonite Church and the Mennonite Church, one

hesitates to raise any cautions. The marriage ap-

pears so inevitable to some that it could seem
rude to interrupt the music and ask questions. In

such an atmosphere, one could even risk being la-

beled "an opponent of Christian unity."

Yet questions do linger. After reading a stack

of articles and hearing numerous speeches about
the merger, most of which have supported the

/ can't shake the feeling that a lot of the

thinking about the merger might be a bit

muddled and less than candid.

joining of our two churches, I can't shake the feel-

ing that a lot of the thinking about the merger
might be a bit muddled and less than candid.

Inter-Mennonite cooperation has served us

well. Perhaps structural integration will enhance
our church life too. Yet one wonders if the

courtship may prove more satisfactory than the

actual marriage!

Skepticism and concern. At the risk of seem-
ing impolite, let me try to state my nagging cau-

tions.

I admit to some skepticism about the ecu-

menical movement. As a student at Union
Theological Seminary in New York City (1969-

1972), I did my field work at the Inter-Church

Center, the 475 Riverside Drive "God-box." The
fires of ecumenism burned brightly in those days.

But leaders of many denominations were already

beginning to question whether all the effort was
worth the results: more red tape and organiza-

tional charts without more true Christian unity.

Closely related to my skepticism about
ecumenism has been a sincere concern about how
healthy denominationalism is for a "pilgrim

people." General Conference Mennonites appear
to me to have a much stronger disposition toward
denominationalism than most in the Mennonite
Church. This feeling that Mennonites should shed
the "sect" image and become more normal and
more respectable dates back to John Oberholtzer

in 1847.

I do believe, however, that whether we think of

Merle Good, Lancaster, Pa., operates the People's Place—

a

Mennonite/Amish heritage center—along with his wife,

Phyllis. He serves as vice-chairman of the Historical
Committee of the Mennonite Church.

ourselves as a peoplehood, or a fellowship, or a

church, or a denomination does make a difference

in what we do when we get together. A stress on
denominational identity tends to result in a more
organized, more formal, more acculturated

church life. It often fosters greater distance

between leadership and grassroots. (Incidentally,

a look at the Church of the Brethren and the

strengths and weaknesses of their emphasis on
denominationalism might prove helpful to our

GC/MC discussions.)

I too yearn for Christian unity. I've experienced

this many times with MC/GC cooperation. But
I've also been moved by the sense of unity in the

Spirit which I've experienced at the Hutterian
Brethren conference, at four Mennonite World
Conferences, with Mennonite Brethren and
Brethren in Christ musicians and writers, in

fellowship with Amish leaders, and in many
intense conversations with Mennonites from all

over the world. I yearn much more for an opening

of MC and GC hearts and minds to learn from all

the groups in the worldwide Anabaptist family

than I do for formal organizational GC/MC
merger. I fear that the merging will turn out to be

narrowing, rather than broadening.

More open-minded? I realize that many Men-
nonites assume that so-called "liberals" are more
open-minded than so-called "conservatives." But
my experience has not confirmed that. I have had
very liberal professors whose view of the king-

dom of God was so narrow that only a few per-

sons beside themselves qualified among the faith-

ful! I have also listened to presentations by "pro-

gressive" Mennonite thought leaders whose list of

those who were out of touch far exceeded their

list of those with whom they felt comfortable.

This is not to suggest that most conservatives

are broad-minded; they are not, but then they

don't pretend to be.

On the other hand, my observation has been

that most liberals are every bit as narrow-minded

as most conservatives. In addition, I have found

many liberals more unbearable because they so

smugly assume that they are more open-minded

than everyone around them! Consequently, I find

it difficult to accept the suggestion of some that

the two most liberal Mennonite groups in North

America will somehow be more compassionate,

considerate, and broad-minded if we merge!

My preferences—perhaps prejudices—are cer-

tainly colored by my being a Lancaster Men-
nonite. About one out of every five MCs lives in

the greater Lancaster area.

Lancaster and Winnipeg are the two largest

Mennonite communities in the world. In both
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communities there is little overlap between MCs
and GCs. Lancaster and Winnipeg are also, para-

doxically, two of the most urban of the larger

Mennonite communities in North America—and,

at the same time, two of the most traditional. In

recent conversations with a GC leader from Win-
nipeg, we both noted how little our communities
know of each other and how relatively indifferent

these two largest Mennonite communities are to

the merger talk. Can a merger be effective if

Lancaster and Winnipeg led only halfhearted

support?

Four groups in favor. It seems to me that four

groups are especially committed to the MC/GC
merger.

(1) In some geographical areas GC and MC con-

gregations function side by side and in many
ways appear quite similar. In those circum-

stances it seems to make sense for such congrega-

tions to unite so that they can function with more
efficiency and more unity. Could their working
together happen without forcing total structural

upheaval for both MCs and GCs everywhere? This

might be explored.

(2) Denominational leaders and bureaucrats

(persons who draw their paychecks from church
institutions), faced with shrinking budgets and
virtually no-growth constituencies, under-

standably wish that limited resources could be

used more efficiently by teaming up rather than

by duplicating. But will the merger actually save

costs? And what about the income side of

things—hasn't history proven that when the

distance between the structures and the members
is increased, the sense of ownership is undercut
and the offerings and gifts fall away?

(3) Dual-conference congregations, while small

in number, have been some of the most outspoken
during the past fifteen years about "forcing" the

merger. (I have heard the word "force" used many
times in these discussions.)

(4) Many persons in Canada desire to have a

United Mennonite Church of Canada by merging
the one main area of MC/GC overlap (Ontario),

urging the GCs and MCs in the U.S. to merge, and
then having two new denominations, one Ca-
nadian and one American (a uniting to re-divide

strategy). In fact, some Canadian leaders are

predicting publicly that there will be three Men-
nonite churches as a result of the "merger": (a) a

United Canadian Mennonite denomination, (b) a

GC/MC merger in the U.S. along the Elkhart-

Newton axis, and (c) an Eastern U.S. "fringe" de-

nomination. Is this a real possibility? Shouldn't

we at least discuss this openly, rather than have
it happen by default?

All vested interests should be laid on the table

during merger discussions; otherwise we are

swept along with emotional reconciliation talk.

Discussion that is less than honest may result in

greater fragmentation.

A list of ten. I have ten main cautions.

1. The membership of the resultant merger, ten

years after the merger, will probably be no larger

than the current membership of the Mennonite
Church. Many persons who now feel a part of the

We MCs will gradually give up our

remaining distinctives as we 'try to

blend' with the new unity.

"mainstream" will have to take on the stigma of

being referred to as "fringe." The membership of

all the "fringe" groups in our faith-family in

North America will soon exceed that of the

"mainstream." This we should call "unity"?

2. The merger will simply become a realign-

ment. The more leftward-learning MCs will unite

with the more liberal GCs. Is it possible that

leaders verbalize a theolgy of unity when in fact

they actually desire a more narrow, more liberal

theology? (Few expect liberals to become the

"fringe groups"; that term in merger conversa-

tions generally assumes conservatives.)

3. If a merger would lead to more discipleship,

more community in Christ, more sense of mission

and service, more conviction on peace and
lifestyle, I would be more enthused. But I come
away from discussion after discussion with the

feeling that twenty years after the merger we will

have experienced a general erosion of firmly held

beliefs.

I believe that the average GC and the average

MC do have different approaches to many issues

of faith and life. These include the role of au-

thority in the church, the desirability of change,

polity in general, and the relationship of the

Christian to society, to name a few. I suggest that

the sociology of the merger assumes that we MCs
will gradually give up our remaining distinctives

as we "try to blend" with the new unity.

4. We cannot ignore the peace issue. I note that

historically the average MC has regarded
conscientious objection to be an "expected"

practice, one that unified us; on the other hand,

the average GC appears to have regarded

conscientious objection as an "optional" practice,
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something that not everyone agreed on.

How can this merger take place without my
children experiencing a "watering down" of our
peace position? Will conscientious objectors be
considered a new "fringe group" after the
merger? I don't see how this can be avoided.

5. One GC leader suggested to me that GCs are
seeking the merger because the MCs seem "like

such a strong, stable group." I responded that the

A courtship that ignores hard realities

may simply lead to a rocky marriage.

MCs who are promoting the merger might be

seeking respectability after years of feeling larger

than but inferior to the GCs.
Is it possible that those Mennonites who are

most unsure of their identity and faith have the

most to gain from a merger? If so, perhaps we
should merge in order to strengthen these sisters

and brothers. On the other hand, the new mushy
common denominator of the merger may well un-

dercut those among us who currently do have a

clear sense of their identity and faith. Can we
shore up one group without unfairly tearing down
the foundations for the other group?

6. 1 hear two half-truths which function as a

sort of double-speak muddle about our history.

On the one hand, a rather emotional case is being

made to "heal the rift" between our groups; but

historians keep emphasizing that most of us

never were one group! Increasingly the

Anabaptist movement in the Low Countries is

documented as being separate from the

Anabaptists of Switzerland. Perhaps, however, if

we truly wanted to heal the historical divisions,

the GCs would unite with the MBs and the Old
Colony people, and the MCs would unite with the
Conservatives, the Beacheys, the Amish, and the

Brethren-in-Christ.

On the other hand, it is a fact that there was a

division in eastern Pennsylvania in 1847. While
only a small minority of GCs and MCs feel his-

torically connected to that event (the majority of

GCs came to North America from Russia many
years after the split), it is nevertheless a fact that

the Oberholtzer event did take place. So there is

some basis for talking about "healing the rift"

after all these years.

But to be honest and accurate, one needs to

examine the extent to which the issues of 1847 are

still alive. Some say the differences were trivial

and of no consequence today. But I would suggest

that the following issues are still very much with
us: (a) formality in church government, (b)

professionalism in the ministry, (c) openness to

acculturation, and (d) conscientious objection as

optional.

7. Why do we propose only to unite the GCs and
MCs? Why not unify all Mennonite groups around
the world?

8. The Mennonite Church has had limited suc-

cess in becoming a multiracial body of Christ. Is

it possible that the merger talk is a way of avoid-

ing the call to more important issues? Will we be

so preoccupied with merging that we will fail to

focus on and give energy to greater needs?

9. What about the many divisive forces within

the Mennonite Church itself, many of which are

politely unacknowleged? If as many papers and
conferences were devoted to examining the real

but politely unspoken differences among MCs as

have been spent on the MC/GC merger, we may
all benefit.

For instance, there are relatively few MCs in

Canada, whereas nearly half of North American
GCs live in Canada. If a United Canadian Men-
nonite Church does come into existence, as it al-

ready has for all practical purposes, then the GCs
in the United States will be "stranded" with 90

percent of the MCs.
When one then analyzes the MCs in the U.S.,

the differences between those of us in the Mid-
west and the West and those of us in the East can

loom large. Some of us are asking whether MCs
from the Midwest and West feel more at home
with GCs than they do with MCs from the East.

Is this a valid concern?

10. Do we need a genuine renewal in order to

come together? Can this sought-for unity be legis-

lated without a heartfelt revival of the Spirit of

God among us? Wouldn't it be wonderful if a

people as diverse as our two churches could

experience a renewal together which would in it-

self unify us!

Politeness versus frankness. Let me again af-

firm the benefits I have personally received from
MC/GC cooperation over the years. However, it

appears that numerous questions about the

merger are being ignored or swept aside. An at-

mosphere of politeness has been built up around
these discussions, and sharing cautions may seem
rude. I wish no such offense. I do continue to

believe, however, that a courtship that ignores

hard realities may simply lead to a rocky mar-
riage.

I do not oppose the merger as such, especially if

we process our differences fully. I recognize that

many MCs may not be as troubled by these ques-

tions as I am. Nevertheless, I appreciate this op-

portunity to express my cautions. And I pray God
may lead us through these difficult times.
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Gleijsteen: a peaceful warrior
Jan Gleijsteen, Sr., died on April 16 just as he

prepared to travel to Singel Mennonite Church in

Amsterdam, Holland—the church he had at-

tended faithfully for most of his 94 years. While
enjoying a last cup of tea just before leaving the

house, the cup slipped from his hands and his

heart stopped beating.

Gleijsteen was born on May 22, 1895, into a

family with a long Anabaptist tradition. At the

age of 19 he graduated with a degree of engineer
for the merchant navy. His career on the high

seas was short-lived, however, for in 1916 Jan was
summoned to serve in the Dutch army. They
recognized in him the potential of a high-ranking
officer in the artillery division.

This, however, was not in keeping with Jan
Gleijsteen's firm convictions on biblical

nonresistance. A document from the military

tribunal at Schoonhoven tells us what happened
next: "On the second of March 1916, said Jan
Gleijsteen willfully and repeatedly refused to be
measured for a cap and other items of uniform,
uttering: T refuse to serve in the military,' or

words of like intent." Thus Gleijsteen became the

eighth Dutch conscientious objector since the

draft was introduced in 1898, and the first Men-
nonite to refuse to serve in Holland's army.

Unable to return to his chosen career because
of his. "criminal" record, Gleijsteen turned to

nursing and eventually ended up working in a

mental hospital. Here he met his future life com-
panion, Gerritje Nowee, a nurse of French
Huguenot and Lutheran background. They mar-
ried in 1930 after a seven-year courtship.

Gleijsteens then spent most of their married
life as booksellers in Amsterdam. The Gleijsteen

store reflected the couple's vocations and
interests. It was a technical, medical, and Men-
nonite bookstore with a strong inventory of peace
literature and a nice hoard of rare (mostly early

Anabaptist-Mennonite) books and manuscripts.
Much of this material eventually found its way to

Goshen and Bethel colleges.

In 1922, Jan was a leader in the founding of

"Workgroup of Mennonites and Quakers Against
War and Military Conscription" (renamed Men-
nonite Peace Group in 1946) in order to rein-

troduce the almost forgotten principles of biblical

nonresistance into the Dutch Mennonite Church.
When World War II came to the Low Countries

in May 1940, the peace group went underground,
but continued to be active for some time.

Assistance was given to the victims of bombed-
out Rotterdam, Jews were hidden from the Nazi
hunters, and somehow or other 700 food parcels a
week were actually delivered to internees inside

the concentration camp of Westerbork! The

Gleijsteen home became equipped with false ceil-

ings to form hiding spaces for Jews and for Dutch
intellectuals in danger of being eradicated.

Baptized as an adult at age 26, Gleijsteen fully

identified with the church and participated

heartily in all of its functions, particularly when
it came to Bible studies and peace activities. His
was a familiar presence at local and regional con-

ferences and events. He participated in six of the

12 assemblies of Mennonite World Conference,

beginning with the one in 1936 and ending with
Strasbourg '84, where, at age 89, he was
reportedly the oldest registrant.

If there ever was a "concerned Mennonite," it

was Jan Gleijsteen, Sr. He frequently expressed a

deep concern about the wide gaps between
Anabaptist/Christian ideals and Dutch Men-
nonite realities. But he instilled in his children,

and all those around him, that the only way to

move the church he cherished to a higher level of

faithfulness was to stand squarely in the middle
of it and work for renewal from within. Moving
out into the fringes and sniping away at the mid-
dle from a safe distance never entered his mind.

Jan was a man of incredible drive and energy

till fairly late in life. From the 1920s through the

mid-80s he escorted thousands of Mennonite visi-

tors from around the world to sites in the Am-
sterdam area and into the provinces of North
Holland, Friesland, and elsewhere. He could still

walk for hours after the visitors were ready to

call it quits. As late as 1979 one Hesston College

student grumbled about "being dog-tired from
running after that man" who had escorted her

and several others through historic Amsterdam.
She was 20 and he was only 84!

Gleijsteen's consistent example of Christian

living, of love and peace, of cooperation and re-

conciliation, will live on in the memories of those

who knew him. ^

This article was compiled and translated from recent
articles and from the funeral sermon, with additional

material from Mennonite Encyclopedia.

Jan Gleijsteen, Sr.,

refused to wear a

uniform in World
War I. For a time he
was put in solitary

confinement.
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Church news

MBM board concerned about overseas workers;
discusses its future role in North America

Concern about Mennonite Board of

Missions workers in China and other un-

settled countries of the world dominated
the minds of MBM Board of Directors

during its June 8-10 meeting in Elkhart,

Ind. Although the agenda didn't revolve

around the safety of overseas workers,

concern was frequently voiced and
formed a backdrop to the meeting. Ron
Yoder, director for Asia, reported that

MBM's seven workers serving with China
Educational Exchange were safe and
well, although some left by the end of the

week.

Concern was also expressed for the fu-

ture of relationships with Chinese Chris-

tians, educators, and friends. Yoder and
other overseas staff emphasized that

MBM and CEE don't automatically follow

U.S. State Department directives to leave

a country. "CEE doesn't plan to withdraw
from China," Yoder said. "We want to

maintain a Mennonite presence and stand

in solidarity with Chinese people who are

suffering."

Board members enjoyed the opportun-

ity of meeting with several missionaries

from Argentina, France, India, and Is-

rael. In particular, the board recognized

the bookstore ministry of Paul and
Esther Kniss in India. The chain of five

Don't compromise faith

to reach audiences,
communicators told

Christian communicators don't have to

compromise their faith to reach audi-

ences outside the church community,
speakers and workshop leaders empha-
sized at the recent annual meeting of

Council on Church and Media in Win-
nipeg, Man. The event attracted about 50

Mennonite and Brethren producers,
broadcasters, journalists, and filmmakers
from throughout North America.

Addressing the theme "Christian Com-
municators: In the Church, In the World,"
keynote speaker Michael Higgins chal-

lenged Christian communicators to

bridge the gap between the secular media
and the church community. Higgins, a
Catholic professor, newspaper columnist,

and radio/television commentator, said

many unchurched people rely on the se-

cular media for information about re-

ligious issues.

In attempting to be impartial, he said,

the news media has weakened its cov-

stores will celebrate its 25th anniversary

in September. Since Knisses will be step-

ping out of the bookstore ministry during

the next year, the board approved the

transfer of its trustee interests in the

chain to an Indian organization.

Board members spent considerable
time discussing the future North Ameri-
can role of MBM since conferences and
congregations are working more de-
liberately at local mission tasks. "MBM is

called to be doing what local congrega-
tions and conferences cannot do them-
selves," said board chairman Glen Miller,

who is a physician from Bellefontaine,

Ohio.

One example that is high priority for

MBM is providing persons of all ages with

service opportunities in areas of need in

North America. Another is mission edu-

cation. In August, James and Jeannette

Krabill, MBM workers in Ivory Coast,

will begin a three-year assignment in

mission education among Mennonites in

North America under the age of 40.

"We recognize that mission education

is a continuing and ongoing need in

church life," said Willard Roth, MBM act-

ing president during President Paul Gin-

grich's current leave. "Effective mission

education lays a foundation for both un-

erage of religious issues. He rejected the

notion that reporters who have no re-

ligious adherence are better able to inves-

tigate complex religious issues than jour-

nalists who are firmly rooted in a re-

ligious tradition.

"Ignorance of the religious tradition is

hardly a worthy investigative tool," he

stated. "The religious journalist can be a

conduit of light, a luminous thing in a

dark enclosure. Christian journalists

must not spurn the world because they

are heralds of hope—their words repair,

make whole and meaningful a shattered

discourse."

A joint presentation by Winnipeg Free
Press managing editor Murray Burt and
American Public Radio executive vice-

president Eric Friesen provided conflict-

ing views on whether Christians should

bring their faith into the workplace.

"In my work I make no bones about
what I believe," said Friesen. "The deci-

sions I make obviously reflect my faith,

my own values. The more I declare myself

the greater the understanding of those

around me of why I make the decisions

that I do."

derstanding and undertaking God's mis-

sionary work in the world. We sense that

the present moment is an opportune time
for concentrated attention."

In financial matters, the board learned

that contributions through May totaled

$1,140,000. That figure is $88,000 behind
budget projections for the first four

months of the budget year.

The board approved a preliminary con-

tribution goal of $5.35 million for 1990.

According to Pat Swartzendruber, vice-

president for administration and re-

sources, the goal is a conservative 2.9 per-

cent increase over the present year's goal

of $5.2 million.

Glen Miller said next year's budget will

allow MBM to do some new things in spite

of the struggle with limited funding. The
new things include the Service Adventure
program in North America and sending

workers to Afghanistan.

In Afghanistan, MBM plans to place

workers with International Assistance

Mission in health and relief programs.

"The country has just gone through a de-

vastating 10-year civil war," Miller noted.

"Few agencies are doing anything to meet
many obvious needs."

In other matters, the board:

—Heard and discussed a study docu-

ment entitled "Heaven and Hell," the

seventh in a series of issues being studied

by the board.

—Approved the appointment of 19 new
and continuing workers for Argentina,

Belgium, Benin, Brazil, France, India, Is-

rael, and Puerto Rico.

—Phil RichardforMBM

Burt indicated that people in the se-

cular media "should leave their religion at

home" because it clouds their objectivity

in seeking the truth. During a question/

answer period, however, he said he was
willing to compromise: "If you are going

to take your religion to work in the se-

cular media, then delcare it so we can
neutralize the potential danger."

In the concluding address, Mennonite
Central Committee executive secretary

John Lapp encouraged the religious

media to provide a greater understanding
of global concerns, the world church, and
other cultures. "There is profound hunger
for meaning in life," he said. "We need to

see how the media can be used to help

people rediscover meaning in life." Chris-

tian communicators, he said, can help

discern true meaning from false meaning
and serve as major intermediaries be-

tween Western churches and churches in

the developing world.

During CCM's business session, Ron
Byler of Mennonite Board of Missions

was elected chair. Barth Hague of Men-
nonite Mutual Aid continues as executive

secretary.
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Delegation visits Texas
to determine status of

incoming refugees

A delegation of Catholic, Protestant,

and Jewish leaders— the "Interfaith

Committee for Central American Refugee

Protection"—visited south Texas recently

to assess the U.S. government's crack-

down on illegal immigration there.

Donald Steelberg, a Mennonite Central

Committee U.S. executive committee
member, was part of the group; Carlos

Neuschwander of MCC U.S. Immigration

and Refugee Services guided the group.

Following the tour the delegation re-

ported that, despite U.S. Immigration

and Naturalization Service expenditure

of $12 to $15 million over the last two

months, "we saw no convincing evidence

that the INS policy of increased enforce-

ment, detention, and rapid deportation of

illegal aliens has resulted in any signifi-

cant decrease in the flow of Central

American refugees." Some 50,000 to

60,000 Central Americans have crossed

the border into the U.S. since last fall.

The delegation then met with members
of Congress to urge their support of the

Moakley/DeConcini "safe-haven bill," a

proposal that would provide protection

for refugees, alleviating much of the "un-

just suffering they endure while detained

in south Texas," according to Neusch-
wander. And they condemned "the deten-

tion of Central American refugees—men,
women, and children."

During their travels the group heard

from a district INS director who defended

the new INS policy, claiming it had deter-

red the flow of Central American
refugees into the U.S. The delegation,

however, called the INS claims an "illu-

sion" and said that immigration is in-

fluenced more by war and repression in

Central America than by INS policy.

The delegation heard stories about

hardships that refugees experienced both

at home and on their journey. Many had
fresh memories of shootings, beatings,

and death threats, said Neuschwander.
"The prevailing theme in their stories was
fear of persecution by the military or

guerrillas."

At the INS refugee detention center in

Bay View, Tex., the delegation saw first-

hand the treatment of refugees. "It was
shocking to see people who had commit-
ted no crime, dressed like prisoners and
confined in a facility that is essentially a

prison," said one delegation member.
"Our country has a strong moral re-

sponsibility to aid Central American
refugees, the majority of whom have fled

warlike conditions of violence and depri-

vation," concluded the delegation at a

press conference in Washington, D.C.

"We believe that a lasting solution to the

continuing flow of Central American ref-

ugees across our borders can best be

achieved by working for peace and eco-

nomic stability in Central America."

MCs and GCs
dedicate new offices

in Kansas
A dedication service was held on June

25 in North Newton, Kans., for 2500

Place, the new home for South Central

Conference of the Mennonite Church and

Western District of the General Con-

ference Mennonite Church. The 10,800-

square-foot building located on the 2500

block of Main Street formerly housed

Mennonite Press. Western District pur-

chased the building a year ago for

$75,000. Another $275,000 has gone into

the complete renovation of the building.

Volunteers from 35 churches helped

gut the inside of the building last fall and
helped with the carpentry and painting

which was recently finished. Over 200

volunteers registered to help for one or

two days, a week, or more.

Half of the building is used by the two
church bodies. They will share office

space and the Resource Library which

was moved from Bethel College. The
Great Plains Seminary Education Pro-

gram will be housed here also.

Tenants opening businesses in the new
2500 Place include Mutual Aid Services,

Selfhelp Crafts, The Quilt Shop, Book Re-

Views, and Hairlines.

—

Susa7i Balzer

mm

The new 2500 Place in North Newton, Kans., is home to church offices and businesses.

Albert and Lois Buckwalter

BACK FROM ARGENTINA

Buckwalters completing
Bible translations

Providing Argentine Indians with the

Bible in their language has helped them
better understand the Scriptures, accord-

ing to Albert and Lois Buckwalter, long-

time Mennonite Board of Missions
workers who returned to North America
recently. They have translated the Bible

into the Toba, Mocovi, and Pilaga lan-

guages since arriving in northern Ar-

gentina in 1950. They completed the Toba

New Testament in 1981 and have since

completed the Mocovi and Pilaga New
Testaments and portions of the Toba and

Mocovi Old Testaments.

The Mocovi New Testament, printed

late last year, was presented to the Moco-

vi people in March. During an official

presentation, co-translator Roberto Ruiz

read 1 Corinthians 14:10: "It is true that

many different peoples in the world speak

different languages, but all of them
understand their own language." Ruiz

said, "Now we don't need the Spanish Bi-

ble, because everything it says is said in

our own language. This we understand."

Buckwalters visit Indian congregations

as time permits, selling Scriptures after

Sunday worship services. Many congrega-

tions now use the Bible in their language,

but that isn't a foregone conclusion. "The

ability to read Spanish brings prestige,"

Lois explained.

Buckwalters helped Toba Indian Chris-

tians form their own church—United

Evangelical Church—in the late 1950s.

Later, Mocovi, Pilaga, and Wichi con-

gregations joined. Today, over 100 con-

gregations and an estimated 4,000 mem-
bers make up the church.

Buckwalters are now officially retired,

but they will return to Argentina again

soon for a special one-year assignment to

complete editing work so the Pilaga New
Testament and portions of the Mocovi Old

Testament can be printed.

Albert is a native of Hesston, Kans.

Lois grew up in Latin America, where her

parents, Nelson and Ada Litwiller, were

MBM missionaries.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
Long letters may need to be shortened.

Jeanne Hochstetler, Washington, Ind.
I feel it is too conclusive to suggest, as

Albert Schlabach does in "Support Our
Leaders to Retain Our Youth" ("Hear,
Hear!" June 20), that all we need to do is

to "stand by our pastors and elders if we
are to retain our youth." That statement
may hold true only if those pastors and
elders are involved with the ministry of
the youth to their churches.

We have Mennonite churches today op-
erating youth ministry programs au-
tonomously with little involvement or

interest from leadership. It will take a
concerted effort from all members in the
church to see to it we don't lose young
people through our back doors. By getting
more involved with our youth and earn-

estly working at integrating them into

our church programs, youth ministries

will less likely function as separate
entities.

Mennonite Board of Missions makes
available an excellent brochure ("Check-
list of Ideas for Congregational Ministry
with Students and Young Adults") to

assist our churches in youth ministry.

Mr. Schlabach also says, ".
. . providing

an effective nurturing ministry." One
way we can provide this is by using
resources available to us.

Ted Broadway, pastor, Immanuel
Baptist Church, Fenelon Falls, Ont.

In "Smorgasbord Religion" (May 30)
you rightly refer to "weekenditis" as a
threat to the health of the congregation.
In our Baptist circles we have long con-
tended with this sociological phenom-
enon, and encourage our weekenders to
worship wherever they are "come Sun-
day." Most do. As a result, many of our
vacation-area churches have an entirely
different congregation during summer
worship. My congregation is such a
church. We do several things to foster the
feeling that our church's ministry and
fellowship is a second church home for
these people, many of whom return year
after year.

Linden M. Wenger, Harrisonburg, Va.
I was rather dismayed at the May 9

"Church News" report that 40 Menno-
nites had joined a pro-abortion march and
surprised at the rather positive tone in

which the report was made. I have looked
in vain for some refutation in the Men-
nonite press of the blatant half-truth so

often argued that "a woman has a right to

do what she chooses with her own body."
I agree that a woman has a right to

marry or not marry and that an unmar-
ried woman has the power to choose to

engage in sexual activity. But in either
case the woman who chooses to engage in

sexual activity has already decided what
she wishes to do with her own body.
When the normal consequences of sexual
intercourse result in an unwanted preg-
nancy, it is too late to argue that one "has
a right to do what they wish with their
own body." At that point a commitment
has already been made which directly in-

volves another life and a woman's body is

no longer exclusively her own.
It is this refusal to accept responsibility

on the part of both men and women which
so beclouds the abortion issue and many
other issues in modern life. The
philosophy which makes personal
pleasure and convenience the highest
norm, which rejects commitment and
duty as dirty words, is far from Christian
and is fast bringing our society to ruin.

Merv Hess, Sarasota, Fla.
From time to time over the years, I

have noted with some degree of amuse-
ment and at the same time with sadness
how some readers of the Gospel Herald
react to news that disgusts them. So it is

with the May 9 report of the pro-choice
march in Washington, D.C. Why do some
"silence the messengers" by canceling
subscriptions when they don't like the
news? Do we want to bury our heads in

the sand and pretend that people and
ideas with whom we disagree don't exist
or somehow will go away?

I hope the Gospel Herald continues to

report the activities and positions of oth-
ers who have differing convictions and
views. Keep up the fine job!

Jeffrey A. Hatton, Greentown, Ind.
How discouraging it was to read "Why

I Abandoned the Altar Call" by Ernest J.

Hershberger in "Hear, Hear!" (Apr. 25).

It comes just at the time when I am try-

ing to get my own ministers to conclude
every service with an altar call. Altar
calls are a part of the reason why we
come together and worship: they are the

natural conclusion of a service. It seems
useless and empty to end a service and
make no altar call or give anyone a chance
to respond to a particularly inspiring

sermon.
If a person is baptized with the Spirit

during a service he should be given a
chance to respond to that baptism with an
altar call—a spontaneous acknowledg-
ment of his Spirit baptism. Who wants to

sit through an inspiring sermon, receive a
Spirit baptism, and then just get up and
leave for a private meeting afterward?
This is the time for rejoicing! This is

something you want to share with the
rest of the church now! This is something
they will want to rejoice about with you,
too—now! When the Spirit descends upon
a person that's exciting! But that doesn't

make the water baptism any less excit-

ing—it's all exciting!

It begins
when you're born.
From day one, we all need

security—the kind of security

life insurance can provide.

Let MMA help you secure your

future with the right life plan.

Contactyour

mutual aid counselor

orMMA today. Mennonite
Mutual Aid
Goshen, Indiana 46526
800-348-7468

(219) 533-9511 collect in Indiana

Your need

for life insurance

has already begun.
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Mennoscope

A new Mennonite college will open its doors

to students in September. It is Menno Simons
College in Winnipeg, Man., and it is affiliated

with the University of Winnipeg. The uni-

versity granted approval in June for the college

to begin offering a fully accredited three-year

degree program. The college has existed on the

University of Winnipeg campus "in embryo
form" since 1985. George Epp is the first

president. Courses will be offered in social and
economic development, conflict resolution, and
Mennonite studies. Menno Simons College

students also will be registered as University

of Winnipeg students. Other students at the

university also will be able to take some
courses at the college.

New appointments:
•Hildi Froese Tiessen, vice-president and
academic dean, Conrad Grebel College, start-

ing in July. She served the past year as acting

academic dean and director of the graduate

program. She has been a member of the

Conrad Grebel faculty since 1983. She has a

doctorate in English from the University of Al-

berta.

•Larry Kehler, overseas services coordinator,

Mennonite Central Committee Canada, start-

ing in September 1990. He succeeds Bert Lobe,

who will become principal of Rockway Men-
nonite Collegiate in Kitchener, Ont, this fall.

Marvin Frey will fill in as overseas services

coordinator for a year. For the past seven

years Kehler has been general secretary of the

Conference of Mennonites in Canada. Before

that he was a pastor in Winnipeg, editor of The
Mennonite, editor of Canadian Mennonite, and
information services secretary for MCC.
•Ed Barkman, Canadian programs coordina-

tor, Mennonite Central Committee Canada,
starting in September. He succeeds interim

coordinator J. M. Klassen. Barkman has served

the past three years as executive director of

MCC Saskatchewan. For four years before that

he worked in mediation, victim-offender recon-

ciliation, and other programs with MCC
Saskatchewan. Earlier he was a probation of-

ficer.

•Kathy Shantz, women's concerns director,

Mennonite Central Committee Canada, start-

ing in August. She succeeds Peggy Regehr.

Shantz will work out of the MCC Ontario office

in Kitchener. She and her husband, Reg Good,
served with MCC 1984-86 in the MennoVan,
which toured Canada to promote the 200th an-

niversary of the coming of Mennonites to

Canada. She is currently a doctoral candidate.

•Vera Isaak, Selfhelp Crafts Canada director,

Mennonite Central Committee Canada, start-

ing in September 1990. She succeeds Herman
Neff. Isaak currently serves with Partnership
Africa Canada in Ottawa. She served pre-

viously with MCC in Europe, Asia, and
Canada.

Pastoral transitions:

•Steve Good was installed as pastor of

Northside Mennonite Church, Lima, Ohio, on
June 25. He served previously as an associate

pastor in Oregon.
• Vernon Rempel was ordained as pastor of

Community Mennonite Church of Lancaster,

Pa., on June 11. He was licensed in 1987.

•Wayne Nafziger will become pastor of

Hanover-Chesley (Ont.) Mennonite Fellowship

on Sept. 1. He succeeds Maurice Martin.

Missionary comings/goings:
•Charles and Ruth Shenk returned from Japan
in June for a three-month North American

A new start in Virginia. Only two

months after an electrical fire destroyed

Mt. Clinton Mennonite Church in

western Rockingham County, Va., the

congregation has begun work on a new

building. Around 80 persons took part in

groundbreaking services, including

Esther Lehman (right) and her 93-year-

old mother, Myra Lehman. The new

facility with brick facade will more than

double the square footage of the old

building. The estimated completion date

is December 1989 at a cost of $500,000,

"although we're hoping to lower that

figure with some volunteer labor," said

Pastor Paul Kratz. During construction,

the church will hold morning worship at

Mt. Clinton Elementary School, with

Sunday evening services continuing to

meet twice a month at Mt. Clinton

United Methodist Church. The congrega-

tion, founded in 1874, is one of the older

churches in Virginia Conference. The

building lost in the Apr. 14 fire was built

in 1916.

—

Jim Bishop

assignment. They are longtime Mennonite
Board of Missions workers who currently serve

Tokyo Area Fellowship of Mennonite
Churches. Their address is c/o MBM, Box 370,

Elkhart, IN 46515.

•Paul and Esther Kniss returned from India in

May for a three-month North American
assignment. They are longtime MBM mis-

sionaries who currently devote most of their

time to Christian literature distribution. Their

address is 1549 Hillcrest Dr., Harrisonburg,
VA 22801.

•Neal and Janie Blough returned from France
in June for a three-month North American
assignment. They are MBM workers who serve

an international student center, a Mennonite

congregation, and a study center in suburban

Paris. Their address is c/o R. J. Blough, Box

228, Deshler, OH 43516.

•Paul and Hildi Amstutz returned from
Bolivia in June for a one-year North American
assignment. They are MBM missionaries who
serve in leadership development with Bolivia

Mennonite Church. Their address is Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries, 3003 Benham
Ave., Elkhart, IN 46517.

•David and Beth Bowman Moser arrived in

Northern Ireland in June for an assignment in

youth ministries sponsored by both MBM and

Mennonite Central Committee. David and
Beth were married in May. David served pre-

viously in Northern Ireland. Their address is

c/o 174 Trust, Saltshaker Centre, 174 Antrim
Rd., Belfast BT15 2AJ, Northern Ireland.

Coming events:

•Church-Closing Ceremony, Aug. 13, at North

Park Mennonite Church, Grand Rapids, Mich.

The congregation has decided to disband and

close its doors in August. The ceremony will be

a celebration of 20 years of ministry by the

congregation. All friends, supporters, and
former members are especially invited. More
information from the church at 647 Jesse St.

NE, Grand Rapids, MI 49505; phone 616-361-

6029.

•Choice Books Rally, Sept. 18-19, at Camp Jo-

El, Greencastle, Pa. "Stretch for One Million"

is the theme of the annual event for Choice

Books area supervisors, volunteers, and com-

mittee members. The leaders are Choice Books

Advisory Committee member Eleanor Snyder

and Choice Books promotions man John
Whitehead. Choice Books, a ministry of Men-
nonite Board of Missions, has a goal of selling

one million books a year. More information

from Choice Books at 1251 Virginia Ave., Har-

risonburg, VA 22801; phone 703-434-1827.

•Hesston Performing Arts Series, 1989-90, at

Hesston College. The eighth annual series in-

cludes the Mozart on Fifth woodwind trio,

Sept. 17; vocal musicians Phil and Ellen Frohn-

meyer, Oct. 19; Ballet Folclorico of Mexico,

Feb. 13; The New Christy Minstrals, Apr. 8;

and American Boychoir, May 5. All perfor-

mances are in the Yost Center. More informa-

tion from the Information Services Depart-

ment at the college, Box 3000, Hesston, KS
67062; phone 316-327-8206.

•Bookworm Frolic, Aug. 18-19 and 21-22, at

Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite Historical Society.

An estimated 50,000 donated used books will

be for sale. Food and souvenirs will also be

available. The ninth annual event will raise

funds for the society. More information from

Florence Horning at the society, 2215

Millstream Rd., Lancaster, PA 17602; phone
717-393-9745.

New books:
•Doing What Is Right by Lois Barrett. The
seventh volume of the Peace and Justice

Series, this book shows how justice grows out

of a Christian's covenant with God and with

neighbor. The author is a Mennonite pastor

who has published three other books in recent

years. The new book, published by Herald

Press of Mennonite Publishing House, is

available for $4.95 (in Canada $5.95).

•The Problem ofSocial Responsibilityfrom the

Perspective of the Mennonite Church by
Lawrence Burkholder. This is a doctoral

dissertation that was considered too con-

troversial for publication when it was written

in 1958. The author is retired from a career as a

wartime relief worker, Harvard University
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Children visit biblical marketplace. Summer Bible School at Lockport Mennonite
Church of Stryker, Ohio, was a real congregational effort, with about 100 members
involved. Some scheduled their vacations to make time to help with Bible school. The
theme was "Marketplace 29 A.D." The children, in costume, visited various market-
place centers. They and the adults worked together making ropes, coins, baskets, and
pottery. Pictured are Gaylord Fielitz and Dale Fielitz helping a group make rope. At
the leprosy center, Mary Stuckey and Alta Nofziger rolled bandages and nurse Joyce
Graber told the children what it was like for someone to have leprosy in Jesus' day.
Over at the animal area, Marv Short gave donkey rides and told the story of Balaam
and his talking donkey. Dean Andres sheared a sheep and talked about what
shepherds did, and how Jesus is the Good Shepherd. "I just love it!" said one child. "I

wish there were 15 days of Bible school instead of just eight!"—Anna Rose Kiesow

professor, and Goshen College president. The
book, published by Institute of Mennonite
Studies, is available for $10 (plus $1 for
postage/handling) from IMS at 3003 Benham
Ave., Elkhart, IN 46517.

•Yesterday, Today, and Forever by Kathi
Mills. This is the story of a woman who
experiences God's unchanging love in the midst
of separation and divorce. The author is the
prolific writer of books, magazine articles,

poetry, short stories, and newspaper columns.
The new book, published by Herald Press, is

available for $6.95 (in Canada $8.95).

New resources:
•Children's Caring Project featuring London
from Mennonite Board of Missions. Entitled
"To London, To London," it helps children
learn more about MBM work in London, Eng-
land, during the coming school year. It also en-
courages children to participate with their
prayers and offerings. Materials include a
leader's guide with 10 lesson plans, children's
take-home cards, a giving poster, and a story
poster. The project is available from MBM at
Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515.
•Brochure on raising money for Mennonite
Central Committee from MCC. Entitled "Ac-
tive Offerings: Fun Raising for MCC," it out-
lines ways that youth groups, children's clubs,
and school or other church groups can raise
funds for MCC programs through sports. It in-

cludes ideas for planning team events such as
"softball spectacular," "volleyball venture," or

"hockey with a goal." The brochure is available
from MCC at Box M, Akron, PA 17501.
•Audio version of Herald Press book from
Mennonite Board of Missions and Mennonite
Publishing House. It is the award-winning
1987 book Journey Towards Holiness by Alan
Kreider. The 90-minute audio tape version fea-
tures the voice of the author, who is an MBM
worker in England. The tape will appeal to
commuters, the homebound, the visually im-
paired, and others. It is available for $9.95
from Provident Bookstores or Choice Books
racks or MBM Media Ministries, 1251 Virginia
Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801.
•Ninth title in the Occasional Paper Series
from Mennonite Central Committee. It is

"Development and Disability" by Diane
Driedger, Henry Enns, and Valerie Regehr. All
three writers are MCC-related people from
Winnipeg, Man., who have played an integral
role in developing the independent living move-
ment in Canada. The paper is available for a
suggested $1 donation from MCC at Box M,
Akron, PA 17501.

Church-related job openings:
•"Gospel Herald" editor, Mennonite Publishing
House, starting October 1990. Required are a
broad knowledge of the Mennonite Church,
journalistic expertise/experience, theological
training, and relational/managerial skills.

Contact Robert Ramer by Aug. 31 at MPH, 616
Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683; phone 412-
887-8500.

•Executive director, Keystone Bible Institute,
Lancaster, Pa., starting in January or before.'
This is a marginal-time position (20-25 days a
year). Administrative ability and broad church
experience are desired. KBI is operated by local
Mennonite, Brethren, and Brethren-in-Christ
congregations. Contact Paul Zehr by Sept. 1 at
209 Henrietta Ave., Lancaster, PA 17602-
phone 717-299-6104.

•Development director, Lancaster (Pa.) Men-
nonite High School. Required are strong people
skills. Contact Richard Thomas at the school,
2176 Lincoln Hwy. East, Lancaster, PA 17602-
phone 717-299-0436.

•Teachers, Locust Grove Mennonite School,
Smoketown, Pa., starting this fall. Needed are
people for elementary music, junior high social
studies, and the resource room. Contact Dave
Helmus at the school, Box 37, Smoketown, PA
17576; phone 717-394-7107.

•Office nurse, Community of Hope Health
Services, Washington, D.C. Needed is an LPN
or RN for a clinic that serves the needy.
Contact Lois Smith at CHHS, 1417 Belmont
St., NW, Washington, DC 20009; phone 202-
232-9022.

Special meetings: Stan Shirk, Lyndhurst,
Va., at South Colon, Mich., Aug. 20-25. GlenM.
Sell, East Petersburg, Pa., at Finland, Penns-
burg, Pa., Sept 10-13. William R. Miller, Har-
risonburg, Va., at Bethel, Fulks Run, Va., Aug.
13-20.

Change of address: S. M. King from 1402
Greencroft Dr., to 1325 Greencroft Dr., Apt.
336, Goshen, IN 46526. Albert and Lois Buck-
waiter, from Goshen, Ind., to Casilla 53, 3700
Pcia. R. Saenz Pena, Chaco, Argentina. Aquila
and May Stoltzfus from Knoxville, Tenn., to
210-16'/2 Church St., Landisville, PA 17538.
Phone: 717-898-1910. Earl Hartman from
Alanson, Mich., to 1801 Greencroft Blvd. Apt
139, Goshen, IN 46526.

New members
Habecker, Lancaster, Pa.: Heidi

Habecker, Melody Habecker, Kathy Keagy,
Fred Zeiset, and Karl Zeiset.

East Union, Kalona, Iowa: Josh Bailey,

Kara Bailey, Stacey Dickel, Jeannine Hoch-
stetler, Jonette Kauffman, Teresa Loss, Ann
Miller, Randy Rempel, Chris Yoder, and Greg
Yoder.

Hillside, Jackson, Ohio: Melissa Morgon
and Dustin Lanhart.
North Lima, Ohio: Jeff Andrews and Bill

Niemi.
Alpha, N.J.: Ed Cruts, Scott and Cindy

Particka, and Angelo Tarsi.

Powhatan, Va.: Suzanne Benson, Jason
Habel, Anita Hertzler, Deborah Moyer,
Benjamin Powell, Kelley Walton, Courtnie
Walton, and Candace Walton.
Lebanon, Oreg.: Nathan Reed, Lana Miller,

Lindsey Stutzman, and Jason Dykast by bap-
tism, and Marc and Suzanne Steinhebel by
confession of faith.

Orrville, Ohio: Randall W. Geiser and
Andrew K. Lehman by baptism, and Adis
Owens by confession of faith.

First Mennonite, Kitchener, Ont.: Paul
Gerber, Steve Kehl, and Derek Suderman.

Harrisonville, Mo.: Diane Buerge, Mike
Magness, and Diane Magness by confession of

faith.

First Mennonite, Iowa City, Iowa: Jiany-
ing Liu, Matthew Miller, and Andrea Walter.
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Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Dolly-Liller. Paul Jay Dolly, Keyser, W.Va.,

and Katrina Anne Liller, Keyser, W.Va., Pinto

cong., by L. Roy Bender, June 10.

Friesen-Stutzman. Henry Z. Friesen,

Meade, Kans., Emmanuel cong., and Marcille

Stutzman, Lincoln, Nebr., Milford cong., by

Robert L. Troyer, May 27.

Martin-Burkholder. Kevin Martin, East

Earl, Pa., Christian Fellowship Church, and

Stacey Burkholder, Ephrata, Pa., Ephrata
cong., by Ronald Gibson, June 24.

Piekarski-Peachey. Ronald Piekarski and

Barb Peachey, both of Hyattsville (Md.) cong.,

by Alan Moore-Beitler, Mar. 6.

Weaver-Knepp. Ron Weaver and Sherry

Knepp, both of Sarasota, Fla., Ashton cong., by

Ken Nauman, June 16.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Buhr, Gerald and Karen (Erb), Baden, Ont.,

third child, first daughter, May 11 (by adop-

tion).

Clemmer, Paul and Thelma (Sauder), War-
burg, Alta., first child, Heidi Katrina, Feb. 17.

Dosey, Gary and Cheryl (Cox), Sarasota,

Fla., third son, David Andrew, June 22.

Goering, Tim and Susan (Brenneman),
Moundridge, Kans., first child, born on June

29; received for adoption on July 1.

Halteman, Ray and Tammy (Flewelling),

Telford, Pa., first child, Danielle Rae, June 18.

Haydu, Fran and Helen (Lowe), Phil-

lipsburg, N.J., second daughter, Meredith

Ashley, May 19.

Hochstetler, Elwood and Marilyn, Venice,

Fla., second child, first daughter, Jenna Dar-

lene, July 2.

Lehman, Randall and Kathleen (Schnau-

belt), Goshen, Ind., second child, first son,

Donald Isaac, June 30.

Lowe, John and Becky (Moon), Easton, Pa.,

third daughter, Naomi Faith, June 16.

Mast, Duane and Julia (Spangler), Spring-

field, Ohio, first child, Leanndra Francisca,

born on Mar. 29; received for adoption on June
18.

Mast, Todd and Lisa (Dudley), Phoenix,

Ariz., first child, Tawney Lynn, June 19.

McGill, Mark and Heather (Zehr), Kitch-

ener, Ont., second child, first daughter, Re-

becca Mary Jane, June 25.

Moyer, Brian D. and Brenda Jan (Moyer),

Souderton, Pa., first child, Jacob Brian, June
22.

Reichart, Donald and Connie (Russell), Bar-

to, Pa., second child, first daughter, Erin Eliza-

beth, June 16.

Rhodes, Cleo and Mildred (Martin), Dayton,

Va., fifth child, second daughter, Christina

Leigh, June 7.

Ropp, Leon and Deneen (Beck), St. Albert,

Alta., second child, first son, Evan Daniel, July

3.

Schaeffer, Bill and Fern (Schiedel), Kitch-

ener, Ont., first child, Jeffrey William, June
19.

Steckley, Jeff and Jan (Steinmann), New
Hamburg, Ont., second son, Dean Christopher,

June 18.

Steinman, Richard and Helen (Lammers),

Waterloo, Ont., first child, Christina Joy, June

11.

Stoltzfus, Daryl and Debbie (Lampl), Au-

rora, Ohio, fourth child, third daughter, Julia

Mae, May 19.

Suter, Larry and Betty (Chaffee), Harri-

sonburg, Va., first child, Katie Joe, June 27.

Wideman, Garth and Jo-Ann (Hewitt), Ed-

monton, Alta., first child, Melissa Lorene

Patricia, May 20.

Widrick, Steven and Elnora (Lehman),

Lowville, N.Y., first child, Justin Wayne, May
16.

Yoder, Nelson and Patricia (Shoemaker),

Narvon, Pa., third child, second son, Eric

Bryan, May 15.

Obituaries

Brenneman, Laura Powell Shenk, daugh-

ter of Isaac and Sophia (Brenneman) Shenk,

was born at Elida, Ohio, June 8, 1892; died at

Brunk's Homeplace, Salem, Ohio, June 24,

1989; aged 97. On Apr. 30, 1913, she was mar-

ried to Samuel J. Powell, who died on July 4,

1965. On Sept. 27, 1968, she was married to

Jacob Brenneman, who died Jan. 30, 1986. Sur-

viving are 2 daughters (Mabel Shenk and Dor-

othy Brunk), 2 sons (John and Samuel), 13

grandchildren, 21 great-grandchildren, 4 great-

great-grandchildren, and 3 stepdaughters. She

was a member of Sharon Mennonite Church,

where funeral services were held on June 27, in

charge of Joe Bear, Paul Smith, Gene Crin-

senberry and John Brunk; interment in Salem

Cemetery.
Coulson, Anna B., daughter of Kersey M.

and Edith (Reynolds) Coulson, was born at

Colora, Md., Jan. 13, 1917; died of lymphoma at

Lancaster, Pa., May 6, 1989; aged 72. Surviving

are 5 sisters (Marjorie Wein, Laura Campbell,

Marian Hager, Esther Kimble, and Lula Bru-

baker), 2 brothers (John and A. Reynolds), and
one foster' sister (Catherine Buckwalter). She
was a member of Habecker Mennonite Church,

where funeral services were held on May 9, in

charge of Norman Shertzer and Christian B.

Charles; interment in Habecker Cemetery.

Frederick, Norman M., son of Frank and

Ida (Moyer) Frederick, was born in Upper Sal-

ford Twp., Pa., Oct. 19, 1902; died at Souderton

(Pa.) Mennonite Homes on June 30, 1989; aged

87. On Sept. 26, 1925, he was married to Han-

nah Stauffer, who died in May 1977. Surviving

are one daughter (Esther Landis), 4 sons

(Elmer S., Ralph S., Abram S., and Norman
S.), 15 grandchildren, 15 great-grandchildren,

2 brothers (Mahlon and Franklin), and 2 sisters

(Maggie Detweiler and Anna Frederick). She

was a member of Franconia Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at

Souderton Mennonite Homes Chapel on July 3,

in charge of Curtis L. Bergey and Floyd M.

Hackman; interment in Franconia Mennonite

Cemetery.
Freed, Harvey C., Jr., son of Harvey C,

Sr., and Sallie K. (Clemmer) Freed, was born

at Souderton, Pa., Mar. 26, 1912; died at Grand
View Hospital, Sellersville, Pa., June 17, 1989;

aged 77. He was married to Alma Moyer, who
died on July 29, 1984. Surviving are 2 daugh-

ters (Ann Weissman and Mary Susan Huf-

fard), 3 sons (William, John A., and David H.),

and 7 grandchildren. He was preceded in death

by one son (Robert Lowell) and one grandson.

He was a member of Souderton Mennonite

Church, where funeral services were held on

June 22, in charge of Gerald A. Clemmer and

Steve Nyce; interment in Souderton Mennonite

Eastern Board assigns new VSers. Nine Voluntary Service workers began their

assignments with Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions following preparation May

29-June 16 at the Youth Evangelism Service (YES) Discipleship Center in

Philadelphia. They are: Front row (left to right)—Melissa Hurst of Ephrata, Pa.,

secretary/receptionist in Americus, Ga.; and Marty and Mary Sommerfeld (with

daughter Bethany) of Sharon Springs, Kans., church ministry in Hartford, Conn.

Back row—Kenneth Mohler of Ephrata, Pa., home repair worker in Aflex, Ky.; Don

Mellinger of Willow Street, Pa., construction worker in Americus, Ga.; Ron Swartz-

entruber of Harleysville, Pa., work to be assigned in Boston, Mass.; Corina Wood of

Somers Point, N.J., youth ministry in Atlantic City, N.J.; and Lois Mellinger of

Willow Street, Pa., children's ministry in Hartford, Conn. Not pictured—Craig

Finkbiner of McAlisterville, Pa., construction worker in John's Island, S.C.
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Cemetery.
Fry, John ft., son of John W. and Elmira

(Horst) Fry, was born in Elizabeth town, Pa.,

Mar. 20, 1933; died of a ruptured cerebral an-
eurysm at Geisinger Medical Center, Danville,

Pa., Apr. 27, 1989; aged 56. On June 10, 1961, he
was married to A. Charlene Miller, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are 3 daughters (Sylvia

Marie Diem, Rose Mary, and Dorita Mae), one
son (William John), 2 grandchildren, one
brother (Paul W.), and 2 sisters (Ruth Rhodes
and Mary K. Groff). He was a member of East
District Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Apr. 30, in charge of Sam
Corderman, Lester E. Miller, and Ralph
Ginder; interment in East District Mennonite
Cemetery.

Glick, Elvin, son of Andrew and Amy
(Kreider) Glick, was born in Newton, Kans.,

Oct. 4, 1929; died of cancer at his home at

Clare, Iowa, July 2, 1989; aged 59. On June 17,

1952, he was married to Nelda Zehr, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are 4 children (Philip,

Kim, Kevin, and Mike), his mother, 3 grand-
sons, 3 sisters (Elizabeth Grandfield, Margaret
Metzler, and Lydia Samatar), and 3 brothers
(Oren, John, and Ervie). He was a member of
Manson Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on July 5, in charge of Scott
Swartzendruber and Everett Metzler; inter-

ment in Lizard Township Cemetery.
Grieser, Ada M. Rupp, daughter of Samuel

P. and Minnie (Gautsche) Rupp, was born at
Archbold, Ohio, Mar. 5, 1905; died of cancer at
her home on June 25, 1989; aged 84. On Feb. 10,

1927, she was married to Galen Grieser, who
survives. Also surviving are 4 daughters (Ge-
neva Good, Wauneta Meller, Linda Vasvery,
and Diane Nafziger), 2 sons (Richard L. and
Junior), 23 grandchildren, 15 great-grand-
children, and 2 sisters (Cora Wyse and Sophie
Grieser). She was a member of Central Men-
nonite Church where funeral services were
held on June 28, in charge of Charles Gautsche,
Randall Nafziger, and Jim Groeneweg; inter-

ment in Pettisville Cemetery.
Hadlow, David W., son of George and Jane

(Bear) Hadlow, was born at Oswego, N. Y.,

July 25, 1948; died of diabetes at University
Hospital, Syracuse, N.Y., June 18, 1989; aged
40. On Sept. 6, 1969, he was married to Lida
Fikes, who survives. Also surviving are one
daughter (Jennifer) and 4 sisters. He was a
member of Croghan Conservative Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
June 21, in charge of Lloyd Boshart, Julius
Moser, and Richard Zehr; interment in the
church cemetery.
Kauffman, Lee Roy, son of Jacob and Lena

(Byler) Kauffman, was born at New Wilm-
ington, Pa., July 23, 1909; died of cancer at
Petosky, Mich., June 27, 1989; aged 79. On Aug.
15, 1931, he was married to Freda Kurtz, who
survives. Also surviving are 4 sons (Virgil,

Jerry, Lloyd, and Melvin), 14 grandchildren, 11

great-grandchildren, and one sister (Florence
Racher). One daughter (Joyce K. Hooley) pre-
ceded him in death. Funeral services were held
at Fairview Mennonite Church on June 30, in

charge of Virgil Hershberger and Ed Warner;
interment in the Fairview Cemetery.
Kropf, Edwin Ralph, son of John and Han-

na (Brubaker) Kropf, was born in McMinnville,
Oreg., June 14, 1953; died as a result of a truck
accident at Gettysburg, Pa., Mar. 29, 1989;
aged 35. On Dec. 31, 1978, he was married to
Cindy Collins, who survives. Also surviving are
one son (Delvin Lamar), one daughter (Cheri
Nicole), 3 brothers, and 2 sisters. He was a
member of Lyndon Mennonite Church.
Funeral services were held at New Danville
Mennonite Church on Apr. 3, in charge of
Maurice Lehman and Paul Brenneman; inter-

ment in New Danville Cemetery.

Longoria, Guadallupe, son of Hipolito and
Maria (Adames) Longoria, was born in Alice,
Tex., Aug. 12, 1946; died of a heart attack at
Corpus Christi, Tex., May 28, 1989; aged 42. On
Aug. 8, 1970, he was married to Lois Bixler,
who survives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Juan
Carlos and Luis), one daughter (Maria Ce-
lesta), 2 brothers (Jose and Larry), and 3
sisters (Elida Garza, Isabel Hinojosa, and
Oralia Longoria). He was preceded in death by
one brother (Enrique). He was a member of
Prince of Peace Mennonite Church. Funeral
services were held at Wesley United Methodist
Church on May 31, in charge of John Haller;
interment in Memory Gardens Cemetery.
Magill, Robert T., was born at Norristown,

Pa., June 10, 1898; died of a cardiopulmonary
arrest at Pennsburg Manor on June 6, 1989;
aged 91. He was married to Edna Wismer, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 sons (George R.
and Edward A.), 5 grandchildren, and 5 great-
grandchildren. He was a member of Bally
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held
at Lower Skippack Mennonite Church on June
9, in charge of Roy K. Yoder; interment in

Lower Skippack Mennonite Cemetery.
Martin, Ross Andrew, son of E. Keith and

Carol (Gerber) Martin, was born at Orrville,
Ohio, Feb. 25, 1976; died as a result of a
bicycle/automobile accident at Dalton, Ohio,
June 29, 1989; aged 13. Surviving are his
parents, one sister (Brenda K.), one brother
(Todd D.), and grandparents (Orris and Esther
Gerber). Funeral services were held at Martins
Mennonite Church on July 2, in charge of Vince
Frey; interment in Martins Cemetery.
Maust, Laura Mae Kipfer, daughter of

John and Rachel (Oesch) Kipfer, was born in

Zurich, Ont., Feb. 23, 1904; died in Upland,
Calif., June 26, 1989; aged 85. On Nov. 27, 1924,
she was married to Sherman Maust, who died
in 1972. Surviving are one daughter (Shirley
Jantz), 3 sons (Willard J., Ronald D., and Den-
nis D.), 3 sisters (Katie Shetler, Flossie Steck-
ley, and Iva McAlpine), and one brother
(Clarence). She was a member of Mountain
View Mennonite Church. Funeral services
were held at Stone Funeral home, in charge of
Allan Yoder, James Brenneman, Donald G.
King, and Roger Richer; interment in Bellevue
Mausoleum.
Metzger, George H., son of John and Susan-

nah (Hoffman) Metzger, was born on Nov. 16,

1905; died at St. Mary's Hospital, Kitchener,
Ont., June 27, 1989; aged 83. He was married to
Nancy Martin, who preceded him in death.
Surviving are 10 children (Vernon, Stanley,
John, Vera Martin, Emmanuel, Rebecca Cress-
man, Erma Baker, Marie Fretz, Ernie, and
Marlene Baker), 41 grandchildren, 20 great-
grandchildren, 4 brothers (Aaron, Joseph, Jo-
siah, and Abram), and one sister (Lydiann
Kappes). He was preceded in death by 6
brothers and one sister. He was a member of
St. Jacobs Mennonite Church where funeral
services were held on June 29, in charge of Sue
C. Steiner and Walter Brubacher; interment in

St. Jacobs Mennonite Cemetery.
Miller, Bertha Troyer, daughter of

Emanuel and Susanna (Miller) Troyer, was
born in Holmes Co., Ohio; died at Castle Nurs-
ing Home on June 22, 1989; aged 97. She was
married to Lester Miller, who died in 1968.

Surviving are 3 sons (Paul, Jay, and Irvin), 5
grandchildren, 4 great-grandchildren, and one
sister (Verna Kolb). She was preceded in death
by one daughter, one sister, and 6 brothers.
She was a member of Walnut Creek Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
July 1, in charge of Russell Mast; interment in

Walnut Creek Mennonite Cemetery.
Oswald, Emma L. Miller, daughter of

Noah and Angeline (Alpeter) Miller, was born
in Sugarcreek, Ohio; died at Pomerene Me-

morial Hospital, Millersburg, Ohio, July 1,

1989; aged 80. She was married to Orie T. Os-
wald, who survives. Also surviving are one son
(LaRue), one daughter (Eleanor Gray), 5
grandchildren, one great-grandchild, and 6 sis-

ters (Alta Shrock, Anna Sundheimer, Bernice
Schrock, Edith Hershberger, Evelyn Mishler,
and Pauline Miller). She was preceded in death
by 3 brothers. She was a member of Walnut
Creek Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on July 3, in charge of Dean
Miller; interment in Berlin Cemetery.
Sauder, Gerald Ray, son of Lewis and

Erma (Martin) Sauder, was born on Jan. 1,

1952; died in a plane crash at Whitefish, Ont,
June 1, 1989; aged 37. On Nov. 20, 1976, he was
married to Evelyn Eby, who survives. Also
surviving are 2 daughters (Wendy and Judy),
his parents (Lewis and Mabel Sauder), 3 sisters
(Kathy Lipnicki, Renee Sauder, and Bev Hill-
coat), and 4 stepsisters (Bonnie, Gail, Gwen,
and Darcy). He was a member of St. Jacobs
Mennonite Church. Memorial services were
held at Espanola United Church on June 5, in

charge of Richard Yordy and Sue C. Steiner;
interment in St. Jacobs Mennonite Cemetery.
Weaver, David N., son of John W. and

Anna (Nolt) Weaver, was born on Sept. 30,

1900; died at Fairmount Rest Home, Ephrata,
Pa., June 5, 1989; aged 88. On Feb. 1, 1923, he
was married to Frances B. Hoover, who died on
Apr. 25, 1983. Surviving are 2 daughters (Flor-
ence E. Weaver and Kathryn M. Martin), 3
sons (Hoover L., David E., and John W.), and
one sister (Elizabeth N. Weaver). He was or-
dained to the ministry on June 18, 1942, and
served the Weaverland congregation for many
years. Funeral services were held at Weaver-
land Mennonite Church on June 9, in charge of
Aaron H. Hollinger, Victor R. Weaver, and
David W. Weaver; interment in Weaverland
Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Afro-American Mennonite Association assembly, Peoria, 111

July 28-30

Mennonite Church General Board, Normal, 111., July 31
Mennonite Church Nominating Committee, Normal, 111., July

31
Hispanic Executive Board, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-5

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Chicago, 111., Aug
10- 11

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,
Harrisonburg, Va., Aug. 11-12

Conservative Conference annual meeting, Belleville Pa Aue
11- 13

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual meeting, Kalona, Iowa
Aug. 18-20

Franklin Conference session, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 19
Mennonite Church Coordinating Council', Angola, Ind., Sept. 5
Mennonite Central Committee Canada 25th anniversary cele-

bration, Winnipeg, Man., Sept. 15-16
Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting

Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16
New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y.,

Sept. 16

Lancaster Conference fall assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 21
Mennonite Board Education board of directors, Elkhart, Ind..

Sept. 22-23
Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-

mittee, Newton, Kans., Sept. 22-24
Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Sept. 28-30
Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,

Lowville, N.Y., Oct. 14
Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-

ing, Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11
Mennonite World Conference assembly 12, Winnipeg. Man.,
July 24-29, 1990

Credits
Cover-story design by David Hiebert; photo on p. 537 (bottom)
by Harlin Balzer; p. 539 by Jim Bishop; p. 546 by Anna Rose
Kiesow; p. 541 by Dale Gehman.
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Conservatives win 11th straight

victory in Southern Baptist voting

Jerry Vines has been elected to a second

one-year term as president of the

Southern Baptist Convention in the 11th

successive victory of the denomination's

conservative faction. Vines is copastor of

First Baptist Church of Jacksonville, Fla.

He defeated a centrist challenger, Daniel

Vestal of Dunwoody Baptist Church in

suburban Atlanta, by 10,754 votes to

8,248 votes.

The vote came on the opening day of

the three-day annual session of America's

largest Protestant denomination at the

Las Vegas Convention Center. Not all

voted for president, but 20,202 "messen-
gers," more than expected, had registered

as voting delegates.

Author makes new calculation;

now predicts Sept. 1 rapture
Edgar Whisenant, the man who wrote

a book last year entitled 88 Reasons Why
the Rapture Will be in 1988, isn't dis-

couraged that he was wrong about the

date when born-again Christians will be

taken into heaven. The retired engineer,

who lives in Little Rock, Ark., has now
authored a new work titled The Final

Shout/Rapture '89 Report. It has just

been released by the Nashville-based
World Bible Society, which helped
Whisenant to sell or give away about 4.5

millon copies of the 1988 book.

Conscientious objectors' status

improves in Eastern Europe
In many respects the treatment of

conscientious objectors in the USSR is

lagging behind the other dramatic
changes taking place in the Soviet Union,
and is certainly out of pace with the rest

of Eastern Europe, as reported by Doug
Hostetter of the Fellowship of Reconcilia-

tion. The Soviet Union has begun some
international discussion within the
government on the issue of conscience
and conscription, but according to Cathy
Fitzpatrick of Helsinki Watch there are
currently 30 conscientious objectors in

Soviet prisons, 10 more than were
reported by the Moscow Trust Group a
year ago.

Within the last year, Poland and Hun-
gary have both officially recognized
conscientious objection and have made
legal provisions for alternative civilian

service. In early March of this year, half

of the Hungarian conscientious objectors

were released from prison, and a few days

later Hungary became the only com-
munist country to cosponsor the resolu-

tion on conscientious objection at the

Human Rights Commission of the United
Nations.

The resolution, entitled "Role of Youth,

in the Promotion and Protection of

Human Rights, Including the Question of

Conscientious Objection to Military
Service," passed by consensus, to

everyone's surprise. By UN standards, it

is actually quite a radical resolution. It (1)

recognizes the right of conscientious ob-

jection as a part of freedom of thought,

conscience, and religion, (2) recommends
that countries with compulsory military

service initiate other alternatives to

military service than imprisonment, and
(3) emphasizes that service alternatives

should be noncombatant and civilian, and
that the service be in the public interest,

not punitive in nature.

Religious leaders ask new probe of

Bush role in Iran-contra affair

Two dozen leaders of national religious

groups have called on the U.S. Congress

to launch a new investigation into the

Iran-contra affair, including the allega-

tions of direct involvement by President

George Bush. "We are deeply disturbed

by the new evidence of illegal activity

revealed during the trial of Lt. Col. Oliver

North," liberal Protestant and Catholic

leaders said in a letter to members of

Congress.

The letter pointed to documents re-

leased during the North trial that
provide new information about the Iran-

contra affair. According to the religious

leaders, these documents show that
former President Ronald Reagan per-

sonally approved increased aid to Hon-
duras in return for aid to the Nicaraguan
contras, at a time when Congress pro-

hibited U.S. aid to the contras. The docu-

ments also show then-Vice President
Bush participated in meetings to discuss

"quid pro quo" arrangements with 10

other countries that provided aid to the

contras.

Catholics fear new showdown
with government in El Salvador
The Roman Catholic Church is await-

ing the first moves of right-wing Presi-

dent Alfredo Cristiani with concern, amid
expectations among some observers that

a new church-state showdown is in the

making. Since the March election of the

Nationalist Republic Alliance (ARENA)
candidate, relations between the armed
forces and the Catholic Church have sunk
to the lowest point since the 1980 assassi-

nation of Archbishop Oscar Arnulfo
Romero.

As the civil war drags on, proposals for

dialogue initiated by both sides in the

struggle appear to hold little promise of a

settlement. The army and death squads
have stepped up operations against the

left, while the leftist Farabundo Marti

National Liberation Front (FMLN) guer-

rilla army has vowed to make El Salvador
ungovernable for ARENA, long associ-

ated with the country's notorious right-

wing death squads.

The Catholic Church has responded by
strongly criticizing war atrocities by both
sides. Both ARENA and the Salvadoran
Army recently have taken swipes at the

church, accusing some of its members of

siding with the guerrillas and calling into

question the church's loyalty.

Bible printing continues
despite turmoil in China

Despite the turmoil in China, it is busi-

ness as usual at the Bible printing press

in Nanjing. A report on the continued

operations of the Amity Printing Com-
pany was received by the American Bible

Society. In a recent report released

through the United Bible Societies re-

gional office in Hong Kong, Peter Macln-
nis, general manager of the Amity Print-

ing Company, said that "the turmoil
which has interrupted the daily life of

many people throughout China has not

affected the city of Nanjing to any great

extent."

Canadian Lutherans, Anglicans

to share communion
Canadian Lutherans and Anglicans

took a step toward unity recently as Angli-

cans agreed to open their communion
tables to Lutherans. Lutherans were ex-

pected to take a similar step in July at a

national meeting of their church.

The agreement, worked out over six

years of meetings, means Lutherans are

officially invited to participate in com-
munion when they visit Anglican par-

ishes and that Anglicans recognize the

Lutheran church as one "in which the

gospel is preached and taught."

Anglicans also agreed to promote:

—Joint religious services on special oc-

casions, with ministers from each church

participating. They would use the rite

(prayers, songs, readings, etc.) from the

church to which the presiding minister

belongs.

—Local studies of Scripture and church
history, where the traditions of both
churches are studied together.

—Having a minister from either

church serve both Lutherans and Angli-

cans in remote or sparsely populated
areas of the country.

—Cooperation in social ministries.
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How mucn snail we eApeui
of the government?

The New Testament provides only broad
general directives on how to deal with govern-
ment. Jesus, the apostles, and the early Chris-

tians were residents of an empire. Numbers of

them were not citizens, although according to his

own testimony, Paul was born a citizen of the

Roman Empire.
For the New Testament writers, government

was a fact of life. It had to be recognized, but the

best that they could expect from it was to be let

alone. First Peter is appropriately radical: "Main-
tain good conduct among the Gentiles. ... Be
subject for the Lord's sake to every human insti-

tution" (1 Pet. 2:12a, 13a).

The understanding of government and its func-

tions has been modified over time. At least in

countries with a tradition of British law, there is

the concept of representative government in

which it is understood that government should do
the will of the people. The majority shall rule.

This seems like a good idea until we recall that

Mennonites generally end up as a minority and
the majority opinion may not be what we hoped
for. In some respects this puts us back in the role

of the New Testament people: government is a
fact of life and the best to be hoped for is that it

will let us alone. Others have thought about this

also. Will Rogers is said to have remarked, "When
the Congress is in session, the people are in

danger."

Yet it is possible for a government to do some
worthwhile things. Governments are particularly

good at regulation. Some of these regulations

may be petty, but others are important. Speed
limits are an example. Left to themselves, many
who drive automobiles are simply unwilling to

discipline their speed. Government must come to

the rescue. This is its function as described in 1

Peter: "to punish those who do wrong and to

praise those who do right" (1 Pet. 2:14).

Problems arise at times in defining what is

wrong and what is right. Particularly in a society

with diversity of beliefs. In the U.S. the regula-

tion prohibiting the sale of alcoholic beverages
was effective, but it was rescinded within a little

more than a decade. The consensus which
brought it about was not strong enough to sustain

it. It was a good regulation and should have
remained, but there was not enough support.

At issue today in the U.S. is the question of

abortion. It is hoped by many that the govern-
ment can be persuaded to prohibit abortions.

From one Christian standpoint this hope is well-

founded. The case against abortion goes back to

our beginning. It was described by William
Willimon in Sojourners magazine, May 1986, p.

28: "Our oldest moral catechism prepared candi-
dates for baptism by instructing them: 'You will

not kill. You will not have sex with other people's

spouses. You will not abuse young children. You
will not have sex outside of marriage. You will

not abort fetuses.'
"

That is about as broad a life-affirming state-

ment as one could expect to make in so short a
space. It speaks not only about violence against

adults, but also children and the unborn. And it

prohibits sexual irregularities which may lead to

any of these three forms of violence: murder,
child abuse, or abortion.

This was not a popular position for the church
to take in that day. It is not a popular combina-
tion today. Some are prepared to have the church
oppose abortion, but hesitate on the question of

killing the already born. Others the other way
around. But the catechism cited by Willimon
provides a firm foundation for a consistent Chris-

tian witness.

The question is whether the church should look

to the government to regulate family life. A part

of me says, yes I would like to see the government
regulate abortions. This would be in line with the

tradition in our culture that society should be

concerned for the weak as well as the strong.

On the other hand I wonder whether the

government in its clumsy way can handle such a

sensitive issue. Is it better for us to ignore the

government at this point and instead instruct

ourselves and our children on the preciousness of

life and our responsibility to preserve and
enhance it?

It is possible to advance rational arguments for

and against war, for and against abortion, and
even for and against sexual activity outside of

marriage. There may even be those who would
defend the abuse of children under the guise of

discipline.

These debates can go on without end. But the

example of the early church is instructive and
persuasive. Do we accept life as a gift of God?
And are we prepared to cherish the living from
conception on? Not just the brilliant and the

pleasant. Also the unwise and even the unruly.

"For God so loved the world," and we are called to

do the same.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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How we pay our pastors
by Gordon Zook

A just-completed survey of Men-
nonite pastor's incomes shows a 16

percent salary increase during the

past two years for full-time minis-

terial leaders in the United States

and an 11 percent increase for those
in Canada. Increases between 1985
and 1987 were about 3 percent in the

U.S. and 10 percent in Canada. Thus

full-time pastors on both sides of the

border have had average annual
increases of about 5 percent over the

past four years.

These were findings of the every-

other-year survey conducted by Men-
nonite Board of Congregational
Ministries (Mennonite Church) and
Ministerial Leadership Services

(General Conference Mennonite
Church). Gordon Zook of MBCM
directed the studies in consultation

with John Esau of MLS.

Average compensation. In the

United States, the average full-time

compensation in 1989, including

salary, housing, and self-employment



Next to the amount of time employed, generally the most

determinative factor in paying pastors is the size of their congregation.

MC-U.S.** GC-U.S.** MC-Canada* GC-Canada*

no. mean no. mean no. mean no. mean

Full-time aw $29,288 (100) $30,220 (26) $32,352 (86) $29M7
Th ree-quarter (31) 20^78 (9) 20,660 (3) 30,669 (7) 20,673
Half-time (53) ism (W 12,609 (8) UM (5) 15,62^
Quarter-time (20) 5,376 (3) 4,633 (1) 9,125

Marginal time (36) 2,310 (3) 1,355

TOTAL (m) 20,269 (m) 27,202 til) 25,885 (98) 28466

**
U.S. dolla rs ^Canadian dollars

Table 1. Average salary and allowanes plus benefits received by
Mennonite congregational leaders, 1989

tax reimbursement, was $24,905 in

U.S. dollars. In Canada, the average
was $28,377 in Canadian dollars. This

compares to $21,462 and $25,529 in

1987. The highest salaries reported

this year were $36,920 in the U.S. and
$46,000 in Canada.

Additional benefits for full-time

ministers, including insurances, pay-
ments into retirement, and continu-

ing education, averaged $4,765 in the

U.S. and $2,105 in Canada. These
benefits compare with $3,441 and
$1,948 two years earlier. The highest

benefit packages reported this year

totaled $12,320 in the United States

and $7,514 in Canada.

Half a dozen respondents indicated

that they received neither salary nor

Gordon Zook, Goshen, Ind., was executive

secretary of Mennonite Board of Congre-
gational Ministries in nearby Elkhart until the

end of July. In September he will take a

pastorate in Virginia.

benefits nor expense reimbursement
from their church.

Average compensation and
benefits provided to Mennonite con-

gregational leaders are broken down
in Table 1 according to time em-
ployed, denomination, and na-

tionality. The table shows that reim-
bursement in the Mennonite Church
(MC) and in the General Conference
Mennonite Church (GC) is similar for

comparable employment. It also

shows many more part-time pastors
serving in MC churches, accounting
for lower overall averages for MCs on
the bottom line.

Almost 550 ministerial leadership

persons responded to the survey, of

whom 83 percent were pastors or

copastor couples. Another 9 percent

were associate pastors, and the re-

mainder were conference ministers,

bishops or other congregational

leaders. The overwhelming majority

of respondents were male, with 7

percent female (identical with the

last survey) and 6 percent copastor

couples (up from 3 percent last time).

All but 4 percent were married.

In the Mennonite Church, every

second person on the pastor's mailing

list maintained by Mennonite Pub-

lishing House received survey forms,

with 339 individuals or about 55

percent responding. In the General

Conference Mennonite Church, which

has less than half as many congrega-

tions, all ministers were invited to

respond to the questionnaire which
was included in the GC's every-other-

month Leadership mailing

(similar to the MCs monthly Merino

to Pastors). There were 226 GC
responses or about 45 percent of the

potential.

Geographically, 87 percent of the

MC respondents minister in the

United States and 13 percent in

Canada. Of the GC respondents, 56

percent serve in the U.S. and 44

percent in Canada. Also reflecting

their overall geographical distribu-

tion, three-fourths of the MC
respondents are located in states east

of the Mississippi River, but only a

fifth of GC respondents.

Size of church. Next to the

amount of time employed, generally

the most determinative factor in the

level of pastors' remuneration is the

size of their congregation. In the

United States basic compensation

(not including benefits) for full-time

pastors in churches with fewer than

50 members averaged $21,916 for

MCs and $20,527 for GCs. For those
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For all experience levels except beginners,

Mennonite pastors earn less than master teachers.

'89 pas tor survey '88- '89 teach er survey
1988-89

MBCM
suggested average % of average %of
salary MC MBCM master MBCM
guide pastor guide teacher guide

Beginning $21,050 $25,756 122% $20,476 97'

i

After 5 years 24,350 23,139 95% 23,867 98%,

After 10 years 26,250 23,005 88%, 27,738 106%.

After 15 years 27,375 25,264 96%. 31,693 116%.

After 20 years 28,500 27,937 98 Jo 34,228 120%c

Table 2. Comparison of 1988-89 MBCM salary guide with full-time pastors'

salaries and teachers' salaries

with 100-200 members, it expanded to

$24,374 and $25,467, respectively.

And with 300-500 members, MC pas-

tors received $29,374 and GC pastors

$27,171.

In Canada, however, the pastor's

level of education was most in-

fluential. Full-time MC pastors with

college training or less averaged

$26,002 and GC pastors $22,817 in

basic compensation. For those with
some seminary preparation, averages

increased to $29,191 and $29,262.

Those having more than a seminary
degree received $31,188 and $32,886,

respectively.

Experience rewarded. Increasing

years of experience are also generally

rewarded with greater income. But
the 1989 survey showed several ex-

ceptions. In the United States, GC
pastors with less than five years'

experience averaged more income
from their congregations than those
with 5-9 years. And MC pastors with
less than five years were unusually
high, earning more than those with
up to 19 years.

Among GC churches, average in-

comes tended to decline in the U.S.

after 19 years and in Canada after 24

years. Some of this may be in-

fluenced by the education factor. Pas-

tors with the most years of

experience often began ministry

when there was less emphasis on

education.

Most part-time leaders and about
10 percent of full-time pastors

reported earnings in addition to their

church work. The greatest number
were involved in construction (14

percent), education (12 percent),

chaplaincy/pastoral work (10

percent), or agriculture, business, or

driving (8 percent each). Median
earnings reported from other em-
ployment ranged from $10,000 for

116 U.S. MCs to $4,000 for 23 U.S.

GCs. Average additional income for

full-time pastors was less than $700
for both denominations.
Spouse contributions to family in-

come are significant. In both 1985

and 1987, just under half of all survey

respondents reported spouse employ-
ment outside their home. This year

the portion increased to 58 percent

with percentages similar in both GC
and MC settings.

Medical work—especially nurses

and doctors—occupied the most
spouses (23 percent), with teachers

second (18 percent) and chaplains/pa-

stors and office workers tied for third

(12 percent each). Medians ranged
from $7,750 for 22 Canadian MC
spouses to $11,000 for 75 U.S. GC
spouses. Average earnings added by
spouses of full-time pastors, includ-

ing spouses with no income, ranged
from $4,720 among Canadian GCs to

$7,664 among U.S. GCs.

MBCM guidelines. Suggested

support recommendations for U.S.

pastors issued annually by MBCM
apparently have considerable in-

fluence. Three-fourths of all full-time

MC pastors in the United States

reported that the MBCM schedule

was consulted in setting their salary.

Of these, 65 percent said the

guidelines were followed closely.

The first two columns in Table 2

compare the MBCM recommenda-
tions at five-year intervals with

average salaries reported by full-time

MC pastors. It shows that full-time

actual salaries tended to be within 5-

10 percentage points of the suggested
guide. Salaries for beginning pastors

were unusually high in 1989, averag-

ing 122 percent of the guide. In the

past two surveys, however, com-
pensation for that level of experience

equaled 92 percent and 96 percent of

MBCM suggestions.

Comparison with teachers. How
do Mennonite pastors compare with

other professionals having similar

training and responsibilities? Each
year, the MBCM office has collected

salary information on public school

teachers in about a dozen Mennonite
Church communities. While there are

many differences between pastors

and teachers, there are some simi-

larities in job expectations and even

more similarities in the generally

public processes by which both in-

comes are established. For that

reason data on teacher salaries are

readily available for comparison.

The last columns of Table 2 report

average salaries paid to teachers with

a two-year master's degree in 1988-

89. For all experience levels except

beginners, pastors earned less for

their full-year employment than did

master teachers for 9-10 months in

the classroom. The contrast is espe-

cially sharp at the higher experience

levels since annual pay increments
have been much smaller for pastors

than for teachers.

A 22-page analysis of the

leadership salarv survey is available

for $3.00 from MBCM at Box 1245,

Elkhart, IN 46515. Q
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An old fool's nightmare
by Martin W. Lehman

Once in a fit of depression an Old Fool looked

despairingly at his church and his world and saw
as in a nightmare that both the Old Earth on
which he lived and the church he loved were
deathly sick.

Poisons were sprayed over the lands of the Old
Earth, dumped into her lakes, and pumped into

her air. Radioactive wastes were buried in her
hidden places and forgotten. For centuries the

Old Earth had endured the poisons. Now she was
sick to her very soul.

The Old Fool saw that the dust of the Old Earth
had been required to soak up blood. Blood let by

The Old Earth spun wildly

out of orbit and sank
silently into a black hole.

cutting with swords, spears, and daggers. Blood

from bodies beheaded and from bodies torn by
bullets and from bodies exploding into tiny bits.

Blood spilt on a billion battlefields of wars and
feuds fought in the name of God and religions.

Animal blood and the blood of Jesus.

Cesspools of civilization. It was unendurable.

The Old Earth could take no more poison, and no

more blood, and she could abide no more plastic.

Lifeless Styrofoam cups and plastic wrappers
burdened land and sea. Especially the sea. The
oceans had become the cesspools of civilization.

Moreover, Mother Earth had been raped. She
had been raped of her virgin forests, oils, and
minerals. She had been robbed of the riches she

meant to give willingly to thousands of thousands
of generations of husbanders. But now Good Old

Mother Earth was empty and sad and tearful.

And the Old Fool mourned with her.

Then the Old Fool began to search for the Quiet

People of faith whom he knew to live on the Old

Earth. They cared for the earth, he knew. And
they knew of a God-Out-There who had in times

past intervened in the affairs of the Old Earth.

And still more, these Quiet People had been

entrusted with the good news of salvation, the

ancient evangel of the shalom of God.

The Old Fool was forced to recall that story of

Martin W. Lehman, Sarasota, Fla., is general secretary of
Southeast Conference. This is a companion article to "A Fool
Dreams of the Future" in the Jan. 3 issue.

Jesus and his love had often been told unconvinc-

ingly by the Quiet People. When the oppressed
pleaded for liberation, and for a fair share of the

earth's bounty, the Quiet People perceived them
to be a threat. So the people quietly paid more
willingly for a stronger national defense and gave
grudgingly less money for church planting.

Remorsefully, the Old Fool remembered a day
of vision. Some of the Quiet People had a vision of

faithful growth for their church. But the vision

cost money and required the sacrifice of time.

And the vision demanded that the Quiet People

empower and follow creative and innovative

young leaders, some of them women.
But the Quiet People would not be led. For fear

of change, they fenced out the strangers even

when the strangers were grandchildren of their

own. "We really don't want more people in our

churches," they said, "because we are concerned

about the purity of the church and obedience.

Please, not more numbers," they protested. "We
want quality only." So died the dream.

The depression worsened for the Old Fool when
he could not find even one of the Quiet People.

Then the Old Fool understood that the custodians

of the Old Earth's richest treasure and only hope
had lost the keys of the kingdom and had perished

from the earth. And Elijah-like he asked, "Am I

the only one of them left on the earth?" In deep
agony of spirit, the Old Fool acknowledged that

he was a fool, even as they.

And the Old Fool remembered the Spirit which
in the beginning brooded over the earth when it

was without form and void, and when darkness

was upon the face of the deep; this Holy Spirit of

God, who in all the generations of the Earth had
patiently offered light, and life, and healing; this

same sensitive Spirit, being deeply grieved, now
painfully and irrevocably withdrew from the

earth.

Agonies of the end. The Old Fool watched
helplessly as the agonies of the end shuddered

through the Old Earth. The Old Earth groaned
and quaked fearsomely. Through great crevices

the Old Earth spewed venomous fumes. From old

volcanoes, and new, she spit fireballs into the sky

which fell like burning stars, bursting on the hap-

less people of the Old Earth. Out from boil-like

holes in the Old Earth's crusty skin gurgled poi-

sonous hot mud from the sicknesses souring deep

inside her belly.

At first, the Old Fool stumbled as he fled aim-

lessly with others from the bloody red rivers

pouring as from the bowels of the Old Earth. And
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then running like only a scared old fool can run,

he headed for a cave in the side of a mountain.
But all the caves closed themselves. There was no
hiding place for the Old Fool, or for the other in-

habitants of the earth.

The fearful Old Fool heard the voices of the

peoples of the Old Earth mingling blashphemous
prayers with their curses. In their unbelief and
angry fear, the peoples turned to self and Satan,

and the Old Fool was dismayed as he heard them
mock an Unknown God they challenged, and ig-

norantly worshiped.

"If you're out there," they demanded, "and if

you can hear us, you come down here, right now,
and help us!"

Having ears to hear, the Old Fool heard other

voices of alarm and cries of desperation. The Old
Earth's polluted waters cried, "Come!" and the

wilting trees cried, "Come!" and the dying ani-

mals and birds and insects and fish cried,

"Come!" and thorned bushes and thistles cried,

"Come!" And the Old Earth reverberating dully

like a cracked gong sounded, "Come!"
And the night deepened to its darkest hour

when the Old Fool realized that the Forgotten-
Unknown-God of the Out-There would not

return. And he watched in holy horror as the God
who never fails alone, turned his back in sorrow
on the Old Earth.

And the frantic Old Fool fought his way to the

rounded dome of a bald mountain and there he
cried out to the God of the universe, the one
known as the Merciful Savior, Redeemer, Father,

and the God of all Grace. "No, no. No!" the Old
Fool shouted to the sky. He prayed with the faith

of Abraham, and with the fervor of Elijah, and he
pleaded the Blood. Throwing himself on the bare
granite rock of the mountain, the Old Fool
whimpered over and over, "Come, come, come."

But the Old Earth spun wildly out of orbit. And
dropping, as it were, from the hand of the God
who formed it, the Old Earth sank silently into a
black hole of the universe to be buried there, for

ever.

Whimpered himself awake. In the deepest
gloom of the bitterest night, his night clothes

soaked with sweat, his body trembling in terror

and fear, and his face drenched with tears, the
frightened Old Fool whimpered himself awake.
And behold, his wife was by his side in the bed.

The cat mewed at the window. And Good Morn-
ing, America was about to be aired. Weakly but
fervently, the Old Fool praised God, for it was
only a nightmare. There was still time. Q

IDEAS FOR OUTREACH
A column provided by Mennonite Board of Missions
(Mennonite Church) and Commission on Home Minis-
tries (General Conference Mennonite Church ).

What kind of body language
does your church convey?

Every church sends a nonverbal message to

visitors. Studies have shown that 55 percent of

all communication is body language. So one key

to healthy church growth is to take practical

steps to develop an authentically welcoming body

language.

People join churches where they feel genuinely

accepted and valued. Growing churches com-

municate warmth and acceptance. Declining

churches often communicate apathy, indif-

ference, or even hostility to outsiders. You and

your church can take several steps to help

improve the "caring climate" in your congrega-

tion and make visitors welcome.

1. Organize a greeter team of some of the most
friendly and enthusiastic members of the con-

gregation. Have the same person serve Sunday
after Sunday so they easily recognize guests.

2. Other members of the greeter teams should

help parents with young children find the

nursery or the appropriate Sunday school class

for their children.

3. Single persons should be part of the greeter

team to welcome other singles. One or more
youth could also help welcome youth visitors.

4. Give special training to ushers and greeters

to help them be friendly and to smile.

5. During the service, include a "friendship

moment" where guests are welcomed and invited

to sign a "Ritual of Friendship" pad along with

members and regular attenders.

6. Assign "pew greeters" by asking people who
regularly sit in certain areas to greet newcomers
in their area immediately after the benediction.

7. Plan a coffee or fellowship time and en-

courage pew greeters to introduce the visitors to

others at that time.

Authentic caring will energize your congrega-

tion, not only to grow numerically but to make a

life-changing difference in the lives of persons

who need your ministry.—Donald E. Yoder
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In memory of Roy Kiser
by R. David Anderson

One would expect that there might be no

smiles, no laughter, no joy at Waynesboro Men-

nonite Church this morning. But death has meant

victory for Roy Kiser. We have the sure knowl-

edge that he would pass immediately from this

life with its sorrows, its hurts, and its disappoint-

ments to another more beautiful, serene, and
happier place. We can experience smiles,

laughter, and joy in the face of our sorrow.

Many of us have probably

asked how God could fail

to preserve Roy Kiser for

years of additional work.

Can't you just imagine the joy, excitement, and
pleasure as he calmly moved from this life to the

presence of the God that he has adored and served

so diligently? To have the opportunity to look

upon the face of his savior, Jesus Christ, to clutch

him to his bosom, or to touch the hem of his gar-

ment was a prospect of such extreme joy that Roy
Kiser could hardly contain himself.

Ecstatic at his arrival. We have no reason to

be sad or dejected this morning. We should be

just as happy and excited as he is at this very mo-
ment. He's meeting old friends and loved ones

who are ecstatic at his arrival and you can

imagine that he is so buoyant and effervescent as

he tells them of their wonderful friends and this

church that has meant so much to him.

He is praising God for his deliverance from the

pain and suffering he endured for the last several

months.
Two of the most stirring events that I believe

will remain in my memory forever occurred

yesterday. Early in the morning he was asked

what could be done to make him more comforta-

ble. Roy replied, "I just want to be with the Lord."

Last night, just moments after he died, the

family gathered around his bed at the hospital,

held hands, and prayed and sang "Praise God,

Praise God!" None of us were singing very loudly

and it was hard to do with the big lumps in our

throats, but I believe that every member of the

family and others of us who happened to be

present knew we had every right to praise God.

We praise God for his goodness in allowing Roy
Kiser to dwell among us for all of his 58 years. We

R. David Anderson, Waynesboro, Va., is congregational

chairman at Waynesboro Mennonite Church, where Roy Kiser

was pastor until his death on Feb. 4. This article is the text of

Anderson's remarks the following morning at the opening of

the Sunday worship service.

have no reason to question the Lord's right to

take him from us. Many of us have probably

asked how a just and loving God could fail to

preserve Roy Kiser for years of additional work.

The thought has loomed in our minds that the

faith of many would be destroyed or, at the very

least, shaken, if a God who loves the workers in

his vineyard could not truly love and spare one of

his chief supervisors.

That simply should not concern us. Roy's

ministry to us and the world during the last few

years of his illness has contributed more to the

advancement of the Lord's kingdom on this earth

than that of hundreds of other less dedicated, less

devoted ministers.

We have been the beneficiaries of that love and

we have seen in him a faith, a character, and a

humility that can serve as a model for our lives

for years to come. We could not prevent Roy
Kiser from affecting our lives and each one of us

is the better for it. Praise the Lord that he was

able to walk among us for as long as he did.

The single most important thing for us to do

from this point on is to emulate Roy Kiser as

much as possible. We should attempt to be as

much like him as we can. Each of us could

probably list a character trait or habit or be-

havior which was peculiar to Roy Kiser that we

didn't exactly like. But few, if any, of us could

identify a single individual who had more good

traits than Roy. To become the Lord's servant

and to be able to love people as Roy did would be

the ultimate achievement of a lifetime.

Redouble our efforts. The best way for us to

eulogize and memorialize Roy Kiser is to continue

working for and in this church. We need to redou-

ble our efforts to make it the church that Roy

wanted it to be. His biggest disappointment

would be in seeing some in this church to fade

away into the background, to give up and reduce

our support, to falter in our faith or to lose sight

of what the Lord has in store for us. As we were

already in the process of seeking a new pastor,

Roy would want us to give him every measure of

support, whoever he might be.

Our mission is to move on in victory. Just mo-

ments after he died, his wife said with the biggest

smile on her face, "This is another victory for the

Lord." It would be a major victory for Roy if we

were to make this the most visible, witnessing,

and loving church in our valley.

There should be no gloom here today because of

Roy Kiser's death; we should be having a victory

celebration. Roy is smiling down on us and urging

us to move on. There are prayers to pray, songs to

be sung, plans to be made, and preaching to be

done. So let's get on with it.
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Reading That
Challenges and Inspires

Personal Experience
Anywhere with You!

Vemell Klassen Miller dreamed of changing the world. But when she and her husband, Paul, took

those dreams to Mexico as missionary volunteers, they met unanticipated hardship and failure. Desire for

daring experiences and a vision to invest life in a noble cause are gradually tempered by errors, risks, and
rewards until they are more in line with the reality of Christian faith.

Paper, $8.95, in Canada $10.95

A Time to Love
Helen M. Hostetler tells an intense story of the agony and anguish of losing her son Roger to AIDS.

Roger's journals intertwined with her story disclose his struggles with his sexuality and his feelings of

alienation and rejection. This drama shows how Roger eventually comes to peace with himself, his family, and
God.

Persons with AIDS are often treated as social outcasts. This book challenges us to see them as people to

be loved and cared for. It challenges the church to reflect on its ministry to them, to be redemptive, to walk

with those in pain, and to offer loving care, friendship, trust, and hope.

Paper, $9.95, in Canada $12.50

Our History
On Fire for Christ: Stories of Anabaptist Martyrs Retold from Martyrs Mirror

Relive the stories of heroic Anabaptist martyrs who accepted suffering and death rather than renounce their

faith. The 15 stories selected from accounts in Martyrs Mirrorwere rewritten in contemporary language with

fast-paced narration by Dave and Neta Jackson. Discussion questions explore present-day meaning
making this book a valuable tool for study groups and family devotions as well as personal reading.

Paper, $8.95, in Canada $10.95

Vision, Doctrine, War. Mennonite Identity and Organization in America

Author James C. Juhnke comments, "The First World War was a crisis and turning point for

Mennonites and Amish in America. It forced a reassessment of the costs of Mennonite identity in a

democratic and militaristic America. In the postwar era Mennonites struggled toward a new equilibrium.

Mennonite anti-modernists campaigned for clearer prescribed doctrine. A conservative mood slowed the

pace of social and religious change." Volume 3 in the Mennonite Experience in America Series.

Paper, $19.95, in Canada $24.95

A Challenge for OurTimes
Darkening Valley: A Biblical Perspective on Nuclear War

"The most important work on Christian discipleship since Bonhoeffer" (Christian Century) is now back in

print. Dale Aukerman uses biblical stories, images, and motifs as a frame of vision for probing the meaning
and implications of war in a nuclear age. He calls us to an all-out resistance to militarism. This book is built

around four biblical motifs: killing, the state, authority and sovereignty, and the kingdom.
Paper, $14.95, in Canada $18.95
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Church news

MCC leaders agonize over

response to China situation

The 12-member executive committee of

Mennonite Central Committee gathered

in Akron, Pa., recently to hear regular

summer reporting by staff. But recent

unrest and violence in China and other

countries where MCC workers serve

forced the committee to grapple with

questions of how and when MCC should

speak to governments.
Impetus for the discussion came in the

first hour when committee member Da-

vid Chiu, a Canadian-Chinese pastor from
Saskatoon, Sask., asked MCC to speak out

publicly against the Chinese military's at-

tack on citizens.

The reasons to speak out against this

violence at first seemed clear. Then com-
mittee members realized that such action

may jeopardize China Educational Ex-

change. Through CEE, MCC and four

other Mennonite mission boards and col-

leges place teachers throughout China.

CEE also brings Chinese professors and
students to North America.

The committee agreed that MCC is not

called to solve the political problems of

any country. They acknowledged, too,

that MCC has in the past asked workers
to serve in countries with governments
that have been less than friendly to the

Hymnal work on track;

Slough selected as
managing editor

Representatives from the four denomi-

nations participating in the Cooperative

Hymnal Project met recently at Bethany
Theological Seminary in suburban Chica-

go to continue the process of selecting

hymns for the new hymnal. An additional

75 hymns were approved, bringing the

total to 202 so far.

Rebecca Slough was introduced as

managing editor of the project. She will

coordinate the work of all the commit-
tees. Slough was reared in the Church of

the Brethren and is currently a member
of the Mennonite Church. She recently

completed requirements for a doctorate

in theology at Graduate Theological
Union in Berkeley, Calif., with a concen-

tration in worship studies.

Slough's former duties as chairperson

of the Worship Committee will be divided

between committee members Jimmy
Ross and Dena Pence Frantz, both of

whom are Brethren pastors.

church or the people. From that point on,

though, discussion was as uncomfortable

as the dilemma is agonizing.

The dilemma is agonizing for MCC be-

cause, in this case, two of its principles

collide. MCC makes every effort to abide

by the laws of countries where it has

workers. MCC also makes every effort to

follow Christ's call to serve the poor and
oppressed. Sometimes the call to serve

the oppressed brings workers into conflict

with governing powers.

Questions raised in the discussion in-

cluded: Do we speak out against violence,

regardless of how that witness may affect

MCC program? What should MCC do if

protesting evil means its workers can no

longer serve the poor? Can MCC some-
times speak in quieter ways against in-

justice? Speaking out may mean MCC
workers are forced to leave the country at

the very time when the people those

workers serve are suffering the most.

The decision of how and when to speak

to repressive governments is complicated

by the fact that MCC needs government
permission to place workers in any for-

eign country. Relationships with govern-

ments need not be viewed as completely

bad, noted one member. "Critiques have

much more credibility when one has a
relationship with the party critiqued,"

noted Paul Quiring of Fresno, Calif.

Later in the meeting, the question of

whether to challenge or obey govern-

ments arose again. Susan Classen, an
MCC nurse in El Salvador, told the execu-

tive committee how God's call to serve

needy people has led her to do health

work—illegally—in areas of the country
controlled by antigovernment rebels.

The executive committee affirmed
Classen's work with people in rebel-con-

trolled areas—a decision she has made
with the prayerful support of the church
in El Salvador and the 11 other MCC
workers in the country. "The church there

supports you," said Phil Rich of Arch-
bold, Ohio. "We will follow their lead."

The committee noted, too, that the deci-

sion was in keeping with MCC's desire to

not choose sides in this conflict.

The lengthy, intense discussion on Chi-

na concluded with a decision to write a

letter to North American Mennonites and
Brethren in Christ, urging them to pray
for peace in China and to support Chinese

students in North America who are

unable to return home safely.

The committee also agreed to send the

same letter to the Chinese community in

North America via The Sing Too, a major
Chinese-language newspaper. In addition,

the committee agreed to send up to $1,000

worth of medicine and medical supplies to

China, if reliable, appropriate channels

can be found.
—Charniayne Denlinger BrubakerforMCC

Nancy Faus will continue as project

chairperson. Because of her work load for

the Hymnal Project, she has been granted

one-third released time from her respon-

sibilities of teaching worship, music, and
preaching and serving as campus pastor

at Bethany Theological Seminary—

a

Brethren school.

Participants sang frequently from the

Hymnal Sampler which has been released

for use this summer in participating de-

nominations' conferences and assemblies.

It was edited by Mary Oyer.

The Publisher's Committee discussed a

meeting of project participants and de-

nominational representatives which will

be held in September to review each de-

nomination's response to the Hymnal
Sampler and decide if any mid-course cor-

rections need to be made as the project

moves into its final stage. The publishers,

with input from a representative from
each denomination, reaffirmed their com-
mitment to have the hymnal available to

churches by mid-1992.

Barbara Date and Phyllis Senesi, group
facilitators who had been brought in

earlier to help resolve conflict among
project participants, analyzed the differ-

ing work styles of individuals, commit-
tees, and denominational groups. Their

individualized assessments helped mem-
bers communicate more effectively with

each other.

"People continue to have a high degree

of commitment to put together a hymnal
that is meaningful to a worshiping con-

gregation," said Slough. "I sense a
deepening spirit of cooperation as people

listen to one another's needs and grow to

respect the differences in our denomina-
tions."
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Quarterly publication

for youth workers
to begin this fall

The first issue of YouthGuide, a new
quarterly publication for Mennonite and
Brethren youth workers, will be ready for

distribution this fall. "The goal is to offer

practical tips for integrating youth into

congregational life," said editor Susan
Janzen.

Each issue of YouthGuide will have
columns about the various settings where
youth ministry can occur—youth min-
istry team, youth group, Sunday school,

instruction for church membership, wor-
ship, peer ministry, mentoring, and
family life.

A major part of this 80-page resource

will be devoted to the teaching curricu-

lum for the new Foundation Series for

Youth. Articles about junior high
ministry will also be included.

YouthGuide will be published by Men-
nonite Publishing House (Mennonite
Church) and Faith and Life Press (Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite Church).
A year's subscription to YouthGuide is

$22; a single issue costs $6.20. To order,

contact MPH at 616 Walnut Ave., Scott-

dale, PA 15683; phone 412-887-8500.

Special team develops
plans for meeting
Vision 95 witness goals

All members need to do their part if the

Mennonite Church is to count 500 more
congregations and 50,000 more members
by 1995. And it goes without saying that

the Holy Spirit is even more crucial. But
the group given special responsibility by
General Board to help it happen is the

North American Evangelism/Church
Planting Staff Team.
The team met recently in Elkhart, Ind.,

to consider strategies for accomplishing
the Vision 95 witness goals. The team's

particular focus is the Ames 85 General
Assembly's target of "doubling our total

witness efforts in existing congregations

and in new cross-cultural urban settings,

adding more than 500 strong congrega-
tions of caring disciples and experiencing
overall membership growth exceeding 50
percent in North America."
The team is chaired by Mim Book, asso-

ciate executive secretary of General
Board. Irv Weaver, vice-president for

home ministries at Mennonite Board of

Missions, carries major staff leadership

for team activities. The other eight mem-
bers represent other church institutions.

The team gave particular attention at

the meeting to a vision for Mennonite
congregations. The vision, they said,

would include churches which are "grow-

ing in numbers, vitality, outreach, and
willingness to share." As focused in the

recently formulated platform statement
of Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries, these congregations would
nurture the dynamic interaction of their

worship, community life, and mission.

Weaver underscored the importance of

pastors who are able to lead, suggesting

the need to strengthen both leadership

skills and responsiveness of members. As
to the importance of church growth, Ed-
gar Metzler of MBCM insisted that
growth is not an option since the alterna-

tive to growing is dying. To be sure, the

group agreed that growth may not always
mean an increase in numbers. On the

other hand, it was asserted that con-

gregations should be expected to be of

sufficient size to sustain effective nurture

and outreach activity.

As to how to encourage such congrega-

tions, the team began a list of resources

with which to work, starting with the

Holy Spirit, concerted prayer, and promo-
tion of spiritual disciplines.

Ed Bontrager of MBM distributed in-

troductory materials for the three-year

LIFE (Living in Faithful Evangelism)
process for congregational evangelism.

Team members strongly affirmed LIFE
and urged its vigorous promotion.

The team also reviewed a progress re-

port on Mennonite church planting starts

since 1985. The report showed a total of 58

plantings across North America since

1985 of which all but two are still continu-

ing. Weaver observed that MBM will be
giving priority to major population areas
for future church plantings.

MCC Washington Office

plans seminar
for church leaders
A leadership seminar for Mennonite

and Brethren in Christ pastors and de-

nominational leaders will be held in

Washington, D.C., Oct. 5-7. The seminar,

which was proposed during a recent

consultation for the Washington Office of

Mennonite Central Committee, will be

held at the office's headquarters on
Capitol Hill.

It will include: ideas on how congrega-

tions can form groups of people commit-
ted to a prophetic biblical witness on

public policy issues; discussion with a

congressional member from a "Mennonite
district"; and dialogue with leaders of

four creative church communities.

The seminar will also highlight one

domestic and one international issue, dis-

cussing how the MCC Washington Office

and churches can address such concerns.

More information is available from
MCC Washington Office at 110 Maryland
Ave., NE, Washington, DC 20002; phone
(202) 544-6564.

Paul and Esther Kniss

BACK TO INDIA

Knisses to celebrate
bookstore's anniversary
A bookstore ministry in India begun by

Mennonite Board of Missions workers
Paul and Esther Kniss will celebrate its

25th anniversary in September, shortly

after the couple's return from a three-

month North American assignment.

The ministry began Sept. 1, 1964, when
Knisses opened a bookstore called "Good
Books" in Ranchi. It is now a chain of five

bookstores, with 25-30 employees and
about $190,000 a year in sales.

Good Books Trust Association, estab-

lished in 1974, operates the bookstores,

publishes a monthly family-oriented
magazine in Hindi, and operates a book
van which sells literature and shows
films in remote villages.

"The bookstore ministry grew far be-

yond what we ever thought or imagined,"

Paul said. "Initially, we saw it as a means
of witness and service, after direct evan-

gelism was no longer appropriate for

foreigners." He noted that most custom-
ers are non-Christians.

Knisses have been turning over respon-

sibilities of Good Books Trust to John K.

John, who became general manager a

year ago. "John is definitely an answer to

prayer," Esther said. "We had been pray-

ing for a long time to find an Indian to

take our place."

Knisses are also involved in Good
Books Educational Trust, which produces

health and religious radio programs, pro-

vides school library grants and scholar-

ships, and is translating the Mennonite
Faith Series booklets into Hindi. The
trust also recently agreed to support a

coordinator of a theological-education-by-

extension program in Ranchi.

Knisses have served in India since 1950.

Paul grew up in India, where his parents,

Lloy and Elizabeth Kniss, were MBM
missionaries. Esther (Mast) is a native of

Morgantown, Pa.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enoni/h to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Sanford Boshart, Elkhart, Ind.

I was intrigued by your concluding
statements in the July 11 editorial. You
claim that we as a Mennonite Church
have the answers to "how shall each
person's needs be supplied?" I ask you to

inform the millions of people in America
whose needs for love, for fulfilling and re-

warding jobs, for dignity, and for a
wholesome environment are denied, what
that answer might be. I ask you to inform
the hundreds of millions of people world-
wide who are deprived of most of what's
essential to a meaningful existence what
that answer might be.

Is your answer to wait for death and
heaven? Or is it for everyone to become a
middle-class American? I don't think we
have the answers as a Mennonite Church.
Rarely do we even ask the questions.

Jesus and the kingdom of God that he has
come to bring are central to the answer.
But we Mennonites have such a narrow
concept of who Jesus is and what is the

kingdom of God that they tend to be ir-

relevant to the human suffering in Amer-
ica and the world.

I do know that the answer will involve

radical changes in our lives as Menno-
nites. And it will involve radical chal-

lenges to the political and economic struc-

tures of this country. I was offended at

such an offhanded dismissal of the
unanswered questions and problems of

suffering that plague our country and the

world. If you truly have the answer,
please tell me and I will share the good
news with its victims.

Rick Murphy, Mountville, Pa.
Thanks to Katie Funk Wiebe for the en-

couraging words in her article "Can the
Church Survive the Professionalization of

Its Leadership?" (July 4). As a pro-
fessional minister who gave up the corpo-
rate world to serve Christ and the church,
this is the kind of affirmation that makes
me want to stay in bed in the morning.

I am personally giving my life and all

my energies to seeing the church be the
equipped ministers I believe God has or-

dained it to be. I am challenged to do that
by the Scriptures. The church today is not
all that God intends for it to be. I hoped
that by giving up my other vocation in

sales and marketing six years ago, I could
give some of my best energy to exciting

the other ministers in the pew to join

with me in bringing the message of the

gospel to the world. It sounds as though I

should have stayed where I was. I'm sure

there are persons who needed the rebuke
of your article, but they are not among
the pastors I know. Those brothers cry

many tears at the indifference of the

persons in the pew. They feel belittled by
the fact that boating, hunting, jobs, tele-

vision, civic clubs, and any number of

other things have more importance than
the work of the church.

May I ask you, Katie, to pray for us

(and I'm sure you do) rather than blasting

us. It's easy to criticize (and we hear a lot

of that), but few who criticize are ready to

step into our shoes. Just look at the empty
pulpits.

Freeman Miller, home ministries

director, Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions
Katie Funk Wiebe has again done the

church a service by raising the question,

"Can the Church Survive the Profes-
sionalization of Its Leadership?"
We'd all do well to heed her reminder

that renewal comes when the church sets

free every member for ministry. I would
like to highlight especially one of her

striking statements: "Renewal will grace

a congregation that is ready to die, that

others may live." Unless our young people

see us as a church energized and driven

by such a readiness, we may lose them
faster than we win other people.

I would like to extend her observations

to the realm of evangelism and mission
work as well. New Testament and early
Anabaptist church members all went ev-
erywhere spreading the Word. Can we as

a Mennonite church again encourage all

of our members to be ready to die so that

others may live (eternally)? Or will we
rely on professional missionaries or evan-

gelists to do our work at home and
abroad?

Kim Spiek, Sarasota, Fla.

I would like to respond to "Killed by
Drunk Drivers" by Richard Stoltzfus

dRiC Pontius' Puddle

(June 6). Richard, you gave us some good
things to think about as individuals and
as a church. Yes, it was unusual that your
church was hit so hard by so many deaths
due to drunk drivers. But who is going to

be next?

I ask a question or two to those who feel

that drinking alcohol is okay. What kind

of a witness are you leaving with your
friends who see you with a can of beer

and who knew that you profess to be an
active Christian? How do you justify your
alcohol drinking to your children?

My husband is not from the Mennonite
Church, and he is totally confused with
the inconsistency he sees with people in

the church on this issue. Especially when
the church teaches us that we need to

take care of our bodies because we are the

temple of the Holy Spirit and a repre-

sentative for God. Or does our church not

take a stand on the alcohol issue any-
more?

Retto Eviston, Fort Wayne, Ind.

I would like to affirm Robert Roberg in

the things he said about love and peace in

"Shall We Put the Aborters Against the

Wall?" (May 30) and his speaking out
against hateful signs and self-righteous-

ness and vengefulness of some protesters.

I have not been a witness to any of these

things myself.

I have been a sidewalk counselor out-

side the abortion clinic in our town for the

last five months. Every week when the

clinic is open to do abortions I submit to

the conviction to be there to provide last-

minute information to potential victims

of abortion. I have seen many women
change their minds and decide to have
their babies. I have had opportunity to

pray with some women after they have
had their abortions and share the Lord
with them, and the healing I have re-

ceived from my abortions through Jesus

Christ.

I have been arrested in two Operation
Rescues in the last two months and I will

again if the Lord calls me to.
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Mennoscope

Mounting apprehension. Clair Mellinger, professor of biology at Eastern Mennonite

College, shows a young bald eagle to Eda Mahan (center) and Geraldine Gilleland

during a tour of the D. R. Hostetter Museum of Natural History at EMC. The women

were among 36 senior citizens from 10 states who spent a recent week on campus for

the annual Elderhostel program. The group attended daily classes led by EMC
faculty members on "The Amish: How Not to Be Modern," "Personality Growth,"

and "Developing Conflict Resolution Skills." They visited a Beachy Amish com-

munity in Augusta County, Va., spent time in local Mennonite homes, and toured

area scenic and historic sites. Elderhostel participants were profuse in their praise of

the program, many citing "the opportunity to learn about Mennonites and Amish—

their beautiful lifestyle, simplicity, and outpouring of love for all people." The

Elderhostel network, now in its 11th year, offers persons 60 years of age and older

weeklong academic programs at more than 1,000 schools in the United States,

Canada, and overseas.

A Mennonite from Elkhart, Ind., was one of

the victims of the Sioux City, Iowa, plane

crash on July 19. She was Olga Martens, 75,

who was returning from a visit to family

members in Denver. She was a retired teacher,

a former Mennonite Central Committee
worker, and a member of Hively Avenue Men-
nonite Church. Her husband, Harry, who sur-

vives, is a retired administrative staff person

for Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary is

expected to have a balanced budget for the

1988-89 year, which ended on June 30, due to

record contributions, increased enrollment,

and under-budget spending. Contributions to-

taled $2.8 million—a 13 percent increase over

last year. Of this amount, $1.1 million was for

the annual fund, with Mennonite congrega-

tions giving the largest amount, followed

closely by alumni. Restricted and designated

contributions totaled $1.2 million—up 17 per-

cent from last year and exceeding annual fund

contributions for the first time ever.

Church planting is underway in Frederick,

Md., after a yearlong search for people to lead

the effort. Franklin Conference, the sponsor of

the project, finally found Bill and Elaine Baub-
litz. Bill was the pastor of Brethren in Christ

congregations for 11 years. Baublitzes plan to

do some canvassing, using a questionnaire to

let people know of the church-planting effort

and to stimulate interest in forming a core

group to study the Bible and then organize a

congregation. They also hope that several

Franklin Conference people will relocate to

Frederick to help with the project.

Edgar Metzler has resigned as peace and
social concerns secretary with Mennonite
Board of Congregational Ministries, effective

at the end of August. He has accepted a call to

be executive director of United Mission to

Nepal—a large organization that combines the

work of most international mission/service

agencies in that country, including Mennonite
Central Committee and Mennonite Board of

Missions. Metzler will move to Kathmandu,
the capital of Nepal, by the end of the year. He
has served MBCM since 1981.

Mennonite Central Committee sent a repre-

sentative to the Soviet Union for three
months. She is Mary Raber of St. Louis, and
she is living and working in Moscow. The All-

Union Council of Evangelical Christians/

Baptists, with which MCC has worked for

many years, invited Raber and is providing of-

fice space. Raber's responsibilities include edit-

ing work on the Old Testament Russian-lan-

guage Barclay Bible commentaries, participat-

ing in the Moscow Book Fair, assisting in ar-

rangements for exchange visits, exploring new
program possibilities, and providing logistical

support for reconstruction projects in earth-

quake-devastated Armenia.

An Eastern Mennonite College group
returned from China with mixed emotions
about their experiences in that strife-torn na-

tion. The 21 students and their leaders, James
and Doris Bomberger, were part of a nine-

week study seminar. They arrived back in the

United States on July 5 as originally

scheduled, but had spent the last three weeks
of their cross-cultural term in Hong Kong after

leaving China in the wake of the brutal crack-

down on pro-democracy demonstrations.

"We're all glad to be back safely," said James,

"but at the same time we're deeply concerned

about the situation and the people—our
friends—we left behind."

This summer 45 young people are part of

seven different teams serving in six coun-

tries under Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions. They are involved in a program

called Summer Training Action Teams. This

year the teams went to Paris, France;

Tegucigalpa, Honduras; Suna-Migori, Kenya;

northern Honduras; Burgos, Spain; Caracas,

Venezuela; and Neuburg, West Germany. The
program is for high school students. They raise

their own funds for their support and trans-

portation, and they receive four weeks of dis-

cipleship training and cross-cultural orienta-

tion before beginning their assignments.

Correction: Cornerstone Mennonite Fellow-

ship is not a "charismatic" congregation—in

the narrow sense of the word—as described in

the July 11 "Mennoscope."

New appointments:

•Jim Metzler, director of native leadership

development, Gulf States Fellowship. He will

work among the three Choctaw Indian con-

gregations in central Mississippi. Gulf States

Fellowship is a conference of the Mennonite

Church. Metzler served the past seven years as

admissions counselor at Associated Mennonite

Biblical Seminaries. Before that he was a camp
director and a missionary in Asia.

•Clarence Sutter, editor, The Challenge of

Iowa-Nebraska Conference, starting in

August. He succeeds Lucy Hostetler. Sutter

served most recently as a church planter in

Burlington, Iowa, before resigning for health

reasons. He was a pastor for many years in

three different conferences. He was also editor

of the Iowa-Nebraska paper 1959-68.

•Don Clymer, Spanish and German teacher,

Hesston College, starting in September. He
and his wife, Esther, are currently Mennonite

Central Committee workers in Mexico. Clymer
was a language instructor at Hesston 1976-84.

• Willie Miller, executive director, HOMES,
Neon, Ky. He served previously with Neigh-

borhood Housing Services in Ithaca, N.Y., and
with Voluntary Service under Mennonite
Board of Missions in Mashulaville, Miss.

HOMES (Housing-Oriented Ministries Es-

tablished for Service) is an extension of Men-
nonite Central Committee's program in Appa-
lachia.

• Eliot Higbee, director of health and human
services, Glencroft Care Center, Glendale,

Ariz., starting in June. He served previously as

executive director of Westchester Care Center

and Villa in Tempe, Ariz. The 225-bed facility

is located on the campus of Glencroft Retire-

ment Community.
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Pastoral transitions:

•Gordon Zook will become pastor of Warwick
River Mennonite Church, Newport News, Va.,

on Sept. 17. He served previously as executive
secretary of Mennonite Board of Congrega-
tional Ministries.

•Stunlee Kauffman was installed as pastor of

Waynesboro (Va.) Mennonite Church on July
23. Formerly pastor of Bahia Vista Mennonite
Church in Sarasota, Fla., he succeeds Roy
Riser, who died in February.
•Ron and Ruth Penner will be installed as pas-
tors of Huntington Mennonite Church,
Newport News, Va., on Sept. 10. They com-
pleted studies at Eastern Mennonite Seminary
in May.
•Michael Derstine became pastor of Rockhill
Mennonite Church, Telford, Pa., on July 1. A
1989 graduate of Eastern Mennonite
Seminary, he succeeds Russell Detweiler.

•Eric Kuhns became pastor of Trissels Men-
nonite Church, Broadway, Va., on July 9. He
succeeds Don Augsburger, a seminary
professor who took a pastorate in Florida.

•Matt Cubbage was installed as pastor of Crest
Hill Mennonite Church, Wardensville, W.Va.,
on July 9. He succeeds Sanford King.
•Steve Martin was ordained as associate pastor
of Stirling Avenue Mennonite Church,
Kitchener, Ont., on June 4. He is also a
graduate student in counseling.

•Isabel Mullet was ordained as assistant pastor
of Hillside Chapel, Jackson, Ohio, on Mar. 5.

Licensed in 1987, she serves alongside Pastor
Jim Mullet, her husband.
• Evelyn Shenk was commissioned as a

a chaplain at Rockingham Memorial Hospital
on July 9 by Shalom Mennonite Congregation,
Harrisonburg, Va.

Missionary comings/goings:
•John and Bonny Driver returned from
Uruguay in July to retire. For the past four
years they were based at Mennonite Study
Center in Montevideo, and John conducted
seminars throughout South America and
wrote on biblical and historical themes.
Drivers served 38 years with Mennonite Board
of Missions in Argentina, Puerto Rico, Spain,
and Uruguay. Their address is 118 Wolf St. #2,

Elkhart, IN 46516.

•Robert and Wilda Otto returned from Belgium
in June for a two-month North American
assignment. Longtime MBM workers, Robert
is pastor of a Mennonite-related congregation
and religion teacher in a public school and
Wilda works in a Protestant missions office.

Their address is c/o Emery Cender, Box 468,

Gibson City, IL 60936.

•Robert and Nancy Martin returned to Israel

in June after a two-month North American
assignment. They are MBM workers at Naza-
reth Hospital, where Robert is medical
superintendent and Nancy is nursing educa-
tion director. Their address is Box 11, Nazareth
16100, Israel.

•Everett and Margaret Metzler returned from
China in June after four years of service as
English teachers. They were MBM appointees
who served with China Educational Exchange,
most recently in Jiu Jiang. Their address is

1601 S. 8th St., Goshen, IN 46526.

•Todd Friesen and Dennette Alwine returned
from China in June after two years of service

as English teachers. They were MBM ap-
pointees who served with China Educational
Exchange in Chengdu. Their address is c/o
Sanford and Lois Alwine, 1816 Sterrets Gap
Ave., Carlisle, PA 17013.

•Art and Jeni Urnble returned from China in

June after two years of service as English
teachers. They were MBM appointees who
served with China Educational Exchange in

Major award for MBM. The eighth edi-

tion of the A 11 God 's People video series

won a Silver Screen Award at the U.S.

Industrial Film and Video Festival

recently in Chicago. Producer Ron Byler

(right) received the award for the Media
Ministries Department of Mennonite

Board of Missions. Presenting the award
was festival chairman John Anderson.

"Most of the awards went to big-time

agencies and corporations," Byler

reported. "We were clearly a small fish

in a very big pond."

The eighth edition features stories on

Ann Showalter's work with AIDS vic-

tims in Chicago; the Mennonite witness

in London, England; the vision of Bek
Linsenmeyer of Lincoln, Nebr., for send-

ing peace comforters to the Soviet Union;

and the skits about sexual abuse of

children by Bridgework Theater Com-
pany of Goshen, Ind.

This edition and all of the other All

God's People videos are available for rent

or sale from MBM Media Ministries at

1251 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA
22801; phone toll-free 800-999-3534. The
videos may also be rented through con-

ference offices or from Sisters &
Brothers at 125 E. Lincoln Ave., Goshen,

EST 46526; phone 219-533-4167.

Chengdu. Their address is c/o Clair Umble, R.

2, Box 364, Parkesburg, PA 19365.

•Ruth Nisly returned from China in June after

one year of service as an English teacher. She
was an MBM appointee who served with China
Educational Exchange in Zigong. Her address
is c/o Carroll Kanagy, 3106 NE 64th Ave.,
Portland, OR 97213.

•Leon and Lynette Bauman returned from
India in July after a three-year MBM assign-
ment in Mussoorie. They taught at Woodstock
School—an institution for missionary children
and others. Their address is 1307 S.' 14th St.,

Goshen, IN 46526.

Coming events:

•Annual Meeting of Conservative Conference,
Aug. 10-13, at Belleville (Pa.) Mennonite
School. The 79th annual event includes busi-
ness sessions, inspirational programs, mis-
sions and Christian education emphases,
workshops, and sessions for youth, women,
and conference workers. The main speakers
are Bart Campolo, Myron Augsburger, and
Paul Landis. More information from the con-
ference office at 9971 Rosedale-Milford Center
Rd., Irwin, OH 43029; phone 614-857-1068.

•GodQuest Retreats, this fall, at Laurelville
(Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. These are
spiritual retreats scheduled for Sept. 3-8 and
Oct. 8-13. Shorter stays can also be arranged.
The leader is John Stoner, former executive
secretary of Mennonite Central Committee
U.S. Peace Section. Participants can choose a
personal renewal track or a theological reflec-

tion track. More information from Laurelville
at R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666; phone 412-
423-2056.

•Festival of the Plains, Sept. 23, at Hesston
College. This is the first such event sponsored
by the school's Dyck Arboretum of the Plains.

It will include demonstrations, displays, tours,
and activities for children and adults that will

explore both natural history and horticulture.
More information from the arboretum at HC,
Hesston, KS 67062; phone 316-327-4221.

•50th Anniversary Celebration, Aug. 20, at
First Mennonite Church of Johnstown, Pa. The
main speaker is Paul Lauver, son of the first

pastor, William Lauver. Especially invited are
former members of the Johnstown Voluntary
Service Unit and volunteers with Mennonite
Disaster Service in the aftermath of the 1977
flood. More information from Phillip King at

169 Baumer St., Johnstown, PA 15902; phone
814-535-5203.

New books:
•Ben's Wayne by Levi Miller. This is a novel
that portrays life in the Holmes County, Ohio,
Amish community, as seen through the eyes of
an 18-year-old youth. The author, whose
parents left the Amish to join the Mennonite
Church when he was an adolescent, is cur-
rently program director at Laurelville Men-
nonite Church Center. The book, published by
Good Books, is available for $14.95.

•The Christmas Surprise by Ruth Nulton
Moore. Intended for ages 9-13, this book is

about a girl who survives an Indian raid in

18th-century Pennsylvania and discovers the
way of peace as taught by the Moravians. The
author is a former schoolteacher who has writ-

ten 17 books for children. The book, published
by Herald Press of Mennonite Publishing
House, is available for $5.95 (in Canada $7.50).

•The Mysterious Passover Visitors by Ann
Bixby Herold. Intended for ages 8-12, this is a

historical fiction about a Jewish boy who
smells a mystery when a rabbi and 12 of his

followers use his mother's home for their

Passover feast. The author has written three

books and numerous magazine articles. The
book, published by Herald Press, is available

for $4.95 (in Canada $5.95).

New resources:
•Manual on church planting from Mennonite
Board of Missions. It outlines the initial orga-

nizational process for a new church, including

incorporation, tax exemption, leasing
property, and much more. Called A Technical

Manual for Church Planters, it was written by

Duane Ruth-Heffelbower, a lawyer who is now
coleading a church-planting project. The
manual is available for $5 (plus $1 for ship-

ping) from MBM at Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515.
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•Video on Mennonite ministries in London
from Mennonite Board of Missions. It tells the

story of London Mennonite Center and the

newly named Wood Green Mennonite Church
in the capital of England. Entitled The London
Story: A Kingdom Frontier, the 17-minute

video features MBM workers Alan and Eleanor

Kreider and Peter Olsen. It can be purchased

or rented from MBM Media Ministries at 1251

Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

Church-related job openings:

•Conference administrator and conference
minister, South Central Conference, starting

in February. These are two different positions

created as a result of a recently approved

restructuring. Contact Wayne Hochstetler at

1403 S. Main St., South Hutchinson, KS 67505;

phone 316-662-2502.

•Associate in development, Goshen College.

Responsibilities include solicitation of major
donors and coordinating regional meetings re-

lated to the Uncommon Cause Campaign.
Qualifications include a college degree, fund-

raising experience, communication/interper-
sonal skills, and independent work ability.

Send resume to Ron Gunden at GC, Goshen, IN
46526.
•Project director, Habitat for Humanity,
Evansville, Ind. This is a two-year Voluntary
Service assignment with Mennonite Board of

Missions. The person supervises construction,

coordinates work camps, and is involved in

publicity/fund-raising. Qualifications include

people skills and communication skills.

Contact Sandy Miller at MBM, Box 370,

Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219-294-7523.

•Administrative secretary, YES Discipleship

Center, Baltimore, Md., starting this fall. This

is a Voluntary Service position under Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions and Atlantic

Coast Conference. Prior short-term mission/

service experience is helpful. Contact Galen

Kauffman at the center, 2401 Eutaw PI., Balti-

more, MD 21217; phone 301-523-3352.

•Cook, YES Discipleship Center, Baltimore,

Md., starting this fall. This is a Voluntary
Service position under Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions and Atlantic Coast Con-
ference. Prior short-term mission/service
experience is helpful. Contact Galen Kauffman
at the center, 2401 Eutaw PL, Baltimore, MD
21217; phone 301-523-3352.

•Assistant dean of boys, Western Mennonite
High School, Salem, Oreg., starting this fall.

This is a voluntary service position with a va-

riety of benefits offered. Contact Bryan Stauf-

fer at the school, 9045 Wallace Rd. NW, Salem,
OR 97304; phone 503-363-2000.

•Teachers and coaches, Belleville (Pa.) Men-
nonite School, starting this fall. Needed are

teachers for elementary ard high school
physical education and health, junior high

math, algebra I, Spanish, and industrial arts.

Also needed are coaches for boys' basketball

and soccer and girls' basketball and field

hockey. Contact the school at Box 847, Belle-

ville, PA 17004; phone 717-935-2184.

•Manager, The World's Window Selfhelp
Crafts Shop, Cedar Falls, Iowa. This is a 35-

hours-a-week position. The person works with
50 volunteers from a variety of churches.

Contact Vonna Yoder at 805 E.*18th St., Cedar
Falls, IA 50613; phone 319-268-1584.

•Caregivers, Mennonite Disabilities Commit-
tee, Goshen, Ind. Needed are people to care for

mentally disabled persons. Full-time, part-

time, and room/board only live-in positions are

available. Contact DarrefHosteller at 1712 W.
Clinton St., Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-533-

9720.

Change of address: Titus and Karen
Guenther from Cochabamba, Bolivia, to

Comunidad Teologica Evangelica, Domeyko
1938, Casilla 13596, Santiago, Chile.

New members
West Union, Parnell, Iowa: Reagan and

Wendee Yoder by confession of faith.

Carpenter Park, Hollsopple, Pa.: John and
Dorcas Greene.

Roanoke, Eureka, 111.: Robert Myers, Jason
Herrmann, Andy Hershberger, Scott
Hostetler, LaDona Edwards, and C. L. Size-

love.

Deep Run East, Perkasie, Pa.: Timothy
Myers, Timothy Swartley, Sue Ehst, Becky
Leatherman, Corey Detweiler, Larry Rice, and
Garry Rice.

Williamsburg, Va.: Sara Christopher,
Abby Geyer, Rhonda Johnson, and Julie

Stoltzfus.

Barrville, Reedsville, Pa.: Michele Marker.
Harrisonville, Mo.: Kevin and Laurie

Waite by confession of faith.

Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y.:
Benjamin Stevens and Kadedhra Jarvis.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six mouths after the event.

Alderfer, Joel and Cindy (Jenkins), Harleys-

ville, Pa., first child, Garret Abram, June 15.

Anderson, David and Stephanie (Crouch),

Mendon, Mich., second child, first daughter,

Bethanie Linell, July 9.

Anger, Bill and Sherri (Herrfort), Stratford,

Ont., first child, Adam William, May 26.

Bair, Mark and Joyce (Myers), State Line,

Pa., second child, first son, Timothy Andrew,
July 4.

Beatty, Charles and Naomi (Bond),
Hagerstown, Md., second child, first daughter,

Amber Lynn, Apr. 25.

Bode, Raymond and Debora (Gongwer), Go-
shen, Ind., first child, Wesley Raymond, June
27.

Brenneman, John and Karen (Eshleman),
Middlebury, Ind., first child, Katie Elizabeth,

June 14.

Clemens, Tim and Evan (Moyer), Telford,

Pa., first child, Jordan Leigh, June 22.

Detweiler, John and Kathy (Miller),

Harlevsville, Pa., second son, Eli Miller, June
12.

Driver, Fred and Joyce (Meyer), Goshen,
Ind., first child, Daniel Jay, July 11.

Eby, Kenrick and Carlene (Horst),

Chambersburg, Pa., third child, first daughter,

Cathy Elaine, Apr. 21.

Fisher, Wayne and Shirley (Shank), St.

Thomas, Pa., third child, second daughter,

Kimberly Sue, May 15.

Freed, Dan and Donna (Ruster), Souderton,

Pa., first child, Scott Marc, July 8.

Gingerich, James and Barbara (Nelson),

Goshen, Ind., second son, Daniel Nelson, July

11.

Heatwole, Steven and Nancy (Miller), Mc-
Gahevsville, Va., first child, Sherri Beth, June
30.

Herr, Robert, Jr., and Becky (Harnish),

Marietta, Pa., first child, Bethany Marie, July
2.

Hostetler, Steve and Colette (Nafziger),

Muscatine, Iowa, second child, first son,

Jordan Scott, July 5.

Hostetter, Jay and Evelyn (Swarr),
Powhatan, Va., first child, Timothv Jay, June
8.

Kauffman, Nelson and Rebecca (Schroeder),

Wellman, Iowa, second child, first daughter,

Janet Lynne, July 5.

Thirteen begin VS assignments. Thirteen persons traveled to Voluntary Service

assignments with Mennonite Board of Missions following a June 11-18 orientation in

Elkhart, Ind. They are:

Front row (left to right)—Mary Jo Moser of Hopedale, Pa., house coordinator in

Tuscon, Ariz.; Yvonne Yoder of Berlin, Ohio, administrative assistant at Creative Fu-

tures Center in Seattle, Wash.; Wendy Silvious of Mt. Jackson, Va., grants writer/

clerical worker at La Clinica Amistad in San Antonio, Tex.; Melody Good of Fulks

Run, Va., schoolteacher in Mashulaville, Miss.; Martha Lukens of Evanston, III, art

teacher in Mashulaville, Miss, (began April 1989); Jane Hare of Chapel Hill, N.C.,

educator with San Antonio Urban Ministries in San Antonio, Tex. (began January

1989); and Mary Ann Weber of Mohnton, Pa., teacher in Downey, Calif.

Back row—Ted Springer of Hopedale, Pa., house coordinator and home repair

worker in Tucson, Ariz.; George Devenney of Hillsdale, Mich., staff member at Hos-

pitality House and substance abuse counselor at East End Ministries in Pittsburgh,

Pa. (began March 1989); Merle Mast of Harrisonburg, Va., assistant to the director at

Pittsburgh Leadership Foundation and host at Hospitality House in Pittsburgh, Pa.;

Cheryl Freed of Elroy, Pa., schoolteacher in Mashulaville, Miss.; Wes Hare of Chapel

Hill, N.C., educator with San Antonio Urban Ministries in San Antonio, Tex. (began

January 1989); and Michael Clymer of Lancaster, Pa., schoolteacher in Mashulaville,

Miss.
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kauffman, Rick and Deanne (Heyerly),
Canby, Oreg., second child, first son, Robert
Jared, July 7.

Kuepfer, Don and Wanda (Pchlke), Atwood,
Ont., third son, Kyle Paul, May 26.

Kulp, Michael and Darlene (Freed), Per-
kasie. Pa., second child, first son, Zachary Mi-
cahel, June 12.

Lais, Ken and Linda (Huerra), Canby,
Oreg., third child, second daughter, Anna Mar-
garita, July 4.

Martin, Keith and Naomi (Metzler), Akron,
Pa., third daughter, Elizabeth Anne, June 30.

McHenry, Tracy and Karen (Kornit), Mil-

ford, N.J., third child, first daughter, Kalyn
Melissa, Feb. 24.

Meyers, Garland and Janice (Martin),
Perkasie, Pa., first child, Katelyn Marie, June
11.

Miller, Chip and Kathy (Nice), Sarasota,
Fla., third child, second daughter, Jennifer
Renee, June 24.

Miller, Rocky and Diane (Steckley), Sara-
sota, Fla., second child, first son, Kevin
Michael, June 22.

Miller, Rod and Sue Gallagher, Kitchener,
Ont., first child, Jonathan David, July 8.

Moore, David and Sherri (Harrison), Go-
shen, Ind., third child, first daughter, Alex-
ander Elizabeth Rae, June 23.

Nolt, Clair and June (Wenger), Manheim,
Pa., second child, first son, Jefferv Robert,
June 20.

Norris, David and Isabel (Nafziger),
Glenfield, N.Y., second daughter, Mallori Rose,
July 14.

Roth, Jay and Anne (Brubaker), Lancaster,
Pa., second child, first son, J. Wilson Edward,
May 27.

Shertzer, Nelson and Kim (Schopf),
Mountville, Pa., second child, first daughter,
Lindsey Erin, June 4.

Stutzman, Allan and Beverly (Davis),
Shelton, Nebr., fourth child, third daughter,
Lacie Jean, June 13.

Swartzentruber, Robert and Cheryl,
Coopersburg, Pa., second daughter, Melissa
Renee, June 28.

Thompson, Jerry and Sue (Stouffer), Green-
castle, Pa., first child, Kelli Lynn, Apr. 20.

Wilson, Scot and Sharon (Graber), Ft.

Wayne, Ind., first child, Jonathon Scot, Apr. 9.

Yoder, Dale and Sharon (Rowe), Green-
castle, Pa., first child, Stefanie Renee, May 21.

Yoder, Marian and Cheryl (Stoltzfus), Hart-
ville, Ohio, third son, Max Dylan, June 14.

Zehr, Douglas J. and Miriam (Risser),

Brussels, Ont., third daughter, Maria Joy, May
9.

Correction: The name of the Schneck baby
listed in the July 4 issue should have been

spelled Katrina instead of Catrina.

Marriages
Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Beiler-Peachey. Sam R. Beiler, Strasburg,
Pa., Victory Chapel, and Melody Joy Peachey,
Sarasota, Fla., Bahia Vista cong., by Omar
Beiler, brother of the groom, July 1.

Cook-Yoder. Mike Cook, Central City, Iowa,
and Sherrill Yoder, Coralville, Iowa, both of

First Mennonite cong., by Lonnie Yoder and
Steve Reschly, July 1.

Cooley-Wyse. Scott Cooley, Bryan, Ohio,
and Laurie Wyse, Stryker, Ohio, Lockport
cong., by Allen Rutter, July 8.

Martin-Ferguson. Walter Martin, Tofield,

Alta., Salem cong., and Cindy Ferguson, To-
field, Alta., Baptist Church, by Levi Smoker,
July 1.

Mast-Good. Christopher Mast, Har-
risonburg cong., Harrisonburg, Va., and
Lynette Good, Valleyview cong., London, Ont.,
by Samuel Janzen and Ralph Lebold, July 8.

Rhodes-Bontrager. Jay Rhodes, Sugar-
creek, Ohio, Countryside Chapel, and Bertha
Bontrager, Goshen, Ind., Clinton Frame cong.,
by Vernon E. Bontreger and Gary Jackey, July

Schrock-Saccaro. Ralph Schrock, Meta-
mora, 111., Metamora cong., and Natalina C.

Saccaro, Roanoke, 111., Catholic Church, by
Roger Hochsteter and Antonine Scheetz, June
17.

Willis-Miller. Bruce Willis, Mahapak, N.Y.,
Presbyterian Church, and Candace Miller,
Harrisonburg, Va., Weavers cong., by Joseph
C. Shenk, June 24.

Yoder-Weddington. Stephen Yoder, Go-
shen, Ind., College cong., and Amanda Wed-
dington, Goshen, Ind., United Church of
Christ, by Nancy Kauffmann, July 2.

Zehr-Viste. Brian Zehr, Ft. Wayne, Ind.,

College cong., and Kyla Viste, Ft. Wayne, Ind.,

Lutheran Church, Great Falls, Mont., by Anne
Stuckey and Rick Stiffney, June 24.

Obituaries

Boshart, Amos, son of Daniel B. and Mattie
(Ulrich) Boshart, was born in Milford, Nebr.,

Dec. 17, 1897; died at Albany (Oreg.) General
Hospital, June 30, 1989; aged 91. On Mar. 14,

1918, he was married to Sarah Alice Stutzman,
who died on Aug. 5, 1962. On May 23, 1965, he
was married to Mary Ann Stutzman, who died

on Sept. 1, 1973. Surviving are one daughter
(Marjorie Miller), 4 sons (Merrill, Delbert,
Amos, Jr., and Omar), 29 grandchildren, 58
great-grandchildren, 5 great-great-grand-
children, and 2 sisters (Fannie Stutzman and
Marian Beckler). He was preceded in death by
2 sons (Leroy Schweitzer and Aldoris Boshart),

2 granddaughters, one great-granddaughter,
and 2 brothers. He was a member of Wood
River Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on July 5, in charge of Willis

Roth and Cloy Troyer; interment in Wood
River Mennonite Church Cemetery.

Detweiler, Ethel Lorene Miller, daughter
of Julius and Elizabeth (Grieser) Miller, was
born in Hydro, Okla., July 19, 1910; died at

Schowalter Villa, Hesston, Kans., July 3, 1989;

aged 78. On June 25, 1933, she was married to

John R. Detweiler, who survives. Also surviv-

ing are 3 daughters (Patsy Dirks, Ruth Ann
Toews, and Mary Lee Wiens), 7 grandchildren,

3 great-grandchildren, 3 sisters (Anna
Ehrisman, Ruth Masoner, and Mary Easton),

and 2 brothers (Paul and Melvin Miller). She
was a member of Hesston Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on July 5, in

charge of Phil Bedsworth, Carl Wiebe, and
Wesley Jantz; interment in Eastlawn
Cemetery.

Horst, Samuel, son of Frank and Clara
(Wenger) Horst, was born at North Lawrence,
Ohio, Sept. 6, 1901; died at Aultman Hospital,

Canton, Ohio, June 26, 1989; age 87. In 1952 he
was married to Colette Oberfell, who died in

1981. Funeral services were held at County
Line Mennonite Church on June 29, in charge
of Elno Steiner; interment in County Line
Mennonite Cemetery.
Mellinger, W. Virgil, son of Samuel and

Anna (Zeigler) Mellinger, was born at Colum-

biana, Ohio, July 29, 1898; died at Shady Lawn
Nursing Home, Dalton, Ohio, July 8, 1989;
aged 90. In March 1946, he was married to

Gladys Eschliman, who died on Nov. 27, 1986.

He was a member of Pleasant View Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
July 12, in charge of Elno Steiner and Dan
Hooley; interment in Pleasant View Cemetery.

Nofziger, Glen W., son of William and
Elizabeth (Stuckey) Nofziger, was born at
Archbold, Ohio, May 14, 1913; died following
triple by-pass surgery at Toledo, Ohio, July 5,

1989; aged 76. On June 1, 1939, he was married
to Rosella Miller, who died on Dec. 26, 1985.

Surviving are 3 sons (Cloyce, Paul, and Ross), 3
daughters (Janice Foor, Velda Howell, and
Shirley Nafziger), 20 grandchildren, 2 brothers
(Dennis and Dale), and one sister (Cora Wyse).
He was preceded in death by one brother
(Ralph). He was a member of Lockport Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on July 9, in charge of Allen Rutter, Jim
Groeneweg, and Rick Jones; interment in

Lockport Cemetery.
Steiner, Mary Edna Swope, daughter of

Emanuel and Maggie (Burkholder) Swope, was
born at Harrisonburg, Va., Dec 3, 1893; died at

Sterling, 111., July 5, 1989; aged 95. On Dec. 3,

1916, she was married to Cleo N. Steiner. Sur-
viving are one daughter (Arlene Shipley), one
son (Harold), 8 grandchildren, 4 brothers
(Oliver, Paul, Emanuel, Jr., and Cleo Swope),
and 2 sisters (Nannie Lehman and Margaret
Lehman). She was a member of Science Ridge
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on July 8, in charge of Edwin J.

Stalter and Kathy Ebersole; interment in

Science Ridge Church Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Hispanic Executive Board, Normal, III., Aug. 1-5

Normal 89, joint convention of Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church, Normal, 111., Aug. 1-6

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Chicago, III., Aug.
10-11

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Aug. 11-12

Conservative Conference annual meeting, Belleville, Pa., Aug.
11- 13

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual meeting, Kalona, Iowa,
Aug. 18-20

Franklin Conference session, Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 19

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Angola, Ind., Sept. 5

Mennonite Central Committee Canada 25th anniversary cele-

bration. Winnipeg, Man., Sept. 15-16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting,
Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y.,

Sept. 16

Lancaster Conference fall assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 21

Mennonite Board Education board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 22-23

Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-
mittee Newton, Kans., Sept. 22-24

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Sept. 28-30

Mennonite Secondarv Education Council teachers convention,
Laurelville, Pa., Oct. 5-7

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,
Lowville, N.Y.,Oct. 14

Goshen Biblical Seminary board of overseers, Elkhart, Ind.,

Oct. 19-21

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-

tors, Techny, 111., Oct., 19-21

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors. Technv, III.,

Oct., Techny, 111., Oct. 20-21

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors. Elkhart, Ind..

Oct. 26-28

Southeast Conference annual meeting, Sarasota, Fla., Oct. 27-

28
Northwest Conference fall meeting, Camrose. Alta., Oct. 27-29

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-
ing, Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12. Winnipeg, Man.,
July 24-29, 1990

Credits
Cover design by Jim Butti; photo on p. 555 by Jim Bishop; p. 557
by Phil Richard.
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Items & comments

Compiled
.
from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Recognition of 'time for change'
prompts resignation ofNCC chief

The embattled head of America's pre-

eminent ecumenical agency, National
Council of Churches, announced his

resignation recently, citing controversies

about his leadership which came to a

head at an NCC Governing Board meet-

ing a month earlier. Arie Brouwer said

his decision to resign as general secretary

was not prompted by any pressures on

him but by a recognition that it is "a time

for change" in the position, which he has

filled since 1985.

Brouwer was a controversial figure

long before the latest meeting of the NCC
Governing Board, accused by critics of

treating NCC staff in an authoritarian

manner. But opposition to Brouwer grew
when he delivered a no-holds-barred
speech to the Governing Board in which
he accused critics of "character assassina-

tion" and a "lust for retribution."

Brouwer, a minister in the Reformed
Church in America, narrowly retained his

job at the meeting when the Governing
Board split on a motion to "seek out new
leadership."

The resignation of Brouwer comes at a

particularly sensitive time for the finan-

cially and politically beleaguered NCC,
which represents 32 denominations with

a membership in excess of 40 million. At
its latest meeting, the Governing Board
approved a plan for a massive overhaul

and streamlining of the NCC structure

intended in part to help overcome the fi-

nancial woes of the agency, which saw its

effective income drop bv 53 percent from
1975 to 1987.

Black Baptists dedicate headquarters,
plan cable TV program
Members of America's largest black de-

nomination dedicated their new $10 mil-

lion world headquarters in Nashville

recently and announced plans to launch a

cable TV show that will focus on black life

achievements. The Baptist World Center,

the first headquarters ever built by an
American black denomination, will house

the offices of the National Baptist Con-
vention (USA). T. J. Jemison, president of

the 8-million-member denomination, had
lobbied for the headquarters for years

despite the skepticism of some members
and the intimidating price tag.

Addressing more than 30,000 National

Baptists who braved sweltering heat to

attend the dedication, Jemison said, "We
are mindful of the heat today, but it was
hot getting here. It took blood, sweat, and

tears to get here, so you can stand a little

heat." Former presidential candidate

Jesse Jackson, one of the denomination's

most famous members, told the gathering

that "after many years of people being

torn down, people are now being built-

up." Tennessee governor Ned McWherter
told the crowd that the 84th annual ses-

sion of the denomination's Congress of

Christian Education which they were at-

tending was the largest convention in

Nashville history.

A day earlier, at the opening session of

the congress, Jemison announced plans

for the Black World Today program,
which will be broadcast on the Vision In-

terfaith Satellite Network later this year.

"This program will be the good news re-

garding the black community that is too

often replaced by reports of drugs, crime,

and violence on the nightly news," he

said.

Judge releases religious pacifist

halfway through prison term
A federal judge who sentenced religious

pacifist Jennifer Haines to nine months
in prison for trespassing last Christmas

Day at a nuclear weapons plant in Colo-

rado has ordered her release halfway

through her prison term. In reducing the

sentence, District Judge Zita Weinshienk
cited Haines' "sincere spiritual convic-

tions" as having motivated her to illegally

enter the Rocky Flats plant near Denver.

Haines served two previous prison

terms for trespassing at the plant. She
usually has been arrested on religious

holidays such as Easter and Christmas,

when, she says, she goes on the property

to pray. Haines, who describes her voca-

tion as praying, is associated with the

Catholic Worker, a peace and justice

movement founded more than 50 years

ago.

When she sentenced Haines, the judge

said she had no choice on the prison term
because of a new sentencing law that

limits the discretion of federal judges in

order to prevent sentence disparities.

"This court does not condone the de-

fendant's illegal behavior but neverthe-

less feels that this type of protest based

on sincere spiritual convictions is not ad-

dressed by the guidelines (of the uniform

sentencing law)," said Weinshienk.

Scholar says reports of Satanic cults

have been exaggerated
Despite the increasing reports of Sa-

tanist cult activity that have appeared in

both the religious and secular media, a

specialist in religious cults says the dan-

ger has been greatly exaggerated. "My
sense is that the real increase has been

more in the attempts at promoting a fear

of Satanism, not a rise in Satanism it-

self," Gordon Melton told the Religion

Newswriters Association at its recent na-

tional convention in Las Vegas. Melton, a

United Methodist minister, is director of

the Institute for the Study of Religion

and the editor of Encyclopedia ofAmeri-
can Religion.

All over the country, police have been

attending workshops during which they

are taught how to recognize signs of a ris-

ing tide of Satanic cult activity. Some
psychiatrists say the growing number of

first-person accounts by both adults and
children have so many similarities that

they must be more than just coincidence

or fabrication. But Melton said only 20 of

the hundreds of reports of alleged Satanic

activity that have been sent to his in-

stitute in the last four years seem to have
had any substance.

"The numbers are really small and
have always been small," the scholar said.

"As far as is known there are only three

organized groups in the country that pub-

licly worship Satan." Two are in San
Francisco and one is in New Haven, and
their combined membership could not be

more than a few hundred, Melton said.

American Baptists denounce U.S.
policies on refugees, minorities

American Baptists denounced U.S. gov-

ernment policies toward Central Ameri-
can refugees and domestic minorities

during their biennial meeting in

Milwaukee. The more than 3,000 dele-

gates also expressed concern over human
rights violations in South Africa and
China and passed resolutions dealing

with pornography and death and dying.

In denouncing the treatment of Central

American refugees being held in federal

detention camps on the Mexican-Ameri-

can border, the convention said, "The bib-

lical injunctions and the U.S. laws are

violated in the treatment of refugees

streaming across the borders due to the

tragic situation of war, poverty, and op-

pression in many Central American na-

tions." The resolution called on congrega-

tions of the 1.6-million-member
American Baptist Churches to educate

local communities and express concern to

legislators on the matter, channel aid to

refugees through Baptist World Relief,

and consider the possibility of becoming
sanctuaries for refugees.

On affirmative action the convention

directed the denomination's top leaders to

express "outrage and concern" to mem-
bers of Congress regarding recent Su-

preme Court rulings that have cut back

on programs to aid minorities and to

work with Congress to introduce legisla-

tion to strengthen affirmative action

laws. Q
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The Word of God
Mennonite worship has traditionally been a ra-

tional, word-oriented experience. There are his-

torical reasons for this. The Swiss Anabaptists,
particularly, came out of the Zwinglian move-
ment and Zwingli was an expository preacher.

The Bible is the center of our attention in wor-
ship and study and the Bible is a compendium of

words. A Mennonite Church business or discern-

ment meeting typically begins with a "devo-

tional," which is a rational examination of a text

of Scripture with a view to extracting from it

wisdom to guide our discernment.
The devotional provides a tacit acknowledg-

ment of the importance of words in our tradition.

The prophets, the psalmists, the Gospel writers,

and the writers of the New Testament letters

were word people. Because we believe God
inspired their work, we refer to the Bible on occa-

sion as the Word of God.
As I am sure I must have written before, the

Hebrews were forbidden to express their faith in

statuary. This prohibition was a form of noncon-
formity for their day. The pagans made statuary
and too many ambiguities were involved in its

use. Sculptors were evidently not honored mem-
bers of the Israelite community.

I must confess that if it is necessary to make a

choice, I prefer a poem to a statue. It is certainly

more portable and more amenable to cross-

cultural interpretation. I am inclined toward a ra-

tional religion with an emphasis on speaking,

writing, and reading. I find Bible study and ex-

pository preaching particularly satisfying ways
to nourish my faith and address the spiritual

issues of our time.

Yet there are those who would observe that

there is communication in other forms than
words. They would point out that sculpture was
and is able to say something. And they would
note that worship may include more than rational

speech.

Indeed I was interested to see that Richard A.

Baer, Jr., is quoted in Brethren Life and Thought
(spring 1989) to the effect that the silent worship
of Quakers, speaking in tongues, and the liturgy

used by Catholics and Episcopalians have one
characteristic in common, for they all "permit the

analytical mind—the focused, objectifying di-

mensions of man's intellect—to rest, thus freeing

other dimensions of the person ... for a deeper
openness to divine reality" (p. 119).

Now there is a combination I would not have
expected, but it makes some sense. In each of

these, rational thought is more or less suspended
and persons may be able to focus their devotion

more intensely. No doubt each form of devotion is

open to abuse—as is rational devotion—but Baer
implies that a kind of freedom is evoked through
such experiences that is not present in the strictly

rational.

I recall a high-powered Sunday evening meet-
ing I once attended at a Mennonite congregation
in Honduras. Aspects of it made me uncomfort-

able. The music, for example. There were loud

speakers perhaps five feet high on each side of the

room and because I came a little late I was seated

in front where I received their full benefit. Fol-

lowing the sermon there was an altar call and an

after-service in Spanish which I did not under-

stand. There was speaking in tongues and pray-

ing in concert.

For me the combination caused confusion. Yet I

sensed an apparent bonding of people to one
another and before God. I was glad to have been
present even though I am not sure I could deal

with such intensity week after week.

I do not perceive that Quaker silence or Episco-

palian liturgy would deliver the same level of

intensity. But I wish to recognize Baer's observa-

tion and consider it further.

The first chapter of the Gospel of John uses

"word" in a broader sense than mere articulation.

The limitation of words alone is implied by the

statement, "The Word became flesh and dwelt

among us" (John 1:14). At the same time the im-

portance of mere words is illustrated by the fact

that our understanding of the Word made flesh is

mediated by the Gospel of John—a compendium
of words. And by the living, historical tradition,

the chain of generations of those who have
revered this record and used it as a stimulus to

their devotion for God.

So the argument has come full circle. In a

classic discussion of the relationship between en-

thusiasm and rationality, Paul affirmed both: "I

will pray with the spirit and I will pray with the

mind also" (1 Cor. 14:15). An appropriate com-
bination.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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Blending peace
and evangelism
by Leonard Nolt

One of the biggest challenges facing the Men-
nonite Church is blending our peace beliefs with
our evangelistic message. There has never been a

time when the world was more desperately in

need of peace. In one recent year, 2.2 million

people were killed in 22 wars around the globe,

and warfare is only one of the many types of vio-

lence that destroy people's lives.

In our theology, history, and life with Christ we

have an antidote to this violence. Yet we have not

been highly successful in communicating peace.

Some of the responsibility rests with semantics.

The words we use have imprecise definitions and
can mean different things to different people. The
meanings of other words have changed, but we
have not changed our use of them and that can

lead to misunderstanding.

As a boy I was taught that it's wrong for a



Perhaps the most prevalent theme
throughout the Bible and one of the

strongest teachings in support of

pacifism is the assumption that people
can and should be given the opportunity

to change.

Christian to use force. The use of force was what
separated nonresistant Christians from other
bel ievers. In fact the word "force probably was
too broad a definition to accurately communicate
our message of peacemaking. Discipline can be
seen as a type of force. "Force" is also a synonym
for words such as "require" and "persuasion." If I

do a good job at my business, I force my competi-
tor also to do a good job; otherwise he would be
forced out of business. That's not necessarily
wrong.
On the other hand the word "violence" has too

narrow a definition to include everything that
needs to be included when we talk about threats
to peace. Not just war and crime, but refusing to

take the time to listen to a friend can be seen as
an act of violence.

Two other words which need examining are the
words "peacemaking" and "pacifism." Men-
nonites have traditionally frowned on the word
"pacifism," perhaps because of its activist con-
notations. Quakers are the pacifists. Mennonites
prefer "nonresistance" or "peacemaking."
However the word "peace" and its derivatives
have been experiencing a change in definition.

Ronald Reagan spoke of MX missiles as "peace-
keepers." The United Nations has "peacekeeping
forces." Branches of the U.S. military, such as the
Strategic Air Command, claim that peace is their

profession.

When people who get a lot of publicity

consistently misuse the word peace, as our
government and military leaders have done, the
boundaries around the definition of peace are wi-
dened and begin to include concepts the Bible
does not include when it talks about peace and
peacemaking.
Today the word "pacifism" is a better word for

Leonard Nolt, Boise, Idaho, is a respiratory therapist and a
free-lance writer/photographer. He is a member of Hyde Park
Mennonite Fellowship.

Mennonites to use when trying to speak about
peace. The seventh beautitude can now be more
accurately read as "Blessed are the pacifists for

they shall be called the children of God." If you
ask a soldier if he's a peacemaker he'll probably
say yes. However if you ask him if he's a pacifist,

you will, most likely, receive a negative response.

We need to change our words because the kind
of peace our government and military officials

talk about is different from the peace that comes
from Christ. Their peace is simply the absence of

violent conflict. The biblical concept of peace is

shalom, which includes not only the absence of

war, but also the absence of those things which
lead to war. Shalom is concerned about human
welfare, health, and well-being in both spiritual

and material aspects. It has to do with right rela-

tionships between people and God. It has to do
with justice, equality, and respect.

A community on earth in which shalom
flourishes is probably the best example of heaven
we can find outside of the real place. Shalom is a
better word than either peace or pacifism, and
when a Christian is using the word peace to com-
municate the gospel message it needs to be used
as a synonym of shalom. When used in that way,
we can say that the word peace is the best short

definition and description of the gospel message.
It is our mission to communicate this message to

the world.

Live in peace. For many of us the first step

toward communicating the need for Christians to

be pacifists is to make sure that we believe it our-

selves! The foundation of that belief can easily be
found in the Bible. From the beginning of Genesis
to the end of Revelation, poets, prophets, his-

torians, apostles, as well as the Son of God
himself frequently and emphatically remind us
that the intent of God's creation is for people to

live in peace.

Although it would take volumes to examine
every Bible passage that teaches peace, we can
see that many of the most familiar ones do so.
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IVe need to strengthen our witness by
giving pacifism the emphasis it

deserves, because we realize that

without pacifism the gospel ceases to be
the gospel.

Among these are the report of the creation, the

Ten Commandments, the Lord's Prayer, and the

great commission, as well as the accounts of the

crucifixion and the resurrection.

Many Christian leaders have failed to take

these teachings seriously. C. S. Lewis in his book
Mere Christianity insists that there are different

definitions for the words "kill" and "murder," and
the Christian is permitted to kill but not allowed

to commit murder. The quickest way to de-

termine the accuracy of that statement is to look

at the effect that such behavior has on the

intended victims. If killing someone has a dif-

ferent effect on the victim than murdering does,

perhaps there is a difference. But if killing has

the same effect on the victim as murder, then the

one who does the killing is a murderer.

Mark 16 tells us to go throughout the world and
preach the gospel to all mankind. According to

the Davis Bible Dictionary, the word "gospel"

comes from the Anglo-Saxon word "godspel,"

which means good tidings or good news. The word
in the original Greek is "euaggelion," from which,

through the Latin word "evangelium," comes our

words "evangel," "evangelism," "evangelical,"

and their derivatives. Those churches who try to

communicate Christ without teaching the

centrality of pacifism to Christianity are not even

sharing the gospel!

In our evangelistic efforts the gospel that we
communicate to a sinful world must be "good
news." In Christian witnessing there is no room
for the option of using military or any other kind

of violence against people for whom Christ died.

That, obviously, is not good news, and if it isn't

good news, it isn't the gospel.

Perhaps the most prevalent theme throughout
the Bible and one of the strongest teachings in

support of pacifism is the assumption that people

can and should be given the opportunity to

change. From Genesis to Revelation everything

God does to break down the barriers caused by
sin is based on that assumption. His calling of

Abraham, guiding Israel to the Promised Land,
the raising up of prophets, the ministry of Jesus

as well as his death and resurrection, and the

preaching of the apostles and the missionary
work of Paul. None of these would have had any
value if people either could not change or should
not be given the opportunity.

Take away opportunities. The use of military

violence and the execution of criminals take away
opportunities to change and can only be done in

complete defiance of everything the Bible stands
for. The reason that most of us are Christians is

that someone gave us the opportunity to change.
That was also the one thing Christ offered

everyone he met when here on earth. Every day
we come in touch with people who still have an
opportunity to change. But life is short, fragile,

and precious. The chance to change can disappear
forever in a second.

We need to strengthen our witness by giving

pacifism the emphasis it deserves, because we
realize that without pacifism the gospel ceases to

be the gospel. In fact, without peace the gospel is

as lifeless as an ocean without water. §Q

The antique cupboard

"How was the sale?" asked cousin Jim as we forked

large slabs of ham on our plates, added salad, lima

beans, mashed potatoes, and poured thick gravy over

the mound.
"Really great. It's amazing how many people come

out when it's an antique sale, " I answered.

"I heard one cupboard brought a fortune!" he com-
mented.

"That's not the only thing that went high. An old

telephone that no longer works brought $260. The old

tramp bed Grandma bought years ago at an auction for

a penny brought $216. And a flour sack of carpet rags

brought $17."

"Who bought the stuff?" he asked.

"Hey, there were antique dealers there from all over

the place. I heard a local collector say, 'No price is too

big today!' Everything went pretty good until they sold

the oldest cupboard Grandma used to keep on her

front porch for years and years. The bid just kept going

up until it reached $7, 700.

"

We looked up and noticed our African guest's eyes

widen. Wanting to include him in our conversation, I

said, "That's the kind of money problem we have here.

Have you any problems in Nigeria?"

"Yes, we do, " he said softly. "People are dying on the

street. They have nothing to eat.

"

— Celia Lehman
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A second death sentence
by Beth Ann Battel

I never thought I'd tell someone he was dying.

As the housing counselor at Christ House, a
recovery unit for homeless men in Washington,
D.C., I worked to find affordable housing for the

patients. But death—that I left to the doctors.

Until Tom* walked into my office.

A doctor had already given Tom, 39, his first

death sentence five months earlier. Tom was at

Washington's city hospital with pneumonia and
was diagnosed as having the HIV virus, which
causes AIDS. After his release, Tom's girlfriend

A doctor had already given Tom his first

death sentence five months earlier.

made him leave their apartment. The hospital

social worker referred him to Christ House, and
he began to rebuild his life.

Two options. Tom's dream was to live in his

own place while he was still able to care for

himself. As housing counselor, I could offer him
only two affordable options.

The first was a rooming house for AIDS
patients. He rejected the idea. "How will I forget

I'm dying if I live with other AIDS patients?" he
asked. Tom already had enough reminders of his

condition. He was attending an AIDS support
group, taking AZT, an experimental drug with
painful side effects, and his doctor had ordered
him not to work. His income was a monthly
public assistance check, which would pay barely
half the rent for even the most inexpensive Wash-
ington apartment.

Tom chose his second option, which was to ap-

ply for a rent voucher under the Tenant
Assistance Program, one of the city's primary
housing programs for the poor. With a TAP
voucher, he would pay one-third of his income
toward rent and the D.C. government would pay
the remainder. That is, if he could find a vacancy.

"Why should I rent to someone who is poor when
I can rent to someone who can afford to live in my
building?" asked one landlord.

But Tom thought he could find a place despite

the discrimination against voucher-holders. Two
months later he strolled into my office with a se-

*The name and a few minor details have been changed to

protect the identity of the subject.

Beth Ann Bartel, Washington, D.C, works at Christ
House—a ministry operated by Church of the Saviour, an
ecumenical congregation.

curity deposit receipt. He had applied for a

voucher, received one, and located a landlord that

accepted them. He wanted to move in, but he had
to wait for a TAP worker to inspect his apart-

ment. I told him this formality sometimes takes a

month, but I would call TAP and check if it was
inspected yet. I dialed, but the line was busy.

Tom and I sat in my office and talked about
how his diagnosis had changed his life. "The
stigma of the disease is worse than the disease it-

self," he said. "People are scared to touch me."
Tom, like the other terminal patients I'd known,
had a deep appreciation for life. "I don't take life

for granted anymore. I used to do drugs, but I

stopped after my diagnosis."

As I redialed, I was filled with hope. The apart-

ment would be a good setting for Tom to continue

to rebuild his life. This time my call went
through. In a detached voice, Tom's caseworker
said it didn't matter if the apartment had been in-

spected. The program had run out of funding. "If

he hasn't already moved into the apartment, we
can't honor the voucher," she said.

A mistake? Thinking there must be some mis-

take, I said, "He's already paid the security de-

posit—he was just waiting for the inspection. He
would have moved in weeks ago, but you wouldn't

let him."

"I'm sorry—there is no more funding for this

fiscal year," she said and hung up.

I couldn't look at Tom. How could I tell him he

wouldn't be able to move into his apartment?
How can a program use up a 12-month budget in

two months? Why did TAP give him a voucher if

they wouldn't honor it?

Tom knew something was wrong. "What's the

matter?" he asked.

My insides crumbling, I said, "They ran out of

funding—TAP isn't going to honor your voucher."

He, too, thought there must be some mistake

and asked again. With tears, I tried to explain,

thinking, "This must be what it's like to tell some-

one he is dying."

A few hours later I replaced my tears with

angry shouts. A crowd of about 100 homeless

people and homeless advocates chanted outside

the D.C. government building. Reporters and
television cameras searched for interviews with

people like Tom, who had worthless vouchers.

Later I found out there were 1,500 people with

vouchers who were looking for housing when the

program was cut. We marched in circles. "How
appropriate for the poor to be going in circles," I

thought. "The poor never get anywhere."
Tired of pacing the sidewalk, we went inside to

see the mayor, because he has the final word on
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the city's budget. Our shouts echoed in the huge
entrance. The building's chandeliers and marble
staircases did not lend themselves to our circle of

poverty, and the security guards refused to let us

enter the mayor's office.

City Council members tried to pacify us and
told us to go back outside, but we insisted that

they hold a public meeting and talk with our rep-

resentatives. They agreed. Then the crowd dissi-

pated. I returned to Christ House, wondering
what had been accomplished.

Our demonstration appeared on the local televi-

sion news and was followed by more demonstra-
tions, planning sessions, City Council meetings,

and even acts of civil disobedience. A group of 15

was arrested after they moved furniture onto
Pennsylvania Avenue in front of the mayor's of-

fice. I joined the crowds of protesters, but I didn't

expect the mayor to fund the program again.

Despite my cynicism, some changes did occur.

The mayor decided to honor 643 of the 1,500

outstanding vouchers.

One of them was Tom's.

Tom and I had won. The struggle and the

shouting had made a difference, yet the victory

was incomplete. There were still thousands of

people who needed that program. But for Tom,
the victory was as large as life itself. ^

The most needed ministry
by John H. Redekop

Mary's spirits sagged. For three years in a row
she had hoped that the church nominating com-
mittee would ask her to stand for the library com-
mittee. She would actually like to chair the com-
mittee. For six months she had done volunteer
work processing books. Again she had not been
nominated. The phone did not ring. "Why doesn't

the church let me serve?" she wondered.
Jane had also hoped for something better. Two

and a half years ago, when she and her husband
had moved to the community and joined the
church, she had indicated on a survey form that
she was interested in both women's ministry and
worship planning. A year ago she had been
nominated for the worship committee but not
elected. This year she had not been nominated for

anything. She had waited and hoped, but the
phone didn't ring. With some resentment, even a
touch of bitterness, she decided to get involved in

a neighborhood club. Perhaps that group would
give her recognition and opportunity.

Phone didn't ring. Dick and his wife, pillars in

the church for more than a decade, have regularly

attended, tithed, and—at times—taught either in

clubs or Sunday school. In the early years they
participated in various committees, but in recent
years neither had been nominated for anything.
The phone didn't ring. Maybe they had been too

critical of one or two congregational decisions.

Inexperienced newcomers were being nominated
and elected. Disappointment and frustration
began to surface more frequently during
mealtime discussions. Moving on to another con-
gregation was becoming a definite possibility.

That leaves Harry. A longtime stalwart in his

church, he had hinted for several years that he
would like to be elected church moderator. He

John H. Redekop, Waterloo, Ont, is a political science
professor at Wilfrid Laurier University. This article is

reprinted with permission from Mennonite Brethren Herald.

knew that the nominating committee knew of his

willingness. But his phone didn't ring. He decided

that if the nominating committee would not

select him for a senior place of service, he would
not let his name stand for anything. He didn't.

Meanwhile, in all of the congregations involved,

newcomers, at first impressed with the friendli-

ness and the quality of the worship services,

tended to drift elsewhere. The reason—they

couldn't seem to make new friends. Specifically,

they experienced a lack of hospitality.

While Mary and Jane and Dick and Harry were
lamenting their supposed lack of opportunity to

serve, they were missing the most urgently

needed Christian service—extending hospitality

and friendship. The important issues are:

•Not space in your agenda for more meetings,

but space in your life for more friendships.

•Not time for more leadership meetings, but

time for guests, especially newcomers.
•Not desire for election to a church office, but

desire for self-giving service.

•Not more nominations and office-holding, but
more hospitality and friendship.

A greater service. As one who has served on
many committees and boards, and still par-

ticipates in more than a few, let me say this. As I

look back on almost 35 years of committee work,
from local to international, I am convinced of the

following. Necessary, interesting, and rewarding
as those activities have been, practicing hospi-

tality toward strangers and newcomers has been
a greater Christian service.

So, Mary, Jane, Dick, and Harry, our four de-

jected non-nominees, your phones didn't ring.

Well, pick up your phones and make them ring.

Invite newcomers over and establish new
friendships. The opportunities are limitless. Then
you'll be practicing the most needed Christian

ministry in the church today. ^
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Hear, hear!

.4 coin nni for sharing personal concerns

Let the boards
encourage churches
On July 9 Allegheny Conference sur-

prised us with a near unanimous straw

vote to affirm the feasibility study for

merger of the Mennonite Church and
General Conference Mennonite Church,

which will be discussed at General As-

sembly in August. This strong positive

vote came after the "why merge?" ques-

tions were answered honestly and care-

fully—that we have long worked together

in a variety of ways, have discovered no

substantial theological differences, and

that Jesus in John 17 prayed that his

followers would be one.

If a majority of Normal 89 delegates

vote in favor of a feasiblity study, as the

Allegheny delegates will, then we will

have a much more important agenda for

1995 when we get together again with our

GC brothers and sisters. If the study rec-

ommends moving ahead, then the "shape"

of the new organization will be the urgent

issue. It would be tempting, indeed, to

simply do a cut-and-paste job on the two
organizational charts. From the Alle-

gheny discussion, it is clear that this is

the fear of many who would otherwise be

in favor of a merger. They see the likeli-

hood of more organization rather than

less.

We are witnessing an amazing revi-

talization of conferences (Allegheny is

only one example) and an equally surpris-

ing phenomenon—the new vigor of many
local congregations. Is this partly the

fruit of the late 1960s and early 70s em-
phasis on education for mission in the

local congregation? Is it a belated aware-
ness that since people are gifts, each local

congregation can be equipped to design

and carry out a strong local mission? Isn't

this part of the reason more pastors are

being paid for full-time work, so mem-
bers can be enabled to be in mission at

home?
That may explain why after a heroic ef-

fort for nearly five years to move our giv-

ing substantially toward the Vision 95

targets, the latest Mennonite Board of

Missions report says, "Dollars available

for churchwide ministries . . . decreased

from 9.8 percent to 7.4 percent of

available funds." This may not be bad
news at all. It may simply mean that

people are voting deliberately not to

abandon the good work our institutions

are doing, but to shift the priorities to a
more "hands-on" local and conference fo-

cus. And isn't that quite all right in a be-

lievers' church?

So that brings us back to the merger
question. It may well be that we have
before us the best opportunity in 50 years

to look imaginatively at our bureaucratic

structures. Would it be asking too much
to say, "Yes, we will vote in 1995 for a

merger if the plan presented will include

a substantial cutback in the joint bu-

reaucracy—say 30 percent?" Along with a

cutback, might we ask that the new em-
phasis of our joint program boards fol-

lowing '95 would be less doing projects on

behalf of congregations and more of

simply encouraging and trusting con-

gregations? This would surely allow for a

leaner, more sinuous structure for the

work ahead of us in the 21st century.

—Arnold Cressman, Scottdale, Pa.

Who are the
90 and nine?
We humans tend to hear things in a

way that fits into our established way of

thinking. We don't like to have our apple

carts upset—even when it comes to listen-

ing to what God says to us.

A striking example of this is how we in-

terpret the parable of the lost sheep (Luke

15:3-7). A famous song version of this

parable has convinced us that there are

two kinds of Christians: the ones safely in

the fold and the ones who come back after

foolishly wandering in sin.

There were 90 and nine that safely lay

In the shelter of thefold
But one was out on the hills away
Far offfrom the gates ofgold. . .

.

This kind of interpretation of the

parable has led to a two-tiered theology,

where God dispenses one kind of grace to

the "safe" and another to the "lost."

A careful understanding of the parable,

however, does not support this idea. I was
alerted to this while translating this

parable into another language. The song

says that the 99 were left in the fold,

whereas the biblical text says that they

were left in the wilderness (v. 4).

The focus of the parable is just as much
or more on the 99 as on the one. Jesus was
directing the parable to the Pharisees and
teachers of the law who objected to his ac-

ceptance of the despised people—the "sin-

ners" of that time. He was telling them
that they were the 99 sheep. The sarcasm
is evident in the last words of the parable,

where Jesus speaks of "the 99 righteous

persons who do not need to repent." He
was using the same ironic device as when
he talked about those who are "whole" not

needing a physician (Mark 2:17).

The song about "The Ninety and Nine"
was a dominant culture interpretation. It

was copyrighted in 1876, a time when the

prevailing philosophy claimed that hu-

man development could be charted by dif-

ferent stages of "primitivism." This
philosophy classified the Australian ab-

origines as the most primitive, with other

groups filling out the stages in human
development. Westerners, of course, were
put at the pinnacle of that evolution.

With this philosophy, it was fairly easy to

assume that some Christians never really

did go astray while others (the heathen)

were in greater need of being rescued.

This way of thinking came crashing

down on Hitler and the holocaust in

World War II. But that ugly superiority is

still with us. Its basis is pride. All of us

are the lost sheep! There is no such thing

as separate categories of Christians. We
are equally in need of the grace of God
that came through Jesus on the cross. Let

us instead sing "Amazing Grace" with

new meaning and glory in the grace of the

God who came to us in Jesus to rescue the

whole human race from our sinful

ways.—Claude Good, Souderton, Pa.

Grief support:
a suggestion
We like to celebrate birthdays, wedding

anniversaries, and retirements. We like

to "make a memory" of special occasions.

At the end of life, we have a memorial
service. What happens one year after the

time of death? How do we support family

and spouses at the anniversary of death?

Widows and widowers know that date

just as well as a birthday or anniversary.

A pastor in the Goshen, Indiana, area

made a calendar of dates of death of his

church members. As the anniversary of a

death approaches, he sends a card to the

widow or widower. On that day (or within

a day or two) he and his wife visit the

person. The widow or widower shares the

story behind the death. Was the death

sudden or at the end of a lengthy illness?

What happened at the memorial service?

What kind of support was received at the

time and in the months after? Retelling

stories and sharing grief helps ease the

pain. Knowing somebody else cares and

remembers is significant for those whose
grief is still fresh as well as for those who
lost their spouses 15 years earlier.

Bereavement support takes on a va-

riety of styles in different congregations.

Recording dates of death when friends

experience loss may be one way to care.

Spending time with the bereaved on the

anniversary of death can promote heal-

ing.—Beth Weaver, Goshen, Ind.
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From a lonely pew
Sitting alone with an empty pew be-

hind me, another across the aisle, and two
more in front of me, I begin to wonder if I

forgot to use my deodorant this morning.
Sitting alone (within a fellowship),

singing is much more difficult. There are

certainly fewer distractions for me up
here in front, which is why I like to sit up
here. As a short person, heads get in the

way when I sit further back.

Shall I move? Out of the corner of my
eye I look back. I see that the first oc-

cupied bench on each side is full. Perhaps

during the next song, when everyone is

standing, I could move back further to

where others are sitting.

Several weeks ago I sat near the back. I

couldn't hear much of the sermon because
I am easily distracted. I was too busy
noticing movements to hear the good news.

In the lonely pew . . . Singing is dif-

ficult, and I need all the help I can get! I

feel isolated, not a part of the group.

Responsive readings feel awkward. It

feels chilly in this lonely pew, even with

my jacket.

My attention is drawn backward, right

out the back of my head, whereas it

generally goes directly to the pastor who
is speaking.

Yes, I can enjoy the children's time
easily since there are no bodies to ob-
struct my view. Yes, I like solitude. But I

feel isolated here in this pew all by
myself.

As you sit back there in the crowded
space, won't you consider joining me in

the lonely pew up front? These pews are

"nearer the source" of the sermon. You
can catch it firsthand. Even if you choose

to sit in the empty pew behind me, I will

feel less lonely.

—Joyce Schertz, South Bend, hid.

Book review

Decline and renewal
of a denomination

Facts and Possibilities: An Agenda for

the United Methodist Church by
Douglas W. Johnson and Alan K. Waltz.

Abingdon Press, 1987. 160pp. $10.95.

The fact that mainline Protestant
churches in the United States have been
in decline is no longer headline news. A
number of studies have appeared that

describe and analyze the causes for this

shrinkage.

Of all the churches affected by this

trend, none has been hit more drastically

than the United Methodist Church.
Several books have been published re-

cently diagnosing the malady and propos-

ing cures for what afflicts the UMC. One
of these studies is reported by Johnson
and Waltz. The authors are on the staffs

of the UMC General Board of Global
Ministries and the Board of Discipleship.

Even though the United Methodist
story differs at important points from
that of the Mennonite Church, it can be
illuminating for us to listen in on another
church family's conversation. For we live

in the same society and many of their

concerns are issues for us as well. As the

title indicates, the authors take a hard
look at the facts as they have observed
them. But they also present a hopeful vi-

sion of what might be done to reverse

trends.

The period under review begins in 1968
when the Methodist Church merged with
the Evangelical United Brethren Church
to form the United Methodist Church.
The Methodist Church brought to the

union as dowry a membership of 10.2

million; the EUBs were some 700,000

members strong. Proponents of merger
claimed that this step would lead from
strength to strength, including further
growth in membership. What happened
instead was a membership loss that in

less than two decades has left the UMC
1.5 million members smaller in size.

Although this book is not a study of

church merger as such, one cannot dis-

cuss the fortunes of the United Methodist

Church these past two decades apart
from that crucial step. The authors en-

dorse a vision of unity among Christians

but they grieve over the high price United

Methodists have paid in terms of the

alien-ation of people. This forms one of

the themes running throughout the book.

The second observation Johnson and
Waltz make repeatedly is that merger in

1968 turned the energies of the church in-

ward on itself—rather than outward in

witness to the world. Merger led to reor-

ganization at all levels, occupying the at-

tention of bishops, district superintend-
ents, pastors, and agency staffs with or-

ganizational concerns.

A third theme is that throughout these

two decades the United Methodist Church
has lacked intentionality with respect to

evangelism and church extension. With a

touch of irony, the authors note that

these were years when many people in

our society were searching for meaning
which comes through commitment to

what is important. "Unfortunately, the

United Methodist Church has seemed
dazed into inaction by its own lethargy.

People must be won to Christ and the

church because that's the purpose of the

church." Johnson and Waltz insist that

the UMC will move forward again only

when it reestablishes witness to the world

as its priority concern.

A fourth thread woven through this

study is that new structures upset es-

tablished patterns of operation and rela-

tionship. They illustrate this in a variety

of ways: the way boards function, the role

of bishops, constituency support for

churchwide programs. Any organization

depends on the loyalty of its supporting
constituency. When these patterns are

disrupted— for whatever reason— it can-

not be assumed that constituents will au-

tomatically transfer these loyalties to the

new agencies, boards, committees, and
causes. Indeed, it is evident that the UMC
commands less loyal support from its

congregations today than in 1968.

Johnson and- Waltz observe that many
congregations were little interested in

merger in 1968. While the majority have
tolerated the change, the overall result

has been a dilution of interest in things

denominational.

The merger of denominations has been
an important part of the story of religion

in North America for a long time. There
have been major mergers in every decade
since the formation of the United Church
of Canada in 1925, with the exception of

the 1970s. Yet we still do not have a satis-

factory study of this phenomenon.
Johnson and Waltz provide important
clues, but these need to be fitted into a

comprehensive framework.
For example, what have been the

external forces encouraging denomina-
tional mergers? What role, if any, do
theological considerations play in making
a case for merger? Granted, the United
Methodist Church has lost heavily in

membership since 1968. Is this loss pro-

portionally greater than for other main-
line Protestant groups which have also

been in decline but have not been involved

in denominational mergers? The UMC
story needs to be placed within the overall

trends for all churches in North America
during this period, 1968-1987. Few
churches, regardless of denomination,
have grown appreciably.

This report on the United Methodist
Church raises interesting questions for us
as Mennonites. The Mennonite Church
reorganized in 1971. A great amount of

denominational effort has been exerted in

the past two decades in restructuring.

This has not been a time of membership
growth. In addition, support for pro-
grams and projects beyond the congrega-
tional level has declined as a percentage
of total contributions. Vision 95 was one
attempt to challenge us to turn our atten-

tion outward. The warning Johnson and
Waltz give is that renewal is directly

linked to commitment to witness to the
world —Wilbert R. Shenk, missiologist,

Mennonite Board ofMissions
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Church news

Mennonites and Baptists begin
historic theological talks
A historic meeting, possibly the first of

its kind since the Reformation, was held

May 22-24 when representatives of Bap-
tist World Alliance and Mennonite World
Conference met at Eastern College in St.

Davids, Pa., for the first round of Baptist-

Mennonite theological conversations.

"This conversation has been in the

making for 400 years," said William
Brackney, academic dean of Eastern Bap-
tist Theological Seminary and chair of the

Baptist team.

It was in 1988 that BWA approached
MWC suggesting that the two organiza-

tions plan a series of conversations. The
two groups are to "engage in theological

conversations exploring each other's his-

tory, theology, and faith and to engage in

a common search for greater mutual un-

derstanding in the hope that we may find

new areas of common agreement."

While the two world families have no
history of dividing from each other,

neither is there conclusive evidence that

they have common origins. There are sig-

nificant mutual influences dating back to

John Smyth in the early 17th century in

the Netherlands.

Ross Bender, president of MWC and
chair of the Mennonite team, said that

among the things he hoped to learn from

the discussions were: How do Baptists

relate to Ulrich Zwingli? What happened

in the Netherlands when John Smyth
visited Menno Simons' area? What is the

theological landscape among Baptists?"

In this first meeting, BWA president

Noel Vose spoke about the history and the

work of BWA based on his booklet, Focus

on Faith: A Glimpse of Baptist Roots.

Abe Dueck, academic dean of Mennonite

Brethren Bible College, presented a paper

titled "Mennonite Identity: Who Are We
and Where Are We Going?"

Both Mennonite and Baptist teams
were asked to answer the question,

"What compels you to continue to be

Mennonite or Baptist?" Responses from
the Mennonite team included a strong

sense of community, a strong service

orientation, the gospel of peace and jus-

tice, and the high view of the church as

God's family. Baptist responses centered

on religious liberty, freedom of interpre-

tation, freedom of conscience, soul

liberty, believer's baptism, and the au-

tonomy of the local church.

After three days of discussions, par-

ticipants identified 31 significant issues

of concern that deserved further inquiry.

Out of these came four general themes for

which each team will prepare a paper.

The themes chosen were: historic back-

ground and influences; authority and her-

meneutics; the nature and ministry of the

church; and ethics and discipleship.

The dialogue group plans to meet an-

nually, with the 1990 session to be held in

June. Plans are for papers presented in

the discussions to be published in a book

that would include a study guide.

Klaassen seeks to put
Anabaptism into

present-day dress
A "Conference on Contemporary

Issues" held July 20-22 at Elizabethtown

(Pa.) College covered a broad range of

topics: from ecology to farmers' problems
and illnesses found among the Amish.
But what sent a reporter for the Meet-
inghouse publications were several open-

ing addresses by Mennonite articulators:

Walter Klaassen, Calvin Redekop, and
Carl Keener.

Klaassen, who retired early from
Conrad Grebel College (to get away from
committee meetings and to move to a cli-

mate better for his wife's health), gave

the opening address, "Relevance of the

Anabaptist Vision for the Twentieth
Century." The expression "Anabaptist vi-

sion" is surely to be credited to H. S.

Bender, who gave an address by this

name to the American Society of Church
History in 1943.

It has taken a generation and more for

the phrase to work itself into Mennonite
consciousness and there are those today

who hold that its days are numbered. It is

reported that a group of Mennonite
seminary teachers were together recently

and agreed that the Anabaptist vision no
longer has the power which it once had to

inspire Mennonites. They had evidently

not talked to Walter Klaassen.

Klaassen sees the Anabaptists as

notable because they challenged certain

entrenched ideas of their time: the church

as territorial, the economic system, of-

ficial violence and coercion. He said the

Anabaptists were a lay movement, a

group of anti-clerics who came out
against the combination of respectability

and power present in a church supported

by the government. The modern equiva-

lent of the clerical forces faced by Ana-
baptists he said are "the technocrats, the

managers, the powerful national and in-

ternational interests. These are our
'priests.' Their freedom depends on our
ignorance."

In the community of faith, he held,

people can learn to expose superstitions

such as: (1) peace can be created by
weaponry, and (2) the planet can handle
unlimited growth.

Baptism, once an act of civil disobe-

dience, may again become a sign of

nonconformity and every member a

priest, which was the secret of

Anabaptist growth. By contrast, he said,

"Our institutional forms of church plant-

ing are clumsy and ineffective." Instead,

"We need people who know what they be-

lieve in a time of uncertainty."

The next two addresses dealt with
ecology from separate perspectives.

Calvin Redekop, a sociologist from
Conrad Grebel College, considered a

theology of work and how this affects

natural resources. He suggested that

one's degree of respect for nature is re-

lated to how one views the contribution of

natural resources and human resources

to the finished product. He referred, for

example, to John Locke, who saw human
labor as of most value, with nature pro-

viding almost worthless materials.

He observed that the Anabaptist/Men-
nonite view of work holds nature in

greater respect than this and recognizes

the importance of limits in economic ex-

ploitation. The Amish, particularly, see

large business as greedy. But, said Re-

dekop, any kind of human activity im-

pinges on nature. "Even a cup of cold water
consumes a natural resource."

Carl Keener, a biologist from Pennsyl-

vania State University, articulated four

basic laws: (1) Everything is connected to

everything else; (2) everything must go

somewhere; (3) nature knows best; (4)

there is no such thing as a free lunch.

Keener was particularly concerned

about the problem of world population,

which, he said, is growing at the rate of

247,000 a day. He asserted that it is ir-

responsible for any family to have more
than two children.

These presentations were followed by
panel discussions and other presenta-

tions, focussing particularly on Lancaster

County, site of the conference and a

garden spot which has become a tourist

spot. A representative of the Lancaster

chamber of commerce and industry
exulted in the fact of Lancaster's three

major sources of prosperity: agriculture,

industry, and tourism—the last of which

employs 10,000 county people. A county

resident who is developing a retreat

center responded to the tourism em-
phasis: "The aggressive 'English' lifestyle

is an affront to the Amish. Every Amish
neighbor we know has had someone hurt

or killed by cars."
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Earlier an Amish leader named Gideon

Fisher had observed regarding tourism:

"It started in a small way. Now millions

of people come through. We don't think

Lancaster County is anything special, but

they come to see it. Now they want to live

here. It makes it unhandy for farmers.

They want to rule Lancaster County like

a city. They don't like the smell of

manure."
On the program also was the somewhat

puckish Robert Rodale, publisher of Or-

ganic Gardening, who described some
regenerative tendencies in nature. Among
these is diversity of plants as opposed to

monoculture. A spiritually healthy com-
munity is also diverse, he said.

—Daniel Hertzlerfor Meetinghouse

Church planting

leveled off in 1988,
says MBM
New congregations in the Mennonite

Church developed at the same pace in

1988 as they did in 1987. Statistics

compiled by Mennonite Board of Missions

indicate 77 new congregations were at

various stages of development last year.

That compares with 78 in 1987.

Of the 77 being developed in 1988, nine

were in the idea stage, 17 were undergo-
ing feasibility studies, 44 were in the

formation stage, and seven had been of-

ficially planted. Congregations are
considered planted when they have a

strong core group and have begun public

worship services.

Melba Martin of the MBM Evangelism
and Church Development Department
noted that the seven congregations
planted last year is a decrease of 10 from
the previous year. At the same time, the

number of congregations in the formation
stage increased from 29 to 44.

"Church projects are staying in the

formation stage longer," Martin ob-

served. "That's healthy. These congrega-

tions are developing stronger core groups
than in the past before they begin public

worship services and community out-

reach. We encourage that."

Martin and ECD director Ed Bontrager
are concerned that the number of con-

gregations being dreamed about (idea

stage) is on the decline. Bontrager
believes that's because some conferences

are concentrating more on nurturing and
strengthening existing congregations.

Other major factors, he feels, are limited

finances and lack of church planters.

Will the Mennonite Church reach the

Vision 95 goal of planting 500 new con-

gregations by 1995? The ECD survey
shows that 58 churches have been planted

since 1985. Of those 58, only two have
closed.

"We need to keep striving for the goal,"

Bontrager said, "but we also need to be
realistic. We've had nearly five years to

tool up. Hopefully, the church develop-

ment and planting process will speed up
in the remaining years."

Miriam Book, Vision 95 coordinator for

General Board, thinks it's too early to

know if the Mennonite Church can accom-
plish the goal. "I hope we reach the goal,

but what's really important is what hap-

pens to us as a church through this

process."

MCC plans
quake relief projects

in Soviet Armenia
Mennonite Central Committee will help

build the first rehabilitation center in the

Soviet republic of Armenia for children

who suffered physical and psychological

trauma due to last December's earth-

quake there. Herman Bontrager, secre-

tary for MCC programs in the Soviet

Union, visited that country recently to

follow up on reconstruction plans out-

lined by a February MCC delegation to

Armenia.
MCC will work on projects in Armenia

together with the Adventist Development
and Relief Agency of Washington, D.C.

During his trip, Bontrager, together with

Adventist representatives Harold Seidl

and Karl Brauer, negotiated final ar-

rangements with Armenian authorities

for construction of the children's rehabili-

tation center in Yerevan, capital of Ar-
menia. They also worked on plans to build

first-aid clinics in earthquake-damaged
villages.

During his travels Bontrager observed

the incredible devastation of the earth-

quake, which measured 6.9 on the Richter

scale. The official death toll is 25,000, he

said, but many deaths may have been
unaccounted for due to the difficulty in

recovering bodies from the rubble.

The children's center, which will cost

about $650,000, will serve 70 inpatient

and 50 outpatient children at a time and

will be operated by the Armenian Minis-

try of Health. The center will be attached

to a children's hospital.

Karl Brauer, a West German engineer

and businessman, will direct the project.

Brauer, who helped provide emergency
aid immediately after the earthquake,
was appointed by the Adventist agency.

MCC will assign an assistant to him to

handle personnel matters, to report and
do general administrative assistance, and
to relate to local people.

MCC is recruiting three or four build-

ers to work in Armenia for a minimum of

three months each. In addition, teams of

three to six people will be sent for a

minimum of one month each.

During Bontrager's trip he and the Ad-
ventist representatives also made plans

with government officials to build first-

aid clinics in seven rural villages with

populations of about 1,000. The Ministry

of Health will operate the clinics and will

likely assign one physician and two
nurses to work in them, noted Bontrager.

The clinics will cost about $310,000 to

build; equipment will cost about $30,000.

MCC has been told that expatriate

workers will be able to live in the villages

where the clinics will be built. "This will

provide an excellent opportunity to inter-

act with local people," noted Bontrager.

Bontrager hopes that a second phase
involving housing construction will

develop after workers build relationships

in villages as they work on the medical

clinics.

The total budget for MCC reconstruc-

tion projects in Armenia is $735,000. Des-

ignated contributions to MCC and major
grants from American Friends Service

Committee, Lutheran World Relief, and

Dutch Interchurch Aid total about
$645,000 to date.

A construction supervisor (left) in charge of rebuilding the village of Gerasar in Armenia talks

with Armenian government officials. MCC will build a first-aid clinic in this village.
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Reminiscing about the 1940s revival in

eastern Africa are retired missionaries Rhoda
Wenger, Catharine Leatherman, and Dorothy

Smoker.

Lancaster Conference
missions event features
Robinson, Jacobs
The Worldwide Missions Conference

held July 8-9 at Lancaster (Pa.) Bible

College featured Lindsey Robinson and
Donald Jacobs as keynote speakers.
Sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board
of Missions, the annual event focuses on
both home and overseas ministries.

Robinson, Eastern Board's associate di-

rector of home ministries, based his

message on Mark 2 about the healing of

the paralytic and emphasized that the
mission of the church requires coopera-
tion. Noting that the four men overcame
many obstacles to bring the lame man for

healing, he said, "Nothing should deter us
from getting people to Jesus. If we
cooperate, we can find ways to open
closed countries and closed pocketbooks."

Jacobs, director of Mennonite Christian

Leadership Foundation, emphasized the
importance of believing if the church is to

expand in this generation. "Let us believe

that Jesus forgives, that he promised
never to leave us, that he will give au-
thority over the devil, that he is preparing
a place for us," he said. "Our work is to

believe."

Some 1,000 people attended the con-
ference, and 42 missionaries were com-
missioned. The event celebrated the 75th
anniversary of Eastern Board, which was
organized in 1914.

More than 100 alumni of the Youth
Evangelism Service program sang in a
choir and led the worship on Sunday eve-

ning. On Saturday evening Praise Ensem-
ble, a six-member group from New York
City which composes its own music and
lyrics, led in worship.

Retired missionaries Catharine Leath-

erman, Dorothy Smoker, and Rhoda
Wenger spoke on the revival which came
to eastern Africa during the 1940s.
Wenger was recognized for 50 years of

service with Eastern Board, 37 years in

Tanzania and 13 years with Choice Books
Caribbean in the Virgin Islands.

Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
Long letters may need to be shortened.

Myrtle Aspinwall, Middlefield, Ohio
In his June 27 article, "A Ghost in the

Stadium," J. Nelson Kraybill objects to

standing and singing the national anthem
or pledging allegiance to the flag. The flag

is the symbol of our country and when I

pledge allegiance to it or sing the National
Anthem, this is what I am thinking: I

thank God for my country, which he has
blessed beyond what we could ask or
think; I will pray for my country and her
leaders; many wrong things are going on
here and so they really need my prayers
and my allegiance; I thank God for the
freedom I have here, more than in many
other countries in the world.

So Mr. Kraybill did not stand when he
was asked to sing the National Anthem.
That was his privilege in this free

country. No one made him stand and
probably did not even ask, "Why?" I have
not belonged to a Mennonite church many
months but am finding out what Men-
nonites believe. Do all Mennonites believe

this way?

Thomas L. Lapp, Newark, Del.

In "The Militarization of our Homes"
(June 20), Becky Roth Schenck lists a

number of companies which manufacture
consumer products and also have defense

divisions which are responsible for pro-

ducing nuclear weapons. I feel an update
on one of the companies is in order.

I suspect that Du Pont was listed be-

cause at the time the list was compiled,
the company operated the Savannah Riv-

er nuclear plant which manufactures
weapons-grade nuclear materials for the

U.S. government. However, as of Apr. 1,

1989, the contract to operate this faciliity

was transferred from Du Pont to West-
inghouse. Thus, at this time, to my
knowledge, the only relationship between
Du Pont and nuclear materials is the

production of nuclear isotopes for medical
diagnostic and treatment purposes.

Helen Lindhorst, Cambridge, Ont.
A reply to Charles Burkholder

("Readers Say," May 23): Mr. Burkholder
suggests the "wealthy" 500 people who
have $100,000 in savings give a sub-
stantial donation of $2,500 to Mennonite
Board of Missions. Now I'd like to suggest

that most offerings are made up of

smaller donations. The rich, as a rule,

find it harder to give. My prayer is for

every one of you to give up here and there

and send to MBM.
I do not have much, but I am praying

the Lord help me before year-end to give

$500 above what I usually give. I will not
find it easy to do, but I'm deeply con-

cerned about cutbacks. Already MBM has
made some cutbacks that I feel are
wrong.

We live far more selfishly than many in

poorer areas, and we need to search our
hearts to do as the widow who gave all

her living.

It begins
when you're born.

From day one, we all need

security—the kind of security

life insurance can provide.

Let MMA help you secure your

future with the right life plan.

Contactyour

mutual aid counselor

orMMA today. Mennonite
Mutual Aid
Goshen, Indiana 46526
800-348-7468

(219) 533-9511 collect in Indiana

Your need

for life insurance

bos already begun.
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Mennoscope

A new Mennonite congregation in Hawaii
held its first public worship service recently.

The church is named New Life Christian
Fellowship and is located in Honolulu. Nearly
50 people attended the first service; the emerg-
ing church has a core group of about 20. Gary
and Judy Morris have been working at es-

tablishing the church since September 1987.

Their work is sponsored by Mennonite Board
of Missions and Lancaster and Franconia con-
ferences.

Mennonite Central Committee U.S. leaders
set priorities and directions for future work
during the recent meeting of the MCC U.S.
Executive Committee in Akron, Pa. They
agreed that serving the poor and oppressed in

the United States, addressing peace and justice

issues, and communicating with the consti-

tuency are their top mandates. This followed
months of study and reflection as MCC U.S.
nears the end of its first 10 years of existence.
Another reason for the study and reflection is

the lack of funds needed to begin new pro-
grams.

This summer 77 minority young people are
in the Urban Community Development Sum-
mer Service Program of Mennonite Central
Committee U.S. They are serving in 20 states,

two provinces, Mexico, and Puerto Rico. The
seven-year-old program enables college-age
blacks, Hispanics, Asians, and Native Ameri-
cans to work with a church or service agency in

their home communities. They are supported
by MCC U.S. and local congregations. The
program is designed to help urban commu-
nities develop the leadership skills of minority
students and strengthen ties between the stu-
dents and their home communities.

Five people are in Summer Voluntary
Service with Mennonite Board of Missions.
The VSers and their assignments are: Judy
Roggie of Castorland, N.Y., day-care worker in

La Jara. Colo.; Anita Fast of London, Ont., mi-
grant day-care worker in La Jara; Diane Hart-

man of Wakarusa, Ind., recreation worker in

Mashulaville, Miss.; Richard Mishler of

LaGrange, Ind., home-repair worker in Tuc-
son, Ariz.; and Arlene Dyck of Starbuck, Man.,

home-repair worker in Tucson.

Twila Lebold is a mission partner in France
this summer under Mennonite Board of

Missions. She is serving at Foyer Grebel Men-
nonite Study Center in suburban Paris. She is

involved in library work as well as cleaning,

painting, and hospitality. Lebold, from Strat-

ford, Ont., served previously as a student
intern at Foyer Grebel. She is a recent
graduate of Goshen College.

Voluntary Service worker Tim Stucky re-

ceived an award "for outstanding service to

the community" recently in Tucson, Ariz. It

was presented by the Pima County Commun-
ity Development Block Grant Program and the

Arizona Department of Housing and Urban
Development. Stucky directs the Mennonite
Home Repair Program, which in a recent six-

month period made emergency repairs on 26

homes at an average cost of $560. All the labor

is donated by VSers. Stucky and his wife,

Luzdy, are part of the Tucson VS unit which is

sponsored by Mennonite Board of Missions.

"Persecution against church workers has
increased dramatically in the last few
weeks," says Filipino human-rights activist

Ben Alforque, a Catholic priest who also chairs

a group called Promotion of Church People's

Rights. Alforque, a longtime friend of Men-
nonite Central Committee workers in the Phi-

lippines, was himself abducted by plainclothes

police and military personnel recently and
then released. He credits numerous calls from
local Christians as well as from friends
overseas for his prompt release. But such
abductions are becoming more common. And
an increasing number of church workers are
being killed in the process. Efforts to promote
peace and justice concerns are often labeled

"communist," and church workers become the

targets of right-wing paramilitary groups.

Six Mennonite Central Committee workers
joined a Trident submarine protest recently

in Georgia. They were among more than 400
people who engaged in a nonviolent witness
against the nuclear-missile-carrying sub-
marine at the U.S. Navy base in King's Bay.
MCCer Jody Miller Shearer of New Orleans
was one of 18 who crossed the property line

onto the base and were charged with federal ci-

tations. The protest was organized by Pax
Christi, the national Catholic peace movement.
MCCers in New Orleans work with the Pax
Christi chapter in that city.

"No, we don't close our doors during the
summer months at Conrad Grebel College,"
says Nelson Scheifele, vice-president for ad-

ministration and development. In addition to

its regular summer school term, the college

hosts numerous conferences. This summer a
dozen conferences are expected to generate up
to $80,000 in revenue. "Air-conditioned meeting
rooms as well as dining and sleeping facilities

are all located in one building at a cost much
less than in conference centers or hotels," says
Scheifele.

Eighty-one volunteers were commissioned
for programs with Discipleship Ministries of

Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions recently.

Eight persons were commissioned for Volun-
tary Service (VS), 28 for Youth Evangelism
Service (YES), and 45 for Summer Training
Action Teams (STAT). More than 1,000 people

attended the commissioning held at Lancaster
(Pa.) Mennonite High School. Speaker for the

occasion was Galen Burkholder, director of

Discipleship Ministries, who called for "trim-

ming our living to a wartime lifestyle in order

to release resources and people for mission."

Carl Hansen reports from western Kenya
that 26 people were baptized recently at

Ogwedhi-Sigawa. Twenty of them are Maasai,
including five young men. A new church was
started among the Luo people in March, mak-
ing 11 groups who meet regularly in the
Ogwedhi district. Hansen notes that it is very

significant that some men are now becoming
Christians. The older Maasai men see the

church as good for women and children but
usually do not become members themselves.

Jim Diller, a Youth Evangelism Service
team leader in Hong Kong, reports that the

people there are disheartened by recent events

in China. Hong Kong, currently under British

rule, will revert to China in 1997. Jim says he
finds his Chinese friends gripped with fear and
hopelessness. In addition, 40,000 refugees from
Vietnam are trying to find a home in Hong
Kong. The YES team works in a drug rehabili-

tation program for Chinese men, and try to

bring some joy to refugee children who are

kept in detention centers behind barbed wire
fences.

Bay Shore Mennonite Church in Sarasota,
Fla., has a mime troupe, directed by Lorraine
Sheeler and Joanne Farineau. They served
first during the annual vacation Bible school

program, as "silent" greeters and ushers. The
troupe also presented Genesis 1:1-5 in mime.
The troupe's goal is to glorify God by serving

as creative ministers of the gospel, reaching

out to people both within and outside the

church.
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Bike hike promotes Choice Books. Paul Yoder, Rick Schmidt, and Terry Jantzi

prepare to leave Mennonite Board of Missions offices in Elkhart, Ind., on a 328-mile

bike ride to Shreve, Ohio. Yoder is director of the MBM-sponsored Choice Books,

Schmidt is district supervisor of Choice Books of Ontario, and Jantzi is a friend who
accompanied them. The trio made the trip in anticipation of selling one million books
annually on Choice Books racks in North America and the Caribbean by 1990. Yoder
promised Choice Books supervisors in 1986 that when total annual sales reached one
million books, he would ride his bicycle from Elkhart to the Choice Books office in

Harrisonburg, Va.,—a trip of at least 700 miles. "I needed to find out if we could

make it from Elkhart to Shreve before we try the mountains of Pennsylvania, which
will be hard work," Yoder explained.

"If anyone suggests to me there is no Cod,
I'll point to these Mennonites helping me and
ask, 'Why are they doing this for me?'" said a

North Carolinian, who had trees from the roof

of her house removed by Mennonite Disaster

Service workers. The May 5-6 tornadoes af-

fected 17 counties. Winston-Salem and the

area south of Hickory were hit hardest; both

cities have Mennonite churches. "The MDS
North Carolina unit responded promptly with

many local volunteers and by coordinating

groups from Virginia and Pennsylvania," said

Lowell Detweiler, MDS coordinator.

Walnut Hill Chapel of Goshen, Ind., dis-

cussed the ecological dilemma caused by our

throwaway generation and decided to cease

purchasing Styrofoam cups for use at the

church. The suggestion at Walnut Hill Chapel

is, "If you would like coffee, please bring your

own mug."

The coordinator position for Chicago Area
Mennonites has been discontinued as of July

1. "Financial circumstances were a large part of

the reason for needing to make this decision,"

said CAM president Ivan Kauffmann. The
coordinator for the past seven years was
Pauline Kennel. Illinois Conference of the

Mennonite Church and Central District of the

General Conference Mennonite Church are be-

ing asked to provide the staff services which
were formerly provided by the CAM coordina-

tor. CAM is an inter-Mennonite umbrella
group for 22 congregations.

Two West German conscientious objectors

are serving at Mennonite Central Committee
headquarters in Akron, Pa. They are the first

to do so. Their names are Philipp Horsch and
Rolf Landes, and their two-year terms are

recognized as alternative service to the

military. Horsch is part of the maintenance
crew, and Landes works in the Selfhelp Crafts

warehouse. Both are from the Mennonite
church in Regensburg.

New appointments:
•Harold Schlegel, interim chaplain, Conrad
Grebel College, starting in June. He succeeds

John Rempel. Schlegel served previously as in-

terim pastor of Hillcrest Mennonite Church,

New Hamburg, Ont. Before that he was youth
minister for Western Ontario Conference and
then Mennonite Conference of Eastern
Canada.
•Aletha Stahl, interim director of career ser-

vices and orientation, Goshen College. She re-

places Fred Litwiller, who is on sabbatical

leave. Stahl is a 1989 graduate of Goshen
College. She served previously as a student

assistant to Litwiller.

•Dan Liechty, admissions counselor, Goshen
College. He succeeds Stan Miller, who became
interim director of admissions. Liechty works
with prospective students in Kansas and
transfers from around the country. A 1988

graduate of Goshen, he served previously as a

research assistant at the college.

•Roy Sharp, finance director, Sunnyside
Village, Sarasota, Fla. He lived previously in

Monument, Colo., and has managed and
supervised accounting and financial activities.

Sunnyside is a Mennonite retirement com-
munity.

Pastoral transitions:

•Clyde Kratz was ordained and installed as

pastor of New Holland (Pa.) Mennonite Church
on July 9. He succeeds Chester Kurtz, who was
interim pastor.

•Wayne and Sue Graber-Detweiler were both

ordained as pastors of Harmony Christian

Fellowship, Nashville, Tenn., on May 14. They

are the founders of this three-year-old con-

gregation.

•Juan Vega became pastor of Iglesia del Buen
Pastor, Goshen, Ind., on June 1. He succeeds

Atanacio Piaz.

•Leon Kaufman became interim pastor of

Shore Mennonite Church, Shipshewana, Ind.,

recently. He is a 1989 graduate of Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.

Missionary comings/goings:

•Luke and Rebecca Gascho went to Puerto Rico

in August for a one-year assignment with Men-
nonite Board of Missions. They are teaching,

and serving in other ways, at Summit Hills

Mennonite School. Luke is on sabbatical leave

from Johnstown (Pa.) Christian School, where
he is the principal. Rebecca has also worked at

the school, most recently as librarian. Their

address is Summit Hills Mennonite School,

Calle Collins Esq. Asomante, Summit Hills,

Caparra Heights, PR 00920.

•Laura Jean Sch midt went to Brazil in July for

a one-year MBM assignment as a mission

intern. She is working in a bookstore operated

by Brazil Mennonite Church. She is a recent

graduate of the University of California at

Berkeley. Her address is Rua Venezuela 318,

Jardim Nova Europa, 13035 Campinas, Sao
Paulo, Brazil.

•Grace Hockman returned from Honduras in

May for a four-month furlough. She is an

Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions worker

who is engaged in a ministry with women and
youth in La Ceiba. Her address is 1501 Virginia

Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

•Ed and Kay Hoy returned to Hong Kong in

June for another three-year term with Eastern
Board. They are engaged in church planting
and leadership training. Their address is 76
Waterloo Road, 1/F, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
•Mahlon and Mary Hess went to Tanzania in

June for a one- or two-year Eastern Board
assignment. They are working with Tanzania
Mennonite Church in theological-education-by-

extension. Their address is Shirati Hospital,

Private Bag, Musoma, Tanzania.
•Jeanette Mumrn.au Nyakyema returned from
Tanzania in July following eight years of ser-

vice with Eastern Board. Later this year, she
and her husband, Joseph, will return to that

country. Their address until then is 48
Parkview Dr., Elizabethtown, PA 17022.

Coming events:

•Re-En try Retreat, Aug. 11-13, at Laurelville

(Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. This is a
weekend for church workers and their children

who are reentering North American society. It

is sponsored by four Mennonite mission/ser-

vice agencies. The resource persons are Gerald
Mumaw. Robert and Sylvia Shirk Charles,

Wanda and Bruno Bergen, Blanche Horst, and
Goldie Kuhns. More information from
Laurelville at R. 5, Box 145, Mt. Pleasant, PA
15666; phone 412-423-2056.

•Transition Week, Sept. 17-22, at Laurelville

(Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. This is for

missionaries and longer-term service workers
who are reentering North American society. It

is sponsored by four Mennonite mission/ser-

vice agencies. The resource persons are two
couples with training and experience in coun-
seling—Abraham and Dorothy Schmitt and
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Dale and Laura Schumm. More information
from Laurelville at R. 5, Box 145, Mt. Pleasant,

PA 15666; phone 412-423-2056.

New books:
•Parenting for the '90s by Philip Osborne. This
book offers a parenting model which draws on
the strengths of the many approaches to child-

rearing that sometimes confuse mothers and
fathers. The author is a psychology professor

and associate academic dean at Hesston
College. This book, published by Good Books, is

available for $9.95.

•Reflections of a Hispanic Mennonite by Jose
Ortiz and David Graybill. A Hispanic
professor and church leader talks candidly
with a writer/editor about finding a place in

the Mennonite faith family. This book,
published by Good Books, is available for

$6.95.

Church-related job openings:
•Faculty member in business, Goshen College,

starting in September 1990. The person would
teach courses in management, marketing, and
finance; assist in maintaining relations with
local businesses and industry; and provide
leadership to the business program. Preferred
qualifications include experience in business/
industry, skill/experience with microcom-
puters, and a doctorate in business. Send
resume by Jan. 31 to John Eby at GC, Goshen,
IN 46526.

•Voluntary Service workers, Freedom House,
Richmond, Va. These are positions through
Mennonite Board of Missions. Freedom House
serves uprooted, dislocated, and homeless
people. A variety of assignments are available.

Two-year terms are preferred. Contact Sandy
Miller at MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515;
phone 219-294-7523.

•Senior programmer/analyst, Goodville
Mutual Casualty Company, New Holland, Pa.
Needed is an experienced person to work with
an IBM System 38. Contact Phil Nolt at Good-
ville, Box 489, New Holland, PA 17557; phone
717-354-4921.

New members
First Mennonite, Indianapolis, Ind.: Steve

Masingila and Lisa Miller.

Mt. Vernon, Oxford, Pa.: Ryan Kreider,

Carmen Myers, John and Grace Hollinger,

Tom and Dawn Del Rocini, and Ken and
Cheryl Wilson.

First Mennonite, Denver, Colo.: Barbara
Hernley and Charlene Sehofield by baptism
and Clara Sehofield and Mike and Becky
Hofkamp by confession of faith.

Wooster, Ohio: Erica Mast and Brian
Yoder.

Portland, Oreg.: Dan Purnell.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Beckler, Michael and Kathy (Knicely), Har-
risonburg, Va., second and third children, first

and second daughters, Jacquelyn Michael
(stillborn) and Jocelyn Ann, July 13.

Cobb, Wayne and Sheila (Christophel),

Delavan, 111., second daughter, April Kay, July

17.

Doughty, Rob and Christine (Hershey),
Arcadia, Calif., first child, Noah David, July 9.

Eberly, Brent and Chris Wright, Har-
risonburg, Va., first child, Nicole Marie, July

16.

Freed, Daniel and Donna (Ruster),
Souderton, Pa., first child, Scott Marc, July 8.

Glotfelty, Randy and Renatta, Springs, Pa.,

Brock Randall, May 26.

Kauffmann, Jim and Deb (Sawatsky),
Brooklyn Park, Minn., first child, Matthew
Alan, June 19.

Krabill, David and Anne, Port Townsend,
Wash., fourth child, Benjamin Thomas Alden,
July 2. (One child is deceased.)

McTavish, Duncan and Donna (Leis),

London, Ont., second child, Meggy Vera, June
20.

Martin, William and Sharon Faye (Det-

Pa., second daughter, Emily Louise, July 6.

Martin, William and Sharon Faye (Det-

weiler), Harleysville, Pa., first child, William
Nathaniel, July 9.

Miller, Pete and Karen, Springs, Pa., second

son, Daniel Jacob, June 3.

Simpson, John and Cynthia, Grand Rapids,

Mich., first child, Edward Daniel. Julv 14.

Stump, Courtney and Christena (Herseh-

berger), Goshen, Ind., second son, Matthew
Lyn, June 3.

Trover, Max and Janet (Brenneman), Gua»
temala City, Guatemala, first child, Elisa Joy,

July 17.

Walker, Steve and Cheryl (Zehr), Leola, Pa.,

first child, Katherine Grace Zehr, June 6.

Watson, Mark and Marilyn (Wenger),
Goshen, Ind., second child, first son, Marshal
Ryan, July 14.

Yoder, Kevin Dean and Robin Renia
(Taylor), Goshen, Ind., first child, Nicole

Ashley, July 1.

Yoder, Mark and Carmen (Wittmer), Mont-
gomery, Ind., first child, Lucas' Mark; born on

July 5, received for adoption on July 6.

Yoder, Scott and Sarah (Hartman), Mid-

dlebury, Ind., fourth child, third son, Anthony
Wayne, June 27.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Bittner-Helmick. Jeffrey Bittner and Carol
Helmick, Pinto, Md., Pinto cong., by Roy
Bender, July 16.

Bontrager-Beck. Phil Bontrager and
Lynette Beck, Archbold, Ohio, Zion cong., by
Ellis Croyle and Lester Roth, July 1.

Bruker-Kurtz. Eric Bruker, Harrisburg,
Pa., Free Evangelical Church, and Pearl Kurtz,
Lancaster, Pa., Charlotte Street cong., by Jeryl

Hollinger, June 24.

Byford-Buehler. Brian Byford, St. Ca-
tharines, Ont., Anglican Church, and Christine
Buehler, Kitchener, Ont., St. Jacobs cong., by
Richard Yordy and Harold Schlegel, July 15.

Curie-Shoup. Brian Curie and Carol Shoup,
both of Orrville, Ohio, Martins cong., by
Vincent Frey, July 16.

Erb-Hofer. David Kristina Erb, St. John's

cong., Logan, Ohio, and Kimber Lee Hofer,
Calvary Community Church, Great Falls,

Mont., by Ira E. Miller and Dirk Elliott, July 1.

Frye-Durst. Thomas Frye, Friedens, Pa.,

Lutheran Church, and Lisa Durst, Salisbury,

Pa., Springs cong., by Steven Heatwole, June
24.

Gehman-Sherrard. Tony Gehman, Kinzers,
Pa., Ridgeview cong., and Christie Sherrard,
Strasburg, Pa., Assembly of God, by Bob
Petersheim, May 20.

Hackman-Freed. Stanley Hackman,
Hereford, Pa., Bible Fellowship, and Shirley
Arlene Freed, Harleysville, Pa., Franconia
cong., bv John L. Derstine, July 15.

Pfile-Meaton. Brian E. Pfile, Ridott, 111.,

Freeport cong., and Jodi L. Meaton, North
East, Pa., Beaver Dam cong., bv Don Blosser,

May 26.

Schwartzentruber-Wideman. Quinton
Schwartzentruber and Susan Wideman, both

of St. Jacobs, Ont., St. Jacobs cong., by Richard

Yordy, June 10.

Ten from Mennonite Church begin MCC service. Ten people from the Mennonite
Church were among 24 new Mennonite Central Committee workers who participated

in orientation June 13-23 in Akron, Pa. They are: Front row (left to right)—Jan and
Hadley Jenner (with children Hope, Jonathan, and Andrew) of Anchorage, Alaska,

country representatives in Kenya; Janette and Neil Roth Amstutz of Goshen, Ind.,

elementary school teacher and English teacher/social worker in Egypt; and Mark
Bauman (with children Benjamin and Sarah) of Philadelphia, Pa., economic
developer in Indonesia. Back row—Philip Borkholder of Centreville, Mich., agri-

cultural extensionist in Honduras; Miriam Hershberger of Philadelphia, Pa., English

teacher in Vietnam; Conrad and Sharon Swartzentruber (with son Nathan) of Union
Level, Va., agriculture development specialist (Conrad) in Indonesia; and Janice

Bauman (with daughter Rachel) of Philadelphia, Pa., community developer in Indo-

nesia.
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Thompson-Dawdy. Zonn E. Thompson,
Manitou Springs, Colo., First Mcnnonite cong.,

and Lee Ann Dawdy, Manitou Springs, Colo.,

Catholic Church, by Willard Conrad, July 21.

Wilgress-Bowlbt. Donald Wilgress, New
Hamburg, Ont., and Susan Bowlbt, New
Hamburg, Ont., Nith Valley cong., by Amzie
Brubacher, July 15.

Yordy-Hood. David Yordy, Eugene, Oreg.,

St. Jacobs cong., and Marilyn Hood, Eugene,
Oreg., Catholic Church, by Richard Yordy,
father of the groom, July 18.

Correction: In the marriage notice of Steven

Leinbach and Berdine Mininger in the July 18

issue, it should have said they were married by
Keith Leinbach, father of the groom, and Etril

Leinbach, grandfather of the groom.

Obituaries

Anders, Minnie A. Derstine, daughter of

Henry and Katie (Alderfer) Derstine, was born
in Franconia Twp., Pa., June 30, 1900; died at

Souderton (Pa.) Mennonite Homes, July 7,

1989; aged 89. On Oct. 16, 1920, she was mar-
ried to Reuben F. Anders, who died in 1953.

Surviving are one son (Stanley M. Derstine), 4

grandchildren, 5 great-grandchildren, one
brother (Norman A. Derstine), and one sister

(Eva A. Derstine). She was a member of Fran-
conia Mennonite Church. Funeral services

were held at Souderton Mennonite Homes
Chapel on July 11, in charge of John L.

Derstine and Floyd M. Hackman; interment in

Franconia Mennonite Cemetery.
Bittinger, Florence M., daughter of Henry

and Susanna (Fuller) Bittinger, was born in

Bittinger, Md., Dec. 6, 1891; died at Goodwill
Mennonite Home, Grantsville, Md., May 15,

1989; aged 97. She was a member of Springs
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held

at Thomas Funeral Home on May 17, in charge
of Steven Heatwole; interment in Springs
Cemetery.
Bollman, Roy A., son of Harvey and Carrie

(Mullet) Bollman, was born at Nappanee, Ind.,

July 11, 1909; died at Goshen (Ind.) General
Hospital, Goshen, June 21, 1989; aged 79. On
July 12, 1930, he was married to Mabel Welty,
who survives. Also surviving are 2 daughters
(Mrs. Douglas Cassel and Shirley Bricker), 2

sons (Kenneth and Sherlin), and 12 grand-
children. He was preceded in death by one
daughter, one sister, and 4 grandchildren. He
was a member of North Main Street Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
June 24, in charge of John C. King; interment
in Yellow Creek Cemetery.

Eigsti, Edna Ruth Wenger, daughter of

Jacob and Sarah (Conrad) Wenger, was born at

Wayland, Iowa, Jan. 11, 1903; died of cancer at

Hesston, Kans., June 30, 1989; aged 86. On Jan.

15, 1925, she was married to Emery Eigsti,

who died on May 31, 1989. Surviving are 2 sons
(Orlin and Mervin), 2 daughters (Doris Meyer
and Ruth Miller), 11 grandchildren, and 15
great-grandchildren. She was preceded in

death by one daughter (Marilyn). She was a
member of Glennon Heights Mennonite
Church, Lakewood, Colo. Funeral services
were held at Sugar Creek, Mennonite Church,
Wayland, Iowa, on July 3, in charge of Roger
Hochstettler and Dean Swartzendruber; inter-

ment in Sugar Creek Mennonite Cemetery.
Eigsti, Emery Irvin, son of Jacob and Lydia

(Gerig) Eigsti, was born at Morton, 111., Oct. 25,

1899; died of cancer at Hesston, Kans., May 31,

1989; aged 89. On Jan. 15, 1925, he was married

to Edna Ruth Wenger who survives. Also sur-

viving are 2 sons (Orlin and Mervin), 2
daughters (Doris Meyer and Ruth Miller), 11
grandchildren, 15 great-grandchildren, one
sister and 4 brothers. He was preceded in death
by one daughter (Marilyn). He was a member
of Glennon Heights Mennonite Church. Inter-

ment in the Sugar Creek Mennonite Cemetery
on June 3. A memorial service was held at

Sugar Creek Mennonite Church, Wayland,
Iowa, on July 3, in charge of Roger Hochstet-
tler and Dean Swartzendruber.
Hornberger, Albert A., son of Martin C.

and Kathryn H. (Nagle) Hornberger, was born
in Warwick Twp., Pa., Mar. 26, 1909; died at

Ephrata, Pa., July 10, 1989; aged 80. On Sept.

7, 1929, he was married to Lizzie G. Landis,

who died on June 29, 1976. On Dec. 24, 1976, he
was married to Kathryn Ebersole Hershey,
who survives. Also surviving are 3 sons (Albert

E., John D., and Landis E.), one daughter
(Beulah M. Beitzel), one stepson (Landis E.

Hershey), 9 grandchildren, 15 great-grand-
children, and 3 brothers (Irwin, Robert and
Richard). He was a member of Ephrata Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on July 13, in charge of David L. Kniss
and J. Elvin Martin; interment in Metzler Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Hossler, Daisy W., son of Harry B. and
Mary (Witmer) Hossler, was born in East
Donegal Twp., Pa., July 15, 1906; died at the

Mennonite Home, Lancaster, Pa., July 10,

1989; aged 83. She was a member of Mount Joy
Mennonite Church, where funeral services

were held on July 14, in charge of Shelley R.

Shellenberger and Robert H. Garber; inter-

ment in Kraybill Mennonite Cemetery.
Kurtz, Carrie L. Hartzler Zeigler,

daughter of Menno and Fannie (Kurtz)
Hartzler, was born in New Wilmington, Pa.,

Oct. 3, 1908; died at Smithville, Ohio, June 8,

1989; aged 80. She was married to Edwin
Zeigler, who preceded her in death. In 1971, she

was married to Cletus Kurtz, who survives.

Also surviving are one son (John Zeigler), one
brother (Ira Hartzler), and 2 sisters (Florence

Kauffman and Ida King). She was a member of

Oak Grove Mennonite Church. Funeral ser-

vices were held at Gresser Funeral Home on
June 12, in charge of Robert Schloneger; inter-

ment in Rittman Cemetery.
Leis, John, son of John B. and Barbara

(Gascho) Leis, was born in Kingwood, Ont.,

Dec. 9, 1901; died at Sarasota, Fla., June 30,

1989; aged 87. He was married to Mary
Witkopf, who died on Dec. 21, 1981. On Aug. 7,

1982, he was married to Gertrude Miller, who
survives. Also surviving are 3 sons (Jack,

Robert, and Gordon), one daughter (Eleanor

Dunkelberger), 11 grandchildren, 2 brothers

(Alvin and Ervin), and 3 sisters (Katie Lebold,

Alma Roth, and Edna Roth). He was a member
of Bahia Vista Mennonite Church. Funeral ser-

vices were held in Lockport, N.Y., on July 3;

interment in North Ridge Cemetery.
Mishler, Vernon son of James E. and Verba

(Miller) Mishler, was born in Shipshewana,
Ind., Nov. 4, 1922; died of cancer at Anaheim,
Calif., June 24, 1989; aged 66. He was married
to Jean Walker, who survives. Also surviving

are 3 sons (James, Vron, and Jerry), 5 step-

children, 8 grandchildren, and one sister (Mary
Ruth Mishler). Memorial services were held at

Shore Mennonite Church on July 8, in charge
of Leon Kaufman; interment in Shipshewana,
Ind.

Stover, Eva A. Clemmer, daughter of

Abram G. and Hannah (Alderfer) Clemmer,
was born at Morwood, Pa., Nov. 10, 1907; died

at Souderton (Pa.) Mennonite Homes on July

13, 1989; aged 81. On Apr. 21, 1926, she was
married to Edwin A. Stover, who died in 1967.

Surviving are 5 daughters (Betty Grasse,
Arlene Mininger, Janet Eash, Mary Landes,

and Linda Nyce), 2 sons (Arden and Harold),
20 grandchildren, and 13 great-grandchildren.

She was a member of Franconia Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
July 16, in charge of John L. Derstine and
Floyd M. Hackman; interment in Franconia
Mennonite Cemetery.

Wenger, Mildred I., daughter of Levi and
Fannie (Gerig) Wenger, was born at Smith-
ville, Ohio, July 23, 1920; died at Wooster,
Ohio, July 14, 1989; aged 68. Surviving are 3

sisters (Florence Walkup, Ann Gunden, and
Esther Kolb). She was a member of Oak Grove
Mennonite Church, where funeral services

were held on July 18, in charge of Wayne
Nitzsche and Sharon Speigle; interment in Oak
Grove Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Yoder, Katie C. Peachey, daughter of

Solomon D. and Catherine (Spiker) Peachey,
was born at Belleville, Pa., Mar. 6, 1896; died at

Belleville, Pa., July 10, 1989; aged 93. On Jan.

4, 1917, she was married to Samuel K. Yoder,

who died on Mar. 12, 1973. Surviving are one
daughter (Bertha Hartzler), one son (David
R.), 6 grandchildren, 12 great-grandchildren, 2

sisters (Rachel Yoder and Eva Kauffman), and
one brother (Raymond R. Peachey). She was
preceded in death by one son (Cletus), 3 sisters,

and 6 brothers. She was a member of Locust
Grove Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on July 13, in charge of Max
Zook and Erie Renno; interment in Locust
Grove Cemetery.
Zehr, Bernice Lillian Hanchett Emory,

daughter of Roy and Polly (Eckerdt) Hanchett,
was born in Moline, 111., June 29, 1918; died of

cancer at Bloomington, 111., July 12, 1989; aged
71. On Jan. 28, 1937, she was married to

William Emory, who died on June 21, 1963. On
Oct. 5, 1974, she was married to Roy Zehr, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 daughters
(Yvonne Mueller and Carol Reffett), one son
(Paul Emory), her mother, 2 stepsons, 8 grand-
children, 9 stepgrandchildren, 2 great-grand-

children, 7 step-great-grandchildren, and one
sister. She was a member of First Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
July 16, in charge of Glen A. Horner and
Thelma Horner; interment in Swan Lake
Cemetery.
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bration, Winnipeg, Man,, Sept. 15-16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting.

Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16
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Sept. 16

Lancaster Conference fall assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 21

Mennonite Board Education board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 22-23

Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-
mittee, Newton, Kans., Sept. 22-24

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Sept. 28-30

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,

Lowville, N.Y., Oct. 14

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-

ing, Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man.,

July 24-29, 1990
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Black Catholic priest

forms own church
Augustus Stallings, a renowned Catho-

lic priest and evangelist, has announced
that he is establishing his own church,

"Imani Temple African-American
Catholic Congregation." The new con-
gregation, which celebrated its first

liturgy in Washington, D.C., recently is

perhaps the beginning of an African-

American rite within the Roman Catholic

Church, with a relationship to Rome
similar to those of the various Eastern
rites.

Insisting that the new congregation is

not schismatic, Stallings said he con-

siders himself a Catholic priest serving a

"nonterritorial" faith community; the
new congregation is not to be considered

"a Roman Catholic parish of the Archdio-
cese of Washington."

Stallings, formerly president of the Na-
tional Black Catholic Clergy Caucus,
began work on the founding of his church
in January. In February he informed Car-
dinal James Hickey of Washington that
because of the inability of the Catholic

Church to use his ministerial gifts and
the church's failure to meet the needs of

black Catholics, he planned to leave the
diocese and form his own church.

Hickey said "the situation has more to

do with the needs and expectations of

Father Stallings than with broader ques-
tions about the adequacy of Catholic min-
istry within the black community."

Graham says Mission 89 response
indicates spiritual hunger
American evangelist Billy Graham, at

the close of the 12 originally scheduled
Mission 89 meetings in London, England,
said that the attendance and response to

the crusade indicates that there is a great
spiritual hunger in Britain. "There needs
to be a genuine spiritual renewal in the

churches," he said.

Near capacity crowds flocked to the

crusade meetings each night, setting
three consecutive stadium records. Over
306,000 people attended the meetings at

West Ham, Crystal Palace, and Earls
Court. Another 817,000 participated in

Livelink crusades around Britain which
joined in the Earls Court meetings by
satellite link. Millions more watched the
final three meetings broadcast on the na-
tional television networks in 30 African
countries.

Not only is this the biggest single out-
reach of Graham's 40-year international

ministry, the several million people at-

tending thousands of crusades organized

by the African churches is the largest

audience in simultaneous meetings he has
ever addressed.

During the six weeks Graham was in

England, he had many unique opportu-

nities to give a strong gospel witness,

reaching every strata of society. This in-

cluded unprecedented news and feature

coverage in print and electronic media not

usually available even to English church
leaders. Graham became the first-ever

Protestant clergyman to speak in

Britain's historic Guildhall in over 900

years. The gathering of more than 700

business, civic, and government leaders

and royalty was one of the most distin-

guished crowds ever to assemble there.

He also spoke to 200 members of the

English Parliament and their spouses,

which was the largest religious gathering
ever held in the Houses of Parliament.

His address there was from the same text

he used in speaking to a multiracial

crowd of 5,000 gathered in London's de-

prived East End earlier.

Falwell announces end
ofMoral Majority
After 10 years of battling for the re-

ligious soul of America, Moral Majority

has ended its operations, announced
founder and leader Jerry Falwell. Fal-

well, who resigned as president of Moral
Majority in November 1987, said Moral
Majority had succeeded in its mission of

galvanizing religious conservatives into

political action.

Falwell also claimed that without Mor-
al Majority, Ronald Reagan "would not

have been elected president" and that it

had added 3 to 4 million registered voters

to the Reagan ranks. Moral Majority
raised and spent more than $69 million in

the past decade for voter registration and
lobbying. In its peak year of 1984 it raised

$11 million. Last year the budget fell to

about $3.5 million.

Sex charges against priests cause
anger in Newfoundland church
A rash of arrests and charges of sex of-

fenses against priests and brothers has
rocked the faith and raised the anger of

many Catholics in Newfoundland. So far,

two priests have pleaded guilty to a total

of 27 counts of sexual abuse against

young boys in a parish and orphanage in

the St. John Diocese. Five other priests

and seven brothers, members of a Roman
Catholic religious order, are awaiting tri-

al on sex abuse charges.

As a result, a diocesan commission is

conducting ongoing hearings in which
Catholics have increasingly voiced their

anger and frustration over the incidents.

A government commission also is un-
dertaking an investigation to determine if

government representatives responded
improperly to reports of abuse at the or-

phanage, allegedly first made during the

1970s.

For Catholics in this Canadian prov-

ince, the first case to come to light was
the most shocking. James Hickey, who
was arrested in January 1988 for sexually

molesting children in his Portugal Cove
parish, had been a beloved pastor for

years. He pleaded guilty to 20 counts of

sexual assault and gross indecency and is

currently serving a five-year term at a

federal prison.

Farmers urged to keep
cows out of streams

In an effort to reduce pollution from
agriculture, the CBF News urges that

cows be kept out of streams, "a simple,

overlooked solution to the nutrient prob-

lem. Currently, the Pennsylvania Clean

Streams Law exempts farmers from re-

quirements to control this source of pollu-

tion. Yet a full-sized dairy cow produces

110 pounds of waste a day."

This concern grows out of an effort to

reduce pollution from agricultural

sources which ends in the Chesapeake
Bay. In Pennsylvania, the biggest source

of nutrient pollution in the bay is agri-

cultural, says the News: animal waste
and runoff from the fertilizing of crops.

Smokers pay, but drinkers get

off too cheaply, says George Will
In a comment on the resignation of U.S.

surgeon general Everett Koop, columnist
George Will noted Koop's campaigns re-

lated to two issues of public health:

cigarette smoking and alcohol drinking.

One of Koop's final proposals before leav-

ing office was to call for higher taxes and
restrictions on beverage alcohol.

Will refers to a study by the RAND
Corporation which has found that smok-
ers come close to making up the social

costs of their smoking while taxes on al-

cohol return only about half the extra

costs to society involved with drinking. In

addition to paying taxes, smokers die

younger and thus save on the normal
costs of Social Security, pensions, and
older age care.

In contrast, drinking involves crime
and accidents—both costly and deadly.

Roughly half the U.S. traffic deaths in-

volve drinking. Also drunken driving is

the heaviest killer of young persons. Yet
when controlled for inflation U.S. govern-

ment taxes on wine and beer have not

been raised since 1951.
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The earth is the Lord s

and it doesn't need us
It is midsummer and as good a time as any to

reflect on matters related to the bounty of the

earth and whether we may continue to count on
it. Gardeners in western Pennsylvania are having
a much different experience than a year ago in

the summer of the great drought.

Yet weeds have not taken a holiday, and birds,

raccoons, and rabbits are as aggressive as ever.

Indeed, it is useful to be reminded, as Newsweek
did in a special section on the environment in its

July 24 issue, that the environment does not

depend on us. It is clearly the other way around.
It is sometimes said that the environment is

"fragile," observes the Newsweek article. But the

environment is not fragile. It can handle any
number of natural and human-made disasters.

What is crucial is to maintain conditions where
human beings can thrive.

It is true. The environment where Mary and I

live, cut lawn grass, garden, keep bees and an or-

chard has been altered. Originally, I am sure, it

was covered with trees. Pioneers cut the trees so

they could raise grain and grass. The forest

retreated, but it has not given up. Should we relax

our efforts, a forest development process would
immediately go into action. First would come
weeds, then grasses. Next would be brush and
weed trees. Finally after decades, perhaps even
centuries, the environment would return to its

former condition—a hardwood forest.

It is hard to know whether to be frightened or

reassured by this knowledge. Perhaps the proper
attitude is awe and wonder at the elegance and ef-

ficiency of nature. Joseph Addison was inspired

by the firmament and concluded that the stars

proclaim the divinity of their Creator. He might
also have considered the industry of nature as

another evidence of God's work.
The biblical writers did so. They also assumed

that mankind had a place in the environment.
Genesis 2 finds Adam and Eve in a garden. Any
gardener's intent is to subvert the natural
process, the inexorable development of one set of

plants to another leading finally to the hardwood
forest.

This is why on the farm where I grew up we
viewed the "brush" as an enemy. Particularly

when it pressed in on three sides of our 20-acre

hilltop field. Yet the environment will cooperate

if we respect it. When things get out of joint and
disasters occur it may be because we have not

held it in proper respect.

In an essay "Getting Along with Nature," Wen-
dell Berry observes that "people cannot live apart

from nature; that is the first principle of the con-

servationists. And yet, people cannot live in na-

ture without changing it. But this is true of all

creatures; they depend upon nature, and they

change it." {Home Economics, p. 7.) The point is

to change nature responsibly, not wastefully.

One of the more common violations of responsi-

ble change is short-range planning. Nature
operates on long-range schedules which are not

always perceived or respected. At the time of the

] 977 Johnstown flood, it was reported that the

v eather pattern that brought on the flood was
one which could be expected once in 500 years. It

occurred to me that in 1477 that area was
probably covered with forests and would have

been much better able to accept the deluge which
fell on it that night.

The question that Newsweek 's observation

brings into sharp relief is whether we as humans
have the will to respect and maintain the environ-

ment so that our kind may continue to inhabit

this earth. The question is still open. Harold Hor-

wood doubts whether such an exploitive creature

as humankind can have a future. He wonders if

we might be succeeded by electronic intelligence.

(Dancing on the Shore, pp. 204-205.)

I propose that the success or failure of our

human enterprise will depend on a great number
of small decisions and actions. I suppose these

will be guided by basic overall assumptions, but

the carrying out will be in terms of specific,

discrete decisions and actions.

Today our Western culture is being destroyed

by an emphasis on exploitation, comfort, and con-

venience. It seems difficult for persons to

consider that their small actions affect the envi-

ronment and the ultimate success or demise of

humanity. If it is comfortable, if it is convenient,

if it is profitable, do it.

Can a leopard change its spots? Can a culture

repent and take steps to halt its deterioration?

There are some signs of hope. I am told that in

Philadelphia a recycling program brought 90 per-

cent compliance and nearly overwhelmed the

recycling system.

I see other signs that the lesson is not yet

learned. That comfort and convenience are more
important than care of the environment. The en-

vironment will no doubt survive. The question is,

"Will our kind remain?"—Daniel Hertzler
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by Victor Stoltzfus

Jesus Christ is the living center ofour global
Christian faith. What a sweeping claim! Dare we
really believe it? It is true that nearly one-third of
the world is at least nominally Christian. There
are more Presbyterians in South Korea than in

Scotland, more Anglicans in Africa than in Eng-
land, more Catholics in the Southern Hemisphere
than the Northern Hemisphere. Mennonites, now
in over 50 countries, are growing most rapidly in

Africa and Indonesia.

Global politics, global trade, and global com-
munication make us world neighbors. But has the
size of our faith kept up with our expanding
world? As a people of faith, how large is our
Christ? Is Jesus Christ really light and truth in

Beijing, Moscow, New Delhi, Goshen?
Light is a frequent biblical word picture for

God's truth. In creation, God spoke light into the
world. Light is self-evident truth, visible in the
sky and as personal as your own suntan. In the
tropics, it beats down from the sky and bounces
up from the sidewalks.

Light is self-evident truth, visible in the
sky and as personal as your own suntan.

An author writes, "Through Christ ... a hole
has been pushed through the sky . . . and through
this opening, the light and grace of God stream,
like sunshine after the rain." God's light is for all

the world. This biblical theme is repeated from
Genesis to Revelation. From Genesis to Revela-
tion, the Bible makes an unmistakable claim of a
God large enough and loving enough for the
whole world.

Universality and uniqueness. In the Gospel of
John we have texts that teach us both the

Victor Stoltzfus, Goshen, Ind., is president of Goshen
College. This article is a condensed version of his
baccalaureate sermon to the 1989 graduates.

universality of Christ and the uniqueness of
Christ. John 1:9 brings both ideas together. "The
true light that gives light to every man [and
woman] was coming into the world." "A true
light"—Jesus is uniquely God's truth—"for every
man and woman"—a universal light. It is hard
for divided Christendom to believe both.

Conservative guardians of orthodoxy safeguard
the important idea that Jesus is unique. They em-
phasize his claim to be the way, the truth, and the
life and that he is the way to the Father. The
temptation to orthodoxy is to go soft on the
universal, worldwide dimension of our gospel.

Many wrap their God in the flag of one nation.

Some have so much sectarian candlepower they
eclipse the light of Jesus, the Savior of the world.
Jesus gets shrunken down to a religious figure for

a few.

Christians of liberal temperament and theology
find the idea of a universal Christ quite congenial.

They believe Jesus was a great moral teacher who
belongs to the whole world along with other great
religious spirits. But they find the claim to Jesus'

uniqueness narrow, even arrogant. How, they
ask, can one possibly believe that Jesus is the one
way to find God?
The Bible teaches both the uniqueness of Christ

and the universal light of Christ. However un-

comfortable, we must work with this paradox.
Mark Heim of Andover-Newton Seminary gives

us a helpful word: "God is decisively defined in

Christ but God is not exhausted in Christ. Before

Christ, a part of God was revealed in the Hebrew
prophets." The apostle Paul linked the gospel of

Christ to Greek reverence for an unknown God.
We who have a high view of Christ can also

believe that God is at work in every seeking heart.

Christians don't claim that all truth is given in

Christ but that all truth hangs together in Christ.

Christians in Africa told missionaries David
and Wilma Shank that missionaries did not bring

God to Africa. Africa was and is more spiritually

alive than North America. But in Jesus, to which
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missionaries gave witness, God was defined in a
new way.

Christ has taught us our true need and the full

dimensions of our hope. Beyond religious light is

the light of secular inquiry. What is the candle-
power of secularism's many lights today?

Light of secularism. In America, the
dominant secular consciousness is relativism,

born of pluralism. Allan Bloom's scathing book
on the American university is harsh on students,
faculty, and administrators. He indicts higher
education for "impoverishing the souls of today's
students." He said: "They consider it 'moral'

never to think they are right because that would
mean someone else is wrong. "When he lectured
in Elkhart, Indiana, a year ago, Bloom said, "Dog-
matic relativism says before you begin, you can't
learn what's good and bad. . . . From the begin-
ning you are disheartened. ... It zaps the energy.
People can still lead a good life but do so [without]
passion."

Ours has been a century of failed secular lights.

Parents of this year's college graduates were born
in the aftermath of Hitler's failed Nazism. He got
the world's attention with a supercharged na-
tionalism but held power for only 12 years. Our
graduates enter the world in the aftermath of a
failed Marxism. Marxism, as a world ideology,
will be lucky to make it to a 75th birthday. As
Professor James O'Toole puts it, "Marxism faces
a choice of death by democracy or death by
technological obsolescence." Everywhere it fails

the test of both bread and meaning for life.

The collapse of larger canopies of light and
meaning has affected individuals. When have we
had so many self-absorbed, even narcissistic, per-
sonalities? It is as though the self-absorbed wear
dark glasses against even the little red lights in

the dark rooms. Another burden of the self-

absorbed, self-pleasuring person is boredom. Self-

centered people are not only boring to others but
painfully boring to themselves.
The late Joe Campbell, the authority on myths,

speculates that what makes drugs so attractive in

spite of their danger is that they save people tem-
porarily from painful boredom. Dan Wakefield,
best-selling novelist and writer of the television
show, James at 15, became a Christian just a few
years ago. In his compelling autobiography,
Returning, he reflects on his own days of cocaine
and bourbon. "I used drugs the way I think most
people really do, not primarily and habitually for

kicks or glamor but for blotting out pain, the pain
of that interior . . . void that ... is the absence of

spiritual substance, the hold that is left by the
lack of any power higher than the human. ..."

Salvation from ourselves. Jesus Christ, the
light of the world. How can we get out of our
darkrooms, toss away the dark glasses, and live

in his light? Christ can help us escape the mag-
netic pull, the black hole of our own narcissism!
Our greatest need for salvation is salvation from
ourselves.

Who was this Jesus, the light of the world?
Very revealing is Jesus' answer to the question:

"Which is the greatest commandment in the
Law?" Jesus said, "Love the Lord your God with
all your heart and with all your soul and with all

your mind. This is the first and greatest com-
mandment. And the second is like it: Love your
neighbor as yourself.' All the Law and the

Prophets hang on these two commandments."
What an awkward place for many modern

Christians to stand— between Christ's invitation

to heroic love and our selfish, violent world. At
first glance, it seems impossible. How can we ever

The Bible makes an unmistakable claim
of a God large enough and loving

enough for the whole world.

bridge the gap between cocooning, self-absorbed
moderns and a Christ who responded so lovingly
to God and others? But occasionally, the shock of
meeting someone so unlike ourselves, someone so
generous and large spirited, sends a shaft of light

into our darkness.

It was a mark of Jesus' genius to bring the love
of God and neighbor together. But recall that
Jesus taught that the love of God is first and
greatest. Christian history teaches us that a love
for others will only be temporary, like the blaze of
fireworks, unless it is a part of a greater love.

Mother Teresa of Calcutta sustains her ministry
to the poorest of the poor by a daily life of prayer
and Scripture. Thirty minutes to an hour a day of
quiet, prayerful time in which to reflect on God's
love for us and our answering love to God is a
minimum response to the first and greatest com-
mandment.
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First and greatest. In declaring what is first

and greatest, Jesus elevated our love for God
above right belief, sexual and other moralities,
stewardship of possessions, and even love of
neighbor. For Jesus knew that it is only the dy-
namic power which flows from God loving us and
our loving God, that has any chance against the
selfish blindness of the human heart.

Jesus was not just an ethical teacher. He came
to convert, to transform us. As missionary E.
Stanley Jones put it, "Jesus did not merely come
to disclose God's character. He came to make it

possible to be remade in the likeness of that
character. . . . He became like us that we might
become like him.

"

I still recall a sentence from missionary to Ire-

land Joe Leichty's chapel sermon last year: "At
the heart of my calling is the faith that Jesus

Christians don't claim that all truth is

given in Christ but that all truth hangs
together in Christ.

Christ has the power to transform any human
situation." God's transforming love is the
greatest power in the world.

One of the greatest embodiments of love is the
Christian family. In graduation's moments of
high celebration for both generations we can use
the rituals of this occasion to touch each other in

love. We choke back the tears of affection.

Parents, be open to the transformations that
are happening to your sons and daughters. They
have absorbed so many new ideas and rela-

tionships in four short years. It isn't all tidy and
integrated yet. Their inner spirits at times resem-
ble their bedrooms. Love them. Enjoy them. Life
itself is education's finishing school.

Graduates, we older folks have lived through a
lot of transformations ourselves. As a humorist
puts it, "In our day, grass was mowed, coke was a
cold drink, and pot was something you cooked in.

Rock music was a grandma's lullaby, and aides
were helpers in the principal's office." When you
help us face new facts that are uncomfortable for
both of us, be gentle. Give us your hard-won
enlightenment, a little at a time, in love.

And let us both turn our faces to the worldwide
light of Jesus Christ.

Leave the darkroom. In practical terms, how
can we enjoy, even revel, in the light of a global

Christ? If we have unconsciously allowed our no-

tions of Christ to shrink Jesus down to human
scale, let us leave the darkroom and get out into

the light again.

I have already mentioned the importance of the
biblical story. And I believe in our time we need a
special emphasis on the psalms. This is the litera-

ture that taught Jesus to pray. We know it from
his many quotations from the psalms.
We need the four portraits of Jesus' life, teach-

ings, and death: Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John.
We need the story of Christ as it is expressed in

the life of imperfect but lively churches: Acts and
the remainder of the New Testament.
We also need those rituals of memory which

permit our deepest selves to feed on Christ. The
cup and broken bread, signifying Christ's love for

us, touch us beyond words. Holy communion
invites us to feel awe before a mystery: God at

work in Christ's passion on behalf of the world's

pain and sin.

Christ is greater than the most faithful Chris-

tian. Christ is larger than our best theologies. The
holy habits of Scripture reading, prayer, and
communion all serve to let light into our lives; to

enlarge our perception of Christ.

Icy blasts. All of us would do well to read the

biographies of those who are responding to the

light of Christ in the midst of modernity and who
have survived the icy blasts of fragmentation and
confusion. We can learn a lot from persons who
have chosen faith after getting bruised by the se-

cularisms of the post-Christian West: Malcolm
Muggeridge, Dan Wakefield, Thomas Merton,

Dorothy Day, Madelaine L'Engle, C. S. Lewis,

Robert Coles, and others know about the light of

Christ from the other side of darkness. And
global Christians learn from believers in many
lands: Tutu of South Africa, Teresa of India,

Nouwen of the Netherlands, Koyama of Japan,

and Gutierrez of Peru.

Jesus Christ, the light of the world. The hope
and promise or such a world is caught by
hymnwriter John Oxenham: "In Christ, now meet
both East and West, in him meet South and
North; all Christly souls are one in him
throughout the whole wide earth." ^
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Hear, hear!

A column for sharing personal concerns

Let's not turn

people into objects
I am pleased to see that as a church we

are concerned with outreach, and bring-

ing people through our doors into our
fellowship. I am glad that we are working
for church growth.

However, I am saddened at our
tendency to state our goals in terms of

numbers—growth rates, for instance. For
several reasons, I am uncomfortable with
our eagerness to have goals which are

measured by counting attendance and
membership figures.

First of all, numbers can make people
into objects. Suppose we have two
friendships with unchurched people,
Nancy and Sandy. After spending several

months building both relationships,
Sandy says that she is an atheist, and be-

cause of certain life experiences, she's

convinced that she never will believe in

God. Nancy, who has had a church
upbringing, is considering membership at

several churches.

The temptation is to spend extra time
with Nancy, because she is ready to at-

tend a church, and therefore will prob-

ably help us meet our membership goal.

Our tendency will be to give up on Sandy,
because she is not a good prospect to help

us with our goal. Our friendship doesn't

count toward meeting the goal. Yet would
Christ want us to de-emphasize our rela-

tionship with Sandy?
Second, our goals need to reflect what

we can do, not what we hope someone else

will do. We have control over whether or

not we share the gospel with our neigh-

bors, and whether we invite others to our
church. We do not have control over
whether or not they accept Christ as Lord
and Savior, whether or not they decide to

attend church, whether or not they decide

to become members.
Granted, one may expect that a church

with a large emphasis on evangelism and
growth will see an increase in attendance.
But not always. The Lord is responsible
for the increase. We are called to be faith-

ful and obedient to God, whether or not
we get "results." We may be faithful and
see no results; we may be planting seeds
that someone else will harvest.

Finally, an emphasis on numbers may
hide from us the importance of other
goals. We all like easily measurable goals,

like numbers, and goals such as com-
munity outreach are trickier to state in a
measurable way. However, with thought
and prayer it can be done. Why not have
as specific goals setting up and carrying
out the programs that we expect may lead

to growth? For instance, evangelism goals

might be stated in this way:
1. We will provide a day-long evange-

lism training seminar for the congrega-
tion each year.

2. We will hold three picnic/open
houses at the church for the neighbor-

hood each year.

3. We will encourage church members
to live in areas that we want to reach out
to by providing a support group for and
financial support.

These are only examples. There is

enough creativity in our churches to ar-

rive at even better specific goals.

—Janet Panning, Lansdale, Pa,

Too busy not to

go to church
I often feel I am too busy. This bothers

me a lot, especially when I find myself
wishing the days away to some future

(and fictional) time when "I won't be so

busy." And yet I occupy 24 hours a day,
no more, no less. So what makes me feel

so busy?
One condition that contributes to my

feeling of busyness is my inability to set

priorities. I am given a great number of

options and many of them seem attrac-

tive. I want to write. I want to visit

people. I want to play piano. I want to

work on my house. I want to work with
my flowers. I want to spend time with my
spouse. I want to spend time with my
children. I want to promote the church. I

want to contribute to the health of my
city. I want to write to my elected of-

ficials. I want to exercise. And there are
many more.

I value all of these things. And I am
aware that in choosing to do one activity I

am giving up another. Now saying "no" to

something I value is painful. So I avoid
saying "no." And then I get busy.

A related condition that makes me feel

busy is that I sometimes choose to do
things that I'm not sure I value. Should I

spend this time with the children? Or in

this case is it an unreasonable request
they are making to which I would do well
to say "no?" "Should I go to that church or
community meeting? I don't know. It

might be good." Many times, these un-
certainties are further clouded by free-

floating guilt. "My children are worth the
world to me. The church is the center of

my life. Shouldn't I do all I can for them?"
I respond at times not out of specific

priorities I have chosen but rather out of

a sense of overwhelming obligation. Such
overwhelming obligation often results in

a worse condition yet: doing things that I

am sure I don't value.

A third problem which makes me feel

busy is over-activism. I feel I must be
making, doing, controlling, or manipulat-
ing my environment all my waking hours.
In Bible times people "reclined at table." I

sit on pins and needles at table, gulping
my cereal with one hand while I scan a
news magazine with the other. I am
unable to be passive and disengaged. I am
unable to be in repose. Closely related to

this condition is another: Filling the fu-

ture with plans. The malaise I feel is a
drivenness, an inability to let go and
relax, a feeling that if I stop for a moment
the wolf might indeed make it to my door.

This I also call "busyness."

I think one of the chief contributions
the church can make in our society is to

help people get off the busyness tread-

mill. This would truly be "good news." I

think this is accomplished when people in

the church show that following Jesus
gives life a stable center. The church of-

fers a core of belief that can be a starting
point for setting priorities and clarifying

values. The church also can be a com-
munity of dialogue around that core of

belief, so that people have support for the
difficult choices. And this community can
be a place where schedules are reined in

because we worship a God who says, "I

will provide for you; take a Sabbath rest."

If this is what happened at church, I

might turn upside-down a common feel-

ing I experience and say, "I feel too busy
not to go to church."

—Vernon Rempel, Lancaster, Pa.

The grace of glory

And glory

surprised me.
Sitting, thinking,

living, and then—
the holy of holies,

the strength of grace,

the laughter of eternity

came upon me
as I sat, thought,

and lived.

And in these moments
of eternity

that have followed

glory's advent,

I live in joyous

anticipation

for the surprises

of glory.

—Judd Hume
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MENNONITE INTERNATIONAL STUDY PROJECT (7)

What makes the church grow?
by Nancy Heisey and Paul Longacre

"The primary role of the church in society is to

evangelize." That conviction, in one form or

another, was expressed many times to us by Afri-

cans—from the head of the Benin Bible Society to

a woman farmer in Burkina Faso and a young
community development worker in Sudan, from a

Brethren in Christ bishop in Zambia to a Men-
nonite woman seminary instructor in Zaire.

These people often added a second conviction in

almost the same breath—that the churches in

Africa are growing rapidly.

Mennonite World Conference statistics indicate

that membership in Mennonite and Brethren in

Membership in Africa has increased
more than 75 percent in the last 10

years.

Christ churches in Africa has increased more
than 75 percent in the last 10 years. As we
traveled throughout the continent for three

months, our conversations suggested that growth
in most other African churches is equally

remarkable. We tried to learn more about this

reality by asking our hosts what makes the

churches grow. Here are seven ideas and three

questions we heard.

Seven reasons African churches are growing:

1. Christians live different lives. Many people

told stories about how people are attracted to

Christ by the changes they see in the lives of

those who become Christians. A market woman
in Benin gave the example of a new believer who
no longer feared the power of sorcery.

"People also see peace in Christian families,"

said the wife of a Zairian pastor. "I know a family

which experienced a lot of conflict. They invited a

Christian woman to come and talk to the wife,

who became a Christian. When she found peace,

there was peace in the family. Eventually her

husband became a Christian too."

If I turn down a bribe," commented a Nigerian

high school teacher, "someone who is watching
will notice this is different behavior and will

know it because I am a Christian."

2. Christians exercise the gift ofhealing. "God
is doing miracles," said an Ethiopian believer.

Nancy Heisey and Paul Longacre, Akron, Pa., are leading

the two-year Mennonite International Study Project that ends
this summer. It is sponsored by several Mennonite mission/
service agencies. This article is the seventh in a series of

occasional reports from the couple.

"When Christians go and pray for the sick, they

are healed and saved."

Healing is one of the central aspects of a life of

faith for members of African independent

churches, which were founded by African believ-

ers rather than Western missionaries. One inde-

pendent church leader said that many members
in his church joined because of a healing

experience. "I had sore knees and was healed

several years ago," commented a woman leader in

the Spiritual Healing Church, an independent

church in Botswana. "I don't ever want to depart

this church."

Western missionary work in Africa also puts

emphasis on healing, through hospitals and
clinics. Such ministries are still important to Af-
rican Christians. "One of our missions is to

respond to the whole person," said a Tanzanian
hospital administrator. "If you see sick people in

a village and preach to them that God will heal

them, this is work only half done. When Jesus

said, 'Go,' he added, 'Heal the sick.' I think he

meant not only to pray, but to give medicine too."

3. Christians offer service and mutual aid. The
practice of mutual aid, an important part of Af-

rican tradition, is alive and well in the churches.

"We encourage local congregations to help those

in need, such as doing farm work for people who
are ill," noted a pastor in a Nigerian village.

"Church women help provide food for widows and
clothing for families in need."

African Christians realize that there are pit-

falls in the process of sharing the gospel through

responding to material need. "Jesus talked about

people who followed him because he gave them
bread," said a Zairian Mennonite leader. "When
people come to the church to try to get benefits,

our growth is superficial." Yet the call to share

remains central. "We women give all we have,"

said a Zairian woman. "This we add to our

prayers and the word of God."

4. Christians witness personally. "We em-
phasize the great commission for every member,"
said an Ethiopian believer. "We like to go to

places where people gather, to mix with them and

chat."

Women are often responsible for this kind of

contact. "Women help in bringing people to

Christ," said a Tanzanian Mennonite teacher.

"We visit, often as a group, and try to help those

with particular problems."

5. Christians sing and make music. "The Bible

tells us God enjoys music, the sound of strings,"

said a young Nigerian guitarist. "Everywhere
there is music—in cars and homes. We want to

send out the gospel this way."
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"Our choir is a form of evangelism," said a
Tanzanian pastor. "Young people like to sing.

They join the choir and then they become Chris-

tians." Musical groups in the church also help to

nurture young believers and offer service to

others. Choir members in Nigeria talked about
their weekly Bible studies together, and a group
in Tanzania described a workday they held at the
farm of a woman who needed help.

6. Christians preach. "Mostly people are pulled

into the church by the actions of Christians," said

a Tanzanian Mennonite pastor. "But others have
heard God's Word preached and felt the Holy
Spirit grab them and turn them around."

"People are attracted by the preaching of the
Word with conviction," agreed the bishop of the
Tanzanian African Inland Church. "Some mis-
sionaries have had a negative gospel. They want
to fight Muslims or fight communism. We want
to talk about the goodness, greatness, beauty, and
power of Jesus Christ. Let that draw people."

7. Economic, social, and political realities have
an impact. Almost all African countries are
projected to double their population in the next 40
years. This growth and the increasing percentage
of young people in the population affect churches
throughout the continent. "Eighty percent of our
members are under 30," said the head of the
largest evangelical church in Ethiopia.

"Africa is facing economic, social, and political

crises," stated a Kenyan professor. "All of these
crises are also spiritual. People turn to the
spiritual realm for escape, or for hope." An
example of this came from a Brethren in Christ
official in the Zimbabwe Ministry of Education.
"During the independence struggle, there was a
tendency to downplay the importance of church
in favor of socialist ideology. People have gotten
disillusioned now and are coming back to the
church."

In Ethiopia, where Christians have faced war,
famine, and government pressure on the church,
one believer said, "We have seen God's blessing
and presence. Membership is growing. Faith was
taken for granted before. Now it costs people and
they want to pay the cost."

Three questions about growth in Africa:

1. What happens to African traditions when
people become Christians? We heard many Af-
rican Christians wondering about this question,
and pointing out different answers to it. One
perspective is that Christian faith provides new
insights to problems that traditional beliefs tried

unsuccessfully to solve. "Traditionally, families
were controlled by fear and belief in spirits," said

a Tanzanian Mennonite pastor. "Now Christian
families can love and trust each other."

A bookstore manager in Burkina Faso gave
another illustration: "Africans live life as a com-
munity. If a family rejects a new believer, the
church can be a replacement community."
A different perspective on tradition is also im-

portant. "We knew God existed before you mis-

sionaries came," said the bishop of the Church of

Christ in Zaire. "What we learned from you was
about the Savior Jesus whom God sent."

"African culture contributes to Christian

faith," added a civil servant in Burkina Faso.

"Many values of the two coincide. Modernity with
its materialism and violence has caused a loss of

human elements in society. African Christians

should struggle to maintain their traditional

values—the sense of family and the rejection of

domination over neighbors."

2. Who does the work ofevangelism? Since a

part of our work was to explore roles that

Western Christians could play in Africa, we
wondered what African Christians would say
about missionary involvement in evangelism.

'The first and second millennium of the

church belong to the West. The third

millennium will be Africa 's.

'

"That is our responsibility," came the clear

response. "Many Americans are going around
planting their own churches in Africa," said a

pastor in Benin. "That does not help the gospel."

A Nigerian seminary student explained

further: "We Nigerians should reach our own un-
reached people. We know our cultures and how to

communicate. Indigenous people can understand
the problems of their own people and help out-

siders to understand."

3. How can growing churches be nurtured?
"People are converted every day," commented the

Zairian bishop. "It is easy to baptize people. But
it's more difficult to bring them up in the faith."

If the church wants to enhance growth, it must
put energy into the area of Bible training," said a

Bible school director in Burkina Faso. "This is an
area where we can use help from expatriate

Christians." Churches in Ethiopia have developed
their own plan for nurture in small groups, begin-

ning with a 10-week course for new believers.

Two African church leaders summarized a vi-

sion for future growth of African churches.

"Africa is one of the few continents where people

are not ashamed of calling themselves Chris-

tians," remarked a Methodist pastor and former
president of the All-Africa Conference of

Churches. "The church's roles in the past were
very good ones. Now the good news is the same,
but it must be tuned to our generation. The
powerful as well as the poor must be confronted
with the gospel."

Said the head of the Interconfessional

Protestant Council of Benin: "All churches should
have only one vision—to assure that every person
hears of Jesus' salvation, and that every creature
is brought into the redeemed world. The first and
second millennium of the church belong to the

West. The third millennium, which is nearly here,

will be Africa's millennium." ^
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Church news

General Board holds maintenance
session before Normal 89
The Mennonite Church General Board

held a one-day meeting on July 31 prior to

Normal 89. No major issues were resolved

in this brief meeting. Much of the activity

involved receiving reports and doing final

work on statements to be presented to

General Assembly.

Among the reports being prepared for

the assembly was one related to the pay-

ment of war taxes. This followed an ac-

tion of Purdue 87 which had called for the

board to study this issue and report to

Normal 89. There had been a change of

stance from April 1988 to April 1989 after

consultation with the district confer-

ences.

In April 1988, the board had drafted a

proposal which included a recommenda-
tion to respect the consciences of em-
ployees of church organizations who do
not wish to have the military portion of

their income tax deducted from their pay-
checks. By April 1989 this proposal was
withdrawn and the emphasis was rather
on study of the issue and support of the

Peace Tax Fund. On July 31, the board
made final revisions on this statment for

presentation to Normal 89.

Another resolution passed by the board
for presentation to the assembly was fi-

nally titled "Stewardship of the Earth:

Resolution on Environment and Faith

Issues." The statement spoke in general

terms about the common threats to the

environment and called for a task force

"to promote environmental concerns
among us."

The financial reports of the board
revealed a better situation than a year

ago, but as usual, the board's financial

standing is somewhat precarious. As one
response to this, Executive Secretary
James Lapp proposed a special fund drive

to raise money for computer equipment
and invited board members to get in-

volved: a total of $23,795 for 11 different

items. (Gospel Herald readers who wish

to participate in this project may write

for a brochure or send a check to Men-
nonite Church General Board at 421 S.

Second St., Suite 600, Elkhart, IN 46516.)

Action was also taken to approve the

1989 Christmas Sharing Fund, totaling

$20,000, to be distributed as follows:

Mennonite World Conference travel

fund, $5,000; Pilot project: Voluntary
Service for retired persons, $4,000;
Educational team on stewardship and
justice, $5,000; Vision 95 mid-course

review, $2,000; Christian Peacemaker
Teams, $2,000; Long-range vision for the

Mennonite Church beyond 1995, $2,000.

The meeting ended with celebration.

Nine board members had finished their

terms. Each of those present was given a
certificate. Outgoing moderator Ralph
Lebold received a Florentine lamp. And
everyone was treated to ice-cream
sundaes.—Daniel Hertzler

Four complete
1 24 years of service
at AMBS
"My reward has been to see students

read the Bible for the first time in its

original language, to share in their joy,"

said Gertrude Roten, longtime teacher of

Greek. "We would build to that experi-

ence through blood, sweat, and tears

—

then there was that flash of excitement."

Roten has shared that flash of ex-

citement with many students. She is one

of four long-term faculty members who
retired from Associated Mennonite Bib-

lical Seminaries this summer. She taught

for 23 years. The others are Orlando
Schmidt (27 years), Erland Waltner (32

years), and Howard Charles (42 years).

Combined they have given of themselves

in seminary teaching and administration

for 124 years.

Schmidt's contribution has been in the

area of worship and church music.
Waltner taught preaching and New
Testament, and served as president of one

of the two seminaries on the AMBS
campus for 20 years. Charles and Roten
both focused on New Testament studies

Charles began teaching at Goshen Bib-

lical Seminary in 1947, only a few years

after the formal separation of the
seminary from the Bible Department of

Goshen College. Waltner began working
with Mennonite Biblical Seminary when
its campus was still located in Chicago.

When MBS moved to Elkhart, Ind., in

1958 both seminaries were small.

Schmidt and Roten joined the MBS
faculty in the 1960s when cooperation

was strong, but MBS and GBS were
definitely two schools. In 1969, GBS
moved to Elkhart, and all classes were
then held together.

GBS is operated by the Mennonite
Church, and MBS by the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church.

"I came with a strong feeling of the dif-

ferences," said Schmidt. "It's exciting

now to see that our two groups have so

much in common. It's natural to work to-

gether."

The involvement of women at AMBS is

in itself another significant change
experienced over the past decades. Roten
recalled a fellow faculty member sharing

his reflections with her. "Gertrude, it's

not just that doors were closed to women,
we didn't know there were hinges to open
them," he said. Roten and Bertha Harder
were the only two women on the faculty

for years. AMBS enrollment the past year

was 44 percent female. "It's a heartening,

breathtaking happening," Roten re-

marked.
The retiring faculty members have

made significant contributions of lasting

value within their teaching disciplines.

Charles, for example, became known for

the inductive Bible study approach he

utilized at AMBS. "My hope was to turn

students on to biblical studies," he said.

"Sometimes that happened, sometimes
not. I saw the goal in terms of the teacher

getting students into meaningful dialogue

with the New Testament, and the induc-

tive Bible study approach is designed to

do that."

Although this summer marks the time

of retirement, each of the four has nu-

merous continuing projects relating to

the life of the church. Charles, Roten, and
Waltner are all writing for the Believers'

Church Commentary Series on Luke,

Johannine Epistles, and 1 Peter, respec-

tively. Waltner also continues his in-

volvement as executive secretary of Men-
nonite Medical Association. Schmidt is

deeply involved in the development of a

Howard Charles Erland Waltner Orlando Schmidt Gertrude Roten
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Words

I'm a nurse.

I meant to learn

medical words, illness,

wellness words.

Instead the environment force-

fed me another vocabulary.

battalion military detachment
squad patrol platoon

bombs mortars grenades mines
bullets shrapnel
rifle machine gun cannon
M-16 and AK47

arrest torture rape interrogation

colonel lieutenant sergeant
troops armed forces soldiers

battle skirmish ambush
murdered martyred
disappeared

After two years
thigh, spleen and heel

still don't exist in

my vocabulary.

Poverty, pain, suffering

and misery do.

Yet when we gather
to celebrate your WORD,
to partake as a body
of your broken body,

together we affirm

your WORD gives life.

Audrey Patterson

of Narvon, Pa.

MCC El Salvador



Coming home

I arrived with the setting sun

Beckoning me to share with it

The mystery of a land

A people

A way of life

The smell of wood smoke
Heavy in the air

The cry from the mosque
Allah Hu Akhbar
The lamps are lit

Substitute for the setting sun

From a nearby bar

Music begins to blare

A dusty haze settles on the scene

I feel

A sense of belonging

Belonging to the mystery

Of a land

A people

A way of life

I feel

I have come home

• •• David Gullman
of Newton, Kan.

MCCChad



Life seems connected,
father says

Village workers combine
parenting and working

I like my son. He's a lot of fun. He's such a rascal some
days, though. Oh well, kids.

I like my job. It lets me give relationships priority. It has

a lot of variety, and I can do the things I most enjoy doing:

putting my hands in the soil, going to feasts and shooting

the breeze with the old men in the village, building things.

My job is a pain some days, though. Oh well, work.

But what I like the most is that I can combine parenting

with working. When I walk off through the village to visit

someone, my son usually comes with me. People like seeing

my son. They like that he has a Xhosa name, Themba.
They like that he talks Xhosa with them.

I'm not so good at small talk. I like to get right to the point

of my visit. But Xhosa people don't appreciate such
forthrightness. To not first inquire about health, talk about
the rains, speak about cattle or sheep or goats or exchange
a humorous story, is to insult the person you have come
to visit. My son helps me. He likes talking to people; people
like talking to him. We all relax and have a good time.

That doesn't mean everything is smooth sailing. Themba
doesn't sit still and stay silent in church like most of the

other kids his age. He wants to be up and running around.
But people don't seem to hold that against us.

Lots of kids come to play with Themba. They like the cars

and trucks Themba's grandparents sent him. At first we
thought that always sharing his toys might be a strain on
a young kid. But he is very generous. We let him make the

decisions about whether he wants to lend out his toys.

Usually he does.

Lately Themba has taken to joining the older neighbor boys
when they go with the cattle to pastures. It is a bit traumatic
for us as parents watching our three-year-old wandering
off with the BIG cows. But the older boys are good with
Themba. We only let him go when they are going to fields

not too far away. Themba wants to do the things the other
boys in the village are doing.

It is nice letting parenting flow into work and work flow
into parenting. Life seems connected. We move with the

ebb and flow of the village, one sphere of our lives blending
into the next.

••• Harvey Harman
of Oxford, N.C.

MCC South Africa

Resources
• • •

MCC Occasional Papers feature

writing by MCC workers on
topics related to MCC program
and concerns. Copies are

available without charge from
MCC. Those wishing may make
a donation to offset printing

costs, estimated at $1 per copy.
• • •

Development and disability, by
Diane Driedger, Henry Enns and
Valerie Regehr, examines the
status of disabled people in the
developing world and how they
are involved in development.
The authors look at current

MCC work with disabled people
throughout the world and
suggest areas for future

involvement.

The Coptic Orthodox Church is

a primary partner of MCC in

Egypt. The Coptic Orthodox
Church: Five essays, by Vern
Ratzlaff, former MCC Egypt,

looks at this branch of

Christianity, its relationship to

Islamic society and Mennonite
relations with the Coptic
Orthodox.

• • •

Listening to the church:
Mennonite ministry in South
Africa, by Robert Herr and Judy
Zimmerman Herr, MCC
Southern Africa coordinators,

includes discussion of

apartheid, the South African

church and the role of

Mennonite workers in the

region.
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Teaching peace in prison

Conflict resolution for inmates

What do Lovable Les, Victorious Violet, Realistic Roger
and Happy Harold have in common? They were all

participants in a Creative Conflict Resolution program held

last summer in a prison in New Brunswick.

The program was led by Melodious Mary and Mellow
Mark Hurst, MCC volunteers in Saint John. Ten men and

women, chosen by prison officials because of "anger

management" problems, participated in the week-long

program. Most prisoners had a history of violent behavior.

The positive names were given to participants during an

affirmation exercise held the first day. The program
concentrated on cooperation, communication and conflict

resolution. We tried to communicate that conflict is a

normal part of life and that it can be dealt with in positive

nonviolent ways.

The program's effectiveness was tested on the last day when
a woman was called out of a session and told that her

children were to be taken from her again. The last time

this happened she picked up an industrial-size washing
machine and threw it. We wondered how she would react

this time.

She returned to the session in tears. Within our circle she

had the freedom to cry, spill out her feelings and tell us

how she was dealing with her hurt and anger.

We received many positive comments from the prisoners.

"I talk and listen more," said one. "This stuff [conflict]

happens all the time. Now I'm slowed down and can see

it," said another.

We were pleased. Presenting the program in the prison was
a breakthrough for us. Prior to this the prison had turned

down our requests for Bible study and visitation programs.

So we were pleased and surprised when, after being invited

to the prison to explain our conflict resolution program,

we were asked: "How soon can you put it on ? How about

next week?"

We have an opportunity to teach prisoners about the peace

Christ brings. We can show that Jesus died not only to

reconcile us to God, but to each other.

*** Mark and Mary Hurst

of Elkhart, Ind.

MCC New Brunswick

News from MCC
• • •

"After years of being hidden
from public view, disabled

people in the Soviet Union are

beginning to make their needs
known," says Henry Enns of

MCC Disabled Persons
Concerns program. About 36
million disabled people live in

the Soviet Union and "there are

almost no wheelchairs
available," reports Enns, who
visited there this spring. MCC
plans to send wheelchairs to

the Soviet Union and may help

build a wheelchair factory there.
• • •

"We thank God because you
(MCC) have used your wealth as
good stewards," wrote
members of the Christian

Council of Mozambique in a

letter given to an MCC
delegation. "Our country has
the resources necessary for us
to enjoy an abundant life," they

wrote. "But we are not able... to

enjoy that life as violence, war
and injustice" are a barrier to

those resources. MCC has
distributed corn, clothing,

tools, seeds and funds to buy
food there.

• • •

The past winter once again saw
much soapmaking at the Cornie
Friesen residence in Morden,
Man. Soapmakers John and
Nettie Redekop, Henry and
Katie Pauls, Frank and Lena
Wiebe, Verna Hiebert, Helena
Rempel, William Klassen and
Charlotte Janz used 2,518

kilograms (5,540 pounds) of

goosefat to make 3,777

kilograms (8,309 pounds) of

soap for MCC. The Pembina
Poultry Plant in Morden
supplies the goosefat at no
charge.

MCC workers in Chad and
Chadian co-workers have
redesigned the rower pump, a

manually operated water pump
developed in Bangladesh. The
cost of importation was
prohibitive, so the pump is now
being manufactured in Chad
with local materials and simple
hand tools. In Chad it is used
mainly for irrigating small

fields, gardens and orchards.
• • •

Dianne Kidner, MCC worker in

New Orleans, and Sister

Therese St. Pierre, a local

elementary teacher, have
created the "Rainbow
Adventure." This program
helps first grade students in the

inner city learn new vocabulary

words through field trips. The
program has included visits to

a local science and nature

center, the zoo and a children's

museum.
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Meditation

ladd, 4, can now take a few
steps on his own, using a

plunger as a walking stick.

Husn Center for the

Handicapped, Jordan.

On feeling pain

Now on his way to Jerusalem, Jesus traveled along the

border between Samaria and Galilee. As be was going into

a village 1 0 men who had leprosy met him. They stood at

a distance and called out in a loud voice, "Jesus, master,

have pity on us." When he saw them, he said, "Go show
yourselves to the priests, " and as they went they were
cleansed.

One of them, when he saw he was healed came back,

praising God in a loud voice. He threw himself at Jesus'

feet and thanked him. He was a Samaritan. Jesus asked,

"Were not all 1 0 cleansed? Where are the other nine? Was
no one found to return and give praise to God except this

foreigner?
"

Luke 17:11-19

When we read this passage, we are intrigued that the

Samaritan thanks Jesus for the ability to feel pain. Leprosy

causes nerve deadening in the extremities so that the body
cannot feel pain. This pain is vital to the body. Without
pain the body cannot respond and more damage may be

done. These supplementary wounds usually do the most
damage to a person inflicted with leprosy. So this Samaritan

who had not felt pain for so long now welcomed it.

Individuals or the church itself can get moral leprosy. Many
of us turn inward, looking only to ourselves or our own
people. We no longer feel the pain of others. In this case

the extremities can wither and die, eventually causing more
damage to the body.

MCC is one of many nerve systems in the body of the

church. As MCC workers we are part of that nervous

system. We feel the pain and report it to the church, and
then we try to respond appropriately. In Appalachia,

Labrador, China, Bangladesh, Sudan, El Salvador or

Lebanon, we are in the business of living with people who
feel hopelessness, despair, hurt or oppression.

At times in the Middle East we feel almost overwhelmed
by the pain of those we live with. We also thank God for

the ability to feel this pain. We thank God that we can be

present, that we can report the pain back to the body of

the church, and that we are able to respond.

Our response is seldom enough; we will never heal all hurts

or bring peace to this troubled world. Yet our calling is

not necessarily to be successful, but to be faithful, to be

present and to feel pain. And in our presence, we will help

some and learn from others.

Ed and Norilynn Epp
of Winnipeg, Man.
MCC Jordan
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MCCer Homer Janzen, left,

operates at United Mission to

Nepal hospital.

Staff comment

The gap widens

Eighteen years ago I began my first assignment with MCC.
For the past six years I have worked as secretary for

Personnel Services, a position in which I recruited and
placed people with MCC. What has changed in 1 8 years?

MCC and the world in which MCCers serve have both
changed. One fact seems clear. The gap between MCC
personnel and the people with whom we live on assignment
has widened considerably.

MCC people more and more originate from urban centers.

They are usually assigned to rural settings. MCC workers
grow up in conditions of increased wealth, yet work in

locations of chronic poverty. A technological explosion has
happened, especially in the electronics and communication
fields, but this explosion is not uniform around the world.
Political tensions are more prominent in places where
MCCers serve.

What is the result of this widening gap ? Qualifications for

workers are now more specific and may require specialized

technical training. In some cases we have replaced MCCers
with local people because adequately prepared volunteers

were not available. Forty to 50 percent of those now in

service have had previous experience with MCC or mission
boards.

MCC-sponsored knitting class,

Nepal.

The challenge forMCC and the church is adjusting to these

changes creatively and positively. We need more people
who will prepare for assignments and serve more than two
or three years. We need people who have a world vision,

who look beyond the uniqueness of their own culture and
appreciate the richness of other cultures. We need a new
generation of Mennonites, Brethren in Christ and other

Christians who are willing and able to cross an ever-

widening economic and cultural bridge.

The gap has become larger, but so too, I believe, has the

church's desire to respond. Here are some ideas for

preparation if God calls you to this challenge:

Test: Take a short-term assignment to test your interests

and skills. MCC and mission boards have a growing
number of options, especially for young adults.

Prepare: Certain academic areas are more needed than
others, such as education, health and food production.
Take development courses that prepare you for work
among the most needy.

Cultivate personal faith: The church is increasingly the

channel for doing this work. Become comfortable with a

wide range of faith expressions, but be firm in your own.
Learn to appreciate the church.

Listen to others: Practice listening and patience in your

home setting. On an assignment, listening is often as

important as talking or doing.

Pray for vision, compassion and willing people to carry

this ministry forward.

••• Gerald Shank
MCC Personnel Services
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Is God calling you to fill one of

these urgent personnel needs?

Nicaragua: forester

Nigeria, Nicaragua: appropriate

technologists
• • •

New Orleans, La., Hazard, Ky.:

nurses
• • •

Winnipeg, Man.: teacher/

teacher's aide
• • •

Bangladesh: women's
agriculture program leader

• • •

Warburg, Alta., Yorkton, Sask.:

houseparents
• • •

Akron, Pa., Winnipeg, Man.:
secretaries & administrative

assistants

MCC country profile

Nepal
• • •

Population: 17 million

Per capita income: $160
MCC present since: 1957
Number of MCCers: 9

7988 expenses: $87,303

The small landlocked country of

Nepal lies between two giants,

China and India. By its

geography and culture, Nepal
has close ties with India. The
Himalayas to the north and vast

distances to the Chinese
heartland make the northern

neighbor seem more remote.

Hill country with fertile valleys

extends across central Nepal,

and the southern border region

is part of the flat, subtropical

Ganges Plain.

Eight of the nine MCC workers
in Nepal are seconded to the

United Mission to Nepal (UMN).
They live in three different

locales, where they are part of

larger project teams made up of

diverse nationalities.

MCCers work with the Andhi
Khola hydroelectric power and
irrigation project, bringing cook
stoves, lighting and irrigation

and drinking water to rural

people. Other MCCers provide

health care at the village level,

do business management with

UMN in Kathmandu, or teach

English, literacy and sewing.
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Elvia

An example of generosity

Elvia is a young woman, no more than 23 years old. She

has been in the United States four years. Like most Central

American refugees, she walked across the border. She does

not have a visa. She came to Washington, D.C., full of

expectations, but found problems. She was alone; she got

pregnant; her boyfriend left her. Her baby, born during

the seventh month of pregnancy, developed an incurable

disease.

Elvia has suffered a lot. We helped her in all the ways we
could. She was not able to work, and her son needed

constant medical care. She always came to our office

looking for clothes and she sat and talked to us. Sometimes
we were busy, but she stayed anyway.

Elvia met somebody else and got pregnant again. Her body
is not strong so she cannot carry her babies full term. This

baby was born at 6V2 months. The baby is still in the

hospital. The other one, 1 9 months old, still goes to therapy

every day. In the midst of all these complications, she said

to me, "I am happy."

Last week she came to the office with a bag full of milk

and cereals. She said: "I want to donate these things. There
are many mothers who do not have milk for their children;

I bring these to you and give back a little bit of what you
have given to me."

Elvia, with two children, one ill, the other one in the

hospital, and without a job, is happy. What an example
for me!

*** Mabel R. Boyajian

of La Falda, Argentina

Former MCC Washington, D.C.

UCC Ca<"°"

Cash projects
• • •

(October) Scales for children, El

Salvador: Health care workers
in El Salvador work with few
resources. Children are put on
special nutrition programs but

health promoters do not have
scales to monitor their weight
gain. Scales also are used to

monitor monthly weight gain of

pregnant women so their

children will be born healthy.

$1 0 buys a baby scale. $1 4 buys
an adult scale. $1 44 buys scales
for six communities. $288 is the

cost of the project. Please

include project number B91 3-41

with your contribution.
• • •

(November) Crafts create jobs,

Bangladesh: In southern
Bangladesh, a woman supports
herself making dolls and other

toys from jute twine. MCC has
asked her to train other women
in this skill to earn money for

their families. MCC provides
funds to cover costs of tools,

materials and food and lodging

during the training. Currently 10

people are enrolled in the

course. $1 00 is the cost to train

one woman. $1,000 is the total

cost. Please include project

number B702-35 with your
contribution.

• • •

(December) Water storage jars

for refugees, Somalia: Large
cement jars are used to store

water in Somali refugee camps.
The jars are made from local

materials and are cheaper and
longer-lasting than purchased
metal drums. Several refugees

have begun a business making
jars for sale. MCC wants to

expand this project to other

refugee camps and villages in

Somalia. $6 buys one bag of

cement, enough to make two
large jars. $10 pays materials

and labor to make a 50-gallon

jar. $500 is the total cost of the

project.

Material aid projects
• • •

(October) Sheets: Each year

MCC sends sheets to hospitals,

clinics and orphanages
overseas. So far this year MCC
sent sheets to Bangladesh,
Ethiopia, Haiti and West Bank.
Single-sized flat sheets are

preferred. They may be white or

colored.
• • •

(November) School kits: MCC
has sent school kits to Haiti,

Nicaragua, Sudan and West
Bank this year. MCC will also

send 400 school kits to Jamaica
and 500 to Swaziland in 1989.

To prepare a school kit, place

these items in a 10- by 16-inch

(25- by 41 -centimeter)

drawstring bag: 4 unsharpened
pencils, 1 plastic metric ruler

(30 centimeters long), 4 spiral

notebooks (a bit smaller than

the cloth bag and about 75
pages each), 1 package of 1 2 to

16 crayons or colored pencils

and 1 pencil eraser.
• • •

(December) Blankets, quilts: So
far in 1989 blankets have been
shipped to six countries,

including 1 0,000 to Armenia for

earthquake victims. MCC
prefers sending bedding made
of entirely new material that

does not show stains and dirt

easily. Suggested sizes are 60
to 72 inches (152 to 183
centimeters) wide and 80 to 90
inches (203 to 229 centimeters)

long. However, all sizes are

acceptable.
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joint hymnal for the Mennonite Church,

General Conference Mennonite Church,

Church of the Brethren, and Churches of

God.

Youth/adult curriculum
based on video series
now available

A new youth and adult Bible study cur-

riculum has been produced by Mennonite
Board of Missions and is being distribu-

ted cooperatively with Mennonite Pub-
lishing House. Following Gods Call is

based on editions 7-9 of the All God's

People video series. The 13-week cur-

riculum provides a multimedia approach
to learning Bible truths and encourages
discipleship and community action.

The curriculum is "a new adventure in

study materials using video," says author
Melodie Davis of MBM Media Ministries.

"We hope that as classes, small groups,

and congregations look at ways God has

called others to ministry, they will be

inspired and motivated to consider God's
call for their own lives."

Material for each session includes a
lesson sheet with discussion starters and
take-home sheets for each person. A lead-

er's guide provides background Scripture

for preparation and enrichment, biblical

exposition, and teaching ideas. The guide
suggests ways to involve the group in the

theme, as well as ways to put the theme
into action. Three VHS videocassettes

complete the curriculum package.

More information is available from
MBM Media Ministries at 1251 Virginia

Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801 (phone
800-999-3534); or from MPH at 616 Wal-
nut Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683 (phone 412-

887-8500).

Church gardeners
in Gainesville, Fla.,

cultivate compassion
"Opportunity Awaits You!" proclaims

the cover of a brochure produced by Em-
manuel Mennonite Church in Gainesville,

Fla. The brochure, which promotes a new
church project called "Blessed Homes and
Gardens," continues:

"Do you long for an opportunity to

work up a sweat under the hot sun, get

your hands incredibly dirty, work as long

as you are capable of working, and get

absolutely no pay for it? Oh yeah, we
forgot to tell you! You will meet interest-

ing and fun-loving people, will be doing

something to help the needy of our com-
munity, and you are liable to have more
fun doing it than you have had for a long

time."

Emmanuel, a small young congrega-

tion in this university town, is pastored

by Phil Kniss. This past spring church

members, along with many of their

neighbors and friends, have been meeting

one Saturday per month at a large garden

plot outside the town to cultivate fresh

produce for the poor of their community
and to build better relationships with

each other. "Blessed Homes and
Gardens" has several purposes.

The primary motivation for the project

is congregational outreach. Emmanuel
hopes to share the love of Christ to some
of the hungry people in their area by pro-

viding them with fresh, chemical-free,

quality produce. The produce—more than

20 varieties of vegetables— is being dis-

tributed to a shelter for the homeless, a

soup kitchen, a crisis pregnancy shelter,

and several elderly couples.

Another outreach goal of the project is

to broaden the congregation's own net-

work of relationships by inviting their

neighbors, friends, and colleagues to help

work in the garden. The Saturday work-

days, called "Cultivation Days," are in-

tended to not only cultivate the garden,

but to cultivate relationships within the

congregation, and establish new friend-

ships with persons outside the congrega-

tion.

A typical Cultivation Day begins with

two or three hours of garden work in the

morning before the sun gets unbearably
hot. The garden also includes a children's

corner, where the kids can plant,

cultivate, and harvest vegetables of their

own. At noon they share a light carry-in

picnic lunch under the shade trees.

After lunch the children and adults

separate. The children spend one hour in

a planned activity such as a nature walk
in the adjoining woods, making nature

crafts, or just enjoying a 25-foot rope

swing in a nearby tree. At the same time,

the adults have an informal seminar and
discussion on issues of family life and
relationships, led by two members of Em-
manuel—Mark Moser, a marriage/family

therapist, and Anne Cuddeback, a college

sociology instructor.

The day is concluded with recreational

activities for the whole group, such as a

softball game or a short canoe trip down
the Santa Fe River.

The stimulus for beginning this project

occurred last November during a week-

end Urban Peace Church Evangelism
Seminar led by Tim Stair of Mennonite
Board of Missions. Stair divided the par-

ticipants into small groups for brains-

torming, and one of the groups came up
with the idea of a garden project. Over
the next several months the idea was
further developed and refined by the

larger group. Many persons contributed

their gifts in the process, whether it was
technical expertise or the ability to think

creatively. Paul Lehman, an elder in the

church and a scientist with the Florida

Division of Plant Industry, coordinated

the garden work itself.

Typical of the early gardening season

in Florida, the plot was laid out and
planted in February. In the course of four

planned workdays from February to May,
nearly everyone in the congregation par-

ticipated in some way, and over 20

persons from outside the church par-

ticipated. Mark and Paula Moser, owners
of the land where the garden is located,

continue to water the garden regularly

and bring more fresh produce to church

each Sunday to be distributed.
—Phil Kniss
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KREIDER VIEWS THE WORLD

Better ways to spend
government money

In the U.S. presidential campaign of

1988 both major political parties gave

relatively little attention to the deficit in

the federal budget. Instead they ad-

vocated programs that involved spending

more money: both favored a "strong

defense," a "cleaner environment," and
an improved educational system. Very lit-

tle attention was given to the question of

how to pay for these expenditures.
Instead, George Bush said in his adminis-

tration there would be "no new taxes."

Now that we are more than six months
into the Bush administration it appears
that the actual deficit will not be as large

as once feared. The economy has
continued to be strong and this has kept
tax revenues at a high level. Currently
interest rates are falling slightly and this

may cause a modest reduction in the pre-

viously estimated $177 billion expendi-

tures for interest on the huge government
debt. Both parties in Congress seem to be

agreed to keep the enormous costs of bail-

ing out defunct savings-and-loan institu-

tions "off budget"—a transparent way of

maintaining the fiction of adherence to

the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings law.

There are still only distant rumblings
of possible tax increases. But there are

loudly publicized ways to spend more
federal money. The B-2 (Stealth) bomber
finally made a successful flight. The Bush
administration requests that a whole
fleet of these aircraft (costing $600
million each) be authorized. Few knowl-
edgeable people believe that the final

costs would be even close to the original

estimated cost. The Defense Department
is noted for persistent cost overruns.

Shortly after the trial flight of the B-2
bomber the United States celebrated the

20th anniversary of the Apollo mission
which successfully sent astronauts to the

moon. Bush used the occasion to give en-

dorsement to the plans of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) to prepare for a new mission to

the moon. But this would merely be a way
station for a similar mission to Mars.

The costs of human exploration of

space are, like space itself, astronomical.
In December 1960, just before he left of-

fice, President Dwight Eisenhower
strongly opposed NASA's plan for man-
ned space flight. He thought that the cost

would be "up to $38 billion." We will

never know what he would have said if he
had known that the ultimate cost would
be $350 billion in today's dollars. Bush, in

giving general endorsement to the idea of

a manned space flight to Mars, did not
mention how much it would cost or how it

would be paid for. NASA's current
budget is about $10 billion; its request for

next year is $14 bill ion. But Bush's newly
formed National Space Council has indi-

cated that this should be increased to $33
billion. Remember that this is the expen-

diture for one year. A trip to Mars would
be a 30-year program and we may rest

assured that the actual costs would be far

greater than the original estimates.

In view of these expenditures, ranging
in the hundreds of billions (probably
trillions) of dollars, it is not inappropriate

to suggest other less expensive ways of

spending government money.
Fifty years ago we started the U.S.

Social Security system. We had lagged

behind most advanced countries of

Western Europe in this regard. But now
we have gone a long way toward relieving

the poverty of our elderly people. We
called our system one of "insurance" but
it is only partially that. Fundamentally it

has represented a massive transfer of

purchasing power from working people

who pay Social Security taxes to the
retired elderly who for the most part

receive far larger Social Security benefits

than they ever had to pay in taxes.

Now I think that we should do for the

other end of the life span (infants and
children) what we have done over the past

half century for our senior citizens. In

1987, some 20 percent of American
children lived in a poor family. But this is

an average of all races. Forty-six percent
of black children and 40 percent of His-

panic children live in poverty. France and
other European countries together with

Canada have cash allowances for each

child in a family. Although the U.S. has
its Women, Infants, and Children (WIC)
program, the percentage of the gross na-

tional product spent by the government
for transfer payments for children is less

than half that of Canada, Sweden, Aus-

tralia, and Britain.

The poor children of today are usually
the poor young people of tomorrow.
Money spent to provide prenatal care for

pregnant women should greatly reduce
the number of premature births and thus
reduce the enormous cost of providing
lengthy hospital care for "preemies."
Similarly, adequate health care for
children will help them be better able to

learn when in school; they should be more
effective workers when they join the
labor force.

Few people would recommend pouring
money down a rat hole. But if we are not
careful we will be pouring money down a
"space hole" which should rather be used
to reduce the poverty of our young.

—CarlKreider

Pipkin succeeds Dyck
at AMBS
as Anabaptist scholar
Wayne Pipkin joined the faculty of

Associated Mennonite Biblical
Seminaries in July as professor of
Anabaptist and sixteenth-century
studies, a position being vacated by C. J.

Dyck, who retired in June.

Pipkin, a Southern Baptist, recently

completed a one-year term as visiting

professor at Southern Baptist Seminary,
Louisville, Ky. He has taught at Baptist

Theological Seminary, Ruschlikon, Swit-

zerland, since 1978.

Dyck will be available to AMBS as

needed. He will continue with research
and writing projects and some teaching,

such as "Anabaptist History and
Theology" this fall.

GOSPEL HERALD Editor

The Mennonite Publication Board is accepting

applications for the positions of Gospel Herald Editor.

Inquiries and resumes should be directed to J. Robert

Ramer, Publisher, Mennonite Publishing House, 616

Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683, phone (412) 887-8500.

Please respond by August 30, 1989.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
Long letters may need to be shortened.

to women, particularly poor women,
whose pregnancies are unplanned. While
adoption is an answer for some, many of

the women we see chose to keep their

children. The children are the victims of a
continuing cycle of poverty, sometimes
including violence, poor health, and
substance abuse.

Until we as a church probe deeper into

the issues affecting those we are con-

demning, is it our right to limit the few
choices available to them?

Glen Mast, Sarasota, Fla.

Gerald Mast ("Readers Say," July 11)

opposes the criminalization of abortion

because the kingdom of God cannot be
enforced by the state. While this is true,

it does not mean that we should stand by
while laws are made that are morally
wrong. Should over-the-counter narcotics

be legalized? If murdering your neighbor
was legalized tomorrow, wouldn't that
bother you? Christians in pre-World War
II Germany stood by while the state le-

galized the murders of Jews. And for

years Christians in America have stood
by while the government has allowed the

legal abortions of millions of unborn ba-

bies. I say it's about time we speak out
against these murders, because when you
get right down to it, that's all it is:

murder.

Regina Lutz and Paul Weaver,
Jamaica Plain, Mass.
We have followed with interest the

comments regarding the Mennonite in-

volvement in the pro-choice march in

Washington. As social workers who work
directly with abused children and home-
less women we have concluded that pro-
choice does not equate with "pro-abor-
tion." Certainly, no one would say that
abortion is a desirable "end-all" answer.
Instead pro-choice asks us to recognize in-

dividual situations of women whose
choices are sometimes limited.

Our decision to side with pro-choice
comes mainly through what we perceive
as inadequate answers given by pro-lifers

^Pontius' Puddle

Cynthia Weaver, foster-care

supervisor, Bethanna, Southampton,
Pa.
My arms are full of unaborted children.

Each day our agency must turn away
more and more children because those

with a similar commitment are spending
their time protesting at the abortion sites

instead of at home with the unaborted
child. The babies are being forgotten

(thrown out) with the hysteria/debate re-

lated to abortion (the bath water).

My desk contains the referrals of

children who have not been aborted.

Children that have survived the effects of

drug and alcohol abuse during their time
as a fetus. Children who have been
abused and neglected prior to their birth.

Children born premature and with
medical technology keeping them alive

long enough for the child to leave the hos-

pital only to die months later.

Perhaps I should gather together these

little children and bring them to the

Christians at the demonstration sites.

Perhaps if they saw the children for

whom they were so adamantly protesting

they might put down their signs and pick

up a child. This would become the true

test of their protesting; if indeed they

would reach out and care for these

unaborted children.

Instead of carrying a sign, who will

carry a blind and deaf baby with only a
brain stem, a screaming and seizuring

baby affected by drug withdrawal, a baby
being fed by tubefeeding, an AIDS baby
with constant diarrhea, a baby with an
underdeveloped digestive system who
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continually vomits her formula, a baby
with severe brain damage because of
abuse by his mother who had wanted to

abort the child before birth but didn't

have the money for the procedure. Who
will put down a sign and pick up a child?

Walter Christner, Sarasota, Fla.

Concerning professionalism in the
church ("Can the Church Survive the
Professionalization of Its Leadership?"
July 4): The historic Anabaptist view of

the free church can best be described as

universal in practice. Universal indi-

vidual accountability to one another with

a de-emphasis on control at the top.

We agree with church leaders who earn

our respect and attention by being them-
selves what we want ourselves to become.
We need enablers to be our examples
first; visionaries only as the leaders' vi-

sion becomes the congregations' vision.

Have we not all already had enough of

religious leaders with agendas which
have become distorted and a discredit to

the Christian community? I see the

professionalism of our churches as having
the same kind of eventual detrimental ef-

fect if carried too far.

I am thankful for our leadership. We
need men and women with this kind of

commitment. In today's world, I am,
however, cautious when we ascribe to our
leaders what ought to be our own
responsibilities.

Dean Hochstetler, Nappanee, Ind.

I wish to comment on your July 4 edi-

torial about the meeting of evangelicals

and your observation that they espoused
a "truncated" gospel. From where I sit

and walk, we do the same; only in other

areas. I list several:

1. On the matter of stewardship, we
give less than 5 percent of our incomes.

2. The many divisions that mar unity.

We proclaim positive love, on paper, but
cannot get along in the same pew.

3. As to a world view, we have become
so peace-oriented we have forgotten there

is a devil to fight; thus New Age stuff

easily invades us. We, the Mennonite
Church, also practice a "truncated"
gospel. We have numerous courses of

study in our schools on "peace," but no-

where in the whole Mennonite house is

there a study course on "spiritual war-
fare." All the while the teachings of Jesus

say it, and the apostles practiced it.

Ephesians 6:10-18 says we are to be in it and
"armor" is provided.

Christ is the victor. I along with Ado-
niram Judson of another generation agree
that the future is as bright as the prom-
ises of God, and he is bigger than the

theology of us all.
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Mennoscope

Lancaster, Pa., families host 75 children. The Children's Visitation Program
sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions hosted 75 children in 72 homes in

the Lancaster, Pa., area in July. This year children visiting from the inner city came
from Reading, Lancaster, Baltimore, Washington, Hartford, and New York. It was
the 39th consecutive year for the program. Coordinator Donna Metzler says families

who once volunteer for the program often invite the same child to return in sub-

sequent summers. Pictured is Jessica Lebron (left) of Reading, Pa., with Anita and

Audrey Clark, daughters of Paul and Faye Clark of Ronks, Pa. Lebron has visited the

Clarks four summers.

Former Mennonite Board of Missions
administrator Ezra Bender, 91, died on Aug. 1

in Harrisonburg, Va. He was treasurer 1939-50

and health/welfare secretary 1958-68. He also

served as board president for Mennonite Pub-
lishing House 1953-69. His wife, Gertrude Kauf-
fman,diedinl987.

The Voluntary Service unit in Mobile, Ala.,
closed on June 20 after over 20 years of opera-
tion under Eastern Mennonite Board of
Missions. Mobile Mennonite Church believes it

can now carry on its outreach ministry on its

own. VS director Bob Horst said the congrega-
tion feels good about releasing VS resources to

assist newer churches and church-planting ef-

forts. He said the purpose of VS today is to

give short-term assistance to emerging con-
gregations. In May and June, Eastern Board
opened new VS units in Hartford, Conn., and
Atlantic City, N.J.

This summer 24 seminary students got a
taste of pastoral ministry through experi-

ential learning opportunities offered by Asso-
ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.
"Practical experience in ministry and formal
thought need each other in education for
ministry," says Erick Sawatzky, director of
field education. Half of the students par-
ticipated in Clinical Pastoral Education, an
intensive program—usually in a hospital—in

which students develop a new awareness of
other people's needs as well as their own. The
other half of the AMBS students were placed
in churches through Congregationally
Supervised Pastoral Education, which helps
them explore their potential ministering skills.

An emerging congregation in New York City
has its first pastor. The church is made up of
Ethiopian immigrants in the North Bronx
area. The group previously had lay leaders.

Now it has a pastor, thanks to subsidy from
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions. The
pastor is Mulugeta Abate, who came to the
United States with his family earlier this year
from Kenya.

A proposed law that would allow Dutch
conscientious objectors to direct the military
portion of their taxes to peaceful purposes
has been introduced in the Dutch Parliament.
The legislation, introduced by two members of
Parliament, was drawn up by an interchurch
group that included retired Mennonite
professor H. B. Kossen. The Netherlands has
recognized the right of conscientious objection
to military service since 1923. The current ef-

fort to extend this right to the area of taxes has
been under development since 1986.

A Voluntary Service worker appeared on a
national television program recently. Lyn
Raymond was part of a 15-minute segment on
JtH Hours, an hour-long weekly CBS program.
She talked about how she helps fill out asylum
applications for Central American refugees
who cross the border into the United States.
She works at Casa Oscar Romero, a Catholic
refugee center in Brownsville, Tex. 48 Hours
documented the conflict along the border
between U.S. immigration officials and
Central Americans fleeing war and poverty.
The VS unit in Brownsville is operated by Men-
nonite Board of Missions.

Intercollegiate tennis competition has been
reinstated at Eastern Mennonite College in

anticipation of improved courts. The tennis

program was dropped in 1982 because EMC's
courts didn't meet standards set by the Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Association. The ten-

nis team will begin competing with other
schools next spring. It will join the Old Do-
minion Athletic Conference in 1991. Mark
Fleming, head coach of the men's basketball
team, will coach the tennis team.

Members of a new congregation in Whitby,
Ont. , recited a pledge ofcommitment recently
in a special worship service recognizing the es-

tablishment of Durham Mennonite Fellowship.
The group had been preparing for this day since
Easter Sunday through prayer, Bible study, and
discussions. They discussed the meaning of dis-

cipleship, living together as a congregation, and
possibilities for outreach. The new congregation
rents facilities from Hebron Christian
Reformed Church. Robert Boardman is the pas-
tor.

Two couples have established a grant fund
for Eastern Mennonite College's new exten-
sion program in Lancaster, Pa. The donors,

who wish to remain anonymous, have given an
initial $35,000. According to Paul Zehr, part-

time director of the program, income from the

fund will provide financial assistance to stu-

dents enrolled in the program. Courses will

start this fall. Students may earn academic
credit toward either a certificate of biblical and
church studies or a certificate in Christian

leadership.

What do cotton, scrap jute, banana fiber,

hemp, waste paper, and water hyacinth
stalks have in common? Each of these items
is turned into paper at the Shuktara Hand-
made Paper Plant in Feni, Bangladesh. It is a
job-creation project sponsored by Mennonite
Central Committee. The ingredients are boiled,

rinsed, beaten, screened, pressed, and dried in

the sun. In less than 12 hours, they are ready to

be transformed into envelopes, writing paper

and pads, file folders, and book bindings.

Mennonite Board of Missions workers Titus
and Karen Guenther concluded Spanish-
language study at Maryknoll Language In-

stitute in Cochabamba, Bolivia, and moved to

Santiago, Chile, in June. Titus will teach
church history from a Mennonite/Anabaptist
perspective at an interdenominational
seminary—Evangelical Theological Com-
munity.

Original musical compositions by two
Conrad Grebel College professors made their

debut recently in Waterloo, Ont. Leonard
Enns was commissioned by the Kitchener-Wa-
terloo Renaissance Singers to compose a choral

work for an upcoming tour of England. The
piece, "The Sun Beams of Thy Face," was sung
for the first time at St. John's Lutheran
Church. Carol Ann Weaver, commissioned by
the New Music Series of Waterloo, created a
piece— "Algonquin Dawn"—which draws in-

spiration from the sounds, moods, and spirits

of the northern Ontario wilderness. She and
two others performed it for the first time on
the national CBC radio show Two New Hours.

Goshen College has been selected as one of
300 outstanding colleges and universities in

America that consistently attract and accept
the brightest students. Goshen is included in

Peterson's Competitive Colleges 1989-90.
Peterson's is a publisher of educational and
career reference materials. This is the first

time Goshen has been listed in this annual
publication. But the recognition from
Peterson's is one in a long list of national

honors for Goshen in recent years.

People interested in youth gathered at Asso-
ciated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
recently for a weekend youth ministry sympo-
sium followed by a week-long course. All

presentations related to Blueprint for Con-
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gregational Youth Ministry, a book written by
Lavon Welty for the Mennonite Church and
General Conference Mennonite Church. Welty
said the needs of young people today cannot be

met only by youth group sponsors, but that

every place the church touches the lives of

teenagers is a potential setting for youth
ministry to occur.

Wilmer Heisey has retired as executive sec-

retary of Mennonite Central Committee U.S.
after seven years in that job. It marks the end
of several decades of service with MCC—
mostly as a board member representing the

Brethren in Christ Church. He had a leading

role in establishing MCC U.S. 10 years ago. For
14 years he directed the Navajo Brethren in

Christ Miss ion in New Mexico and then served
another 14 years as executive secretry of

Brethren in Christ Board of Missions. But his

career started as an MCC worker in the Philip-

pines in the late 1940s, where he met and mar-
ried his wife, Velma. Heisey is succeeded as

MCC U.S. executive secretary by Lynette
Meek.

Louise Wideman and Ruth Anne Laverty
will share the 1989 June Schwartzentruber
Fund Award. Wideman, of Listowel, Ont, is

beginning studies this fall at Associated Men-
nonite Biblical Seminaries. Laverty, of
Kitchener, Ont., is completing a graduate
program in theology at Interfaith Counseling
Center in Kitchener. Both are former Volun-
tary Service workers with Mennonite Board of

Missions. The fund was established as a me-
morial to Schwartzentruber after her 1984
death to encourage others who share the con-
cerns she had for social justice, minorities,

urban ministry, and women in leadership.

More information about contributing to the
fund or receiving an award from the fund is

available from MBM at Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515.

Captioned versions of a mission video series

are available from Mennonite Board of
Missions. They are for editions 8 and 9 of the
All God's People series. Congregations are en-
couraged to purchase or rent the captioned ver-

sions for the benefit of hearing-impaired peo-
ple. For more information, contact MBM
Media Ministries at 1251 Virginia Ave., Har-
risonburg, VA 22801; phone toll-free 800-999-

3534.

Financial aid for people interested in special
urban ministry studies is now available from
The Fund for Theological Education in New
York City. Continuing education fellowships
are being given to encourage and strengthen
the development of leaders for urban mission.
Interested people in the Mennonite Church
should contact Melba Martin at Mennonite
Board of Missions, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515.

The School for Equipping and Nurturing
Disciples (SEND) is now taking applica-
tions for its fourth school year which begins on
Sept. 9. The school is operated by Communion
Fellowship—a Brethren/Mennonite congreg-
tion in Goshen, Ind. The school includes class-
room instruction by a variety of ministers,
part-time employment, one-on-one disciple-
ship, local and cross-cultural evangelism, and
involvement in the local church. More informa-
tion is available from SEND at 114 S. 6th St.

Goshen, IN 46526.

Pastoral transitions:

•John Drescher will be installed as pastor of
Zion Mennonite Church, Broadway, Va., on
Aug. 27. He succeeds Samuel Janzen, who was
interim pastor, and Janzen succeeds Drescher

as overseer of Virginia Conference's Northern
District. Drescher is a former editor of Gospel
Herald.

•Eric Kouns became pastor of Trissels Men-
nonite Church, Broadway, Va., in July. He suc-
ceeds Don Augsburger, a seminary professor
who took a pastorate in Florida.

Missionary comings/goings!
•Rhoda Wenger returned from the Virgin Is-

lands in June after serving 13 years with Choice
Books Caribbean. Along with her earlier service

in Tanzania, she has completed 50 years under
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions. Her ad-
dress is 1089 College Ave., Harrisonburg, VA
22801.
•Elva Landis returned from Tanzania in July.

She completed 40 years of service under
Eastern Board. Her address is 1957 Sterling
PL, Lancaster, PA 17601.

•Ira and Evi Kurtz returned from Hong Kong
in June. They completed 23 years of service

under Eastern Board. Their address is Box
394A, Morgantown, PA 19543.

•Arlene Kreider returned from Ethiopia in

June. She completed 22 years of service under
Eastern Board. Her address is 93 South Ave.,
Landisville, PA 17538.

•Carol Weber returned from Tanzania in July
following a three-year term under Eastern
Board. She was a nurse educator in Mugumu.
Her address is 11 Rover Rd., Ephrata, PA
17522.

•Conrad Martin returned from Tanzania in

May following a three-year Eastern Board
assignment. He was an accountant at Shirati

Hospital. His address is 14320 Penn Dixie Ln.,

Greencastle, PA 17225.

•Darrel and Sherill Hostetter returned from
Swaziland in June for a one-year leave. They
served a three-year missionary term under
Eastern Board. Their address is 1916 Lincoln
Hwy. East, Lancaster, PA 17602.

•Carl and Julia Sensenig returned from So-
malia in June after completing an Eastern
Board assignment. They served three years.
Their address is 391 Akron Rd., Ephrata, PA
17522.

•Verle Rufenacht returned from Tanzania in

May following a three-year Eastern Board
term. He was a nurse educator at Shirati Hos-
pital. His address is 1612 Fellowship Dr.,

Lancaster, PA 17601.

•Mark and Jean Martin returned from Kenya
in July for a one-year leave. They are Eastern
Board workers who serve on the staff of
Rosslyn Academy in Nairobi. Their address is

1928 Par PL, Sarasota, FL 33582.
•Myrrl and Ruth Byler returned from China in

June following a two-year teaching assign-
ment. They were Eastern Board appointees
who served with China Educational Exchange.
Their address is 1320 State St., Uniontown,
OH 44685.

Coming events:
•Summer Mediation Institute, Aug. 22-25, at
Lombard (111.) Mennonite Church. It is

designed to equip church leaders, business
executives, community volunteers, and others
in leadership with the skills necessary to deal
effectively with conflict. The event is

sponsored by Lombard Mennonite Peace
Center. More information from the center at

528 E. Madison St., Lombard, IL 60148; phone
312-627-5310.

•Retreat for Families with Special Needs, Oct.

28, at New Holland (Pa.) Mennonite Church.
Also invited are the pastors of these families.

The topics to be discussed are support groups,
respite care, and worship for the develop-
mentally disabled. The event is sponsored by
Women's Missionary and Service Commission
of Lancaster Conference. More information
from Wanda Haves at 321 Sunset Ave.,
Strasburg, PA 17579; phone 717-687-0134.

•30th Anniversary Celebration, Sept. 2, at

Goodwill Mennonite Home, Grantsville, Md.
Scheduled is an open house that includes tours
and door prizes. Especially invited are staff,

former employees, friends, and relatives. More
information from Verna Bender at Goodwill,
Box 310, Grantsville, MD 21536; phone 301-

895-5194.

Church-related job openings:
•Assistant to the president, Goshen College.

The person would also serve as director of

enrollment and marketing. Responsibilities in-

clude: preparing reports, questionnaires,
memos, and letters; maintaining faculty file

data; and coordinating appointments, meet-
ings, and travel. Required are writing,
proofreading, and word processing skills.

Contact Loren Stauffer at GC, Goshen, IN
46526; phone 219-535-7481.

Six teachers go to China. China Educational Exchange held its annual orientation,

July 10-13, at Messiah College in Grantham, Pa., for the six new teachers going to

China. The orientation tried to prepare them for the changed situation in that

country in the wake of the crackdown on the pro-democracy movement. The new
teachers are joining six returning teachers to make a total of 12—down from over 30

last year. All 12 this year are serving in Sichuan Province; all but one are teaching

English. The teachers are (left to right) Lorna Unger of Winnipeg, Man.; Judy
Hansen of Northampton, Mass.; Kevin Shaw of Delta, B.C.; Peter Harnish of War-
rington, Pa.; and David and Sharon Harper of Vanderhoof, B.C. China Educational

Exchange is an inter-Mennonite program based in Winnipeg, Man.
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•Supervisor, Choice Books of Lancaster, Pa.,

starting in December. Contact Larry Zook at

Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions,
Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717-898-2251.

Change of address: Stanley R. Freed from
Hollsopple, Pa., to R. 2, Box 165, Mt. Union,

PA 17066.

New members
East Union, Kalona, Iowa: Mitchell

Rhodes, Ryan Knepp, Kim Boiler, and Michelle

Loss.

Ambler, Pa.: Sharon Jones, Doug Jones,

and Bonnie Conway.
Franconia, Pa.: Krista Derstine, Sabrina

Derstine, Troy Godshall, Amy Halteman, Jen-
nifer Hartman, David S. Jones, Jr., Brenda
Kratz, Karyn Landis, and Susan Nice.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Bauman, Lewis and Kathy (Schnieder),
West Montrose, Ont, first child, Joshua David,
July 20.

Beachy, Brad and Beverly (Yoder),
Hartville, Ohio, third child, second daughter,
Kelsey Jo, July 15.

Boese, Gary and Marlene (Diener), Hesston,
Kans., second child, first daughter, Heidi Ann,
June 6.

Braun, Christopher and Jill Engelman,
Harleysville, Pa., second child, first son, Ryan
Christopher, June 5.

Burdett, Dale and Jean (Hostetler),
Alliance, Ohio, second child, Sara Lynn, July 7.

Byler, Bob and Debbie (Hummer), Gap, Pa.,

third son, Micah Roy, Jan. 31.

Canal, David and Terry, Indianapolis, Ind.,

third child, Chad Andrew, July 7.

Dasiawicz, Paul and Beverly (Bast), Wa-
terloo, Ont., first child, Alison, June 6.

Derstine, Michael and Dawn (Frankenfield),
Elroy, Pa., second child, first son, Michael
Andrew, July 16.

Dotzert, Wayne and Doris (Gerber), Strat-
ford, Ont., third child, second daughter, Eliza-

beth Katelin Doris, Apr. 28.

Erb, Jim and Jan (Swartz), Hesston, Kans.,
second child, Abby Elizabeth, June 6.

Frederick, Dale and Catharine (Johnson),
Hamburg, Pa., second son, Ryan Matthew,
June 22.

Frey, Fred and Elaine, West Unity, Ohio,
first child, Katie Jo, July 25.

Gingerich, Martin and Heidi (Ulrich),
Pignon, Haiti, first child, Annette Katherine,
July 16.

Gingrich, Dennis and Luann (Good),
Kitchener, Ont., first child, Caleb Good, June
3.

Graybill, Lincoln and Karen (Miller),
Goshen, Ind., first child, Calvin Brody, July 5.

Janzen, John and Michele (Voth), Hesston,
Kans., second son, Benjamin Luke, June 6.

Martin, Randall and Sally (Gehman), Am-
bler, Pa., first child, Karisa Nicole, June 18.

McNeely, Terry and Brenda, Elmira, Ont.,
third son, Keith, July 18.

McNeil, Stephen and Connie (Baechler),
New Hamburg, Ont., first child, Jamie Reta,
July 13.

Meyers, Steve and Pam (Lange), Archbold,
Ohio, first child, Ethan Jacob, July 7.

Moser, Steven D. and Jeanette (Knechtel),
Croghan, N.Y., second son, Zachary Steven,
May 31.

liaison, Paul and Air (Chantakoun), Or-
rville, Ohio, first child, Sannuth Courtnee,
June 17.

Rufenacht, Terry and Terri (Rufenacht),
Wauseon, Ohio, second child, first daughter,
Danielle Nicole, July 22.

Schrock, Mike and Lori (Miller), Burr Oak,
Mich., first child, Mitchell Scott, July 23.

Schrock, Steven and Kathy (Long),
Wauseon, Ohio, third child, second son, Derek
Robert, June 15.

Schwartz, David and Melonie (Gautsche),
Sturgis, Mich., second son, Dustin Brian, July
22.

Sisouphanh, Tim and Air (Chiengkham),
Wadsworth, Ohio, first child, Michael Tiger,

July 16.

Smoker, Dale and Dawn (Yoder),
Parkesburg, Pa., second child, Douglas Dale,
May 19.

Weber, Michael and Fran (Gehman), Tel-

ford, Pa., first child, Marcus John, June 22.

Yoder, Keith and Carla (Leichty), Goshen,
Ind., third daughter, Erica Leigh, June 22.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Beachy-Gerber. R. Scott Beachy, Har-
risonburg, Va., Hartville cong., and Jodi Ann
Gerber, Harrisonburg, Va., Orrville cong., by
Richard F. Ross, July 15.

Harms-Gingerich. Tim Harms, Wichita,
Kans., Grace Hill cong., and Lisa Gingerich,
Wichita, Kans., West Union cong. (Parnell,

Iowa), by Duane Beck, July 22.

Hochstetler-Yoder. James Hochstetler,
Plain City, Ohio, Sharon cong., and Libby
Yoder, Iowa City, Iowa, First Mennonite cong.,

by Art Byer and Robert K. Yoder, July 1.

Jantzi-Fritz. Dale Jantzi, Wellesley, Ont.,

Maple View cong., and Michele Fritz,

Kitchener, Ont., Lutheran Church, by David
Brubacher, May 12.

Litwiller-Rempel. Larry Litwiller and
Nelda Rempel, both of Lancaster, Pa., East
Chestnut St. cong., by Ross and Allison Coll-

ingwood, May 27.

McFeely-Newman. Tom McFeely, Alliance,

Ohio, and Patricia Newman, Alliance, Ohio,
Beech cong., by Paul D. Brunner, July 22.

Miller-McCollum. Kyle B. Miller, Colorado
Springs, Colo., Glenwood Springs cong., and
Dawn McCollum, Colorado Springs, Colo.,

Presbyterian Church, by Steve Harrington,
June 24.

Ropp-Gerber. David Ropp and Bonnie
Gerber, both of Milverton, Ont., Poole cong.,

by David Brubacher, June 17.

Sommers-Miller. Owen Edward Sommers,
Tri-Lakes cong., Bristol, Ind., and Darlene
Marie Miller, Valley View cong., Spartansburg,
Pa., by Herman Myers and Mervin Miller,

father of the bride, July 8.

Stauffer-Sensenig. Thad Stauffer, Hesston,
Kans., Bellwood cong., Milford, Nebr., and
Denneal Sensenig, Lakewood, Colo., Glennon
Heights cong., by Ross T. Bender, June 10.

Vermeer-Buskirk. John Robert Vermeer,
Petoskey, Mich., Stutzmanville cong., and Joni
Lynn Buskirk, Petoskey, Mich., Petoskey
cong., by Bill Shumaker, July 1.

Obituaries

Bender, Ray Christian, son of William and
Mabel (Baecher) Bender, was born in Wilmot
Twp., Ont., June 27, 1944; died at Freeport
Hospital, Kitchener, Ont., June 17, 1989; aged
44. Surviving are 2 brothers (Earl and Verle)
and one sister (Reta Wagler). He was preceded
in death by one brother (Glenn). He was a
member of Hillcrest Mennonite Church, where
memorial services were held on June 20, in

charge of Vernon Zehr, Wilmer Wagler and
Marietta Wagler; interment in 19th Line East
Zorra Mennonite Cemetery.
Cable, Nellie B. Yoder, daughter of Levi

and Laura (Eash) Yoder, was born in Somerset
Co., Pa., Apr. 17, 1900; died at Hollsopple, Pa.,

July 19, 1989; aged 89. On Feb. 10, 1923, she
was married to Henry Cable, who died on Oct.

10, 1981. Surviving are 3 sons (Harry, Robert,
and Dalton), one daughter (Anna Mary), 7

grandchildren, 14 great-grandchildren, and 2
sisters (Linnie Croyle and Anna Shetler). She
was preceded in death by 2 sisters (Nora and
Mary) and 4 brothers (Robert, Nelson, Moses,
and Morgan). She was a member of Kaufman
Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on July 21, in charge of Stanley R.
Freed and David Streets; interment in

Kaufman Cemetery.
Hershey, Collin Michael, son of James and

JoAnn (Yutzy) Hershey, was born in Min-
neapolis, Ind., July 1, 1989; died during heart
surgery at Children's Hospital, Minneapolis,
Ind., July 3, 1989; aged 2 d. Surviving are his

grandparents (Abram and Ethel Hershey and
Ernest and Marilyn Yutzy). Graveside services

were held in Burnsville, Minn., on July 7, in

charge of Highland Goodman.
Weber, Byron, son of Joseph S. and Hannah

(Shantz) Weber, was born at Waterloo, Ont.,

Nov. 6, 1906; died of heart failure at Fairview
Mennonite Home on July 17, 1989; aged 82. On
Sept. 6, 1947, he was married to Ethel Witmer,
who survives. Also surviving is one daughter
(Virginia Louise Letkemann). He was a mem-
ber of Stirling Avenue Mennonite Church.
Funeral services were held at Fairview Home
on July 20, in charge of M. M. Schwart-
zentruber; interment in Woodland Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Iowa-Nebraska Conference annual meeting, Kalona, Iowa,
Aug. 18-20

Franklin Conference session. Cove Valley, Pa., Aug. 19
Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Angola, Ind., Sept. 5
Mennonite Central Committee Canada 25th anniversary cele-

bration, Winnipeg, Man., Sept. 15-16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting,
Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y.,
Sept. 16

Lancaster Conference fall assembly. Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 21
Mennonite Board Education board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 22-23

Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-
mittee, Newton, Kans., Sept. 22-24

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Sept. 28-30
Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,

Lowville, N.Y., Oct. 14

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-
ing, Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man.,
July 24-29, 1990

Credits
Cover-story design bv Jim Butti; photo on p. 585 bv Laura Doss;
p.588h,vDaleD.Gehman.
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Soviet church body issues
detailed membership statistics

The All-Union Council of Evangelical

Christians-Baptists in the Soviet Union
has issued detailed membership statistics

for the first time in its 45-year history.

The first issue of the church group's new
Information Bulletin reports that there

are 260,000 believers in evangelical
churches in the Soviet Union.

This includes 15,000 in unregistered

churches and almost 8,000 in inde-
pendently registered churches—con-
gregations that have registered with the

government but do not belong to the All-

Union Council. The group also reported

that there are 40,000 Pentecostals,
equally divided between unregistered and
independently registered, and 2,000 Men-
nonite Brethren in independent congrega-

tions.

Despite a record total of almost 10,000

baptisms in 1988, the churches affiliated

with union suffered a net loss of

members. This was attributed to the
deaths of more than 6,000 and an addi-

tional 5,000 who left congregations when
they moved and did not join new ones.

Church-state relations at new low
under new president of El Salvador

Since the March election of the right-

wing National Republic Alliance
(ARENA) candidate, Alfredo Cristiani, to

El Salvador's presidency, relations be-
tween the government and the church
have sunk to the lowest point since the
1980 assassination of Catholic Arch-
bishop Oscar Arnulfo Romero. Both
ARENA and the Salvadoran army have
recently taken swipes at the church, ac-

cusing some of its members of siding with
the leftist guerrillas and calling into ques-
tion the church's loyalty.

Church leaders in El Salvador who
speak up for human rights are imme-
diately targeted by death squads, accord-
ing to two Central American Protestant
leaders. Medardo Gomez, head of the Lu-
theran Church in El Salvador, warned
that death-squad activity is on the rise

and that the new rightest government is

"trying to destroy the popular move-
ment" for human rights. Mortimer Arias,
president of Latin American Biblical
Seminary in Costa Rica, said that "any
church leader who supports human rights
in El Salvador immediately becomes a
target for elimination."

Gomez has urged that U.S. aid to El
Salvador, which is being sent at a rate of

over $1 million a day, "be conditioned

upon respect for human rights, so that
the church can continue its humanitarian
work among victims of the war." Arias
predicts that the Salvadoran army will be
a serious obstacle to any negotiated set-

tlement. "If there is peace in El Salvador,
there will be no justification for all the
money poured through the military," he
said.

Religious printing company in China
reports 'business as usual'

Despite the turmoil in China, it is

"business as usual" at the Bible printing

press in Nanjing. Amity Printing Com-
pany said "the turmoil which has inter-

rupted the daily life of many people
throughout China has not affected the

city of Nanjing to any great extent." Han
Wanzao, chairman of the Amity board,

commented that Peter Maclnnis, general

manager of Amity Printing Company,
has done much "to preserve a stable mood
among the workers." Amity now has or-

ders for at least a year in advance, includ-

ing orders for 700,000 hymn books.

Church leader meets with president
to protest violence in Brazil

Archbishop Luciano Mendes de
Almeida, president of the National Con-
ference of Bishops for Brazil, has met
with President Jose Sarney to protest tor-

ture and violence perpetrated by govern-
ment forces and the righist Rural Demo-
cratic Union.

In early March, 800 soldiers attacked a
group of 1,500 adults and 600 children oc-

cupying a ranch in Salto do Sul's Move-
ment of Landless Workers. At least 40
people, including one priest, were
wounded in the attack, which came after

two planes lent by ranch owners dropped
tear-gas bombs on the squatters.

According to reports, in the four years
since Sarney took office 500 to 800 rural

activists have been killed.

Writer says Criswell plagiarized

in book on biblical literalism

A Dallas writer has uncovered 15 ex-

amples of plagiarism in the popular book,

Why I Preach the Bible Is Literally True
by W. A. Criswell, a leading funda-
mentalist in the Southern Baptist Con-
vention. The Criswell book, which is often

quoted by fundamentalists in opposing
biblical liberalism, contains sections from
the 1907 work, Difficulties and Alleged
Errors and Contradictions in the Bible by
Reuben Archer Torrey, a long-dead Con-
gregationalist evangelist, according to

Gordon James, a Southern Baptist author
of theological books.

Criswell, pastor of the 15,000-member
First Baptist Church of Dallas and form-
er president of the 14.8 million-member
Southern Baptist Convention, denied that

he plagiarized material for his 1969 book.

"I'm not conscious of lifting anything out
of anybody's volumes, published or any-
thing else, unless I said 'so-and-so said so-

and so,' said the pastor, who is a leader in

the ruling fundamentalist faction of the

Southern Baptist Convention.

Officials of Broadman Books, the pub-
lishing arm of the Southern Baptist Sun-
day School Board, which published the

Criswell book, after reviewing examples
of the material, said they "would want to

consult with the author and explore the

possibility of making some editorial

changes" if the book goes into another
printing. Broadman said it would not

remove the book from circulation before

the current supply of less than 1,000 runs

out.

United Methodist college to

require community service

Brevard College, a United Methodist
school in western North Carolina, is pio-

neering a program to integrate manda-
tory community service with academic
studies. Known as "Project Inside-Out,"

the program of the two-year liberal arts

school is intended to connect classroom
theory with life practice, to clarify career

goals, and to promote concern for others,

according to Sybil Dodson, the United
Methodist deaconess who is project coor-

dinator. Said William Greer, president of

the college: "We feel that our students

need to learn that performance of service

is every bit as important as is the study of

English, math, history, language, or sci-

ence."

Presbyterians drop 'Onward Christian

Soldiers' and 'Battle Hymn'
The first official hymnal of the new

Presbyterian Church (USA) will not in-

clude "Onward Christian Soldiers" and
"Battle Hymn of the Republic." Because
of the rousing military imagery of the

two traditional favorites, they were left

out of the final 600 selections adopted
recently by the 18-member hymnal revi-

sion committee. Similar to the Methodist
revision experience, a number of old

standby lyrics have been either cut alto-

gether or shorn of strictly masculine ref-

erences. Along with black traditional

spirituals and contemporary composi-
tions, American Indian, Hispanic, and
Asian hymns were chosen to reflect the

ethnic "inclusivity of the whole church,"

said committee chairwoman Melva
Costen.
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The "many peoples" assembly
As usual with Mennonite Church general

assemblies, Normal 89 was different things to dif-
ferent people. To the editor of the Bloomington-
Normal Pantagraph, the coming of some 8,000
U.S. and Canadian Mennonites was good for the
community. It was the largest convention Illinois

State University had ever hosted. The Panto-
graph editorial also noted that this visit would
put an estimated $3 million into the economy.
The visitors had various experiences. For the 280

Mennonite Church delegates itwas one kind of

experience. To the thousand or more General Con-

ference Mennonite Church delegates itwas another
kind. For those adults who were not delegates there

was plenty to do. For 3,500 youths, likewise. Of
these, 1,100 signed up for voluntary service with 14

community organizations.

In line with the slogan "Many Peoples Becoming

God's People," there was a sustained effort to fea-

ture the gifts and testimonies of persons from
various cultural and language groups. At times it

seemed overdone as when a benediction was given

five times in five different languages. On the

other hand there was something impressive when
the morning worship was led in succession by

Asian, Native American, Hispanic, and African

American Mennonites.

Some of it was not understandable, even when
spoken in English. It called to mind the story of

some Christian women in a country of Northern

Africa who were invited to a church conference a

distance from their home. They could not under-

stand a thing because it was held in a language

not their own. But they enjoyed it very much be-

cause they got to ride in a bus and were welcomed
and entertained in the city.

The diversity of languages is a burden which
we all must bear. The leader of the worship
program presented by Native Americans ob-

served that when missionaries first went to them
they used music from the European tradition. So
the Native Americans had to learn a new musical
tradition in order to worship. But, he said, they
did it with good hearts. That morning an
portunity was provided for white Mennonites to

experience the reverse process and join in singing

Native American worship songs.

Another thing happened that moved me though
I was not able to say exactly why. This was the

singing of the first verse of "Amazing Grace" in

seven languages, six of them Native American.
Scarcely a word in the first six renditions made
sense to me, yet I was stirred in a way that I

seldom am stirred. Why was this?

Was it that I recalled vaguely the indignities

and brutalities which had been visited on the

ancestors of these people who stood before us

singing in their native tongues of the grace of

God? Was it frustration with my limitations in

language—that I can handle only one language
with any degree of skill?

Normal 89 was an assembly of good intentions.

For example, we passed a statement against

racism and one in favor of the environment. Pass-

ing statements is like going to church: it is

necessary but does not accomplish anything if

this is the extent of our religious activity.

A major item on the Normal 89 program was
the question of the relations between the two
largestNorth American Mennonite bodies: The
General Conference Mennonite Church and the

Mennonite Church. Should leaders of these two
groups be empowered to lead in the serious inves-

tigation of union? This discussion will be reported
more extensively next week. Table conversation

as well as floor discussion indicated a positive at-

titude combined with ambivalent feelings.

On the one hand when two or three dozen Na-
tive Americans stood before us to lead the morn-
ing worship we could not tell from looking at

them which group was related to which Men-
nonite church. On the other hand at times there
was expressed a sense of despair—as if these two
Mennonite systems, like the six different native

dialects—are incompatible. The persistent and
seemingly uncontrollable Congregationalism
among the General Conference is perhaps offset

by the determined district loyalties and activities

within the Mennonite Church. As one General
Conference person put it in a conversation, "...

and six mission boards!"

With all of these issues, good intentions will

not save us. We have made a start at Normal 89.

The task of working out our salvation remains
before us. Yet something is gained by rhetoric.

The day before we passed the statement against

racism, the Imperial Wizard of the Ku Klux
Klan's Invisible Empire visited Bloomington. The
day the report of his visit appeared in the press,

we passed our statement.

It is easy, of course, to have convictions when
they are not tested. Some day they may be. If that

should happen it will be important that our con-

victions are clear. In the film The Radicals, the

convictions of Michael Sattler are not developed

overnight. He lives with doubts, but finally he
works his way through the issue and then speaks

clearly and radically. By his words he is condemned
and for his testimony he is martyred.

—Daniel Hertzler
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MC moderator Ralph Lebold and GC president Florence Driedger place gifts they had just received from the host MC conference and GC
district in front of the podiums they then used for their joint address at the opening session of Normal 89.

NORMAL 89: THE JOINT CONVENTION OF TWO MENNONITE GROUPS, AUGUST 1-6

Many peoples becoming God's people
To merge or not to merge. That was the

question when North America's two
largest Mennonite denominations got to-

gether on the campus of Illinois State
University in Normal, 111., the first week
of August. It was the biennial convention
of the 105,000-member Mennonite Church
and the triennial session of the General
Conference Mennonite Church.
The name of the event was Normal 89,

and the theme was "Many Peoples Be-
coming God's People."

What the delegates from both denomi-
nations decided to do was begin six years
of "deliberate exploration" of merger—or

"integration," as they called it—and then
make a final decision at the next joint

convention in 1995. Many predicted that
the actual merger would be in 2001.

Delegates and nondelegates alike—and
there were 7,900 registered—were al-

ready busy "integrating" in the worship
services, seminars, sidewalks, and dining
halls. Many of the 3,400 youth and 700
children—who had their own separate

events—didn't even know there was a dif-

ference between MC and GC.
This special issue of Gospel Herald is

devoted to that special week in sweltering

central Illinois. All the Normal 89 articles

could apply to both MCs and GCs, except

one—the report on the MC delegate
sessions. (Gospel Herald's counterpart

—

The Mennonite—will report on the GC
delegate sessions.)

The editors are grateful for the help of

14 guest writers and five photographers.
—Steve Shenk

This participant came all the way from
Vancouver.

Gospel Herald

Editor: Daniel Hertzler
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BEHIND THE SCENES

Nearly 1 ,000 volunteers keep things on track
Normal 89 participants enjoyed a jam-

packed week of schedules, business meet-
ings, and chances to socialize with long-

lost fifth cousins on their mother's side.

But they usually didn't stop to think

about the extensive planning and
preparation enabling events of this mag-
nitude to run smoothly and relatively

trouble-free.

With so many people in one place at one
time, much behind-the-scenes work by
nearly 1,000 local volunteers was needed
to keep everything on track. "We had 18

committees working for us," said Normal
89 co-coordinator Lotus Hershberger.
Other matters had to be tackled to accom-
modate the masses of Mennonites swarm-
ing to Normal, 111. According to

Hershberger, some of these included
creating maps to assist people finding

parking spaces, developing some housing
forms for registrants, and organizing
forms for equipment setup, facilities, and
media activities.

In terms of location for Normal 89,

initial planning took place even before the

Purdue 87 convention. "At least five

years ago, 30 to 40 universities in the

central U.S. were contacted to see who
might have adequate facilities for us."

Hershberger gave several reasons why
Illinois State University was finally

chosen. "For one thing, it has 6,000 air-

conditioned dorm spaces; that's most
unusual. And with the addition of the
new arena, there were more large meet-
ing areas." Plenty of classroom space for

meetings and seminars also made ISU a
good choice.

So what did the ISU people think of

"the Mennonite invasion" onto their

campus? As Janet Shook of the College of

Continuing Education and Public Service

said, "ISU's never done anything on such
a large scale like this before. So for the
first time, all units of ISU had to pull to-

gether and work to make this week suc-

cessful."

And just what was the general im-
pression of Mennonites? "Well, I expected

Jo Ropp and Lotus Hershberger check on
some of the details involved in their roles as
convention coordinators.

Jan Schrock of Goshen, Ind., gets her parking permit from local volunteer Margaret Gingrich at
the registration desk.

the women to be very plainly dressed, for

one thing, so it didn't meet my expecta-
tions at all!" Shook said. "Everyone's
been so well organized; they know what
they want to get done and they're a very
determined bunch. It's been a real joy
working with these people."

—Jill Stoltzfus

THE SITE

Normal takes its name
from old 'normal' school

Normal, 111., and its twin city of Bloom-
ington have a combined population of

88,000. They are located at the intersec-

tion of 1-55 and 1-74, about half way
between St. Louis and Chicago.

Normal owes its origin largely to a man
named Jesse Fell. Born in Pennsylvania
to Quaker parents, he moved west after

receiving his law degree. Locating in

Bloomington, he became a landowner and
promoter of numerous projects such as

securing a school for "North Bloom-
ington" (Normal) and the nomination and
election of Abraham Lincoln as president
for the newly formed Republican Party.

Illinois State University— the site of

Normal 89—thus was started in the 1850s
as a teacher training college or "normal
school." "Normal" was part of the original

name of the school and from it the town
eventually took its name. In recent years
the university has experienced significant

growth—from under 6,000 students in the
early 1960s to its present enrollment of

more than 22,000. While Normal has pre-

dominantly been a school town, it has
recently been involved in a cooperative ef-

fort with Bloomington to successfully at-

tract Diamond Star Motors, which is a

joint business venture of Mitsubishi (of

Japan) and Chrysler Corporation.

Within a 60-mile radius of Normal are

located 31 of the 76 Mennonite congrega-
tions in the state. Of the 76 congrega-
tions, 45 are with Illinois Conference of

the Mennonite Church, 22 are part of

Central District of the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church, six are Evan-
gelical Mennonite, and two are Mennonite
Brethren. Fourteen congregations are
dually affiliated with the MC and GC de-

nominations, six are Hispanic, four are

black, and two are intentional commu-
nities. In addition, there are several re-

lated groups—Reformed Mennonite, Con-
servative Mennonite, Beachy Amish, and
Amish.
About 25 percent of the Mennonite

families are engaged in farming. Others
are represented in the service, clerical,

professional, and agribusiness occupa-
tions.— Thomas Yoder
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The conference delegations caucused several times during the debate about war-tax resistance. Here Dave Miller makes a point to his fellow
delegates from Indiana-Michigan Conference.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY SESSIONS

Delegates take big steps toward
GC merger, war-tax resistance

David Mann, seated at the Southwest
Conference delegates' table, was selected as
moderator-elect of the Mennonite Church.

Merger with a sister denomination and
illegal support for war-tax resisters be-

came a distinct possibility following two
crucial secret-ballot votes by the Men-
nonite Church General Assembly dele-

gates during Normal 89. The merger vote

was decisive—86 percent—and there
were no surprises. But the tax vote was
close—59 percent—and was the result of

an unexpected turnaround on the General
Assembly floor.

The 265 General Assembly delegates,

meeting separately for 15 hours and then
jointly for five hours with the delegates of

the General Conference Mennonite
Church, anticipated some sort of "engage-
ment" between the two denominations
during Normal 89. After all, the 105,000-

member Mennonite Church and the
65,000-member GC Church—the two
largest Mennonite bodies in North
America—had been "dating" since their

first joint convention in 1983 in

Bethlehem, Pa.

The proposed engagement took the

form of a recommendation that had been
hammered out by both denominations'

General boards during the past year. Us-

ing the word "integration" because it

sounds less corporate than merger, the

document called for "a time of deliberate

exploration of integration, until 1995,"

during which the two churches would
work at a variety of "cooperative tasks

and directions." Then, in 1995, the two de-

nominations would "discern whether or

not to enter a period of actual integra-

tion." Though not stated in the document,
the year 2001 was mentioned as a likely

date for the actual "wedding."

The recommendation was introduced at

the first joint session of the MC and GC
delegates. Long lines of delegates stood at

the microphones to urge its adoption. The
first speaker was Jim Schrag, an Ohio

pastor who serves as spokesperson for the

65 congregations that are affiliated with

both denominations. Those congregations
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Ruth Brunk Stoltzfus of Virginia Conference
calls for more courage instead of more study

on the matter of tax-withholding.

are among the staunchest supporters of

merger.

Also lending their support were Ed
Pries, an Ontario pastor who reported on

the positive experience of the newly
merged MC/GC Conference of Eastern

Canada, and Len Wiebe, a Denver-area
church planter who said the MC/GC dif-

ferences make no sense to newcomers.
Few negative comments were heard

until the MC delegates took up the issue

in their own session later in the week, and
even then they had to be coaxed out by
Moderator Ralph Lebold. Paul Zehr of

Lancaster Conference warned that
merger might encourage Congrega-
tionalism and weaken the local con-

ferences, alluding to the GCs' tradition of

independent-minded congregations.
Other delegates worried that the merger
process would take too much time and
energy, that conservative congregations

might break away in protest, and that

other Mennonite denominations would
feel left out.

Nondelegate Merle Good, noting the big

response he had gotten to his recent

Gospel Herald article that raised ques-

tions about the merger, expressed some of

the fears of the people in his large and
conservative conference—Lancaster. He
reminded the delegates that his con-
ference did not officially join the Men-
nonite Church until 1971 and that it is dif-

ficult to contemplate merger with the

GCs when Lancaster Conference has
barely begun to feel at home in its own
denomination.

But most of the voices urged support
for the recommendation. Peter Janzen,
the executive secretary of Eastern
Canada Conference, quoted the words of

Jesus—"That they all may be one."

Samuel Lopez, president of the Hispanic
Convention, announced his group's sup-

port for merger, saying, "One thing I

don't like about the Mennonite Church is

its history of divisions." Nancy Kauff-
mann, an Indiana-Michigan Conference
delegate who had just returned from the

Youth Gathering, reported the teenagers'

James Lapp helps keep the delegate
sessions on track in his role as executive

secretary of General Board.

view of merger. "If we don't integrate

now, they will do it for us later," she said.

Ross Bender, who was the MC modera-
tor at the time of Bethlehem 83, pointed

out that the Mennonite Church has been
strengthened by mergers in the past

—

notably with Amish Mennonites in Ohio,

Indiana, and Ontario in the 1930s. "It

helps the credibility of our witness if our
spiritual unity becomes a visible unity,"

he said.

In the end, the result was almost anti-

climactic. The final vote was 207-35.

Meanwhile, in another part of Bone
Student Center, the GC delegates also

voted on the recommendation, and the

result was a near identical 87 percent.

The war-tax issue proved to be a much
thornier and more complex matter. It all

started about 10 years ago when em-
ployees of Mennonite Church agencies

and schools began requesting that taxes

not be withheld from their paychecks so

they could refuse to pay the portion of

their federal income taxes (about half)

that is used by the U.S. government for

military purposes. The employees said

they are conscientious objectors to

military taxes in the same way their

fathers and grandfathers were
conscientious objectors to military ser-

vice in times of conscription.

The agencies and schools would break
the law if they honored their employees'
request. Caught between their employees'

consciences and the government's re-

quirements, the agencies and schools ap-

pealed to General Board for help. What
followed was years of study and dis-

cussion.

Finally, in April 1988, General Board
members voted to recommend to General
Assembly that church agencies and
schools be permitted to honor the
requests of employees who want to resist

war taxes. The General Board action then
went to district conferences for their

response. The response was mixed and
generally cautious, so General Board
watered down the recommendation at its

April 1989 meeting. By the time of its

meeting the day before the start of

Normal 89, however, General Board put
some teeth back into the document, but it

was still a weakened form of the original

version.

When General Assembly took up the

issue, several delegates jumped up to

scold General Board for its indecisive-

ness. "General Board has backed off on
this issue, and that makes me sad and
angry," said Bob Hartzler of Allegheny
Conference. "General Board must
exercise leadership on this and not just

gather consensus." He then asked that

the original recommendation be restored.

After more debate and two time-outs

for district conference caucuses, the dele-

gates agreed to vote separately on the

three sections of the revised recom-
mendation and then on the "heart" of the

original version, as requested by
Hartzler. The three sections were ap-

proved by unanimous or near-unanimous
hand votes.

The revised document calls for (1)

further study of the war-tax issue, (2) fi-

nancial and other support for the peace-

tax fund options being proposed in the

U.S. Congress and the Canadian Parlia-

ment, and (3) moral and financial support
for war-tax resisters.

Action on the heart of the original ver-

sion, giving agencies and schools permis-

sion to not withold taxes when requested,

was tabled until later in the week. When
the issue came up again, GC general

secretary Vern Preheim was present to

report on his denomination's experience

since it took a similar action in 1983.

Though the U.S. Internal Revenue

Robert Hartzler of Allegheny Conference
introduces an amendment that put teeth back
into the war-tax recommendation.
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Moderator Ralph Lebold of Waterloo, Ont, transfers the symbols of his office—a Bible and a

towel and basin—to his successor, George Brunk III of Harrisonburg, Va., at the end of the

delegate sessions.

Service contacted the GC leaders early on
to confirm the action and warn them
about the consequences, to date IRS has
not moved against the GC Church.
The district conferences then caucused,

and when debate resumed, many of the

speakers reported on the general feelings

of their conference delegations. "We
stand in a long line of saints who have
faced decisions like this, starting with the

Election results

Moderator-Elect: David Mann
Nominating Committee: Robert

Hartzler, Rebecca Jimenez Yoder,
Paul Burkholder
Council on Faith, Life, and

Strategy: James Longacre
Historical Committee: Hope

Lind, James Lehman
Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries:

Patricia Hershberger, Marcus
Smucker, Steven Martin, Lome
Peachey
Mennonite Board of Education:

Wilmer Martin, Helen Longenecker,
Betty Livengood, Wilma Bailey

Mennonite Board of Missions:
Lee Lowery, Bertha Beachey, John
Eby, Larry Hauder
Mennonite Mutual Aid Board:

Beryl Brubaker, Wayne Kempf,
Shirley Yoder
Mennonite Publication Board:

Elizabeth Soto, Levina Smucker,
John Shenk, Patricia Young

women who illegally hid baby Moses,"
said Weldon Nisly of Ohio Conference.

Del Glick of Indiana-Michigan Con-
ference reported that several people in his

delegation had changed their minds and
were now prepared to vote yes. "We want
to take a stand," he said. "It will probably

take more courage to face our congrega-

tions than to face the government!" Brent
Foster then announced the support of

Afro-American Mennonite Association.

Ron Schertz, a lawyer who is a board
member of Mennonite Board of Missions,

offered one of the few opposing com-
ments. He warned that approval of the

document would get in the way of MBM's
main mission and jeopardize its tax-

exempt status.

When the votes were counted, the

resurrected war-tax recommendation
passed 142-100. Moderator-Elect George
Brunk III commented that the vote is not

a decisive mandate for General Board but
that it does represent "some momentum
on this question." He said General Board
"will have to move with due caution" and
that "we'll have to see if a greater sense of

consensus emerges in the coming bien-

nium."

In other business, General Assembly
delegates:

—Listened in "awe and reverence," as
one delegate later put it, as Chairperson
Phyllis Pellman Good read a "pastoral

letter" from the Council on Faith, Life,

and Strategy. It called on the Mennonite
Church to "cultivate a sense of the Spirit

. . . covet deep revival ... be prophetic

. . . and release the gifts of all." It also

urged each member to be a "more active

disciple" by giving at least three months
of time to voluntary service, contributing

at least 10 percent of income, living

simply, seeking lost children, and engag-

ing in regular fasting and prayer.

—Recommitted themselves to the Vi-

sion 95 goals through a "litany of the

mustard seed" led by Mim Book of

General Board. A dozen people reported

on the progress of the goals, which were
adopted in 1985. Melba Martin of MBM
said 58 churches have been planted and
another 70 are under development in an
attempt to meet the goal of 500 new con-

gregations. Ray Bair of Mennonite Board
of Congregational Ministries said he
senses a new conviction among Men-
nonites for "sacrificial giving" and
renouncing "enslavement to money."
—Confessed that church institutions

"have not always escaped our society's

pattern of institutional racism" in a

racism statement that was adopted in

conjunction with the GC delegates.

It was prepared in response to rising in-

cidents and attitudes of racial discrimina-

tion and the seeming decline in govern-

ment efforts to fight racism.

—Adopted a statement on the environ-

ment, again in conjunction with the GCs,
which one delegate said should call for

sacrifices on the part of North American
Mennonites. Moderator-Elect George
Brunk III pointed out one immediate
sacrifice—the 10-hour shutdown of air

conditioning in sweltering Normal be-

cause of energy overuse.

—Heard, in the joint sessions with the

GC delegates, a parade of reports on pro-

grams that are undertaken jointly by the

two denominations. They include

everything from Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries to a committee work-

ing on a new confession of faith.

—Devoted a large chunk of their

time—too much, complained some dele-

gates—to hearing reports from the five

program boards of the Mennonite Church
and other institutions and groups. In an
attempt to break up some of the public-

relations aspects of the reporting,

General Assembly continued a practice

begun last time
—

"round-robin" sessions

in which the program boards hosted

groups of delegates for direct questions

and answers.

—Voted to continue the life of the

eight-year-old Women in Leadership
Ministries Committee. Chairperson
Delores Friesen said there are now 70

women pastors in the Mennonite Church
and that "we can't stop the tremendous
movement of Mennonite women into

ministry, even if we tried."

—Affirmed David Mann of Phoenix as

the new moderator-elect. He will succeed

George Brunk III as moderator in 1991.

Mann has been pastor of Sunnyslope

Mennonite Church for 17 years.

—Steve Shenk
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(Above) Florence Steinnman (left) and Rita

Bauman of Ontario join a parade of WMSC
banners into the joint MC/GC women's
celebration.

(Left) MC women on the left side of the table

get to know GC women on the right side.

WOMEN'S MISSIONARY AND SERVICE COMMISSION

MC and GC women's groups celebrate together
Saturday was women's day at Normal

89. The Women's Missionary and Service
Commission held its business meeting
and an open forum and then joined in a
celebration with WMSC's counterpart in

the GC church—Women in Mission.

The celebration started with a
processional of colorful banners made by
the conferences of WMSC and the dis-

tricts of WM. Each WMSC woman ex-

changed a brochure, including her name
and address, with a WM woman, in an ef-

fort to make personal contacts between
the two groups.

WMSC and WM are doing many of the
same things, and WMSC president Letha
Froese said she supports steps to "get to-

gether and do it collectively." Lois
Deckert, editor of WM's Window to

Mission, also said she sees benefits in

further cooperation between the two
groups. "It's been a delight to work with
WMSC," she commented. Both women
believe cooperative efforts will increas-

ingly occur regardless of the decision on
MC/GC merger.

Froese expressed a desire for cohesive-

ness between all the women's groups,
including young mothers' groups, women
in leadership, and women in ministry.
"We need to get rid of the 'we' and 'they'

mentality," she said. "We may not fully

understand one anothers' struggles, but
we could be a support to each other. And
that's my dream."
WMSC continues to evolve as the role

of women in the church and larger society
evolves. "I still have this underlying feel-

ing that there are women whose needs are

not being met," said Froese. The organi-

zation is doing what it can to meet the

changing needs of women. A relatively

recent action was the formation of busi-

ness and professional women's groups.
The momentum and vision for these
groups is spreading throughout the
church and the newly formed groups are

growing.

Adaptability is not new to WMSC. This
quality was evident in the 1950s and
again in the '70s when the organization

changed its name from Sewing Circle to

Women's Missionary and Service
Auxiliary and then to WMSC. "Let's

continue with the quilting and sewing,

but women have many gifts and they all

need to be used."

—

Deborah Weaver

Gay/lesbian group seeks dialogue
despite denial of booth
Members of the Brethren/Mennonite

Council for Lesbian and Gay Concerns
and other supportive people gathered
under a tree each day of Normal 89 to

participate in a service of prayer for re-

conciliation with the rest of the church.

Through these services, BMC attempted
to publicly witness to the need for active

dialogue on questions of homosexuality
and the Christian faith as called for in

both the Saskatoon 86 (GC) and Purdue
89 (MC) statements on sexuality.

As with past conventions, BMC
requested booth space at Normal 89 for

the purpose of initiating dialogue with
the church. The request was denied. "The
MC/GC churches, in refusing to provide a
booth, are actually hindering dialogue
rather than supporting it as they are
asked to do according to the resolutions

on homosexuality passed at Saskatoon
and Purdue," said Dan Flickinger of

BMC.
BMC participated with the MC Listen-

ing Committee on Homosexuality
Concerns in organizing several seminars
on homosexual orientation as well as cos-

ponsoring a dialogue room. "I felt a good
spirit in the dialogue that occurred this

week, and the Listening Committee
helped to nurture that dialogue," said

BMC coordinator Jim Souder.

He said BMC is glad for the involve-

ment of the Listening Committee during
Normal 89, and hopes that this inclusion

will continue. At the same time, BMC
strongly urges that gay and lesbian repre-

sentatives be appointed to the committee
as well. Such inclusion would ensure that

those most directly affected are involved

in all discussion of gay and lesbian issues.

Many parents of gay and lesbian Men-
nonites were present at Normal 89 and
participated in BMC events. Presently

there is a confidential network of caring

and understanding parents of ho-

mosexual Mennonites forming.
—Deborah Weaver
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MASS WORSHIP

MC moderator and GC president
compare Normal 89 to bouquet

Voices rose in song as people straggled

into Redbird Arena for the opening cele-

bration of Normal 89. "Here we meet and
become the people of God," sang a travel-

wearied but smiling multitude represent-

ing 1,550 congregations of the Mennonite
Church and General Conference Men-
nonite Church. From the voices of a black

choir from Chicago to the reading of

Scripture in five different languages to

the sign-language interpretation for deaf
people, the spirit of celebration embraced
and joined those from varied ethnic and
cultural backgrounds.

GC president Florence Driedger com-
pared the group to a bouquet of flowers.

"Each flower contributes and is unique,

yet is part of the whole," she said. It is the

diversity of the bouquet, however, which

creates beauty.

MC moderator Ralph Lebold shared
similar enthusiasm in seeking fellowship

with sisters and brothers worldwide. "We
are the aroma of Christ, individually and
collectively," he said, and it is this "sweet
fragrance of Christian commitment" that

Mennonites must share across cultural,

ethnic, and social divisions.

It is in the same spirit of appreciation

for diversity, Lebold commented, that

Mennonites' must approach the discussion

about merging the MC and GC denomina-
tions. Despite a wide variety of theo-

logical views and beliefs about the nature
of the church's function in the world, with
love and understanding, "I strongly af-

firm this possibility," he said.—Deborah
Weaver

Marilyn Houser Hamm, one of the persons
putting together a new hymnal slated for 1992,

helps lead a song from the "Hymnal Sampler."

Oyer introduces 'Hymnal Sampler'

Hymnal Sampler in hand, two-year-old
Meagan Nitzsche entered into Thursday
evening's worship with great enthusiasm.
Like the smallest, high-pitched bell in the
handbell choir leading off, her improvised
descant delighted adults around her.

Meagan, from Wooster, Ohio, was at

home with a cappella songs of praise,

chorales with organ, Scripture songs with
guitar, a haunting unaccompanied
Cheyenne song, and a traditional

Japanese melody doubled by a flute. She
bounced on her bleacher step to the
rhythm of a rousing Spanish song. At-
tempting a black gospel sing-along with
Dorothy Harding and a saxaphone left

her a little bewildered, but hardly more
so than the largely Swiss/German/Dutch
congregation.

All the songs, litanies, and prayers
used in the service were from the Sam-
pler. Mary Oyer led the walk through the
new book with its 134 songs and worship
aids that incorporates the elements of a
traditional worship service from praise

through confession and prayer.

The Sampler, with its wide variety of

music, is a forerunner of the new hymnal
to be published in 1992. The project of the

General Conference Mennonite Church,
the Mennonite Church, the Church of the

Brethren, and the Churches of God has
been underway for seven years.

"The project has expanded our friend-

ship beyond two Mennonite groups, ad-

ding a great richness," said Oyer. Four-
part singing, a tradition among Men-
nonites that is appreciated and respected

by non-Mennonites, is a special gift, Oyer

Singing from the "Sampler" are Martha and Ahmed Haile and little Afrah from Elkhart, Ind.

believes. She would be "very sad" if it

were lost and she encourages early educa-
tion to preserve this gift. "College is too

late," she warned.
If Meagan Nitzsche represents the next

generation of Mennonites, Mary Oyer can

lay aside her concern about the future of

music among Mennonites.
—Feme Burkhardt
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Brown calls for

50,000 volunteers
"We ought to be seeing at least 50,000

Mennonites involved in service across the

globe," said Hubert Brown, an MC pastor

who is now a GC administrator, at the

joint youth/adult worship service.

Brown, as he stormed up and down the

aisle and into the bleachers, challenged

his listeners to help him make a dif-

ference in the world.

Following a reader's theater selection

from Cotton Patch Gospels and a few
songs from Tuna Menonita, a singing

group from Colombia, Brown began his

black-style sermon with a call for racial

integration in the church and for Men-
nonite churches to reject racist groups
such as the Ku Klux Klan in their com-
munities.

Brown called for Christians to reach

out to those who are hurting in their com-
munities and in their world. He stated

that he was "looking for 50,000 Men-
nonites and 12 millionaires, and I think

we can get the job done."

—

Tim Miller

Mennonite Brethren man
addresses Christology

After a comic pair, "Edna and Harley,"
brought news from the Youth Gathering,
special music was provided by the
Eastern Mennonite College Chamber Sin-

gers. The speaker of the evening was John
Toews, dean of Mennonite Brethren Bib-

lical Seminary. His address was a kickoff

for the following day's inter-Mennonite

study conference on Christology.

"Christology is the Mennonite topic of

the 80s," said Toews, "but we have
avoided the relationship of Christ and the

church. The church is the body of Christ;

Christ is the convener of the church.

"To understand ourselves as Christ's

people in a post-modern world is the

challenge for the Mennonites at Normal,"
he said. "But it will not be normal
churches that make the difference."

—Bev Miller

Hubert Brown took to the aisles during his

fiery sermon to the adult/youth joint

worship. (Upper left) Maria Esther

Suarez joins the other young
members of Tuna Menonita
from Colombia.

All-music service includes
original composition
Many ages singing, many styles of

music, many regions represented, many
forms of worship, many people becoming
God's people. The children's choir sang
along with the adult convention choir in

several musical numbers in Saturday
night's worship service. Dan Steiner of

Goshen, Ind., conducted a handbell choir.

Carol Ann Weaver's original composi-

tion, "Spirit Dance," was visually in-

terpreted in the creative movement of

dancer Dorothy Bowman. Contralto
Marge Maust soloed, not only in this

number, but was resoundingly applauded
for her vocal interpretation of "Amazing
Grace" as she led the congregational sing-

ing.

Although the service was entirely
musical, the word came through clearly

that "we are one in spirit, many people,

one in spirit, one in love."

—

Bev Miller Dorothy Bowman interprets "Spirit Dance."
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MANY PEOPLES WORSHIP

Asian Mennonites offer

twofold vision

At the first of the "Many Peoples"
morning worship services, Pastor Pham
of Calgary (Alta.) Vietnamese Church
prayed that the Holy Spirit would "burn
in our hearts like forest fire," so that

many people would become God's people.

The Asian vision for Mennonite
churches, he said, is twofold: (1) An MC/
GC merger that will result in the GC/MC
"Great Commission Mennonite Church,"
and (2) people who will worship, dream,
and work together without tokenism.
Teamwork and the willingness to

embrace new foods, languages, places,

and problems are essential elements.

Native Americans
call for revival

"Let's have a great revival of all the
people of the world," proclaimed Joe
Walksalong. He is a Cheyenne and the
pastor of Petter Memorial Mennonite
Church in Lame Deer, Mont.

In his devotional at the worship service

led by Native American Mennonites,
Walksalong spoke of his promise to God
as a teenager that he would do anything
God required. "Today, I'm constantly
reminded that I am to proclaim the gospel
of Jesus Christ—not just to the Indian
people, but to people of all walks of life."

Ten tribes, dressed in native costumes,
were represented. Scripture readings
were given in four languages and the con-
gregation was led in singing hymns in

various languages. A litany read by four
women stated that "God calls us to be his

rainbow people. God calls us to celebrate

... in all of life. Our worship should
recreate us. Be faithful to the voice of the
Spirit within us."— Cindy Hines Kurfman

A Choctaw woman joins fellow Native Ameri-
cans in leading worship.

Pastor Kenson Ho of the young Boston
(Mass.) Chinese Church testified how
Chinese immigrants captured the vision.

In four years, 39 persons had accepted
Christ at his church and the current
membership of 65 includes immigrant
transfer members.
As worshipers listened to 4,000 Chinese

Christians in Hong Kong singing an
exultant "606" (on tape) and pastors
pronouncing a quinti-lingual benediction,

one sensed that many people were on
their way to becoming God's people.

—Grace Nolt

Toshihiro Tsubota came to Normal 89 from
Japan by way of Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries, where he is a student.
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African Americans sing and
"Look at me, I have been set free," the

children and adults of Joy Fellowship

Choir from Peoria, 111., sang at the service

led by African American Mennonites.
"We have been set free and we have some-
thing to shout about," Gary Young of

Bristol, Pa., proclaimed.

Roger Culberson of Inglewood, Calif.,

led singing in the African American
tradition, saying, "I'm going to start sing-

ing, and you can just catch on." Before

leading the last song, he asked how many
had seen The Radicals, a new movie

preach
featuring Anabaptist leader Michael Sat-

tler that was shown nearly every day at

Normal 89, and pointed out, "If that

young man had not stood up for Jesus,

some of you might not have been here to-

day."

With a prelude and postlude of blues

music and a litany written by Lindsey

Robinson about African American "non-

anonymous" people, conferees were once

again reminded of the many people who
must become God's people.

—Susan Balzer

Children join older members of the choir from
Joy Mennonite Fellowship of Peoria, III.

Hispanic Mennonites
urge more interaction

The "Many Peoples Becoming God's
People" theme of Normal 89 flourished in

the Hispanic-led worship service in both
song and speech. Worshipers sang
"Buenos dios, Senor Jesu!" and other
Spanish and English choruses along with
the musical group Genesis before three
Hispanic Mennonite leaders shared testi-

monies of their faith walks while
challenging everyone to seriously put into

practice the convention's theme.
Felipe Cantu acknowledged that as

Christians "we have the privilege of

building bridges for others."

Alberto Quintela stressed the im-
portance of "touching base" with people
beyond the regular circles of friends and
families during Normal 89 and beyond.
Michael Meneses said that while people
are "like snowflakes, with no two ever
exactly alike," they all share common per-

ceptions and experiences with others.

The ending prayer, given in both
Spanish and English, summed up the

common desire for Christian unity among
all racial, ethnic, and cultural groups
with the words, "Help us to find real and
concrete ways of being 'Many Peoples Be-

coming God's People.' "

—

Jill Stoltzjus

It was standing room only at the seminar on
"Congregational Discipling".

SEMINARS

Most of 149 seminars full or

Although 149 seminars were offered at

Normal 89, most were full or overflowing.

Some common senarios: 1. You trudged
up the stairs to the fourth floor. A host or

hostess greets you: "Congratulations!"
You made it! But your seminar has been
moved to a larger room on the first floor

in order to accommodate all the people."

2. Because the 40 chairs in the small

classroom are full, you sit on the floor or

stand against the wall with another 50
people. Another dozen people are crowd-
ing around the doorway, trying to hear
the speaker. Everyone is fanning them-
selves and sweating profusely—the air-

conditioning was turned off because of

excessive energy consumption on this

humid 90-degree day.

3. You get to your seminar on time and
are again greeted by a host or hostess.

The room is full and you are turned away.
Oh well, you can always go to your second
choice. You walk up or down stairs or

(worse) across campus only to find the

same situation. You give up or crowd into

overflowing

the room of your third choice a half-hour

late.

At least two dozen workshops had an
attendance between 100 and 350 people.

The "Feminist Contributions to Men-
nonite Church Life" seminar had 200 at-

tendees "spilling out into the hall." They
were assigned a 90-seat classroom. The
"Don't Let Your Souls Wear Thin"
seminar ("strategy for planning a

manageable lifestyle") had 100 attendees.

Another 100 people were turned away.
Other popular themes included peace/
justice, sexuality, spirituality, congrega-
tional education, and stewardship.

Attendees expressed the need to have
larger rooms available, to offer several

sessions of the most popular seminars,

and to plan even more seminars on a

broader range of subjects. Proposed addi-

tional topics for Eugene 91 included:

domestic violence, abortion, alternative

communities, Anabaptist traditions,

parenting, drug/alcohol abuse, and di-

vorce/remarriage.

—

CindyHinesKurfman
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A common faith—and common Normal
89 T-shirts—bring the youth together.

(Right) "The Mennonite ripple" at the
Youth Gathering takes the place of "the

wave" found at professional ball

games.

YOUTH GATHERING

Record 3,400 youth and sponsors
urged to live The Jesus Difference'

Some 3,400 young people (and their

sponsors) attended mass sessions,

seminars, and stood in lines for meals and
elevators in what was the largest Men-
nonite youth gathering yet. They were
kept busy during the day and evening
with a variety of things to do. Mass
sessions were held twice daily, and the

youth were challenged to live out the

theme of the week, "The Jesus Dif-

ference."

While speaking at an evening and
morning mass session, Millard Fuller told

how he had become a millionaire by age

29, but then changed the direction of his

life and gave his money to the poor and
realized his dream of providing housing
for low-income people. One of the
founders of Habitat for Humanity, he
urged the youth to find a purpose in life

and to "realize that Jesus . . . makes all

the difference in the world."

A reader's theater group from
Rosthern Junior College—a GC school in

Saskatchewan—which was led by Vicki

Dyck, often performed at the mass

sessions. Their combination of acting

with dramatic reading of stories made
examples of different points. For
example, to demonstrate meekness, they

performed the Dr. Seuss story Horton
Ha tches an Egg.

The singing group Road Less Traveled,

made up of Doug and Jude Krehbiel,

opened each mass session with en-

thusiastic singing, often helping the

young people wake up in the morning
sessions. D. J. McFaddin and Colleen

Shantz-Hilkes were worship leaders for

the week. They provided continuity by in-

troducing the speakers and leading the

prayers. Gene Schmidt and Tim
Snellman, acting as announcers and keep-

ing youths posted on announcements and
other goings-on. The youth had the op-

portunity to participate in service

projects in the community and to attend

seminars on topics that ranged from
drugs to New Age religions to advertis-

ing. There were many things to do at

night, also, including a concert by the

Christian rock group Glad.

—

Tim Miller

Millard Fuller tells the Youth Gathering how he
left a lifestyle of wealth to start a program for

the poor—Habitat for Humanity.
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Youth serve
the 'normal' way

Nearly 1,200 of the 3,400 participants in

the Youth Gathering experienced what
it's like to serve with one of 14 local com-
munity organizations during Normal 89.

Some 300 of them worked with Habitat
for Humanity, a volunteer organization

that builds low-cost houses for low-in-

come families. Work was done along with

local volunteers of Habitat for Humanity
at six sites.

In stifling Illinois heat, the young men
and women studded walls, patched plas-

ter, repaired roofs, insulated rooms, built

new porches, and worked other projects

at the homes of needy families. Jim
Stutzman, service project coordinator,

said he was overwhelmed by the large

number of volunteers. Stutzman said he
hoped the youth would enjoy their four-

day experiences enough to look for service

opportunities in other areas later on.

And what were the youths' reactions to

working so hard when they could have
been lounging by the campus pool or re-

laxing in an air-conditioned building?

Responses ranged from "Eating lunch is

the best part!" to "I've made new friends

this way."

Whatever the reasons or reactions to

the service projects, most of the youth
expressed interest in doing it again some-
day. "I enjoy working like this for

others," said Eric Beck of Elkhart, Ind.

"It's really inspiring, I guess!"
—JillStoltzfus

Sweltering heat fails to keep youth and youth
sponsors away from this Habitat for Humanity
project.

Leading worship for

the youth sessions

are Colleen Shantz-

Hilkes of Waterloo,

Ont.. and D. J.

McFadden of New
Holland, Pa.

Road Less Traveled,

a group from

Goshen, Ind., lead

the youth in singing.
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YOUNG ADULT ACTIVITIES

Seminars, after-dinner discussions,
late-night events offered

The young adult activities were well

attended.

The young adult activities throughout
Normal 89 revolved around several dif-

ferent themes. "Getting Your Act
Together for God" was the emphasis for

the young adult seminars. They also met
every evening after dinner to discuss
"Building Better Relationships," and at

night to socialize. To wrap up the week,
they spent a day focusing on "Peace-mak-
ing and Lifestyle Choices," featuring
speakers such as Willard Swartley,
Emerson Lesher, Lester and Mary Beth
Lind, and others.

Ivan Emke, columnist for Mennonite
Distorter, hosted the after-dinner and
late-night activities. Although many
young adults attended adult functions as

well, Emke felt it was important to have a

program specifically geared to young
adults' needs. "Young people in the
church have always been interested in

issues that adults haven't shown as much

interest in," he said. "And they're more
willing to take risks—to be radical."

Recurring concerns among the young
adults were career decisions, a variety of

peace and justice issues, and their need to

be more fully integrated into the life of

the church. "They complained about no-

body listening to them, not as much at the

denominational level but at the congrega-
tional level," said Emke. "If you don't get

people involved, they can very easily slip

out the church's doors."

The young adults had their own selec-

tion of seminars. One of the most inspir-

ing seminars, according to David Urich
from Bluffton, Ohio, was A. J. Reimer's
presentation on what 20th-century Men-
nonites believe. "It was really interesting

because what he said conflicted with
what my professor at Bluffton taught,

and that's theology in the working," he
said.

—

Deborah Weaver

CHILDREN'S ACTIVITIES

Planners pull off 'miracle' for 700 participants

"It's a miracle," said Rachel Zehr. She
should know. Eight days before she was
responsible for the well-being and enter-

tainment of some 700 children at Normal
89, the Thomas Metcalf School was in

shambles. The asbestos had been
removed, but there were wires hanging,
no electricity or air conditioning, and
general construction filth. Panic set in,

followed by prayer.

But by the opening day, she and her
assistants, Sandy Wilson and Mike Com-
pany, along with six head teachers and
some 75 other helpers, were ready to go.

Their task was to provide care, fun, and
learning for all children from infancy
through grade 8.

When asked how they've done, seven-
year-old Gina Snyder of Vestaburg,
Mich., said, "I really like it here, and the

teachers too, and we have nice snacks."

Sixth-grader Kate Elizabeth Good of
Lancaster, Pa., said she enjoyed the
swimming and Chinese cooking the most.
The infants and toddlers were cared for

in rooms lined with cribs, high chairs,

playpens, and toys provided by local Men-
nonite churches. Preschool through grade
6 took part in various activities, exposing
them to different peoples from different

lands, including Bible characters and
modern-day missionaries. They took part
in crafts, learned new songs, and had
snacks. Grades 3-8 went swimming every
day in one of the campus pools. The 7th-

and 8th-graders, gathered at University
High School, took part in large-group

worship with Mark Miller as well as

small-group activities and discussions of

their choice.

The 5th- through 8th-graders were given
the opportunity to participate in the

music during the Saturday evening mass
session, and the 3rd- through 8th-graders

were encouraged to join in a mass choir

on Sunday morning. All children in

grades 1-8 went on field trips. Seven-
year-old Kevin Yoder of Fort Wayne,
Ind., was impressed with the tigers,

lizards, and snakes at the Bloomington
Zoo .

—Jane Hoober Peifer

Joemy Buschur (left) and Sarah Rickert play

dress-up.

(Left) John Thomas perches on top of the

jungle gym at recess time.
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THE ARTS

Arts group holds first meeting
At its organizational meeting at

Normal 89, the Association of Mennonites
in the Arts attempted to define "art."

Many of the people who attended this

first-of-its-kind gathering wanted to be
inclusive.

With either a broad or narrow defini-

tion of art, Normal 89 was rich with
examples of how art increases the mean-
ing of people's lives.

The past came alive in the presenta-
tions of the Dance of the Kobzar, which
told the life story of John Klassen, a Men-
nonite artist born in czarist Russia. He
emigrated to Canada, then became a U.S.
citizen, but only after a struggle to retain

his pacificism. This musical was

presented by a group from Bluffton,
Ohio, where Klassen created a large body
of work. A dancing kobzar (Russian
peasant storyteller/singer) was the piece

on his easel when he died. It became the
symbol for the play.

Prophetic art in the exhibit organized
by Lombard Mennonite Peace Center
could move one to action. The "Atom
Splitters" by Norman Epp or the "Central

American Peace Pipe" by Herb Weaver
expressed the idea that as a people, Men-
nonites are no longer isolated on farms.
These two pieces were but one way to say
that Mennonites have both global
experience and responsibility.

—David Hiebert

The "Vision of Shalom" exhibit features the work of Mennonite artists.

THE EXTRAS

Booths, tours, etc., attract attention

You could tour Mennonite historian

Henry Smith's boyhood home; watch the

Anabaptist movie The Radicals; consult

an adviser about your will; draw what
getting older means; test your knowledge
of disabilities; write a postcard to your
senator to protest U.S. military aid to the

Philippines; learn about Mennonite
colleges; see a planetarium show; take a

free Bible from American Bible Society;

put your name in a Florida retirement
community's drawing for free fruit; buy a
book, a T-shirt, Navajo jewelry, a prayer
covering; or view an art exhibit.

Or you could attend reunions of your
choice—college, seminary, Marriage En-
counter, or overseas mission workers.
Or you could meet to plan for another

meeting!

Or you could make new friends and
renew old friendships. Or you could
swim, play ball, and—of course—walk.
You didn't have to attend all the meet-

ings to have a full, busy week!
Horton Field House, with about 80

booths representing organizations hoping
to catch your attention, was like the com-
mercial building at a state fairgrounds.

Here, too, you could register for tours or

browse in the bookstore.

Nine tours took around 550 conferees to

area Mennonite communities and his-

torical attractions. The all-day trips to

Mennonite churches in Chicago and to the

Amish countryside of Arthur were
booked by 88 persons each before Normal
89 began. Others filled as the week went
on. The Abraham Lincoln country tour to

Springfield had the most participants

(130).

Art by John Klassen, upon whose life

the play, Dance of the Kobzar focuses,

was exhibited in Redbird Arena. Pieces

included a "Russian Madonna and Child"

painting.

At the Provident bookstand, Ron Meyer
of Mennonite Publishing House said,

"Sales have been better than any previous

assembly bookstand." A Time to Love,

subtitled "When AIDS Takes a Son, a

Friend," by Helen Hostetler, was the
bestseller for the week. Mary Christner
Borntrager's Rebecca, a sequel to last

year's Herald Press bestseller, Ellie, was
also selling well. Philip Osborne's Pa rent-

ing for the 90s sold out.—Susan Balzer

LATE-NIGHT ACTIVITIES

Something offered
for every taste

No one could take in all the late-night

activities, but there was something to ap-

peal to almost every taste.

The music-minded chose from a variety

of concerts. Road Less Traveled, an ac-

complished instrumental and vocal duo,

shared an appealing blend of humor,
challenge, and hope in a gentle folk-rock

style. Cornerstone, a vocal trio with key-
board accompaniment, wove harmonies
of praise and worship. The youth of Tuna
Menonita, in their colorful native Colom-
bian costumes, added a Spanish flair.

The crowd-pleasing sounds of country
gospel from The Deer Creek Boys and the

Hopewell Quartet entertained a large

audience. The Carol Weaver ensemble
presented "Timbrel in Her Hand," with
poetry, song, and dance—undergirded by
creative keyboard textures—filling the

arena with stories of Old Testament
women of faith.

Participatory events included worship
sessions filled with spirited singing and
fervent prayers hosted by Mennonite
Renewal Services. Mary Oyer led an
impromptu 70-voice choir through selec-

tions from the Hymnal Sampler. Chris-

tian Peacemaker Teams hosted a "Peace
Revival," with testimonies and protest

songs.

Special-interest activities abounded.
Vigorous discussion marked a session

entitled "Should the Church Be Caesar's

Tax Collector?" Over 100 people packed a

room to hear questions and answers
about MC/GC cooperation and integra-

tion. A reception for overseas guests at-

tracted more than twice as many persons

as expected, while a handful of Voluntary
Service alumni lamented the lessening

numbers of VSers. Historians, women
pastors, and college and seminary alumni
met in separate sessions to share common
interests.

Several larger-scale works were
repeated several times. The Radicals, a

feature film, brought 16th-century
Anabaptists to life. The Love of John
depicted events in the life of the apostle.

Dance of the Kobzar, a musical, dra-

matized the story of Russian Mennonite
emigrants in this century by focusing on
the experiences of sculptor John Klassen.

Other activities included the humor of

Three Plus One, a readers theater group
from Bethel College; the storytelling of

historian and educator Robert Kreider;

and True Evangelical Faith, a multi-pro-

jector slide show highlighting 25 years of

Mennonite Central Committee in Canada.
And of course, for those who had had

their fill of scheduled activities during

the day, there were informal reunions

and discussions in lounges and along side-

walks on into the night. —Don Garber
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STUDY CONFERENCE

Mennonite Christology still elusive
Some 600 persons attended a study con-

ference on Christology which followed the

close of the business sessions at Normal
89. Titled "Jesus Christ and the Mission

of the Church," it included Brethren in

Christ and Mennonite Brethren
representatives along with General
Conference and Mennonite Church
persons who were already present for

Normal 89.

The conference sought for clarity in the

academic fashion: the presentation of lec-

tures followed by response and dis-

cussion. A findings committee gathered

up the fragments and reported at the end
that "the work and missiological signifi-

cance of Christ received more attention

than his 'person' with the result that we
may have learned more about church,

missions, and ethics than about Chris-

tology."

The statement above provides tacit ac-

knowledgement of the themes of the

three papers presented to the conference.

The first, by John Toews, emphasized the

church; the second, by George Brunk III,

stressed missions; the third, by Harry
Huebner, discussed the relation between
Christology and ethics.

It was observed further that all three

speakers depended heavily on the
synoptic Gospels and none gave attention

to the person of Christ as presented in the

historic Christian creeds. Indeed, Denny
Weaver, in a paper that was distributed

but not presented in plenary session,

questioned the validity of the creeds be-

cause of their failure to emphasize the life

of Jesus. Some at the conference dis-

agreed with this negative evaluation of

the creeds.

In emphasizing the church, missions,

and ethics as drawn from the synoptic

Gospels, these speakers used terminology
which had a familiar sound to Men-
nonites. "A gospel that saves individuals

but does not incorporate them into

authentic church communities is no
gospel and does not save," asserted John
Toews. But the findings committee noted

"repeated concern . . . that we do not lose

sight of the individual as our object of

God's saving grace."

George Brunk III, whose topic was
"The Exclusiveness of Jesus Christ,"

sought to walk a thin line between the

assertion that the New Testament
"makes the person of Jesus Christ the

starting point of the gospel" on the one

hand and that "the early Christian out-

look did not negate the presence of good

in other cultural and religious settings.

How God will judge these persons is not a

matter of specific speculation."

Harry Huebner presented discipleship

ethics as an alternative to the indi-

vidualism of our time when "we tend to

believe that we do what is right insofar as

we act freely." But "discipleship ethics is

incompatible with such an excessive indi-

vidualism, and instead is rooted in a

social reality. This is so because ... we
are called to be a particular kind of

people, God's people."

Mary Schertz, who was assigned a

formal response to Huebner, found in his

presentation an overemphasis on the

cross with no clear rationale for this. The
life and resurrection of Jesus are also im-

portant themes, she said. The findings

report indicated that numbers of dis-

cussion groups had similar concerns

about what they perceived as a one-sided

emphasis on the cross.

The report from the findings commit-
tee observed that a number of important

questions remain open. And Lawrence
Burkholder at the end of the conference

noted that it had not answered the ques-

tion, "Who is Jesus?"

But in its final paragraph the commit-
tee suggested hopefully "that we as Men-
nonite and Brethren in Christ churches

can also gain greater clarity about the

theological concerns we have discussed

here as we seek to be a faithful church in

mission and discipleship under Jesus

Christ our Lord in an ethically and re-

ligiously pluralistic world."

It is expected that the papers presented

and the report of the findings committee
will be published in booklet form for

wider use in the churches.
—Dame! fierizk

t

Normal 89 ends with communion, cool breeze
Trumpets and stringed instruments ac-

companied the four-part harmonies of

over 8,000 worshipers at the closing wor-

ship service on Sunday morning. The
adult, youth, and children's choirs

presented songs of praise and a liturgical

dance group led the audience in dancing

and singing through the aisles.

Don Jacobs, executive director of Men-
nonite Christian Leadership Foundation,

preached to the elderly men and women,
the young people in shades and shorts

with colorful bandanas on their arms and
legs, the middle-aged couples with small

children—all very diverse, yet all united

in worshiping one God as "many peoples

becoming God's people."

"As an assembly of God's followers

from every tribal nation and culture and
background, we want to get oriented in

the life of the Spirit," Jacobs said, noting

that all must "come back to Calvary and
the cross of the Lamb to discover where
we have come from and where we are

headed." From Hispanic to Native
American, from black to Germanic and
Swiss Mennonite, the peoplehood needs to

be "centered on one thing only, Jesus

Christ," so that all Mennonites can confi-

dently proclaim, "Praise God, I am a part

of this people, one in the Lamb!"
The partaking of communion by the

worshipers was a symbol of this new
covenant under God to work toward
Christian oneness among all peoples of

the Mennonite faith. As the bread and
drink were passed from person to person,

each reaffirmed to his or her neighbor

that "this is a covenant for you under
Christ" while a cool breeze wafted
through the arena, ending the stifling

heat of the week and symbolically ending
the stifling opinions participants may
have brought with them.—Jill Stoltzfus

A liturgical dancer from Reba Place Church of

Evanston, III., helps lead the closing session.
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ONE MAN'S MUSINGS

Passing over Normal
For many years, I have referred to the

biennial Mennonite Church General
Assembly as "The Mennonite Passover." I

no longer remember whether I coined this

term or plagiarized it; in any case, I love

it! The obvious reason, of course, is be-

cause General Assembly represents a

worldwide reunion of Mennonites from
the Diaspora, drawn like the Jews of

Jesus' day to one of our mobile
Jerusalems: Kitchener, Bethlehem (!) ,

Ames, Purdue, Normal. Our Tent of

Meeting moves about in the North
American wilderness, a place to gather

and meet God, not to mention friends,

relatives, and acquaintances.

On further reflection, the Passover
metaphor extends far beyond a family

reunion. We gather to recall God's de-

liverance from bondage and God's grace-

ful creation of a new people, and not only

to remember but to claim anew for our-

selves. We are fed on the bread of life,

manna from heaven on the way, and
share that bread with each other. We re-

joice in God's offer of freedom and new
life for all people and participate in re-

demption through ritual and liturgy

—

singing "606," hugging friends, com-
miserating about heat and humidity, dis-

cerning where the Pillar of Fire will lead

us next. The Passover Haggadah (story)

tells of three rabbis who so loved the

story of deliverance from Egypt, they

talked about it all night and had to be

reminded by their students to perform
morning prayers. Assembly stirs up that

kind of passionate devotion to the history

of God's work among us.

Recall the five symbols of the Passover

Plate: the shank bone of a lamb, a piece of

horseradish, haroset (crushed apples
mixed with honey), a sprig of parsley, and
a roasted egg.

The lamb reminds us of the sacrifice of

Christ as our substitute to pay the

penalty of sin. God's fierce anger passes

over us and we are redeemed from the

destroying angel.

The horseradish represents the bitter

herb of disagreement, as Jews recall the

bitterness of slavery in Egypt. But con-

flict is never the final word, since the bit-

ter herb is mixed with sweet haroset, and
songs of joy temper words of anger.

The green sprig, while dipped in salt-

water tears, shows the possibility of new
growth and renewed hope. The Lord can
deliver our beloved people from bitter-

ness of spirit and the roots of domination.

The egg, a fertility symbol for

springtime, in summer can be stretched

to represent the passing seasons. Many of

us use Assemblies to mark the
progression of time, signposts of our life

together. "I last saw you at Ames, in

1985. ..." Fertile memories!

And, of course, we must recall the

bread of haste, unleavened so the Is-

raelites would leave bondage quickly. At
Assembly, there is so much to do and so

little time. Concurrent business sessions

and seminars always frustrate me since I

want to be everywhere at once. I dream of

setting up a clone concession stand in one

of the bustling hallways, so people could

be several places at the same time.

Still, breaking bread during meals,
often with strangers-becoming-friends,
creates time for communion. Jesus often

found time to break bread with his dis-

ONE WOMAN'S MUSINGS

Coming 'home'

July is family reunion time in eastern

Kentucky. The local newspapers have
columns just to list names, places, times,

and what food to bring. The small Presby-

terian church I attend earned one
family's undying gratitude for opening up
the church building to them after a

reserved picnic shelter was inundated by
flash flooding.

As I get older, I notice more how con-

nected (or not) people are. Most of my
neighbors and fellow churchgoers, unless

they're "brought-one" like me, have
families who have been in Appalachia for

generations. Parents, brothers/sisters

grandparents, and other extended family

live close by, sometimes next door or even

in the same house.

It's one thing I like about living in

eastern Kentucky. It also makes me feel

lonesome.

Then I "go to conference," in this case,

Normal 89.

Now in some ways, comparing General

Assembly to a family reunion is ridicu-

lous—no "real" family reunion was ever

so bewilderingly huge.

But at Normal 89 (after I got past the

initial sensory overload of being among
8,000 Mennonites instead of the usual

four or five), I realized what I feel the

ache of missing, among the folks at

church who are linked by an intricate net-

work of kinship or reading the lists of

family gatherings in the Mountain Eagle.

ciples, even for a full Passover the night

before his arrest. The pure bread of

shared time together is not leavened by
external distractions.

In the Normal Mennonite Passover, we
remember who we are, reorient ourselves

to God's story of deliverance, renew our
commitment to God's new people, and
prepare to move out again to our scat-

tered locations, partners again in the

journey of faith.

Only, instead of "Next year in Jerusa-

lem," we say, "Next time in Oregon!"
—Steven Reschly

It is the sense of family that I find at a

gathering like Normal 89.

It is being on the inside, speaking the

same subconscious language. It's under-

standing the jokes and recognizing the

reference to people and places and
"AMCC" and "606." It's feeling comfort-

able with people right away because you
know you can find a common denomina-

tor, whether it's a mutual friend or rela-

tive, an event you both attended, an

MCCer you both worked with, or a college

professor you both had.

At Normal 89, working on The Norma-
lizer daily newssheet staff with a Reimer
from Saskatchewan now living in Kansas,

I discovered, in addition, that being GC or

MC, Canadian or American, doesn't make
a whole lot of difference. We each pretty

much knew from whence the other came.

I don't know if that's true for the older

generations, this easy crossing of the line

between Hildebrandt and Hershberger,

Loewen and Lehman, but for us

younger ones—maybe everyone— be-

ing Mennonite puts us in a context where

we instinctively know each other.

Yes, I know there's more to MC/GC in-

tegration than that just as there's more to

"conference" than discovering where the

roots of family trees entwine or swapping

VS stories. But the most important thing

I got from Normal 89 was finally realizing

what it means to be "home."
—Melanie Zuercher
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Church news

Goshen-China exchange
to continue as planned

The exchange program between
Goshen College and Sichuan Province in

China will continue as planned this fall.

Twenty-one Goshen students, accom-
panied by faculty directors, left on Aug.
16 for their English teaching assignments
at Sichuan Teacher's University in

Chengdu, and nine Chinese scholars will

arrive in early September.

College officials have been monitoring
the political situation in China since the
student protests began in April. The im-
position of martial law in Beijing on May
20 and the massacre of unarmed demons-
trators in Tiananmen Square on June 3
has raised questions about the future of
U.S. -China educational-exchange pro-
grams. "Because of the uncertain political

situation in China, we are concerned
about the safety of our students and the
'message' we would be sending the
Chinese if we went," said S. L. Yoder, act-
ing director of international education.
The decision to continue the exchange

was based on information gathered from
published reports on conditions in China,
consultations with persons who had been
in China in recent months, and communi-
cation with Chinese Christians. "Our
Christian friends in China have urged us
to come," Yoder said. "They believe we
can have more influence on Chinese
government policy by continuing the dia-

logue on human rights than by staying
home in protest of the military crack-
down."
The college also consulted with organi-

zations that sponsor exchange programs
with China, including the Council on
International Education Exchange and
the Mennonite-sponsored China Educa-
tional Exchange. "Both exchange pro-
grams urged us to go," Yoder said. "CIEE
reported that five other colleges are send-
ing students to China this fall." China
Educational Exchange, which had 31
English teachers in China last year, sent
15 teachers to new assignments in China
on July 14.

Goshen College also received assur-
ances from the Education Commission of

Sichuan Province that conditions in

China are safe for the GC students. The
commission said that the program for the

Goshen students would be the same as in

previous years. "That means our students
will be able to go on the scheduled field

trips and interact with Chinese students

in much the same way as previous
Goshen groups did," Yoder said.

The only concern about the exchange
came from the U.S. State Department.
"At the moment, they are discouraging
exchanges as a way of protesting Chinese
government policy," Yoder said. "They
thought the students would be safe, but
they were concerned about the message
we would be sending the Chinese."

Yoder, who led a Goshen SST unit in

China in 1982, emphasized that continu-
ing the exchange does not mean the
college approves of the violent repression
of the student protests. "We are appalled
at what happened in Tianenmen Square,"
he said. "Going doesn't mean we are
ignoring what happened there. But, the
question is, in light of what has hap-
pened, how we can make the biggest im-
pact? Is it by boycotting China, or by go-
ing and showing that we care about what
is happening to them?"
The Goshen-Sichuan program was the

first U.S. -Chinese undergraduate ex-
change program established by an
American college.

—John Yoderfor Goshen College

Meditational walk
increases commitment
to world missions

Of more than 700 participants from
more than 100 countries, many found an
early-morning meditational walk to be a

highlight of the 10-day World Conference
on Mission and Evangelism which was
held recently in San Antonio. It was
sponsored by World Council of Churches.
Walking the way of the cross linked per-

sonal and communal reflection on global
suffering with commitment to the event's

theme—"Mission in Christ's Way."
Stops on the two-hour journey provided

walkers opportunity to use various senses
in identifying with their Lord: marking
their foreheads with a cross of ash, carry-

ing a heavy timber with a half-dozen
fellow pilgrims, listening to the hammer-
ing as penitents nailed to the cross notes
they had written of their sins, drinking
miniature cups of wine vinegar, walking
blindfolded to experience aloneness and
helplessness, pausing before a resurrec-

tion icon in a garden of flowers, drinking
water and eating a single flour tortilla as

a simple breakfast in solidarity with the
millions who cannot be sure of daily food.

Such specific acts helped conferees

move from head to heart the seemingly
limitless pages of photocopied handouts
and the hours of plenary and small-group
discussions.

Two significant trends were under-
scored in the conference message—the
universal Christian spirit of the gather-
ing and concern for the fullness of the
gospel.

That spirit was dramatically exhibited
during opening worship in a Southern
Baptist church in the predominantly Ro-
man Catholic city when a Vatican official

read the gospel lesson after the host pas-
tor called the people to worship. A Greek
Orthodox missionary bishop from Kenya,
a Romanian Orthodox bishop, and a
United Church of Canada clergywoman
led a litany.

With concern for the fullness of the
gospel, the sermon urged all member de-

nominations of World Council of Church-
es to hold in creative tension spiritual and
material needs, prayer and action, evan-
gelism and social responsibility, dialogue
and witness, power and vulnerability,

local and universal.

During the conference the whole gospel
was fleshed out as registrants worked in

four sections: turning to the living God,
participating in suffering and struggle,

the earth is the Lord's, toward renewed
communities in mission.

God calls Christians everywhere, the

summary message emphasized, to join in:

(1) proclaiming the good news of God's
redeeming love in Jesus Christ, (2) acting

in solidarity with those who suffer and
struggle for justice and human dignity,

(3) sharing justly the earth's resources,

and (4) bearing witness to the gospel
through renewed communities in mis-
sion.

Determined to move from words only,

planners instructed participants to come
up with concrete acts of faithfulness in

response to lofty generalities that usually

mark conference documents. Eleven such
acts were given overwhelming assent on
the last day.

One act challenged churches to cooper-

ate in witnessing to the millions who have
not responded to the gospel, recognizing

this does not preclude dialogue with
people of other living faiths, and work
with them for justice and peace.

Eugene Stockwell, director of the WCC
Commission on World Mission and Evan-
gelism challenged Christians to keep
sharing their faith with sensitivity and
conviction. WCC general secretary Emilio
Castro, a friend of Mennonites in his

home country of Uruguay, underscored
the San Antonio theme: "Mission in

Christ's way must start from the margi-
nalized sectors of society and move up-
wards towards the domes ofpower."

— WillardRothforMeetinghouse
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Special guests swelled the attendance to 125 at the Church Founding Celebration for Americus
Mennonite Fellowship.

Mennonites establish
'radical' congregation
in Americus, Ga.
And the Lord God said, "Come to the

edge.
"

They said, "We might fall.
"

And the Lord God said, "Come to the

edge.

"

They said, "It 's too dangerous.

"

And the Lord God said, "Come to the

edge.

"

They came, and the Lord God pushed
them,

And they flew.

These words from the writings of C. S.

Lewis were a part of the greetings from
Tom Hall of Habitat for Humanity at the

recent Church Founding Celebration in

Americus, Ga. Hall concluded with the

words, "Remember who pushed you."

The "push" of God began several years

ago when leaders from the local Volun-
tary Service unit of Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions began to talk to

Southeast Conference leaders about the

need for a "radical" church in Americus—
a church that was concerned about people

and their needs, a church that would
cross barriers including social and racial,

a church that would be "on the edge"
responding in Christlikeness to all of life.

Lewis and Mary Overholt responded to

the call and came as church planters for

such a church in 1987. After months of

meeting in the Overholt home with
interested people, the core group formed
and outgrew that facility. The group is

now meeting in a Seventh-Day Adventist
church.

At the Church Founding Celebration,

Americus Mennonite Fellowship of-

ficially "flew." Le Roy Bechler, home mis-
sions secretary for Southeast Conference,
led a commissioning service for Overholts
and the emerging congregation of about
45.

Music plays an important part in the
life of this congregation, and the

repertoire was varied. The spirit and
worldwide concern of the congregation

was reflected in the sharing and prayer

requests time.

The new congregation includes both

white and black members and people

from two well-known Georgia-based
groups—Habitat for Humanity and
Koinonia Community.

South Central
Conference delegates
make staffing changes
South Central Conference delegates,

meeting recently at Hesston (Kans.) Men-
nonite Church, approved a new staffing

pattern which replaces the half-time con-

ference coordinator and four half-time

district ministers with a full-time con-

ference administrator and full-time con-

ference minister. The change was the

primary recommendation of the task force

appointed a year ago and headed by
Moderator Wayne Hochstetler. The dele-

gates approved it 58-29.

Concerns voiced about the new pro-

posal centered around the size of the jobs

proposed, especially the amount of travel

expected in a conference that extends
more than 1,000 miles from north to

south and 600 miles from east to west.

Others addressed the issue that the

$25,000 salaries were below those which
persons with the desired qualifications

could earn elsewhere. Conference leaders,

however, expressed confidence that
capable persons will fill the two positions

as early as next February.

In other business, the delegates ap-

proved a resolution to oppose the
proposed purchase of 100,000 acres of

farm and ranch land in north-central

Kansas to expand the Fort Riley Military

Installation. The action was then com-
municated to government, army, and
church officials.

Irma Aramburu of Iglesia Menonite del

Cordero in Brownsville, Tex., described

the plight of refugees from Central
America who come to the church for help.

The conference offerings (above expenses)

totaled over $4,000 and went to the

refugee work which Aramburu directs for

her congregation.

John Roth, a history professor at

Goshen College, spoke prophetically to

the group in three addresses on Men-
nonite identity—past, present, and fu-

ture. "As we move into the 1990s, a key to

Mennonite identity is the practice of

nonconformity," he said. "We need to

have a new view of power—that of the

death and resurrection of Christ. We need
a new view of self—dedicated to a life of

service. We need a new life with Christ in

union with a voluntary community of

love."

In conclusion, Roth asked, "Is it possi-

ble to be nonconformed to the world and
have a transformed mind that cares for

the world?" He answered, "It is nec-

essary."

—

Susa n Balzer

Indiana-Michigan
Conference delegates
affirm Vision 95 idea

Conferences ask congregations for

money; they don't usually give it back.

But that's what Indiana-Michigan Con-
ference will be doing this year.

When receipts for the 1988-89 fiscal

year exceeded the conference budget by
$8,000, the Executive Committee brought

to the delegates a proposal to return this

money to congregations to use as seed

money toward creative responses to "Liv-

ing God's Dream"— Indiana-Michigan
Conference's Vision 95 theme. Delegates

approved the idea after a lively, hour-long

discussion of the unprecedented proposal.

Each member congregation will receive

$80 with the challenge to be creative in its

use of the money. Some may use it as seed

money, returning the income from it to

the conference next year. Others may use
it for a dream within the congregation. In

either case, congregations will be asked to

report back to conference how that money
helped them to live God's dream.
Indiana-Michigan Conference met in

annual sessions recently at Sturgis, Mich.
The theme was "Living God's Dream

—

Passion." Tom Sine, the keynote speaker,

challenged congregations to look ahead
and plan for meeting future needs in crea-

tive ways. "More of the same just won't
cut it," he said.

Delegates also approved the Mennonite
Church General Board recommendation
regarding the possible merger of the Men-
nonite and General Conference Men-
nonite churches, and with a straw vote
gave affirmation to the Mission Commis-
sion's vision for a major church planting

thrust in Detroit.— Elizabeth Stauffer
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Readers say

Letter* from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Dean Hochstetler, Nappanee, Ind.

Gordon Melton is either naive or ig-

norant of what is going on regarding

satanic cults ("Items and Comments,"
Aug. 1).

Timothy Warner, head of the doctoral

programs at Trinity Seminary in

Deerfield, 111., has taken two survivors of

ritualistic satanic abuse under his care.

These were written off by psychiatrists as

"incurable," being shattered into multiple

personalities.

I suggest you get the testimony of Dale

Griffis (Box 309, Tiffin, OH), who has

done much research into these "worship

groups."

I have personally been visited by a de-

tective from the Elkhart County Sherriff

Department asking what I know about

satanic activity in this area. I know of

five active covens in Elkhart alone. I have

lent a hand in securing the deliverance of

three persons involved in satanic worship

in recent history.

The Lord Jesus Christ is the answer to

the ills of the world. Let's go forth in his

name.

Mary Lois Kreider, Oxford, Pa.
How refreshing to read the "true

confession" article by Nancy Witmer,
"My Apple Was Made of Soap" (July 18).

It takes a great woman of the Lord to be

honest and open about one's faults. My
hat is off to you, Nancy.
Thanks too for the information on

"Invite a Friend to Church" ("Ideas for

Outreach," July 18). We at Mt. Vernon
Mennonite Church hope to have a "Friends

Sunday" this fall.

John Martin, Waterloo, Ont.
In response to the abortion issue, I

think that the lesser-evil argument is at

times appropriate. I would fully agree

that abortion is an evil and an attack

against the innocent fetus. Yet I also

believe that at times the evil of not

performing an abortion can be even
greater. Let us think of a welfare mother
with five children, in poor mental health,

who can't handle another pregnancy, an
immature 16-year-old girl who may also

have psychological problems and can't

endure a pregnancy. The lesser-evil argu-

ment can also be applied to war, and I ap-

preciate the logic but disagree on that

particular application. But there are

times—and I think that abortion is one of

them—when the lesser-evil argument can

have some merit. I believe there is a place

not for abortion on demand but for the

therapeutic abortion.

Roger Farmer, Sturgis, Mich.
Now that Daniel Hertzler has an-

nounced his retirement, I can no longer

put off a letter that I have been intending

to write for years. Thank you, Dan, for

your consistent efforts to provide articles

and editorials that both reflect and
stimulate the church. I believe that God
has worked through Dan and Gospel
Herald to build his kingdom in the Men-
nonite Church. I wish Dan God's richest

blessings in his remaining time as editor

of Gospel Herald and also during his

retirement activities.

Mennoscope

Eastern Mennonite Seminary will have two
new faculty members this fall:

• Thomas Finger, visiting professor of the-

ology. Most recently he was a church-planting

pastor in New York City. Before that he taught

10 years at Northern Baptist Seminary and
three years at Eastern Mennonite College. He
is the author of the two-volume Christian

Theology: An Eschatological Approach pub-

lished by Herald Press of Mennonite Publish-

ing House. He has a doctorate in philosophy

and systematic theology from Claremont
Graduate School.

•Gerald Shenk, visiting professor of church

and society. For the past 12 years he and his

family have lived in Yugoslavia, where he was
in a study-service assignment under Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions and then taught

at Biblical Theological Institute under the aus-

pices of Mennonite Central Committee. He has

a doctorate in religious and theological studies

from Northwestern University.

Friendship Evangelism Seminars will be
discontinued later this year. They were
started in 1980 by Mennonite Board of

Missions. Seminar coordinator Melba Martin
said the seminars have now been held in most
Mennonite communities and attendance has

dropped significantly in recent years. Another
reason for discontinuing the seminars is a new
MBM emphasis on congregational evangelism

through a new program called LIFE (Living in

Faithful Evangelism). Both the seminars and
LIFE are sponsored by MBM of the Mennonite
Church and Commission on Home Ministries

of the General Conference Mennonite Church.

The 10th edition of the "All God's People"
video series is now available from Mennonite

Board of Missions. Called "Sharing," the latest

28-minute video features: Mennonite relief

work in Nicaragua following last year's de-

vastating hurricane, the rebuilding of an inter-

racial church in Mississippi that was destroyed

by an arsonist a year ago, the invention of a
board game called "Generosity" by Mennonite
pastor Jared Burkholder, and the work of

sculptor/potter/teacher Paul Friesen. More in-

formation about the video is available from
MBM Media Ministries at 1251 Virginia Ave.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone toll-free 800-

999-3534.

Hong Kong Mennonites protested the
Chinese government's crackdown on pro-

democracy demonstrators. "We share the

general mood of the Hong Kong public," said a

Mennonite source in Hong Kong who wishes to

remain anonymous. One of the Mennonite con-

gregations canceled its Sunday worship service

in order to participate in a protest following

the massacre of demonstrators in Beijing's

Tiananmen Square. The anonymous source

also said that local Mennonites are fearful

about the future of Hong Kong—a British

colony that is scheduled to revert back to

Chinese rule in 1997.

Recent economic reforms are changing Laos
and quickening the pace of life in Vientiane,

the capital, according to Lois Foehringer and
David Merchant, Mennonite Central Commit-
tee country representatives there. "Laos is

definitely awakening from a long slumber,"

they reported, after years of hardship brought

on by war, drought, and other troubles. Laos

has a communist government and the country

was devastated by U.S. bombers during the

Vietnam War. MCC supports many projects in

health, education, hydropower, and agricul-

ture throughout Laos. Foehringer and
Merchant noted that the changes in the

country also include better church-state rela-

tions.

Argentine Indian women are finding mean-
ing in an innovative Bible study method
initiated by Mennonite Board of Missions

worker Willis Horst. It is called the "Bible

Circle," and the importance of each person's

contribution and unique experience is em-
phasized. The participants also look at the

uniqueness of their tribal experience and the im-

portance of telling the story of their tribe's

sacred history. "We women are often made to

feel we aren't worth anything," said one par-

ticipant after a recent five-day Bible Circle in a

Pilaga Indian congregation. "Now I feel like I

havevalue."

Mennonites in Dallas have helped nearly 400

Central American refugees gain legal

residence in Canada since 1982. This is

through a ministry of Dallas Mennonite
Fellowship called Mennonite International

Refugee Assistance. Special activities

sponsored by the ministry so far this year in-

cluded participation in a march and rally to

call attention to the plight of refugees, a rum-
mage/bake/craft sale to raise funds, and a

presentation on the repressive conditions in

the country where many of the refugees come
from—El Salvador.

Ten elderly Russian-born Mennonites made
soap for needy third-world people in recent

months in Morden, Man. The soapmaking is a

time for reminiscing about life in the Ukraine,

where these people first learned how to make
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Spiritual directors hold retreat. "Unless a grain ofwheat falls into theground and
dies, where is its life?" The words of John 12:24-26 in the song "Following" by Gerald

Derstine framed the Retreat for Spiritual Directors held recently at The Hermitage
near Three Rivers, Mich. The theme of 'Tending the Soils and Seeds of Servanthood"

was expressed throughout the varied schedule of silence, presentations, worship,

recreation, and fellowship. This was the second annual retreat sponsored by Men-
nonite Board of Congregational Ministries and The Hermitage. The 22 participants

were pastors, lay leaders, and agency staff from a variety of denominations. The par-

ticipants discussed the need to clarify Anabaptist understandings of spiritual direc-

tion, uncover historical roots in personal and written histories, and develop plans for

encouraging spiritual formation in congregations. The tendency among Mennonites
to neglect worship and overemphasize fellowship and service was cited as further

reason to encourage openness to God through spiritual direction.

soap from goosefat. Their difficult times
following the Russian Revolution also helps
them empathize with needy people. With
goosefat donated by Pembina Poultry Plant,
the 10 made 3,800 kilograms (8,300 pounds) of
soap for Mennonite Central Committee.

Themes of caring and sharing were
illustrated in a drawing/sketching project
sponsored recently by Sharing Programs of
Lancaster Conference. Children, youth, and
adults were invited to submit entries. They
were asked to meet with a group to discuss car-
ing and sharing before making their drawing
or sketch. About 750 entries were submitted
from 22 congregations and 17 schools.
"Honorable mention" awards were given to 76
and "runner-up" awards went to 10. Sharing
Programs has not yet determined whether any
of the entries will qualify as the grand-prize
winner. If one is chosen, it will be used as the
new logo for Sharing Programs and the
entrant will receive $100 plus $1,000 for his/
her congregation or school.

Construction is underway on a greenhouse
for the new Hesston College horticulture
program. It will be on the north side of the
Peachey Applied Science Building and will

provide laboratory space for plant science
courses. Program director Dave Gerber said
career opportunities in horticulture are ex-
panding rapidly. "With increasing urbaniza-
tion and job specialization, companies and in-

dividuals are depending more and more on
professional grounds keepers and supervisors,"

he explained. 'That's why we can seriously call

this a career in urban agriculture."

A softball tournament in Kansas raised
money for church-growth programs in
Texas. The recent fifth annual event was
sponsored by the Gemeinschaft Sunday School
Class of Whitestone Mennonite Church in

Hesston. Teams from nine congregations par-
ticipated, and the winner was Hesston Men-
nonite Church. Some $1,500 from concessions,
donations, and entry fees was raised for
church work in Harlingen, Tex.

A Mennonite leader in India has been named
to a high-level state government post. P. J.

Malagar, bishop of the Mennonite Church in

India, is now part of the three-member
Minorities Commission for Madhya Praydesh.
The other members are a Muslim and a Sikh.
Malagar was given an office and a residence in

Bhopal, the state capital. His post has the rank
of state minister, just below a cabinet position.
"This is a significant recognition of Malagar as
a Christian leader and a knowledgable
spokesman for minorities," said Mennonite
Board of Missions worker Paul Kniss. "The ap-
pointment holds real potential for witness."
Malagar said the appointment is also a recogni-
tion of Mennonite peace and social service ef-

forts.

West German Mennonites asked Mikhail
Gorbachev to establish conscientious objec-
tion rights in the Soviet Union during the So-
viet president's recent visit to their country.

The request came in a letter from the German
Mennonite Peace Committee that was de-
livered to the Soviet Embassy in Bonn. The let-

ter commended Gorbachev for initiatives he
has taken for peace and disarmament but
noted that in some cases conscientious objec-

tors to military service are still subject to ar-

rest or psychiatric handling. The letter also

reminded Gorbachev that Mennonites had CO
rights in his country from the 1870s until they
were struck down during the days of Soviet
leader Joseph Stalin.

Over 50 people celebrated the establishment
of a new Mennonite congregation in Brazil
recently. It is in the Alto Taruma neighbor-
hood of Curitiba, and the group meets in the
home of Mennonite Board of Missions workers
Otis and Betty Hochstetler. The group began
with weekday Bible studies in September 1986;

Sunday school started that November. All area
Mennonite congregations were represented at

the celebration. Also present was Brazil Men-
nonite Church president Hans Peters.

The 19th congregation was received into

Japan Mennonite Church during the recent
annual meeting of the church. It is Oyachi
Bethel Church of Sapporo—an outgrowth of

the Shalom congregation in the same city. The
five charter members include Mennonite
Board of Missions worker Mary Miller. All the

congregations of Japan Mennonite Church,
which was started by MBM missionaries, are
located on the northern island of Hokkaido.
Other Mennonite mission agencies established

churches in other parts of the country.

Ideas and resources about how to minister to

families were shared during the recent meet-

ing of the Family Life Ministry Council in

Chicago. The second gathering of this new
group brought together 22 representatives

from the conferences of the Mennonite Church
and the districts of the General Conference

Mennonite Church. The council is an extension

of the work of MC/GC family life secretary

Clare Schumm.

A partnership between a Mennonite service
worker and a Catholic nun has produced an
exciting new program for first-graders in in-

ner-city New Orleans. Sister Therese St.

Pierre, a teacher at St. Alphonsus Grade
School, noticed that her young students did not
have an adequate background to learn new vo-
cabulary words. With help from Dianne
Kidner, a Mennonite Central Committee
volunteer from New Westminster, B.C., she
developed "Rainbow Adventure." Now every
month the MCCer and the nun lead an outing
to broaden the children's horizons and to teach
them new words and concepts.

Nearly 30 Hispanic Mennonites travelled
1,000 miles north to Kansas by school bus
recently to raise money for the Brownsville
(Tex.) Mennonite Sharing Fund operated by
their congregation. They cooked and served
Mexican dinners for 95 people at Hesston Men-
nonite Church and 140 at South Hutchinson
Mennonite Church. After the meals, they
presented a slide show of the needs in their

border town and of what their 150-member
Iglesia Menonita del Cordero is doing to help.

Half of Brownsville's people live below the
poverty level and half of the workers are
unemployed. The five-year-old sharing fund
builds homes for poor families. But it is cur-

rently in desperate need of donations.

The first-place winner of this year's Henry
Smith Peace Oratorical Contest is Michael
Phillips of Messiah College—a Brethren in
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Christ school in Grantham, Pa. Phillips talked

about the harmful effects of television violence
on children. The second-place winner was
Sonia Weaver of Bethel College, and third

place went to Brian Jantzi of Conrad Grebel
College. The contest, sponsored by Mennonite
Central Committee U.S., is named in memory
of a Mennonite historian who taught at Goshen
and Bluffton colleges.

Seven members of the Mennonite Church
began assignments with Mennonite Central
Committee following a June 13-23 orientation
in Winnipeg, Man. They were among 19 par-
ticipants. The seven are: Stephen Zehr of
Fisher, 111., legislative advocate for Native
Americans in Washington, D.C.; Warren
Fuller of Minneapolis, Minn., family support
worker in Regina, Sask.; Sandra Outhier
Chism of Tulsa, Okla., handicap concerns
worker in Montreal, Que.; Louise and Rick
Cober Bauman of Tavistock, Ont., health
workers in Sheshashit, Lab.; Shirley Mast of
Ephrata, Pa., information services staffer at

MCC headquarters in Akron, Pa.; and Janice
Thomas of Ephrata, Pa., Selfhelp Crafts staf-

fer in Ephrata.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Bannon, Kevin and Jan (Sharp),
Quakertown, Pa., second child, first son, Kevin
Marc, June 19.

Bontrager, Errol and Coletta (Miller), Ka-
lona, Iowa, second child, first son, Ryan
Joseph, July 10.

Brunk, William and Nancy (Yoder),
Coopersburg, Pa., second son, Jonathan
Martin, July 9.

Dubrick, Carl and Florence (Paulitzki),

Kitchener, Ont., second child, first son,
Jonathan Edward, July 19.

Edsall, Steve and Krista (Detweiler),
Bovertown, Pa., first child, Alysa Kathryn,
June 27.

Eicher, Dave and Sue (Bamonte), Archbold,
Ohio, third daughter, Libbev Elizabeth, July
29.

Gingerich, Darrel and Janet, Arthur, 111.,

second daughter, Megan Ruth, July 2.

Graber, Martin and Angela (Stoll), Mont-
gomery, Ind., first child, Olivia Danielle, July
30.

Hostetler, Dave and Cindy (Beckler),
Phoenix, Ariz., first child, Courtney Lauren,
July 27.

Hunsberger, Galen and Connie (Anders),
Souderton, Pa., first child, Galen Tyler, July
29.

King, Kenneth and Sheryl (Smoker), At-
glen, Pa., third son, Charleton Dean, July 12.

Kuhns, Ervin and Nancy, Sullivan, 111.,

second child, first daughter, Carrie Eudora,
May 5.

Ledford, Monty and Elaine, Grand Rapids,
Mich., sixth child, fourth daughter, Rachael
Christina, Aug. 1.

Lengacher, Jeff and Myra (Miller),
Sarasota, Fla., second child, first daughter,
Sara Elizabeth, July 15.

Miller, Fred and Marilyn (Landis),
Sellersville, Pa., fourth child, second daughter,
Laura Tanae, July 21.

Miller, Morris and Kris (Swartzendruber),
Sarasota, Fla., first child, Melissa Kristine,

July 19.

Miller, Paul and Brenda (Bowman), Bech-
telsville, Pa., third child, first daughter,
Amber Renee, June 1.

Miller, Walter and Connie (Wood), Arthur,
111., fourth child, third son, July 13.

Nyce, Douglas and Dawn (Mumaw),
Waynesboro, Va., first child, Travis Edward
July 24.

Oswald, Craig and Charlotte (Yoder), South
Bend, Ind., first child, Tyler Phillip, July 21.

Replogle, Lauren and Tina (Lemons), Ox-
ford, Pa., first child, Nichole Lauren, July 26.

Richter, Alfred H. Ill and Kim (Hershey),
Souderton, Pa., second child, first son, Andrew
Hershey, July 25.

Yoder, Galen and Gloria (Vance), Wellman,
Iowa, fourth child, second daughter, Maria
Allyce, July 23. (Second son deceased.)
Zehr, Michael J. and Cora (Nafziger),

Lowville, N.Y., second child, first son, Kellen
Joseph, July 17.

Obituaries

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Beachy-White. Kenneth Beachy and Tina
White, both of Arthur, 111., Arthur cong., by
Wayne D. King, July 15.

Ely-Gottshall. Chuck Ely, Eureka, 111., Lu-
theran Church, and Amy Gottshall, Wash-
ington, 111., Roanoke cong., by Eldon King and
Marvin Cheney, June 3.

Evans-Chupp. Kelly Evans, Decatur, 111.,

and Tina Chupp, Arthur, 111., Arthur cong., by
Arvid Adell and Robert McAuley, July 29.

Hostetler-Bontrager. Douglas Hostetler,
Topeka, Ind., Emma cong., and Delores Bon-
trager, Shipshewana, Ind., Shore cong., by
John C. Murray, July 29.

Kuepfer-Leach. James Kuepfer, Newton,
Ont., and Holly Leach, Millbank, Ont., both of

Mapleview cong., by Victor Dorsch, July 15.

Marshall-Gimbel. David Marshall,
Oshawa, Ont., and Lois Gimbel, Oshawa, Ont.,

Stirling Avenue cong., July 22.

Mast-Yoder. E. Dale Mast, East
Petersburg, Pa., First Deaf cong., and Shari
Beth Yoder, Wellman, Iowa, Lower Deer Creek
cong., by Orie Wenger, July 22.

Miller-Brown. Myron Miller and Wendy
Brown, both of Sarasota, Fla., Bahia Vista
cong., by Marvin Miller, father of the groom,
July 22.

Miller-Steffen. Niles Miller, Goshen, Ind.,

and Kristi Steffen, Syracuse, Ind., both of

Clinton Frame cong., by Vernon E. Bontreger,
July 29.

Miller-Widmer. Larry Miller, First Men-
nonite cong., Iowa City, Iowa, and Julia
Widmer, Sugar Creek cong., Wayland, Iowa,
by Orie Wenger, July 15.

Moyer-Landis. Dwayne Perry Moyer, Tel-

ford, Pa., Brethren Church, and Linda Beth
Landis, Sellersville, Pa., Rockhill cong., by
Roger Wambold and Russell Detweiler, Apr.
15.

Moyer-Smyser. Roderick R. Moyer,
Harleysville, Pa., Franconia cong., and Lisa
Lane Smyser, Harleysville, Pa., Community
Church, by Thomas Schultz, June 3.

Oswald-Steiner. Michael Oswald, Apple
Creek, Ohio, and Rebecca Steiner, Dalton,
Ohio, both of Smithville cong., by Glenn
Steiner, father of the bride, and Ross Miller,

July 22.

Raines-Weber. Mark Andrew Raines,
Kitchener, Ont., Lutheran Church, and De-
borah Weber, Kitchener, Ont., Stirling Avenue
cong., by Mary Mae Schwartzentruber, July
22.

Bender, Ezra C, son of John H. and Lydia
(Miller) Bender, was born at Springs, Pa., Jan.
3, 1898; died at Oak Lea Nursing Home, Har-
risonburg, Va., Aug. 1, 1989; aged 91. On Dec.
15, 1920, he was married to Gertrude Kauff-
man, who died on July 4, 1987. Surviving are
one son (Byron W.), 5 grandchildren, and 2
sisters (Anna Bender and Marie Haning). He
was preceded in death by one son (John Lee) in

1957. He was a member of Park View Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Aug. 8, in charge of Edward Stoltzfus
and Shirlee K. Yoder; interment in Kauffman
Cemetery, Curryville, Pa.

Myers, J. Henry, son of John C. and Bertha
(Godshalk) Myers, was born at New Britain
Twp., Pa., July 10, 1915; died on July 22, 1989;
aged 74. On Sept. 6, 1941, he was married to
Mary E. Myers, who survives. Also surviving
are one daughter (M. Louise Beyer), 3 sons
(Dennis W., H. Dale, and Ronald E.), 6 grand-
children, 2 brothers (Paul G. and Melvin), and
4 sisters (Esther Derstine, Bertha Strouse,
Laura Moyer, and Ruth Hege). He was a mem-
ber of Doylestown Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on July 26, in charge
of Ray K. Yoder, Joseph Gross, and Duane
Bishop; interment in Doylestown Mennonite
Cemetery.
Schweitzer, Nettie lima Jantzi, daughter

of John and Mary (Conrad) Jantzi, was born at
Milford, Nebr., Mar. 16, 1905; died at the Good
Samaritan Nursing Home, Wood River, Nebr.,
July 26, 1989; aged 84. On Feb. 9, 1928, she was
married to Homer Schweitzer, who died on
Feb. 9, 1971. Surviving are 3 daughters (Evelyn
Roth, Ramona Keizer, and Aria Stutzman), 9
grandchildren, 14 great-grandchildren, and
one sister (Ethel Stutzman). She was preceded
in death by 3 brothers. She was a member of
Wood River Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on July 29, in charge of
Willis Roth and Cloy Roth; interment in the
church cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Angola, Ind., Sept. 5

Mennonite Central Committee Canada 25th anniversary cele-

bration, Winnipeg, Man., Sept. 15-16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting,

Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N.Y.,

Sept. 16

Lancaster Conference fall assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 21

Mennonite Board Education board of directors, Elkhart, Ind
,

Sept. 22-23

Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-
mittee, Newton, Kans., Sept. 22-24

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind.. Sept. 28-30

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,

Lowville, N.Y., Oct. 14

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meet-

ing. Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man.,

July 24-29, 1990
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Religious objections pose latest

challenge to U.S. labor unions

Organized labor in the United States,

jarred in recent years by massive plant
closings and other major shifts in the
American workplace, is now quietly being
challenged from within by workers op-

posing union membership because of re-

ligious convictions. In a recent series of

rulings, federal courts have made it

easier for employees to refrain from pay-
ing union dues if support for organized
labor conflicts with their religious beliefs.

Before those rulings, the only workers
in a union shop exempted from paying
dues were those who belonged to religious

bodies— like the Seventh-Day Adventist
Church—that have historically objected

to membership in labor unions. The
exemption is provided for under federal

labor laws. But the courts, invoking a pro-
vision of civil rights law, have broadened
this exemption to include all employees
who oppose unions on religious grounds,
even if they are not members of a faith

that has traditionally held antiunion
tenets. In cases of religious objectors,

instead of paying dues to a union, the em-
ployee gives an equal amount to charity.

So far, these cases have involved small
numbers of religious objectors, and the
issue has yet to be settled by the Supreme
Court. But the trend is disturbing to

those within labor who have followed the
litigation. The rulings fit into the
strategy of labor's opponents, who have
tried in various ways to limit the ability

of unions to collect dues from unwilling
members.

WCC in Moscow: site of meeting
nearly overshadows agenda
At a reception in the glittering St.

George Hall of the Kremlin Palace, a top
Soviet official told 300 World Council of

Churches representatives that churches
in the Soviet Union have an important
role to play in "humanizing all spheres" of
Soviet society. The event took place dur-
ing the annual 10-day meeting of WCC's
150-member Central Committee—the
first time the council's main governing
body has met in the Soviet Union.
"The very fact that this meeting is tak-

ing place in the capital of the Soviet
Union cannot but testify to the great
changes our society is living through,"
said Prime Minister Nikolai Ryzhov.
WCC general secretary Emilio Castro, a

Uruguayan Methodist, responded that
recent developments in the Soviet Union
"have introduced to all the vocabularies
of the world two words— 'glasnost' [open-

ness] and 'perestroika' [restructuring]."

The meeting's Moscow venue, the ex-

posure to the changing Soviet at-

mosphere, and the church visits planned
by the Russian Orthodox hosts all but
overshadowed the committee's full busi-

ness agenda. One matter was the appoint-
ment of a 20-member panel to make
specific proposals by next March for a

structural reorganization of WCC. Castro
and the group's executive committee say
the present structure is unwieldy, in-

cludes duplication of efforts, and lacks

flexibility to respond to emerging issues.

College head and Catholic bishop
arrested in Ohio abortion protest
The head of a Roman Catholic college

and the local Catholic bishop were among
more than 45 persons held for six days
in a Naval Reserve Center Armory in

Youngstown, Ohio, following their ar-

rests during a demonstration at an abor-
tion clinic. Michael Scanlan, president of
Franciscan University of Steubenville,
and Bishop Albert Ottenweller, also of
Steubenville, Ohio, were arraigned with
the others on criminal trespass charges
stemming from the protest. The two cle-

rics joined the growing ranks of priests

and bishops across the United States who
have been arrested in recent months for
acts of civil disobedience at abortion
clinics.

United Methodists encouraging poor
to establish their own churches
To a marketing analyst, the demo-

graphics might seem a dream, but to the

United Methodist Church, the breakdown
showing most of its members are white
and at least moderately well-to-do reveals

a serious problem. "To a significant

degree, John Wesley's fear of the Meth-
odist societies becoming prosperous and
spiritually cool has been realized," said

George Morris, director of an innovative
new outreach effort among poorer com-
munities.

The denomination has established a

program at Atlanta's Candler School of

Theology that officials hope will bring
more poor people into the 9.5-million

member church, the second largest
Protestant group in the United States. To
accomplish its task, Candler will rely on a
time-tested Methodist system. Just as cir-

cuit-riding lay ministers went from com-
munity to community in the time of

Wesley, the corps of lay students trained
at Candler will spread the gospel in the
ghettos and barrios and poor rural areas,

hoping their message will result in new
churches supported and run by the poor.

A key element in the program, accord-
ing to an outline written by Morris, will

be to recruit students who themselves
come from poor and ethnic minority
backgrounds who have the "gifts and
graces" for ministry. "Like the early cir-

cuit riders, these persons would speak the
language of the people and have a zeal for

winning persons to Christ," according to

Morris.

Black Catholic clerics and nuns
continue to raise racism issue

Father George Stallings of Wash-
ington, D.C., was suspended for defying
Roman Catholic Church authorities, but
many of the ideas he espouses were taken
up by other black clerics and nuns during
a recent meeting in Milwaukee. It was
clear that many attending the joint

convention of" the National Black Clergy
Caucus, the National Black Sisters Con-
ference, and the National Black Semi-
narians Association feel the tug of three

distinct cultures—the Roman Catholic
Church with its traditional rites, the
world of their African forebears, and
their black American experience.

The groups also appeared to be struggl-

ing with two divergent approaches to

solving the problem of how to relate to

the Catholic Church: seeking greater in-

tegration of the church through appoint-

ment of blacks to leadership positions

while also pushing for a separate African-

American rite, similar to centuries-old

Eastern rites that correspond to Eastern
Orthodox churches.

Evangelicals say White House ignoring
their wishes on FCC post

Several evangelical leaders, angry that

their choice to head the U.S. Federal

Communications Commission was re-

jected, are complaining that the White
House is ignoring loyal constituents who
helped elect President George Bush. In

sharply worded letters to the White
House, James Dobson of Focus on the

Family, Ed McAteer of Religious
Roundtable, and Donald Wildmon of

American Family Association have
charged that the administration is taking

them for granted. They complained that

Indianapolis lawyer John Price, who
chairs a group called Decency in

Broadcasting, was rejected as a candidate

for FCC chairman in favor of Alfred

Sikes, a Commerce Department official in

the Reagan administration, with no
explanation given. Evangelicals are
particularly concerned about apppoint-

ments to FCC since it regulates evange-

lical organizations.
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The general and the particular
My Younger Brother came to Normal 89 to at-

tend a Pax reunion. YB, a country philosopher,

made a comment about the so-called integration

question which bears further thinking. Men-
nonite unity comes naturally, he observed, when
we have a common mission.

He referred to his experience in Pax as an
example. Pax, some will recall, was an alternative

service program for U.S. conscientious objectors

to war. It functioned in the 1950s and '60s,

particularly in western Europe, where the

Paxmen built housing for refugees of World War
II. That some 35 persons came together for a

reunion 30 years later suggests that the

experience of this common mission had a strong
bonding effect.

Mennonites do bond when we perceive a reason
for it, especially a common enterprise. This
explains the broad-based support of Mennonite
Central Committee, surely the most widely sup-
ported North American Mennonite institution. It

represents what we Mennonites seem to do best,

bond (or band) together to help those in need.

Mennonite Disaster Service and Mennonite relief

sales represent the same impulse.

In the exploration of "integration" over the

next six years it will be important to look for a
common mission to galvanize and bind us to-

gether. Without this I doubt the success of the ef-

fort. For when our activity goes beyond lending a
helping hand, we tend to draw back.

It is as if we are better at the particular than
the general. As John E. Toews stressed in his ad-

dress at Normal 89, we believe that Christ func-

tions through the church. And we see the church
as first of all local, visible. We do not understand
talk of an "invisible" church. It seems like an
oxymoron, a contradiction of terms. We have
been so serious about this that there have been
congregations in the past (and there still may be)

where members of the same district conference
would celebrate the Lord's Supper only in the

home congregation.

We believe in face-to-face Christianity. This
means we need to deal with each other and this

can become difficult. I understand that Men-
nonite Conciliation Service is unable to keep up
with the requests for its services. I'm told that in

liturgical churches, where the emphasis of the

worship is more related to the individual and

God, interpersonal relationships are less an issue.

I have not studied this, however.
I have also heard it said that some of what hap-

pened to the forebears of our tradition happened
to Roman Catholics at the time of Vatican H. Now
it is not only the pope who can issue statements.

So Latin American bishops have supported
liberation theology and U.S. bishops have
publicly commented on peace and economics in a

manner that made some persons in the govern-
ment uncomfortable.

In the Mennonite Church, few bishops are left

to make statements. And if they did, the govern-

ment would probably not worry about them. (The
bishops of Lancaster Conference still do issue

statements. It may be that other conferences

should take note of this method and consider us-

ing it when appropriate.)

Individual Mennonites are more likely to make
the government nervous than are church func-

tionaries. This is in line with our emphasis on the

particular—on seeking to do the will of God in or-

dinary life. In contrast, Catholic bishops who
make radical statements on peace or economics
are generally opposed by Catholics in government
who do not agree that bishops understand
politics. So although the Catholic Church is

general and international it is divided and leaders

are unable to count on the loyalty of their mem-
bers.

I think we Mennonites seek to work the other

way, to move from the particular toward the

general. Yet we issue statements too and not

everyone will follow them. Indeed, perhaps it is

the function of statements to keep at least a little

ahead of us, to challenge the status quo.

The status quo, after all, is one of the greatest

enemies of true spirituality and authentic service.

Self-satisfaction destroys openness to change and
change is of the order of the Christian life. Self-

satisfaction is as much a temptation on the

particular (local) level as on the general.

If the church is to be true to itself, it must be

both particular and general. Paul expressed the

idea in 1 Corinthians 1:2: "To the church of God
which is at Corinth, to those sanctified in Christ

Jesus, called to be saints together with all those

who in every place call on the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ, both their Lord and ours." What
more can we say?— Daniel Hertzler
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Both the church and the Spirit are
involved in all conversions, and they are
always a miracle.

Jesus is Savior
by David W. Shenk

Grace and I were shivering at a pay phone on a
Monday evening last October in eastern Montana
on the edge of Yellowstone National Park when
we heard the news.
"Roy Gramm's funeral will be on Wednesday

afternoon."

It was late Saturday night when Roy and his
family were about to settle in for the night, that a
blood clot lodged in his lungs. Within minutes
this energetic 33-year-old father of two young
children had left this life.

We were stunned. Roy and his wife, Diana,
were our neighbors. For a time our relationship
with the family was casual. Then on Easter Sun-
day, 1986, the whole family appeared in church.
At the conclusion of the worship, Roy came run-
ning to the front and embraced me.

"I need to become part of what this is all

about!" he exclaimed.

Within a few moments several of us had
gathered in a quiet spot. In prayer together a

commitment to Jesus was made which
transformed our relationships. We weren't just

neighbors anymore; we were now of the same
family. In the next 2 lA years Roy and Diana
taught Grace and me and our whole congregation
new dimensions of the meaning of being members
of the family of God.

Far from home. Grace and I did a quick cal-

culation with our road maps. About 2,200 miles

from home, 36 hours to make it, 65-miles-per-

hour speed limits most of the way.
In a call to Pastor Murphy, we said simply, "We

will try. Please pray for us."

We arrived home an hour before the funeral.

The church was full. Some were present who did

not know Jesus as their Savior and Lord.

After the fellowship meal for family and close

friends, a relative pulled me aside. "I don't recall

ever being in a setting where I have experienced

such peace. I don't understand it." Gently I com-



It is ordinary people like us whom the Spirit invites

to partner with him in inviting people to faith.

merited, "Jesus Christ gives that special gift of

peace. Roy believed in Jesus Christ as his Lord
and Savior. He was committed to Jesus, and so

we know that all is well with him. Roy has begun
his new life with Christ, and that new life will

never end."

It is a mystery why Roy decided to make that
decisive U-turn toward Jesus on Easter Sunday
over three years ago. He sometimes made a point

of the significance for him of the Saturday
afternoon I walked around the corner to his home
to make his acquaintance. He was working on his

back patio and I helped him for an hour or so. By
the grace of God that time together was a step-

ping stone. Yet as I listened to him I realized that

my involvement was only one contribution among
many nudges by people and the Spirit of God
which culminated in repentance and conversion.

Conviction and conversion. The way in which
the winds of the Spirit partner with the witness

and invitation of the church to bring conviction

and conversion to people is a mystery. The Scrip-

tures say, "The Spirit and the bride say, 'Come'
"

(Rev. 22:17). The Holy Spirit can never lead a

person to faith in Jesus without at least some wit-

ness from the church. The church likewise can
never convert anyone without the Holy Spirit

who convicts of sin and calls people to repentance

and faith in Christ. Both church and Spirit are in-

volved in all conversions, and they are always a

miracle.

Last year I visited Mugango, Tanzania, which
is the place where I was converted. I stood by the

very house where it happened, and remembered
again with great joy that night when Jesus Christ

touched me and called me.

I was a child. Our family had come to Mugango
for a conference. A woman had a children's story

for us, and very simply explained that Jesus died

so our sins can be forgiven, and as we believe in

him we receive forgiveness and the sure promise

David W. Shenk, Mountville, Pa., is overseas ministries
director at Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and a mem-
ber of the pastoral team at Mountville Mennonite Church.

of heaven. There was no pressure to believe in

Jesus put on us children. Nevertheless, that night

I could not sleep. I felt the gentle persistent con-

viction of the Holy Spirit, showing me that I am a

sinner and that I should believe in Jesus.

I arose from bed and knocked on my parents'

bedroom door. Soon all three of us were on our

knees as I confessed my need for forgiveness

before Jesus. Then I was so happy I couldn't

sleep!

The next morning I arose early and slipped out-

side to the whitewashed chapel nearby. I sat

alone near the back. I think it was the second

earthen bench from the rear on the left side.

There in great joy I covenanted with Jesus Christ

to follow him all the days of my life. When I was
at Mugango recently I stood by that same bench
where about 45 years ago I had confessed Jesus

Christ as my Savior and Lord for the first time.

I prayed, "Thank you, Lord, for calling me and
saving me. You have never failed me, not once, al-

though I have often failed you. Thank you."

It is refreshing to hear of many congregations

and people in our denomination reaching out to

their neighbors and inviting them to faith in

Jesus Christ. The Ten-Year Goals are helping to

focus that commitment. Although the goals are

couched in measurable numbers, the founda-

tional commitment is simply to partner with the

Holy Spirit in outreach and witness so that as

many people as possible may repent.

Each a jewel. I am encouraged by the testi-

monies of people who have heard the convicting

voice of the Holy Spirit, have repented of their

sins, and confessed faith in Jesus Christ as Lord

and Savior. Each account is different, just as

Roy's conversion and mine are different. Each is

a jewel. Let me share a few.

•An accountant in Munich, West Germany: "I

have all that I could hope for, a good job, financial

security, a lovely wife and children. Now I am in

my early 30s. The question that has haunted me
is this: 'What is the meaning of life?' I am only

now discovering the wonderful truth that Jesus is

the answer to that question. I am so glad for

that."
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It is refreshing to hear of many congregations and people
reaching out to their neighbors and inviting them to faith.

•A chiefofa river village amidst the jungles of
West Kalimantan, Indonesia: "My conversion and
the conversion of my village through the power of
Jesus Christ has freed us from the birds. The
birds used to enslave us, for they were the omens
of the spirits. It was very difficult to be a chief in

those days, because the birds were always dis-

turbing our work. Now we just let them squawk
and go about our work in peace, because Jesus is

our Lord, not the birds."

•An elderly man in Bukiroba, Tanzania: "Soon
I will die, but death gives me no fear, because
Jesus has saved me. I am so thankful that mis-
sionaries brought the gospel to me and my people.
Before we knew of Jesus, death was a great sad-
ness; it was terror. Jesus has removed the fear of
death. All is well, and I look forward with joy to
eternity with my Savior."

•An Israelifrom Tel Aviv: "I was an atheist
and an agnostic living in a nudist colony on the
shores of the Gulf of Aqaba. A sailor gave me a
New Testament. I read it. I went into such deep
despair I was about to drown myself in the sea,

for I knew that if there is a God as this book
teaches, then my life was utterly wasted. Then in

the midst of that despair, I suddenly realized,

Jesus died for my forgiveness. In a flash I said,
'yes' to Jesus. I ran up the beach to find a Chris-

tian couple I knew, and told them the astonishing
news: I believe in Jesus!"

Power of God. Paul writes, "I am not ashamed
of the gospel, because it is the power of God for
the salvation of everyone who believes: first for
the Jew, then for the Gentile" (Rom. 1:16). Over
1,900 years later we continue to discover the truth
that only the gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ is

the power of God for salvation.

Therefore we need to be bold in our witness. So-
called experts are not much help in effectively

sharing the gospel. It is ordinary people like us
whom the Holy Spirit invites to partner with him
in inviting people to faith in Jesus.

Recently over a Sunday dinner, an interior

decorator almost coincidentally began to tell of
his experiences with fellow workers. For an hour
or two our host told of people he had led to faith
in Jesus Christ on the job. He also told us of
neighbors who had been converted. One thread
ran through all the accounts: He was praying for
the conversion of these people.

As we pray for neighbors and colleagues, the
Holy Spirit himself in amazing ways begins to

open the doors of opportunity to share the gospel.
Sometimes the Holy Spirit provides opportunities
for telling the story of Jesus and inviting people
to repent and believe. Other times the Holy Spirit

leads us to a witness of simply being present or
ministering quietly through acts of love.

The Holy Spirit tries to connect people who
don't know Christ with those who do know him,
so that the witness of the gospel may be heard.
Just recently I breathed a prayer for several
neighborhood people, and for one person whom I

had lost contact with three years ago. Within a
week I met two of these neighbors in most unex-
pected circumstances which I believe were God's
appointment. Even the "lost" person gave me a
call. He is in town, and wants to have a chat.

Prayer sometimes opens doors of opportunity for
sharing the good news which astonish us.

Of course we often need to persist in prayer
even though the door of opportunity never ap-
pears. This is not the first time I had prayed for

that person who had vanished from my view
three years ago, but it is only now that the door of
opportunity opened. Sometimes the answers to

our prayers are always hidden from our view,
that is until eternity.

Several years ago a Muslim woman in our area
was planning to end her life. She went to the
drugstore and bought the fatal pills. Then she
went to the laundromat for the last washing for
her family. While there, a Hispanic woman who
could hardly speak English slipped into the laun-
dromat and gave this woman a wrinkled tract

which said: "You need Jesus, not pills." The as-

tonished woman read the tract. The Holy Spirit

convicted her. Promptly thereafter she sought a
pastor and committed her life to Jesus Christ.

Surely the Holy Spirit led the Hispanic woman to

give that tract.

Tune into the Spirit. Sad to say, often the
Holy Spirit searches for a person to make a
similar connection, and no one is listening. Let's

tune into the Holy Spirit.

Whom does the Holy Spirit want you or me or
our home group to pray for faithfully? Whom
does the Spirit want you or me to invite over for

dinner or ice cream or Rook, to take out for

breakfast before the workday begins, to take
along bowling or to the orchestra, to contact by
letter or phone, or to speak with concerning Jesus
Christ on the bus, train, plane, or on the job? Or
to invite to church or a party where other Chris-
tians will be present? Or to a Bible study? Or
perhaps sometimes our ministry will consist

mostly of praying, waiting, loving, and being
available.

Is there any joy greater than partnering with
the Holy Spirit in leading people to salvation in

Jesus? As far as I can see, only the joy of knowing
Christ personally.
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A constant influx

of new believers

by J. Delbert Erb

Applause rang out during the regular Sunday
evening worship service on December 18, 1988, at

the Mennonite congregation in Adolfo Sourdeaux,

Argentina. This Sunday the young people led the

service. A young couple shared in leading the

meeting. Others directed the music and played

the organ, electric guitar, bass, and a battery of

drums. Antonio, a young married man, preached.

The only participation of Delfin Soto, the pastor,

was making announcements. The noise of many
young children sometimes made it hard to hear.

Clapping accompanied the singing of Scripture

songs and choruses.

Most of this is common fare for this 180-mem-
ber congregation in the growing northern

suburbs of Buenos Aires. What made this

particular Sunday special? In the middle of the

service, time was set aside for a graduation

exercise. Members who had completed courses in

biblical and theological studies received certifi-

cates.

Some had studied "The Life of Christ" over a

two-year period; others studied "The Life and
Writings of Paul." A smaller group had com-

pleted a four-year program covering 15 subjects,

including courses in Bible, church history, ethics,

and practical theology. This is a congregation

where theological education takes place right at

home.

Moving to the city. Mennonite witness began
in Adolfo Sourdeaux (known as "Kilometer 30" to

local people) 22 years ago. A few German families

Pastor Delfin

Soto and his

wife, Nita, and
sons celebrate

the 21st

anniversary of

the Mennonite
congregation in

Adolfo

Sourdeaux

—

a suburb of

Buenos Aires,

Argentina.

J. Delbert Erb, Buenos Aires, Argentina, is a Mennonite
Board of Missions worker, along with his wife, Frieda.

in the area had interest in starting a Sunday
school, as people from the northern part of Ar-

gentina were moving to the city looking for jobs.

The Argentine Mennonite Church provided

money to build a chapel on a lot donated by a

German family. Alicia Neufeld, a seminary

student, became the first worker in the area, but

she suddenly became ill and died of cancer in

1967. Nevertheless, the Spirit was working. A few

area persons became Christians, and a nearby

Spanish-speaking Mennonite congregation, Villa

Adelina, assumed leadership responsibility.

About this time, the Soto family arrived from

the province of Corrientes. Some family members
had just become evangelical Christians at a

Pentecostal church in their province. Once in

Buenos Aires, they identified with the Mennonite

congregation. As the staircase of children grew

into adolescents, they accepted Christ into their

lives one by one and joined the church.

Their mother, Felipa, could not read or write,

but she knew that Christ was making a big

change in her family. Three of her children,

Delfin, Mirta, and Alberto, with two other youth,

decided to go to Bible school. This meant attend-

ing evening classes four times a week after work.

They had little time for homework or other

activities, but what they learned they soon began

using in Sunday school classes and in worship

services.

Rapid growth. In 1984, the congregation or-

dained Delfin (married by then to Bible school

classmate Nita Kuxhaus) as pastor. At the same

time, the congregation became independent from

its mother church, Villa Adelina. Growth was

rapid, so an addition was built to the chapel.

Soon, the congregation supported Delfin full-

time. Later, Alberto became copastor in charge of

the congregation's educational program.

Already in 1979, Delfin had started a daughter

church in the area called San Pablo, with the

cooperation of the Villa Adelina congregation. He
and his family lived there surrounded by many
immigrants from Brazil. Soon Marcirio, one of

the new believers, began to take responsibility. In

1986, this emerging congregation became inde-

pendent, with Marcirio as pastor. Present mem-
bership is 125.

Two other congregations have been started.

One is in Benavidez, where Hector Soto is in

charge. Twenty-five persons were baptized 1987-
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88. The newest one is in the nearby city of San
Miguel, where a Sunday school of 25 is meeting in

a home.
One of the gifts God has given Delfin is that of

being an evangelist. His congregation doesn't al-

ways crowd into the church building. Several
times a year, the congregation conducts evange-
listic meetings in a plaza or in an empty lot. All
activities of the congregation are seen as evange-
listic, resulting in a constant influx of new believ-

ers. They are organized into small groups led by
more experienced Christians. Special study ma-
terials for new believers, called "The Abundant
Life," are used in group meetings. The next step is

baptism for those who have made a clear decision
to follow Jesus Christ.

Spirit at work. Many factors have contributed
to church growth in Adolfo Sourdeaux. Above all,

the Holy Spirit has been working, changing lives

and bestowing gifts. Also important has been the
theological education program in the congrega-
tion.

Since most people do not have the time or
means to attend a Bible school, the school must be

taken to the congregation. In 1982, Mennonite
Board of Missions worker Frank Byler began
weekly classes as part of the theological-educa-

tion-by-extension program of the Argentine Men-
nonite Church. He was followed by MBM worker
Don Brenneman in 1983, and then Delbert and
Frieda Erb also MBM workers. These outside
people were tutors for the courses initially, but
now Mirta, Alberto, and others also teach.

Anyone in the congregation who desires to study
and to serve is encouraged to participate in the
weekly classes, which require hours of study at

home.
The giant city of Buenos Aires continues to

grow, and so do congregations like Adolfo
Sourdeaux which are located where the action is.

This church growth has not been the direct result

of foreign mission work. But God is very much at

work in the lives of those who have literally

"given themselves to Christ." They are reaching
out to new areas; they are preaching, teaching,
and building the body of Christ (Eph. 4:12). For
this, they must prepare themselves and dedicate
time and effort. I believe they have something to

teach us all. ^

New believers

meet for study

in a home near

the Adolfo

Sourdeaux
congregation.
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Through a glass darkly

by Paul Bender

We humans are part of the natural universe,

made of the same molecules and atoms as it is,

and sharing the same basic life principles as

operate in the myriads of other forms of life.

But we are unique in that we have intelligence

and personality that are vehicles of contempla-

tion, not only of the natural universe but of a

transcendental realm as well.

Knowledge about these two distinct realms has

each its own characteristics and limitations. We
have common sense understanding acquired more

Since we have no language for what is

beyond nature, as we have no
knowledge of it, the Bible uses

metaphors from human life in describing

God and his relationships with people.

or less directly through our senses without con-

scious or sophisticated interpretation. The major

portion of human knowledge, both now and in the

past, is of this "common sense" variety. We also

have what might be called analytical knowledge,

which is arrived at through conscious analysis of

observations.

Sometimes our common sense errs. It tells us,

for instance, that the sun, moon, planets, and

stars all rise in the east and travel across the

dome of the sky to set in the west, with the ob-

server at the center of the dome. Observation and

analysis, much of it mathematical, tells us that

the sun has a system of planets, of which Earth is

one, that Earth is spherical in shape, rotating

once a day and revolving around the sun once a

year, and that the stars are distant objects

similar to the sun.

Growth in knowledge. We are living in an age

when the analytical approach to new knowledge
about nature is being pursued vigorously and
with much success. The total amount of human
knowledge has been increasing at an ever ac-

celerating rate. The scientific mode of thinking,

which we in the Western culture all share, makes
possible this growth in the knowledge about na-

ture.

The basic axiom of nature is that it is reliable

and that the same set of circumstances always

results in the same effects—this in contrast to a

belief that natural events occur unpredictably,

Paul Bender, Goshen, Ind., is retired from service to Goshen
College as registrar and physics professor.

often as determined by some capricious beings.

The scientific confidence in the reliability of na-

ture permits the investigator to relate various

observations to each other, to analyze them, and
to state with confidence the laws of natural

phenomena. Knowledge already acquired be-

comes the basis from which new knowledge can

be added to the total store. Much of this

"analytical" knowledge, added to our common
sense knowledge, is put to use in technology. But
there are limits to our knowledge about the

natural universe.

The natural world itself imposes limits. This

may be seen in a look at its fundamental
properties: space, time, and mass or matter.

Space is three-dimensional (a two-dimensional

space would be limited to a flat surface with no

depth, and a four-dimensional space is beyond

our comprehension). We are free to move about in

space, but in going from one place to another, we
are compelled to traverse all the intervening

space, and further, we must deal with the

constriction of inertia.

In time, we have no freedom at all. We cannot

go back into the past nor forward into the future,

except as we are inexorably carried along by its

movement.
Recent analytical knowledge has revealed this

matter, far from being permanent, as common
sense would dictate, is interchangeable with

energy, and that even light is part of matter.

(Einstein's famous formula, E = mc2—energy
equals mass times the speed of light squared

—

makes this clear.) Further, an object increases in

mass as it increases in speed. But its mass is

limited by the speed of light. The universe always

imposes limitations not only to commonsense
knowledge but to itself and to our analysis of it. A
century ago, physical scientists thought that all

the basic physical principles of nature had been

discovered. Now we know that nature itself

restricts us.

Searcher's limitations. But there are limita-

tions also in the searcher because of his position

in the universe he is investigating. Take, for

example, his size. A man almost six feet tall is as

many times larger than an electron as the

universe is larger than the man. This puts the ob-

server in about equal difficulty as he investigates

electronics and atoms on the one hand and

galaxies and astronomical phenomena on the

other. It is only by analysis of cleverly acquired

data that any knowledge is gained in these

extremes. In many instances, knowledge can be

couched only in the mathematical analysis with

which it was deciphered.
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Our human capacity to contemplate that which
trancends nature even while we are a part of it

has driven people at all times and places to seek
the transcendent. However, such knowledge is

also limited. In the absence of valid knowledge of
the transcendental, people have developed, out of
their own imaginations, systems of deities and of
their activities and relationships to humans. In
contrast, God has taken the initiative to com-
municate knowledge about the transcendental
not merely to satisfy an intellectual curiosity, but
for the purpose of establishing relationships with
humans. We bring to this revealed knowledge all

the same powers of analysis and interpretation
which we use with knowledge of nature, but in it

our understanding is limited to that which is

revealed.

The principal record of God's revelation is the
Bible, written largely in narrative form, telling of
God's relations with people and centered on the
person and life of Jesus. Against the background
of the many gods in the imaginations of the
people of biblical times, it announces Jehovah to

be the one true God and the Creator and Sus-
tainer of the natural universe. Written in the lan-
guage and modes of thought of its time, often
poetic in style, it refers freely to the knowledge of
nature available at that time, a commonsense
kind of knowledge, without any pretense at being
a complete or analytical description.

Use of metaphors. Since we have no language
for what is beyond nature, as we have knowl-
edge of it, the Bible uses metaphors from human
life in describing God and his relationships with
people. It refers to God as a political ruler, a
mother bird, a father, and—as he appears in

Christ—a son, a bridegroom, a shepherd. It

characterizes God in terms of human qualities, as
loving, forgiving, long-suffering, and faithful, as
well as angry and vengeful. It describes the
transcendental realm where God dwells as
containing God's throne. In Revelation, the meta-
phor is embellished into a fantastic cubical city,

fabulously rich with natural materials. It

describes God's relationship with people in terms
taken from relationships between two people.
Such concepts require an element beyond mere

intellectual information: a person must act on
them to understand them. Jesus put it simply
when he said, "If you keep my commandments,
you shall know the truth, and the truth shall
make you free." One can truly "know" God's
revelation only when one accepts God's personal
overtures and commits himself to living in a
trusting, personal relationship. Those who do not
thus personalize God's revelation are described as

having ears and hearing not, having eyes and
seeing not. When Jesus told stories as a part of
his teaching, he used parables so that those who
rejected him did not understand the meaning,
whereas those who accepted him understood.

An incompleteness. But there remains an in-

completeness in the knowledge of transcendental
for us humans, a knowledge that is to be made
complete when we become part of the
transcendental realm. Paul states it this way:

For we know in part and we prophesy in part, but
when perfection comes, the imperfect disap-
pears. . . . Now we see but a poor reflection . .

.

then we shall seeface to face. Now I know in part;
then I shall know fully, even as Iam fully
known.—1 Corinthians 13:9-10, 12, NIV Q

Windows

"When God shuts a door, he opens a

window.

"

I called the reference librarian at the local

public library and asked for who the author of

the above quotation might be. The librarian

looked the matter over and said she thought
the words came from a nun in "The Sound of

Music.

"

"No, " my Catholic priest friend Hugh
Calkins said, "that was only quoted by the

nun. The saying comes from much further

back in history than that.

"

Whoever said those profound words, I find

them useful. For handicapped people, many
doors slam in their faces, but windows open.

My "window on the world" lets in light and
is brightened by the media and many friends

who stop in with news from the outside and
personal insights gleaned from rich

experience.

My "window to the sky" lets in rays of light

from the printed Word of God or from his

ambassadors.

"Let there be light, " I say as I turn from a

closed door to an open window.

—Helen Good Brenneman
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Church news

Business group proposes
Soviet investment plan
Can glasnost (openness) and perestroi-

ka (restructuring) open doors wide

enough to allow business partnerships

between the Soviet Union and North

America? Several Mennonite entrepre-

neurs from Manitoba think the time is

ripe for such a bold initiative. They want

to find ways for Christian business

persons in North America to help emerg-

ing Soviet entrepreneurs start businesses

and develop a measure of independence,

meanwhile strengthening church groups

in the process.

While the idea may sound farfetched to

a cold-war generation, its backers believe

it is well in tune with Soviet perestroika,

which encourages more private participa-

tion in certain economic activities and

permits greater involvement by non-So-

viet financial partners.

The unusual proposal had its first stir-

rings in discussions between Art DeFehr,

a furniture manufacturer in Winnipeg,

and a senior Soviet official. The two met

at a conference where the Soviet was

speaking and they became friends. In dis-

cussing the new era of investment con-

sciousness in the Soviet Union, DeFehr

shared his vision for what he calls "emo-

tional investment"— investment for rea-

sons other than only personal profit. He
believes many North American Men-
nonites who have roots in the Soviet

Union would be interested in developing

economic links.

DeFehr says the Soviet official was in-

trigued. "He felt the idea had a lot of

merit and that in principle there was no

reason why they shouldn't be interested.

He also volunteered to steer it through

the bureaucracy."

When DeFehr returned to Winnipeg he

tested the idea with Neil Janzen, presi-

dent of Mennonite Economic Develop-

ment Associates, and Harry Giesbrecht, a

contractor who recently landed a

multimillion dollar hotel contract in Len-

ingrad. Subsequent meetings were held

with larger groups and the idea began to

gel.

The plan is to negotiate with the Soviet

government to allow emotional invest-

ment by Mennonites and others in part-

nership with Soviet Christians. North

American participants would be busi-

nesspersons as well as church-related in-

stitutions interested in promoting rela-

tions with Soviet believers.

"The Soviet church should also be part

of the process," DeFehr says, "but the

partners there should be individuals se-

lected on the basis of their interest, moti-

vation, and likelihood to succeed."

What kinds of businesses would these

partners establish? This would have to be

decided in consultation with the Soviet

partners, DeFehr says. Good candidates

might be franchise enterprises which

have a broad application and which meet

current needs in the Soviet economy, such

as agricultural distributorships or mid-

dle-range hotels.

North American partners would supply

ideas, initial sponsorships, and business

training. They would help the Soviet part-

ners initiate the enterprises and then

either withdraw gradually or develop

long-term investment relationships.

DeFehr's group thinks the plan, tenta-

tively called Soviet Economic Enterprise

Development, could strengthen the eco-

nomic stake of individual entrepreneurs

in the Soviet Union, and by extension,

strengthen the Christian church. DeFehr

notes that Mennonites are taking ad-

vantage of new opportunities to emigrate

and are leaving the Soviet Union in huge

numbers. "It is anticipated that only

10,000 to 20,000 persons of Mennonite

heritage may remain in Russia," says De-

Fehr. "The remaining community will un-

doubtedly be shorn of its leaders, will be

dispirited, and may lack the internal

resources to remain a viable entity."

By linking economic opportunity with

the church, DeFehr says, it is hoped that

those who succeed economically will be

drawn to an ongoing association with the

church rather than feeling alienated. "If

there are church members who become

economically successful, the church will

also obtain an ablity to grow and develop

from its own resources rather than to

develop an unhealthy dependency on its

North American and European brothers

and sisters."

DeFehr emphasizes that the proposal is

still very much in the concept stage and is

open to refinement. "Now we want to

broaden the circle so people can respond

and perhaps add to the idea," he says.

Persons who want more information or

would like to comment on the proposal

can contact the organizing group through

the MEDA office at 402-280 Smith St.,

Winnipeg, MB R3C 1K2; phone 204-944-

1995.

Ohio, Indiana churches
pledge student aid

for neighboring churches
Student financial aid at Goshen College

is stepping across a new frontier.

Through grants to Goshen College stu-

dents, several Mennonite congregations

in Ohio and Indiana are increasing the

mission of the church. In addition to help-

ing their own students, they are pledging

aid to students from neighboring con-

gregations.

"The payment comes back in the next

generation as our college-educated gradu-

ates pursue their responsibilities and

vocations within the church," said Ed
Yoder, the treasurer at Zion Mennonite

Church in Archbold, Ohio.

Zion's contribution in 1982-83, the first

year it used the congregational aid pro-

gram, was $1,000 each for 11 students at

Goshen College. Currently, Zion has com-

mitted $85,500 for 17 students from the

Zion congregation and two Hispanic

students from nearby Good Shepherd

Mennonite Church. Each student will re-

ceive $4,500 a year in aid.

Another Ohio congregation, South

Union Mennonite Church of West Liber-

ty, is helping four students at Goshen

College—three of its own and one from

First Mennonite Church of Defiance, a

neighboring Hispanic congregation

which does not have much discretionary

income and cannot support a first-year

student already accepted into the college.

Each student will receive $2,500 a year.

Another congregation in northern In-

diana has pledged $1,500 for three stu-

dents—two of its own and one from a

neighboring congregation just over the

state line in Michigan.

Goshen College will match a grant

from a student's congregation up to $500.

Called the Church Aid Matching Grant,

the program was recently revised so that

the matching grant is now awarded in ad-

dition to other scholarships or discounts

that the student will receive.

In the 1988-89 academic year, 145 Men-

nonite congregations committed $529,000

to help 537 Goshen College students with

their fees. The average payment for each

student was about $1,000.

"Grants in congregational aid have

grown substantially," said Walter Sch-

mucker, director of student financial aid

at Goshen College. "For the student, it

means just that much less that they have

to borrow or work off during the school

year. For congregations, it is an excellent

way to join hands in providing tangible

support for our youth as they prepare to

be the leaders of the future."
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Medical superintendent Robert Martin (right)

discusses Nazareth Hospital building plans

with architect Rizik Srouji (left) and medical di-

rector Nakhle Bishara.

Mission hospital

in Jesus' hometown
to expand
An expansion and modernization proj-

ect that began in July will enhance the

Christian witness of a mission hospital in

Jesus' hometown—Nazareth Hospital in

Israel.

"The project is designed to update the

existing hospital facility and add new
facilities for education, rehabilitation,

and patient care," said medical superin-

tendent Robert Martin. Martin and his

wife, Nancy, are Mennonite Board of

Missions workers. Nancy is director of

nursing education at the hospital.

Martins serve with Edinburgh Medical
Missionary Society of Scotland, which
founded the hospital in 1861 and contin-

ues to operate it. The hospital serves

Nazareth and the surrounding area,

particularly the Arab population. Of the

50,000 Arabs in the city, 55 percent are

Muslim and 45 percent are Christian.

Nazareth is also 20-30 miles north of

the Israeli-occupied West Bank. Since the

intifada (Palestinian uprising) began in

December 1987, the hospital has treated

increasing numbers of patients from the

West Bank.
The expansion, which includes a new

four-story wing, will alleviate overcrowd-
ed conditions in the hospital. The 120-bed
facility in 1987 had nearly 4,000 inpatient

stays, 33,000 outpatient consultations,

and over 3,000 dialysis sessions. About
2,500 babies are delivered each year.

In addition to the expansion, present
hospital facilities will be upgraded and
remodeled, including housing for staff.

The hospital has 270 full-time staff (al-

most 250 are local people), including 29
doctors, 30 registered nurses, 80 licensed

practical nurses, and 60 nurses in train-

ing.

MBM is allocating $80,000 for the hos-

pital project from a recent financial gift

of $394,000 from Japanese Mennonites
who wish to remain anonymous.

"Nazareth Hospital is one of the more

viable forms of Christian witness within

Israel today," said Martin. "It opens
many doors of opportunity to demon-
strate Christ's love and healing."

Video now available

for people who ask
what Mennonites believe
A new 30-minute video designed to

answer the questions of people who know
little about the Mennonite Church is now
available from Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions. Entitled Our Family Can Be Your
Family, it includes dozens of comments
from people telling what they have found
in the Mennonite Church. An instru-

mental version of number 606 in The
Mennonite Hymnal is the theme music.

Animated characters are the hosts.

"We wanted the video to be entertain-

ing as well as informative," said Ken
Weaver, director of MBM Media Mini-

stries.

In addition to describing key beliefs of

Mennonites, the video includes a brief

history of the church illustrated by scenes

of Anabaptist history from the new Sis-

ters & Brothers film The Radicals. Men-
nonite historian J. C. Wenger tells the

story of Dirk Willems, the Anabaptist
who saved his captor and was then him-
self executed.

The video is available with a study

guide for purchase ($39.95) or rent ($8)

from MBM Media Ministries at 1251 Vir-

ginia Ave., Harrisonburg VA 22801;
phone toll-free 800-999-3534. The video

may also be rented through conference of-

fices or from Sisters & Brothers at 125 E.

Lincoln Ave., Goshen, IN 46526; phone
219-533-4167.

Virginia Aid Plan,

celebrating 75 years,
grows to $400 million

This year Virginia Mennonite Property
Aid Plan celebrates 75 years of mutual
aid. It was established in 1914 with prop-

erty valuations totaling about $200,000.

From that small beginning, the plan has
grown extensively and continues to serve

its purpose of mutual aid by providing a

systematic method for sharing property

losses of its members. The program,
which operates under the direction of Vir-

ginia Conference, has its home office at

the Conference Center in Harrisonburg,
Va.

Today, with the assistance of Men-
nonite Indemnity, the Virginia program
has well over $400 million of property
coverage in force. The services of the plan

are currently represented by 27 local sec-

retaries along with home office staff. The
board consists of 16 individuals, with five

of these members making up an executive

committee. The plan offers three types of

agreements: standard fire, farm, and
home protection. Other endorsements are

also available to expand coverages.

As part of the anniversary celebration,

the program authorized a publication of
its history. A book written by retired

Eastern Mennonite College professor Hu-
bert Pellman is titled Seventy-five Years

of Mutual Aid: Virginia Mennonite
Property Aid Plan. It has been distribut-

ed to Virginia Conference pastors for

placement in church libraries. Others
have received it as well. Copies are
available for $5 each from Virginia Men-
nonite Property Aid Plan at 901 Park-
wood Dr., Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

BACK TO
SCHOOL TIME • • •

Contact:

V Mennonite
. Central
J Committee

Mennonite Central

Committee and MCC U S.

21 South 12th Street

PO Box 500
Akron, PA 1 7501 -0500

MCC Canada
134 Plaza Drive

Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9

but not everyone can go.

Some 300 children and youth await

educational and other assistance through

MCC's Global Family Program.

Your $180 (U.S.) or $240 (Canadian)

would support one child for a year.
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Outgoing Lausanne executive director
Thomas Wang receives a torch which was
brought by runners from the Mount of Olives

in Israel. The "run for world evangelization"

was organized by Youth with a Mission.

Lausanne II in Manila
calls for 'whole gospel
to whole world'

More than 20 Mennonites from a dozen

different countries joined with 4,000

Christian leaders from 190 countries in

the Second International Congress on

World Evangelization. Some 40 percent of

the participants came from the third

world, 25 percent were women, and 55

percent were under the age of 45.

Convened 15 years after the first

congress in Lausanne, Switzerland, the

second one took place in Manila, Philip-

pines, July 11-20. Popularly called

"Lausanne II in Manila," it was organized

around the slogan, "Calling the whole
church to take the whole gospel to the

whole world."

Early in the congress, Tom Houston,

newly appointed international director

for the Lausanne movement and former
president of World Vision, challenged the

participants to bring more compassion
and credibility to the work of taking good
news to the poor. "When all is said and
done, the church must bring good news to

the poor for more than strategic reasons,"

he said. "The Lord Jesus so identified

with the poor that unless we serve the

poor, we do not serve him."

Houston lauded the growth of organi-

zations like Mennonite Central Commit-
tee that have witnessed to the truth of the

good news of Jesus by deeds of mercy and
compassion. He noted this growth as one
of two great trends in world evangeliza-

tion during the past 40 years.

The other great trend during this pe-

riod, said Houston, is the remarkable
growth of the Pentecostal and charis-

matic movements. One-fourth of all

Christian workers are now Pentecostal

and charismatic, he said, and these
workers are responsible for half of the

growth of the church worldwide.

Plenary sessions combined worship in

music, drama, and dance, with spoken
presentations illustrated by video seg-

ments on a variety of themes related to

the conference theme, "Proclaim Christ

Until He Comes." Blind keyboard artist

and singer Ken Medema, along with

musicians from a variety of countries,

led in cross-cultural worship experiences

that unified participants from a diversity

of traditions.

Among the more than 400 workshops
held during the congress were tracks

focusing on such issues as women in

evangelism, the Holy Spirit and evan-
gelization, spiritual warfare, social

concern and evangelization, unreached
peoples, and urban evangelism. Don
Jacobs of Mennonite Christian Lead-
ership Foundation was coordinator of the

workshop track on cross-cultural mis-
sions. Ron Sider, a Mennonite who heads
Evangelicals for Social Action, coor-

dinated the track on simple lifestyle.

Mennonites at the Manila congress
joined in signing the "Manila Manifesto,"

a declaration made by participants that is

intended to supplement the Lausanne
Covenant. Meeting together near the end
of the congress, Mennonite participants

expressed their solidarity with the
Lausanne movement and drafted a docu-
ment entitled "A Call from Manila for

Renewed Mennonite Participation in

World Evangelization." It was then dis-

tributed to Mennonite mission agencies

and church bodies, with a challenge that

the Manila Manifesto and the Manila Call

be taken up by the 850,000 Mennonites
worldwide. (Copies of the two documents
are available from Mennonite Christian

Leadership Foundation at Box 85, Landis-
ville, PA 17538.)—Nathan Showalter

MBM begins
Service Adventure unit

in Sarasota, Fla.

A half dozen Service Adventure par-

ticipants with Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions began serving in Sarasota, Fla., in

late August. Some are working with Agape
Homes, which ministers to abused and
troubled infants, children, and youth.

Other volunteers may work at Sunnyside

Nursing Home or with Youth for Christ.

Service Adventure is a new service/

learning program in North America for

post-high school young adults. The pro-

gram provides 10 months of service work,

group living, and congregational involve-

ment. A study component integrates the

Bible, social issues, and personal growth.
Service Adventure coordinator Nancy

Thiessen presented a proposal for a unit

in Sarasota to Southeast Conference lead-

ers in January. The sponsoring congrega-

tion, Bay Shore Mennonite Church,
strongly affirmed the project in a con-

gregational vote in May.
Bay Shore has established a local sup-

port committee, which includes repre-

sentatives from the other Mennonite
congregations in the Sarasota area.

Other Service Adventure units opened
in August in Champaign, 111., and Philip-

pi, W. Va.

ROSEDALE BIBLE INSTITUTeNv
is not n

*Big
* Famous
* A liberal arts college

* A vocational school

But if you are interested anyway, write RBI for in-

formation. (You might be attracted by what it is.)

Rose dale Bible Institute

2270 Rosedale Road
Irwin, OH 43029
(614) 857-1311
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
Long letters may need to be shortened.

Pamela Nyce Yoder, Lancaster, Pa.
In the article entitled "How We Pay

Our Pastors" (Aug. 1), Mennonite pastors'

salaries were compared to public school
teachers' salaries. I understand why the
author chose to compare the two
professions, but I am curious as to why
public school teachers' salaries were used.
It would seem to be more consistent to

compare Mennonite pastors' salaries to

others who also work in Mennonite orga-
nizations. It would seem more appro-
priate then to compare pastors' salaries

with teachers who teach in Mennonite
schools rather than public schools.

Evan Oswald, Glendale, Ariz.

I would like to respond to "Cautions
About the Merger" by Merle Good (July

25). I feel that the assumption that we
need to "process our differences fully"

before we merge would bring an auto-
matic prolonged death to any merger. No
individual "processes all differences [with
others] fully."

Neither the MCs or GCs process all

their differences fully within their own
denominations. It's humanly impossible.
That's like trying to be perfect, and any
assumption that a merger must be
perfect kills it before it is alive. Good
observes that there are already a great deal

of "differences between those of us in the
Midwest and the West and those of us in

the East." Is this not commendable, that
in spite of our differences we have a
church with a lot of common unity and
one of vitality?

Lynn Miller, a pastor in Ohio,
presented several sketches of the history
of the Mennonites to the 41st annual
meeting of Southwest Conference which
met mainly in two black churches in Los
Angeles. He made an observation which
caught everyone's attention. He sug-
gested that the great diversity of cul-

tures, peoples, and languages being
realized in the rapidly, multiplying Men-
nonite churches in the Southwest's urban

sprawls are much like the early Men-
nonite groups that came from many dif-

ferent cultures of Europe with many dif-

ferent languages and found each other

and developed togetherness (merging).

The historical, "proper," and well-or-

ganized white middle-class Mennonite
churches would do well to catch a breath

of the fresh air that is blowing through
these peoples of different languages and
cultures who are finding each other and
identifying with the Mennonite Church.

Theodore Broadway, Cameron, Ont.

I just noted Jacob Tice's article,
"Should We Say, 'I Am an American'?"
("Hear, Hear! May 16).

Having lived in Wisconsin for four
years while doing post-graduate studies, I

am pleased to at long last find a citizen of
the United States who is concerned about
this problem. While in the United States,

and since returning to Canada in 1963, I

have always referred to citizens of the
United States as "Ustatians."
It flows nicely in pronunciation, and I

simply like the word.

Mennoscope

Mennonite Central Committee offered con-
dolences on the death of U.S. Rep. Mickey
Leland in an Aug. 7 plane crash in Ethiopia.

"We have long admired Mr. Leland's leadership
in the struggle to overcome hunger and malnutri-
tion," wrote MCC executive secretary John
Lapp in letters to the Texas congressman's wife

and the House of Representatives. "The finest

tribute that could now be given would be ... to

pick up his vision and reorganize national
priorities for the well-being of the entire world."
Leland, who chaired the Select Committee on
World Hunger, was on his way to inspect a
refugee camp when he died.

Goshen College Finished its 50th consecutive
year with a balanced budget at the end of the
1988-89 fiscal year on June 30. Contributions of
$4,060,000 exceeded the fund-raising goal by
$320,000. More than 8,500 gifts were received—
an 11 percent increase over the previous year.

The total includes $1,750,000 for operational ex-

penses, $1,910,000 for specific projects, and

Pontius' Puddle

$400,000 in bequests and deferred gifts.

Annual Fund contributions to Hesston Col-
lege reached an all-time high of $810,000
for the 1988-89 fiscal year, which ended on June
30. This was a 6 percent increase over the pre-

vious year and exceeded the goal by nearly

$10,000. Over half the Annual Fund contribu-

tions came from "Hesston Partners" who give

$1,000 or more each year. This past year 85 in-

dividuals, couples, and businesses became Hess-
ton Partners, raising the total to 373.

Contributions to Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions through July 31 totaled $1,741,000.
This is $211,000 below projections for the first

six months of the current budget year. MBM
needs a total of $5.2 million. "Congregations and
individuals are being asked to seriously consider
increasing financial support this year," said Pat
Swartzendruber, vice-president for administra-

tion and resources. "Delegates at Normal 89 af-

firmed MBM's work and expressed concern that
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MBM continue to exert strong mission leader-

ship."

The MennoLink telecommunications net-

work has upgraded its telephone access in

the United States. The network can now be
reached via an 800 number at the same cost for

all users. It is 800-446-2143. Previously the 800

number carried a per-hour surcharge, so most
members used local TYMNET numbers. TYM-
NET access has now been dropped. Canadian

users must now reach MennoLink through the

Datapac or Infonet networks while an 800 num-
ber is being developed for them. MennoLink is

sponsored by the Council of Mennonite Com-
puter Users. More information is available from
John Yoder at 219-533-4943.

Preston Mennonite Church in Cambridge,
Ont., will soon be accessible to wheelchairs.
After years of deliberation, the members de-

cided to construct an addition to the front of
their 35-year-old building. The main focus of the
project is to aid the disabled, and it will include
a lift for those who can't use the stairs. The ad-
dition will also include an expanded foyer/en-

trance, additional Sunday school space, and
larger rest rooms.

Stories and photos are needed for the 50th
year history book of Lancaster Mennonite
High School. The book, to be written by 1963
graduate Donald Kraybill, will be completed in

time for the Lancaster, Pa., school's jubilee an-
niversary in 1991-92. Friends and alumni are

urged to submit brief human-interest stories

from the life of the school. Photos are also

needed, especially from the years 1941-58.

Stories and photos should be submitted by Oct.
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Deaf retreat attracts 100. "From Fear to Faith" was the theme of the annual retreat

for deaf persons and their friends and families which was held recently at Laurelville

(Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. About 70 adults and 30 children attended the event,

which is sponsored by Deaf Ministries of Mennonite Board of Missions. Resource

persons included two deaf pastors, Kevin Kreutzer (pictured) of York (Pa.) Deaf
Fellowship Church and Rodney Burke of Christ's Church of the Deaf, Charleston,

W. Va. Kreutzer's examination of Habakkuk led participants to ask why God permits

disasters and suffering, and to seek more faithful ways of responding to fearful situa-

tions. Both pastors also led workshops on how to study the Bible and tools available

for deepening that study, such as commentaries and concordances.

16 to Fern Clemmer at the school, 2176 Lincoln

Hwy. East, Lancaster, PA 17602.

New appointments:
• Barry Stoner, youth and young adult staff per-

son, Lancaster Conference, starting in July. He
succeeds Tim Martin, who took a pastorate in

Virginia. Stoner serves the Youth and Young
Adult Commission. He was a member of the

commission during his senior year of high school.

He served one year in Voluntary Service with

Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions and grad-

uated from Eastern Mennonite College earlier

this year.

•Roy Musselman, associate director of devel-

opment, Eastern Mennonite College and Semi-

nary. His responsibilities include fund-raising

for annual and capital funds in eastern Penn-

sylvania and soliciting charitable deferred gifts.

For the past 20 years he has owned and operated

a retail meat-cutting business in Harleysville, Pa.

He also did part-time development work for In-

dian Creek Foundation and chaired its board.

• Steven Fath, admissions counselor, Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries. He succeeds

James Metzler, who took an assignment with

Choctaw Indian congregations in Mississippi.

Fath manages the student recruitment process.

A 1979 graduate of AMBS, he served in Bolivia

for seven years—along with his wife, Debbie

—

under Mennonite Board of Missions.

Pastoral transitions:

'Hubert Schwartzentruber became pastor of

Spring Mount (Pa.) Mennonite Church recently.

He served previously as missions minister for

Eastern Canada Conference.
• Don Augsburger was installed as pastor of

Bahia Vista Mennonite Church, Sarasota, Fla.,

on July 16. A former seminary professor and Vir-

ginia pastor, he succeeds Stanlee Kauffman.
'Percy Gerig resigned as pastor of Mountain
View Mennonite Church, Upland, Calif., effec-

tive Sept. 1. He will move to Lebanon, Oreg., for

semiretirement.
• Linnford Otto was licensed and installed as

pastor of Liberty Mennonite Church, Jackson,

Mich., on Aug. 13. An active layman, he sold his

farm in the Kokomo, Ind., area last year to

prepare for ministry.

• Kenton Derstine was licensed for chaplaincy

work by Indiana-Michigan Conference on July

30 at Fellowship of Hope, Elkhart, Ind., where
he has been a leader. He is entering a super-

visory program for chaplains in Indianapolis.

'Jane Hoober Peifer became a pastoral team
member at Community Mennonite Church, Har-
risonburg, Va., recently. She joins Duane Sider

and Mary Jane Fox, and her primary respon-

sibility is Christian education.

Missionary comings/goings:
• Esther Becker returned from Ethiopia in July

after completing 30 years of service with Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions. Most recently she

was an English instructor at Addis Ababa Uni-
versity. Her address is 686 S. Colebrook Rd.,

Manheim, PA 17545.

• Peg Groff returned to Ethiopia in July for a
three-year term as a nurse educator with the
government's Ministry of Health. She has served
17 years with Eastern Board. Her address is Box
100810, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
• Raymond Downing and Janice Armstrong went
to Tanzania in July for a three-year term with
Eastern Board. They are physicians and public
health workers at Shirati Hospital. The couple
is from Auburn, Mass. Their address is Shirati

Hospital, Private Bag, Musoma, Tanzania.
• David and Terry Rice went to Guatemala in

July to study Spanish in preparation for service

in Honduras. They are Eastern Board workers,

and they are from East Petersburg, Pa. Their ad-

dress is Apartado 1779, Guatemala City, Guate-
mala.
• Paul and Erma Lehman returned to Kenya in

July for another two-year term as host and
hostess at Mennonite Guesthouse. They have
served 15 years with Eastern Board in Kenya and
Ethiopia. Their address is Mennonite Guest-

house, Box 14646, Nairobi, Kenya.
• Verle Rufenacht returned to Tanzania in July

for another term of service as a nurse educator
at Shirati Hospital. He has served 11 years with

Eastern Board. His address is Shirati Hospital,

Private Bag, Musoma, Tanzania.
• Don and Em Yoder returned from Kenya in

July after completing four years of service with

Eastern Board. They were codirectors of East-

leigh Fellowship Center in Nairobi. Their ad-

dress is 3382 Zuercher Rd., Dalton, OH 44618.
• Gerald and Sara Shenk returned from Yugo-
slavia in July after serving three years with

Eastern Board. Gerald taught at Biblical-Theo-

logical Institute in Zagreb; Sara is a writer. Their
address is 461 Lee Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

• Eugene and Linda Beyer returned from Belize

in July after completing a three-year term with
Eastern Board. They were involved in Bible

teaching and leadership training with Belize

Mennonite Church. Their address is 3924 Ore-
gon Pk., Leola, PA 17540.

• Craig and Naomi Ruth went to Kenya in July

for a three-year Eastern Board assignment at

Rosslyn Academy. Craig is a teacher and Naomi
is a nurse. They are from Lancaster, Pa. Their
address is Rosslyn Academy, Box 14146, West-
lands, Nairobi, Kenya.
• Ken and Mae Zook went to the Philippines in

July for a three-year term in Bible-translation

work. They are Eastern Board workers seconded
to Wycliffe Bible Translators. They are from
Dallas, Tex. Their address is Summer Institute

of Linguistics, Box 2270 CPO, 1099 Manila,
Philippines.

• Stella Newswanger returned to the Virgin Is-

lands in July for a two-year term with Choice
Books Caribbean. She is an Eastern Board
worker. Her address is Box 6363, Sunny Isle, St.

Croix, VI 00823.

• Lois Witmer went to the Virgin Islands in July

for a one-year term with Choice Books Carib-

bean. She is an Eastern Board worker, and she

is from Lancaster, Pa. Her address is Box 6363,

Sunny Isle, St. Croix, VI 00823.

Coming events:

•Aid to Christian Teaching (ACT) Weekend,

May 3-6, 1990, in Clearbrook, B.C. This is an in-

tensive training session for Sunday school teach-

ers/leaders. The event is sponsored jointly by
the Mennonite Church and the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church. More information

from Ken Hawkley at Commission on Education,

Box 346, Newton, KS 67114; phone 316-283-5100.

•New York City Council of Mennonite Churches

Annual Meeting, Sept. 29-30, at Ebenezer Bap-

tist Church, Queens, N.Y The theme is "En-
couraging One Another in Christ," and the

speaker is Don Jacobs of Mennonite Christian

Leadership Foundation. Also planned are semi-

nars, children's activities, special music, and
banner exchanges. More information from the

council at 2019 Grand Ave., Bronx, NY 10453;

phone 212-294-7280.

• Indiana Mennonite Women's Missionary Rally,

Oct. 12, at Clinton Frame Mennonite Church,

Goshen, Ind. The theme is "Roots and Wings of

Mennonite Central Committee," and the

speaker is former longtime MCC leader Peter

Dyck. More information from Colleen Lehman
at 1565 Lakeview Dr., Berne, IN 46711; phone
219-589-2758.

• Women and Preschool Assembly, Oct. 2, at

Ridgeview Mennonite Church, Gordonville, Pa.

The 12th annual event is for congregations that

have programs for neighborhood women and
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their preschoolers. Congregations considering
such a program are also invited. Most of the con-
gregations are from the Lancaster and Atlantic

Coast conferences. More information from
Rhoda Charles at 3033 Marietta Ave., Lancaster,

PA 17601; phone 717-898-7497.

•Michiana Christian Singles Retreat, Sept. 29-

Oct. 1, at Camp Amigo, Sturgis, Mich. The
theme is "The Inner Self," and the resource per-

son is Norma Martin. More information from the

camp at 26455 Banker Rd., Sturgis, MI 49091;

phone 616-651-2811.

• Exhibit on the Union of Technology and Crea-
tivity, Sept. 3-30, at Eastern Mennonite College.

This is the first exhibit of the 1989-90 art gallery

program. The exhibit, provided by the Virginia

Museum of Fine Arts, features lithographs and
screen prints by six prominent American artists.

More information from the Hartzler Library at

EMC, Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone 703-433-

2771.

• Day Seven Ministries Celebration, Sept. 9, at

The Country Table Restaurant, Mt. Joy, Pa. This
is a banquet marking the first anniversaiy of this

effort which helps people seek "freedom, heal-

ing, and recovery" from homosexuality. Day
Seven, headed by Mennonite pastor/psychiatrist

Enos Martin, is related to Elizabethtown District

of Lancaster Conference. More information from
Day Seven at Box 265, Elizabethtown, PA 17022;

phone 717-653-8230.

•30th Anniversary Celebration, Oct. 28-29, at

Barrville Mennonite Church, Reedsville, Pa.

This is a homecoming event to mark the con-
gregation's 30th year in its "new" building. More
information from LeRoy Peachey, phone 717-

483-6669.

New resources:
• 1989-90 Resource Catalog from Mennonite
Central Committee. It lists over 400 audiovisual

and printed materials about hunger, peacemak-
ing, MCC work, and other topics. The audio-
visuals include films, slide sets, videos, and
filmstrips. All the audiovisuals are available for

free loan, and most of the printed materials are

free. The catalog is available free from MCC at

Box 500, Akron, PA 17501.

• Paper on Mennonite work in Africa from Men-
nonite Central Committee. It is "MCC Africa

Program: Historical Background" by Tim Lind,

who was an MCCer in Africa for five years before
he served as MCC's Africa director, 1981-88. His

paper is the 10th in MCC's Occasional Paper
Series. It is available, for a suggested $1 dona-
tion, from Information Services at MCC, Box
500, Akron, PA 17501.

Church-related job openings:
• Conference administrator and conference min-
ister, South Central Conference, starting in Feb-
ruary. These are two different positions created
as a result of a recently approved restructuring.

Contact Wayne Hochstetler at 1403 S. Main St.,

South Hutchinson, KS 67505; phone 316-662-

2502.

• Director of special programs, Goshen College.

The person will work in the College Relations

Office and will plan/coordinate special events

and develop/implement a regional Goshen Col-

lege network. Qualifications include a college

degree, experience with volunteers, and writing

skills. Send resume to Ron Gunden at GC,
Goshen, IN 46526.

• Chaplain, Virginia Mennonite Retirement
Community, Harrisonburg, Va. The community
is a growing facility that currently has 500 resi-

dents. Contact Elbert Detweiler at VMRC, 1409
Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone
703-434-7160.

• Spiritual life coordinator, Sunshine Children's
Home, Maumee, Ohio. Needed is an experienced
minister with background in developmental dis-

abilities. Requirements include a theology/min-
istry degree and management experience. Send
resume to the home at 7223 Maumee Western
Rd., Maumee, OH 43537.

• Publications editor and alumni coordinator.

Eastern Mennonite High School, Harrisonburg,
Va. The person will edit three newsletters, write

feature stories and news releases, help plan
alumni events, and maintain alumni records.

Contact Les Helmuth at EMHS, 801 Parkwood
Dr., Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone 703-433-

9107.

• Supervisor, Gulf States Choice Books. This is

for a new bookrack program in that region. Con-
tact Bill Weidman at Eastern Mennonite Board
of Missions, Box 128, Salunga, PA 17538; phone
717-898-2251.

• Cook and waitresses, Laurelville (Pa.) Men-
nonite Church Center. Needed is a head wait-

ress, a voluntary service waitress, and a cook.

All three will serve under the food service man-
ager. Contact Dana Sommers at Laurelville, R.

5, Box 145, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666; phone 412-

423-2056.

Correction:
• The code words understood by all Men-
nonites, as stated by Melanie Zuercher in her
article in the Aug. 22 issue, should be "606" and
"MCC" (not AMCC).
• Road Less Traveled, the group that led the
singing at the Youth Gathering, is from Newton,
Kans., not Goshen, Ind., as stated in the Aug. 22
issue.

Special meetings: Richard Wenger, Browns-
ville, Oreg., at Bethel, Wayland, Iowa, Sept. 10-

13.

Change of address: Myron and Esther Augs-
burger from 9th St. to 14 4th St., NE,
Washington, DC 20002. Edwin W. Eby from
Miami Shores, Fla., to R. 8, Box 233, Manheim,
PA 17545. Percy and Lillian Gerig from Upland,
Calif., to 386 Second St., Lebanon, OR 96355.

New members
Media, Nottingham, Pa.: Sara Blank, Tonya

Engle, Stacey Gray, Kim Gray, Jolene Kreider,
Emilie Replogle, Krystle Replogle, and Julia

Smoker.
Pea Ridge, Palmyra, Mo.: Paul Whetstone

and Margaret Whetstone by baptism, and David
Duff and Bradley Duff by confession of faith.

Zion, Broadway, Va.: Mike Piper, Rosemary
Kreider, Franklin Showalter, and Tonia Hartman
by baptism, and Kevin Hartzler by confession of
faith.

Sunnyside, Meadville, Pa.: Melody Stutz-
man, Bryan Stutzman, and Steve Steider by
baptism, and Karen Stutzman, Cindy Miller,

Joel Mast, and Ruth Mast by confession of faith.

Emmanuel, La Junta, Colo.: Ronnie
Schmucker, Brendon Nafziger, and Craig
Thomas.
Burr Oak, Rensselaer, Ind.: Karen R.

Leighty by confession of faith.

Bender's, Pen Argyl, Pa.: Sarah Rice,

Michael Widrick, James Hower, Jeffrey Fehnel,

Kathi Fehnel, Clyde Buskirk, Jaimy Reuss,
Thomas Ahearn and Alda Handelong by bap-
tism, and Wendy Rice, Cindy Rice, Jeffrey

Anglemeyer, and Ada Anglemever by confession

of faith.

Finland, Pennsburg, Pa.: Jay Delp. James
Landis, Kevin Landis, Rhoda Landis, Leslie

Moyer, and Lydia Moyer.
First Mennonite, Johnstown, Pa.: Jesse

Matthews, Bob Seibert, and Arlene Seibert.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Beachey, Ken and Angela (Cender), Rankin,

111., second child, first son, Nathan Kenneth,
Aug. 11.

Birky, Kurt and Denise (Stuckey), Gibson
City, 111., second child, first son, Cody Wavne,
Aug. 6.

Bowman, Murray and Helen (Stoltzfus),

Goshen, Ind., third child, second daughter,

Emily Rebekah, Apr. 13.

Carey, Kevin and Cindy (Slabaugh),
London, Ohio, third child, second daughter,

Kaitlyn Marie, July 23.

Ebersole, Chuck and Linda (Scornavacchi),

Reading, Pa., second daughter, Rachel Jov,

July 28.

Gresser, Greg and Theresa (Randolph),
Creston, Ohio, second child, first daughter,

Erica Morgan, July 7.

YES teams go to Jamaica, Philippines, and Virginia. Three Youth Evangelism
Service teams sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions went to Jamaica,
the Philippines, and Virginia for short-term assignments on Aug. 14 following three
months of preparation at the YES Discipleship Center in Baltimore. The team mem-
bers are (front row, left to right) Precious Castillo, Rosalend Rancap, Katrina Ober-
holtzer, Renita Fretz, and Brian and Dawn Waltman; (back row) Joe Moyer, Ron
Gehman, Merv Boll, Duane Martin, Ted Zeiset, Michael Schaadt, and Duane Weber.
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Harner, David and Velma (Driver), Fishers-

ville, Va., second child, first son, Jonathan
David; born on Apr. 28, received for adoption,

May 2(5.

Hart, Kerry and LuAnne (Graber), Green-
belt, Md„ first child, Justin David, Mar. 19.

Helmuth, Loren and Mairi (Bender), Lan-
caster, Pa., first child, Kayla Brianne, July 16.

Helmuth, Sanford and Sheila (Heatwole),

Bridgewater, Va., third child, second daughter,
Hannah Dawn, July 14.

Hochstetler, Harold and Lois (Rohr), Orr-

ville, Ohio, fourth son, Eric Daniel, May 9.

Hoover, Paul and Shirley (Dagen), Orrville,

Ohio, fourth and fifth children, third and
fourth daughters, Anita Elaine and Christa

Ellen, July 12.

Hostetter, Barry and Monica (Bering), Ox-
ford, Pa., second child, first daughter, Allison

Lynn, June 18.

Hostetter, Bernie and Karen (Moran), Ox-
ford, Pa., third son, Justin Ryan, June 8.

Hunsberger, Ben and Beth (Hochstetler),

Shipshewana, Ind., first child, Joshua Andrew,
July 10.

Jones, Matt and Lena (Bender), Coralville,

Iowa, second son, Lewis Alan, Aug. 8.

Kawira, Josiah and Esther (Lehman), Mu-
soma, Tanzania, third child, second son,

Jonathan Sibuor, June 28.

Leichty, Roland and Betty Jo (Stuckey),

Salem, Oreg., third child, second son, Alan
Jesse, July 19. (First son deceased.)

Marner, Stan and Joann (Roth), Wash-
ington, Iowa, third son, Christopher Wayne,
July 15.

Martin, Larry and Becky (Miller),

Broadway, Va., first child, Jonathan Ruel, July

26.

Martin, Leon and Gloria, West Montrose,
Ont., Julie Ann, July 10.

Martin, Tim and Nancy (King), Lancaster,

Pa., second daughter, Emily Louise, July 6.

Martin, William and Sharon Faye (Det-

weiler), Harleysville, Pa., first child, William
Nathaniel, July 9.

Miller, Eric and Grace (Stoltzfus), Mount
Joy, Pa., sixth child, fourth son, Patrick Ian,

Aug. 6.

Miller, Neil R. and Kristi, Ithaca, N.Y., first

child, Emily Suzanne, May 30.

Seaman, Dennis and Martha Jane (Souder),

Harleysville, Pa., third and fourth sons,
Nicholas Adam and Nathaniel David, Aug. 7.

Showalter, Jim and Carol (Fehr),
Hutchinson, Kans., second daughter, Jessica

Dawn, July 19.

Stoltzfus, Dave and Lois (Crossgrove),
Archbold, Ohio, first child, Nathan Daniel,
July 30.

Swartzentruber, Brian and Geneva (Shoe-
maker), Madison, Wis., first child, Jacob Shoe-
maker, May 5.

Weaver, Anthony and Judith (Scott), Gap,
Pa., second son, Adam Joseph, July 14.

Zehr, Douglas and Lidia (Bustamante), Ar-
gentina, second child, first son, Keith Douglas,

Aug. 8.

Marriages

Durant-Michalovic. Hartford David
Durant, Philadelphia, Miss., and Kay Ellen
Michalovic, Philadelphia, Miss., Pearl River
cong., by Glenn Myers, July 8.

Fahndrich-McManama. Steve Fahndrich
and Sheila McManama, both of Salem, Oreg.,
Western cong., by Dave Stutzman, July 15.

Jantzi-Mitchell. Scott Jantzi, Shedd, Oreg.,
Plainview cong., and Rhoda Mitchell, Albany,
Oreg., Fairview cong., by Rick Showalter, Aug.
5.

Knepp-Graber. Devon Knepp and Lori
Graber, both of Montgomery, Ind., Providence
cong., by Charles Grubb, July 22.

Liechty-Hollenberg. Chris Liechty, Arch-
bold, Ohio, West Clinton cong., and Holly
Hollenberg, Peoria, 111., United Methodist
Church, by William Mathys and Rocky Miller,

June 10.

Paden-Nafziger. Bradford Paden, Goshen,
Ind., and Sue Nafziger, Goshen, Ind., Zion
cong. (Archbold, Ohio), by Ellis Croyle, July
15.

Putts-Stevens. Robert Putts and Geraldine
M. Stevens, both of Rensselaer, Ind., Burr Oak
cong., by Philip D. Leichty, June 10.

Rodgers-Unzicker. James E. Rodgers,
Pottstown, Pa., Baptist Church, and Alta
Unzicker, Roanoke, 111., Cazenovia cong., by
Gail Fisher, July 22.

Schoonveld-Miller. John M. Schoonveld,
Kentland, Ind., United Methodist Church, and
Pamela K. Miller, Kentland, Ind., Burr Oak
cong., by Philip D. Leichty, July 1.

Strausbaugh-Snyder. Matthew Straus-
baugh, Manheim, Pa., and Kristine Snyder,
Mt. Joy, Pa., both of Erisman cong., by
Andrew G. Miller, Aug. 5.

Yoder-Waltner. Maynard Yoder, Freeman,
S. Dak., and Barb Waltner, Freeman, S. Dak.,
Salem cong., by Ronald Krehbiel, July 29.

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Caruso-Schlabach. Daniel Caruso, Detroit,
Mich., Catholic Church, and Marilyn Schla-
bach, Plain City, Ohio, Sharon cong., by Elvin
Sommers, June 24.

Obituaries

Brown, Anna Lou Blosser, daughter of Ru-
dolph and Annie (Wyant) Blosser, was born in

Virginia on Feb. 24, 1907; died of cancer at
Meeker, Colo., Aug. 8, 1989; aged 82. On July 6,

1929, she was married to Henry J. Brown, who
died on June 22, 1981. Surviving are one
daughter (Betty Lou Graber), one grandson,
and 3 sisters (Mary Forney, Ressie McKinney,
and Sallie Blosser). She was preceded in death
by 3 brothers and 3 sisters. She was a member
of North Lima Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Aug. 11, in

charge of Richard Bartholomew; interment in

Midway Mennonite Cemetery.
Fisher, Evelyn June Eash, daughter of

Frank and Erma (Swartzendruber) Eash, was
born at Wellman, Iowa, Dec. 23, 1926; died of

cancer at Kalona, Iowa, Aug. 2, 1989; aged 62.

On Apr. 16, 1949, she was married to Wallace
Fisher, who survives. Also surviving are 2

daughters (Gretchen Fisher and Mary Chris-
tine Charles), 2 sons (Dan Fisher and Ted
Fisher), her father, one brother (George Eash),
and one sister (Arlene Miller). She was a mem-
ber of East Union Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Aug. 5, in charge
of Michael Loss, John K. Hershberger, and
Charlene Rhodes; interment in East Union
Cemetery.

Hufford, Mabel D. Duvall, daughter of
Olin E. and Almina (Short) Duvall, was born in

Mackinaw, 111., Mar. 19, 1895; died on July 9,

1989; aged 94. On Sept. 2, 1919, she was mar-
ried to Arthur Hufford, who survives. Also
surviving are 2 sons (James A. and Stanley E.)

and one daughter (Doris Zimmerman). She
was a member of Pleasant Hill Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
July 12, in charge of Edwin J. Stalter; inter-
ment in Mackinaw Cemetery.
Hunsberger, Edna M. Ruth, daughter of

Charles and Rose (Moyer) Ruth, was born in

Line Lexington, Pa., Dec. 10, 1897; died at
Grand View Hospital, Sellersville, Pa., Aug. 2,

1989; aged 91. On June 19, 1920, she was mar-
ried to Paul S. Hunsberger, who died on June
21, 1989. Surviving are 6 sons (Winfield,
Richard, Donald, Ronald, Arlin, and Merrill), 2
daughters (Rosa Marie Alderfer and Katheryn
Seitz), 20 grandchildren, 25 great-grand-
children, and one brother (Winfield Ruth). She
was a member of Line Lexington Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Aug. 6; interment in Line Lexington Men-
nonite Cemetery.
Kulp, Marian M., daughter of Maurice and

Anna (Metz) Kulp, was born in Salfordville,

Pa., Aug. 18, 1920; died at her home at
Souderton, Pa., July 24, 1989; aged 68. She was
a member of Souderton Mennonite Church.
Funeral services were held at Larry L. Anders
Funeral Home on July 28, in charge of Gerald
A. Clemmer; interment in Towamencin Men-
nonite Cemetery.

Miller, Orvil Edward, son of Andrew and
Saloma (Stauffer) Miller, was born at Milford,

Nebr., Aug. 29, 1905; died at Mt. Pleasant,

Iowa, July 27, 1989; aged 83. On Nov. 24, 1926,

he was married to Millie Stutzman, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are 4 daughters (Evelyn
Yeackley, Betty Greiser, Wilma Steckly, and
Janice Roth), 2 sons (Keith and Earlis), 24
grandchildren, 25 great-grandchildren, one
brother (Harry), and one sister (Alta Yoder).

He was a member of Bethel Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
July 31, in charge of Kenneth Steckly; inter-

ment in Bethel Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Mullet, Sue Weaver, daughter of Moses and

Fannie (Hochstetler) Weaver, was born at Mid-
dlefield, Ohio, Dec. 18, 1917; died at Timken
Mercy Hospital on June 26, 1989; aged 71. On
June 4, 1940, she was married to Atlee Mullet,

who survives. Also surviving are one son
(LeRoy), 3 daughters (Mary Ellen Good, Viola

Kay Miller, and Bernice Lea Hartman), one
foster son (Jae Lee), 8 grandchildren, 2 foster

grandchildren, 4 sisters, and one brother. She
was preceded in death by an infant brother and
a grandson. She was a member of Pleasant
View Mennonite Church.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Angola, Ind., Sept. 5

Mennonite Central Committee Canada 25th anniversary celebra-

tion. Winnipeg, Man., Sept. 15-16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting,
Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, NY,
Sept. 16

Lancaster Conference fall assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 21

Mennonite Board Education board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 22-23

Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-
mittee, Newton, Kans., Sept. 22-24

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Sept. 28-30

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting, Low-
ville, NY, Oct. 14

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meeting,

Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Mennonite World Conference Assemblv 12, Winnipeg, Man., July

24-29, 1990
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Third-world document blasts

'right-wing' Christian activity

After 18 months of research and four
international meetings, Christians from
seven third-world countries have
produced a document on liberation
theology that accuses right-wing Chris-

tianity of idolatry, blasphemy, hypocrisy,

and apostasy. The document, called "The
Road to Damascus: Kairos and Conver-
sion," was signed by thousands of Chris-

tians, both theologians and rank-and-file.

"The main thrust of the Road to

Damascus is the reversal of the accusa-
tion of heresy and sin," said Smangaliso
Mkhatshwa, a Catholic priest who heads
the Institute for Contextual Theology in

South Africa. "It is not the Christians
who are involved in struggles for national
liberation who are heretics but those who
support a right-wing oppressive govern-
ment. It is not those who call for justice,

freedom, and radical change who are be-

ing unfaithful to Jesus Christ but those
who do not want the real change."

Churches feel crunch of increasing
medical benefit costs

At this summer's General Assembly of

the Presbyterian Church (USA), outgoing
moderator Kenneth Hall thanked dele-

gates for a "wonderful year" but noted
that he had several concerns. Among
those was one which carried no apparent
theological weight but is of enormous
practical importance: the provision of
health care for church employees.
"Health care costs have become a burden
on our churches," said Hall. "Churches
with less than 200 members may not be
able to call a full-time pastor."

Hall could well have been speaking for

most of America's mainline denomina-
tions. Virtually all of the major churches
have been hit hard by ballooning costs
and view the medical coverage situation
as critical. Denominations are groping for

ways to contain costs while maintaining
benefits. But with national health care
expenditures rising 8-9 percent annually
for much of the past decade, it is an uphill

battle.

The churches have taken some action
aimed at bringing costs under control by

increasing premiums and deductibles (the
amount the insured must pay before the
insurance plan takes effect) and by cut-
ting back on coverage. But those
measures represent only the first steps
up the mountain of costs. Among the
hardest hit by the crisis are some
ministers of smaller congregations who
have begun to divert funds from their

pension plans in order to pay for limited

medical coverage. And denominations
fear that others may be left unprotected,
forced to drop medical insurance alto-

gether because their congregations can-
not generate enough income to pay for it.

Lutheran meeting highlights goal of
outreach to ethnic minorities
When the pint-sized "Kids of the King-

dom" from Zion Lutheran Church on
Chicago's South Side stomped their feet,

flung out their arms, and sang, "This is

not the church you used to know," par-

ticipants in a national Lutheran multi-

cultural gathering in Chicago nodded,
murmured in assent, and responded
"Amen." The line aptly summed up the

mood of the conference attended by 650
black, Native American, Hispanic, and
Asian Lutherans, along with a smatter-
ing of Caucasian visitors.

The U.S. Lutheran "church you used to

know" seemed to be mostly for Germans,
Swedes, Norwegians, and Danes, one
speaker observed. But the emerging
"new" Lutheranism is committed, at least

on paper, to moving beyond its European
immigrant roots and becoming a multi-

racial church with the substantial partici-

pation of racial minorities.

When three Lutheran bodies merged to

form the new Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America in 1988, they wrote
into the founding documents a 10-year

goal of achieving 10 percent ethnic minor-
ity membership. Skeptics say the goal is

impractical: currently only about 2 per-

cent of the new denomination's 5.3

million members are "people of color

and/or primary language other than Eng-
lish."

Brethren in Christ members are
politically conservative, says survey
A recent survey of political attitudes

among Brethren in Christ members re-

vealed a general conservatism and
showed that social issues, particularly
militarism, women's and racial issues,

receive low priority.

Among respondents, 72 percent of
Americans registered as Republicans; 44
percent of Canadians said they belong to

the Progressive Conservative Party. In
response to some of the 18 public policy

attitudes queried, 80 percent disagreed

that abortion should be legal or available

to any woman who wants it, 60 percent
agreed that a strong military force was
necessary, and 59 percent agreed that
anyone who is willing to work can get
ahead in life.

Issues generating the highest per-
centage of personal involvement were
abortion (86 percent), the environment
(80), and pornography (64). Lowest rat-

ings went to women's issues (34), racism
(36) , hunger/poverty (37), and war/peace
(37) .

Most respondents (78 percent) agreed
with Brethren in Christ teachings; 47 per-

cent identified themselves as "evange-

licals" while only 21 percent called them-
selves "Anabaptists."

The Brethren in Christ Church, one of

the historic peace churches, cooperates

with Mennonites in the work of Men-
nonite Central Committee and other

causes.

Archbishop of Canterbury warns
against fundamentalism
The archbishop of Canterbury, preach-

ing before a huge congregation which in-

cluded members of the Church of Eng-
land General Snyod, delivered a strong
warning against the dangers of a resur-

gent religious fundamentalism. "It was
one of the shocks of the 1980s to find

people who were positively promoting in-

tolerance," Robert Runcie, leader of the

world's Anglicans and Episcopalians,
said. "When you get fanatics you get

persecution. When you get persecution

you get bloodshed." He denounced Is-

lamic extremism in the Middle East, Jew-
ish extremism in Israel, and Christian in-

tolerance in Northern Ireland. "I want
faith without fanatics," he declared.

Religious leaders back cause of the

poor in Denver housing dispute

Religious leaders in Denver recently

sprang into action when public rancor

flared over the city housing authority's

plan to rent houses in middle-class neigh-

borhoods to public housing project
tenants. Clergy and lay people conducted
forums in their congregations to cool

down angry opponents. Top leaders, such

as the Catholic archbishop and Episcopal

bishop, intervened with the city's decision

makers to endorse the plan and encourage
better housing for the poor. Numerous re-

ligious organizations put their support
behind the plan by adopting resolutions

sent to the city council or by sending rep-

resentatives to testify at council meet-
ings. The council, which must decide on
the plan, postponed its decision and is not

expected to take up the issue again until

the fall.
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Lament for 35 million dead
September 1 is the 50th anniversary of the in-

vasion of Poland, the beginning of World War II.

This was the conflict which Studs Terkel called

"The Good War." Eisenhower named his ac-

count of his activities "Crusade in Europe."

These and many other reports and discussions

have suggested that there was something noble

about World War II. I have reviewed several ac-

counts of the war and find that the reality was
different from what is suggested by such

euphemistic titles.

The most sobering statistic is the number of

people killed. According to Britannica, it has

been estimated that between 35 million and 60

million lives were lost. That is certainly a wide
margin of error, but to be on the safe side we
can use the lower figure which is bad enough.

This would mean that on an average during each

of the something like 2,193 days of the war near-

ly 16,000 were killed.

Perhaps the average is not helpful since the

greatest numbers killed were in the Soviet

Union, with 11 million combatants and 7 million

civilians killed, and in China where civilian

deaths are somewhat doubtfully estimated to

have been as high as 22 million.

The account of the war in Volume 23 of our

library version of Colliers is written by S. L. A.

Marshall and occupies 26 encyclopedic pages. It

describes the war with broad sweeps and
general terms. However, he occasionally be-

comes specific with expressions such as tons of

bombs, numbers of planes destroyed, and
"bloodiest battle thus far in the west." He
reports that "The reconquest of the Philippines

finally cost 60,628 American casualties; es-

timates of Japanese killed exceeded 300,000."

The most realistic portrayal I have seen of

what it was like to fight in World War II is "The
Real War 1939-1945" by Paul Fussell in Atlantic,

August 1989. Fussell contends that people of the

U.S. simply did not know what was happening in

World War II. We were neither bombed nor in-

vaded and war reporters were not permitted to

send back descriptions of the actual happenings.

He points out, for example, that what swords
and sabers used to do to human bodies was
nothing compared to the work of machine guns,

bombs, and pieces of shell. These tear bodies

apart in a manner seldom described. Indeed,

says Fussell, numbers of soldiers were wounded
not by guns but by body parts: heads, arms, legs

of buddies blown up by explosives. Soldiers on

both sides were revolted by the spectacle of

dismembered and disemboweled bodies, no mat-

ter which side these belonged to.

It also dawned on soldiers sooner or later that

they would probably be killed. Indeed, he

reports that in six weeks' time, the U.S. 90th In-

fantry Division needed to "replace" 150 percent

of its officers and more than 100 percent of its

men. One Scottish officer found that by the time

his group had fought its way to Hamburg, an

average of five men remained of the original 200

in each company.

Such realities are brushed aside by the roman-

tic view of war as a military parade or of soldiers

welcomed by emancipated civilians with wine

and flowers. They are obscured also by
Marshall's broad generalizations. They are

blurred by statistics such as the number who
died in the war. All of them would have died

eventually anyhow.

Yet let us consider the fact of 35 to 60 million

killed in the war. Men, women, youths, children,

aged, babies, pregnant mothers. It was a waste

of human potential, a desecration of people

created in the image of God. On this 50th an-

niversary of the beginning of the conflict, let us

acknowledge the sin of such a human sacrifice.

In war the individual is seen as expendable.

This truth came home to Eugene Sledge, a U.S.

Marine who fought in the battle for Peleliu. "We
were expendable! It was difficult to accept. We
came from a nation and a culture that values life

and the individual. To find oneself in a situation

where your life seems of little value is the ul-

timate in loneliness. It is a humbling experi-

ence." (Quoted by Fussell, p. 47)

So let us mourn as we reflect on the beginning

of a six-year conflict which destroyed people at

an average rate of thousands per day. To mourn
is not to undo the damage or to solve any prob-

lems, but it is a place to begin. "Blessed are

those who mourn," said Jesus as reported in

Matthew 5:4. Perhaps if we are open, the Spirit

will lead us to take appropriate next steps.
—Daniel Hertzler
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Lisa Pham
found
comminity
on a

Mennonite
campus. She
is a 1 989
graduate of

Eastern

Mennonite
Seminary.

Our schools often create a feeling of belonging

and make connections that form Mennonite thinking patterns.

The Mennonite connection
by Bonnie YoderBeachy

"Does going to a Mennonite college make me
feel Mennonite? Yes!" So says Dawn Dillon, who
comes from the Quaker tradition.

"After being at Eastern Mennonite College four

years I feel Mennonite. My first two years I still

felt 'out of it' but the past two years I've felt more
Mennonite. The classes, the staff, and friends, I

believe, are the reasons for my feeling of accep-

tance into the Mennonite world."

Dawn spent a semester at Virginia Common-
wealth University in Richmond when she felt

EMC was too sheltered from the "real world."

"The problem with Richmond was that I didn't

have the support of friends and professors.

Classes there were very big and impersonal. I also

had difficulty finding how I fit in there. In

psychology class homosexuality was not seen as a

problem. In sociology class I was seen as different



because I lived by a book—the Bible. We were
talking about marriage and the relationship

between husband and wife—and whether or not

marriage is necessary.

"So I figured I'd be out in the real world enough
after I finished school. I needed a Christian envi-

ronment at the time."

Dawn returned to EMC and somewhere in the

process of changing colleges and getting her

education and joining Warwick River Mennonite
Church Dawn says she came to "feel Mennonite."

A feeling of belonging. How do people come to

feel that they belong to our church? How do
people fit in who are not ethnic German or Swiss
with Anabaptist ancestors? On the other hand,

why should people of German/Swiss background
feel at home with a Jewish/Greek Bible? Church

One of the ways young people come to

feel Mennonite is the common
experiences and the teaching at our
Mennonite schools.

is much more than background. Experiences and
relationships have much to do with feeling a part

of any church. As human beings we need to feel

like we belong as well as to agree on theology. Our
youth, especially, have trouble meshing the real

world with the no less real ways of the Christian

church.

One of the ways in which young people come to

feel Mennonite is the common experiences and
the teaching at our Mennonite schools. Our
schools often create a feeling of belonging and
make connections that form Mennonite thinking

patterns.

In our North American society today stability

is lacking. Truth is perceived as relative rather

Bonnie Yoder Beachy, Paoli, Ind., is a homemaker and
free-lance writer. She attends Paoli Mennonite Fellowship.

than black and white. People desperately look for

roots, belonging, solid ground. I don't think most
Mennonite churches' Sunday school teaching and
youth activities are enough, either to give Men-
nonite youth their own social circles or to give

them a thorough understanding of biblical prin-

ciples, much less Mennonite interpretations of

those principles!

Where Mennonite young people attend Men-
nonite high schools, courses like "Christian

Ethics" and "Bible Doctrines" taught five days a
week through the school year do give serious Bi-

ble knowledge. The teachers are also free to be
"live models" and explain our faith. Young people

with this knowledge may still not want to be Men-
nonite, but they are clear as to what they are re-

jecting.

I remember coming to Eastern Mennonite High
School from a public high school for my senior

year. Suddenly, life was smaller and warm and
friendly. I could talk to teachers and sensed they
cared about me. I came out of my shell enough to

work on the school paper and join touring chorus.

My roommate, Miriam Suh, didn't feel that she

fit in at all, but her friendship eased my own feel-

ings of not fitting anywhere.

Christianity is taught. Mennonite colleges are

even better at teaching Bible and in creating a

"belonging" feeling. A college campus is its own
world and this is terrific for someone who wants
to experience a situation where Christianity is

taught, thought about, and many—instead of

few—of the people around you model Christian

behavior. Our Mennonite colleges are not perfect,

but where else in our society is the prevailing at-

mosphere Mennonite? We have weekend retreats

or two-hour church services, but most of us spend
the rest of our lives in general North American
society. Four years of a Mennonite college give

most graduates a sense of belonging that is never

lost.

Some years ago Peter Wiebe, when he was pas-

tor of Oak Grove Mennonite Church in Smith-
ville, Ohio, did a survey to find out where
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his church's high school graduates had gone over
the last 20 years. It was very revealing. Some 91

percent of those who had gone to Mennonite
colleges were still active in the Mennonite church
and all but 2 percent were active church members
somewhere. Among the youth who went to non-
Mennonite colleges or didn't go to college, the rate

of involvement in the Mennonite church dropped.
What's worse, one-fourth of these young people
were not attending any church.

I believe that the above percentages reflect not
only theological teaching in our colleges but also

the human relationships formed. To belong, to

feel Mennonite—there is no substitute for know-
ing people. The Christian example set by the

faculty and the lifelong friendships formed with
other college kids are very important. In my own
life I realize these connections make me feel a
part of our church. I read an article in Christian
Living magazine and see a friend's name in the
byline, read a news report that another ac-

quaintance is with Mennonite Central Committee
in Africa. At church conferences and retreats

names are mentioned and I know who they are

discussing. I made those connections at a Men-
nonite school.

All the youth. If time spent at our Mennonite
schools is so important, all of our youth should be
able to attend. Education should not be limited to

the rich or to "A" students. Mennonite young
people without money should also be able to
experience the connections, the learning, and the
opportunity to participate in a largely Christian
community.
How about a one-year "college experience" with

serious Bible courses as well as some basic
general educational courses? After that year's
study the student could either decide to continue
with college or receive a diploma for a finished
one-year course or study.

The connections—the little bursts of recogni-
tion that come from knowing people as well as
facts about the Mennonite church—are there for
people who want to make them. Attending Men-
nonite schools is one way to understand who Men-
nonites are and to become part of the Mennonite
community. ^
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This family took
a sabbatical
by Barbara K. Nickel

Back in Iowa, Merv and Venita Birky and their

children Lisa, Kara, and Jonathan spent every

Sunday morning and evening attending services

at West Union Mennonite Church, where Merv is

pastor.

This past year in Puerto Rico, that ritual

changed.

They spent at least one Sunday a month on the

beach. And Merv vacated the pulpit for a year to

spend every Sunday evening at home preparing

tostoyies, a fried native food the family devours

with popcorn and Pepsi.

New roles. But beaches and tostones on Sun-

days weren't the 'only new experiences the Birky

family encountered while serving at Academia
Menonite Betania in Aibonito. The decision to

take a year's sabbatical at this Mennonite school

resulted in new roles for all of them.

Merv's construction, repair, and general

maintenance work provided a break from intense

pastoral ministry. "I had the opportunity for rest

from work which required more emotional and
intellectual alertness and energy," he said. His

nine years of pastoral work in rural Iowa in-

cluded farm-crisis years, resulting in much dif-

ficult work. "In terms of congregational ministry

I was tired, and needing a change of pace," he

said. "What I needed to do was serve in a

concrete, less emotionally draining way."

Together with his partner and close friend,

Juan Vega, Merv spent much of his workday in or

around the school workshop. They repaired

everything from desks to doors, and constructed

new items for the classrooms and grounds. For
Merv the contrast between this work and pastoral

ministry was that he could complete a task and
immediately see what he had accomplished.

Besides providing a break, the sabbatical was a
homecoming for Merv. Serving under Mennonite
Board of Missions, Merv's father worked for the

agricultural Ulrich Foundation in Aibonito, 1956-

59. Merv attended Betania for his first, second,

and third grades. One day, when fixing a cabinet,

he discovered his first-grade report card. The
first month's report read, "Much crying,"

followed later by "More calm, doing better."

"I don't remember a lot from that time," he
said. "But I do remember the feeling of being so
desolate, not being able to communicate. I re-

Barbara K. Nickel, Rosthern, Sask., is a teacher of
English as a second language. She taught this past year at

the same school where Birkys served. She is a member of
Mennonite Fellowship of Rosthern.

Merv Birky on sabbatical in Puerto Rico.

member running to my brother's classroom, sit-

ting down beside him, and grabbing hold of the

desk. And then my brother's teacher prying my
hands loose and dragging me down to class as I

yelled and screamed."

Yet most of his memories are of laughter, not

tears. "We were always playing with Puerto

Rican children," he said. "I remember sitting

around the table with them, eating, laughing, and
having a good time. We always looked back and

saw Puerto Rico as a highlight of our growing-up

years. It gave us an identity as a family."

More aware. Merv believes the experience

made him more aware of the struggles of people

with few material resources. "I became aware of

the fact that poverty did not make persons inferi-

or. We had a good time with our Puerto Rican

friends and enjoyed life with them," he said.

During his time in Puerto Rico, Merv not only

developed his own values, but witnessed the

Puerto Rican Mennonite Church's growth in

identity. He recalls that this gave him a sense of

the church working in the world. "I remember the

vibrancy and vitality of people becoming Chris-

tians who had never had previous contact with

the church," he said. "This church was alive and
growing, on the cutting edge of a new movement."

It was these kinds of memories that Merv
wanted his own children to have.

The opportunity came in 1987 when an agency

in Ecuador called and asked the Birky family to

come. Although they decided against the move,

the possibility prompted discussion with the

West Union congregation about a one-year sab-

batical.

They decided to use this "momentum" to ex-

plore opportunities for a year away, and
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contacted other agencies. But it was through
former contacts and lots of prayer that the family
finally landed in Puerto Rico. When they dis-

covered that Betania was in need of help, they
contacted the school administrator. School board
members responded immediately, stating that a
family living at the school was exactly what they
needed and had prayed for. "We could hardly
believe this was actually where we were coming

—

back again," Merv said. "We had pursued all

kinds of things, and then all of a sudden the Lord
drops Puerto Rico in our laps."

Thirty years later. Coming back after 30
years away, to a changed country and a new
adult role, required adjustment. "Even though I

had told myself there would be changes, it took
me three weeks to get over the shock of how dif-

ferent it was," Merv said, noting developments
in housing and transportation from the Aibonito
he had known. "I had to go through sort of a

grieving process, to accept things now rather

than wish for what had been. I was also seeing
how difficult it was for our children in school,

and I wondered if we had made the right

decision for them."

School became a new experience for seven-
year-old Jonathan. Dressed in the tan-and-green
school uniform, he walked out of his door the first

day and faced a playground full of children play-
ing tetherball and speaking Spanish. "I didn't

really like it at first. I was so scared," said
Jonathan. "I cried a lot. About the first three days
I was crying and I wanted to be home." Yet like

his father 30 years earlier, Jonathan adjusted
quickly and played tetherball with the best of them,

Eleven-year-old Kara wrote poems about the
Puerto Rican clouds. She said her family had
more time to do things like that during the year.
"In Iowa, Dad was always gone at meetings, and
we were at school," she said. "In Puerto Rico we
had more time together. We played games and
got to talk more and know how other people are
feeling more." For Kara whose homeroom teacher
spoke English, the language barrier was easier to

cross.

But for 13-year-old Lisa, the first weeks were
especially difficult. With the exception of English
class, her classes were all in Spanish, without
translation. "I remember not being able to under-
stand and being so afraid the teacher didn't know
I didn't speak Spanish," she said. "I was lonely at
first, and missed my friends." Yet she gained
friends and insights into language. "I learned that
people can be totally different and still be
friends," she said. "I also realized that no matter
what language you speak, God will still hear. I've

always known that, but it didn't really sink in

until now."
Although Venita did not face language and cul-

tural difficulties in the classroom, she struggled
daily with these issues as she operated the
Betania library. A volunteer at her children's
school library in Iowa, Venita had expressed in-

terest in this work for the sabbatical year. When

they arrived a year ago, however, her assignment
was unclear.

Because of shortage of funds and personnel, the
library had not been used as a library for several
years. Last year it was locked. The year before it

had served as an unsupervised study hall. Venita
found it full of old boxes of books, magazines—
and termites. "I couldn't even get to the book-
shelves at first," Venita said. But in the following
weeks she slowly waded through the stacks,

spending hours poring over books on library orga-
nization. She painted shelves, cleaned out cup-
boards, and categorized books. "Gradually, order
started to emerge and I finally opened the li-

brary," she said.

The fully functioning, neatly organized library

with bright posters and new book displays
contrasts the dark, musty room which would
have remained unused this past year without Ve-
nita's work. Lillian Negron, elementary English
teacher, took her classes to the library twice a
month for new book checkout and listening pro-
grams. "She was great in the library and great
with the kids," said Lillian. "I don't know what I

would do if we did not have a library."

Help and love. The Birky family returned to

Iowa in July. And Antonio Zayas, director of

Academia Menonita Betania, anticipated the de-

parture with anxiety. "I told them I'm very wor-
ried about what's going to happen when they are
gone," he said. "They are really needed and I am
sorry to lose them. Venita restored the library,

and Merv made many, many things. They are
really helpful people and showed us their love."

Birkys wondered how things would change
when they returned to the United States. "I hope
we'll be able to keep up the communication pat-

terns with the children that we established in

Puerto Rico," said Venita. "I want to keep up with
the story-reading and the games."
Merv hopes the experience forms values that

will continue long after the family settles back to

life in Wellman, Iowa. "I hope the year provided
memories which become rituals for the family
and builds identity in the family," he said. "And I

hope the children are able to see that there are
people and places that are functioning with a lot

fewer resources than what we think we have to

have. My prayer is that the experience will have a
lasting impact, that we will have gained a sense
of culture and mission that will grow." ^

Venita Birky in the library's listening center.
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Hear, hear!

.4 coin in a for xliuriiiji personal concerns

Lifetime memories
for our children

Pause with your child—when others

hurry by.

Walk with your child—when others are

running.

Talk with your child—when others

prefer shouting.

Listen to your child—when others ap-

pear preoccupied.

Smile with your child—when others

can find only frowns.

Play with your child—when others

prefer being entertained.

Praise your child—when others can

find only fault.

Learn from your child—when others

have forsaken curiosity.

Dream with your child—when others

have become too cynical.

Read with your child—when others

prefer television.

Pray with your child—when others

have lost faith.

Apologize to your child—when others

pretend perfection.

Discipline your child—when others fail

to establish limits.

Hug your child—when others fail to

sense the power of touch.

—Ann Martin, Narvon, Pa.

Speaking to the sins

of our society
During a discussion time at a min-

isters' seminar the question was asked,

"How do we speak today to the awful sins

so rampant in our society?" The sugges-

tion was that likely the best thing that

many a preacher could do would be to

follow the Scripture which says, "Devote

yourself to the public reading of Scrip-

ture" (1 Tim. 4:13). And as we read the

Scripture the Holy Spirit could use it to

enlighten and bring conviction.

As an example, the ministers were
asked to turn to 1 Corinthians 6:9-11 and
read, "Do you not know that the wicked
will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do
not be deceived: Neither the sexually im-

moral nor idolators nor adulterers nor

male prostitutes nor homosexual of-

fenders nor thieves nor the greedy nor

drunkards nor slanderers nor swindlers

will inherit the kingdom of God. And that

is what some of you were. But you were
washed, you were sanctified, you were
justified in the name of the Lord Jesus

Christ and by the Spirit of our God."
In a few short years after the gospel hit

the Mediterranean world, where all the

above sins were assumed, approved of,

and rampant, it could be said, "Such were
some of you." But the good news was that

they were delivered from these sins, were
washed, and made holy. And when the

gospel is preached, it does the same to-

day. These are the sins which destroyed

one civilization after another down
through history.

We will not get far explaining or excus-

ing these simply psychologically, socio-

logically, and in other ways. Nor should

we expect society to support the scrip-

tural teachings and standards. These can

be dealt with only when we, like the early

church, realize the seriousness of sin and
the power of the gospel of Jesus Christ. In

fact, a sign that we are preaching the true

gospel is that persons are set free from
these very sins.

It's a sign the Holy Spirit is at work
among us when it can be said, "Such were
some of you but in the name of Jesus and
by the Spirit you were changed." A study
of great spiritual awakenings is clear evi-

dence of this.

—John M. Drescher, Harrisonburg, Va.

The parable of

the teacher
A teacher went out to sow some seed

—

the good news from God's Word.
As she was giving out the seed on Mon-

day, some fell on minds that already had
a path from former teaching at home or

church, and these past experiences soon

overshadowed wanting to learn any more
about a story they already had heard. So
her seed was "for the birds."

Tuesday, the good news seed fell on
minds that had heard very little of God
and his love. The mind did not have much
to build on, but the child became excited,

leaned forward, and wanted to hear some
more of the story quickly. But as he
learned it costs something to follow God's

Son, he withered and faded back into his

seat because he had no family roots to

draw from.

On Wednesday some seed fell on a
frustrated mind. Already many thorn-

jagged weeds from curses, alcohol, and
child abuse had gone into the background
of this child's heart and mind. She
couldn't receive the new seed because of

the hurtful pricks of the thorns at home
which choked out the message that "God
is love."

But there were other days, Thursday
and Friday, when the teacher gave out

the seed and it fell on a ready-to-receive

mind which had been nurtured and loved

and had freedom to learn, grow, think,

and decide to love God when it became of

the age of responsibility. The results be-

came evident—acceptance of Jesus, new
interest in hearing more, eager questions,

and a changed behavior. Some 100 per-

cent change from a hostile, fighting child,

some 60 percent change, some 30 percent

change.

But the teacher was pleased, in fact,

very pleased and felt encouraged to keep

sowing more seed next week and the next

week because some ears and minds would
again hear, and the results she knew she

could trust to God.

This parable was based on Matthew
13:3-9. —Evelyn Landis Shenk,

Harrisonburg, Va.

A proposal for

a creed
Both the Apostle's Creed and the longer

Nicene Creed are resplendent with an

abundance of words, well-written and
useful. Mennonites have seldom reduced
their thoughts on God and his Word and
put these two in a short creed—a creed

with a minimum of words on this basic

framework of all our faith and practice.

The following is an attempt to do this.

The Winchester Creed
This we believe:

One eternal, almighty God,

The Father, true Rock of Ages,

His everlasting Son, Jesus, the Christ,

Our Savior, incarnate, crucified, risen,

ascended,

The Holy Spirit, in him, the attributes

divine,

Who searcheth all things, true God,

With the Father, and with the Son,

The Word of the Lord, shall forever

endure,

By inspiration, complete, God gave all

Scripture,

If any person receive not the Scrip-

tures,

God's Word, righteously, shall judge

that one,

In the last day, when Christ shall come,

Amen.

Note: The Winchester Creed, 1989, was

gathered from the articles on God and the

written Word in the Great Confession of

Faith, translated to the English language

by Joseph Funk and published in Win-

chester, Virginia, in 1837. The Great Con-

fession was compiled by unknown hands

from Menno Simons' works and published

in the Netherlands, by Jan Pieterz Twisk

together with The Martyrs Mirror in

1617.—Wilmer D. Swope, Leetonia, Ohio
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New Books that Challenge and
Inspire

Personal Experience

In God's Hand: One Woman's Experience with Breast Cancer

by Becky Lynn Wecksler and Michael Wecksler

Becky Lynn Wecksler, a young nurse, wife, and mother of four children, is jolted when X-rays suggest
breast cancer. Further tests confirm the diagnosis.

A black cloud descends on Becky and her family. Their pastor and Christian friends rally to encourage
and pray. Family and relatives provide an ongoing network of loving presence, help, and emotional support.
This support and the strength she receives through faith in God enables Becky to successfully fight off the
cancer.

Individuals facing cancer and their family and friends will find this inspiring story a source of hope in their
ordeal.

Paper, $5.95, in Canada $7.50

9

For Businesspersons

Moneywise Meditations: To Be Found Faithful in God's Audit

by John H. Rudy
In short, thoughtful meditations John H. Rudy looks at how Christians view money. He offers advice on

topics such as business ethics, stewardship, return on investment, responsible living, charitable giving, estate
planning, and mutual aid. Rudy calls his readers to be accountable before God, to be trustworthy in handling
their money—God's money.

Our wealth can lure us into self-indulgent living. Or we can use wealth to help further the cause of Christ.
Privilege leads to responsibility. In spite of the overwhelming needs of the world, we can make a difference
with our money, God's money.
Paper, $6.95, in Canada $8.95

Money
jWISE

JOHN H. RUDY

For Serious Readers

Christian Theology: An Eschatological Approach

by Thomas N. Finger

THEOLOGY
on eschoto/ogica/ approach

VOLUME II

Thomas N. Finger provides one of the first systematic theologies from a believers church perspective. His
eschatological framework reflects a major emphasis from historic Anabaptism. Volume / covers eschatology,
revelation, and the work of Christ. Volume //covers anthropology, justification, sanctification, and
ecclesiology. It contains a comprehensive index for both volumes.

"Tom Finger's theological prospectus makes a brilliant contribution to ecumenical theological dialogue
from the Anabaptist tradition."—Jurgen Moltmann

"The Anabaptist tradition stands as an important dialogue partner in the quest for a common ground in the Christian faith. Finger
approaches the biblical faith from an eschatological viewpoint that is faithful to the Anabaptist tradition, but in dialogue with Roman
Catholic, classical Protestant, and contemporary scholars in both of these traditions. He has begun a substantive conversation."—
Jeffrey Gros
Volume I $21.95, in Canada $27.50
Volume II $29.95, in Canada $37.50

THOMAS N. FINGER

Herald Press books are available through your

local bookstore or write to Herald Press (include

10% for shipping—minimum $1.50).

Herald Press
Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
490 Dutton Drive

Waterloo. ON N2L 6H7
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Church news

Composer Alice Parker rehearses the adult choir at Music Week. She was the director during

the 1 960s, and her presence this year attracted participants from those years.

Music Week, with Parker,
becomes reunion
Moments of "melodious accord" are rare

enough in life to merit grateful considera-

tion, and when such a moment is stretched

over the course of six days, as it was at

Laurelville Mennonite Church Center's re-

cent Music Week, that consideration gives

way to praise and thanksgiving. The 41st

annual event drew together about 150

lovers of song from 12 states and prov-

inces.

Their assignment was to put themselves

into the hands of composer Alice Parker

and learn to sing Melodious Accord, her

13-song concert of praise based on Joseph

Funk's 1832 hymnal, Genuine Church
Music. In addition to rehearsing Melodious

Accord, it soon became apparent that many
participants had a secondary agenda: that

Stephanie Martin and Phil Johnson Ruth have
been commissioned to create a "folk opera"
for the 50th anniversary of Laurelville.

of renewing old ties with their fellow

Laurelville veterans. Although not official-

ly billed as a reunion, that "old home
week" flavor permeated this year's event,

largely due to the presence, after a 13-year

hiatus, of Parker.

Parker was first invited to Laurelville in

1961. She led choirs during the Music
Weeks of 1961-70 and again in 1976. News
that Parker was returning to Laurelville

drew a larger-than-usual response from

persons who had sung with her in the '60s.

Throughout the week, participants be-

came aware that they were heirs to an

important heritage at Laurelville. Music
Week is the longest-running single pro-

gram at any Mennonite Church camp, as

well as being one of Laurelville's most
popular offerings. "Although such coming

together happens in other places, I think

that because we're neither a church nor a

campus there's a certain nondefensiveness

here," said Laurelville program director

Levi Miller. "Music Week illustrates the

idea that art and music can serve as a

bridge between institutions."

Music Week has taken on something of

a life of its own, sending out shoots in

unexpected directions. Jan Gleysteen of

nearby Mennonite Publishing House
regards Music Week of 1968 in particular

as an artistic and spiritual watershed.

"Alice Parker, John Ruth, Henry and Edna
Brunk, and I were evaluating the Music
Week just ending," he said. "We were

bemoaning the theological emptiness of

the Christian coffeehouse scene that was

popular then. We contrasted that with the

richness of the Mennonite tradition, but

also acknowledged the widespread ig-

norance among Mennonite lay folks and
leadership about their Anabaptist
heritage."

At that moment, the seeds were sown
that grew into the Martyrs Mirror Oratorio

and Christopher Dock Cantata, co-written

by John Ruth and Alice Parker; Ruth's

book Conrad Grebel, Son of Zurich; the

movie The Quiet in the Land, which Gleys-

teen helped Ruth collect footage for in

Europe; and Gleysteen's enormous collec-

tion of slides, the basis of the Mennonite
heritage presentations he has given in

churches all over the continent. There was

also talk of Mennonite heritage tours of

Europe, leading to the first Tour-
Magination trip. There was even discus-

sion of establishing permanent Mennonite

heritage centers, such as now exist in St.

Jacobs, Ont., and Shipshewana, Ind.

Having established itself at the "cutting

edge of creative and artistic development

in the church," in the words of Levi Miller,

Laurelville is not content to rest on its past

accomplishments. In looking ahead to

1993, the 50th anniversary of its estab-

lishment, Laurelville has commissioned

the creation of an innovative work being

described as a "folk opera." Its co-creators,

composer Stephanie Martin of Toronto

and writer Phil Johnson Ruth of Harleys-

ville, Pa., attended this year's Music Week
in order to meet for the first time and begin

their task of collaboration.
—Beth Johnson Ruth

Mennonites urged to

take close look at

National Service bills

The U.S. Congress is talking about ser-

vice. In a flurry of words and activity,

more than 20 National Service bills have

been introduced into Congress this year.

While they vary widely in content, most

propose a nationwide program that would

engage youth in tasks such as conserva-

tion, child care, tutoring, care for the

elderly, and housing rehabilitation—all

under government direction.

Service is a word almost sacred to Men-

nonite theology and experience. Given the

centrality of service to faith, Mennonites

may well wonder whether to applaud or

oppose these new National Service pro-

posals. Would a National Service law

muddle the clear message of the church

about the meaning and motivation of ser-

vice? Or do these proposals present a

unique opportunity for the church to

partner with the government in teaching
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PERSPECTIVE

by Roelf Kuitse

"Three Words"

Mission is word and deed, proclamation and service.

Proclamation: using words to call attention of others

to the word that has become flesh, Jesus Christ. Service:

embodying in deeds of compassion and justice the love of

God revealed in Christ. The one not without the other.

Proclamation without service ends in verbalism. Service

without witness leads to activism.

A third word is important when we think about mis-

sion, a word that can easily lead to misunderstanding

when we don't use it in the perspective of the biblical

message. Presence is that word.

In the Old Testament, we don't read much about mis-

sion in the modern sense. We don't read about persons

crossing national and cultural boundaries to convey

God's message to people in other contexts. Instead, we

find another concept of mission, a concept characterized

by the third word, presence.

The Old Testament is the story of God and Israel in

the context of God's dealing with the world, the nations.

Key words in the relation between God and Israel are

election and covenant. Israel is chosen by God to be

present in the world, among the nations, in a special way

as people of God. Israel is chosen by God to re-present

God among the nations. The covenant between God and

Israel finds expression in the words addressed to Israel by

God: "I'll be your God and you'll be my people." God

will be present with and among Israel as the one on

whom Israel can rely in her struggle to be faithful to her

calling. Israel is expected to be present among the na-

tions in such a way that the nations can discern some-

thing of the divine presence.

Different metaphors are used in the Old Testament to

describe Israel's special role. Two of these metaphors are

"kingdom of priests" and "holy nation" (Exodus 19:6).

The priest in Israel had a double task—to represent

God among the people by making known God's will, and

to represent the people before God in sacrifice and

intercession. Israel as "kingdom of priests" among the

nations means to represent God among the nations in a

way of life determined by God's will. Second, it means to

represent the nations before God in worship, prayer and

intercession. The praise of God which should come from

all God's creatures, from all the nations, is heard in Israel.

Israel does what all the nations should do, worship the

Creator of the world. Intercession for the nations also

belongs to the priestly task.

"Holy nation" means a nation set apart to serve the

Holy One in worship and life. Worship and ethics are

closely related.

To be present in this way among the nations, as

"kingdom of priests" and as "holy nation," was a heavy

responsibility for Israel. The prophets express the hope

that in the future the nations will come to Israel, to

Jerusalem, because of God's presence in Israel (Isaiah

2:2-4; 19:23-25). Then the divine presence in Israel and

the purpose of Israel's presence among the nations will

have reached their goal.

In the New Testament, the divine presence is dis-

closed in the life of a person present among human be-

ings, sharing human life and the vulnerability of human
existence. Jesus Christ, the High Priest, represents God in

our midst in compassionate love, and represents us

before God in sacrifice and intercession. Jesus Christ, the

Holy One among us.

The divine presence exposed to the world becomes a

crucified presence. In the resurrection of Christ, God
confirms Jesus' way of life, his way of being present

among people, as the only way that has future. Being

where the people are, being present with the people, is

the background of all that Jesus said and did.

Around the crucified and risen Lord a new community

is gathered by the Holy Spirit, called to continue the

work of Christ, re-presenting God among the nations and

re-presenting the nations before God. In worship and in a

new way of life the community, individually and to-

gether, breaks the walls that separate people.

This new way of being present in the world, in faith,

love and hope, according to Acts, has attracted the atten-

tion of people. This presence has been the driving force

behind the expansion of the church in the first centuries.

What does this mean?

1. Mission is more than words and deeds. Mission means

being with and among people in such a way that ques-

tions are asked, so Christians will have the opportunity to

give an "account for the hope" that is in them (1 Peter

3:15).

2. Mission is more than words and deeds. Mission means

communication with people, being with people where

they are in a listening and attentive attitude. Without

this attitude, without this kind of presence, proclamation

becomes throwing words at people, and service becomes

nothing more than acts of cheap charity.

Roelf Kuitse is director of the Overseas Mission Training Center

at Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries (AMBS), Elkhart,

Ind. The center is a joint venture ofAMBS, Mennonite Board of

Missions (Mennonite Church), the Commission on Overseas

Mission (General Conference Mennonite Church), and Men-

nonite Central Committee. Kuitse is also an advisory member of

MBM's Overseas Ministries Divisional Committee.
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"Tell me, why really are you here?"

This question was asked by our

friend and department head who
had initially introduced us to the

entire student body as Christian

teachers. Implied in his query was,

"Do you have some hidden

agenda?" "Why do Americans

voluntarily choose to live in China
when so many Chinese would love

to trade places—permanently?"

In common parlance, ours is a

cross-cultural presence ministry. We
try to play a legitimate role in society

while sharing Christ and our faith in

appropriate ways, being aware of

poverty and underdevelopment. In

spite of history, China today wel-

CHINA
comes foreign teachers to help her

"catch up." It is a time of rapid

change. Old slogans and values lie

shattered, along with the idealism

that once motivated the masses. We
feel we work in a spiritual vacuum.

How then do we present Christ

given current limitations? We see

our assignment as a seed planting

ministry, but at times also sense that

we are watering many seeds which

have been lying dormant.

Right: MBM worker

Everett Metzler

teaches English

at Jiu Jiang

Teachers College.

Simply being visible, unapologetic

Christians, attempting to be in-

volved and interested in China and

the Chinese people, is a witness

among many who are disillusioned

and frustrated. We hope and pray

that our lives exhibit a love that is

beyond human goodness.

Students questions provide op-

portunity to share our faith. "What is

the meaning of life? "Why do you

believe in God?" "What do you do
at church?' "How can you believe

in God and science?" "Must you

have a card to go to church?"

Hunger for the written Word leads

to an increasing number of requests

{Continued on page 8

)

Above: MBM worker

Margaret Metzler

(right) and

Chinese friends cross

a canal by boat on the

way to a wildlife

sanctuary.
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Roy and Florence Kreider served in

Israel with Mennonite Board of

Missions 1953-85. Beginning in the

early 1970s, Kreiders were involved

with Immanuel House in Tel Aviv,

now the largest Hebrew-speaking

congregation in the country. But

Kreiders spent the early years build-

ing relationships and credibility that

later led to deeper levels of ministry.

Sent recently interviewed Kreiders.

Sent: How would you define pres-

ence ministry?

Roy: A definition of presence

ministry grew in clarity the longer

we were in Israel. We felt called to

come among these people to dis-

cover what, amid all the pain and

alienation, would make real Christ's

healing, reconciling presence and

power.

Presence meant listening to how
the Jews' history, lived out beside

Christian neighbors elsewhere in the

world for 19 centuries, had become

insecurity and pain for them. As

Christians coming among them in

ISRAEL
1953 in Israel's new reality, our pres-

ence was highly suspect. We were

unwelcome; actually, our hope to

stay was adamantly resisted.

Presence for us became a

prolonged prayer to be in rela-

tionships and helpful service that

give evidence of the extraordinary

—

the extra being the Spirit and the

love of Jesus shining through.

Sent: How did you build rela-

tionships?

Roy: We were invited to neighbor-

hood social and cultural events, some

which we initiated. Our home al-

ways seemed to be a magnet where

Israeli and expatriate believers, Jews

and Arabs, gathered. On several oc-

casions our neighbors asked us af-

terward, "What kind of people are

these? They re obviously Israeli,

some obviously Jewish, but there's a

different spirit.'' This afforded op-

portunity to clarify the qualitative

difference that presence becomes.

Florence: We remember describing

to our closest Israeli friend the net-

work of homes in the greater Tel

Aviv area in which we were seeking

to create a community of caring and

mutually supportive relationships.

Though not a believer at the time,

he commented, "That is the kind of

community I long to be a part of."

Roy: We discovered that if our pres-

ence ministry was to be biblically

grounded, then it must be relevant,

effectual, life changing. Our pres-

ence and our ministry needed to be a

sign and witness to the people of Is-

rael. To become a sign, it must

possess a difference, a uniqueness

immediately discernible and attrac-

tive. "What will make this project or

this ministry a sign for ever enlarging

dimensions?" was our persistent and

often repeated prayer.

A Messianic believer seals covenant D

with the Lord in baptism at Immanuel

Mouse in Tel Aviv.
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<] Roy and Florence Kreider use their liv-

ing room for informal fellowship and

spiritual counseling.

Florence: We began establishing

credibility by responding to a series

of invitations for involvements. They

included accepting an invitation to

help edit a new publication called

Christians in Israel published by the

government's Ministry of Religious

Affairs; setting up a Christian travel

agency to provide more meaningful

experiences for Christians visiting

the land; assisting in reorganizing

the training program for Israel tour

guides; helping envision and create a

Christian bookstore/art gallery in

Tel Aviv; helping strengthen

cooperation and joint projects in the

interdenominational United Chris-

tian Council in Israel; and participat-

ing in a Jewish and Christian group

involved in theological dialogue on

Judaism and Christianity.

Roy: Mennonite presence, therefore,

began to express itself in helping

shape directions from within, thus

influencing more widely the emerg-

ing church vision and response in the

land.

Sent: How did you describe your

presence there to your neighbors?

Roy: We listened first to discover

where the other person was coming

from to know what would be a help-

ful, accurate interpretation of our in-

volvements that would build the

level of trust.

Some of the activities Florence

listed were seen to be good for the

country, and good for Jewish/Chris-

tian relationships and mutual under-

standing. They not only gave a toe-

hold, but also gave credibility and a

growing respect which led to an

increasing number of invitations to

other levels of involvement.

At the same time, we were in-

volved with helping disciple new be-

lievers and building up those who
were being won to faith.

Sent: Could we say that presence

ministry, if authentic, cannot be seen

as a quick evangelistic strategy

among many, but a long-term com-
mitment?

Roy: Yes. Israelis, both our secular

Jewish neighbors and friends, and

also Israeli believers in Yeshua,

simply assumed that our presence

would be a continuing one. Even as

the sequence of wars unfolded, they

had that kind of inner knowing that

we would not leave just because

things were getting dangerous. In

fact, our secular Israeli neighbors

would come and say, "We value

your presence among us, especially

in this threatened and uncertain

time. We need you.' Presence

ministry in its multifaceted forms

assumed that its effectiveness was

grounded in a long-term commit-

ment.

Sent: What are some results from

your years of presence ministry?

Roy: When we left in 1985, we left

thriving and growing projects led by

both Jewish believers and Arab

Christians. A Christian bookstore in

the heart of Tel Aviv is staffed by

members of Immanuel House. The
bookstore has an art gallery that

displays art and crafts produced by

local believers. It has become a dy-

namic witness in the city.

The congregation of Jews,

Gentiles and Arabs where Paul Swarr

and I served together in pastoring

has grown at Immanuel House. It

has now commissioned a new church

planting in a town north of Tel Aviv.

And its study center (now closed), a

kind of Bible college for the con-

gregation and other believers,

trained a growing number of believ-

ers and ministry workers in the

country.

MBM involvements, therefore,

within both the Arab and the Jewish

contexts, have been toward greater

reconciliation and greater openness

to one another and with the church

in the land.

Middle East Study

Kreiders 32 years of ministry con-

cluded one chapter in Israel for

MBM. In preparation for the next

chapter, a Middle East study was

recently conducted.

The study was commissioned by

MBM, Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions (EMBM), and Mennonite

Central Committee.

It recommends that:

1. A person be assigned to cultivate a

closer relationship with the Eastern

Church in the Middle East. The
Eastern Church is a term which

refers to church bodies present in the

Middle East since New Testament

times.

2. A person be assigned long-term to

understand and interpret Islam, an

important reality throughout both

the region and the world. Both con-

tinuing dialogue with Muslims and

an authentic presence among them
are encouraged.

Another result of the study is a

commitment of MBM and EM BM
to continue working in Israel with

Messianic communities (Hebrew be-

lievers) within the larger context of

Judaism.

Staff from the three agencies met
in December 1988 and in January

1989 to review the study and take

preliminary steps aimed at imple-

menting study recommendations.
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Presence
in Restricted Lands

Editor s Note: The author (an MBM
overseas worker) and the country

cannot be identified because of the

present situation in tJwt country.

National law "protects" citizens

from pressures to convert to other re-

ligions in this land where our family

lives as Mennonite Board of Missions

workers. Violators can spend up to

six years in prison. We are under
written agreement not to preach our

faith or convert others. Given this

restriction, what is our task in this

land?

This country is poor and getting

poorer. Average yearly income is less

than $150. Literacy is less than 30

percent. Half the population is

under 21 years of age, even though

half of the children die before reach-

ing their fifth birthday. Less than

one percent of the people are Chris-

tian. Unmistakably, many urgent

needs are present.

Our task is to minister to those

needs in the name of Christ.

Many of our local friends,

neighbors and work colleagues are

earnestly searching for new ways of

living, thinking and believing. Tradi-

tional economic systems can no

longer ensure survival for all people.

The people want good education,

adequate health facilities, and

enough food and income to live with

dignity. This quest for development

is at the heart of our presence in this

country.

We foreigners are watched

constantly and questioned intensely.

Our family life is avidly observed.

Because our three boys enjoy playing

with local children and because they

speak the local language, those

around us feel that we accept them.

Poor people come to our door beg-

ging or selling to make a living. Over

the three and one-half years in our

community, we developed many
caring and listening relationships.

Listening to educated people has

been an important facet in my
university teaching assignment.

After trust and friendship have been

established (a very long process), my
teacher colleagues and I have been

able to discuss any topic with no

restrictions.

Students and fellow teachers are

not shy to ask questions after good

relationships are formed. Some
typical questions include: "What do



Christians believe?' "Do you wor-

ship the same gods we do?" "Do you

offer rice and flowers to your God?
"Can you lend me a Bible to read?

Initially, I hid from curious ques-

tioners in order to make class

preparations. Later, I came to

believe conversations outside class

were perhaps more valuable than

elaborate class plans!

Questions about the essence of life

for growing numbers of people are

being answered in the scattered local

congregations. Our presence in these

gatherings is not prohibited. Teach-

ing, praying and encouraging fellow

believers is tolerated. Our tiny

fellowship is growing.

We are allowed to be present in

this nation to live and work. We can-

not encourage conversions, but can

give witness to God s love while we
attempt to meet the staggering

needs of this nation.

We have learned to concentrate

more on incarnating Christ's love

into our lives and relationships rather

than vocalizing concepts into words.

We believe God's Spirit has used our

presence for the kingdom.

Afghanistan is on MBM's overseas

priority list. Solidarity with the people

of Afghanistan is needed when

the civil war is over.

MBM activities in Afghanistan,

China, Israel and a fourth unnamed

country, total $317,000 this year.

Your contributions are needed for MBM to meet

its $5.2 million contribution budget.

Mennonite Board of Missions plans

to place workers in Afghanistan with

International Assistance Mission

(IAM ) within the next several years.

These workers would serve in IAM's

maternal child health program and a

projected relief and rehabilitation

program. In April, the IAM board

agreed to investigate possible relief

and rehabilitation efforts to begin

after the civil war is over and Afghan

refugees begin returning to their

country. The program would

provide food and housing, and help

with rehabilitation of land damaged
by the war.

Recruitment

Needs

MBM needs persons for the follow-

ing overseas assignments. These

assignments are in countries where
there are ongoing presence minis-

tries.

AFGHANISTAN

Persons are needed to serve with

International Assistance Mission in

the areas of maternal child health,

and relief and rehabilitation pro-

grams.

CHINA

Teachers of English in China are

needed to serve with China Educa-

tional Exchange as teaching staff in

universities, teachers and medical

colleges, and engineering and archi-

tectural institutes. Qualifications in-

clude a BA or MA degree, and some

TESOL (Teaching of English to

Speakers of Other Languages) train-

ing. Teaching experience desirable;

Chinese language study provided.

Two-year term.

MIDDLE EAST

Persons willing to commit to long-

term placement in the Middle East

are needed in the areas of Islam,

Eastern Orthodoxy, and Judaism/

Messianic.
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Bertha Beachys

Presence means to be in a place. As I

think of Christian mission, three

things come to mind. It is God who
calls us. We will be in a particular

place with a particular people. Our
commitment to the people God gives

us will never end.

Presence depends on our hearing

the call of God. The call may come
in many ways, but no one else can

answer for us. When our hearts burn

within us, we will respond joyfully

with no sense of the cost.

The place God calls us to will be
with a people. They may be deeply

religious and resist our carefully laid

plans. Walls will grow between us

unless we know how to become
friends and how to listen. We must

learn how to receive from them.

Presence means we will be forever

connected with these people. We
will disciple and nurture those who
believe in the Jesus way. But our

prayers for all the people will

continue even when governments

ask us to leave.

My own understanding of pres-

ence grows out of my experience

with Muslim Somalia. The Men-
nonite Mission developed a state-

ment of how to be present in a land

that went through many changes.

We prioritized in this order: pres-

ence, service, church. Somalis did

not understand what we meant by

presence until our lives became more
vulnerable.

Presence meant that we stayed

after the constitution was changed to

"no proselytizing. We stayed after

one of our missionaries was assassi-

nated. Though we could not teach

Christianity as a subject in the

Mission schools, we did allow the

teaching of Islam by the govern-

ment. As all private schools were na-

tionalized, we moved off Mission

property and offered Mission

teachers free of charge to the govern-

ment. They accepted, but were puz-

zled by it.

Somalia forever changed me. I

heard a new call to prayer and fast-

ing. The Holy Spirit touched mis-

sionary and Somali alike. Together

we walked on holy ground.

The concept of presence becomes

very important in 1989. If we think

of the Islamic world where we can-

not always go, we know that our

business model of success will not

work. But we can go as servants in

faithfulness to the call of God—even

to death.

Bertha Beachy sewed in Somalia,

1958-76, with Eastern Mennonite Board

of Missions (EMBM). (All missionaries

were expelledfrom Somalia in 1976. By

WHO, relief work was introduced by Men-
nonite Central Committee, and EMBM
missionaries returned in 1981.) Bertha is a

member of Mennonite Board of Missions

Board of Directors and the Overseas

Ministries Divisional Committee.

Prayer Request

iident forby Wilbert Shenk, vice-president

Overseas Ministries

Pray for MBM workers in countries where direct proclamation of the

gospel is discouraged or forbidden. Pray for wisdom, patience and a

listening attitude as they represent Christ and share Christ's love in

difficult settings.

CHINA continuedfrom page 3

for Scriptures. Questions and letters

indicate the Word is being read and
pondered.

Being gracious about arbitrary

schedule changes and unexpected

demands are opportunities to go the

second mile. Students' diaries and
compositions provide opportunities

to respond sympathetically to search-

ings and questions.

Informal gatherings in our home,
looking at family photos and chat-

ting, often lead to deeper questions

about religion and faith. Hurting

students drop by to open their

hearts.

Identifying with the local con-

gregation while listening to those

who refuse to identify with the

"open" church; regarding all

persons as equally important; cor-

responding with former students

now teaching in poor rural areas; be-

ing ready to welcome visitors who
may wreck our schedule for a cup of

tea and conversation—all are ways of

being present.

Why are we here? To teach, to

learn, to listen, to share as the Spirit

leads, and to point beyond ourselves

to Christ.

Everett and Margaret Metzler,

MBM workers in China with China

Educational Excliange (CEE

)

1985-89

Metzlers and 27 other CEE English

teachers left China in June.

Six new CEE teachers arrived in China

in mid-July. Six other CEE teachers who

left the country in June, including MBM
worker Ruth Nisly, plan to return this

fall.

Photo credits: Everett Metzler; Mar-

garet Metzler; Robert Maust; Paul

Swarr.
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the value of service and compassion in

American society?

It is difficult to give a clear answer to

these questions before it is clear which
bill may eventually become law. In the

interest of Mennonites' commitment to

service, however, it is crucial that they
become familiar with the underlying mo-
tivation and purposes of the various Na-
tional Service proposals.

The possible implementation of a Na-
tional Service program by the govern-
ment leads Mennonites to question who
will define the meaning of service for

youth. The church presents Jesus as the

model of servanthood. The way of Jesus
views service as a way of life, char-

acterized by joyful, voluntary service to

all, including the outcast and the enemy.
If this vision of service is not taught and
modeled with clarity in Mennonite
churches, it may well be replaced by a
diminished version of service that is de-

fined by the government.

Many of the government proposals seek
to foster a greater sense of patriotism and
citizenship among U.S. youth. Several
bills also link National Service to military

manpower needs. The National Service

Act of 1989, for example, makes service

mandatory, with options for community or

military service. In another proposal, the

Nunn/McCurdy bill, service is not compul-
sory, but it is a prerequisite for receiving

federal aid for higher education. This bill

also offers greater rewards for military

service than for community service.

There is significant opposition to the

mandatory and coercive provisions of the

National Service Act and the Nunn/Mc-
Curdy bill. It is not likely that either of

these bills will be passed in their present
form. Some of these provisions, however,
may eventually become attached to other

bills as the legislative process continues.

Thus it is important for the church to

remain vigilant.

There is another troubling aspect to

many of the National Service proposals

now before Congress. As noted by Wil-
liam McCann, California state alternative

service administrator, "Nearly all pro-

posals focus on the needs of those who
would do the serving, and portray a
general picture of social problems that

the participants might alleviate. The
wishes and self-determination of po-
tential service recipients is hardly men-
tioned."

Mennonites have learned and are still

learning some difficult lessons about mu-
tuality and dialogue with those whom
they serve. Taking this dialogue seriously

means paying attention to the prophetic

words about structures and institutions

that are unfair. Mennonites are convinced
that mutuality and respect are more like-

ly to flourish in the small programs
operated by private agencies than by
large government programs.
Some of the National Service proposals

are not as costly as others, and they rely

more on existing programs in the private

sector. A bill introduced by Sen. Dale
Bumpers, for example, provides educa-
tion-loan deferral or forgiveness for stu-

dents who serve in minimum-wage
assignments with nonprofit organiza-
tions. This bill maintains existing stu-

dent-aid programs and has no military

component. In its present form, it ap-

pears to offer the greatest opportunity for

the growth of truly varied and voluntary

service programs in the private sector.

Other variations on National Service

include federal matching funds to state

and local programs that employ youth for

conservation work. A bill introduced by
Rep. Barbara Mikulski promotes part-

time community service over an extended
time period for people of all ages.

The National Service debate provides

the church with a new opportunity to

invite others to the richness and fullness

of a life of service as exemplified by
Jesus. Mennonites can support those pro-

grams that maintain the voluntary qual-

ity of service, and focus with compassion
and respect on those in need. Service pro-

grams that are compulsory or function as

a coercive channel to military registra-

tion are unlikely to inspire the joyful

compassionate service that American so-

ciety needs.

A packet of information on National

Service is available for $3 from Menno-
nite Central Committee U.S. Peace Sec-

tion at Box M, Akron, PA 17501.
— Titus Peachey forMCC

Nicaraguan women
alter and sell

used clothing

Women from the Evangelical Menno-
nite Church in Ciudad Sandino, Nic-

aragua, are turning donated used clothing

into items to sell, raising money for their

church, and providing affordable clothing

MCCer Ada Beachy (left) and Mennonite
women in Ciudad Sandino, Nicaragua, dis-

play donated clothes they have altered to sell.

to their neighbors.

The project began when the women
realized that some clothing donated by
Mennonite Central Committee could be
better used if it was remade. They also

needed cloth to sew for their families; it is

difficult to find sewing supplies in Nic-

aragua due to war and a failing economy.
The goals of the program, according to

Ada Beachy, an MCC worker from Goshen,

Ind., are to raise money for the church
women's group, provide work for some of

the women, and to provide moderately
priced clothing to poor people.

One shipment included men's suit coats
and women's uniforms. "Some coats are
sold as they are," says Beachy, "but most
are remade into women's skirts, caps,

bags and patchwork articles. Uniforms
are sold or ripped apart to make chil-

dren's dresses, skirts, jumpers, pants,

and skirts."

Hesston College hosts
1 6 peace students from
seven countries

Sixteen students from seven countries in

Central America and the Caribbean began
two years of intensive study at Hesston
College this fall. They are under the Peace
Scholarship Program which is sponsored

by the U.S. government and administered

jointly by Georgetown University, a

regional office in Kansas City, and Hesston
College. This arrangement is called the

Cooperative Association of States for

Scholarships.

The program was created after the Na-
tional Bipartisan Commission on Central

America, headed by former Secretary of

State Henry Kissinger, recommended that

scholarships be made available to high-

achieving students from Central America
and the Caribbean. In addition to provid-

ing technical training, the intent is to ex-

pose the students to democratic decision-

making processes at state and local levels,

give them experiences in American family

and community life, and help them develop

their own leadership abilities.

Since the program's beginning four years

ago, nearly 1,000 young men and women
have come to the U.S. for training other-

wise not available to them. This is the first

year that Hesston has been a host college.

The students, who come from economi-

cally disadvantaged homes, have gone

through intensive screening and interview-

ing before being chosen to participate in

the program. The ones at Hesston are all

enrolled in the two-year electronics pro-

gram. Before moving into campus
residence halls, the students are living with

area families for six months as part of their

orientation to American life.
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Listening Committee on
Homosexuality Concerns
meets with parents
The Listening Committee on Homosex-

uality Concerns of the Mennonite Church
met in a weekend retreat recently with a

group of parents of gay and lesbian chil-

dren. The gay and lesbian children of these

parents ranged from late teens to senior

adults, from those who are active members
of the church to others who are on drugs

and alcohol.

The purpose of the retreat was to offer

the parents an opportunity to give each
other mutual support. A second purpose
was to give the Listening Committee the

opportunity to hear and be shaped by the

pain and the faith of the parents.

The Listening Committee heard
parents describe their stunned surprise

as a son or daughter "came out" to them
about their same-sex orientation. They
confessed low self-esteem and confusion
of faith as they asked themselves, "Where
did I go wrong?" "What does the Lord
think about this?" and "What does the Bi-

ble say?" The parents wanted to love and
serve God and to love and protect their

children yet were unsure it was possible
to love both God and such an offspring.

The Listening Committee heard
parents describe the loneliness of the
closet by which they were imprisoned by
the silence imposed on them by under-
standing but timid pastors. The parents
acknowledged their frustration with a
church which seems too concerned with
its own purity to be a friend of persons
perceived to be sinners. It seemed some-
times that to be accepted themselves,
they must reject a son or daughter.

Parents told of their anxiety because a
son or daughter was separated from them
by many miles and because their
whereabouts, activities, safety, and
health were sometimes uncertain. At the

same time, they acknowledged they were
proud parents who knew that their gay
sons and lesbian daughters were both ac-

complished and unusually caring persons.

The parents told the committee of
dashed dreams and broken hearts.
Parents hugged each other and cried,

whispered words of comfort and under-
standing. As they comforted each other
the parents began to dream new dreams.
They dreamed of congregations and de-

nominations filled with love and accep-

tance for all God's imperfect children.

They dreamed of churches in which hurt-
ing parents could be comforted.

Then there was the fantasy of a church
asking forgiveness from the persons
against whom they had sinned. The
parents asked questions of faith: Not, will

it happen, but when?—in my life time?
In a late-night caucus the parents

began to plan ways to share more openly
and invite the community of faith to

share in their struggles. They decided

first te reach out to other parents of

lesbian and gay children by obtaining and
publicizing a post office box number.
Parents who write to this address will be
informed of other such parents in com-
munities near to them. It may be that they

will be able to help build a confidential

network of caring and understanding
parents.

People interested in networking or
making contact with other parents of gay
and lesbian children should write to: Box
1708, Lima, OH 45802.

—Martin Lehman for the committee

Growing Virginia church
swaps buildings
with another church
When a church outgrows its facilities,

it can add to its present space, hold
multiple services, divide and start a
"daughter" congregation, or build at a
new location. Community Mennonite
Church of Harrisonburg, Va., chose none
of these options. Instead, it has traded
buildings with a nearby congregation.
Community Mennonite, at the corner of

Green Street and Chicago Avenue, has
moved to the larger Harrisonburg Church
of God building at 70 S. High St.—only
three blocks away—while the Church of
God is relocating to Community Men-
nonite's facilities.

Community held its final worship ser-

vice and Sunday school hour at its

old location on July 16. A special "moving
day" took place the following day. Mem-
bers loaded chairs, hymnals, Sunday
school supplies, and furnishings onto
trucks and unloaded them at their new
church home.

It isn't exactly an even trade, noted
Dale Lehman, chair of the church's
leadership team, which is overseeing the
project. Community nearly tripled its

square footage space at the new location-
gaining a sanctuary that will seat over 300
persons, more Sunday school classrooms,
a kitchen, and large fellowship hall, he said.

The Church of God acquired three build-

ings in the transaction—the church itself,

the adjacent Community Child Care Cen-
ter building, and the property at 280 Green
St. which housed Christian education
classrooms and Community Mediation
Center.

Community's childcare program moved
to renovated facilities on the ground floor

of the High Street building. Valley Day
Care Center continues to operate its own
program in facilities on the main floor at

least for the time being.

The congregation had earlier spent nu-
merous business meetings discussing and
debating various options for addressing
space needs. An architect submitted
drawings outlining ways to enhance and
enlarge the Green St. facilities. Two wor-
ship services were tried for several
months, but a majority of members felt it

worked against the desire for unity.

Explorations with the Church of God
began when Lehman's wife, Rita, saw an
ad for the property in the local news-
paper. Gary Bickford, the Church of God
pastor, said his congregation "is working
at membership growth but wasn't using
all the space" they had.

Community Mennonite began in 1972

in the former building of Chicago Avenue
Mennonite Church, which built a large

new facility in another part of the city

and renamed itself Harrisonburg Men-
nonite Church. Average attendance today
at Community is 150.

The former Church of God is the new meetinghouse for Community Mennonite Church.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Franklin Semkow, Litchfield, Ohio
In "Blending Peace and Evangelism"

(Aug. 8), Leonard Nolt poses an intriguing

idea on communicating. Because of the

changes in science we now have words such
as television which we did not have a few
years ago. The word "robot" was coined

from the Slavic robota, which means to

work or have a job. So a robot is a machine
that works. Why not new words in religion?

English has one word for love, Greek has

three: Eros has a clear meaning in our age,

philia is brotherly or sisterly love, and
agape is the love of God.

Consider the word hesed—loving kind-

ness. Can someone come up with the word
the Guatemala Indians use that means
"peace of goodness communicated" (but

not an absence of trouble)? Surely there

are new words in other cultures that could

be borrowed or we can invent our own new
words. How about "philove"? Could we be
more precise, but with more positive words
for anti-coercionists, confrontational
pacifists, nonviolent revolutionaries, or

zealots?

Consider the Eastern Orthodox custom
of addressing a letter Slaba Tsoso Christo

(Glory to Jesus Christ), and at Easter
Christos Vokrese (Christ is risen), instead

of our "Dear Sir." Could we add the

inflection of "revived" or would the theol-

ogy fit if we said "grew up out of the
grave"?

Jeffrey A. Hatton, Greentown, Ind.
According to the Aug. 1 "Items and

Comments," a judge ordered the release

of Jennifer Haines halfway through her
nine-month prison sentence. She had been
arrested for "illegally" entering the Rocky
Flats nuclear weapons plant in Colorado.
My question is: "Who 'legally' enters this

plant?" If there are people who work at

building nuclear weapons five days a week,
and go to church on Sunday, are these
"legal" people? It all amounts to authority.

These people have been authorized to

enter because they don't oppose or protest

the weapons building. They enter legally.

I have another question: "Assuming
some of the workers are Christians, assum-
ing all authority is in Jesus Christ, assum-

ing all Christians are subject to his

authority, does Jesus "authorize" these
followers to "legally" enter Rocky Flats?

Were Jesus alive and confronted with
Rocky Flats, would he: (a) cheer the plant

on to continued success, (b) see the plant
as a tool of Satan and actively oppose it,

or (c) avoid the plant altogether and get on
with his teaching?

Don Garber, Goshen, Ind.

As a member of the congregation
where Philip Clemens ministers, I agree
with his basic premise that we need to

find ways to involve the congregation in

worship ("Applause in Worship," July 25).

But we also need to realize that worship
has different aspects. Sometimes in wor-
ship we are involved in a performer-
audience activity, and our members need
to be allowed to respond appropriately in

that context. "Leaders need to provide for

worship that is done by the congregation"
and sometimes for the congregation as

well.

Clarence Y. Fretz, Hagerstown, Md.
I wish to affirm Philip Clemens in

expressing reservations about the use of

applause in worship. "Leaders need to

provide for worship that is done by the

congregation, not for the congregation." I

would add the caution that the use of

drama, music, and dance that ends with a

flourish that triggers quick outbursts of

applause be especially avoided.

I also wish to affirm Merle Good's care-

ful presentation, "Cautions About the

Merger " (July 25). "Marry in haste,

repent at leisure." "How can two walk to-

gether, except they be agreed?" Especially

if not agreed on basic matters such as

participation or nonparticipation in

military service.

Art Meyer, Global Education Office,

Mennonite Central Committee U.S.
Thank you for responding to my memo of

May 24 in the June 20 editorial ("Letter to

Art Meyer"). My response has been delayed

by a lengthy illness that began about June 1.

Thus my activities have been severely cur-

tailed this summer.

1988 was a year when the public media
exploded with articles on the environment
(global warming, ozone depletion, toxic

waste dumping, air, water, and soil pollu-

tion, acid rain, etc.). Since then the media
pace has let up somewhat but the
problems have not disappeared. How are

Mennonites to evaluate such media infor-

mation? Our value system comes from our
Christian faith. As we make decisions I

realize that the church cannot tell people

where to draw the line as they respond to

environmental or other issues. But the

church and its institutions, it seems to me,
are obligated to discuss issues from a

Christian standpoint so proper decisions

can be made.
Wherever there are Christians interested

in environmental issues, good things are

happening. But how many sermons, Sun-

day school classes, and evening meetings
are being devoted to environmental issues?

What resources are available for churches

to use to do studies? There were over 100

workshops scheduled for Normal 89. Had
it not been for the insistence of several of

us, there would not have been a single

workshop on any environmental topic. The
one workshop accepted was of a very

general nature.

I was glad to learn that Gospel Herald
had four pieces on "ecology" during 1988.

That's one every three months in a year
when the public media was immersed in

the topic. I don't think that was enough.

As people become acquainted with how
environmental issues intersect with Chris-

tian living, coverage can be reduced.

You suggest that "we all function within

an economic and social system which does
not view ecology as important!" That's an
understatement! It is precisely why Men-
nonites and other Christians who have lost

an environmental ethic (in the rush to

achieve the good life in North America)
need to turn from environmentally degrad-

ing ways and again become caretakers of

God's good creation as originally intended.

Travel, especially by air, poses a real

dilemma. Church leaders may need to plan

fewer meetings and do more work by
phone or mail. Personal travel can be
curtailed. Mennonite Central Committee,
which my wife, Jocele, and I serve part

time, has four executive committee meet-
ings each year plus an annual meeting.

This involves an enormous amount of

travel. Many have expressed concern
about this. It is in this and other types of

nonconformity that we all need church

support. We cannot say that "everybody
else is doing it," so why not us? I don't

mind seeing church leaders (or any other

Christians) squeezed into a Chevrolet

Sprint just to save a measly 25 miles per
gallon even if they are doing the King's

business. The energy crisis has never really

stopped.

It is true, Dan, that "our culture is an
exploitative one." But there are ways to

live in it creatively and abundantly within

the laws of nature. Jesus set the best

example. He knew how the birds and the

flowers survived as a part of the balanced

ecosystem. He told us how to live lightly

on the earth. Most of us have not been

listening well, but there are lots of people

on earth living as Jesus taught.
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Mennoscope

Mutual Aid Sunday will be celebrated in
Mennonite congregations on Sept. 17.
"Being God's People: Does the Difference
Show?" is the theme. Now in its eighth year, the
event is sponsored by Mennonite Mutual Aid.

A special resource guide has been sent to pas-
tors, with ideas for a sermon and suggestions for

a variety of activities. "I hope each congregation
will celebrate the caring and sharing it is doing,"
said Vyron Schmidt, MMA vice-president for

congregational services. "Mutual Aid Sunday
can be a good opportunity to say 'thanks' as well

as to look at new ways to keep our practice of
mutual aid a vital part of our congregations'
activities."

A church-planting effort got underway in
Ann Arbor, Mich., following a recent meeting
of about 40 people at Rudolph Steiner School.
The effort involves members of the Mennonite
Church, General Conference Mennonite Church,
and Church of the Brethren. A steering commit-
tee was formed to handle administrative details,

to organize fellowship activities, and to look for

a church-planting leader. More information
about the effort is available from Mark Fretz
(telephone 313-761-2964).

A third Chinese-American Mennonite con-
gregation has opened in Philadelphia. It is

called West Philadelphia Chinese Mennonite
Church, and it held its first worship service in

July in Upper Darby. The congregation, or-

ganized by Ted Yao, uses English and Mandarin
Chinese. The other Chinese churches in the city

are the Love and Truth congregation in the
Logan area and a congregation established ear-

lier this year in South Philadelphia for Chinese-
speaking immigrants from Vietnam.

A Mennonite congregation is being formed
in Albuquerque. The core group of 35 is

presently looking for a church planter. At the
invitation of Rocky Mountain Conference, Ray
Horst and Noel Santiago of Mennonite Board of
Missions helped the group process goals and
objectives in July. More information about the
church-planting effort is available from Mary
Beth Landis-Jantzen at 1201 Vassar St. SE,
Albuquerque, NM 87106.

Nearly 50 people attended a church
planters workshop recently in Chicago. They
came from as far away as Florida, Hawaii, and
Alberta. Many participants expressed apprecia-
tion for a talk on "Using Intercessory Prayer to
Build Your Church" by Noel Alexander of Kan-
sas City. Other speakers included Frank Til-

lapaugh, a Baptist pastor from Denver, and
David Greiser, a Mennonite pastor from
Philadelphia. The event was sponsored by the
Mennonite and General Conference Mennonite
churches.

New appointments:
• Werner Froese, executive director, Mennonite
Central Committee Saskatchewan, starting in

January. He will succeed Ed Barkman, who left

in July to become the Canadian programs coor-

dinator for MCC Canada. Froese and his wife,

Susan, are currently missionaries in Mexico with
the General Conference Mennonite Church.
• Steven Pankratz, western regional repre-
sentative, Mennonite Foundation, starting in

September. He works out of the western regional

office in Hesston, Kans. He lived previously in

Mountain Lake, Minn., where he headed Men-
nonite Mutual Insurance Association and
worked for Pioneer Hi-Bred International.

'Jeff Swartzentruber, controller, Mennonite

f 0

New church in Ontario. Ten months
after the pouring of the foundation, the

new facility for Zurich (Ont.) Mennonite
Church became a reality. The recent

dedication service was the culmination

of much prayer and labor on the part of

many members. Over 700 people were

present for the celebration, including

conference minister Herb Schultz,

former bishop Roy Koch, former pastor

Ephraim Gingerich, and longtime

church worker (and former member)
Hubert Schwartzentruber. Current pas-

tor Clayton Kuepfer led a dedication

litany. The service ended with a balloon

lift-off, with messages from the children

to the town of Zurich and beyond. The
Sunday dedication was followed by a

series of special meetings led by evan-

gelist Harold Gingerich.

Mutual Aid. He succeeds Jerry Short, who
moved to Arizona. Swartzentruber joined the
MMA staff in 1986 as the accountant for Men-
nonite Foundation. He was later promoted to

trust accounting manager. Now, as controller, he
supervises a 13-member department.
• Donald Kraybill, director, Center for Anabap-
tist/Pietist Studies at Elizabethtown (Pa.) Col-
lege. He succeeds founding director John
Hostetler, who is continuing his research work
at the center. Kraybill, a Mennonite like Hostet-
ler, has been a sociology professor at Elizabeth-
town, a Church of the Brethren college, for 18
years. He has written seven books on peace
issues and on Mennonite and Amish culture.

'Sarah Derstine, admissions counselor,
Hesston College. She works with incoming stu-

dents from Oklahoma, Missouri, Nebraska,
South Dakota, and Colorado. She served pre-
viously as food services supervisor at Sunnyside
Retirement Community in Harrisonburg, Va.
She is a 1987 Hesston graduate.

'Jerold Diller, admissions counselor, Hesston
College. He works with incoming students from

Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, and Ohio.
He worked previously in credit services at Hall's
Merchandising of Kansas City. He attended
Hesston College, 1982-84.

Pastoral transitions:
• Ruth Brunk Stoltzfus will be ordained by
Virginia Conference on Sept. 10. It is in recog-

nition of her many years of ministry and leader-

ship in the Mennonite Church. It also affirms

and authenticates her current ministry at

Shalom Mennonite Congregation, Harrisonburg,
Va. She is the first woman to be ordained by
Virginia Conference.
• Ross Bender resigned as pastor of Glennon
Heights Mennonite Church, Lakewood, Colo.,

recently. He will rejoin the faculty of Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries in January.
• Amzie Brubacher will become pastor of Pres-

ton Mennonite Church, Cambridge, Ont., in

September. He served previously as pastor of

Nith Valley Mennonite Church, New Hamburg,
Ont.
• Edwin and Kathrine Rempel will be installed

as pastors of University Mennonite Church,
State College, Pa., on Sept. 17. They served

previously as pastors of Pueblo (Colo.) Men-
nonite Church. They succeed Harold and Ruth
Yoder.

'Harry Nigh became director/pastor of Wel-
come Inn Community Center and Church,
Hamilton, Ont., in August. He succeeds Hugo
and Doreen Neufeld.
• Stan Smucker resigned as pastor of Em-
manuel Mennonite Church, La Junta, Colo.,

recently. He and his wife, Marlene, who is

moderator of Rocky Mountain Conference, then

became copastors of Arvada (Colo.) Mennonite
Church—a General Conference congregation.
• John Glick was installed as interim pastor of

Ark Bible Chapel, Boyertown, Pa., on May 28.

He was the founding pastor of the congregation

in 1963 and served until 1985. He succeeds Larry

Graber.

Missionary comings/goings:
'Peter and Betty Hamm went to England in

August to prepare for a three-year Mennonite
Board of Missions assignment in Liberia. They
are studying at the Center for New Religious

Movements until October, when they will begin
working among African independent churches.
Hamms served as Mennonite Brethren mis-
sionaries in India, 1958-70. For the past nine
years Peter was Africa/Asia/Europe secretary

for Mennonite Brethren Missions/Services.
Betty has been nursing supervisor at Concordia
Hospital in Winnipeg, Man., for the past eight

years. Hamms' address is CENERM, Selly Oak
Colleges, Birmingham B29 6LQ, England.
'Naomi Weaver went to Israel in July for a
three-year MBM assignment. She is a nurse
educator at Nazareth Hospital. She served pre-

viously for 14 years as a nurse educator in

Tanzania under Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions. She also served briefly in other

countries and taught at Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege and other schools. Most recently she was a

staff nurse at Hershey (Pa.) Medical Center. Her
address is Box 11, Nazareth 16100, Israel.

'James and Jeanette Krabill returned from
England in July following a year of study at Selly

Oak Colleges in Birmingham. Before that they

were MBM workers for 10 years in Ivory Coast.

In August they began a special three-year MBM
assignment in mission education with Men-
nonite congregations and conferences. Their
address is 119 W. Cleveland Ave., Elkhart, IN
46516.

'Paul and Esther Kniss returned to India in
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August following a three-month North American
assignment. They are MBM missionaries who
are involved in bookstore, publication, and
translation work. Their address is Box 50,

Ranchi, Ranchi District, 834 001 Bihar, India.

• Henry and Helen Dueek returned from Bolivia

in July for a one-year North American assign-

ment. They teach at Evangelical University and
serve Bolivia Mennonite Church. They are

General Conference Mennonite Church mis-
sionaries seconded to MBM. Their address is

Columbia Bible College, 2940 Clearbrook Rd.,
Clearbrook, BC V2T 2X8.
•Max and Pauline Beachy returned to
Suriname in July following a maternity leave.

They are MBM overseas mission associates who
serve with Mission Aviation Fellowship. Their
address is Postbus 2031, Paramaribo Zuid,
Suriname.
• Ross and Ruth Goldfus returned from Argen-
tina in July following a one-year MBM assign-

ment. They worked in pastoral care, counseling,
and women's ministries. Their address is 580 Hi
View Dr., Lititz, PA 17543.

• Mervin and Venita Birky returned from Puerto
Rico in July after one year as MBM mission
interns. They served at Betania Mennonite
School near Aibonito. Their address is R. 2, Box
12, Wellman, IA 52356.

• Dean and Becky Rhodes returned from Argen-
tina in July after one year as MBM mission
interns. They served in Choele-Choel. Their
address is R. 2, Box 302, Kalona, IA 52247.
• Renee Ropp returned from Brazil in July after

one year as an MBM mission intern. She served
Brazil Mennonite Church. Her address is 1221
Hancock Ave., Sarasota, FL 34232.
• Ken Wyse returned from Brazil in July after

one year as an MBM mission intern. He served
Brazil Mennonite Church. His address is 1007
N. Defiance St., Archbold, OH 43502.

Coming events:
• Heartland Faith and Farming Conference,
Nov. 17-19, at Holiday Manor Convention Cen-

ter, McPherson, Kans. This is the second such
event sponsored by Mennonite Central Commit-
tee Central States. The theme is "Rural
Stewardship—Regaining a Reverence for the
Land," and the keynote speaker is U.S. Rep.
Dan Glickman of Kansas. Also scheduled are
nine workshops, a one-character play called

Planting in the Dust, a panel discussion by five

farmers, and a Sunday-morning sermon by
writer-professor Katie Funk Wiebe. The con-
ference is made possible in part by a gift from
an anonymous Japanese Mennonite donor con-
cerned about the North American farm crisis.

More information from MCC Central States at

Box 235, North Newton, KS 67117; phone 316-

283-2720.

• Ohio Mennonite Renewal Conference, Sept.

29-Oct. 1, at Central Christian High School,
Kidron, Ohio. This year the focus will be on the
"fivefold ministry" of apostles, prophets, evan-
gelists, pastors, and teachers. The speakers are
two Mennonite pastors from Indiana—Harold
Gingerich and Art Good. A separate event for

high school youth, called Shalom Fall Youth
Retreat, will be held at nearby Camp Luz. The
leaders are Carol Loeppky and Renton Amell,
program coordinators for Mennonite Central
Committee in Appalachia. More information
from Aquila and Ada Amstutz at 11482 Emerson
Rd., Apple Creek, OH 44606; phone 216-857-

4376.

•50th Anniversary Celebration, Oct. 1, at

Rossmere Mennonite Church, Lancaster, Pa.
Included will be music, storytelling, speakers,
and interviews of past and present worshipers.
More information from the church at 741 Janet
Ave., Lancaster, PA 17601; phone 717-593-5790.

New resources:
• New Family Mission Thanks-Giving materials
from Mennonite Board of Missions. This year it

features MBM work in England and it is called

"Celebrate High Tea in Merry Olde England!"
Participants enjoy foreign foods while learning
about another country and mission work there.

The materials include recipes, place mats, tips

on meal customs, games, an original song, and
information about England and MBM workers
there. The materials are available for $7.50 from
MBM Church Relations at Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515.

• Handbook on young adult ministry from Men-
nonite Board of Missions. Called "Congrega-
tional Ministry with Young Adults," it offers

congregations practical ideas for working with
young adults. It was published by Student and
Young Adult Services of MBM and the Com-
mission on Education of the General Conference
Mennonite Church. Myrna Burkholder was the
editor. The handbook is available for $3 (or $2
each for five or more) from SYAS at MBM, Box
370, Elkhart, IN 46515.

• 1990 desk calendars from Mennonite Board
of Missions. These are for congregations to give

to visitors and for businesses to give to clients.

The calendars can be imprinted with the name
and address of the congregation or business.
The theme this year is "Our Family Can Be Your
Family," and each month a verse and picture
communicates that message. The calendars are
available for 46 cents to 66 cents each, depend-
ing on quantity ordered, from MBM Media
Ministries at 1251 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg,
VA 22801.

Change address: James and Rachel Metzler
from Goshen, Ind., to 601 Woodland Hills Dr.,

Philadelphia, MS 39350. Phone: 601-656-0623.

Special meetings: William R. Miller, Harri-
sonburg, Va., at Rocky Mount, N.C., Sept. 17-20.

New members
Rocky Ford, Colo.: Jim, Joanne, and Amy

Sebastian by confession of faith.

Lost Creek, Mifflintown, Pa.: Michelle
Adamire, Laurie Finkbiner, Nevin Glick, Kelly
King, Donna Martin, Sherman Martin, Shanna
Martin, and Emily Saner.
Bay Shore, Sarasota, Fla.: Michael

Stutzman and Tanya Stutzman by baptism, and
Sandra Bohn by confession of faith.

Oak Grove, Smithville, Ohio: Torrey
Geiser.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Bauman, Morley and Janet (Brubacker),
Elmira, Ont., third child, second daughter, Vic-
toria Marie, July 23.

Bowman, Phil and Brenda (Yantzi), New
Hamburg, Ont., second child, Curtis Clair. Aug.
1.

Cardona, Allen and Kelly (Holt), Denver,
Pa., fourth child, third son. Allen Antonio, Aug
14.

Davis, Alan and Arminda (Smith), Clarence.
N.Y., third child, second daughter, Clara Mae,
July 3.

Derstine, Neil and Terri (Hunsinger), Tel-
ford, Pa., first child, Lauren Rebecca, Aug. 8.

Erb, Mark and Joyce, Tavistock, Ont., sec-
ond child, first daughter, Sara Elizabeth, Aug.

Gerkin, Dale and Shirley (Swartzentruber),
Montgomery', Ind., first child, Emilv Danielle.
Aug. 14.

Hooley, Don and Mary Ina (Flisher), Mus-
soorie, India, second child, first son. Robert
Mohan, born on Nov. 3, 1988; received for
adoption on July 6.

Josten, Dean and Miriam (Souder). Ven-
tura, Iowa, second son, Michael Paul, Aug. 9.

Three YES teams go to Honduras and Belize. Three Youth Evangelism Service
teams sponsored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions went to Honduras and
Belize on Aug. 14 for short-term assignments following three months of preparation
at the YES Discipleship Center in Philadelphia. The team members are: (front row,
left to right) Kathryn Keeler, Marlis Farmwald, Pam Mosemann, and Wadi Torres;
(middle row) Alejandro Cuellar, Glen Lapp, Dorlee Hurst, Maria Huber, and Arcena
Romero; (back row) Tara Paul, Patty King, Byron Wert, Keith Martin, Fred Ober-
holtzer, and Wanita Knouse.
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Klinglcsmith, Kevin and Karen (Weso-
lowski), Townline, N.Y., first child, Shawn Brian,

Apr. 3.

Landis-Eigsti, Randy and Anita, Farm-
ersville, Pa., second son, Jacob Lee, June 28.

Lange, Steve and Tina (Stamm), Archbold,
Ohio, third daughter, Adrianne Jean, Aug. 17.

Leis, Timothy and Anne, Winnipeg, Man.,
fourth child, Benjamin Timothy, Aug. 5.

McDowell, Dennis and Christine (Blough),

Johnstown, Pa., first child, Kaylee Marie, July

29.

Martin, Dwayne and Kim (Wideman), El-

mira, Ont, second daughter, Jodi Leigh, May 10.

Martin, Ronald and Virginia (Albrecht),

Clarence Center, N.Y., first child, Adam Doug-
las, July 13.

Miller, Peter and Marilyn (Graber), Goshen,
Ind., second child, first daughter, Nora Jane,

July 17.

Peachey, Max and Tami (Miller), McVey-
town, Pa., first child, Nicholas William, June 29.

Roes, Rick and Margaret, Shakespeare,
Ont, third child, Kyle Scott, July 24.

Sherfy, Robert and Starla (Felde), Albany,
Oreg., first child, Joshua Kenneth, July 11.

Stockburger, Ron and Sheila (Fahrni),

West Unity, Ohio, first child, Joshua Edward,
Aug. 14.

Stoltzfus, Mark and Jodie (Neuen-
schwander), Kidron, Ohio, first child, Tanya
Julaine, Aug. 7.

Swartzendruber, Kevin and Lori (Lit-

willer), Paradise, Calif., first child, Joshua Ryan,
July 2.

Terlep, Michael and Sheila (Stutzman),
Elkhart, Ind., first child, Michael Anthony, July
21.

Yoder, Brian and Lynn (Miller), Kalona,
Iowa, first child, Theodore Brian, Aug. 12.

Yoder, Gerald and Jane (Warstler), New
Paris, Ind., second daughter, Erica Lynne, June
20.

arnages
Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald "

if the address is supplied.

Cummings-Johnson. Ron Cummings, Bap-
tist Church, Pittsburgh, Pa., and Cheryl John-
son, First Mennonite cong., Hyattsville, Md., by
Bob Johnson and Steve Wiebe-Johnson, father
and brother of the bride, Aug. 5.

Gish-Martin. Samuel Jonathan Gish, Pal-

myra, Pa., Elizabethtown cong., and Karen
Louise Martin, Morgantown, W.Va., Christian
and Missionary Alliance Church, by Richard C.
Detweiler and Fred Harvey, June 3.

Lantz-Schrock. David Lantz, Sarasota,
Fla., Bay Shore cong., and Amy Schrock, Sara-
sota Fla., Bahia Vista cong., by Howard Schmitt,
Aug. 12.

McFarland-Meck. John Townsley McFar-
land, Harrisonburg, Va., Mt. Jackson cong., and
Mabel Ann Meek, Archbold, Ohio, Central
cong., by John H. McFarland and Richard C.
Detweiler, June 17.

Miller-Schlabach. James Phillip Miller II

and Beth Schlabach, both of Sturgis, Mich.,
Locust Grove cong., by Orville G. Miller, Aug.
12.

Moyer-Willouer. Brett Alan Moyer, Sou-
derton, Pa., Brethren Church, and Brenda Delp
Willouer, Quakertown, Pa., Rockhill cong., by
Russell M. Detweiler, Aug. 19.

Musselman-Zeager. Randy Musselman,
Lewisburg, Pa., and Deborah Zeager, Harris-
burg, Pa., both of Beaver Run cong., by Ervin
Schlabach, Aug. 5.

Poole-Schultz. James Poole and Wanda
Schultz, both of Waterloo, Ont., Erb Street

cong., by Wilmer Martin, July 29.

Rose-Troyer. Michael Rose, Iowa City,

Iowa, and Rebecca Troyer, Coralville, Iowa,

First Mennonite cong., Iowa City, by Anne
Stuckey, Aug. 11.

Thomas-Martin. Bruce Thomas, Telford,

Pa., and Joy Martin, Souderton, Pa., both of

Blooming Glen cong., by Chester E. Martin,

father of the bride, Aug. 5.

Obituaries

Brenneman, Homer, son of Jacob and
Lydia (Zimmerman) Brenneman, was born in

Johnson County, Iowa, on Nov.. 21, 1903; died at
Mercy Hospital, Iowa City, Iowa, on Aug. 13,

1989; aged 82. On Sept. 18, 1928, he was married
to Dorothy Swartzendruber, who died on Apr.
17, 1989. Surviving are one daughter (Mertice
Miller), 4 grandchildren, 8 great-grandchildren,
one brother (Noah Brenneman), and 3 sisters

(Ola Brenneman, Hilda King, and Freda Bush).
He was preceded in death by one daughter
(Ardith), 2 great-grandchildren, one brother
(Delmar), and 2 halfbrothers (Lloyd and Ora).

He was a member of Lower Deer Creek Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held
on Aug. 15, in charge of Orie Wenger; interment
in Lower Deer Creek Cemetery.

Bubalo, Vladimir, was born in Chicago, HI.,

on May 21, 1934; died of cancer in Elkhart, Ind.,

on July 21, 1989; aged 55. On Mar. 2, 1957, he
was married to Sylvia Gross, who survives. Also
surviving is one brother (Ilyja). Funeral services
were held at College Mennonite Church, Go-
shen, Ind., on July 24, in charge of James
Waltner; interment in Violett Cemetery.

Charles, Alice L. Breckbill, daughter of
David H. and Anna S. (Leaman) Breckbill, was
born in West Lampeter Twp., Pa., July 25, 1924;
died at Millersville, Pa., Aug. 3, 1989; aged 65.

On Feb. 14, 1953, she was married to Roy H.
Charles who survives. Also surviving are one
son (James H.), one daughter (Anna Marie
Houser), 3 grandchildren, 4 brothers (Parke L.,

Raymond L., Willis L., and Richard L.), and one
sister (Marian L. Rudy). She was a member of
Millersville Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Aug. 7, in charge of Abram
Charles, Delbert Kautz, J. Herbert Fisher, and
John H. Harnish; interment in Millersville

Mennonite Cemetery.
Eash, Orpha Kauffman, daughter of Ed-

ward and Mary (Weaver) Kauffman, was born at
Shipshewana, Ind., on Aug. 14, 1914; died of a

heart attack at Goshen (Ind.) General Hospital
on Aug. 3, 1989; aged 74. On June 2, 1935, she
was married to Sanford Eash, who survives.
Also surviving are one daughter (Nancy Myers),
4 sons (Dale, Galen, Marvin, and Loren), 9
grandchildren, 2 great-granddaughters, 4 sisters

(Edna Lockwood, Sylvia Kropf, Velma Nus-
baum, and Irene Kauffman), and one brother
(David). She was preceded in death by one
brother (Harley) and one great-grandson. She
was a member of Clinton Frame Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Aug. 6, 1989, in charge of Vernon E. Bontreger;
interment in Clinton Union Cemetery.

Hogben, Jason Earl, son of Delores Hog-
ben, was born at Stratford, Ont., Nov. 26, 1979;
died on July 30, 1989, at Wildwood Park, St.

Marys, Ont., as a result of drowning; aged 9. He
is survived by 3 sisters (Crystal, Sherri, and
Pamela). Funeral services were held at East
Zorra Mennonite Church, Tavistock, Ont., on
Aug. 2; interment in East Zorra Mennonite
Cemetery.

Kauffman, Norman E., son of Perry and
Eva (Birky) Kauffman, was born at Clarence,

N.Y., Apr. 24, 1929; died at Eureka, Calif., June
17, 1989; aged 60. He is survived by his mother,
3 brothers (George, Nelson, and Joe), and 5
sisters (Shirley Mast, Zelma Mast, Barbara
Pierce, Grace Brucker, and Virginia Sword).
Memorial services were held at Clarence Cen-
ter-Akron Mennonite Church on June 24, in

charge of Donald D. Livingston.

Kremer, Ronnie, son of Lyle and Minerva
(Stauffer) Kremer, was born at Ontario, Calif.,

June 9, 1942; died at Milford, Nebr., July 25,

1989; aged 47. He is survived by his twin brother
(Lonnie) and one sister (Phyllis Roth). He was
a member of Milford Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on July 28, in charge
of Cloy Troyer and Lloyd Gingerich; interment
in Milford Cemetery.

Oyer, Viola Birkey, daughter of Andrew
and Elizabeth (Litwiller) Birkey, was born at

Manson, Iowa, Sept. 17, 1913; died at Golden
Meadows, Manson, Iowa, Aug. 11, 1989; aged 75.

On Dec. 22, 1938, she was married to Willard D.
Oyer, who survives. Also surviving are one son
(Duane), 2 daughters (LaDonna Faye Darling
and Mavis Lowery), 2 brothers (Harvey and
Clarence), one sister (Esther Oyer), 5 grand-
children, and 2 great-grandchildren. She was a

member of Manson Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Aug. 14, 1989, in

charge of John R. Smucker and Scott Swartz-
endruber; interment in Rose Hill Cemetery.

Schrock, Emma Yoder, daughter of Tobias
and Mary (Troyer) Yoder, was born in Holmes
County, Ohio, Feb. 22, 1888; died in Tonawanda,
N.Y., July 15, 1989; aged 101. In 1913, she was
married to Joseph Schrock, who died in 1946.

She is survived by 5 sons (Alvin, Perry, Tobias,

Benjamin, and Joseph), one stepson (Gideon),

one daughter (Verna Gursk), and several grand-

children and great-grandchildren. She was pre-

ceded in death by 2 stepsons (Ervin and John)
and one stepdaughter (Clara). She was a mem-
ber of Clarence Center-Akron Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on July

18, in charge of Don Livingston; interment in

Good Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Angola, Ind., Sept. 5

Mennonite Central Committee Canada, 25th anniversary cele-

bration, Winnipeg, Man., Sept. 15-16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting,
Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N. Y.,

Sept. 16

Lancaster Conference fall assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 21

Mennonite Board Education board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 22-23

Women's Mission and Service Commission executive committee,
Newton, Kans., Sept. 22-24

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Sept. 28-30

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I {East Coast) meeting,
Lowville, N. Y., Oct. 14

Northwest Conference fall meeting, Camrose, Alta., Oct. 27-29

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Nov. 3-4

Allegheny Conference delegate session, Allensville, Pa., Nov. 4

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Nov. 6-7

Mennonite Economic Development Associates annual conven-
tion, Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 9-12

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meeting,
Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Franconia Conference fall assembly, Franconia, Pa., Nov. 11

Mennonite Church General Board, Elkhart, Ind., Nov. 16-18

Southwest Conference annual delegate meeting, Blythe, Calif.,

Nov. 18

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man., July
24-29, 1990
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Graham preaches to record crowd
in Hungary; over 25,000 respond

American evangelist Billy Graham
preached to a record throng of 90,000 in

Hungary's largest stadium at a weekend
rally in Budapest, and more than 25,000
crowded onto the playing field in

response to his call to "come to Christ"
and experience new life. Church experts
described it as the largest public evange-
listic preaching service ever held
anywhere in communist-governed East-
ern Europe.

So many swarmed forward at Gra-
ham's call that overwhelmed counselors
and follow-up workers had to toss liter-

ature packets over the heads of many to
outreached hands at the back of the
crowd. "I have never seen anything like it

before in all my years of ministry," said
Graham.
Hungarian Radio broadcast the two-

hour service live, and Hungarian Televi-

sion aired most of it nationally in a 90-

minute special prime-time program the
following weekend. The press attention ac-

corded Graham, including advance coverage

by both print and broadcast media, was
unprecedented in Eastern Europe for any
evangelist. It all underscores the greater

freedom gained by Hungarian churches as a

result of recent political and other reforms.

International gathering of Christians
helps mark Sandinista anniversary
"With a crucifix in the hand and a pistol

in the belt," the Nicaraguan people have
kept their revolution alive for 10 years,

Sandinista Party founder Tomas ' Borge
told an international gathering of Chris-
tians recently in Managua, Nicaragua. His
remarks were delivered to the opening
session of the week-long "Oscar Romero
International Christian Solidarity En-
counter." It is one of several church-spon-
sored events scheduled in conjunction with
the 10th anniversary of the overthrow of
dictator Anastasio Somoza by the San-
dinista rebels.

_
This year's Solidarity Encounter is the

eighth annual gathering of its type. It is

the first year the event has been held in

Nicaragua. According to Sergio Mendez
Arceo, a retired Mexican Catholic
archbishop who serves as president of En-
counter, the participants chose to meet in

Managua as a "symbol of our respect for

Nicaragua." He claimed it is "a miracle"
that the Nicaraguan revolution had

survived 10 years. He said "international

Christian solidarity" had played a deci-

sive role in helping Nicaragua survive.

Such Christian support, he said, is both

"a fruit and a recognition of the participa-

tion of Nicaraguan Christians in their

revolution."

Former associates of PTL's Bakker
convicted of tax evasion
David Taggart, former top aide to PTL

founder Jim Bakker, was convicted
recently along with his brother James on
five counts of tax evasion on $1.1 million
in PTL income. Both face a maximum of

25 years in prison. "These guys lined their
own pockets. That's theft. That's embez-
zlement," said U.S. Justice Department
prosecutor David Brown. Defense lawyer
Ben Cotten tried to show that the Tag-
garts were not getting rich but were
instead handling the ministry cash for
Bakker. Bakker was called to the witness
stand by the defense but pleaded the
Fifth Amendment six times, refusing
even to acknowledge he knew the Tag-
garts.

Church Women United: abortion key
issue despite 'no position' stand
At its recent Common Council meeting

in New Orleans, Church Women United
decided to continue the organization's
stance against taking a "collective posi-

tion" on the divisive abortion issue. At
the same time, the ecumenical women's
group passed a resolution opposing any
attempts to criminalize abortion and call-

ing on the organization to actively pro-

mote awareness and education about the

ramifications of making abortion a

criminal act. Indeed, as the organization

enters its sixth decade, abortion promises
to be a major focal point of activity,

despite the organization's no "collective

position" stand.

Chinese Christian leaders endorse
government actions after crackdown
Chinese Christian leaders have

"resolutely endorsed" the government's

actions in the aftermath of the "Beijing

Massacre," in their first public statement

since the June 4 student crackdown. The
statement was released by China Chris-

tian Council and the [Protestant] Three-

Self Patriotic Movement. The Protestants

were silent for the month following the

bloody suppression of pro-democracy
demonstrations in Tiananmen Square
and their statement follows similar ones
issued by Chinese Catholics, Buddhists,

Daoists, and Muslims.
In May, council leader K. H. Ting gave

his support to the "patriotic" students

and urged the government to discuss
their "reasonable" demands. Several
Western observers speculate that Ting
now is precariously seeking to benefit the
church by reaffirming those aspects of
Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping's moderni-
zations that he can call on all Christians
to support, such as the elimination of cor-
ruption. "It's difficult to make black and
white decisions when the whole world
about you is gray," said one source.

Methodist clergy debate merits of
evangelical group in magazine

If letters to the editor are any measure,
one of the hottest topics among clergy of

the United Methodist Church is the 9-

million-member denomination's Good
News evangelical caucus. A recent issue

of Circuit Rider, a magazine for United
Methodist pastors, contains seven pages
of letters to the editor in response to

several articles on Good News that ran in

a previous issue, one of which questioned
whether the organization is a "Trojan
horse" plotting to undermine the denomi-
nation. Good News, founded in 1967 by a
pastor from Elgin, 111., has charged the
United Methodist Church on a wide range
of items, from church support for radical

leftist groups to doctrinal compromise.
The 33 letters to the editors come down on
both sides of the Good News debate.

Minnesota doctor fined for

referring patients for exorcism
A Minnesota physician who told some

patients their pain was caused by demons
and that they needed exorcism has been
reprimanded and fined $3,000 by the Min-
nesota Board of Medical Examiners. Paul
Patterson, an orthopedic surgeon who is

on the staff of a clinic in Thief River
Falls, Minn., was found to have used
"unethical and unprofessional conduct" in

the treatment of patients. He was ordered
to abstain from offering prayer or de-

liverance as a form of medical treatment
and was directed to meet monthly with a
designated board member.

First woman pastor
ordained in India

The Church of South India, a union of

Anglican, Methodist, and Presbyterian
churches, has announced the first ordina-

tion in India of a woman as a pastor.

Marathakavalli David, a graduate of Tri-

vandrum Seminary in Kerala state, will

assume responsibility for several con-

gregations. David said her experience as

homemaker and mother will help her to

better understand the problems of her
congregants, the majority of whom are

women.
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Mission strategy for the '90s
For more than a year the Gospel Herald has

carried occasional reports by Nancy Heisey and
Paul Longacre from the Mennonite International

Study Project. This study project, supported by

four Mennonite mission agencies and Mennonite
Central Committee, was undertaken as a back-

ground to overseas mission and service strategy

for the next period of Mennonite activity.

The approach adopted for this study project

may not have been unique in mission strategy,

but I think it was a first for Mennonites. The as-

signment given to these researchers was as fol-

lows: "To arrange settings when we can listen to

Christians in other countries and cultures com-
municate their vision for evangelism, outreach,

and Christian service in order to discover what
role North American Christians should play in

the worldwide community of faith, and bring

back suggestions of creative methods and

models through which we can participate with

them in extending God's rule in the world."

The scope of the Heisey-Longacre consul-

tation makes it distinctive. They visited 45

countries for an average stay of 8 V2 days in a

country. They report having met 1,450 people of

27 different denominations.

Their final report runs to 108 pages. I have

seen a copy and it is a remarkable document. I

understand that the sponsoring agencies will not

formally deal with the report until late Novem-
ber. So I will defer discussing some of the more
interesting recommendations, although I am
tempted to do so. I can say, however, that it ap-

pears to me this report, if taken seriously, will

make the work of these agencies more difficult.

It will also call for support and sacrifice on the

part of North American Mennonites, a charac-

teristic we seem hesitant to accept at this point.

Among the generalizations which grow out of

the report, the following strike me as having

more than casual interest.

• There is still a place for the right kind of

North American Mennonite missionaries. Heisey

and Longacre call for more, not less, Mennonite
missionaries. This is of interest in light of the

question which is raised from time to time about

whether the day of the foreign missionary is

over. Some things about foreign missionary ser-

vice are definitely over and have been for some
time. Especially the colonial model of missioniz-

ing. It is reported that numbers of Westerners

have not yet gotten the message. They still go

charging off to distant climes in an effort to rep-

resent the Lord and Western culture as if the

two belonged together.

The new missionaries will need to do better

than this. They will need to love Jesus first of

all and mankind next. Beyond these they will

need to learn quite a bit about quite a lot of sub-

jects and have wide-ranging experiences to be

molded into the kinds of persons who can work
effectively in cross-cultural and ambiguously

defined contexts.

• Mennonite mission and service work needs

to be done cooperatively with wide consultation.

The force of Heisey and Longacre's report is for

mission and service agencies to move toward

each other. They refer repeatedly to the Council

on International Ministries—a Mennonite and

Brethren in Christ grouping of mission and ser-

vice agencies. They also propose an expanded

role for Mennonite World Conference. They are

troubled by its most visible characteristic, the

every-sixth-year worldwide assembly. Atten-

dance at this assembly is open to only the af-

fluent and others who are able to find sponsor-

ship. They would like to see Mennonite World

Conference function more as an area convener

of national Mennonite churches, helping them

discover their identities and roles in their

specific contexts.

• It will cost money. The trend in the use of

Mennonite Church money today is away from

the churchwide agencies to the district confer-

ences and the congregations At one point during

Normal 89 the delegates were confronted by the

decline in support for Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions. The response was an uneasy silence. No
one knew what to say.

If the Heisey-Longacre recommendations are

to be taken seriously not all of the funds will be

controlled by or used to support North

American personnel. One proposal of theirs is a

self-imposed tax of 2 percent on all new North

American Mennonite buildings to be given for

church and church-related building in other

areas.

These are only a few of their wide-ranging

recommendations. If taken seriously, the study

will have a decided impact on the shape of

Mennonite mission activity in the coming decade.
—Daniel Hertzler
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The language of the Bible
by Eve B. MacMaster

The Bible keeps fascinating me. Prom my ex-
perience in writing the Story Bible Series, I dis-

covered that the Bible is written with great
power and beauty. I am convinced that for

people of all ages, not just children, reading the
Bible as story is the way to experience its

wonder and delight.

We are usually protected from such a direct ex-
perience of the Bible by dealing with it in ways

"Elijah" by
Heidi Eash
from Come
and See
Herald Bible

School
Series.

that make the Bible seem remote and abstract.
Most often we read the Bible in short sections,

taken out of context. Then we read our own
meanings into the story, adjusting it to fit our
ideas of what it should be, rather than adjusting
ourselves to the story. It is as if we read the col-

lected plays of Shakespeare in half-page sec-

tions, ignoring plot, characters, and themes. No
wonder we so often miss the point and the beauty.



Most of the Bible is a subtly written

narrative that teaches indirectly, by
example. The language of the Bible is

the language of story.

The classroom model of the Sunda^ school

dominates religious education. This model has
its place. But because of the high value we place

on formal schooling, we tend to undervalue other

models of learning. This model also misleads us
about the nature of the Bible.

In our religious tradition, the Bible is a

primary source of moral and ethical truth. Prom
our experience with classrooms and textbooks,

we expect the Bible to present propositional

truth: that is, clear, unambiguous statements
about reality. But the language of the Bible is

parable and paradox, not ideas. Most of the

Bible is a subtly written narrative that teaches
indirectly, by example. The language of the

Bible is the language of story.

Main character. Every story has characters.

In the Bible, the main character is God.
The Bible tells us much about God. He is

creator, savior, teacher, healer, warrior, king,

judge, and comforter. He is wise, powerful, just,

merciful, humorous, and faithful. God is not a

fact or an abstract idea, and we cannot reduce
him to a set of principles. He is a personality,

and he reveals himself through relationships.

Facts are important. Theology is important.

We are commanded to worship God with our
minds. But the content of biblical faith is the ex-

perience of a complete relationship with God

—

knowing God, not just knowing about him.

Part of our confusion is related to the meaning
of the word knowledge. In some languages there

are two words for the two kinds of knowledge

—

intellectual and experiential. In English, there is

just one word. We use the word knowledge when
we mean the facts which we know about some-
one. We use the same word when we mean the

deeper understanding that comes from being in

a relationship with that person.

If I know your name, address, height, weight,

and Social Security number, I know a lot of facts

about you. I have intellectual knowledge of you.

Eve B. MacMaster, Bluffton, Ohio, is editor of Voice, the
publication of Women's Missionary and Service
Commission. She authored the 10-volume Story Bible
Series published by Herald Press of Mennonite Publishing
House.

But I may have no experiential knowledge of

you. I may never even have met you.

When we talk about knowing God, it's this ex-

periential knowledge that we mean. Unless we
truly know God, even the best theology and
most compelling facts will have no relevance or
power to affect our lives.

God's people. When we read the story of God
and his people, we discover what God is like. We
also discover ourselves.

The Bible characters are unique individuals,

with motives as mixed as our own. In the Bible
story characters reveal themselves through their

speech and action rather than through the
narrator's direct statements about them.
Sometimes the Bible gives us conflicting views

of a character, as in the very different pictures

of David given in the books of Samuel and
Chronicles. Much is left unclear and ambiguous.
As a result, characters like David, Jacob, Joseph,
Moses, and Saul are as colorful, alive, unpre-
dictable, and contradictory as members of our
own families. Each of them is a unique mixture
of good and evil, strength and weakness. One of
the delights of reading the Bible stories carefully

is discovering the characters in all their depth
and complexity.

This is not what we expect. We expect moral
uplift from hero stories. But the Bible characters

are not heroes, though some of them have heroic

qualities. Reading the stories of David and
Daniel as hero stories is misleading, for the only

hero in the Bible is God.

Use of humor. The complexity and ambiguity
of the characters in the Bible story reflect the

realism of the Bible, a realism about the nature

of our relationships with each other and with

God. Naturally, such a realistic view of life in-

cludes a great deal of humor.

Much of the humor in the Bible comes from
the contrast between God's point of view

—

reality—and the viewpoint of the human charac-

ters. The gap between what really is, and what
human beings imagine, or want reality to be, is

funny—the kind of humor called irony.

Elijah and the other prophets make out-

rageous fun of idols, to make the point that

idolatry is absurd. Isaiah speaks with biting sar-

casm about the uselessness of idols and the

stupidity of the people who worship them.

The whole book of Jonah is a satire on the

prophetic mission. Jonah's point of view is too

small to be real, to be God's view. He runs away
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from his mission as if he could escape the role

God has called him to play, and he is outraged
when, despite him, that mission is successful. In
Jonah, God has the last laugh.

Jesus often uses irony, as when he scolds the
Pharisees for straining gnats and swallowing
camels, and when he compares them to cups
that have been washed on the outside while
remaining filthy inside.

The Old Testament is full of puns and
wordplays in Hebrew. Names often carry double
meanings. For example, Jacob, whose name
sounds like the word for "cheat," a comment on
his character. Or Isaac, whose name sounds like

the word for "laughter," so that every time his

parents, Abraham and Sarah, say their son's

name, they remember how they laughed with dis-

belief when God told them they would have a
son, and how they laughed again with joy when
their son Isaac was born.

Humorous paradoxes run through the story:

God uses the least likely people to accomplish
his purposes. A small nation, Israel, is more im-
portant in human history than the great imperial
powers of Egypt, Assyria, Greece, and Rome.
Poor, powerless people like Ruth and Mary have
parts to play in the biblical drama which are
larger than those of Caesar, Nebuchadnezzar, or
any other military or political leader. An obscure
rabbi from Nazareth turns out to be the Messiah
of Israel and the Savior of the world.

The plot. Every story has a plot, which can be
defined as a conflict and its resolution, as

worked out through the action of the main char-
acters. When we look at the Bible story as a

whole, we see that the action centers on God
saving his people. That is why the Bible is some-
times called "salvation history." Salvation is the
theme of each story within the Bible. Over and
over again, the Bible tells of God's saving acts in

human history.

Notice how the plot develops: God makes the
world, and his creation is good. When evil comes
into the world, God responds in mercy by choos-
ing one nation, Israel, and working through them
to bring salvation to the other nations of the
world.

Complications arise from the conflict between
God's plan—salvation—and human misunder-
standing and rejection of that plan.

The end of the Bible story is in a future time
when the Lamb (Jesus) and his bride (God's
people) celebrate their marriage. This is the
resolution of the conflict. God's plan is fulfilled.

Because of this happy ending, the Bible is, in

technical literary terms, a comedy.

Unity and diversity. The main theme of the
Bible, salvation promised and promise fulfilled,

unites the Bible as one story and relates the Old
and New Testaments to each other. The story is

continually reinterpreted in the light of later

events in the life of God's people.

As a Rembrandt painting reveals
i greater truth about its subject than a

merely descriptive photograph would,
biblical language reveals greater
truth than does the descriptive

language of textbooks.

Although the Bible is actually a collection of
many books, written over a long period of time
by many people, edited and re-edited, it has an
intricate, deliberate design, one that matches the
purposeful pattern of the plot. The different

books and stories echo each other, repeating
themes, situations, and key words.
The use of repeated key words suggests mean-

ing without directly expressing it. Some of this is

lost in modern translations, which give different

English equivalents for the same Hebrew or

Greek word. But the repetition of key words is

so prominent in so many stories that it still

shows in translation. Examples include the use
of the word go in Ruth as well as dreams,
prisons, and silver in the Joseph story.

Within the unity of the Bible story, there is

much diversity: different versions of the same
events, different opinions and viewpoints. There
is diversity in the writing, too. There are laments
and victory poems, ritual and devotional poems,
love poems. There are long genealogical tables,

laws about ritual cleanliness, covenant renewal
ceremonies, wisdom sayings, and allegories.

There are prophetic messages using wild and
brilliant figures of speech.

There is endless beauty in the diversity of the

natural world and in the character and products
of human beings. The various parts of the Bible

are composed of beautiful pieces of writing,

masterpieces of literary art. Esther is as finely

crafted as a Persian miniature. This beauty is

achieved through deliberate and careful use of

language.

Images versus words. We are living in an
age which is dominated by images, not words.
Pictures overwhelm speech. In advertising and
politics, images create their own reality. But in

the Bible, words are the basic means for under-
standing. The primacy of word over image is

clear from the beginning: God created the

universe with his spoken words. The word of
God is the power of the prophets, the creative

aspect of God, the nature of Jesus Christ.

Biblical language is as sophisticated as any
great art. As a Rembrandt painting reveals

greater truth about its subject than a merely
descriptive photograph would, biblical language
reveals greater truth than does the descriptive

language of textbooks and newspapers. The
Bible is an unending source of surprise and
delight to those who listen to its story. 4$
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READER'S RESPONSE

A reply to Merle Good on merger
by James Schrag

I applaud Merle Good's frank and val-

uable article ("Cautions About the

Merger," July 25) in which he puts some
nitty-gritty issues of merger between the

Mennonite Church and the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church on the table.

Not only does Good show a willingness

to look at hard questions, but with can-

dor he also identifies his bias as a Lan-
caster Conference Mennonite. This
helps the reader to define the scope of

Good's perspective and allows others

like me to respond with similar candor
from different perspectives.

I am an Ohio Conference pastor who
also serves as assistant moderator of the

conference. But I am also a GC pastor

who served as cochairman of the plan-

ning committee for Bethlehem 83. I am
the pastor of a dual-conference congre-

gation, and I chair an ad hoc committee
for almost 70 DCCs (dual-conference

congregations) whose membership is

nearing 5,000.

Although I was reared in the General
Conference Church and am of Swiss-

Russian Mennonite extraction, I have
reason to feel "at home" among both
MCs and GCs. My father was editor of

Mennonite Weekly Review, an inter-Men-
nonite newspaper through whom I

learned of different Mennonite groups.
Though GC then, I attended Hesston
Academy (MC), then Bethel College
(GC), and finally Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries (MC/GC). These in-

fluences, when combined with several

years of overseas service with Men-
nonite Central Committee and my
present pastorate in a dual-conference

congregation, allow me to think of
myself as neither MC nor GC, but fully

both. This describes my bias.

Points of view. It would be unfair to

label Good's views as parochial. As he
points out, one out of every five MCs
hails from Lancaster Conference. He
confesses a kinship between Lancaster
and Winnipeg—two large concentrations
of Mennonites where few of the "other
kind" is located—and admits that both
places are "traditional" (but not the
same) in outlook. Intending no personal
reference to Good, he might consider
that Mennonites from that type of en-

James Schrag, Smithville, Ohio, is pastor of

Oak Grove Mennonite Church. He is the chief

spokesperson for the 65 congregations that

are affiliated with both the Mennonite Church
and the General Conference Mennonite
Church.

vironment may be limited in their oppor-
tunity to understand, let alone
appreciate, Mennonites of a different

stripe.

As one fellow Ohio Conference pastor

put it, "MCs and GCs continue to fear

one another either by reason of having

no information, or wrong information

about the other group." While oversim-

plified, this statement strikes home a

point Good should remember: As he
writes and speaks he ought to use his

knowledge of the broader Mennonite-

/ believe in merger
because I believe that

through it mission will

grow, not suffer.

Anabaptist experience to build bridges

of understanding and be sure that he
does not simply confirm stereotypes

that are easily held by Mennonites from
the Lancasters and Winnipegs.

Denominationalism. Good suggests

that GCs are more disposed toward de-

nominationalism. He wonders if merger
with GCs will encourage MCs to give up
a "sect" mentality. I observe that if GCs
think in denominational terms, surely

MCs are the champions of acting in de-

nominational ways. It is GC polity which
is "grassroots," leaving room for individ-

ual and small-group (sect-type?) think-

ing. MCs are more centralized at the

national level while GCs are congrega-

tional and highly representative in their

form of "government."
I observe that MCs tend to be more

heavily staffed with paid professionals in

their larger conferences than are the

larger GC districts and provinces. (I do
not oppose this.) Indeed, if there is any-

thing that gives pause to even the most
die-hard GC proponents of merger, it is

the preponderance of MC denomination-

al structures. If MCs are still a sect, then

they are surely among the most institu-

tionalized (denominational?) of sects!

DCCs. Good misunderstands dual-

conference churches if he thinks they

have it in mind to "force" a merger.

While DCCs favor a merger, they have
simply become what they are from what

made sense to them locally, and they

have not been afraid to talk about it. As
a result they have become a microcosm

of a new Mennonite congregational iden-

tity—an identity that increasingly seems
to make sense to new congregations.

Seven of the 11 congregations which
joined the General Conference Church
at Normal 89 are DCCs with connections

to five different MC conferences.

The 26-year-old DCC phenomenon has

come to stay and does not depend upon
a merger to continue. Local reasons
motivate DCCs, not the necessity to

make a statement to the larger church.

In time, however, this could result in a

kind of de facto merger in some places.

Already the GC Central District claims

26 of its 63 member congregations as

DCCs. Though DCCs will likely remain a

U.S. Midwestern and Western trend, the

Eastern Seaboard and Canada may feel

its effects too.

East/West, North/South. Good is

correct in his lament that there is no
neat package which will overcome the

geographical realities of which kind of

Mennonite is located where and in what
number. Obviously merger makes more
logistical sense in some areas than in

others. Merger, therefore, should not run

roughshod over regional identities, be

that Canadian, Eastern U.S., the Mid-
west, or West.

Perhaps a regional approach is

needed, with freedom for different re-

gions to move at different speeds, but

each region adhering to a common set of

principles for merger. No one need think

of themselves as part of a "center" or

part of a "fringe" when regional initia-

tive and regional differences are af-

firmed as being positive rather than

negative. Perhaps this does not repre-

sent the "unity" Good has in mind, but

unity can be found in basic principles

and procedure even if regional polity

and identity still differ.

Liberal/conservative labels. I agree

with Good that "liberals" are no more
open-minded than "conservatives."

Having said that, I plead with him to

discard liberal-conservative language!

These terms are no longer adequate to

describe the complexity of Mennonite
differences and now serve to perpetuate

myth and prejudice.

The 1986 GC Triennial Conference in

Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, had a delight-

ful Canadian flavor. MCs south of the

border would have felt quite at home
with the four-part a cappella singing and

with the majority viewpoint on many of

the issues. By contrast, any GC who
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attended the 1987 MC General Assembly
might have been surprised to find mod-
ern forms of music, much of it in a jazz
style, to be prominent at many worship
services. There is simply no one label

that is adequate to describe either group
in style or theology. Diversity has
entered into the ranks of each group now
more than between the groups.

Good's list of 10 concerns. A few
selective responses:

• A merger can never be perfect,
never complete. Merger may involve un-
avoidable realignment, often spawning
some splinter groups. Good has fears
that conservatives will be left out. If that
happens, it would not be a good merge,
in my opinion. And if Good dreads
having to "try to blend" with GCs in a

new unity, he could seek counsel from
DCCs who have chosen the blending
gladly, both ways. Blending traditions,

like blending paint, tends to make for

softer colors, but very beautiful and use-
ful ones.

• Good misrepresents GCs when he
says that conscientious objection is an
"optional issue" among them. This is a
common misperception, perhaps result-

ing from GC Congregationalism; that is,

even matters of this sort can find dif-

ferent expression in different congrega-
tions. But as a unified body of churches,

the General Conference Church has un-
compromisingly supported everything
that MCs might want in a peace witness,
plus more. Witness the 1983 GC action
to support its employees who have a

conviction against their taxes being
withheld for military purposes.

• I do not agree that a good merger
can be forged by a stronger group "help-
ing along" a weaker one. Nor should one
group seek solace for an inferiority com-
plex through a merger. These factors, if

they exist, will play the most minor of
roles. In a merger, the two traditions
must be viewed by all parties as equal to
one another, each with positives to offer

and negatives to discard.

• About Oberholtzer, GC and MC his-

torians may never quite agree. The fact

remains that many of the things Ober-
holtzer stood for have long ago been
adopted by MCs—and mission work,
publications, Sunday schools, and
church constitutions. The issues that
Good mentions, such as formality or pro-

fessional ministry, are important issues

for both MCs and GCs, some of which
are already being examined through
joint efforts.

• "Will merger rob us of needed ener-

gies for mission?" Good asks. I ask,

"Will paying the pastor rob the poor?" I

believe in merger because I believe that

through it mission will grow, not suffer.

Often self-examination and renewal
must preceed a new and genuine mission
thrust. Our children may benefit from a

new understanding of mission bought by
our efforts at renewal of identity today.
I agree that merger must follow mission,
but paradoxically I also believe that

merger is the path to stronger mission.
• East-West differences between

Mennonites (both GCs and MCs) are

probably more significant than MC-GC
differences. Unity need not mean unifor-

mity— forcing everyone into a similar

cultural or theological mold. The result

of such diversity does not have to be a

"muddle," as Good suggests, but can be
a new and exceedingly fertile environ-
ment where the evangelism goals of
Vision 95 take on a meaning not possible
earlier.

Asking questions. Good has done the

church a service in his willingness to ask
questions. We need more of his kind.

The counseling before the marriage
must be thorough! But we must proceed
with a spirit of faith and hope along with
our cautions. There must also be a will-

ingness to dispel old myths and recog-

nize changes in others. Vested interests

must give way to the Spirit's promptings
concerning "new things."

But let the dialogue continue to be
vigorous indeed! <£^

Unfortunately
this won't make y
health insurance
go away
But you can make them lower—by
choosing from new options** we've
added to Team Care Health Plan. And
Team Care's built-in cost control features

help you better manage your health care

costs, too.

You deserve better. Check out what's
new with Team Care. Today.

Your mutual aid counselor or MMA
has the details.

'some options not available in all states.

Mennonite
Mutual Aid
Goshen, IN 46526
800-348-7468

(219) 533-9511 collect in Indiana
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Hear, hear!

.4 coin m ii for sharing personal concerns

A pastoral letter

to Mennonites
The Council on Faith, Life, and Strategy,

designated to be a sort of spiritual think

tank for the Mennonite Church, spent ex-

tensive time together in prayer and reflec-

tion in its most recent meeting. From that

time of seeking God's direction for the

church, the council, acting as a discern-

ment group for the denomination, brings

this pastoral letter.

Dear Sisters and Brothers:

This is a brief message from the Coun-
cil on Faith, Life, and Strategy to the

members of the Mennonite Church. We
want to share our vision for the church

and ask your counsel. We invite you to

use this letter as a basis for reflection

and action, as individuals, as small

groups, as congregations. We write this

from our time spent together in prayer

and personal commitment earlier this

year.

We sense needs within ourselves; we
perceive these same needs within the

Mennonite Church. We believe that as a

community of faith we must:
• Cultivate a deep and lasting sense

of the presence of God.
• Seek revival so that we may be truly

converted and more fully become dis-

ciples of Jesus Christ.

• Answer God's call to be prophetic.

• Release the gifts of all— children,

the middle-aged, the elderly, young
adults, the wealthy, the not-so-wealthy,

the poor.

• Be transformed to live compassion-
ately when inequities are so apparent
among us.

• Turn away from racism and our

complicity with systems that assure our

well-being and others' devastation.

We believe we must become more ac-

tive disciples and ask each of you to

consider these specific ways of doing so:

• That to become a member of the

Mennonite Church, one commits oneself

to at least three months of voluntary

service in the ministries of the church.
• That every member makes a mini-

mal commitment of giving a tithe.

• That we live more simplified lives.

• That we seek our own lost children.

• That we be a living invitation to

faith in Christ.

• That we strengthen our church as a

community, so it may be a shelter

against the seduction of materialism, the

search for respectability, and the

temptations of individualism, and that it

be a base from which we live faithfully

as disciples.

• That we practice prayer and fasting

together, regularly, in order to find

God's direction for our time, our talents,

our treasures.

We confess how little we know of fast-

ing and intensive prayer. In spite of that

but as a concrete way of beginning—we
encourage the practice of Bread and
Broth Sundays once a month. Our sug-

gestion is that on the first Sunday of the

month, each pastor or congregational

leader invites two or three households

for little food and much prayer following

the morning service. (Prayers may focus

upon needs of the persons involved, as

well as congregational and community
needs.) At the beginning of the next

month, each participant from the pre-

vious time invites a family or household

to join the group, so that each occasion

will grow, while still being intimate. In

the course of several months or a year,

the entire congregation will become in-

volved. We believe that this simple yet

profound act can once again make Sun-

day a day of rest and can strengthen our

faith communities, our disciplines, our

consciences, our spirituality. The imple-

mentation of this practice throughout

the church is currently being encour-

aged.

We need renewal. We want the mind of

God. Will you join us in seeking this?

—Council on Faith, Life, and
Strategy, Phyllis Pellman Good (chair-

person), Hubert Brown, Rachel Fisher,

Ruth Lapp Guengrich, Ralph Lebold,

David Shenk, Bernard Showalter

A proposal for

calling leaders
While I was in seminary I spent a

considerable amount of time and energy

thinking about the way we call forth and
train leaders for the church. I perceived

what I thought were some limitations of

the seminary pattern of training leaders,

particularly the tendency for seminary
education to create distance between

the student and the home church.

Being geographically removed from
home meant that we students simply did

not have ongoing regular contact with

home base. We formed new perspectives

and new ideas about the direction for

the church in a setting where our ties to

a congregation were often less intense

than they had been before. Our home
congregations, in turn, did not have the

opportunity to observe and participate

in our growth as ministers.

If we want congregations to be in-

volved in calling forth leaders, then this

distance between the prospective leader

and the congregation creates a problem.

It need not surprise us that some con-

gregations have shifted from calling

leaders out of the congregation by "lot"

to complete noninvolvement in calling

potential leaders. The reason is that

there is no established structure by
which a congregation can call these

people. In this sense, the seminary can-

not replace the lot. We need an alterna-

tive to the lot which provides a way for

congregations to carry on the tradition

of calling forth leaders.

It need not be difficult to find and to

implement such an alternative. In two

years of serving in the Church of the

Brethren, I observed a workable struc-

ture used for calling forth potential

leaders. The Church of the Brethren

views licensing for ministry as a time for

testing an individual's call to ministry.

Ministerial licenses are issued to per-

sons who are sensing a call to ministry,

but who may not be fully clear about

that call or are not fully equipped for

ministry. The process requires the con-

gregation to request licensing for a

specific individual. This establishes a

relationship of formal accountability be-

tween the licensee and the district issu-

ing the license.

This system seems to have integrity

because ordination is not seen as the

inevitable result of licensing. There are

cases where the licensee discovers the

lack of a call to an ordained ministry.

The license is then discontinued without
any reproach. A structure similar to this

in the Mennonite Church would do more
than remind congregations of their re-

sponsibility to call leaders. It would give

them a formal way of doing it. It would
also enable district conferences to be
more involved in nurturing potential

leaders.

We are hearing repeated calls for con-

gregations to be more involved in this

process. It is time to act.

—Steven G. Gehman, Souderton, Pa.
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Our doctrine of Christ
by J. C. Wenger

It is a challenge to read the Scriptures and to

seek humbly to align our thinking with what God
has seen fit to reveal to us. Let us seek to do so

with our doctrine of Christ.

Before the world. The Jews who opposed
our Lord were offended that he made himself
equal to God. They sneeringly asked him
whether he had seen Abraham. Our Lord replied

that he had existed before Abraham lived. And
in his high priestly prayer he referred to the
glory he and the Father enjoyed together before
the creation of the world. Christians hold to the

eternity of God's Word.

The incarnation. Our German friends do not
have so many Latin derivatives, and call this the

menschwerdung (becoming human). About 749
AUC (from the founding of Rome) in the calen-

dar of that era, our Lord became human in the

central miracle of the Christian faith. He was
born to a virgin named Mary of Nazareth in

Galilee, engaged to a person named Joseph.
Christ came into the world willingly, not selfishly

retaining the glory he had enjoyed with God.
(The date 5 B.C. is from a monk of the sixth cen-

tury named Dionysius Exiguus who missed the

date of Christ's birth by a few years.)

True man. Christ was truly human, tempted
in all points like we. Where Adam failed, Christ

was ever victorious over sin. He is our model in

holy living. We have a High Priest who was in all

points tempted like we, yet he never sinned.

Christ was human in that he slept, he ate, he
drank, he got weary, he prayed.

True God. A long time before Christ was
born, he was known as "Wonderful Counselor,

Mighty God," Immanuel (God with us), the Lord
our Righteousness. Our Lord declared that he
who had seen him had seen the Father. Christ

was God in the flesh. He proclaimed the

kingdom, he healed the sick, he cast out
demons, he forgave sins.

The Teacher. Those who were believers recog-

nized that our Lord was the teacher par excel-

lence. He taught as one who had authority. He
knew the Father as no other man. One of his

favorite themes was the divine kingdom. He

J. C. Wenger, Goshen, Ind., is a retired seminary
professor and church leader.

stressed living by love. He also emphasized holi-

ness of heart and life. He had much to say about
the judgment and the two destinies.

He died for us. God made Jesus a sin-offer-

ing for us, that we might be made God's
righteousness in him. Surely he has borne our
sins. Through death he rendered powerless him
who had the power of death, that is, the devil.

We are saved from God's wrath through him.
Through the blood of Christ we have redemp-
tion, even the forgiveness of sins. We have peace
with God through our Lord Jesus Christ.

On the third day he rose from the dead.
He arose in the same body in which he suffered.

Our Lord became human in the
central miracle of the Christian faith.

Christ became the "firstfruits" of the many who
died. Because he rose, we too shall rise. The
empty tomb speaks loudly of his resurrection.

He was also seen by various witnesses, even as
many as 500 at one time. Christians observe the
"Lord's Day" in memory of his resurrection.

The Resurrected Lord ascended to the
glory world. After appearing to his disciples

over a 40-day period, the crucified and resur-

rected Lord ascended to the Father. He is now
reigning over his own, putting down one enemy
after another. The last enemy which shall be
destroyed is death. Christ is the mediator be-
tween his disciples and the Father, ever living to

make intercession for them.

Christ will come again for his own. On a

day determined by the Father, Christ will come
again to raise the dead, to judge all people, and
to determine the eternal destinies of the saved
and the lost. To those on his right he will say,

"Come, you blessed of my father," but to those
on his left he will say, "Depart from me, you
that are wicked." Christ will restore all things as
they were before the fall. ^

For a fuller treatment by an Anabaptist leader, see
Menno Simons' Complete Writings, p. 884.
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Church news

MBM begins work
in Liberia
Laying the groundwork for Bible training

and health ministries is the assignment of

the first long-term Mennonite Board of

Missions workers in the West African

country of Liberia. Stephen and Dorothy
Wiebe-Johnson arrived in late August fol-

lowing a year of preparatory studies at the

Centre for New Religious Movements in

Birmingham, England. Peter and Betty
Hamm will arrive in late October. They
began studies at the Birmingham school in

mid-August.

The two couples will assist in the ongoing
development of a fellowship of inde-

pendent churches and will provide Bible

training for these churches. They will also

explore possible health ministries with the

independent churches and build bridges

between the independent churches and the

mainline Christian groups in the country.

The two couples were officially invited

by United Christian Fellowship of
Liberia—an umbrella group for nearly a
dozen independent churches which was
formed in the past 19 months. The idea of

a fellowship came out of a four-day Bible

seminar led by MBM workers David Shank
and James Krabill in January 1988. The
new group wants to prepare and train

workers and leaders for ministry, work at

evangelism together, and meet the needs
of member groups.

Bible and leadership training are needed
among independent churches in Liberia

and elsewhere in Africa. Independent
churches were started by African leaders

outside the immediate context of missions
or historic denominations. Some began
forming spontaneously over 100 years ago.

Over the years, the independent
churches have often suffered ostracism,
suspicion, and mistrust on the part of
most Western missionaries and their
African followers. As a result, they were
denied access to Bible schools and semi-
naries, so few pastors in the indepen-
dent churches have received training in

Bible and theology.

The story is the same in Liberia. "The
independent churches are much closer to

the grass roots of the people—the tradi-

tional African religions which focus on the

role of ancestors," said David Shank.
"These independent groups evangelize

their people better, but because of lack of

training and nurture, church leaders often

don't know how to disciple new Chris-

tians."

MBM workers will also explore possible

health ministries with the new Liberian

group. Present health services in Liberia

suffer from a shortage of personnel,

money, and facilities. Most health services

are based on curative rather than preven-

tive medicine. Many villages in the interior

don't have latrines or wells.

The feasibility and desirability of mini-

stries in health and other areas will be
determined after the MBM workers arrive

in Liberia. For now, the first step is build-

ing unity among and providing Bible train-

ing for the churches that comprise United
Christian Fellowship of Liberia.

MBM's relationship with African inde-

pendent churches began in 1959 in Nigeria.

Other MBM ministries with independent
churches have developed in Ghana, Ivory

Coast, and Benin.
—Phil Richard forMBM

Marshall begins
development of

Deaf Leadership Program
Development of a program to train deaf

persons for Christian leadership is un-

derway. The half-time director of the new
deaf Christian Leadership Program is

Nancy Marshall, a deaf person who re-

cently moved to Lancaster, Pa., to devel-

op the program.
Marshall's 12-month assignment con-

sists of raising funds, recruiting students,

planning the curriculum, and finding

instructors. She will also seek a college to

host the one-year certificate program
designed to train deaf persons for Chris-

tian leadership as pastors or lay leaders.

She hopes the program can begin in

September 1990 with six deaf students

enrolled.

Marshall was hired by Mennonite
Board of Missions, but is responsible to a

10-member independent governing board
composed of representatives of various

Mennonite Church and Church of the

Brethren agencies as well as deaf indi-

viduals from those denominations.
Marshall hopes the board can be incor-

porated by January, at which time the

board would become her employer.

Funding for Marshall's position and the

leadership program comes from a deaf

Christian Leadership Education Fund es-

tablished at Mennonite Board of Educa-
tion in cooperation with MBM over two
years ago.

Marshall, a native of the Cleveland
area, was an MBM Voluntary Service
worker in Orrville, Ohio, 1982-86. She
taught deaf children at Melrose Elemen-
tary School in nearby Wooster.

Marshall graduated this past May with
a master's degree in pastoral ministries

from Associated Mennonite Biblical Semi-
naries. She also has a master's degree in

multihandicapped deaf education from
Gallaudet College.

For more information about the pro-

gram, contact Marshall at 223 Foal Ct,
Lancaster, PA 17602.

Hinojosas help
Kansas church start

Hispanic ministry

Rice and beans, roast pig, and fried

plantain were on the menu at the farewell

party at Whitestone Mennonite Church in

Hesston, Kans., for Conrado and Ester
Hinojosa. They then returned to

Brownsville, Tex., after spending a sab-

batical year in Hesston. Conrado is the

founding pastor of 18-year-old Iglesia

Menonita del Cordero—a Hispanic Men-
nonite Congregation.

Hinojosas' best memories of their year
in Hesston are of the Hispanic ministry
which they started with Whitestone. To-
day Spanish-language worship services

are held every Sunday evening at the

church. The attendance is about 25. The
group represents nine countries in addi-

tion to the United States.

"We Hispanics like to do things to-

gether," Conrado said. The group
celebrates birthdays, graduations, and
farewells. They take offerings to give to

Conrado and Ester Hinojosa started a Hispanic

ministry at Whitestone Mennonite Church in

Hesston, Kans., during their sabbatical year.
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AMBS graduates 35
The 35-member graduating class of Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries will learn the lessons of leadership
only as they pursue the role of servanthood.
According to Luci Shaw, people entering leadership want

to "be anything almost but servants." Yet "Jesus imaged
for us the ultimate meaning of leadership," the president
of Harold Shaw Publishers, Wheaton, 111., said in gradua-
tion exercises held at College Mennonite Church, Goshen,
Ind., May 26. Her address, "Metaphors to Live By," was
based on Isaiah 40:6-8 and 61:1-3.

Twenty-five of the 35 graduates completed the Master of
Divinity degree. The three-year M.Div. program prepares
people for roles in pastoring, teaching, counseling, evange-
lism and missions.

Five graduates completed the Master of Arts in theologi-

cal studies degree, a two-year program to supplement other
professional training or for strengthening participation in
the life and mission of the church.
Four graduates completed the Master of Arts in peace

studies degree, a two-year program for deepening under-
standing of and commitment to the biblical vision of peace
and justice and its embodiment in the world.
One person graduated with a certificate in theology.
Marlin E. Miller, president of Goshen Biblical Seminary,

and Henry Poettcker, president of Mennonite Biblical Sem-
inary, presented the diplomas, assisted by Jacob Elias,

dean, and Ruth Ann Gardner, registrar.

Ray Bair, M.Div. (GBS). Ray is employed in insurance
sales. With his wife, Lillian, he works part time in congre-
gational stewardship education in the Mennonite Church
through Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries,
Elkhart. Member, Belmont Mennonite Church, Elkhart.
Bassam Elias Bannoura, M.Div. (MBS). Instructor at

Bethlehem Bible College, Bethlehem, West Bank. Member,
Eastern Orthodox Church, Beit Sahour, West Bank. "At
AMBS our horizons were broadened and call affirmed.
Friends enriched our lives. The Anabaptist vision is now
ours to take home. Thank you, Mennonites."
Linda M. Burr, M.A. (GBS). Goal, work within the

church at a variety of ministry tasks. Member, Stirling
Avenue Mennonite Church, Kitchener, Ont. "I have experi-
enced growth and challenge in many areas: e.g. the mean-
ing of Christian community, the peace and justice stance of
the Bible, a vision of mutuality for women and men in the
church."
Marie Meng-Li Chen, M.A. (MBS). Marie will enter a

year-long Clinical Pastoral Education program in North

Luci Shaw, commencement
speaker

Carolina. Member, Ta-tung
Mennonite Church, Taipei,

Taiwan.
Rudolph E. Franz, M.Div.

(MBS). Leading minister at

Gretna Bergthaler Menno-
nite Church, Gretna, Man.
Member, Sargent Avenue
Mennonite Church, Winni-
peg. "AMBS has been a per-

sonally supportive, healing
experience. The students,

professors, staff, courses and
environment have provided
vocational direction and an
opportunity to meet genu-
inely with kindred spirits.

Shalom."
Kenneth Grove, M.A. (GBS).

Goal, involvement in peace
and justice work, MCC service or further study. Member,
Hagerman Mennonite Church, Milliken, Ont. "I leave with
greater knowledge of peace, conflict and justice issues,

especially as they relate to theology and the Bible. Self-

understanding also deepened through course work, friend-

ships and AMBS community functions, like men's group."
Ahmed Haile, M.A. (GBS). Ahmed will return to Somali

in 1990 to work in church planting and development. Mem-
ber, Somali Fellowship Church.
Roy D. Hange, M.Div. (GBS). Continues as associate

pastor at Waterford Mennonite Church, Goshen, Ind. Mem-
ber, Waterford Mennonite Church, Goshen. "My experience
at AMBS has been a valuable preparation for ministry."
Ken G. Hawkley, M.Div. (MBS). Secretary for adult and

young adult education, Commission on Education of the
General Conference Mennonite Church, Newton, Kan.
Member, Mountainview Mennonite Church, Vancouver.
"AMBS was an experience in being part of a nurturing,
caring community. Our family felt supported, accepted and
loved. We experienced good models for ministry."
Bruce R. Hiebert, M.Div. (MBS). Senior pastor of Grace

Mennonite Church, Regina, Sask. Member, Mountainview
Mennonite Church, Vancouver.
Anna Janzen, M.Div. (MBS). Pastor at Luebeck Menno-

nite Church, West Germany. Member, Mennonitenge-
meinde, Backnang. "I enjoyed studying the historical and
biblical roots of Anabaptism and I also enjoyed getting to

know students from other countries."



AMBS graduates—continued

Janeen Bertsche Johnson, M.Div. (MBS). Associate

pastor of Lorraine Avenue Mennonite Church, Wichita,

Kan. Member, Meadows Mennonite Church, Chenoa, 111.

"My AMBS experience was marked by new insights and
learning, growth in pastoral identity, significant relation-

ships with peers and faculty, and meaningful worship
encounters."

Leon D. Kaufman, M.Div. (GBS). Interim pastor at

Shore Mennonite Church, Shipshewana, Ind. Member, Bel-

mont Mennonite Church, Elkhart, Ind. "Seminary is a
place where I intersected with issues of faith and life in

the context of Christian education. AMBS has given me
that sense of ministry."

Nicholas J. King, M.Div. (GBS). Director of Teen Life

Ministries, Chicago, through August, anticipating pastoral

leadership after that. Member, Good News Community
Church/Iglesia Buenas Nuevas UCC, Chicago. "AMBS has
been a rich experience in community, reflection and aca-

demic resources. Accessible faculty and international

friends have made deep and lasting impressions."

Lorraine J. Letkemann, M.A. (MBS). Goal, assignment
in peace/justice advocacy and education and currently con-

sidering an internship in Buenos Aires, Argentina. Mem-
ber, Coaldale (Alta.) Mennonite Church. "My studies and
experiences these last two years have deepened my com-
mitment to working toward shalom in peace and justice

making within the church as well as beyond, specifically

with the oppressed."

Sandra A. Liechty, M.Div. (MBS). Part-time pastor at

Calvary UCC in Lima, Ohio and full-time instructor at the
University of Findley, Ohio. Member, First Mennonite
Church, Lima, and an associate member of First Menno-
nite Church, Berne, Ind. "Returning to AMBS after com-
pleting four terms of missionary service in Japan has been
an excellent re-entry experience as I seek God's direction

and call to a new task and identity."

Jack L. Mace, M.Div. (MBS). Jack will be in Clinical

Pastoral Education at HCA Wesley Medical Center, Wich-
ita, Kan. Member, First Mennonite Church, Hutchinson,
Kan. "The senior year of a master's program is lived in a
blur, especially if it is an isolated year—from previous
years. It has been good to remake relations, and it has
been a year of making new relationships that will go with
me for years. This has been a year of personal and aca-

demic growth. I eagerly await the fulfillment of God's plan
in my life."

David R. Markel, M.A. (MBS). Continues as executive

Graduate breakfast

The 1989 graduating class met with faculty at Yellow
Creek Mennonite Church, near Goshen, Ind., for the tradi-

tional dean's breakfast for graduates held on commence-
ment day. The occasion gives students a chance to speak
about their experience at seminary—and have the class

picture taken. One person found seminary "a place where
people tell their life stories" and where she learned that
"memorizing Bible passages is not just for kids." Another,
returning to the Middle East, said, "We will miss this safe,

secure place. Just pray for us." Another spoke of healing
and optimism "about getting back into pastoral ministry."

director of Residential Services, Niles, Mich. Member, Wes-
ley United Methodist Church, Niles. "My eight-year so-

journ has been invaluable in terms of building understand-
ing of community, peace and justice from a biblical/

theological framework."
Nancy K. Marshall, M.Div. (GBS). Nancy will work

part-time with Deaf Ministries of Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions, Elkhart, to develop a deaf lay training program.
Member, Orrville (Ohio) Mennonite Church. "During my
three years at AMBS I have been consistently impressed
with the faculty's dedication to their areas of study as well

as to their students. My experience as an M.Div. student
has been both stimulating and challenging."

Hedy L. Martens, M. Div. (MBS). Goal, career in pasto-

ral counseling and family therapy in Winnipeg, Man.
Member, Westwood Community Church, Winnipeg. "My
year at AMBS has been a rich experience, integrating my
Anabaptist theology with counseling theory and practice. I

am grateful for the opportunity."

Brenda North Martin, M.Div. (GBS). CPE residency at

Bronson Methodist Hospital, Kalamazoo, Mich. Member,
Belmont Mennonite Church, Elkhart, Ind. "While at

AMBS my gifts were tested and affirmed, and I experi-

enced spiritual, emotional and intellectual growth. I was
supported and encouraged by students, faculty and staff

who modeled love for people and commitment to the
church."
Terry W. Nichols, M.Div. (MBS). Goal, placement in the

areas of pastoral counseling, consulting and training is

pending. "I have focused my academic work in the area of

pastoral counseling. I have been particularly interested in

examining the effects of unresolved anger and conflict on
congregational life and the implications of these for pasto-

ral care within a local congregation."

Gayle Wiebe Oudeh, M.Div. (MBS). Administrative
assistant at Southside Fellowship, Elkhart, Ind. Member,
Fort Garry Mennonite Fellowship, Winnipeg, Man. "Chal-

lenges, questions, new insights, clearer understanding,

hard work and joyful discovery, affecting the intellectual,

the emotional and the spiritual, have made my AMBS
experience full and rich."

Fred H. Redekop, M.Div. (MBS). Continues as the pas-

tor at Bethel Mennonite Church, Lancaster Pa. "For me,
seminary was embodied by the prayers of Howard Charles
during class, which called us to a faith that demands peace

and justice in the world."

Valerie Regehr, M.A. (MBS). Goal, assignment that will

bring together her social work and theological training.

Member, Charleswood Mennonite Church, Winnipeg, Man.
"AMBS has been a growing experience intellectually, rela-

tionally and spiritually. I leave with a greater knowledge
of both the challenges and the gifts of the church."

Cornelius G. Rempel, M.Div.—B.D. exchange (MBS).

Continues as a pastoral counselor in Winnipeg, Man.
Dean E. Roberts, M.A. (GBS). Future assignment is

pending. Member, Valley View Mennonite Church, Spar-

tensburg, Pa.

Harold Schilk, M.Div. (MBS). Pastor at the Nith Valley

Mennonite Church, New Hamburg, Ont. Member, Olive

Branch Church, Waterloo, Ont., and Toronto United Men-
nonite Church. "Highlight: Chicago Urban Ministry course

during interterm. Theology, praxis, koinonia and dialectic

in one!"

Linda J. Shelly, M.A. (MBS). Goal, continue to be in-

volved in the lives of the poor and oppressed, most likely in

a Latin American context. Member, Akron (Pa.) Mennonite
Church, and an associate member of First Mennonite
Church, Newton, Kan. "AMBS has provided a good context



for integrating experiences in Latin America with biblical

studies. I appreciated the opportunities to reflect on learn-
ings from Central Americans personally involved in the
struggles of their nations, within the framework of aca-
demic peace studies."

Dale E. Shenk, M.Div. (GBS). Pastor of Olive Mennonite
Church, Elkhart, Ind. "My time at AMBS has been tre-

mendous because of warm personal relationships and excit-

ing academic challenges, which have broadened my view of
the world and God's work in it."

Ezra M. Sigwela, C.Th. (MBS). Ezra is serving a short
term as international-in-residence with Mennonite Central
Committee. He plans to be involved in the ministries of the
ecumenical movement in South Africa. Member, the Meth-
odist Church in South Africa. "I appreciate the manner in
which AMBS introduced me to a wide terrain of theologi-
cal study. My greatest highlight was being taught by Den-
nis Martin. The eloquence of his thought and language
impressed me."
Darrel Toews, M.Div. (MBS). Pastor at Tavistock (Ont.)

Mennonite Church. Member, Gospel Mennonite Church,
Winnipeg, Man. "I appreciate and treasure the challenging
theological and ethical reflection, the spiritual formation I

have experienced within the AMBS learning community."
Bryan L. Ton, M.Div. (MBS). Pastor at Kewanna and

Pleasant Hill United Methodist Churches. "AMBS has
been a supportive community in my studies, where I felt

accepted even though I was an 'outsider,' i.e. a United
Methodist. Thank you."
John H. Waltner, M.Div. (MBS). Goal, pastoral ministry.

Member, Spokane (Wash.) Mennonite Fellowship. "My path
at AMBS crossed peaks and valleys. I am thankful I found
many able guides along the way to help me hone my sense
of direction."

Calvin D. Zehr, M.Div. (MBS). Half-time assistant pas-
tor at Silverwood Mennonite Church, Goshen, Ind. "AMBS
has provided tools and background for biblical studies, an
environment to test my gifts for ministry and friendships
that have enriched my life."

Back, from left, Ken Grove, Ahmed Haile, Roy Hange, Rudy Franz;
front, from left, Marie Chen, Linda Burr, Bassam Bannoura

Back, from left, Ken Hawkley, Leon Kaufman, Bruce Hiebert,
Lorraine Letkemann; front, from left, Janeen Bertsche Johnson,
Anna Janzen, Nick King

Back, from left, Cal Zehr, John Waltner, Harold Schilk, Dale
Shenk; front from left, Darrel Thews, Linda Shelly, Ezra Sigwela

Back, from left, Terry Nichols, Gayle Wiebe Oudeh, Val Regehr,

Jack Mace; front, from left, Fred Redekop, Brenda North Martin,
Nancy Marshall, Hedy Martens



Charge to AMBS graduating class, May 26, 1989

Erland Waltner

In this solemn yet joyful moment, with
heavily mixed emotions for me and for

many of you, I bring you this charge
out of the chosen biblical texts (Isaiah

61:1-3 and 1 Peter 1:22-25).

At least four worlds intersect in

these familiar texts.

The first is the world of nature, for

here we read of the oaks, of grass, of

flowers and of seed.

The second is the world of humanity,
the poor, the brokenhearted, the cap-

tives, the prisoners, the mourners, the

transient (like grass and flowers, here

today, retired tomorrow), the sister and
the brother.

The third is the divine world, the

Spirit, the Sovereign One, the favor of

God, the vengeance of God, the plant-

ing of the Lord, the word of God.
And the fourth is the world of hu-

man meaning, the purpose of life, my
life, your life, the point of getting go-

ing in the morning, the Lord saying, I

have anointed you, I have sent you to

preach, to proclaim, to bring release,

to comfort, to love, to make known
that in this ever changing world only

the word of God abides forever.

In the name of this Sovereign Lord
and in the name of Jesus, who in him-
self enfleshed the Isaiah texts, I, who
am also one of you, charge you to rec-

ognize that the calling of the prophet,

which became the calling of Jesus, is

also your calling and mine.
It is you who are called to preach the

gospel to the poor and to bind up the
brokenhearted. It is you who are to

comfort those who mourn, and to pro-

claim the shalom-making intention of

God to bring about the great ex-

changes, the crown of beauty instead
of ashes, the oil of gladness instead of

mourning, the garment of praise in-

stead of the spirit of despair.

I charge you then to recognize and
name your ministry, your mission,

your assignment. Ask not only, What
are my gifts? but, What does the world
really need? Not, What does the world
want? but, What can save it from
death? In spite of all so-called human
progress, humanity is in a moral mess,
in a pathetic muddle, in deep trouble,

drowning even nature itself in our own
pollutions. Our personal and our corpo-

rate sins are destroying us.

Our texts, however, speak of hope, of

good news, of healing, of redemption,
of new birth, of transformation. And to

keep hope alive in our kind of world is

the heart of our task.

In the tradition of Peter, an apostle

of hope, I charge you to give love the
controlling place in your life, learning

to love each other and other human
beings deeply, from the heart, as Peter

says, for love, rather than knowledge
or skills, will be the generating and
sustaining power of your ministries.

Whatever your special interests and
gifts, major in love, as both Peter and
Paul, following Jesus, teach us. Love
God with your whole mind, which
includes the love of all truth, so pursue
truth relentlessly. In short, be passion-

ate scholars of truth. Love your sisters

and your brothers and your neighbors
and your enemies with the same love

with which Christ has loved you. In

short, let Christ be formed in you.

Love yourselves because God has loved

you. Let no one ever despise what God
has loved, including yourself. In short,

live in grace as well as in discipleship.

On behalf of all of us, who by God's
grace have been given the privilege of

being partners with you in the AMBS
pilgrimage, I charge you in a world
where the transitory is much more
obvious than the eternal, and the

power of destruction much more evi-

dent than the power of love, to preach
the Word, to teach the Word with pas-

sion, to tell the story, to act out/to live

out the story both personally and cor-

porately, both verbally and by lifestyle,

that only the Word of God, the gospel

of love and peace and justice, the sav-

ing gospel of our Lord and Savior Je-

sus Christ abides forever.

Let this word of Christ abide in you
richly. Give Christ time and space in a
life of disciplined prayer. Allow the
Holy Scriptures to nourish and guide
you. Quench not the Spirit of God, who
empowers and equips you. By word
and deed, let the living and abiding

Word of God be your full-time preoccu-

pation, whatever your occupation.

For this you are anointed and sent,

commissioned for the variety of minis-

tries to which you are being called. Go
forth then, as ministers of the gospel,

as missionaries of the crucified and
risen Christ, as servants of reconcilia-

tion, peace and justice, as teachers and
administrators, as nurturers of youth
and children, as counselors and com-
forters of the sick and the elderly, as

evangelists and church planters, as

scholars and as writers, as artists of

shape and color and sound, or however
you are being called, knowing that

Jesus, who both calls and commissions
us, has promised to be with us, with
you, to the end of the age.

Erland Waltner retired June 30 as

professor ofEnglish Bible. He is execu-

tive secretary of the Mennonite Medical
Association.

January 1990 at Associated

Mennonite
Biblical

Seminaries

Interterm Courses, January 8-26

Daniel

Millard C. Lind

Biblical Hermeneutics

Willard Swartley

Christian Ministry in the

Urban World
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Henry Poettcker
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Alan Krcider

Congregational Group Leadership

Marcus Smuckcr

Pastors: Week, January 29 - February 2

"Revelation: A Pastoral Letter to the Churches"

For more information contact: Steven L. Fath

3003 Benham Ave.

Elkhart, IN 46517-1999
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those with special needs and to celebrate
happy events. They plan to have other
fund-raisers so they'll have money on
hand to give as needed.

Hinojosas hope that the wider church
will learn the way the Hispanics do things
as a fellowship, and that interaction
between Hispanics and Anglos will

increase.

Maria Chapel, a member of the group,
took the initiative to further interaction
and understanding between English-
speaking and Spanish-speaking persons.
In May she began teaching Spanish-lan-
guage classes. Neariy 40 people enrolled.
They learn more than Spanish as Chapel
shares of her life. She, with her family,
was assisted by Whitestone members
when she came to Kansas as a refugee
from Cuba 26 years ago. Her Spanish
classes are her return gift to the com-
munity.

In the coming year Wayne and Margie
Swartzendruber will serve as advocates
for the Hispanic group and report to the
elders and service commission of
Whitestone. Manuel Suarez, a Pastoral
Ministries student at Hesston College,
will assume some of the pastoral
responsibilities left by Hinojosas.

Hinojosas do not want to see the His-
panics form a new separate church.
Rather, the worship services and fellow-
ship events should help bring Hispanics
in to Whitestone.

Conrado envisions Hispanics using
their gifts in "integrated" congregations.
He would like to see more of the Hispanic
emphasis on sharing of one another's
burdens and joys carried out. He suggests
that churches have special recognition
days for minority groups to help the ma-
jority learn to appreciate the diversity of

culture and music in the church.
—Susan Balzer

Partner families

become comrades
at Laurelville event
"Mom and Dad, can we come back here

next year?" shouted Brad, 10, and Brian,
13, on the final evening of a recent retreat
at Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite Church
Center for families with developmentally
disabled members. Brad and Brian's in-

quiry testified to the fun, enthusiasm, and
true acceptance of their newfound friends.

They and their parents, Ed and Rhoda
Longenecker, were a "partner family" with
the Nancy and Ray Buckwalter family from
their home congregation, Lititz (Pa.) Men-
nonite Church.

This was the 24th retreat that Laurelville
has hosted for families who have disabled
members; it was the first time partner

Jolene Martin and Kevin Byler share a mo-
ment at the Laurelville retreat for families with
disabled members.

families were invited. The addition was
made possible by a grant from Mennonite
Mutual Aid. Through this grant and finan-

cial assistance from home congregations,
partner families and families with disabled
members "became comrades, creating and
strengthening relationships between per-
sons with disabilities, their families, and
home congregations," said Alonna
Gautsche, director of Mennonite Develop-
mental Disability Services, a program of

Mennonite Central Committee U.S.

Each participant's gifts were celebrated
in activities such as softball games where
all players were cheered. Competitiveness
melted as encouraging words, "Great try,

try again!" and "Great hit!" were heard
from both teams. Worship times also gave
opportunity to celebrate each person.
"This week has been one of learning, wit-

nessing heartfelt love and heart-warming
emotions," said one participant.

Carmen and Luke Schrock-Hurst,
former Mennonite Central Committee
workers in Honduras, led a study of
Hebrews on the theme, "Together in Pain,

Together in Hope, and Together in Jus-
tice." Paul Kurtz, vice-president of Ohio
Mentor, an advocacy agency, led a series

of workshops on Christian community.
"It is hoped that, because of this ex-

perience, partner families and families

with disabled members will together be
able to work for a more inclusive and caring

church community and to confront at-

titudes and actions that cause isolation,"

said Gautsche.

EMC has seven new
teaching faculty

members this fall
Eastern Mennonite College has seven

new full-time teaching faculty members
this fall. They are:

• David Alleman, reference librarian. He
was previously at Hillsdale (Mich.) College
for 18 years, where he was most recently

audiovisual and computer lab supervisor.

He has an M. A. degree in library science

from the University of Wisconsin.
•Jean Brunk, instructor in physical

education. She was at Valley Wellness
Center in Harrisonburg, Va., for five years,

most recently as total wellness coordinator

and supervisor of CPR instructors. She has
a master's degree in physical educa-
tion/adult fitness from James Madison
University.

• Phyllis Coulter, associate professor of

education. She was an elementary super-

visor in Augusta Co., Va., schools for four

years as well as an adjunct professor at the

University of Virginia. She has a Ph. D. in

reading education from U. Va.

•Barbara Fast, instructor in art and
humanities. She has been codirector of

children's Christian education at Park
View Mennonite Church in Harrisonburg,
Va. She has a master in fine arts degree
from James Madison University.

• Scott Hosfeld, assistant professor of

music. He taught music classes and
directed chamber ensembles at the
University of Arizona, where he is a candi-

date for the doctor of musical arts degree.

•Randall Reichenbach, associate
professor of business. He taught at Bethel

College, North Newton, Kans., for five

years. He has a Ph.D. from Ohio State

University.

•Jennifer Ulrich, catalog librarian. She
was a reference librarian at Tri-State

University, Angola, Ind. She has a master

of library science degree from Indiana

University.

For the seventh straight year EMC has

a visiting professor from China. Liao Qi Yi

of Sichuan Institute of Foreign Languages
is teaching courses in Chinese language,

politics, and culture the fall semester as

part of China Educational Exchange.
New part-time faculty members include

Michael Downey, athletic trainer; Jerry

Holsopple, youth ministries; Leon Pear-

son, French; and Rebecca Richards,
chemistry.

Filling temporary appointments for

1989-90 are: Robert Edwards, sociology;

Terri Edwards, special education; Kim
Gingerich, psychology; and Paul Leidig.

business.
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Church leader from India

to be this year's
college mission lecturer

A church leader from India will give

Mennonite college students fresh perspec-

tives on the future of Christian mission

this fall. Vinay Samuel, pastor of a thriv-

ing church in Bangalore and director of a

related ministry among urban poor peo-

ple, will be a visiting lecturer sponsored

by Mennonite Board of Missions.

He will speak at Goshen College, Oct. 9-

13; Hesston College, Oct. 16-20; Conrad
Grebel College, Oct. 23-26; and Eastern

Mennonite College and Seminary, Oct. 30-

Nov. 3.

Samuel is the second speaker sponsored

by MBM. Rene Padilla, a noted theologian

and author from Argentina, began the

mission lecture series in the fall of 1987.

Last year's lectures were canceled due to

visa difficulties of the invited speaker.

Wilbert Shenk, MBM missiologist and
vice-president for overseas ministries,

said the lecture series is intended to "in-

troduce today's student to the challenge

of world mission as interpreted by people

from the non-Western world engaged in

strategic ministry."

Samuel and his wife, Colleen, have
been working among the poor in Banga-

lore since 1983. The ministry has 150 full-

time workers, reaching 10,000 families in

a deprived urban area.

Samuel is a mission theologian with
particular concern for training. For the
past 15 years, he has been chairman of

the theological-education-by-extension
movement in India, which he helped
found. It has over 15,000 students
throughout India.

He is also founding secretary of the
Evangelical Fellowship of India Commis-
sion on Relief. He developed its education
and training program in community de-

velopment, which has trained over 400
community workers in the past 10 years.

KREIDER VIEWS THE WORLD

Communism in

transition?
Two years ago I wrote a column on

"USSR's 'glasnost' and economic reform."

This was occasioned by the coming into

power in 1985 of Mikhail Gorbachev. In

June 1987 he made a speech to the Com-
unist Party Central Committee calling for

restructuring
—

"perestroika." I asked,

"Are we seeing something of a worldwide

retreat from socialism?"

In the past two years changes in the

actual functioning of the Soviet economy
have been slower than the rank and file of

Soviet people had hoped. It is a herculean

task to move the enormous bureaucracy

which apparently is required to operate the

kind of "planned economy" which com-
munism entails. But the "glasnost" (open-

ness) which Gorbachev called for came
more quickly than seemed possible two
years ago. One recent evidence of this is

the permission to publish in the Soviet

Union some of the books of Nobel Prize-

winning author Aleksander Solzhenitsyn.

At this writing it is still too early to see

how far changes now under way in Poland
will be allowed to go. Only eight years ago
the Polish free labor union Solidarity was
suppressed when the government imposed
martial law and placed its leader Lech
Walesa and others under arrest. Today
noncommunist parties have a majority in

the Polish Parliament. But the Communist
Party, though defeated in recent elections,

has asked for key portfolios in the new
Cabinet. This includes the defense and
interior ministries to enable them to have
control over the army and the police, and
they also may control foreign affairs as

well. In the meantime any government in

Poland will have to wrestle with acute

problems of inflation and shortages of

consumer goods.

Hungary has also undergone enormous

changes. Although Soviet intervention

thwarted economic reforms in Czecho-
slovakia in 1967 and 1968, Hungary was
able to initiate a carefully planned set of

reforms in 1968. These reforms have ad-

vanced gradually in the past 20 years and
by now Hungary has probably the best

functioning economy of any of the eastern

European countries.

Space does not permit more than a

passing reference to the current unrest in

the Soviet Union. How much autonomy
should the government give to the Baltic

states—Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania

—

which were annexed by the Soviet Union
in 1940? What about Georgia—the Soviet

republic in the south where the country's

most ruthless dictator, Joseph Stalin, was
born? Georgia was an independent
kingdom from the fourth to the sixteenth

centuries, and even enjoyed a brief time

(1918-21) of independence before becom-
ing a part of the Soviet Union.

Can Moscow control the growing Muslim
population of some of its constituent

republics? Can it effectively mediate
problems of the Christian minority in

predominantly Muslim Azerbaijan?

Is communism in transition in China? In

this most populous of all Communist
countries there have been many changes
in the past 40 years. The imposition of

martial law this past June against the

students who were demonstrating for

democracy in Tienanmen Square in Beij-

ing may mark another sharp shift in com-
munism in China. In the Soviet Union,

"openness" seems to have made greater

advances than economic "restructuring."

In China the opposite seems to be the case.

Tens of thousands of Chinese students

have gone abroad to study; large numbers
of American tourists, students, and busi-

ness people have come to China. Agricul-

tural communes which were designed to

bring communism to the rural areas have
been largely disbanded and much of

Chinese agriculture is now capitalistic.

The imposition of martial law in June

makes it clear that the government of

China does not intend economic reform to

result in the kind of political democracy
that the students who were demonstrating
seem to want. The political leadership of

China seems to be willing to risk enmity
with Western powers, the anger of millions

of Chinese young people, and the economic
losses of empty tourist hotels and the

withdrawal of Western captial—all for the

sake of maintaining the power of the

present Chinese leadership. But previous
shifts in the 40-year history of communism
in China would suggest that further,

probably dramatic, changes are almost in-

evitable it the future.

U.S. citizens after reading the news-
papers and listening to TV reports of

difficulties in worldwide communism are

tempted to settle back in their easy chairs

and to bask in the comfortable feeling of

the superiority of Western political and
economic institutions. But this kind of

smugness may blind us to a clear percep-

tion of our own weaknesses which cry out

for correction.

The speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives had to resign. The Department
of Housing and Urban Development, which

should have been providing much needed
housing for our many poor, was instead

made ineffective by a greed which lined the

pockets of some already rich. We have an
administration which is long on rhetoric

about saving the environment, improving

schools, and replacing badly depreciated

roads and bridges. But neither the presi-

dent nor Congress shows us how all of this

can be accomplished while still maintaining

an enormous military budget and imposing

no new taxes.

I prefer the kinds of problems faced by
the West to those faced by the communist
countries. But all problems stem ultimate-

ly from the pervasiveness of human sin.

Paul wrote, "All have sinned and fall short

of the glory of God." This was true not only

of Jews and Romans of Paul's day but of

communists and capitalists of our own.
—Carl Kreider
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Chris Albrecht, Tiskilwa, 111.

For a long time I have sat by and listened

to pro-choicers and pro-lifers debate. I

may have been naive, but basically I

believed the church was pro-life. While not
agreeing always with their tactics and
methods, I assumed as Christians and
Mennonites that we thought of abortion as

murder, not a choice. From two letters in

the Aug. 15 "Readers Say" column, I see

that I was wrong.

Amid all the rhetoric, I would like to

know what happened to the "choice" to

prevent conception, rather than to kill or

abort an unborn child? Out in the world
perhaps we can't agree on when life begins,

but as Christians don't we agree that life

begins at conception? Doesn't that make
abortion "legalized" murder?

I may not be able to fully realize the
horror and pain many babies go through
because of what their mothers did before

their birth, but I will try. I will put down a
sign and pick up a baby, literally or figura-

tively, but I cannot advocate pro-choice. In

today's arguments and debates, pro-choice
does mean pro-abortion. Abortion for

those women, not only the poor and disad-

vantaged who may not have all the oppor-
tunities of others, but for those who should
have the means and intellect to prevent
conception.

Evelyn Hostetter, Powhatan, Va.
I've followed with interest the debate on

abortion in your "Readers Say" column. If

illegitimacy, suffering, and poverty were
legitimate criteria for abortion, Jesus Christ

may never have made it to the manger.

Bob and Mag Richer Smith,
Indianapolis, Ind.

We are writing to thank the persons who
planned and carried out the children's

Pontius' Puddle

I S/\V THE BOILDOP
WAS GOME TOO
PAR-- WHAT
WITH ALLTHE
KILLER ROBOTS,
Kl-TECH
WEAPONRY AND
LASER- EQUIPPED
SPACE V/EI-UCLES.

YOU MEAN
THE. ARMS
BOILDOP IN 7
THE tAlLATM?y'

activities at Normal 89 and to also en-

courage families with small children to

attend General Assembly.

We have three small children and left for

the meeting with some trepidation—could

the kids withstand? We were extremely

impressed by the well-planned, creative

input our children received. A Bible char-

acter was featured each day . . . they

learned more about the Word. The little

ones were rocked to sleep at naptime . .

.

they felt cared for. The puppet shows,

recreation, crafts, music, and field trips

provided continual interest. And at the end

of five days, our children cried because it

was over.

We are grateful for a church who cares

for the children.

Barth Hague, Goshen, Ind.

Once again, television has been made
the public whipping boy for the various
ills of the world ("My Apple Was Made of

Soap," July 18)—a favorite theme for

Gospel Herald, not to mention the
church.

Nancy Witmer's account of her per-

sonal corruption through viewing televi-

sion is indeed tragic, but it represents
only a fringe of TV viewers. Her article

appears to pander to the interests of those
who continue to believe that if television

were eliminated, the sky would be bluer,

the grass greener, and all would generally
be right with the world. Research tells us
that for every person who is affected the
way Witmer claims she was, dozens more
come away from the viewing experience
with their lives enhanced.

Marty Gerlach Charles,
Mountville, Pa.

Katie Funk Wiebe's recent three-part

series "Facing the Future: The Church of

the 1990s" articulated some of my
concerns and observations. God continues

to bless his body with prophets! Thank
you, Katie, for awakening some of us doz-

ing in the pews, encouraging those com-

M0,THE.TOV &OILOOP
IN THE DEPARTMENT
STORES.

mitted to volunteerism, and confronting

those climbing the hierarchical ladder of

imposed professionalism.

I pray we as a church stand against the

tide toward increased institutionalism

and instead be challenged to follow our
Lord Jesus' example of servanthood in all

aspects of body life. Additional paid staff

and larger buildings will not help to

balance the 95 percent of Christian
resources used by only 4 percent of this

world's peoples.

In Rich Christians in an Age ofHunger,
Ronald Sider outlines several models for

new patterns of community where ac-

countability and availability are ex-

pressed. Sider states, "Unless Christians

anchor themselves in genuine Christian

community, they will be unable to live the

radical nonconformity commanded by
Scripture and essential in our time. Our
only hope is to return to the New Testa-

ment vision of the body of Christ."

Albert Eberly, Bay Port, Mich.
I would like to respond to several articles

which appeared recently in separate is-

sues.

In the May 23 issue, p. 361, Clare

Schumm is quoted as having said, "The
idea that we have to keep our church pure

is ridiculous." This statement seems to

conflict with Paul's instruction in 1 Corin-

thians 5. Later in the same news column
Schumm allegedly made the following

statement on divorce and remarriage:

"Divorce is sin. People can't 'un-do' most
of their sins. Sin is forgivable. The repen-

tant sinner is forgiven and is not living in

sin anymore. So, the slate is clean, and
remarriage is possible." Perhaps I am
reading more into these quotes than what
the writer intended, but isn't the above

position on divorce and remarriage border-

ing on an invitation to presumptuous sin-

ning? For such there is no forgiveness!

Thank you for publishing J. Nelson
Kraybill's article, "A Ghost in the

Stadium" (June 27). I hope and pray that

it will activate many consciences.

The article, "My Apple Was Made of

Soap" by Nancy Witmer (July 18) was
much appreciated. I praise God for the

courage of the writer to expose the crafti-

ness of the enemy via the "tube," and I

praise God, too, for the testimony of a

victory won. I suspect the number is legion

who need a similar release and cleansing,

but, for the most part, the "apple" is

enjoyed too much to desire deliverance or

even sense a need for it!

I hope and pray that the Mennonite
Church will give serious consideration to

Merle Good's article, "Cautions About the

Merger" (July 25). The book review in the

Aug. 8 issue also should siphon off some
of the fervor for a "marriage."
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Mennoscope

Miller writes novel on Amish. Levi Miller, author of the new novel Ben's Wayne,
was invited to auotgraph his book at the recent American Booksellers convention in
Washington, D.C. The novel portrays the struggles of an 18-year-old Amish boy,
Wayne Weaver, in Holmes County, Ohio, in 1960 and is published by Good Books of
Intercourse, Pa. Miller himself grew up Amish in Holmes County. In his adoles-
cence, Miller's parents left the Amish to join the Mennonite Church. Miller is cur-
rently program director of Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. Previously he
was an editor at Mennonite Publishing House.

Evangelist George Brunk II is withdrawing
from Virginia Conference because it or-

dained a woman. The woman happens to be
his sister, Ruth Brunk Stoltzfus. On Sept. 10 she
became the first woman to be ordained in Vir-

ginia Conference. Brunk made the an-
nouncement that he would sever his 55-year
membership in the conference in the August
issue of The Sword and Trumpet, a conservative

independent publication founded by his father.

Brunk cited other reasons for withdrawing, in-

cluding conference leaders' defense of "unsound
doctrine" such as the Herald Press book on
Christology by Norman Kraus. Brunk said he
does not intend to die "in an apostate or back-
slidden church." A longtime tent evangelist and
then dean of Eastern Mennonite Seminary,
Brunk has been increasingly critical of church
leaders in recent years. He heads the five-year-

old Fellowship of Concerned Mennonites. His
son, George Brunk III, is the new moderator of
the Mennonite Church.

Mennonite Central Committee has been
rated the "best of the denominational agen-
cies doing relief and development work" by
The Other Side, an evangelical magazine that

emphasizes peace and justice issues. In its

July/August issue, the magazine offered a

"giver's guide" to 123 charitable organizations.
MCC got full marks for "its desire to learn as
well as to help promote mutual dignity and
interdependence, commitment to nonviolence,
and its belief that God intended all people to

share the earth's resources." The magazine went
on to say that MCC "understands the relation-

ship between faith and action and is widely
respected for its cultural sensitivity." MCC was
also praised for requiring its staff to have a
"personal commitment to Jesus Christ and his

teaching of nonviolence."

Some Mennonite college students are
reevaluating their attitudes toward the
church, thanks to the Ministry Inquiry Program
sponsored by the Mennonite and General Con-
ference Mennonite churches with grant money
from Lilly Endowment of Indianapolis. This past
summer the program sent 25 students to con-
gregations for three-month pastoral internships.
Some of them are now thinking about the pos-
siblity of becoming a pastor. One of them is

Sandy Boshart of Goshen College, who worked
at Sunnyside Mennonite Church in Elkhart, Ind.

He enrolled at Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries this fall. "The Mennonite church has
an ongoing need to call the most gifted of its

young people into pastoral ministry," says John
Esau, who directs the program.

The Mennonite college drama/music troupe
completed its summer tour recently. Called
"Connections," the troupe was made up of
director Don Martin and two students each from
Goshen, Eastern Mennonite, and Hesston col-

leges. Sponsored by Mennonite Board of Educa-
tion, the troupe visited local congregations and
participated in conferences, camps, and Normal
89. "Again and again, people have commented
about the commitment of the troupe," said Berni
Kaufman of MBE. "The message that was
portrayed by this talented group will live with
its listeners for a long time."

Peace leaders sought a vision for the issues
which lie ahead at a July 30-31 meeting in

Normal, 111. They represented the peace commit-
tees of the 21 conferences of the Mennonite

Church and the five districts of the General
Conference Mennonite Church. MC executive
secretary James Lapp and GC general secretary
Vern Preheim asked the group to consider "The
Horizon We See for Peace Concerns." Others
reported on national service and peace tax fund
legislation currently being debated in the U.S.
Congress. The peace leaders also discussed
ways to address racism, environmental
stewardship, interchurch peace dialogue, and
local community peace evangelism.

Sonnenberg Mennonite Church of Kidron,
Ohio, is building a new facility across the
road from the old one. It is attached to the
present annex, which houses the fellowship hall,

offices, and classrooms. In addition to a 400-seat
sanctuary, the new structure will have a large
fellowship area, a library, rest rooms, additional
classrooms, and a nursery. Construction began
in May, with completion expected by the end of
the year. The congregation approved the project
in April in an 85 percent vote. In a one-month
period over $300,000—the amount agreed on for
the start of construction—was pledged. The new
building is the fourth in the 170-year history of
the congregation, which was founded by Swiss
immigrants. Current membership is 244.

Host homes are being sought for the new
"Mennonite Your Way Directory" scheduled
for publication next spring. This is the sixth
edition, and it will cover 1990-92. It will be ready
for travel related to Assembly 12 of Mennonite
World Conference and will have a definite inter-
national flavor, say Leon and Nancy Stauffer,
originators of the Mennonite Your Way program
in 1976. The directory lists people who are willing
to open their homes for overnight guests. "We
are interested in promoting two things—fellow-
ship and economical travel," says Leon. Anyone
wishing to become a part of the hospitality

network should contact Mennonite Your Way at

Box 1525, Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717-653-

9288.

Mennonite Mutual Services has been
formed in California, with offices in Fresno
and Reedley, to serve the insurance needs of

congregations and church members. Nine Men-
nonite Mutual Aid counselors are working
through the new agency to serve the entire San
Joaquin Valley from Bakersfield in the south to

San Jose in the north. They represent MMA's
health, life, retirement, and auto aid plans.

William Dyck is president of the agency, and
Wes Gunther is general manager. The coun-
selors are Henry Dueck, Howard Fast, Rene
Klaassen, Norman Nikkei, Robert Kolbert, Paul
Regier, Donn Rojeski, Leon Thiessen, and Mil-

ton Thiesen.

Seven from the Mennonite Church are
among 13 new participants in SALT Inter-

national of Mennonite Central Committee.
SALT (Serving and Learning Together) is for

young people ages 18 to 22 interested in working
overseas for one year. The seven are Mark Mast
of Harrisonburg, Va., assigned to Zambia; Lance
Miller of Kalona, Iowa, to Paraguay; Julie Moyer
of Kitchener, Ont., to Bolivia; Sue Nally of

Waterloo, Ont., to Brazil; Randy Shank of
Ephrata, Pa., to Taiwan; Moira Solange of Ot-

tawa, Ont., to Brazil; and Anne Witmer of Al-

liance, Ohio, to Bolivia.

The last three Friendship Evangelism Semi-
nars will be led by Don Yoder. They will be
held at First Mennonite Church of Reedlev,

Calif., Oct. 6-7; First Mennonite Church of Sar-

dis, B.C., Oct. 13-14; and Mount Royal Men-
nonite Church, Saskatoon, Sask., Oct. 20-21.

Meanwhile, Extending the Kingdom Seminars,
which are not terminating, will be led by Dale
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Stoll at Providence Mennonite Church,
Montgomery, Ind., Oct. 20-21, and at Water
Mennonite Church, Lively, Ont., Nov. 3-4. More
information about the seminars is available from
Melba Martin at Mennonite Board of Missions,

Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219-294-7523.

Thirty volunteers from eastern Pennsyl-
vania went to Honduras in July for a two-week
service project in the San Pedro Sula area. They
were part of MAMA—Mujeres Amigas (Women
Friends) Miles Apart—a partnership between
Honduran and American Mennonites. The
project began three years ago with the goal of
providing nutritional aid to Honduran children.
Now it has expanded to assistance in medical,
educational, housing, and self-help needs. The
30 volunteers worked on two building projects

—

a church in Seis de Mayo and a child-care center
in Sandoval Sorto. They also distributed worm-
ing medicine, weighed and measured children,

and held meetings with local Honduran volun-
teers. The Pennsylvania group represented 10
congregations in Franconia Conference of the
Mennonite Church and Eastern District of the
General Conference Mennonite Church.

The Mennonite church among the Kekchi
Indians of Guatemala has an annual growth
rate of 11 percent. The church currently has
1,665 members in 54 congregations. An addition-

al 1,000 adults relate to the church, and the total

Kekchi Mennonite community, including
children, is 5,050. Another Mennonite group in

the country is the older Guatemala Mennonite
Church, with 800 members in 15 congregations.
Both churches were founded by Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions workers.

Pastoral transitions:
• Don Yoder was installed as pastor of Koinonia
Mennonite Fellowship, Chandler, Ariz., on Sept.
3. He was the founding pastor in 1976. He served
previously as secretary for evangelism and
church development with the General Con-
ference Mennonite Church.
•John Rempel became pastor of Manhattan
(N.Y.) Mennonite Fellowship in September. He
served previously as chaplain at Conrad Grebel
College.

• Phil Bedsworth resigned as pastor of Hesston
(Kans.) Mennonite Church on June 30. He con-
tinues to serve on an interim voluntary basis
while fighting to recover from leukemia.
•Dennis Earnest became pastor of Sycamore
Grove Mennonite Church, Garden City, Mo., on
July 2. He served previously as pastor of Mt.
Zion Mennonite Church, Versailles, Mo.
•Paul Seland resigned as pastor of Staunton
(Va.) Mennonite Church recently. He then began
teaching at the new Cornerstone Bible College
in Broadway, Va.
• Duey Matthews became pastor of Zion Men-
nonite Church, Pryor, Okla., in August. He came
from southern Indiana.

•Reuben Horst resigned as pastor of Hannibal
(Mo.) Mennonite Fellowship recently.
• Kathleen Kurtz was licensed by Virginia Con-
ference on Aug. 13. She is serving Manassas (Va.)

Church of the Brethren for one year.

Missionary comings/goings:
• Genny Buckwalter returned from Japan in July

to retire after 40 years of service in that country

under Mennonite Board of Missions. Her last

assignment was assisting the Tsurugadai con-

gregation in Kushiro. She and her late husband,
Ralph, and another couple were the first Men-
nonite missionaries in Japan, and Tsurugadai

was the first church they established. Genny's
address is 1608 Winsted Dr., Goshen, IN 46526.

•Anna Marie Kurtz returned from Ghana in

August for a four-month North American assign-

ment. An MBM missionary, she serves Ghana
Mennonite Church in the areas of visitation and
Bible teaching, and she operates a mobile medi-
cal clinic. Her address is 5828 W. Garfield Rd.,

Salem, OH 44460.

• Michael and Mattie Marie Mast returned to

Argentina in August following a one-year North
American assignment. The MBM missionaries

serve as Bible teachers and counselors in the

United Evangelical Church—an indigenous In-

dian denomination in the northern part of the

country. Their address is Casilla de Correo 196,

3600 Formosa, Argentina.
• Robert and Wilda Otto returned to Belgium in

August following a two-month North American
assignment. They are self-supporting MBM
workers. Robert is a pastor and teacher, and
Wilda works in a Protestant missions office.

Their address is 1143 Chaussee de Waterloo,

1180 Brussels, Belgium.
• Rodney and Lynda Hollinger-Janzen returned
from Benin in July for a one-year North
American assignment. They are MBM workers

who have served in Bible teaching and health

ministries with the Interconfessional Protestant

Council of Benin for the past two years. Their
address is 1101 S. 15th St., Goshen, IN 46526.

Coming events:
• Conference on Liberation Theology, Oct. 7, at

Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite High School. Spon-
sored by the Adult Education Program of Lan-
caster Conference, it will help participants gain

a better understanding of liberation theology
and see how it interfaces with the Bible and with
Anabaptist theology. The main speaker is East-
ern Mennonite Seminary professor Tom Finger.

Workshops will be led by him and three others

—

Reta Halteman Finger, Andy Shogreen, and
Premnath Dick. More information from Lan-
caster Conference at 2160 Lincoln Hwy. East,

Lancaster, PA 17602; phone 717-293-5256.

• Monday Night Forum Series, this fall, at Lan-
caster (Pa.) Mennonite High School. It is spon-
sored by the Adult Education Program of
Lancaster Conference. The six forums are
"Spirituality and Spiritual Direction," Sept. 25;

"The Living Will," Oct. 9; "Take Me to Your
Leader: The Witness of History and Leadership
Issues in the Mennonite Church Today," Oct. 16;

"Homelessness," Oct. 23; "Book Ends: A Dis-
cussion of The Dance of Anger," Nov. 6; and
"Desktop Publishing and the Congregation,"
Nov. 13. More information from Lancaster Con-
ference at 2160 Lincoln Hwy. East, Lancaster,
PA 17602; phone 717-293-5256.

•MCC Oregon Fall Festival, Oct. 14, at Linn
County Fairgrounds, Albany, Oreg. The sixth

annual event is a fund-raiser for Mennonite
Central Committee. Included in the activities are
an auction of quilts and other items, children's

events, and demonstrations of old-time skills

like cider pressing. More information from Tony
Handrich at 4868 Camelot Ct. NE, Salem, OR
97303.

• Sunshine Bazaar and Quilt Auction, Oct. 20-21,

at Southwyck Mall, Toledo, Ohio. The 16th
annual event is a fund-raiser for Sunshine
Children's Home. For sale will be foods, crafts,

and other items in addition to the main event

—

the auctioning of quilts. More information from
Sunshine at 7223 Maumee-Western Rd.,
Maumee, OH 43537; phone 419-865-0251.

Church-related job openings:
• Physics professor, Goshen College, starting in

September 1990. The person will teach a wide
range of courses, serve as a student ad-
viser/mentor, and participate in the Turner
Laboratory undergraduate research program. A
doctorate in physics is required. Expertise in

experimental x-ray diffraction is desirable. Send
resume by Jan. 1 to John Eby at GC, Goshen,
IN 46526.

•Maintenance person, Mennonite Publishing

MCC conducts seminar for leaders. Eighteen Mennonite Church people were
among the 26 new and continuing leaders who participated in a special leadership

seminar July 16-22 at Mennonite Central Committee headquarters in Akron, Pa.

They are: Front row (left to right)—Jan and Hedley Jenner (with children Hope,
Andrew, and Jonathan), new country representatives in Kenya; Elroy and Mary
Yoder Holsopple (with Zebulon and Asha), new country representatives in

Swaziland; and Korla and Larry Leaman-Miller, continuing country representatives

in El Salvador. Middle row— Christine and Harold Wenger, leaders with a partner
agency (Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions) in Tanzania; Nathan and Elaine

Zook Barge (with Rebeca and Elizabeth), new country representatives in

Guatemala; Elizabeth Soto, new assistant secretary for Latin America and the Carib-

bean; Jeanette Hertzler Martin, new co-country representative in Jordan; and Paula

Brunk Kuhns (with Marcos), new co-country representative in Mexico. Back row

—

Galen Helmuth, new country representative in Honduras; Bill Loewen, new
secretary for personnel services; Berry Friesen, continuing director of MCC U.S.

Service Program; Jerry Martin (with Chloe), co-country representative in Jordan;

and Bruce Kuhns, co-country representative in Mexico.
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House. Required are skills in building, electrical,

and mechanical repair as well as knowledge of
electronics. Interest/experience in managing a
preventive maintenance system is desirable.

Contact Nelson Waybill at MPH, 616 Walnut
Ave., Scottdale, PA 15683; phone 412-887-8500.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Bradley, Wayne and Krista (Myers), Peru,

Ind., first child, Jarrid Paul, July 12.

Geiser, Bob and Laurie (Burkholder),
Wooster, Ohio, second child, first son, Ben-
jamine Paul, Aug. 20.

Gerber, Mark and Colleen (Schleining), Go-
shen, Ind., third child, first daughter, Kailyn
Renae, Aug. 17.

Kooker, Don and Judy (Searle), Souderton,
Pa., first child, Patricia Joy, Aug. 19.

Landes, Jeffrey and Kendra (Roth), Coral-
ville, Iowa, first child, Katelin Marie, June 29.

Leichty, Phil and Renell (Smith), Leo, Ind.,

second daughter, Emilee Nicole, June 21.

Moser, Willard and Susan (Waugh), Carthage,
N.Y., fourth child, third son, Bryant John, Aug.
10.

Schneider, William and Jean (Slaubaugh),
Wellman, Iowa, second daughter, Morgan Jean,
Aug. 10.

Stahl-Wert, John and Milonica, Pittsburgh,

Pa., Emma Elizabeth, Aug. 22.

Swartley, Arden and Melissa (Schartz), Hill-

town, Pa., first child, Jason Arden, Mar. 24.

Yoder, Dwight D. and Nancy (Miller), Belle-
ville, Pa., second son, Neal Dwight, Aug. 14.

Zehr, Mervin and Maureene (Kennell),
Copenhagen, N.Y., first child, Jessica Rose, Aug.
22.

Marriages
Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Campbell-Miller, Barry Campbell, Washing-
ton, Ind., First Baptist Church, and Michelle
Miller, Washington, Ind., Providence cong., by
Alan Finnan, Aug. 12.

Erb-Thomas, Dwight Erb and Laura Thomas,
both of Hesston, Kans., Hesston Inter-Men-
nonite cong., by Allen Holsopple, Aug. 18.

Heath-Yoder, Onley Heath, Berlin, Ohio,
Martin's Creek cong., and Elsie Yoder, Sugar-
creek, Ohio, Walnut Creek cong., by Paul O.
King, July 28.

Hostetler-Robbins, Nolan Hostetler, West
Union cong., and Lori Robbins, both of Sacra-
mento, Calif., Aug. 11.

Keiser-Hartman, Steven J. Keiser, Cedar
Falls, Iowa, and Lori L. Hartman, Marshallville,
Ohio, Orrville cong., by Barbara M. Lehman and
Wilmer J. Hartman, Aug. 19.

Miller-Herr, Lowell Miller, Franconia cong.,
and Bonita Herr, Blooming Glen cong., both of
Telford, Pa., by Wilson Blake and Truman
Brunk, July 1.

Otto-Rheinheimer, Joel Mark Otto, Hart-
ville, Ohio, Hartville cong., and Lisa Kay Rhein-
heimer, Orrville, Ohio, Orrville cong., by John P.

and Barbara Moyer Lehman, Aug. 12.

Shelly-Zendt, Paul Shelly, Bluffton, Ohio,
Bluffton cong., and Lisa Zendt, Mifflintown, Pa.,

Lost Creek cong., by Roy Brubaker, Aug. 12.
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Ulrich-Cleveland, Mel R. Ulrich, Seattle,
Wash., and Peg Cleveland, Spokane, Wash., First
Presbyterian Church, by Eugene Carper, grand-
father of the groom, July 15.

Yoder-Miller, John Howard Yoder, Wellman,
Iowa, West Union cong., and Joni Miller, Well-
man, Iowa, Baptist Church, by Patricia Baldwin
and Merv Birky, Aug. 12.

Correction: In the Vermeer-Buskirk wedding
announcement in the Aug. 15 issue, the groom's
name should be Robert John, not John Robert,
as it was printed.

Obituaries

Bock, Charles N., son of Silvio and Sabina
(Spina) Boccaccino, was born in New York, N.Y.;
died at Reading (Pa.) Hospital on August 11,

1989; aged 71. On Dec. 21, 1940, he was married
to Elizabeth M. Oechsler. Surviving are six sons
(Brian, Robert, Kenneth, James, William, and
Charles), one daughter (Elizabeth J. Bock), 10
grandchildren, one brother (Chris Boccaccino),
and one sister (Christina Militana). He was a
member of Lititz Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Aug. 15, in charge
of J. Clair Hollinger; interment in Indiantown
Gap National Cemetery.
Bontrager, Abby Elizabeth, daughter of

Kevin and Natalie (Lockhart) Bontrager, still-

born, July 19, 1989, at St. Joseph Hospital,
Kokomo, Ind. Surviving are one sister (Bethany),
paternal grandparents (Lloyd and Jackie Bon-
trager), and maternal grandparents (Kenny and
Shirley Lockhart). Graveside services were held
July 21 at Christner Cemetery in charge of Lee
Miller and Mick Sommers.
Glick, Samuel E., son of Samuel G. and

Mabel M. (Hartzler) Glick, was born on Nov. 16,

1928; died on Aug. 12, 1989 at Centre Community
Hospital, State College, Pa.; aged 60. He was
preceded in death by his father. Surviving are
his wife, Edith J. (Heath) Glick, one son (Samuel
Robert), two daughters (Karen Warner and Aria
Lacombe), and five grandchildren. He was a
member of Maple Grove Mennonite Church,
where services were held on Aug. 15, in charge
of Robert L. Hartzler and Erie Renno; interment
in Locust Grove Cemetery.
Kreider, Cheryl Louise, daughter of Lloyd

E. and Joyce A. (Horst) Kreider, was born on
Apr. 2, 1967; died on July 11, 1989, in an auto
accident; aged 21. She is survived by her parents,
one brother (Gerald), three sisters (Debbie, Ka-
ren Stoltzfus, and Dottie Toronchuk), maternal
grandparents (Abram and Ruth Horst), and
paternal grandfather (Elmer R.). She was a
member of Maple Grove Mennonite Church,
where services were held on July 14, in charge
of J. Richard Umble, Philip M. Freed, and Lester
Zimmerman; interment in Maple Grove Cem-
etery.

Longacre, Austin Coale, son of Kenneth, Jr.,

and Cynthia (Coale) Longacre, was stillborn on
July 11, 1989, at Osteopathic Medical Center,
Philadelphia. Surviving are his parents, two
brothers (Quincy Wade and Collin Coale), pater-
nal grandparents (Kenneth and Cora Detweiler
Longacre), paternal great-grandparents (Horace
and Elizabeth Goshow Longacre), maternal
grandparents (Robert, Jr., and Gloria Schaffer
Coale), and maternal great-grandmother (Ruth
Embraz Schaffer). Funeral services were held on
July 16, in charge of William Brunk; interment
in Swamp Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Miller, Lester J., son of John Jay and Lizzie

(Gingerich) Miller, was born on Apr. 13, 1910, in

Plain City, Ohio, died on July 26, 1989, at

Greencroft Nursing Center, Goshen, Ind.; aged
78. On Nov. 1, 1939, he was married to Mary
Holaway in Nappanee, Ind. He is survived by his
wife, one daughter (Dorcas Steider), two sons
(Lynford and Philip), six grandchildren, three
stepgrandchildren, and three sisters (Rudy Mae
Yoder, Laura Mast, and Malinda Yoder). He was
a member of North Main Street Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on July
29, in charge of John C. King; interment in Union
Center Cemetery.

Oswald, Reuben, son of Jacob and Margaret
(Wilford) Oswald, was born on Oct. 14, 1899, in
Beemer, Nebr.; died there on Aug. 21, 1989; aged
89. He is survived by one brother (Samuel). He
was a member of Beemer Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Aug. 23, in

charge of Ivan Troyer; interment in Beemer
Cemetery.
Regier, Roland M., was born on Oct. 10, 1918,

at Moundridge, Kans.; died on Aug. 9, 1989, at
Schowalter Villa, Hesston, Kans.; aged 70. On
Sept. 11, 1949, he was married to Anna Boehr
Regier, who survives. Also surviving is one son
(Robert), one daughter (Rebecca Wilson), one
brother (August), one sister (Katherine Walt-
ner), and four grandchildren. He was a member
of Hesston Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Aug. 12, in charge of Phil
Bedsworth; interment in Hesston Cemetery.
Troyer, Joseph M., son of Joseph J. and

Mattie (Weaver) Troyer, was born on Sept. 11,

1907, at Fairview, Mich.; died on Aug. 17, 1989,

at Ausable Valley Nursing Home, Fairview; aged
81. On Dec. 2, 1933, he was married to Violet
Kaufman, who survives. Also surviving are five

sons (Donald, Cletus, Orlo, Darwin, and Nelson),
two brothers (David and Samuel), three sisters

(Amanda Oaks, Fanny Miller, and Minnie Hel-
muth), 19 grandchildren, and 19 great-grand-
children. He was preceded in death by one
grandson (Linford), two sisters (Lydia Troyer
and Sarah Bontrager), and two brothers (Jerry

and Benjamin). He was a member of Fairview
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Aug. 19, in charge of Ellsworth Handrich;
interment in Fairview Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Central Committee Canada, 25th anniversary cele-
bration. Winnipeg. Man., Sept. 15-16

Mennonite Disaster Service Region IV (West Coast) meeting.
Filer, Idaho, Sept. 16

New York State Fellowship delegate assembly, Syracuse, N. Y.,

Sept. 16

Lancaster Conference fall assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 21
Mennonite Board Education board of directors, Elkhart. Ind.,

Sept. 22-23

Women's Mission and Service Commission executive committee,
Newton, Kans., Sept. 22-24

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Sept. 28-30
Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting.

Lowville, N. Y., Oct. 14

Northwest Conference fall meeting, Camrose, Alta., Oct. 27-29
Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Nov. 3-4
Allegheny Conference delegate session, Allensville, Pa., Nov. 4
Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Nov. 6-7

Mennonite Economic Development Associates annual conven-
tion, Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 9-12

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meeting.
Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Franconia Conference fall assembly, Franconia, Pa., Nov. 11

Mennonite Church General Board,' Elkhart. Ind., Nov, 16-18

Southwest Conference annual delegate meeting, Blvthe, Calif,
Nov. 18

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man., July
24-29, 1990

Credits
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Surgeon general blasts fellow

evangelicals on AIDS
"The Christian activity in reference to

AIDS of both James Kennedy and Jim
Dobson is reprehensible." This is the

opinion of none other than outgoing U.S.

Surgeon General Everett Koop, given in a

recent issue of Charisma and Christian Life

magazine.

Koop, a widely respected evangelical

Christian himself, goes on: "The first time
that Kennedy ever made a statement about
AIDS, I saw it on television. It was so

terrible, so homophobic . . . that I wrote
him a letter. Kennedy and I went to the

same church years ago in Philadelphia. We
both became Christians under the same
man. I thought he was a reasonable person
and I said, 'Rather than embarrass yourself

further down the road, let us brief you on
everything we know about AIDS.' I never

got an answer to that letter. Dobson and I

made some films together on the AIDS
epidemic earlier. He was with me com-
pletely. I don't know what happened to

him. He changed his mind, and ... in his

paper he attacked me for two pages as

leading people down the garden path. But
again his arguments were full of holes. I

just cannot believe the poor scholarship of

so many Christians."

Koop said it is hard for him to under-

stand what motivates evangelical leaders

like Kennedy and Dobson, but it might be
homophobia— a hatred and fear of
homosexuals.

Mainline churches continue
membership drop, according to NCC
The Roman Catholic Church and a num-

ber of conservative churches continued to

grow in the United States in 1987 while

many "mainline" Protestant denomina-
tions experienced another year of member-
ship losses, according to the 1989 yearbook
published by the National Council of
Churches. While figures in the yearbook
certainly come as no surprise, they will

surely do little to alleviate the disquiet
of leaders of the mainline churches that
began experiencing significant member-
ship losses in the 1960s, when many
"baby boomers" began leaving the
churches of their parents.
According to the latest yearbook, all of

the largest liberal mainline churches suf-

fered membership losses based on the

most recent available figures: the United
Methodist Church (down 0.7 percent), the

Presbyterian Church (USA) (1.3 percent),

the Episcopal Church (1.7 percent), the

United Church of Christ (0.8 percent), and
the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)

(1.8 percent).

Meanwhile, America's largest Protestant
denomination, the Southern Baptist Con-
vention, continued its growth, but by a

small margin of 0.7 percent—from 14.6 to

14.7 million. The Roman Catholic Church
reported a 1.1 percent gain, from 52.9

million to 53.5 million.

Among the denominations generally

regarded as conservative, some of the

largest percentage gains were recorded by
small bodies such as the Christian and
Missionary Alliance (up 2.3 percent), the

Church of God (5.2 percent), Church of the

Nazarene (2.4 percent), and International

Church of the Foursquare Gospel (3.3 per-

cent). Larger conservative churches
reporting gains in membership include the

Assemblies of God (1.2 percent), Jehovah's
Witnesses (2.8 percent), and Seventh-Day
Adventist Church (1.4 percent).

Former PTL executive agrees to

testify against founder Bakker
Now that former PTL executive Richard

Dortch has struck a deal to testify as a

government witness, PTL founder Jim
Bakker may be hard-pressed to defend
himself in his current trial. Dortch pleaded
guilty to four counts of fraud and con-

spiracy for stealing money from the PTL
ministry's treasury and diverting the

money for personal use. In exchange,

prosecutors asked the court to dismiss the

other 20 counts against him, and they have
promised not to prosecute him on tax,

criminal, or other charges.

Meanwhile, Heritage Today, the spin-off

remnant ministry of the bankrupt PTL, is

laying off workers and cutting back the TV
stations that carry the program. The min-

istry's board of directors has apparently

decided to take the program off the air and
replace it with a "camp meeting" worship

program.

Missionary to Indian tribe in Colombia
released by rebel group
Missionary Bruce Olson was released

unharmed after nine months of captivity

in the jungles of northern Colombia,
where he was kidnapped by a pro-Castro
faction of the rebel People's Liberation
Army. The American-born Olson, an in-

dependent missionary who is now a
citizen of Colombia, was turned over to a

Red Cross official across the border in

Venezuela.

Olson has worked since 1961 among the

formerly savage Motilone tribe—setting
up health-care and literacy programs and
food co-ops, along with preaching the
gospel. His exploits are documented in

the book Bruchko. Before his capture,
Olson talked about some of the tensions
he and the Motilone faced because they
refused to cooperate with the rebels, who
viewed Olson as a threat due to the suc-
cess he was having with the Indians.
Sources in Colombia indicated the rebels
have been trying to find a "face-saving"
way to end the drama following
widespread calls for his release from a
broad cross-section of the Colombian
people.

New campaign calls for equal-time ads
to counter alcohol commercials

Broadcasters should be required to run
one alcohol-abuse ad for each alcohol ad
they air, American Family Association
president Don Wildmon said, in announc-
ing a national drive for "an idea whose
time has come." AFA will work with
churches and related groups to promote
the equal-time proposal in order to "stop
the alcohol industry's exploitation of our
society, especially our youth," Wildmon
said.

Meanwhile a survey indicates that beer
commercials, especially those featuring
athletes and sports scenes, are the fa-

vorite of high school boys, even though
teenagers cannot legally drink. The
Center for Science in the Public Interest

survey said 10 percent of high school boys
named one or more beer commercials as

their favorite TV advertisements. Beer
and wine producers spend over $1 billion

a year on TV commercials, according to

trade journals.

Christian leaders support defiance
campaign in South Africa

Three prominent South African Chris-

tian leaders have lent their support to a

"defiance campaign" launched by a coali-

tion of anti-apartheid groups to resist the

country's racial segregation laws. The
first act of the campaign took place in

August when more than 270 black and
Indian patients went to selected whites-

only hospitals. Organizers of the protests,

calling themselves the Mass Democratic
Movement, have promised future protests

at schools, buses, parks, and swimming
pools. Announcing their support were
Desmond Tutu, Anglican archbishop for

South Africa; Allan Boesak, president of

the World Alliance of Reformed
Churches; and Frank Chikane, general

secretary of the South African Council of

Churches. They declared that "the de-

fiance campaign expresses the will of the

majority of our population."
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Absolutes and relativities

Bill Moyers has published an intimidating ;

book. It covers interviews with 41 people and
runs to more than 500 large-sized pages. En-
titled A World of Ideas, the book is based on in-

terviews done for broadcast on educational

television.

It takes some courage just to begin such a

book and I may never finish it. But I have read
100 pages and found some things to ponder. The
book is subtitled "Conversations with Thought-
ful Men and Women About American Life

Today and the Ideas Shaping Our Future." One
thing of interest is to see who these "thoughtful"

people are. Included are six historians, four

novelists, three each of sociologists and
educators, and two ethicists, but only one pas-

tor—a Unitarian—and no theologians.

On second thought, we might have expected
this. What theologian today commands the

public knowledge and respect of Karl Barth and
Reinhold Niebuhr in their day? Nevertheless it

is of interest to see that Bill Moyers, who once
went to seminary, included only one minister in

a group of 41 thoughtful people. Perhaps this is

one more sign of how the church has become
marginalized in U.S. culture. Has the church so

little to say to the culture? Perhaps so. But if we
have nothing to say in a book like this, we have
plenty to learn. For we are all culture bound.
One function of a book like Moyers' is to focus

sharply on common cultural assumptions
(myths) and show them for what they are. This
is a task of the church and we need to get help

wherever it is. Because it is a conservationist in-

stitution, the church may end up defending
yesterday's status quo in the name of truth and
righteousness.

There is nothing wrong with defending tradi-

tion as long as you have a good tradition. But
the ability of pious people to support bad tradi-

tions has been demonstrated over and over.

Mark Twain was no Christian as far as I know,
but he had a good biblical background. In his

novel Huckleberry Finn he included a scene

where Huck argued with his conscience over
whether he should return his friend Jim, an es-

caped slave, to his "owner." He wrote a letter to

her and the experience made him feel clean of

sin and on the way to heaven. But then he
remembered his friendship with Jim and doubts
entered in. Finally, he decided that if he must go
to hell for Jim's sake, he would do it. And he
tore up the letter.

We all know, of course, that Huck Finn had
his priorities turned around. The pious thing to

do was to help Jim escape, not turn him in. But
how do we know this? Not from the hundreds of

preachers who defended slavery and oppression
of black people as expressions of the will of God.
Periodically someone stands up and makes a

speech on behalf of old values which are being
lost and how these must be regained. Among the

recent of such prophets is Allan Bloom, who
wrote The Closing of the American Mind, a

focussed attack on the relativities of the U.S.

educational system. Anyone knows that a system
as pervasive and well-supported as this one can
use some shaking up occasionally. Bloom's book
may well have done some good, but it is disap-

pointing to learn that the absolute which he af-

firms appears to be enlightened self-interest.

Huck Finn, stand aside!

A few things in life should be held absolutely.

Among these are the first two commandments
cited by Jesus: love to God and humankind. But
these absolutes may be carried out in relative

fashion: not always the same expression.

It is not necessarily bad for the church to be
out-of-date on some things. The Amish, for ex-

ample, have turned out to be ahead of the rest

of us on care of the environment by taking a

firm stand against the polluting automobile.

Who of us could have discerned years ago that it

would come to this? But now that it has come to

this, it is time for Christians to listen to the

prophets and make the proper adjustments.

We will not be able to look in the Bible and
find a verse which says, "Thou shalt stop pollut-

ing the earth by driving a big, wasteful

automobile." But we can read that the earth

belongs to God and we can reaffirm the com-
mandments on love to God and humankind.

Then, if we are listening, the Holy Spirit and, it

may well be, the secular prophets will tell us

what to do.
—Daniel Hertzlcr
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Brunk

It is with joy that I embrace another oppor-

tunity to serve the church—our Mennonite
Church. The church has been good to me. It has

been an intimate womb within which my faith

was conceived and my formation in Christ has

developed. I count it a privilege to "return the

favor" by ministering among you and with you in

the role of moderator, and to do so in the spirit

of the symbols which were passed on to me—

a

We would do well to define a

wide-ranging set of goals for the

denomination.

Bible, a towel, and a basin.

The role of moderator in the Mennonite
Church may be likened to a relay race. Each
moderator serves for only two years. The race is

so much longer. It is therefore no marathon ef-

fort of one individual. In the wisdom of the

church's decisions, no one person should have

the honor of winning the race, just as no one

should be in the position of losing the entire

race. I take more comfort from that, I assure

you, than disappointment.

Passing the baton. To be part of a relay race

makes one a member of a team. Those who go

before and those who follow are closely linked.

The passing of the baton demands careful coor-

dination of effort. So indeed it has been with our

outgoing moderator, Ralph Lebold. He made my
apprenticeship a delightful as well as helpful

one. I take this occasion also to express the

gratitude of our entire spiritual family for the

able leadership he provided.

Ralph modeled well a form of leadership that

complemented his initiative in making leadership

concerns a priority issue of the General Board
and the denomination. He gave clear leadership

during a crucial time of restructuring the

George R. Brunk III, Harrisonburg, Va., is dean of

Eastern Mennonite Seminary. He became moderator of the

Mennonite Church during Normal 89 in August.

General Board staff and the relocating of the of-

fice. We are higher in the standings after his leg

of the race.

Two and a half years ago the Nominating Com-
mittee asked me if I would be willing to serve

with a woman as moderator-elect. I assured

them of my readiness and enthusiasm for the

possibility. At the completion of the discernment

process, however, it was not a woman but a

Mann who was nominated. I acknowledge the

wisdom of this decision and note with apprecia-

tion the selection of David Mann to work with

me, and the staff, as moderator-elect. As an

elder brother to me, his full experience and ma-
ture judgment will serve us both well. With him
the church has turned once again to the con-

gregation for denominational leadership. Our
working together symbolizes the value of a

strong link between our educational institutions

and the local church.

There are other members of this team. I have

in mind our executive secretary, James Lapp,

and his associates in the General Board office.

One of the most encouraging aspects of these

next two years is the prospect of partnership

with such competent and supportive persons.

The staff, more often than not, are the coaches

in this race—they are the mind behind the

moderator's moves.

High priority. The image of the relay race

which I have evoked reminds us that there is a

continuity represented by the baton and there is

novelty represented by each particular runner's

style. As I stand at the beginning of this new
run, I am keenly aware, on one side, that much
of the agenda for the next two years has already

been set in motion. I want to assure you that I

enthusiastically own that continuing work. It is

too varied to rehearse here. But I do lift out

several items of higher priority.

First, and I believe foremost, is the challenge

of Vision 95. As I view it, the mind and energies

of the whole church have been effectively

focused by this common cause. We need not fear

the possibility of failure in such a cause. Only by

risking failure can a person or an institution
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make worthy commitment to the mission of God.
Second is the question of integration with the

General Conference Mennonite Church. With
this issue I want to promote an open, thoughtful
process of discernment. This is not time for
either fear peddling or superficial romanticizing.
We do well to remember that the question is not
one of whether to integrate (that has been and is

happening) but of how much to integrate and in
what way. Immediately related in importance is

the work on the new confession of faith. Among
its several values, since it is a joint project with
the General Conference, is the opportunity to
test whether, in our cooperation, we will fall to
the weakest common theological denominator or
be given the inspiration to rise to a new level of
biblical faithfulness within our Anabaptist
heritage.

And finally, I am convinced that the attention
to leadership development is as necessary as
ever. Thankfully we are poised to reap the
benefits of ideas and programs placed in motion
in the last two years.

Something new. But so much for the passing
on of the continuing agenda. Can we anticipate
at all the race that is before us? Is there any-
thing new to expect? Let me respond by men-
tioning two challenges and one specific proposal.

First, as I have moved throughout the church
in the past months, I sense a new call to
reawaken the spirit of nonconformity from our
heritage. This is not a will to return to the social
separation or the particular cultural expressions
of the past. But having moved through a period
of reaction to the traditional forms and of
embracing a responsibility for the larger world,
there is now emerging the conviction that
without deep consciousness in the Mennonite
soul that we are a distinctive people, our tradi-
tion will be betrayed and the Lord of the church
denied.

We have rightfully debated the pros and cons
of protest and noncompliance in taxes used for
military purpose. But I cannot repress the sense
that part of our problem is the inability to say
"no." The muscles of contestation in the Men-
nonite body are flabby and weak, practically un-
used for half a century. Thankfully, there are
notable and increasing examples to the contrary.
A challenge for us in the coming years is to
strengthen this aspect of our spirituality and to
apply it in old and new aspects of our life.

Second, there stands before us the challenge
to enter more openly and positively into
dialogue with Christians of other traditions. We
who have for so long thought of ourselves as the

"despised in the land," have been caught by
surprise with the interest of other believers to
hear our story and learn from our long ex-
perience. The universal church finds itself in a
minority status not unlike what we have known
for four centuries. Now we need to be open to
give—and to receive. The General Board is of
the conviction that we should provide staff time
for leadership in interchurch relations. Whether

/ sense a new call to reawaken the
spirit of nonconformity from our
heritage.

or not this can be done is dependent upon the
degree of financial support to the General Board
in the next years.

Third, and of a more specific nature. Having
observed the value of goal setting in mission and
stewardship, I am persuaded that we would do
well to define a wide-ranging set of goals—a long-
range plan, if you please—for the entire
denomination. The executive secretary and I

have already begun to develop a proposal for a
broadly based process of discerning this larger
vision. Such a plan would incorporate Vision 95
and build on it as we look beyond 1995. It would
make use of the similar projects already com-
pleted by individual agencies of the church. The
rationale for such a planning process is not the
imitation of the corporate and business world
(from which we can learn much) but the respon-
sibility to be the prophetic people of God, that
is, a people committed to pursue the future
directions of God for us and for his world.

Both old and new. It is on the last note that
I conclude. The task before us is an old task.
One that faithful predecessors have fulfilled

before us. We call them to mind and honor
them. To borrow the words of another: we can
hope to see beyond our predecessors only be-
cause we have the advantage of standing on
their shoulders. So our task is both an old one
and a new one. We must learn from the past, but
we dare not yearn for the past.

If we yearn for the past, our passion is spent
in vain. As children of God, we must yearn for
the future. We must stake all our capital on the
futures of God and his coming kingdom. Desires
and energies directed toward the realization of
the righteousness and the peace of God can and
will make a difference. That is a certain hope,
even as Christ is our sure foundation. Walk with
me, my friends, in this way! And may God help
us. ^

Delegates at

Normal 89
listen to

their new
moderator.
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Abortion: part of

a vicious cycle
by Dorothy Eby Horst

Kathleen, a beautiful, well-dressed blond, ner-

vously sat facing me in the counseling room of

the local crisis pregnancy center. I began inter-

viewing her while her free pregnancy test was

being processed. Without disclosing her private

life, she gave me her name and address. She

hesitated about giving her telephone number,

asking, "Are you going to call my mother?" I as-

sured her that all information is kept

confidential unless she wants us to reveal it. Fur-

ther questioning revealed that she was a profess-

The cycle of promiscuous sex,

unwanted pregnancy, abortion, and
postabortion syndrome is a serious

blot on the church and society.

ing Christian, that she was afraid her mother
would find out she was dating a person she

would not approve of, and that she lacked

knowledge about fetal development and abortion

procedures.

As I talked with her further about her prob-

lem she said, "I know abortion is wrong, but. . .

."

And when her fears of being pregnant were

confirmed, tears rolled down her cheeks. As I

challenged her with the fact that God has a plan

for every life that is conceived, she seemed to

agree with me, but she said little more as tears

continued to flow. She consented to my praying

for her and then I gave her a hug with a heavy

heart. She left before I could suggest further

help.

Her boyfriend was in the waiting room, but

she didn't speak to him until they left the room.

As they walked down the hall, we heard her sob-

bing. She had told him.

What a burden to carry. But a few hundred

dollars and 10 minutes of her time would solve

her problem. No one would know but her

boyfriend and a few people she never met before

What if. But wait! There's more! What if:

—There is a laceration of the cervix, hemor-

rhage, and perforation of the uterus, requiring

Dorothy Eby Horst, Gaithersburg, Md., is a teacher at

Gaithersburg Christian School and a counselor at Shady
Grove Pregnancy Center. She is a member of Gaithersburg

Mennonite Church, where her husband is the pastor.

surgery which could result in sterility?

—Incomplete removal of baby and/or placenta

results in bleeding and cramps several days after

the abortion?

—Infection causes fever?

—Scarring causes future miscarriages?

—Future pregnancies are tubal and life-

threatening?

—There is damage to the cervix resulting in fu-

ture premature birth?

—Nightmares, depression, and self-hate follow

years later?

Many view abortion as an easy answer for a

difficult situation. They sacrifice an innocent life

on the altar of their own selfishness. So abortion

becomes another link in the chain of events

resulting from an impure lifestyle which says,

"Everybody does it." or "I'll lose my boyfriend if

I refuse to have sex," or "We're committed to

each other and we plan to get married when we
finish school," or "We don't have sufficient fi-

nances." Abortion is killing a baby for the sins

of the parents.

The first reaction after abortion is relief that

the problem has been resolved. But the abortion

becomes a part of a vicious cycle of hurts,

wrongs, immorality, guilt, and depression.

Learned the truth. One woman who had her

first abortion at 17 later attended nursing school

and learned the truth about the blob of tissue

she aborted earlier. It had hands and a

heartbeat! In her remorse, she wrote, "If abor-

tion is so right, why am I feeling guilty and seek-

ing help from psychiatrists and feminist

therapists? If abortion is so right, why am I feel-

ing so exploited and so abused? If abortion is so

right, why am I needing increased amounts of al-

cohol and drugs to numb the pain? If abortion is

so right, why am I so depressed that I think of

suicide as a way out? If abortion isn't the death

of a baby, why am I grieving? For women who
say they don't regret killing their babies, I say,

'Wait.' It took me five years to break through the

stage of denial. If there is grief, there was death.

If there was death, there was life."

Many girls who have had abortions will at first

deny that any trauma, mental anguish, or com-

plications followed. But very often the conversa-

tion will reveal that the client is having

nightmares in which a baby is crying or in

trouble and they can't reach the baby. Holidays

and the would-have-been-birthday of their baby

are very sad occasions.
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Linda was one of those happy-go-lucky girls

who seemed to have her life together. But she
had a sad story to tell. During her teen years,

her mother forced her to have two abortions. Be-
cause she hoped her mother would permit her to
keep the baby, the second abortion was
postponed until the second trimester. As she left

the abortion table she saw the results. That
scene remained in her mind for seven years.

Now that she was pregnant again, she was
elated, because now she could somehow redeem
herself and her lost babies by having this "atone-
ment baby." But this was not to be. She lost her
third pregnancy by miscarriage at three months.

Girls like Linda need loving support and
caring. They need to know there is hope when
they confess their need and receive forgiveness.

Girls with unwanted pregnancies need Christ's

hand of mercy extended to them to assist them
in making the right choices concerning raising

the child or releasing for adoption. Every concep-
tion is God-given human life from the start and
God has a plan for that life from the very instant
it begins. It is precious!

Hope of chastity. There is reason to believe
that legalized abortion will not stand very long
in the United States. Supreme Court justice

Sandra Day O'Conner has indicated that legal-

ized abortion is on a crash course against itself.

When that happens, what will happen to all the
unwanted pregnancies resulting from promis-
cuous sex? Is there hope that girls can be en-

couraged and helped to release their unwanted
babies for adoption, if they are unable to raise

them? Going one step further, is there not hope
of preventing unwanted pregnancies through chas-
tity?

The cycle of promiscuous sex, unwanted preg-
nancy, abortion, and postabortion syndrome is a
serious blot on the church and society. Abortion
is one symptom of a serious sin. It can be
prevented. The church and community should
not be bound by this kind of bondage to sin and
its consequences. There is a way out, and Chris-

tians have the answer. We are responsible to get
the answer to those who are prisoners to their

own flesh—that Christ is sufficient to empower
them for pure living.

,£j)
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A new church in Ohio
by Bob and Sandy Porter

Lorain County is the first county west of

Cleveland along Lake Erie. It has a population

of 270,000 and before 1983 had no Mennonite
congregation. But a series of steps have changed
that. We hope the experiences of our new and
growing congregation will be helpful to other

groups interested in starting churches.

In 1974, the Don Taylor family moved to Elyria

in Lorain County so that Don could take a job

as administrator in the local hospital. Although
Mennonites often just join another denomination

We hope the experiences of our
congregation will be helpful to other

groups interested in starting

churches.

when there is no Mennonite church available,

the Taylors wanted to attend a Mennonite
church. So they contacted Ohio Conference to re-

quest assistance.

In 1983, the conference responded by sponsor-

ing Dave and Helen Eshleman to move to

Lorain County and establish a congregation.

Dave was an experienced pastor and tireless

worker who used alumni records from Mennonite
schools to locate people who were familiar with

the Mennonite tradition. (Since coming to the

area, Dave has also helped to establish congrega-

tions in Lakewood and Perry.)

Taylors' living room. The first meeting of

what has become Peace Mennonite Church was
held in Taylors' living room, with 13 persons

present. Weekday Bible study and Sunday wor-

ship services followed in homes and later in

rented facilities. Meeting places included a men-
tal health center, a Christian day school, and a

YMCA.
But the group sensed a need for a permanent

meeting place and in 1987 we decided to build.

The congregation of 35 members had accumu-
lated $25,000 in the building fund and made

Bob and Sandy Porter, Grafton, Ohio, are members of

Peace Mennonite Church. Bob is a computer consultant,

and Sandy is a homemaker.

three-year pledges of an additional $10,000 per

year. We located a 10-acre plot on the west side

of Elyria and purchased it for $30,000.

Now, what sort of building could we afford?

Leroy Troyer Associates of Indiana drew ar-

chitectural plans for a building. Paul Showalter,

Voluntary Service construction supervisor with

Mennonite Board of Missions agreed to come in

the spring of 1988. Ohio Conference agreed to

loan $120,000.

We prepared a brochure outlining the project

and requesting capital funds and donated labor

to support the building. Persons from the con-

gregation visited 30 churches, giving brief over-

views of the project and distributing the

brochures. Additional copies were sent to other

churches of the conference.

Paul and Nancy Showalter arrived on April 29.

Groundbreaking ceremonies were held on May 1.

The actual construction began in June. The floor

was poured during the first week of July and

Saturday, July 9, was designated as "church-rais-

ing day." People began arriving before 7:00 a.m.

and by midmorning the site was a swarm of ac-

tivity. By the end of the day, most of the sheath-

ing had been put on the walls and roof. Nearly

80 volunteers from all over Ohio had worked
together to frame the building in a single day!

Almost every day during July and August

volunteers were on site laying brick, hanging

wallboard, and installing shingles and siding.

Several members donated vacation weeks to the

project. Wayne Denlinger of the building commit-

tee visited the site almost every day and spent

hours coordinating the activities.

Completed in five months. By September 11

it was possible to hold the first service in the

not-quite-completed building. There was a for-

mal dedication on October 16, with open house

on November 6. The building had been com-

pleted in five months with almost all voluntary

labor. The outright gifts of money from outside

the congregation totaled $63,000. Because of the

generous gifts of labor and money, it was neces-

sary to borrow only $100,000.

We thank God for the beautiful new meeting

place. The membership now numbers 50 with at-

tendance averaging nearly 80 for morning wor-

ship. We are looking forward to what else God
has in store for our congregation. ^
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Come and
Meet the
Rest ofyour
Family

Plan to attend

Mennonite World
Conference

Assembly 12
Theme:
Witnessing to Christ

in Today s World Winnipeg, Manitoba,

Canada
July 24-29, 1990

Registration Forms are available

from your local congregation or by
writing the Mennonite World
Conference offices:

in Canada:
405-326 Broadway
Winnipeg, MB R3C 0S5
Phone: 204-947-9188

in the United States:

465 Gundersen Drive, Suite 200
Carol Stream, IL 60188
Phone: 312-690-9666
After Nov. 10, 1989:

i oon w •

708-690-9666 1990 Winnipeg
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Church news

MCC to pull out of Somalia
due to escalating civil war
Most Mennonite Central Committee

work in Somalia will be phased out by

about October. MCC Somalia workers

decided to recommend this step in consult-

ation with Eric Olfert, MCC co-secretary

for Africa. The country's escalating civil

war was a factor in the decision. But

continuing questions about MCC work

with refugees in Somalia was also impor-

tant, said Olfert.

MCC currently has six workers in

Somalia. Three will finish their assign-

ments within the next several weeks. The
others will be reassigned elsewhere in

Africa. Eastern Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions, another Mennonite agency, con-

tinues to have three workers in Mogadishu,

Somalia's capital.

Tensions increased in Mogadishu follow-

ing the July 9 assassination of an Italian

Catholic bishop. The Somalian govern-

ment reacted strongly to the murder, and

many Somalis were angered at the reaction

to the death of a foreigner when important

Somalis die without government response.

Demonstrations and rioting occurred in

Mogadishu in the following weeks; several

hundred people died. No foreigners were

injured, but they felt themselves targets of

anger.

MCC work at refugee camps in the Bur

Dhubbo area of western Somalia has also

been disrupted by incidents related to the

civil war. On July 17 eight men, seven

armed, broke into the MCC yard at Hilo

Mareer. This was the second armed rob-

bery there in eight months. They beat a

guard and took an MCC land cruiser at

gunpoint, locking MCCer John Stumph in

his house and taking the guard with them.

They then went to the nearby Suriya

refugee camp, again beating guards and
stealing another MCC vehicle. The guards

were threatened and released some dis-

tance away.

The thefts were reported and the

vehicles may be returned, but Olfert says

that in the current situation, possession of

vehicles makes one a target. "It is difficult

to see how we could continue with the

constant danger of armed robbery," he

adds. Consideration was given to working

without vehicles, but they are needed for

moving supplies, visiting camps and
projects, and for possible evacuation.

Three MCCers at Hargeisa in northern

Somalia were forced to move to the south

in May 1988. Their work had been dis-

rupted by fighting between government

forces and the rebel Somali National

Movement.
MCC work in Somalia has focused on

refugees since the program began there in

1975. But MCC workers have long strug-

gled with whether they should continue

work in the refugee camps. Some people

profit from food aid to refugees, at the

expense of the recipients. Food aid also

discourages local farmers and the govern-

ment from increasing food production.

Long-term aid programs create depend-

ency. Community development is difficult

in camps where people are only temporary

residents and the land lacks natural

resources.

Though all current MCCers are leaving

Somalia, MCC is exploring the possibility

of placing a teacher at the University of

Mogadishu in the future. This person could

also serve as a resource and catalyst for

discussion on peace and reconciliation.

—Ardell Stauffer for MCC

MMA reports
good financial results

for first half of '89

Mennonite Mutual Aid's financial re-

sults for the first half of 1989 were very

positive, according to James Kratz, pres-

ident. It is hoped that some of the pre-

vious year's losses, primarily from
health- insurance operations, can be re-

covered if current trends continue, he

said.

Mennonite Mutual Aid Association,

the largest of the MMA entities and the

one which offers health insurance, re-

ported a gain of $900,000 for the first six

months of the year. The gain will help to

offset losses recorded in 1988.

The improved financial results are di-

rectly related to sizable rate adjust-

ments in the health plans during the

fourth quarter of 1988. Also contributing

to the improvement was the use of new
ways to control the costs charged by

health-care providers.

The area of largest concern continues

to be the affordability of MMA's health

plans. Affordability of health care is a

nationwide concern. As the costs of

health care increase, MMA's rates for

health plans must also increase. Some
members can no longer afford to con-

tinue their membership in MMA's health

plans.

Kratz noted that much work is being

done to implement "managed care" as a

way to hold down health-care costs. He
also noted that immediate work is being

done to offer lower-cost options in the

health programs.

Other MMA entities also showed
good results for the first half of 1989:

Mennonite Auto Aid, Mennonite
Foundation, Mennonite Retirement
Trust, Mennonite Church Buildings, and
Menno Insurance Service.

Fuller addresses
annual assembly of

Virginia Conference

"Kingdom People Responding to an Un-

just Society" was the theme of the 79th

annual assembly of Virginia Conference,

which was held recently at Highland

Retreat near Bergton, Va. Millard Fuller,

the founder of Habitat for Humanity,

spoke at three sessions. He told his life

story of becoming a millionaire while in his

20s and then giving his wealth away to

begin a new life of serving others. This led

to a worldwide program of building decent

housing for poor people.

In one of Fuller's messages he said the

way to make a difference in the world is to

be different. "We must not respond to

violence with violence," he said. "Storing

up possessions can be an act of violence."

Argentina missionaries Mike and Mattie

Marie Mast spoke on "Love Mercy," and

Millard Fuller, founder of Habitat for

Humanity, urges Virginia Mennonites to make
a difference in the world.
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writer-pastor John Drescher spoke on
"Walk Humbly—Into the 21st Century."
Seminary professor Ed Stoltzfus led Bible

studies each morning from Matthew 6. A
number of conference and related agencies
who are working at aspects of injustice told

about their work and challenged others to

get involved.

Paul Mishler, pastor of Big Spring Men-
nonite Church near Luray, Va., was in-

stalled as moderator by John Martin, who
completed a two-year term. Wayne
Spiegle, pastor of First Mennonite Church
of Richmond, Va., was selected as
moderator-elect. Wayne North, pastor of

Harrisonburg (Va.) Mennonite Church,
was elected as secretary, succeeding Paul
Kratz, who filled that position for 10 years.

Goshen College
completes $1 .5 million

renovation of dorms
Goshen College has completed a $1.5

million renovation project primarily for

Kulp Hall, Coffman Hall, Yoder Hall, and
Westlawn—four of the seven dormitories

on the campus. Among the major changes
are safety improvements and new furniture

for the residence halls, the installation of

a college-wide energy-management sys-

tem, and easier accessibility for disabled

persons.

Nationally, many colleges like Goshen
College have deferred maintenance prob-

lems over the last decade. During the
inflationary periods of the 1970s, stretched

institutional budgets, increased energy
costs, and lower college enrollment were
common. At Goshen College, for example,
the residence halls began to look uninvit-

ing.

"Based on a recent survey, we found 80
percent of the Coffman Hall residents felt

the conditions of its rooms and furnishing

were inadequate," said Larry Rupp, direc-

tor of residence life. "The resident direc-

tors were embarrassed to welcome new
students and parents into the dorm at the

beginning of the year."

The Goshen College Board of Overseers
and Administrative Cabinet unanimously
voted to move ahead with the renovation
plans last spring. They received approval
from the local city government's Economic
Development Commission and City Coun-
cil to issue economic development revenue
bonds to finance the project.

Work crews assisting in the project in-

cluded volunteers from two local Men-
nonite churches, 80 college students
employed over the summer months, and
24 employees from the maintenance and
custodial departments at the college.

The energy-management system, which
will save the college about $45,000 a year,

includes a computer that will control

Goshen College president Victor Stoltzfus
(left) and Merle Tyson talk about recycling the
copper and cast iron parts from old radiators

that were removed from Kulp Hall. Tyson
heads the Heating/Plumbing Department.

temperatures in all 17 buildings on cam-
pus. Goshen College business manager
Mardene Horst Kelley said the primary
benefit of this system will set back
temperatures and optimize starting times
for heating and cooling.

Grand Rapids church
marks closing
with celebration

Friends and former members of North
Park Mennonite Church of Grand
Rapids, Mich., joined current members
in a "Celebration of Twenty Years of

Ministry" on Aug. 13. Four couples in

the city began meeting together in 1968.

The congregation had its first worship

service in its newly purchased building

in the North Park section on Easter Day
1969, and a dedication service was held

in July of that year.

The anniversary celebration was un-

usual in that the congregation had voted
several weeks before to disband at the

end of August and sell the property. The
church closed with a membership of 46
and with regular attendance of about 30.

But more than 120 gathered for the cele-

bration, many expressing their gratitude

to God for giving them this church at

significant times in their lives.

During part of the service the floor

was opened for anyone, beginning with
founding pastor Orie Schrock, to share
"what North Park means to me." The
sharing continued after the service over
lunch. These memories included how
North Park Church showed a way to an
authentic relationship with a church for

some who had become disillusioned with
churches, created in childhood the roots

of adult faith in Christ, affirmed the

unconditioned love of God's people in

difficult family experiences, and laid

part of the foundation for responses to

the missionary call.

One of the current members posted a

list of 325 past and present "members
and friends," but this list was not com-
plete, since it was done from memory
and did not include all the children that

the congregation has included. The con-
gregation disbanded with the knowledge
that North Park Church has been a place

where God has worked significantly.

Indiana-Michigan Conference assisted

the congregation for years in the past.

Now, after the North Park property has
been sold and bills have been paid, all

money left will go to the conference to

help God's people in other places.

Church planting

to begin this fall

in Anchorage, Alaska

A church planting effort will begin in

Anchorage, Alaska, this fall under the

leadership of James and Faith Carpenter.

They are sponsored by Northwest Con-
ference in cooperation with Mennonite
Board of Missions and local Mennonites.
Carpenters, along with Irv Weaver,

MBM vice-president for home ministries,

and Tim Burkholder, executive secretary

of Northwest Conference, visited Alaska in

November 1988 to explore church-planting

possibilities. During the visit, church plant-

ing in Anchorage was encouraged and af-

firmed by Anchorage Mennonite
Fellowship—Alaska's only Mennonite con-

gregation. Mennonites in Homer also are

supporting the effort.

Weaver said Anchorage was chosen be-

cause it is the state's hub and is becoming
a major service center. With about 23(U>nii

people, Anchorage holds half the state's

population. One recent estimate is that 85

percent of the people are unchurched.

Jim Carpenter was assistant pastor of

Locust Grove Mennonite Church, Sturgis.

Mich., 1969-87. Carpenters served at Alas-

ka Bible Institute in Homer, 1987-88. Jim
also served recently as interim pastor of

Peace Mennonite Fellowship in Grande
Prairie, Alta.
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Evelyn Bertsche, Mary Kauffman, and Dolores Bauman share their experience with a new
model for worship and education at Mennonite Church of Normal, III.

Educators talk about
ways to put
church back on track

Some 60 Mennonite teachers and
leaders went to Camp Menno Haven
near Tiskilwa, 111., recently to talk about

ways to put the church back on track.

"Something new is clearly needed," said

Marlene Kropf of Mennonite Board of

Congregational Ministries. "Christian

faith requires more than a dutiful hour

spent in Sunday school or worship on

Sunday morning."

The teaching work of the church is

splintered: Pastors hold sway over wor-

ship and lay people run the Sunday
school. Children do one thing, their

parents another, and youth still some-

thing else. "We have frittered away the

opportunities we have," said Kropf.

"Just because it has been done that way
in the past doesn't mean it has to be

continued."

The change she had in mind was con-

gregational discipling. "Discipling, not

the going, is the point about the Great

Commission," said Kropf. Three things

go into the making of disciples: worship,

community, and mission.

The Mennonite journey to congrega-

tional discipling stretches back over

three decades. "Early in the 1960s, we
were talking about education for mis-

sion," said Laurence Martin of Men-
nonite Publishing House. "But we didn't

think about community and worship."

In the 1980s, the Institute of Men-
nonite Studies and The Foundation
Series publishers looked at the ways the

church instructs. With a $20,000 grant

from Mennonite Mutual Aid in 1985, an
inter-Mennonite task force on models of

education was formed to define better

ways of teaching. "This group has
thought more about the structure of the

church than any other group," said Mar-
tin.

The task force's ideas about congrega-

tional discipline have already been tried

out by 10 test congregations. Several of

them said they could not maintain the

intensity indefinitely. For example, from
Advent to Easter this past year, Men-
nonite Church of Normal, 111., tried new
ways of doing worship and learning

together. The people learned more, but
"it required an enormous amount of

work," said associate pastor Evelyn
Bertsche. "Planning committees met
weekly and worked almost to the point

of burnout." They would require
prepared resources to continue on with

this integrated church life, she said.

Elements of congregational discipline,

according to Martin, have already been
introduced into the new Foundation
Series for Youth, which is being used for

the first time this fall.

Billed as a "historic gathering of
Christian education leaders," the Menno
Haven event brought together for the
first time education/nurture committee
members from Mennonite Church con-

ferences and General Conference Men-
nonite Church districts and provinces.

Sixteen districts, provinces, and con-

ferences were represented as well as MC
and GC churchwide staff.

Hesston welcomes
1 2 new and
returning instructors

Twelve new and returning instructors

joined the Hesston College faculty this

fall:

• Vicki Andres, business education.

She taught previously at Bethel College.

• Don Clymer, Spanish and German.
He taught at Hesston 1976-84. He and
his wife were in Mexico with Mennonite
Central Committee the past three years.

• Roger Weaver, electronics. He was
most recently service manager at Sun-

shine Audio in Colorado Springs, Colo.

• Ann Minter, writing and English as a

second language. She was previously an

admissions counselor for Hesston.
• Lorna Habegger Harder, horticul-

ture. She is currently pursuing a mas-
ter's degree in biology at Wichita State

University and serves as natural history

assistant at Kauffman Museum in North
Newton, Kans.

• LaVern Epp, law. He has practiced

law locally and most recently works at

Retirement Management Company in

Lawrence, Kans.

Joining the Aviation Department as

flight instructors are Curt Epp of Wal-

ton, Kans.; Scott Schmucker of Goshen,

Ind.; and Dave Vincent of Lansdale, Pa.

All three are graduates of Hesston's

aviation program.

Ghana Mennonites
to boost church
by raising cash crops

Ghana Mennonite Church has ac-

quired 210 acres of land for cultivating

cash crops at Dabala in the Volta Region
of Ghana. Work on the project is to start

at the end of the year.

According to Samuel Tetteh Okrah,

moderator of the church, the project is

aimed at supplementing the church's

weak finances. Okrah said the church

has already initiated a transport busi-

ness which is progressing satisfactorily.

He appealed to Mennonite Board of

Missions to increase its monthly grant of

$600 to enable the church to expand its

activities. "We are seriously mapping
out strategies to open new branches in

the urban areas," he said.

Okrah, a farmer/pastor, suggested,

however, that in order to enable the

church to grow spiritually and physically

the post of moderator should be full-

time. "The time when a leader of a

church becomes a tent maker pastor is

gone," he said. "A church leader is a

shepherd and must have full time for his

sheep. He must initiate schools and
projects to better their living standard.

All these require full-time concentration

and planning."

Ghana Mennonite Church, which was
established in 1957, has 17 congregations

and six pastors. Okrah said the total

membership is about 3,000. A full-time

evangelism worker, Henry Horvey, has

been appointed to "go out and evangel-

ize for Christ and the Mennonite
Church," said Okrah.—G. B. K. Owusu
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
Long letters may need to be shortened.

Betty Garman, Eureka, 111.

When will the church stop being "pro-
choice" or "pro-life" and start being fol-

lowers of Christ? And how can a peace
church be lukewarm about abortion?
Why not look at the issue of abortion
through the eyes of the pre-born? Once
a child is conceived, he/she has a God-
given right to life and care from whoever
can best supply that care. I feel real

sadness for children who are born with
many problems and diseases, and those
caring for such children have a special

ministry of love and compassion.
However, in working with women in

crisis pregnancies, I am convinced that
taking the life of the pre-born is not the
answer for the woman in such a crisis. It

may seem to be the answer at the mo-
ment, but later produces other kinds of
problems just as great. Neither can
abortion be the answer as a form of birth

control for the rich or the poor, for the
substance abuser or for the teenager. It

is violence of the lowest sort, and the
worst kind of child abuse.

Verle Hoffman, Elkhart, Ind.
I have been unable to dismiss the

mass of thoughts possessing my mind
since reading and rereading the letters

from Regina Lutz, Paul Weaver, and
Cynthia Weaver ("Readers Say," Aug.
15). The Lutz-Weaver letter seems to me
to be saying that in certain circum-
stances abortion is a necessary option. I

cannot quite discern whether the burden
of the Cynthia Weaver letter is that in

certain cases abortion would have been
better, or whether it is to challenge the
church to more caring and less protest-

ing. It seems to me that much that is

being said to make room for abortion is

moving us very close to also defending
euthanasia. Some of the same arguments
could apply.

The mother of my children was a can-
cer victim. In her latter weeks the
Demoral shots relieved her pain for a

very short time. She had had so many
that it became difficult to find a place to

give them.

Before my daughter was two years old,

we learned that she had been brain
damaged. She will never be able to live

independently, always needing super-
vised living arrangements. Who decides
when and at what level of suffering, use-
fulness, or ability these persons shall

continue to live? A number of states
have determined that persons destruc-
tive to society shall be executed. How-
ever, any such who have been
determined to have been insane or men-
tally incompetent are given favored
status, and not put to death.

If the quality of life or the quality of

the product is the determining factor

whether or not a child should have been
aborted, at what level of physical or
mental ability is the determination made
to allow the child to live? In spite of all

rationalizations, abortion is killing.

Would it not be better to wait until the

child can be evaluated, then decide
whether or not to kill it?

I, too, believe it is every woman's right

to choose. However, in the vast majority
of those cases the choice was made when
they did what caused them to become
pregnant. That choice having been
made, it now becomes their respon-
sibility to the new person placed in their

body to care for and nurture it.

Vernon Leis, Tavistock, Ont.
When Merle Good's article, "Cautions

About Merger," appeared in the July 25
issue, that article seemed more timely
than usual. Some delegates read the ar-

ticle on the way to Normal 89 where we
were scheduled to consider the recom-
mendation on exploring the integration

of the General Conference Mennonite
Church and the Mennonite Church.

It was suggested by several people at

Normal 89 that the publication of the
article immediately before Normal 89
was politically motivated. Whether the
date of publication was intentional or

accidental, in the future I would like to

see Gospel Herald publish more than one
point of view, if it decides to speak to an
issue immediately before the General
Assembly.

Gordon Erb, Zurich, Ont.
A heartfelt "Amen" to Katie Funk Wiebe

for the articles on the carbonated gospel
and professionalism and whether we can
survive them (July 4, 11, 18). I hope she is

correct in her assumption that we can.

When Christ stated that he would build his

church and the gates of hell shall not
prevail against it, I somehow think his

vision of his "bride" was on a somewhat
higher plane than the fractured and
splintered partisan denominations and the
bubbly social gospel that is so evident
today. Yet somehow Christ's church sur-

vives through all the tumult and, as he said,

he will receive her without spot or wrinkle.

About 50 years ago Canada had a mini-

ster of justice who served in that cabinet

post for the nominal salary of $1 per year.

Now if we could do that in our Mennonite
churches, think of all the money we could

save. Sure would cure a lot of profes-

sionalism.

Dale Glass-hess, Bataan, Philippines
I am writing in regard to the lead article

"The Militarization of Our Homes" by
Becky Roth Schenck (June 20).

First, I would like to say to Ms. Roth
Schenck that I agree with her thesis that

we need to bring our spending into line

with our convictions about peace and jus-

tice in the world. For many years I and my
wife have had many of the same concerns
she mentions. We do not wish to be unwit-

ting underwriters of arms and weapons
that hurt, maim, and kill our brothers and
sisters around the world. And we also agree

with her that as Mennonite Christians we
can do something, like withhold our dol-

lars, from those companies whose policies

are not in line with our convictions.

Second, however, I wonder whether Ms.
Roth Schenck is aware that by recom-
mending organizations like Pax World
Fund, Calvart Social Investments Fund,
and Working Assets Money Fund as wor-

thy of our investments, she may be unwit-

tingly encouraging us to underwrite the

murder of the unborn? Organizations
change, but the last information I had
showed that each of these groups also

invest in Planned Parenthood. As those

who hold to the sanctity of life across the

board, can we really be consistent by with-

holding our support and money from those

who manufacture weapons and indulge in

unscrupulous marketing practices while

giving control of our monies to those who
are at least partly responsible for the

slaughter of many innocents?

Editor's response: Becky Roth
Schenck reports that Planned Parenthood
is not a stock company in which the

managers of such investment funds could

place investments. She has checked on
Calvart Social Investments and Working
Assets Money Fund and could find no
evidence that they put money into or-

ganizations which support abortions.

She discovered, however, that Working
Assets VISA Card does make donations to

nonprofit organizations. In 1986 they gave
a total of $32,000 to 16 groups, one of which
was Planned Parenthood. Her source indi-

cated that they have not donated to

Planned Parenthood since 1986, but did

not deny that they support groups which
are pro-choice.
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Mennoscope

Health checks open the door to ministry. "Sale Barn Ministry" is what it's

called by the nurses who were there every other Wednesday during the summer
months in Belleville, Pa. The place of the ministry was an outdoor booth with an
overhead canvas—one booth among the rows of stalls mushrooming up weekly on
the big sale day. Unlike neighboring counters filled with trinkets, antiques, and
produce, for the crowds of buyers, the counter for this ministry held only equipment
for the health check of blood pressure and blood sugar and iron level, a card file of

names, and a stack of tracts.

"Free Blood Pressure and Pulse" is the sign that attracts people. The nurses and
other volunteers feel their caring contact with people guides some to medical treat-

ment if needed and witnesses to all of Christ's concern for health of body and soul.

People stopping by receive the results of their brief health check printed on a tract

which is the real witness of the ministry. This past summer was the seventh year for

this outreach of Locust Grove Mennonite Church.

—

Adella Brunk Kanagy

Illinois Conference has an office for the first

time. It is at Menno Haven Camp and Retreat

Center near Tiskilwa, 111., and it opened on Sept.

1. Previously all conference business was con-

ducted out of the homes of the officers and staff

persons. Staffing the office are full-time

secretary Debbie Borys and part-time ad-

ministrative assistant Ruth Kaufman. The con-

ference minister, youth minister, and conference

coordinator continue to work out of their homes.
The address of the new office is R. 1, Box 95,

Tiskilwa, IL 61368, and the telephone number is

815-646-4355.

Mennonite Mutual Aid Association dis-

tributed $161,000 in Sharing Fund grants
to members of the Mennonite Church during the

first six months of 1989. The 782 grants helped

meet needs beyond those covered by MMAA's
health and life plans. They helped pay insurance

premiums, medical bills, adoption expenses,

burial expenses, and special costs related to

accident, disability, or disaster. Many of the

grants are intended to supplement funds raised

by local congregations. The grants are available

because of MMAA's status as a tax-exempt
organization.

The Crossroads introduction service now
has 300 members scattered throughout
North America. The result is that many lonely

people are finding friends and marriage
partners. At least eight marriages are known to

have taken place. Crossroads, intended for Men-
nonites and Brethren, was started about three

years ago by Miriam Hurst Harnden with the

help of a board of directors. Members range in

age from 22 to 84, and there are only about twice

as many women as men—a better ratio than
most introduction services. More information is

available from Crossroads at Box 32, North
Tonawanda, NY 14120.

Mennonite Central Committee is seeking
recipes and stories for a new international
cookbook in the tradition of the previous More-
with-Less Cookbook and Living More with Less.

"Just as Jesus was made known to two of his

followers in the breaking of bread (Luke 24:35),

we feel that sharing recipes and stories as-

sociated with food can be a creative way to

introduce North Americans to the peoples and
cultures of the world, including North American
ethnic communities," says editor Joetta Hand-
rich Schlabach. The anticipated release date is

spring 1992. Recipes and stories should be sent

to the International Cookbook Project at MCC,
Box 500, Akron, PA 17501.

Mennonites in Japan are learning more
about their faith heritage during a Sept.

17-Oct. 17 visit by storyteller/historian Jan
Gleysteen of Mennonite Publishing House. He
is presenting his main slide lecture

—

Our Men-
nonite Legacy—in congregations spanning the

country from Hokkaido in the north to Kyushu
in the south. He was invited by Japan Anabap-
tist Center in Tokyo. Gleysteen has told his

stories and shown his slides to thousands of

people in North America and other countries,

but this is his first trip to Japan.

"What is good in Maasai culture that we
want to keep after we become Christians?"
That was the question new Mennonites in the

Maasai tribe of Kenya asked each other during

a recent visit by David Shenk, overseas mini-

stries director for Eastern Mennonite Board of
Missions. Their answer was "hospitality and
respect for elders." Then they asked, "What
needs to stop when we become Christians?" And
the answer was, "killing a man before you can

get married, wife-swapping, beer drinking, and
worship of spirits." The Maasai are a tradition-

ally nomadic and warlike people who have joined

the Mennonite church in increasing numbers in

recent years.

New appointments:
• Paul Kraybill, executive director, Mennonite
Health Association, starting October 7990. He
has accepted the position on a half-time basis,

and will succeed Ernest Bennett, who is retiring.

The MHA office is in Elkhart, Ind. Kraybill is

currently executive secretary of Mennonite
World Conference. Before that he was general

secretary of Mennonite Church General Board
and before that he was an administrator with

Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions.
• Stan and Vi Kuhns, guesthouse host/hostess,

Mennonite Board of Missions, starting in

August. They are responsible for MBM's 1711

Guesthouse in Elkhart, Ind. Their two-year term
is part of MBM Voluntary Service. Kuhnses
lived previously in Wichita, Kans., where Stan
was owner/operator of a lawn-care service, and
Vi was a child-care supervisor.

• Elaine Moyer, acting principal, Christopher

Dock Mennonite High School, Lansdale, Pa.,

starting in August. She is filling in for Elam
Peachey, who is on a one-year sabbatical leave.

Moyer joined the Christopher Dock faculty in

1983 as a physical education instructor. She
became assistant principal in 1986.

• Grace Nolt, publications editor and alumni
coordinator, Eastern Mennonite High School,

Harrisonburg, Va., starting in August. She is a

1989 graduate of Eastern Mennonite College.

She was assistant director of EMC Summer
Programs the last two years.

Pastoral transitions:
• Ernest Martin retired as pastor of Midway
Mennonite Church, Columbiana, Ohio, on July

31. He has been an ordained minister since 1951.

• Samuel Pagan was licensed and installed as

pastor of Lawndale Mennonite Church, Chicago,

111., on June 17. He is a former judge in Puerto
Rico who has subsequently gotten seminary
training in the Chicago area.

• Firman Gingerich was installed as copastor of

First Mennonite Church of Iowa City, Iowa, on
Aug. 27. He serves alongside Anne Stuckey. He
was previously pastor of Bonneyville Mennonite
Church, Bristol, Ind.

• Tom Voth resigned as pastor of St. Louis (Mo.)

Mennonite Fellowship recently. He then became
pastor of Comins (Mich.) Mennonite Church—

a

General Conference congregation.
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'David Byer resigned as associate pastor of
Midway Mennonite Church, Columbiana, Ohio,
recently. He served alongside Pastor Ernest
Martin, who recently retired.

Coming events:

•Inauguration Service, Sept. 24, at Rosedale
Bible Institute. This is for Richard Showalter,
who succeeded Walter Beachy as the school's

fifth president in July. Myron Augsburger, an
urban pastor/administrator who served pre-

viously as president of Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege and Seminary, will be the keynote speaker.

RBI, founded in 1951, is operated by Conserva-
tive Conference. More information from RBI at

2270 Rosedale Rd., Irwin, OH 43029; phone
614-857-1311.

•Retreat for Elementary Administrators, Oct,
5-6, at Camp Hebron, Halifax, Pa. The annual
event is sponsored by Mennonite Elementary
Education Council. This year's theme is "Work-
ing Toward Wholeness," and the resource per-

sons are Gerald and Marlene Kauffman, who
operate a private counseling service, and
Lawrence Chiles, a pastor and counselor. More
information from Jane Moyer at New Danville
Mennonite School, 393 Long Ln., Lancaster, PA
17603; phone 717-872-2506.

• Church College Information Day, Oct. 12, at

Rockway Mennonite Collegiate, Kitchener, Ont.
It will introduce high school seniors (and their

parents) in southern Ontario to the wide variety

of Mennonite colleges— 16 in all—in Canada and
the United States. More information from Rolf
Thiessen at Rockway, 110 Doon Rd., Kitchener,
ON N2G 3C8; phone 519-743-5209.

•Housing Now Rally, Oct. 7, in Washington,
D.C. Homeless people and others will call on the
U.S. government to provide decent affordable
housing for the growing number of homeless
people. One of the rally's organizers is David
Hayden, a Mennonite pastor and activist from
Roanoke, Va. Christian Peacemaker Teams—

a

Mennonite and Brethren effort—urges con-
gregations to help homeless people in their area
get to the rally. More information from CPT at

1821 W. Cullerton St., Chicago, IL 60608; phone
312-421-5513.

•European Mennonite Exhibit, Sept. 3-24, at

Goshen College. This is the first Art Gallery
exhibit of the 1989-90 school year. Called "Cos-
tume and Genre: Scenes from 19th-century
European Mennonite Life," it includes 23
lithographs and intaglio prints from the collec-

tion of Paul and Jean Kraybill. More information
from Information Services at GC, Goshen, IN
46526; phone 219-535-7571.
• Soldner Art Exhibit, Sept. 2-28, at Hesston
College. This is the first Art Gallery exhibit of
the 1989-90 school year. It features 10 paintings

by Ginny Soldner, who works out of Claremont,
Calif., and Aspen, Colo. She is a graduate of
Bluffton College—a Mennonite school in Ohio.
More information from Information Services at

HC, Box 3000, Hesston, KS 67062; phone 316-

327-4221.

• Groundbreaking/Dedication Service, Oct. 8, at

Williamsburg (Va.) Christian Retreat Center.
This is for the main lodge/conference center and
supporting facilities at the new Mennonite
facility. The featured speaker is James Lapp,
executive secretary of Mennonite Church
General Board. More information from the
retreat center at 9275 Barnes Rd., Toano, VA
23168; phone 804-566-2256.

Church-related job openings:
• Conference minister, New York State Fellow-
ship. Responsibilities include working with con-
gregations and overseers in counseling and
nurture. Pastoral experience is assumed. New
York State Fellowship is a conference of the
Mennonite Church. Contact Duane Davis at 218
Watango Ave., Corning, NY 14830.

•Kitchen/housekeeping assistant, Spruce Lake
Retreat, Canadensis, Pa. This is a year-round
salaried position, with housing provided. Con-
tact Paul Beiler at Spruce Lake Retreat, R. 1,

Box 605, Canadensis, PA 18325; phone 717-595-

7505.

Correction: Community Mennonite Church of
Harrisonburg, Va., has a /bur-member pastoral

team instead of three as indicated in the "Pas-
toral Transitions" section of the Aug. 29 issue.

The fourth person is Ted Swartz.

Change of address: Roy D. Roth from Har-

risonburg, Va., to 1605 Adkins St., Apt. 6,

Eugene, OR 97401. Phone: 503-344-8547. Mid-
way Mennonite Church, from 3005 Renkenberger
Rd., to 13376 Columbiana-Canfield Rd., Colum-
biana, OH 44408. Paul L. Swarr from 3500 St.

Emma Dr., to 4801 Cartersville Rd., Powhatan,
VA 23139.

Special meetings: John Drescher, Harrison-

burg, Va., at Beech, Louisville, Ohio, Oct. 15-18.

Fred Martin, Lancaster. Pa., at Hershey, Pa.,

Nov. 8-12.

New members
West Union, Parnell, Iowa: Daniel Smith.
Bonneyville, Bristol, Ind.: Jeff Mast, Paul

Stauffer, Lori Miller, Diane Schrock, and Emily
Otto.

Midway, Columbiana, Ohio: Otto and Mar-
garet Luplow by baptism and John Huffman by
confession of faith.

Powhatan, Va.: Jason Alderfer, Jill Hertzler,

and Matthew Orcutt.

Des Moines, Iowa: Kham Baccam and Peng
Lovan.

Salem, Tofield, Alta.: Charmaine Wideman
and Tammy Schmidt.

First Mennonite, Ft. Wayne, Ind.: Darin
Frye and Kendrah Leon by baptism and Phyllis

Selig by confession of faith.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Adams, Bill and Betty (Kurtz), Milton, Pa-
second son, Benjamin James, May 21.

Berkey, Dennis and Connie (Wyse), Goshen,
Ind., first child, Jessica Dawn, Aug. 23.

Burkholder, Ruel and Daine (Blosser),

Waynesboro, Va., third child, second daughter,

Monika Denise, July 9.

Gochenaur, Robert and Karen (Rhein-
heimer), Lancaster. Pa., first child. Tanner Har-
rison, July 12.

Hershberger, Merlin and Pamela (Busick),

Sarasota, Fla., first child, Douglas Ray, Aug. 31.

Horst, Jeffrey and Julia (Steffy), Gordonville,

Pa., second child, first son, Hamilton Jeffrey,

Aug. 21.

Johnson, David and Susan (Thompson),
Waterloo, Ont, second child, first son, Daniel
David. Aug. 19.

Kanagy, Glen and Donna (Lehman). Bel-

leville, Pa., second child, first daughter. Valerie

Ann, Aug. 22.

Kauffman, Stanlee D. and Marcia (Beachy),

Waynesboro, Va., first child. Glorious Dawn,
Aug. 14.

Linder, Clifford and Julie (Frank). Louisville,

Ohio, second child, first son, Dustin Erwin. Aug.
30.

Long, David and Carmella (Hostetler), Bel-

leville, Pa., second child, first son, Austin David
Stuart, Aug. 2.

Martin, Leon and Gloria, West Montrose,
Ont., third daughter, Julie Anne, July 10.

Miller, Douglas and Barbara (Nafziger). Mer-
cersburg. Pa., third child, first daughter. Sara
Marie, July 8.

Mills, Thomas E. and Lorie (Boll I. Lancaster,

Pa., first child, Elizabeth Anne, Aug. 7.

Peachey, Max and Tambra (Miller). Mc-
Veytown, Pa., first child, Nicholas William. June
29.

MBM sends out nine new workers. Nine new overseas workers with Mennonite
Board of Missions were among 25 new and returning workers who met in Harrison-

burg, Va., for the annual MBM Overseas Missions Seminar July 7-15. They are:

First row (left to right)—John and Crissie Graber to Brazil, Naomi Weaver to Israel,

and Peter and Betty Hamm to Liberia. Second row—William and Naomi Stoesz to

Ghana (joint appointees with Mennonite Central Committee) and Luke and Becky
Gascho to Puerto Rico. In addition to the seminar, the overseas workers and MBM
staff spoke in Harrisonburg area churches and attended a commissioning service

during the annual assembly of Virginia Conference. The featured speakers that eve-

ning were Michael and Mattie Marie Mast, MBM workers who serve as Bible

teachers and counselors among Indian Christians in northern Argentina.
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Pries, John and Susan (Harder), Kitchener,
Out., third child, second son, Joshua Thomas,
Aug. 25.

Pruett, Miles and Sharon (Hertzler), Pow-
hatan, Va., first child, Steven Jay, July 14.

Ressler, Gerald and Mary Alice (Yutzy), Lan-
caster, Pa., second child, first son, Patrick Drew,
July 12.

Schrock, Michael and Erin Geiser, Min-
neapolis, Minn., second son, Haven Avery, July
2.

Srof, Jody and Brenda, Goshen, Ind., second
daughter, Leah Katherina, Aug. 21.

Stamm, Dale and Leslie (Miller), West Unity,
Ohio, fifth child, third son, Whitney Austin, Aug.
20.

Swartley, Dean and Fern (Weber), Mer-
cersburg, Pa., second child, first daughter, Laura
Beth, July 13.

Taylor, James and Andrea, Washington,
Iowa, third child, second son, Kaleb Rollis, Aug.
18.

Trissel, Dennis and Beth (Churchman), Har-
risonburg, Va., third child, second daughter,
Elise Catherine, Aug. 19.

Yoder, Marlin and Sherri (Hackenberg), Mill-

mont. Pa., second son, Anthony Allen, May 27.

Yoder, Steve and Barbara (Snyder), North-
umberland, Pa., first child, Alicia Maria, July 30.

Alta., Anglican Church, by Levi Smoker, Aug.
19.

Shantz-Westfall. Gregory Shantz, New Dun-
dee, Ont., Stirling Avenue cong., and Brenda
Westfall, Baden, Ont., by Steven Martin, Aug.
19.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Benner-Lehman. John Randall Benner,
Tunkhunnock, Pa., Lakeview cong., and Brenda
Lehman, Mt. Eaton, Ohio, Longenecker cong.,

by Weldon Schloneger and Owen Burkholder,
Aug. 19.

Blank-Beiler. Kenneth Blank, Middleburg,
Pa., and JoAnn Beiler, Mifflinburg, Pa., both of

Boyer cong., by Randall C. Fiske and Samuel
Yoder, June 17.

Bontrager-Erb. Todd Bontrager, Kalona,
Iowa, Methodist Church, and Jill Erb, Kalona,
Iowa, East Union cong., by Michael Loss, Aug.
12.

Cressman-Brubacher. Dale Cressman, New
Hamburg, Ont, and Cheryl Brubacher, Water-
loo, Ont, both of Nith Valley cong., by Amzie
Brubacher and Ray Brubacher, Aug. 5.

Eby-Nussbaum. Rick Eby and Rachel Nuss-
baum, both of Harrisonburg, Va., Lindale cong.,

by Harvey Chupp and Ron Swartz, Aug. 19.

Fair-Stoll. Eric Morgan Fair, Cassopolis,
Mich., and Kelly R. Stoll, South Bend, Ind.,

Kern Road cong., by David L. and Janice Yordy
Sutter, Aug. 11.

Graber-Yoder. Rodney Curtis Graber, West
Liberty, Ohio, and Lela Faye Yoder, Harrison-
burg, Va., Park View cong., by Ivan E. Yoder,
uncle of the bride, and Myron Blosser, brother-
in-law of the groom, July 8.

Joosse-Shantz. Dennis Joosse, Sarnia, Ont,
and Pamela Shantz, Waterloo, Ont, First Men-
nonite cong., by Ed Den Haan and Brice Balmer,
Aug. 26.

Mainland-Lichty. Brian Mainland,
Kitchener, Ont, Pentecostal Church, and Rhon-
da Lichty, Millbank, Ont., Riverdale cong., by
Glenn Zehr, Aug. 12.

Miller-Amstutz. Brian Miller, Kidron, Ohio,
and Heather Amstutz, Dalton, Ohio, both of
Kidron cong., by Bill Detweiler, Aug. 20.

Roth-Grantham. Robin Roth, Tofield, Alta.,

Salem cong., and Gloria Grantham, Edmonton,

Obituaries

Braden, Thelma, died at Waynesboro, Va.,

Aug. 22, 1989. She was married to John Braden,
who survives. She was a member of Waynesboro
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Aug. 25, in charge of Stanlee D. Kauff-
man and Charles Ramsey.
Diener, Willard, son of Harry A. and Aman-

da (Selzer) Diener, was born in Hutchinson,
Kans., July 7, 1925; died at his home on Aug. 28,

1989; aged 64. On Feb. 27, 1948, he was married
to Erma Miller, who survives. Also surviving are

4 sons (Weldon, Ron, Terry, and Marvin), one
daughter (Marlene Boese), 10 grandchildren,
and 6 brothers (Daniel, Edward, Clayton, Thur-
man, Paul, and Herman). He was a member of
Yoder Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Aug. 31, in charge of Don
Patterson; interment in the church cemetery.
Enns, Henry G., son of Gerhard and Lena

(Dyck) Enns, was born in the Ukraine, Russia,
Jan. 13, 1914; died of cancer at Kitchener, Ont.,

Aug. 12, 1989; aged 75. On Apr. 23, 1938, he was
married to Tilly Bergen, who survives. Also
surviving are 2 sons (Richard and Lawrence). He
was a member of Stirling Avenue Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Aug. 17, in charge of Steven Martin; interment
in Woodland Cemetery.
Frey, Noah, son of Eli and Suzanne (Yoder)

Frey, was born in Plain City, Ohio, Jan. 3, 1908;

died at Milford Center, Ohio, Aug. 29, 1989; aged
81. He was married to Jemima Schlabach, who
died on Mar. 30, 1980. Surviving are 4 sons
(Edward, Clarence, Jonas, and Leon), 4

daughters (Sarah Diamond, Vera Callaway,
Mary Herron, and Martha Powers), 4 brothers
(John, Nelson, Jonas, and Eli), and 4 sisters

(Verna Miller, Ellen Bontrager, Edna Troyer,
and Clara Frey). Funeral services were held at

Sharon Mennonite Church on Sept. 1, in charge
of Elvin Sommers and David Lantz; interment
in Sharon Church Cemetery.
Hershberger, Erma Feme Mishler,

daughter of Edward and Mary Elizabeth (Miller)

Mishler, was born in LaGrange Co., Ind.; died
at Walnut Creek Retirement Center on Aug. 19,

1989; aged 87. She was married to Daniel N.
Hershberger, who died in 1970. Surviving are 2

sons (Maurice and Theron), one daughter
(Dorothy Chambers), 10 grandchildren, 9 great-

grandchildren, and one sister (Mildred Wava
Kauffman). She was preceded in death by 2

daughters, 2 brothers, 2 sisters, and a

granddaughter. She was a member of Walnut
Creek Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Aug. 22, in charge of Russell

Mast; interment in the church cemetery.
Jutzi, Mary Magdalena Shantz, daughter

of Moses and Catherine (Martin) Shantz, was
born in Wilmot Twp., Ont., Mar. 19, 1923; died
of Alzheimer's disease at Cambridge, Ont., Aug.
20, 1989; aged 66. On Oct. 15, 1949, she was
married to Wallace Jutzi, who survives. Also
surviving are 2 daughters (Diane Traendlin and
Janice Roth), 2 sons (Cameron and Stewart
Jutzi), 8 grandchildren, and one sister (Luella

Shantz). She was prececed in death by one
brother (Gordon Shantz). She was a member of
Nith Valley Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Aug. 23, in charge of Amzie
Brubacher and Rufus Jutzi; interment in Blen-

heim Mennonite Cemetery.
Kaufman, Beulah Hartzler, daughter of

Isaiah and Amanda (Fett) Hartzler, was born at
West Liberty, Ohio, May 29, 1909; died of cancer
at Plain City, Ohio, Aug. 28, 1989; aged 80. On
Sept. 3, 1947, she was married to Abram Kauf-
man, who survives. Also surviving are one
daughter (Julie Longenecker), one son (R.
Timothy), 4 stepsons (Paul, James, John, and
Carl), 13 grandchildren, 26 great-grandchildren,
and one sister (Kathryn Troyer). Funeral ser-

vices were held at Sharon Mennonite Church on
Aug. 31, in charge of Elvin Sommers, David
Lantz, and David Troyer; interment in Sharon
Church Cemtery.
Showalter, Sada Florence, daughter of

Robert F. and Nannie Showalter, was born in

Singers Glen, Va., Apr. 3, 1897; died at Harrison-
burg, Va., Aug. 26, 1989; aged 92. Surviving are

one sister (Mary Suter) and one brother (Clark).
She was a member of Weavers Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Aug. 29, in charge of Owen Burkholder and
Daniel Suter; interment in Weavers Cemetery.
Weaver, Edwin L., was born at Ashtabula,

Ohio, Aug. 22, 1925; died of cancer at St.
Elizabeth Medical Center, Youngstown, Ohio,
June 27, 1989; aged 63. On Apr. 17, 1976, he was
married to Mary Huebert, who survives. Also
surviving are 2 daughters (Ellen Bailey and Jean
Fenton), one son (Paul), his mother (Florence),

9 grandchildren, one great-grandson, and one
brother (Raymond). He was a member of Mid-
way Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on July 1, in charge of Ernest Martin
and John Krier; interment in Midway Cemetery.
Wright, Olive Marie Blosser, daughter of

Stelvin M. and Margaret M. (Bieber) Blosser,
was born at Columbiana, Ohio, June 13, 1937;
died of congestive heart failure en route to
Akron (Ohio) City Hospital on Aug. 23, 1989;
aged 52. On Nov. 22, 1956, she was married to
William Wright, who survives. Also surviving are
2 sons (Daniel W. and Samuel L.), one daughter
(Tammy Ross), 5 grandchildren, one brother
(Albert Blosser), 2 stepsisters (Carol Blosser

and Ruthann Horst), and one stepbrother
(Lowell Schloneger). One brother (Jowel)
preceded her in death. She was a member of
Leetonia Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Aug. 26, in charge of Leonard
D. Hershey; interment in Midway Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Lancaster Conference fall assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 21

Mennonite Board of Education board of directors, Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept, 22-23

Women's Mission and Service Commission executive committee,
Newton, Kans., Sept. 22-24

Goshen College board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Sept. 28-30
Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,

Lowville, N. Y., Oct. 14

Northwest Conference fall meeting, Camrose, Alta., Oct. 27-29
Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Nov. 3-4

Allegheny Conference delegate session, Allensville, Pa., Nov. 4
Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Nov. 6-7

Mennonite Economic Development Associates annual conven-
tion, Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 9-12

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meeting,
Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Franconia Conference fall assembly, Franconia, Pa.. Nov. 11

Mennonite Church General Board, Elkhart, Ind., Nov. 16-18

Southwest Conference annual delegate meeting, Blvthe, Calif.,

Nov. 18

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12. Winnipeg, Man., July
24-29, 1990

Credits
Cover-Story design by Paula Johnson; cover photo by Dale
Gehman; photos on pp. 667, 674 by David Hiebert: p. 673 by
John D. Yoder; p. 677 by James L. Derstine.
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Items & comments
Cotnpiled from Religious News Service and a,

variety ofother sources.

Surge reported in investment scams
peddled to religious groups
More than 15,000 Americans have lost

nearly $500 million during the past five

years as a result of religiously oriented
investment scams, according to a report
released recently. "Preying on the Faith-
ful: The False Prophets of the Investment
World" is based on a survey of state secu-

rities agency enforcement cases and was
released by the North American Secu-
rities Administrators Association and the
Council of Better Business Bureaus.
There is "an alarming increase in the

number of investment schemes peddled
to religious people," according to the
report. Among the religiously oriented
schemes cited are "self-proclaimed 'born

again' financial planners, con artists

claiming to be endorsed by local and na-
tional church officials, and givers of
'divinely inspired' investment advice"
about coins, precious metals, real estate,

stocks, and oil and gas wells.

"Religiously oriented scams are one of
today's hottest tickets for investment
swindlers," said John Baldwin, president
of the securities association. "The prob-
lem here is not religion but the growing
number of swindlers who cynically ex-

ploit religious faith in order to fleece

unsuspecting members of the flock."

Church attendance increases
with education, says new survey
Contrary to popular belief, church atten-

dance increases with education, a new
survey by California-based Barna Re-
search Group suggests. The study found
38 percent of Americans (32 percent of

males and 43 percent of females) attend
religious services every week, another 29
percent less frequently, and 32 percent
never. Of the weekly attenders, 43 percent
were college graduates while 34 percent
had no college education. Conversely, of

those who never attend, 26 percent were
college graduates, and 40 percent had no
college education.

In other findings, researcher George
Barna says a question mark hangs over
those born in the post-World War II baby
boom. "Boomers are returning to church
today because of their children and as part

of their experimental lifestyle, but consis-

tent attendance will probably not be a

trademark," he says. And, he adds,
"boomers are not joiners," which may

someday cause "panic" among churches
that seek to measure stability or growth
through member counts.

The survey also found that nearly one-

third of those who never attend church say

they are "open" to visiting a religious service

within the next three months. Barna says this

figure represents 60 million unchurched
adults in America

—
"more people than popu-

late many nations to which churches send
missionaries. It seems reasonable," he adds,

"that churches should be able to attract at

least the 20 million or so who are open to

attending. . .

."

Accrediting agency pressing
Southeastern; enrollment plummets
Beleagured Southeastern Baptist

Theological Seminary, already suffering

severe enrollment declines in the wake of

a bitter battle between conservatives and
moderates, received a new challenge
recently from a national accrediting

agency. In a letter to President Lewis
Drummond, the Association of Theo-
logical Schools asked the seminary to

"show cause . . . why it should not be
placed on probation." The association's

accrediting commission also questioned
"the ability of the school to serve its

stated purpose."

The Southern Baptist school has lost

enrollment since October 1987, when
theological conservatives took over the
board of trustees. President Randall Lol-
ley and others resigned in protest. Since
then, relations among faculty, students,

and staff have been in turmoil. Total en-

rollment in the spring of 1988 was 1,046.

It dipped to 784 by the following year
and the school expected an enrollment
of about 600 students this fall.

Disciples push for recognition of
South African and Middle East rebels

The Christian Church (Disciples of

Christ) has voted to recognize the African

National Congress in South Africa and
the Palestine Liberation Organization in

the Middle East as necessary participants

in any negotiations aimed at peace and
justice in their respective regions. Votes

on these and other controversial issues,

both foreign and domestic, came during
the denomination's recent biennial
general assembly in Indianapolis. About
4,000 delegates, primarily from the
United States and Canada, attended the

meeting of the 1.1-million-member
church.

The ANC vote marks what is believed

to be the first time a U.S. Protestant de-

nomination has made such a public state-

ment of support, according to Rita
Nakashima Brock of the Disciples Peace
Fellowship, which sponsored both the

ANC and PLO resolutions. The ANC is

outlawed in South Africa; Israel refuses to

recognize the PLO.
In another vote, the Disciples opposed

the July Supreme Court decision in

Webster vs. Reproductive Health
Services, a decision which allows states to

restrict access to abortion. Reaffirming a
woman's right to make reproductive
choices, the church urged members to ac-

tively oppose restrictive laws.

New church in wine-making area
uses winery for services

_
Presbyterians in Windsor, Calif., have

finally found a place to worship: a
winery. Presbyterian Church USA of-

ficials had been looking for a place to

start a new church in the middle of the
famed wine-making region of Sonoma
County but they came up "dry"—until

they discovered a helpful church member
who also managed the Landmark Winery.
The only restriction: the congregation
must wrap up its services before noon
when the winery opens for tasting hours.

Lutheran Brotherhood launches
teen assistance program
Lutheran Brotherhood, a Minneapolis-

based nonprofit insurance group, has em-
barked on a nationwide initiative billed as

an effort to help young people "success-

fully surmount the challenges of

adolescence." Called RespecTeen, the
program is intended to provide resources
for use by schools, congregations, and
community groups in a variety of areas:

teen stress management, chemical abuse
prevention, human sexuality, effective

parenting, and youth development skills.

Lutheran Brotherhood sells insurance
and financial services to Lutherans
across the United States and channels
profits into charitable work and service

programs such as RespecTeen. In 1988 the

organization contributed $35 million to

charitable work.

Pharmacists for Life take
birth-control devices off shelves

As media and government agencies are

publicizing the use of condoms to stop the

spread of AIDS, a small but growing
number of pharmacists are removing con-

doms and other birth-control devices
from their stores. The approximately 100

members of Pharmacists for Life, based
in Ingomar, Pa., object to birth-control

devices on both moral and medical
grounds. They say such products as the

Pill actually induce what amounts to

abortions, while condoms have a high

failure rate and thus are not effective in

stopping AIDS.
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The renewal of the mind
Nonconformity to the world has been an impor-

tant concept in Mennonite thought and practice.

If it has been somewhat in eclipse recently it is

not forgotten. Not long ago we accepted an ar-

ticle on this theme which we will publish within
,

the next several months.

One aspect of nonconformity which tended to

make people in my generation cynical was its

sometimes stereotyped expression. People
dressed in expensive black clothes, for example,
driving a large, black, expensive automobile.

Something about this combination didn't sit well

with us.

It occurs to me also that the emphasis did not

seem to fall as heavily on the renewal of the

mind of Romans 12:2b as it did on noncon-
formity to the world of Romans 12:2a. What
would be a "renewed" mind and how does this

renewed person function?

One would expect that at the heart of it would
be a changed attitude. Mind in Paul's parlance

covered more than mere thought processes. As
William Barclay describes the new man, "the
driving power of his life is different ... for the

mind of Christ is in him."

How this might work is illustrated by a Chris-

tian farmer in Bolivia who stopped growing coca,

the source of cocaine, the drug which is bringing

disaster and death to many in North America.
As reported by Christianity Today (Sept. 8,

1989) most Christians in coca growing country
grow it along with the rest. After all, as the

magazine reports, the income is double that

received from oranges and bananas. Who
wouldn't grow coca to double his income? Not
Bernardo Arandia. He heard a sermon in a Bap-
tist church which told about people in the U.S.
dying from cocaine and that cocaine is "a
destroyer, like Satan. ... I decided that day to

burn my coca, and I would never grow it again."

"Sometimes, coca tempts me to grow again, be-
cause I see people who grow it turning rich over-

night.

"But I know, as a Christian, that I cannot do it

anymore. And I know God will somehow bless
me for doing the right thing."

This farmer appears to me to represent the
renewed mind of Romans 12. The person with
the renewed mind has a longer perspective, an
improved imagination, an ability to see the

larger picture. Such a person is willing to ask
the searching questions

.

Now it seems obvious to us that Bernardo
Arandia has done the right thing, and we are dis-

tressed that his Christian neighbors do not take
a similar stand. But we do not have their

problems. We have problems of our own and our
responses to them are characteristic. Many
Christians move along with the crowd.

On September 1, the Christian Science

Monitor published an interview with Harlan
Cleveland, who is identified as a futurist, a

scholar, and a U.S. statesman. Cleveland ob-

serves that in our time there has emerged what
he terms "a new class of issues: I call them
global behavioral issues." Today, he suggests, it

is as if civilization is set to jump off a bridge

and commit suicide. We see this about to hap-
pen. What responsibility do we have for it?

"To change global behavior—on the environ-

ment, energy, sexual behavior, or AIDS—is, he
feels, the major challenge." A problem with the

environment as an issue, as he points out, is that

none of us ordinary people can see the ozone
layer, and the greenhouse effect is also to be
imagined. So it is hard to get people to take

responsibility for such seeming imaginary
problems. Perhaps it would help if we had a

renewed mind. Is there any evidence that Chris-

tians are more concerned about these matters

and more willing to sacrifice for them than the

pagans? The evidence is hard to find.

Even some who are sensitive to the issue are

distressed to see that they are not much better

than the rest. Art and Jocele Meyer recently did

a study of their personal production of carbon
dioxide (CO2) and discovered that their yearly

production was 16.6 tons each. This is less than

two tons below the U.S. average of 18.4 and
more than Canada at 14.93, the Soviet Union at

13.07, China at 1.9, and India at .7 tons. The
world average, they report, is 3.8 tons. Now that

the Meyers have analyzed their situtation and
given an honest report, I am confident they will

seek to cut down their use of gasoline and
electricity, two of the most common sources of

CO2.
In the farm country of Bolivia the renewal of

the mind shows up in a farmer's attitude toward
coca growing. In North America among the

places you can look for signs of renewal is a

person's sensitivity to energy and environmental

issues. Some, it appears, are quite ready to settle

for Romans 7:24 in place of 12:2.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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Anointing with oil
by Mark L. Vincent

Several years ago, when attending a cousin's
wedding, I was surprised and pleased to see the
ceremony conclude with an anointing service.
Surprised because it was a new experience, and
pleased because it was so appropriate. My
cousin had experienced a particularly difficult ad-
olescence, seeing a counselor on a number of oc-
casions for his emotional dilemmas, and his
bride had lost her father to a heart attak just
weeks before the wedding.
The anointing service was used to ask God's

provision of emotional healing for this suffering
couple as they began their life together. Witness-
ing the anointing of oil used in this manner led

me to reflect on its expanded use and purpose
in today's church. Here is what I have discov-

ered:

One change brought through the Reformation
was the deterioration of religious symbols, mam-
ceasing altogether as the Protestant Church was
purged of any Catholic appearance. Other sym-
bols like baptism, communion, and anointing
were radically altered to fit within Protestant the-

ology. Some churches baptized only adult con-
verts as an extreme reaction to infant baptism.
Other Protestant groups reduced the fre-

quency of communion and avoided liturgical wor-
ship styles to avoid the appearance of the Mass.



As time has passed, however, symbols have cau-

tiously rebounded causing believers to once
again consider their worth and purpose. Perhaps
the most notable example of a symbol seeing

more widespread use in the Protestant commu-
nity is the anointing with oil.

Two words. Two significant Greek words are

,

used to mean anoint, both of which imply the

anointing or smearing of soft fat, olive oil, or the

more expensive myrrh upon a person or object.

The first word, aleipho, means to anoint for

purposes of purification, for bodily hygiene and
beautification, and for the treatment of wounds
and curing of disease. The New Testament use
of aleipho is seen in anointing for bodily care
(Matt. 6:17), hospitality (Luke 7:38, 46; John
11:2; 12:3), honoring the dead (Mark 16:1), and to

heal the sick (Mark 6:13; James 5:14). Only rarely

is this word used to mean anointing as an act of

consecration.

The second word, chrio or chrisma, unlike al-

eipho, is used in association with the symbolic rit-

ual in both the Greek Old Testament and New

Perhaps the most notable example of
a symbol seeing more widespread
use in the Protestant community is

the anointing with oil.

Testament, usually for the purpose of consecra-
tion. Anointing in the ritual sense could be per-
formed by the elders of Israel (2 Sam. 5:3), at

the direction of Yahweh through a prophet (1

Sam. 9:16), or through God's appointed leader
(Exod. 30:22-30). The anointed were newlyweds
(Ps. 45:7-8), prophets (1 Kings 19:16), priests

Mark L. Vincent, Ft. Wayne, Ind., is pastor of First
Mennonite Church of Ft. Wayne.

(Exod. 30:30-33), places and articles of worship
(Lev. 8:10), and governmental leaders (1 Sam.
9:16, 16:3-16).

Anointing in this way was a sacred act and
took place in Yahweh's presence, symbolizing his

anointing of that person (Ps. 20:6) and their sepa-

ration unto God. This type of anointing often sig-

nified the giving of authority, the strength to

carry out that authority, and the gift of the Holy
Spirit. When a priest was anointed, it especially

symbolized the act of setting him apart for the
Lord's service. Much purification ritual and cere-

mony preceded the anointing and when it took
place, it symbolized the priest's removal from
secular society and his placement into a life of

sacred living.

The New Testament use of this word is insepa-

rably tied to the work of Jesus Christ. In fact,

the word Christ (Christos) means "anointed" and
is derived from chrio. Christ is anointed as

prophet, priest, and king and takes the office of

Messiah, which also means "the anointed one
."

When chrio is used separately from the person
of Christ it is a symbol which remains close to

the Septuagint usage. In other words, it is a met-
aphor of the Holy Spirit's outpouring upon the

believer which bestows authority and power or a

divine commission on the Christian.

Some conclusions. After reflecting further

upon the uses of anointing in Scripture and test-

ing ideas with some church leaders on using

anointing in fresh, biblical ways, I have reached
the following conclusions:

1. Anointing with oil may be used to conse-

crate servants of God as they undertake their

tasks. This, however, should happen only with

careful preparation by the anointed and under
the discretion of church leadership.

2. Anointing with oil may be used to conse-

crate individuals who wish the oil to represent

the Holy Spirit's anointing in their lives follow-

ing conversion. This type of anointing could take

place to restore a disciplined member to fellow-
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ship, or as a sign of receiving forgiveness and
healing from destructive behavior which has
been repented of, or in a public act of rededicat-
ing one's life to Christ, or in joining the church.
Anointing with oil when joining the church is es-

pecially useful when a baptized Christian is

transferring membership into a new congregation.
3. Anointing with oil may be used at a wedding

as a sign of joy, and a consecration of the newly
established home.

4. Anointing with oil may be used for a family
with a newborn child to consecrate the parents

Making the best of it

The liquid was left heating too long
while I was busy reading.

Embraced by the wing-backed chair,

I let minutes get lost in words.

Eventually, the milk scorched, turned

bubbly-brown in the saucepan.
But not wishing to be wasteful, I

mixed in chocolate as planned.

When sampled from a mug, the taste

had a certain pungency.
So I added a touch of honey to hide

the results of my carelessness.

Although the defect remained, the

cocoa was palatable nonetheless.

My life has been like that—faulted
sometimes and far from perfect.

And while the imperfections have not
yielded to easy concealment,

I have drunk of life deeply and have
found it nourishing after all.

—Joyce G. Bradshaw

Reprinted with permission from Time ofSinging

My fervent prayer for the church has
long been to rediscover celebrative
acts of worship and to gain a deeper
understanding of consecration.

for the work of the Lord in their home, and as a
prayer the Holy Spirit will be poured out on the
life of the child. This in no way must be under-
stood as providing salvation for the child. It is a
recognition that the child's life is sacred and a re-

quest for the Creator to play an important role

in the child's development. For congregations
who fear infant-anointing might be understood
as infant-baptism in the ministry context, anoint-

ing just the parents would still provide a mean-
ingful ceremony without danger of being
misconstrued. This is what the First Mennonite
Church of Ft. Wayne, Indiana, has decided to do.

5. Anointing with oil may be used as a prayer
for the sick and a request for God's healing.

6. Anointing with oil may be used for one
about to die as a sign of the Holy Spirit's seal of

salvation. Again, anointing would not provide sal-

vation, but would provide comfort to the dying
as a final symbol they had consecrated their

lives to God. Anointing of the dead should be re-

frained from in today's church since the morti-
cian has assumed this function and the meaning
of anointing the dead has been lost. Any attempt
to anoint the dead today would be viewed by
many as extreme unction, and would do far more
harm than good.

Preparation and discretion. Regardless of
what an individual congregation determines ap-
propriate anointing is, anointing should never
take place without preparation, anointing should
never be dispensed without the discretion of

church leadership, and anointing should always
be requested by the individuals who will be
anointed, unless they are too ill to speak for

themselves and the families request it (James
5:14).

My fervent prayer for the church has long
been to rediscover celebrative acts of worship
and to gain a deeper understanding of consecra-
tion. I believe freshening the current use of
anointing within a biblical framework can begin
answering that very prayer. ^
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A faith for the world
by Irvin E. Bomberger

A while ago I went to a business reception. Dur-

ing the reception, an associate came up to me
and asked with great earnestness, "Are you a

brother of the faith?" I was a bit startled at his

forthrightness because although some of my col-

leagues knew that I was Mennonite, I never

thought of myself as someone who wore my
Christianity on my sleeve.

Despite my puzzlement, I responded that,

"Yes, as a matter of fact, I am a brother of the

God calls us to a salvation that is

much larger than any earthly

kingdom, but we must also wrestle

with how that calling is lived out
in the world.

faith," and asked whether he was, too. He re-

sponded, "Why of course!" I didn't quite know
what direction to take our conversation, so I

stood there for an awkward moment until he fi-

nally said, "What synagogue do you belong to?"

Brotherhood of faith. When I quickly in-

formed him that I was Mennonite and not Jew-

ish, he seemed confused, almost betrayed, as if I

had misrepresented myself. By the same token, I

too had a twinge of condescension over his pre-

sumption that being a brother of faith was synon-

ymous with being Jewish. With a name like Irv

Bomberger, I've certainly become fairly used to

people assuming I'm Jewish. And I guess this in-

cident wouldn't have struck me as odd had the

fellow not used what I perceived to be Christian,

almost Mennonite, phraseology. After all, "broth-

erhood of faith" is about as Mennonite as you

can get. We are a faith church. And although

brotherhood is a bit of an antiquated term, it

still symbolizes the believers church—a central

element of our theology.

But those terms were not exclusively Menno-
nite. In fact, I'm sure this fellow thought he was
asking me a rather pointed Jewish question. And
so, two faith traditions met that day, but they

went no further because neither of us quite

knew how to transcend our traditional perspec-

tives on the brotherhood of faith.

Irvin E. Bomberger, Barrington, 111., works with specialty

relations for the American Medical Association in nearby
Chicago. In May, he moved from the Washington, D.C.,

area, where he was a member of Hyattsville Mennonite
Church.

That incident raised questions that have lin-

gered in the back of my mind. It symbolized for

me how easily I can go through life using defini-

tions and symbols without ever taking the effort

to understand how other people perceive those

things. As a Mennonite, I think I'm particularly

susceptible to this because so much of my iden-

tity is wrapped up in the Mennonite Church.

When I lived in Harrisonburg, Virginia, and
Goshen, Indiana, the church community was like

an extended family. My culture was Mennonite.

My peers were Mennonite. My role models were

Mennonite. It was that close-knit Mennonite

church that was my point of reference, my faith

community, and—to some extent—maybe my
faith.

Coming to the city, though, has challenged

that identity and some of my basic assumptions

about my role in the world. I would like to raise

some of the questions posed for us by an urban

environment: How does the city affect our faith?

How does our faith affect the city? What new
revelation of God is provided by the city? How
do we share our urban Christian experience with

a rural church?
These are rather new questions for Menno-

nites. We have been a rural, agrarian people who
viewed ourselves as being in this world but not

of it. Out- separatist views are steeped in a tradi-

tion that has been outside the norm. We insti-

tuted adult baptism, resisted war and violence,

donned plain clothing, and reveled in simple liv-

ing. We built our communities of faith in peace-

ful, abundant lands, such as Lancaster,

Pennsylvania, and Markham, Ontario, and mar-

ried people with names like Yoder, Hurst, Brunk,

and Detweiler. If our neighbors did not share

our faith, they certainly shared our lifestyle.

Different world. But times have been chang-

ing, and many of us find ourselves in a world dif-

ferent from that of our parents and grand-

parents. World War II plucked young Mennonite

men out of their enclaves and put them into

work camps, cattle boats, and foreign mission

fields. Likewise, the Vietnam War took conscien-

tious objectors to New York to work in hospitals

and ghettos and to Washington to protest. The
civil rights movement took us to Selma and Chi-

cago. After the war and riots, many people

stayed in those cities. Today, growing numbers

of Mennonites are coming to the city for higher

education, career opportunities, jobs that influ-

ence the government's social and foreign poli-

cies, social missions to help the poor and

oppressed.
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As urbanites, our lives do not mirror or even
resemble our pastoral past. Our neighbors are
newspaper journalists, who are neighbors to
drug addicts, who are neighbors to successful
young attorneys, who are neighbors to city bus
drivers, who are neighbors to public-interest em-
ployees, who are neighbors to congressional lead-
ers—and the chain goes on.

Not only have our neighbors changed, but our
social culture has changed, too. Some of us are

as likely to go to a seder as we are to a sunrise
service. We certainly are more likely to eat ba-
gels and lox for breakfast than fried mush or
shoofly pie. We have answering machines, beep-
ers, and car phones. Our children attend day
care while parents work. Our teenagers go to

school with young mothers and fathers their own
age. Our friends die not only from cholesterol-in-

duced heart disease but also from random vio-

lence, AIDS, and other diseases of the city.

And for those who have not come to the city,

it seems that the city is going to them. Large
American corporations have bought and build on
more than one Lancaster County farm. Markham
now borders Toronto's corporate limits. The
Shenandoah Valley of Virginia is one of the most
rapidly developing areas in the U.S. Even Illi-

nois hog farms are being turned into bedroom
communities for Chicago.

Although some of us may be ready to move on
to newfound peace and quiet in southwest Texas
or rural Montana, our innocence has been lost

for good. The cheap lands purchased for farms
in those places are often the birthright of Native
Americans. Missile silos are planted among the
wheatfields and cornfields on the Western re-

serves. The water used to irrigate the fields de-
pletes a precious natural resource. The migrant
workers hired to cultivate the fields may be ille-

gally employed. Like it or not, we are confronted
with the fact that we are sharing a diminishing
world.

Vibrant times. For many of us, these are vi-

brant times. Our lives have been exposed to and
challenged by the world around us. Although we
travel back to our Mennonite meccas at

Harrisonburg, Lancaster, or Goshen and partici-

pate in our cultural and theological traditions we
are increasingly aware that either life is too
small, or God is too large, to have a faith that
does not allow us to be a part of the world.
A strength of our Mennonite faith has been

our belief that it must be supported by deed.
We've found it incompatible to say one thing
and do another. Our yeas were yeas and our
nays were nays. We could not profess the sanc-
tity of life and love and then kill another human
being. Now as urban Mennonites we were faced
with the challenge of melding the tenets of our
faith with our actions.

Socially, Mennonites have always sought to be
a simple, quiet people. Our Mennonite communi-
ties in rural areas helped nurture and reinforce

this ethic. And as separatists of sorts, we always
have been more comfortable reaching out and
touching the world rather than allowing the
world to reach back and touch us. In our urban
experience, however, we can't help but be influ-

enced by the people and institutions around us.

As we get to know people with different ethnic
backgrounds, theological beliefs, political views,
and social customs, our understanding of life

and, consequently, our lifestyles are bound to

change, sometimes drastically. What does this

mean for us as Mennonites? Are we going to be
assimilated into society with no distinct identity?

Or is there a new distinctly Mennonite identity

for us in this society?

Authority and influence. When we have
reached out and touched the world, we have

The urbanization of our lives raises
new questions about whether we
have a faith for the world.

tended to do it in safe ways, such as giving a
stranger a cup of water, clothing the naked, feed-
ing the hungry, and supporting other worthy
causes. And in some instances, we have experi-
mented with publicly exerting ourselves on is-

sues such as civil rights, war, and other causes.
As urban Mennonites, however, we are finding
ourselves in professions and occupations that
place us in greater authority and influence in de-
veloping corporate and public policy.

For example, at Hyattsville (Md.) Mennonite
Church we have members who work or have
worked in national embassies on international is-

sues, in congressional committees that influence
huge government programs, in government agen-
cies that affect the legal rights of people, and in

numerous agencies and associations that affect

individuals' lives, these new responsibilities are
changing our views of ourselves as well as our
role (mission) in the world.

Further, while these jobs and responsibilities
offer great opportunity to favorably influence the
flavor of society, they also hold greater opportu-
nity to create or participate in social injustice. All
who have worked in Washington for very long
have had to wonder at one time or another
whether they are doing more good than harm.
The value and progress of our work is not al-

ways evident. These new professional responsi-
bilities and opportunities raise questions about
our roles as Christians in an urban society.

Should we try to extricate ourselves from society
as much as possible so that we can be "in the
world, but not of it"? If not, are we to seek to es-

tablish a new Constantinian society—a society
where God and Christians reign side by side? Or
is there a fresh vision and a new mission for us
that falls somewhere between these two options?
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And what has happened and will happen to

the larger Mennonite Church in the midst of all

this change? As increasing numbers of Menno-
nites become urban residents, it is inevitable that

differences and, consequently, tensions will grow

between the rural and urban churches. I'm sure

that many who have moved to the city at times

have felt somewhat estranged from the communi-

ties in which they grew up. Likewise, I suspect

that some of their friends from those communi-

ties have also shaken their heads in quiet disbe-

It is the height of righteous hypocrisy

for us to condemn the evils of the

world but not labor to solve those

problems based on the reasoning

that we are not 'of the world.'

lief over the positions and practices of us in the

city.

These differences pose a problem for the

church. If the traditional church becomes inflexi-

ble to changes from urban Christians, it runs the

danger of becoming irrelevant for an urban peo-

ple. On the other hand, if the urban church sepa-

rates from the traditional church, it runs the risk

of losing sight of God's historical revelation to

the church. How do we relate with each other to

develop a relevant church for us all?

Clear mission. That is the challenge we need

to face as an urban church and as urban Men-
nonites. And that is the question indirectly

posed in John 17:13-20. These verses are a por-

tion of Jesus' prayer (prior to his arrest) that reit-

erates the mission of believers. Paraphrased,

these verses say that Christians are to carry on

the work of Jesus—to live in the world and pro-

vide God's Word to a culture that rejects it—and
that Christ's prayers will be with us to protect

us from the evil one and to support those who
will believe. While this passage may be a fairly

clear mission for the church, it does not outline

the parameters of our involvement in the world.

Let's look at this passage a little closer. In

John 17:14, Jesus mentions that "the world"

hated the believers because they were not "of

the world." The word "world" is used to de-

scribe the people and institutions that rejected

God's Word. It also emphasizes that Christ's

coming was to establish a higher authority, not

just another earthly, finite kingdom. This was a

radical concept of God at that time for both the

Jewish people and the secular world.

In the very next verse, however, Jesus' prayer

is not that God should take us out of "the

world" but, rather, that he protect us "from the

evil one." It's interesting that Jesus makes a dis-

tinction between "the world" and "the evil

one"—they are not synonymous. More impor-

tant, however, is the fact that Jesus seems to be-

lieve that we are intended to be "in the world."

In verse 18 he goes on to say that he has sent us

into the world, just as God has sent him into the

world. And verse 20 implies that our role in the

world is to reach out to those who do not be-

lieve. In that verse Jesus' prayer is not just for

himself and the "believers" but also for all of

those who will believe in Christ through the

believers' message.

I think we generally read more into this pas-

sage than is really there. We have tended to

focus on small fragments of this Scripture as

guidance for our involvement in the world. Most
obviously, Mennonites have generally withdrawn

from society because we felt we were to be "in

the world, but not of it." Similarly, since God is

calling us to higher ethereal kingdom, we have

not participated in the world's temporal institu-

tions, not only because we recognize that those

institutions are not our salvation, but also be-

cause it was the world that rejected God. For us,

involvement with the world seems to also repre-

sent rejection of God.

That logic or reasoning has worked for us until

now when we find ourselves in an environment

that is increasingly less isolated from the rest of

the world, an environment where we must iden-

tify more closely with "the world." Although it

still is imperative for us to understand that

God's calling is to a salvation that is much larger

than any earthly kingdom, it also is essential

that we wrestle with how that calling is lived out

in our world.

Both good and bad. The urbanization of our

lives raises new questions about whether we
have a faith for the world. Do we have a faith

that allows us to recognize that we are not only

"in the world" but also "of it" in that we contrib-

ute to both what is good and bad in our lives?

Can we really believe that by not involving our-

selves in the political processes, corporate struc-

tures, and social problems that we have

extricated ourselves of any responsibility for our

military policies, hazards in the workplace, envi-

ronmental pollution, or drug problems?

Please don't get me wrong. / am not saying

that we have all the answers to these problems.

We don't! But I am saying that it seems to be

the height of righteous hypocrisy for us to con-

demn the evils of the world but not labor to

solve those problems based on the reasoning

that we are not "of the world."

In many ways, these are the best of times, and

these are the worst of times. We stand at a new
frontier, gazing over new faith horizons that offer

a fresh and invigorating mission for believers. At

the same time, to pursue that vision, we must

also step beyond our comfortable community of

faith—a tradition that has and in many respects

will continue to serve us well. That is a perilous

and disconcerting task, but a task that we must

consciously and conscientiously take if we are to

have a faith for the world. ^
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AN INTERVIEW WITH TOM SINE

Anabaptists need to
return to their roots
by Gordon Houser

Tom Sine speaks fast. Creative phrases like

"timestyle," "chronic randomness," or "urban
apocalypse" roll from his tongue. You can sense
the pace of his thinking, and your own mind
races to keep up.

His speech, pinched with the hard edge of an
Easterner, retains his native West Coast lilt. His
probing questions and challenging statements
are mixed with a disarming humor. Right away
he learns what part of the country I'm from and
has a story from when he was there. Always, it

seems, he has a story. He mentions the impor-
tance of having a sense of place. Always a les-

son, something to learn.

When we meet he greets me warmly with a
handshake. He's wearing jeans, a white Christo-
pher Dock sweatshirt, a navy windbreaker, and
camel-colored, square-toed boots. Not out to im-
press anyone, only to share his ideas, he seems
relaxed, confident.

Sine grew up in the Western United States.
He went to high school in San Mateo, California,

to college in Portland, Oregon, did graduate
work in California and Oregon, then completed
his doctorate at the University of Washington in

Seattle, where he now lives.

Conference speaker. Since 1985 Mennonites
have been inviting Sine to their conferences. He
and I converse during a break at the annual
meeting of Pacific District of the General Confer-
ence Mennonite Church, where he is the major
speaker. This, he has said, is his last Mennonite
conference for a while. "I've done the circuit by
now."

He likes to tell Mennonite audiences that as he
moves from being an evangelical to being a con-
vinced Anabaptist he sees Anabaptists going the
other way. Instead of reading John Howard
Yoder (The Politics of Jesus) and Don Kraybill
(The Upside-Down Kingdom, one of Sine's favor-
ite books), Mennonites are reading Chuck
Swindoll and James Dobson. "Anabaptists need
to return to their roots."

"Popular Christianity is not biblical Christian-
ity," he says. He likes to describe evangelical es-
chatology as "waiting for soul rescue while
working for fat city."

"The trouble is," Sine says, "these Christians
don't believe in the bodily resurrection [of believ-
ers]. They think we'll all be up in the clouds be-

Gordon Houser, Newton, Kans., is assistant editor of
The Mennonite. This article was commissioned by
Meetinghouse, the Mennonite editors group.

Tom Sine speaks
at the annual
meeting of Pacific

District of the
General Conference
Mennonite Church in

Seattle in June.

fore we die." The Bible points out that God will

create a new heaven and a new earth, he empha-
sizes.

"The idea that you can follow Jesus and have
all you want is heresy," he says. "It makes God a

coconspirator in your greed."

I ask him about the pressures of being a pub-
lic person. He shrugs. "I try to do some of the

things I write about, but I don't worry about peo-
ple looking to see if I'm living out what I say."

He is more concerned that people catch a vision

of what could be. He wants the biblical imagery
of a better future to fill people's minds.

People's dreams. Wherever he goes, Sine

loves to talk about people's dreams. He collects

ideas for alternative ways of living out Christian
commitment. And he has his own plans. This
past August he became part of a Voluntary Ser-
vice unit in Seattle that explores "creative fu-

tures." It is sponsored by Mennonite Board of
Missions. He also is looking at buying land on
one of the islands in Puget Sound and develop-
ing an alternative school that would train disci-

ples and be more affordable than most schools.
How do you balance effectiveness and faithful-

ness? I ask. Is Mother Teresa effective when all

her patients die? He does not hesitate. "I think
it has to come through prayer. Each person
needs to hear that call from God and then do it."^
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Church news

MWC leaders look to

Winnipeg and beyond
Excitement is mounting for Assembly 12

of Mennonite World Conference next sum-

mer in Winnipeg, Man., but what shape will

the worldwide organization take after that?

Planning for the post- 1990 period occupied

a great deal of time at the recent annual

meeting of the MWC Executive Commit-

tee, held this year at Mennonite Retreat

Center in Elspeet in the Netherlands.

One decision regarding the future be-

came final: the appointment of Larry

Miller to succeed Paul Kraybill as execu-

tive secretary after Assemby 12 (see

"Church News," July 18). The MWC of-

fice will be moved from the Chicago

suburb of Carol Stream to Strasbourg,

France, where Miller lives. Miller went
on the MWC payroll on a half-time basis

starting on Aug. 1.

One part of Miller's current duties, de-

cided the Executive Committee, will be to

lead a reassessment of the pattern of

MWC assemblies and General Council

meetings. The current format calls for the

General Council to meet at three-year

internals, with assemblies at six-year inter-

vals. Should this sequence continue, or

should the larger assemblies be scheduled

on a nine-year rotation, with two General

Council sessions held in between?

The committee agreed to continue giving

serious attention to a two-thirds-world site

for the next assembly, whether it takes

place in 1996 or 1999. Already MWC has

received two official invitations for the

13th assembly—from India and the Neth-

erlands.

Concerning its own composition, the Ex-

ecutive Committee approved recommend-

ing a constitutional change, which will be

brought to the General Council during

Assembly 12. The new format would call

for a 12-member committee instead of the

current nine. Ten of the members would

be named by five regional caucuses (Asia,

Africa, Europe, Central/South America,

North America) at the General Council

meetings. In addition, a president and
vice-president would be elected at large.

Among other things, the new structure

would guarantee at least 50 percent repre-

sentation from the two-thirds world. Six of

the nine current committee members are

from North America and Europe.

The revised Executive Committee is

part of a package of constitutional revi-

sions on MWC structure that will be

brought before the 1990 General Council.

The package is the outgrowth of a study

that has been in progress since 1983 under

the direction of Kraybill.

In their financial report, Ray Schlichting,

treasurer, and Kathy Good, secretary for

administrative services, noted that the

General Fund indebtedness had been re-

duced during 1988 but that much work
remained to be done to bring the account

into balance by the end of 1989. Kraybill

will need to devote a good share of his time

to fund-raising in the remainder of the

year. The goal of reaching 75 percent of

General Fund income from the member
bodies was not met in 1988; Europeans

surpassed their giving targets for the year,

but North Americans fell short.

In other business, the committee ac-

cepted the admission to MWC of one new
church body and the withdrawal of two.

Joining MWC is Jemaat Kristen Indone-

sia, which lists 2,800 members in 33

churches. It has its origins both in an

independent Mennonite mission outreach

and in a division in an existing Indonesian

Mennonite congregation.

Withdrawing is Luxembourg Mennonite

Association, an associate member, and the

Fellowship of Evangelical Bible Churches,

a North American group formerly known
as the Evangelical Mennonite Brethren.

The Executive Committee meeting was

switched from Zimbabwe to the Neth-

erlands on short notice for financial rea-

sons. The host Dutch Mennonite Church

offered its retreat center, including meals

and lodging, at no charge.

Straw poll shows need
for strengthening
pastor-people ties

An informal poll taken at Normal 89
indicated pastor stress within the
church. The poll was to assess stress

between pastors and churches—the kind

of stress which at times has resulted in

the firing or resignation of ministers.

Those who had never been in a congre-

gation where significantly high levels of

tension existed between pastor and peo-
ple were asked to raise their hands. Only
a few hands went up.

The straw vote indicates that the con-

cern is more than one of isolated in-

stances. Occurrences of pastor-people

problems happen too often across most
areas of the church. Indeed, the concern
is not confined to the Mennonite church.

Other denominations are experiencing

the same problems.

Systematic factors are among the

causes of pastor stress and involuntary

terminations. There are repeated pat-

terns that lead to pastor-people tensions

and the patterns are not isolated. There

are kinks in attitudes, structures, and
behaviors. These need reshaping.

Congregations have frequently failed

to see these patterns and to recognize

the areas needing change. This does not

have to be. Change can happen. For

example, many congregations changed
from having a plural ministry, or

"bench," to having a single or dual pas-

torate in a relatively short period of

time. In a similar way, Mennonites can

make changes that enable their pastors

to work with God's people in healthier

partnerships.

Currently 10 Mennonite and General

Conference Mennonite leader-consul-

tants are being identified to work with 16

pilot congregations. This is the heart of

a joint MC/GC pastorate project. Funds

for the three-year project are provided

by Lilly Endowment of Indianapolis

which is currently funding 10 such pro-

jects that address concerns identified as

critical for the future of the church in

North America. The Mennonite project

is administered by Mennonite Board of

Education.

Congregations and their leaders who
are open to change and who want to

work at shaping a healthy pastor-people

partnership may be interested in being

among the 16 pilot congregations. MC
conference ministers and GC district

ministers have already been suggesting

pilot congregations. Considerably more
than 16 have been suggested thus far.

Concern, however, has been expressed

that all congregations should have an

opportunity to share their interest in

being pilot congregations.

Interested congregations may contact

the Pastorate Project at Box 1142, Elk-

hart, IN 46515; phone 219-294-7523.
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MCCer Ray Geurkink and Denise Bradford
work together in the MANNA program in

Washington, D.C.

'Skill Builders'
creates jobs, homes
in Washington

"I feel proud to be living in a nice

apartment building that I actually
helped build," says George Maxie, a
"Skill Builders" graduate. Skill Builders
pays people to learn construction skills

and develop self-confidence while they
help renovate abandoned buildings into
affordable homes in Washington, D.C.
The waiting list for public housing in

this city is 10,000 names long.

Maxie graduated from the program
last March, and has been working ever
since. "I like the program because it

involves learning and doing at the same
time," he says. "It gives people respon-
sibility and pays them a decent wage."
Maxie started out earning $4.50 an hour
as a Skill Builders student. He now
earns $8.00 an hour as an employee of
MANNA, the low-income housing proj-

ect that started Skill Builders in 1987.

Skill Builders is designed to teach use-
ful job skills and self-esteem in a nurtur-
ing environment, says Kay Schultz, co-

director of MANNA. The idea for the
program came from Johann Zimmerman,
a former Mennonite Central Committee
worker in Washington who has been in-

volved with MANNA since 1984.

Ray Geurkink, one of eight MCC U.S.

Service Program workers in Washington,
works full time with MANNA. A civil

engineer from London, Ont., he will soon
start overseeing renovation of a 10-unit

apartment complex. Currently he is pre-

paring for the new project which will be
the site of the next four-month Skill

Builders course. Three-and-a-half days
each week workers will learn on the job.

The rest of the time will be spent in a

classroom studying tools, perfecting
measuring skills, and learning how to do
calculations.

Students who complete the course will

receive a certificate and tools; top grad-
uates will receive an electric drill.

"Graduates will also be encouraged to

stay on as MANNA employees," says
Geurkink. "And those who decide to

work elsewhere will receive our full sup-
port."

For some participants, Skill Builders is

their first real job. MANNA expects
hard work from its employees and stu-

dents. Some Skill Builders participants

and other MANNA employees thrive on
their work. Maxie says MANNA is a fun
place to work. "I like the people and the

atmosphere," he says. "Everybody gets
along and I'm given more responsibility

than other places I've worked."
MANNA, a nonprofit organization, has

35 full-time staff members including two
architects and an engineer. Staff do ev-

erything from property acquisition to

design, construction, and marketing.
MANNA homes are sold at cost, plus

about $5,000. Additional money goes
back into MANNA's operating budget.
Last year, the average income in

Washington was nearly $50,000. But the

average MANNA home buyer earned
only about $16,000. Even though
MANNA homes sell at about $70,000,

considerably less than other houses on
the market, it is hard for people to buy.

Because of this, MANNA also operates
a "Home Buyers Club" that helps poten-
tial buyers get their credit history in

order and wade through the paperwork
of buying a home. They also have a

chance to get financial counseling from
others who have purchased a home.
MANNA can keep operating costs low

because it receives some grants and do-

nations of money and building materials.

Recently MANNA learned of a company
about to throw away 8,000 sheets of dry
wall; workers salvaged enough dry wall

for four houses. MANNA has also re-

trieved entire kitchens that more well-

to-do people decided they "didn't like."

"Drugs, violence, and materialism are

on the verge of overwhelming an entire

generation of inner-city residents," says
Skill Builders publicity material.
"Today's youth do not need another
'program' to care for them; they need a

chance to build their own future." Skill

Builders provides that chance.

Brownsville church
seeks help to respond
to influx of refugees

"All we know is these people are in our
front yard," said Lupe Aquilar of

Brownsville, Tex. "All we know is they
need to be helped." Aguilar, secretary of

the refugee committee at the border city's

Hispanic Mennonite congregation—Igles-

ia Menonita del Cordero—was speaking
to representatives of peace groups from
several congregations who gathered in

Hesston, Kans., recently to discuss what
they could do to help in the refugee work.
Each day 200-300 refugees come across

the border from Mexico. But now their

coming no longer makes the news, as the

U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service effectively keeps the streets clear

of these "nonpersons." In Brownsville,

some welfare recipients have given their

food stamps to the refugees. Other people
work against the refugees in vocal, politi-

cal ways.

The Brownsville congregation formed a

refugee committee to coordinate help for

the refugees. Irma Aramburu, the director,

is paid a salary when funds are available.

An average of 30 to 40 refugees a week
sleep on the floor of the Brownsville
church gymnasium. Most church mem-
bers volunteer their time and many put
up refugees in their homes. Church mem-
bers help feed, clothe, and transport the
refugees. They also help refugees fill out
their papers and make phone calls to rela-

tives in other cities so the refugees can
travel north. They, along with Over-
ground Railroad volunteers, assist law-
yers and attend court hearings to en-

courage the judges to act fairly.

Iglesia Menonita del Cordero needs bi-

lingual people to come to Brownsville to

help with documentation and court cases.

Refugees detained by INS need to provide
proof of persecution in their home coun-
tries within 15 days of their entry into the

U.S. or they can be deported.

Volunteers, who need not be bilingual,

are also needed to help feed the people
and clean the gymnasium. Church groups
could come and help with the refugee
work, do housing construction with a
program for the needy, observe, and be
witnesses. IRS would see people as being
concerned. Sending congregations could

better understand this ongoing need.

Immediate urgent needs are for money,
food, cots, and an exhaust fan for the

gymnasium. The Brownsville congrega-
tion also hopes for volunteer workers and
money to build a more suitable shelter to

house refugees.

During the Hesston meeting, Wayne
Swartzendruber agreed to edit a newslet-

ter to keep people informed about this

refugee work. To receive it, interested

people should contact him at R. 1, Box
31A, Newton, KS 67114.—Susan Balzer
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Producer John Ruth (left) reviews one of many photographs used in the Kratz video with
Clayton Kratz Fellowship members Elam Peachey (center) and Henry Landes.

from adolescence to adulthood within a
Mennonite Christian context. The college

is effective when graduates take responsi-

bility for their own lives, student aspira-

tions are raised, graduates involve them-
selves in the church, transfer successfully

to four-year institutions, and function

satisfactorily in their chosen career.

The board also authorized the college to

move ahead with the development of a fi-

nancial plan for 1990-93 based on the

school's Strategic Goals. The plan will

identify and implement the college's

three highest priorities, which are to

enhance faculty salaries, improve cash

reserves, and construct a new academic
building.

Hesston administrators reported on
new developments for the 1989-90 school

year which include the arrival of 16 Cen-
tral American "peace scholars," a three-

day Global Issues Seminar for the entire

campus community in February, and the

expenditure of $250,000 in upgraded
computer equipment for faculty and the

computer lab.

New video available

on Kratz, who vanished
while on MCC mission

The short life of a Goshen College

student named Clayton Kratz, who dis-

appeared in the Soviet Union in 1920, is

the subject of a newly released video

commissioned by the Clayton Kratz Fel-

lowship. Responding to the call of the

church, Kratz joined Orie Miller and
Arthur Slagel to begin relief work among
Mennonites in the Ukraine region with

the newly organized Mennonite Central

Committee. Ignoring warnings to leave

the region, Kratz was arrested by the

Red Army and never heard from again.

Using old photographs, archival mate-

rials, and interviews with relatives and
friends now in their 80s and 90s, the

28-minute video moves from Kratz's

roots in rural Bucks County, Pa., through

his career as a popular student at

Goshen College, to his sudden disap-

pearance from the town of Halbstadt,

just north of the Black Sea. The chal-

lenge felt by the 24-year-old college sen-

ior is reflected in the title of the

video

—

"Clayton Kratz: Can We Depend
on You"?

The Clayton Kratz Fellowship, organ-

ized among businessmen in Bucks and
Montgomery counties in 1946, makes an-

nual loans of more than $20,000 to stu-

dents who, like Kratz, attend Mennonite
colleges. Each summer the fellowship

also sponsors the initial orientation of

up to 100 MCC international exchange
visitors ("trainees"). The fellowship is

also a chapter of Mennonite Economic
Development Associates.

The video, created by John and Jay
Ruth, is available for purchase or free

loan from the Clayton Kratz Fellowship
at 1000 Forty Foot Rd., Lansdale, PA
19446.

Hesston College board
holds meeting
in Los Angeles

The Hesston College Board of Over-
seers found its normally quiet campus
meeting site moved to the inner city of

Los Angeles for its recent gathering.

The host congregation was Calvary
Christian Fellowship, which is the home
congregation of board member Richard

Reese.

There was spirited dialogue between
the Los Angeles hosts and the Hesston
group. "By the year 2000 one of every 15

Americans will live in the greater Los
Angeles area," said local Mennonite
leader Allen Yoder. "How can the fastest-

growing part of the Mennonite Church be

a resource for Hesston College?" he asked.

Yoder also suggested that initiative

should be taken that would build bridges

and relationships so people can flow both

ways. The group explored specific ideas

that would make this possible.

The board then spent time focusing on
the "business" in which Hesston College

is engaged. Who are its customers? What
do they think they are buying? And how
does the college know when it is effective?

It was suggested that students,
parents, and the Mennonite Church are

Hesston's most significant customers.
Their expectation is a relatively secure,

though not necessarily smooth, transition

1

New pumps for Chad. Mennonite

Central Committee workers in Chad

have produced an affordable version of

the rower pump developed in 1978 by

MCCer George Klassen in Bangladesh. It

is a manually operated water pump that

can lift water as much as 25 feet. In

Chad the rower pump is used mainly for

irrigating small fields, gardens, and or-

chards. Pictured is MCCer Charles

Bender (left) of Kitchener, Ont, and

local MCC employee Abbalone Malole.

Bender and MCCer David Gullman were

the ones who redesigned the pump.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
Long letters may need to be shortened.

David and Helen Eshleman,
Elyria, Ohio
Thank you for David W. Shenk's article,

"Jesus Is Savior," and J. Delbert Erb's
article, "A Constant Influx of New Believ-

ers," in the Aug. 29 issue. Might it be
possible to have similar testimonies in

each issue of Gospel Herald? These testi-

monies encourage us in our walk with
Christ. As church planters, we believe it is

important to build up young believers in

the Christian faith.

Daniel B. Nice, Williamsburg, Va.
The gays and lesbians are bemoaning the

fact that they weren't allowed to have a

booth at Normal 89 ("Gay/Lesbian Group
Seeks Dialogue Despite Denial of Booth,"
Aug. 22). When Christ healed someone he
also forgave that person and said, "Go and
sin no more." I'm not one to shun some-
body because of his or her past way of life.

I am all for including and accepting one
who has truly repented and forsaken his

sinful ways and has a desire to follow

Christ. But to accept and support someone
knowingly continuing in sin is expecting
too much. Let's hold fast to the Bible way.

Mrs. LaVern Miller, Nampa, Idaho
I was grieved and saddened to see the

Mennonite Mutual Aid ad in the Aug. 8

issue. The ad says, "It begins when you're
born. From day one, we all need security

—

the kind of security life insurance can pro-
vide. Let MMA help you secure your future

with the right life plan" (emphasis mine).

That seems inconsistent with the Bible's

teaching—and formerly the Mennonite
Church's—that our security is in God and
our children's security is in godly parents.

The ad sounds as if it came from the
secular world that Jesus warned was in

opposition to his kingdom. Our "right life

plan" should have less trust in human
programs.

^Pontius' Puddle

Joseph Hertzler, Elkhart, Ind.

In your Aug. 15 editorial you indicated
that you thought the five-language bene-
diction at Normal 89 was overdone. I was
moved by it and wrote the following re-

sponse:

My eyes focused

on inner-outer space

as five Canadian
Chinese sang

The Lord's Prayer

A song I've heard

a thousand times

before.

When the usual

benediction

was given in five

languages: Taiwanese,

Mandarin, Vietnamese,

Chinese, and English . .

.

a lump formed
in my throat

My mind asked
why the emotional feelings:

—trained foreign voices

—international mystic

—the singsong cadence
of tonal language?

My heart

quicker than my words
answered
These are my people
Many people becoming
God's people

"how wide and long

and high and deep
is the love of Christ."

Paul M. Lederach, Souderton, Pa.
James C. Longacre, Barto, Pa.
Katie Funk Wiebe in her article "Can the

Church Survive the Professionalization of
Its Leadership?" (July 4) has raised a

number of issues that deserve further

thought and conversation.

First, we believe that the central thrust

of the article that the professionalization

of leadership has had the effect of dis-

enfranchizing the laity needs further clar-

ification. There are at least two meanings
of professionalism when applied to church

ITS LIFE BEFORE

leadership. One definition involves what
has been called an "elitist spirit." One with
an elitist spirit takes control, has the an-
swers, tells people what to do, needs to fill

center stage, and often fails to realize the
difference between authoritarianism and
authority.

Another definition of professionalism is

"the commitment to competence and ex-
cellence in the context of accountability."
Such professionalism (we prefer to speak
of competency) is essential to the ongoing
life and work of the church. Most of the
pastors with whom we are acquainted seek
to function according to this latter defini-

tion.

Second, the article implies that lay persons
are less involved in the life of the congrega-
tions than previously. We see developments
quite the opposite. Since World War II re-

markable changes have taken place in con-
gregational life. The direction has been
toward greater lay involvement. Several de-
cades ago congregational leadership resided
in the "bench." Lay leadership was restricted

to the Sunday school, trustees, song leaders,

and sewing circle. Today in most congrega-
tions lay persons are significantly involved in

the key areas of congregational leadership

such as boards of elders and church councils.

While we applaud this significant in-

volvement of lay persons in the life of the
congregation, we would hope it would not
take energy from what is, we believe, the
key role of the laity. That role is to be the
agents of the kingdom, the ambassadors
for Christ, in the midst of the communities
where the laity live and work. Might it be
that too much energy of the laity is con-

sumed in the various councils, boards, and
committees of the congregation with too

little focus and energy given to being the

salt, light, and leaven in the world?

Third, we believe the article is imprecise

as to the meaning of the priesthood of

believers. We understand priesthood of

believers to mean that all believers have
open and equal access to God. It does not
mean that there is no need for designated
leaders or that every member theoretically

should participate in all aspects of pastoral

ministry. The priesthood of believers does
not displace the concept of the diversity of

gifts.

Finally, we see the need for additional

conversation on the precise role of the

pastor working in the midst of the board
of elders and the church council. We would
emphasize such tasks as preaching, teach-

ing, and pastoral care as central to the

pastoral assignment. Through these tasks

and in other ways the pastor charts a vision

for the congregation which is rooted in

Scripture, open to the guidance of the

Spirit, informed by the traditions of the

church, and responsive to the life needs of

the congregation and community.
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Mennoscope

Longtime Goshen, Ind., pastor Bob
Detweiler, 59, died of a heart attack at his

home on Sept. 15 while preparing for his

daughter's wedding, which was conducted as

scheduled the following day. He had been pastor

of Yellow Creek Mennonite Church for 14 years.

For 14 years before that he was associate pastor

of College Mennonite Church in Goshen. He and
his twin brother, Bill, who is pastor of Kidron
(Ohio) Mennonite Church, were the speakers on
the Calvary Hour radio program for 33 years.

The program was founded by their father, Wil-

liam.

A new Voluntary Service unit opened in

Seattle in September under Mennonite Board
of Missions. The unit serves the new Creative

Futures Center, which helps Mennonite congre-

gations and organizations anticipate future chal-

lenges and opportunities and which develops

creative responses and ministries. The idea for

the center evolved over the past several years

in conversations between futurist-author- speak-

er Tom Sine and MBM staff. The first VSers

Double celebration. A celebration

marking the 50th anniversary of mar-

riage and ministry for Charles and
Grace Hostetter was held in Lancas-

ter, Pa., and then in Hickory, N.C., re-

cently. Hostetters were married on

May 3, 1939, in Paoli, Pa., and then

Charles was ordained on Aug. 2 to

serve as minister in his home congre-

gation—Manheim (Pa.) Mennonite
Church. He later served as pastor of

other congregations, pastor of stu-

dents at Eastern Mennonite College,

and speaker on The Mennonite Hour
radio broadcast, 1951-66. Hostetters

were then missionaries in Nigeria

under Mennonite Board of Missions,

1970-76. Presently Charles is overseer

of the Tennessee-Carolina-Kentucky

District of Virginia Conference.

Hostetters have eight children and 23

grandchildren. The Hostetter family

has established a scholarship fund at

Eastern Mennonite College and Semi-

nary to assist students from small con

gregations who are interested in

pastoring, or missionaries who are on

study leave.

are Yvonne Yoder of Berlin, Ohio, and James
Lady of Tucson, Ariz. Theron Miller is the local

VS program coordinator.

The first three Service Adventure units of
Mennonite Board of Missions opened re-

cently. The Champaign, III., unit opened on Aug.
28 with six volunteers and household leader

Gayle Troyer of Elkhart, Ind. Opening the same
day was the Sarasota, Fla., unit, with six volun-

teers and household leader Rod Schrag of Sar-

asota. The Philippi, W. Va., unit opened on Sept.

4 with five volunteers and household leaders

Richard and Linda Huber Mininger of Souder-
ton, Pa. Service Adventure is a 10-month ser-

vice/learning program for post-high school
young adults.

Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite High School has
an enrollment this fall of 665. This is up from
last year and is the fourth consecutive year that

the enrollment has topped 600. This year's

student body includes the largest freshman class

ever— 160. Most of the students come from
Pennsylvania, but there are also students from
10 other states and six other countries. LMHS
is the largest Mennonite high school in North
America.

Enrollment this fall at Christopher Dock
Mennonite High School is 360—up from last

year. Of that number, 115 are new students.

Some 73 percent of the students at the Lansdale,

Pa., school are from Mennonite, Brethren, and
Brethren in Christ churches.

Central Christian High School has its high-
est enrollment ever this fall—244. The stu-

dents come to the Kidron, Ohio, school from 35

school districts and 60 congregations. They in-

clude 15 boarders, five High-Aim minority stu-

dents, and four from other countries.

The International Visitor Exchange Pro-
gram has 103 young people from 29 coun-
tries this year. The one-year experience
sponsored by Mennonite Central Committee be-

gan with a five-day orientation recently at Bloom-
ing Glen (Pa.) Mennonite Church. The program
promotes international friendship through per-

son-to-person contact between international

young people and North American Mennonites.

Four Mennonite Central Committee work-
ers joined a protest caravan in the Philip-

pines recently to plead for the rights of tribal

people to control their ancestral land and its

resources near Mt. Apo on the southern island

of Mindanao. The 1,500 people in the caravan
demonstrated their opposition to the construc-

tion of geothermal power plants by Philippine

National Oil Company. Tribal people have been
forced off their farms without compensation and
suffer from the effects of geothermal wastes in

their rivers.

Pastoral transitions:
• Lemuel So was ordained as pastor of Love
Truth Chinese Mennonite Church, Philadelphia,

Pa., on Sept. 17. The congregation was estab-

lished in 1987.

• George Hansen was installed as pastor of

Wood River (Nebr.) Mennonite Church on Sept.

17. He served previously as associate pastor of

Duchess (Alta.) Mennonite Church.

Missionary comings/goings:
• John and Crissie Graber went to Brazil in

September for a three-year assignment under

"Herald" was matchmaker. Ruth
Kraybill Souder celebrated her 100th

birthday at Rockhill Mennonite
Church of Telford, Pa., recently with

about 350 in attendance. She feels

God still wants her on earth to en-

courage and pray for world, church,

and family needs. Gospel Herald was
the matchmaker for Ruth getting ac-

quainted with Edwin Souder, a wid-

ower with four small daughters.

Edwin, from Souderton, Pa., was at-

tracted to Ruth, of Lancaster County,

Pa., through an article she wrote

called, "The Unfolding Life." It was
printed in the July 13, 1916, issue.

Correspondence led to a visit and
later to marriage. Edwin was a minis-

ter at Rockhill Church for 25 years,

and he died in 1958. Ruth has eight

living children, 72 grandchildren, 151

great-grandchildren, and 79 great-

great-grandchildren.

Mennonite Board of Missions. They are serving

Brazil Mennonite Church in a variety of ways in

Colmeia and the surrounding area. They were
previously in Brazil under Mennonite Central

Committee^most recently in Colmeia—for a

total of nearly seven years. John and Crissie are

both children of MBM missionaries in Brazil.

Crissie's parents, Glenn and Lois Musselman,
have served there continuously since 1955.

John's parents, Miriam and the late Harvey
Graber, were there 1967-77. Grabers' address is

Rua Castelo Branco 1320, 77655 Colmeia, To-
cantins, Brazil.

• Stephen and Dorothy Wiebe-Johnson went to

Liberia in September following a year of prepa-

ration in England. They are beginning an MBM
ministry in that country with African indepen-

dent churches. The focus will be on Bible train-

ing and health work. Their address is Ministry

of Hope, Box 3604, Monrovia, Liberia.

• Alan and Eleanor Kreider returned from En-

gland in September for a one-year North Amer-
ican assignment. They are MBM workers who
serve with London Mennonite Centre and Wood
Green Mennonite Church (formerly London
Mennonite Fellowship). Their address is 1503 S.

14th St., Goshen, IN 46526.

• Charles and Ruth Shenk returned to Japan in

August following a three-month North American
assignment. They are longtime MBM mission-

aries who assist Honan Cho Church and other
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Mennonite congregations in the Tokyo area.

Their address is Apt. 213, Horinouchi 1-7-9,

Suginami-ku, Tokyo 166, Japan.
• Neal and Janie Blough returned to France in

August following a three-month North American
assignment. They are MBM workers who serve
Foyer Grebel Christian Community and Foyer
Grebel Mennonite Study Center in suburban
Paris. Their address is 13 rue du Val D'Osne,
94410 St. Maurice, France.
• Ruth Nisly returned to China in August fol-

lowing a brief leave in the wake of the govern-
ment crackdown on the pro-democracy
movement. The MBM appointee is teaching
English under China Educational Exchange at

Sichuan Institute of Technology. Her address is

SIT, Pixian County, Chengdu, Sichuan Prov-
ince, China.

Coming events:
•MEDA Convention, Nov. 9-12, in Winnipeg,
Man. This is an annual event for Mennonite
Economic Development Associates. The theme
is "Business, Power, and Justice," and the major
resource person is author-speaker-professor
Tony Campolo. The program includes four other
speakers as well as workshops and meditations.
Three daylong seminars will be held prior to the
convention—on "Busy Couples," "Balancing
Work/Family/Kingdom," and "Giving from the
Heart with the Head." More information from
MEDA at 402-280 Smith St., Winnipeg, MB R3C
1K2; phone 204-944-1995.

•Apple Butter Frolic, Oct. 7, at Indian Creek
Haven Farm, Harleysville, Pa. The 16th annual
event is sponsored by Mennonite Historians of

Eastern Pennsylvania. Nineteenth-century life

will be the focus through demonstrations of the
crafts and trades and cooking of that time. Also
planned is a folk art auction featuring the work
of local artists and artisans and a "barn pro-
gram" featuring traditional musician Ralph

Smith and storyteller John Ruth. More informa-
tion from Carolyn Nolan at 24 Main St., Souder-
ton, PA 18964; phone 215-723-1700.
• Retreat for Mental Health Professionals, Oct.

27-29, at Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite Church
Center. This is the second such event for mental
health professionals in private practice. It is

sponsored by Mennonite Health Services and
Laurelville. Eastern Mennonite Seminary pro-

fessor John Martin will address the group on
what the church community expects of them.
More information from Laurelville at R. 5, Mt.
Pleasant, PA 15666; phone 412-423-2056.
• Rocky Mountain Ski Retreat, Feb. 3-7, at Key-
stone Resort near Denver, Colo. This is the
second such event sponsored by Laurelville

(Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. The theme is

"Money, Mennonites, and Power," and the
speakers are Ronald Haarer, Rhoda Ober-
holtzer, and Rodney Hernley. More information
from Laurelville at R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666;

phone 412-423-2056.

New books:
• The Least One by Maureen Hay Read. It is

the story of the author's adoption of a Korean
orphan and is a sequel to her popular Like a
Watered Garden, in which she told of the death
of her first child. The author is a teacher and
magazine writer. The book, published by Herald
Press of Mennonite Publishing House, is avail-

able for $7.95 (in Canada $9.95).

•History of Frontier Boys Village by Harlan
Unrau. The book is about a ministry of Rocky
Mountain Conference. Published by Frontier
Village Foundation, the book is available for $8
from Lynn Amstutz at 2668 Meade St., Denver,
CO 80211.

Church-related job openings:
• Cook, Christopher Dock Mennonite High
School, Lansdale, Pa. The position involves both

Eastern Board orients missionaries. Thirty-nine missionaries serving with
Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions spent July 10-14 in orientation at Black
Rock Retreat near Quarryville, Pa. Twenty-three of the workers were newly ap-
pointed. Pictured are:

Back row (left to right)—Jim and Lori Leaman, Kenya; Janice Armstrong
and Raymond Downing, Tanzania; Verle Rufenacht, Tanzania; Christine and
Harold Wenger, Tanzania; Susan and Tom Martin, Somalia; Joseph and Jea-
nette Nyakyema, Tanzania; Paul and Erma Lehman, Kenya; Onelly and Art
Bomberger, Honduras.
Middle row—Terry and David Rice, Honduras; Beth and Clair Good, Kenya;

Marvin and Yvonne Stutzman, Kenya; Jeanne Sahawneh, Middle East; Cindy
and John Kreider, Peru; Ken and Mae Zook, Philippines; and Laura and Ken
Litwiller, Ethiopia.

Front row—Oswald and Margrit Oesch, fraternal visitors from Luxembourg;
Peter and Bonnie Vlastaras, Greece; Debbie Byler, Guatemala; Arlene Kreider,
Ethiopia; Lois Witmer, Virgin Islands; and Naomi and Craig Ruth, Kenya.
Not on photo: William Sahawneh, Middle East; Mark and Jean Martin,

Kenya; John and Helen Miller, Kenya; and Grace Hockman, Honduras.

cafeteria and banquet work. The person will

serve under the food services director. Contact
Emma Landis at the school, 1000 Forty Foot
Rd., Lansdale, PA 19446; phone 215-362-2675.
•Rental housing manager, La Casa, Goshen,
Ind., starting by January. The person must be
bilingual in English and Spanish. La Casa offers
low-cost housing. Contact Arden Shank at La
Casa, 108 E. Lincoln Ave., Goshen, IN 46526;
phone 219-533-3924.

Change of address: Rhoda E. Wenger from
Harrisonburg, Va., to Landis Homes, 1001 E.
Oregon Rd., Lititz, PA, 17543. Luke Horst from
Jackson, Miss., to 341 W. Walnut St., Shil-
lington, PA, 19607. William M. Weaver from R.
3, Box 59, to 3544 Peters Mt. Rd., Halifax, PA,
17032. Michael Meneses from Glendale, Ariz, to
7221 W. Ironwood Dr., Peoria, AZ, 85345.

Special meetings: Ivan Yoder, Belleville, Pa.,
at Otelia, Mt. Union, Pa., Oct. 11-15. Tom Sine,
Seattle, Wash., at East Zorra, Tavistock, Ont,
Oct. 13-15. John Drescher, Harrisonburg, Va., at
Elizabethtown, Pa., Oct. 29-Nov. 1.

New members
Faith, South Hutchinson, Kans.: Ryan

Beachy, Cherise Eigsti, Melissa Hochstetler,
and Mara Kaufman.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Aburaneh, Isam and Wendy (Gerber), Bront-
ford, Ont., first child, Jordan Isam, Aug. 24.

Bair, Mark and Joyce (Myers), State Line,
Pa., second child, first son, Timothy Andrew,
July 4.

Beatty, Charles and Naomi (Bond), Hagers-
town, Md., first daughter. Amber Lynn, Apr. 25.

Coler, William and Meri (Isaly), New Spring-
field, Ohio, first child, Jeremy William, July 10.

Davis, Larry and Terri (Magyar), Dalton,
Ohio, first child, Caitlin Ann, July 27.

Eby, Dwayne and Brenda (Lehman), Marion.
Pa., second child, first son, Seth Daniel, Sept.
6.

Elliott, Bane and Wanda (Mullet), Nappanee.
Ind., second child, first son, Addison Jerel, Sept.
7.

Fisher, Wayne and Shirley (Shank), St.

Thomas, Pa., third child, second daughter, Kim-
berly Sue, May 15.

Gehman, Douglas and Tracy (Anders). Bech-
telsville, Pa., Jordan Michael, Aug. 4.

Gerber, Joe and Suzanne (Harnish), Colum-
bus, Ohio, first child, Marisa Aline, Aug. 26.

Gonzalez, Chuy and Ronda (Naffziger). New-
ton, Kans., second child, first son, Antero Javier,

May 5.

Histand, Steven and Bronwyn (Mininger).
Souderton, Pa., second child, first son, Connor
Scott, Sept. 7.

Horst, Lester and Becky (Buchanan), Green-
castle, Pa., second daughter, Hidi Joy, Aug. 13.

Kauffman, Jamie and Cheryl (Roth), Goshen.
Ind.. first child, Elizabeth Joy, Aug. 24.

Kaufmann, Phillip and Pam (Gerber), Tiskil-

wa. 111., first child, Aaron Keith, Aug. 11.

Lamb, Fred and Celeste (Friesen), Leetonia.
Ohio, third daughter, Erin Leigh, Aug. 21.

Luplow, Gars- and Melodie (Rawson). Lamed.
Kans., first child. Eric Joseph. June 4.
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Meabon, Lonnie and Lori (Goering), Greeley,

Colo., second child, Dakota, May 15.

Miller, Mel and Carol (Heisler), Harrisburg,

Pa., fourth child, second daughter, .Jillian Danae,
July 27.

Myers, David and -Jenny (Schwartzentruber),

Stratford, Out., first child, Weslev David, Aug.
16.

Myers, Michael and Deborah (Thompson),
Telford, Pa., first child, Matthew Michael, Sept.

2.

Nira, Armando and Ruby (Miller), Greeley,

Colo., first child, Jonathan, June 4.

Rychener, Kent and Carolyn (Diller), New-
ton, Kans., first child, Corey Michael, Sept. 8.

Schrock, Kenneth and Cindy (Dillman), Free-

port, 111., second son, Evan Mark, July 28.

Schrock, Tony and Karen (Rugani), Roches-
ter, N.Y., first child, Nathaniel Philip, Aug. 1.

Spotts, Craig and Marilyn (Stuckey), Arch-
bold, Ohio, third child, first daughter, Jodi Lynn,
Sept. 4.

Stilwill, Roger and Tammy (Evers), Arch-
bold, Ohio, first child, Bryce Allen, Aug. 4.

Swartzendruber, Scott and Jan (Deboer),

Fort Dodge, Iowa, second child, Jill Renee, Sept.

1.

Thompson, Jerry and Sue (Stouffer), Green-
castle, Pa., second daughter, Kelli Lynn, Apr. 20.

Troyer, Lyle and Carley (Syrena), Fairview,

Mich., first child, Chad Lawrence, Sept. 4.

Vincent, Mark and Lorie (Sonnentag), Fort
Wayne, Ind., second child, first son, Zachary
LaVon, Aug. 22.

Yoder, Dale and Sharon (Rowe), Greencastle,

Pa., first child, Stephanie Renee, May 21.

Yoder, Larry and Ranee (Schlabach), Dalton,

Ohio, first child, Zachary Lee, July 28.

Yoder, Lloyd and Kathy (Hochstetler), Waka-
rusa, Ind., second child, Emily Kay, Aug. 12.

Yutzy, Mark and Susan (Wenger), Wayland,
Iowa, fourth child, second son, Conrad James,
Aug. 24.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Bontrager-Weins. Greg Bontrager, North
Newton, Kans., Pleasant Valley cong., and Mel-
ody Weins, Inman, Kans., Bethel cong., by D. A.

Raber, Aug. 12.

Brown-Bixler. Robert Brown, Bondurant,
Iowa, Lutheran Church, and Debra Bixler, Iowa
City, Iowa, First Mennonite cong., by Anne
Stuckey, Aug. 26.

Evers-Johnson. Steven V. Evers, Goshen,
Ind., North Clinton cong., and Connie J. John-
son, Goshen, Ind., Lutheran Church, by Jim
Johnson, brother of the bride, July 1.

Glover-Unternahrer. Kris Glover, Salem,
Iowa, and Rita Unternahrer, Wayland, Iowa,

Sugar Creek cong., by Mark Holt, Aug. 12.

Hershey-Lehman. Ron Hershey, Paradise,

Pa., Hershey cong., and Rhoda Lehman, Rich-

field, Pa., Lauvers cong., by Glenn C. Hershey
and Allen Kauffman, Aug. 19.

Hoyleman-Wyse. Myron Hoyleman, Kinross,

Iowa, and Pam Wyse, Wayland, Iowa, Sugar
Creek cong., by Murray Krabill, July 29.

Miller-Nisly. Jonathan Miller, South Hutch-
inson, Kans., and Martha Nisly, Hutchinson,

Kans., both of Faith cong., by Wayne Hoch-
stetler and Al Holsopple, July 15.

Miller-Widmer. Larry Miller, Iowa City,

Iowa, First Mennonite cong., and Julia Widmer,
Wayland, Iowa, Sugar Creek cong., July 15.

Straley-Martin. Jeffrey Straley, Greencastle,

Pa., and Sonia Martin, Hagerstown, Md., both
of Cedar Grove cong., by Nelson L. Martin, July

15.

Obituaries

Adams, George Henri, son of Stanley and
Nancy (Cooper) Adams, was born at Sarasota,

Fla., Feb. 2, 1979; died as a result of an accident

at Sarasota, Fla., Sept. 3, 1989; aged 10. Surviv-

ing are his parents, 2 sisters (Michelle and
Crystal), grandparents (Henry and Luella Mul-
let), and great-grandmother (Evelyn Okell). Fu-

neral services were held at Bay Shore Mennonite
Church on Sept. 6, in charge of Howard S.

Schmitt, John Adams, and Steve Thomas; inter-

ment in Palms Memorial Cemetery.
Baer, Lehman M., son of Henry M. and Ella

F. (Keener) Baer, was born in Washington Co.,

Md., Apr. 9, 1912; died at Washington Co.

Hospital, on Aug. 31; 1989; aged 77. On June 20,

1933, he was married to Hilda Reynolds, who
survives. Also surviving are 3 sons (Kenneth L.,

Richard R., and Lewis E.), one daughter (Martha
Ann Showalter), 13 grandchildren, 4 great-

grandchildren, his stepmother (Ruth Baer), one
sister (Ruth), and one brother (Russell J.). He
was preceded in death by 3 brothers (Norman,
Lewis, and George). He was a member of Cedar
Grove Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Sept. 3, in charge of Nelson
L. Martin, Wilmer Hunsecker, Jim Stauffer,

Kevin Witter, and Russell Baer; interment in

Miller Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Hironimus, Amelia M. Jones, daughter of

Samuel and Gertrude (Eash) Jones, was born in

Shipshewana, Ind., Dec. 19, 1892; died at the

Church of the Brethren Home, Windber, Pa.,

Aug. 4, 1989; aged 96. On Dec. 29, 1913, she was
married to Charles F. Hironimus, who died on
Apr. 25, 1959. Surviving are 3 daughters (La-

Verne Wissinger, Allegra Seese, and Alfretta

Chapman), one son (Cecil), 19 grandchildren, 40

great-grandchildren, 9 great-great-grandchil-

dren, and one sister (Fern Mangus). She was
preceded in death by 5 children (Gertrude,

Naomi, Regina Schlee, Hugh, and Hilare). She
was a member of Weaver Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Aug. 8, in

charge of Harold E. Thomas and Norman
Moyer; interment in Blough Mennonite Church
Cemetery.
King, Orville, son of Henry and Ida (Weber)

King, was born at Archbold, Ohio, Oct. 2, 1921;

died at St. Vincent Hospital, Toledo, Ohio, Aug.

7, 1989; aged 67. On June 2, 1946, he was married
to Luella Liechty, who survives. Also surviving

are 2 sons (Gary and Ron), 2 daughters (Char-

lene Starry and Joyce Seiler), 11 grandchildren,

4 brothers (Freeman, Dale, Olen, and Andrew),
and 5 sisters (Dorthy Lantz, Inez King, Delilah

King, Martha King, and Florence Nofziger). He
was a member of Central Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Aug. 10, in

charge of Charles Gautsche, Allen Rutter, and
Earl Stuckey; interment in Pettisville Cemetery.
Lichti, Albert William, son of Daniel S. and

Amelia (Schrock) Lichti, was born at Shickley,

Nebr., Mar. 6, 1917; died at Good Samaritan
Hospital in Kearney, Nebr., Aug. 29, 1989; aged
72. On June 12, 1942, he was married to Marian
C. Cornell, who survives. Also surviving are 2

sons (Larry and Alan), 2 daughters (Lavonne
Messman and Maurine Domeier), 13 grandchil-

dren, one sister (Laurine Schweitzer), and one
brother (Reuben). He was a member of Salem
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Aug. 31, in charge of Lee Schlegel and
Wilton Detweiler; interment in Salem Church

Cemetery.
Lichty, Clayton, son of Noah and Rachel

(Shoemaker) Lichty, was born at Kitchener,

Ont., Aug. 12, 1904; died at Elmira, Ont., Aug.

28, 1989; aged 85. Surviving are 2 sisters (Emme-
line Kritz and Katie Hartzler). He was a member
of Floradale Mennonite Church, where funeral

services were held on Aug. 31, in charge of Lester

Kehl and Willard Metzger; interment in Flora-

dale Church Cemetery.
Schlabach, Polly Miller, daughter of An-

anias B. and Elizabeth Miller, was born on July

23, 1894; died of heart failure at Greenwood,
Del., June 12, 1989; aged 94. In October 1913,

she was married to Lorenzo Schlabach, who died
in 1971. Surviving are 7 sons (Walter, Lloyd,

Timothy, Titus, Fred, Paul, and Evangel), 3

daughters (Mary Bender, Martha Tucker, and
Polly Anna Eby), 44 grandchildren, 77 great-

grandchildren, one great-great-granddaughter, 7

step-great-grandchildren, one step-great-great-

grandson, 4 brothers (John, David, Henry, and
Joseph), and 3 sisters (Katie Bontrager, Lydia
Stoltzfus, and Delila Bontrager). Funeral ser-

vices were held at Greenwood Mennonite
Church, in charge of Jay Biggs, Mark Yoder, and
Ivan Miller; interment in the adjoining cemetery.

Swartz, Vernon O., son of J. Clyde and Anna
(Flisher) Swartz, was born at Coldwater, Mich.,

Aug. 23, 1913; died of a heart attack at Lima,
Ohio, Aug. 28, 1989; aged 76. On Sept. 1, 1940,

he was married to Edna E. Breneman, who
survives. Also surviving are one son (Stephen),

2 daughters (Dianne Liles and Marjorie Paul-

son), 8 grandchildren, one great-grandchild, 2

brothers (Ernest and Weldon), and 3 sisters

(Winona Shank, Karen Graber, and Opel Dan-
iels). He was a member of Pike Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on

Aug. 31, in charge of Homer Schrock, Edwin
Hartman, and Merlin Good; interment in Salem
Cemetery.

Yoder, Delmar M., son of Albert and Iva

(Duncan) Yoder, was born at Sugarcreek, Ohio,

Aug. 24, 1910; died at Timkin Mercy Medical
Center, Canton, Ohio, Sept. 4, 1989; aged 79. On
Apr. 3, 1938, he was married to Orvilla Weaver,
who survives. Also surviving are 3 daughters

(Eileen, Karen Kaser, and Janice Carlson), one

son (Doyle), 2 brothers (Roy and Paul), and 3

sisters (Irene Troyer, Gladys Nunez, and
Louella). He was a member of Martin's Creek
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Sept. 8, in charge of Paul O. King;

interment in the church cemetery.

Calendar
Promded by General Board ofMennonite Church

Goshen College board of overseers. Goshen, Ind., Sept. 28-30

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,

Lowville, N. Y„ Oct. 14

Northwest Conference fall meeting, Camrose, Alta., Oct. 27-29

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans.. Nov. 3-4

Allegheny Conference delegate session, Allensville, Pa., Nov. 4

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Nov. 6-7

Mennonite Economic Development Associates annual conven-

tion, Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 9-12

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meeting,

Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Franconia Conference fall assembly, Franconia, Pa., Nov. 1

1

Mennonite Church General Board, Elkhart, Ind., Nov. 16-18

Southwest Conference annual delegate meeting, Blythe, Calif.,

Nov. 18

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12. Winnipeg, Man..

July 24-29, 1990
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Assemblies of God plans major push
for converts in coming decade
The Assemblies of God recently

launched an aggressive campaign for 5
million converts, 5,000 new churches, and
20,000 additional ministers by the turn of
the century. "The fields are white and
ready for harvest," said Charles Crabtree,
director of the U.S. effort.

More than 25,000 Assemblies of God
members, including missionaries from
around the world, attended a send-off rally

at the close of their week-long biennial
General Council in Indianapolis. The rally

also served as the 75th birthday celebra-
tion for the 1.3 million-member church,
which was founded by a few hundred Pen-
tecostal believers in Hot Springs, Ark.
Although the Assemblies of God is

among the nation's fastest growing
churches, officials say the rate of increase
has been slowing the past five years. They
hope the campaign, called Decade of Har-
vest, "will bring new impetus," said Juleen
Turnage, a spokeswoman for the denomi-
nation, based in Springfield, Mo.

Philippine Catholic bishops
blast graft and corruption

Philippine Catholic bishops have issued
a pastoral letter blasting graft and cor-
ruption in the only predominantly Chris-
tian nation in Asia. Charging that steal-
ing from the public through the misuse of
influence or position has become "an or-
dinary fixture of our nation's public life,"

the bishops noted that President Corazon
Aquino "has admitted that it has
returned, if not to the same extent (as in
the Marcos regime), at least with equal
shamelessness during her administra-
tion." The bishops complained that acts of
graft and corruption "are no longer ordi-

narily viewed as sin but are often
considered as acts of cleverness (when
uncaught) or mistakes (when caught)."

Leading Southern Baptist pastor
admits to plagiarism
Another leading Southern Baptist pastor

has been accused of plagiarism. John
Bisagno of Houston's 20,000-member First

Baptist Church acknowledged that his

book Charismatic Theology Under the Spot-
light contains almost verbatim passages

from The Charismatics by California
minister John MacArthur.

"I don't deny it at all," he said, explaining
that he had never taken a writing course
and didn't know the "rules" on quoting or

attributing material. "I made a mistake. .

.

. I'm sorry," he said. "I'll do better next
time." A spokesman for MacArthur
seemed willing to give Bisagno, touted as
a possible future contender for the presi-

dency of his denomination, the benefit of
a doubt and not make an issue of the
matter.

The case comes on the heels of a denial

by Pastor W. A. Criswell of Dallas' First

Baptist Church of plagiarizing R. A.

Torrey's Difficulties and Alleged Errors and
Contradictions in the Bible for his own
volume, Why I Preach the Bible Is Literally

True.

United Methodists release bishop
to lead anti-drug effort

The United Methodist Church is releas-
ing one of its bishops for a year to lead an
attack on drug abuse and violence.
Named to head the project, to take place
during 1990, is Felton May of Harrisburg
Pa. The aim of the effort is to "take one
neighborhood in Washington and bring
together all of the resources of church
and community and to work for a year to
make that neighborhood drug and vio-
lence free," said Gerald Wagner, com-
munications director for the denomina-
tion's Central Pennsylvania Conference.
"The idea is to see if it's really possible.
Then, perhaps, it will be possible to do it

in other areas as well." The United Meth-
odist bishops announced in May that they
would pull from regular service one of
their members in the United States to
take on the special assignment.

In Soviet Union, arena named for
Lenin site of huge Christian rally
A mass evangelism program held re-

cently in the Soviet Union was a stunning
example of the new openness to religion

there, since the event was held in a public
arena outside of the churches. About
18,000 persons attended "Gospel Youth
Festival '89" in Tallinn, the capital of
Estonia, despite a strike by public transit

operators.

Seventy-five Christian musicians, speak-
ers, and organizers from the United States,
England, Scotland, Poland, and Finland
helped conduct the festival, which was held
in the Lenin Palace of Culture and Sports.
It is unprecedented for Soviet authorities
to allow use of a nonchurch facility for a
major Christian assembly.

"I don't think it would have been possi-
ble even six months ago," said Jim Groen,
president of Youth for Christ Interna-

tional, citing continuing increased toler-

ance by Soviet authorities of religious

activity. The event was organized by Youth
for Christ International and by Outreach
for Christ International at the request of
Estonian Christian leaders. At least 1,800
persons made public confessions of faith,

a rare occurrence in the Soviet Union, by
coming forward at the meetings. "It was a
success beyond what we expected," Groen
said. "I wept as I observed what was
happening."

New campus dedicated near Tokyo
for Japan's largest evangelical school

Evangelicals in Japan dedicated the
new 20-acre Tokyo Christian Institute in

the first step toward the anticipated 1990
opening of a full university specializing in

theology and missions. The 200-student
institute began operations in 1980
through a merger of Japan Christian
Seminary, Tokyo Christian College, and
Kyoritsu Christian Institute, making it

Japan's largest evangelical training
center. Dedication ceremonies for the
school, located an hour's drive from
downtown Tokyo, included an address by
evangelist Leighton Ford and lectures by
theologian/author Carl Henry.

State trooper fights zoning law
to keep crosses on property
An Ohio state trooper who wants to keep

three large crosses on his property is fight-

ing a Hamilton zoning law that prohibits
structures within 30 feet of property lines.

The tallest of trooper John Elsaesser's
three crosses is 25 feet high—"a struc-

ture," zoning officials say. The Ohio law-
man had the crosses erected in his front

yard in January by Cast Thy Bread, a West
Virginia-based ministry that says it has
placed more than 1,500 cross clusters in 18
states. Elsaesser, a Catholic, says that the
crosses are not permanent because they'll

be on his property only "until the second
coming of Jesus Christ."

Chapel services attract about half of
all professional baseball players
Sunday chapel services attract an esti-

mated 4,000 major and minor baseball
league players each week during the sea-
son, according to workers with a New
Jersey-based organization called Baseball
Chapel. "We minister to about half the
people in uniform" throughout the country
in an average week, executive director
Dave Swanson says. "We bring church to

the ballpark." Wives, sports announcers,
and reporters are among those who attend,
he adds. The ministry was founded by
former Detroit sportswriter Watson
Spoelstra.
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Editorial Newspaper

Mf NNQN I Tt BIBLICAL SEMINARY
LIBRARY
3003 BENHAM AVE
ELKHART IN 46517

Are we what we read?
Tom Sine in the interview with Gordon

Houser printed in this issue suggests that Men-
nonites are reading the wrong authors. Chuck
Swindoll and James Dobson instead of John
Howard Yoder and Don Kraybill.

Now I don't have the impression that Sine has
done a survey of Mennonite reading habits. No
doubt this was a general observation and an off-

the-cuff remark. But perhaps it merits a second
thought. Should it be true, as Sine has asserted,

that more Mennonites read Swindoll and Dob-
son than Yoder and Kraybill, why would this be?
Perhaps the former two are easier to read?

With this question in mind I applied the Fog
Index to samples of their writing. (The Fog
Index is a simple formula based on a 100-word
sample. It notes the length of sentences and the

number of words with three or more syllables.

The score is considered the grade level at which
the material would be easily read.) I found that

indeed Yoder and Kraybill are harder reading
than Swindoll and Dobson. The Politics of Jesus,

Yoder's basic statement, was found to have a

score of 27, which puts it high in the rafters for

graduate students and professors. Kraybill's The
Upside-Down Kingdom is considerably easier. It

comes in at 14, or college sophomore level. By
comparison, one of Swindoll's books came
through at 10, a high school sophomore, and
Dobson's at 7, junior high level.

Then I remembered that The Politics of Jesus
was not particularly addressed to Mennonites. It

was a scholarly effort addressed to scholars. So
I sampled Yoder's What Would You Do? and
found a score of 15, a college junior level. I won-
dered too about a former Mennonite writer, Dan-
iel Kauffman, and so I tested his first book
Manual of Bible Doctrines (Mennonite Publish-

ing Company, 1898) and it came out at 13, or col-

lege freshman level. I found this interesting in

light of the probability that a majority of Men-
nonite readers at that time had only a grade
school education. (As a test on all this, Matthew
5:13-16, NTV, has a score of 6.)

So if Mennonites are looking for an excuse not
to read The Politics of Jesus or The Upside-

Down Kingdom, they can say they are too hard
and they want something easier. At the same
time they would be admitting that they have less

persistence about reading than their ancestors

with grade school education who read Daniel
Kauffman's college-level book.

What other reasons might there be for choos-
ing Swindoll and Dobson over our own writers?

No doubt the subject matter has something to

do with it. Dobson's books are mostly on family

life issues and therefore more focussed. The in-

troduction to the book which I have begins, "A
woman with seven rambunctious children

boarded a Los Angeles bus and sat in the seat

behind me" (The Strong Willed Child, p. 7). No
wasted words. You get right into the subject.

Swindoll not quite so much so. In fact I find

Swindoll's book a little dull. But I do agree that

he handles the subject with a light touch. And
his reading level is moderate. The easy reading
of the Sermon on the Mount is a reminder to all

of us to keep it down.
Actually, what Sine means by his observation

is that Mennonites who choose evangelical in-

stead of Anabaptist writers are rejecting their

own heritage. It is not just easy reading they are

looking for, but an easygoing gospel.

At this point I think Sine has ventured into

the area of opinion, but his is a warning we may
take note of. All of us are a bit like adolescents

and tend to react toward our own heritage. As
young adults, numbers of people throw away re-

cords and heirlooms. Ten or 20 years later they

wish they had them.

Our Anabaptist heritage is well preserved in

books and when we will we may read them. This

does not mean we may not read Swindoll and
Dobson. But if we do, the Berean method of

Acts 17 is a good one: "Examining the scriptures

daily to see if these things were so" (Acts 17:11).

Do these easy-reading books really represent

the Word of the Lord? Or have they provided

only snippets that preach a cheap grace? The
teaching of the cross, as Don Kraybill observes,

is not a warm fuzzy, but a cold prickly. "Too
often we are taught to believe in the cross and
expect everything to turn out fine. . . . The cold

prickly cross that we find in the Gospels is con-

trary to much modern evangelism that worships

the God of success" (The Upside-Down King-

dom, p. 301).

We know what that means and I don't exactly

like it. I doubt that you do either.

—Daniel Hertzler
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NMttHA AMD X UAMEN'T
CHANG-ED OCR BELIEF THAT
CHRISTIANS SHOOLO SUCfcTO
THE NECESSITIES OF LIFE",

WE OOST HAVE TO KEE?
REDEFlNlKlfr TUE KEAWG-
of necessity.

A parable for simple living
by Lynn A. Miller

And God is able to make all grace abound to

you, that always having all sufficiency in every-

thing, you may have an abundance for every good

deed, as it is written, "He scattered abroad, he

gave to the poor, his righteousness abides for-

ever."—2 Corinthians 9:8-9



Behold, the difficulty of living simply in the

kingdom of God is like a poor man who was
given a great treasure by his very Rich Uncle.

And this treasure came with both clear instruc-

tions to be followed and an amazing promise.

The instructions were that the poor man was to

take out of this treasure enough money to care

for all of his and his family's needs, but only just

enough, and then he was to spend the rest of his

life giving away the rest of the treasure as he
went about doing good deeds.

Followed the instructions. And the amazing
promise that came with the treasure was that

whenever the poor man ran out of treasure for

his own needs and to give away doing good

The poor man was to take out of the

treasure enough money to care for

his needs, but only just enough, and
then spend his life giving away the

rest.

deeds, the Rich Uncle would regularly replace it

with more treasure. And of course, as you might
well imagine, the poor man quickly agreed to fol-

low the instructions, and he was given the great

treasure. He took it home and spread it out on
the kitchen table and called his family together.

He told them what had happened, and together

they figured out what they needed for them-
selves and they set aside that amount, and then

they began to go about distributing the rest.

And they would never have believed that

doing good deeds and giving away money could

have been so much fun. And just about the time

that both the amount they had set aside for

Lynn A. Miller, West Liberty, Ohio, is pastor of South
Union Mennonite Church.

their needs and the rest of the treasure was al-

most all gone, the servants of the Rich Uncle
came to the poor man's house with more trea-

sure. And again they set aside what they needed
and went about giving away the rest.

Now this cycle of receiving treasure and doing
good deeds went on undisturbed for a while,

until one day the poor man and his wife noticed

that while they had been busy going about doing
good with the part of the treasure that they did

not need for themselves, their neighbor on the

left had been busy building a nice addition to

his house. Which made the poor man's house
look a little poorer.

Addition to house. And so the next time the

servants of the Rich Uncle came with more trea-

sure, the poor man set aside what they needed
and a little more to build an addition for his

house as well. And then he and his family went
about their business of giving away the rest of

the treasure. But of course, since they had set

aside more than usual for their new addition,

there wasn't as much left to give away, and it

didn't take as long to give it away. But that was
all right, because there was plenty to do with all

that building and decorating and furnishing of

the new addition.

Now as the poor man and his wife were spend-
ing more time at home than they had before,

they began to notice other things that were hap-

pening around them. For example, their neigh-

bors on the right had bought a new Audi 5000,

which made the poor man's Dodge Omni look

somewhat less than ordinary. And so the next

time the servants came with the treasure they

set aside what they needed and again a little

more for a new full-sized sedan. And then they
thought of how much more efficiently they could

distribute the surplus treasure if they had a van.

So they went to the auto show and ordered a

customized model. The price was high but the ef-

ficiency was marvelous.

And when they had bought the van, the family

set about doing good and giving away what was
left, except that there wasn't very much left to
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do good with or give away. In fact they noticed

that although they still had plenty of treasure

set aside for their needs, the rest of the treasure

went pretty fast. And they found themselves sit-

ting around waiting for the servants of the Rich

Uncle to bring some more treasure. And all that

sitting around waiting was kind of boring.

More for entertainment. So the next time

the treasure came, the family decided that they

could not be very good distributors of the excess

treasure if they were bored most of the time, so

they set aside even more for entertainment. And
then they went to load the excess treasure into

the van to give it away, but this time they no-

ticed that there wasn't anything there to load or

give away. And they thought about it for a mo-
ment or two, but thinking about that became bor-

ing, and so they went back inside their house

with the new addition to be entertained by what

they had bought. And pretty soon, they had for-

gotten all about doing good and giving away trea-

sure.

Eventually they instructed the servants of the

Rich Uncle just to deposit the treasure in the

bank directly and not to bother them at their

home anymore, because they wouldn't be there

anyway, having bought a second home at the

beach for the winter and a third home in the

The family decided they could not be
very good distributors of the treasure

if they were bored, so they set aside

more for entertainment.

mountains for the summer. They had discovered

that using and taking care of all those homes
and vehicles and entertainment things took all of

their time. And although deep down inside they

really didn't like doing all that work taking care

of all those things, at least they had something

to do with their time, since giving away treasure

now didn't take any time at all. ^
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Hear, hear!

A column for sharing personal concerns

Why does society
abort babies?

I have not been at all satisfied with the

debate about abortion as it has ap-

peared in our country and in our church.

Self-righteous polarization has seemed
to be the order of the day. I think the

road out of polarization is to ask, with no
reference to the "big two" positions,

what causes a society to abort its ba-

bies?

A morally lax woman? One possibility

is that abortions are caused by the moral

laxity of women. The image here is of

the irresponsible woman who had sex

and now wants the easy way out with an
abortion. I can buy that as a middle-

class scenario where one might imagine

a woman has a reasonable amount of

independence from men and is just

freely having sex for personal fulfill-

ment. (In a world dominated by male
sexuality and power, such "reasonable

independence" may be somewhat rare.)

But for many women, even being mid-
dle-class is not an option.

The fact of life for many poor women
is that men have access to their bodies

because women are economically (not to

mention emotionally and socially) de-

pendent on men and sex is the price

they pay to keep that connection. Ac-
companying this is a lack of education

and in general the inability to organize

one's life, including the systematic use

of contraception. Thus the saying, "Sex
is a poor man's holiday but a poor
woman's disaster." Is this moral laxity?

Yes, all around. Certainly not only, or

perhaps even mostly, on the part of

women.
Laws that permit abortion? Another

possibility is that permissive laws cause

abortion. While legal permission un-

doubtedly fuels some increase in the

number of abortions, seeing it as a cause
of abortions is limited by at least two
factors.

First, let us not forget that the emo-
tional impetus for legalizing abortions

was the fact that they were happening
anyway, but often in very destructive

settings. Obviously, abortions are being

driven by complex and powerful social

realities. To ignore these while cam-
paigning to make abortion illegal is only

to suppress a deep well of pain and
decay that will fester and pour out again

so long as it is not directly addressed.

Second, the larger legal picture must
be kept in mind. Some laws may permit

abortions. But other laws make abor-

tions attractive. For example, as part of

tax-law changes during the Reagan ad-

ministration, funding was limited for

WIC, an effective program for bringing

food to those who need it most: single

poor women with babies and young chil-

dren. If you are confident that you will

not be able to feed another baby, abor-

tion looks more attractive.

Do laws cause abortions? Yes, but cer-

tainly not only the laws that directly

address abortion.

A loss of communities that make it pos-
sible to welcome children? A third possi-

bility is that something is awry in the

very fabric of society. Why is an abortion

often attractive? Because the woman can
see no place for the child in her world.

Until such a place is provided, she will

often consider abortion. What is such a

place? A place where the child's basic

needs for food and shelter are met. A
place where the child may receive a

reasonable education and opportunity
for productive work. A place where the

woman received emotional and social

support for the arduous task of being a

parent. A place where women are freed

from emotional and physical abuse at

the hands of the men in their lives. A
place where a teenage single woman is

not stigmatized for becoming pregnant.

The name of such a place is "commu-
nity." Community where oppression is

not tolerated, whether of women by men
or of poor by rich. Community charac-

terized by radical availability of shared
resources: economic, emotional, and so-

cial. Community where there is a sense
of future for every child that is Con-

ceived and for the women who bear
them. In short, a community that wel-

comes children.

If becoming a community that wel-

comes children were to be the first con-

sideration, the legal debate would in

turn become more responsible. Experi-

ence of community would move people
to consider the whole complex of laws

that make abortion attractive as well as

legal. Hunger, poverty, and education
would be addressed as well as the ques-
tion of abortion itself.

Such a community would also speak to

any question of moral laxity. Strong
community life is lovingly accountable.

In such community, decisions as signifi-

cant as whether or not to have an abor-

tion do not occur in isolation. Rather,

there is an open circle of shared grace

and shared brokenness within which the

hard decisions of life are made.
Scapegoating? If the making of commu-

nity is the primary way to address abor-

tion, why is everybody so energized

about taking positions on abortion law?

To some extent it is because the laws

matter. Laws function to teach, permit,

and restrain. But I think it is also be-

cause the focus on litigation allows us to

avoid facing the painful and substantial

task of dealing with the many ways we
have failed to be communities that wel-

come children. The laws become a sym-
bolically powerful dumping ground for

all our anger, frustration, anxiety, grief,

and fear. But can laws bear all that

weight? I do not think so. Rather, al-

though it is difficult, I think we would be
better served to take up the yoke of com-
munity-making with renewed passion.

Therein lies affirmation of life.

—Vernon Rempel, Lancaster, Pa.

Time to give
hilariously

I feel deeply for those who have to

disperse mission budgets, the budgets
agreed to in good faith in light of the

many calls received. And now the money
is not coming in. They must often feel

uncomfortable to be telling us of budget
shortages, and appearing to be begging
for money—not for themselves but for

God's work. We need to bear again
Christ's own sense of mission in Luke
4:18-19.

We have a far too selfish thinking of

what is entrusted to us by whatever
means is ours to use as our wants and
desires tell us. Christ's act of giving was
not for his own good, pleasant, comfort-

able living, but for us and all peoples.

What would happen to our budget
people if it would happen as in Exodus
36:2-6, where people gave so much it

couldn't be used and they were told not
to give? The Macedonians in 2 Corinthi-

ans 8:2-3 gave out of their deep poverty.

Most of us have little idea of such deep
poverty. We need to look at what we
have from the angle of "how much do I

really need for myself (not want or

desire) and then give back what has all

been given to us as stewards to use.

Too much of what should be in God's
coffers is in ours. Paul suggests we give

liberally—hilariously—and see if we
truly care about God's cause. I'm im-

pressed how Christ lived on faith—no
salary. I appreciate Luke telling us how
Jesus lived and served—a few women
gave of their sustenance for his needs.

My prayer is that I and all the re-

deemed who can see and feel Christ's

eyes and heartbeat will open ourselves

more fully and let him touch us where it

probably hurts the most—our wallets.

To do so, we'll be more ready to meet
Jesus when he returns with joy, and not

guilt.—Helen Lindhorst, Cambridge, Ont.
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Book review

Conservative views
at their best

The View from Round Hill: Se-

lected Writings of J. Ward Shank ed-

ited by Paul L. Kratz. The Sword and
Trumpet, 1988, 200 pp.

More than 1,550 of J. Ward Shank's

short articles have been published in

The Sword and Trumpet magazine over a

45-year span. He has stirred the Men-
nonite conscience on an amazing
breadth of issues. Sixty-eight of his writ-

ings appear in this book.

Shank's commentator style is straight-

forward, serious, and often critical. His

analyses of what he sees in the Mennon-
ite Church reflect a keen discernment of

trends, a studied knowledge of the

Scriptures, a deep loyalty to the church,

and a longtime tenure as church leader.

J. Ward Shank writes as he has lived:

concerned without being haughty, pro-

phetic without being polemical.

Amidst his breadth of writings, his

major themes are preserving the purity

of the church, holiness of personal life,

and the distinctive doctrines of noncon-

formity and nonresistance.

In the best sense of the word, Shank is

a conservative. (Conservative has to do
with an attitude about change and a

desire to preserve the best of the past.)

The Mennonite Church as it was—ad-

ministered by conference and bishop

districts, non-institutional, membership
rural and nonprofessional, limited in-

volvement with the outside secular or

religious worlds—has appeal to the con-

servative streak within many of us. But
the reality we face is the permanence of

change. In a changing society, the con-

servative functions to point out the pit-

falls along the way. But we also need
that which the conservative cannot pro-

vide—a vision as to where we ought to

go.

I would call attention to two outstand-

ing pieces in this volume: "Where Is the

Locus of Leadership?" (p. 42) and "Con-

servatives in Minority Status" (p. 127).

For an example of biblical exposition,

see "The Biblical Meaning of

Overseership" (p. 49). For a touch of

mild cynicism, see "Kultur" (p. 75), and
for the lighter side, the "Et Cetera"

pieces beginning on page 167.

You, like I, may find yourself differing

with some of Shank's opinions. I find

that his distaste of nonviolent action for

peace and his dislike for working with

other groups in the causes of justice to

be too quietistic. I would also wonder
about his view that "the sacred historian

is factual, objective, and absolutely
impartial" (p. 39). Did not the biblical

writers speak out of a social context and
frequently direct their writings to a par-

ticular audience? Why rob us of the rich-

ness which comes out of the
interpretative study of the four Gospels,

for instance? Objectivism is a scientific,

not a theological, tool for knowing truth.

For the best in The Sword and Trum-
pet style, take The View from Round
Hill.—-Harold D. Lehman, retired col-

lege professor, Harrisonburg, Va.

The gift
by Letha Froese

It was Sunday morning. The pastor of the well-

established, comfortable congregation had been
trying to get his people to open up, to share in

the morning sharing time, bringing more than
the usual announcements and bits of news of

family or friends, to share needs, to share joys.

This morning a tall, quiet, soft-spoken young
man arose, and with obvious hesitancy, and
some pain, told how he had struggled at a job to

provide just the necessities for his wife and two
small sons. Now he was beginning another job
that offered a great many more opportunities.

But this was new and frightening for him. He
asked the congregation to pray for him that he
would have the courage he needed to go into

this job, that he would have the knowledge
needed, that he would not be afraid. It was obvi-

ous this had been hard for him to share, to open
himself so vulnerably.

There was a pause, then an older woman
stood. "For three years I have had something I

would like to share with you—something very

Letha Froese, La Junta, Colo., is a homemaker who
serves as president of Women's Missionary and Service
Commission of the Mennonite Church.

special. Until our young friend shared, I have
not had the courage. Now, God tells me, is the

time.

"Three years ago, one night, I struggled to get

my breath from a severe asthma attack. I was
frightened and gasped for each breath. As I

struggled to breathe and prayed, a soft glow

filled the room. I knew it was the Lord. My
breathing became normal and the Lord gave me
a song—a beautiful song—and I slept. In the

morning I went to the piano and played the song
as the Lord had given it to me. I have never for-

gotten it. This morning I have the courage to

share it with you."

The church was hushed as she made her way
to the piano. As she began to play, the congrega-

tion began to sense the sacredness of the mo-
ment. The music filled the church. Tears filled

people's eyes. As God had given this woman the

peace she needed in the middle of the night

three years before, so the music touched people

that Sunday morning. There was not a dry eye

among them. The music ceased, but it seemed
to resound through the church as the woman re-

turned to her seat. The congregation sat silent

and received the gift. ^
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Sermons I remember
by Katie Funk Wiebe

I figure that in the past 50 years I have heard

about 2,500 sermons, not counting weekend con-

ferences, midweek events, Sunday school, and
those gentle little presentations labeled "devo-

tionals." I am talking sermons. Real ones.

I asked a friend which sermons he remem-
bered. He thought for a moment. Zilch, he said.

Likewise, said a listener to our conversation.

Which made me wonder. Are listeners ex-

pected to remember sermons? Are they ex-

pected to have an effect? Are sermons like the

water housewives sprinkled daily on their linens

laid out in the sun to bleach? Is a sermon a way
of slowly wrenching the bad from the good? Or
should they be major turning points? Or both?

Impassioned homily. I'm not sure why, but
one of my earliest sermon memories is of an im-

passioned homily preached by my own teenage

sister Anne at a service presented by the Cana-
dian Girls in Training in our local United Church
of Canada. Her text was, "Wist ye not that I

must be about my Father's business?" Anne is

still about her Father's business, creating multi-

media sermons for her congregation.

Some people when asked for their sermon rec-

ollections are unable to remember texts and top-

ics, but they recall easily the highly dramatic

atmosphere at revival meetings: packed build-

ings, soul-stirring singing, eloquent evangelists,

prayerful parents, and tense teenagers.

Significant decisions were made at such meet-
ings, although to try to duplicate the same atmo-
sphere today would be nearly impossible. It no
longer seems real. Furthermore, we celebrate the

rational and analytical, and such evangelists em-
braced the world imaginatively, for they knew
otherwise they would not reach their audience.

I recall my late husband telling how he, as a

young man of 17, at a revival meeting in

Coaldale, Alberta, deliberately separated himself

from the gang of hecklers perched on the back
balcony bench and walked the long lonely aisle

to the altar at the evangelist's invitation to com-

mit his life to Christ. It was a tough journey, but

he never regretted it.

I'll also never forget the preacher who with

great enthusiasm told the story of a vicious fam-

ily feud in a car on the way to church. The
family's dispute kept them from hearing the ap-

proaching train at the crossing. Every family

member was killed—even the little ones. The
moral came through loud and clear (don't fight),

but when it hit me that if no one had survived,

no one could have known about their fighting,

Katie Funk Wiebe, Hillsboro, Kans., is a Mennonite
Brethren writer, speaker, and college professor.

nothing the preacher said thereafter registered.

He was a hoax.

One sermon by A. H. Unruh, one of Canada's

finest Mennonite Brethren preachers, will always

stay with me. Unruh made faith clear to me as

no one has ever done since. He explained

Ezekiel 47, in which the prophet is taken by the

man through water, which gradually becomes
deeper until he can no longer walk in it.

One very powerful preacher with a very big

voice (loud voices in those days without micro-

phones helped) preached on the text, "There
came a man who was sent from God" (John 1:6).

Good sermon. But I kept hoping he'd also say,

"There came a woman sent from God." But he

didn't. Only much later in life did I learn from

my sisters in the faith that God also sent women
like Esther, Priscilla, Lydia, Mary, and Martha.

My father, a lay evangelist, preached often on
the text, "Unless a man is born again, he cannot

see the kingdom of God" (John 3:3). His sermon
grew out of his experience with the winds as a

miller's son on the Russian steppes. To be born

of the Spirit paralleled the wind's action: "You
hear its sound, but cannot tell where it comes
from or where it is going."

I hear deep inside me the gentle voice of an-

other young minister, who blossomed from

within the congregation, repeating the phrase

"Wunde wascheri" (washing wounds) from Acts

16. The Philippian jailer, after he was saved

through the preaching of his prisoners Paul and

Silas, in gratefulness washed the very wounds he

had inflicted on them. We are to do likewise.

While on a trip to India a decade ago, I heard

a sermon on forgiveness, which I have written

about at greater length in my book Bless Me
Too, My Father. It was a life-changing sermon.

The preacher compared unforgiveness to an ab-

scess or boil. The Spirit often matches words to

the listener. That happened there for me.

Connect with people. As I think of influen-

tial sermons, more and more come to mind. The
common denominator of memorable sermons is

often the speaker's use of word pictures. Memo-
rable sermon-givers think in biblical categories

and relate these concepts to life. To preach is to

connect with people where they are.

Ralph Waldo Emerson once expressed his dis-

dain for a preacher whose sermon "had not one

word intimating that he had laughed or wept,

was married or in love, had been commended, or

cheated, or chagrined. ... He had not learned to

convert life into truth." For Emerson, a preacher

was one who "dealt out his life to the people."

My life has been well punctuated by sermons
in which the speakers dealt out their lives to the

people—and to me. Q
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Articulate, Persuasive Statements for a
Biblical Understanding of Peace and
Justice

The Peace and Justice Series from Herald Press

Making War and Making Peace: Why Some Christians Fight and Some Don't
An excellent book for people on either side of the question to help them understand the opposing point of view. Dennis

Byler looks at the way Christians have viewed war and peace since the time of Constantine. He shows how some
Christians have justified participating in revolutions, wars of national defense, wars of conquest and genocide, wars of
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refused to kill human beings in any of these types of conflict. Volume 8.

Paper, $5.95, in Canada $7.50

Doing What is Right: What the Bible Says about Covenant and Justice

Lois Barrett examines the meaning of justice and mercy in the context of relationships. What does it mean to live in right
relationships? How do we work for justice in a world filled with injustice.

The biblical view of justice goes beyond the punishment of evildoers. It involves reconciliation and restitution. Barrett
says, "God is more interested in bringing people into right relationship with each other than in making sure they get all the
punishment they deserve. Like a caring parent, God keeps reaching out toward people in love and mercy. That is God's
kind of justice." Volume 7.

Paper, $5.95, in Canada $7.50

When Kingdoms Clash: The Christian and Ideologies

Much of the tension in our world arises from competing systems of thought. These ideologies have a way of pitting one
group of people against another, one nation against another nation. Calvin E. Shenk identifies key points of the major
ideologies of our time — capitalism, Marxism, apartheid, and national security states. He shows that the kingdom of God
judges all political, economic, and social systems. Because as Christians our first loyalty is to God, we can rise above
ideology to become world citizens.

Paper, $5.95, in Canada $7.50

Other titles in the Peace and Justice Series:

The Way God Fights The Good News of Justice

How Christians Made Peace with War Freedom for the Captives

They Loved Their Enemies Each title $5.95, in Canada $7.50
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Church news

'Sampler' gets good reviews;

work on '92 hymnal boosted
The people working on a joint hymnal

to replace the current Mennonite and
Brethren books got a boost at a meeting
to evaluate the "sampler" that was used
by the four cooperating denominations
this past summer. Some of them had
worried that the 10-year project to pro-

duce a hymnal by 1992 might yet be
derailed by lingering disagreements
about the types of hymns to include in

the book.

But the specially invited representa-

tives from each of the denominations
sang the praises of the sampler—both
figuratively and literally—and urged the

hymnal project to produce a book based
on what they saw in the sampler. Though
the representatives also expressed
strongly held views about what they did

or didn't like about specific aspects of

the sampler, they clearly enjoyed singing

together from the little book.

The meeting, called by the Publishers

Committee of the hymnal project, was
held Sept. 6-7 at Church of the Brethren
headquarters in Elgin, 111. The represen-

tatives included pastors and musicians
as well as the chief executive officers of

each denomination.

The four denominations are the Men-
nonite Church, General Conference
Mennonite Church, Church of the
Brethren, and Churches of God. The two
Mennonite groups currently use a hym-
nal they published together in 1969. The
other two use a hymnal that the
Brethren produced in 1951.

"Producing a new hymnal is an enor-

mous job," said Publishers Committee
chair Laurence Martin. "We're blending
a variety of deeply held traditions." He
told how he introduced a beloved
Brethren hymn— "Move in Our
Midst"—in his Mennonite congregation.

"They liked it," he said. "This is a gift

from the Brethren to the Mennonites."
The purpose of the sampler was to get

the reaction of church members before

the actual hymnal is published. It was
put together in time to be used at the

summer conventions of the four denom-
inations. "I sensed a lot of excitement
for the sampler at Normal 89," said

Norma Johnson, reporting on its use at

the joint MC/GC convention.

The Mennonite and Brethren repre-

sentatives summarized the 550 response
cards they had received from people

who used the sampler. The cards had
been inserted in the book. They re-

ported "strong affirmation for the vari-

ety and balance" of hymns found in the

sampler. The Churches of God represen-

tative, however, said the "mix of hymns
was perhaps overwhelming" for his peo-
ple and that they would like more gospel

songs.

One controversial issue that was men-
tioned repeatedly in the response cards

and which has dogged the hymnal proj-

ect every step of the way is inclusive

language. Many of the older hymns use
words for people ("men" and "brother-

hood," for example) that were influ-

enced by male-dominated societies.

They also refer to God as "he" in the

assumption that God is male.

Many people have pushed for totally

inclusive language in the new hymnal,
and many others just as vehemently op-

pose it. A compromise position was ham-
mered out in 1987 in which newer hymns
would be scrutinized for inclusive lan-

guage while keeping changes in the tra-

ditional hymns to a minimum. The
sampler reflected this compromise. And
the response cards reflected the diver-

sity of opinion on this issue, although

those calling for more inclusive language
outnumbered those calling for less.

Another divisive matter is the differ-

ing musical traditions in the four denom-
inations. At the Elgin meeting, the four

were given an opportunity to explain

their traditions.

In the Church of the Brethren, "we
believe music in itself is worship, and
not just an aid to worship," said Nancy
Faus. "We are a singing people." The
church has a history of unaccompanied
singing which was abandoned years ago
in most congregations, she said, but
"some of us want to revive some of

that." Religious piety is an important
emphasis among her people, she said,

noting that the denomination's roots are

in the Anabaptist as well as Pietist

movements. But it is a communal piety

rather than the personal piety that is

prevalent among American evangelicals.

For the Mennonite Church, four-part

unaccompanied singing is a strong tradi-

tion, said Ken Nafziger and Phil Clem-
ens. "In the old days, singing was the

only thing we were allowed to do that

was fun, so we've been good at it," said

Nafziger. "We say that the sermon is

more important than the singing in our
worship services and that the text is

more important than the tune in our

hymns, but we don't really mean it!"

Clemens, citing a recent survey, noted
that the members of his denomination
are willing to tackle new hymns and that

their favorites are constantly changing.

The General Conference Mennonite
Church has a singing experience that is

strongly European and German-lan-
guage in origin, said Marilyn Houser
Hamm. She led the group in singing

examples of the four musical streams

that have influenced her people— Refor-

mation chorales, Pietist, gospel (Euro-

pean version), and American. "Four-part

singing is important, and we want our

congregations to be a choir," she said.

Minority peoples are calling her denom-
ination to "tremendous changes," she

added, and this means "some
stretching" in the area of music.

The Churches of God grew out of a

revival movement in Pennsylvania in the

early 19th century and to this day its

members "like upbeat hymns more than

reflective hymns," said Wayne Heffner.

Personal piety is stressed
—
"and that's

reflected in the kinds of hymns we like,"

he said. Those are mainly the well-

known American gospel songs written in

the 19th century. His people also like

what is known as "Scripture songs" and
"contemporary Christian music." He
noted that only 16 percent of the congre-

gations use the 1951 hymnal that his

denomination shares with the Brethren.

The participants in the meeting then

divided into denominational caucuses

two different times to discuss their feel-

ings about the sampler and to make
recommendations for the actual hymnal.

The two Mennonite groups, meeting

jointly, urged the hymnal project to

"keep taking risks" in selecting newer

hymns alongside the old familiar ones.

"Our 1969 book took risks and chal-

lenged our people—and they loved it!"

said Marilyn Houser Hamm. A prime

example is a difficult choral number
which almost didn't make it into the

hymnal but which caught the imagina-

tion of the people—the hymn popularly

known as "606." The Mennonite caucus

also recommended that the hymnal proj-

ect "go further" in the area of inclusive

language and plan an extensive educa-

tional program to introduce the hymnal.

The Church of the Brethren people,

noting that their current hymnal is 38

years old, urged the hymnal project to

stick to the original timetable. They also

called for more inclusive language and

suggested that the more difficult hymns
be placed in a special section for choirs

and soloists.

The Churches of God caucus asked for

more "songs of praise, Scripture songs,

contemporary Christian songs, and in-
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vitational songs." The group also urged

the hymnal project not to go any further

on inclusive language
—

"it already raises

red flags."

In moving statements at the end of the

meeting, the two leaders of the hymnal
project expressed their appreciation for

the affirmation and suggestions of the

denominational representatives. "I

didn't know what would happen at this

meeting," confessed Rebecca Slough,

who succeeded Mary Oyer as the chief

staff person earlier this year. "I sense

openness, excitement, and encourage-

ment." Hymnal Council chair Nancy
Faus said she wants the new hymnal to

"celebrate the new expressions as well

as the old, the new images as well as the

old, and the new harmonies as well as

the old."

—

Steve Shenk

'Remembrance stones'
mark groundbreaking
for visitors center
Over 350 people, bringing "stones of

remembrance," answered the "call to

celebration" sounded by trumpeter
Curry Moyer at the recent groundbreak-

ing for The MeetingHouse, a Mennonite
visitors center, museum, historical li-

brary, and archives being developed in

Harleysville, Pa. It is also the new home

Historian John Ruth adds his contribution to

the "stones of remembrance" at the
groundbreaking service for The Meeting-

House in Harleysville, Pa.

of Mennonite Historians of Eastern

Pennsylvania.

More than 45 Mennonite congrega-

tions brought stones, along with many
individuals. Among the stones was one

from the homestead of the first Menno-
nite bishop in America, Jacob Godshalk;

one from a local Indian settlement; and

one from a stone cutter who was the first

black member of Franconia Conference.

Stones were brought from area creeks

and from the foundations, walls, and
chimneys of Mennonite meetinghouses.

Stones came from as far as Illinois,

South Dakota, Vermont, and Quebec.

One was even brought from the "Cave of

the Anabaptists" in Switzerland.

The gathering of stones was reminis-

cent of the Old Testament story when
one man from each of the 12 tribes of

Israel took a stone from the riverbed

and piled it on the west bank. Joshua is

recorded as saying, "In the future when
your children ask you, 'What do these

stones mean?' tell them, that the flow of

the Jordan was cut off before the ark of

the covenant of the Lord." This pile of

stones would open the door to sharing

the story of how God helped his people

in the wilderness.

The groundbreaking litany, written by

Mary Jane Hershey, declared: "We bring

stones that have been lost and stones

that have been scattered. We look for-

ward to the reality of a building where

stones may speak, where stones may
teach, where stones will strengthen and
unify, and where stones will be a faithful

witness to our neighbors and our chil-

dren now and through future genera-

tions." The 12,000-square-foot building

will bring together the Mennonite Heri-

tage Center, now located in Souderton,

and the Historical Library/Archives, now
located at Christopher Dock Mennonite
High School in Lansdale, while adding

an important new dimension—the Men-
nonite Life and Visitors Center.

At the end of the celebration, children

and adults alike enjoyed watching Dan
Ruth and his team of Percheron horses

break ground with an old-fashioned

scoop— a forerunner of the modern
backhoe.

The Future Generations Appeal, led

by Henry and Charlotte Rosenberger

and Elvin and Patty Souder, has already

gathered pledges of $875,000 toward a

goal of $1.2 million. Some 80 persons are

presently serving as "ambassadors" to

help Mennonite Historians of Eastern

Pennsylvania reach the goal. The Future

Generations Appeal will approach all

congregations in Franconia Conference
of the Mennonite Church and Eastern

District of the General Conference Men-
nonite Church to seek three-year
pledges of financial support to enable

The Meetinghouse to be debt free when
it opens in mid-1990.

Wilda and Robert Otto

BACK TO BELGIUM

Ottos serve in

'crossroads' work
Serving at several crossroads in Brus-

sels and beyond is the present role for

Robert and Wilda Otto in Belgium. They
returned to that country recently follow-

ing a two-month North American assign-

ment.

The self-supporting Mennonite Board
of Missions workers help with the lead-

ership of Brussels-East Mennonite
Church, the first Belgian Mennonite
congregation begun in 1953. Ottos call it

"a crossroads congregation," since the

30 members represent nine nationalities.

"We don't always agree," Robert said,

"but we're coming to more consensus."
One prayer concern is finding a new

worship location by the end of the year.

The building the congregation currently

rents has been sold. "If possible, we
want to stay in the same area," Wilda
said, "but that is logically impossible

because of the price and the size of the

building needed."

Robert does what the typical Protes-

tant pastor in Brussels needs to do

—

find an outside job. He teaches
Protestant religion courses in a second-
ary school. All school students must at-

tend a religion or philosophy class two
hours a week. Robert's teaching role is

an important crossroad since most stu-

dents come from families that are athe-

istic or have written off religion. He
noted that Protestants in Belgium num-
ber only half of one percent of the total

population.

Wilda, meanwhile, is involved in

crossroad ministries as administrative

secretary with the Protestant Missions

Office, an organization that serves about

100 missionaries annually from many dif-

ferent denominations and countries. She

assists them with housing and legal doc-

uments, and helps them adapt to a new
culture and prepare for ministry in

French-speaking African countries.

Robert is a native of Springs, Pa., and

Wilda is originally from Gibson City, 111.

They are the parents of three grown

children: Mike in Denmark, Peter in Col-

orado, and Laurie in Belgium.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Sherm Kauffman, executive secretary,
Indiana-Michigan Conference
A kind of holy hush came over the

congregation that was gathered at Normal
89 when the Council on Faith, Life, and
Strategy reported on its work. In particular

that reverent hush swept over us as Phyllis

Pellman Good (the chairperson) read to us

the pastoral letter to the Mennonite
churches. Many persons in our conference

congregations were anxiously awaiting the

publishing of this letter in Gospel Herald.

Finally it arrived (Sept. 12). I hope folks

saw it. We hope to make very fruitful use
of it.

I must express my disappointment on
the placement of that letter in Gospel
Herald. "Hear, Hear!" is "a column for

sharing personal concerns." Could you ex-

plain to me how this letter fits that defini-

tion? My understanding is that the Council

on Faith, Life, and Strategy is an official

organization charged with the responsibil-

ity of monitoring the spiritual climate of

our church. Its discernment was strongly

affirmed by those attending. It seemed to

be one of those special and unique times
when God speaks.

My plea is that the letter be republished

as a front-page article in Gospel Herald at

the earliest possible date. The content is

of the essence of our life together.

Editor's response: Your point is well

taken. We did not receive the official ver-

sion of the pastoral letter for quite awhile,

so when we did get it, we rushed it into

publication in the first available slot—the

"Hear, Hear!" section.

Lauren Ashley Smith, Clinton, Iowa
Alas, it is a bit sad not to agree with the

senses of your editorial "Absolutes and
Relativities" (Sept. 12). Some time ago I

also read the Moyers book to which you
refer. After so doing I promptly put it aside

as having little value. It seemed rather a

"media trivia" piece. In some part this may
be due to the interviewer, his expectations,

and how he conducted the interviews. Also,

however, the 41 folk interviewed do not
appear to include those who might, indeed,
have had something core to say, be they
theologians, physicists, or others. I'm sur-

prised at your awe of the book.

"Absolutes and Relativities"—a catchy
title that! "A few things in life should be
held 'absolutely,'" you opine. I thought
when I saw your title you might have a good
piece. But as it turns out, what I read is

one journalist giving another a once-over-

lightly. Not much in worthwhile insights in

your editorial or in the book. The message
of both brings to mind a columnist who
used to be carried by Wisconsin Trails

magazine who dubbed herself the "Near-
Sighted-I." She had the advantage, how-
ever, of being without illusions.

John L. Glick, Boyertown, Pa.
David W. Shenk's article, "Jesus Is

Savior" (Aug. 29) is encouraging and chal-

lenging. I welcome more articles focusing

on Jesus as Savior and Lord. This moti-

vates us to be more dedicated and diligent

to share the good news, and helps to

establish us in the truth that Jesus is all

that he claims to be. Thanks, Brother
David and Gospel Herald editor.

Gary Young, Bristol, Pa.
I write regarding the article "African

Americans Sing and Preach" (Aug. 22).

The quote, "We have been set free and we
have something to shout about," is not the

full statement that I made. I said, "In the

Lord Jesus Christ we have been set free

and we have something to shout about."

The article is written to give the perspec-

tive that we were talking racial freedom,

which is not true. We were speaking and
singing of freedom in Christ. Nowhere in

this first paragraph is a mention of Jesus'

name.

It is very important to stress the finer

points of an article, to leave people with

something to feed on. Christ is important

and should always be stressed.

Wilmer D. Swope, Leetonia, Ohio
Thank you for sharing the statement of

fact on Christology by our beloved theolo-

gian-historian, Brother John C. Wenger
("Our Doctrine of Christ," Sept. 12). This

positive, easy-to-read and understand af-

firmation of who Jesus is and will continue

to be is like a breath of fresh, invigorating

air from the first-century church.

What a legacy of faith, once delivered to

the saints, our brother has illuminated for

us in this gift of his to all of us! This

collated study on the biblical, early-church,

and Anabaptist Christology is centered

and based on the inspired truthful Word
of God. What a challenge! This gift of

theological insight can indeed be consid-

ered a colophon (or finishing touch) on the

subject.

Marge Unger, Cambridge, Ont.
I came away from reading the article,

"Cautions About the Merger" (July 25),

with the sense that much of the caution is,

as Merle Good suspected, more prejudice

than preference. Phrases such as "left

stranded," "mushy common denomina-
tor," and "watered down" suggest a fear is

nigh unto panic!

My experience of having grown up in the

General Conference Mennonite Church
tradition and being a member there, then
having joined the Mennonite Church ele-

ment, has given me the opportunity to

compare the two from the "inside." My
reason for the change was initially geo-

graphic, but more importantly, I felt a

freedom and desire to become a member
because of the similarity of beliefs and the

expression of those beliefs in the MC
family. I felt at home.

In contrast to Merle's assumptions about
the GC church, I have at times been sur-

prised by a "liberal bent" among the MCs
as opposed to more conservative ap-

proaches to certain issues in the GC ranks.

Generally, I think both groups are genu-

inely attempting to deal with difficult ques-

tions with a great deal of integrity. I

suspect that, unless they have been re-

minded otherwise, Merle's children will not

sense the differences of which previous

generations have been so aware.

I appreciate Merle's concern about the

amount of leadership time spent on the

merger at the expense of multiracial and
other important church work. I also hope
that a merger will heighten our sense of

discipleship and our Christian renewal.

This is agenda that must be pursued con-

currently with the merger process.

The "hard realities" alluded to as part

of the merging process would not be so

hard if we welcomed each other as we
welcome a friend into our home. If we are

prepared to listen to each other (without

preconceived notions) and share faith ex-

periences, we will find friends and family

rather than suspected strangers. Let's

allow our "incorporative hearts" to prevail

over our "divisive emotions."

N.H. Siegrist, Dryden, Ont.
It was with vivid interest I read Nancy

Witmer's candid account of her addiction

to TV soap operas, then her being con-

victed of their adverse influence on her life

and her subsequent repentance and for-

giveness ("My Apple Was Made of Soap,"

July 18). How blatantly Satan has entered

our homes with his value system via the

"innocent" TV! More than ever I am thank-

ful our parents never allowed one in our

home. For sure I might have pursued an

actor's career instead of following God's

path into missions.

I was expecting one more admission

from Nancy, though: that their family had
evicted the TV from their home totally and

so save themselves from further tempta-
tions to addictions.
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Mennoscope

Hesston College welcomes Peace Scholarship students. Linda Gerber (left)

and her father, Dave, Hesston College horticulture instructor, welcome Linda

Melara of El Salvador to the campus. Melara is one of 20 Peace Scholarship stu-

dents who represent eight Central American and Caribbean nations. They are study-

ing electronics at Hesston for the next two years. The program is administered

jointly by the U.S. government, Georgetown University, and the host colleges.

Hesston was one of only 20 colleges in the country chosen to participate in the pro-

gram.

Mennonites are preparing to respond to the

destruction caused by Hurricane Hugo.
Mennonite Central Committee and Mennonite

Board of Missions sent two representatives to

Puerto Rico and other islands in the Caribbean

Sea on Sept. 23 to assess the damage and

evaluate how best the two organizations can help

the people of the devastated islands. The two

representatives are David Powell, a former

MBM missionary in Puerto Rico, and Charles

Geiser, a former MCC worker in Chile.

Prairie View Mental Health Center offic-

ially dedicated its new hospital on Sept. 24

in Newton, Kans., during special 35th anniver-

sary celebrations. The 60-bed hospital, com-

pleted in 1987, is part of a $6.5 million

expansion/renovation project on the 70-acre

campus. The old hospital, renovated for offices,

had 43 beds. Among the participants in the

celebrations were former U.S. first lady Rosalyn

Carter and former U.S. Health/Education/Wel-

fare secretary Joseph Califano. Prairie View was
the third mental-health facility to be built by

Mennonites in North America. The first two

were Brook Lane in Hagerstown, Md., and Kings

View in Reedley, Calif.

David and Wilma Shank will conclude
nearly 40 years of service with Mennonite
Board of Missions at the end of October and

begin retirement in Goshen, Ind. They returned

to North America in August after a special

three-month assignment in the African countries

of Benin, Zaire, and Ivory Coast. Earlier they

had served 10 years in Ivory Coast, where they

assisted African independent churches. Shanks'

missionary career started in 1950 in Belgium,

where they helped establish the Mennonite

Church over a 23-year period. In the 1970s,

David was campus minister for three years at

Goshen College and served briefly as speaker

on The Mennonite Hour, MBM's former radio

program.

Phil and Mary Mininger concluded 13 years
of Voluntary Service work with Mennonite
Board of Missions at the end of July. They
started in Fort Dodge, Iowa, and then moved to

Macon, Miss., where they directed four VS units

for 10 years. This past year they were on leave

in Elkhart, Ind.

Robert and Sylvia Shirk Charles concluded
nine years of service with Mennonite Board
of Missions at the end of August. They worked
1980-88 in Belgium, where they helped establish

Brussels Mennonite Center in the capital city.

This past year they were on leave in North
America.

A new church held its first worship service

in Chester, Pa., on Sept. 10. Some 70 people

met in rented quarters in the downtown area.

Alvin and Maxine Motley are the church plant-

ers. This is the third daughter church sponsored

by 10-year-old Lighthouse Mennonite Fellow-

ship in nearby Upland. The effort is also sup-

ported by Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions.

A new congregation has been formed in the

Groffdale District of Lancaster Conference.
It is Spiritual Life Fellowship, and it held its

first worship service on Aug. 27 at the Carpenter
Mennonite Church building in Talmage, Pa.

Twenty-one people, nine of them baptized on

that day, became charter members. David
Burkholder is the pastor.

Planting a church involves finding out
where people are, determining the needs, and

setting plans to meet the needs, summarized
Delbert Dick, one of 13 students who took a

two-week church-planting course taught by Gary

Martin recently at Associated Mennonite Bibli-

cal Seminaries. Martin presented a model for

church planting that uses evangelistically ori-

ented small groups to reach unchurched people.

The course included visits to church-planting

sites and actual door-to-door visitation in one

neighborhood. Martin noted that 40 AMBS
graduates have entered church-planting assign-

ments in the past 10 years.

Over 1,200 people attended a commission-
ing service for 70 new volunteers with East-

ern Mennonite Board of Missions, which was

held on Sept. 10 at Hopewell Mennonite Church
near Elverson, Pa. Of the volunteers, 53 will

serve in nine countries under Youth Evangelism

Service. They are currently in three-month train-

ing programs in Philadelphia and Baltimore.

Fourteen people are assigned to six Voluntary

Service units in the eastern U.S. Three persons

are staff members at the training centers in

Philadelphia and Baltimore.

Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions has
decided to send a youth team to South
Africa. It will be one of the Youth Evangelism

Service teams, and possible projects include

construction of low-cost housing and evangelism

among high school youth. The team will relate

to Broken Wall Community—an interracial

church group in Capetown. It is led by Graham
and Dorcas Cyster, an interracial couple with

Mennonite ties.

South American Mennonites were chal-

lenged to take new steps for peace during

the recent Latin American Mennonite Congress

of the Southern Cone, which was held in Santa

Cruz, Bolivia. Major addresses on the subject

were presented by Ruben Darino of Argentina,

Teodoro Penner of Brazil, and Hugo Moreira

and Ivan Vera of Uruguay. The delegates to the

congress agreed to promote peace issues in their

home churches and to train their young people

in particular on pacifism and on ways to resist

militarism.

Women in Zaire held an inter-Mennonite

national gathering for the first time recently

in the capital city of Kinshasa. The 65 partici-

pants represented the country's three Menno-
nite church bodies, four language groups, and

most of the far-flung regional women's organi-

zations. They discussed the theme "Mennonite

Woman and Her Contribution to the Life of the

Church." The speakers were Kadi Tshinyama of

Zaire, Marthe Ropp of France, and Mary Lou
Cummings of the United States. The meeting

was made possible by a grant from Mennonite

Central Committee.

Eight young Mennonites from four coun-

tries went to Cuba recently to participate in

the annual Baptist Youth Week. The Baptist

Church of Cuba had invited Mennonite Central

Committee to send the youth so they could talk

with others about community and faith from an

Anabaptist perspective. The Mennonites came
from Colombia, Nicaragua. Canada, and the

United States. "I'm happy to see that the Cuban
church is looking at how to develop community,"
said Carlos Cortez of Nicaragua. "The church
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can't only look to better themselves spiritually,

but also must seek how to better society."

An ecumenical Bible seminar for pastors
and other leaders in Benin attracted 140
people. They represented 20 denominations
and included seven national church leaders. The
sixth annual event also had the largest number
of women so far— 20. The seminar, held recently

in the capital city of Cotonou, was sponsored by
the Interdenominational Protestant Council of

Benin and Mennonite Board of Missions. The
theme this year was "The Sermon on the Mount
and the Kingdom Parables," and the teachers
were MBM missionaries David Shank and Rod-
ney Hollinger-Janzen. The issue which gener-

ated the greatest debate centered on how
Christians can be "salt and light" in the politi-

cally unstable life of present-day Benin.

Mennonites are taking an increasingly ac-
tive role in a seminary for French-speaking
Africa, according to Peter Crossman, a Belgian
Mennonite who recently taught several courses
there. The seminary is Faculte de Theologie
Evangelique de Bangui in the capital city of

Central African Republic. It attracts about 60
students each year from 15 countries. The stu-

dent body always includes a few Mennonites,
and the faculty includes a Mennonite from
Zaire—Nzash Lumeya. Mennonite Board of

Missions workers David Shank and Neal Blough
have also taught at the seminary.

The 400-year story of Mennonites in Poland
will be the focus of historical activity—and
maybe even a museum before long—according
to plans being developed by the new Hans Denk
Fellowship of West Germany. Mennonites from
Holland and other countries first began settling

in the Vistula River area of what is now northern
Poland after 1530. Some of them left to go to

Russia in the 1780s and others went to North
America in the 1870s. By the end of the fighting

and chaos of World War II, the remaining Men-
nonites were forced out of the country. Prelim-

inary steps have been taken to hold a three-week
work/study camp in the Stogi area (known as

Heubuden when the Mennonites lived there) in

1991. The goal for opening a museum is 1995.

Akron (Pa.) Mennonite Church had an inter-

national guest pastor for six weeks this past
summer. He is Sybout van der Meer, one of four

pastors at Haarlem Mennonite Church in the

Netherlands. He shared with the Akron
congregation's pastor, Urbane Peachey, in

preaching, leading Sunday school classes, meet-
ing with the pastoral team, and making pastoral

calls. "People of all ages appreciated this bridge-

building event with another culture and another
congregation," said Peachey.

"CROP walks" raised $93,000 for Mennon-
ite Central Committee during the past year.

These walks and other related fundraising

events for needy people in the world are spon-
sored by Church World Service—the relief/de-

velopment agency of the National Council of

Churches. Participants in the fundraising events
are allowed to designate their contributions to

agencies other than CWS. The amount desig-

nated for MCC the previous year was $81,000.

"CROP is one of the most imaginative educa-
tional and fundraising efforts for highlighting the
needs of poor and hungry people," said MCC
executive secretary John Lapp.

Mennonite children contributed over
$9,000 to print Bibles for Christians in

China. This was one of the offering projects

listed in the new Come and See Herald Bible

School Series used in many Mennonite congre-

Conference in tent. Conservative

Conference convened its annual meet-

ing in Belleville, Pa., Aug. 11-13. Host-

ing about 1,000 people who attended

were the Locust Grove and Mountain
View congregations. They are among
the conference's nearly 100 congrega-

tions with a total membership of over

8,000. For the three days of fellowship

and worship, a big tent was erected,

with nearby Belleville Mennonite
School used for serving meals and for

related activities. Highlights of the in-

spirational meetings came in ad-

dresses by Myron Augsburger, pastor

of Washington (D.C.) Community Fel-

lowship; Paul Landis, president of

Eastern Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions; and Richard Showalter, new
president of Rosedale Bible Institute.

Mission churches were also repre-

sented from some areas of overseas

witness.

—

Adella Brunk Kanagy

gations this past summer. The money was for-

warded to the American or Canadian Bible

Society, which helped establish Amity Press in

A member of Poland's Solidarity labor
movement was at Goshen College for a

month recently. Anna Dabrowska said the pros-

pects for the new Solidarity-led government of

Poland are better than portrayed in the Western
media. "Prime Minister Tadeusz Mazowiecki
has the trust of society," she said. "I think his

appeal to the Polish people is strong. People will

help the government." Serious economic prob-
lems forced the ruling Communist Party to turn

the government over to the first noncommunist
prime minister in 40 years in August.
Dabrowska, an English professor at Warsaw
Agricultural University, is at Goshen College as

part of an exchange program between the two
schools.

Many past participants in a summer pro-
gram for minority youth are now in leader-
ship positions, according to a recent survey.

Many of them work with congregations or church
agencies. The Urban Community Development
Summer Service Program, started by Mennonite
Central Committee U.S. in 1982, helps minority
students in urban areas develop their leadership

skills. "The breadth and significance of the
positions appearing among 'graduates' of the
program is quite impressive," said Wilmer
Heisey, recently retired executive secretary of

MCC U.S.

Mennonites helped Mifflin County, Pa., cel-
ebrate its bicentennial recently. At Mennonite
Heritage Center in Belleville, Erie Renno and
Lee Kanagy talked about Mennonite history and
explained the present variety of Mennonites and
Amish in the county. A typical Amish bean soup
and "moon pie" lunch was offered at a local

church. Also provided were horse-and-buggy
rides and historical tours. Plans are now under-
way for the bicentennial of Amish and Menno-
nites in Mifflin County, 1791-1991.

A building is under construction for the new
Mennonite Information Center in Holmes
County, Ohio. It is on County Road 77 adjacent

to Grace Mennonite Church near Berlin. The
new director of the center is Tom Michaels,

formerly vice-president of Union Metal Corpo-
ration in Canton, Ohio. He is chairman of the

board of elders at Beech Mennonite Church,
Louisville, Ohio.

An 88-unit condominium is under construc-
tion for Virginia Mennonite Retirement
Community in Harrisonburg, Va. A ground-

breaking ceremony was held on Aug. 27. Called

"Park Place," the condominium will have one-

and two-bedroom apartments in several layout

patterns. To date, 34 of the units have been
reserved.

Berea Mennonite Church of Cannelburg,
Ohio, won the Indiana Mennonite Slo-Pitch
Softball Tourney over the Labor Day weekend
in Ft. Wayne. The men's team from that church
defeated the defending champion—the "A"
team from Yellow Creek Mennonite Church of

Goshen, Ind. It was the first time in the 12-year

history of the tourney that a team came out of

the loser's bracket to claim the title. In the

women's division, Mennonite Christian Assem-
bly of Fredericksburg, Ohio, defeated Pleasant

View Mennonite Church of Millersburg, Ohio,

to win the championship. The tourney attracted

76 teams from seven states. All profits go to

Mennonite Central Committee.

A "book of the year" will not be named this

year by Choice Books of Mennonite Board of

Missions. The judges decided that none of the

12 books submitted by five publishers ade-

quately met the qualifications for the award. The
book should have good sales potential, deal with

current issues in a realistic way for today's

general audience, have a good writing style, and
deal with issues relevant to Mennonite/Anabap-
tist theology. The book-of-the-year award was
started last year, and A Life in Her Hands by
Shirlee Evans was the winner. The book was
published by Herald Press of Mennonite Pub-
lishing House.

Plans are underway for the main building
at a new retreat center near Williamsburg,
Va. It is the main lodge and conference center

for Williamsburg Christian Retreat Center,

which is sponsored by several Mennonite con-

gregations in the area. It will include 20 rooms
for lodging and a dining room for 300 people.
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The dining room will also serve as a large

meeting/worship area. The facility is being de-

signed by Clint Good Architects of Bethesda,

Md.

Pastoral transitions:
• Terry Miller was licensed and installed as

pastor of Filer (Idaho) Mennonite Church on
Sept. 17. He succeeds Roger Robins.

• Jorge Camacho, Jr., became pastor of Rock
of Horeb Mennonite Church, Utica, N.Y., on
July 18. This is a new congregation.

•Jerry Kandel was licensed and installed as

a pastoral team member at Hopewell Mennonite
Church, Kouts, Ind., on Sept. 17. He is a 1989

graduate of the Pastoral Ministries Program at

Hesston College. He serves alongside Pastor
John Murray.

• Rosie Epp became interim pastor of Ger-
mantown Mennonite Church, Philadelphia, Pa.,

recently. She succeeds Michael King, who be-

came a book editor at Mennonite Publishing

House.

Missionary comings/goings:
• Clair and Beth Good went to Kenya in

August for a three-year assignment with Eastern

Mennonite Board of Missions. After language

study, they will work in leadership training

among the Maasai people in Ogwedhi-Sigawa.

Their address is Box 512, Suna-Migori, Kenya.
• Gerry and Doris Miller went to Costa Rica

in August for language study in preparation for

a medical ministry and church-planting assign-

ment in Peru. This is a three-year term with

Eastern Board. Their address is Institute de

Lengua Espanola, Apartado 100, 2350 San Fran-

cisco de Dos Rios, San Jose, Costa Rica.

• Marvin and Yvonne Stutzman went to

Kenya recently for a three-year Eastern Board
assignment. They are the directors of Eastleigh

Fellowship Center— a ministry among Muslim
people. Their address is EFC, Box 16406, Nai-

robi, Kenya.
•John and Cindy Kreider went to Costa Rica

in August for language study in preparation for

an Eastern Board assignment. They will work in

agricultural development in Peru. Their address

is Institute de Lengua Espanola, Apartado 100,

2350 San Francisco de Dos Rios, San Jose,

Costa Rica.

• Ken and Laura Litwiller returned to Ethio-

pia in August to continue agricultural develop-

ment work. They are jointly appointed by
Eastern Board and Mennonite Central Commit-
tee. Their address is Box 95, Dese, Welo, Ethi-

opia.

•John and Helen Miller returned to Kenya in

August to continue teaching at Rosslyn Acad-
emy. They are Eastern Board workers. Their
address is Box 14146, Westlands, Nairobi,

Kenya.
• Deborah Byler returned to Guatemala in

August to continue her Bible study work among
Kekchi Indian women. She is an Eastern Board
missionary. Her address is Mision Evangelica

Menonita, Apartado 1, 16909 San Pedro Carcha,

AV, Guatemala.
•Arthur and Onelly Bamberger returned to

Honduras in August to continue their work with

Amor Viviente—a group of Mennonite congre-

gations. They are Eastern Board missionaries.

Their address is Apartado 2017, San Pedro Sula,

Honduras.
• Adriana Brouwer returned from Somalia in

August following an 18-month assignment in

Somalia. She served under Eastern Board. Her
address is Kievitsweg 121, 2983 A D Ridderkerk,

The Netherlands.

Coming events:
• Council of Mennonite Computer Users Fall

Meeting, Oct. 9, at Mennonite Board of Missions,

Elkhart, Ind. It will include reports and discus-

sion on how computers can be used in the local

congregation and in church institutions. The

council's Church-Systems Committee will an-

nounce its recommendation for software to help

congregations with record-keeping and financial

reports. More information from Cal Roggie at

Mennonite Central Committee, 21 S. 12th St.,

Akron, PA 17501; phone 717-859-1151.

• Conference on American Civil Religion and
Pacifists, Feb. 15-17, at Goshen College. It will

focus on the years 1830-1930 and will include a

discussion of the two latest books in the Men-
nonite Experience in America Series. More in-

formation from Theron Schlabach at GC,
Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-535-7435.

• Seminar on Homosexuality, Oct. 28, at

Elizabethtown (Pa.) Brethren in Christ Church.

It is sponsored by Day Seven Ministries, a local

Mennonite-related effort that promotes "free-

dom from sexual addictions." The speaker is

Christian psychologist Elizabeth Moberly. More
information from Day Seven Ministries at Box
265, Elizabethtown, PA 17022; phone 717-361-

8414.

• Food and Handcraft Bazaar, Oct. 6-7, at

Belleville (Pa.) Mennonite School. The 24th

annual event is a fundraiser for Valley View
Retirement Community. More information from
Valley View at Box 827, Belleville, PA 17004;

phone 717-935-2105.

Special meetings: Steve Wingfield, Harrison-

burg, Va., at Souderton, Pa., Oct. 15-18. Fred
Martin, Lancaster, Pa., at Hershey, Pa., Nov.
8-12.

Change of address: George and Marilyn Han-
sen from Duchess, Alta., to Cairo, NE 68824.

James and Faith Carpenter from Grande Prairie,

Alta., to 303 Fireoved Apt. #3, Anchorage, AK
99508.

New members
Hi-Way, North Lawrence, Ohio: Michael

Zook, Doug Geschwind, and Darren Geschwind
by baptism, and Oma Lesson, Robyn Gesch-
wind, Judy Lynch, Lou and Diane Callen, Beth
Callen, Dawn Callen, Jean Hostetler, and
Amanda Dowdle by confession of faith.

Southside, Springfield, Ohio: Tracy and
Michelle Broughman, Mary Conley, and Connie
Haworth by confession of faith.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Barnett, Jim and Bev (Harrell), Peoria, HI.,

second child, first son, Steven James, Aug. 18.

Common, Steven and Angela (Blosser),

Dixon, 111., second son, Tyler Joshua, Aug. 31.

Eby, Kurt and Rachel (Liechty), Paoli, Ind.,

second son, Conrad Allen. July 12.

Graffagnino, Carmen and Sharon. London,
Ont., first child, Vincent Allan, July 25.

Driggs, Joseph and Sandra (Horner),
Hollsopple, Pa., second daughter, Katelyn Beth,

Aug. 24.

Gehman, Lowell and Tina (Werner), Green
Lane, Pa., second and third children, first son

and second daughter, Darren and Danielle, July

30.

Gottshall, Paul and Karen (Hostetler). Wash-
ington, 111., third child, first daughter, Angela
Mae, Sept. 4.

Graber, Tim and Kathy (Knepp), Crawford.

Miss., second daughter, Bethanv Yvonne. June
29.

Fifteen VSers commissioned. Fifteen Voluntary Service workers began assign-

ments with Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions following discipleship training

Aug. 21—Sept. 8 at United Zion Camp Grove, Manheim, Pa. The new VSers are:

Front row (left to right)—Cherie and Chris Rhodes (with Rebecca) of Kalona,

Iowa, church planters in Atlantic City, N.J.; Ruth and Duane Hershberger (with

Heidi and Ben) of New Holland, Pa., household leaders and administrator in Ameri-

cus, Ga.; Beth Yoder of Allensville, Pa., nurse in John's Island, S.C.; and Karen Sau-

der of Elkridge, Md., teacher aide in John's Island, S.C.

Back row—Bonnie and Rich Sauder (with Karissa) of Lancaster, Pa., household

leaders and church ministries in Birmingham, Ala.; Tim Miller of Wellman, Iowa,

teacher aide in New York, N.Y.; Ken Groves of Palmyra, Pa., account payable spe-

cialist in Americus, Ga.; Crystal Crider of Shippensburg, Pa., teacher aide in Corn-

ing, N.Y.; Jewell Frankenfield of Telford, Pa., day care worker in John's Island, S.C;

Melanie Sollenberger of Dillsburg, Pa., wives-and-children rriinistry workers in Bir-

mingham, Ala.; and Deborah Sharp of Arcadia, Fla., after-school program worker in

New York, N.Y.

Not pictured—Dwayne Adkins of Washington, D.C., church planting assistant in

Birmingham, Ala.
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Hershberger, Dean and Kim (Pfile),

Hesston, Kans., first child, Amanda Rhae, Sept.

13.

Hostetler, Monte and Becky (Smith), Harper,

Kans., second child, first daughter, Monica
Cherie, Sept. 9.

Histand, Gary and Carla (Stamm), Phoenix-

ville, Pa., first child, Benjamin David, Aug. 19.

Jones, Bruce and Becky (Arnold), Prophets-

town, 111., fifth child, fourth son, Isaiah Clark,

Aug. 28.

King, David and Gladys (Diener), Morton, 111.,

second son, Eric Stephen (by adoption), Aug.

13.

King, Rod and Sandra (Bertsche), Lansing,

Mich., second child, first daughter, Elizabeth

Hannah, Aug. 22.

Kennell, Tom and Lynn (Canal), Eureka, 111.,

third daughter, Lesli Jo, Aug. 30.

Landis, Robert and Nancy (Graybill), Telford,

Pa., third child, second daughter, Larissa Nicole,

Sept. 5.

Lehman, Michael and Marjorie (Witmer), Ha-
gerstown, Md., third son, Ryan Mitchell, Sept.

13.

Lorah, Eric and Linda (Stahl), Ephrata, Pa.,

second son, Austin Kyle, Sept. 11.

Miller, Myron and Doreen (Beeber), Choma,
Zambia, fourth daughter, Dara Rachael, July 11.

Pinkerton, Randy and Joanna (Gerber),

Wichita, Kans., third child, second son, Jona-

than David, Sept. 5.

Roth, Kenton and Sandi (Bauman), Baden,
Ont., first child, Emily Lynn, Aug. 22.

Schone, Terry and Sandy (Ulrich), Washing-
ton, 111., second child, first son, William Lane,

Aug. 12.

Stuckey, Greg and Kathy (Stoetzel), Morton,
111., first child, Benjamin Keith, Aug. 24.

Tubby, Darry and Cynthia (Farmer), Macon,
Miss., second child, first son, Gary II, Aug. 20.

Wolfer, Gary and Kay (Ediger), Buhler,

Kans., second son, Kelly Lowell, Sept. 6.

Wyse, Curt and Dawn (Wallerich), Kalona,

Iowa, first child, Jonathan David, Sept. 8.

Yoder, Harvey and Karen (Yoder), Macon,
Miss., fourth child, third son, Jeremy Alva, Aug.

14.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald " if th e address is supplied.

Amaya-Gingerich. Philip Amaya, Canby,
Oreg., Assembly of God Church, and Krista

Gingerich, Canby, Oreg., Zion cong., by Leo
Schlegel and Richard Stoltzfus, Sept. 9.

Carrafiello-Schwartzentruber. Jeff Car-
rafiello, New Hamburg, Ont., and Debbie
Schwartzentruber, New Hamburg, Ont.,
Steinmann cong., by Fred Lichti, Aug. 26.

Curry-Gauw. Jeff Curry, Peoria, 111., Trinity

cong., and Marti Gauw, Kansas City, Mo., July
1.

De Helian-Trapp. John De Helian, Perkasie,

Pa., Catholic Church, and Gail Trapp, Salem
cong., by Lawrence Bukaty, Aug. 19.

Good-Hershberger. Philip Good, Noxabee
cong., Macon, Miss., and Janelle Hershberger,
English Lake cong., Kouts, Ind., by Art Good,
July 29.

Graybill-Martin. Dave Graybill and Brenda
Martin, both of Lancaster, Pa., Community
cong., by Lester Graybill and Vem Rempel,
Sept. 2.

MacGregor-Roth. Kory MacGregor, Carlton,

Oreg., Christian Gospel Assemblies, and
Karlene Roth, Woodburn, Oreg., Zion cong., by

Rick Regier, Aug. 19.

Meyers-Toews. P. Quintin Meyers, Telford,

Pa., Blooming Glen cong., and Lili Toews,
Paraguay, by Truman H. Brunk, Jr., Sept. 2.

Miller-Nofziger. Derrick B. Miller, Canton,
Ohio, First Mennonite cong., and Deborah S.

Nofziger, Louisville, Ohio, Beech cong., by Dan
Hooley, Aug. 12.

Nafziger-Zurface. Lynn Nafziger, Itasca, 111.,

Central cong., and Terri Zurface, Lees Creek,

Ohio, United Church of Christ, by Robert
Fisher, May 13.

Resto-Blough. Anthony Resto, Harrison-

burg, Va., First Mennonite cong., Brooklyn,

N.Y., and Stephanie Blough, Johnstown, Pa.,

Carpenter Park cong., by Marvin L. Kaufman,
Aug. 19.

Obituaries

Eichelberger, Sarah Sophia Stutzman,
daughter of John and Anna (Gerber) Stutzman,
was born at Shickley, Nebr., Apr. 12, 1900; died

at Good Samaritan Hospital, Kearney, Nebr.,

Aug. 23, 1989; aged 89. On Sept. 11, 1921, she

was married to Alvin Eichelberger, who survives.

Also surviving are 5 sons (Dean, Richard, Alvin,

Jr., Wayne, and Terrace), one daughter (Joan

Newhouse), 18 grandchildren, 33 great-grand-

children, and one sister (Lillie Stutzman). She
was preceded in death by one daughter (Faye

Roth), 2 grandsons, one granddaughter, 7 broth-

ers, and 5 sisters. She was a charter member of

Broken Bow Mennonite Church. Funeral ser-

vices were held at Grovier Brothers Funeral

Home on Aug. 26, in charge of Lee Schlegel and
Ivan Troyer; interment in Broken Bow Ceme-
tery.

Esbenshade, Ruth E. Yocum, daughter of

Samuel H. and Lulu (Risser) Yocum, was born
in Lancaster Co., Pa., Feb. 12, 1908; died at

Brethren Village, Neffsville, Pa., Aug. 22, 1989;

aged 81. On Feb. 12, 1927, she was married to

H. Clay Esbenshade, who survives. Also surviv-

ing are one daughter (Rhoda E. Kilheffer), 4 sons

(J. Harold, H. Glenn, Carl E., and Kenneth L.),

15 grandchildren, and 14 great-grandchildren.

She was a member of Landis Valley Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Aug. 25, in charge of Lester Hoover, Levi

Zeigler, and Milton Stoltzfus; interment in the

church cemetery.

Geiser, Herman L., son of Ben F. and Anna
(Lehman) Geiser, was born at Kidron, Ohio, Oct.

12, 1923; died of a massive stroke at Apple
Creek, Ohio, Sept. 7, 1989; aged 65. On May 18,

1946, he was married to Martha Steiner, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 daughters (Carolyn

Riegsecker and Dorothy Swysgood), 2 sons

(Larry L. and Kenneth D.), 4 grandchildren, one
sister (Orpha Steiner), and 3 brothers (Irvin,

Ben, Jr., and Clayton). Funeral services were
held at Salem Mennonite Church, Wooster,

Ohio, on Sept. 11, in charge of Richard Ross and
Don Elswick; interment in Salem Church Cem-
etery.

Hershberger, Robert, son of Clarence and

Nadine (Bontrager) Hershberger, was born in

Iowa City, Iowa, Aug. 27, 1942; died at Parkview
Manor, Wellman, Iowa, Aug. 27, 1989; aged 47.

Surviving are his stepmother (Ruth Hershber-
ger), one brother (Loran Hershberger), 3 half

brothers, and 2 half sisters. Graveside services

were held at East Union Cemetery on Aug. 28,

in charge of Dan Johnston.

Huber, P. Elmer, son of Landis and Ellen R.

(Brubaker) Huber, was born in Lancaster Co.,

Pa., Jan. 13, 1915; died of a massive stroke at

Lancaster General Hospital on Aug. 31, 1989;

aged 74. On June 20, 1936, he was married to

Mabel E. Shreiner, who died on Mar. 16, 1983.

Surviving are 4 sons (Elmer S., Ray S., Dale S.,

and Larry S.), 4 grandsons, one brother (B.

Landis), and 3 sisters (Lizzie B. Kreider, Elva
B. Wenger, and Ada B. Weaver). He was a

member of Hammer Creek Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Sept. 4, in

charge of Parke Heller, Fred Heller, Richard
Hurst, and Robert Shreiner; interment in Ham-
mer Creek Church Cemetery.
Kipfer, Moses, son of Andrew and Marie

(Habermahl) Kipfer, was born in Poole, Ont.,

Oct. 19, 1905; died from a series of strokes at

Aurora Park Health Center, East Aurora, N.Y.,

Sept. 8, 1989; aged 83. On Sept. 21, 1927, he was
married to Vera Lichti, who died on Sept. 3,

1979. On July 4, 1982, he was married to Edna
Ruth Yoder, who survives. Also surviving are

one son (Leander Kipfer), one daughter (Mary
Jane Green), 8 grandchildren, and 11 great-

grandchildren. He was a member of Clarence
Center-Akron Mennonite Church, where funeral

services were held on Sept. 11, in charge of Bill

Sherfy and Donald D. Livingston; interment in

Good Cemetery.

Powell, Lewis J., Jr., son of Lewis J., Sr.,

and Ida (Hertzler) Powell, was born in South
English, Iowa, Dec. 1, 1913; died following sur-

gery at Mercy Hospital, Iowa City, Iowa, Sept.

3, 1989; aged 75. On Jan. 22, 1939, he was
married to E. Rachel Byler, who survives. Also

surviving are one daughter (Nancy I. Adams), 2

sons (Jared T. and Paul Douglas), 8 grandchil-

dren, 3 great-grandchildren, one brother (John

Powell), and 2 sisters (Mary Helen Culp and
Dorothy Schaeffer). He was a member of the

Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held

at the Presbyterian Church, Keota, Iowa, on
Sept. 6, in charge of Albert R. Cocke, Jr.,

Leonard Sjogren, and Emery Hochstetler; inter-

ment in Wellman Cemetery.
Shank, Anna Rebecca Hartman, daughter

of John Henry and Mary Catherine (Burkholder)

Hartman, was born at Harrisonburg, Va., Mar.

3, 1890; died at Sterling (111.) Care Center, Sept.

3, 1989; aged 99. On Dec. 31, 1914, she was
married to Lewis Shank, who died on Jan. 12,

1969. Surviving are 10 grandchildren, 16 great-

grandchildren, 3 great-great-granchildren, one
sister (Sally Brenneman), and one brother

(Henry Hartman). She was preceded in death by
3 children (Eldon, James, and Carroll). She was
a member of Science Ridge Mennonite Church,

where funeral services were held on Sept. 6, in

charge of S. Roy Kaufman; interment in Science

Ridge Mennonite Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I (East Coast) meeting,

Lowville, N. Y., Oct. 14

Northwest Conference fall meeting, Camrose, Alta., Oct. 27-29

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Nov. 3-4

Allegheny Conference delegate session, Allensville, Pa., Nov. 4

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Nov. 6-7

Mennonite Economic Development Associates annual conven-
tion, Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 9-12

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meeting.

Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Franconia Conference fall assembly, Franconia, Pa., Nov. 11

Mennonite Church General Board, Elkhart, Ind., Nov. 16-18

Southwest Conference annual delegate meeting, Blvthe, Calif.,

Nov, 18

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man.. July
24-29, 1990
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Quaker group's lawsuit against INS
gets widespread support
Nearly 200 groups and individuals-

including about 100 religious agencies

—

have filed court briefs supporting a law-

suit filed against the U.S. Immigration
and Naturalization Service by the
American Friends Service Committee.
The suit, which was filed in U.S. District

Court in Los Angeles last November,
charges that the 1986 immigration law
will force the Quaker organization and
other religious groups to "act contrary to

their religious beliefs" by requiring em-
ployers to verify that all employees hired

after Nov. 6, 1986, are U.S. citizens or

legal residents. "One of the reasons so

many religious groups have decided to

support AFSC is because of INS
insistence that employer sanctions
present no real religious dilemma," said

Rabbi Arthur Gross Schaefer, who
teaches at Loyola Marymount University.

Amish exempted from law requiring
signs on buggies in Minnesota
In a unanimous decision, the Minnesota

Supreme Court has ruled that freedom of

religious expression exempts Minnesota's

Amish from the state law requiring a spe-

cial sign on slow-moving vehicles. It over-

turned a Millmore County District Court
ruling and dismissed petty misdemeanor
charges filed against 14 Amish men and
women who have been ticketed for failing

to display the signs. Two men have been
jailed in connection with the issue.

Antiabortion Christians boycott
Virginia hospital's blood bank
"How can we give blood to a hospital

that is shedding innocent blood?" asked

Richard Enrico, executive director of

Christians Against Abortion, in explaining

why members of several churches in north-

ern Virginia have chosen to boycott Fairfax

Hospital's blood bank and make donations

elsewhere. The supply has dropped less

than 5 percent since the boycott began,

according to hospital officials. Labeling the

boycott "antihumanitarian," local pro-

choice groups launched blood drives and
posted fliers to alert people about the

blood shortage at the hospital.

Pope's remarks on God's covenant
stirs new flap with Jews
Remarks made by Pope John Paul II

during a recent general audience at the

Vatican have stirred a new controversy in

Catholic-Jewish relations, which already

were in turmoil over the continuing pres-

ence of a Carmelite convent at the site of

the Auschwitz concentration camp in Po-

land. The pope said "the history of the Old

Testament shows many instances of Is-

rael's infidelity to God. Hence God sent

the prophets as his messengers to call the

people to conversion, to warn them of

their hardness of heart, and to foretell a

new covenant still to come. The new
covenant foretold by the prophets was es-

tablished through Christ's redemptive
sacrifice and through the power of the

Holy Spirit."

The Anti-Defamation League of B'nai

B'rith expressed concern that the pope
was implying that the Jewish covenant

with God has been superseded by the

Christian covenant as the only everlast-

ing one. Such an interpretation, the

Jewish agency said, would fly in the face

of the Second Vatican Council's document
"Nostra Aetate" and previous statements

made by John Paul himself affirming

that God has an irrevocable covenant
with the Jewish people.

For many, John Paul's tenure has been

marked by inconsistency when it comes
to Judaism. He seems to move from
grand gestures of understanding and love

for Jews to statements and actions that

are seen as insensitive and harsh.

Catholic hospital system eliminates

plastic containers and trays

Missouri's largest health care provider,

a system of hospitals and nursing homes
sponsored by an order of Roman Catholic

nuns, is eliminating plastic containers

and food-service trays known to contain

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) because the

material poses a hazard to the environ-

ment. "These CFC-containing products

create a hazardous pollution problem
when disposed of, either when in-

cinerated or by sheer volume and
permanence when buried," said Mary
Jean Ryan, president and chief executive

of the SSM Health Care System, among
the country's 10 largest Catholic-

sponsored health care systems. The
system, based in St. Louis, is run by the

Franciscan Sisters of Mary.

Indiana bars investment company
that bilked Amish
Indiana Secretary of State Joseph

Hogsett has issued an order forbidding

Pioneer Development Investment Com-
pany from doing business in the state

because the company bilked 30 Amish
families of about $50,000. Hogsett said

Pioneer agents dressed in plain clothing

and wore beards to make them appear to

be Amish. He said the scam involved per-

suading Amish people that a $500 invest-

ment would gain them an unsecured

$100,000 line of credit in a bank in the

British West Indies, where Pioneer is

based.

Antiabortion group barred from
churches for insurance reasons
The Los Angeles Catholic Archdiocese

will not permit the antiabortion Operation

Rescue to use any of its facilities for rallies,

citing possible cancellation of church in-

surance policies. Operation Rescue al-

ready is under a federal court injunction

that bars it from holding rallies on church

property until a decision is reached in a

related trial. The trial concerns property

destruction caused by demonstrations on

church-owned sites. Catholic officials in

the city reaffirmed their support for Oper-

ation Rescue's battle against "the escalat-

ing evil of abortion" but said they could

not risk losing millions of dollars in insur-

ance coverage for all 282 parishes in the

Los Angeles Archdiocese—America's larg-

est, encompassing four counties and 3

million Catholics.

Catholics, though still a small

minority, growing in the South
The Roman Catholic Church has been

growing in the American South, but it still

represents a small minority of the popula-

tion, according to figures cited by Cardinal

Joseph Bernardin of Chicago at a confer-

ence on evangelizing the South held re-

cently at Eastern Kentucky University.

The cardinal, a native of South Carolina,

said that during the last two decades, the

number of Catholics in Georgia, Tennes-

see, North and South Carolina, Alabama,

Mississippi, and Virginia increased by

425,000, or 59 percent. But the growth only

meant that Catholics went from making up
2.7 percent of the population to 3.3 percent

in 1989, he noted.

Some Christian Science members
upset with media operations

Some members of the Christian Science

faith are upset about changes in their

denomination's media operations. They
are especially critical of the nightly televi-

sion news program, Monitor, which costs

the church $20 million a year but accounts

for only $1 million in revenues. They con-

tend it is draining church coffers and dam-
aging the long-established Christian

Science Monitor daily newspaper, which

has undergone cost-cutting measures and
seen the departure of some top editors.

The 172,000-circulation paper, started by
church founder Mary Baker Eddy, has

been a steady money-loser over the past

20 years, but with its direct connection to

Eddy and high-quality journalism, it holds

a special place of honor among many
church members.
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The future: will it work?
Curiosity about the future is common. We live

with certain basic expectations and we wonder if

and how they may be fulfilled. Such curiosity is

particularly stirred at times of obvious passage.

The turning of a millennium, for example.

As Maclean's magazine reports, the approach
of the year 1000 filled Christians of Europe with

fear. "Thousands of people, exhorted by fanat-

ics, sold all their possessions and joined a de-

spairing, wailing army of pilgrims headed for

Jerusalem and the Last Judgment" (Sept. 11, p.

36). But nothing unusual happened. The first

day of the new millennium was much like the

last day of the old. Today, as the second millen-

nium winds down, the magazine observes, con-

cern about the third is more curiosity than fear.

In an effort to respond to this assumed curios-

ity, Maclean's has done a special section on
"Tomorrow's World." I read through the section

to see what might be learned about the world

after 2000. The reading left me somehow less

than satisfied. Maybe it is my lack of imagina-

tion, my inability to see myself in another mode.
But there seems to be an overemphasis on the

possibilities for technological change, and I find

this less than arresting. Am I getting too old to

appreciate a technological thrill?

In part my reaction is a response to a com-
ment in Bill Moyers' A World of Ideas (he

again?) by Sheldon Wolin, a political philoso-

pher, on the rigidity of change. He asserted that

"change has a rigidity about it because you're

moving so quickly that the area in which you can
see things is limited" (p. 99). Wolin likens this to

the dilemma of a person dancing on a log which
is moving toward a waterfall. He is so preoccu-

pied with the dancing that he is not aware of the

waterfall. "High-tech societies," he says, "are

rigid, and . . . change itself, if pursued systemati-

cally, becomes a conservative phenomenon."
The point, I think, is that adapting to change
takes our attention so that we are less able to

step back and view the process as a whole

—

which includes moving toward the waterfall

—

and so are less able to take the action needed to

avoid disaster.

Which calls to mind a remark my father once
made regarding the technology of haymaking.
After changing over 20 years from pitchforks

through two differnt hayloaders to a pickup
baler, Dad observed that we still worked as hard

as before. We just took in a greater amount of

hay. And of course this greater amount was
needed to justify the increased amount of capi-

tal for the more advanced technology.

At the end of the 20-year period as at the be-

ginning, the purpose of the operation was to be
able to deliver high-quality hay to the dairy cat-

tle in the middle of the winter. The quality of

hay delivered by the baler was not always as

good as that conveyed by pitchforks.

Maclean's describes at some length the possi-

bilities to be found in technologically improved
food and in human biotechnology. It predicts the

possibility of "moulding human destiny by deter-

mining what physical characteristics an unborn
baby will possess." And it recognizes the poten-

tial for global tensions. But God does not appear
to be much involved with Maclean's vision of the

future.

The opportunity of people to feed, clothe, and
shelter themselves is a basic opportunity which
should be available to all. If technology can ex-

tend this to more people, it can be a gain. It is

reported that a prominent Soviet leader recently

visited New York and was astounded at the

abundance of goods for sale in the stores. Our in-

dustry and technology have enabled us to pro-

duce more of everything than we are able to use.

But as Jesus observed, there is surely more to

life than food and clothing. Our question is,

What will the future bring in terms of relation-

ships?

Here is where the biblical vision of the future

has the edge over the secular scenarios with

their focus on technology. When they let them-
selves go, the prophets and apocalyptic writers

always got stars in their eyes over improved rela-

tionships. Not that the essentials of food and
clothing were forgotten, or that technology was
necessarily panned. But the ultimate vision was
greater than these.

This biblical vision comes to a final dramatic

focus in Revelation 21, where there is "a new
heaven and a new earth . . . the holy city, new Je-

rusalem . . . the dwelling [place] of God" with

people. When we try to analyze this vision it al-

most gets away from us. Where and when shall

we expect this to happen? The best we can con-

clude is that it is both present and future. But
whenever and wherever it is, the important issue

is that of relationships.

As the magazine implies, food technology can

give us better food, and medical technology can

keep us alive longer. The question will be how
to give those longer, better-fed lives meaning,

and this calls for good relationships with God
and others.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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Speaking the truth in love
by Michael Meneses

We have a saying, "No two snowflakes are

alike." Yet, all snowflakes are enough alike that

we are able to identify them as, in fact, snow-
flakes. People are like snowflakes. No two individ-

uals are alike. Nevertheless, we are enough alike

that we are mutually identifiable as fellow

human beings.

We human beings do indeed have much in

common. Even our most unique and hidden ex-

periences become communal or familiar the mo-
ment we dare share them with another human
being.

Take, for example, our perceptual experience.

Perception is a subjective experience. No one



Even our most unique and hidden
experiences become communal or
familiar the moment we dare share
them with another human being.

knows how another person perceives the same
object. Two people seeing the same sunrise will

walk away with a slightly different feeling and de-

scription of the sunrise. Nevertheless, usually

there is enough sameness to their perceptual ex-

perience that they can assume that they have
had a common experience.

However, if the same two individuals, watching
the same sunrise, spoke not a word to the other,

if they did not share their feelings, did not de-

scribe their perspective, did not so much as ac-

knowledge that the other person was there, they
would have cheated themselves of its depth.

By failing to share their experience with the

other, they would subtract from its substance
and minimize its purpose and design. How much
more is this true of our life in Christ! If the Son
of God rises within our hearts, it behooves us to

speak of his presence, describing, explaining,

clarifying, and otherwise informing others of our
experience, thereby amplifying it to its maximum
effect.

Communicate meaning. We have heard it

said that "actions speak louder than words" and
"a picture is worth a thousand words." This may
be true, but even actions require some explain-

ing, and pictures demand interpretation. Their
captions explain much. Words communicate
meaning.

It is no historical accident that the apostle

John describes our Lord as the Word of God:
"In the beginning was the Word, the Word was
with God, and the word was God. He was with
God in the beginning. . . . The Word became
flesh and made his dwelling among us. We have
seen his glory, the glory of the One and Only,
who came from the Father, full of grace and
truth" (John 1:1-2, 14).

Now, if Jesus is the Word of God, might we
not say that your soul and my soul is the word

Michael Meneses, Surprise, Ariz., is pastor of Emmanuel
Mennonite Church. This article is adapted from his sermon
at the worship service led by Hispanic Mennonites at
Normal 89.

of humanity? In other words, what we think,

what we say, what we hear and believe and un-
derstand to be true and real—these are the

things that define who we are and determine
what we become.
My brother and I grew up in an all-white neigh-

borhood and went to an all-white school. Though
we were of Mexican descent, neither of us fully

realized its significance, for we were already dis-

tanced from our Mexican heritage three to four

generations. As far as we were concerned, the

differences between us and them were of little

consequence.

One day after my brother was called upon to

defend his unofficial position as school cham-
pion in the game of tetherball, he was accused
of being a different kind of person—the implica-

tion being that it was therefore an unfair match.
The boy who challenged him was himself the

second best player in the school. Nevertheless,

having lost badly, the challenger had become
quite agitated and frustrated. As he walked
away, he shouted to my brother, saying, "You're
a Mexican, aren't you?" At that my brother

shouted back, "I am not! I'm a Catholic!"

Now, it wasn't that my brother confused reli-

gion with ethnicity. It was that my brother under-
stood his identity in terms of his religious

heritage rather than in terms of this ethnic heri-

tage, not realizing that for most Hispanics at the

time, the two were almost inseparable.

Nevertheless, one thing became obvious to my
brother: there was something wrong with being a

"Mexican." This was a derogatory tag that must
be avoided at all cost.

Personal identity. There are several ingredi-

ents that go into the makeup of one's personal

identity. For example, one is either male or fe-

male, he or she is either married or single, with
or without children, the eldest or the youngest
among siblings, or somewhere in between. These
are just a few simple examples of factors that de-

termine a person's identity besides language,

ethnicity, and culture.

Too often we talk and act as if personal as
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We need to shed our parochialism by
allowing Christians of other cultures

to challenge our assumptions as
much as we have challenged theirs.

well as group identities are static categories with

well-defined boundaries. But we know that indi-

vidual development is dynamic and progressive.

All individuals develop and change through the
course of life.

You yourselves have changed over the years.

No doubt, you have set new limits and bound-
aries for yourselves in terms of your personal
identity. The way you define yourself today is

not quite the same way you did yesterday. In

fact, you most likely have developed new atti-

tudes and adopted new perspectives toward oth-

ers as well as yourself.

This kind of development, growth, and change
is not only true for individuals but for groups of

individuals as well. It is true for ethnic groups,
for cultures, and social groups within a culture.

The world is becoming a smaller place. Nation
states and political and economic systems are

more interdependent than ever before in the his-

tory of mankind. Because of this, I believe that

Christians are on the threshold of one of the

greatest opportunities the church of Christ has
ever had to proclaim Christ and his kingdom.
But, in order to take advantage of the opportu-
nity, we need to shed our spiritual and theologi-

cal parochialism by allowing Christians of other
cultures to confront and challenge our assump-
tions and presumptions as much as we have chal-

lenged and confronted theirs.

In Revelation 14:6, John says, "I saw another
angel flying in midheaven, with an eternal gospel
to proclaim to those who dwell on earth, to

every nation and tribe and tongue and people."
The angel had an eternal gospel to preach to the
people of the world—every nation, tribe, tongue,
and people. It is time to internationalize our
faith not only in passive acknowledgment but in

active thought and word, in the way we relate to,

address, and listen to our brothers and sisters

south and east of Western civilization.

Absentee landlord? "For we do not preach
ourselves," says the apostle Paul, "but Christ
Jesus as Lord, and ourselves as your bond ser-

vants for Jesus' sake." As North American Chris-
tians, is this really the message we are sending
south of the border? Do Christians in Central
America, for example, really see us as their bond
servants for Jesus' sake, or are we rather seen as
the absentee landlord up north, collecting rent
from oppressive managers whom we support in

the name of free trade and anticommunism.
The apostle Paul continues and says, "For it is

the God who said, 'Let light shall shine out of
darkness,' who has shone in our hearts to give

the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in

the face of Christ" (2 Cor. 4:6). Light illuminates

and clarifies. Light reveals and identifies. The
light shines in the Asian and black person as

brightly as it shines in the white and brown per-

son. If we believe the Bible to be true in its cos-

mology, then somehow we must understand that

we are indeed people of one origin.

We eat different foods, we speak different lan-

guages, we have different hair coloring and tex-

tures. We cling to different histories to help

define our cultural and social heritage. But we
are more alike than not. If we were not, Christ

would have had to return several times to die in

behalf of each distinctive people or ethnic group
one could name.

The apostle John says, "If we walk in the light,

as he is in the light, we have fellowship with one
another, and the blood of Jesus his Son cleanses

us from all sin." My guess is that the opposite of

that is also true. If we do not walk in the light as

he is in the light, we do not have or cannot have
fellowship with one another. We remain separate

and alienated. We become aliens to each other

—

legal as well as illegal.

One's true colors. As heirs of the universal

kingdom of God, we must penetrate each other

—

and permeate the world—with love and integrity,

"speaking the truth in love," as Paul says. Take
note that "speaking the truth in love" means
communicating real feelings and attitudes—hon-
est perspectives, differing viewpoints, and a pri-

ori assumptions—in other words, "showing one's

true colors." It is easy to keep one's thoughts to

oneself with self-satisfied complacency or to

bark out personal opinions with imperial sancti-

mony. Speaking the truth without love is judg-

ment without mercy. Loving without speaking
the truth is condescension.

Thus, if we dare speak the truth to others, we
must dare to wait and listen for their response,

inviting others to challenge, confront, receive,

adapt, and correct our own perception of the

truth. This is called dialogue—communication.
There is only one Lord, one God, that is, the

Lord Jesus Christ. "And there is salvation in no
one else, for there is no other name under
heaven given among men by which we must be
saved" (Acts 4:12). But each one of us perceives

him differently, experiencing him in a multitude
of ways. Indeed, we cannot afford not to share

our varied ethnic, cultural, and personal percep-
tions, if we are truly "many peoples becoming
God's people." £^
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POLITICAL REFORM AND THE CHURCH IN HUNGARY

A crisis of transition
by Joseph Miller

Not long ago I was walking to the subway sta-

tion at Karl Marx Square in Budapest, Hungary.
I noticed a crowd of young people watching an
American music video on a television set. Study-
ing those Hungarian teenagers engrossed in the

music, dance, and popular culture themes of the

video, I was struck by how much life has
changed in the four years I lived in Budapest.
Recently a Hungarian politician commented

that more has transpired there in the last 12

months than in the past 40 years. Once unthink-

It would be an ironic tragedy

if Christians in Eastern Europe,

after 40 years of struggle against

the pagan culture of state-sponsored
atheism, became victims of Western
forms of pagan culture.

able political and economic reforms of the com-
munist system are now occurring in Hungary and
Poland. These two countries' experience of

change very likely will serve as the model for the

rest of Eastern Europe and even the Soviet

Union in future years.

Jackson Diehl of the Washington Post has writ-

ten: "The evolution offers the promise to Poles

and Hungarians of gaining the personal free-

doms, economic prosperity, and the real national

sovereignty denied them since the division of Eu-
rope after World War II. Yet, the process also in-

volves a crisis of transition."

Spiritual challenges. Christians in Eastern

Europe are not immune to the forces of change

in Hungary and Poland today. Watching those

young people so enthralled by the American
music and culture, I was set to wondering if

Hungarian Christians are prepared for these

changes. Are Hungarian Christians as individu-

als, families, and congregations ready to meet
the spiritual challenges that opening up to the

West entails?

The letter of 1 Peter calls Christians to put

Joseph Miller, New Holland, Pa., returned recently from a

Mennonite Central Committee assignment in Hungary.
This article was originally a sermon given at Joseph Street

Baptist Church in the country's capital city of Budapest.
Later it was published in the Hungarian Baptist newspaper.

away the things of pagan culture and like new-
borns crave pure spiritual milk. The Iron Cur-

tain, clearly a terrible invention, at least kept

some negative aspects of Western culture be-

yond the pale. The increasing liberalization and
democratization really is a double-edged sword
in Eastern Europe.

It would be an ironic tragedy if Christians in

Eastern Europe, after 40 years of struggle

against the pagan culture of state-sponsored

atheism, became victims of Western forms of

pagan culture. It is a point those of us from the

West do not always understand.

I read in a Budapest newspaper recently that

the Hungarian government under new reform-

minded regulations now allows private individu-

als the right and personal freedom to bring

pornography into Hungary. The government has

also been discussing over the past several

months whether to legalize prostitution.

One of our non-Christian friends in Budapest
not long ago shared with us his concern for his

teenage son: "Do you know that drugs and por-

nography are increasingly being sold at alarming

proportions on the playgrounds of our schools?

We Hungarians are not doing enough to teach

our children about the dangers of the modern
world. We still think of Hungary as an isolated

place in Eastern Europe behind the Iron Cur-

tain. The truth is that the modern world of indi-

vidual choice is among us with both good and

bad.

Own choices. The communists used to try to

make a large portion of the moral and ethical de-

cisions for private citizens. Today, because of re-

forms and new thinking, the government and
Communist Party increasingly expect individuals

to make many more of their own choices. During

those dark years of Stalinism, the church devel-

oped quite successfully its defensive stand

against the corrupting forces of atheism. The
danger to the church even in the recent past was
different from what it is today.

As a Christian from North America, I counsel

Christians in Eastern Europe to be aware of the

far more subtle, yet equally corrupting, forces at

work against Christians living in Western cul-

ture. The writer of 1 Peter could easily have

been writing to Christians in Hungary or North

America when he admonishes the church: "Dear

friends, I urge you, as aliens and strangers in the

world, to abstain from sinful desires, which war

against your soul."

The problem is not just one for youth. Adults
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IDEAS FOR OUTREACH

must also search their hearts to make them-

selves worthy of being part of the royal priest-

hood, a holy nation, a people belonging to God.

Today everyone in Hungary has the right to

travel outside the country. The government an-

nounced it has begun dismantling the fences and
alarm systems on the Hungarian-Austrian bor-

der. Even the soldiers patrolling the border now
seem more approachable than before. What will

Christians do with these new freedoms? Will

they be as doggedly consumer-oriented as other

Hungarians on the streets of Vienna and Munich?
Since the more liberal travel regulations went

into effect last year, it is reported that

Hungarians have spent $6 million on consumer
goods from abroad. The rush by Hungarians to

the stores and shops in Vienna reached the satu-

ration point on a holiday last spring when the

line of cars waiting to cross the border on the

Hungarian side stretched back 34 miles, with a

waiting period of up to seven hours. In my mind
there is surely nothing wrong with video record-

ers, televisions, and other consumer goods in

and of themselves. The sin enters in when get-

ting a new Western car, video, or computer be-

comes more important than love of neighbor and
love of God.

The little children who recite Bible verses and
sing every Sunday before the sermon at Joseph
Street Baptist Church in Budapest will face a

Hungarian society far different and more com-
plex than that of their parents. Yet true freedom
is not found in one political system or another.

True freedom is found in following God's com-

mandments. By taking to heart and living out in

our lives the precepts of the Sermon on the

Mount.

Greatest lesson. During these years of living

among Hungarian Christians, I have been com-
mitted to being attentive to what lessons Chris-

tians in the West can learn from our brothers

and sisters in Eastern Europe. Out of much that

we can learn perhaps one of the greatest lessons

Eastern European Christians can teach us is

how to live in the world but not of the world.

We would do well to watch and learn the ways
in which Christians in Hungary will resist the

temptations of consumerism, secularism, and in-

dividualism. Christians in Eastern Europe bring

to their crisis of transition a rich deposit of wis-

dom. Because of their experience in resisting the

attempts of the communists to destroy the

church, their insights on how to resist the nega-

tive aspects of Western culture should be heard.^i

A column provided by Mennonite Board of Missions
(Mennonite Church) and Com mission on Home Minis-
tries (General Conference Mennonite Church).

Finding volunteers
in the church
In established congregations, it is often diffi-

cult to find new volunteers. Some persons are

effective and affirmed in their ministry, and
continue volunteering for years. This can dis-

courage newer members and persons who have
attended for years and who may be just as

committed but have given little time. How do
we change the 20/80 ratio—the 20 percent work-

ers and 80 percent attenders?

One practical way to find new volunteers is

examine your method of contacting those you
have chosen. Here are five ways to solicit volun-

teers, listed in order of ineffectiveness, followed

by a more effective procedure.

5. Use your bulletin or newsletter. Announce:
"We need a Sunday school teacher for grade 6."

Then wait for your phone to ring.

4. Give a pulpit announcement: "If you're in-

terested in becoming a youth sponsor, see Jane
after the service."

3. Send a letter. Personally address a note that

asks for assistance. Wait and see if your pros-

pect responds.

2. Make a phone call. Introduce your request

over the phone and discuss the job require-

ments from a distance.

1/a. Face-to-face conversation. Set up an ap-

pointment for personal contact in a relaxed

setting.

b. Share enthusiastically and with integrity

the job and its requirements. Don't ask, "Do
you think you could fit this into your busy
schedule?" Instead say, "Our committee has

analyzed this important task and has tried to

understand your gifts and skills. We prayerfully

believe you're the person to do the job. Will

you?" Present this opportunity as a high calling.

Take along a written job description.

c. Ask the person to serve for a specific length

of time.

d. Explain how the job will fit into the overall

ministry of the church. Offer it as an opportu-
nity for a challenging ministry: "This job is part
of a team effort that helps the church attain its

goal of reaching people."

e. Offer some formal orientation or a training

opportunity that will assist in learning neces-

sary skills. This training may come through
apprenticeship.

f. Encourage time for consideration and
prayer.—G. Edwin Bontrager
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Hear, hear!

A coin mn for uluiriiii/ personal concerns

As I puch'uc,
I ponder
Being an affluent North American in a

developing country challenges one with

many lifestyle questions. I have time to

ponder these as I "puch'uc."

"Puch'uc" is a verb in Kekchi (an indig-

enous language of Guatemala) which
means "to wash clothes." My husband,

Kevin, and I had three options for

clotheswashing when we began our Men-
nonite Central Committee assignment in

San Pedro Carcha, Guatemala. They were:

(1) use the MCC-owned washer at the

home of other MCC workers since our own
home does not have electricity, (2) hire a

woman to wash our clothes, or (3) do it by
hand ourselves. We chose the last, being

open to switching to the other two options

as needed.

As I puch'uc, I ponder. I wash clothes by
hand to identify with my Kekchi neigh-

bors. However, I realize that no one is

impressed. What they see is that we have
running water. Our house is one of the last

on the way up the hill to have water. So,

while I merrily puch'uc at my house, they

have to carry all of the clothes to the river

or carry water to their houses.

Then there is the matter of dog food.

Recently we inherited a dog and a cat.

With the pets came an ethical problem

—

what to feed them. Kekchi dogs and cats

are fed corn tortillas and an occasional

chicken bone. They are skinny and look

longingly at anyone who is eating.

We give our dog and cat milk, eggs,

bread, table scraps, and/or dog food. They
are healthy and beautiful. Through Oreo
and Kitty I have learned to appreciate

animal nature—the relaxed life, the love

they show us and each other, the joy they

get out of chasing bugs. However, my
next-door neighbor was appalled that we
give them milk. "I don't even give my
children milk," she said. "It's too expen-

sive." And hers is a Kekchi family better

off than many.
Yesterday I bought a can of tomato

paste. It was a six-ounce can and cost 37

cents. I could have bought five pounds of

fresh tomatoes in the market for the same
price and supported the family of the

vendor. Instead I opted to support a cor-

poration and a wealthy storeowner. I also

chose to pollute the environment with yet

another tin can. I did it to save time, but
God knows that saving time isn't particu-

larly holy.

I realize that decisions about puch'ucing,

dog food, and tomato paste must be made
individually. At the same time, little deci-

sions, little actions make a difference.

Even small things are part of how I live

out the kingdom of God. I have much to

learn, far to go. And I ponder it all as I

puch'uc.—Jeanette Good Christophel,
San Pedro Carcha, Guatemala

Hope in Jesus 9

appearing
Early one morning several months ago, I

had three dreams, each about an hour

apart, and I awoke after each one. Each
time, in my dream, I was told the same
thing: that Jesus is coming real soon and
that I was to proclaim it with great ear-

nestness. After the third time I did not

return to sleep, but I began to worship and
praise the Lord.

It has been a long time since I have
heard teaching concerning Christ's second

coming. I was discussing this fact with

retired bishop Henry A. Ginder of the

Brethren in Christ Church. He stated that

he believes it to be a trick of the devil that

we are not teaching about Christ's second
coming. I would agree with him. Why do
we no longer hear much teaching about

Christ's coming? Do we believe he is actu-

ally coming? Why do we shy away from the

subject?

It does seem to me that if we are full of

the Holy Spirit, walk in the Spirit, and
pray that the Spirit will lead us, Christ will

be faithful not to let us be misled or be

confounded. We may not understand all of

the signs pointing to his coming, but there

are so many simple truths that tell us to

look, wait, hope, and pray that Christ may
soon come and bring an end to all the

world conflicts.

"Be careful, or your hearts will be
weighed down with dissipation, drunken-

ness and the anxieties of life, and that day
will close on you unexpectedly like a trap.

For it will come upon all those who live on
the face of the whole earth. Be always on
the watch, and pray that you may be able

to escape all that is about to happen, and
that you may be able to stand before the

Son of Man."—Luke 21: 34-36, NIV
Let us talk about Christ's second com-

ing. Let us take it seriously and pray to be
of the same mind as we let the Holy Spirit

teach and interpret the Word in and
through us.

—Mark A. Layman, Newport News, Va.

Help for

the foodaholic
I grew up using food as a crutch. For

years, I struggled to lose the excess

weight (about 80 pounds) I had accumu-
lated due to compulsive overeating. I

cried to God, wondering where he was! If

he loved me he would get me out of this

mess! I sought diets, doctors, pills, fast-

ing—anything I could think of to get the

weight off, only to be met with complete
frustration and the concept that I was a

total failure, worthless in God's sight.

After many years of failure I went for

counseling. My eyes were opened to the

relationship I had developed with food

and I was shocked. Food was my lover,

my friend, my companion. Yet, strangely

enough, food was my enemy.
The most painful aspect about this

experience is that I have found little help

from the church (until this past year). For
some reason my struggle seemed minor.

It is hard for others to believe I struggle

with food because physically I do not ap-

pear to have a weight problem. I am not

blaming everything on the church be-

cause I am responsible for letting others

know about my struggle with food, that

others fully understand the impact this

addiction has on my life.

Today, as a counselor, I work with

others who have gone through similar

experiences. I find how little the church

has reached out to those who are trapped

in the prison of their own weight. Often

food is a gift, but for some food is a

stumbling block. It is hard for the

receiver (the one who may find food to be

addictive) to turn down the gift of love

from the giver. Food is an easy means of

giving ourselves to someone else. But
there are other means of giving that may
be more effective than food. Some exam-
ples are: flowers, plants, taking someone
to the store, baby-sitting, listening, mak-
ing and sending cards, giving someone a

call to see how he or she is doing, buying a

book, or taking someone to a movie.

Foodaholics need incredible support
and understanding. It is hard to go to the

well three times a day, drink, and not

drown in our own excessiveness. We need

guidance, prayer, and nudges, but most
importantly we need acceptance for who
we are. I see the church as a vehicle from
which we can transport our brothers and
sisters through the pains of past emo-
tions, to releasing ourselves from prison,

and finding rest in the fact that food no

longer needs to be our companion.

—Crystal Horning, Blaeksburg, Va.
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COUNT THE CHANGE
IN YOUR
POCKETS
OR PURSE
TODAY/3^

What wou/d happen if we started giving all

our change as an extra contribution for

global ministries?

Then imagine what would happen if we
got serious about digging deeper into

our pockets!

Mennonite
Board of Missions
Box 370 • Elkhart, Indiana 46515-0370

In Christ Jesus

Calling people to faith, growth, service



Church news

Soviet Mennonites distribute Bibles to the people who packed the Stadium in Zaporozje.

Mennonite bicentennial in

Russia turns into evangelism

Editor's note: Peter and Elfrieda Dyck
have served with Mennonite Central Com-
mittee since the 1940s. Both are emigres

from the Soviet Union and were asked by

North American Mennonites to be represen-

tatives at recent celebrations in the Soviet

Union commemorating the 200th anniver-

sary of the coming of Mennonites to Russia.

This was Peter's seventh trip to the Soviet

Union since 1966; it was Elfrieda's first visit

since she left there as a 7-year-old.

We arrived in Zaporozje, ready to par-

ticipate in celebrations commemorating
the 200th anniversary of Mennonites in

Russia. Then came the surprise. The bi-

centennial turned into a major evangelistic

effort with altar calls, literature distribu-

tion, and hundreds of new commitments to

Christ.

We began to talk about NEP—not the

New Economic Policy introduced by Lenin

in 1922 when Marxism had brought the

country to the brink of economic ruin—but

New Evangelism Possibilities after a long

period of hostility to church and religion.

The economic NEP was short-lived and

deceived many who thought old times had
returned. Many people we talked to were
holding their breath about the current

spiritual NEP, wondering how long it

would last. "Gorbachev is a good man," a

grandmother told us, "but he has a lot of

opposition and he can't turn the country

around by himself."

Mennonites left Prussia (now Poland) in

1789 and settled in Chortitza in the

Ukraine, on the banks of the Dnieper
River. During World War II they were
deported deeper into the Soviet Union to

avoid contact with the invading German
army. Some fled westward as refugees. All

the Mennonites of the Ukraine had to

abandon their homes and communities.

Now, after many decades of bitter perse-

cution, a few hundred survivors and thou-

sands of Soviet citizens gathered at the

Dnieper River to watch a baptism of 41

men and women.
People we talked to said time and again

that they had never seen anything like this

before—the baptism, the prayer service

under the mighty oak tree thought to be
700 years old, and especially the Sunday

afternoon rally in the stadium of
Zaporozje. About 10,000 people stood for

almost four hours listening to choirs, ser-

mons, recitations, and instrumental music.

Eight tons of Christian literature—
mostly New Testaments and Bibles in the

Russian language—had been trucked to

Zaporozje from West Germany for distri-

bution. One Pennsylvania Mennonite had
given $25,000 for this project that was
funded jointly by European Mennonites
and MCC. We found ourselves asking

again and again whether all this was actu-

ally happening or whether we were dream-
ing. Hundreds of people responded to an
altar call and many more stretched out

their hands for literature.

We took the train from Zaporozje to

Orenburg and from there to Karaganda for

more bicentennial celebrations. The pat-

tern was the same: the 200th anniversary

of Mennonites in Russia served as a

launching pad for evangelism. It was a

legitimate, ready-made occasion to preach

the good news and invite people into the

kingdom.

Even our three-day train ride turned into

an evangelistic journey. Every time the

train stopped the young Mennonite people

in our car—one of two chartered for the

trip—were out on the platform singing and
distributing Christian literature while pas-

tors and others spoke quietly to small

clusters of people about their faith in Jesus

Christ as Savior and Lord.

At the Orenburg and Karaganda celebra-

tions it was NEP all over again, just like in

Zaporozje. In all, six bicentennial celebra-

tions were scheduled in various locations.

But now many of the Mennonites are

leaving the Soviet Union. To go or stay was
the topic of conversation in each of the 17

homes we had the privilege of visiting.

Many churches have lost their pastors,

youth workers, and choir directors. Some
have shrunk to half their original size and
emigration fever has not subsided. In one

church we visited, the pastor announced

that he and six other families, mostly his

relatives, would leave for West Germany
the following week. To our surprise he did

not see his departure as a shepherd desert-

ing his flock but rather as the faithful

shepherd going ahead to prepare a place

for them in West Germany.

Undoubtedly a remnant will remain in

the Soviet Union. But whether they will be

Anabaptist/Mennonite is quite uncertain.

"We are too tired to fight any more bat-

tles," one pastor told us. "We just can't

take on any new challenges." But he did

not speak for everyone. Another pastor

said, "My family and I are staying. This is

our field of witness. Now is the time to

reach out to our neighbors and bring Christ

to them."

—

Peter and Elfrieda Dyck
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MEDA group begins
business/faith dialogue
with Soviet Christians

Many Christians in the Soviet Union
would like to get into business if they can

do so without compromising religious prin-

ciples, according to a group of North Amer-
ican Mennonites who are exploring

enterprise development in that country.

The six-member group, led by Arthur De-

Fehr, president of Palliser Furniture Com-
pany in Winnipeg, Man., went to the Soviet

Union recently to investigate ways to help

the church through economic linkages and

business partnerships. They met with

church and business leaders in six cities.

The message they kept hearing was that

the church is grappling with enormous
opportunities as well as challenges brought

on by glasnost (openness) and perestroika

(restructuring).

"There is incredible openness," says

group member Neil Janzen, who is presi-

dent of Mennonite Economic Develop-

ment Associates. "Business activity is now
permitted in ways not previously possible,

and the sense of entrepreneurship we
found was quite startling. Business oppor-

tunities now appear to be endless and
everywhere." This creates tension for some
Christians, says Janzen, who was im-

pressed by the high level of concern for

Christian business ethics. Adds DeFehr:

"They have a strong felt need for a biblical

foundation for business before they get

involved in investments with us."

DeFehr notes that emigration, which

some Soviet Mennonites described as a

"disease," has had a convulsive impact in

some regions. In the city of Frunze, a

congregation of nearly 1,000 members has

lost half its members in the last two years

as a result of relaxed emigration restric-

tions. Says Janzen, "We felt the disap-

pointment of members who feel deserted

by their leaders and fellow members but

also the desire of many younger persons

ready to stay and work enthusiastically in

the new environment."

The most immediate opportunities for

further dialogue with Soviet believers and
emerging entrepreneurs lie in the areas of

technical exchanges and educational mate-

rials, says DeFehr. Already planned is a

conference on business/faith issues to be
held in the Soviet Union early next year.

It will have some North American input but
will be primarily targeted at people in the

churches who are interested or already

involved in business and who have a spe-

cial interest in business/faith concerns.

Mennonite Economic Development As-

sociates will work with Logos, a West
German mission, to produce educational

materials on the role of Christians in busi-

ness. These will be translated and pub-
lished in various religious periodicals

circulated in the Soviet Union.

Several direct linkages to exchange tech-

nology are being planned. One of these is

between Palliser Furniture and the Engi-

neering Institute in Karaganda. The insti-

tute provides consulting services for a

variety of business ventures, including a

furniture manufacturer in Karaganda
which wishes to computerize. DeFehr has

invited representatives of the institute

—

one of whom is a Mennonite leader—and

the furniture company to receive training

at Palliser's plant in Winnipeg.

Another exchange involves the editor of

Protestant, a Soviet periodical, who wants

training in desktop publishing. DeFehr is

arranging such an exchange with Christian-

Week, a newspaper published in Winnipeg.

The purpose of these and other linkages

will be fourfold:

• To participate in the mission of the

church in the Soviet Union with a particu-

lar focus on the business/faith connection.

• To model new enterprise opportuni-

ties in the Soviet Union by developing

actual business enterprises.

• To supportperestroika by demonstrat-

ing the viability of relationships based on

market considerations.

• To facilitate the development of new
and positive East/West relationships.

DeFehr notes that these technical and

educational exchanges are still in embry-

onic form and his group welcomes input

from others who may wish to comment or

become involved. The group can be con-

tacted through the MEDA office at 402-280

Smith St., Winnipeg, MB R3C 1K2.

Lancaster Conference
moves offices

to former mall

Lancaster Conference moved its offices at

the end of August to a location closer to

the geographic center of the 200 congrega-

tions which they serve. The new facility,

formerly a shopping mall, is now known as

the Church Center. It is located next to

Lancaster Mennonite High School on U.S.

Route 30 outside the city of Lancaster, Pa.

The former mall is owned by the school.

In addition to the main conference of-

fice, the new facility houses the con-

ference's Board of Congregational
Resources, Board of Education, and Shar-

ing Programs (formerly Brotherly Aid).

The building also has meeting rooms, a

resource center, and the office of the Lan-

caster Campus of Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege. Nearly 40 people work in the new
offices.

The Lancaster Conference offices were

previously located across the street from

the facilities of the conference's largest

board—Eastern Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions—in Salunga. That board is staying

there.

The new address and telephone number
for Lancaster Conference is 2160 Lincoln

Hwy. East, Lancaster, PA 17602; 717-293-

5246. The Board of Congregational Re-

sources has its own phone number

—

293-5256—as does Sharing Programs

—

293-7100.

Studying the floor plan of the new Lancaster Conference offices are (left to right) Deb
Laws-Landis of the Commission on Aging; Leon Stauffer, executive secretary of Board of

Congregational Resources; Heather Hershey, granddaughter of the moderator and a student

at Lancaster Mennonite High School next door; moderator Noah Hershey; and John Shenk
of Sharing Programs.
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CPT volunteer
sees Israeli brutality

against Palestinians

"If I am not going to fight, I have to do
something to promote peace," said David

Weaver in explaining his decision to serve

as a Christian Peacemaker Teams volun-

teer in Israeli-occupied West Bank for six

weeks this past summer. Weaver, who is a

teacher at Central Christian High School

in Kidron, Ohio, is the first overseas CPT
volunteer. He used his computer and man-
agement skills at the Palestine Human
Rights and Information Center, which is

based in East Jerusalem.

Part of his work involved documenting
the number of deaths that have occurred

at the hands of the Israeli Army during the

Palestinian uprising (intifada), which
started in December 1987. Of the 632

deaths that could be documented, 437

people were shot, 77 died of symptoms
related to tear gas, 71 cases are still under
investigation, and 47 died from beatings or

other injuries. During the same time pe-

riod, the center said there were 64,000

injuries that required medical treatment

and 6,500 detentions without charges. The
center also estimated that close to 50,000

people have been arrested.

However, Weaver didn't have to rely

only on statistics as he was an eyewitness

to several incidents of Israeli brutality.

"I was waiting at a taxi stand in Gaza
when the Israeli soldiers started shooting

tear gas and live ammunition from the

rooftops into the marketplace," he said. "I

hid behind a building and watched. People

were trying to run away. Some young peo-

ple were throwing stones. Then soldiers

came from behind in a jeep and chased

the young people into the courtyard of the

nearby Anglican hospital. I heard scream-

ing and saw the soldiers dragging some of

the patients away. After the incident, I

went to the hospital and the doctors

showed me the patients that had been
beaten by soldiers. There was blood ev-

erywhere."

Later, an elderly Palestinian man who
also witnessed the incident told Weaver
that he had lived under three different

governments—the Turks, the British, and
now the Israelis. "This one is the worst,"

he said. He begged Weaver to tell the

people in North America the truth.

Another time a Palestinian man was al-

most stoned to death outside the resi-

dence where Weaver was staying. The
perpetrators were Jewish settlers carrying

semiautomatic and automatic weapons. "If

Israeli soldiers hadn't come and stopped

the stoning, the man would have been
dead," he said, noting that the soldiers

took the Palestinian man in for question-

ing but not the Jewish settlers.

"Christian Peacemaker Teams provide

an outstanding opportunity for people to

discover what it means to be peacemakers
in the world today," said Weaver. "When I

saw an Israeli beating a Palestinian, I

found myself getting angry and wanting to

hit the Israeli myself. I know that is not
the answer. I was challenged to find non-

violent ways to solve the problem."
Weaver's experience was funded by his

home congregation—Maple Grove Men-
nonite Church of Hartville, Ohio—and by
individuals. For further information or to

schedule a speaking engagement, contact

Weaver at 216-877-2202.

CPT is a joint effort of the Mennonite
Church, General Conference Mennonite
Church, Church of the Brethren, and
Brethren in Christ Church. Its office is in

Chicago.

Consensus bill

for National Service
gets mixed reaction

A National Service bill that encourages

volunteerism is getting mixed reactions in

the religious community, reports Menno-
nite Central Committee U.S. worker David
Treber. This bill is a "consensus measure"

that incorporates elements of some 20

previously introduced measures, according

to Treber.

Many are encouraged because it does

not include a plan that was initially pro-

posed for a "citizen corps" that would
require military- or government-approved

civilian service for those applying for col-

lege financial aid. But this bill could be-

come a "foot in the door" for a more
comprehensive program that would incor-

porate coercive measures that had been
dropped, says Treber, who works with the

National Interreligious Service Board for

Conscientious Objectors in Washington.
The bill includes school-based and youth

corps programs and community-based
projects. In addition, it provides options

for school loan forgiveness for volunteers

who work in nonprofit agencies at subsis-

tence wages, Treber reports. MCC volun-

teers would qualify. He notes, however,

that a Commission on National Service has

been included in a Department of Defense
authorization bill that recently passed the

Senate. The commission's purpose is to

study results of National Service in terms
of military recruitment needs. Treber asks,

"If National Service is simply 'neighbor

helping neighbor,' what is the commission
doing" in the Defense Department?
Information on National Service is avail-

able from NISBCO at 1601 Connecticut

Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20010.

Registration for

Winnipeg Assembly 1

2

to begin soon
The big job of registering thousands of

Mennonites around the world for Assem-
bly 12 of Mennonite World Conference is

about to begin. Within the United States

and Canada, bulk supplies of registration

forms were mailed to congregations in

September. Outside North America, the

forms will be sent to General Council

members and church offices, with those

mailings to take place in October. All

registration will be handled through the

January 1990 at ^Pf^&P Associated

Mennonite
Biblical

Seminaries

Interterm Courses, January 8-26

Daniel

Millard C. Lind

Biblical Hermeneutics

Willard Swartley

Christian Ministry in the

Urban World
Gary Martin

Romans
Henry Poettcker

The Early Church

Alan Kreider

Congregational Group Leadership

Marcus Smucker

Pastors: Week, January 29 - February 2

"Revelation: A Pastoral Letter to the Churches"

For more information contact: Steven L. Fath
3003 Benham Ave.

Elkhart, IN 46517-1999
219/295-3726
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MWC office in Carol Stream, 111.

To encourage an early response in North

America, a special reduced rate will be

offered to conference-goers who register

by Nov. 30. The regular rate will then

apply until Mar. 1, and after that an extra

fee will be charged for late registration. In

Europe, the North American rate structure

with somewhat later deadlines will apply.

In Asia, Africa, and Central/South Amer-
ica, the lowest registration fee will be

charged, regardless of when the form is

sent in.

The registration form is available in the

four official conference languages: English,

Spanish, French, and German. The form

includes information and space to make
reservations concerning accommodations,

meals, tours, language needs, and special

provisions in case of disability. Registrants

will have the opportunity to apply for, or

make donations toward, a special assis-

tance fund for people with financial need.

The form also contains information sec-

tions giving further information about As-

sembly 12 itself. MWC planners expect the

Winnipeg Assembly, set for July 24-29,

1990, to be the largest gathering ever of

Mennonites worldwide.

KREIDER VIEWS THE WORLD

What are
junk bonds?

Recently a friend of mine asked, "What
are junk bonds?" This was a fair question

because they have been very much in the

news lately, and I think it is probable that

we will hear more about them in the weeks
to come. Indeed, some people think that

the recent sharp decline in the market
value of these bonds may be a factor which
will trigger another substantial loss in the

stock market as well.

What are junk bonds? Business corpora-

tions raise capital needed for their opera-

tions primarily through selling their stocks

and bonds to investors, by borrowing from
banks, and by reinvesting the profits from
their past operations. The stockholders are

legally the "owners" of the corporation. If

the corporation is profitable, the price of

the stock will go up—perhaps dramati-
cally. If the corporation suffers losses, the

Pontius' Puddle

price of the stock will go down—perhaps

even become worthless.

Bondholders are "creditors" rather than

owners. The corporation has promised

them a fixed rate of interest and the

repayment of the principal at a specified

date in the future. Security analysts such

as Moody's and Standard and Poor's eval-

uate the credit worthiness of the bonds. If

they are considered very safe they are

given an Aaa rating. Less safe bonds have

lower ratings: Aa, A, Baa. But all four of

these ratings qualify them as "investment-

grade" securities.

Junk bonds are simply bonds that have
lower than investment-grade quality. As
the quality ratings of the bonds declines,

the interest rates promised to the holder

are higher. Sellers of these bonds prefer to

call them "high-yield" bonds.

Why have junk bonds been issued in

large quantities in recent years?

The major reason is the enormous wave
of mergers, acquisitions, and leveraged

buy-outs that we have read about repeat-

edly in the press. For example, the food

company Nabisco was bought by the to-

bacco company R. J. Reynolds—and there

have been many other examples. "Smart"
investment bankers borrow the money to

buy a controlling interest in the company
they acquire. They pay for their purchase
with money borrowed from commercial
banks and through the sale of new issues

of junk bonds. Investment bankers often

make huge profits on these deals. The
corporations involved gain through savings

in taxes because in effect stock ("owner-

ship") has been replaced by bonds
(debt"). In calculating income-tax liability,

corporations cannot subtract as an ex-

pense the dividends it pays on its stock; it

can subtract as a deductible expense the

interest it pays on bonds.

Henry Kaufman, one of Wall Street's

most influential economists, reported in a

speech to the National Press Club last

spring that in the last five years corpora-

tion debt has gone up by an estimated $840
billion and the stock position of corpora-

tions has gone down by more than $400
billion. He warned that there are grave

dangers in this. As long as business is

booming, it is fine for the corporations. It

would, however, be very perilous for the

stability of America's corporations and
perhaps for the American economy as a

whole if business should turn down.

The second reason so many junk bonds

were sold is that some investors like to buy
them. Because they are a more risky in-

vestment, junk bonds carry a much higher

rate than high-quality bonds. Some were

purchased by "high-yield" mutual funds,

some by pension funds—a practice of du-

bious wisdom, in my opinion. Still worse,

some were bought by banks and savings-

and-loan associations who took the risk

because their depositors were protected

by government deposit insurance. More
than 400 savings-and-loan institutions

have already failed and the government

will lose when their assets are sold. These
assets include an estimated $13.5 billion in

junk bonds. Already the market value of

many junk bonds has fallen sharply; when
distress sales of junk bonds hit the market

the fall could be catastrophic.

Even commercial banks own junk bonds.

The largest commercial banks also have a

substantial portion of their assets tied up
in loans to third-world countries. Many of

these countries are not in a position to

repay their bank loans. The banks should

then write down their assets. If in addition

some of their junk bonds would prove to

be worthless we may see bank failures in

a magnitude approaching or exceeding that

of the much publicized saving-and-loans.

Will Uncle Sam have to bail them out too?

We are likely to hear more about junk

bonds in the months ahead. The funda-

mental reason is that the American econ-

omy is operating under an enormous
burden of debt. The U.S. federal govern-

ment has a debt rapidly approaching $3

trillion; mortgage indebtedness is in excess

of $3 trillion; consumer debt is nearly $1

trillion; and now business corporations are

unnecessarily burdened with debt because

"smart" investment bankers have sold

junk bonds. (Some of these "smart" bank-

ers are already "smarting" under the im-

position of heavy fines and some under

prison sentences; still more may follow in

the months ahead.)

The moral of all this for the Christian

should be obvious— but sometimes we are

helped by reminding ourselves even of the

obvious. A basic Christian principle is that

of stewardship. Business risk which is de-

signed to create jobs and produce useful

items is an inevitable part of the business

process. But the purchase of junk bonds is

in the realm of speculation designed to

produce wealth without the production of

additional goods and services. I don't think

it is a justifiable exercise of Christian

stewardship.

Let's never forget: the higher the return,

the greater the risk. Buying an annuity

from Mennonite Board of Missions or

other church institutions has provided a

safe and steady income for many hundreds

of church members. And the principal has

been invested in kingdom work. This is

ultimately the safest.

—

Carl Kreider

HARVEST SOUDAN
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Mennoscope

Goshen College's enrollment is up this fall

for the fourth straight year—to 1,152. Last
fall it was 1,082. This year's figure includes 1,042

full-time students and 110 part-timers. The
higher enrollment is due to three factors, says
interim registrar Stan North Martin. One is that

the freshman class is larger. Another is that the
number of students returning is also higher. And
the third is that last spring's graduating class

was a very small class.

Eastern Mennonite College's enrollment is

up slightly—to 969. Last fall it was 967. This
year's figure includes 885 full-time students

—

down from 916 last year—and 84 part-timers. It

follows two years of big increases in enrollment.

"Applications were encouraging throughout the

past year, but more cancellations came late in

the summer than we expected," said Robert
Bontrager, director of enrollment management.
He also noted that "admissions standards were
more closely adhered to" this year.

Eastern Mennonite Seminary's enrollment
is up—to 102. Last fall it was 92. This year's

figure includes 59 full-time students and 43
part-timers. The enrollment climb "seems to

indicate growing interest in theological educa-
tion for leadership in the church," said Dean
George Brunk III, noting that there are more
students this year enrolled in the three-year

master of divinity program.

Response to the newly expanded Global
Family Program has been disappointing, it

was reported at the Sept. 14 meeting of the

Executive Committee of Mennonite Central

Committee. "Country representatives did care-

ful, creative work, finding families, schools, and
individuals worthy of our support," said Paul
Myers. MCC still needs North American spon-

sors for 390 people. The Executive Committee
also learned that U.S. contributions to MCC
have increased since spring, but are currently 4

percent below budget. Canadian contributions

are "strong." Applications from prospective
MCC volunteers are up 28 percent over last year,

but MCC still urgently needs agriculturalists,

teachers, and physicians.

The budget-cutting ax will fall hardest on
the Immigration and Refugee Services Pro-
gram and on Mennonite Health Services if

proposed budgets are accepted at the next
annual meeting of Mennonite Central Commit-
tee U.S. in January. The proposed budgets were
accepted by the MCC U.S. Executive Commit-
tee on Sept. 16. With only a limited amount of

money available, the Executive Committee had
set overall priorities for MCC U.S. last June. So
hard choices have had to be made since then.

No major cuts are proposed for the U.S. Service

Program through which 110 MCCers serve.

A Mennonite congregation is being formed
in Buffalo. It is in the city's west side, and
already 25-30 people have been brought to-

gether. The leaders are Robert Tice and David
Baker. The emerging congregation hopes to set

up weekly cell groups, share material goods, and
establish a mutual aid fund. Public worship
services will begin next year. The church-plant-

ing effort is sponsored by New York State
Fellowship.

A church-planting effort is underway in the
Rochester, N.Y., area. Two Mennonite cou-

ples—Marc and June Hershberger and Ken and
Rhoda Yoder—are leading an emerging group

in the suburb of Gates. Activities thus far have
included a film night, a community survey, and
weekly Bible studies. The group is seeking a

church planter to lead the effort.

The Casselman River Amish and Mennonite
Historians honored Ivan Miller during the
group's annual meeting recently in Grantsville,

Md. He was a Conservative Conference bishop,

historian, and businessman who helped start the
historians group. He died on July 28. The 45
people who attended the meeting also enjoyed
a show-and-tell time that featured family heir-

looms and heard a report on the operation of
the group's two-year-old archives in Grantsville.

Housing is provided for a dozen single
mothers between the ages of 16 and 21 at
Beth Shalom in Lancaster, Pa. The program
also offers help for physical, emotional, and
spiritual needs. To help the mothers attain

financial independence, Beth Shalom provides
counseling and emotional support so the moth-
ers can complete their high school education and
acquire job training. The program was started

in 1985 by members of nearby Mountville Men-
nonite Church.

A "parish nurse" from Harrisburg, Pa.,
encouraged congregations in nearby Big
Valley to appoint nurses to promote health
and caring among their members. Marian
Lefevre, who is employed by two congregations
(Lutheran and Church of Christ), spoke to 42
people representing 13 congregations and sev-

eral denominations at a recent luncheon work-
shop. Mennonite nurses, in particular, in Big
Valley have a vision for a parish nurse to be
employed by several rural congregations.

Eastern Mennonite College has two new
string instrument instructors. Both teach in

the Music Department as well as in the
department's Shenandoah Valley Suzuki
Strings program. The two are Scott Hosfeld and
Sharon Dagen. Hosfeld came from the Univer-
sity of Arizona, where he was a doctoral student
in musical arts and a member of the string-quar-

tet-in-residence. Dagen previously chaired the
music department at Arlington (Va.) Baptist
School. She has a master's degree in education
from Towson State University.

The third watercolor print in the "Menno-
nite Women in Service" series is now avail-

able from Mennonite Board of Missions. It

features Miriam Krantz, a longtime MBM
worker in Nepal. Artist Judy Hall of Woodburn,
Oreg., donated the original painting to the ben-
efit auction for Western Mennonite School in

Salem, Oreg., last May. It sold for $2,600. Some
475 limited-edition prints were then made. Pro-
ceeds from the sale of the prints will go to

Krantz's nutrition work. Hall previously painted
MBM worker Karen Amstutz of Bolivia and
Mennonite Central Committee worker Brenda
Hostetler Meyer of Lesotho. The Krantz print

is available for $30 (plus $5 for postage/han-
dling) from the Church Relations Department at

MBM, Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515.

Applications are invited for the second annual
award to be made from the Frank Epp Memo-
rial Fund. The fund provides assistance for re-

search, writing, and publication in the following

areas: the history of minorities, especially Menno-
nites; peacemaking, particularly in the Middle East;

Mennonite ecumenicity; and communication of the
Christian faith. Epp was a Mennonite educator and

Japanese church holds first communion. The young Mennonite congregation in

Kitami, Japan, celebrated its first communion service recently. Mennonite Board of

Missions worker Mary Beyler (left), who planned and led the service, wrote, "Pass-

ing the elements to one another rather than having the pastor or an usher/elder dis-

tribute them was new to most of the participants." Congregational members told

Beyler the communion service was deeply moving and touching. Pictured with her

are Kinjiro Takeda (center) and Teruo Matsunaka. Weekly house meetings began in

Kitami in June 1987. The congregation was officially recognized by Japan Mennonite
Church in May 1988. Beyler moved to Kitami to assist the group in September 1988.
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MCC sends out new volunteers. Five from the Mennonite Church were among 23

new Mennonite Central Committee volunteers who participated in an Aug. 1-11 ori-

entation at MCC headquarters in Akron, Pa. They are: Front row (left to right)

Jeanne and David Kemp (with Megan and William) of Greenbelt, Md., community
development worker and civil engineer in Bolivia. Back row—Jim King of Lancaster,

Pa., product designer in Bangladesh; and Marlene and Herb Zook (with Michelle

and Kimberly) of Belleville, Pa., clerical worker and sportsmaster in Swaziland. Also

beginning assignments but not participating in orientation are Wahba Ayyad of

Cairo, Egypt, and Elisabeth Yoder of Elkhart, Ind., a married couple who have been
living in Egypt and are now serving with MCC as a doctor and English teacher.

historian who died in 1986. Applications are due
by Nov. 15. More information is available from the

memorial fund at Conrad Grebel College, Water-

loo, ON N2L 3G6.

Extra copies of an article series on "Lead-
ership for Today and Tomorrow" are avail-

able from the Gospel Herald office for $1 to

cover postage/handling. The four-part series by
Ralph Lebold appeared in the January 1979

issues of Gospel Herald. Recently nine copies

each of the four issues were donated to Gospel
Herald.

Pastoral transitions:
• Doug Zehr will become the first pastor of

Zion Mennonite Church, Elmira, Ont, on Feb.

1. The congregation was founded in 1986. Zehr
is currently pastor of Brussels (Ont.) Mennonite
Church. He became the first pastor of that

congregation in 1980.

• Tim Martin became pastor of Elkton (Va.)

Mennonite Church on Sept. 1. He served pre-

viously as youth minister for Lancaster Confer-

ence.
• Morris Hatton resigned as pastor of New-

town Gospel Chapel, Sarasota, Fla., recently.

• Gord Alton was installed as assistant pastor
of Elmira (Ont.) Mennonite Church on Sept. 10.

He was selected from within the congregation
and is now attending seminary in nearby Water-
loo.

• Clair Hochstetler and Dorsa Mishler were
installed as interim pastors of Prairie Street

Mennonite Church, Elkhart, Ind., on Sept. 24.

Hochstetler is a student at Associated Menno-
nite Biblical Seminaries, and Mishler is an on-

going semi-retired leader in the congregation.

New appointments:
• Keith Blank, director, Discipleship Training

Center, Philadelphia, Pa., starting in September.
The center trains young new volunteers who
serve under Eastern Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions. Blank succeeds Galen Burkholder, who

moved to Eastern Board headquarters in

Salunga, Pa., to devote full-time to the other part

of his job—director of the Discipleship Minis-

tries Department. Blank served previously as

director of Eastern Board's Summer Training

Action Teams.
'David Witmer. personnel development

counselor and prayer network coordinator, East-

ern Mennonite Board of Missions, starting in

August. He served previously as pastor of Grace

Community Fellowship, Manheim, Pa.

New resources:
• Packet on child sexual abuse from Mennon-

ite Central Committee. Called "Broken Bound-
aries," it includes an introduction to the subject,

the church's response to abuse, worship re-

sources, articles on related concerns, and a

listing of suggested readings/resources. Put to-

gether by MCC's Domestic Violence Task
Force, it follows the earlier "Purple Packet" on
spouse abuse. The new packet is available for

$5 from the Women's Concerns Office at MCC,
Box 500, Akron, PA 17501.

• Discussion guide to accompany rap tape from

Mennonite Board of Missions. On the Street is

a rap cassette tape of rhymed and rhythmic

Bible stories by Brian Wasko that was released

previously by MBM. "Discussion Ideas for

Youth Leaders" has now been developed for

youth Bible studies or small groups. It was
written by Jerry Holsopple, a former youth

minister who is now an MBM producer. The
discussion guide is available free to those who
alreadv have the casette. The tape is $7.95 (in

Canada $9.95) or three for $20 (in Canada $25).

The guide and casette are available from MBM
Media Ministries at 1251 Virginia Ave.,

Harrisonburg, VA 22801.

• Updated version of earth stewardship packet

from Mennonite Central Committee. It presents

environmental issues from a biblical perspective

and includes background material, worship aids,

brochures, and a resource listing. The packet

was assembled by MCC's Global Education

Office. The packet is available free from that

office at MCC, Box 500, Akron, PA 17501.

Church-related job openings:
• Houseparent couple, Beth Shalom, Lancas-

ter, Pa., starting in November. They would be
responsible for a residential program for school-

age mothers and their children. They would
manage independent-living units and supervise

daily group activities/classes. Contact Carolyn
Grasse at Beth Shalom, Box 785, Lancaster, PA
17603; phone 717-299-0460.

• Researcher/writer on New York City, Lancas-

ter (Pa.) Mennonite Historical Society. This is a

half-time position for 1990. The person would
research and write the history of Mennonite
involvement in the New York City area. Contact
Carolyn Wenger by Nov. 15 at the society, 2215
Millstream Rd., Lancaster, PA 17602; phone
717-393-9745.

• Manager/cataloger for used-book auctions,

Lancaster Mennonite Historical Society, start-

ing in January. This is a part-time position. The
person should have history/literature back-

ground, typing ability, and German reading

knowledge. Contact Carolyn Wenger at the so-

ciety, 2215 Millstream Rd., Lancaster, PA 17602;

phone 717-393-9745.

Special meetings: B. Charles and Grace Hostet-

ter, Hickory, N.C., at Riverdale, Millbank, Ont.,

Oct. 22-24. William R. Miller, Harrisonburg, Va.,

at Gospel Hill, Fulks Run, Va., Oct. 8-15.

Change of address: Henry and Mildred Yoder

from Guatemala to 3636 W. Altedena, Phoenix,

AZ 84029.

You can support the work of

Mennonite Central Committee

(MCC) in many ways. Cash gifts

are important, but not everyone

can make a cash gift. The way

you give may determine how

much you can give.

You can give: a gift annuity and

receive lifetime income; real

estate; by transferring stock; by

remembering MCC in your will.

We need your financial support

to meet human need "In the name

of Christ." For information

contact:

x Mennonite
^. Central

J Committee

Mennonite Central

Committee and MCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street

PO Box 500
Akron. PA 17501-0500

MCC Canada
134 Plaza Drive

Winnipeg. MB R3T5K9
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Correction: John Rempel did not start in Sep-
tember as pastor of Manhattan (N.Y.) Mennonite
Fellowship, as reported in the Sept. 12 "Menno-
seope." He is still awaiting a visa in Canada.

New members
Covenant, Lansdale, Pa.: Norm Allie.

Hesston, Kans.: Terri Headrick and John
Renfro by confession of faith.

Glennon Heights, Lakewood, Colo.: Dar-
lene Zook.

Bahia Vista, Sarasota, Fla.: Phillip Gelb
and Ruth Nissley.

Perryton, Tex.: Janelle Buschman by confes-

sion of faith.

Bay Shore, Sarasota, Fla.: Sherry
Guengerich.

Pleasant View, North Lawrence, Ohio:
Inez Brubaker and John Kerner by baptism and
Sharie Kerner by confession of faith.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Albrecht, Don and Julie (Erb), Wellesley,
Ont, third child, first son, Nathan Don, Aug. 25.

Black, David and Kim (Davis), York, Pa.,

third daughter, Kaitlin Sue, Aug. 19.

Cooper, Tim and Rosemary (Richards), Los
Angeles, Calif., first child, Rory Patrick, July 31.

Freed, Ray and Beverly (Hoover), Schwenks-
ville, Pa., third child, second daughter, Jolene
Denise, Aug. 31.

Gunden, Philip and Laura (Nye), Ft. Collins,

Colo., second son, Adam Mathew, Aug. 26.

Lehman, Delbert and Connie (Boughner),
Dalton, Ohio, third son, Denver Joseph, Sept.
11.

Lehman, Joel and Darlene (Miller), Harrison-
burg, Va., third child, second daughter, Erica
Grace, Sept. 13.

Long, Gary and Kris, Houston, Tex., first

child, Jason Matthew, Sept. 5.

Martin, Douglas and Crystal (Sweigart), New
Holland, Pa., first child, Joshua Douglas, Aug.
11.

Martin, Larry and Elva (Hoover), New Hol-
land, Pa., first child, Jessica Rae, July 26.

Mast, Gary D. and Lynnette (Swartzentru-
ber), Shipshewana, Ind., first child, Melissa
Marie, Sept. 21.

Mills, Greg and Michele (Yoder), Sarasota,
Fla., third son, Brandon Lee, Sept. 18.

Murray, John C. and Krista (Miller), Topeka,
Ind., first child, John Nathan, Aug. 13.

Richardson, Lee and Freda (Bontreger),
Elkhart, Ind., first child, Todd Alan, Sept. 1.

Watts, Dennis and Alma (Schroeter), Lively,
Ont., third child, first son, Brendan Stanley Joel,

Aug. 16.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Bachert-Maxwell. Scott Bachert, Atwood,
111., Hopewell cong., Kouts, Ind., and Maria
Maxwell, Crawfordsville, Ind., Christian Church,
by John F. Murray, Sept. 9.

Chandler-Snyder. James Chandler, Kitch-

ener, Ont., and Colleen Snyder, Breslau, Ont.,

Bloomingdale cong., by Bertha Landers, Sept.

16.

Durst-Hetrick. Larry Durst, Coatesville,
Md., and Tina Hetrick, Fort Hill, Pa., both of
Springs cong., by Steven Heatwole, Sept. 9.

Kauffman-Ledley. Jeffery H. Kauffman,
West Liberty, Ohio, South Union cong., and
Laura Ledley, Ridgeway, Ohio, by Lynn A.
Miller, Sept. 9.

Kratz-Gehman. Douglas Wayne Kratz,
Souderton, Pa., Plains cong., and K. Marice
Gehman, Telford, Pa., Franconia cong., by Rich-
ard J. Lichty, Sept. 16.

Lichty-Miller. Rod Lichty, United Church of
Christ, Salisbury, Pa., and Brenda Miller,

Meyersdale, Pa., Springs cong., by Steven
Heatwole, Aug. 16.

Spinosa-Ruth. Terrance Paul Spinosa, Allen-
town, Pa., Catholic Church, and Wendy J. Ruth,
Allentown, Pa., Doylestown, cong., by Roy C.
Bucher, Sept. 9.

Stafford-Day. Rod Stafford, Pasadena cong.,

Pasadena, Calif., and Molly Day, Episcopal
Church, Pasadena, Calif., by Jim Brenneman
and Susan Buell, Aug. 26.

Stauffer-Roth. Wade Stauffer and Bernadine
Roth, both of Harrisonburg, Va., Cornerstone
cong., by Nelson R. Roth, father of the bride,

Sept. 16.

Obituaries

Brandt, Walter H., son of Henry H. and
Fannie (Hoffman) Brandt, was born at Mount
Joy, Pa., Aug. 4, 1891; died in East Hempfield
Twp., Pa., Aug. 4, 1989; aged 98. He was married
to Laura Witmer, who died in 1947. In November
1948 he was married to Barbara Sauders, who
died in 1980. Surviving are 2 sons (J. W. and
Richard W.), 2 daughters (Miriam Shultz and
Helen B. Stettler), 20 grandchildren, 44 great-

grandchildren, and 15 great-great-grandchil-
dren. He was preceded in death by 4 children
(Ruth, Robert, Walter, Jr., and Henry). He was
a member of Mount Joy Mennonite Church.
Funeral services were held at Mennonite Home
Chapel, Lancaster, Pa., on Aug. 8, in charge of
Ralph G. Ginder and Shelley R. Shellenberger;
interment in Kraybill Mennonite Cemetery.

Eash, Wallace, son of Isaac and Barbra
(Swartzendruber) Eash, was born at Wellman,
Iowa, July 29, 1905; died at Mercy Hospital, Iowa
City, Iowa, Aug. 31, 1989; aged 84. On Aug. 7,

1927, he was married to Laura Doolin, who
survives. Also surviving are 3 sons (Don, Arthur,
and Robert), one daughter (Carley June Bruba-
ker), 11 grandchildren, 6 great-grandchildren,

and one sister (Velma Gingerich). He was a
member of West Union Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Sept. 4, in

charge of Merv Birky and Emery Hochstetler;
interment in West Union Cemetery.
Huber, Jacob, son of John and Lucy Jane

(Irons) Huber, was born at Lima, Ohio, Feb. 23,

1911; died at John F. Kennedy Hospital, Phila-

delphia, Pa., July 5, 1989; aged 78. Surviving are
2 brothers (Frank and Christian B.) and 3 sisters

(Margaret Bame, Ruth Leis, and Annie Goode).
He was a member of Oxford Circle Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on July

10, in charge of James R. Leaman; interment in

Hillside Cemetery.
Miller, Ivan J., son of Jonas B. and Barbara

(Swartzentruber) Miller, was born at Grantsville,

Md., May 7, 1911; died on July 28, 1989; aged
78. On May 28, 1931, he was married to Delia
Bender, who survives. Also surviving are 6
daughters (Esther Yoder, Rachel Yoder, Miriam

Maust, Joanna, Ruth, and Dorcas Lehman), 4
sons (David, Philip, Timothy, and Stephen), 21
grandchildren, 8 great-grandchildren, and 3 sis-

ters (Edna Maust, Catherine Miller, and Rhoda
Maust). He was preceded in death by 3 brothers
and 4 sisters. In 1938 he was ordained to the
ministry and to the office of bishop in 1953. He
served Conservative Conference congregations
in the Casselman River area and the Maple Glen
congregation.

Stalter, Clara M. Gunden, daughter of John
and Rachel (Albrecht) Gunden, was born at Bay
Port, Mich., May 1, 1919; died of cancer at her
home in Bay Port, Mich., Sept. 19, 1989; aged
70. On Mar. 12, 1939, she was married to J. Mark
Stalter, who survives. Also surviving are one
daughter (Sharon Dietzel), 3 sons (John, Gale,
and Keith), 7 grandchildren, 2 great-grandchil-

dren, 2 sisters (Iva and Lala), and 5 brothers
(Glen, Delmar, Olin, John Dale, and Michael
Sape). She was a member of Pigeon River
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Sept. 22, in charge of Luke Yoder and
Herb Troyer; interment in the church cemetery.
Stauffer, Leonard K., son of Joe G. and

Katie (Reil) Stauffer, was born at Milford, Nebr.,

Dec. 1, 1918; died of leukemia at his home in

Milford, Nebr., Aug. 30, 1989; aged 70. On Oct.

6, 1940, he was married to Anna Mae Stutzman,
who survives. Also surviving are 3 sons (Garry
Lee, Dennis Ray, and Herschel), one daughter
(JoAnn Roth), 12 grandchildren, 4 great-grand-

children, 4 sisters (Lillie Springer, Ada Stutz-

man, Taphena Jantzi, and Ruby Mast), and 2

brothers (Philip and Wilton). He was preceded
in death by one son (Joe Dean), 3 brothers, and
one sister. He was a member of Bellwood Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held
on Sept. 2, in charge of Noah Kolb; interment
in Blue Mound Cemetery.
Stoltzfus, Isaac S., son of John M. and

Rebecca Stoltzfus, was born at Morgantown,
Pa., Apr. 17, 1909; died of respiratory arrest at

his home at Morgantown, Pa., Sept. 20, 1989;

aged 80. On Dec. 18, 1931, he was married to

Emma Bawell, who died on May 10, 1933. On
Mar. 30, 1934, he was married to Lydia B. Zook,
who survives. Also surviving are one son (Harvey
Z.), and a niece whom they raised (Susie
Petersheim Scott). He was a member of Con-
estoga Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Sept. 22, in charge of Nathan
Stoltzfus, Glenn Leaman, and C. J. Kurtz; inter-

ment in Mast Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Disaster Service Region I {East Coast) meeting,
Lowville, N. Y., Oct. 14

Northwest Conference fall meeting, Camrose, Alta., Oct. 27-29

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Nov. 3-4

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Nov. 6-7

Mennonite Economic Development Associates annual conven-
tion, Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 9-12

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meeting,
Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Franconia Conference fall assembly, Franconia, Pa., Nov. 11

Mennonite Church General Board," Elkhart, Ind., Nov. 16-18

Southwest Conference annual delegate meeting,' Blvthe, Calif.,

Nov. 18

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Lancaster, Pa., Dec.
1-2

Hispanic Convention executive board, Dec. 7-9

Goshen College Board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Dec. 8-9

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Dec. 12

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man., July

24-29, 1990
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service arid a
variety ofother sources.

East German church leaders criticize

those who leave for the West
Church leaders in East Germany, react-

ing to what has become a relentless exodus

from that countiy, pleaded with citizens to

remain in the country and strongly criti-

cized the more than 50,000 who have cho-

sen to flee this year. The message read

from pulpits on a recent Sunday is the

same one that has been coming from East
German Protestant leaders since 1971

when the church there adopted the policy,

"a church in socialism."

An umbrella organization of Protestant

churches in East Germany, the Bund der

Evangelischen Kirchen, underlined its ap-

peal with sharp criticism of those who are

going to the West. "Our society needs

every person with his gifts and abilities,"

states the message read in the churches.

"We have to ask many of those who want
to leave: What standards are you using to

measure the conditions and expectations

of your life? We warn you against the

illusion that a higher standard of living will

bring more satisfaction in life."

Also contained in the message from the

Protestant churches was an appeal to East
German Prime Minister Erich Honecker.
The statement blames the lack of changes
in East German society for the large num-
ber leaving the country. The appeal calls

on the government to "include citizens as

mature participants in the life of the soci-

ety," to "open discussions on current

needs," and "to make possible trust in

relationships with government agencies."

Dignity breaks with Catholic teaching;
calls gay sexuality 'holy'

Dignity, the embattled organization of

gay U.S. Roman Catholics, recently
adopted a "manifesto" on sexual ethics

that makes a clean departure from tradi-

tional church teaching and celebrates gay
sexuality as a "holy gift." The document is

expected to widen the breach that has
developed in recent years between the

organization and church leadership and to

deepen the rift between organization mem-
bers who differ on the matter of opposing
the church.

The Dignity document, passed at a re-

cent national meeting, dismisses church
teaching on sexuality that maintains that

only sex open to procreation within mar-
riage is morally good. That view, says

Dignity, "is not in touch with human
experience" and "increasingly is regarded
as irrelevant and unacceptable" to both
gay and heterosexual people.

During much of Dignity's 17-year history,

the organization begrudgingly accepted

the church teaching that while homosexual
orientation is not sinful in itself, homosex-
ual activity is. But an antihomosexual let-

ter from the Vatican's Cardinal Joseph
Ratzinger in 1986 was viewed by Dignity

members and others as an effort by the

Catholic leadership to end that approach

and place a moral shadow on the condition

of homosexuality itself.

That letter had the effect of backing
Dignity into a corner and the organization,

after an intense internal battle, decided to

come out fighting. At the organization's

1987 national meeting, Dignity members
who oppose church teaching about homo-
sexual activity gained the upper hand.

They voted to issue a statement asserting

that gay and lesbian relationships are mor-
ally good.

More than 240 religious leaders
support striking mine workers
More than 240 religious leaders, includ-

ing eight heads of denominations, have
joined in a strong statement of support for

the United Mine Workers strike against

the Pittston Coal Group Companies that

began last April after the miners had
worked 14 months without a contract. "The
actions of all involved have made it clear

to us that the miners represent the vulner-

able party not only in the relationship with
Pittston but in relations to the courts and
the power of the state as well," said the

statement.

In July, the National Labor Relations

Board found Pittston guilty of unfair labor

practices and refusing "to bargain collec-

tively and in good faith." The statement by
the religious leaders noted that the NLRB
complaint has yet to lead to any actions

against Pittston, while the company's com-
plaints against the union led to state and
federal court injunctions against UMW in

less than two months. One of the issues

dividing labor and management is a sug-

gestion by Pittston president Mike Odom
that the miners should be willing to work
on Sundays.

Bible production at Amity Press
in China reaches one million mark

In Nanjing, China, Amity Press arrived

at two major landmarks recently—its sec-

ond anniversary and the one millionth Chi-

nese Bible off its production line. "Amity
is in the best position it has ever been since

we first started talking about the project

four years ago," said Chan-Young Choi,

Asia-Pacific regional secretary for United
Bible Societies.

The Amity production goal for 1990 is at

least 700,000 Bibles and New Testaments
to help partially answer the needs of Chris-

tians in China. That will step up the annual
production average next year by some
200,000 more Bibles. There may well be
need for at least 10 million Bibles in

China—for Christians alone—with still

more needed for non-Christians.

United Bible Societies equipped the $7.3

million Amity plant at the invitation of

Chinese Christians, then critically short of

Scriptures, with funding from the Ameri-
can and other member Bible societies.

"One of the great joys of my many years

with UBS is seeing the look on the faces

of people in China when they get their

Bibles," said Chan Choi.

Orthodox churches concerned about
the growing use of English
The growing use of English as a primary

or exclusive language among Orthodox
Christians in the United States has both
positive and negative implications for their

churches. On the one hand, leaders like

Archbishop Iakovos, primate of the 2-mil-

lion-member Greek Orthodox Archdiocese
of North and South America, have warned
that Greek Americans are cutting "our-

selves off from our historic past" by not

drilling their children in the fundamentals

of Greek. But on the positive side, the shift

from ethnic languages like Serbian or

Ukranian to English means that one of the

most critical divisions of the ethnic

churches is evaporating, opening the door
to a united American Orthodox denomina-
tion using English.

Writer says his job is done as

rapture prediction fails again
When Sept. 1, 1989, came and went,

Edgar Whisenant was still here. So were

millions of other people who expect to be
taken into heaven during the rapture they

believe was prophesied in the book of

Revelation.

Whisenant, a retired NASA engineer,

originally predicted that the rapture would

take place on Sept. 13, 1988. A book he

wrote on the subject, titled 88 Reasons

Why the Rapture Will be in 1988, raised

$200,000 in profits for the publisher, the

World Bible Society in Nashville. When
last year's date proved inaccurate. Whisen-

ant simply recalculated and came up with

the new date. He and the publisher issued

a new work on the subject, but this time

they hedged their bets, titling the pam-
phlet The Final Shout/Rapture Report,

1989, 1990, 1991, 1992, 1993.

When this year's prediction also proved

inaccurate, Whisenant's reaction was, "I

guess God doesn't always do things the

way man thinks he will." He said, "there's

evidence all around, but ol' Ed Whisenant
just can't name it. My job is done. The end
is near, and I had to get the message out."
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Can a minoruy survive s

Now and then we learn of a plant or animal

whose very existence as a species is threatened.

Numbers have already gone. The dodo bird and
the passenger pigeon are famous examples.

Today there is a list of endangered species with

extraordinary measures taken in hopes that they

will survive.

There is Kirtland's warbler, a bird which nests

only in the jack pine plains of Michigan and ap-

pears to be down to less than 1,000 birds. Even
more dramatic is the plight of the Arabian oryx,

an antelope which was decimated in the wild

and only saved by captive breeding. By now
there are more than 100 animals and they are

being introduced into their native habitat in the

Middle Eastern country of Oman.
Humans, compromising only one species, are

not at this point perceived to be in danger of

dying out. In spite of wars, famines, floods, earth-

quakes, and numerous other calamities, the race

goes on. Of more concern are questions about

quality of life and the continuation of specific

traditions. Especially religious traditions. May
faith persist or will it be wiped out by the pres-

sures of the modern interconnected world?

Some recent evidence suggests that it is possi-

ble to carry on our faith over the generations. As
one example we may note Mennonites and other

evangelicals in the Soviet Union. Peter and
Elfrieda Dyck recently went there for the 200th

anniversary of the coming of Mennonites to that

country. It is common knowledge that for more
than 70 years the Christian faith was officially

opposed in Russia. Yet now that there is some
freedom, hundreds of Mennonites came together

to celebrate and thousands of their neighbors

came to join them. Atheistic propaganda and
pressure have oppressed the church, but not

wiped it out. (see p. 720.)

The North American Mennonite experience

has been quite different. Here, instead of op-

pressing us for our faith, the world has simply in-

vited us to join it. This may be a more insidious

form of persecution. Paul Toews takes up this

question in "Mennonites and Modernity" (Men-

nonite Quarterly Review, July 1989).

Toews observes that North American Menno-
nites in the 20th century have faced pressures to

conform that might have wiped us out. If the ex-

perience of the Russian Mennonites was like

that of the Arabian oryx, that of North Ameri-

cans has been the problem of adapting to a

changing environment. The Kirtland's warbler

has been found to nest under only specific, lim-

ited conditions: young jack pines on loose sand.

Without this environment they will disappear.

Mennonites have faced a similar challenge.

Whereas for nearly four centuries they were able

to live on the fringes, today's society presses in.

One response to modernity, as Toews points

out, has been division as different groups take

their stands at different points. He reports that

the 1936 U.S. census found 114,337 Mennonites
in 17 different groups, nine of which were under

2,000 members. Toews suggests that the writers

of the census report rather expected Mennonite
distinctives to be absorbed in the larger society.

It has not happened in quite this fashion.

Indeed, Mennonites have made adjustments,

but not always the sort that sociologists may
have expected. Our churches have responded to

the pressures of modern life in two basic man-
ners. One group has sought to maintain their sta-

tus at the edges of society. They emphasize

what Toews calls "primordial" unity: "kinship,

neighborliness, shared memories, symbols,

customs, and daily exchange" (p. 234). The ma-
jority, however, do not seek to maintain unity at

this level. "For the progressive Mennonites the

forms that emerged were institutional, ideologi-

cal, and ecumenical" (p. 255).

Toews gives considerable credit to H. S.

Bender and the "Anabaptist vision" for the state

of progressive Mennonitism today. Joint activity

is one of the ways we have sought to preserve

and enhance our Mennonite identity. Toews men-
tions the existence of 110 inter-Mennonite orga-

nizations. As well, Mennonites find each other in

cities, in foreign countries, in airports.

Another response of Mennonites to modern
life has been an effort to invite to faith those

whose ancestors were not a part of the Anabap-
tist tradition. The front-page article in this issue

is by Michael Meneses, a first-generation Men-
nonite. These new people have brought us new
perspectives and enthusiasm. They are ready to

aid in the search for what it means to follow

Christ today.

Are Mennonites an endangered species like

the Kirtland's warbler and the Arabian oryx? It

would appear not so. As we view our congrega-

tions, indeed as we look within our own lives, we
can find plenty that calls for improvement. But
contrary to the implications of the 1936 U.S. cen-

sus report, we are not ready to go out of exis-

tence. —Daniel Hertzler
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Shout it from the rooftops!
by James E. Brenneman

The Vision 95 goals challenge all of us to

"grow in worldwide witness" and increase the

number of "caring disciples" in our churches.

Goals like these are an exciting summons to us

in Pasadena, California, where drive-by shoot-

ings and red spiked hair remind us that here in

this Vision 95 outpost we still do live in the wild,

wild West. Do we dare believe that the nonvio-

lent way of Jesus might be worth shouting from
our rooftops far away from the peaceful rolling

hills of Indiana farmland? Better still, that peo-

ple of the city, spiked hair and all, might gather

around to listen?

Leo Tolstoy, the great Russian novelist who in-

fluenced Gandhi's nonviolent revolution in India,

wrote with astonishment that the nonviolent way
of Jesus—what he called, "the very essence of

Christianity"—was so largely ignored throughout
history. One would have thought, he declared in

his book The Kingdom of God Is Within You,

that this way of Jesus "would have awakened in-

terest, excitement, talk, and discussion among all

who heard."

Powerful asset. Prom our beginnings— 10 to

12 in a house nearly four years ago—we at Pasa-
dena Mennonite Church have believed with
Tolstoy that Jesus the peacemaker, far from
being a liability to outreach, is instead the most

powerful asset we have in our witness to the

community.

After all, multitudes came to hear Jesus on the

mountainside speaking about loving our enemies,

turning the other cheek, and going the second

mile.

It is Jesus the peacemaker who is attractive to

our target audience of young professionals and
students. Evangelism for us is not just an opiate

of hope, but a message of integrity. Some have

taken to describing such proclamation as "peace

Do we dare believe that the

nonviolent way of Jesus might be
worth shouting from our rooftops

in southern California?
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out of the church. He was wooed back by the

Jesus of the Bible as emphasized by our Ana-
baptist heritage. Now he and his family worship
with us.

I was approached by another young father who
acknowledged his agnosticism, but who said he
enjoyed worshiping with us nonetheless. His hon-
est questions had much to do with the differ-

ences between the biblical witness of Christ and
Christ as portrayed by much of evangelical Chris-

tianity. You can imagine what a holy privilege it

was some months later to lead him and his wife

to salvation in Christ—a Christ who had become
for them both the giver and the maker of peace.
The mechanics of outreach are perhaps less in-

spiring, though no less important, in spreading
the good news. Though we depended on lists of

young adults and college alumni to help us get

started, we have found personal invitation the
best way to bring new people into our fellow-

ship. We now have a regular attendance of 60

The good news shared about new life

in Christ the peacemaker has been
an enchanting riddle worthy of

exploration for many who stopped
listening to evangelists years ago.

people, mostly new Mennonites, and will be fully

supporting a full-time-equivalent pastoral posi-

tion and all the other programs of our church in

the upcoming fiscal year. In spite of the instabil-

ity that comes with an urban setting and the ca-

reer transitions that are natural to our target

audience in particular, our church has had contin-

ued steady growth.

Prom the outset, we included in our mission
statement the mandate to share in broad public

James E. Brenneman, Pasadena, Calif., is pastor of
Pasadena Mennonite Church. This article is adapted from
a Vision 95 "vignette" he gave during Normal 89.

manner the Jesus who spoke on the mountain
about being people of peace. We began a Peace
and Social Concerns Lectureship Series that has
attracted as many as 350 people at a time, giving

us a mailing list of 450, not including a second
list of 250 visitors and others in the area. Pasa-
dena Mennonite Church is on the map in our
community in part because we have something
new to share about Jesus.

New leaders. Though not explicit in their en-
couragement to increase the number of mission
workers within North America, the Vision 95
goals do challenge us implicitly to develop new
leaders who will be needed for the 500 addi-
tional congregations the Mennonite Church antic-

ipates starting. Again, it is our conviction that

the same Jesus who first attracted 12 and then
70 leaders to his mission without disguising the
complete truth of the gospel has and will con-
tinue to attract new leaders into the Mennonite
fold as well. This was true for me personally and
has proven true for our new congregation as well.

As a young would-be biology major at Goshen
College, I was awestruck by the profundity of
our heritage at a time when family precedent
(several uncles, aunts, a father, and two siblings

had already left the tradition) and personal deci-

sion were leading me away from my Mennonite
roots. As might be expected of a science major, I

put off taking my required Bible and church his-

tory courses until graduation loomed a trimester

or two away. Then I discovered "Jeremiah" with
Stanley Shenk and "The Believers' Church" with
C. Norman Kraus. I credit each of them with hav-
ing a critical influence upon my dramatic career

shift in the last trimester of college.

I am a Mennonite pastor today in large mea-
sure because of the power of the peace message
of Jesus as it came through their lectures and
their after-class willingness to guide my quest.

Such a Christ, shared at our Mennonite colleges,

did and will continue to attract other new lead-

ers into our denomination.

Over the past two years in our congregation,

we have discovered the lure that the Anabaptist
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message has for potential leaders. Three Fuller

Seminary interns have come to us unsolicited to

do their field education. All three are now new
Mennonites. One has recently become a licensed

Mennonite minister and our associate pastor, an-

other is seeking licensing to develop a victim-of-

fender reconciliation program in our community,
and a third is discerning her call. This fall an-

other intern is also working with us.

In our three years of existence, in addition to

those mentioned above, we have been honored
to initiate three other leaders, new to the Men-
nonite Church, into leadership. One is now the

pastor of Faith Mennonite Church in Downey,
California, and on the Southwest Conference
Ministerial Committee. A second is planting a

new church among immigrants from India in

southern California. A third is attending Associ-

Unity yes, melting pot no

Melting pot

A caldron curbing individual opinions

Crushing ethnic uniqueness

Dissolving longtime golden dreams.

A rainbow of personality ribbons

Flutter feebly in the stifling air

Then fuse together

Slowly twisting twisting

In the kettle mishmash
Until nothing remains

But pallid gray, limp lemon-lime

Or maybe anemic beige.

Unity

Togetherness in thinking

Without sacrificing selfhood.

Ideas are invited to speak out

To speak out boldly

Cooperation the keystone.

A rainbow of personality ribbons

Wave unfettered and free

As they enliven the mental landscape.

Ribbons retaining their original brilliance

Royal blue, emerald green
Or perhaps lush magenta.

Dorothy Shank

ated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries and helping

to plant a church in Elkhart, Indiana.

Six other members from our congregation are

serving the Mennonite Church abroad, three oth-

ers serve on churchwide boards or committees,

We at Pasadena Mennonite Church
believe that Jesus the peacemaker,
far from being a liability to outreach,

is instead the most powerful asset we
have in our witness to the community.

and two more have begun Shalom Homes for

abused children—a ministry of the area Menno-
nite churches now in full operation.

Where will it stop? We pray it won't. If these

emerging leaders represent the future of the

Mennonite Church leadership, we have reason to

be thrilled. Leaders today, like the 12 and the

70, are still attracted to Jesus the creator of sha-

lom.

Waiting for our call. We believe there is a

large but silent segment of the population made
up of persons who have turned away from the

church because the gospel they have heard is for-

eign to what they know of who Jesus was and is.

The Mennonite Church has the necessary integ-

rity and is in a rare and unique period of history

to assist in bringing this growing audience to

faith in Christ. New believers and potential lead-

ers are waiting for our call. It remains our chal-

lenge to be caught by our own Anabaptist vision

of who Christ truly was to the extent that we can

no longer be silent about it.

Pasadena Mennonite Church is alive and well

and here to stay, not in spite of the so-called

"baggage" that the peace witness brings with it,

but because of it. Ours is a good message, a mes-

sage of dignity, a message about Jesus the

Christ. The apostle Paul suggests that this

Christ is the one in whom (dare I say it?) we can

boast (1 Cor. 1:30; 2 Cor. 10:17)! Let none of us

be ashamed any longer of the full gospel of

Christ (Rom. 1:16), which includes his message of

peace. May Vision 95 stimulate us to proudly de-

clare our Mennonite faith— still more, our Chris-

tian faith, to the world.

In the meantime, should the wagon trains head-

ing west bring you to this Vision 95 outpost in

Pasadena, please come to worship and visit with

us on any Sunday evening at 6:00 p.m. ^
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Hear, hear!

.4 colu in n for sharing personal concerns

No Sunday-edition-

only style

Attending church is just part of my life-

style. I remember my parents wouldn't

miss a service unless they were ill. Mother
always said, "It helps me walk a little

closer to the Lord throughout the week."

Sometimes persons attend church regu-

larly out of a sense of habit or obligation

to at least be there bodily. They attend

church faithfully but know nothing of dis-

cipleship and are not interested in learn-

ing to take up their cross daily and follow

the Lord. "Let's not get fanatic about the

Christian life," they muse. "Remember,
nobody's perfect!" Is taking up our cross

daily and following the Lord only an op-

tion for the Christian in today's society?

Has the Lord designated some of his chil-

dren as Sunday editions only?

I find no Scripture to support this Sun-

day-edition-only style. On the contrary,

Jesus speaks of a commitment to God and

a denial of oneself. In the Amplified Ver-

sion, Jeremiah 29:13 reads, "Then you will

seek Me, inquire for and require Me as a

vital necessity and find Me, when you

search for me with all your heart."

In my life I have required the Lord as a

vital necessity. He had given meaning to

my life. Zephaniah 1:6 speaks of requiring

the Lord as our "first necessity," and later

in 2:3 as "the foremost necessity of your

life."

Paul reminds us in Ephesians 4 to be
careful how we live—not as unwise but as

wise—making the most of every opportu-

nity because the days are evil. How up-to-

date Paul's message is! Many Christians

spend more time in the presence of televi-

sion than with the Lord. But God has no
designated Sunday-edition-only children.

He continues to challenge his followers to

take up their cross daily and submit to

God's will as Jesus so aptly demonstrated
for us

—Helen Steffy Eshleman, Elyria, Ohio

On the birth of
a grandchild

"Hello, Alicia. Welcome to our world.

We have been expecting you and anxiously

awaiting your arrival, and now that you are

here, God loves you and so do we. We're
thankful that you have arrived in good
health and that you and mommy are doing
well."

Recently our youngest son's wife gave
birth to their first child, a 6 lb., 7 oz. baby
girl. Naturally we grandparents had to be
among the first to get to the hospital and
see our new granddaughter. Upon arrival

we found both mother and daughter doing
well, for which we were very grateful. Of
course we were all eager to hold the new
baby, Alicia Marie.

As I held her in my arms and beheld her

sweet innocent little face, my heart was
touched by the fact that here is a precious

never-dying soul that will live somewhere
forever. Parents, I believe the challenge of

raising children in our world today is

greater than ever, but I also believe that

by the grace of God you can rise to the

challenge. Also, it is imperative that par-

ents and grandparents set a good example
for their children to follow.

The next thing that hit me was to con-

sider what a sin, a shame, and what a

waste had she been one of the one and a

half million babies aborted—yes, mur-
dered—every year in the United States

alone. Every day 4,300 unborn babies die

in abortion clinics—a staggering figure in-

deed. Without so much as a chance to live

to love and be loved.

Then I thought of the unfortunate ba-

bies who are born into homes where they

are unwanted, unloved, neglected, and im-

properly cared for. The news media are

full of reports of child molesting and child

abuse. In fact, who is subject to more
abuse than children? To those of us who
love children, it's heart-rending, to say the

least. I understand that in China boys are

preferred over girls to the extent that

ofttimes little girls are deliberately starved

to death.

"Yes, Alicia, I'm glad it has been your
good fortune to be allowed to experience

the miracle of birth and life, because with-

out you we would have lost much and
there would be one less sunbeam in our

world.

"I'm thankful you have been born into a

home where your arrival was looked for-

ward to and well prepared for. Where you
will know a mother's love, feel her sweet
caress, and hear her words of comfort.

And, yes, Daddy loves you equally as

much, and I'm sure you will be Daddy's
girl.

"Then I'm glad you came into a home
with a Christian atmosphere, where you
are already being taken to the house of

God by your mommy and daddy and not

sent with somebody else. And finally, I'm

thankful that you are in an environment
where you will be disciplined, where you
will early learn about Jesus, and where
you will be instructed and led in the paths

of righteousness."

—Leon D. Yoder, Mifflinburg, Pa.

Book review

Direction and hope
for our struggle

Vision, Doctrine, War: Mennonite
Identity and Organization in America
by James C. Juhnke, Herald Press, 1989.

384 pp. $19.95.

The Mennonite Experience in America
Series is a four-part history of Amish and
Mennonites in North America from 1683

to the present. James Juhnke, professor of

history at Bethel College, tells the story

from 1890 to 1930—times of great chal-

lenge and rapid change for the children of

Menno in North America.

This third volume in the series follows

Richard MacMaster's Land, Piety, People-

hood (1985) and Theron Schlabach's

Peace, Faith, Nation (1988). Primary issues

for Mennonites in this third period were

rapid growth, revivalism, organization, the

fundamentalist/modernist battle, and
World War I.

Juhnke gives a broad description of the

church community in trying times, treating

the Mennonite Church (MC) and General

Conference Mennonite Church (GC) in

parallel fashion. Most of the 11 chapters

begin with a human-interest vignette

—

some sweet and some sweaty, but all intri-

guing—pulled directly from the people of

the period being described.

The Chicago World's Fair was officially

"off limits" for Mennonites, but some
were there anyway, venturing into the

"modern Ninevehs" of the larger society.

Our people were coming off the farms,

worshiping in English, having Sunday
schools, revival meetings, singing schools,

and debating fire insurance. Were these

signs of pressure or privilege, awakening

or apostasy?

The trend was toward Protestantism

while still treasuring sectarian community
values and life. Juhnke believes our re-

sponses to pressure and change were
heavily factored by places of origin and
settlement. People from Swiss/South Ger-

man roots emphasized humility, nonresis-

tance, and separation while Dutch/ North
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German/Russian immigrants sought to re-

establish alternative Christian communi-
ties in the New World. Those settling in

the East were more conservative while

those in the West were more open and
pluralistic. GCs were more congregational

in church polity while MCs were more
conference-oriented.

Cultural change in America naturally

brought great tension to Mennonites seek-

ing faithfulness to Christ and to the ways
of the past. Telephones, car color, and
ordination methods all precipitated
heated discussion and strong feelings.

The Dutch/Russian Mennonites sought
to establish a religious state within the

secular state similar to the old communi-
ties in the Ukraine. But in America there

was less opportunity for civic control since

there were few if any Mennonite voting

majorities. Community newspapers, paro-

chial schools, and the German language
kept the Mennonite community conscious-

ness strong.

The Swiss/German Mennonite evange-

lists imitated men like Moody and Torrey
while feeling the conflict with traditional

humility and family nurture. J. S. Coffman
established a "subdued revivalism." Bible

conferences produced a doctrinal reorien-

tation captured by Daniel Kauffman as

Doctrines of the Bible. Premillennialism

and holiness influences made their marks,
but a common eschatology and regulated

dress codes were never successfully
claimed.

Juhnke characterizes Mennonite mis-

sions around 1900 as more Protestant than
Anabaptist, although they did represent

denominational advance. The question of

Christ and culture was focussed in a new
way as cross-cultural missions had new
converts. Women's sewing circles became
strong auxiliaries for male-dominated mis-

sion boards and programs. The author
points to the irony of Mennonite mission-

aries whose forebears fled the sword and
fire of European Christendom now deeply
engaged in a missionary movement and
expecting to conquer the world for Chris-

tendom.

World War I brought many crises to

Mennonites. There was no common re-

sponse to the conflict. Some were pro-

German and even dared to publish their

sentiments. Others condemned the war
unreservedly. Still others yielded to public
pressure and lent their support, By 1917

the MCs gathered the signatures of 181

church leaders on a statement disowning
church members who took up arms. There
were mob actions, church burnings, yellow
paint, and ominous threatening notes in

many communities. Juhnke sees the war
as a sobering element, an incentive to

examine identity, in a time of rapid growth
and development.

The author credits two men, Harold S.

Bender and Orie O. Miller, for providing
effective and needed leadership for Men-

nonites between the two World Wars.
Bender's teaching at Goshen College was
crucial. Miller made his contribution as a

lavman in Lancaster Conference and Men-
nonite Central Committee circles. Yet
while the Mennonites, Brethren, and
Friends met in 1935 to lay the groundwork
for "Historic Peace Churches" coopera-

tion, there was no clear Mennonite peace
theology to prepare the people for World
War n.

As a pastor I am constantly seeking

direction in dealing with contemporary

conflicts between faith and culture. The
precedents of our people from 1890 to

1930 are useful in providing direction and
hope for the present struggle. I am grate-

ful for and indebted to those who concep-
tualized and began this Mennonite
Experience in America Series. Juhnke's
work is an interesting and valuable part. I

think persons with any interest in Men-
nonite life and thought in America will

enjoy reading and keeping this book.
—Robert L. Hartzler, pastor, Maple
Grove Mennonite Church, Belleville, Pa.

Take a Break
and Listen to

What God
Expects from

His People

•Journey
towards
HOT TNFSS

Alan Kreider
What God Expects From His People

Journey Towards
Holiness Audiobook

Alan Kreider takes you on a journey through biblical history to explore how
God intervened in history to call people to holy living. With the background of
this journey, Kreider goes on to sketch a vision for what it means for us to be
God's holy people today. He presents holiness as a practical way of living that
includes every aspect of our lifestyle, including relationships with others and a
biblical concern for justice.

A 90-minute audiotape condensation of the book Journey Towards Holiness.
Cassette, $9.95, in Canada $12.50

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to
Herald Press (include 10% for shipping — minimum $1.50).

hP

Herald Press
Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue
Scottdale, PA 15683-1999

Herald Press
Dept. GH
490 Dutton Drive
Waterloo. ON N2L 6H7
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AN INTERVIEW WITH AN ABORTION PROTESTER

'I came intending to go to jail'

by Evelyn King Mumaw
On June 10, Leanna Rhodes of Dayton, Vir-

ginia, a registered nurse and mother of seven

young children, participated in Operation Res-

cue at an abortion clinic in Richmond. She was
arrested and charged and on July 25 was tried

and sentenced.

Gentleness, compassion, awareness, and
strength are characteristics of this petite young
woman. Her conviction and commitment mingle

with her fears and tears to make her words and
actions unusually effective. Her husband, James,
and their children ranging in age from two to 13

are supportive of her efforts to save babies from
destruction. They were all there serving as sup-

port persons on the day of Operation Rescue.

Leanna agreed readily to respond to questions

that would evoke the telling of her story:

Evelyn: What is Operation Rescue?
Leanna: Christian people who are committed

to saving babies nonviolently sit or stand in

front of an abortion clinic. They place their bod-

ies between the mother with her unborn child

and the doctors and nurses who are planning to

kill the child and exploit the mother. Operation

Rescue also offers sidewalk counseling to the

mothers and fathers.

Evelyn: What happened when you were ar-

rested?

Leanna: Fifty-five of us were arrested and
taken to jail. We spent four hours at the jail. The
men were locked in one room and the women in

another. After awhile the doors remained un-

locked. We sang and encouraged each other. We
would clap in support of each person as he or

she was called out to be finger printed. When
the officer took my finger print I said, "I guess

that makes me a criminal now." He responded,

"Not in my eyes!"

Evelyn: What were the charges against you,

the penalty handed down, and your reaction?

Leanna: Twenty-four of us were charged with

obstruction of free passage. We were each sen-

tenced to 100 hours of community service, a $50

fine, and a $40 fee for court costs. I had decided

that I should not pay a fine because I was not

guilty of breaking God's law. I asked the judge

what the penalty would be if I did not pay the

fine. He answered, "Sixty days in jail. And if you

Evelyn King Mumaw, Harrisonburg, Va., is the author of

a book recently released by Herald Press of Mennonite
Publishing House

—

More Like Jesus.

decide not to pay at the end of 60 days, 60 more
days. . .

."

Evelyn: What did you say when you took the

witness stand during your trial?

Leanna: This is part of the testimony I gave:

"I was taught that the medical professions' func-

tion is to save lives, not take lives. It breaks my
heart to see my professional colleagues taking

away the sacred life God has given these babies.

The doctors and nurses who are involved in this

holocaust are the ones who should be on trial

here today for breaking their code of ethics."

Evelyn: Did you say anything else to the

judge?

Leanna: We talked informally about 20 min-

utes afterwards. I told him, "I came here today

intending to go to jail for my convictions." He
said, "I wish more people would stand up for

their convictions." And I responded, "But this is

what we get when we do that while the people

who are doing the killing are protected and up-

held by the law." In parting, he mentioned that

he would be attending a prayer meeting the next

morning. "I'll have to answer a lot of questions

about this—hard questions," he said.

Evelyn: What was the final sentence?

Leanna: The day after the trial I was in-

formed that the judge had changed the sentence.

The persons who chose not to pay the fine were
being required to do 27 more hours of commu-
nity service rather than spending 60 days in jail.

I consider that an answer to prayer. I wrote to

the judge and thanked him.

Evelyn: How are you working out your sen-

tence?

Leanna: I asked the judge if it would be possi-

ble for me to work out my time at the local crisis

pregnancy center. He saw no problem with that.

So I am continuing my work there as a hot-line

counselor. I am also initiating an Adopt-a-Mom
program for the center.

Evelyn: Now that you've had time to reflect

on the entire experience, how does it look to you
and how do you feel about it?

Leanna: It was a life-changing experience!

The Lord gave me strength, courage, and bold-

ness that day that I never knew I had! I felt his

presence, faithfulness, and peace throughout the

rescue and trial, even though I went to court

with fear and trembling. This gave me opportuni-

ties to express my convictions that I hadn't even

dreamed of. ^
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MCC:
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^ Mennonite

Central
Committee

Mennonite Central
Committee and MCC U.S.
21 South 12th Street

PO Box 500
Akron, PA 17501-0500

MCC Canada
134 Plaza Drive

Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9

MCC workers at the

Independent Living Centre
in Kitchener, Ont., help

people who are disabled
and live alone to do their

own homemaking and
shopping. $582 supports a
worker for a month.

Ethiopian refugees in

Sudanese camps have
asked MCC for seeds and
tools to grow their own
food. $8 buys a hand tool.

$400 buys a ton of grain,

groundnut or sesame seed.

Suggestions
for sharing "In the
name of Christ"
this Thanksgiving
and Christmas
season.

Since refugees in the West
Bank cannot leave their

homes during curfews to

buy food, MCC helps
needy families buy
chickens. $20 buys
chickens for one family.

R G
Through MCC's SWAP
program, youth repair

roofs, paint porches and
become friends with

Kentuckians. $5 buys a
sheet of drywall. $30 buys
three gallons of paint.

Help children in Vietnam
have healthy teeth. $100
pays for a school dental

care education program
and buys instruments for

check-ups.

GIFTS

MCCers encourage Haitian

farmers to terrace hills and
use fertilizer. As a result,

some corn yields have
increased five to 10 fold.

$180 buys lessons,

extension visits and
fertilizer credit for a group
of farmers.
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Church news

Churches in Johnstown, Pa.,

use media to reach out
New efforts at congregational outreach

in response to Vision 95 has resulted in

eight churches in the Johnstown, Pa., area

using media in a significant new way.

David Mishler, pastor of Blough Menno-
nite Church and coordinator of the media
campaign, says, "We were looking for a

concrete way to respond to the call for

intentional church growth."

The first segment of the plan, which was
launched in early summer 1988, required

the churches to develop a congregational

brochure, a visitor follow-up plan, and a

longer-term assimilation plan.

Assimilation planning turned out to be

the most involved effort for all of the

churches, Mishler reported. Leaders wres-

tled with the question, "At what point do
we know that persons are fully assimilated

members of our congregation?" A list of

eight criteria is now used in order to

better evaluate this question.

A random telephone survey completed

in November 1988 showed that only 18

percent of the community could name a

Mennonite congregation. The survey also

showed many misconceptions and confu-

sion about the identity of Mennonites.

One community understanding of who
Mennonites are was that they coordinated

1977 flood relief work in Johnstown.

With a full year of preparation behind

them, the churches moved into the second

phase of the project in December 1988. A

yearlong multimedia campaign with the

theme, "Our Family Can Be Your Family,"

is now underway.

Starting with billboards and newspaper
ads in December, the churches then sub-

scribed to the Together newspaper from
Mennonite Publishing House for 20,000

homes beginning in January. Radio and
television spots have also been used.

A variety of media was used intensively

during the two weeks prior to Easter 1989.

The churches purchased 120 half-minute

time slots on two radio stations. These
spots featured persons experiencing fam-

ily-type caring in a local Mennonite con-

gregation.

Television spots helped advertise the

annual Johnstown area Easter cantata,

usually a one-evening event. This year,

Thomas Mennonite Church was nearly full

at two separate services. A number of

non-Mennonite persons attended.

Easter Sunday attendance also rose sig-

nificantly in each of the eight congrega-

tions compared to previous Easter Sun-

days. For example, the Blough congrega-

tion has a regular attendance of 100, and
an average Easter Sunday attendance of

130. This year's Easter Sunday attendance

was 168.

According to Mishler, the bimonthly To-

gether newspaper has probably received

the most favorable response. A recent

book offer resulted in the sale of more

than 160 Bible story books. All items are

hand-delivered by the nearest Mennonite
pastor.

A recent experience of one woman who
attends a Mennonite congregation in

Johnstown shows another practical way
advertising works. A new employee at her

work had clearly stated, "I don't want
anybody talking religion on the job."

Later, this new employee initiated a con-

versation by saying, "I see your church is

advertising." The door to dialogue was
again open.

Plans for this fall include continuing the

five billboards through October. Another

radio campaign is being negotiated. And
Together will continue with September and
November issues, completing a yearlong

effort.

A four-month period of evaluating the

media use is in process. "We have begun
sharing our impressions at ministerial

meetings," said Mishler. "It's difficult to

measure, but I've sensed that the use of

media has changed the willingness of peo-

ple in our congregations to invite other

people."

In late November, another formal com-
munity survey will be conducted to com-

plete the evaluation process. Comparing
this survey with results of the 1988 survey

will help determine the extent to which

the media use has been effective.

Further decisions about new strategies

will be based on this assessment period.

The most cost-effective media will con-

tinue to be used, while others may be

discontinued, Mishler said.

Ken Weaver and Ron Byler of Menno-
nite Board of Missions serve as consul-

for the campaign. MBM has also provided

some funding.
—Carol Bornman for MBM

Lancaster Conference
adopts statement on
'demonic activity'

"There seems to be a new wave of highly

questionable objects or practices in our

communities. The fact that they are not

being sponsored by demon cults seems to

confuse people. Many of these objects are

sold as 'scientific.'"

This is an excerpt from "Christian Dis-

cernment of Demonic Activity," a lengthy

statement adopted by Lancaster Confer-

ence at its fall assembly on Sept. 21 at

Weaverland Mennonite Church in East

Earl, Pa. The use of black boxes, pyramids,

and other paraphernalia to obtain cures

and enhance productivity was condemned

as occultic, a form of idolatry. Recommen-
dations were outlined for dealing with "this

practice as with other sins with the church

community."
A "Statement on the Use of Alcohol and

Other Drugs" was also adopted. In addi-

tion to calling "members to abstain from

the use of alcohol, tobacco, and illicit

drugs," it also calls members to "avoid or

limit the use of prescription drugs which

potentially may lead to abuse/habitua-

tion."

On another matter, the delegates were

asked to pray for Moderator Noah Hershey
and three other conference leaders

—

David Thomas, David Shenk, and Don
Jacobs—who were in Tanzania to answer

the government's plea for Mennonites to

help heal tribal rifts.

Besides business and prayer, the over

700 attendees also sang and listened to

moving preaching. Richard Landis, pastor

of Word Fellowship in Stratford, N.J.,

called them back to "God's breathed

Word." Richard Showalter, the new presi-

dent of Rosedale Bible Institute, said that

after new life in Christ, "we need to learn

all over again what it means to die." His

illustrations of self-sacrifice and dying for

Christ brought many to tears. Richard

Detweiler, a Franconia Conference leader

and former president of Eastern Menno-
nite College and Seminary, spoke on

"Where Are We and Where Are We
Going?" He said, "We shape life in the way
we perceive Christ to be."

Further business included Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Mission's current $750,000

shortfall and the new building plans of

Lancaster Mennonite Historical Society

and Lancaster Mennonite High School.
—Cindy Hines Kurfman
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Africa-wide conference
focuses on African

independent churches

Over 40 people attended a recent con-

ference on African independent churches

in Kinshasa, Zaire. African representatives

from 13 nations and 10 different indepen-

dent churches joined Western co-workers

from nearly a dozen mission or develop-

ment agencies to discuss issues related to

"Patterns of Partnership with African In-

dependent Churches."

"No other single experience has been so

useful in helping me think both critically

and creatively about my work," said one

Western participant at the end of the

conference. An independent church leader

from West Africa said, "The real success

of the conference was the many bridges

which we were able to build, between

scholars and grassroots workers, between

blacks and whites, and between persons of

otherwise rival denominations and mission

agencies."

Over the past 30 years, a variety of

experiments in partnership have been

tried between African independent
churches and Western mission agencies. A
first attempt at examining the results of

those experiments took place in 1986 when
representatives of nine mission organiza-

tions working in 10 African countries met
in Abidjan, Ivory Coast, to share their

experiences.

During the second such conference in

Kinshasa, 25 papers were presented and

discussed on topics as diverse as history,

curriculum development, leadership train-

ing, sources of community conflict, health

projects, contexturalization, and the col-

lection of historical and liturgical materials

for use in church life. Informal encounters

before and after work sessions and over

mealtimes also contributed to the ex-

change of ideas and the establishment of

friendships between participants.

MBM missionary David Shank chats with

Diangienda Kuntima, who heads the
Kimbanguist Church—an independent de-

nomination in Zaire founded by his father.

Findings by a listening committee were

read during the final session. They in-

cluded the observation that "the major

division between churches in Africa today

is not between Protestant and Roman
Catholic, nor between ecumenical and

evangelical, but between independent and

mission-founded churches." The report

continued, "All participants, both inde-

pendent church leaders and Western co-

workers, give thanks to God for the unique

opportunities this conference has given of

sharing and learning about each other."

Additional votes of thanks went to Men-
nonite Board of Missions workers David

and Wilma Shank, who, with the help of

Marie-Louise Martin of the Kimbanguist

Church, organized and convened the con-

ference. The many supporting agencies

were also thanked, particularly Yoder
Charitable Foundation of Goshen, Ind.,

whose grants made it possible for a larger-

number of African representatives to at-

tend the conference.

Conference participants further agreed

to encourage increased reporting and doc-

umentation by and about independent

churches in the form of a publication to be

entitled The Review ofAfrican Independent

Churches. The group also made plans for

a follow-up conference to be held in

Harare, Zimbabwe, in 1992.

Indiana Mennonites
operate 'church tent'

at county fair

The Parkview and Howard-Miami con-

gregations of Kokomo, Ind., and Friend-

ship Haven, a local Mennonite-sponsored

retirement complex, recently pursued a

new method of being visible to the public.

They operated a "church tent" at the

Howard County 4-H Fair. With more than

50,000 people trekking through during the

fair's seven-day run, the churches decided

to be where all these people could see

them.

Inside the tent was a table with pam-
phlets telling about Mennonites in general

and about the area churches in particular.

Two eye-catchers were a time-line of Men-
nonite history, made by Parkview mem-
bers, and a bulletin board of newspaper

clippings concerning local Mennonite ac-

tivities. A Choice Books rack stood in one

corner and a barrel of ice water at the

other corner. Ball-point pens with the

three sponsors' names and phone num-
bers were freely handed out.

The tent had several purposes. Being

"visible" simply meant to make the public

aware of the churches and Friendship

Haven. Another purpose was to dispel

myths and misunderstandings about Men-
nonites. Of course, the main purpose was
to tell people about Jesus.

—Jeffrey Hatton

Todd Friesen and Dennette Alwine

BACK FROM CHINA

Friesen/AIwine teach
200-300 students

"Our first fall was overwhelming," re-

called Todd Friesen about his and his wife,

Dennette Alwine's, first term of teaching

English in China. The Mennonite Board of

Missions workers began their assignment

with China Educational Exchange in Au-

gust 1987, teaching conversational English

at West China Medical University in

Chengdu. Alwine also taught composition.

That first year, the couple tried to main-

tain frequent contact with as many of their

200-300 students as possible. "We ended

up working 50-60 hours a week because the

students would come to practice their En-

glish, as well as to ask questions and learn

more about us personally," said Friesen.

"We had to reassess how we spent our

time. There were just too many of them."

In discussions with the students, the

couple discovered much about the stu-

dents' views and their dreams for the

future of China. "Their concerns revolved

around reforms and democratic system

changes," said Alwine, and the two

watched closely as the pro-democracy

movement spread throughout China, par-

ticularly among the students.

"After the hunger strike," Friesen re-

called, "classes were disrupted for two

weeks, and although we had no formal

classes, we were still expected to teach.

When martial law forced students back to

class, Friesen said, "We had a tense week,

and the week after the massacre in Beijing

we had no students at all." The couple left

China in June, several weeks early, due to

the turmoil.

Their students, although aware of the

Christian minority in China, have not be-

come involved with the church. Mostly

composed of older people, but changing,

"the church is supportive of the students,

but it is cautious," Friesen said. In turn,

the students usually regard Christianity as

"foreign" or "taboo," he said, simply be-

cause such a small percentage of Chinese

are Christians.

Friesen is originally from Fresno, Calif,

and Alwine is from Carlisle, Pa. They now
live in Charlottesville, Va., and anticipate

graduate studies in the near future.
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Is MCC trying to do too much?
ask participants at anniversary event
Is Mennonite Central Committee trying

to do too much? For some MCC staff and
board members attending a Sept. 15-16

consultation to mark the 25th anniversary
of MCC Canada, the answer was yes.

Since its creation almost 70 years ago as

a relief agency, MCC has grown into a

multimillion dollar relief, development,
and social-service organization with 12 of-

fices—MCC, MCC Canada, MCC U.S.,

five Canadian provinces, and four U.S.
regions. As each office reported, it became
apparent that MCC's ministry has grown
dramatically beyond overseas relief and
development activity to include dozens of

programs in North America.
"MCC tends to be involved in too many

things," said Rich Sider, secretary for

Latin America. "Other organizations focus
on just one thing. Do we do a lot of things

well or just dabble?" For longtime MCC
board member Siegfried Bartel, MCC "is

in too many countries. We're so proud to

be in 54 countries. We don't have enough
courage to discuss closing programs."
But MCC executive secretary John Lapp

disagreed. "People are the salt, not pro-

grams," he said. "We can be widespread
through our volunteers." He went on to say
that "the church is a community of gifts.

MCC is one of those gifts. It was created
by the church, and the church has assigned
us tasks. MCC does the things that confer-

ences and congregations cannot do effec-

tively by themselves."

Reginald Bibby, a sociologist who wrote
Fragmented Gods, a look at religion in

Canada, was the main speaker at the meet-
ing. He suggested that in a world where the

number of social problems is infinite, Men-
nonites "tend to see every existing prob-
lem as falling within your domain."
Some at the gathering weren't sure that

was such a bad thing. Said one staff mem-
ber: "Isn't every need that comes within

range of the church our area of involve-

ment?" There seemed to be consensus that

since MCC is an agency which receives

directives from the church, the wide range
of programming simply represents the con-
cern of Mennonites for needy people at

home and around the world.

At the same time, a few expressed con-
cern that church members might come to

see MCC as their "professional care

agency." Bibby wondered to what extent
church members might "delegate service

to specialists" such as MCC, "a profes-

sional wing doing service so that members
don't have to do it."

John Lapp shared Bibby's concern. "We
are not the entire church; only a part," he
said of MCC. "We need the larger church
to know who we are and what we should
do."

Added MCC Canada board member Es-

ther Epp-Thiessen: "Christ calls every
Christian to be a caregiver." Sometimes
when churches see a need, she said, they
ask, "What is MCC doing about this prob-
lem?" Instead, she stated, they should ask:

"What is our church doing about the need
or problem?"

Reflecting on the meeting, Peter Peters,

executive director of MCC Manitoba, ob-
served that MCC "is a gift of God to the
church." Even after two days of discussion
about the positive and negative aspects of

MCC's service around the world, all could
agree with that statement.

MCC Canada workers
to serve
people with AIDS

Decisions to place volunteers with agen-
cies that serve people with AIDS and to

send a letter about abortion to the prime
minister highlighted the recent Executive
Committee meeting of Mennonite Central

Committee Canada in Winnipeg, Man. The
committee also received a review of MCC's
Canadian programs, which included some
surprising revelations about the growth of

MCC activity in Canada.
The decision to become involved in min-

istry to people with AIDS was taken a year
ago, following a report by an MCC Task
Group on AIDS. The Executive Commit-
tee approved placement of volunteers with
Nazareth House, a residence in Montreal
for people dying of the disease, and with
the Nova Scotia People with AIDS Coali-

tion in Halifax.

Nazareth House is a home which pro-
vides care to AIDS sufferers who have no
place else to go. Up to 10 people with AIDS
live in the house; most of them are in the

last stages of the disease. The Nova Scotia

People with Aids Coalition asked MCC for

a person to coordinate local volunteers who
would reach out to and support people with

AIDS in that province.

The letter about abortion was prompted
by Bill Janzen of MCC's Ottawa Office,

who reminded the committee that the Ca-
nadian government is expected to deal

with the issue during the upcoming legis-

lative session. The letter offers "positive

steps" the government could take, includ-

ing: Conducting a study of the changes that

are necessary "so that women would know
that having a child need not condemn them
to economic poverty and social margin-

alization"; educational programs "to
strengthen life-respecting attitudes"; and
"conscientious objector provisions" for

medical personnel who do not want to

participate in abortions.

On the question of a law prohibiting

abortions, the letter urges the government
to resist a "gestational" compromise,
which would allow abortions up until a

certain time, such as 20 weeks, but not
thereafter. Instead, "We would be more
open to a 'grounds' approach, in which case
abortions would be allowed only where
they are necessary to save the life of the
mother or where there are serious threats

to the mother's health, if there are no other
commonly accepted medical procedures
for dealing with those threats, and perhaps
also on a few other grounds such as rape
or incest."

The review of MCC's programs in Can-
ada produced some surprising revelations

about the growth ofMCC activity at home.
Reg Toews, former MCC associate execu-
tive secretary and author of the review,

said perceptions about MCC service and
the reality are two very different things. He
cited, as an example, the perception that

MCC is primarily involved in overseas
relief and development work. The reality,

he stated, is that only around 50 percent
of funds contributed to MCC are used
overseas. Most of the rest is used for the

87 programs operated by the provincial

MCCs in Canada and by MCC Canada.
From 1975 to present, he stated, MCC

national and provincial organizations have
grown dramatically, from "simply organ-
ized entities with minimal domestic pro-

gram and income and limited adminis-
trative capabilty to large well-organized

entities with considerable resources and
the motivation and capability to respond
to needs within their areas."

The reasons for the growth, he observed,

were calls from Mennonites for MCC in-

volvement in meeting local needs; in-

creased constituency donations; govern-

ment funding for overseas programs,
which freed up donated funds for use at

home; and government grants for provin-

cial programs.

England's only
Mennonite congregation
undergoes changes

First, the bad news. London Mennonite
Fellowship in England is no more. Now the

good news. Wood Green Mennonite
Church is alive and growing!

Why the name change? Because the

church's location and character are chang-

ing. For years, the congregation met in

leafy Highgate, initially in London Men-
nonite Center and then in a nearby Friends

meetinghouse. But in May 1988, the church

moved to a very different part of London.
The Noel Park estate in Wood Green is

only three miles from Highgate, but it feels

farther than that in terms of class and
culture. Wood Green is where members of

the congregation had been renting and
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buying housing, because housing was af-

fordable there. When the congregation be-

gan to hunt for a new home, Wood Green

was a natural place for it to resettle.

The desire to find a local home meant
that the congregation's character was
changing. As long as the congregation is

the only Mennonite church in England, its

city-encompassing name doesn't seem sur-

prising. But new things are afoot. The
members want to be rooted in a locality,

living among and ministering to local peo-

ple as well as to English inquirers about

Anabaptism or North American Menno-
nite tourists.

Furthermore, London is huge, with 7.5

million inhabitants. As the congregation

grows in outreach and numbers, it will have

babies, like other normal churches. Cells

of Mennonite-style group life are already

springing up in various parts of England.

Before long, other Mennonite churches in

London are likely, too.

The congregation has tried, through dis-

tributing leaflets and involvement in local

evangelistic and community activities, to

make contact with their new neighbors.

Friendships are being formed, although

few local people have come to church so

far.

But the new name has already had im-

portant effects. The congregation views

itself differently; the church is a local

church. Furthermore, the other Christians

in the Wood Green area know the Menno-
nites are serious about being there. Hard
work by several members has established

good relationships with the local council of

churches. The congregation's paid elder,

Helen Yocum, has served on the local

ministerial "fraternal," and next year, one

of the members, Andy Potter, will chair the

Wood Green Christian Council.

Recently, Wood Green Mennonite
Church led a local ecumenical service of

"songs of praise." Mennonites mingled

with Salvation Army officers and Roman
Catholic nuns. There were, to be sure, still

a few "Who are the Mennonites?" ques-

tions. But more common were welcoming

voices saying, "It's good to have you here!"

Mennonites open
guesthouse in Miami
for travelers

Mennonites in Dade County, Fla., have

established a guesthouse in Miami to

serve travelers passing through that city.

Organized under the umbrella of South-

east Conference as a nonprofit corpora-

tion, Miami International Guesthouse
opened its doors in August and plans to

celebrate an official opening in October.

For many years mission groups and

individuals making mission-related trips

through Miami were lodged and fed in

private homes through the official and

unofficial "Mennonite-Your-Way" net-

work. Dan and Jeanette King, and more

recently, Ed and Eva Ebys, hosted hun-

dreds of guests over the past 15 years.

Kings now provide leadership in Miami's

New Hope Mennonite Church, and Ebys
have moved back to Pennsylvania. How-
ever, both couples gave encouragement to

the guesthouse organizers.

The guesthouse offers overnight lodging

and breakfast. In addition, people may
store their vehicles at the guesthouse and

be chauffeured to and from the airport.

Donations in return for these services are

suggested to help cover costs. The staff

will also provide spiritual encouragement
for travelers and logistical assistance such

as orientation to Miami and its public

transportation system or enabling commu-
nication in a multilingual city.

Mennonite Central Committee has as-

signed Phil and Aylin Sauder, who are

fluent in Spanish and English, as the

guesthouse's first hosts. They serve on a

half-time basis and continue their youth

ministry at the New Hope congregation.

The guesthouse is located in a pleasant

neighborhood in North Miami and its

phone number is 305-769-1188.

Exploring Church Ministries

A Campus Experience at

Eastern Mennonite Seminary, Harrisonburg, VA 22801
October 26 - 28, 1989

Join Us in Exploring:

•fields of service and ministry that are challenging

and available for today's graduates

•how your gifts can be developed for ministry

•ways to finance graduate studies at EMS

You Will Be Able to:

• attend classes

•visit with faculty and students

• experience the vigor, inspiration and stimulation of our learning community

Who Should Participate:

•women and men of Mennonite and other Christian faith communities,

who sense a call to Christian ministry

• active Christian ministers who desire additional training

• anyone who is asking, "Lord, what do you want me to do with my life?"

For more information:

Call toll free 1-800-368-2665

Virginia or Canada call collect

(703) 433-8711
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Mennoscope
Hesston College's enrollment is up slightly
this fall—to 542. The students are from 29
states, with the largest number coming from
Kansas, followed by Indiana, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, and Iowa. Some 64 percent of them are
Mennonite. The 62 international students rep-
resent 11 percent of the student body. Large
enrollments in recent years have completely
filled Hesston's facilities, said President Kirk
Alliman. The college is planning to stabilize the
number of students at about the current level.

Eastern Mennonite High School's enroll-
ment increased this fall—to 275. This is the
highest since 1978, and the classrooms of the
Harrisonburg, Va., school are nearly filled to
capacity. The students come from seven states

and six foreign countries.

The Greencroft retirement community is in
the middle of an apartment-construction
project in Goshen, Ind. Phase I of the Manor
IV congregate-living complex was completed
last May. It houses 120 residents in 86 apart-
ments. Another 86 apartments will be completed
next summer as part of Phase II. Prior to Manor
IV, Greencroft already provided 333 congregate-
living apartments for people who qualify for
federal subsidies. Greencroft is sponsored by
the Mennonite Church.

Two music teachers joined the faculty of
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries
this fall on a part-time basis, succeeding Orlando
Schmidt. Mary Oyer began a three-year appoint-
ment as interim professor of church music. She
is a former longtime music professor at Goshen
College and has a doctorate in musical arts from
the University of Michigan. Alan Hommerding is

an organ instructor. He is a graduate student in

music/liturgy at Notre Dame University and
serves as instructor in organ and religious edu-
cation for the Roman Catholic Diocese of Ft.

Wayne/South Bend.

Hesston College has launched a new cul-
tural series called "The Storytellers." The
goal is to hear stories which have shaped the
lives and faith of the storytellers and to give the
audience an opportunity to interact with the
presenters. The first storyteller, on Sept. 26, was
June Alliman Yoder of Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries. Coming up are India church
leader Vanay Samuel (Oct. 19), environmentalist
Lou Gold (Mar. 8), artist-historian Jan Gleysteen
(Apr. 3), and South Africa-born pastor Stanley
Green (Apr. 19).

A small congregation in Kendallville, Ind.,
has withdrawn from Indiana-Michigan Con-
ference in order to join a group of churches
known as Vineyard Ministries. It is Agape Fel-

lowship, founded in 1953. John and Wanda
Sinkey are the pastors.

Glad Tidings Mennonite Church in New
York City has closed. Established in 1951 by
Lancaster Conference, its most recent member-
ship report was 38. It had been without a pastor
since the resignation of Vincente Martinez.

New appointments:
'Ivan Troyer, conference minister, Iowa-Ne-

braska Conference, starting in August. He suc-
ceeds Emery Hochstetler, who retired. Troyer
is the first full-time conference minister. He
served previously as pastor of Beemer (Nebr.)
Mennonite Church. He has also been moderator
of the conference. Iowa-Nebraska Conference
has 4,700 members in 40 congregations.

• Clarence Bauman, director of resource de-
velopment, Virginia Conference. His duties in-

clude promotion, fund-raising, and stewardship
education. He served the previous five years as
director of financial assistance at Eastern Men-
nonite College and Seminary. Before that he was
marketing/sales director for Goodwill Industries
in Lancaster, Pa.

Pastoral transitions:
• David Boshart became pastor of Pleasant

View Mennonite Church, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa,
recently.

•Leon Miller was licensed and installed as
pastor of Charlotte Street Mennonite Church,
Lancaster, Pa., on Aug. 27.

• Jose Matamoros became pastor of Prince of
Peace Mennonite Church, Corpus Christi, Tex.,
in September. He is from Costa Rica.

•Randall Martin was licensed as assistant

pastor of Habecker Mennonite Church, Lancas-
ter, Pa., on Aug. 13.

• Clarence Sutter became interim pastor of
Beemer (Nebr.) Mennonite Church recently.

Coming events:
• Anabaptist-Mennonite Colloquium, May 24-

27, at Conrad Grebel College. It is sponsored by
the college's Institute of Anabaptist-Mennonite
Studies. The theme is "Anabaptist-Mennonite
Faith and Economics: Breaking the Silence,"
and the topics include the role of work in

Mennonite economics, Mennonite economic dis-

parity and conflict, Anabaptism and entrepre-
neurship, and Mennonites and property. More
information from Cal Redekop at the college,

Waterloo, ON N2L 3G6; phone 519-885-0220.
• Campus Open House, this fall, at Goshen

College. Three of the weekend events are sched-
uled—Oct. 20-21, Nov. 3-4, and Nov. 17-18. It is

intended for prospective students and their

parents. The third open house also has a special
focus for prospective nursing students. Partici-

pants will get a feel for campus life, meet
professors, and learn about financial aid. More
information from the Admissions Office at the
college, Goshen, IN 46526; phone 219-535-7535.

• 50th Anniversary Celebration, Oct. 28-29, for

House of Friendship, Kitchener, Ont. The
agency serves over 20,000 people annually on
behalf of local churches, including Mennonite
congregations. The celebration includes a ban-
quet at Kitchener Farmer's Market and a wor-
ship service at First Mennonite Church of
Kitchener. Also planned is a $500,000 fund drive
and the release of an anniversary book by local

Mennonite writer Feme Burkhardt. More infor-

mation from House of Friendship at 63 Charles
St. East, Kitchener, ON N2G 4R3; phone 519-
742-8327.

• Business and Professional Women's Brunch,
Oct. 28, at Elizabethtown (Pa.) College. It is

sponsored by the Business and Professional
Women's Commission of Lancaster Conference.
A panel of women will address the topic,

"Choosing and Changing Careers." More infor-

mation from Rebecca Nolt at 108 Haskell Dr.,

Lancaster, PA 17601.

•Peace Conference, Nov. 11, at First United
Methodist Church, Wichita, Kans. The ninth
annual event is sponsored by a local ecumenical
group called Churches United for Peacemaking.

Mennonite/Amish town marks 100 years. Cars, not buggies, were paraded
as antiques when the Mennonite/Amish town of Yoder, Kans., celebrated its cen-
tennial recently. Nearly 6,000 people, including Yoder's 60 residents, came out
for the parade. Many tourists came to see the Amish and to get a horse-and-
buggy ride. Yoder is also known for its bakery, meats, and crafts. The town is

named for Eli Yoder, who became the town's first postmaster in 1889. He came
from Pennsylvania to homestead in 1874. Several Amish families followed Yoder
to this area to form Kansas' first Amish community. Centennial events included
a threshing bee, quilting, and children's games. Yoder Mennonite Church, as
well as the South Hutchinson and Faith congregations in nearby Hutchinson, did
a thriving business selling food to centennial celebrators.—Susan Balzer
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MBM sends out new VSers. Twenty-two persons began Voluntary Service as-

signments with Mennonite Board of Missions following orientation Aug. 13-20

in Elkhart, Ind. The new VSers are:

First row (left to right)—Carol Brunk of Collegeville, Pa., social worker in

La Jara, Colo.; Susan Schmidt of Fallsington, Pa., social worker in Washington,

D.C.; Emily Headings of Shepherdstown, W. Va., English teacher in Browns-

ville, Tex.; Kris Piatt of West Chester, Pa., editor and volunteer coordinator in

Washington, D.C.; Krystal Shenk of Perth Amboy, N.J., registered nurse in

Washington, D.C; Diantha Hostetler of Goshen, Ind., registered nurse in La
Jara, Colo.; and Marty Miller of Lewistown, Pa., houseparent/counselor in Dow-
ney, Calif.

Second row—Jill and Doug Hostetler Kaufman of Goshen, Ind., kindergar-

ten teacher and English/history teacher in Los Angeles, Calif; Marc Zook of

Goshen, Ind., medical assistant in Washington, D.C; Anne Marie Stoner of

Bethesda, Md., activities coordinator and case worker in Washington, D.C;

John Lichty of Hatfield, Pa., recreation coordinator in San Antonio, Tex.; Mi-

chael Miller of Lansdale, Pa., social worker in La Jara, Colo.; Devon Yoder of

Iowa City, Iowa, counselor in Ocean City, Md.; and Andrea Weber of Elmira,

Ont, hospitality staffer in Pittsburgh, Pa.

Third row—Sandy Waltner of Freeman, S. Dak., crisis ministry staffer in

Ocean City, Md.; David Gingerich of Goshen, Ind., crisis ministry staffer in

Ocean City, Md.; James Lady of Tucson, Ariz., research assistant in Seattle,

Wash.; Cole Arendt of Washington, D.C, local program coordinator for VS
units in Washington, Ocean City, and Richmond; Joe Eichelberger of Iowa
City, Iowa, social worker Richmond, Va.; and Tim and Carol Conrad of New
Carlisle, Ohio, carpenter and unit hostess in Brownsville, Tex.

The theme is "Let Justice Roll!" and the main
speaker is Sojourners editor Jim Wallis. Also

scheduled is popular Christian musician Ken
Medema. More information from the peace
group at 1103 S. Jefferson St., Wichita, KS
67203; phone 316-263-5886.

• Concert for Peace II, Nov. 5, at Elmhurst

(111.) College. Featuring the Chicago Chamber
Orchestra, it is a benefit concert sponsored by

Lombard (HI.) Mennonite Peace Center and an

organization called Friends for Peace. More
information from the Lombard center at 528 E.

Madison St., Lombard, IL 60148; phone 312-627-

5310.

• Missions/Service Fair, Oct. 27, at Christo-

pher Dock Mennonite High School, Lansdale,

Pa. Representatives from over 35 organizations

will present opportunities for mission/service

work. The keynote speaker is evangelist-pastor-

vocalist Tim Bentch. More information from the

school at 1000 Forty Foot Rd., Lansdale, PA
19446; phone 215-362-2675.

Special meetings: David R. Clemens, Millers-

burg, Ohio, at Gilead, Fredericktown, Ohio, Oct.

22-25. William R. Miller, Harrisonburg, Va., at

Cross Roads! Broadway, Va., Oct. 22-29. Richard

Lichty, Hatfield, Pa., at Kalona, Iowa, Nov. 5-8.

Ivan Yoder, Belleville, Pa., at Red Top, Bloom-

field, Mont., Nov. 5-8. J. Clyde Shenk, Lancaster,

Pa., at Mechanic Grove, Quarryville, Pa., Nov.
5-8.

Change of address: Albert/Lois Buckwalter

from Goshen, Ind., to Casilla 53, 3700 Pcia R,

Saenz Pena, Chaco, Argentina.

New members
Communion, Goshen, Ind.: Ann Huston,

Chuck and Katherine Moon, Michelle Hostetler,

and John and Theresa Johnston.

Burr Oak, Rensselaer, Ind.: Trudy R.

Garrison, Randall K. Garrison, Becky Folenga,

Joseph E. Folenga, and Nathan P. Napier.

Salford, Harleysville, Pa.: Nam and Yen
Nguyen, Ken and Dana Pfister, Jeff Moyer,
Toby Shore, Joy Lynn Souder, D. D. Wolf, and
Jennifer Vandergrift.

Lake Region, Detroit Lakes, Minn.: Eden
Baer by baptism and Cecile Baer by confession

of faith.

Charlotte Street, Lancaster, Pa.: Danny
Vasquez, Jeff Martin, Charles Geiter, Tanya
Martin, Dana Martin, and Tom Oberholtzer.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Anderson, David and Sharon (DeBliek),
Newton, Kans., second child, first daughter,
Katherine DeBliek, July 23.

Bernhart, Robert and Angela (Hartman),
Holmesville, Ohio, fourth son, Brandon Scott,

Aug. 14.

Bontrager, Richard and Kay (Howard), Ko-
komo, Ind., second daughter, Kallie Lee, Sept.
15.

Burkholder, Kenneth and Kristina (Ging-
erich), Greentown, Ind., first child, Karisa Mi-
chelle, Aug. 21.

Burkholder, Steven and Amy (Atherton),

Powhatan, Va., first child, Melissa Ann, Sept.

18.

Campbell, Douglas and Rebecca (Propst),

Portland, Oreg., first child, Joshua Samuel, born

Jan. 21; received for adoption July 11.

Derstine, Steven Lee and Cathy Jean
(Musselman), Harleysville, Pa., first and second

children (twins), Brendon Tyler and Breanna
Laura, Sept. 20.

Esch, John and Linda (DeGrandChamp),
Mio, Mich., fifth daughter, Mackenzie Rachel,

Sept. 21.

Ewert, Lowell and Jeanette (Miller), Port-

land, Oreg., second child, first daughter, Maya
Rachel, born Mar. 31; received for adoption

June 20.

Kaufman, Rod and Jeanine (Cender), Go-
shen, Ind., second daughter, Krista Judith, June

15.

Kennel, Cliff and Esther (Steinmann), New
Hamburg, Ont., first child, Andrea Louise, Sept.

21.

Lapp, Loren and Elizabeth (Wittmer), Sara-

sota, Fla., third child, second son, Andrew Willis,

Sept. 13.

Lauback, John and Mary, Perrysburg, Ohio,

first child, David John, Sept. 24.

Lee, Stephen and Kathy (Springer), Blissfield,

Mich., second son, Matthew Philip, Sept. 20.

Leverknight, Rick and Debby (Holsopple),

Hollsopple, Pa., first daughter, Carrie Lynn,

Sept. 19.

Neuenschwander, Kurt and Angie (Mumaw),
Hesston, Kans., second son, Brandon Douglas,

Sept. 21.

Osland, Dale and Mardelle (Lauber), Tofield,

Alta., fourth and fifth children, third and fourth

daughters, Melissa Lois and Miriam Elise, June
13.

Peachey, Sheldon and Barbra (King), Belle-

ville, Pa., fourth child, third daughter, Cristine

Danae, Sept. 18.

Peters, Randy and Katrina (Lederach), Go-
shen, Ind., second son, Stephen Luke, Aug. 13.

Reist, Allen and Jo-Anne (Cramton), Tofield,

Alta., second daughter, Amy Michele, Sept. 18.

Stoner, Robert and Teresa (Shank), Marion,

Pa., second daughter, Kristen Ann, Sept. 20.

Yoder, Jay and Diane (Miller), Nappanee,
Ind., first child, Oliver Thomas, Sept. 23.

Yoder, Paul and Heather (Pidcock), Sarasota,

Fla., first child, Tiffany Raquel Lapp, Sept. 25.

Yoder, Paul and Suzanne (Miller), Goshen,

Ind., third child, first son, Adam John, Sept. 9.

Yost, David and Laurie (Kauffman), Tucson,
Ariz., first child, Aaron Paul, Aug. 5.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald "
if the address is supplied.

Blank-Beiler. Bryan Blank, Christiana, Pa.,

Media cong., and Carolyn Beiler, Akron, Pa.,

Worship Center, by H. Wesley Boyer, Sept. 23.
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Cripe-Plaga. Christopher Scot Cripe, Go-
shen, Ind., and Gladys Caneda Plaga, both from
Communion cong., by John Marrow, May 13.

Herring-Moyer. John Herring, Doylestown,
Pa., and Denise Moyer, Souderton, Pa., both of
Doylestown cong., by Ray K. Yoder and Leonard
K. Maliska, Jr., Sept. 23.

Hostetler-Hostetler. Marcus Hostetler and
Phylis Hostetler, both of Kalona, Iowa, Lower
Deer Creek cong., by Orie Wenger, Aug. 5.

Lundquist-Leaman. Samuel T. Lundquist,
Enfield Center, N.H., Episcopal Church, and
Laurie A. Leaman, Lancaster, Pa., Stumptown
cong., by John M. Leaman, July 8.

Miller-Swartzendruber. Warren Miller and
Beth Swartzendruber, both of Fairview, Mich.,
Fairview cong., by Virgil Hershberger, Sept. 23.

Morales-Stutzman. Ediberto Morales and
Joan Stutzman, Kutztown, Pa., Schubert cong.,

by Tom Hess, July 1.

Nafziger-Lichty. James Rae Nafziger, Mil-
verton, Ont., and Susan Renee Lichty, Welles-
ley, Ont, both of Mapleview cong., by Victor A.
Dorsch, Sept. 16.

Sommers-David. Kendal Henry Sommers,
Goshen, Ind., and Robina Priya David, both of
Communion cong., by Herb Minnich, July 1.

Stites-Graber. James Stites, Kokomo, Ind.,

Christian Church, and Naomi Graber, Peru, Ind.,

Howard-Miami cong., by Lee Miller and Ray
Keim, Aug. 5.

Stude-Schumann. Stephen Stude, Brewster,
Minn., Presbyterian Church, and Beverly Schu-
mann, Worthington, Minn., Wellman (Iowa)
cong., by Dan Johnston, Sept. 16.

Toews-Wiggers. Randy Toews, Hesston
cong., Hesston, Kans., and Sandy Wiggers,
Whitestone cong., Hesston, Kans., by Ronald
Guengerich, June 24.

Yoder-Boyer. Ross Yoder, Collinsville, 111.,

Koininia cong. (Chandler, Ariz.), and Tiffany
Boyer, Presbyterian Church, by Donald E.
Yoder, father of the groom, Sept. 16.

Obituaries

Aeschliman, John Galen, son of Isaiah and
Fannie (Beck) Aeschliman, was born at

Wauseon, Ohio, Apr. 30, 1910; died at Phoenix,
Ariz., Sept. 23, 1989; aged 79. On June 10, 1931,

he was married to Viola Rupp, who survives.

Also surviving are one daughter (Mona Mann),
one son (Merlin), 6 grandchildren, and 4 great-

grandchildren. He was preceded in death by one
brother, a half brother, a half sister, and 2

grandsons. He was a member of Sunnyslope
Mennonite Church, where memorial services

were held on Sept. 25, in charge of Donald
Yoder, Brad Eberly, and David Kochsmeier.
Derstine, Eva A., daughter of Henry and

Katie (Alderfer) Derstine, was born in Franconia
Twp., Pa., May 7, 1909; died at Souderton (Pa.)

Mennonite Homes on Sept. 16, 1989; aged 80.

Surviving is one brother (Norman A. Derstine).

She was a member of Franconia Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Sou-
derton Mennonite Homes on Sept. 19, in charge
of Floyd Hackman and Curtis Godshall; inter-

ment in Franconia Mennonite Cemetery.
Derstine, Ruth L. Moyer, daughter of Ervin

and Anna (Landis) Moyer, was born at Sou-
derton, Pa., Oct. 12, 1911; died at Grand View
Hospital, Sellersville, Pa., Sept. 22, 1989; aged
77. She was married to Abram D. Derstine, who
died in May 1979. Surviving are 5 daughters
(Frances Derstine, Eleanor Schwenk, Ann
Bergey, Geraldine Sell, and Ruth Ann Eng), 7

sons (Merrill, Glenn, Gerald, Abram, Jr., Mark,
Marlin, and Ken), 35 grandchildren, one great-

granddaughter, one brother (Elwyn Moyer), and
4 sisters (Esther Godshall, Naomi Weber, Mir-
iam Nyce, and Margaret Yoder). She was a
member of Souderton Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Sept. 26, in charge
of Gerald Clemmer and Robert Johnson; inter-

ment in Souderton Mennonite Church Ceme-
tery.

Goering, Walter W., was born in Mound-
ridge, Kans., Feb. 6, 1909; died at the Memorial
Home for the Aged, Moundridge, Kans., Sept.

21, 1989; aged 80. On Dec. 28, 1933, he was
married to Evelyn Kaufman, who died on May
9, 1969. On Aug. 12, 1973, he was married to

Norma Snyder, who survives. Also surviving are

one daughter (Carolee Carey), 2 stepsons (Loren
and Jerre Snyder), one stepdaughter (Cheryl
Nussbaum), one granddaughter, one great-great-

granddaughter, 3 brothers (Martin M., J. Ho-
bart, and Lloyd V.), and 4 sisters (Edith
Krehbiel, Verna Flickinger, Betty Crabb, and
Martha Smith). He was a member of Whitestone
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held
at West Zion, Moundridge, Kans., Sept. 24, in

charge of Ronald Guengerich and Don Long-
bottom; interment in Eden Church Cemetery.
Kauffman, Alta Steiner, daughter of Meno

and Margaret (Gsell) Steiner, was born at Mor-
rison, 111., July 25, 1904; died following emer-
gency surgery at Tolfree Memorial Hospital,
West Branch, Mich., on Aug. 26, 1989; aged 85.

On Jan. 1, 1932, she was married to Harvey
Kauffman, who died in September 1973. Surviv-

ing are 2 sets of twin sons (Floyd and Boyd, and
Oland and Orland), 7 grandchildren, 11 great-

grandchildren, 3 sisters (Cevilla Detweiler, Verle
Smith, and Edna Eash), and one brother (Lloyd
Steiner). She was a member of Fairview Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held
on Aug. 31, in charge of Virgil Hershberger and
Ellsworth Handrich; interment in Fairview Cem-
etery.

Kipfer, Amos A., son of Nicklaus and Mag-
dalena (Albrecht) Kipfer, was born at Milverton,
Ont., Oct. 31, 1892; died on Sept. 17, 1989; aged
96. On Aug. 21, 1913, he was married to Rebecca
Lichti, who died on Sept, 3, 1958. On Jan. 5,

1959, he was married to Vera Shantz, who
survives. Also surviving are 4 sons (Nelson,

Amos, Melvin, and Joseph), 4 daughters
(Laurane Erb, Reta Schmidt, Rebecca
Bontrager, and Aurelia Beachy), 29 grandchil-

dren, 67 great-grandchildren, 7 great-great-

grandchildren, one brother (Cyranius), and 4

sisters (Laura Litwiller, Melinda Hostettler,

Freda Zehr, and Gertrude Leis). He was a
member of Tourist Mennonite Church, Sara-

sota, Fla., where a memorial service was held.

Funeral services were held at Alden (N.Y.)

Mennonite Church on Sept. 20 in charge of Tom
Beachy and Jim Beachy, grandsons of the de-

ceased; interment in the County Line Cemetery.
Kolb, Grace Souder, daughter of Edwin and

Ella (Hackman) Souder, was born at Cheraw,
Colo., July 27, 1907; died at Souderton (Pa.)

Mennonite Home on July 15, 1989; aged 81. On
Mar. 3, 1931, she was married to Paul Kolb, who
preceded her in death. Surviving are her step-

mother (Ruth Souder), 2 daughters (Naomi
DuBlanica and Martha Kolb-Wyckoff), 7 sons
(Robert, Roy, Noah, Mark, Aaron, Daniel, and
Harold), 36 grandchildren, 40 great-grandchil-

dren, 4 brothers (Norman, Eugene, Stanley, and
Kraybill), and 4 sisters (Gladys Kolb, Irene
Bechtel, Elizabeth Allebach, and Iona Weaver).
She was a member of Vincent Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on July

19, in charge of Richard Lindberg and Karl
Click; interment in Vincent Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Miller, Glen R., son of Elias and Nettie

Miller, was born at Tuleta, Tex., on Feb. 8, 1907;
died at the Arkansas Valley Regional Medical
Center Nursing Home, Sept. 3, 1989; aged 82. In
1926, he was married to Mamie Neuschwanger,
who survives. Also surviving are 5 brothers
(Adrian, Lewis, Earl, Eldo, and Eugene) and one
sister (Susie Neuschwanger). He was a member
of Emmanuel Mennonite Church. Funeral ser-

vices were held at Peacock Chapel on Sept. 7,

in charge of Carl Rudy and Carrel Otto; inter-

ment in Fairview Cemetery.
Smeltzer, Ida Mae Culp, daughter of Ezra

and Magdalene Culp, was born in Elkhart Co.,
Ind., Dec. 15, 1898; died at Hayward (Wis.)

Memorial Hospital on Sept. 3, 1989; aged 90. On
July 22, 1920, she was married to John H.
Smeltzer, who died on Jan. 25, 1966. Surviving
are 6 children (Primrose Smeltzer, Verda
Schrock, Thelma Elion, Edith Hyche, Bernice
Schrock, and Kenneth), 12 grandchildren, 17
stepgrandchildren, 12 great-grandchildren, one
sister (Agnes Culp), and one brother (Ivan Culp).

She was preceded in death by one daughter, one
son, one brother, and a grandson. She was a

member of Holdeman Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Sept. 8, in charge
of Simon Gingerich and Sam Troyer; interment
in Olive Cemetery.
Thomas, Erie E. Thomas, daughter of E. S.

and Nora (Saylor) Thomas, was born in Thomas
Mills, Pa., Jan. 13, 1913; died on Aug. 31, 1989;

aged 76. She was married to Sem D. Thomas,
who survives. Also surviving are one brother
(Ernest), one half sister (Novelda Kissell), and
one half brother (Merle Thomas). She was a

member of Thomas Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Sept. 2, in charge
of Don Speigle and Norman Mayer; interment
in the Thomas Church Cemetery.
Witmer, Vernon H., son of J. Wesley and

Almeda (Hallman) Witmer, was born in Wilmot
Twp., Ont., July 25, 1902; died at Cambridge
(Ont.) Hospital on Sept. 20, 1989; aged 87. On
June 20, 1923, he was married to Vinetta Shantz,
who survives. Also surviving are 3 daughters
(Marjorie Shantz, Margaret Hoover, and Doro-
thy Phillips), 3 sons (Robert, Ross, and Glenn),

3 brothers (Edward, Eldon, and Melvin), and
one sister (Grace Sider). He was a member of

Preston Mennonite Church. Funeral services

were held at Fairview Centre on Sept. 23, in

charge of Amzie Brubacher; interment in Mann-
heim Mennonite Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Northwest Conference fall meeting, Camrose. Alta.. Oct. 27-29
Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Nov. 3-4

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Nov. 6-7

Mennonite Economic Development Associates annual conven-
tion, Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 9-12

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meeting,

Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Franconia Conference fall assembly, Franconia, Pa., Nov. 11

Mennonite Church General Board, Elkhart, Ind., Nov. 16-18

Southwest Conference annual delegate meeting, Blvthe, Calif.,

Nov. 18

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Lancaster. Pa., Dec.
1-2

Hispanic Convention executive board, Dec. 7-9

Goshen College Board of overseers. Goshen. Ind.. Dec. 8-9

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Dec. 12

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man., Julv

24-29, 1990

Credits
Cover-story design by Merrill Miller; photo on p. 741 by Phil

Richard.
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Palau continues with crusade
in Colombia despite drug wars
Under heavy security, evangelist Luis

Palau preached to a packed coliseum in

Bogota, Colombia, recently, ending a six-

day crusade with a cumulative attendance

of 166,000 and more than 10,000 public

decisions for Christ. The meetings came
amid the roundup of drug traffickers and
terrorist recriminations in the aftermath of

the assassination of a leading presidential

candidate. Authorities urged organizers to

cancel the meetings because of the terror-

ist threats, but to no avail, then assigned

special government security agents to

Palau and saturated the arena with police.

One of the guards received Christ as he

listened to Palau preach to a business and
professional group.

Reformed Churches encouraged to

consider ordaining women
The World Alliance of Reformed

Churches is encouraging member churches

that do not ordain women to reconsider

their positions and to insure that salaries

of female church employees are in line with

those of their male counterparts. Meeting

recently in Seoul, South Korea, the Gen-

eral Council of the 175-member World
Alliance adopted a section report that said

the member churches with rules against

ordaining females should "seriously recon-

sider their position in the light of the

scriptural declaration of the oneness of

women and men in Jesus Christ." The
General Council, which met last in 1982,

reelected South African antiapartheid ac-

tivist Allan Boesak as president, the first

time in its 114-year history that a president

has been reelected.

Catholic hospitals take part in

boycott of General Electric

When a Catholic hospital in southern

Illinois was in the market for CAT Scan-

ners, the likely choice was General Elec-

tric, a leading maker of medical diagnostic

equipment. But the religious order that

operates the hospital, the Adorers of the

Blood of Christ, had formally endorsed a

nationwide boycott against GE because of

the company's pivotal role in another in-

dustry—nuclear weapons. As a result, St.

Clement's Hospital decided to take its

business elsewhere, purchasing a $1 mil-

lion CAT Scanner from a GE competitor.

According to a new report by INFACT,
the Boston-based activist group leading

the anti-GE campaign, the three-year-old

boycott has cost the company $56 million

in direct sales. The figure represents lost

sales to health care systems run by reli-

gious orders, building professionals, and

consumers taking part in the boycott.

The critics of GE have publicized exten-

sively what they see as the contradiction

between GE's advertising slogan, "We
bring good things to life," and its manufac-

ture of key parts for the Bl and Stealth

bombers, the MX missile, Trident subma-

rine, and other nuclear weapons systems.

About one-fifth of GE's business is in

defense, and the company ranks as

America's third largest defense contractor.

Dortch, convicted PTL leader,

is repentant, says his pastor
When ex-PTL leader Richard Dortch

was sentenced to eight years in prison and
fined $200,000 recently after pleading

guilty to fraud and misuse of funds, at his

side in the Charlotte, N.C., courtroom was
Pastor Larry Freeman of Pinellas Park
(Fla.) Wesleyan Church. Dortch and his

wife joined the church in 1987, and "they

attend almost every service in the week
when they're at home," said Freeman, with

whom Dortch meets weekly for counsel.

Freeman, who took his flock from 40 to

more than 1,500 in the 10 years he's been
at Pinellas Park, is convinced his parish-

ioner is truly repentant. Dortch, hurt be-

cause old friends still refuse to talk to him,

signed over to the church $300,000 from

PTL in his pension fund with the Assem-
blies of God so that "nothing will stand in

the way of restoration of fellowship," said

Freeman.

Financial concerns dominate
Lutherans' first national assembly
Concerns about money cast a cloud over

much of the agenda as the Evangelical

Lutheran Church in America ended its first

nationwide gathering recently in the Chi-

cago suburb of Rosemont. The country's

fourth-largest Protestant church waded in

on a host of issues, from El Salvador and

abortion to South Africa divestment, yet

financial worries dominated the conven-

tion.

Nearly 1,000 delegates approved a

scaled-down $102-million budget for 1990,

noting that the denomination posted a

$15-million deficit in 1988. Actual spending

next year, however, will be kept to around

$90 million, church officials said. As a

result, the 5.2-million-member church, a

merger of three denominations in 1987,

plans to start laying off staff and reducing

programs and services.

Income is the problem, Presiding Bishop

Herbert Chilstrom said, citing especially a

lower-than-expected pass along of dona-

tions from congregations to the national

church body. As a partial response, the

convention approved "Mission 90," a

church-wide program of Bible reading,

evangelism, and—perhaps most impor-

tant—tithing among at least a million

members.

Montgomery mayor offers prayer
at football game despite court ruling

Mayor Emory Folmar of Montgomery,
Ala., offered a prayer before a high school

football game recently despite a federal

court ruling that such invocations violate

the First Amendment's establishment

clause. A ruling issued last January by the

11th Circuit Court of Appeals bans prayers

before high school games in Florida, Geor-

gia, and Alabama. Folmar said his action

was justified by the cheers of the 5,000 fans

who attended the football game following

prayers that were offered by himself and
County Commission chairman Bill Joseph.

Growing number of church workers
denied entry to El Salvador

In apparently increasing numbers, U.S.

church workers seeking to enter El Salva-

dor are being told that they are "on a list"

of people banned from the country. Church
workers who have seen the list say it

consists of hundreds of names, including

those of high-ranking church leaders in the

United States. Religious leaders and activ-

ists see the travel barriers as part of a new
attempt by the right-wing Salvadoran gov-

ernment to clamp down on dissent and fear

it may be a prelude to increased violence

in El Salvador.

The matter is being handled quietly by

U.S. religious organizations, partly out of

fear of jeopardizing the status of American
church workers residing in El Salvador.

The exclusion of Americans from entering

a country that receives substantial U.S.

military and economic aid—over $373 mil-

lion for the current fiscal year—has been

the subject of a flurry of confidential let-

ters between members of Congress and the

State Department.

Children from sect must take classes

on AIDS, drugs, and sex
Children from a fundamentalist sect

must attend public school courses dealing

with AIDS, drugs, and sex despite the

objections of their parents, a New York
City court has ruled. The sect, the Plym-

outh Brethren, believes that even hearing

about evil is sinful and dangerous. Parents

of 38 children belonging to the Brethren

who attend public schools in Valley

Stream, Long Island, and Queens have

been fighting requirements that the chil-

dren must attend the classes.
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Some statistics
G. Irvin Lehman once likened archaeology to

the story of the bird which flew backwards—be-

cause it wanted to see where it had been. Most
of the time we are urged to look forward, to face

into the wind and press ahead. (What other

cliches can you think of to characterize the typi-

cal religious and political exhortations?)

Now and again perhaps we ought to pause and
look around, if not backward, to get a sense of

what is going on. The publishing of the annual

Yearbook of American and Canadian Churches

becomes a time for a statistical look around.

Whether church memberships are growing or de-

clining, for example.

As summarized in "Items and Comments" on
September 12, the most recent report indicates

that Roman Catholics and smaller Protestant

bodies in the U.S. tend to be growing while the

larger Protestant bodies are declining (except

for Southern Baptists, who increased by .7 per-

cent). A more extensive summary in the Chris-

tian Century (Aug. 30-Sept. 6) includes

Mennonites among the growing groups.

Some examples of decrease in the U.S. in-

clude United Methodists at .7 percent, the Pres-

byterian Church (USA) at 1.3 percent, the

United Church of Christ at .8 percent, and the

Episcopal Church at 1.3 percent. Examples of in-

crease are Christian and Missionary Alliance at

2.3 percent, Assemblies of God at 1.2 percent,

Mennonites at 1.9 percent, and Roman Catholics

at 1.1 percent. In Canada the Roman Catholic

Church is up 3.6 percent while the United
Church, Anglicans, and Presbyterians report loss.

Citing gains and losses only in percentages

fails to show the vast differences in numbers.
For Catholics a gain of 1.1 percent means some
600,000 members. All other groups operate on a

much smaller scale. It may be noted that several

of the churches in the declining category are

merged denominations: the Presbyterians, the

United Methodists and the United Church of

Christ. Facts and Possibilities: An Agenda for the

United Methodist Church , a book which was re-

viewed by Wilbert Shenk in Gospel Herald on
August 8, seeks to put some perspective on
losses by that denomination. Since the last

merger in 1968, the United Methodist Church
has been concerned with internal matters, say

the authors of this book. They believe that the

church is now at a point where it can begin to

look outward, to provide better services to con-

gregations, and to grow.

The authors observe that a number of things

came along with the merger of the Evangelical

United Brethren and the Methodist denomina-
tions that were evidently not expected. One was
the increase in the size of annual conferences

along with a shift of focus in these meetings

from fellowship and celebration to business. The
increased attendance at the meetings meant that

local churches were not always able to host

them, so they were moved to public facilities.

The cost increased; housing and feeding became
more complex.

The local church became a forgotten element

in church activity. "For most persons in the local

churches, mergers and restructuring were not im-

portant issues . . . Because the changes were not

widely perceived as necessary, often a consider-

able lack of interest developed concerning the

annual conference and national structure and
program" (p. 83).

It should be remembered that church growth

takes place in local congregations. The founding

of new ones and the revitalization of old ones

are the tactics needed. When a denomination
fails to nurture its local churches it is bound to

get into trouble.

Another current statistic is an increase in reli-

gious giving. As reported by the American Asso-

ciation of Fund Raising Council, contributions

increased 8.2 percent in 1988. It's good to hear

that people are being more generous. At a re-

cent members meeting in our congregation, we
raised our budget 8 percent after a stout speech

by the congregational chair. A budget proposed

is not a budget disposed so we can't tell at the

beginning of the fiscal year whether we will

make it. We do know that we are capable if we
collectively choose to do so.

Finally I note that the circulation of the Gospel

Herald is up .6 percent from a year ago, giving

us at 22,150 the same circulation as September,

1987. This acknowledges that there has been de-

cline since then. But like the United Methodists,

we desire to grow.

It has been pointed out from time to time that

statistics can be used to deceive as well as to en-

lighten. I hope that the modest interpretations

above tend more toward the latter than the for-

mer.

—

Daniel Hertzler



If I were a rich man
by John Stahl-Wert

I received a letter not long ago from Ed
McMahon of American Family Publishers. It

said that I am in real danger of losing $10 mil-

lion. Panic! I didn't even know that I had $10 mil-

lion.

But, sure enough, my name is right there on
the winners' list. Mr. McMahon kindly circled

my name in red and stamped "unclaimed" on
my millions. Swell of him to let me know.

It took me awhile to get through all the things

inside the envelope. I was offered low-low sub-

scription prices for 130 different magazines.
With 10 million bucks, I figure I can buy a bunch
of those things. There was a nice picture of

some other folk who had already gotten their

dough. They were all smiling. And, there were a

bunch of lucky price claim numbers and lots of

little stickers that needed to be put in just the

right little places on the entry form.

By the time I waded through all the paperwork

I was feeling a little like I had earned at least a

couple of those millions.

Mr. McMahon turned on the pressure. If I

don't mail in the entry form, and then, just my
luck, it turns out I would've been the winner,

"somebody else will be laughing all the way to

the bank—somebody who replaced you on the

million dollars winners' list." Panic turns a cor-

ner. Now I'm feeling paranoid.

But, then again, if I cooperate, "the picture

changes dramatically. . . . There's nothing like

the lifestyle of a super-rich multimillionaire!

You'll have everything you ever wanted and
more!" Paranoia has done its job. I want those

bucks for myself.

Money makes wonderful promises. Nearly



Get-rich-quick entrepreneurs make
their bucks by manipulating our very
real worries and quite legitimate
dreams about security.

every day something like this sweepstakes letter

promises me that money can solve my problems.
"If I were a rich man. . .

." I've learned to finish

this sentence in many different ways, depending
on the problem of the day that, oh surely, money
can fix.

In these times, probably as in all times, money
does matter. Having an adequate income and
using it wisely is important.

But, in these times, probably as in all times,
money makes certain promises that it cannot
keep. My sweepstakes offer is a case in point. If

I will give money a central place in my life, it

will, in exchange, do something for me. "I will

bless you," it says. "I will keep you safe!"

We all have reasons to appreciate anything
that promises us some security. And, this is cer-

tainly true where personal finances are con-
cerned, since anxiety about security is often felt

acutely in this area.

But, the lotteries and mail-order sweepstakes
companies have no right to deal in these terms.

John Stahl-Wert, Pittsburgh, Pa., is copastor, along with
his wife Milonica, of Pittsburgh Mennonite Church.
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Notwithstanding the fact that money matters to
all of us, money cannot answer questions about
blessing and security. I am angered by the way
get-rich-quick entrepreneurs make their bucks
by manipulating our very real worries and quite
legitimate dreams about security. Security is an
order that they cannot fill.

So I did the right thing. I tore up the sweep-
stakes material and tossed it out, but, not before
I filled out all the forms, teasing myself with the
thought that "just maybe. . .

."

I must be honest. On other occasions, I have
put the sweepstakes entry forms into the mail,

pitting prayer against fervent prayer that I

would win, and God help me, that I would not.

God has answered my prayers with kindness.

Widow of Zarephath. The story of the widow
of Zarephath came to mind as I thought about
all of this. Elijah asked her for some water and a
morsel of bread and she told him that she didn't

have anything except a handful of meal and a lit-

tle oil. "And now, I am gathering a couple of

sticks, that I may go in and prepare it for myself
and my son, that we may eat it, and die" (1

Kings 17:12).
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Though perhaps not to this extreme, many of

us can understand this widow. We know hard
times. We write our household budgets, making
draft after draft until we get one to balance. But,

it still includes nothing to give to others.

Elijah's response to this widow is startling,

and seems more than a little unsympathetic. Es-
sentially he tells her that she has done her bud-
get calculations backwards. "First make me a

little cake of it and bring it to me, and afterward

make for yourself and your son" (v. 13).

This is firstfruits giving, a principle that Ray
and Lillian Bair, among others, have been pro-

moting in our churches. Based on Leviticus 23:9-

12, it asks for the first sheaf of grain from the

fields and the finest lamb from the flock. This
takes me back to my questions about security,

and where it can surely be found.

Leftover stuff. God doesn't say, "Build your-

self a giant store-barn so you can really lay back
some reserves. Just bring me the leftover stuff

that you can't squeeze into that swanky barn.

Don't want you to take any risks on my account."

But, there's more. God also does not say, "Oh,
about your security. There's nothing I can do,

you know. So, you better plan real good 'cause

things can sure get tough. Hate to see you suf-

fer, but that's outta my department."
Contrariwise, God asks for our first and for

our best. And, God promises to keep us safely

through the seasons of our life.

Does this mean that I sin if I yearn for more
than I have?

In the Fiddler on the Roof, the lead character
has a little chat with God. Worried about the
fate of his five unmarried daughters, Tevye says,

"I realize, of course, that it's no shame to be
poor. But, it's no great honor either. So what
would have been so terrible if I had a small for-

tune?"

I can't quarrel with Tevye. I sincerely doubt
that God belittles anyone's honest desire to have
enough, "and maybe just a little extra." Tevye's
conversation captures the dreams and the disap-
pointments of folk who, despite their struggles,

have hearts that are open before God. This is in

marked contrast to the paranoia and greed that
lies below the surface of "get-rich-quick."

I am trying to learn to relate to my money in

the light of God. Firstfruits giving helps me in

this. It is a reminder to me that everything be-
longs to God. And, perhaps more importantly in

light of my recurring fears about security, first-

fruits giving is a concrete way for me to enact
my trust in God.
This time-honored tradition works rather sim-

ply. I give my offerings off the top of my pay-

check, instead of waiting to see what's left over

at the end of the month. Consequently, there

isn't a month that I don't ponder the providence

of God.

God asks for our first and for our
best And, God promises to keep us
safely through the seasons of our fife.

It is also true, I must say, that there isn't a

month that I don't become distracted by prom-
ises of wealth, and lose myself, like that fiddler

on the roof, in the plaintive song "If I Were a

Rich Man."
Which I'm not. Nor is anyone whose stuff can

store in earthen barns. Trouble is, I keep forget-

ting this. But, then again, I keep remembering, too.

Pass the offering plate, will you? ^

Churches built for mountain climbers

Years ago, when I did a lot of public

speaking in spite of my problems with

multiple sclerosis, I was greatly annoyed by
the many flights of stairs I was forced to navi-

gate with my cane. Those church stairs were
a problem, not only for the handicapped, but

for senior citizens as well.

So I sat down and wrote a protesting

article, which was published in numerous
church periodicals. One editor picked up
something I said and gave the article the title,

"Churches Built for Mountain Climbers.

"

The picture is better now, although I

recently had to be carried up a flight of stairs.

But in our town of Goshen, Indiana, a public

edict for ramps on curbs has made it possible

to overcome architectural barriers for wheel-

chairs to ascend to funeral homes, the

courthouse, and shopping areas.

I have to think of the old spiritual, "If I Had
the Wings of an Angel. " Unfortunately, I have
neither angel wings nor a helicopter. But I

still like to fly, and pray that God's people will

remember the needs of the handicapped.

—Helen Good Brenneman
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Readers say less with more
by Steven D. Reschley

During the summer, I caught up on my Gospel
Herald reading. It was quite a task since I was al

most a full year behind—one of the hazards of

graduate school. One year of Gospel Herald adds
up to nearly 1,000 pages of text.

Normally I find reading a number of Gospel
Heralds an exhilarating experience. The articles

are thoughtful and provocative; the news section

furnishes a picture of an active church contribut-

The Mennonite Church finds itself in

a confusing and tumultuous time,

with a number of issues generating
heated exchange in the pages of our
church periodical.

ing its unique qualities all over the world; and
even the births, marriages, and obituaries help

me situate myself once again within the bosom
of the body of Christ. Many of my major life

events have appeared in Gospel Herald—birth,

marriage, children, pastoral transitions—and,

God willing, several more will appear in its

pages, including my death. And realizing anew
the integrity and authenticity with which Men-
nonites serve and witness often moves me
deeply. In short, Gospel Herald helps me recover

my Mennonite identity after periodic bouts with

academia.

Left me appalled. However, this particular

orgy of reading left me more appalled than en-

thralled. The Mennonite Church finds itself in a

confusing and tumultuous time, with a number
of issues generating heated exchange in the

pages of our church periodical. During the past
year, dissension has nearly replaced discussion,

especially in the "Readers Say" section. Letters

to the editor express contentious and militant

opinions, and the predominant tone often in-

cludes amazement that anyone could hold a posi-

tion different from the writer's. In short, we
approach the one-sentence epitaph for the anar-

chic period of Judges in ancient Israel: "In those

days there was no king in Israel; every man did

what was right in his own eyes" (Judg. 17:6).

The current explosion of belligerent opinion

began a year ago, when Willard Krabill wrote a

Steven D. Reschly, Iowa City, Iowa, is a doctoral student
in history at the University of Iowa. Previously he was
pastor of Cedar Community Mennonite Church in Cedar
Falls, Iowa.

challenging article on alcohol use among Menno-
nites, Kenneth Erb expounded on evolution and
creation, and Merle Good discouraged voting in

the U.S. presidential election. Ever since, com-
bative correspondence has been the rule rather

than the exception in each issue.

My reading. Three patterns emerged in my
reading of articles and letters:

1. The inclination to impose one's will on others

has overtaken "dialogue" as the operational ap-

proach to resolving conflict. Writers advocating

abstinence from alcohol, for example, usually in-

vite further conversation, but also make it clear

that they will not be the ones to change their

minds. This represents a serious erosion in our

understanding of dialogue.

An invitation to dialogue means commitment
to listen as well as speak, with the possibility of

either or any party making adjustments to the

thinking or experience of the other(s). Assertion

without listening leaves little chance for consen-

sus. An invitation to dialogue now seems to

mean the writer desires an opportunity to pres-

ent a particular point of view and convince oth-

ers to follow it, or even, at worst, a chance to

dictate his or her opinions in a kind of verbal im-

perialism.

I do not mean to pick on writers concerned

about alcohol use. Sneak-attack invitations to di-

alogue have emerged from many interest groups,

including all sides of the homosexual question

and issues such as war taxes, church planting,

and stewardship. If the writer really intends to

argue and convince, it is dishonest and mislead-

ing to offer dialogue.

More than one letter writer has asked, "But
how do you dialogue with sin?" One need not

keep an open mind about sin, of course, but

there is often plenty of room for discerning what
sin is, before confronting it fearlessly. Dialogue is

not relativism run rampant, but rather honest

openness to the Spirit of God working through

other people. An ounce of listening is worth a

pound of preaching. Dialogue can serve as a pow-
erful antidote to individualism.

2. Unlimited verbal attacks are on the rise in

the Mennonite Church, perhaps mirroring trends

in North American political culture. Two issues

that generated a great deal of personal animos-

ity the past year were evolution and Christology.

In the same issue as Krabill's article on alcohol,

Kenneth Erb, a biologist at Hofstra University,

write about evolution and creation. His article
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brought at least 22 responses, the vast majority

castigating him for daring to consider any alter-

native to literal Creationism. One writer went so

far as to name those who advocated the "religion

of evolution" as "Erbalists." Making a pun on

someone's name to attack him crosses the

bounds of constructive Christian dialogue.

The attacks and counterattacks tormenting C.

Norman Kraus and his book, Jesus Christ Our
Lord, have reached and surpassed the point of

personal attack. At least 27 times, Kraus or

George R. Brunk II were mentioned in letters or

articles, usually accusing Kraus of heresy or

false teaching. When it becomes difficult to dis-

cuss Christology without seeming to take sides

between Brunk and Kraus, one recognizes that

personality has overshadowed theology.

There is a good deal of intimidation in letters

to the editor. Writers use the Bible as a weapon,

competing to compile the most and best verses

to support a debating position. Instead of ap-

proaching an issue with humility, they wish to

force-feed humble pie. Some even seem to use

"brother" and "sister" to indicate distance

rather than respect, as in "Sister X wrote thus

and so, but she is dead wrong." Perhaps people

who disagree are only halfbrothers?

3. Writers advocate the use of political power to

enforce morality. It seems strange when Menno-
nites forget what a clumsy instrument is the

state to effect ethical reform. Restrictions in-

tended for sinners and lawbreakers will be im-

posed on every citizen.

The issue which has provoked the most re-

sponse in Gospel Herald has been abortion. Be-

ginning a year ago, when several writers blasted

Democratic candidates as pro-abortion, at least

40 letters or news stories concerning abortion ap-

peared in Gospel Herald. Twenty-six letters fol-

lowed a news story in the May 9 issue, reporting

on 40 Mennonites who marched in a pro-choice

rally in Washington, D.C. Most writers expressed

shock and dismay that Mennonites could be any-

thing other than pro-life. Judging by the mili-

tancy of the letters, I would hesitate to write

anything which could be construed as pro-

choice, or even neutral, in Gospel Herald.

What concerns me most is the greatest depar-

ture from the learnings of Mennonite history: the

willingness of many Mennonites for the U.S. gov-

ernment to legislate and compel righteousness.

Far beyond going to court to resolve our dis-

putes, we seem ready to sic the police on each
other! Imposed orthodoxy and morality have
often been used against us, through the violent

coercive power of the state, that it seems we
should be less eager for the American govern-

ment to regulate abortion.

I join in the puzzlement over how Mennonites
can be pro-death penalty and antiabortion. On
June 26, exactly one week before the U.S. Su-
preme Court handed down the Webster decision,

I sat in the public seats at the court, hoping to

hear the historic abortion case. Instead, I heard

decisions in two death penalty cases, among oth-

ers. I heard Justice Antonin Scalia say that the

original intent of "cruel and unusual punish-

ment" in the Eighth Amendment did not pre-

clude execution of 16- and 17-year-olds. Scalia

appeared to read the opinion with relish. Justice

Sandra Day O'Conner followed with the ruling

that mentally handicapped people could be exe-

cuted, provided juries took their condition into

account in rendering judgment. This is a "pro-

life" Supreme Court?

Will Mennonites join single-issue voters on

abortion and swallow the remaining political

agenda of the New Right? We are playing with

fire when we seek to utilize the state as an in-

strument of social control. Robert Roberg cap-

Letters to the editor express
contentious and militant opinions,

and the predominant tone often

includes amazement that anyone
could hold a position different from
the writer's.

tured the meaning of such legislation in an

article in the May 30 Gospel Herald, entitled

"Shall We Put the Aborters Against the Wall?"

He wrote, "The [antiabortion] protesters are hop-

ing to deal with this sin problem by calling for

new legislation. Legislation merely means that

you can get the police to force people to comply
to your will."

These issues threaten to overwhelm the

church, especially if we use unchristian and coer-

cive methods to resolve them. Surrounding ideol-

ogies should not determine an authentic

Mennonite identity, and we must opt out of the

goal, conceived by liberal and evangelical Chris-

tians alike, of turning the United States into a

Christian nation. All our historical experience

would tell us that "Christian nation" is a contra-

diction in terms.

Crucial function. Gospel Herald is a priceless

forum for the deliberation and resolution of is-

sues facing the Mennonite Church. Topical arti-

cles and letters to the editor serve a crucial

function in urging the church toward greater obe-

dience to Christ. However, readers say less and
less as they write letters with more and more ve-

hemence. Refusing dialogue, engaging in per-

sonal attacks, and seeking secular legislation will

not produce God's kingdom on earth.

The American army in Vietnam immortalized

the concept of destroying a village in order to

"save" it. Let's not burn the Mennonite Church
down around our ears in order to capture it for

one opinion or another. I want to keep reading

Gospel Herald for a long time to come. ^
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Hear, hear!

A column for sharing personal concerns

Where is the
church going?
Thirteen years ago I faced a decision

whether or not to remain in the Mennonite
Church. I had been a pastor in another
denomination for four years. It was a good
experience, one I value highly even today.

I may have joined that denomination had
it not been for their liberal trends. They
had worked through several mergers, the
ordaining of women, and were debating
the issue of accepting and ordaining prac-

ticing homosexuals. I chose to remain in

the Mennonite Church.

There is much that I appreciate about
the Mennonite Church. Vision 95 indicates

we are serious about reaching our commu-
nities and the world for Christ. But I'm
troubled by some of the things I see hap-
pening. While we continue to work toward
growth we are at the same time embracing
a direction that works the opposite. It

reminds me of setting a goal to do some-
thing with our hands and then cutting our
hands off so we can't do it. The same thing

happened in the denomination I consid-

ered joining, and I see it happening in the

Mennonite Church.

Some of the major decisions being made
on the denominational and some confer-

ence levels are actually undermining the

evangelistic and missions thrust of the
church. In the first place, mergers do not
produce growth. I'm not really opposed to

the Mennonite Church and General Con-
ference Mennonite Church merging, but it

won't help us reach the goals of Vision 95.

My hunch is that over the next six years
Vision 95 will fade from the picture as
more and more energy is devoted to the
merger. By that time we will probably
need to be prepared for a major exodus of

conservative and evangelical members, es-

pecially as the liberal trends in the church
become more apparent.

Second, the continued emphasis on the
ordination of woman is having an effect.

Again I'm not against women participating

in ministry. Ministry grows out of gifts

whether in men or women. But when we
ordain women as pastors in our churches
we violate the scriptural principles of

headship and authority which are vital to

church growth and missions. We have
come to view ordination as a recognition

of gifts rather than recognition of office as

indicated in the Scripture. The arguments
I hear expressed in support of the ordina-

tion of women are the same ones that were
used for the ordination of homosexuals in

the denomination I chose not to join.

Having made the hurdle in ordaining
women, the acceptance and ordination of
practicing homosexuals may not be too far

down the road. I know that causes many of

us to shudder. But if we are moving in the

same direction other denominations have
gone, what makes us think we will not end
up at the same place? It seems to me that

wisdom would dictate that we learn from
others and change our course before it is

too late. Indeed, some think it is already

too late. I hope not.

—Gerald E. Martin, Broadway, Va.

A time to listen

to one another
The current debate regarding abortion

raises important issues regarding how to

go about finding God's way through a

complex, emotional issue. I wish to share

some thoughts which grow out of my work
with many churches struggling with deci-

sions and conflict.

The community of faith is stronger if all

members participate in the struggle to

find answers to moral dilemmas. One
major hazard to this happening is if dia-

logue gets too shrill. The consequence is

that ethical and theological discernment
becomes a spectator sport, too competi-
tive and too dangerous for the average
person to participate in. I think we are

approaching this level with the discussion

in the church on abortion.

The impression one receives is that little

listening goes on in this battle. Important
and legitimate concerns are raised by both
"sides," yet rarely does one see either side

acknowledging this, let alone make a

thoughtful effort to address the concerns
of the other side. The words of a secular

lawyer often ring in my ears as I watch
Christians jab, joust, and snarl: "There is

no more effective starting point in conflict

than being able to make the case for your
opponent better than he could make it

himself." I believe that only when ex-

change begins to happen at this deep level

of disciplined reflection can we hope to
find God's Spirit lifting us beyond our
impasse.

My second impression is that great
"worldliness" characterizes the response
of Christians on both sides. By this I mean
the extent to which many Christians ap-

pear to accept the terms of debate as
framed by those active in the legislative

arena. The terms of battle seem to be
cemented in quarreling about solutions.

Each side points out the strengths of its

own solution and the flaws of the other
side. The result is a debate of narrow
proportions with little hope of resolution.

If the terms were shifted—from a focus

on simplistic and narrow solutions to joint

reflection on problems needing solu-

tions—we could find a way forward. For
example, a major problem or concern
which underlies the perspective of one
side is to protect the sanctity of life and to

defend the defenseless. Surely outlawing
abortion is not the only way to address
these important concerns! After all, the
fact that children get conceived who are
not wanted or able to be cared for is only

a symptom of deeper causes which ulti-

mately must be addressed in any case. On
the "pro-choice" side, concerns include

how to ensure that all children get the love

they deserve, and how to avoid locking

women into a massive commitment (rais-

ing a child) if they are not prepared for

that commitment. Surely legalizing abor-

tion is not the only way to address these

problems!

Surely, too, both sides could agree that

the problems the other side is trying to

solve are legitimate concerns. But one
would never guess this from most of the

discussion, including much of that taking

place in the church. Rather, discussion

consists of each side setting forth in mili-

tant terms the solution they favor for their

own concerns, and attacking the solution

set forth by the other side for their con-

cerns. I agree that such debate needs to

take place, but I feel sad and frustrated

with both sides that they have boiled a

difficult problem calling for many levels of

response down to a choice between two
simplistic solutions. Instead of enlighten-

ment we get a highly politicized debate
over the merits of part-answers.

Suppose that all the time and money
currently being spent on lobbying and
demonstrating were spent instead on im-

proving the economic and social circum-

stances of women, on sex education, on
providing good alternatives for pregnant
mothers of unwanted children, on attack-
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ing the spiritual poverty and rootlessness

which pervades our society's understand-

ings of sexuality and male/female roles.

Were this to happen, I am confident that

both sides would find the concerns which

motivate them being addressed far more
effectively than they will ever be ad-

dressed in the current framework of dis-

cussion.

As to my own understanding, I find it

helpful to make an analogy to prisons or

armies. I oppose prisons, and will for the

rest of my life work for their abolition.

How could one follow Christ and not do
so? At the same time, I recognize that in

its present state there are people in our

world whom I would not trust to be free.

The same could be said about armies or

police; I believe all Christians should re-

fuse to kill and should labor for the aboli-

tion of armies, police, and weapons. But
even if given the opportunity to abolish

the U.S. Armed Forces, there are times in

our national history when I doubt that I

would have done so—the middle of World
War II, for one example. In the case both

of prisons and armies, my faith calls me to

labor diligently for abolition, but because
of the state of lostness gripping the world,

the consequences of implementing that

goal immediately and completely may be

unacceptable.

I feel the same about abortion. I oppose
it and will labor for the rest of my life for

the day in which human life will never

again be conceived and then abruptly

snuffed out. But having said this, in light

of the lostness of the world, I am not

prepared to say that all abortions should

immediately be outlawed. Evil so firmly

grips our society that the only conse-

quence I can image from such a scenario

at this moment is even greater loss of

life—both unborn and born—further down
the road. Unwanted or uncared-for chil-

dren at some point become adults, bitter,

irresponsible, and accountable to no one.

They are usually even more reckless and
ruthless than their elders.

I call for a moratorium in the church on
advocacy of solutions related to abortion

until we have spent greater time together

reflecting on the problems that concern

us. This would enable us to discover and
feel in our hearts the obvious, that we
have more in common than we once
thought. Second, I call for a commitment
to work together on the problems we agree

need to be solved and on those solutions

that we can agree upon. This may not

resolve the issue for larger society, but it's

more than enough common agenda to

keep the church busy and united for quite

a spell.

—Ron Kraybill, Cape Town, South Africa

Exciting New Children's
Fiction from Herald Press

The Christmas Surprise

by Ruth Nulton Moore
When Indians burn her home, kill her parents, and take

her young brother captive, Kate Stewart has no one to

turn to but Uncle Josh. Her uncle, a circuit-riding preacher
in the back country of Pennsylvania, takes her to the

Moravian settlement, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. From the

Moravians, Kate learns that true strength lies in peace with

all people, including enemies, and trust in God. For ages
9-to-13.

Paper, $5.95, in Canada $7.50

The Mysterious Passover Visitors

by Ann Bixby Herold
Exciting children's fiction based on the biblical account

of a young man, thought to be John Mark, who saw Jesus
arrested in Gethsemane. For ages 8-to-12.

Paper, $4.95, in Canada $5.95

Journey to Freedom

by Muriel Leeson
Muriel Leeson tells the story of Paul Gunther, who

learns that carrying guilt around instead of taking

responsibility for his actions can make life difficult. For

ages 9-to-13.

Paper, $4.95, in Canada $5.95

The Bedford Adventure

by Muriel Leeson
Pete Murray finds it difficult to explain to his friends that

he won't shoplift because he is a Christian. On a family

trip to England Pete learns about John Bunyan, who went
to jail rather than stop preaching. Bunyan's example helps

Pete stand up for what he believes even when it is

dangerous to do so. For ages 9-to-13.

Paper, $4.50, in Canada $5.95

ANN
BIXBY
HEROLD

THE BEDFORD
ADVENTURE

Herald Press books are available through your local bookstore or write to

Herald Press (include 10% for shipping — minimum $1.50).

Herald Press Herald Press
Dept. GH Dept. GH
616 Walnut Avenue 490 Dutton Drive

Scottdale, PA 15683-1999 Waterloo. ON N2L 6H7
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Church news

Pastor-educator Myron Augsburger (center) was the keynote speaker at the inauguration of
Richard Showalter (left) as president of Rosedale Bible Institute, succeeding Walter Beachy
(right), who continues as a member of the faculty.

'Servant leadership' emphasized
at inauguration of RBI president
While no formal theme had been se-

lected for the inauguration of Richard
Showalter as president of Rosedale Bible

Institute on Sept. 24, words and events of

the afternoon combined in a powerful way
to emphasize the goal of "servant leader-

ship."

Showalter, with his wife, Jewel, and their

three children, returned from a church-

planting role in Cyprus with Rosedale
Mennonite Missions to accept the post. He
succeeded Walter Beachy, president for 14

years, who continues as pastor of United
Bethel Mennonite Church and remains on
the RBI faculty.

The keynote speaker was Myron Augs-
burger, church planter in Washington,

D.C., and president of the Christian Col-

lege Coalition. He said he had benefited

from a Bible institute experience in On-
tario as a youth, and testified to the value

of teachers in his own life—people who
were available and caring at significant

moments from Sunday school through
seminary to offer a model, a word, a listen-

ing ear, or an admonition.

Augsburger challenged Christian schools

to teach students how to wrestle with

integrity with the essence of life and still

come out with a love for Christ and the

church. He challenged Showalter, who
served as Augsburger's assistant when the

latter was president of Eastern Mennonite
College, to view his leadership at RBI not

as an opportunity for power, as the world
would view it. Rather, he urged him to lead

as Christ modeled when he washed his

disciples' feet. "Never forget the spirit of

Jesus," he said, "and that you are here to

serve."

Jesse Yoder of Dover, Del., chairman of

the RBI board, framed the presentation of

the presidency to Showalter in the form of

a covenant, which the latter accepted "by
the grace of God." Luke Yoder of Pigeon,

Mich., moderator of Conservative Confer-

ence, which operates RBI, led in a commis-
sioning prayer after the parents of Richard

and Jewel, faculty and staff, and church

supporters gathered about them on the

platform.

In his response, Showalter disclaimed a

denominational spirit while upholding a

foundation of Anabaptist biblical faith;

claimed a conservative theology while re-

jecting the value of clinging to practices as

ends in themselves; and proclaimed the

desire to continue and strengthen the best

elements of both the theologically liberal

and conservative sections of the church

based on the lordship of Christ.

Showalter outlined his goals for faculty

spiritual development, close cooperation

with constituent congregations, concern for

the poor, service of suffering love, good
relations with other church entities, and
debt-free operations. He began his presi-

dency in the servant mode as Augsburger
had suggested by washing the feet of Al-

bert Eberly, a custodian at RBI. Showalter

said the move, planned with no knowledge
of what Augsburger would say, reflected

both the kind of leader he wanted to be
and the position he hoped RBI could as-

sume.

Among those present in the 900-seat

chapel for RBFs first public inauguration

were presidents or leaders from Mennonite
Board of Education, Eastern Mennonite
College and Seminary, Goshen College,

Mennonite Board of Missions, and
Hesston College.

The representation of Mennonite
schools and agencies reflected both the

ties RBI maintains as well as the extensive

background Showalter brings to the post.

A graduate of EMC, the University of

Chicago, and Associated Mennonite Bibli-

cal Seminaries, he also has studied at the

School of World Mission at Fuller Theo-
logical Seminary. He taught at both EMC
and RBI and has served on various denom-
inational committees.

The committee seeking Beachy's re-

placement had several criteria in mind,
including loyalty to the Scriptures, strong

interest in both the Conservative Confer-

ence and the broader Mennonite Church,
communication abilities, and advanced ac-

ademic experience. Showalter was one of

six persons the committee evaluated as

finalists. His name was not widely known
to have been under consideration at first,

according to his father, David, who had
served as RBI president two different

times. "I heard them talking, and had to

ask 'Richard who?'" he admitted.

Discernment, evaluations, consultations,

and prayer combined, however, to make
Showalter the unanimous selection as the

person who was "right for the time," ac-

cording to Willard Mayer, faculty member
and former dean. Approval followed by
the RBI board, the faculty, and Conserva-

tive Conference.

Other events during the inauguration

weekend allowed time for reflection on the

history of RBI, which began as a six-week

high school-level course in Holmes County,

Ohio, in 1952. Former faculty member
Elam Peachey, now of Belleville, Pa., re-

called the early days when teachers lived

in mobile homes next to Pleasant View
Mennonite Church near Berlin. Students

boarded in area homes.
When the board bought available school

buildings at Rosedale, Ohio, in the 1964,

the facilities improved. However, Peachey
said the seven faculty members early on

shared a 12-by- 12-foot office area. Multiple

expansions since that time have seen a

26-acre campus develop adjacent to the

headquarters of Rosedale Mennonite Mis-

sions.

Despite physical plant changes, upgrad-

ing from high school to college-level in-

struction, and expansion of Bible study

and ministry curriculum offerings, Peachey
and others long associated with RBI say it

yet maintains its early goals. These include

helping students establish a solidly biblical

faith, develop understanding of God and

the church, grow in Christian commitment,

and prepare for Christian service.

About 200 students are enrolled per

quarter, half of them from Conservative

Conference and 90 percent of the total

Mennonite.

—

Greg Bowman
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After the Teacher Improvement Program in

Martinsburg, Pa., speaker Robert Baker

poses with Allegheny Conference's Judy
Brenneman (left) and Karen Moshier Shenk
and his almost life-size photo. The photo was
used to promote Builder magazine, in which

Baker has a column called "If I Were Teaching
the Lesson."

Baker inspires 1 00
at training event for

Sunday school teachers

"Fm here to affirm you," Bob Baker told

over 100 Sunday school teachers who gath-

ered at Martinsburg (Pa.) Mennonite
Church recently for the Teacher Improve-

ment Program. The Allegheny Conference

teachers had come to hear the prolific

writer, retired schoolteacher, and church

worker from Elkhart, Ind.

"There are lots of excuses that you could

give for not teaching," Baker continued,

"But you said yes." He told of a Sunday
school superintendent who needed a

teacher for an adult class. After a while he

began writing down the names of those he

contacted to make sure he didn't ask any-

one a second time. This superintendent

contacted 45 people who said no. In the

end he taught the class himself.

Baker followed his own advice in making
his presentation. People learn in a variety

of ways, he said. And his presentation

included verbal words, words/photos on an

overhead projector, and audience interac-

tion. Baker passed out what he called

"Teacher Success Kits," which contained

a variety of printed materials he had col-

lected. When the audience needed a little

spark, he would ask a question and give a

sticker to the one who answered first.

Baker was full of pithy sayings. On the

subject of motivation, he said, "Wouldn't

it be nice if we could sell inspiration and
put it in the church budget? As it is, we
know inspiration as brief passes of spiritual

intoxication."

Baker concluded the day by talking

about the great commission. A key word in

Matthew 28:18-20 is teach. He acknowl-

edged the contribution his Sunday school

teachers had made to his life, and chal-

lenged each teacher to think of their

classes as containing future leaders.

Credit union is carrier of

Mennonite values, says
speaker at annual event
The credit union, like MEDA, VS, MDS,

and MCC, reflects key Mennonite values

of humility and service in its ministry

within the life of the church. Mennonite

ideals of fair play, compassion, equality,

mutual selfhelp, and cooperative efforts

closely parallel those of the credit union.

Thus it is appropriate for the church to

participate in this movement.
This is the way Hemy Schmidt of Men-

nonite Savings and Credit Union of On-

tario kicked off the third annual meeting

of the Association of Mennonite Credit

Unions in North America. The recent event

was held at Conrad Grebel College.

Some 50 board and staff members of six

credit unions chartered to serve Menno-
nites who live in Illinois, Ohio, Pennsylva-

nia, Virginia,

share their insights and skills in the area

of member relations. Over the course of

the weekend, they reminded each other

that their service is to members, not clients

or customers; that one member's savings

becomes another member's loan; that

members need to be reminded of the value

and importance of mutual aid, especially

as it relates to the handling of finances;

and that volunteers serve in key leadership

roles as board members, policy commit-
tees, congregational representatives, and
in other ways so that after capital and
reserve requirements are met, all funds

earned from operations return to members
in the form of dividends.

Each credit union called attention to

significant developments in their program
since the association met a year ago. Illi-

nois, the newest organization, received its

charter to serve all Mennonites in that

state in October 1988. Ohio pointed out the

unique participation of congregations,

who, when necessary, serve as guarantor

for member loans. Virginia (Park View)

reported such solid growth that it needed
to revamp its offices to serve members
better. Ontario (Mennonite Savings and
Credit Union) reported that its special

services assistance fund is now in excess

of $1 million. Under this plan members
invest money at no interest so that other

members who qualify can receive loans at

little or no interest. Manitoba (Crosstown)

implemented a distress plan similar to

Ontario. Pennsylvania grew by $1 million

in the past year and now reports over 3,000

members.
The weekend closed as Dale Bauman,

pastor of Berea Mennonite Church, Alma,

Ont., suggested that money is not filthy

lucre, not a curse, not the root of all evil,

but a blessing from God, a resource to be

used wisely. He further stressed that the

credit union is a tool of ministry used by
Christ to minister to brothers and sisters

in the church.

Ohio Relief Sale raises $185,000. The quilt tent was the main attraction at

the 24th annual Ohio Mennonite Relief Sale which was held recently at Central

Christian High School in Kidron. Pictured are Oleta Lehman and Clara Hartzler,

who worked on one of the designs used the 151 quilts stitched and donated by

people in 100 local congregations. Nine of the quilts sold for $1,000 or more.

Other fund-raisers at the sale were crafts, antiques, food, used books, and Self-

help Crafts items. Altogether $185,000 was raised for Mennonite Central Com-
mittee—a $10,000 drop from the previous year. Bad weather was probably a

determining factor.
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Mennonites respond to
Hugo devastation
Mennonite Central Committee and Men-

nonite Board of Missions are responding
to the devastation caused by Hurricane
Hugo in Puerto Rico and other Caribbean
islands.

MCC, which has committed $50,000 to

relief efforts in the Caribbean, and MBM,
which has committed $10,000, agreed to

give an initial $5,000 to Comite Cristiano

de Emergencia, an ecumenical group
based in San Juan, Puerto Rico. The
money will be used to help distribute

material resources that are already pouring
into the island.

At this point, it is unclear what further

Mennonite response will be. MCC will not
ship additional material resources until it

receives requests from local groups. A
decision has not yet been made whether to

send personnel to help clean up and re-

build. MCC/MBM may facilitate sending
volunteers from within the Caribbean; they
may also send teams from North America
if requested.

"This is much worse than we expected
it to be," said Mennonite Disaster
Service's Region I coordinator, Paul Bru-
bacher of Morgantown, Pa., who visited

hard-hit Charleston, S.C. MDS, a program
of MCC, will be in South Carolina "for a

long time," he said. Brubacher and three

other MDS representatives went to South
Carolina to meet with federal and state

Janet Gehman, an English teacher at Lancas-
ter Mennonite High School, leads a writing
class as part of EMC's extension program.

EMC's extension campus
in Lancaster, Pa.,

opens with 26 students
Eastern Mennonite College's extension

campus in Lancaster, Pa., opened this fall

with 26 persons enrolled in the four classes

being offered. The courses began with
registration and a convocation program at

the new Lancaster Mennonite Church Cen-

officials and with the American Red Cross
and other groups to plan strategy for

cleanup and rebuilding.

At the meeting they agreed that initial

MDS response in South Carolina would be
coordinated through a local pastor in the
Mt. Pleasant area. This coastal town was
fully blasted by the storm because it is not
shielded by barrier islands; it had exten-
sive water and wind damage. MDS began
work there on Oct. 2 when several vanloads
of workers with chainsaws traveled from
the East Coast to begin tree removal.
Mennonite response to the hurricane has

been widespread. Mennonites from Abbe-
ville, S.C, have been working in Sumter,
S.C, and groups from Barnwell, S. C, and
Sarasota, Fla., are helping on John's Is-

land, S.C, where Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions has a Voluntary Service
unit. Also, a group of MDSers from Lan-
caster County, Pa., went to Charlotte, N.C
to begin tree removal.

Hurricane Hugo lasted six days, travel-

ing from the Virgin Islands and Puerto
Rico to the Appalachians in the United
States. At least 33 people were killed in

the Caribbean and 28 on the U.S. main-
land.

Donations for hurricane relief can be
sent to MBM at Box 370, Elkhart, IN
46515, or to MCC at Box 500, Akron, PA
17501.

ter on Lincoln Highway. Lee Snyder, EMC
academic dean, gave the convocation ad-
dress, noting that "true education must
include reason and the heart, which is our
vision for the programs in Lancaster and
at the home campus in Harrisonburg, Va."
The fall semester classes and instructors

are: college writing, Janet Gehman; faith

development, Richard Detweiler; faith in

the Old Testament, Paul Zehr; and Ana-
baptist history/thought, Donald Durn-
baugh. They are meeting once a week
through Dec. 8.

Paul Zehr, director of the new program,
reported that 14 persons are already reg-

istered for spring semester classes that

begin on Feb. 5.

Students may earn academic credit to-

ward either a certificate of biblical and
church studies or a certificate in Christian

leadership, requiring a total of 30 or 45
credit hours, respectively. Persons may
also earn credits toward eventual transfer

to a degree program at EMC if desired.

More information on EMC's Lancaster
Extension Campus is available by contact-

ing Zehr at 209 Henrietta Ave., Lancaster,

PA 17602; phone 717-898-2411.

Janie and Neal Blough with Marc (5), David

(9), and Rachel (11).

BACK TO FRANCE

Bloughs help build
Mennonite congregation
Building a Mennonite congregation in

France isn't easy, according to Neal and
Janie Blough, Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions workers in that country for 14 years.

They returned there recently after a three-

month North American assignment.

Bloughs relate to Foyer Grebel Christian

Community in the Paris suburb of St.

Maurice. The congregation began as a

Bible study group in the late 1970s as a

result of Foyer Grebel, an international

student center begun in 1977. The 26-bed
student center, a joint project ofMBM and
European Mennonites, now is located in

the nearby suburb of Maisons-Alfort.

Neal is the pastor of the congregation,

which he said is "slowly growing into a

multicultural, multiracial group with local

roots." Building the church with only stu-

dents hasn't been seen as a viable long-

term option. But building it with local

people has also been a struggle. "Churches
are emptying out due to secularization,"

said Neal, "so people don't know about the

church or have rejected it." In addition,

France traditionally has been Catholic, so

Protestant churches are unknown.
Nevertheless, Bloughs feel their congre-

gation has progressed in the past four

years. Average Sunday morning atten-

dance is 50. In 1985, the congregation had
one Sunday school class for children. Now,
it has three classes and a nursery. There
are also three Bible study groups.

The congregation uses a large house that

was the former location of the Foyer
Grebel student center. In the last year,

Bloughs began developing a Mennonite
study center at the house, with plans sim-

ilar to Mennonite centers in London and
Brussels. A dedication service is planned
for Oct. 28.

Another means of community outreach

is Janie's English classes. She presently

leads five weekly classes with a total of

about 60 students. "I find opportunity to

talk about Mennonites or ask questions

about meaning in life," Janie said.

Both Neal and Janie are from Deshler,

Ohio.
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Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
Long letters may need to be shortened.

Freeman J. Miller, Philadelphia, Pa.

Thanks to Irvin E. Bomberger for chal-

lenging us to find a faith relevant to our

increasingly urbanized Mennonite Church
and for the communities in which we find

ourselves ("A Faith for the World," Sept.

26). He has certainly posed the right ques-

tions for us to wrestle with.

I agree with him wholeheartedly that it

seems to be hypocritical to condemn the

evils of the world but not to find creative

"third-way" solutions to these problems on
the basis of separation. The question

"What would Jesus do?" always drives us
to a more incarnational approach, surely.

Now let's join hands to seek prayerful,

biblical answers to these questions. Then
we can enter our cities with a vibrant

faith-for-world tested in the fires of our

own history and persecution, anchored in

the Word but relevant for our rapidly

changing modern urban cultures.

Leon R. Shirk, East Earl, Pa.
I find it completely puzzling how I can

read in our official church paper the

"shadowed" reprimand for reading Dob-
son and Swindoll (editorial, "Are We What
We Read?" Sept. 26) while in the same
week I am given an article to read from a

local newspaper which indicated ecumeni-
cal alignment by local Mennonites with
Pope Shenouda III of the Coptic Church
who proclaimed a "Christology" (some-

thing Mennonites are now divided on) as

a uniting thread to bring all Christians

together.

My puzzlement is not limited to ques-
tionable "Christology" in our church, but
that I am warned against reading those

who I find on many points not to be
contradictory to Anabaptist themes, while

association with others more distanced

from Anabaptist themes, seem proper and
acceptable. I wholeheartedly agree that "I

am what I read," but, even more so, I

become like those I associate with! I prefer

Dobson and Swindoll but not because they

are easy reading—I hear the pulsebeat of

the God of Scripture unshadowed by a

confusing and elite scholarship.

Thank you for printing J. C. Wenger's
"Our Doctrine of Christ" (Sept. 12), a most
refreshing word.

Lois Swartzendruber, Wayland, Iowa
I was encouraged to see in print, so all

could understand, "Our Doctrine of

Christ" by J. C. Wenger. I am especially

thankful he was able to explain so clearly

and simply the truth of "before the world"

and "the incarnation."

Paul T. Yoder, Harrisonburg, Va.
I am disappointed with the piece in

"Mennoscope" (Sept. 12) regarding
Brother George R. Brunk II. While I do not

question the "facts," I question the neces-

sity of the detail.

We need to recognize, I believe, that

Brother George has responded to the com-
plex issues related to his withdrawal from
Virginia Conference out of deeply held

convictions. Furthermore, I am reminded
of a line from the song, "They Will Know
We are Christians by Our Love," which

says, "we will guard each man's dignity and
save each man's pride." I do not think this

announcement does that. I refer specific-

ally to the remarks about Brother George
being critical of conference leaders and
mentioning that his son, George III, is

moderator of the Mennonite Church. Let's

be as kind and gentle as possible in our

responses where honest differences of op-

tion exist.

Bill Shantz, Kitchener, Ont.

In response to your editorial, "Absolutes

and Relativities" (Sept. 12): I submit that

prophecy is, in essence, secular. All proph-

ets speak irreligiously, according to the

religious belief systems of whatever "prin-

cipalities and powers" of their time. Jesus

of Nazareth is, of course, the prime exam-
ple. Only later do the words of a prophet

become religious dogma.

James Mullet, Humboldt, Sask.
John Martin in "Reader's Say" (Aug. 22)

suggests that abortion is the answer to the

problem of a welfare mother with five

children. This is as unacceptable as killing

any one of her other children.

According to Deuteronomy 22:20-21, the

16-year-old girl is the one to be killed. Of
course the baby would die with her, but we
would have followed the biblical way. I am
not advocating capital punishment. I am
simply pointing out how mixed up we are.

Life is sacred whether it is in the womb,
mentally handicapped, or a hardened crim-

inal.

Ray Horst, evangelism and church de-

velopment consultant, Mennonite
Board of Missions

I would like to thank you for the coverage

of the Native American participation at

Normal 89 (Aug. 22). It was the first time

that Native Americans were recognized in

one of our General Assemblies. We have

received many good responses to the wor-

ship service led by the Native American
brothers and sisters for the Assembly.

I was sorry that you did not include the

name of Bobbie Jean Frazier. She was
listed on page 602 only as "a Choctaw
woman." Bobbie Jean is a pillar of the

Nanih Waiya Church near Philadelphia,

Miss. Nanih Waiya is the congregation

which had its church building bombed
three times during the race disturbances

in the '60s. Bobbie Jean Frazier was one

of the persons working with others from

the Nanih Waiya congregation who made
the banner for United Native Ministries

that was displayed during the worship

service and also at the United Native

Ministries booth.

Randy Klaassen, assistant pastor,

Bergthaler Mennonite Church, Altona,

Man.
I would like to express appreciation for

Philip K. Clemens' article, "Applause in

Worship" (July 25). I thought Clemens was

writing about our congregation, as even

this past Sunday one of our pastoral staff

received a call regarding applause offered

to one music group but not to a second

group. We continue to struggle with how
to give our offering of encouragement to

one another, and perhaps this article can

help us in the dialogue.

Pontius' Puddle

the: church is cm-unct
A WEEVOENip RETREAT
FOR COOPLESOK
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Mennoscope

Barn raising in Big Valley. One week after sparks fueled a blaze destroying a
large 100-year-old dairy barn on the Samuel Swarey farm in Menno Township,
Mifflin County, Pa., a large new barn was standing with roof in place. The spirit

of helping each other in time of need brought together friends and neighbors
from the Amish and Mennonite community. The day after the fire, the debris
was cleared and concrete for the new foundation poured. The next two days 50-

60 men began laying concrete block walls. On Sunday, the workers separated for
worship in Amish houses and Mennonite churches. On Monday 60 people were
at work; on Tuesday, over 100 were putting in the floor and a separate pole
shed. On Wednesday, one week from the disaster, over 200 men came to raise
the big trusses and put on the roof, nearly completing the 50 x 110-foot barn.
Women were at work providing meals. The loss experienced by one Amish fam-
ily brought together many helping people, renewing a sense of community
among God's people.—Adella Brunk Kanagy

Income from the Michiana Mennonite Re-
lief Sale set a record of $526,000. The recent
22nd annual event, which is a benefit for Men-
nonite Central Committee, was held as usual at

Elkhart County Fairgrounds in Goshen, Ind. It

brought in $20,000 more than last year. Atten-
dance was estimated at 40,000. An auction of
quilts and related items raised $143,000, with
one quilt going for $11,000. The second highest
income category was food sales, which totaled

$128,000. For the second year, volunteers using
donated or at-cost materials, built a "shalom
house" which was then sold for $94,000.

Longtime pastor John Paul Oyer, 58, died
of cancer on Oct. 7 in Phoenix, Ariz. He was a

pastor for 36 years at three congregations

—

Leetonia Mennonite Church in Ohio, Rocky
Ford Mennonite Church in Colorado, and Zion
Mennonite Church in Oregon. Since January
1988 he was chaplain at Glencroft Retirement
Community in the Phoenix suburb of Glendale.
He is survived by his wife, Ellen.

Tanzanian Mennonite leader Phinehas
Nyangoro, 58, died in a traffic accident on
Sept. 7. He was secretary-treasurer of the North
Mara Diocese of Tanzania Mennonite Church.
He was also a pastor and served many years with
the Tanzania Council of Churches.

Dating, music, and friendship are the top
three interests of Mennonite youth, accord-
ing to a survey by With magazine, a joint publi-

cation of the Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church. The survey,

which was filled out by about 750 young people
at the Normal 89 Youth Gathering, also revealed
that 55 percent of them subscribe to With. The
main reason the remaining 45 percent haven't
subscribed is because they had never heard of
the magazine.

A new Florida congregation hopes to buy
12 acres of land in a prime location on which
to construct a church building. Two-year-old
Cape Christian Fellowship in Cape Coral cur-

rently uses Pelican Elementary School. Its mem-
bership is now 60 and its average attendance is

140. The Cape Coral area, including Fort Myers,
is one of the 10 fastest-growing areas in the
United States, and 80 percent of the population
is unchurched. The opportunity for the new
congregation is great, but land is expensive
($20,000-$25,000 an acre in a prime location). So
Southeast Conference is helping the congrega-
tion raise money to buy land. Over $50,000 has
been donated so far.

The meaning of work has changed for
women, Ann Raber told 50 members of the
Northwest Ohio Mennonite Business and Pro-
fessional Women's Organization on Oct. 2 in

Pettisville. Work has gone from the need to

survive to the desire for fulfillment, she said.

Raber, who is the wellness director at Mennonite
Mutual Aid, urged women to aknowledge to

themselves and each other that they work a lot.

Another point she made was that when women
are under stress, it is helpful to share how they
are feeling with someone else. She concluded
with ways to alleviate stress at work.

A congregational "health and wholeness
team" was commissioned recently at Landis-
ville (Pa.) Mennonite Church. It is part of the
"Nurse in the Congregation" program initiated

by Mennonite Nurses Association. The five-

member Landisville team is headed by Barbara
Gascho. Its goal is to help members of the
congregation to achieve wellness and to enable
them to take a more active role in health-related

decision making.

Two Alberta Mennonites were awarded
free booths at Inventors Showcase during
Edmonton's Klondike Days recently. Graham
Steckly of West Zion Mennonite Church in

Carstairs invented a lawn sweeper of particular

interest to acreage owners. Ike Glick of Holyrood
Mennonite Church in Edmonton designed a set

of easles that are useful in displaying photos,
signs, cards, and books.

Two young congregations in Virginia Con-
ference have disbanded. They are Christ the
King Mennonite Fellowship of Crewe, Va., and
Martinsburg (W.Va.) Mennonite Fellowship.

Preston Nowlin was the pastor of Christ the

King, which was founded in 1983, and Gary
Quackenbos was the pastor of the Martinsburg
congregation, which was started in 1987.

A church-planting effort is underway in

Pensacola, Fla. It is led by Pete and Rita

Sutter with the help of a six-member support
team. Sutters and the team were commissioned

for the task—and Pete was licensed to the
ministry—recently during a special worship ser-

vice attended by 35 people in Pensacola. The
effort is sponsored by the Alabama-Northwest
Florida District of Lancaster Conference.

Jeff Wright is heading a new church-plant-
ing project in southern California. He was
appointed by Southwest Conference of the Men-
nonite Church and Pacific District of the Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite Church. The target

area is Rancho Cucamonga. Mennonite Board
of Missions is helping subsidize the project.

Mennonite Central Committee U.S. Peace
Section is holding "listening meetings" to

evaluate its mission. People across the coun-
try are asked to share their insights and concerns

as part of an evaluation of Peace Section that

began last January with a 20th anniversary
celebration/review of Peace Section's Washing-
ton Office. A second event in April focused on
possible models for Peace Section work in the

future. The first listening meeting was in Sep-
tember on the West Coast. Other meetings are

scheduled for the Central States, Great Lakes,

and East Coast regions of MCC U.S. More
information about the meetings is available from
Peace Section at Box 500, Akron, PA 17501.
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Record attendance. Virginia and

Robert Kreider of Goshen, Ind., regis-

ter with staffer Betty Miller for Se-

nior Adult Week at Laurelville

Mennonite Church Center to bring

the total "people days" for the 1988-

89 season to 29,820. This number of

people days (a unit of one person

overnight) is a record in Laurelville's

history and 3,500 over last year.

Kreiders were joined by 110 older

adults who came for Bible studies

with David Thomas of Lancaster, Pa.,

and a look at "the mystery of

maturity" with Helen and Laban
Peachey of Goshen, Ind. Laurelville of-

fers its own programs as well as host-

ing many church, family, and
community groups on its 180-acre

Laurel Mountain woodlands in south-

western Pennsylvania.

Mennonite missionaries in Japan discussed
"Mission in Transition: Moving into the

'90s" during their recent triennial conference in

Sapporo. The event brought together 25 mis-

sionaries representing the Mennonite Church,

General Conference Mennonite Church, Men-
nonite Brethren Church, and Brethren in Christ

Church. The speaker was Wilbert Shenk, vice-

president for overseas ministries at Mennonite

Board of Missions. He helped the missionaries

wrestle with such questions as how Christian

outreach has changed in Japan in the last 30

years and what will be the new model for the

coming years.

Mennonites in South America are increas-

ingly interested in disability issues, reports

Henry Enns, who visited Bolivia, Argentina,

Paraguay, and Colombia recently as a consultant

on disability concerns for Mennonite Central

Committee. He recommends that MCC start an

awareness program on disability concerns in

South America, similar to what has been done
in North America in recent years. Literature

could be translated into local languages, and
resource people could be made available to lead

workshops. Information could also be shared on

where to find wheelchairs and other equipment,

he said.

People who might be enemies are becoming
friends at The Saltshaker youth center in

Northern Ireland. Located in Belfast, the cap-

ital of that strife-torn country, the center offers

Slices of life. Although the memo-
ries are painful, Atlena (right) of Har-

lan County, Ky., was pleased to see

two of her stories published in a new
book called Slices of Life. All the stor-

ies are by people who learned to read

as adults. Because she couldn't read,

"other children would call me
names," wrote Atlena in one of her

stories. Pictured with Atlena is her lit-

eracy tutor, Judy Gingerich, a Men-
nonite Central Committee U.S.

worker from Hubbard, Oreg. "It's

good for adult reading students to get

their own ideas in print, using their

own vocabulary," said Gingerich.

Seven of her students had stories in-

cluded in the book.

alternatives to all the forces tugging at unem-
ployed young people. Help in finding a job is

one of them. "But the most challenging differ-

ence being offered is spiritual," says David

Moser, a North American Mennonite who serves

as youth director at the center. "The opportunity

to experience Christ's love, forgiveness, and

peace, after the violence of the last 20 years, are

distinctly different from solutions offered by the

army or paramilitary groups." Moser is spon-

sored jointly by Mennonite Board of Missions

and Mennonite Central Committee.

Marriage-encounter weekends are offered

by the Newton Region of Mennonite and
Brethren Marriage Encounter. They are in Lake-

wood, Colo., Nov. 3-5; Stayner, Ont., Nov. 3-5;

and Spruce Lake, Pa., Nov. 10-12. More infor-

mation from the Newton Region at Box 347,

Newton, KS 67114; phone 316-283-5100.

An engaged encounter is offered by the

Lancaster Region of Mennonite and Brethren

Marriage Encounter. It is scheduled for Nov. 3-5

in Lebanon, Pa. More information from the

Lancaster Region at 92 Strasburg Pk., Lancas-

ter, PA 17602; phone 717-393-5426.

A marriage encounter is offered by the

Virginia Region of Mennonite and Brethren

Marriage Encounter. It is Nov. 10-12 in New
Market, Va. More information from the Virginia

Region at 1600 N. College Ave., Harrisonburg,

VA 22801; phone 703-434-8450.

Pastoral transitions:
• Mary Herr was ordained by Indiana-Michi-

gan Conference as a spiritual director and coun-

selor on Sept. 10. She and her husband, Gene,

operate The Hermitage retreat center near

Three Rivers, Mich.
• Reuben Sairs and Duane Longenecker were

licensed as pastors of Mobile (Ala.) Mennonite

Church on Sept. 30. Sairs is from State College,

Pa., and Longenecker is a longtime resident of

Mobile.

Coming events:
• Women in Ministry Conference, Mar. 30-Apr.

1, in Fresno, Calif. Planned by Mennonites and

Brethren, this is the 10th such event since the

first one in 1976. The theme is "Women Telling

the Story," and the main speaker is Mennonite

author-professor Katie Funk Wiebe. Also

planned are worship, Bible study, workshops,

and special interest groups. More information

from Val Rempel at 4879 E. Butler St., #103,

Fresno, OH 93727; phone 209-251-8628.

• Church Planters Conference, Nov. 17-18, at

Word Fellowship, Stratford, N.J. It is sponsored

by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions, which

relates in some way to about 100 church planters

and their spouses in 13 eastern states. The
speaker is New York City church planter John
Smucker. More information from the Home
Ministries Department at Eastern Board,

Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717-898-2251.

• Genealogy Conference, Nov. 1 1, at Maple
Grove Mennonite Church, Belleville, Pa. It is

sponsored by Mifflin County Mennonite Histor-

ical Society. The main speaker is John Sharp, a

local native who is now pastor of Scottdale (Pa.)

Mennonite Church. More information from the

society at Box 5603, Belleville, PA 17004.

Church-related job openings:
• Canada merchandise manager, Mennonite

Publishing House. The person would manage
the new Herald Press office at the Provident

Bookstore in Waterloo, Ont. Responsibilities

include processing/shipping orders, answering
customer inquiries, and attending trade conven-

tions. Send resume to Judith Jutzi at Provident

Bookstore, 490 Dutton Dr., Waterloo, ON N2L
6H7.

• Teacher education faculty member, Goshen
College, starting next August. Qualifications in-

clude a doctorate in reading, language arts,

and/or children's literature. Also required is

teaching experience in elementary schools. Send
resume by Dec. 1 to John Eby at GC, Goshen,

IN 46526.

• Cook and kitchen helpers, Christopher Dock
Mennonite High School. They would serve

under the food services director. Contact Emma
Landis at the school, 1000 Forty Food Rd.,

Lansdale, PA 19446; phone 215-362-2675.

Change of address: Clarence Sutter from Mt.

Pleasant, Iowa, to Box 357, Beemer, NE 68716.

A. Don Augsburger from Harrisonburg, Va., to

1304 Oak View Dr., Sarasota, FL 34232. Phone:
813-377-1849.

New members
Raleigh, N.C.: Larry and Mary Brashear and

Greg Sommers.
Dargan, Sharpsburg, Md.: Douglas John-

son.

Walnut Hill, Goshen, Ind.: Nancy Kosteck

by confession of faith.

Yoder, Kans.: Debora Miller and Cathy
Nisly.

Parkview, Kokomo, Ind.: Wilbur Miller and

Brian and Lisa Corder.
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Fort Dodge, Iowa: Greg Slagle and Brent
Yoder by baptism and Karri Seehusen and Gena
Yoder by confession of faith.

Gusco, Peru, first child, Shawn Christopher
Eshleman, Sept. 27.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no la ter than six mon ths after the event.

Alert, William and Cathy (Glasgow), Elkhart,
Ind., third daughter, Alyssa Lynn, born on Dec.
3, 1988; received for adoption on Aug. 30.

Augsburger, Wayne and Cindy (Gockley),
Sarasota, Fla., first child, Alex Wayne, Sept. 29.

Brown, Charles and Linda (Schrock), Lancas-
ter, Pa., second son, Timothy Dyllon, Sept. 29.

Brydge, Steve and Rebecca (Esch), Newport
News, Va., fourth child, third son, Aaron Jacob,
Sept. 26.

Classen, Steve and Treva (Miller), Walnut
Hill, Fla., third child, second son, Ryan Steven,
Sept. 19.

Coriell, James and Margaret (Beadle), Des
Allemands, La., second son, Logan James, July
24.

Cortez, Terrance and Katrina (Byerly), Des
Allemands, La., first child, Gaige, July 24.

Eastman, Thomas and Mary (Alert), Elkhart,
Ind., second child, first son, Robert Thomas,
Aug. 22.

Fisher, Lloyd and Julie (Hilty), New Carlisle,

Ohio, sixth child, third daughter, Megan Leigh,
Sept. 2 (twin sons deceased).

Hoffman, Paul and Debbie (Schrock), Elk-
hart, Ind., first child, Joseph Ryan, Aug. 17.

Hooley-Gingerich, Bob and Joyce, Morgan-
town, W.Va., first child, Joel Vijay, born on Feb.
28; received for adoption on June 23.

Horst, Bob and Jeanne (Good), Lancaster,
Pa., first child, Michael Lynn, Sept. 27.

King, Delmar and Sherri (Gunden), Goshen,
Ind., second child, first daughter, Lauren Chris-
tina, Sept. 27.

Kuhns, Darrel and Grettel (Vargas), Carls-
bad, N.Mex., second child, first daughter,
Desiree Joy, Sept. 16.

Landis, Jeff and Debbie (Godshall), Sou-
derton, Pa., second child, first daughter, Shelby
Jo, Aug. 25.

Lehman, Edwin and Dianna (Dickerson),
Harrisonburg, Va., first daughter, Lindsay Rose,
Sept. 4.

Mecum, Steve and Laurie (Lombardo), Des
Allemands, La., first child, Blake Anthony, Sept.
24.

Pegram, Roger, Jr., and Cynthia (Bender),
Harrisonburg, Va., second child, first son, An-
drew Spencer, July 6.

Picou, Walter and Tessa (Orgeron), Des Al-
lemands, La., first child, Lacey Lynn, July 24.

Powers, Pat and Tammy (Bartlett), Harrison-
ville, Mo., first child, Jennifer Ashlynn, Sept. 25.

Schlather, Steve and Nancy Flinchbaugh,
San Antonio, Tex., second son, Jacob Jerome
Flinchbaugh, Aug. 13.

Schlatter, John and Valerie (Miller),
Wauseon, Ohio, first child, Stefanie Michele,
Sept. 12.

Thompson, Sheldon and Pamela Fae (Grogg),
Harrisonburg, Va., third child, first daughter,
Sarah Nicole, Sept. 10.

Van Horn, John and Donna (Taylor), Har-
risonburg, Va., first daughter, Emma Taylor,
Aug. 7.

Weber, Philip and Twila (Mayer), Atmore,
Ala., second child, first daughter, Amanda Joy,
Apr. 13.

Weber, Ross and Vernelda (Geiser), Hawks-
ville, Ont., second child, first daughter, Eliza-

beth Anne, Sept. 8.

Yoder, Howard and Louise (Eshleman),

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Diener-Weaver. Myron Diener, Chesterfield,
Mo., Benton cong., and Donna Weaver, Elkhart,
Ind., Prairie Street cong., by Dorothy Kratz and
Laurence Horst, Aug. 18.

Gingerich-Swinford. Jon Gingerich, Parnell,
Iowa, West Union cong., and Cynthia Swinford,
McHenry, 111., by Merv Birky, Sept. 30.

Mast-Beachy. Darryl Mast and Jewel
Beachy, both of Atmore, Ala., Mennonite Chris-
tian Fellowship, by James Weber and Sam Mast,
July 22.

Sheeler-Short. Virgil James Sheeler, Harris-
burg, Pa., Peace Chapel, and Melanie Sue Short,
Harrisburg, Pa., Zion cong., Archbold, Ohio, by
John H. Kraybill, Sept. 30.

Wheeler-Herr. James B. Wheeler, Jr.,

Ridgeway cong., Harrisonburg, Va., and Linda
Herr, Lancaster, Pa., Charlotte Street cong., by
Jeryl Hollinger, Sept. 3.

Whetzel-Detweiler. Carl A. Whetzel III,

Keezletown, Va., New Covenant cong., and Deb-
orah K. Detweiler, Morson, Ont, Community
Bible Fellowship, by Willie Longencker, Aug. 26.

Obituaries

Bisbort, Elizabeth H. Herbert, daughter of
J. Frederick and Helen (Spangler) Herbert, was
born at Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 14, 1913; died of
heart failure at Cain Twp., Pa., Aug. 29, 1989;

aged 75. In 1939 she was married to Jacob G.
Bisbort, who died in December 1980. Surviving
are 2 sons (Fred W. and George Bisbort), 5
grandchildren, one sister (Helen Jane), one step-
sister (Beverly Ann), and one stepbrother (Law-
rence). She was a member of Bally Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Sept. 1, in charge of Roy K. Yoder; interment in

Maple Street Cemetery, Bethlehem, N.H.
Eigsti, James Leroy, son of Howard and

Kathryn (Stutzman) Eigsti, was born at
Princeton, 111., Oct. 19, 1937; died of pancreatic
cancer in Rochester, N.Y., Aug. 22, 1989; aged
51. On June 8, 1963, he was married to Diane
Gerber, who survives. Also surviving are 2

daughters (Heiki-Lara and Inge-Marie), his

mother, and 2 sisters (Isabel Bitting and Susan
Stuckey). His father preceded him in death. He
was a member of Rochester Area Mennonite
Church. Memorial services were held at Inter-

faith Chapel, University of Rochester, N.Y., on
Aug. 25, in charge of Ron Guengerich, and at

Willow Springs Mennonite Church, Tiskilwa, 111.,

on Aug. 27, in charge of Brad Faler; interment
in Willow Springs Cemetery.
Longacre, John E., son of John S. and Anna

(Eschbach) Longacre, was born in Washington
Twp., Pa., Feb. 14, 1911; died of massive infec-

tion at Pottstown, Pa., Sept. 5, 1989; aged 78.

On Jan. 26, 1935, he was married to Anna B.
Gehman, who survives. Also surviving are one
son (John G.), 3 daughters (Wanda, Joyce, and
Faith), one foster son (Kevin Gage), 8 grandchil-

dren, 3 great-grandchildren, 2 brothers (Daniel
and Paul), and 2 foster sisters (Helen and Ellen).

He was preceded in death by one foster brother
(Arland). He was a member of Bally Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on

Sept. 8, in charge of Roy K. Yoder; interment in

Bally Mennonite Cemetery.
Roth, Alma Leis, daughter of John B. and

Barbara (Gascho) Leis, was born in Wellesley
Twp., Ont., Nov. 24, 1915; died of an anorism at
Newton, Ont., Sept. 22, 1989; aged 73. On Apr.
6, 1938, she was married to Clarence K. Roth,
who died on Apr. 10, 1983. Surviving are one son
(Lloyd), one daughter (Doris Lichty), 4 grand-
children, 2 brothers (Alvin and Ervin Leis), and
2 sisters (Katie Lebold and Edna Roth). She was
a member of Riverdale Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Sept. 26, in

charge of Glenn Zehr; interment in Riverdale
Cemetery.
Shantz, Mary Jean, daughter of John Henry

and Ida (Bechtel) Shantz, was born at Guernsey,
Sask, Nov. 29, 1927; died of cancer at Scarbor-
ough (Ont.) General Hospital on Aug. 13, 1989;
aged 61. Surviving are one brother (Lowell) and
4 sisters (Mae Baer, Alice Gascho, Norma, and
Helen McDonald). She was a member of Dan-
forth Morningside Mennonite Church. Services
were held at Breslau, Ont., on Aug. 16, and at

Toronto, Ont., on Aug. 18, in charge of Ken
Bechtel; interment in Breslau Mennonite Cem-
etery.

Slaubaugh, Mary A. Yoder, daughter of
Samuel C. and Barbara (Miller) Yoder, was born
in Iowa Co., Iowa, July 4, 1900; died at her home
at Wellman, Iowa, Sept. 18, 1989; aged 89. On
June 4, 1925, she was married to Jacob A.
Slaubaugh, who died in 1959. Surviving are one
son (Marvin Slaubaugh), 3 daughters (Kathryn
Slaubaugh, Carolyn Yoder, and Helen Lind-
strom), 3 grandchildren, and one sister (Lydia
Marner). She was a member of West Union
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Sept. 20, in charge of Merv Birky and
Maynard Yoder; interment in West Union Cem-
etery.

Yoder, Ruth B. Sutter, daughter of Daniel
D. and Magdalena (Roth) Sutter, was born at

Milford, Nebr., Nov. 20, 1925; died at University
of Iowa Hospitals, Iowa City, Iowa, Sept. 24,

1989; aged 63. On Dec. 12, 1948, she was married
to Don W. Yoder, who survives. Also surviving
are 3 daughters (Linda Hartzler, Lorene Bender,
and Lisa Lammer), one son (Gary), 10 grandchil-

dren, 2 sisters (Myrtle Stoltzfus and Dorothy
Yoder), and 2 brothers (Dan and Leland). One
sister preceded her in death. She was a member
of West Union Mennonite Church, where funeral

services were held on Sept. 26, in charge of Merv
Birky and Anne Stuckey; interment in West
Union Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Northwest Conference fall meeting, Camrose, Alta., Oct. 27-29
Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Nov. 3-4
Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Nov. 6-7

Mennonite Economic Development Associates annual conven-
tion, Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 9-12

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meeting,
Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Franconia Conference fall assembly, Franconia, Pa., Nov. 11
Mennonite Church General Board, Elkhart, Ind., Nov. 16-18

Southwest Conference annual delegate meeting, Blvthe, Calif.,

Nov. 18

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Lancaster, Pa.. Dec.
1-2

Hispanic Convention executive board, Dec. 7-9
Goshen College Board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Dec. 8-9
Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Dec. 12

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man.. .July

24-29, 1990

Credits
Cover-story design by Paula Johnson; photo on p. 752 by Greg
Bowman; p. 753 (lop) by David Hieberl; p. 753 (bottom) by
Wooster Daily Record; p. 754 (1st Col.) by Glenn Lehman; p. 757
(1st Col.) by Melanie Zuercher; p. 757 (3rd Col.) by Bob
Brenneman.
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Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

East German churches now urging
social reform to stem exodus
East German church leaders, just a week

after criticizing those who are fleeing to the

West, seem to be aiming now at govern-

ment leaders in urging social reform in

their country. In a related action believed

unprecedented in the 40-year history of

East Germany, four Protestant members
of a political party which is within the

structure of government have called for

reforms in society.

The four belong to the Christian Demo-
cratic Union in East Germany. The party

traditionally is made up of church people

handpicked because of their sympathy for

the programs of the ruling Communist
Party. The letter issued by the Christian

Democratic Union members outlining their

demands for "steps on the way to a dem-
ocratic socialism" was seen as a daring

break from the status quo.

Peace activists ask rededication
of chapel at Nevada Test Site

Antinuclear peace activists associated

with the Las Vegas-based Nevada Desert

Experience are asking that a former chapel

now used by the Los Alamos nuclear lab-

oratory be rededicated for religious use. In

a statement issued recently when they

were arrested for occupying the building,

a trio of activists said they view the former

chapel as a symbol and believe its rededi-

cation for worship could be "a powerful

sign of the possibility for rededication in

this country." The former chapel is located

in Mercury, Nev., inside the Department
of Energy's Nevada Test Site and houses
offices of the Los Alamos laboratory.

Financial problems force Roberts to

close City of Faith medical complex
Barring "a miracle," evangelist Oral

Roberts will close the towering City of

Faith medical complex in January and shut

down Oral Roberts University's 147-stu-

dent medical school next May. The hos-

pital's emergency room was closed in Sep-
tember. Roberts also said his home and
the adjacent one of his son Richard (to-

gether valued at over $1 million), along
with other ministry homes near the ORU
campus and an 832-unit graduate housing
compound, will be sold to help pay $25
million in debts. The cutbacks are ex-

pected to cost 600 people their jobs but
could save the 4,300-student ORU and
other ministry divisions.

It was clearly a blow to the 71 -year-old

faith healer, who said God told him in 1977
to build a 777-bed hospital and research
center. The $150 million complex was com-

pleted in 1981 without a mortgage. Roberts

blamed a sharp decline in donations on a

"spirit of skepticism" created by media
coverage ofTV preacher scandals. His own
fund-raising practices, conflict over prom-
ises he made to recipients of medical

school scholarships, and his lifestyle, in-

cluding ownership of multiple luxury

homes, figured in that coverage.

Evangelicals mobilize in Medellin

—

Colombia's drug capital

As Colombian authorities and the drug

mafia literally battle for control of the

country, evangelical Christians in the

"drug capital" of Medellin are not sitting

idly by. More than 1,400 of them gathered

recently at a local evangelical church for

five hours of prayer and fasting. Remark-
ably, they represented all of the 30 evan-

gelical denominations in the city.

The bigger-than-expected turnout re-

flected Christians' sense of urgency for the

situation in their country. The meeting was
particularly significant considering the

long history of division among evangelical

groups in Medellin and the fact that there

are only about 9,000 evangelical church
members in the entire city of 2.5 million.

Many local pastors, however, report that

evangelical churches are starting to grow.

More than anything, they say, that growth
probably owes to heightened tensions and
violence in Medellin. The city is headquar-
ters for the Medellin drug cartel, believed

responsible for 80 percent of the cocaine

entering the United States.

Catholic Church wins nine-year battle

started by abortion rights activists

A federal appeals court in New York has

dismissed a lawsuit by abortion rights ad-

vocates against the U.S. Internal Revenue
Service for granting tax-exempt status to

the Catholic Church. Their suit claimed

the church was involved in political, not

religious, activity by campaigning against

abortion. The decision, ending nine years

of litigation, also dismissed a $100,000-a-

day contempt citation issued against the

church by a lower court in 1986.

The court action "clarifies the rights of

churches and other tax-exempt organiza-

tions to participate in the public debate on
controversial issues free of the threat of

retaliatory litigation brought by those who
have different views on significant moral

issues," commented John May of St.

Louis, leader of America's Catholic bish-

ops. The bishops were supported by sev-

eral religious groups in the case, including

the National Council of Churches. Dean
Kelley, NCC director of civil and religious

liberties, said all religious groups benefit

from the ruling since they cannot now be

"pilloried by advocacy groups that dis-

agree with them because they are attempt-

ing to carry out their moral convictions."

Hispanic evangelist preaches to

40,000 in five Soviet cities

Hispanic evangelist Luis Palau preached
to nearly 40,000 in five Soviet cities re-

cently, and about 8,500 responded to his

appeals to make a commitment to Christ.

In the Latvian capital of Riga, the evange-

list preached to 4,000 in a pavilion and
7,000 in a concert hall. In Leningrad, he
lectured to Russian Orthodox seminarians

and preached to 7,000 in the huge Olympic
Stadium, as well as to an overflow congre-

gation at a Baptist church. Another 7,000

greeted him at a sports arena in the

Moldavian city of Kishinev, and more than

3,000 turned out at a movie theater in

Moscow to see and hear him.

There were other meetings in churches

in the various cities, Palau addressed
pastors' conferences, the Soviet press fea-

tured interviews with him, and Soviet TV
aired a 12-minute excerpt of one of his

messages. Leningrad church leaders said

his stadium rally there was the first open

evangelistic event in a public venue since

the communists came to power 70 years

ago. Palau's visit was sponsored by Or-

thodox, mainstream Baptist, and indepen-

dent Baptist leaders.

Campus Crusade to move offices

from California to Florida

Campus Crusade for Christ is relocating

its headquarters to Orlando, Fla., from San
Bernardino, Calif. Crusade officials esti-

mate the move, necessitated by the high

cost of living and doing business in south-

ern California, will take at least two years.

In addition to moving 450 employees, offi-

cials anticipate hiring 300 locally for the

group's new headquarters and retreat cen-

ter. They say they are considering several

offers from some "prominent Floridians"

who want to donate land for the project.

The ministry claims 16,000 staff and vol-

unteers operating in nearly every country.

U.S. Reformed Church breaks ties

with sister church in South Africa

The Christian Reformed Church, the

more conservative of the two major Re-
formed denominations in the United
States, has broken its ties with the white

branch of the Dutch Reformed Church in

South Africa to protest that church's con-

tinued support of apartheid. Delegates to

the church's General Synod, meeting in

Grand Rapids, Mich., recently, voted to

suspend ties with the white church until

1992 and set several conditions—such as

declaring apartheid a sin—which must be
met in order for the suspension to be lifted.
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The whole thing

John Driver observes that "as Westerners, we
are adamantly rationalistic in our attempts to

understand reality" (Mission Focus, September
1989). Perhaps this accounts for our tendency to

divide and analyze in order to understand.
(Every sermon must have three points!) But in

dividing a subject into its parts we are in danger
of losing a sense of the whole. So we become
specialists, like the blind men with the elephant,

each supporting his partial understanding of
reality.

Some specialization can be useful. Paul wrote
in 1 Corinthians 12 of the gifts of the Spirit and
how each contributes to the functioning of the
whole. But there may be a danger of

fragmenting the gospel so that none perceives
and practices the whole.

Recently the Presbyterian Peace Fellowship
sponsored a lecture by Joan Brown Campbell on
the comprehensive theme "Justice, Peace, and
the Integrity of Creation: Relevance for Parish
Ministry" at Pittsburgh Theological Seminary.
Finding it convenient to be in the city that

evening, Mary and I went to hear the lecture. I

had no idea about the identity of Joan Brown
Campbell, but I discovered that she represented
the World Council of Churches. This very idea

makes some people nervous, because they worry
that the council is a superchurch. The reality, as
John Howard Yoder once remarked, is more like

a helpless giant.

I gathered from the lecture (and vaguely
remembered otherwise) that "Justice, Peace,
and the Integrity of Creation" was a slogan that

developed out of the 1983 Assembly of the
World Council in Vancouver, British Columbia.
It originated, she said, from an address by Alan
Boesak, a leader of oppressed people in South
Africa.

Now sloganizing is one of the things the World
Council is fairly good at. Carrying them out, as

Campbell acknowledged, is more difficult. It is

easier to promote and practice one small slice of

reality than the whole thing. Martin Luther
King, Jr., she observed, might still be alive if he
had stuck to civil rights and not taken on the

principalities and powers in opposing the

Vietnam War.
Integrity of creation, said Campbell, has

become a crucible to hold together peace and
justice. In a variation of the figure, she observed
that not everyone comes in the same door.

Integrity of creation, she said, serves particularly

well for the Orthodox Church and Native
Americans as a door into the cluster of issues.

In reflection on this theme we may recall that

statements passed at Normal 89 covered two
aspects of this triumvirate: a statement against

racism and a statement on care of the

environment. Can we assume that peace was
included as part of this whole? Perhaps not. The
problem of Western specialization is that some
may become peace people, others justice people,

and a third specialize in the environment.
Yet all are tied together. As someone

observed at the Pittsburgh meeting, there is a
relationship between the rape of a woman and
the rape of the earth. This calls to mind a vivid

expression in John Steinbeck's novel, Grapes of
Wrath, which I read nearly 40 years ago. Grain
drills seeding wheat on land taken over by
agribusiness from small farmers who had lost

their land were described as sexually violating

the soil.

Perhaps our Western rational view of reality is

related to the compartmentalization with which
many persons live. They do not have ready
access to a view of the whole and/or are not
required to take full responsibility for their

actions. I would assume, for example, that the

decision to take over the small Midwest farms
and combine them into large ranches might have
been made in a city office hundreds of miles

away. It was made by hard working businessmen
who knew a good deal when they saw it.

I was amused in a sad sort of way to learn last

winter that the young family man who came
from the East to answer questions about his

garbage firm's plans to expand the local dump
from a 350-ton daily capacity to 2,000 tons had
chartered a plane so that he could return that

night to be at home with his family. Anticipating

what harm his out-of-the area company may be
able to do to our community, I was less than

overwhelmed by his loyalty to his family.

Thirty-five years ago Mennonite revivalist

George R. Brunk II displayed a slogan on the

trucks which carried his equipment:

"The whole gospel for the whole world." (I

trust that I remember it correctly.) I think he

had the right idea. What we need to follow is a

comprehensive gospel which embraces and
enhances all of life and all the world. The whole
thing.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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The Mennonite vision \
by Nancy Heisey and Paul Longacre

"We Mennonites do have something to share,

provided we know what it is," said a Mexican

Mennonite who is an Old Testament professor

at a Presbyterian seminary in Bogota, Colombia.

"I myself am a product of North American mis-

sionary work in Mexico. Now we have to find out

what can fit with our Latin spirit and still be

part of the Mennonite Church. And that is really

the same question the early Anabaptists asked

themselves: 'What does it mean to be followers

T

of Jesus today?'
"

This professor was one of hundreds of people

who responded eagerly to our questions about

what Mennonite identity means for Christians in

mission. Both Mennonites speaking from per-

sonal experience and people who had read Men-

nonite books or known Mennonite mission/

service workers had observations to share. They

did not all agree on the meaning and value of

Mennonite identity. But one thing came through



Hundreds of people around the world responded eagerly
to our questions about what Mennonite identity means

for Christians in mission.

clearly—how Mennonites understand ourselves

is not just a matter that concerns us. It is impor-

tant for every part of our witness, whether local,

regional, or worldwide. Their insights challenge

North American Mennonites to several tasks as

we consider how we are called to mission in the

1990s.

1. We Mennonites worldwide need to learn
about our history and decide what it means
today. One Dutch Mennonite who pastors a con-

gregation near the birthplace of Menno Simons
commented: "Mennonites are history. If you
study the Mennonite Encyclopedia, you do not

find theology. You find family and history."

But even for those who live in quite different

settings from ones where Anabaptist fellowships

first met, that history has an impact. A leader in

the Kekchi Mennonite Church, a community of

native American believers in Guatemala, ex-

plained: "Our church began with a priest named
Menno Simons who really understood the gos-

pel. But we do not follow him. We follow Jesus."

For many Mennonites around the world, it is

important to understand the history of the West-

ern missionaries who came to proclaim the gos-

pel in their countries. The relationship between
the beginnings of their churches and their cur-

rent identity has often been confusing to them.

"We are Mennonites by accident, not by theol-

ogy," remarked a Zairian church leader, referring

to the decisions made by different denomina-
tional mission agencies to divide up the territory

in which they worked. "Now we have the job of

Nancy Heisey and Paul Longacre, Akron, Pa., led the

two-year Mennonite International Study Project which was
completed recently. It was sponsored by Mennonite Board
of Missions, Mennonite Central Committee, and three

conferences that have overseas mission work. This article

is the eighth in a series of reports from the couple.

helping our people know who they are as Zairian

Mennonites."

"When Mennonite missionaries came to Argen-
tina," said a young Mennonite scholar, "they

came representing mission ideology of their

time. Later, people in North America learned

what Anabaptism was, because theologians

taught them, and began to bring that learning

here. But if Anabaptism is to take root in Argen-
tina, it should be through a natural process of

people here being convinced, not by coercion

from the North."

While some Mennonites struggle with ques-

tions about an imposed identity, however, other

believers within our fellowships chose to become
involved because of their attraction to Menno-
nite history.

"Why be a Mennonite?" asked a member of

Wood Green Mennonite Church (formerly Lon-
don Mennonite Fellowship) in London, England.

"Because there is a sense of history and a con-

nection to other movements that are off the

beaten track."

"Mennonite identity does have meaning for

our time," a Bible professor at a Mennonite sem-
inary in Indonesia answered the same question.

"We Indonesians like to know that a group that

was persecuted years ago still exists."

"Mennonite history is important to us because
there are so many parallels between the times

they lived in and our own situation in Central

America," added a Guatemalan Mennonite pas-

tor.

2. We need to think about the importance
of ethnicity. The history of some Mennonites
has led to the development of strong ethnic char-

acteristics in certain Mennonite churches. As
Mennonite believers migrated to escape persecu-

tion, these communities eventually became de-

fined as much by language and customs as by
expressions of faith. Mennonite believers who
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'What distinguishes the Mennonite vision is the desire

to help people come into a more real

community of faith.'

1

1mammg
have grown up where European ethnic identity

is strong have special questions to deal with. A
woman administrator of a German Mennonite

service program talked about her struggle as a

young person because being a Mennonite made
her different from most of her classmates. "I no

longer say I'm a Mennonite because I grew up
that way. I say that I have come to hold certain

beliefs that my parents also held," she said.

A Bible teacher in Paraguay talked about an-

other aspect of ethnicity—that people who be-

come believers through mission efforts of

Mennonites with strong ethnic background tend

to feel that they do not belong. "I begin each

class among Spanish-speaking Paraguayans by

asking the question: 'What is a Mennonite?'" he

said. "My students always answer that Menno-
nites have blond hair, speak German, and live in

colonies. They say: 'We are not Mennonites, but

we have accepted the beliefs of Mennonites.'
"

Disadvantages of belonging to a Mennonite

church which is not a part of one of the tradi-

tional ethnic groups were described by a Zairian

Mennonite teacher. "We really have a problem

with questions of military service for church

members," he said. "European Mennonites

could immigrate to escape forced military ser-

vice. But where could Zairean Mennonites go to

escape? Who would take us in?" However, one of

his colleagues immediately added: "Don't be mis-

taken into thinking that North American Menno-
nites are the pure ones because of their lan-

guage or white skin or customs. Some Men-
nonites in North America are helping make
bombs."

"The questions of identity and faith are differ-

ent for us," concluded a young Japanese Men-
nonite peace activist. "When I visited the U.S., I

saw that Mennonites there built their faith on

the links they had to their ancestors. We have to

think about Christian faith questions, and about

what it means to be Mennonite in Japan, in rela-

tionship to our own past."

3. We need to be careful not to place a
wrong emphasis on identity. In addition to

the problems of ethnicity and faith, people

spoke about ways that witness could be hin-

dered by the wrong emphasis on Mennonite iden-

tity.

One is that because Mennonites are a small

group in comparison with other Christian

churches, they are unknown in many places.

Where those other churches have a history of

being the predominant, perhaps even the state

church, any other church group is viewed with

suspicion by many people encountering it for the

first time. A member of the Argentine Menno-
nite Church noted that with many small groups,

often referred to as "sects," doing independent

evangelism throughout that country, it is counter-

productive for Mennonites to emphasize a sepa-

rate identity; instead, he said, we should be

working in ways that underline communion with

all Christians.

Elsewhere, people made an even stronger

point about the confusion created by maintain-

ing distinctions between Christian groups. "In

India," said a young woman Christian education

worker, "Hindus have a different temple for each

god. If we underline that this church is Menno-
nite and that church is Methodist, our neighbors

understand that we worship different gods in

these different churches."

"Here in Hokkaido," said a lay Japanese Men-
nonite leader, "people do not have any percep-

tion of the difference between Mennonite and

Roman Catholic. We do not put much effort into

trying to explain; we say that we are a Christian

church which tries to take seriously the teach-

ings of the Bible and proclaiming the gospel."

"Old church divisions mean nothing to inner-

city people who see the church as irrelevant," a

worker with a London interchurch coalition told

us. The positive side of that reality was ex-

pressed as the dream of a young French Menno-
nite pastoral couple: "There is a great need for

Christian work in the cities of France. Quite

likely such a witness would be different Chris-

tians working together, rather than denomina-

tional."

4. We need to exercise the gifts coming
from our history and faith. Both Mennonite

and other friends had much to say about the

Mennonite gifts they hope that we will use. One
of the clearest gifts named was the Mennonite
commitment to a lived witness to faith in Christ.

"At one point I had a lot of questions about iden-

tifying ourselves with a particular denomina-

tion," an Italian Mennonite pastor said. "But

over time I have been convinced that what Men-
nonites believe is important for our society.
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'Being Mennonite is not just a matter of conversion,

nor of becoming a church member. It is a

task for a lifetime.'

Many evangelicals spiritualize everything—they

preach but do not teach. People have been given

no understanding of how to live the life."

"At the core of mission for Mennonites is the

love of Christ," an Ethiopian sister agreed. "We
saw that love in the ways missionaries lived and
behaved. That's what we want, too—to live the

life."

"If we are going to build churches for the fu-

ture of Hong Kong," commented a leader in the

church renewal movement, "we need a different

kind of theology. We need an emphasis on bibli-

cal living, strong fellowship, and political critique

in light of the Bible. Those are the strengths of

Mennonites."

Outside Eden

/ suppose it was wisdom, wasn 't it—
that we wanted . . . and reasoned would be good?

Were we tired of following instinct—
that old parenthood we always had obeyed?

Now that we have reckoned not to trust,

there's no return to innocence and bliss—
that state of mind that seems so distant

and far away as our first kiss.

These bitter days, I look longingly

at baby birds.

Their open, waiting mouths are pressed

against the blue, benevolent sky . .

.

They so resemble us when we were young
and lived in paradise.

Now, here we are, outside Eden's gate . .

.

in a world that is no longer safe or true.

Our eyes are open, now ..

.

and we see tares

where only flowers grew.

—Geraldine Walden

Openness is another important gift which peo-

ple identify among Mennonites. "Our under-

standing of Mennonite identity is that we accept
all people," said an Ethiopian believer. "When
no one else would accept Pentecostal Christians,

we opened our doors to keep them. The situa-

tion of the churches since the Ethiopian revolu-

tion has even increased our understanding of the

importance of interchurch cooperation."

A woman member of a young Mennonite con-

gregation in a favela (slum) of Recife, Brazil,

added: "We are not legalistic like many
churches. Our members can visit other churches,

and we feel free to praise God in many different

ways."

Still another Mennonite gift, according to

some friends, is the willingness to serve without

insisting on ownership of what we do. "We need
people who are not saying: 'How will my mission

board be satisfied?' How will my work grow?'
"

said a Yugoslav student Christian worker. "We
are thankful for the Mennonites here, who not

only try to help Christians regardless of their

label, but also always ask, 'Is this something that

will strengthen the body of Christ in this town?'
"

"Mennonites are not here to start new work,

but to help strengthen the existing churches,"

said an independent church leader in Botswana.

"They are not redirecting the churches, but help-

ing to arm their leaders with skills through Bible

training. With that the case, we accept them."

And the dean of SEMILLA, the Guatemala-

based Latin American Anabaptist seminary, de-

scribed what he has learned as people from

many different denominations, including Roman
Catholics, have begun to participate in the mo-
bile seminary program. "What distinguishes the

Mennonite vision is the desire to help people

come into a more real community of faith. We
can speak of the Lord, but we do not need to

pull people into our own group."

Comments from two of our hosts summarized
these insights and challenges for all Mennonites

in mission. "I have learned," said a Venezuelan

pastor, "that being Mennonite is not just a mat-

ter of conversion, nor of becoming a church mem-
ber. It is a task for a lifetime."

And, in the words of an English Mennonite

woman: "What is central to our life and witness

is to be local but not parochial, to have an expe-

rience as a live, hopeful, involved community of

Jesus' followers." ^
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A fisherman's lifestyle
by Robert Roberg

Recently at a Christian conference two broth-

ers were arguing. The first brother was dis-

turbed by the strong appeals for money and
glitzy lifestyle of the preacher. "Nonsense," said

the second brother, "if Jesus were alive today

he'd be driving a Mercedes or a Cadillac. He's

doing the best work in the world, so why
shouldn't he have the best tools?"

"I disagree," said the first brother. "Jesus

could have entered Jerusalem in a royal Roman
chariot pulled by six white horses, but instead

he rode a donkey. He could have been born in a

palace, but instead chose a stable. He could

have picked princes for disciples, but he chose

fishermen. We need to adopt a fisherman's life-

style."

River of materialism. I must admit I agree

with the first brother who called for a

fisherman's lifestyle." But agreeing and living

are two different things. Somehow living in

North America one gets caught in the river of

materialism. Material goods gravitate to us like

metal objects to magnets. My own car seems to

automatically want to stop at every yard sale, if

you know what I mean.

But the more I get, the worse I feel. With each

passing year the faces of starving children

around the world haunt me more and more. I

send a few dollars, but alas, I am like the rich

men that Jesus condemned who only gave of

their fat abundance. The words of Jesus pursue

me in my sleep: "Woe unto you that are rich"

(Luke 6:24) and "How hardly shall they that

have riches enter into the kingdom of God"
(Luke 18:24). "I am not rich," I protest, but the

two cars and the camper in my driveway are

harder to hide than camels.

I like to listen to the "grace preachers." After

all we are saved by grace through faith and not

by works. They soothe my itching ears with the

thought that God doesn't care what I own as

long as I have believed in Jesus. I mean, God
won't keep me from heaven just because I was
too weak to stay poor, would he? Jesus himself

said the flesh was weak. God doesn't mean poor
when he says poor, does he?

As I lay my head on the pillow, Jesus' words
burn me: "Blessed are you who are poor" (Luke

6:20). I quickly correct him. That is "poor in

spirit." I grab my Bible and look up Luke 6:20

and find that someone has left out the spiritual

Robert Roberg, Nashville, Term., is a church planter
sponsored by Rosedale Mennonite Missions.

part. Barclay's commentary makes it even worse,

defining poor as totally, utterly, financially desti-

tute.

Isaiah and James are no help: "Hath not God
chosen the poor of this world [to be] rich in

faith" (James 2:5)? "But to this man will I look

even to him that is poor and of a contrite spirit"

(Isa. 66:2). Woe is me and woe is us. If this is

7 am not rich/ 1 protest, but the two
cars and the camper in my driveway
are harder to hide than camels.

true, then only one out of a thousand North

American Christians can qualify. Are we all

doomed? That night, I sleep fitfully. ("At least,"

I console myself, "it's not a waterbed.")

In the morning after a bowl mixed with several

cereals, I can think more clearly and pen the fol-

lowing formula to help us out of the rich

Christians' malaise:

Robert's rules for poverty
1. If you are in poverty but longing to be rich,

you are in trouble.

2. If you are above the poverty level but long-

ing to be rich, you are in trouble.

3. If you are rich and planning to stay rich, you
are in trouble.

4. But if you are rich and troubled about it,

and plan to have less by helping more, you are

blessed.

5. If you are above poverty, but willing to risk

sinking lower in order to give to help others, you
are blessed.

6. If you are in poverty but willing to be con-

tent with food and clothing, you are indeed

blessed.

Healthy signs. Having penned my rules for

poverty I feel immediately comforted, for I now
see that my dissatisfaction with material things

and my guilt are really healthy signs. I see that

trying to get more for less is not the way to go

but that trying more to get less by giving more is

the best path to follow. Reaching for the

fisherman's lifestyle will bring me closer to the

great Fisher of men.
But the path down to Galilee looks steep. Per-

haps if I had some brothers and sisters to go

with I might make it. How about you? Would you
like to come along? ^
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Living with the dying
by Sandra Drescher-Lehman

It's been over a year now since we sat on the
front steps and watched the hearse drive away.
The long black car, seemingly alien, elicited

fresh tears of mixed origin. It was, however, ex-

pected.

Two hours earlier, the nurse had gone home
after preparing me for what she expected to hap
pen with Marge's vital signs over the weekend. I

was left alone by her bedside to listen to the

sound of erratic breathing and the pain of my
own heart.

When I noticed her eyelids opening, I wet a
cloth to wash her face, thinking she would be
comforted to know I was beside her as she woke.

We thought we had come to help a
friend die and realized that she was
also teaching us how to live.

As I repeated this simple routine of refreshment,

I noticed that her lips were purple, and I felt the

warmth leave her fingers as I held them, this

time for my comfort rather than hers.

I knew she was finally comfortable in a way I

could never make possible, but I didn't hurry to

let the others know. I wanted to sit there on the

bed beside what had been my friend just mo-
ments before, and begin this last stage of saying

good-bye, by myself.

Returned to my bed. Nine years ago, when I

labored over my first quilt, designed for this

woman I had come to love and admire, I had no
idea that it would one day be returned to my
bed. At 22 years of age, I was not much ac-

quainted with grief and sorrow, and even less fa-

miliar with physical death.

So in November 1987, when Marge asked
John, my husband, and me to come live with her

for the rest of her life, we had little idea about
what lay ahead. We did know, however, that our
main job was to help Marge die. Three years ear-

lier, at 62 years, she was diagnosed with lung

cancer. Now she could no longer live alone, so

we moved into her house to help fulfill her wish
to die in her mother's bed.

At first, we put off plans for our future, think-

ing, "We'll do that after she dies. . .
." Then,

slowly, we began to see the irony of that way of

Sandra Drescher-Lehman, Richmond, Va., is a staff

person at an emergency shelter for women and children

and also a graduate student in social work and Christian

education. She is a member of First Mennonite Church.

living. In reality, we also had no control over the

number of our days. But until we lived that close

to death, we lived with an illusion that we did!

So we began to look for ways to live as fully as

possible in the present. The past was gone and
the future was not promised. What seemed, at

first, a time to merely endure, became a re-

minder to live each moment as richly as possi-

ble. We thought we had come to help a friend

die and realized that she was also teaching us

how to live. Marge, in her dying, was also a

means of helping us to reset our priorities.

We watched as this powerful, committed, and
loved prison chaplain lost the energy to go to

work. At the same time, it remained obvious that

she was a worthwhile person. She made the chil-

dren laugh who came to see her. She comforted

those who spoke of their pain, even as she lay in

her own. She offered marriage advice to the

neighbor who visited at her bedroom window.

Her smiling eyes warmed my heart when I

handed her a strawberry milkshake. Even as the

energy was draining from her body, she offered

hope and joy to those who came close enough to

be touched. So we knew that our work cannot be

what determines our worth.

We watched as she had less and less ability to

travel or to work on her many other hobbies.

Even so she remained a person of great worth to

us. So we knew that our hobbies and traveling

cannot be what defines us.

Her home boasted of nice things that she took

good care of. But when people came to the door,

they went to Marge's room to see her, not

around the house to see her things. So we knew
that we have to be more than the sum of what
we own.

She could no longer do things for others, but
she continued to receive many calls, letters, and
visits. It seemed evident, then, that the time we
spend cultivating friendships is what enriches

life and remains important. Who we are may be
more significant than what we do!

Others fall away. A week before Marge died,

she woke from the comatose state she had been
in and said, "I'm lonely." We had been keeping a

constant vigil with her, so I knew she was not re-

sponding to a lack of physical closeness. She
was entering a part of the journey where none of

us could accompany her. In that moment I knew
that God is the one who can keep going with us

when others must fall away.

John read Psalm 22 to her that day: "I am
poured out like water, and all my bones are out

of joint. My heart has turned to wax; it has

melted away within me. My strength is dried up
like a potsherd, and my tongue sticks to the roof
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of my mouth; you lay me in the dust of death."

Marge whispered, "That's it! That's how it is."

He went on to the next chapter: "Even though

I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,

I will fear no evil, for you are with me; your rod

and your staff, they comfort me." John choked

out the words, filled with the emotions of new
meaning, but Marge began to relax in her re-

freshed understanding.

That night we heard unfamiliar sounds coming

from her bedroom. When we asked if she needed

anything, she said, "No, I'm singing to my
spirit." She asked if we were ready for her to go,

and we said, "Yes."

I don't know how long I sat by her side that

evening a week later, before I called John to say

it was time to begin the end. We then shared our

warmth in the room where Marge's bodily

warmth was already and finally gone.

As the hearse drove away on August 4, 1988,

we sat silently, hanging in the timeless moment
of one life ending and others continuing. It

seemed odd that her car was still in the drive-

way. She hadn't taken her bright red cap along.

It was still on the bedpost. There were friends

to call. No one had gone with her—not even

Alvin, her beloved cat.

But even without all these things, we knew she

was finally healed completely. She was now more

fully alive than the person we had known; more
whole than her body had ever allowed her to be.

I was comforted to imagine that she may be

learning to sing and dance with her Creator!

Unexpected tears. A year later, unexpected

tears continue to well up and creep out, pro-

duced by unlikely events:

• The soft touch of an elderly woman's hand.

• Deciding to share a joy with Marge before

remembering that I can no longer reach her by

phone.
• A picture of a cat.

• Making oatmeal cookies and having no one

to help "test" them.

Instead I should put my energy into living as

fully as possible today. But I hope it's never

again without remembering the powerful experi-

ence of living with the dying. ^
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The gospel and
North American culture
by David W. Shenk

"There is one thing a professor can be abso-

lutely certain of: almost every student entering

the university believes, or says he believes, that

truth is relative." That is the opening sentence

in Allan Bloom's best seller, The Closing of the

American Mind (Simon and Schuster, 1987). For
a generation Bloom has been a teacher of philos-

ophy. He perceives that major shifts are develop-

ing in the North American worldview. One of

these is closing the mind to truth.

An equally provocative book, Habits of the

Heart (University of California, 1985), is an analy-

se//-fulfillment is becoming

sis of American culture by Robert N. Bellah and
a team of social scientists. It interprets case

studies from a cross section of mainstream soci-

ety. Likely every person mentioned here will re-

mind you of someone you know.

Window into culture. These two books are a

window into North American culture as we ap-

proach the close of the twentieth century. The in-

sights of Bloom, who has taught in both Canada
and the United States, are a mirror of North
American culture as a whole. The Bellah study

is focused on the experience of the United

States. Yet this book especially explores the im-

pact of the Enlightenment on American culture,

and thus has validity for Canadians as well.

From a philosopher's perspective, Bloom strug-

gles with the impact of pluralism on our culture.

For Americans the "inalienable rights" of the

Declaration of Independence has come to mean
that there are no moral or truth universals. The
commitment that each person and subculture

has the right to believe and act as they choose

has been transformed by modern Americans into

the conviction that there is no such thing as uni-

versal truth or good. Personal values have re-

placed convictions and commitment to the moral

good.

The embracing of relativism is nurtured by his-

torical and spiritual shallowness. Even the daugh-

ters and sons of Christian families are biblically

illiterate, with little or no awareness of the spiri-

David W. Shenk, Mountville, Pa., is overseas ministries

director at Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions in nearby
Salunga.

tual foundations of their family and community.
Television and rock music have replaced the

Bible and the church in the formation of charac-

ter.

The shallowness of North American intellec-

tual culture appalls Bloom. He is troubled by
the apparent absence of interest in seeking for

universal truth. Yet he believes there is a solu-

tion to the crisis. North American culture must
revive an appreciation for the wisdom of the

Greek philosophers! That, he holds, is a reason-

able starting point in the quest for the universal

good.

Bloom writes with appreciation for his Bible-

loving grandparents. Then why does he opt for

Plato rather than Jesus in his quest for truth? Of
course Jesus opens the windows to the revela-

tion of God, a dangerous eventuality from
Bloom's philosophical perspective. Yet he does
not close the door completely to the possibility

of revelation.

Bellah's case studies demonstrate that the rela-

tivism Bloom encounters in his classroom is no
fluke. The people described in Habits of the

Heart reveal that there is widespread lack of

awareness of transcendent truth in our culture.

Although the church steeples still silhouette our

skylines, people have closed their minds to that

which the steeples symbolize. There is little

awareness of God the transcendent and righ-

teous one who encounters us and calls for repen-

tance. This is true both in the church and
outside the church.

Two major streams. These University of Cal-

ifornia sociologists describe two major streams

which inform American culture. One is the bibli-

cal covenant theme. In American mythology the

Pilgrims landing at Plymouth Rock are the

model of that theme. The second theme is free-

dom and individualism which comes to us

through the eighteenth-century Enlightenment.

The American Declaration of Independence is

the representative of that theme, which pro-

claims the self-evident truth that all people have

"certain inalienable rights, that among these are

life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."

The individualism which the frontier fostered

has contributed to the growing power of the En-
lightenment theme as espoused in the Declara-

tion of Independence. That theme is now
dominant. The biblical perspective has become a

minority voice in American culture. This is true

both within and outside the church.

This transformation from covenant commit-
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ments to individualism is profound and revolu-

tionary. The whole society is oriented toward the

individual pursuit of happiness. The change is

felt at every level of life. Individual self-fulfill-

ment is becoming the measure of all relation-

ships, including marriage.

Even faithful members of the church rarely

view the congregation as a covenantal commu-
nity. The individual seeks for a church which pro-

vides for self-fulfillment. It is the rare person

who will look to the church for moral guidance.

Each individual must make his own moral

choices; the criteria for those choices are those

which provide for the most individual self-fulfill-

ment.

Yet the people interviewed by these research-

ers reveal much loneliness. In the individual pur-

suit of happiness people often discover

heartbreak. As sociologists they raise questions

about the survivability of North American soci-

ety in which individualism is the dominant

theme. They believe that a revival of covenantal

commitments is essential for the health of North

American society and persons.

Similar trends. From across the Atlantic sim-

ilar cultural trends are described by Lesslie New-
bigin in his recent book Foolishness to the Greeks

(Eerdmans, 1986). After many years as an Angli-

can bishop missionary in India, Newbigin is now
continuing his apostolic calling in England. He is

discovering that the British worldview is more re-

sistant to the gospel than Hinduism. He laments

that Anglo-Saxon culture is now shot through

with the conviction that greed is right. Across

the channel in France the evangelical philoso-

pher Jacques Ellul in The Subversion of Christi-

anity (Eerdmans, 1986) laments that in every

respect Western culture has become the com-

plete opposite of the gospel.

How does the faithful church in North Amer-
ica live and communicate the good news when
the worldview and cultural direction are contrary

to the gospel? In times like these it is important

to remember: The light shines in the darkness,

but the darkness has not understood it (John

1:5). It is not unusual for the church to be a light

in a world which does not comprehend what is

going on.

Ellul comments that the very nature of the

Christian faith means that it is impossible to be
Christian without opposition and persecution. If

that is true, and the New Testament demon-
strates that it is so, then these are the best of

times for faithful Christian witness. The dra-

matic difference between the gospel and West-

ern culture actually helps to clarify the

good-news surprise, who is Jesus Christ.

Jesus is relevant to the self-fulfillment aspira-

tions of North American culture, for he came
that we might have "life . . . more abundantly"

(John 10:10). In fact Jesus also adds an eternal di-

mension to personal life. No one has ever been
more enthusiastic about the significance and dig-

nity of each person than Jesus. He is concerned

for our happiness. In fact he offers the gift of joy

which far surpasses the happiness proclaimed in

the American Declaration of Independence.

However, Jesus turns the worldview inside out

by revealing through his life and teachings that

suffering self-giving love is the way to true self-

fulfillment. He invites us into an eternal cove-

nant community in which we are invited to learn

how to wash each others' feet in ministry—and

not just North American feet. He adopts us into

the family of God who come from every tribe

and nation. In this family we are loved and we
minister in love. This worldwide family has a

focus beyond itself, that of bringing healing to

all the nations. The gospel reveals that personal

fulfillment is found in Christ-centered commu-
nity, not in individualism.

Descending the steeple. In a society which

has turned away from that which the churches'

steeples symbolize, Jesus, Son of Man and Son

of God, descends the steeple, as it were, and

joins us in the carpenter shop, experiencing pain

when his hammer strikes his thumb. He meets

us in our homes, enjoying potato soup with us at

supper. Yet in this ordinary and wonderful per-

son, the God of the whole universe has been re-

vealed fully. If God is like Jesus then we are safe

in committing our lives to him.

Of course the confession, Jesus is Lord, is an

offense in a culture which has embraced the ide-

ology that truth and good are relative. As long as

we confine Jesus to the outer edges of our cul-

ture, he is tolerated. However, whenever he is in-

vited into the core, everything breaks loose, for

the gospel is the conviction that only Jesus is
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Lord. No one really questions that his morality

is a wonderful ideal for universal ethics: love

your neighbor as yourself—and the neighbor in-

cludes one's enemy.

Although North Americans applaud Jesus' eth-

ics, our world view and values insist that he is

most impractical. Yet hundreds of thousands con
verge on Amish and Mennonite communities an-

nually. One reason they come is to meet people

The Anabaptist vision of the church
as a caring and discipling community
is a refreshing surprise in times

who are committed to the ethics of Jesus. There
is a wistfulness throughout the land for another

way, the way of love which Jesus reveals.

Washington (D.C.) Community Fellowship is

known as a church where there is powerful

preaching. Yet, when several of us met with the

elders of the church and asked them why they

had become members of this congregation, this

is what we heard: We have found a joyous family

here who love and hold us accountable! We have
discovered a community committed to the way
of love which Jesus revealed. We have fun times

together. We are a family whom Christ is creat-

ing.

I have heard the same testimony in other

newly planted or growing congregations. The in-

dividual self-fulfillment binge in North America
is going to seed. Many people long for perma-
nent accountable relationships. The church is

the ministering community where that should

and can happen best. The Anabaptist vision of

the church as a caring and discipling community
is a refreshing surprise in times like these.

Permeating our culture. It is urgent that dis-

ciples of Jesus permeate every aspect of our cul-

ture. In the scientific community, investigation is

forcing a reassessment of Newtonian presupposi-

tions of casualty. Believers should be present,

contributing their witness concerning the Cre-

ator and Sustainer of the Universe as this intel-

lectual breakthrough develops. In the media and
the arts, in the political and legal professions, in

the classroom and business, in the factories and
the trucks, in the research laboratories and medi-

cal centers, everywhere the life and witness of

disciples of Jesus need to salt our culture and
centers of power with righteousness and truth.

If Christians function only on the peripheries

of culture, the gospel witness is hardly noticed.

Witness within the cultural core is a witness

which focuses both on interpreting the gospel

with relevance and power within the worldview
of a society and also among decision makers
within the centers of power.

An example of witness within the power and
worldview core of our culture is a breakfast meet-
ing for military decision makers in the Pentagon
with an Anabaptist leader to talk about peace-

making. Or another Anabaptist leader who re-

cently invested a long evening in conversation

about Jesus Christ with a Communist Party

leader in the Soviet Union. Such modern events

are analogous to the first recorded mission in Eu-
rope during apostolic times when the evangels

first witnessed in the leading city of the region.

Within a few weeks Paul was also confronting

the philosophers who were the formers of West-
ern intellectual creativity, right within the Acrop-
olis in Athens.

Sometime ago Ed and I were working on doc-

toral dissertations in the same field. Driving to-

gether on an expressway, I surprised Ed with a

question, "When will you become a Christian?"

"Never," he responded instantly. As a typical

son of the Enlightenment, he continued, "As you
know, the God hypothesis has been disproved by
the theory of evolution."

Although theories disproving hypotheses

didn't seem like a very scientific syllogism to me,
I used another tack. I pulled off the expressway
and stopped. Turning to him I requested, "Ed,
please take a good look at your hands. Do you re-

ally believe that those marvelous instruments

were formed through impersonal natural laws,

that no other intelligence was involved?"

His response shook me. "Yes, I know God had
to be involved in forming these hands. But I still

won't believe because I hate my father. If I be-

lieved in God I would need to make peace with

him."

"How do you speak of God in the university

classroom?" I asked.

With candor he said, "I tell my students that

modern scientific investigation has demonstrated

the irrelevance of the God hypothesis. Most of

my fellow professors say the same thing. We call

disbelief academic sophistication. Yet we all

know we are damned liars. Belief is a moral

issue, not an intellectual issue."

Genuine self-fulfillment. If Ed's analysis of

the issues of belief and nonbelief in modern cul-

ture is correct, then the good news in our society

is that Jesus Christ has given his life for our for-

giveness, and that in him there is healing for all

bitterness and anger and hate and personal fail-

ure. Christ offers the gift of forgiveness, joy, fam-

ily, and purpose. This is genuine self-fulfillment.^
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Catch the Vision '95 spirit by:

• Seeking daily renewal

• Making one friend for Jesus

• Serving where you are called

• Doubling your giving through

your congregation

The Spirit of God
is calling the Maasai . . .

"Before you came we were

living in darkness; but now
the light has come and we

will have to decide/'
-A Mc leader

Now the Maasai have begun to

decide. The men had thought the

church was for women and chil-

dren only, but that is changing.

Missionary Carl Hansen reports

that 20 Maasai were baptized

earlier this year, including five

young men.

Although rivalry still continues

among the Maasai tribes, God's

Light is at work. When a rival clan

attacked the home of an elder and

he and his son were spared, the

elder gave six acres of land for a

church as a thank offering to God.

Now ten persons in that commu-
nity say they are ready for baptism.

The Spirit of Vision '95 calls people to faith in: Eastern Mennonite Board
• Manila • Honolulu • South Philadelphia • The Bronx of Missions and Charities

• San Pedro Carcha • Ogwedhi-Sagawa • Kowloon City P O. Box 128 • Salunga, PA 17538-0628

Together We Grow in Christ's Mission
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Church news

Over 200 Mennonites join

'Housing Now!' march
Over 200 Mennonites—many of them

college students—participated in the
Housing Now! marches and rally in Wash-
ington, D.C., on Oct. 7. The Justice March
originated at the Pentagon and met the

Main March at the Washington Monu-
ment. These converged with the Chil-

dren's March at the U.S. Capitol. The
crowd was estimated at 250,000.

"We want housing now!" This rally cry

was echoed by speaker David Hayden,
who led a group of marchers all the way
from Roanoke, Va., where he is a Menno-
nite minister and head of Justice House, a

shelter for the homeless. He and other
speakers demanded that federal housing
assistance programs be restored to the
1981 level of $32 billion a year. Currently,

less than $8 billion is budgeted. The goal

is to "create safe, decent, and affordable

homes for all people."

The approximately 20,000 participants

in the Justice March urged that money for

housing should come from the military

budget. "In 1980 Congress appropriated

$7 for the military to every dollar spent on
housing," said speaker Steven Ault. "To-

day, that ratio is 44 to one."

Three million people in the United
States are homeless, including 700,000

children. Ten million more live in housing
that does not meet "minimum quality

standards." A congressionally funded
study states that 19 million more Ameri-
cans may be homeless in 15 years.

Goshen College was represented at the

Washington events by 108 students and
staff. They came to "support the cause of

the homeless" and "for the learning expe-

rience." Many were aware of homeless-

ness in their hometowns and in the town
surrounding the college. Additionally, stu-

dent Keith Mullet noted, "It's a problem
for college students to find affordable

housing." Another student said, "Middle-

class people need to be involved—people

who are lucky enough to have homes."
Some 40 students and two professors

also came from Eastern Mennonite Col-

lege. Student Mike Showalter's concern

stemmed from the fact that his hometown,
Louisville, Ky., has "the highest rate of

increasing homelessness in the U.S."

Other Mennonite participants included

Goshen College student Keith Miller displays

a homemade sign.

Mike Stoltzfus and Jon Peachy from the

coast-to-coast "Run for Shalom," several

Voluntary Service units, and people in-

volved with the homeless.
—Cindy Hines Kurfman

Goshen introduces
new format for

chapel-convocation

Chapel-convocation events at Goshen
College are moving into a new era this

academic year. A new format has created

a stronger climate for campus worship,

says campus minister Martha Smith Good.
The campus community now gathers

three mornings a week for 30 minutes,

alternating chapel and convocation. There
will be an equal mix of religious worship
services and secular-oriented convoca-

tions. In addition to listening to speakers,

there is time for singing and quiet reflec-

tion.

Following the sessions, a 30-minute
block of free time allows increased inter-

action between students and faculty. Good
envisions "the kind of getting to know
each other that takes place in a church

after Sunday morning worship." Discus-

sion groups or "mix-and-munch" sessions

are planned.

Students and faculty now spend 90 min-

utes voluntarily in chapel and convocation

events per week, plus an additional 30
minutes every two weeks. Previously,

chapels and convocations comprised 80
minutes per week.

"Integrating the chapel and convocation

events with campus life will help us more
meaningfully focus on common experi-

ences," says Doyle Preheim, a music pro-

fessor who chairs the chapel-convocation

review committee. "It will address current

campus issues, opening up other impor-
tant areas such as faith, our religious her-

itage, our professional frameworks, our
personal commitments."

Several years ago, the faculty recog-

nized that a new format was needed. Dur-
ing faculty workshops in 1987, re-

organization of the chapel-convocation

schedule ranked second, behind faculty

needs, in items that needed attention.

Attendance this fall has already in-

creased 7 percent over last year's atten-

dance. "It's a case of less meaning more,"
says Jana King, senior sociology major
and student assistant in campus minis-

tries. "Fewer chapel and convocation

events mean the the faculty and students

have more planning time to provide higher

quality overall. A real plus is the chance to

open up discussions and interact more
with each other."

Historically, the tradition of chapel and
convocation at Goshen College has always

been strong. Not much has really changed
through the years until recently except,

perhaps, a change in attendance require-

ments. Without jeopardizing federal

funds, Goshen today cannot make chapel

compulsory. But there are requirements

for voluntary attendance: Students must
attend three sessions every two weeks, or

19 assemblies per trimester. Attendance is

recorded on cards after each event. All

students receive attendance progress re-

ports periodically and those with unex-

cused absenses face sanctions before

completing their graduation degree re-

quirements.

In addition, attendance is strongly en-

couraged at three major campus events

per trimester such as special lectures, con-

certs, plays, or art shows. Students will

receive double credit toward their re-

quired attendances at these events.
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Peace churches booth
attracts interest

at Moscow Book Fair

This year's Moscow International Book

Fair brought in smaller crowds than in

years past, but saw continued interest in

Christian literature. The fair has been

held every other September since 1977.

New Call to Peacemaking, a cooperative

effort of Mennonites, Brethren, and

Friends, sponsored a booth at the fair for

the publishing houses of the three historic

peace churches in North America. Ten
North Americans operated the booth

where several hundred books were dis-

played, including Russian-language copies

of What Mennonites Believe by J.C.

Wenger and Russian-language biographies

of Menno Simons.

Some 20,000 copies of an annotated cat-

alog listing 60 peace-related books were

also distributed. "We easily got rid of the

catalogs and even had to ration them each

day," said Clyde Weaver of Elgin, 111., who
has attended the fair on behalf of New
Call to Peacemaking since 1981.

Lawrence Klippenstein, historian-archi-

vist at Mennonite Heritage Center in Win-

nipeg, Man., was there for the third time.

"I had the impression that the crowds

were not as large" as in years past, he

said. Perhaps new opportunities to get

literature have taken "a little edge" off the

mass interest at earlier fairs. But Christian

literature is still in high demand, said

Klippenstein, noting that there were "un-

ending" lines at booths for New Testa-

ments.

Among visitors to the peace churches

booth were acquaintances from earlier

fairs. "Several came almost immediately

to ask for copies of the Russian-language

Barclay Bible Commentaries," said Klip-

penstein. A few copies of the commentar-

ies were given away; others will be mailed

later. One set was presented to the Lenin

Library in Moscow and another set went

to the Russian Orthodox Church.

At the fair's end Weaver attended a

government-arranged press conference for

about 150 reporters from around the world

where he presented a plaque on behalf of

the peace church publishers of North

America to the chief of the Soviet book

publishing program. The plaque, which

the official promised to pass on to Soviet

President Mikhail Gorbachev, commends
Gorbachev for his "efforts toward an inter-

national politic that no longer relies on

war for solving our world's complex prob-

lems," and displays the New Call to

Peacemaking emblem of beating swords

into plowshares. Weaver said he was

"overwhelmed" when, after presenting the

plaque and saying a few words about the

symbol, everyone applauded. "Nobody
else was applauded," he said. "I felt it was

very significant."

Weaver also reported that Brethren

Press's What About the Russians? was

placed in what is to be a new Peace

Section at Moscow's 2-million-volume For-

eign Language Library. The book is the

first to be placed in the section.

Gift/thrift shop reopens in Norristown, Pa. The Crossroad Gift and Thrift

Shop celebrated the opening of its new location in Norristown, Pa., recently with

refreshments, balloons for the kids, and gifts for the adults. The shop moved
from its former location at the corner of DeKalb and Main streets, where it had

been located for 11 years, to a former jewelry store at 12 E. Main St. The build-

ing was purchased in June and renovations were done for six weeks. "Crossroad

Gift and Thrift Shop" is a new name, intended to highlight the Self-Help Crafts

items sold at the store. These items are made by skilled crafts persons in 30 de-

veloping countries, who benefit directly from the proceeds. Self-Help is a pro-

gram of Mennonite Central Committee. "One of our customers told me this is

one of the more popular stores around," said shop manager Faye Hackman.

Among the mostly positive comments she has received about the store are that

it is "cheerful, bright, and nicer than the old location."

—

Will Schirmer

Wilbert

Shenk

Shenk to join

AMBS faculty

as missions professor
Wilbert Shenk will become director of

the Mission Training Center at Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries and associ-

ate professor of missions, starting next

July. He will conclude as vice-president

for overseas ministries with Mennonite

Board of Missions this coming January.

Between January and July, Shenk will

continue with MBM on a part-time assign-

ment seconded to The Gospel and Our

Culture Project, based at Selly Oak Col-

leges in Birmingham, England. The proj-

ect, on behalf of the churches of Great

Britain, is an effort to rethink and stimu-

late Christian witness in post-Christian

society.

Shenk will assume his assignment with

AMBS initially half time, serving with The

Gospel and Our Culture Project 1990-92,

January through June each year. Roelf

Kuitse, current Mission Training Center

director and professor of missions, will be

available to give some assistance during

Shenk's absence.

The Mission Training Center is oper-

ated by AMBS in partnership with Men-

nonite Board of Missions (Mennonite

Church), Commission on Overseas Mis-

sion (General Conference Mennonite

Church), and Mennonite Central Commit-

tee.

Shenk has been an administrator at

MBM since 1965. Before that he served

with Mennonite Central Committee in In-

donesia and then at its headquarters.

He is the founding editor of Mission

Focus and has authored or edited several

books on mission themes. He is also gen-

eral editor of an eight-volume study, A
Bicentennial Appraisal of the William

Carey Era in Missions. 1792-1992, to be

published by Mercer University Press.

Shenk has served on numerous boards,

including Mennonite Board of Education,

which he chaired 1971-79. Shenk's educa-

tional background includes a doctorate

from the University of Aberdeen in Scot-

land.
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First Irish participant
in New Perspectives
completes year in U.S.

His soft voice, heavy with an Irish accent,
articulated one of his many emotions. "It's

really good to get away from the violence
..." Anthony (Tanzy) Campbell said, and
his words trailed off. During a one-year
stay in the United States, the 21-year-old
youth found the time he needed to reflect

on life in Northern Ireland. Away from the
intense pressure of living there, he was
able to take a different look at the violence,
and at the ways he can work toward peace
for his homeland. He went home in August.

Campbell was the first participant in the
New Perspectives program, jointly spon-
sored by Mennonite Board of Missions and
Mennonite Central Committee. It provides
a year away for young people of Northern
Ireland, male or female, Roman Catholic
or Protestant.

Jonathan Jordan, currently a graduate
student at Florida State University, was
instrumental in developing New Perspec-
tives. Raised in Northern Ireland, experi-
enced in peace work, and a senior at

Goshen College during the 1988-89 school
year, Jordan was also an ideal mentor for

Campbell. The two met frequently during
the year to discuss Campbell's experiences
and how he could better integrate them
into his life.

In addition to counseling, opportunities
for work, study, friendship, and congrega-
tional involvement are built into New Per-
spectives.

Campbell lived with Millard and Janean

Moser in Berne, Ind. He was employed by
two local electricians. Evenings and week-
ends were spent with Mosers. Campbell
said he "grew very attached to them." His
parents were killed by the British army
when he was 8, and since that time, he
"tries to forget about the whole tragedy."

The months Campbell spent in Indiana
convinced him that if the present political

and social climate in Northern Ireland

continues, he will not make his long-term
home there. To Campbell, Berne seemed
a "small town with no conflicts." He could
walk the streets at night without worry, in

sharp contrast to his city of Belfast, where
bombings are not unusual and machine
guns are a common sight.

New Perspectives was also an opportu-
nity for Campbell to think about directions

he wants to take in the future. For the next
year, he is working at Saltshaker Center, a
Christian ministry in Belfast. After his year
there, he plans to apply to colleges in

Northern Ireland and pursue a master's

degree in youth work. With that degree, he
hopes to be a professional counselor and
program coordinator for unemployed
youth who need to fill their time with
worthwhile activities.

The year prior to coming to the U.S.,

Campbell was a youth worker at Saltshaker

Center. David Moser, son of Millard and
Janean, is an MBM/MCC appointee who
is youth work organizer at the center. From
Moser, Campbell learned a lot about fac-

tors in his homeland that encourage youth
to participate in violence. One factor is

high unemployment, especially among
Catholic youth.

Together, Moser and Campbell brain-

Tanzy Campbell of Northern Ireland volun-
teered as a maintenance worker at Camp
Friedenswald in Michigan during his last
month in the U.S.

stormed about increasing the center's pro-

grams, especially outdoor activities of

biking and backpacking, for inner-city Bel-

fast youth. Campbell developed some
skills while leading activities at Camp
Friedenswald near Cassopolis, Mich., dur-
ing the last month of his year in the U.S.
Along with general maintenance work, he
helped with recreation and sports, espe-
cially soccer.

Metzlers appointed
by MBM and MCC
to term in Nepal
Mennonite Board of Missions and Men-

nonite Central Committee have appointed
Edgar and Ethel Metzler of Goshen, Ind.,

to a three-year term in Nepal. They will

serve with United Mission to Nepal, which
earlier announced the appointment of Ed
as its new executive director, starting next
March. For the past eight years, Ed has
served as peace and social concerns secre-

tary for the Mennonite Church. Phil Rich-

ard, MBM information services manager,
interviewed Ed about this new assign-

ment.

What will be your duties? "As chief exec-

utive officer I will provide leadership to a

staff of 400 expatriates and 2,300 Nepali
employees, maintain communication with

the board of directors representing 36
church-related agencies from various de-

nominations and more than 15 countries,

and represent UMN to the government of

Nepal."

What attracted you to this opportunity?

"UMN started 35 years ago soon after

Nepal opened its borders to the outside

world. Because it is illegal to proselytize in

Nepal, Christian presence there has taken

the form of involvement with the people of
Nepal in health, education, and develop-

ment. The small but growing church lives

out its faith under the constraints of the

world's only official Hindu kingdom. The
religious, national, and linguistic diversity

Edgar and Ethel Metzler

of the international staff adds another

challenging dimension. This combination
of factors, and others, results in a unique

mission and service opportunity which has

captured my attention for a long time."

What kind of country is Nepal? "Fasci-

nating! Our family lived in Nepal in the

early 1970s and Ethel and I have returned

for visits several times since. The appeal-

ing character of the Nepali people and the

fascination of a land beginning to encoun-

ter modernity is also interesting. A land-

locked nation of mostly hills and the

highest mountains in the world, sand-

wiched between India and China, Nepal is

extremely poor, with an annual per capita

income of less than $150 and few natural

resources."

How did Mennonites get involved there?

"Mennonites have been involved almost

from the beginning through UMN. MBM
and MCC have had many workers there

over the years. Now Mennonites are also

getting involved in leadership roles. Cur-

rently about 20 Mennonites from the U.S.

and Canada are among the 400 expatriate

workers."
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How does it feel to move from peace work

to mission work?" "I don't feel I'm moving.

God's mission is one. I believe I've always

been involved in God's mission for the

world, whether as a pastor in Ontario, an

MCC executive, a Peace Corps director

overseas, a mental health administrator, or

a denominational bureaucrat. It does feel

good to get out of the box some people

put those called to peace and justice work,

as if they're not interested in Christian

nurture, evangelism, and the other minis-

tries of the body of Christ. I hope we can

affirm and support each other in the vari-

ous callings God leads us, knowing all are

needed to form the people God uses to

heal the world."

Ed went to Nepal in September for

language study. Ethel, a marriage and

family therapist at Family Services in

Elkhart, Ind., will join him in that country

early next year.

North American leaders

seek new way to relate

to overseas Mennonites

To strengthen the world Mennonite fel-

lowship, the Council of Moderators and

Secretaries on Sept. 29-30 approved form-

ing a group that would enable Mennonites

in other countries to relate directly to

North American churches. Discussing a

wide range of issues at their annual meet-

ing, the leaders of nine Mennonite denom-
inations in North America showed a firm

commitment to inter-Mennonite coopera-

tion despite their churches' differences.

The decision to support forming a group

dedicated to international relationships

was a response to requests from Menno-
nites in other countries. Many want to

relate directly to North American churches

rather than to mission and service agen-

cies. The new group, called a "fraternal

structure," is still in the early stages of

being conceived. It would coordinate re-

quests for exchange and dialogue and

would include representatives from all

Mennonite groups that want to participate.

The North American church does not yet

have an adequate way to communicate

with all the scattered individuals and

groups around the world who are beginning

to embrace Anabaptist beliefs, said Paul

Kraybill, executive secretary of Mennonite
World Conference. "Many of the groups

that will emerge in the next decade will not

need the help of mission boards," he said.

"They need fraternal rather than mission

connectedness." The proposed new group

could provide this.

The council discussed inter-Mennonite

relationships in the new era of merger

exploration between the Mennonite
Church and the General Conference Men-
nonite Church. The leaders said that if the

two denominations unite, they would have

to be careful not to intimidate smaller

groups.

Leaders of two smaller groups—the

Mennonite Brethren and the Brethren in

Christ—expressed some concern that if

the MCs and GCs merge, their denomina-

tions might be reduced to minor roles on

the inter-Mennonite scene. The merger

would bring together the two largest

groups, for a combined membership of

170,000.

The MB and BIC experience at Normal

89, the joint MC/GC convention in August,

was less than satisfactory, MB and BIC
leaders said. Members of those churches

participated in a conference on Christol-

ogy—what the church believes about

Christ—at Normal 89.

"We didn't feel we belonged because the

level of the dialogue concerning Christ was

really quite far removed from where we

would have placed it," said MB moderator

Herb Brandt. "We are very much still

making traditional assumptions that

seemed to be questioned at the confer-

ence."

MC moderator George Brunk III, who
presented a paper at the conference, said

he thought some people's disappointment

with the conference was based on a misun-

derstanding. "They think people don't

stand on a simple gospel because they

don't talk about a simple gospel," he said.

Still, the Christology conference was a

good experience in many ways, the leaders

agreed. Brunk said it was significant that

issues that once had been discussed only

by scholars now had become public.

Also related to Normal 89, the leaders

discussed their relationship to the

Brethren/Mennonite Council for Gay and

Lesbian Concerns. Members of that group

held outdoor prayer vigils at Normal 89,

and members said they were discriminated

against because they were not allowed to

have a display booth.

The moderators and secretaries reaf-

firmed their policy, held since 1983, of not

officially recognizing the homosexual

group. But they agreed that the policy does

not restrict any church group from relating

to the group for purposes of dialogue.

The council also heard a report from

Gene Stoltzfus, coordinator of Christian

Peacemaker Teams. CPT, he said, is "nur-

turing an atmosphere of more assertive

peacemaking." Though the Mennonite

Brethren have withdrawn from CPT,
Brandt said MBs want to stay in touch with

what the peacemaker teams are doing.

Mennonites have a unique peacemaking

contribution to make in third-world con-

flicts, Stoltzfus said. No other denomina-

tions have so much international

experience at the grassroots level. Because

so many Mennonites have served in the

third world, they know how the average

people suffer in today's "low-intensity"

wars, he said.

—Paul Schrag for Meetinghouse

Church weathers retreat. Community Mennonite Church of Harrisonburg, Va.,

was primed to hold its annual retreat in the mountains of northwest Rocking-

ham County. That was before the remnants of Hurricane Hugo hit the area

with more rain and gusty winds at the close of an already soggy week. Un-

daunted, the members held their entire retreat at the church building, which is

in the midst of a major renovation. This year's theme, "Roadmaps and Bifocals,

was designed to help persons discover new things about themselves and each

odier. Pictured is charter member Lee Snyder getting acquainted with new-

comer Randy Newswanger during a break period. As the weekend progressed,

it appeared that meeting in the midst of scaffolding, stacks of lumber, and

drywall dust may even have helped bring the 150 participants closer together.
—Jim Bishop
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MCCer Judy Edmister (left) and Seleha, a
local co-worker, sift impurities from split

soybeans that will be used to prepare spicy
soynuts, a snack food developed in MCC's
Food Products Development Center in

Maijdi, Bangladesh.

Soybeans go into
snacks, biscuits, dhal
in Bangladesh
Soybeans were one of the first crops

agriculturists introduced after Mennonite
Central Committee began working in

Bangladesh in 1971. The soybean, they
thought, could be an inexpensive, protein-
rich legume for low- and middle-income
families who often lack adequate protein.

They also knew that, with equal inputs,

soybeans can produce two to three times
the protein of other legumes on the same
land area.

Their hunches were right. Last year,

some 1,300 acres of "MCC" soybeans were
planted by farmers in 14 districts of
Bangladesh where the climate is well

suited to soybean cultivation.

Each year about 30 percent of the crop
is eaten by the families who cultivate

them, reports Bruce Syvret, an MCC
worker from Gaspe, Que., who is responsi-

ble for soybean marketing. Families eat
soybeans as a roasted snack food and as

dhal—a curried gravy eaten over rice.

They also use soy flour to make chapa-
tis—a flat, round bread. To encourage
home consumption, MCC supports part-

time staff who conduct cooking demon-
strations. "We have developed some 25
recipes for soybeans," notes Judy
Edmister, an MCC food technologist from
Snyder, N.Y.

The rest of the crop is sold to poultry
farmers and biscuit and channachur man-
ufacturers. Channachur is South Asia's

version of "party mix," though its hot

peppers and other ingredients add extra
zing. Oriental Biscuits Company of
Chittagong, Bangladesh's port, buys four
tons of soybeans each month. "Supply
cannot keep up with demand," said
Syvret. "We want to double our acreage
next year and discourage sales to poultry
farmers since we prefer the soybeans be
eaten by people."

Edmister and others at MCC's Food
Products Development Center are devel-
oping new, improved soybean foods. Re-
cently they developed two foods made
from split roasted soybeans—spicy and
sweet soynuts. They sell well in areas
where soybeans are grown.

Pennsylvania church
doubles attendance
on 'Friend Day'

The worship service attendance at

Meadville Mennonite Church of Kinzers,

Pa., on a recent Sunday was double that

of the previous month's average. A special

"Friend Day" emphasis brought visitors

ranging in age from young children to

senior adults. Altogether 85 people at-

tended the service.

The entire morning was planned to make
the visitors feel welcome. Everyone wore
name tags. Visitors received an attractive

packet with the words "Welcome Friends"
stenciled on the outside. A Gospel of John
book, a pen, and free literature about both
Meadville and the larger Mennonite
Church were inside the packet. Colorful

bulletins helped orient visitors as to what
was happening in the service. A fellowship

meal climaxed the morning.

Members of the congregation met infor-

mally at the church in the evening to

evaluate the experience. Pastor John Meek
acknowledged the importance of personal
contact in bringing people to church. "We
ran a short article in a local newspaper,"
he said, "but nobody came as a result of

that story. Every person that came was
here because of a personal invitation."

Throughout the evening, members
shared stories about the friends they had
brought to church. "In March 1987, I had
prayed that my friend would someday
come to church with me, and today that

prayer was answered," Jane Meek said.

"When a friend at school heard that I'd

invited another friend to church, she told

me that she'd like to come too," Kendra
Martin said.

Recognizing the importance of following

up the morning's contacts, members spent
part of the evening praying for their friends

and then wrote personal notes to each one
thanking them for coming and inviting

them back to church again.

Later in the week, the pastor followed up
the notes with phone calls. He also offered

to go along with members if they wanted

to visit in their friend's home. "We want to

build long-term relationships with these
people," Meek said.—Nancy Witmer

Pastor John Meek gives a young visitor a
"Welcome Friends" packet.

New law on religion

in Ghana
worries Christians

A new law establishing a Religious Af-

fairs Committee and requiring registration

of all religious bodies in Ghana is causing

confusion, consternation, and concern
among Christians in that country, including

Ghana Mennonite Church. The law also

sets forth requirements and conditions for

the founding and operation of churches
and other religious bodies in Ghana.
Under the law, all existing religious bod-

ies must register with the Religious Affairs

Committee and must provide detailed in-

formation about themselves. In addition,

the law specifies certain activities that will

result in denial or cancellation of registra-

tion, including activities which lead to

"civil disobedience," which "constitute a

nuisance to the general public," and which
"contravene the good health of the mem-
bers of the community as a whole." A
further provision disallows use of "pastor"

or any other title unless the leader either

is so qualified by the group's constitution

or by an appropriate academic degree

recognized by the Religious Affairs Com-
mittee.

The new law appears to be the key
aspect of a wider effort by the Ghanaian

government to bring religious groups un-
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der closer supervision. In June, four groups

were ordered to cease operations. Two of

those, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter

Day Saints (Mormons) and the Jehovah's

Witnesses, were banned on charges of

conduct which "undermined the sover-

eignty of Ghana" and which "was not

conducive to public order." Foreign mis-

sionaries of these groups were deported.

While insisting on its commitment to

freedom of religion, government spokes-

persons also have warned against the "ir-

responsible use of freedom of religion."

They have urged churches not to neglect

their "civic duties," but to actively endorse

and participate in the government's pro-

grams. "A true Christian is not a stranger

at home," Jerry Rawlings, the country's

head of state, recently declared.

Ghana Mennonite Church leaders, along

with the leaders of Protestant denomina-

tions and of the Catholic Church, are con-

templating how to respond to the new law.

They also share in the more general sense

of unease among church leaders regarding

the government's larger intentions. They
are appealing to the government for dia-

logue and expressing concern over the

threat to religious freedom they perceive

in recent government actions.

Ghana Mennonite Church secretary

Prince Asilevi believes that the govern-

ment has become concerned about the

"dubious activities" of some religious

groups, and is trying to stamp out "activi-

ties which serve their leaders rather than

their members."
Regarding specific stipulations of the

new law, Asilevi expressed concern that

some Mennonite congregations might have

difficulty meeting requirements on places

of worship, should stringent building codes

be imposed.

One practical effect of the new law for

Ghana Mennonite Church is that the ar-

rival of North American agricultural devel-

opment workers has been indefinitely

delayed. William and Naomi Stoesz of

Kleefeldt, Man., were slated to arrive in

August under a joint appointment by Men-
nonite Board of Missions and Mennonite

Central Committee. However, since the

new law took effect, the Ghanaian govern-

ment has suspended the issuance of visas

for all new foreign religious workers.

MBM currently has three workers in

Ghana—Anna Marie Kurtz, a health

worker for Ghana Mennonite Church in

Amasaman, and Philip and Julie Bender,

teachers at Good News Training Institute,

a pastoral training center for independent

church leaders in Accra.

Ghana Mennonite Church has about

1,000 members in 14 congregations.

New York City Mennonites hold annual event. The Mennonite congregations

of New York City held their annual convention recendy at Ebenezer Baptist

Church in Queens. Seventeen churches, belonging to three different confer-

ences, were represented. The newest congregaion to be added is Ethiopian

Christian Fellowship. Pictured is (left to right) Wanda Rodriquez of First Men-
nonite Church of Brooklyn, Elias Paulino of Mennonite Evangelistic Taberna-

cle, and Mercedes Gonzalez of Iglesia Christiana Valle de Jesus. Meeting under

the theme, "Encouraging One Another in the Lord," each congregation placed

its banner in a box and drew the banner of another church, which would be-

come its sister congregation for the coming year. About 300 people attended

the convention.

Everett and Margaret Metzler

BACK FROM CHINA

Metzlers open home
to college students

Many North Americans complain about

schedule interruptions. Some are afraid to

impose on friends by paying unexpected

visits. Everett and Margaret Metzler

didn't observe these attitudes during their

four years in China. "We can learn a lot

from Chinese culture," Margaret said.

Metzlers, appointed by Mennonite
Board of Missions, served with China Ed-

ucational Exchange. They taught at three

different teachers colleges.

Metzlers said Chinese students seem

eager for educational reform, because the

present system usually dictates their life-

work. For many local government officials,

education does not seem to be a high

priority. Consequently, Margaret said,

"demoralization of idealistic young peo-

ple" continues.

As English teachers, Everett and Mar-

garet did their best to counteract this

trend by encouraging student morale. Be-

cause no formal counseling occurs on

Chinese campuses, Metzlers became
counselors to students who took the initia-

tive.

Margaret set up a lending system for

books they had in their apartment. Bibles

"are difficult to get hold of," she ex-

plained, and students regularly signed

them out. Dutch Blitz became a favorite

game for students who dropped in for the

evening.

Metzlers also made their home available

for dialogue about any topic students

cared to discuss. One group of students

came regularly. "This room is the only free

spot on this whole campus," was one stu-

dent's comment after the government

cracked down on pro-democracy demon-

strations last June.

Metzlers are currently enrolled in the

Clinical Pastoral Education program at

Philhaven Hospital in Mt. Gretna, Pa. Fur-

ther plans are to prepare for another stint

as teachers in China.

Margaret is a native of Minot, N.Dak.,

and Everett is from Lancaster, Pa. They

have five grown children.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Dean Swartley, Mercersburg, Pa.
I am writing in regard to the "Church

News" article about the hymnal project

(Oct. 3). The article stated that many of

the older hymns refer to God as "he" in

the assumption that God is male. While the

article did not condemn or condone this

assumption that God is male, it is an issue

that probably will have to be addressed at

greater length before the hymnal is com-
pleted.

Is it important to refer to God as Father
or can God be addressed as "Spiritual

Parent" or "Mother"? The Bible tells us
that nobody has looked upon God and
lived, so how do we know that God is a

male? We do not know that God, in the

first person, is actually a male any more
than we know he is a King or a Shepherd.
However God does tell us much about his

own character and his relationship to our-

selves. God came into the world in the form
of a man. He was totally God but also

totally male. So we are much closer to the

truth when we address God as Father
rather than some abstract neuterized being
that is beyond or above gender.

As New Testament Christians we see

that the practice and instruction of ad-

dressing God as Father builds in the New
Testament. Jesus, who is our perfect ex-

ample, instructed his disciples to address
God as "Father" when they pray. In Ga-
latians, we read where God sent the Spirit

of his Son into our hearts, the Spirit who
calls out, "Abba, Father." Can we do any
less? What gives us mere mortals the right

to address God in any gender other than
the masculine when he does not do so

himself? I believe that attacks on the con-

cept of addressing God in the male gender
are attacks on the personage and holiness

of Almighty God.

Alan and Susan Martin Beuscher, Lex-
ington, Ky.
As a couple personally helped by a

"Focus on the Family" counsel through the

trials of having a child with acute, lympho-
blastic leukemia, we take heartfelt excep-
tion with your views expressed in the Sept.

26 editorial, "Are We What We Read?" We
are familiar with The Politics of Jesus and
The Upside-Down Kingdom, and you are

right, they are excellent books every Men-
nonite should read. But for you and Tom
Sine to suggest that these books are supe-
rior substitutes for James Dobson's writ-

ings on the home and family makes no

sense. Yoder and Kraybill do not tell us
how to handle "seven rambunctious chil-

dren on a bus" or many other specific

family problems.

Dr. Dobson's writings and ministry offer

practical, Christ-centered help for families

dealing with everday situations in parent-
ing, husband-wife relations, time/money
management concerns—the "nuts-and-
bolts" of family living. He does not present
a distorted "God of success," offering

"cheap grace," from an "easygoing gos-
pel," as your editorial implies. Through his

"Focus on the Family" writings, films,

radio programs, and counseling staff, Dob-
son is filling a void that no other Christian
leader, Anabaptist ones included, is at-

tempting to fill in such a comprehensive
way. He purposefully writes on what you
term a "junior high level" in order that his

books might be read by a wide diversity of
people in all denominations. His materials

are for all true believers who sincerely want
to establish their homes and families in the
Lord Jesus Christ.

We have great respect for you, Mr.
Hertzler, and have gained much from your
editorial insights in the past. In this one
instance, however, we believe you have
missed the mark.

Helene A. Hoover, Elkhart, Ind.
Thank you, Dorothy Eby Horst, for your

excellent article, "Abortion: Part of a Vi-
cious Cycle" (Sept. 19). You have taken a
calm, honest look at what abortion is, and
asked relevant questions. You have re-

minded us of our responsibility.

George Fast, Kitchener, Ont.
I was pleased to note in recent issues the

several comments on the environment. I

hope this will encourge dialogue and
awareness. Many Ontario communities
now have curbside ("Blue Box") collection

of glass, tin cans, and newspaper, including

Gospel Heralds. But Gospel Herald is

printed on fine paper and is more valuable
if recycled separately. I would encourage
all readers who eventually discard their

Gospel Heralds, as well as other Mennonite
Publishing House materials printed on this

fine paper, to take them to a fine-paper

recycler (remove staples). Better yet, this

could become a church project. To remind
readers of this recyclability, each issue

could contain a small notice encouraging
people to recycle instead of garbaging their

copies.

Central American leaders gather in Belize. Twenty-four-hour delays at border
crossings did not deter the more than 60 church leaders who recently gathered at a
retreat center near Belmopan, Belize. The annual Central American Mennonite-An-
abaptist Consultation focused this year on biblical-theological education in the
church. Participants from each country assessed their educational efforts with chil-

dren and adults. The resource people were two Latin Americans who are now
teachers and leaders in the United States—Daniel Schipani and Samuel Lopez.
The group also celebrated the distribution of a new Mennonite hymnal for Central
America. Pictured are three Nicaraguans presenting a song from the hymnal— (left

to right) Chester Perez, Oscar Zepeda, and Alfredo Lumbi.
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Mennoscope

All Mennonites in the San Francisco area

are safe in the wake of the Oct. 17 earth-

quake, according to Doug Basinger of First

Mennonite Church. And none of their homes are

seriously damaged, although the occupants and

the contents of the homes got tossed around.

Basinger also reported that neither of the two

Mennonite church buildings in San Francisco

were damaged. They are Chinese Mennonite

Church in the Richmond district and First Men-

nonite Church, which uses a Baptist church in

the Mission district. More information is avail-

able from First Mennonite Church by calling

415-255-0370.

Mennonite relief workers have gone to hur-

ricane-devastated Caribbean islands. They

were sent by Mennonite Central Committee to

the French island of Guadeloupe and the Amer-

ican island of St. Croix to assist in clean-up and

reconstruction. The half-dozen-member Guade-

loupe team, which arrived on Oct. 24, includes

French-speaking Mennonites from Quebec and

former MCC workers in French-speaking Afri-

can countries. MCC has also requested person-

nel from the French Mennonite Church. The
team will likely stay through December. The St.

Croix workers, who arrived in mid-October, are

a California couple who have long-term experi-

ence with Mennonite Disaster Service, a pro-

gram of MCC. Other MDS teams will join them

later. MCC has committed $50,000 to disaster

aid projects in the Caribbean.

Mennocycles get directions. When Dan and Evanna Hess of Lancaster, Pa.,

got the idea of getting together with other similar faith people for their favorite

leisure—motorcycle touring—they had no idea there were so many others who

would want to join them. Coming from as far as the Midwest, the Eastern sea-

coast, and points in between, 94 riders (all but six in wife-husband pairs) gath-

ered recently for the first "Mennocycle Ride-in" at Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite

Church Center. Pictured are Sondra Martin, Marie Martin, Earl Martin, and

Elvin Martin checking on directions for a tour through the Laurel Highlands.

Aside from the touring, the weekend also included Beatitude meditations by

Lee Miller, a pastor from Kokomo, Ind.; hymn singing led by Arnold Moshier of

Smoketown, Pa.; and fiddle music by a local string band. Another retreat is

scheduled for next July.

The enrollment at Associated Mennonite
Biblical Seminaries is up slightly this fall-

to 189. Last year it was 179. The part-time

students outnumber the full-timers 100 to 89,

and the full-time-equivalent figure is down
slightly this year. The average age of the stu-

dents is 35. The student body includes 32 from

other denominations, 22 from Canada, and 10

from other countries. About 43 percent of the

students are women. The students come from

65 colleges and universities, with Goshen Col-

lege sending the most—24. AMBS recently set

a goal of reaching and then maintaining an

enrollment of 210 to 235 in the next four years.

Former longtime East Africa missionary

Clyde Shenk, 77, died on Oct. 19 in Lancaster,

Pa. He served under Eastern Mennonite Board

of Missions for 40 years. He and his wife, Alta,

were in Tanzania from 1936 until 1969, when Alta

was killed in an airplane crash. He and his

second wife, Miriam, served in Kenya 1971-76.

Shenk was pastor of Rohrerstown (Pa.) Menno-
nite Church 1976-86. His oldest son, David, is

overseas ministries director for Eastern Board.

Goshen College appointed four additional

faculty members in September:
• Joseph Alter, assistant professor of anthro-

pology and sociology, succeeding Ron Stutzman,

who is on sabbatical leave. Alter has a doctorate

from the University of California at Berkeley.

• William Frisbie, director of the Instructional

Materials Center, succeeding William Miller,

who has become adviser to international stu-

dents. Frisbie has a master's degree from CBN
University.

• Janette Klopfenstein Yoder, director of spe-

New appointments:
• Calvin King, development associate, Men-

nonite Board of Missions, starting in September.

He worked previously for two years as an insur-

ance salesman in South Bend, Ind. He has also

served as a pastor for 12 years in Colorado, Ohio,

and Arizona. Earlier he was a Mennonite Central

Committee worker in Indonesia and later

chaired MBM's Overseas Ministries Committee.
• Atlee Beechy, interim secretary for peace

and social concerns, Mennonite Board of Con-

gregational Ministries, starting in November. He
succeeds Edgar Metzler, who has been ap-

pointed executive director of United Mission to

Nepal. Beechy is a retired Goshen College pro-

fessor, former overseas worker, and longtime

peace activist.

• June Mears, editor, Southwest Messenger of

Southwest Conference, starting in October. She

succeeds Michael Meneses. Mears, who lives in

Pasadena, Calif., continues her work as a free-

lance writer and as a publication assistant to

Lloyd Ogilvie. Earlier she was managing editor

of World Christian magazine.

Pastoral transitions:

•Mark Miller was installed as pastor of

Glennon Heights Mennonite Church, Lakewood,

Colo., on Sept. 24. He succeeds Ross Bender,

who is returning to the faculty of Associated

Mennonite Biblical Seminaries. Miller served

previously as associate pastor of First Menno-

Mennonite Disaster Service leader Ray-
mond Tice, 66, died in a traffic accident in

Schuykill County, Pa., on Oct. 15. He was West-
ern Pennsylvania/Maryland director for MDS
Region I and was returning from a Region I

meeting in New York state at the time of the

accident. He had stopped to help a disabled car.

But it was dark and foggy, and a chain-reaction

tractor-trailer collision occurred, killing five peo-

ple. Tice lived in Grantsville, Md.

Contributions to Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions totaled $2,395,000 through Sept. 30.

That is $171,000 below projections for the first

eight months of the budget year. MBM needs

$5.2 million in contributions this year. "We are

committed to beginning new ministries," says

James Derstine, MBM's director of church re-

lations. "But that commitment calls for meeting

our contributions goal."

cial programs in the College Relations Office.

This is a new position. Yoder is the author of

two Herald Press books.
• Clayton Shetler, director of the physical

plant. This position was formerly filled by em-

ployees of a private company. Shetler worked
previously as a control construction manager.

Former Argentina missionary Rowena
Brenneman, 83, died on Sept. 28 in Goshen,

Ind. She and her late husband, Timothy, served

in Argentina with Mennonite Board of Missions

1938-45. Their son, Don, served with MBM in

Chile.

The infant daughter of Mennonite workers
in Lesotho died on Sept. 1. She was Morati

Ruth Ann, born on Aug. 6 to Dennis Zehr and

Ellen Davis-Zehr. They are Mennonite Central

Committee workers from Tiskilwa, 111.
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Agroforestry in Haiti. About 45
groups of farmers currently partici-

pate in the Mennonite Central Com-
mittee agroforestry project in Haiti's

Artibonite Valley. Jamie Metzler
(right), who recently completed a

three-year MCC term there, reports
that "enthusiasm for the project is

growing and local people are taking
more leadership." Pictured with him
is Jean Remy, a Haitian agricultural

extensionist. The project, scheduled
to last 10 to 12 years, is half over and
its four tree nurseries produce about
half a million trees a year. There is a
desperate need for trees to be re-

planted on this island nation where
severe deforestation has occurred as
a growing population searches for fire-

wood and building materials. The
MCC program is encouraging Hai-
tians to raise trees as a cash crop,

much like they would grow vegetables.

nite Church of Middlebury, Ind.
• Rodney Nafziger was licensed as associate

pastor of Blossom Hill Mennonite Church, Lan-
caster, Pa., on Oct. 15.

Coming events:
• Workshop on Media in Congregational Out-

reach, Jan. 2-12, in Harrisonburg, Va. It is for
pastors, students, congregational lay leaders,
conference staff persons, and media profession-
als. The event is sponsored by the Media Min-
istries Department of Mennonite Board of
Missions and by Eastern Mennonite Seminary.
It will focus on formulating a congregational
media strategy, with hands-on experience in

video, radio, and print. More information from
Jerry Holsopple at MBM, 1251 Virginia Ave.,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone toll-free 800-
999-3534.

•Art 89 Visual Arts Weekend, Nov. 10-11, at
The People's Place, Intercourse, Pa. The fourth
annual event will bring together Mennonite-re-
lated artists from all across North America. The
keynote speaker is watercolor artist Eva Beidler.

Also scheduled is the opening of an exhibit of
51 works by 33 Mennonite-related artists enti-
tled "Visions of Shalom." It will continue until

Jan. 6. More information from The People's
Place, Intercourse, PA 17534; phone 717-768-
7171.

New books:
• When Good People Quarrel by Robert

Kreider and Rachel Waltner Goossen. This book
offers help in resolving conflict by examining
case studies of real people in conflict situations.
This is the second book for the co-authors.
Kreider is a retired history professor with a
special interest in peace studies; Goossen is a
doctoral student in American history. The book,
published by Herald Press of Mennonite Pub-
lishing House, is available for $9.95 (in Canada
$12.50).

• In God's Hand by Becky Lynn Wecksler and
Michael Wecksler. This is the story of co-author
Becky Lynn Wecksler's faith at work in a strug-
gle against cancer. She is a nurse and the mother
of four school-age children. The other author, a
free-lance writer and former newspaper editor,
is her brother-in-law. The book, published by
Herald Press, is available for $5.95 (in Canada
$7.50).

Church-related job openings:
• Dean of academic affairs, Bluffton College,

starting next August. Qualifications include an
earned doctorate and college teaching and ad-
ministrative experience. Send resume to Elmer
Neufeld at the college, Bluffton, OH 45817.

•Administrative assistant. Eastern Menno-
nite Board of Missions. The person would serve
in the Overseas Ministries Department. Qualifi-

cations include fluency in Spanish and account-
ing/financial skills. Contact Larry Zook at
Eastern Board, Box 128, Salunga, PA 17538;
phone 717-898-2251.

• Word processor/secretary, Eastern Menno-
nite Board of Missions. The person should be
fluent in Spanish. Contact Larry Zook at East-
ern Board, Box 128, Salunga, PA 17538; phone
717-898-2251.

Special meetings: Ruth Brunk Stoltzfus, Har-
risonburg, Va., at Park View, Harrisonburg, Va.,
Nov. 5-8. Fred Martin, Lancaster, Pa., at
Hershey, Pa., Nov. 8-12.

New members
Communion, Goshen, Ind.: Stan and Do-

reen Byler and Rick Miller.

Neffsville, Lancaster, Pa.: Julia Warfel.
East Union, Kalona, Iowa: Bobbie Hersh-

berger.

Willow Springs, Tiskilwa, 111.: Elaine Good
and Beth Gerig.

Salem, Oreg.: Lowell and Wendy Steckly,
Sarah Forrester, and Jason and Melissa Wolfer.
Woodland, Basye, Va.: Isabelle Miller.

Williamsburg, Va.: Michelle Treleaven by
baptism, and Bobbie Eggleston by confession of
faith.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Charles, David and Mary Christine (Fisher),

Iowa City, Iowa, third daughter, Evelyn Rose,
Oct. 9.

Cressman, William and Ellamae (Bauman),
Kitchener, Ont., first child, Nicole Louise, Sept.'
26.

Domer, Dave and Sherry (Slabaugh), Hart-
ville, Ohio, third child, second daughter, Melissa
Renee, Sept. 30.

Harnish, Rick and Annette (Schumacher),
Washington, III, second child, first son, David
Allen, Oct. 5.

Hershberger, Maynard and Jean (Haidet),
Canton, Ohio, third son, Jonathon Michael, Oct
4.

Hershberger, Roger and DeAnn (Willems),
Toano, Va., fourth child, first son, Josiah Daniel
Sept. 23.

Hilty, Dan and Marcia, Lenoir, N.C., fourth
child, second daughter, Jennifer Lynn, Aug. 13.

Horst, Roger and Janet (Gehman), Orrville,
Ohio, first child, Kristen Elizabeth, Aug. 25.
Krabill, Elvin and Connie (Albrecht),

Tiskilwa, 111., third child, first daughter, Laura
Joan, Oct. 4.

Landis, Michael and Beverly (Byers), Lancas-
ter, Pa., second daughter, Christina Caroline
Aug. 18.

Landis, Roy and Kim (Eichman), Allentown,
Pa., second child, first daughter, Megan Renee
Sept. 20.

Layman, Brian and Jenni (Hershberger), Mio,
Mich., second child, first son, Tyler Brian, Oct.

Sauder, John and Bonita (Heishman), Lan-
caster, Pa., fourth child, third daughter, Jacque-
lyn Danielle, July 22.

Schaefer, Randy and Valerie (Grove), New-
port News, Va., first child, David Aaron, Oct. 4.

Schrock, John and Diane (Gingerich), Well-

Wrestled with doubts. Michael
King of Philadelphia expressed appre-

ciation to Eastern Mennonite College

"for allowing me to wrestle with my
doubts while a student, which eventu-

ally helped me to a stronger personal

faith." The 1976 EMC graduate drew
from his own spiritual pilgrimage in

leading the college's Fall Spiritual

Emphasis Week recently. Building on
the theme, "Sin, Sainthood, and
Jesus," he said that Christians "tend

to separate the parts of ourselves we
consider good from the parts we con-

sider bad, then struggle to combat
sin by building walls of false piety."

King was the pastor of Germantown
Mennonite Church before he recently

became a Herald Press book editor

at Mennonite Publishing House.
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Volunteers assigned to three new Service Adventure units. Seventeen volunteers and four household leaders began

Service Adventure assignments this fall with Mennonite Board of Missions. Service Adventure is a new 11-month program

for post-high school young adults.

Assigned to the Champaign, 111., unit are (left to right): First row—Gayle Troyer of Elkhart, Ind., unit leader; Mark Gane
of Pennsburg, Pa., day-care assistant; Miriam Swope of Leetonia, Ohio, teacher aide and handicapped children staffer; and

Allan Kenagy of Albany, Oreg., carpenter. Second row—Kevin Lorain of Corvallis, Oreg., carpenter; Sara Hershberger of

Goshen, Ind., day-care assistant; and Denise Wideman of Atwood, Ont., day-care assistant teacher.

Assigned to the Philippi, W. Va., unit are: First row—Barbara Schlabach of Burr Oak, Mich., social-service staffer and

teacher aide; Diane Bowman of Harrisonburg, Va., senior citizens and library staffer; and Richard (with Aaron) Mininger of

Souderton, Pa., unit coleader. Second row—Donna Leonard of Lake Odessa, Mich., social-service and pediatric clinic

staffer; Richard Mishler of LaGrange, Ind., social-service staffer; Cathy Oswald of Centreville, Mich., teacher aide and se-

nior citizens staffer; and Linda Mininger of Souderton, Pa., unit coleader and schoolteacher.

Assigned to the Sarasota, Fla., unit are: First row—LeeAnna Florida of Burton, Mich., nursing home staffer; Tracy

Povidiniski of Henry, 111., child care worker; and Matt Stutzman of Salem, Oreg., youth worker and graphic artist. Second

row—Julie Gerber of Hartstown, Pa., child care worker; Rhonda Miller of Sturgis, Mich., nursing home staffer; Lisa Moyer
of Lansdale, Pa., child care worker; and Rod Schrag of Sarasota, unit leader.

man, Iowa, second daughter, Bailey Emma, Oct.

9.

Schrock, Lawrence and Linda (Kauffman),

Goshen, Ind., second son, Lucas Benjamin,

Sept. 2.

Selman, Dave and Jo (Ward), Goshen, Ind.,

third child, first son, Benjamin David, Oct. 3.

Shenk, Jonathan and Sheryl (Longacre),

Waynesboro, Va., third child, second son, Brian

Alexander, Oct. 3.

Snyder, Bruce and Helen (Moyer), Cam-
bridge, Ont., fourth child, third son, Mark Dan-
iel, Sept. 30.

Shoemaker, Ron and Pat (Springer), Goshen,

Ind., second and third sons, Philip Springer and
Peter Springer, Sept. 13.

Steiner, Ron and Barbara (Gable), Westfield

Center, Ohio, first child, Ryan Luke, Oct. 9.

Stewart, Steve and Jan (Unzicker), Eureka,

III, third son, Garret Drew, Aug. 22.

Troyer, Lyle and Syrena Carley, Fairview,

Mich., first child, Chad Lawrence, Sept. 4.

Waidelich, Jay and Joyce (Smith), Wauseon,
Ohio, third daughter, Jenna Lauren, Sept. 29.

Weber, Bruce and Marj (Horst), Elmira, Ont,
second child, first daughter, Hannah Horst,

Sept. 18.

Yoder, Howard and Louise (Eshelman), Cus-
co, Peru, first child, Shawn Christopher Esh-
elman, Sept. 27.

Yoder, Sherwood and Gina (Hagmeier), Par-

nell, Iowa, second son, Ethan John, Sept. 22.

Zimmerman, Joe and Kathleen (Bartel), Har-

per, Kans., second son, Tyler John, June 18.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Bedward-Troyer. Ron Bedward, Nappanee,
Ind., Baptist Church, and Nelda Troyer, Nap-
panee, Ind., North Main Street cong., by John

C. King, Sept. 9.

Bergey-Knauer. Thomas Bergey, Telford,

Pa., and Michele Knauer, Lederach, Pa., both of

Souderton cong., by Gerald Clemmer, Gerald

Stover, and Steve Nyce, Oct. 7.

Blosser-Yoder. Oren Blosser, Parnell (Iowa)

cong., and Olivia Yoder, Kalona (Iowa) cong., by

Eugene Blosser, Sept. 19.

Buekwalter-Hoover. John Buckwalter, Lan-

caster, Pa., and Reba Hoover, Lancaster, Pa.,

Neffsville cong., by Linford King, Aug. 13.

Cross-Reynolds. Arley Bernard Cross III,

Archbold, Ohio, and Krista Reynolds, Archbold,

Ohio, Zion cong., by Ross Miller, Oct. 6.

Hoover-Hahn. Glen Hoover, Goshen, Ind.,

and Rachel Hahn, Wakarusa, Ind., both of Olive

cong., by Dale Shenk, Sept. 9.

Hostetter-Glick. Richard Hostetter and
Rhoda Glick, both of New Holland, Pa., Neffs-

ville cong., by Linford King, Sept. 2.

Kalina-Hershey. Jeffrey Kalina, Northfield,

Ohio, Nazarene Church, and Marcia Hershey,

Leetonia, Ohio, Leetonia cong., by Marion Bar-

ber, Oct. 7.

Kennel-Choma. Steven Kennel, Goshen,

Ind., Wellman (Iowa) cong., and Chris Choma,
Poland, Ohio, North Lima cong., by Richard

Bartholomew and Ron Kennel, Aug. 19.

Kolb-Frederick. Stacey L. Kolb, Vincent

cong., Spring City, Pa., and Rachel L. Frederick,

Living Word cong., Fleetwood, Pa., by Elmer S.

Frederick, father of the bride, and Karl Glick,

Sept. 30.

Mcllvaine-Groff. David Mcllvaine II and Jo-

anne Groff, both of Lancaster, Pa., Community
cong., by David W. Mcllvaine, Sept. 23.

Miller-Pickett. Frank Miller and Gina Pick-

ett, both of Bradenton, Fla., Bay Shore cong.,

by Howard S. Schmitt, Oct, 7.

Reyes-Rojas. Marcelo Reyes and Olga Rojas,

both of New Orleans, La., Amor Viviente cong..

by Hector Urbina, June 23.

Speigle-Liller. Dwight Speigle, Davidsville,

Pa., Thomas cong., and Lori Liller, Keyser,

W.Va., Pinto cong., by Roy Bender and Don
, Oct. 7.

Spinosa-Rush. Terrence Paul Spinosa, Al-

lentown, Pa., Catholic Church, and Wendy J.

Rush, Allentown, Pa., Doylestown cong., by Roy
C. Bucher, Sept, 9.

Troyer-Miller. Robert Troyer, Hartville,

Ohio, and Leora Miller, Kalona, Iowa, both of

Cornerstone cong., by Ed Yoder, Aug. 6.

Yoder-Loess. Wayne L. Yoder, Millersburg,

Ohio, Grace cong., and Karin L. Loess, Millers-

burg, Ohio, Presbyterian Church, by David R.

Clemens, Oct. 7.

Obituaries

Byler, Mattie H. Byler, daughter of Joe E.

and Annie (Yoder) Byler, was born at Belleville,

Pa., Sept. 11, 1910; died at the Mennonite Home,
Lancaster, Pa., Oct. 5, 1989; aged 79. On Dec.

19, 1933, she was married to Jonas J. Byler, who
died in February 1986. Surviving are 2 brothers

(Christ J. Byler and Jesse Beiler). She was a

member of Landisville Mennonite Church,

where funeral services were held on Oct. 9, in

charge of Chester Kurtz and Arthur Miller;

interment in Landisville Mennonite Cemetery.

Chupp, Roman, son of Eli and Catherine

(Mullet) Chupp, was born in Bisbee, N.Dak.,

Sept. 8, 1897; died of heart failure at Glendive

Medical Center, Sept. 26, 1989; aged 92. On Apr.

25, 1948, he married Laura Mae Sommer, who
died in October 1982. Surviving are 3 daughters

(Linda Stoll, Anita Zody, and Rita Kopecki), one

son (S. Lowell Chupp), 2 brothers (Monroe and

John Chupp), and 3 sisters (Fannie Gingerich,

Lucy Kauffman, and Babe Dietz). He was a

member of Red Top Mennonite Church, where

funeral services were held on Sept. 29, in charge

of Fred Kanagy and Elmer Borntrager; inter-

ment in the church cemetery.

De Leon, Beatrice Perez, died at her home
at Mathis, Tex., on Sept. 29, 1989; aged 67. She

was married to Lupe De Leon, who survives.

Also surviving are 3 daughters (Eva Adamos.

Perfecta and Nancy De Leon), 3 sons (Lupe, Jr.,

Israel, and Samuel De Leon), 13 grandchildren.

2 great-grandchildren, and 4 brothers (Gregorio,

Rafael, Nazario, and Oscar Perez). She was
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preceded in death by 2 sisters (Petra and Paula
Flores) and 2 brothers (Felipe, Jr., and Doroteo
Perez). Funeral services were held at Calvary
Mennonite Church on Oct. 2; interment in Cen-
izo Hill Cemetery.
Ferguson, Scott William, son of Tim and

Jeanette Kennel and William and Janet Fergu-
son, was born at Kitchener, Ont., Sept. 9, 1981;

died of cancer at his home in Kitchener, Ont.,

on Oct. 1, 1989; aged 8. Surviving are 2 sisters

(Laura and Leanne), one brother (Brian), and
grandparents (Ralph and Corinne Huras, Mary
Ferguson, and Edgar and Eileen Kennel). Fu-
neral services were held at Erb Street Menno-
nite Church on Oct. 4, in charge of Wilmer
Martin and Doug Snyder; interment in Wood-
land Cemetery.
Gerber Esther Sommer, daughter of Jacob

P. and Anna J. (Moser) Sommer, was born at

Kidron, Ohio, Feb. 12, 1912; died of cancer at
Walnut Hills Nursing Home, Sept. 30, 1989; aged
77. On June 18, 1938, she was married to Delvin
Gerber, who died on May 29, 1949. Surviving are

2 sons (Lowell and Keith Gerber), 2 grandsons,
and one sister (Rose). She was preceded in

death by 3 sisters (Ellen Bixler and Alma and
Irene Amstutz) and one brother (Lloyd). She was
a charter member of Kidron Mennonite Church,
where memorial services were held on Oct. 4;

interment in the church cemetery.
Groff, Ruth E. Shenk, daughter of David and

Emma Shenk, was born in Lancaster, Pa., May
22, 1923; died of multiple myeloma at Lancaster,
Pa., Aug. 20, 1989; aged 66. On Apr. 14, 1949,
she was married to Melvin M. Groff, who sur-

vives. Also surviving are 3 children (Jere, Wes-
ley, and Smith), one brother (Clyde), and one
sister (Kathryn Landis). She was a member of
Lyndon Mennonite Church. Funeral services
were held at Millersville Mennonite Church on
Aug. 23, in charge of James Hess, Paul Brenne-
man, and Landis Sangrey; interment in Millers-

ville Cemetery.

Hershberger, Elmer, son of John K. and
Elizabeth (Schweitzer) Hershberger, was born
in Milford, Nebr., Apr. 24, 1900; died at Glen-
dale, Ariz., Sept. 26, 1989; aged 89. On Jan. 9,

1930, he was married to Marguerite Nielsen, who
survives. Also surviving are two nephews whom
they reared (Don and Bill McLain). Memorial
services were held at Upland, Calif., on Sept. 29,

in charge of Roger Richer, and at Glencroft
Retirement Community, Glendale, Ariz., on Oct.
7, in charge of David Mann and David Kochs-
meier; interment in Bellevue Mausoleum.
Hess, Edna B. Snyder, daughter of Nathan

and Emma (Brubaker) Snyder, was born in

Lititz, Pa., July 28, 1898; died at Landis Homes,
Lititz, Pa., Sept. 18, 1989; aged 91. On Jan. 1,

1921, she was married to Christ G. Hess, who
died on Sept. 4, 1983. Surviving are 2 sons (Clyde
and Herbert), 2 daughters (Lois Herr and Sara
Ann Showalter), 20 grandchildren, 27 great-

grandchildren, and one sister (Helen B.
Mumma). She was preceded in death by one son
(Eugene), 2 daughters (Dorothy and Louise Lan-
dis), one brother (C. Abram Snyder), and one
sister (Sue B. Hershey). She was a member of
Landis Valley Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Sept. 21, in charge of
Milton Stoltzfus, George Hurst, Donald Good,
and Lester Hoover; interment in Landis Valley
Church Cemetery.
Kauffman, Mina N. Edelman, daughter of

William and Anna Edelman, was born at Kansas
City, Kans., May 4, 1910; died at Goshen (Ind.)

General Hospital, Sept. 1, 1989; aged 79. On
June 15, 1930, she was married to John F.

Kauffman, who died on Sept. 6, 1988. Surviving
are one son (Melvin E.), 5 daughters (Fern,

Esther, Sara, Mary Lou, and Ruth), 17 grand-
children, 3 step-grandchildren, 17 great-grand-
children, 2 step-great-grandchildren, one

brother (Samuel), and 3 sisters (Ruth, Martha,
and Magdalena). She was preceded in death by
2 brothers (William and Benjamin) and one
grandson. She was a member of Benton Men-
nonite Church where funeral services were held
on Sept. 4; interment in Benton Church Ceme-
tery.

Landes, Mary F. Shirkey, daughter of Char-
lie and Daily (Mullen) Shirkey, was born Dec.
31, 1915; died at Harrisonburg, Va., Oct. 7, 1989;
aged 73. On Aug. 30, 1930, she was married to
Kenneth R. Landes, who died on Apr. 13, 1986.
Surviving are 7 children (Alvin Landes, Bobbie
F., Alfred J., Charles E., Carl G, Donnie Ray,
and W. Douglas Landis). She was a member of
Ridgeway Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Oct. 10, in charge of John
Kiblinger; interment in Woodbine Cemetery.
Miller, Gary Ray, son of Earl and Mary

(Kuhns) Miller, was born at Mt. Eaton, Ohio,
Oct. 16, 1967; died as a result of an automobile
accident, Sept. 28, 1989; aged 21. Surviving are
his parents, one sister (Sharon Mast), 2 brothers
(Bob and Earl Dale), and his grandmother (Elma
Kuhns). He was a member of Longenecker Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held
on Oct. 1, in charge of Albert C. Slabach, David
Hochstetler, and Dan Cathey; interment in the
church cemetery.

Miller, Gertrude Kraybill, daughter of Till-

man S. and Elizabeth (Rutt) Kraybill, was born
in Bainbridge, Pa., Jan. 18, 1895; died at the
Mennonite Home, Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 19, 1989;
aged 94. She was married to Reuben Z. Miller,

who died in 1974. Surviving are 2 sons (T.

Kraybill and John K.), one daughter (Lois M.
Hoffer), 2 stepsons (Jonas B. and Alvin B), and
one stepdaughter (Esther N. Lehman). She was
a member of Elizabethtown Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Sept. 22, in

charge of Richard H. Frank, Eugene N. Miller,

and Walter L. Keener; interment in Goods Men-
nonite Cemetery.
Miller, Janet Fay Hoschstetler, daughter

of Ivan and Pearl Hochstetler, was born at
Wakarusa, Ind., Mar. 11, 1945; died of cancer at
Elkhart General Hospital, Elkhart, Ind., Sept.
25, 1989; aged 44. On June 21, 1964, she was
married to Daniel B. Miller, who survives. Also
surviving are 3 sons (Harold, Ryan, and Nathan),
one daughter (Melinda), one brother (Ray), one
sister (Anna Mary Hochstetler), and one half-

sister (Elsie Masterson). She was a member of
Olive Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Sept. 27, in charge of Dale Shenk;
interment in Olive East Cemetery.
Oyer, John Paul, son of Daniel S. and

Phoebe (Zook) Oyer, was born at St. Johns,
Mich., Oct. 14, 1930; died of cancer at his home
in Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 7, 1989; aged 58. On June
14, 1953, he was married to Ellen Jennings, who
survives. Also surviving are 3 sons (Phillip,

Stanley, and Gary) and one sister (Lois Yoder).
He was preceded in death by an infant brother.
He was ordained to the ministry on Feb. 19, 1956.
He served pastorates in Leetonia, Ohio; Rocky
Ford, Colo.; and Hubbard, Oreg., and as chap-
lain at Glencroft Retirement Community in

Phoenix, Ariz. He was a member of Sunnyslope
Mennonite Church, where a memorial service
was held on Oct. 9, in charge of David Mann,
Donald Yoder, and Brad Eberly. A memorial
service was also held at Zion, Hubbard, Oreg.,

on Oct. 11, in charge of John Willems and
Richard Stoltzfus; interment in Zion Mennonite
Cemetery.
Schlabach, Levi, son of Martin and Erma

(Hochstetler) Schlabach, was born in Holmes
Co., Ohio, July 11, 1952; died at his home near
Orrville, Ohio; aged 37. Surviving are his par-
ents, 4 brothers (Leon, Dean, Adrian, and Jerry),

and 2 sisters (Linda Ann Brenneman and Lula
Mae Hudson). Funeral services were held at

Longenecker Mennonite Church on Sept. 29, in
charge of Albert Slabach; interment in Longe-
necker Cemetery.
Short, Max Burdell, son of Seth and Lillian

(Rufenacht) Short, was born at West Unity,
Ohio, Apr. 8, 1929; died of an apparent heart
attack at West Unity, Ohio, Oct. 5, 1989; aged
60. On June 25, 1955, he was married to Ruthann
Beck, who survives. Also surviving are 2 daugh-
ters (June Wyse and Vickie Nofziger), one son
(Neal), 4 grandchildren, one sister (Gelenna
Davis), and twin brothers (Gerald and Galen
Short). He was a member of Lockport Menno-
nite Church, where funeral services were held
on Oct. 9, in charge of Allen Rutter and Jim
Groeneweg; interment in Lockport Cemetery.
Yoder, Tobias J., son of Joseph and Kath-

rine (Slabaugh) Yoder, was born at Milo, N.Dak.,
Dec. 14, 1903; died at Miller's Merry Manor,
Wakarusa, Ind., Sept. 22, 1989; aged 85. On Nov.
25, 1926, he was married to Lydia Mae
Schmucker, who survives. Also surviving are 6
daughters (Laura June Garber, Mary Martin,
Ruth Graber, Treve Liechty, Esther Kuhns, and
Verna Trautman), two sons (Paul and Ray
Yoder), 30 grandchildren, 38 great-grandchil-
dren, 3 sisters (Nora Miller, Millie Bontreger,
and Katie Miller), and 4 brothers (Simon, Jo-
seph, Eli, and Harvey Yoder). He was preceded
in death by one brother, one sister, and one
grandson. He was a member of North Main
Street Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Sept. 26, in charge of John
C. King, Paul Yoder, and Menno Kuhns; inter-

ment in South Union Cemetery.
Zuercher, Enos, son of David and Catherine

(Zimmerly) Zuercher, was born at Orrville, Ohio,
July 24, 1898; died at the Brenn-Field Nursing
Center, Orrville, Ohio, Sept. 29, 1989; aged 91.

On Dec. 14, 1930, he was married to Elma Shoup,
who died in April 1957. On June 8, 1958, he was
married to Dorothy Shoup, who died July 27,

1971. Surviving are one daughter (Ruth Shetler),

6 grandchildren, and 5 great-grandchildren. He
was preceded in death by 2 brothers (Edwin and
Isaac Zuercher) and 2 sisters (Leah Lehman and
Elizabeth). He was a member of Kidron Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held
on Oct. 4, in charge of Bill Detweiler and Glenn
Steiner; interment in Kidron Church Cemeteiy.

Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston. Kans., Nov. 3-4

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Nov. 6-7

Mennonite Economic Development Associates annual conven-

tion, Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 9-12

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meeting,

Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Franconia Conference fall assembly, Franconia. Pa., Nov. 11

Mennonite Church General Board, Elkhart, Ind., Nov. 16-18

Southwest Conference annual delegate meeting, Blvthe, Calif.,

Nov. 18

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Lancaster, Pa., Dec.
1-2

Hispanic Convention executive board, Dec. 7-9

Goshen College Board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Dec. 8-9

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind.. Dec. 12

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man.,

July 24-29, 1990
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a

variety ofother sources.

Third world is sending thousands
of missionaries, says missions leader

The concept of the Western world send-

ing missionaries to the third world is out-

dated, according to Larry Pate, coor-

dinator of emerging missions for O.C. Min-

istries. "The emerging missions have

emerged," Pate says.

Today, for example, there are an esti-

mated 15,000 African missionaries—42

percent of the total third-world force.

Asian churches send 17,300 missionaries.

Pate says the missions movement in third-

world nations has been something of a

secret in the Western world. "Some of

these third-world missions leaders have a

track record now of leading significant

missions agencies for 20 or 25 years."

The number of missionaries sent from

Latin America is smaller, but since COM-
IBAM, a missionary congress held there

two years ago, missionary-sending agen-

cies have begun appearing. According to

Jonathan Santos, director of the Associa-

tion of Cross-Cultural Brazilian Missions,

there are an estimated 40 sending agencies

in Brazil, and another 10 or 15 in other

Latin American countries.

Black congregation opens America's
largest house of worship
Television preacher Frederick Price re-

cently opened the 10,145-seat Faithdome,

the $9 million new home for his predomi-

nantly black 16,000-member Crenshaw
Christian Center in Los Angeles. Re-

searcher John Vaughan of Bolivar, Mo.,

says the domed aluminum structure

supplanted 10,000-seat Assemblies of God
churches in Lakeland, Fla., and Birming-

ham, Ala., as America's largest house of

worship.

Relaxation of Sunday work ban
divides Christians in Fiji

A church-and-state issue, Sunday obser-

vance, has divided Fiji's Christians, who
account for about half the Pacific island

nation's population of 750,000. Years ago,

Christian influence resulted in a govern-

ment Sunday Observance Decree, which

banned most commercial work on Sun-

days.

Recently, the government decided to

relax the decree and permit more Sunday
commerce, a move a number of church

leaders actively oppose. Among other

things, they set up roadblocks to try to stop

Sunday work at a sugar refinery this past

summer, resulting in arrests and imprison-

ment of scores of Methodists. One of them
was Manasa Lasaro, general secretary of

the Methodist Church, Fiji's largest de-

nomination. He and the others were re-

leased under special orders recently, just

in time for the denomination's general

conference, which overwhelmingly re-

elected him to his post. Losing candidates

for other slots took the position that relax-

ation of the decree is more in keeping with

the teachings of Christ, and that Sunday
observance is a matter of personal choice

and should not be legislated.

Meanwhile, government leaders, many of

them also Christians, say they are trying

to sort out the issues and find an agreeable

solution. They say the economy needs the

extra productivity, but they fear the spread

of roadblocks and other civil disobedience.

Catholic priest offers cash to

people who turn in guns
A Catholic priest who offered his parish-

ioners $50 to turn in their guns has re-

ceived 15 weapons so far. Father Edmund
Nadolny of Naugatuck, Conn., said he was
"shocked" at a recent mass when 250

people raised their hands indicating they

owned guns. Nadolny said he wanted to

make people aware that a gun is an "acci-

dent waiting to happen." He told of several

suicide attempts and a recent accidental

death of a child in the town of 30,000. He
said he has melted down several of the

guns and turned the owner registrations

over to the police. He's offering $100 to any

nonparishioner who turns in a gun.

Pro-choice religious leaders oppose
governor's call for tighter restrictions

A coalition of pro-choice religious lead-

ers in Florida is fighting Gov. Robert

Martinez's proposal for a special session

of the legislature to tighten the state's

already strong restrictions on abortion.

Leaders from 24 denominations released a

statement declaring that the issues of when
life begins and the morality of abortion are

matters of "ongoing theological debate."

Because "of this diversity, and for the sake

of religious freedom, we oppose efforts to

establish in law one religious perspective

on abortion above all others, and thereby

limit the free exercise of religion by all,"

they said.

Shoney's restaurant chain signs

agreement with black group
The Nashville-based Shoney's restau-

rant chain has signed an agreement with

the Southern Christian Leadership Con-

ference pledging to spend $90 million in

recruitment and training of minorities to

staff its more than 1,600 outlets. The agree-

ment was signed by Mitchell Boyd, chief

executive officer of Shoney's, and Joseph

Lowery, president of SCLC, at the conclu-

sion of the civil rights organization's four-

day national convention in Nashville.

Lowery said SCLC, which was founded by

Martin Luther King three decades ago, will

assist Shoney's in implementing a minor-

ity-recruitment program that will include a

fast-track promotion program, a summer
intern program for black students, and the

creation of a talent pool of students from

black colleges providing food service train-

ing.

Interfaith couples urged to

choose one faith for children

It is healthier for children of interfaith

marriages to be raised in the faith of only

one parent rather than both or neither,

according to two speakers at a panel on the

topic at the national convention of the

American Psychological Association in

New Orleans. Aphrodite Clamar, a New
York psychotherapist in private practice,

urged respect for the "double heritage" of

children of Christian-Jewish marriages but

warned that such children "cannot grow up

with a clear sense of religious identity if

they are not fully at home in either the

mother's or father's faith." Lydia Kukoff

of Los Angeles, director of the Reform

Jewish movement's "outreach" program

for intermarried couples, contended that

the "reluctance of mixed couples to decide

on one faith for their child or their an-

nouncement that they will expose the child

to both faiths and let the child decide

masks a dangerous ambivalence."

U.S. Congress may link Salvadoran

aid to assurance on church workers

The U.S. Congress is moving to link

further aid for El Salvador to official as-

surance that American religious and hu-

manitarian workers will have open access

to victims of that country's civil war with-

out interference from the Salvadoran gov-

ernment. In addition to action by House

and Senate committees, Sen. Alan Dixon

of Illinois is spearheading a direct appeal

to President Alfredo Christiani of El Sal-

vador on behalf of Americans who reside

there.

The movement in Congress comes amid

reports that Salvadoran authorities have

put pressure on American and other for-

eign residents to leave the country. Reli-

gious groups also reported that American

church workers and leaders, including sev-

eral Roman Catholic bishops, have been

denied permission to visit El Salvador.

Americans work in El Salvador under the

auspices of a variety of humanitarian and

relief aid organizations, most of them

church-related.
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The suffering children
There is a connection, says Ronald J. Sider,

between the Reagan-era federal deficit and
other U.S. examples of irresponsibility such as

easy divorce, permarital sex, pollution, and gov-

ernment lotteries. "A pervasive societal demand
for instant gratification, I believe, is a scarlet

thread that runs through all these issues" (ESA
Advocate, September 1989).

Freedom is a fine, old North American tradi-

tion. The ancestors of many of us came here to

get away from pressures to conform to stan-

dards which they could not accept. But when
freedom becomes license, one is subject to an
even greater bondage. Judith S. Wallerstein has
studied the results of divorce on families and
presents the findings in the book Second
Chances (Ticknor and Fields, 1989). The evi-

dence is based on interviews with the members
of about 60 divorcing families: at the time of di-

vorce, one year later, five, 10, and 15 years after.

The study was an effort to find out what the ex-

perience had done to them.

Half the families in the study belonged to

churches or synagogues. Most of the parents

had been raised in stable families and theirs

were the first divorces in their families.

An overriding impression is that, whatever it

does to adults, divorce is hardest on the chil-

dren. Different children in different degrees, as

the researchers found. But the breakup of a fam-
ily through divorce adds another burden to the

long list of tasks which children must assume as

a part of growing up.

Over one-third of the young people 19-29 had
little or no ambition 10 years after the divorce.

One in three young men and one in 10 young
women age, 19-23, were delinquent 10 years later.

Barely half the children were attending or had
completed college. One-third had dropped out of

school. More than one-fourth of the girls became
sexually active in junior high school. Ten years

later close to half the boys were unhappy and
lonely. Adolescents were particularly devastated
by divorce.

Indeed, preschool children as a group survived

divorce better than older children. After 10

years, 68 percent of them were found to be
doing well compared with less than 40 percent

of the others.

Children have historically had to endure the

breakup of families by death. Numbers of us
have had to deal with it. But widespread family

fracture by divorce is a new experience in North
American culture. The author of this book has
no real solution to the problem of divorce and
its effect on children. But she proclaims that we
have come to a new era in our society's life. And
she quotes from a conversation she had with

Margaret Mead near the beginning of her study.

Mead remarked, "Judy, there is no society in

the world where people have stayed married
without enormous community pressure to do so"

(p. 297).

As soon as this point is made, some will no
doubt call to mind horror stories of people
whose marriages were a mistake or who could

not stand each other but were unable to get re-

lease from the marriage because of community
pressure. Yet the lack of such pressure is permit-

ting marriages today to fly apart which might
have been kept together.

The third pursuit in the famous triumvirate in

the U.S. Declaration of Independence is "the

pursuit of happiness." I doubt that the founding

drafters saw easy divorce as the ultimate expres-

sion of this phrase. It seems to be one of the cur-

rent results. And divorce with its concurrent

neglect of children has put our society at risk in

comparison with other more rigid societies.

This is noted by James Fallows, who spent

some time in the Orient as a correspondent for

Atlantic magazine. He reports in the November
issue that marriage in Asia is more for responsi-

bility than for romance. In these societies, wives

are expected to give attention to children rather

than to a career and there is little divorce.

One result of this system is that, while the

well educated children in the U.S. can compete
with their counterparts in Asia, average students

cannot. The edge for the average Asian children

is provided by the extra attention they receive in

their families.

So it appears that we cannot have it both

ways. If we choose freedom instead of responsi-

bility, we will encounter the results. Maybe not

tomorrow or next year, but eventually. I believe

there are numerous Scriptures that make the

same point.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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Building up the
church in Liberia

by Phil Richard

Liberian boy carries grapefruit to sell on the streets of Monrovia,

the capital city of this West African country.

Palm trees dot the landscape in the tropical

West African country of Liberia. People speak

English, the country's official language, or one of

several ethnic languages. The color of most

people's skin is black. Signs of Westernization in

Monrovia, the capital city, are everywhere: A
boy wears a Dallas Cowboys T-shirt; your taxi

driver pays $1.50 for a gallon of gas at a Mobil

station; the taxi radio blares American pop

music.

These initial impressions and observations

were a part of the scene when the first long-term

Mennonite Board of Missions workers arrived

this fall. Their purpose is to help continue the

development of a fellowship of independent de-

nominations, and provide Bible training for then-

leaders and members. They are also exploring

possible health ministries with the fellowship,

and build bridges between the fellowship and

mainline Protestant and evangelical groups in

the country.

Officially inviting MBM workers a year ago

was the United Christian Fellowship of Liberia—

a group of about 10 independent denominations

which have come together in the past year. The

idea of a fellowship began during a four-day

Bible seminar led by MBM workers David

Shank and James Krabill in January 1988. Eager

participants representing more than 30 African-

initiated denominations in the Monrovia area

gathered in a church several blocks from the At-

lantic Ocean.

Local organizer Augustus Marwieh com-

mented, "The Mennonites' greatest contribution

was getting the churches together in one place

for the first time and getting them to study, wor-

ship, and listen to one another."

Marwieh said a fellowship would help equip

people to share the good news. He told seminar

participants, "Without any group losing its iden-

tity, the fellowship would be a way to get to-



gether so we can get the job done of evangeliz-
ing Liberia." Participants discussed the fellow-
ship idea with enthusiasm. During the last

evening session, an organizing group was consti-
tuted.

MBM workers returning two months later

found the group had been formed. Established
goals included working together at leadership
training, evangelism, worship, and catering to the
needs of member groups.

Independent churches in Liberia are flour-
ishing and seeking greater maturity. The
needs of Bible training and leadership develop-

African independent churches have
often suffered ostracism, suspicion,

and mistrust on the part of most
Western missionaries and their

African followers.

Phil Richard, Elkhart, Ind., is information services
manager for Mennonite Board of Missions.
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ment are primary among the independent
churches in Liberia and elsewhere on the conti-

nent. African independent churches (AICs) are

denominations started by African leaders out-

side the immediate context of Western missions
and their historic denominations. Some began
forming spontaneously over 100 years ago.

Today, some 8,000 AICs exist, with about 30 mil-

lion members. This is over 10 percent of the 222
million Christians in Africa.

Christianity arrived in Liberia with the repatri-

ation of freed black American slaves in 1822.

The black Americans established Baptist, Meth-
odist, and Episcopal churches as they settled

along the coast. American missionaries followed
in the mid-1800s.

In Liberia, an estimated 258,000 persons are

members of AICs, according to World Christian

Encyclopedia (1982). German researcher Werner
Korte compiled an incomplete list of 104 AICs in

1985.

Over the years, AICs across Africa have often
suffered ostracism, suspicion, and mistrust on
the part of most Western missionaries and their

African followers. AICs were viewed as "up-
starts," and questions were raised as to whether
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Liberia: an overview

History. The first black American settlers

came to Liberia in 1822, six years after the

American Colonization Society had been

formed in the United States to repatriate freed

slaves back to Africa. They first settled in what

became known as Monrovia, named for James

Monroe, U.S. president at the time. The black

American settlers (later known as Americo-Li-

berians) declared their independence as a na-

tion in 1847. Liberia is the oldest independent

black nation in Africa.

Government. Americo-Liberians ruled the

country (and much of Liberian society) until

1980, when Samuel Doe overthrew the William

Tolbert government in a military coup. Doe was
elected president in 1985. An amendment added

to the constitution in 1988 allows the president

to serve an unlimited number of terms.

People. Americo-Liberians make up 5 per-

cent of the country's 2.4 million people. The
majority of the other 95 percent are members of

16 ethnic tribes.

Education. Education is lacking in many
parts of Liberia. Estimates are that 75 percent

of the people are illiterate. Although education

for children ages 6-16 has been compulsory

since 1939, estimates are that only 50 percent

are enrolled because of limited resources

—

schools, teachers, and educational materials.

Although school is free, books and school mate-

rials are not, making education costs prohibitive

for many families.

Economy. Per-capita income is $370 a year.

Some 72 percent of the labor force is involved

in agriculture; some work in mines or on rubber

plantations. Most rural residents are subsis-

tence farmers, growing rice, cassava, maize,

yams, taro, peanuts, sugarcane, and assorted

vegetables for their families. Major exports are

iron ore, rubber, timber, coffee, cocoa, and dia-

monds.

Climate. Liberia's climate is tropical, with a

dry season (November-April) and a rainy season

(May-October). Temperatures range from 65-85

fahrenheit. Much of the country's interior is

covered by thick green tropical rain forests

(some trees are 200 feet high).

MBM workers David Shank (right) and James
Krabill lead a Bible seminar for African

independent churches in Liberia.

these independent churches had adequately dis-

tanced themselves from African traditional reli-

gions. As a result, AICs were often denied

access to Bible schools and seminaries, so few

pastors in the AICs have received formal train-

ing in Bible and theology.

The story is the same in Liberia. "Most of the

mainline and evangelical churches already pro-

vide educational structures for training their

leaders," wrote James Krabill after the seminar.

"What is missing are training opportunities for

the country's many AICs." David Shank ob-

served that the AICs represented at the seminar

are "Christ-centered, with an accent on the work

of the Holy Spirit. They are very desirous of in-

creasing biblical knowledge."

The eagerness to study the Bible of persons at-

tending the January 1988 Bible seminar over-

shadowed the humid 90-degree weather. Evening

MBM's approach to African

independent churches is to

recognize God's work among them
and to help strengthen them through

Bible training and leadership

development.

sessions ended at 9:30 p.m.; some participants

spent nearly three hours traveling home.

Even though the participants had not met
each other before, they vigorously discussed bib-

lical issues in small groups. They worked hard to

memorize Bible verses. They also sang together

rhythmically and with emotion. The sound of

songs such as "Lift Jesus Higher" and "Father

Abraham" bounced off the church's white ce-

ment walls and out into the streets.

MBM's approach to AICs in Liberia and else-

where is to recognize God's work among them
and to seek to strengthen the churches through

Bible training and leadership development. A
1980 document states that MBM is committed to

help AICs faithfully live out the gospel in the

context of their culture. It says, "Our service

among indigenous groups is based on the convic-

tion that it augments and reinforces their mis-

sion to their people and the world."

Shank adds, "The independent churches are

much closer to the grassroots of the people—the

traditional African religions which focus on the

role of ancestors. These independent groups

evangelize their people better, but because of

lack of training and nurture, church leaders

often don't know how to discipline new Chris-

tians."

MBM relationships with AICs began in 1959 in

Nigeria. Other MBM ministries with AICs have

developed in Ghana, Ivory Coast, and Benin.
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MBM contacts with AICs in Liberia date
back to 1969. MBM missionaries Edwin and
Irene Weaver made the first visit to Liberia to in-

vestigate possibilities of working with AICs.
Weavers recommended that MBM "should work
with all the independent churches without pick-

The independent churches are much
closer to the grassroots of the

people—the traditional African

religions which focus on the role of
ancestors.

ing out one or two."

MBM workers David and Wilma Shank main-
tained contacts during the 1970s and early 1980s,

including visits and correspondence with AIC
leader Augustus Marwieh and others. In August
1986, Willard and Alice Roth visited Liberia to

explore and define possible MBM cooperation
with AICs. AIC leaders shared a pressing need
for biblical and literacy instruction.

MBM Africa director Ron Yoder decided to

further test the possibility of AIC cooperation by
inviting Marwieh and his wife to MBM headquar-
ters in Elkhart, Indiana, for consultations in May
1987. "This visit allowed us to get better ac-

quainted with each other," Yoder said, "and de-
termine whether AIC ministries were feasible."

Consensus emerged during the consultations
to continue working toward cooperation between
Mennonites and AICs. "We agreed to organize
the January 1988 Bible seminar led by Shank
and Krabill," Yoder said. "The seminar was an
opportunity for Bishop Marwieh and others to

hear us articulate our theology and our approach
to AICs."

Yoder continued, "The seminar gave us an oc-

casion to view the context and test the idea of

forming a fellowship of AICs that would cooper-

ate in organizing systematic biblical instruction."

So when Krabill and Shank returned to Libe-

ria in March 1988, they found the fellowship func-

tioning. Krabill traveled to Liberia a year ago to

meet again with fellowship leaders and lay the
groundwork for the arrival of long-term workers.

When the long-term workers arrived, three

years had passed since MBM decided to pursue
further contacts with AICs in 1986. "We don't

make decisions to move into a new country eas-

ily," Yoder emphasized. "Much analysis, reflec-

tion, and testing must take place, along with
finding qualified people, and, in some cases, pro-

viding further training for those people."

The MBM workers are also exploring possible

health ministries with the fellowship, since such
ministries are sorely needed in Liberia. Present
health services suffer from a shortage of profes-

sional personnel, low budget outlays, and a lack

of health facilities. Most health services are

based on curative rather than preventive medi-
cine. For instance, many villages in the interior

don't have sanitary facilities (latrines) or wells

for pure drinking water.

Major prevalent diseases include malaria (one
million children died from malaria in Africa in

1987), measles, upper respiratory infections, ane-
mia, tetanus, tuberculosis, and meningitis.

Opportunities also exist in Liberia for
MBM to relate to both the mainline Protes-
tant and evangelical movements. Such rela-

tionships would provide opportunities to

encourage cooperation and sharing of resources
among these different groups, according to

Yoder. "It would also help create understanding
and appreciation among evangelical and main-
line churches toward AICs. This type of bridge
building is a part of MBM's stance in working
with AICs."

One such opportunity is a request for a person
to serve as deputy director of the Christian

Steve and Dorothy
Wiebe-Johnson
with Julian and
Michael.

Betty and Peter

Hamm.

First Mennonite missionaries
Two Mennonite Board of Missions couples

are laying the groundwork for Bible teaching

and health ministries in Liberia.

Stephen and Dorothy Wiebe-Johnson arrived

in September after a year of preparatory stud-

ies at the Center for New Religious Movements
at Selly Oak Colleges in England. They have

two children, Julian (5) and Michael (1). They
were members of Belmont Mennonite Church,
Elkhart, Indiana. Wiebe-Johnsons are also mis-

sion partners with the Commission on Overseas
Mission of the General Conference Mennonite
Church.

Peter and Betty Hamm arrived in October
following two months of studies at the Center
for New Religious Movements. Peter was Men-
nonite Brethren Missions/Services secretary for

Africa, Asia, and Europe for nine years. Betty

was a hospital nursing supervisor. Hamms are

members of River East Mennonite Brethren
Church, Winnipeg, Manitoba. They have two
adult children and two grandchildren.
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Health Association of Liberia. Organized in 1976,

this agency attempts to coordinate all of the

church-related health and medical work in Libe-

ria, including Protestant and Roman Catholic

hospitals and more than 40 clinics operated by
21 different denominations. The agency also co-

operates closely with the government's Ministry

of Health and Social Welfare.

The feasibility and desirability of ministries in

health and other areas is being determined now
that MBM workers have arrived in Liberia. How-
ever, the first step is building unity among and
providing Bible training for the churches that

comprise the United Christian Fellowship of Li-

beria. Ron Yoder said, "We know the direction

we're headed, but how we get there will be an
important learning and growing process in close

partnership with the fellowship."

Augustus Marwieh wrote in September 1988:

"The first and foremost need of the fellowship is

for Bible teachers; it is that ministry which will

help bring the independent denominations to-

gether and keep them together."

Charles Saydee, chairman of the United Chris-

tian Fellowship of Liberia, wrote in December
1988: "Leaders of our churches are a mixture of

learned and unlearned people. Your desire to

work with our association of churches as a

means of working together for an effective train-

ing program, which in essence shall provide for

us trained manpower, is highly appreciated." ^
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How we spotted
military encroachment
by Larry Hauder

Recently my 14-year-old son received a

letter from the Reserve Officer Training

Corps of the local school he attends, ask-

ing him to be part of their "team." I was
disturbed by the letter. It felt as if the

innocence of our home was being invaded.

At about the same time Corky, a member
of our congregation, came to see me about
the military presence in the public high

school where he is a counselor.

Corky, a U.S. Navy veteran, began his

story: "I have just come from the school

where I was asked to administer the

Armed Service Vocational Aptitude Bat-

tery test, referred to as ASVAB. Military

personnel were everywhere in the build-

ing. All lOth-grade students were required

to take the exam as part of the school

district's mandatory testing program." I

listened to Corky's story continued. He
was obviously upset.

"I was given the responsibility to admin-
ister one room of students and when some
of the students asked if they were re-

quired to take the test I told them they

could go to the library. Other students

questioned why they had to put their sig-

nature on the exam. I couldn't answer; I

didn't know. The students I released were

intercepted in the hall by the vice-princi-

pal, and I was told not to release any more
students." Corky concluded his story by
asking if I could find out more about the

test through contacts I may have.

Learned some things. During the next

few months I learned a number of things

about the ASVAB test.

First, it is the primary recruiting tool of

the military in high schools. The following

quote obtained from military recruiting

documents illustrates the value of ASVAB
for recruitment:

There is a saying within recruiting that

goes, "Life would be simple if everyone had
a 3A stamped on their forehead. " When you
have the ASVAB list it has the same effect

as the thinking above. Your ASVAB pro-

gram is the seed from which your best leads

will come. The most amazing thing about

the program is that you receive mentally

prequalified leads. You don't have to spin

your wheels talking to Jimmy Jones, an
unqualified senior.

Larry Hauder, Boise, Idaho, is pastor of Hyde
Park Mennonite Fellowship.

ASVAB provides a natural entry for the

military into the schools. It is clearly in the

best interest of the military to have the

ASVAB test given in the high schools,

since the military is the largest employer
of high school graduates and high schools

provide a captive audience for recruit-

ment.

Second, I learned that the ASVAB test

is widely used. Approximately 85 percent
of the high school students in the United

How are we preparing
our young people to

spot military

encroachment into

their lives?

States take the test annually. And yet few
parents I spoke with knew their children

had taken the exam.

Third, I discovered it is a free test. The
use of ASVAB is saving our local school

district $20,000. Most schools do need
testing instruments to measure their own
effectiveness. What many school districts

do not know, however, is that they can use
the exam and yet, technically, refuse to

allow the military the use of the informa-

tion. Ironically, it is the military who
scores the exam and has all the informa-

tion on its files anyway.

A few questions. Loaded with my file

of ASVAB information, a fellow pastor

and I made an appointment with the direc-

tor of secondary schools for our district.

Our purpose was to learn how the district

was allowing the military to use the infor-

mation obtained from the test. We also

wanted to know why lOth-graders were
required to sign a military document. And
we were curious about why a public school

building had been filled with military per-

sonnel. And finally we wanted to know if

options existed for students who did not

want to take the test.

The school administrator listened care-

fully and courteously to our questions and
concerns. He confessed that he did not

know how the military used the informa-

tion and did not know why students had to

sign the test. When we asked to see a test,

he couldn't find a copy. (This didn't sur-

prise me because Corky had earlier men-
tioned that the text was loosely guarded
by military personnel.) The administrator

went on to tell us that he had not given

authorization for additional military offi-

cers to be in the building on testing day.

There were obviously many unanswered
questions in his mind as a result of our
conversation, and he promised to respond
to us within two weeks.

The administrator did return the prom-
ised phone call and reported that our

concerns were justified. There were cer-

tain discrepancies between what he had
been told about the ASVAB testing proce-

dures and what had actually happened. He
assured me that ASVAB was being discon-

tinued until further questions were an-

swered by the military. One such question

for him was why the test needed to be
signed by 15-year-olds. No one in the

ASVAB testing office could answer the

question. And, as if adding emphasis to

his action, he said, "I have sent a letter to

all principals directing them not to release

any enrollment lists to outside companies,

colleges, or the military." I expressed my
appreciation to him for listening to the

concerns and acting so forthrightly.

A larger issue. The ASVAB testing

program raises a larger issue for the Men-
nonite Church. How are we preparing our

young people to spot military encroach-

ment into their lives? I was impressed that

already a few students had refused to take

the exam because of its military connec-

tion. The absence of a draft does not

eliminate the need to teach our young
adults the practical implications of Jesus'

teachings on nonresistance.

In the 1979 General Assembly statement

on military and conscription there is a

concern mentioned about the "encroach-

ment of military control into areas of civil-

ian activity such as demands for access to

personal data from church schools and
public schools." The statement goes on to

urge all members of the church to be on
the alert regarding such developments.

During the 1989 General Assembly the

topic of military encroachment was once
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again front and center as the church de-

cided whether it should be a collection

agency of the Internal Revenue Service for

employees of church agencies. I applaud
the students who had the foresight to ask

questions about the ASVAB and ulti-

mately decide against taking it. I also

respect the employees of church agencies

who have asked questions about whether
they can be faithful servants of Christ and
at the same time allow half of their taxed
dollar to go for military expenditures.

Each generation of our church will need
to discover what it means to be faithful in

the area of nonresistance. I am learning

that it is the generation of new Menno-
nites, like Corky, who are leading the way.

The quiet music

/ never stand where roads

must make a turning

but that the distant

vistas beckon me,

or look above where
planet lights are burning

but that I know there

is an ordered destiny.

When silence fills

the arches of the night

and I seem lost

in death and mystery,

I shall step then

across into the Light.

So trust, and let

the marching silence be
the quiet music

as a soul departs . .

.

His words are faithful

to believing hearts.

—Oma Carlyle Anderson

Reprinted with permission

from Time of Singing
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stands by us to meet our needs, especially in troubled times.

Paper, $1.50, in Canada $1.85

The Lord Is Near: Experiencing the Presence of God
Each of us has times of suffering or uncertainty in which God may seem

distant. John M. Drescher provides these short meditations that give guidance

and light when it seems that God may have forsaken us.
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Griefs Slow Work
Harold Bauman explains the process of grief and the experiences one
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Paper, $1.50, in Canada $1.85

To the New Mother
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Excerpted from Helen Good Brenneman's popular book Meditations for the

New Mother.
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Blessings by Your Bedside
By Still Waters
Empty Arms
Facing Illness with Faith

For the Golden Years
For Hospital Days
I Lift My Eyes
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Into Thy Hands
Just in for Tests
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Personal Prescriptions
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Strength for Suffering
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Church news

MBCM and COE leaders talk about cooperation. Charlotte Holsopple Glick (right), an Indiana
pastor, chairs the MBCM board, and Erick Sawatzky (second from left), a seminary professor,
chairs COE. The other two—Norma Johnson and Everett Thomas—are the executive
secretaries of COE and MBCM.

Multi-organization meetings held
at Techny Towers near Chicago
Two Mennonite boards and one com-

mission met conjointly and concurrently at

Techny Towers, northwest of Chicago,

Oct. 19-22. The evident purpose of the

joint sessions was fellowship and acquain-

tanceship between the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church Commission on
Education and the Mennonite Church
boards of Congregational Ministries and
Publication.

The noise of denominational machinery
echoed throughout the halls as Vern Pre-

heim and James Lapp, executives of the

two denominations, sought to make clear

how each is organized and where the

power rests. The presentations showed
that although much in the way of belief

and practice are held in common, patterns

of organization are different. The General

Conference is a more centralized and inte-

grated organization. The Mennonite
Church has five separate program boards

and strong regional conferences.

In addition to the joint sessions for shar-

ing and fellowship, each organization

spent time on its own specific agenda. A
reporter could only dip into these concur-

rent sessions to get an idea of what was
important to each organization at this

time.

Of the three it appeared that Mennonite
Publication Board had the nearest to a

routine meeting. It elected a new presi-

dent, Maurice Martin of Ontario, and re-

viewed the financial progress of

Mennonite Publishing House two-thirds of

the way through the current budget year.

An important meeting, but not a

groundbreaking one. It will meet again in

February to approve the next year's bud-

get and in June to review the last year's

performance.

The Commission on Education and the

Board of Congregational Ministries were

found to be at more crucial places in their

organizational cycles. For COE this was
the first meeting in a new triennium.

Norma Johnson, executive secretary of the

commission, presented a 16-point list of

"COE Dreams and Priorities in 1989-92."

The list demonstrated that the efforts of

COE are closely tied to the objectives and
activities of the General Conference Men-
nonite Church which holds an assembly

once in three years.

Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries found itself at an important

point for a different reason. It has just

recently engaged a new executive secre-

tary, Everett Thomas, and has accepted

the resignation of a number of its profes-

sional staff. It has also adopted a new
mission statement and a new model for

congregational life. A part of the task of

the meeting was to get new board mem-
bers in tune with the new model.

As described in the June issue of Men-
nonite Church News and Notes, the new
MBCM model of congregational life is

envisioned as a three-pointed star includ-

ing worship, mission, and community. The
three elements overlap at the center and

this overlapped area is designated as "dis-

cipling." Some new (and old) members of

the board became impatient with these

abstractions.

They also were uneasy about the possi-

bility that MBCM staff would end up as a

group of "generalists." Who would take

care of pastoral leadership? And youth

ministries, peace education? As a way to

assure themselves that these concerns

would not be lost, the board passed a

directional motion to make sure that the

new organization shall include concerns of

leadership, youth, and peace.

New MBCM board member Lorne
Peachey found this first meeting a heady
experience. "It was an intense session," he
said later. "It's almost like starting over.

The board has to decide what are the

priorities. Maybe a lot of specialized

things will be done out in the church

instead of the central office."

One specific ministry which landed on
the board's doorstep not exactly wanted
was the Listening Committee for Homo-
sexual Concerns. This committee formerly

served under the authority of General

Board, but now it was proposed that a new
committee be formed by MBCM instead

of General Board.

MBCM members were cautious. Said

Marcus Smucker, "The whole area is trou-

bling and perplexing. Whoever touches

this will experience the wrath of segments
of the church."

Pat Barron wondered if the church does

not have a policy on sexuality. In response,

attention was drawn to the sexuality state-

ment adopted at Purdue 87. But some
challenge this statement. A committee
makes it possible to keep in conversation.

Allan Yoder said, "We need to support the

Purdue statement. The question is how to

deal with people who don't agree. The
same as we would with people who don't

support our peace position." The board
agreed to appoint the committee.

A day later COE took a similar cautious

action in response to a request from the

GC General Board to participate with the

Mennonite Church in a joint committee.
"This committee," they said, "will func-

tion as a caring and compassionate re-

source in dialogue with homosexuals,

families, and concerned congregations."

Another issue that took up time was the

old question of congregational evangelism.

This assignment was first given to

MBCM in the early '70s, then moved to

Mennonite Board of Missions. In recent

years there have been prolonged conver-

sations about moving it back. A task force

struggled with the issue and gave it up.

But now the question has been pressed

again. Will MBCM accept responsibility

Maurice Martin, a pastor from Ontario, chairs

Mennonite Publication Board after being
elected its president. Beside him is Robert
Ramer, the publisher—chief executive offi-

cer—at Mennonite Publishing House.
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for leadership in evangelism by estab-

lished congregations? The planting of new
ones continues to be seen as the responsi-

bility of MBM.
After extended discussion the MBCM

board took action to accept the "own-

ership" of evangelism in established con-

gregations as part of its mandate and

committed itself to providing resources for

evangelism and church growth. It was un-

derstood that many details would need to

be worked out.

In the three-organization meeting, the

differences in organizational patterns and

the overlapping of functions called for

several different two-way meetings:

MBCM with COE, MPB with COE,
MBCM with MPB, and COE split to meet

with both of the other groups.

One principal difference between the

GC and MC structure is that COE is both

an educational and publishing entity. In

the MC structure, education is the work of

MBCM and publishing of MPB. So this

seemed to call for discernment and infor-

mation sessions of several sorts.

Several Publication Board representa-

tives expressed caution about the implica-

tions of structural integration. John Shenk

of MPB observed that the interrelation-

ships look complicated. But if it was sim-

plified, it might get flat. And Laurence

Martin said, "I am fearful of integration

squelching the publishing creativity in our

traditions. I can see some general board

calling for a consultant to make things

smooth and slick."

This three-way meeting was planned be-

fore Normal 89 and would have been held

regardless of which way the vote on MC-
GC integration had gone. But it represents

the sort of activity that will need to come
about over the next six years. It became
clear at this meeting that much of the

educational planning and publishing are

being done jointly. Would an integration of

structures help or hinder these coopera-

tive efforts?

—

Daniel Hertzler

Mennonite schools
take in eight students
from Soviet Union

"I can do all things through Christ who
strengthens me." This is the motto of four

Soviet students at Ephrata (Pa.) Menno-

nite School. They and two related families

at Hinkletown (Pa.) Mennonite School are

receiving a Christian education due to 13

extra teachers and tutors.

Dima (10) and Misha (8) Polischouk ar-

rived last January from the Soviet Union,

with their parents and three younger sib-

lings. They were sponsored by Petra Chris-

tian Fellowship of New Holland, Pa.

Brenda Covelens, a former teacher at

Hinkletown Mennonite School, took on the

task of tutoring the boys two mornings a

week without pay.

Bowmansville Mennonite Church of

East Earl, Pa., sponsored the June arrival

of Dima and Misha' s grandparents and 10

of their 12 children. Hinkletown was asked

if it could also teach their two youngest

children, Dima (13) and Oleg (9)

Onishchenko. Covelens asked, "Can we at

HMS accept and educate non-English-

speaking refugees?" With help from the

sponsoring churches, teachers, and volun-

teers, the answer was "yes."

The third family arrived in July through

the sponsorship of Faith Mennonite Fel-

lowship of Stevens, Pa. With their arrival,

the senior Onischchenko family was com-

plete. The Faith congregation asked

Ephrata Mennonite School if it would

teach the oldest four of the seven chil-

dren—Vitaly (13), Alexander (12),

Gennady (10), and Marina (8)—including a

half day of tutoring. The teachers were

willing, but a tutor needed to be found. The
school did not have to look far. Janet

Horst, who had been a teacher for four

years before taking off 12 years to raise her

children, accepted the challenge.

The new students are enthusiastic about

being in Christian schools. "The children

made fun of them in the Soviet Union

because they were Christian," said Cov-

elens. "The teachers helped the Commu-
nist Party students first. If there was time

leftover, they would help them." At their

new schools, the Soviet children have

friends. "The kids go out of the way to help

them," said Covelens.
—Cindy Hines Kurfman

Ruth and Charles Shenk

BACK TO JAPAN

Shenks help churches
with witness in Tokyo
As a young couple with three small chil-

dren in 1957, Charles and Ruth Shenk felt

a call to go where the church wasn't.

Although Japan fit the criterion when
Shenks arrived, four Anabaptist groups

now have nearly 70 churches there.

Missionaries with Mennonite Board of

Missions, Shenks served 24 years on the

island of Hokkaido. In 1984 they moved to

Tokyo. "All roads lead to Tokyo," ex-

plained Charles. "It is the psychological,

political, and economic center of Japan."

Shenks returned there recently following a

three-month North American assignment.

In general, Japanese people seem driven

toward higher levels of affluence. Some-

one has said, "Being Japanese is a reli-

gion." After living in Tokyo, Shenks tend

to agree. Corporations instruct employees

where to live, how to dress, and the appro-

priate forms of recreation. Pressures of

company expectations and busyness must

be addressed while relating to the Japan-

ese, whose values and schedules deter

them from commitment to a body of be-

lievers, Shenks explain.

Mennonites in Tokyo try to be effective

witnesses in this context. Five Mennonite

congregations make up the Tokyo Area

Fellowship of Mennonite Churches. These

small churches "have experienced signifi-

cant growth in stability and in identity as

Mennonites," Charles said.

Theological seminars are offered for

Mennonite leaders at Japan Anabaptist

Center. Shenks help plan them, arranging

an attractive program with resource peo-

ple. The most recent one was a traveling

seminar on Anabaptist/Mennonite history

that sent Dutch-American storyteller Jan

Gleysteen throughout Japan with his slide

show.

One long-range vision of Tokyo Men-

nonites is to establish a peace education

program that will witness to the govern-

ment and other denominations. "We need

a peace stance more than ever," Charles

commented.
Charles is from Biglerville, Pa., and

Ruth is a native of Archbold, Ohio. Shenks

have four children and nine grandchildren.

Family undivided. This year's

chapel theme at Eastern Mennonite

High School in Harrisonburg, Va., is

"Family Undivided," chosen by the

Devotional Committee to communi-

cate its goal of inclusiveness and spiri-

tual growth this year. Committee

member Becky Shenk cut out paper

people which will hold hands around

the auditorium to further convey the

idea, "we are the body; we work to-

gether!" The nine-member student

committee is chaired by Amy Glick.

The faculty advisers are Shirlee

Yoder and Michael Shenk.
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KREIDER VIEWS THE WORLD

Where will the money
come from?

In the first year of the Bush administra-
tion many new or expanded government
programs have been suggested. Bush
wants to be the "education president." He
called drugs "the gravest domestic threat
facing our nation," and he vowed to wage
a war on drug traffickers. Recalling the
popularity which President John Kennedy
received from his program to send a man
to the moon, Bush, on the 20th anniver-
sary of the American astronauts' first

moon landing, announced a new goal of
sending people to Mars. The president
went to Poland to cheer Solidarity's rise to
political power and pledge $100 million to

underwrite the transition to democracy.
But notably absent from most of these

announced goals was any significant refer-

ence to where the money would come from
to pay for them. Bush is still firm in his

campaign pledge not to levy any new
taxes. Often no indication was made of
how much the new programs would cost,

and when figures were given they were
usually inadequate to achieve the goals
they were supposed to reach.

His war on drugs called for $716 million
more than had already been budgeted.
This amount is less than .01 percent of the
$1.1 trillion federal budget—hardly the
magnitude needed to fight a real "war."
The administration's budget in fiscal 1990
included less money for education than
had been appropriated last year. The $100
million suggested for Poland is only one
percent of the $10 billion Solidarity leader
Lech Walesa said was necessary.

Last year Congress passed a law provid-
ing the elderly with "catastrophic" health
insurance. It included no provision for the
most serious "catastrophic" need, namely,
long-term nursing-home care. But the
most troublesome problem was that the
law called for the elderly to pay for this

care through an increase of Medicare
taxes and a surtax on income taxes. This
created such a furor that the House of
Representatives has already voted to re-

peal the whole law and the Senate will

probably do essentially the same. Many
people are eager to receive government
goodies but are loathe to pay for them.
The new and expanded programs an-

nounced by Bush seem to me to be similar
to expanded health care—a "good idea"
but "don't raise my taxes" to pay for them
and "don't make any cuts in the appropri-
ations for my own favorite projects." But
if the American people really favor new or
expanded programs, perhaps some tax in-

creases should be considered.
Rep. Mickey Edwards of Oklahoma,

usually a strong opponent of higher taxes,

said he would support a higher tax on
alcohol and tobacco if the money were

dedicated to the drug war. Public opinion
polls also revealed that this would be
acceptable. Doubling the federal tax on
cigarettes would raise about $3 billion an-
nually. The tax on beer and wine has not
been raised since 1951. If it were raised to
the same level as the tax on distilled

spirits, about $5 billion additional revenue
would be raised.

The interstate highway system was one
of the great programs of the Eisenhower
administration. It is now nearly 30 years
since many of these roads and bridges
were built. Now they are wearing out. A
tax of $1 per gallon on gasoline would still

leave the price at the pump less than it is

in most industrial countries and would go
far toward meeting desperately needed
improvements. A value-added tax, a stan-
dard part of the revenue program of most
industrial countries, would also produce as
much revenue as is needed for govern-
ment programs which people want.
But the money for new and expanded

programs could also come without new
taxes if Congress would have the courage
to make substantial cuts in military expen-
ditures. Many people have the impression
that "defense" expenditures have already
been "cut." In reality the only "cut" is to
reduce the amount the Pentagon originally

requested. Actually the 1990 military ex-

penditures are now estimated at $303 bil-

lion as compared with $298 billion in 1989.

There are many ways in which the mili-

tary budget could be cut substantially.

The single step of canceling the Navy's
plans to overhaul the aircraft carrier En-
terprise would save nearly $2 billion.

Much larger savings would result from
abandoning the Strategic Defense Initia-

tive, which in all probability would never
have met its original objectives in any
case. To abandon Stealth bombers and
reduce American troop strength in Europe
and Korea would bring more savings.

All of this means that a careful reexam-
ination of American priorities should be
launched. In particular, the amazing geo-
political changes in Europe have drasti-
cally altered the likelihood of war between
the East and the West. American military
expenditures based on the probability of
such a war should be reassessed. But the
war on homelessness and poverty in the
United States could effectively use funds
which would come from large reductions
in military appropriations. It will not be
easy to convince the Pentagon of this.

Generals throughout history have been
far more adept at preparing for past wars
than future ones. And they are hardly
aware of the demands of an effective war
on poverty. Producers of military hard-
ware will suffer losses if the military bud-
get is sharply cut. It is high time they
direct their efforts away from the produc-
tion of new implements of destruction and
toward meeting the needs of more thor-

ough health care, better educational sys-

tems, housing for the poor, and repaired
roads and bridges.—Carl Kreider
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Students sign up for community service. Goshen College senior Melissa
Woolace (far left) spoke about her involvement in Community Voluntary Ser-
vice in campus worship recently. Here, she steadies the pony while staff from
Loveway Therapeutic Horse Riding Center in Bristol, Ind., help a young eques-
trian. Following campus worship, representatives from 14 social-service agen-
cies throughout Elkhart County set up displays in the Union Building, and 175
students—more than last year—signed up to participate in CVS for this aca-
demic year. "CVS is a good way for students to recognize the larger community
outside of our campus," said Susan Conrad, the student director of the program.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep

them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

John Simpson, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Regarding your editorial in the Oct. 3

issue: That European Christians were con-

cerned about the world ending or some
such as A.D. 1000 approached is a legend

that does not die. I don't know how much
difference this makes to what you were

thinking about in reaction to Macleans
perpetuation of the myth, but it might be

interesting to think about some of the

issues from the perspective of the thought

that time-counting as we know it is not an

inevitable component of human thought

and culture.

Editor's response:

According to Jacques Barzum in The
Modern Researcher, this legend first ap-

peared in print in 1690, some 700 years

after the supposed fact. It was debunked
by George L. Burr in American Historical

Review, April 1901. Among the points made
by Burr was that the Christian calendar

was not in general use until after 1000. Nor
did the ordinary people of that time have

a precise sense of the passing of time. I am
embarrassed to get caught perpetuating a

legend such as this. It goes to show that

one can never be too sure about sources.

Wilmer D. Swope, Leetonia, Ohio
The report on the hymnal sampler

("Church News," Oct. 3) was indeed a

revealing piece of news reporting. The
report is a bell-weather indicator of trends

within at least some of the participating

groups. What was not reported was that

the Churches of God have now withdrawn

from the hymnal project because of bud-

get reasons.

One stands in amazement and sadness

at the statement, "They also refer to God
as 'he' in the assumption that God is

male." This statement seems to be indici-

tive of a decline in Mennonite acceptance

of the trustworthiness of God's Holy
Word, a turning toward religious agnosti-

cism. Facts are facts; they remain facts in

spite of the unbeliefs of our fickle hearts.

If we say that God is female, when God is

male, we deceive ourselves, the blind lead-

ing the blind.

Anabaptists have historically had no es-

tablished liturgy. The Eastern Orthodox,

Roman Catholics, Lutherans, Calvinists,

and Anglicans have a rigid liturgy. The
rationale for this as explained by the

Church of England is that the liturgy and

prayer book continues a true witness of

the unadulterated gospel and theology.

They believe this to be an effective way to

counteract any erroneous deviant preach-

ing and theology by either church officials

or individual members.
The sacred Word of God has been the

liturgy of the Anabaptists for worship and

preaching. With the recent attacks on the

gender of God and Christology within the

Mennonite Church, the Word of God is

being discredited in our circles as a de-

pendable source and foundation for faith.

R. Wayne Clemens, Souderton, Pa.

When does the soul arrive and when

does the soul depart? This might properly

be addressed in determining the propriety

or impropriety of abortion (at the one end

of the life span) and life-sustaining mea-

sures for the elderly and infirmed (at the

other end of the life span).

Joe Diener, Humboldt, 111.

In the Sept. 12 "Mennoscope" I read that

George R. Brunk II is withdrawing from

Virginia Conference because that confer-

ence ordained a woman. I regret the action

of that conference as well as the action of

many other Mennonite conferences. And I

support Brother Brunk in his decision and

in the steps he is taking. I must confess

that I have been less courageous and less

faithful to my calling than he.

For many years it has been apparent to me
that Brother Brunk loved the Lord, studied

the Bible, believed the Bible, and preached

the Bible because he believed it to be the

Word of God for all people and all time. With

confidence he would ask us and challenge us

to change our ideas, our habits, and our way
of living to ever more closely conform to

God's will for us as outlined in the Bible. He
believed in conversion, in revival, and Holy

Spirit renewal. He taught me that the chil-

dren are to honor and obey the father. He
taught me that the disciple is not greater

than the master teacher. He taught me that

the church is subject to Christ.

At the same time it has become apparent

to me that for many it really does not

matter what the Scripture says, and that it

matters not so much what the Holy Spirit

via the Bible says to the church as what

the church wants to say and do. In a spirit

of helplessness and dismay I desire to

more faithfully support those who are will-

ing to pay the price for righteousness,

those who are preparing to live or die in

obedient, faithful, and willing service of the

Lord God Almighty.

D. R. Yoder, Atlanta, Ga.

Any Mennonite understanding of the

Christian calling must surely, as Leonard

Nolt attests in "Blending Peace and

Evangelism" (Aug. 8), emphasize evange-

lism and peace. However, his essay seems

to imply, perhaps unintentionally, that

such combination involves bringing to-

gether distinct entities which do not at all

mix well naturally.

Such a view, which has dominated Men-
nonite thought for at least the past century,

is based in our self-perception of being

really orthodox evangelicals who carry

about additionally this somewhat discon-

nected historic "burden" called peace

and/or nonresistance, which we can never

quite figure out how to fit on to orthodox

theology.

A "de-orthodox-ed" reading of the New
Testament reveals well over a dozen sig-

nificant passages which clearly identify

salvation and peace as synonymous. To be

a true evangelical is to be a peacemaker,

and vice versa. Evangelism and peace-liv-

ing are thus not just potentially comple-

mentary, but in fact unitary.

Though I strongly support Brother

Nolt's general thesis, I believe his desire

to substitute pacifism for peace in our

Christian vocabulary to be misguided.

Peace is a rich and wonderful term found

throughout the New Testament describing

both what it is the Father, Son, and Holy

Spirit are up to and the results of their

work among humankind. Pacifism is a

much less distinct symbol, lacking biblical

roots and carrying primarily sociopolitical

connotations.

Pontius' Puddle

TO WHAT DO YOO ATTRIBUTE.
THE PERCEPTION! THAT yOOMGr
People todav arekt as serioos
amd c0kta\tt£d as we were
|M OOP, yoOTH ?
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Mennoscope

Eastern Mennonite College cited two of its

graduates for vocational and service contri-
butions during Homecoming Weekend Oct. 13-

15. Luiz Gonzalez was named "alumnus of the
year," and Ruth Brunk Stoltzfus received the
"distinguished service award." The alumnus
award recognizes a graduate who has made a
recent major achievement in his or her profes-
sion, and the other award honors an alumnus
who has given many years of service to the
church, college, and community. Gonzalez, a
1968 graduate, is a Puerto Rican immigrant who
was elected a civil court judge in New York City
three years ago. Stoltzfus, a 1937 graduate,
became the first ordained minister in Virginia
Conference this year after nearly 40 years of
service as a speaker, writer, and broadcaster.

Cornerstone Bible College in Broadway,
Va., opened this fall with 84 students. The
school, operated by Cornerstone Mennonite Fel-
lowship, is offering six 11-week classes this se-
mester. The classes are held one night a week.
The students choose from eight different areas
of study—evangelism, theology, biblical studies,
Christian counseling, pastoral ministries, Chris-
tian education, worship, and prayer/missions.
The school offers a one-year certificate, a two-
year diploma, an associate degree, and a
master's degree. The next 11-week semester
begins on Jan. 2.

Dhamtari Christian Hospital in India will
dedicate new facilities as part of its 75th
anniversary observance on Nov. 11. The $1.4
million expansion project, started in 1981 and
completed in 1987, includes three major build-
ings—a 200-bed hospital ward, a nurses dormi-
tory, and a surgery wing. Individuals and
agencies in North America and Europe helped
pay for the project. The fund-raising coordinator
was Jonathan Yoder of Goshen, Ind., a retired
physician who served previously at the Dhamtari
hospital. The hospital was founded in 1912 by
Mennonite Board of Missions in the town of
Dhamtari, which was the site of MBM's first

overseas mission work in 1899. MBM turned the
hospital over to a local board in 1960.

Construction of a new warehouse for Self-
help Crafts Canada is underway in New
Hamburg, Ont. The 50,000-square-foot build-
ing will provide 88 percent more space, accord-
ing to director Herman Neff, "which is

desperately needed as Selfhelp sales continue
to grow." During its first year in 1981, the
warehouse shipped $400,000 in merchandise;
last year it shipped $2.4 million. The new build-
ing, expected to cost $2 million, will also include
space for a Selfhelp retail store and a Mennonite
Central Committee thrift shop. Selfhelp Crafts
is an MCC program that benefits craftpersons
in third-world countries.

An interracial congregation rose from the
ashes to dedicate its new building on Sept.
10 near Macon, Miss. In a community that has

MDS continues hurricane relief work. "The needs are so great it's hard to
know where to start," says Paul Brubacher, Mennonite Disaster Service's Re-
gion I director, who reports that Hurricane Hugo was one of the worst storms
ever to hit the United States. Pictured is MDS volunteer Larry Groff, who trav-
eled to South Carolina less than two weeks after the hurricane struck. He is one
of the pastors at Martindale Mennonite Church in Ephrata, Pa. MDS crews,
which have also worked in North Carolina, are removing fallen trees, cleaning up
debris, and assisting with emergency repairs. MDS, a program coordinated by
Mennonite Central Committee, expects to send dozens of teams to South Caro-
lina for months to come. Contributions for MCC's Hurricane Hugo relief efforts
in the U.S. and the Caribbean can be sent to MCC at Box 500, Akron, PA 17501.

seen much racial tension over the years, both
black and white people worship together at the
Mennonite-related congregation, called Fellow-
ship of Hope Community Church. In August
1988 its building was destroyed by an arsonist.
Volunteers came from near and far to help build
another church in a new location. About 125
members and friends attended the dedication
service.

Construction is almost finished on the new
Mennonite Information Center of Berlin,
Ohio. It will cost $845,000, and about half of that
amount has already been raised through private
contributions and loans. The center hopes to
meet its operating expenses by selling 5,000
personal memberships and 150 corporate mem-
berships in the next 12 months. The center,
which will open later this fall, will be staffed by
volunteers. The facility's new director, Tom Mi-
chaels, said the center wants to be an informa-
tional, educational, and inspirational ministry to
visitors attracted to Holmes County by the large
Amish community.

An emerging Chinese-speaking congrega-
tion in Philadelphia licensed Philip Dich as
its pastor on Oct. 8. He succeeds veteran
church planter Ted Yao as the leader of the
group, which is made up mostly of ethnic Chi-
nese who have emigrated from Vietnam. The

group meets in the Dich home in the southern
part of the city. Dich and his wife, Shirley, who
are also Chinese immigrants from Vietnam,
helped start the church-planting project last

spring. Philip works part-time as a social worker,
and Shirley is a Chinese-language teacher. The
church-planting effort is sponsored by Eastern
Mennonite Board of Missions.

Seven Mennonite college students have
been denied financial aid by the U.S. gov-
ernment this fall because of their refusal to
register with the Selective Service System. They
are strong pacifists who object to being a part
of the military system in any way, and the
Mennonite Church is committed to supporting
them in that stance. A total of $30,000 is needed
to replace the funds that have been denied them
for the 1989-90 school year. Mennonites are
invited to help meet that need by sending
contributions to the Student Aid Fund for Non-
registrants at Mennonite Board of Congrega-
tional Ministries, Box 1245, Elkhart, IN 46515.

Expanded facilities at Camp Luz near
Kidron, Ohio, now enable year-round
events. A dedication service for the facilities

was held on Sept. 24. The main part of the
project was the expansion and winterizing of the
33-year-old chapel. The cost of the project—
$60,000—was kept low because of donated labor
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and materials. Camp Luz, operated by Ohio
Conference, is nestled in a wooded area beside

a lake. Only summer programs were offered until

now.

"Guidelines for Today" will cease publica-

tion at the end of this year because of the

death of its founding editor, but its readers will

then start receiving The Sword and Trumpet.

Both are independent conservative Mennonite
magazines. The bimonthly Guidelines for Today
was founded 24 years ago in Johnstown, Pa., by
Sanford Shetler. He died last March, and Mau-
rice Landis has been filling in as interim editor.

The monthly Sword and Trumpet, published in

Harrisonburg, Va., was started in 1929 by George
Brunk I. His son George II is the current editor.

The sudden exodus of thousands of East
Germans does not surprise Goshen
College's Willard and Mary Ellen Martin.
They spent 13 weeks this past summer in East
Germany as faculty leaders of the college's

Study-Service Term there. "We heard many
people express the desire to leave," said Willard.

"It's their number one complaint—this feeling

of being penned in." But Martins said the

gloomy image Americans have of this communist
country are erroneous. They asked the 25

Goshen students what they liked most about

East Germany, and the top three were the

hospitality of the people, the beauty of the

landscape, and the feeling of personal safety.

Thirty-four North American young people
went to Europe with the Intermenno pro-
gram recently following a three-day orientation

at Mennonite Central Committee headquarters

in Akron, Pa. They work and live with European
Mennonites for one year. Intermenno is an
exchange program administered by a committee
in Europe. MCC provides orientation.

Correction: The Mennonite Central Committee
literacy worker pictured in the Oct. 24
"Mennoscope" is Mary Score of Grand Rapids,

Mich., not Judy Gingerich.

Pastoral transitions:
• John Rempel will be installed as pastor of

Manhattan Mennonite Fellowship, New York,

N.Y., on Nov. 19. He is the first pastor of this

eight-year-old congregation. He served pre-
viously as chaplain at Conrad Grebel College.

• Thelma Horner will be ordained as copastor

of First Mennonite Church of Morton, 111., on

Nov. 12. She and her husband, Glen, have been
copastors of the congregation since November
1987.

• Parker Mauvi became pastor of Seventh
Avenue Mennonite Church, New York, N.Y.,

recently. He succeeds Jimmy Johnson, who re-

turned to a Baptist church in Philadelphia.

• Julio Perez was installed as pastor of First

Mennonite Church of Brooklyn, N.Y., recently.

He is a 1989 graduate of the Hispanic Ministries

Program at Goshen College.

Coming events:
• Annual Meeting of Mennonite Health Asso-

ciation, Feb. 24-28, at Opryland Hotel, Nashville,

Tenn. It will be held jointly with Brethren Health

and Welfare Association and in conjunction with

Protestant Health and Human Services Assem-
bly. "Helping Dreams Come True: Toward
Wholeness" is the theme. Subgroup meetings

are planned for administrators, trustees, chap-

lains, nurses, disability providers, older adult

ministries, congregational health ministries, and
auxiliaries/volunteers. More information from
MHA at Box 370, Elkhart, IN 46515; phone
219-294-7523.

• School for Leadership Training, Jan. 15-18,

at Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary.

The theme of the annual event, also called

Ministers Week, is "The Congregation: A Heal-

ing Community." The keynote speaker is author-

editor Michael King. Also offered are classes on
"Understanding Loss and Grief," "Conflict in

Congregational Life," and "The Ministry of

Healing in Congregational Worship." More in-

formation from the seminary office at EMC&S,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone 703-432-4260.

• Worship/Music Seminar, Jan. 5-7, at Laurel-

ville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. The annual

event, sponsored by Laurelville and Mennonite
Publishing House, is for congregational song

leaders, music directors, music/worship commit-
tee members, pastors, and choir directors. The
resource persons are New York City pastor John
Rempel, college music professor Ken Nafziger,

and music/worship leader Karen Moshier
Shenk. More information from Laurelville at R.

5, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666; phone 412-423-2056.

Church-related job openings:
• Administrative assistant. Eastern Mennonite

Board of Missions, starting in January. The

person would coordinate publicity and recruit-

ment in the Discipleship Ministries Department.
Contact Galen Burkholder at Eastern Board,
Box 128, Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717-898-2251.

• Summer Training Action Team director,

Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions, starting

in January. This is a two-fifths-time position,

with much of the work concentrated in the

summer. Contact Galen Burkholder at Eastern
Board, Box 128, Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717-

898-2251.

•Assistant to administrator, Academia
Menonita, Caparra Heights, Puerto Rico. Good
secretarial and telephone communication skills

are required. Knowledge of Spanish is helpful.

Contact the school at Calle Asomante 1751,

Summit Hills, Caparra Heights, PR 00920;

phone 809-783-1295.

Special meetings: B. Wayne Hopkins, Chicago,

HI., at First Mennonite, Fort Wayne, Ind.: Nov.
18-19.

New members
South Union, West Liberty, Ohio: Robert

Hoover, Esther Hoover, Ken Miller, Doris Miller,

and Arletha Linville.

Scottdale, Pa.: Bev Ramos Heller by confes-

sion of faith.

First Mennonite, Fort Wayne, Ind.: Bradley
King by confession of faith.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Bolin, Ronald and Angie (Miller), Plain City,

Ohio, second child, first daughter. Amber Marie,

Oct. 9.

Burkholder, Roy and Debbie (Miller),

Nappanee, Ind., third son, Ross Jesse, Sept. 29.

Davidhizar, John and Kathy (Kaucher), Mar-
tinsburg, Pa., first child, Curtis Alan, Oct. 7.

Frey, Neil and Chris (Schrock), Shipshewana,

Ind., first child, Kelly Jean, Sept. 29.

Garber, Joe and Yvonne (Leaman), Shirati,

Tanzania, second child, first daughter, Charise

Joy, Oct. 12.

Graybill, Douglas and Kris (Hill), Freeport,

111., second child, Kayla Michelle, Oct. 20.

Guithues, Greg and Joan (Stachler), Dayton,

Ohio, second son, Daniel James, June 19.

Hershberger, Maynard and Jean (Haidet),

Canton, Ohio, third son, Jonathan Michael, Oct.

4.

Halama, Robert and Grace Elaine (Freed),

Dover, Del., first child, Justin Matthew, Sept.

18.

Horning, Ken and Jean (Boyer), Oley, Pa.,

third daughter, Carla Jean, Oct. 13.

Horst, Roger and Carolyn, Toronto, Ont,
fourth child, first daughter, Emily Laura, May
17.

Jackson, Greg and Marjorie (Classen), Stur-

gis, Mich., second child, first daughter, Kelli

Ann, Sept. 2.

Jero, Paul and Sue (Inglis), Yellow Springs,

Ohio, first child, Samuel Clay, July 28.

Johns, Edward and Jean (Shore), Hatfield.

Ohio, second son, Keith Edward, Oct. 14.

Keeler, Paul and Rachel (Lehman), Perkio-

menville, Pa., fourth child, third son, Klyde
Milton, Oct. 8.

Leap, Billy and Rene (Kreider), Harrisonburg,

Va., first child, Mitchell Tyler, Oct. 5.

Bethany dedicates new facility. Bethany Christian High School of Goshen,
Ind., dedicated its new $3.3 million facility on Nov. 5. Planning for the project

began in 1985 and included a broad counsel-taking process from across Indiana-

Michigan Conference. The goal of raising the full $3.3 million in cash and
pledges by the time of the dedication was met on the eve of Nov. 5. The new fa-

cility includes an 1,800-seat gymnasium, new music rehearsal room, locker

rooms, lobby, restrooms, parking lots, and athletic fields. The campus master
plan calls for the old gymnasium to be remodeled into a 350-seat chapel, and
the current chapel will become an expanded media center. Bethany's enrollment

this fall is 235, which is the school's average over its 35-year history.
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Lear, Donald and Mary Ann (Leatherman),

Perkasie, Pa., first child, Kathryn Alysa, Aug. 1.

Liechty, Brad and Barb (Wing), second son,

Brett Michael, Oct. 9.

Martin, John and Sue (Hershey), Toledo,
Ohio, second son, Seth Hershey, Oct. 16.

Martin, Olin and Sharla (Miller), Middlebury,
Ind., second son, Barrett Lynn, Sept. 15.

Melick, Melvin and Audrey (Gingerich), Zu-
rich, Ont., Melissa Joy, Sept. 23.

Miller, Caleb and Kara (Hass), Goshen, Ind.,

first child, Elisa Joelle, born on Oct. 15; received

for adoption on Oct. 17.

Miller, Ross and Judith (Conrad), Archbold,
Ohio, third child, second daughter, Ashley Je-

nae, Oct, 12.

Miller, Tim C. and Jane (Bender), Sug-
arcreek, Ohio, fifth child, first son, Brent Timo-
thy, Sept. 13.

Neuenschwander, Randall and Sharon
(Neuenschwander), Apple Creek, Ohio, third

child, second son, Joshua Todd, Oct. 13.

Sherck, Rick and Lou Ann (Hostetler), La-
Grange, Ind., third child, second daughter, Me-
linda Ann, Oct. 4.

Stauffer, Ernest and Pamela (Milliman),

Sturgis, Mich., second child, first daughter,
Lindsay Marie, Oct. 6.

Stutsman, Michael and Julie (Beals), Not-
tawa, Mich., first child, Adam Michael, Oct. 15.

Wismer, Robert and Joan (Diehl), Sellers-

ville, Pa., second child, first son, Andrew Jacob,

Oct. 11.

Zehr, Fred and Cheryl (Brubacher), Toronto,
Ont., first child, Erin Elizabeth, Oct. 18.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Caldwell-Mullet. Wesley Caldwell, Plain

City, Ohio, Sharon cong., and Amy Mullet, Plain

City, Ohio, Church of Christ, by Elvin Sommers,
Oct. 14.

Duncan-Palmore. Carl Duncan and Linda
Palmore, both of Powhatan, Va., Powhatan
cong., by Paul Swarr, Oct. 14.

Helmuth-Keim. Luke Helmuth, Hutchinson,
Kans., Maranatha cong., and Victoria Keim,
Hartville, Ohio, Hartville cong., by Carl News-
wanger and Richard F. Ross, Sept. 16.

Lunden-Davis. James Lunden and Beverly
Davis, both of Norristown, Pa., First Mennonite
cong., by Paul D. Leichty, June 10.

Mullet-Miller. Tony Mullet, Berlin, Ohio,
Martin's Creek cong., and Annelle Miller, Berlin,

Ohio, Bancroft cong., by Phil Ebersole, Oct. 7.

Schrock-Esch. Bradley Dean Schrock, Go-
shen, Ind., Beth-El cong., Colorado Springs,

Colo., and Katrina Lee Esch, Goshen, Ind.,

Waterford cong., by Del and Charlotte Glick,

Sept. 30.

Sidenstricker-Beachy. John L. Siden-
stricker II, Plain City, Ohio, and Teresa Beachy,
London, Ohio, both of Sharon cong., by Elvin
Sommers, Oct. 21.

Weatherholtz-Martin. Barry L. Weather-
holtz, Leola, Pa., Church of the Brethren, and
Ruth Ann Martin, Lancaster, Pa., Forest Hills

cong., by J. Lester Graybill, Oct. 14.

Yoder-Swantz. Clair Yoder, Kalona, Iowa,
East Union cong., and Lorna Swantz, Kalona,
Iowa, Christian Fellowship, by Gary Mullet and
Larry Rediger, Oct. 14.

Zacher-Byers. Paul Zacher, Columbus,
Ohio, and Christine Byers, Plain City, Ohio, by
Elvin Sommers, Oct. 7.

Obituaries

Kaufman, Elsie Mast, daughter of Daniel
and Lydia (Blough) Mast, was born in LaGrange
County, Ind., Apr. 22, 1891; died at Fountainview
Nursing Home, Goshen, Ind., Oct. 2, 1989; aged
98. On May 2, 1920, she was married to John B.

Kaufman, who survives. Also surviving are 2
sons (Willis M. and John J.), one daughter (Hope
Kauffman), 10 grandchildren, and 13 great-

grandchildren. She was preceded in death by
one brother and one grandson. She was a charter

member of Bonneyville Mennonite Church,
where a memorial service was held on Oct. 6, in

charge of Galen Johns; interment in Grace Lawn
Cemetery.
Long, Lydia H. Denlinger, daughter of Dan-

iel K. and Hettie (Hershey) Denlinger, was born
at Lancaster, Pa., Feb. 2, 1889; died at Good
Samaritan Home, Flanagan, 111., Sept. 30, 1989;

aged 100. On Jan. 9, 1919, she was married to

Ezra C. Long, who died in 1962. Surviving are 2

sons (Kenneth and Ezra Dean), 3 daughters
(Alverda Guengerich, Ellene Miller, and Gladys
Bertche), 16 grandchildren, and 16 great-grand-

children. She was preceded in death by one son
(Elwin). She was a member of Science Ridge
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Oct. 3, in charge of S. Roy Kaufman and
Edwin J. Stalter.

Moyer, Mary Lizzie Allebach, daughter of

Romanus and Lizzie (Alderfer) Allebach, was
born in Lower Salford Twp., Pa., Aug. 14, 1897;

died at Grand View Hospital, Sellersville, Pa.,

Oct. 12, 1989; aged 92. On Feb. 5, 1919, she was
married to David D. Moyer, who died in 1958.

Surviving are one son (Stanley A.), 3 daughters
(Ruth Goshow, Elizabeth, and Verna), 11 grand-
children, 24 great-grandchildren, and one
brother (Preston A. Allebach). She was a mem-
ber of Franconia Mennonite Church, where fu-

neral services were held on Oct. 15, in charge of

Paul M. Lederach, Russell M. Detweiler, and
Curtis L. Bergey; interment in Franconia Cem-
etery.

Rediger, Traci Ann, daughter of Wayne and
Lorraine (Jundt) Rediger, was born at Miller, S.

Dak., Mar. 23, 1969; died at Lebanon, Oreg., Oct.

7, 1989; aged 20. Surviving are 2 brothers (Todd
and Timothy), one sister (Tamara), and grand-
parents (Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Jundt). She was a
member of Plainview Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Oct. 10, in charge
of Dennis Stauffer and Byron Gingrich; inter-

ment in Fairview Mennonite Cemetery.
Rice, Mahlon M., son of Albert and Mary

(Myers) Rice, was born in Bedminster Twp., Pa.,

Dec. 9, 1898; died at Grand View Hospital,
Sellersville, Pa., Sept. 7, 1989; aged 90. On May
7, 1921, he was married to Maggie Erb, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 daughters (Marga-
ret Hinkle and Kathryn Rush), 5 sons (Norman
E., Walter E., Albert B., Harold W., and Robert
E.), 32 grandchildren, and 30 great-grandchil-

dren. He was a member of Deep Run Mennonite
Church East, where funeral services were held
on Sept. 11, in charge of John Ehst and Arnold
Roth; interment in the church cemetery.
Stutzman, Bert, son of John H. and Katie

(Erb) Stutzman, was born at Milford, Nebr.,
May 7, 1904; died of cancer at Seward, Nebr.,
Oct. 10, 1989; aged 85. On Nov. 29, 1923, he was
married to Elsie Yeackley, who survives. Also
surviving are 3 daughters (Belva Peterson, Lois
Riley, and JoAn Stutzman), 2 sons (Merle and
Richard), 19 grandchildren, 39 great-grandchil-

dren, and 2 sisters (Ella Kremer and Ida
Stauffer).

Troyer, Emma Barbara Eichelberger,
daughter of Christian V. and Elizabeth (Birky)

Eichelberger, was born in Lund, Kans., July 5,

1893; died at Fillmore County Hospital, Geneva,

Nebr., Oct. 11, 1989; aged 96. She was married
to Abraham Lincoln Troyer, who died in 1971.
Surviving are 5 sons (Lester, James, Ivan, Har-
old and Leonard), 6 daughters (Dorothy
Schlegel, Loretta Troyer, Mary Erb, Betty
Miller, Eunice Stutzman, and Violet Stutzman),
39 grandchildren, 58 great-grandchildren, and
one brother (Alvin Eichelberger). She was pre-
ceded in death by one son (Glenn), one grand-
daughter, 4 brothers, and 2 sisters. She was a

member of Salem Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Oct. 14, in charge
of Wilton Detweiler, Ivan Troyer, and Lee
Schlegel; interment in the Salem Church Cem-
etery.

White, Sarah Alice, daughter of George and
Rosetta (Burns) Hendrick, was born in Onego,
W.Va., Mar. 18, 1892; died at Newport News,
Va., Sept. 4, 1989; aged 97. On Mar. 31, 1912,
she was married to William C. Whitecotton, who
died on May 22, 1923. On Nov. 14, 1925, she was
married to Jesse L. White, who died on Sept.

27, 1954. Surviving are 3 daughters (Mary B.

Smith, Annie Smith, and Opal Norman), 2 sons
(Clyde and Harry Whitecotton), 21 grandchil-

dren, 31 great-grandchildren, and 10 great-great-

grandchildren. She was preceded in death by 3

sons (Paul Whitecotton, David White, and Jim-
my White). She was a member of Providence
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Sept. 8, in charge of Wayne Whitecotton,
Lewis Kraus, and Ernest M. Godshall; interment
in Warwick River Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Yousey, Daniel B., son of Chris B. and Katie

(Moser) Yousey, was born in Croghan, N.Y., Jan.

12, 1914; died of a heart attack en route to Lewis
County General Hospital, Sept. 25, 1989; aged
75. Surviving are 2 brothers (Sterling and Ira)

and 4 sisters (Cleo Lehman, Gladys Nafziger,
Ellen Yousey, and Arlene Yousey). He was
preceded in death by one sister (Alta Steria). He
was a member of Croghan Conservative Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held
on Sept. 27, in charge of Richard Zehr, Julius
Moser, and Darrell Roggie; interment in Conser-
vative Mennonite Cemetery.

Calendar
Proirided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,

Harrisonburg, Va., Nov. 6-7

Mennonite Economic Development Associates annual conven-
tion, Winnipeg, Man., Nov. 9-12

Mennonite Disaster Service Region III (central states) meeting,
Henderson, Nebr., Nov. 11

Franconia Conference fall assembly, Franconia, Pa., Nov. 11

Mennonite Church General Board, Elkhart, Ind., Nov. 16-18

Southwest Conference annual delegate meeting, Blvthe, Calif.,

Nov. 18

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Lancaster, Pa., Dec.
1-2

Hispanic Convention executive board, Dec. 7-9

Goshen College Board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Dec. 8-9

Eastern Mennonite Seminary interterm, Harrisonburg, Va., Jan.
2-26

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Dec. 12

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries interterm, Elkhart,
Ind., Jan. 8-26

Mennonite Board of Education annual meeting, Sarasota, Fla.,

Jan. 11-13

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary school for leadership
training (ministers week), Hariisonburg, Va., Jan. 15-18

Mennonite Central Committee annual meeting, Winkler, Man.,
Jan. 26-27

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries pastors week,
Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 29-Feb. 2

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man.. Julv
24-29, 1990
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Tibet's Buddhist leader receives

this year's Nobel Peace Prize

Catch him in action and see his gentle

impish grin close up, and it's easy to see

why Tenzin Gyatso—better known as His

Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama of Tibet—is

the latest recipient of the Nobel Peace

Prize. He exudes his message of kindness,

compassion, and a disarming gentleness

with the bemused delight of a middle-aged

child.

Revered as a god-king, the spiritual and
temporal leader in exile of Tibet's 6 million

Buddhists, the Dalai Lama prefers to say

that he is just a simple Buddhist monk.
Wherever he goes, the unassuming spiri-

tual leader repeats his basic message that

"compassion is the greatest power" in the

world, stronger than the ignorance and fear

which lead to violence and oppression.

Inner peace, he argues, leads to outer

peace.

Dalai Lama has led a 40-year-long non-

violent campaign to end Chinese domina-
tion of Tibet. He fled his homeland in 1959

after an abortive uprising against Chinese

rule in which thousands of people were
killed.

Religious relief agencies pour aid

to Hurricane Hugo victims

Religious relief agencies are pouring

people and supplies to the Caribbean is-

lands that were devastated by Hurricane

Hugo and helping in the cleanup in the

Southeastern U.S. states that were hit by
the storm. The Caribbean Conference of

Churches issued an appeal to its interna-

tional partners for $400,000 to respond to

the needs caused by Hugo's destruction.

The toll included 25 deaths in Puerto Rico,

10,000 homes destroyed in St. Croix, and
99 percent of the 13,000 people of Mont-
serrat left homeless.

Religious leaders report new attacks
on church workers in El Salvador
Recent arrests and interrogations of

church workers in El Salvador have raised

fears of a new campaign of intimidation

and violence by the right-wing Salvadoran
government, according to a group of reli-

gious leaders. Breaking a silence which
they had kept in order to protect church
workers in the country, the church repre-

sentatives went public recently with details

about the most recent incidents.

U.S. religious leaders have become in-

creasingly concerned about attacks on
church workers in El Salvador, as well as

efforts by the Salvadoran government to

keep Americans and other foreigners out

of the country. "There is too much harass-

ment taking place, too many threats ... we
want the message to go out," said Margaret

Byrne, international leader of the Sisters

of St. Joseph of Peace.

She said a member of her order, Eleanor

Gilmore of Seattle, was arrested in the

middle of the night recently when about 15

soldiers ransacked a house for refugee

workers in San Salvador, the country's

capital. Also arrested at the time was
Roger Schrader of Pittsburgh. The two are

volunteers with Jesuit Refugee Service.

They were blindfolded and forced to stand

during hours of interrogation.

Greater religious freedom will help
atheist cause, Soviets conclude
The best way to win converts to atheism

is to grant greater religious freedom, So-

viet atheists have apparently concluded.

More than 70 years of militant atheism in

the Soviet Union have been self-defeating

in efforts to sway Soviet believers from
their faith, the atheists acknowledged in a

symposium of the International Humanist
and Ethical Union and the Soviet Institute

for Scientific Atheism in Moscow recently.

The atheists noted seeming paradoxes:

under communism in Poland, the church

has grown strong, while under religious

freedom in Western Europe, the church

has grown weaker, with church attendance

under 3 percent of the population in some
countries.

Analysts say Bakker conviction

may help other televangelists

Jim Bakker's conviction on 24 fraud and
conspiracy counts probably won't hurt

other television evangelists because the

damage had already been done, according

to several analysts and monitors of the

industry. In fact, some said, the conviction

of the PTL founder may have a positive

impact by promoting more financial ac-

countability and demonstrating to the pub-

lic that unethical evangelists will be called

to a day of reckoning.

"It sent out a message that neither

broadcasters themselves nor the political

system is going to stand by and wink at the

kinds of misdeeds that Bakker did," said

Jeffrey Hadden, the University of Virginia

sociologist who is coauthor of Tel-

evangelism: Power and Politics on God's

Frontier. Similarly, David Edwin Harrell,

the historian at the University of Alabama
who has written major biographies of Oral

Roberts and Pat Robertson, said, "All of

the other evangelists are going to be glad

to see Jim Bakker slipping from the head-

lines."

The Bakker trial and conviction has also

highlighted the role of voluntary monitor-

ing organizations like National Religious

Broadcasters and the Evangelical Council

for Financial Accountability. Art Borden,

executive director of ECFA, said he thinks

the Bakker trial will have a positive impact

on honest broadcasters who have trouble

with record-keeping and other financial

procedures but probably won't affect those

who think they can be dishonest and get

away with it.

Methodist committee endorses
'inclusive' language in worship
A committee that is writing a new book

of worship for the United Methodist
Church has agreed to retain masculine

references to God and Jesus in appropriate

cases but to put increased emphasis on
feminine and gender-free imagery. Meet-

ing recently in Nashville, members of the

church's 24-member worship book com-
mittee said that position and others set out

in a list of guidelines the committee
adopted are compatible with references to

the worship book made during the 1988

annual convention of the denomination.

Although debate about use of "inclusive"

language— particularly as it relates to God
and Jesus—can be expected as the com-
mittee begins to draft specific language,

the level of intensity has been lowered with

the publication earlier this year of a new
United Methodist hymnal. The church was

engaged in vigorous debate about use of

inclusive language for several years as the

hymnal was being prepared. But when the

final product emerged—adopting a middle

course on the inclusive language issue— it

was overwhelmingly adopted at the 1988

convention.

East German pastors watch helplessly

as church members leave

Protestant pastors in East Germany are

watching helplessly as members and em-

ployees of their churches leave for the

West in droves. "If there could only be

some signal from the government leader-

ship that could bring a glimmer of hope, I

am sure the mass exodus would stop," one

pastor declared.

In recent interviews with a number of

ministers, all of whom wished to remain

anonymous, it became apparent that Prot-

estant clergy are deeply split in their eval-

uation of current developments in their

country. Some, a seemingly small minority,

agree with the position taken by the com-

munist government that critics of present

policy have as their goal the overthrow of

communism. In church circles, the fear is

being expressed that the government has

decided on a hard line.
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The voice of community
Of the making of books about the Amish there

is no end. So when Sue Bender's Plain and Sim-
ple (Harper and Row, $16.95) turned up on the re-

view shelf, I wondered what to expect. It turned

out to be a different book about the Amish.

Sue Bender was a two-career person—an art-

ist and a therapist—with a husband, two sons,

and houses at each end of the country. Her op-

portunities were driving her wild. Each day she

made lists of things to do and each day ended
without the list completed. Middle-class prosper-

ity had filled her hours and shriveled her spirit.

Sue first heard about the Amish through their

quilts and their faceless Amish dolls. Then she

and her husband went to Lancaster, Pennsylva-

nia, as gawking tourists. But she wanted to go be-

yond this, to get to know the Amish as real

people. She finally arranged to spend extended
time in two different Amish homes. In both of

these she offered to wash the dishes. "You can
stay forever," one of the Amish husbands joked.

Twenty-five pages of her 149-page book are

given to discussing things she learned. Other
learned observations are scattered throughout. It

took her some time to sort out what the experi-

ences had done to her. But one thing she found

was that she became less inclined to separate im-

portant activities from the trivial. All are a part

of the whole of life. All are significant and, as a

whole, all are enjoyable. Even washing dishes.

She found herself moving her ceramic produc-

tion from the merely artistic to the utilitarian.

"Before the visit to the Amish, I was proud to

make art—precious objects to be seen in a gal-

lery or placed ever so carefully just in the right

place in the living room where they could be ad-

mired and protected. Now for the first time, I

began to make practical ceramics my family

could use every day" (p. 127).

She learned also that she had been inclined to

romanticize the Amish and found a number of

stereotypes broken by the experience of living

with them. The first family scandalized her by
the food: sugar cereal and white bread for break-

fast with Sanka coffee and "five teaspoons of

sugar" (p. 46). But the second family ate much

more wholesome food.

She also murmurs in the book about shunning
and the restricted place for women in such a tra-

ditional society. Yet she admires the two Amish
sisters with whom she lived during the second
visit. "They lived with a short cord and lived

fully, while I had a long cord and was always trip-

ping over it" (p. 112).

How long a cord does it take to be successful

as a child of God? Throughout church history we
note the calling of the individual and the calling

of the community. The Amish have developed
the life of the community to a fine art. As Sue
Bender would have it, their whole life is a work
of art. As an older woman she calls Miriam told

her, "Making a batch of vegetable soup, it's not

right for the carrot to say I taste better than the

peas, or the pea to say I taste better than the

cabbage. It takes all the vegetables to make a

good soup" (p. 130). This sounds like something
straight out of 1 Corinthians 12.

Many who have left the Amish would say that

their individuality was cramped by the closed

community. But Sue Bender would testify that

individuality has its limitations. A few days after

her first visit, Sue went to a dinner party with a

group of famous people. They seemed like

sharks, competing with one another. Except for

shunning, which troubled her, the communitarian
Amish appeared as a much gentler system. In a

society flying apart through excessive individual-

ity, it is good to learn that one person could hear

the voice of community and respond in a mea-
sure.

One troubling feature of any society is unwill-

ingness to listen to prophets. Jesus was crucified

at the behest of a quite traditional society. As
we read the Gospel accounts we perceive that

his crime was not the sort that normally calls for

police action. Rather he interpreted the tradition

in a radical fashion and made leaders uncomfort-

able.

If a Jesus type appeared today, who could re-

ceive him? Probably not the Amish. They would

shun him. What could Mennonites do with

Jesus?

—

Daniel Hertzler



Elias Perez died the way he lived—giving him-

self wholeheartedly to a church project,

On November 2, 1986, Elias was found dead in

his car from a heart attack. He had been roofing

a church in Houston, just as he had built or re-

paired roofs for dozens of churches throughout

the southwestern United States, frequently at

cost only. At the time of Elias's death, his roof-

ing business was successful enough that he

could leave for a few days to volunteer his time

and ability at a church.

But Elias's life and time weren't always so pro-

ductive. According to Gloria, Elias's widow, he

was considered the neighborhood drunk before

he became a Christian. "He was an alcoholic

who was sometimes gone for days," she says.

"No one wants a drunk around."

After several years of marriage to an alcoholic,

Gloria had saved enough money so she and the

children could leave Elias. "I was tired of the

games," she says.

Apparently, one of the games was for Gloria to
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At the time of Elias's death, his

roofing business was successful
enough that he could leave for a few
days to volunteer his time and ability

at a church.

deliver an ultimatum; Elias would repent and
ask Gloria to go to church with him. During the

service, Gloria would forgive him and return

home. Their life would be calm for a while until

Elias escalated his drinking again.

The summer of 1971, the cycle of drinking and
forgiving continued. This time, though, John and
Dee Birkey, Voluntary Service workers with Men-
nonite Board of Missions who were living in a

primarily Hispanic neighborhood in east Los An-
geles, conducted a vacation Bible school for chil-

dren, including the Perez children. On Wednes-
day of that week, John invited Elias to a church
service that evening. According to Gloria, Elias

said, "Well, if I can take my beer." John told

Elias that he could bring the beer, but Elias

would have to leave the can outside.

Gloria agreed to go to church that night for

the children's sake, not because she was inter-

ested in God. Besides, Elias was drinking heav-

ily again and Gloria was preparing to take the

children and leave him once and for all.

As Gloria and Elias sat in the congregation,

they both were independently convicted by the

Holy Spirit. Gloria thought to herself: "It's be-

cause of him I'm going to hell. But I don't care. I

need to make this decision—it's now or never."

When the pastor, Leo Egli, unexpectedly made
an altar call, the Perezes—independently, yet si-

multaneously—stood up, moved to the front of

the church, and prayed.

nite Fellowship. Egli and Birkeys became an inte-

gral part of Perezes' lives as they began to teach
and disciple Elias and Gloria. Elias began work-
ing regularly as a teacher at a Head Start pro-

gram. They began to rebuild their lives. With
John Birkey's guidance, Perezes were able to

buy their own home. "I never dreamed I would
have a house," Gloria says. Stability settled into

the Perez home.
Elias finished high school and contracting

school, then began his roofing business. He be-

came the prototype of the man who pulled him-
self up by his bootstraps, says Allan Yoder,

southern California area minister and exten-

sion/evangelism director for Southwest Confer-

ence.

During this time, just as Egli and Birkeys were
integrated into Perezes' lives, Perezes were inte-

grated into the church's life. "We began going to

church every day of the week," Gloria says.

Perezes attended Los Angeles Mennonite Fel-

lowship 1971-76. They held Bible studies in their

home and worked with the neighborhood youth.

In 1973, Egli asked Gloria and Elias to tell their

story of God's grace and mercy in their lives and
to help promote the VS program across the coun-

try. They packed their car and five children and
traveled to Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Texas, and
throughout the Southwest, raising money for Los
Angeles Mennonite Fellowship and telling how
VSers affected their lives.

Fresh start. That hot, noisy summer night in

east Los Angeles, God healed Elias Perez of his

alcoholism. With all the Perez children present,

Gloria and Elias made a new beginning, a fresh

start, and forgot about the past.

Elias's healing became known within the fam-
ily; relatives would visit California from Texas
and see evidence of his change. To Gloria, Elias

became a well-respected man. "I was so proud,"
she says.

Perezes began attending Los Angeles Menno-

June Mears, Pasadena, Calif., is a free-lance writer, a

publication assistant, and the new editor of Southwest
Messenger of Southwest Conference.
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A new church. In 1976, Perezes began Family
Mennonite Church with four other families. Ini-

tially, they held their services in the basement
building next door to the Perez home. But the

church began to grow and needed more room. A
flood in the basement forced the church above
ground and into Perezes' garage. Sometimes
they had 150 people along the driveway, Gloria

says.

During the summers, they had Bible school,

barbecues, and volleyball games in the combined
yards. Family Mennonite Church moved into its

own building, which seats about 400 people, in

May 1987—six months after Elias died.

As Elias's involvement in the church in-
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The church in the Perez home began
to grow and needed more room.
Sometimes they had 150 people in

the garage and driveway.

creased, so did his concern for the Hispanic com-
munity. During the late 1970s, there was no
Spanish-speaking Mennonite congregation in

southern California. Elias wanted a church for

his mother, who spoke little English. Elias began
pursuing Southwest Conference to establish a

Spanish church. According to Samuel Hernandez
of Hispanic Mennonite Convention, Elias had a

way of simply stating needs, and people felt

stirred to pick up the challenge. "Elias didn't

push; he just kept the need in front of the peo-

ple," Hernandez says.

Working for the Lord. According to Gloria,

Elias liked being involved with these projects;

he liked working for the Lord. He is credited

with starting Iglesia Monte Sinai, a Spanish-

speaking church in Los Angeles, as well as serv-

ing on the Southwest Conference Extension
Committee for six years. Elias also served as

president of Hispanic Mennonite Convention
during the early 1980s, the first lay person to

serve in that position. Elias frequently took trips

for Southwest Conference. Yoder says Elias

found ways of putting things he enjoyed together

with church work. "He would use the excuse of

fishing in Baja, California, to also visit the Casa
de Oracion congregation in Tijuana, Mexico,"
Yoder says.

Lupe De Leon, formerly of Mennonite Board
of Missions, says that when he visited Perezes,

Elias frequently wanted to show him the mission
work in Mexico, and would take clothes to give

away.

And always, on any of his travels, if a church
roof needed repair, Elias would gather the mate-
rials, climb up to the roof, and repair it. Again, it

was while he was working on those projects that

he died. His funeral was one of the largest, most
culturally diverse funerals in Southwest Confer-
ence.

At first, after Elias's death, nothing mattered.
Gloria went numb. Her role in the church dimin-
ished because of the shock of his death to her.

She still has trouble reentering regular church
life. Before Elias's death, the Perez home was re-

nowned for its hospitality—it was always filled

with people. Now, their home is filled primarily

with children from around the neighborhood. Al-
though the four youngest of the nine children
are still at home, Gloria asked one of her older
sons, Oscar, and his wife and baby daughter to
move back into the house because Gloria feels

so lonely.

Last May, Mennonite Board of Missions pre-
sented the Lark Award to Gloria and posthu-

mously to Elias in recognition for their work.

According to Yoder, the activities in Southwest
Conference are based on what Elias taught

Yoder. "His roofing business was a model of how
to start churches without money," Yoder says.

"He started with what he had, such as small

jobs, used resources he had available, and used
as many people as he could. Elias created op-

tions and possibilities for opportunities."

Gloria says the Lark Award gives the youngest

children something to remember about their fa-

ther. "It felt good," she says.

De Leon says Elias was the kind of man one
doesn't forget. "I remember his smile and his

chuckle," De Leon says. "Elias was one of those

low-key people who make a difference.

Ed Bontrager of MBM presents the Lark Award to Gloria Perez
and her son Gilbert. Watching are Basil Marin (second from
right), pastor of Family Mennonite Church, and Allan Yoder
(right), southern California area minister.

The Lark Award
The James and Rowena Lark Home Missions

Award was established in 1979 by Mennonite
Board of Missions to recognize persons annu-
ally who have faithfuly served the Lord through
effective church planting and development in

North America. Larks were pioneer home mis-

sion workers; James was the first black or-

dained pastor in the Mennonite Church.
Lark Award nominees are selected by MBM

Home Ministries staff and conference mission
leaders. The MBM Board of Directors confers

the award.

The 1989 Lark Award was presented to Elias

and Gloria Perez of California and Alvin and
Madeline Roth of Ontario.
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Hear, hear!

A colum n for sharing personal concerns

Familiar risks too
often disregarded
Much recent attention has been di-

rected toward the pros and cons of mod-
erate drinking of alcohol. This has
occurred around the time of the outcry

about alar in apples. An important fact is

being overlooked.

The relative risks of food additives ver-

sus naturally occurring substances is being

hotly debated in the scientific community.
Experts arrive at widely different risk es-

timates for alar. All research groups, how-
ever, find that the ethyl alcohol in

alcoholic beverages is vastly more harmful

than alar in apples, PCBs in water, or

DDT in food. How much more harmful?

By a factor of between 80 and 10,000.

There was a great outcry against alar,

yet the much greater hazards of ethyl

alcohol were ignored in the Mennonite
debate on drinking. This shows how peo-

ple can incorrectly evaluate risks: unfamil-

iar risks cause much worry, whereas
familiar risks are often disregarded or

overlooked.

Heart disease is the No. 1 killer in the

United States, and auto accidents cause

thousands of deaths or injuries each year.

I found the heated debate over alar sadly

ironic in light of all the overweight Men-
nonites you see driving down the road
with seat belts unbuckled.

—Robert Erck, Lombard, III.

When the driver

won't listen

It was an old car, probably from the

early '60s. The driver was clutching the

steering wheel, concentrating on the road

ahead. He was probably three times older

than the car. I thought of his family, trying

to figure out how to tell him he needed to

turn in his driver's license. I wondered if

the driver sometimes thought of the re-

sponses he would make when they want to

"take the keys from me."

Then I noticed the flat tire on the left

rear wheel. It was just starting to smoke.

The rim was beginning to rattle as it came
in contact with the road where it had worn

through the tire. The driver was clutching

the steering wheel, concentrating on the

road ahead. The tire must have been flat

for at least two miles. The flat tire must
have made the steering wheel shake or

pull to one side.

He stopped at a stop sign at the corner

and a young lady walked over to his car,

leaned over to him, and told him about the

flat. He nodded his head in thanks and
then drove on. I hurt inside. I hurt for him,

continuing on, determined to get there. I

hurt for the car, which had taken him
many miles. If the car could feel, it would
want to stop being driven when he
stopped driving, anyway. I hurt for his

children, because it's tough to have a de-

termined parent who won't listen and
keeps driving.

Then I realized how God must wish I

wouldn't clutch the steering wheel of my
life so determinedly and concentrate so

hard on the road ahead. How often, when
I have a flat tire (sin) and someone is kind

enough to tell me, do I clutch the steering

wheel tighter and concentrate on continu-

ing. I hope the Lord won't let me destroy

the tires on my car of life.

—Karl Birky, Albany, Oreg.

What happened to
simple living?

I have been attending a Mennonite
church for almost four years. Not coming
from a Mennonite background, I find it to

be a very interesting religion, with many
faithful followers. One of the most unique

phrases I often hear is the "simple
lifestyle" that Mennonites live. I have a

problem understanding exactly what this

means.

As I pull into the church parking lot on
Sunday morning it's hard not to notice all

the luxurious vehicles parked there. As I

enter the church I see men in their three-

piece suits and cuff links and women in

their fancy dresses, makeup, and jewelry.

Then I notice the shoes of some children

and discover they're expensive shoes

named after a famous basketball player.

Just last Sunday I heard two men talking

about one of them being on TV. One man
wanted to know if the other had his VCR
on to tape the show. When the other said

no, the one man assured him not to worry

because he had turned his VCR on.

As I sit and ponder over the "simple

lifestyle" of the Mennonites, I wonder if

I'm misunderstanding their viewpoint.

Simple living to me would be that of which

the Amish live, but it wouldn't necessarily

have to be even that conservative. Am I

misunderstanding the "simple lifestyle" of

the Mennonites or is it that most of the

Mennonites I know aren't living so simply?

—Rick Kauzlik, Archbold, Ohio

Some thoughts
on racism
Two recent events have heightened my

concern about the serious problem of rac-

ism. Last spring I was shocked and an-

gered to learn that the Ku Klux Klan was
permitted to rally in Ephrata, Pennsylva-

nia, in the heart of Lancaster County. One
of the ways that residents of Lancaster

could respond in opposition to this rally

was to sign a letter written in support of

Ephrata residents who had worked to try

to prevent this rally of hatred.

On the day of the rally I went to the

square in downtown Lancaster to sign this

letter. As I sat and rested in the square, I

watched as Rainbow Coalition representa-

tives asked passersby to register their dis-

approval of the KKK rally. I felt in-

creasingly enraged as I observed a large

number of persons refuse to sign this

innocuous statement against racism. It re-

minded me that racism continues to be a

very serious problem.

The Normal 89 theme was "Many Peo-

ples Becoming God's People." Our wor-

ship services reflected the ethnic/racial

diversity in the Mennonite church. Many
seminars addressed ethnic/racial issues

and highlighted the involvement of per-

sons from minority groups within our

churches. A statement on racism was
adopted that both acknowledges the prob-

lem and outlines the response that we as

believers must make to this sin. I felt

personally challenged to be more active in

confronting racism.

I am a white person, raised in a small

town that was over 99 percent white. I did

not have a racially different friend until I

was 15 years old. My awareness of minor-

ity issues was limited, and I would proba-

bly not be writing on this topic if I had not

since lived and worked in ethnically and
racially diverse communities. As a young
child I recall hearing that some bad things

were happening in Alabama and Missis-

sippi, but had no concept of the role of my
own community in the oppression of mi-

norities. Therefore, I could not see my
own role in the cycle of oppression and
could not acknowledge my own racist atti-

tudes.

I learned a lot about myself and about

the problem of racism by getting to know
persons whose skin color and culture are
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different from my own. I owe a great deal

to these sisters and brothers who caused

me to confront the harmful biases in my
own heart. I could no longer deny the

problem of racism as I heard these people

share the pain of their firsthand experi-

ences with persecution, discrimination,

hate language, segregation, and other

forms of oppression inflicted upon them
by the white majority.

There is evidence that racist acts are

currently on the increase. For instance,

police are reporting an increase in racial

assaults. This past August a 16-year-old

black male was attacked and murdered in

New York City by a gang of white youths

who were motivated by racism.

The "new racism" focuses less on the

assumption that people of color are bio-

logically inferior and more on the assump-
tion that the cultural attributes and values

of minority peoples are deficient. There-

fore, the majority treats its values as uni-

versal and any differences are viewed as

pathological. The new racism also includes

the belief that racism and its effects have
been wiped out. Thus present-day racist

acts are denied or minimized.

How is the church to respond? Our Nor-

mal 89 statement on racism is certainly a

beginning. Among other things, this calls

us to repent of the sin of racism in our

hearts and refuse to remain silent or inac-

tive in the face of racist comments or

practices. We need to oppose the obvious

evils of race hate groups in our communi-
ties. However, we also need to be cogni-

zant of and confront less apparent
manifestations of racism.

We must beware of subtleties of racism

both in ourselves and in our environment.

For instance, we may all believe and ac-

cept that all peoples are created in the

image of God (Gen. 1:27), and we certainly

see that Jesus' ministry transcended eth-

nic and racial bounds. But do we endorse

racially hostile comments or acts by our

silence?

One can clearly see how racism can very

easily be disguised to the extent that these

attitudes may even be out of our conscious

awareness. Therefore, we must allow our-

selves to be educated about both the overt

and latent forms of racial oppression in

ourselves and in our society so that we can

respond most effectively.

There is a rich diversity among our

Mennonite membership with regard to

ethnicity and race. Yet our individual con-

gregations do not often reflect this. Geog-

raphy is often but not always a factor in

our segregated worship. Our lives will be
enriched by fellowship with persons from

a variety of backgrounds. Let's work to

make our congregations more culturally

diverse.

Finally, we must not be shy in confront-

ing the sin of racism in our churches. Let
us follow the Normal 89 example and con-

tinue to celebrate our differences rather

than regard them with suspicion or dis-

taste.

As I was sitting in Lancaster square that

day, I saw an elderly Mennonite woman
walk up to the table where the anti-KKK
letter was placed. I watched her strain to

read the bold type of the letter, then

readily sign it. I felt moved by the action

of this small, frail-looking, traditionally

dressed woman. While she obviously came
from a community that is largely homoge-
neous, her action was profound in its clear

affirmation of many peoples.

—Melanie Baer, Lancaster, Pa.

1990 January Interterm Courses
Eastern Mennonite Seminary, Harrisonburg, Virginia

BSL 542 - Hebrew Language and Culture, 3 SH; James R. Engle. January 3-26
A beginning course on classical Hebrew language which will study grammar, vocabulary and translation theory.

CMME 532 - Urban Ministry Seminar, 2 or 3 SH; Lawrence M. Yoder, Gary Martin.

January 3-13 (2 SH), January 3-20 (3 SH), in Washington, D.C.
A close exposure to urban ministry and interaction with experienced urban ministry leaders.

BSNT 602 Romans, 2 SH; Reta Finger. January 4-12, 22-26
An approach to Romans in which students work in groups representing the original recipients of the letter, there-

by gaining insight into the original situation to which the letter was addressed.

HTH 652 - Mennonite Faith and Polity, 2 SH; Richard C. Detweiler. January 2-26.

A study of what Mennonites believe about the Christian faith and how the Mennonite Church is structured in

light of these beliefs to carry out its ministry in the world.

CMCL 712 - Education in the Congregation, 3 SH; Marlene Kropf and Laurence Martin.

January 3-12 on campus and January 21-24 at Mennonite Publishing House, Scottdale, PA
A study of the total educational program of the congregation and seminars at Mennonite Publishing House.

Mennonite Board of Missions Media Ministries

Harrisonburg, Virginia

Media in Congregational Outreach, 2 SH; Ron Byler and Jerry Holsopple. January 2-12.

A study of how to implement outreach goals by using media for congregational visibility and outreach. The
focus will be on broadcast, cable and print media. (Brochures will soon be available at the seminary. Students
will register at Media Ministries on January 2.)
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My own death
and funeral
by John P. Oyer

John Paul Oyer died of cancer on October 7 at

his home in Phoenix, Arizona. John was chaplain

of Glencroft Retirement Center and previously was
pastor of the Zion Mennonite Church in Oregon,
Rocky Ford Mennonite Church in Colorado, and
Leetonia Mennonite Church in Ohio. He was chap-
lain of the Rocky Ford Hospital while pastor of
the church in that town.

The following article was written in 1974 at a
time when John preached a series of messages on
death and grief at Rocky Ford Mennonite Church.
He encouraged members to take time to think

through and write down their plans and desires

for their funeral. During the last months of John's
life he reviewed and reaffirmed these as his de-

sires. This article was read at the beginning of his

memorial service as a statement of his testimony.

In accordance with his desires, his service was a
triumphant time of worship and praise to the God
who gives us hope in the face of death.

Memorial services were held at Sunnyslope Men-
nonite Church where he was currently a member,
and at Zion Mennonite Church. Burial was in the

Zion Cemetery prior to the memorial service there,

according to his wishes.

—David Mann, pastor, Sunnyslope Church

The fact of my own impending death is diffi-

cult for me to grasp emotionally. Of course I

know I'll die—someday. Everyone does! But life

is stimulating and rewarding, and death seems
theoretical and far away. How will it come?
Quickly, as in an accident? Or slowly, and with
much lingering pain? Will it take me by surprise

as an unwelcome intruder, or come as a welcome
relief and appropriate conclusion to the physical

dimension of life?

It is becoming more obvious to me that I'm
growing older, and that there is an increasing

sense of fulfillment about life. I think this may
be in part what Jesus was feeling when he said,

"It is finished." I can't say that at this point, be-
cause there is so much I want to do and to be
before I die. But life has been a good gift to me,
and I anticipate more of its fullness and free-

dom—much more—in that which lies beyond the

experience of physical death.

For me, death is not a private matter. It may

Oyer

John P. Oyer, Glendale, Ariz., was a longtime pastor and
most recently a chaplain until his death in October.

be solitary, though I hope to have a few others

with me. It is an important part of my experi-

ence of humanity—as it was for Christ—and I

want to share the meaning and the hope it holds

for me with others who will follow.

I would like my death—and funeral—to reflect

my hope in Christ, and in a sense to be a cele-

bration of the resurrection: Christ's resurrection

as an accomplished fact and my own in anticipa-

tion. I know that death brings to those who re-

main an acute sense of pain and loss. Grief and
tears are a realistic and honest part of this expe-

rience. I would want my family to have the lov-

ing support of our "family of faith" both near

and far.

A day or two after my "departure," let there

be a brief graveside service for my family and
close friends, with the comfort and hope of the

Scriptures shared by someone to whom they can

look as a pastor. Then on about the third day let

there be a memorial service with a triumphant

note about it, held in the church where we have
often gathered for worship and fellowship. Let
there be a sermon which draws people's atten-

tion to Jesus Christ our Lord, whose resurrec-

tion is the assurance of ours.

Let the whole congregation sing some of the

triumphant hymns of the faith. Let there be a fel-

lowship meal following, for they meant so much
to me! Throughout the whole experience I would
not want anyone to feel guilty about feelings of

grief, but would ask that there be a strong and
triumphant witness to our Christian hope and
warm and tender support by God's people for

my church family in general and my immediate

family in particular.

In conclusion, it is my conviction that:

1. The occasion of death for a Christian should

be a celebration of our hope in Christ.

2. Fuss and display centering on the body
should be kept at an absolute minimum. Simplic-

ity, economy, and the reality of death should

find expression.

3. For Christians, the fellowship of the church

is God's channel of grace and comfort in our sor-

row, and the church building, not the funeral par-

lor, should be the physical focal point.

4. The practice of early burial followed by a

memorial service seems to avoid pagan emphasis

and should be encouraged. ^
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of FALL MISSIONS GIVING

Check a giving project from the list below

Monrovia, Liberia - vehicle for MBM workers assisting

churches in Bible teaching and
health training

supplies for working with Central

American refugee families

paper to print Chinese Bibles

grants for planting new
congregations

Tucson, Arizona

Nanjing, China

North America

Write a

this page and your check

Thank God for the privilege of

participating in global ministries

which help God's family grow.

Mennonite
Board of Missions
Box 370 • Elkhart, Indiana 46515-0370

In Christ Jesus

Calling people to faith, growth, service



Church news

Conrad Grebel College inauguates
Sawatsky as fourth president
A crowd of more than 500 attended the

inaugural service of Rodney Sawatsky as

the fourth president of Conrad Grebel
College on Oct. 22 at First United Church
in Waterloo, Ont. Those in attendance
included representatives from other Men-
nonite colleges and the other four church
colleges affiliated with the University of

Waterloo as well as leaders from Menno-
nite Conference of Eastern Canada.
Harold Schultz, longtime president of

Bethel College, a General Conference
Mennonite school in North Newton, Kans.,

gave the inaugural address entitled "And
the Truth Shall Set You free." He stressed

the importance of the role of church col-

leges in equipping young people for a

future of service to others. Schultz is orig-

inally from Ontario.

Those who participated in the litany of

inauguration included Conrad Grebel vice-

president Hildi Froese Tiessen, Board of

Governors chairperson Susan Shantz, im-

mediate past president Ralph Lebold,
University of Waterloo president Douglas
Wright, University of Waterloo arts faculty

dean Robin Banks, Conrad Grebel faculty

representative James Reimer, staff repre-

sentative Ruth Steinman, student presi-

dent Harold "Howi" O'Krafka, and
Mennonite Conference of Eastern Canada
executive secretary Peter Janzen.

The college's Chamber Choir and
Chapel Choir provided festive music dur-

ing the service. The Chapel Choir closed

the service with the premiere performance
ofMay the Lord Bless Thee and Keep Thee,

a benedictory composition by Toronto

composer Srul Irving Glick. The composi-
tion is the second in an ongoing series of

church choir anthems to be commissioned
by Conrad Grebel College under the
Schultz Memorial Fund.
Sawatsky, a member of the Conrad

Grebel faculty for 16 years, served pre-

viously as academic dean and associate

professor of religious studies and history.

He became president on July 1, succeed-
ing Ralph Lebold, who was the third pres-

ident of the 26-year-old school. Lebold
continues to serve as director of the Inter-

Mennonite Pastoral Leadership Training
Program in Ontario. In addition, he has
been appointed coordinator of conference-

based and related theological education

by Associated Mennonite Biblical Semi-
naries.

'SURVIVE' program
helps families of
homicide victims

"Talking about the pain makes you feel

better, not worse," says Shirley Carr, who
lost two teenage sons to homicide in the

last year. Dianne Kidner, a Mennonite
Central Committee worker from New
Westminster, B.C., has helped Carr and
other families of homicide victims in New
Orleans to grieve and heal by encouraging

them to counsel and listen to each other

through a program called SURVIVE.
SURVIVE, begun by Kidner, is a year-

old and already has had requests from
more than 70 families for help in dealing

MCC New Orleans worker Dianne Kidner
(right) visits with Shirley Carr, the mother of

two murder victims, during a hospital stay.

with the "extreme, unique crisis of losing

a loved one to murder," says Kidner. In

1988 New Orleans reported 239 homicides.

SURVIVE is operated out of the city's St.

Thomas housing project where some 4,000

people live.

SURVIVE 's goal is to equip families of

homicide victims with skills to support
each other, says Kidner, who has eight

years counseling experience and a degree
in criminology. When a person has worked
through the grieving process and Kidner
sees they have something to offer others,

she matches them with another grieving

family.

Volunteer counselors with SURVTVE
are trained to listen and offer support to

the family throughout the lengthy trial and
sentencing process. They also accompany
family members to court, offer advice on
how to relate to the media, and help deal

with the coroner.

Carr says Kidner and SURVIVE were
God-sent. "Sometimes," says Carr, "Di-

anne will know that I am down and she'll

call with a special Scripture that really lifts

my spirits." Carr has also been encouraged
by the SURVIVE support group.

She and seven other women meet weekly
to talk about the family members they
miss, read the Bible together, pray, and
talk about legal matters. They also ex-

change phone numbers so they can call

each other any time. "Group sharing helps

restore hope," says Kidner, "not by deny-

ing the pain, but by enabling people to

grieve with others who are struggling to

accept their own losses."

SURVIVE also attempts to educate the

people of New Orleans, both victim family

members and other citizens, about the

impact of homicide. Ultimately, notes
Kidner, the point of SURVIVE is healing

and forgiveness. "If a person grieves and
is healed, they will forgive and no longer

wish for the death of the murderer."
Affirmation for the program came re-

cently when the U.S. Department of Jus-

tice awarded SURVIVE a $13,000 grant to

hire a half-time staff person to work with
Kidner. The criminal sheriffs office and
district attorney's office both refer people
to the program.

Celebrations in China
mark 1 0th year
of Goshen program

Two days of celebrations marked the

10th anniversary of the exchange program
between Goshen College and the Educa-
tion Commission of Sichuan Province in

China, Oct. 14-15. Former Goshen presi-

dent Lawrence Burkholder represented

the college at the celebrations. Don and
Carolyn Blosser, leaders of Goshen's
Study-Service Term currently in Chengdu,
the capital of Sichuan Province, and the 21

students with them also participated.

Burkholder negotiated the first ex-

change agreement in 1979 during a visit to

Chengdu. He and his wife, Harriet, served

as relief workers in China during World

War II. Sichuan is the second largest prov-
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ince in China, with a population of about

100 million.

Burkholder began the celebrations with

a speech to the faculty and students of the

English Language Department at Sichuan

Teachers University. Goshen students as-

sist in English-language classes there.

Blossers and Burkholder then met with

the current president of the university,

past president, and several other top offi-

cials. "This was a friendly, polite meeting,

but I was not prepared for the depth of

feeling the Chinese leaders have for this

program," Don Blosser said. "The English

scores of their majors have been rising

steadily, and are now among the top in the

province," thanks to the exchange pro-

gram with Goshen. In addition to Goshen
students at Sichuan Teachers University,

the program includes teachers of English

from the university who spend a year at

Goshen College.

After that meeting, the Goshen group

attended a meeting with provincial educa-

tion officials, who expressed similar enthu-

siasm for the program. An official

Relief a swallow away. The 23rd

annual Virginia Relief Sale held re-

cently at Expoland in Augusta
County raised a record $184,000 for

Mennonite Central Committee. This

was about $3,000 more than last year.

Here Grace Campbell of Harrison-

burg, Va., offers a slice of homemade
bread and apple butter to the photog-

rapher (who couldn't resist). Relief

sale cochairman Dwight Wyse said

more than 1,000 persons donated

time in preparing for and working at

the sale. An off-white "Hagerstown

feather" quilt made by the Showalter

sisters—Anna, Laura, and Mary—of

Waynesboro, Va., brought the high

bid of $3,600.—Jim Bishop

celebration followed, including nearly

three hours of speeches and a two-hour,

18-course banquet.

The Goshen SST group gave a reception

for Chinese teachers of English who have

studied at Goshen College through the

exhange. The 13 Chinese teachers who
attended reminisced about their Goshen
experiences. "They talked about what
they had learned in class and out of class,

on field trips, with their host families, in

the dining hall, in faculty homes," said

Don Blosser.

The celebration closed with a party put

on by Goshen and Sichuan students. The
Sichuan students performed traditional

Chinese dances and songs and the Goshen

students sang "The Happy Wanderer"
and danced the Virginia Reel.

"I do not want to be naive, but I truly

believe that Goshen can look with legiti-

mate pride and satisfaction at the accom-

plishments of these 10 years," said Don
Blosser.

Alumni couples
from Choraleers
tour Europe
When the Choraleers choir of Lancaster,

Pa., disbanded in 1987, about 300 young

people had sung with the group during its

28 years of existence. Of that number,

about 30 had married someone in the

choir. Recently six of those "alumni" cou-

ples went to Europe to sing in the Men-
nonite churches there with the found-

ers/leaders of Choraleers—Arnold and
Maietta Moshier.

The idea for the tour came from Brigitte

Landes, a Mennonite Central Committee
trainee from West Germany who had sung

with Choraleers while in the United

States. After singing in other members'
home churches, she teasingly asked
Moshiers when Choraleers would sing in

her home church.

Choraleers had toured Central America
and the Caribbean 12 times, but had never

been to Europe. The three-week tour to

that continent included France, Switzer-

land, Austria, West Germany, and the

Netherlands.

Everywhere they went, group members
stayed in Mennonite homes. One partici-

pant said she will never forget an elderly

woman in one church who wanted to com-
municate her appreciation despite the lan-

guage barrier. "Our handshake and eye

contact held a silent language well under-

stood in the family of God," she said.

Group members said they also felt

"stretched" to see and appreciate the

church in other countries and to visit the

sites that were important in early An-

abaptist/Mennonite history. "Europe is no
longer simply a land mass across the

ocean," said one participant. "It has faces

now!"

Paul and Hildi Amstutz with Daniel (6) and
Miriam (8).

BACK FROM BOLIVIA

Amstutzes help with
leadership training

"Our stance with Bolivia Mennonite
Chuch has been, 'Let us walk the journey

with you.' " So say Paul and Hildi Am-
stutz, Mennonite Board of Missions work-

ers based in Santa Cruz, Bolivia. They
returned recently for a one-year North

American assignment.

Paul and Hildi spent the past three

years working in leadership training, pri-

marily with persons in the Las Gamas and

San Julian/Don Lorenzo congregations

—

two of the five small congregations which

form Bolivia Mennonite Church.

Has leadership training been successful?

Paul suggests that sometimes growth

might have been faster if he and other

missionaries would have taken charge

more, but a definite sign of hope is that

local leaders—men and women— are

emerging. And they are becoming freer to

express their own opinions.

Short-lived bursts of growth in the

churches following periods of input from

the outside had become the pattern in

several of the communities where evange-

listic efforts had taken place. Amstutzes

wanted growth in commitment and faith-

fulness to the church to be deeply rooted

and not dependent on their presence.

Bolivian Mennonite leaders struggle to

find enough time for the pastoral tasks

needed in their congregations. Most of

their time and energy is spent earning a

living in a depressed economy where the

cost of living is high.

"We're supported by a mission board,

teaching others to do their work without

financial support," said Paul. "Should we
earn our own support? Would it be a

better model?" For Amstutzes, to be in-

volved in kingdom work is to say "yes" to

working with these constant tensions and
contradictions, and yet not to lose sight of

the fact that God is in control.

Paul is originally from Hesston, Kans.,

and Hildi was born in a German Menno-
nite colony in Paraguay.
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The new officers of the Council of Mennonite
Computer Users are (left to right) Steve
Kauffman, James Horsch, and John Glick.

Computer group
recommends software
for congregations
PowerChurch Plus! That's the answer to

the question of what is the best church
administration software, at least according

to the Council of Mennonite Computer
Users. The council, at its semiannual
meeting recently, recommended this com-
puter program for Mennonite congrega-

tions to use. "The high level of interest in

the seminar on congregational software at

Normal 89 prompted us to make this rec-

ommendation without conducting a full-

fledged survey as we had proposed
earlier," said Jim Kauffmann, chair of the

Congregational Systems Committee.
"Last year, more churches selected

PowerChurch Plus as their choice for

membership and accounting software than

any other program," said Ken Reinford,

another member of the committee. The
American Baptist Convention and the

Church of the Brethren are two denomina-
tions that have recommended the program
for their congregations. Reinford noted
that Provident Bookstores will be market-

ing the program; purchases made by De-
cember will qualify for a $100 discount.

Another milestone reached at the meet-
ing was the conclusion of the work of the

Data Dictionary Committee. This group

has been working on standardizing the

format for computer records of Mennonite
individuals and congregations. "This stan-

dard set of data fields can serve as the

foundation for the information Mennonite
congregations need to keep track of," said

chair James Horsch. "We encourage con-

ferences and church agencies to follow

these guidelines."

The council also accepted a recommen-
dation from the Communications Commit-
tee to support MennoLink on a continuing
rather than a trial basis. MennoLink is the
computer conferencing and electronic mail
system supported by the council. John
Yoder, system operator for MennoLink,
reported that the number of users, includ-

ing more pastors, continues to grow.

Nancy Floyd, new chair of the Computer
Ethics Committee, shared a list of ethical

issues which the committee is developing.
The committee plans to give priority at-

tention to the issues of privacy and sec-

ondary uses of information.

New officers for the organization are

John Glick of Goshen College, president;

Steve Kauffman of Mennonite Mutual
Aid, vice-president; and James Horsch of

Mennonite Publishing House, secretary.

Kansas couple gives
Cross Wind Center to
South Central Conf.

South Central Conference became the
new owner of Cross Wind Conference
Center near Hesston, Kans., on Nov. 7. In

exchange for the $2 million facility, the
conference assumed its remaining
$500,000 debt.

Founding director Merle Unruh an-
nounced the gift on Oct. 15. He and his

wife, Marcella, developed the center on
their 34-acre plot. It resulted from the
vision of Westminster Faith Chapel—

a

California church Unruh had started.

When the church sold its property, it gave
the money to start Cross Wind Confer-
ence Center.

Construction began in April 1987. Since
hosting its first overnight guests in May
1988, the center has had 14,000 visitors.

Cross Wind has room for 120 overnight

guests and can seat 350 in the dining

room. In addition to the conference build-

ing, Unruhs gave their five-bedroom
house, fully furnished.

South Central Conference will continue
to operate Cross Wind as a nonprofit

center for conferences, retreats, and re-

unions. The Unruh house will be available

for small-group retreats and reunions. For-

mer Hesston resident Bill Zuercher will

return from his work at Goshen College to

direct the center.

Cross Wind's operation will not involve

any conference budget money or staff

time, according to Lois Leinbach, head of

the task force which recommended the

center's acquisition. So far, donors have
given or pledged $50,000. The $500,000
debt is scheduled to be paid back in five

years.

More information is available from
Cross Wind Conference Center at 8036 N.
Hoover Rd., Hesston, KS 67062; phone
316-327-2700.—Susan Balzer

Goshen College gives first alumni awards. Five alumni were named the first

recipients of the "Culture for Service Awards" during Goshen College's recent
annual alumni weekend. They are (left to right) Melvin Loewen, Albert Buck-
waiter, Lois Litwiller Buckwalter, Dorothy Snapp McCammon, and Arthur
Weaver. The five were recognized for modeling the college's motto—"Culture
for Service"—through their personal and professional lives and work.

Loewen has served for 19 years in various assignments in Africa, Asia, and
Latin America with World Bank. Buckwalters, Bible translators with Mennonite
Board of Missions, have been in Argentina for 39 years. McCammon has been a
full-time volunteer at the Elkhart County jail for nine years and a teacher, mis-
sionary, and Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive secretary

before that. Weaver recently retired as executive vice-president of operations
for American Home Products, where he helped set standards for child-safe pack-
aging.

The idea for the awards came from the alumni executive board, which had
discussed the need to recognize outstanding alumni contributions to the church,
workplace, and community. The board expects to name three or four alumni
each year as designees of the Culture for Service Award.
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep

them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

E. Dale Mast, Iowa City, Iowa
Thanks to Steven Reschley for opening

our eyes to the dissension that has nearly

overtaken the "Readers Say" section dur-

ing the past year ("Readers Say Less with

More," Oct. 24). I, too, have been saddened

by the critical and cruel letters that are

written by "Christian" brothers and sisters

to other "Christian" brothers and sisters.

Who is more Christian?

I believe the Mennonite Church is be-

coming an issue-centered church rather

than a Christ-centered church. Christ

never intended for there to be denomina-

tions. Why do they exist? Issues! More
important than whether a person believes

in homosexuality, abortion, or women in

the ministry, is whether they truly are

believers in Christ. That is the central and

most important "issue" for all churches.

Where is our focus?

We are to love our enemies or even those

who differ with us. We may kindly express

our beliefs and opinions to each other, but

let's not impose our laws and practices on

others as the Pharisees did. Rather, let's

be a letter from Christ written not with ink

but with the Spirit of the living God as

suggested in 2 Corinthians 3.

Art Martin, Goshen, Ind.

"Instead of reading John Howard Yoder
{The Politics of Jesus) and Don Kraybill

(The Upside-Down Kingdom, one of Sine's

favorite books), Mennonites are reading

Chuck Swindoll and James Dobson" ("An-

abaptists Need to Return to their Roots,"

Sept. 26). Two observations concerning

this statement: Some years ago I read that

the average television program is geared

to the sixth-grade level. This indicates to

me the average reader prefers the easier

material of Swindoll and Dobson com-
pared to the more challenging, difficult

material of Yoder and Kraybill. Also,

Swindoll and Dobson's books have been
more widely advertised and more heavily

promoted across the U.S. than Yoder's and
Kraybill's works.

Delbert Erb, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Thank you for your Sept. 19 editorial. In

the same issue George R. Brunk III also

spoke of "a call to reawaken the spirit of

nonconformity." In a world that "is set to

jump off a bridge and commit suicide," it

is important for Christians to discern the

ways in which we conform to the world in

our living styles.

Your illustration of a Bolivian farmer

greatly interested me. For him the choice

was less income vs. a social evil. I observe,

however, that in your application of non-

conformity you deal with ecological rather

than economical issues. The former are

important but the latter even more so. If

we observe "global behavior" we see that

the rich are getting richer and the poor are

getting poorer.

It may be hard to understand how my
lifestyle affects the poor in the world. It's

also hard to understand how the carbon

dioxide my car gives off affects world

ecology. But George Brunk III is right,

nonconformity is a challenge for the

church. Perhaps we should use the term

"social holiness" which Alan Kreider uses

in his book Journey Towards Holiness.

Chapter 16 of this book gives some prac-

tical suggestions of how we might change

our lifestyles.

Last year I suggested that Mennonite

churches and institutions tax themselves 1

percent on capital investments, this tax

going to the third world. Now I read in the

Heisey/Longacre Report that they recom-

mend 2 percent. Has anyone made the

"sacrifice" yet?

Palma Moyer, Quakertown, Pa.

In response to recent articles about abor-

tion I am distressed to see the fervor some
Christians engage in to prove a point.

Please reevaluate these thoughts. God
gave us a free will to choose how we want
to live. I resent my tax money being used

to jail Christians and paying police to quell

civil disturbances.

This money would be more wisely spent

helping those who are already born. Many
babies with AIDS and handicaps are not

welcome in our churches. They often wish

they would never have been born. Fre-

quently these babies grow up tormented

physically, sexually, and emotionally. Our
society judges these people harshly. Many
times I have heard Christians say those

people have babies to get more welfare.

Thinking along those lines shows lack of

compassion and insight into the real prob-

lems facing society. It's time to use con-

structive means to solve these problems.

How Much
Do I Need?

This question is

often on the minds of

those age 50 or older.

Sometimes this

question is asked by
those who would like

to make a sizeable gift.

What if they make the

gift, then someday run

out of money?
One alternative is to make the gift but retain the

income from it, in either a gift annuity or charitable

trust. You have the joy of making the gift now, but you
maintain your income.

Another option is to designate part of your estate to

charity in your will or trust. You are invited to explore

the options with...

@
i-8oo-348-7468 toii free The Mennonite
(219) 533-9511 collect Foundation. IfX.
within Indiana Post Office Box 483, Goshen, IN 46526

CHRISTIAN ESTATE PLANNING SERVICES
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Mennoscope

Phoenix couple donates equipment to MPH. Mennonite Publishing House
employees Jerry Cooper and Bob Blosser help Cliff Mast (right) level the copy
board of the camera that Cliff and his wife, Carol, recently donated to MPH.
Masts own and operate Graphic Technical Services in Phoenix. The company
buys, sells, reconditions, and builds new and used graphic arts equipment.
When Masts heard about the repairs the old MPH camera needed, they decided
to donate a reconditioned one. Said Cliff, "We felt the donation could be one
step in helping upgrade the quality of production." Carol adds, "I'm a reader,

and I think the products put out by MPH are exceptional."

Both Cliff and Carol talked about their desire to do voluntary service for the
church. "We can't just leave our business for six months or a year," says Carol.

"This is what we can do." In addition to donating and installing the camera,
Cliff also repaired the film processing unit. The donated 1979 Robertson 500
camera has a larger lens and format, sturdier build, and a longer bed, allowing

for greater flexibility in reductions and enlargements. It is estimated that MPH
would have spent between $15,000 and $20,000 to replace the old camera.

The meat-canning crew of Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee embarked on its 1989-90
season following an Oct. 19 commissioning ser-

vice in Akron, Pa. As before, the three-man crew
takes the portable meat canner thousands of

miles to numerous communities, where local

volunteers butcher and process donated beef.

Last year they filled 282,000 cans (28 ounces
each) during the six-month season. The beef is

sent to hungry people in other countries as well

as at home. This year the meat canner will stop
in 30 communities in 11 states.

Pauline Kennel was honored for seven years
of service as coordinator of Chicago Area
Mennonites recently at a special service held
at Lawndale Mennonite Church. It reflected the
diversity of worship styles found in the 23
congregations that make up CAM. Kennel is now
devoting her energies to church planting, along
with her husband, LeRoy, in suburban Schaum-
burg and to real-estate work. She has not been
replaced as coordinator while CAM evaluates its

structure, vision, and budget.

Pastoral transitions:

•Fred Obold will become lead pastor of
Hesston (Kans.) Mennonite Church on Jan. 1.

He succeeds Phil Bedsworth, who resigned for

health reasons. Obold is currently a hospice
chaplain in Reno County, Kans.

• Robert Coon became pastor of two Illinois

congregations—Pleasant Hill of East Peoria and
Bethel of Pekin—on Oct. 1. He served previously
as pastor of Turpin (Okla.) Mennonite Church.

•Luke and Carmen Schrock-Hurst became
pastors of Richmond (Va.) Mennonite Fellow-

shin recently. They served previously with Men-
nonite Central Committee in Central America.

• Dean Williams became lead pastor of Wood-
land Mennonite Church, Basye, Va., recently. He
succeeds Mark Martin, who retired.

• Domingo Santiago was installed as pastor of

Iglesia Menonita Christiana, Chicago, III, on
Aug. 23.

• Randy Miller and Jerry Wagner were li-

censed as pastoral team members at Ashton
Mennonite Church, Sarasota, Fla., on Oct. 1.

Miller is minister of youth and Wagner is minis-

ter of music and worship.
• Leslie Tolbert became copastor of Commu-

nity Mennonite Church, Markham, III, on Sept.

9. He serves alongside copastor David Ewert.
•Marianne Zuereher, Carl Yusauitz, andRosie

Epp were commissioned for ministry by German-
town Mennonite Church, Philadelphia, Pa., on
Sept. 17. Epp is interim pastor, Yusavitz is

"community minister," and Zuereher is a hospi-

tal chaplain.

Coming events:
•Shalom Conference, Feb. 16-18, at Laurel-

ville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. The fifth

annual event, for adults and children, is planned
by Mennonites, Presbyterians, and Episcopali-
ans. It is sponsored by Laurelville and a variety
of groups representing those three denomina-
tions. This year's theme is "The Enemy," and
the main speakers are Mennonite seminary pro-
fessor Ben Ollenburger and Presbyterian peace
staffer Barbara Green. Also planned are drama,
worship, seminars, storytelling, and youth/
children's activities. More information from
Laurelville at R. 5, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666;
phone 412-423-2056.

• Mid-Life Audit Retreat, Jan. 19-21, at Laurel-
ville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. Under the
title "Stirred by a Noble Theme," the retreat is

for people interested in launching out in new

directions in their lives. The leaders are Henry
Landes, Linda Holland, and others from Salford

Mennonite Church, Harleysville, Pa., who have
worked in the area of "theme discovery." More
information from Laurelville at R. 5, Mt. Pleas-

ant, PA 15666; phone 412-423-2056.
• Staff Reunion, July 6-8, at Menno Haven

Camp and Retreat Center, Tiskilwa, 111. This is

for people who served at Menno Haven in the

1960s and '70s. More information from Menno
Haven at R. 1, Box 94, Tiskilwa, IL 61368; phone
815-646-4344.

Church-related job openings:
• Program director, Laurelville (Pa.) Menno-

nite Church Center, starting next May. The
person is responsible for directing Laurelville's

programming, with special attention to adult

programming. Contact Dana Sommers at

Laurelville, R. 5, Box 145, Mt. Pleasant, PA
15666; phone 412-423-2056.

• Assistant director of information services, Go-
shen College. The person will originate and edit

materials primarily for the admissions office and
student development division. Qualifications in-

clude a college degree in communication or

English or related field and skills in reporting,

writing, and editing. Send resume by Dec. 8 to

John Yoder at GC, Goshen, IN 46526.
• Food service director, Camp Hebron, Halifax,

Pa., starting in January. Training/experience in

food service and/or dietetics is required. Com-

puter experience is helpful. Contact Dave King
at the camp, 957 Camp Hebron Rd., Halifax, PA
17032; phone 717-896-3441.

•Housekeeping/janitorial couple, Camp He-
bron, Halifax, Pa., starting preferably in January.

They would be responsible for staff supervision,

inventory, and purchasing. Contact Dave King
at the camp, 957 Camp Hebron Rd., Halifax, PA
17032; phone 717-896-3441.

Correction: The two publishing leaders were
not properly identified as to which is which in

the photo that accompanied the lead news story

in the Nov. 7 issue. Maurice Martin is at the right

and Robert Ramer is at the left.

Change of address: Norman Derstine from

Harrisonburg, Va., to 4334 W. Vista Ave., Glen-

dale, AZ 85301. Truman H. Brunk from 509

Penny Ln., to 10 Hillendale Rd., Perkasie, PA
18944.

New members
Koinonia, Chandler, Ariz.: Kami Coulson,

Kevin Dueck, Matt Fryberger, and Sherri

Waugh.
Harmony, Nashville, Tenn.: Robert, Kay,

and Leigh Ann Watson by baptism, and Bob and
Marie Sennett, Peggy Shutt, and Michael Stan-
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ton by confession of faith.

Peace, Elyria, Ohio: Gilbert and Donna Gar-

cia by baptism, and Gerald, Debbie, and Can-

dace Freed by confession of faith.

Crown Hill, Rittman, Ohio: Andrea Friedt

and Shelley Moran by baptism, and Les and

Doris Baker and Lisa Moore by confession of

faith.

Des Moines, Iowa: Rhoda Schrag.

Glade, Accident, Md.: Celeste Brenneman.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Alison, Dean and Renae (Roupp), Hesston,

Kans., third and fourth children, first and second

daughters, Katherine Michelle and Kendra Dan-
ielle, Oct. 17.

Boyts, Mike and Catherine (Benson), Springs,

Pa., first child, Nicholas William Benson, Oct. 2.

Coblentz, Andrew and Charlene (Yoder),

Hartville, Ohio, Ned Andrew, Oct. 19.

Cooney, Dennis and Becky (Landis), Green
Lane, Pa., second son, Derick Neal, Oct. 20.

Gascho, Eugene and Suzanne (Albrecht), Pi-

geon, Mich., third child, first daughter, Jalissa

Cordell, Sept. 8.

Good, Paul and Mary (Rosenberger),
Richlandtown, Pa., third son, Nathan Luke, July

18.

Gunden, Burdette and Charlotte (Gingerich),

Chelsea, Mich., first child, Elizabeth Mae, Oct.

11.

Helmuth, Stanley and Pam (Kuhns), Louis-

ville, Ohio, third child, second daughter, Kath-

ryn Jayne, Oct. 16.

Hostetler, J. Marcos and Anita (Stutzman),

N'Djamena, Chad, third child, second son, Jon-

athan Luc, Sept. 23.

Riser, Brian and Bonnie (Schlosser), Penns-

burg, Pa., first child, Brandon Keith, Oct. 17.

Liechty, Brad and Barb (Wing), Hesston,

Kans., second son, Brett Michael, Oct. 9.

Martin, Quentin and Sheila, Baden, Ont,
Kylie Marie, Sept. 8.

Mast, Michael and Cynthia (Landis), Harleys-

ville, Pa., first child, Rachel Eliza, Oct. 26.

Miller, Craig and Lois (Blauch), Harrison-

burg, Va., second daughter, Kendra Anne, Oct.

20.

Moyer, David and Linda (Godshall), Pocono
Lake, Pa., second daughter, Cassandra Lynn,

Oct. 21.

Moyer, Nevin and Beverly (Willover), Penns-

burg, Pa., first child, Nevin Mitchell, Oct. 8.

Petrocci, Mic and Maureen (Banman),
Hesston, Kans., second son, Michael Joe, Oct.

24.

Reusser, Mark and Mila (Taves), Ailsa Craig,

Ont., second daughter, Caitlin Jo Nicole, Sept.

21.

Scruggs, Tim and Milli (Myers), Meridian,

Miss., first child, Brett Myers, Oct. 3.

Steiner, Roger and Nedra (Sommers),
Kidron, Ohio, fourth child, first son, Alex Roger,

Oct. 24.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald "
if the add ress is supplied.

Angeloni-Peckford. Benedetto Angeloni,

Kitchener, Ont, Catholic Church, and Connie
Fern Peckford, Cambridge, Ont., Stirling Ave-

nue cong., by Mary Mae Schwartzentruber,

Sept. 30.

Brouse-Derstine. Frank Brouse, College-

ville, Pa., Methacton cong., and Yvonne
Derstine, Hatfield, Pa., Blooming Glen cong., by
Robert Shreiner and Kirk Hanger, Sept. 30.

Dettweiler-Moss. R. Clarke Dettweiler,

Cambridge, Ont., Breslau cong., and Ruth
Elaine Moss, Kitchener, Ont., Stirling Avenue
cong., by Mary Mae Schwartzentruber, Oct. 21.

Fisher-Longenecker. Marvin Fisher, Gap,

Pa., Hopewell cong., and Sharene Longenecker,

Lititz cong., Lancaster, Pa., by Clair Hollinger,

Sept. 23.

Hess-Sensenig. David W. Hess, River Cor-

ner cong., Lancaster, Pa., and P. Starla Sensenig,

Blainsport cong., by Keith Weaver, June 24.

Hurren-Maust. Douglas Hun-en, Bay Port,

Mich., and Faye Maust, Pigeon, Mich., Pigeon

River cong., by Luke Yoder and Richard Rolfe,

Sept. 16.

Jantzi-Nunez. Donald Jantzi, Kutztown, Pa.,

Living Word cong., and Mary Anne Nunez,
Allentown, Pa., First Mennonite cong., by Beryl

Jantzi, Oct. 14.

Kerschner-Mounsithiraj. Billie Kerschner

and Khankeo Mounsithiraj, both of Sturgis,

Mich., Locust Grove cong., by Orville G. Miller,

Oct. 14.

Lockwood-Miller. Dustin Lockwood, New
Paris, Ind., and Diane Miller, Millersburg, Ind.,

both of Clinton Frame cong., by Vernon E.

Bontreger, Oct. 21.

Martin-Sensenig. Steven R. Martin, How-
ard-Miami cong., Kokomo, Ind., and Sheryl A.

Sensenig, Blainsport (Pa.) cong., by Keith

Weaver, May 27.

Maust-Neu. Daniel Maust, Bay Port, Mich.,

Pigeon River cong., and Tina Neu, Kingston,

Mich., by Luke Yoder and Beryl Jantzi, Sept. 9.

Pearce-Shetler. Brian Pearce, Wooster,
Ohio, and Dorothy Shetler, Smithville, Ohio,

Smithville cong., by Glenn Steiner, Oct. 7.

Rooney-Glick. David Arthur Rooney and
Karla Dawn Glick, both from Denver, Colo.,

Peace cong., by Kenneth L. Stoltzfus, uncle of

the bride, Aug. 26.

Sauder-Oberholzer. Tony Sauder, Philadel-

phia, Pa., West Philadelphia cong., and Kathleen
Oberholzer, Philadelphia, Pa., Mt. Zion cong.,

by David Greiser, Oct. 21.

Siemers-Stoltzfus. Robert Siemers, Chi-

cago, 111., and Kendra Stoltzfus, Morgantown,
Pa., by William Siemers, father of the groom,

and Harvey Z. Stoltzfus, Aug. 5.

Stuckman-Sprague. Randal Stuckman,
Cromwell, Ind., and Margaret Sprague, Ligonier,

Ind., Clinton Brick cong., bv Carl L. Smeltzer.

Oct. 21.

Yoder-Ramsett. Douglas Ray Yoder, Maple
Grove cong., Belleville, Pa., and Teena Renee
Ramsett, Mennonite Brethren Church. Buhler.

MCC sends out 31 from Mennonite Church. Thirty-one people from the

Mennonite Church were among 50 new Mennonite Central Committee workers

who participated in orientation Sept. 5-15 at MCC headquarters in Akron, Pa.:

Front row (left to right)—Alice Yoder of Morgantown, Pa., quilt-room super-

visor for MCC Material Aid Center in Ephrata, Pa.; Elon and Lorene Eash of

Mt. Gilead, Ohio, clerks at Selfhelp Crafts store in Ephrata; Erma and Howard
Landis of Sterling, 111., workers with Selfhelp Crafts in Akron; and Eli and Marjo-

rie Unruh of Denver, Colo., packers at Selfhelp Crafts warehouse in Akron.

Middle row—Christoph and Jennifer Sisson of Lancaster, Pa., social service

workers in Neon, Ky.; Bob and Faith Buckwalter of Andover, N.J., workers with

Selfhelp Crafts in Akron; Laura Ann and Kenneth King of Goshen, Ind., Self-

help Crafts workers in Ephrata and Akron; Keith Meyers of Kitchener, Ont.,

member of traveling Youth Discovery Team in Africa and North America; Barb
Toews of Akron, Pa., member of Youth Discovery Team in Central America;

Marvin Brubaker of Shiremanstown, Pa., carpenter in Harlan, Ky.; Marcella

Hostetler of Philadelphia, Pa., music leader of Youth Discovery Team in Africa

and North America; and Aylin and Philip Sauder of Miami, Fla., youth workers

and guesthouse hosts in Miami.

Back row—Susan Williams of Adamstown, Pa., administrative assistant for

MCC Information Services in Akron; Beth Graybill of Lancaster, Pa., education

coordinator for Selfhelp Crafts in Akron; Brenda Briseno of Middlebury, Ind.,

member of Youth Discovery Team in Central America; Anne Sensenig of Lancas-

ter, Pa., administrative assistant for MCC East Asia Department in Akron; Geof-

frey Gladwell and Linda Burr of Kitchener, Ont., workers with Native people in

Kirkland Lake, Ont.; Kryss Chupp of Chicago, 111., coordinator of Youth Discov-

ery Team in Central America; Rollin Mukanza of Kinshasa, Zaire, coordinator of

Youth Discovery Team in Africa and North America; Rhonda Miller of Kalona,

Iowa, member of Youth Discovery Team in Africa and North America; and
David Bauman of Mechanicsburg, Pa., sales representative for Selfhelp Crafts in

Akron.
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Kans., by Waldo E. Miller, Oct. 21.

Yoder-Tobias. Patrick Yoder, Springs, Pa.,

Springs cong., and Lisa Tobias, Bellefonte, Pa.,

United Methodist Church, by David
McCullough, Oct. 14.

Zook-Lapp. Ron Zook and Kathy Lapp, both

of Ridgeview cong., Gordonville, Pa., by Bob
Petersheim, Oct. 21.

Albrecht, Duane E., son of Herbert and
Katie E. (Swartzendruber) Albrecht, was born
at Pigeon, Mich., Apr. 8, 1933; died of cancer at

Pigeon, Mich., on Oct. 20, 1989; aged 56. On June
8, 1957, he was married to Carolyn Swartz, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Franklin D.

and Charles H.), 2 daughters (Judith Bunting
and Linda Albrecht), one grandson, his mother,
2 brothers (Virgil and Herbert, Jr.), and one
sister (Carol Miller). He was preceded in death

by his father and one sister (Berniece Maust).
He was a member of Pigeon River Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on Oct.

23, in charge of Luke Yoder and Wayne Keim;
interment in the church cemetery.

Amstutz, Caroline Amstutz, daughter of

David and Anna (Zuercher) Amstutz, was born
at Apple Creek, Ohio, Mar. 4, 1896; died at

Orrville, Ohio, on Oct. 18, 1989; aged 93. On
Sept. 21, 1919, she was married to Gideon H.

Amstutz, who died Feb. 15, 1974. Surviving are

2 daughters (Pauline and Edith), 2 sons (Milton

and Willis), 9 grandchildren, 7 great-grandchil-

dren, one sister (Elvina Gerber), one brother

(Rufus), and one stepsister (Luella Gerber). She
was preceded in death by one son (Nathan) and
one daughter (Twila). She was a member of

Sonnenberg Mennonite Church, where funeral

services were held on Oct. 21, in charge of

Richard F. Ross; interment in Sonnenberg
Church Cemetery.
Bauman, Lydia Ann Bauman, daughter of

Josiah and Susannah (Sittler) Bauman, was born
in Woolwich Twp., Ont, Dec. 13, 1904; died at

Kitchener-Waterloo (Ont.) Hospital, Oct. 22,

1989; aged 84. On Feb. 17, 1926, she was married
to Absalom S. Bauman, who died on Feb. 12,

1973. Surviving are 2 sons (Maurice and Ray-
mond), one daughter (Norma Martin), 12 grand-

children, 4 great-grandchildren, one sister

(Minerva Martin), and 2 brothers (Ivan and
Emerson Bauman). She was a member of Elmira
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Oct. 25, in charge of Mary Schiedel and
Howard Bauman; interment in Elmira Menno-
nite Cemetery.
Freed, Lizzie B. Metz, daughter of Benja-

min A. and Lizzie R. (Bower) Metz, was born in

Montgomery Co., Pa., Jan. 7, 1908; died at Grand
View Hospital, Sellersville, Pa., Oct. 19, 1989;

aged 81. On Aug. 24, 1930, she was married to

Norman H. Freed, who survives. Also surviving

are one daughter (Elizabeth Mae Freed), 4 sons
(Harold M., Norman M., Paul M., and Marvin
M.), 22 grandchildren, 25 great-grandchildren,

and one brother (John B. Metz). She was a

member of Franconia Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Oct. 23, in charge
of Curtis L. Bergey, Floyd M. Hackman, and
Russell M. Detweiler; interment in Franconia
Mennonite Cemetery.
Gerber, David E., son of Daniel R. and

Catherine (Erb) Gerber, was born in Wellesley,

Ont; died suddenly at his home at New Ham-
burg, Ont., Oct. 8, 1989; aged 67. On Dec. 4, 1948,

he was married to Velma Elaine Jutzi, who
survives. Also surviving are one son (Larry) and
4 sisters (Emma Brenneman, Katie Steckly,

Lena Brenneman, and Annie Yantzi). He was
preceded in death by 5 brothers (Sam, Dan,
John, Chris, and Amos) and one sister (Mary
Yantzi). He was a member of East Zorra Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held
on Oct. 11, in charge of Vernon Leis; interment
in the church cemetery.

Householter, Arthur L., son of Peter and
Laura (Sauder) Householter, was born at Eu-
reka, III, Oct. 18, 1918; died at St. Francis
Medical Center, Peoria, 111., Oct. 11, 1989; aged
70. On Feb. 11, 1945, he was married to Susie
Z. Friesen, who died on Nov. 2, 1981. On June
2, 1984, he was married to Irene Max, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 sons (DeWayne
and Delmar), one daughter (Geneva
Householter), 6 grandchildren, 2 brothers (Earl

and Robert), and one sister (Mildred). He was
a member of Roanoke Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Oct. 14, in charge
of Eldon King and Rick Troyer; interment in the
Roanoke Church Cemetery.
Martin, Urias R., son of Jonathan and Emma

(Ruby), was born in Woolwich Twp., Ont, Sept.

6, 1902; died at Kitchener-Waterloo (Ont.) Hos-
pital, Oct. 10, 1989; aged 87. On July 27, 1927,

he was married to Pearl Hallman, who survives.

Also surviving are one son (Robert) and 3 daugh-
ters (Shirley, Reta, and Bette). He was a member
of Stirling Avenue Mennonite Church. Funeral
services were held at Ratz-Bechtel Chapel,
Kitchener, Ont., on Oct. 12, in charge of Mary
Mae Schwartzentruber; interment in Woodland
Cemetery.
Miller, Paul Snyder, son of Daniel E. and

Frances (Snyder) Miller, was born in Mount Joy
Twp., Pa., Oct. 5, 1903 On Oct. 15, 1925, he was
married to Viola C. Greider, who survives. Also
surviving are 2 sons (J. Robert and P. Raymond),
one daughter (Bernice Zurin), 9 grandchildren,
and 12 great-grandchildren. He was preceded in

death by one daughter. He was a member of
Landisville Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Oct. 17, in charge of James
Gingrich, Arthur Miller, and Chester Kurtz;
interment in Kraybill's Mennonite Cemetery.
Schrock, Ruth A. Mast, daughter of Ray and

Ida (Miller) Mast, was born at Sugarcreek, Ohio,
Oct. 7, 1925; died at Aultman Hospital, Canton,
Ohio, Sept. 19, 1989; aged 63. On Apr. 14, 1948,

she was married to Paul Schrock, who survives.

Also surviving are one son (Kim), 2 daughters
(Cindy Dalrymple and Cathy DeWalt), 4 grand-
children, one brother (Ray Mast, Jr.), and one
sister (Gladys Brown). She was preceded in

death by one brother and one sister. She was a
member of Walnut Creek Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Sept. 22, in

charge of Dean Miller; interment in the church
cemetery.

Schumm, Henry, died at Tavistock, Ont.,

Oct. 14, 1989; aged 87. He was married to Edna
Schlegel, who survives. Also surviving are 5 sons
(Dale, Clare, Glen, James, and Laird), 5 daugh-
ters (Ruby Wagler, Joyce Zehr, Feme Bender,
Sandra Swartzentruber, and Ruth Kropf), 39
grandchildren, 13 great-grandchildren, and one
brother (William). He was preceded in death by
one son (Ray), 2 brothers, and 4 grandchildren.

He was a member of East Zorra Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on Oct.

17, in charge of Vernon Leis; interment in the

church cemetery.

Shelly, Alice H., daughter of William and
Clara (Horning) Shelly, was born in East Earl
Twp., Pa., Sept. 20, 1900; died at Zerbe Sisters

Nursing Center, Narvon, Pa., Oct 18, 1989; aged
89. Surviving are 2 stepsisters (Bertha Stauffer

and Susie Rutt). She was a member of Ephrata
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held
at Eckenroth Home for Funerals on Oct. 21, in

charge of David L. Kniss and J. Elvin Martin;
interment in Bowmansville Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Sommers, Mandy Kay, daughter of Mark
and Kerrie (Shaw) Sommers, was born at Hart-
ville, Ohio, July 28, 1984; died of cystic fibrosis

at Akron (Ohio) Children's Hospital, Oct. 21,

1989; aged 5. Surviving is one brother (Mark
Kacy), grandparents (Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Som-
mers and Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Shaw), and great-

grandparents (Helen Lockley and Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Shaw). Funeral services were held at Hart-
ville Mennonite Church on Oct. 23, in charge of

Carl K. Newswanger and Lee Ressler; interment
in Hartville Mennonite Church Cemetery.
Springer, Aaron D., son of David and Lena

(Birky) Springer, was born at Hopedale, 111., Mar.
31, 1908; died of a heart attack at Gibson City

(111.) Hospital on Oct. 21, 1989; aged 81. On Dec.

3, 1929, he was married to Catherine Yoder, who
survives. Also surviving are one foster son (Ken-
neth E. Deer), 6 grandchildren, 3 stepgrand-
children, 18 great-grandchildren, 6 step-

great-grandchildren, 2 brothers (Roy and Mel-
vin), and one sister (Kathryn Springer). He was
a member of East Bend Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Oct. 24, in

charge of Millard Osborne; interment in East
Bend Memorial Gardens.

Wengerd, Alta M. Haning, daughter of Wil-

liam and Amanda (Slabaugh) Haning, was born
in Elklick Twp., Oct. 13, 1912; died at Glendale,

Ariz., Sept. 29, 1989; aged 76. On Aug. 27, 1933,

she was married to Allen J. Wengerd, who
survives. Also surviving are 4 sons (Budd A.,

John S., Eugene R., and William E.), one daugh-
ter (Mary L. Bontrager), 11 grandchildren, one
great-granddaughter, and 2 brothers (Ray and
Samuel Haning). She was preceded in death by
one son (Paul). She was a member of Springs

Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Oct. 3, in charge of Steven Heatwole;
interment in Springs Church Cemetery.
Yoder, David J., son of Joas D. and Amanda

Yoder, was born Mar. 24, 1905; died of cancer

at Harper, Kans., Aug. 22, 1989; aged 84. He was
married to Faye Boyts, Mayme Boyts, and
Maude McFarland, all of whom preceded him in

death. Surviving are 4 sons (Dean, Lyn, Tim, and
Vic), 3 daughters (Phyllis Widmer, Julia Gerber,

and Judith Roth), 20 grandchildren, 2 great-

grandchildren, and one brother (Henry). He was
preceded in death by 6 brothers and 2 sisters.

He was a member of Crystal Springs Mennonite

Church, where funeral services were held on
Aug. 26, in charge of Warren Miller; interment

in Crystal Springs Mennonite Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Church General Board, Elkhart, Ind., Nov. 16-18

Southwest Conference annual delegate meeting, Blvthe. Calif..

Nov. 18

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Lancaster. Pa.. Dec.
1-2

Hispanic Convention executive board. Dec. 7-9

Goshen College Board of overseers, Goshen, Ind., Dec. 8-9

Eastern Mennonite Seminary interterm. Harrisonburg, Va., Jan.

2-26
Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind.. Dec. 12

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries interterm, Elkhart,

Ind., Jan. 8-26

Mennonite Board of Education annual meeting, Sarasota. Fla.,

Jan. 11-13

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary school for leadership

training (ministers week), Harrisonburg. Va., Jan. 15-18

Mennonite Central Committee annual meeting, Winkler, Man.,

Jan. 26-27

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries pastors week,

Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 29-Feb. 2

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12. Winnipeg, Man., July

24-29, 1990

Credits
Caver story diOip by Msrrill Miller phctl :vn p. SO; I -. Amy
Conrad; p. 808 by Andrea Wenger; p. 809 (1st col.) by Jim
Bishop; p. 813 by Al Friesen.
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Items & comments

Compiled front Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

White youths who burned black church
apologize with words and money
Four young whites apologized to mem-

bers of Smith Grove AME Zion Church—

a

black congregation in Adairville, Ky.—for

breaking into the 116-year-old church and
setting it on fire in 1986, when they were

all teenagers. They stated their regrets at

the dedication of the church structure they

had paid $6,000 to help rebuild. The four

had pleaded guilty, and after they made
reparations, prosecutors agreed to change

the charges from felonies to misdemea-
nors. In sentencing them, the judge stipu-

lated the apology.

"Don't be nervous; you're among
friends," Pastor Erskine Wade told the

four as they prepared to speak. "What
happened, happened. And there is nothing

any of us can do about that. We are your

friends now, and we want to help you any

way we can." Most church members were
not hostile toward them, the pastor said.

"Most are trying to be Christians, and I

think they have sympathy for the youths."

Runcie and John Paul unity talks:

women priests a major obstacle

Pope John Paul II, leader of the world's

Roman Catholics, and Archbishop Robert

Runcie, leader of the world's Anglicans and
Episcopalians, signed a joint declaration

recently that reconfirmed their desire for

Christian unity but vowed not to downplay
"the difficulties that our dialogue must
deal with in our times," including the ordi-

nation of women by some Anglican and
Episcopalian churches.

"We solemnly recommit ourselves and
those we represent to the restoration of

visible unity and full ecclesial communion"
between the two churches, the document
said. But the three-page declaration, which
came at the end of Runcie's visit to the

Vatican, was general in tone. It avoided the

controversial topic of the primacy of the

Roman Catholic pope, an issue which in

recent days had spurred sharp criticism of

Runcie in England.

The idea of the pope's leadership had
been recommended by a mixed commis-
sion of Catholic and Anglican theologians

that is studying reconciliation between the

two religious groups. The commission's

seven-year-old report, which outlines pos-

sible theological agreement between the

two churches, was approved by the Angli-

can Bishops' Conference last year. The
Vatican has said it will soon announce its

decision.

Although it does not mention the pri-

macy issue, the recent Runcie-John Paul

statement singles out the question of

women's ordination as an obstacle to uni-

fication. "The question and practice of the

admission of women to the ministerial

priesthood in some provinces of the Angli-

can Communion prevents reconciliation

between us, even where there is otherwise

progress towards agreement in faith on the

meaning of the eucharist and the ordained

ministry," they said.

Idaho teachers learn how to teach

about religion in classes

Junior and senior high school teachers

from throughout Idaho attended a week-

long seminar at Boise State University

recently to learn how to incorporate mate-

rial dealing with religion into classes on
language arts, English, history, and social

studies. The institute, titled "Teaching

About Religion in the Public Schools," is

the first in the nation to emphasize inte-

grating nonsectarian religious material into

existing classes rather than setting up elec-

tive religion studies, according to Warren
Vinz, chairman of the history department

at Boise State. Vinz, who has taught

courses on the history of religion in politics

and the Reformation at Boise State, said

that although separate elective classes on
religious issues are worthwhile, they reach

"a relatively small number of students."

Largest number of Jewish refugees
since World War II enters U.S.
The largest number of Jewish refugees

to enter the United States in a single day
since the end of World War II arrived in

New York recently aboard eight planes.

The 1,356 Jews from the Soviet Union were
accompanied by an estimated 250 Pen-
tecostal Christians, who had also emi-

grated from that country. The flights were
timed to arrive before U.S. immigration

officials began a new processing policy

under which all the paperwork for Soviet

refugees will be handled at the American
embassy in Moscow rather than in Rome.

Marxist country of Mozambique
grants religious liberty

Religious liberty is now being granted in

the Marxist nation of Mozambique.
Churches are full and operating without

government interference, new churches are

being built, confiscated property is being

returned, and church groups—including

Western religious groups—are being al-

lowed to do social and relief work.

"Within the last two years, the govern-

ment has opened the doors for the church

and sees that the church has a role to play

in building the moral and spiritual founda-

tion of the country again," said Dick An-
derson, Africa director for U.S. -based

World Relief. "I've never seen a church

that is more alive than I'm seeing in Mo-
zambique."

The recent climate is a sharp contrast to

the brutal policies after FRELIMO, a

Marxist rebel group, took over in 1975 and
tried to eradicate religion. "We were mak-
ing a lot of mistakes ... in our relations

between state and church," Job Chambal,
Mozambique's director of religious affairs,

said during a recent trip to Washington,

D.C., sponsored by World Relief. "But now
our relationship is much better."

Catholic staffers ambivalent about
impressive new headquarters
The National Conference of Catholic

Bishops and its sister agency, the United

States Catholic Conference, have moved
into attractive and architecturally splendid

national headquarters in a corner of north-

east Washington, D.C. But the 292 staff

members have ambivalent feelings about

working in the imposing structure. While

some of the staffers said they were thrilled

to be there and not in the old building,

others paused to ponder the image of a

bishops' conference that has proclaimed a

"preferential option for the poor" and is

now settling into what resembles, in many
ways, a corporate headquarters.

The press office stated that the money
for the new structure came from the sale

of the former headquarters ($10 million),

building donations and grants ($7 million),

and "unrestricted funds, such as invest-

ment income"—which is to say the bishops

did not dip into offering plates. Leaders of

Washington's Catholic Worker House,
which provides hot meals and clean beds
to the area's homeless and poor, staged a

demonstration at the headquarters' recent

dedication.

Communist Party paper denounces
East German church proposals
The communist leadership of East Ger-

many has reacted to calls by church leaders

for reform by accusing them of attempting

to make their country "capitalistic and ripe

for a reunification takeover by West Ger-

many." In what is being called the most

sharply worded attack on the church in two
decades, the Communist Party daily news-

paper New Germany said that the pro-

posed reforms would accomplish what the

enemies of East Germany have not been
able to do in 40 years. The government-

owned factories have not been built into

efficient enterprises "so that capitalistic

exploitation can be introduced into them
again," New Germany declared.
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Drug follies

We have understood that there is to be a gov-

ernment-sponsored war on drugs. The war on
poverty has long been abandoned. Perhaps a

new crusade is needed to take its place. Cer-

tainly if there is to be a war, drugs are a better

target than some others that could be named.
Whether this is the right war at this time and

whether the drug particularly targeted is the

right one are matters for discernment. It has
been noted, for example, that in terms of the

number of people affected, alcohol is a greater

problem than cocaine. The National Council on
Alcoholism reports that there are 2 million drug
addicts in the U.S. as compared to 10.5 million

alcoholics—five times as many. One might have
thought that if one were declaring a war, one
would attack the greatest menace, rather than a

lesser one.

We realize, of course, that it is much more
complicated than this. Beverage alcohol has a

recognized place in the culture. Every town of

any size (and some without size) has a place for

the legal consumption of alcohol. Thousands,
yea millions of jobs are involved in the alcohol

business. Ministry magazine (November 1989) re-

ports that in the U.S. alcohol revenues are more
than $65 billion a year with $2 billion spent on
advertising.

Yet 98,000 deaths each year and some $130 bil-

lion in costs are attributed to the use of alcohol.

Alcohol, not cocaine, is the No. 1 drug problem
in the U.S. Part of the trouble, says Christian

Science Monitor, is that alcohol is not always rec-

ognized as a drug. One survey found only 50 per-

cent of fourth graders identifying wine, beer, or

liquor as a drug. Eighty-seven percent had mari-

juana so identified.

Some suggest that the solution to the illegal

drug problem is to make illegal drugs legal.

They look back to the failure of Prohibition as

evidence for this. But it is now being discovered

that Prohibition was not the failure it has been
held to be. I have written before of John C.

Burnham's research and how his findings turned
him into a teetotaler. Now Mark H. Moore has
written in the New York Times of how Prohibi-

tion brought a decline in the consumption of al-

cohol, a dramatic drop in the incidence of death

from cirrhosis of the liver among men, a 50 per-

cent decline in arrests for drunkenness and disor-

derly conduct. (Moore's article was reprinted in

the Fort Wayne Journal-Gazette, Oct. 23.)

So we wish the government well in the war on
drugs and hope the accomplishments might ap-

proach those of Prohibition. However, there is

another factor which may give us pause. The fail-

ure of Prohibition was brought about by a combi-
nation of thirst for alcohol on the part of

drinkers and thirst for gain on the part of those

who wished to produce and sell it. Both of these

represent a loss of meaning in life, an inability

to enhance life rather than destroy it.

The editor of American Demographics has ob-

served that "drugs are the symptom of a bigger

problem: the lack of opportunity for young
Americans. For the past 20 years, the nation's

young have been molested and neglected by an
indifferent and even hostile government" (No-

vember 1989). What is needed, says this editor,

is an end to the war against the young.

So drugs are a shortcut. To the user, they pro-

vide a desperate substitute for a lack of mean-
ing. To the dispenser they provide a substitute

for a lack of opportunity. Both are signs of a so-

ciety that has lost its way.

For the young person in a hurry to grow up,

drugs become a way to obtain the carnal knowl-

edge of Genesis 3:4-5: "The serpent said to the

woman, 'You will not die. For God knows that

when you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and
you will be like God, knowing good and evil.' " I

believe a recent report indicated that 58 percent

of entering freshmen at Goshen College had had
experience with alcohol. And indeed they did

not die or they would not have arrived at college.

But some do. According to Ministry, there are

"10,000 deaths annually of American young peo-

ple 16-24 years old through alcohol-related

drownings, suicides, violent injuries, homicides
and injuries from fire."

The task of the Christian community is, first

of all, to give meaning to life as an antidote to

the shortcut provided by drugs. And then to join

with those who pressure the government to get

its priorities straight. As Carl Kreider wrote last

week in Gospel Herald, money spent on military

hardware should be diverted to resources for life

enhancement.—Daniel Hertzler
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A church
on the move in Philadelphia
by Laurel Schmidt Hertzler

Located just a short drive from the heart of

"Mennonite Land" (otherwise known as Lancas-
ter and Souderton) is the "American jungle"—
the city of Philadelphia. Along that 30-mile trip

from Mennonite town to Philadelphia, one drives
from one of the wealthiest communities in the
United States to an area which can be compared

to the poorest of the third world.

In 1898, Mennonites from Lancaster County
saw the needs in the city and responded by
opening a "mission" church in Philadelphia. Out
of that effort grew several churches, one of

which is Diamond Street Mennonite Church.
Started in 1942, Diamond Street continues to
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Charles Baynard is

the senior pastor

Mennonite Church.

The members are from all economic
walks of life, and they worship
together in a flexible mixture of

styles that incorporates both

traditional Mennonite and traditional

black forms.

minister to the needs in its north Philadelphia

neighborhood. As Diamond Street Church grew
and expanded its own mission, the congregation

felt the call for a more intense community mis-

sion, and so the members began to pursue a

dream of a community center which would share

the good news of Jesus through the practical

aids of meeting people's basic needs: clothing,

food, health care, education, employment.

Laurel Schmidt Hertzler, Sellersville, Pa., is a free-lance

writer and a member of Perkasie Mennonite Church.

In 1979, recalls Luke Stoltzfus, former pastor

and current overseer of the congregation, several

members of Diamond Street became aware of a

neighboring building scheduled for demolition.

"Could we get that building for our community
center?" they wondered.

"Yes, they could," responded the owners, "if

they brought plans for the building's intended

use within two months." So, on the day that the

old Masonic lodge had originally been scheduled

to be destroyed, the Diamond Street Church be-

came the owners of this three-story, structurally

sound, yet totally gutted shell of a building—for

one dollar.

The work began.

Gutted building. Today the basement and
second floors of the gutted building are com-

pleted, as well as additional office space located

on the fourth floor. The second floor is the pri-

mary focus of the building at this time. Here, the

meeting room, with a seating capacity of 350,

and church offices are located as are the various

reception and examining rooms of the health cen-

ter.

Led by a black ministerial team, Diamond
Street congregation is a racially mixed (50-50)

group of about 135 members. The members are

from across all economic walks of life, and they

worship together in a flexible mixture of styles

that incorporates both traditional Mennonite and

traditional black forms of praising and worship-

ing God. This unique ability to blend together

makes a tremendous statement to the commu-
nity by modeling that the good news offers recon-

ciliation between all people—black and white,

Jew and Gentile. This message attracts many
kinds of people—blacks from the neighboring

community, traditional Mennonites, university

students, ex-prisoners, teachers, and more.

Set up as an example to others as an "ideal"

community can be fatiguing, however, explains

Freeman Miller, Diamond Street's elder of educa-

tion and former pastor. "It's sad that many folks

see us as an anomaly. We wish people could see

Diamond Street as normal. This is how God's

community is supposed to look and act."

Outreach programs. The mix of members to-

gether support the many facets of the

congregation's ministries, including the commu-
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nity center, which houses many services in-

tended especially for Diamond Street's

neighbors. Outreach programs of the church in-

clude:

• Wholistic Health Center. "We view illness not

only as a physical illness, but as a mental and
spiritual illness as well," says Charles Baynard,

senior pastor. "Treating all the needs of a per-

son is the Christlike way to healing."

The clinic-type center has several volunteer

staff persons, as well as two paid professionals

throughout the year. (Another six persons are

employed during the summer months for an ex-

panded program.) The doctors and nurses are

volunteers, but it is hoped that the clinic will be
able to employ a part-time doctor in the near fu-

ture. The medical staff meets with the 150 or

more patients who come each month, as do coun-

selors, who make an assessment to help find

ways to offer ongoing care, if needed.

During the summer, Mennonite Central Com-
mittee supplies Diamond Street with several vol-

unteers who receive a small monthly allowance.

These helpers allow for Diamond Street to ex-

pand its programs, especially the health center

and youth projects, through the summer. Clients

who are seen at the center are asked to pay
what they can for the services they receive, al-

though no one is turned away.
• Educational seminars. A major concern of

the congregation is the need for education in the

community. One way the congregation focuses

on this need is through its work with young
mothers by instructing the women in nutrition, fi-

nances, and parenting. Learning to budget, to

shop, and to parent is a significant life-changing

boost for some of these mothers. A concern of

those involved in this teaching ministry is how to

attract more persons to the seminars.

"How can we encourage more to come and
learn?" questions Charles Baynard. "The needs
in the city are overwhelming. Yet it is very diffi-

cult to get people to participate. What causes
this reluctance? I'm not sure—something inbred
in the city, perhaps?" He shrugs. "When the cri-

sis hits home—like AIDS, drug abuse, preg-
nancy, whatever—then people come, when it

may be too late. How do we get them involved

before tragedy occurs? It is one of our constant
struggles."

Another way the congregation meets the needs
of its members is by offering a special Christian

educational class on Sunday mornings for black
men. "Slavery wreaked havoc on the black fam-
ily system," observes Charles Baynard. "Men
have grown up throughout the years with no sig-

nificant male role models. The black man may
have a lot of repressed anger. We have attracted
several men to our congregation by recognizing
their special needs. Dealing with their frustra-

tions and anger in a Christian setting is a posi-

tive approach to this problem, we feel."

former Masonic
dge is the home
f the Diamond
treet

jngregation.

The Community Center budget of

$300,000 and the congregational

budget of $130,000 are large goals

for an inner-city church set in the

midst of great poverty.

• Youth program. During the school year,

about 25 children come to the center for tutor-

ing. Volunteers, coordinated by Barbara
Baynard, work with the children, ranging in age
from 6 to 14. Going over homework with the
child and offering individual help in school sub-
jects is another step toward reaching out to the

community, by showing that the people at the

center care about both big and little things

which affect human life.

During the summer, Barbara Baynard oversees
a program for about 85 community children.

MCC volunteers help in this ambitious program.
In the morning, the children meet for Bible

classes, stories, and other educational lessons, in-

cluding work with computers funded by Temple
University. In the afternoon, the children visit

historical sites, swim, or participate in other out-

door activities. Each Friday the students and
teachers have an all-day trip or activity. Helping
children—and providing parents with quality

care for their children—through this program
has been a way to offer guidance and direction

to children who may otherwise be left on their

own.
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Jon Porter is a Voluntary Service worker at Diamond Street Community
Center. He considers Wanda Bryant his "adopted" mom.

ing help like men and women. When a person

feels someone genuinely cares, he or she may re-

ally try to improve themselves. Often a person is

afraid to go to a shelter or other city agency. I

offer to go along. I say, 'I'll go with you.' And
that person is surprised that someone will actu-

ally do that for them."

Souderton Food and Hunger Committee is

jointly involved in this food ministry effort with

Diamond Street by providing funds to financially

support Frances Jackson's salary as well as pro-

viding funds and food for distribution.

Time and money. Much of the work at Dia-

mond Street is expensive—both in time and
money. Although the second floor of the building

is completed, much more remains to be done on

the first, third, and fourth floors. Dreams for the

building's future include a gymnasium for use in

the youth ministry, space for a Head Start pro-

gram, an employment agency, and offices, to

name just a few of the goals.

Staffing and funding are constant struggles. Se-

curing long-term, dedicated volunteers and staff

and continuous dollar resources are the greatest

challenges facing the Community Center. Antici-

pated ways to fund the center include grants

without federal restrictions and partnerships

with other Mennonite churches and businesses.

Earlier this year the congregation opened a

thrift shop in another part of the city to help

raise money.
"Funding is the bottom line," Charles Baynard

points out. "Praying for guidance and sharing

our resources with others who have less is what
we as Christians are called to do." The Commu-
nity Center budget of $300,000 and the congrega-

tional budget of $130,000 are large goals for an

inner-city church set in the midst of great pov-

erty. Yet faith in God's work keeps the job excit-

ing and free from overwhelming burdens,

stresses Baynard.

• Food and care. Individual care and counsel-

ing is the ingredient which makes the center a

unique place for individuals seeking refuge

there. Drug abuse, violence, crisis pregnancy, un-

employment, illiteracy, substandard housing, hun-
ger—all are problems not unknown to the center.

"Treating the hurting with Christ's compas-
sion," explains how Frances Jackson, the

center's human resource and food coordinator

goes about her mission.

One way Jackson is able to help an individual

is by offering the visitor a grocery bag of nutri-

tious food. "The grocery bags are a real 'in' for

me," says Jackson, "since they serve as a non-

threatening invitation to bring people with needs

to the Community Center." Once there, she inter-

views people to find out what additional needs

they have beyond food. "I treat the people seek-

Alma and Emma. In the 1930s Alma Ruth
and Emma Rudy from Lancaster County came
as the first "permanent" workers to Diamond
Street. They led Bible schools, taught sewing

clubs, visited neighbors, and involved them-

selves completely in the neighborhood. While I

was visiting the Community Center, Charles

Baynard and other staff members received word

of Emma Rudy's death. Shocked and saddened,

those who knew her also remembered her signifi-

cant work at Diamond Street for many of her 98

years.

"Sister Emma Rudy was a founding member
of Diamond Street Mennonite Church," ex-

plained Charles Baynard. "She challenged us all

by loving us into the fellowship. Keeping up her

tradition of dedication and faithfulness to God
remains our overall goal at Diamond Street Men-
nonite Church today." ^
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I am a living miracle
by James Dennis

I grew up with a lot of hurt and resent-

ment. I am here today because of the

saving power and the grace of our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ.

I came from a small town in southeast-

ern Georgia. My father was an alcoholic,

but in spite of his alcoholism I knew he
loved me.

When I was four years old, my mother
and father were separated. My mother
took the youngest son and the oldest

daughter with her. My youngest sister and
I (the oldest son) stayed with my father.

I grew up in a poverty-stricken neighbor-

hood, where there was a lot of racism. My
hurt turned to anger and hatred.

At the age of 16 I left home. I felt I had
become a man and wanted to go out into

the world on my own. I went to Indianap-

olis, where I worked for about three

months. But the job I had was not paying

much money, so I couldn't make it. I came
back home to my father.

After a while I left there and went to

Perry, Florida, where my mother was liv-

ing. I got a job, but my lifestyle became so

evil that my mother wrote my father and
told him to take some insurance out on me
because I was going to get killed. I had
started drinking at the age of 16, and in

addition to that, I was carrying a gun. I

was on my way to becomning what my
father was—an alcoholic. This condition,

combined with my hurt, resentment, and
hatred, meant trouble.

Lots of trouble. My father kept telling

me that if I kept hanging with the wrong
crowd, I was going to get into lots of

trouble. I would listen while he was talk-

ing, but as soon as I got away from him I

would do as I pleased. Everytime I got

into trouble, my father would come to my
rescue. He warned me the day would come
when he would not be able to help me.
Finally it happened as he predicted, and
at the age of 19 I was sent to the chain

gang.

My father came to see me, but they

would not allow him to get me out. Trying

to be big, bad, and bold, as if being locked

up didn't mean anything, I told my father

I would be all right. Eventually he was
able to get me out of the chain gang, and
the authorities told me that if I would go

James Dennis, Philadelphia, Pa., is an elder at Dia-

mond Street Mennonite Church. This article is re-

printed with permission from Missionary Messenger.

into military service, they would erase this

from my record.

To Vietnam. Several years later I vol-

unteered. I joined the Army in January
1968 and was sent to Vietnam in June
1968. But I went AWOL (absent without
leave) and didn't arrive in Vietnam until

late July.

In Vietnam I became a black militant

leader. I was known to be a good fighter,

and some of the fellows even called me a
bit crazy. I formed a group of black mili-

tants who were against all whites. Early in

my life I had made a vow that I would one
day kill a white man. Growing up in the

midst of so much racism and hatred, see-

Growing up in the midst
of so much racism and
hatred, I vowed that

I would one day kill

a white man.

ing all those signs setting boundaries be-

tween blacks and whites, I vowed that I

was going to kill a white man if it were the

last thing I would do. As the apostle Paul

set out to destroy the church of God, so I

set out as a one-man army to destroy the

white race.

During my tour of duty in Vietnam I

often felt confused; on the one hand I was
fighting the whites, and on the other hand
I was helping them. I took a liking to a

Dutchman who had never seen blacks be-

fore he entered the Army. I couldn't un-

derstand why I liked him, because I

thought I was against all whites. One day
two of my friends jumped on him, and
when I saw him, his eye was all messed up.

He didn't want to tell me what happened,
but finally after we had talked a while, he
told me what happened.

I challenged these two "friends" to a

fight. I knew I could whip them, because
they were both drug addicts, but they

would not fight me. So I began to ask

myself some questions. What am I doing?

Here I am supposed to be disliking white

folks and now I am offering to fight for

one. What is happening to me?
Thirteen days before I was to leave

Vietnam I was hit by a mine explosion. I

only got shrapnel in my arm, but a white
guy with me, another friend of mine, was
disabled for life.

Violent and angry. I returned to the
United States as violent and angry as I

had left it, still fighting people, especially

whites. I went back to Georgia to see my
father, but I didn't want to stay there

anymore. I went to my sister in St. Peters-

burg, Florida, and stayed there about
seven months. Then I came to Philadel-

phia in 1971.

Deep within my heart I still carried the
intent to kill a white man. I lived in Ger-
mantown in a neighborhood that was
partly black and partly white. I was so

militant against whites that I even disliked

the children. When the little white chil-

dren would ask to play with my children, I

would not permit it. My brother had a

white girlfriend, and when he brought her
to our house I would not allow her to come
in. She had to sit in the car while he came
into the house to change clothes.

One night after my wife and I had been
out celebrating my birthday, I pulled into

a service station to get some gas. When
my wife rolled down the window to tell the

attendant to check the oil and fill the car

with gas, he asked her what she wanted.
When he asked her to repeat her request,

I got angry. I got out of the car and said,

"Man, I don't like the way you spoke to my
wife." Then another white guy walked up
behind me and said, "Hey, man, you've

been drinking. Why don't you just go on
home?"
That made me angry with him. So I said,

"What do you have to do with this? Are

you trying to tell me how to run my life?"

I got back into my car, and as we were

going down the road, a voice said to me,

"Go back and kill him." I had two steak

knives in my glove compartment. I turned

around and went back.

The guy was sitting in the service sta-

tion reading the newspaper. With my
steak knife I cut through the paper. He
jumped up and backed against the wall. I

grabbed him around his neck and was
about to thrust the knife into his stomach

when a policeman came in and appre-

hended me.
But the violence didn't stop there. I still

carried my gun, hoping to use it on some-
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one. Instead of a white man, however, I

almost killed a black man. One night I

went into a bar and got into an argument.

Knowing how violent my brother and I

could be, the bartender came over and
said he didn't want any trouble in his bar.

I told him I would go home. But as I left

the bar, the guy with whom I had the

argument came up behind me and threat-

ened me. I pulled a pistol out of my
pocket, and the girl who was with him ran
away.

The guy put his hand in his pocket, and
I told him I was going to kill him. I told

him he had no choice; I would kill him no
matter what he pulled out of his pocket.

So he flinched, and I took my gun which
shoots nine times, but it had only three

rounds in it. I emptied the three rounds in

him and then went home to reload the

gun. But before I could return, the police

knocked on my door. I got rid of the gun,

and they took me back to the bar. The
barkeeper said I was involved in an argu-

ment with this guy, so they put me in jail.

I went through the detention center and
to the house of correction. They put me on
$5,000 bail, and my wife bailed me out. I

went back on the streets just as crazy as I

was when I went in.

The first thing I did was buy a 12-guage

shotgun. I sent word to the man I had
shot, saying I had nothing against him, but
if he sent any threats to my family, I was
going to finish him off.

End of the road. While I was out of jail,

some incident occurred and they sent a

man from the precinct to investigate me.
Because of someone's report on me, I was
put back in jail with a $50,000 bail. They
sent me to Holmesburg Prison and that is

where my road came to an end.

It seemed as though the walls were clos-

ing in on me. That is where a man named
Herbert Wilkins, who had a 25-year sen-
tence hanging over his head, spoke to me.
Herbert had brought a white girl out of
Delaware, and she filed rape charges
against him. When they discovered those
charges were not true, they charged him
with white slavery for transporting her
from one state to another. Although a

25-year sentence hung over his head, this

man could walk around every day with a
smile on his face. I could not understand
the peace and joy he had.

One day I was trying to place a phone
call to my father. As I was waiting for the
call to go through, Herbert came to my cell

to talk with me. As we reviewed some
things that were happening, he said, "It

seems you have a lot of problems,
brother." "Yes, I do," I said, and we began
to talk about them.

Got a Bible. After we talked awhile, he

asked me if anybody had ever introduced

me to the Lord Jesus Christ. I told him I

had heard about Jesus but that is as far as

it went. So he started talking about Jesus

Christ and asked if he could give me a

Bible. He showed me some Scriptures to

read when I felt down and out. And he

took me with him to a few services. (At

If God could save me,
he can save
anybody—and he will.

that time the Muslims were also trying to

get me to join their religious group.)

One night as I lay in bed, it seemed to

me that the walls of the whole building

were coming in on me. I had already told

my wife to tell the lawyer to get me out or

I would go crazy. That night it came to me
that all my life I had been going around in

circles and there were no doors leading

out of this circle. Then I thought about
Jesus Christ, whom I heard people talking

about. If I trusted him and he failed, I

couldn't be any worse off than I was. What
did I have to lose? So that night I decided
to accept the Lord Jesus Christ as my
personal Savior.

Then I went to Gratersford Penitentiary,

where I spent two years. In 1978 I recom-
mitted my life to the Lord because I was
not sure I had really accepted him earlier.

I thought I may have just made the deci-

sion because I wanted to get out of jail.

When I finally left prison, I made up my
mind to follow the Lord Jesus Christ. I

said I was not going to drink anymore and
I would live a clean, moral life. My inten-

tions were good, but like Peter, I put my
foot in my mouth. I started traveling the

same route I had left. I started drinking

and cheating on my wife. On one occasion

I drove a car 115 miles an hour and over-

turned it. But T escaped with only a

scratch.

I had a lot of close calls during that time.

The Scripture, "The Lord chastens those

he loves," came true in my life. One Friday

night when I was drinking and cheating, I

ran out of money. No one would lend me
any because these people didn't know me.
That night I came home, crying. When my
wife asked me what was wrong, I told her
it was nothing. But my answer was not
true. I knew what was wrong.

That night I fell on my knees and cried

to God, "Father, I have sinned against you.

I have not lived the way you want me to

live. I repent of my sins and I am sorry for

what I have done to you. Please forgive me
and take me back."

That night the Lord picked me up just

as the father accepted the prodigal son
when he came home. From that night until

now I have walked with him.

Even before I accepted the Lord Jesus

Christ, I had many calls in my life. When I

was 10 years old, my brother snapped a

loaded shotgun in my face. If the gun had
gone off, I would not be here today. I have
already mentioned the car accident and
the mine explosion in Vietnam. God's
power is awesome.
Some people say God does not perform

miracles today. I want to say God is still in

the miracle-performing business. When
you look at me, you see a living miracle. It

took a miracle to save a person like me. If

God could save me, he can save any-

body—and he will.

Jesus is the answer. Jesus Christ is, as

he says, the way, the truth, and the life. No
matter what you have done, no matter
what you are doing now, Jesus Christ will

forgive you. He died for you, no matter
who you are, what your color or your race.

Jesus Christ is the answer to your prob-

lems, to your salvation, to your becoming
a new creature.

I can verify that because I am now a new
creature in Christ. All the hatred I had
against whites has been transformed into

love.

I can relate to the dream of Martin
Luther King that one day all people

—

black, white, brown, yellow, red—will walk
hand in hand. Today I can walk hand in

hand with my brothers and sisters, what-

ever their color, because God has given me
a love that comes from him. He is the

source of all the love we will ever need to

be the people he wants us to be. ^
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Grandma preacher
by Jim Bishop

Whether it's a private conversation or a ser-

mon to a large audience, Ruth Brunk Stoltzfus

speaks in tones that convey the message,

"You've got a friend." Her words and insights

are forged from years of experience on the play-

ing field of life.

Many people seek the counsel of this Harrison-

burg, Virginia, woman—persons who have heard

her speak in church and conference settings, lis-

teners to her Friend Ruth radio spots, and read-

'My holy ambition is to

be the Grandma Moses
in the art of preaching.'

ers of her articles on family life themes or the

book Her Heart and Home. She has vigorously

pursued and juggled these tasks—or "minis-

tries," as Ruth sees them—for almost four de-

cades.

Now, at age 74, she shows little sign of slowing

down.

Ordained in September. On September 10,

Ruth was ordained for ministry in the wider Men-
nonite church and at the Shalom Mennonite con-

gregation. The church, started three years ago,

meets in the Campus Center at Eastern Menno-
nite College.

While she may be the first woman to be or-

dained in Virginia Conference, that fact really

isn't all too significant to Ruth. "I've felt or-

dained for 39 years," she says. "This call runs

Jim Bishop, Harrisonburg, Va., works in the communi-
cations office at Eastern Mennonite College and is a

free-lance writer and photographer.

Paul Yoder, overseer of the Harrisonburg District of Virginia Conference,
gives the ordination charge to Ruth Brunk Stoltzfus.

deep for me. It's an affirmation of my ministry in

the broader church."

Ruth describes the events leading to her ordi-

nation as "the providential hand of God that got

me around the stone walls of resistance to the

speaking ministry of a woman." She credits her

late husband, Grant M. Stoltzfus, as a major
force in this pilgrimage. Grant, who was a profes-

sor of church history for many years at EMC
until his sudden death in 1974, was "a help and
encouragement" in honing her communication
skills. Her father, the late evangelist George R.

Brunk I of Newport News, Virginia, "groomed
me to be a speaker as I was growing up," she

notes. "My father often prayed, 'Bless us in thy

service,' " Ruth says. "The idea of service got

into the marrow of my bones."

God's leading was particularly evident in the

development of a radio broadcast while the fam-

ily lived in Scottdale, Pennsylvania, Ruth be-

lieves. Unable to shake her idea of a short

weekly program of Christian values primarily di-

rected at mothers, she and Grant contacted

WCVI radio in nearby Connellsville.

"On the way I asked God for a clear sign—an

open or closed door; either was fine with me,"
she recalls. "The assistant manager told me
there was no time available, but as we headed
for the door the station manager came in, invited

me to his office, and said, 'You'll go on the air

Friday of this week.'"

Two nights before going on the air, Ruth con-

sulted Grant about a name for the new program.

"When I told Grant, 'I just want to talk heart-to-

heart with the audience,' he said, 'That's your

name,' " she explains. Heart to Heart premiered

on WCVI on June 16, 1950. Ruth was speaker on

the weekly 15-minute program for eight years.

During that time it was picked up by 31 other

radio stations.

Doors opened. The radio broadcast helped

open doors for her and Grant to speak in a wide

variety of settings, Mennonite and other denomi-

nations, which further helped confirm Ruth's call-

ing to ministry. The Stoltzfus family moved to

Harrisonburg in 1955. Ruth and Grant started

Concord Associates as a platform to promote

Christian values in family life. Both of them
spoke in churches and led family life confer-

ences, and Ruth developed illustrated messages

for newspapers as well as "minute messages" for

radio called Friend Ruth. She continues to pro-

duce the newspaper and radio messages from

her home/office on Mt. Clinton Pike that borders

the EMC campus.

Ruth has given talks or sermons or led semi-
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nars in over 400 settings across North America.

She notes that she "had already spoken in more
than 60 churches or church settings in Ohio" by
the time she was asked to serve as interim pas-

tor at Bancroft Mennonite Church in Toledo for

five months in 1982. Three months later, she

took on a nine-month pastoral assignment at

Grace Mennonite Church—a General Conference

congregation in Pandora, Ohio. Having to un-

dergo surgery for colon cancer ended that role

three weeks early.

Doctors gave her a "25 percent chance" to

live. The odds, it turned out, were in Ruth's

favor. Ruth calls her recovery "a miracle," add-

ing: "I've never felt better in my life. My energy

level is up, and my children keep telling me to

slow down.
"One thing I continue to struggle with is my

desire to help people and also my need to be
left alone," she states. "I try to balance these by
doing my work in the early morning hours—and
then catching a nap during the day. Interrup-

tions are opportunities," she quickly adds.

"There really isn't any way to help people with-

out personal sacrifice."

Vision and zeal. Age, illness, and a hectic

schedule have obviously not dimmed Ruth's vi-

sion and zeal for Christian service. "One of my
favorite verses is from the Psalms

—
'They shall

bear fruit in their old age,' " Ruth says. "In one
of my messages, I point out that in order to

grow old successfully, you can't sit and look out

the window. The mind, body, and spirit must
stay active.

"We have many good things to talk about in

the church," she says. "But in worship services

we should focus on such basic questions as 'who
is Jesus?' 'what does it mean to follow Him?' and
'what does it mean to be a community of believ-

ers and to care for each other?'

"My holy ambition is to be the Grandma
Moses in the art of preaching," she says with

some hesitation. "I'm not out to gain recognition,

but I truly do enjoy and have felt God's calling

into broader church ministry." ^
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Hear, hear!

A colu mn for sharing personal concerns

We will bring
our own cups
Next summer we Mennonites will once

again gather for a large assembly. We will

work and celebrate together, encounter

one another, and realize that we have

similarities and differences which can bind

and separate us. Yet we do have our peace

church identity in common, which is being

challenged anew through our participation

in the World Council of Churches process

for justice, peace, and the integrity of

creation.

Integrity of creation calls us to be in

partnership with God's creation—to live in

a manner which is in accordance with

Christ's teachings to respect all life and

not to lead a lifestyle which is merely

oriented toward our convenience. We have

the possibility to offer a sign of our com-

mitment to life during our days together in

Winnipeg.

Letting Tom go

he smiled at me
as I cradled his head.

he smiled at me.

As my open lips met his,

with my tears wet on his face,

as I said good-bye,

he smiled.

our students watched

as they gathered for class.

our students watched.

As the bicycle was freed

from beneath the semi's wheels,

sharing silent grief,

they watched.

he winked at me
as the sirens approached.

he winked at me.

As I blew into his mouth,

with the blood wet on his face,

as he looked good-bye,

he winked.

—Jessica Shaver

Reprinted with permission from

Time ofSinging
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One sign could be that nature should

suffer as little as possible from this large

gathering of Mennonites from all parts of

the world. Three aspects of this seem to

be particularly important. First, damage to

our environment could be kept to a bare

minimum through a conscientious attempt
to be ecologically minded. Second, we
could set an example that large assemblies

can be held in an ecological manner and in

so doing we would offer a witness to oth-

ers. Third, it could serve to encourage the

participants to lead a lifestyle which is in

accordance with the integrity of creation.

We would like to offer a few concrete

ways in which we can further God's love

for creation and repent from the ways in

which we have contributed to its destruc-

tion.

1. We should commit ourselves to using

an absolute minimum of paper, to limit the

amount of extra copies made, and to use

recycled paper.

2. It is not necessary to use paper or

plastic dishes even when thousands of

people are being served. At the Protestant

"Kirchentag" (church gathering) in West
Germany, approximately 150,000 partici-

pants were asked to bring their own dishes

and silverware. This greatly limited the

amount of garbage. Even disposable

dishes can be used again. For those who
aren't able to bring along their own, they

could still mark and keep their cups and

dishes for repeated use. Of course some
packaged goods which produce waste are

to be expected, but priority should be

given to using that which is reusable. For

example, bottles with deposits could be

used rather than disposable bottles of

plastic-coated containers.

3. Even with conscientious efforts, we
will still leave behind a large pile of gar-

bage. Garbage, however, contains valuable

raw materials. These materials can be

saved through collecting them sepa-

rately—we could have different garbage

cans for glass, paper, or aluminum. These
materials can then be easily recycled.

Even scrap food could be given to local

livestock farmers rather than simply

throwing it away.

4. Air conditioners have become indis-

pensable for many people in the northern

part of the world. However they contain

fluorochlorinated hydrocarbons which are

responsible, among other things, for the

destruction of the ozone layer. A large

amount of energy is used to cool the

rooms down to a temperature which many
people consider too cool in winter when
they would turn the heating on. At the

world conference in Winnipeg, we will get

to know the continental climate of Mani-

toba. Perhaps we shouldn't exclude this

experience by always expecting tempera-

tures of 65 degrees Fahrenheit (20 degrees

Celsius) if God chooses to send us 105

degrees Fahrenheit (40 Celsius).

5. Winnipeg has a good and extensive

bus system. It may be hoped that we will

all make use of it and leave our cars at

home for the sake of our nerves and the

environment. We would very much appre-

ciate it if the world conference would have

bus schedules available for the partici-

pants, acquire bus passes valid for the

days of the conference, and run a shuttle

service between the conference center and
overnight accommodations.

6. The world conference would also be a

good opportunity to become acquainted

with healthy, holistic nutrition. Partici-

pants will be coming from different parts

of the world and have different eating

habits. Often we Europeans and North

Americans eat in a manner which contrib-

utes to the exploitation of the poor coun-

tries in the southern hemisphere. Luxury
food items, which are planted there for

export to countries in the northern hemi-

sphere, have become commonplace for us.

The production of meat requires many
vegetable and grain calories and a high

level of meat consumption has evoked

several of our civilization sicknesses. If we
want to live as a worldwide, interdepen-

dent community at the world conference,

it would be most appropriate to offer veg-

etarian meals for all. Through this we
could offer an example of how our diets

can be in accordance with the integrity of

creation and do not exploit our brothers

and sisters in the southern hemisphere.

We want to encourage an exchange of

thoughts on how we can concretely act

with responsibility toward creation. How
can Winnipeg be a testimony to this?

—Shari Erickson and Christiane Neff,

Wetzlar, West Germany

'Hispanic' not
a good term
Consider our use of the term "His-

panic." This term suggests a Spanish-

speaking culture in which people have

surnames such as Rodriguez or Garcia.

Hispanic is coming to be seen as a racist

term that lumps together people from dif-

ferent racial, ethnic, religious, or cultural

backgrounds who have little in common
besides language. The term seems to have

become widespread as a result of Wash-

ington's attempt to deal with increasing

numbers of South and Central Americans.

The word Hispanic comes from Hispa-

nia, or the Iberian Peninsula. Latin Amer-

ica is home to peoples from many lands,

such as Africa, Germany, and Italy, not

only Spain and Portugal. People from In-



donesia aren't called "Dutch," nor are

people from Guinea called "French."

It is imperialistic to use Hispanic to

refer to native American peoples who were
present thousands of years before the

Spanish came. It is certainly offensive to

black Spanish-speaking Americans who
may have been brought to the New World

in chains by the Spanish!

Rather than perpetuate this stereotype

of the "Hispanic," I would propose that we
encourage the public to avoid the indis-

criminate use of the word, and at least

refer to people by their country of origin,

or their own preferred designation.

—Robert Erck, Lombard, III.

Business persons
in the church
Big businessmen apparently have no

place in the inner circles of the Mennonite
Church. Small business managers may oc-

casionally be invited into central decision-

making roles. On rare occasions a person
with a major entrepreneurial role will show
up on a Mennonite board. But for the

most part such types are excluded.

I guess I've been a slow learner in this

regard. The situation really hit me full

force just last year when I joined the staff

of Mennonite Board of Missions. At MBM
I discovered only one or two board mem-
bers are businesspersons. The post Nor-
mal 89 report in Gospel Herald of persons

chosen for churchwide roles also shows
that businesspersons are overlooked by all

churchwide boards.

Pastors obviously are the preferred

custodians of the Mennonite world. They
outnumber businesspersons five to one on
the churchwide boards. Pastors are really

fine persons and certainly are a trustwor-

thy lot. Their close walk v/ith God gives

any board a direct pipeline to the Al-

mighty. Do some folks believe that pipe-

line would get knocked out of commission
if we actually practiced the priesthood of

all believers and chose more business be-

lievers for our churchwide or conference

boards and committees?

I was shocked to learn of this situation.

The last time I worked for a major reli-

gious agency, most of their board mem-
bers were big businessmen and only a few
were religious professionals. Yet the only

time we Mennos call upon the services of

businesspersons seems to be when we

need their dollars or when we need them
to be trustees of our church dollars (fi-

nance committees). Otherwise their exper-

tise and gifts are overlooked. Perhaps
they, like the women, have had to develop

their own organization (Mennonite Eco-
nomic Development Associates) in order

to find a channel to use their gifts for God.
One conference, after pleading and beg-

ging with a whole list of pastors and get-

ting all "nos," finally chose as its

moderator a building contractor. Another
conference chose a businessman to chair

its evangelism commission. In each case

their pipelines to God still seem to be
open. And who knows, the Vision 95 goals

may be achieved more quickly if we relied

less on religious professionals and more
on the best entrepreneurs of the church.

If we want to move the church from a

maintenance to a growth mode, I am con-

vinced we will need some major entrepre-

neurs in key leadership roles on
Mennonite boards. These are the folks

who know how to take risks successfully,

to manage multiple staffs, delegate, super-

vise, and move large organizations toward
growth goals. All of these are roles and
tasks most religiously trained persons
aren't equipped to do as well.

—Jesse Glick, Elkhart, Ind.
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Church news

Mennonite Board of Missions honored seven retiring missionaries recently (left to right):

Albert and Lois Buckwalter, Wilma and David Shank, Genny Buckwalter, and Bonny and
John Driver. Also pictured is Wilbert Shenk (third from right), outgoing MBM vice-president
for overseas ministries.

MBM honors missionaries
who served 274 years
Seven missionaries who served a total of

274 years with Mennonite Board of Mis-

sions were honored recently. About 150

missionary colleagues, MBM office staff,

family members, and friends attended a

potluck dinner and program at Sunnyside

Mennonite Church in Elkhart, Ind.

The missionaries who retired this year

are Albert and Lois Buckwalter, beginning

in Argentina in 1950, and Genny Buck-
waiter, who went to Japan in 1949 with her

husband, Ralph, who died of cancer in

1980. John and Bonny Driver served since

1951 in Puerto Rico, Uruguay, Argentina,

Bolivia, and Spain. David and Wilma
Shank spent 1950-73 in Belgium and 1976-

89 in Ivory Coast.

Their retirement denotes the "end of an

era," said Wilbert Shenk, vice-president

for overseas ministries, who himself is

leaving MBM next year. Many people who
served in Civilian Public Service as con-

scientious objectors during World War II

then went to the mission field. "This is the

last of that group of CPS people who are

completing service with MBM," Shenk
said.

During the recognition program, the

seven talked about people or influences

that affected their decision to become
missionaries.

Lois Buckwalter said she was greatly

influenced by her parents, Nelson and
Ada Litwiller, longtime MBM missionaries

in Latin America. Albert also mentioned
family connections: J. W. and Selena

Shank, MBM missionaries in Argentina,

visited the Buckwalter family often, since

J. W. and Albert's mother were brother

and sister.

Genny and Ralph Buckwalter were both

influenced by a chapel talk at Goshen
College by the principal of a Christian

girls' school in Japan. "He experienced the

atomic bomb in Hiroshima and was visit-

ing churches, pleading for missionaries,"

Genny said. "He said Japan needed some-

thing to fill the vacuum."

John Driver shared about his and
Bonny's experiences. Through a childhood

illness, Bonny experienced the kindness of

a good nurse and decided to be a mission-

ary nurse. John described his parents as

"global Christians." His father served in

France after World War I with American
Friends Service Committee, and his

mother considered the mission of the

church to be a high priority.

Wilma Shank said MBM missionaries

Jonathan and Fyrne Yoder from India vis-

ited her home congregation because Fyrne

had a sister there. As a result, Wilma felt

nudged. David remembered rummaging
through a trunk from India as a child. His

parents had been missionaries there.

MBM president Paul Gingrich paid trib-

ute to the seven, calling them "people of

God, in some ways like Abraham and

Sarah, leaving the homeland to minister"

in faraway places. "In 1948, a new vision

for mission was being felt across the North

American Mennonite Church," he said.

"Your names and faces were among that

gifted vanguard who picked up the torch

following World War II and carried it for-

ward."—Phil Richard for MBM

High school teachers
Explore Mennonite roots
at biennial meeting

What it means to be Mennonite and how
Mennonite faith and culture affect educa-

tion in Mennonite high schools was the

focus for the recent biennial teachers con-

vention of Mennonite Secondary Educa-
tion Council. Some 250 teachers gathered

at Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite High School

to center on the theme "Roots: An Explo-

ration of How Faith and Culture Affect

Our Work."

The speakers included novelist Rudy
Wiebe, artist Rodney Harder, and musi-

cian Carol Ann Weaver. They recounted

how their various art forms emerged and

reflected on ways their Mennonite experi-

ences have molded and influenced their

work. Mennonite values such as honesty,

the validity of an alternate and minority

voice, respect for the earth, emphasis on
community, and love of simplicity have

been positive influences on their work,

they said. But a Mennonite unwillingness

to go beyond themselves to understand
others, a mistrust of their own feelings,

and a dearth of artistic experiences are

liabilities within the Mennonite tradition.

"We Mennonites have to talk about our

ethnicity if we're going to get serious

about our evangelism goals," noted Orville

Yoder of Mennonite Board of Education.

"What in our tradition are we open to

change? What do we insist that people

accept as they join us?"

Rod Sawatsky of Conrad Grebel College

identified Mennonite ethnicity as both the

problem of the Mennonite church and its

strength. He defined ethnicity as the con-

vergence of faith and culture, and empha-

sized that the Mennonite experience

comprises not one but several ethnicities.

At one point during the weekend Wiebe
noted that he would like to say something

in favor of Mennonite schools. "My three

years at Alberta Mennonite High School

were three of the most important years of

my life," he said, and identified the eager-

ness of three teachers there to encourage

his writing and singing as the impetus for

his discovery of his own gifts. "That's what

a good teacher can do—help one discover

God and things about oneself." In a sense

this summarized the hopefulness that

Mennonite teachers felt as they returned

to their schools.
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Assembly 1 2 will close
with communion
at Winnipeg Stadium

cial events are being planned by a long list

of sponsors, including special worship ses-

sions, prayer vigils, reunions, and meetings

of various Mennonite agencies.

Canada's premier research center in Rus-

sian and Soviet scholarship, and Conrad
Grebel College, with its acknowledged
proficiency in Mennonite studies," he

says.

The joint program is intended to stimu-

late individual and group research, en-

courage national and international

scholarly cooperation, and sponsor schol-

arly gatherings. It is also expected to help

develop complementary research collec-

tions at the sponsoring institutions, foster

scholarly publications in the area, and ini-

tiate pertinent contacts with Soviet schol-

ars and institutions. The program will

raise funds in support of these activities.

Among the initiatives being contem-

plated is an interview project involving

Mennonite immigrants to Canada from

the 1920s and '40s and from the large and
continuing wave of Soviet Mennonite
"Umsiedler" (already about 50,000) to

West Germany.

Program Committee members worked

hard on plans for daily worship sessions,

opening and closing services, and work-

shops at Mennonite World Conference As-

sembly 12 during their recent meeting in

the host city of Winnipeg. They reviewed

a proposed schedule of daily worship ses-

sions submitted by the Worship Planning

Committee. Involvement of participants

from all continents was affirmed. Music,

testimonies, Scripture, prayer, and ad-

dresses will be offered by people from

various regions, underlining the interna-

tional, multicultural character of the Men-
nonite family and of Assembly 12, which is

scheduled for July 24-29.

For the closing session on Sunday morn-

ing at Winnipeg Stadium, the committee

approved plans to hold a communion ser-

vice. All Winnipeg-area Mennonite
churches will be invited to join Assembly

12 participants for the service.

A program for youth worship services

each morning of Assembly 12 was also

approved. Up to 3,000 youth are expected.

In addition to the morning youth programs,

other events will be offered for them,

including afternoon concerts and late-night

activities.

For the adults, the morning worship

services will be followed by several

choices: Bible study in four languages, an

open-mike talk-back session with the

speakers, and ad hoc small discussion

groups.

Some time was given to review of work-

shop plans. Various types of events
—

"in-

terest groups," "seminars," and "working

groups"—will be held in the afternoons in

conjunction with five Life Centers. Plans

call for up to 300 workshops, some of which

will be repeated. Most workshops will be

sponsored by Mennonite agencies and
bodies, such as mission/service organiza-

tions. Although the original deadline for

applications has passed, requests to spon-

sor workshops are still being accepted by

the MWC international office in Carol

Stream, 111.

The intent is that the Life Centers will

not simply be exhibits that people will rush

through on their way to the next event.

Assembly 12 participants will be encour-

aged to spend most of one afternoon in one

Life Center and attend related workshops,

besides going to a concert or other event.

The Life Centers are conceived as places

to meet people, look at documentation on
how the wider church relates to and works

on issues, and interact with those involved

in various areas of ministry.

The committee also surveyed a summary
of the wide variety of activities that will

happen both within the official program of

Assembly 12 and alongside it. Many spe-

Pennsylvania church
marks 250 years
with variety of events

Methacton Mennonite Church of Norris-

town, Pa., recently concluded celebrations

marking the 250th anniversary of its

founding in 1739.

The celebrations started in June with a

Community Day, which included craft

demonstrations, tours of the meeting-

house, a petting zoo, and rides and games

for the children. On the next day, a Sun-

day, a traditional Mennonite worship ser-

vice was held. Members were asked to

dress in historical Mennonite attire. For-

mer overseer Norman Kolb preached.

Then in September a big tent was

erected for the Homecoming Weekend.

Historian John Ruth led a tour of the

graveyard. Following the tour, the congre-

gation assembled in the meetinghouse for

a hymn sing. On Sunday, after the service

in the tent, there was a fellowship meal.

During the meal Pastor Kirk Hanger car-

ried a remote microphone and gave former

and present members opportunity to

share memories and greetings.

In October the celebrations concluded

with a Music Festival. All the music was

from the 1739 period. Hiram Hershey was

the guest song leader and the Meeting

House Strings Chamber Orchestra per-

formed. The day ended with all present

joining in with the "Hallelujah Chorus."

Conrad Grebel starts

research program with
University of Toronto
Conrad Grebel College's Institute of

Anabaptist and Mennonite Studies and
the University of Toronto's Center for

Russian and East European Studies have
established a joint research program in

Russian and Soviet Mennonite studies.

Harvey Dyck, professor of Russian history

at the University of Toronto, will chair the

program. Leonard Friesen, recently ap-

pointed Russian historian at Conrad
Grebel College, is associate chair.

Cal Redekop, director of the Institute of

Anabaptist and Mennonite Studies, finds

the initiative particularly appropriate,

coming as it does on the bicentennial of

the first settlement of Mennonites in Rus-
sia in 1789. "We anticipate a productive

relationship which builds on the comple-
mentary strengths of the two institu-

tions—the University of Toronto, as

Tutors of the year. Two Mennonite

Central Committee workers were hon-

ored recently as outstanding adult ed-

ucation volunteers of the year in

Kentucky at the annual Literacy and

Adult Basic Education Conference in

Louisville. Agnes and Peter Stobbe

have been at Hindman Settlement

School in Knott County since 1987,

working as tutors in the general equiv-

alency diploma program. They are

from Boissevain, Man. Stobbes work

mostly with students 18 and older.

Many of them need a GED to get

back into the workforce, or to get a

promotion or a better job. Others are

retired people who have never fin-

ished high school and have always

wanted a GED. "Peter and Agnes are

the oldest tutors we've had since

MCC started providing them nine

years ago," said Mike Mullins, direc-

tor of the settlement school. "Their

maturity, experience, and great sensi-

tivity have made them outstanding."

Pictured with Stobbes is the pre-

senter of the award, Sharon Darling.
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Construction projects
in quake-damaged
Armenia get under way
The foundation for a second medical

clinic was poured on Oct. 30 in Armenia of

the Soviet Union, where Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee and Adventist Develop-
ment and Relief Agency are working
cooperatively in earthquake reconstruc-

tion. MCC and ADRA plan to build seven
outpatient clinics in the Spitak region of

Armenia, where hundreds of thousands of

people were left homeless and without
access to medical facilities after the De-
cember 1988 earthquake.

The first two medical clinic projects are

going well, according to Loren Hostetter,

an MCC volunteer from Harrisonburg, Va.

The success is partly due to help from
people in nearby Soviet work camps who
are providing food and lodging and help-

ing to get needed materials.

MCC and ADRA volunteers have also

begun construction of a children's rehabil-

itation center in Yerevan, outside the
earthquake zone. Work at the center and
all over the earthquake zone, however, has
been hampered by tensions between the

Soviet republics of Armenia and Azer-
baijan. Trains carrying much needed fuel,

food, and building supplies through
Azerbaijan into Armenia have been
blocked for weeks.

Despite the frustration, "our team is

committed to working together to make

the best of this difficult task, for the ben-
efit of the people of Armenia and to the
glory of God," says Mennonite Disaster
Service coordinator Lowell Detweiler, who
recently spent nearly a month in Armenia
helping to get the project under way. MDS
is a program of MCC.
The budget for MCC work in Armenia is

about $865,000; ADRA has committed
$350,000 to the project. MCC's budget for

Armenia has been raised through desig-

nated contributions from individuals and
major grants from American Friends Ser-
vice Committee, Lutheran World Relief,

and Dutch Interchurch Aid. They total

about $800,000 to date. MCC hopes to

raise the remaining $65,000 in the next
months.

Eight MCC workers are now serving in

Armenia. MCC plans to send more people
in the coming months. German- or Rus-
sian-speaking people with construction
skills are most needed.

Anabaptist thought
growing in Cuba,
reports MCC's Soto
Cuba is full of warmhearted people,

many of whom are Christians "eager to be
challenged," says Elizabeth Soto, Men-
nonite Central Committee assistant secre-

tary for Latin America and the Caribbean.

She spent 10 days recently at the Martin
Luther King Jr. Peace Center in Havana,

Joining in the ground-breaking ceremony for the Mennonite/Adventist children's rehabilita-
tion center building project in Yerevan, Armenia, are (left to right) West German Adventist
volunteer Matias Hubrich, the Armenian Minister of Health, and three Mennonite volunteers
from North America—Victor Janzen, Harold Metzler, and Mark Beach.

Cuba's capital city, to talk about Ana-
baptist history and vision.

Soto, the third Mennonite to teach at

the center, spoke on the role of women in

the Anabaptist movement from the 16th

century to the present. She geared her
course to a Latin American perspective.

Sixty men and women between the ages of

17 and 85 attended.

MCC has arranged the Mennonite visits

to the peace center and is helping to buy
and distribute Spanish-language theologi-

cal materials in Cuba. The materials are

being placed in the peace center's library.

Anabaptist thought is growing in Cuba,
reports Soto. Two small Brethren in

Christ churches planted before the 1959

revolution continue to function. But one of

the strongest proponents of Anabaptist
thought is a Baptist.

Raul Suarez, a Baptist pastor and pres-

ident of the Ecumenical Church Council of

Cuba, learned of Anabaptism while doing
research at the peace center for a course

he was teaching at the Baptist seminary.

He became "enchanted and challenged"

by what he read, he told Soto. Years
earlier, says Soto, Suarez had made key
decisions regarding conscientious objec-

tion, even though he was not aware of the

term. During the unsuccessful U.S. inva-

sion of Cuba in 1962, Suarez chose not to

take up arms, but to work in a medical

brigade. He believed in the communist
revolution, but wanted to support the ef-

fort nonviolently. Later, as a student at the

University of Havana, Suarez came across

the concept of conscientious objection.

Now, reports Soto, Suarez and about 10

other pastors lead a group of churches

that aim to put their Anabaptist under-
standings into practice in Cuba. All of the

pastors have been dismissed from their

mainline Baptist denominational affilia-

tion, says Soto, but they continue to con-

sider themselves and their churches
Baptist. Suarez was also dismissed from
his position at the Baptist seminary for his

ideas.

The goal of the group, according to

Soto, is to be officially recognized by the

government through establishing open di-

alogue with government officials. "This
way," says Soto, "the government will not

feel threatened by their work; they will not

be suspicious of Christians." They hope,

she says, to break stereotypes the govern-

ment may have of churches.

Today, says Soto, these Christians find

similarities between their struggles and
goals and those of the 16th-century Ana-
baptists. Soto notes, for example, that

they have a strong sense of community
and a call to justice and peace work. She
was impressed by the lack of materialism

among them.

Soto observed the role of women in

Cuba during her first trip to that country.

The government has intentionally in-

volved women in all levels of labor, she
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reports. They have made this possible by
providing day-care facilities for children 2

months to 5 years old.

But, she says, in the church "women
have not been involved as they should

be." Suarez supports women in ministry,

says Soto, noting that his wife, Clarita, is

a pastor. Using women's skills in the

church is also one of Suarez's goals. Soto

believes that the government's acceptance

and encouragement of women is challeng-

ing religious groups to use women's gifts

more.

Lancaster Conference
looks at

liberation theology

"Listen, listen, pay attention: God has

something to say." With this refrain mod-
erator Dorothy Harnish opened the

sparsely attended liberation theology sem-
inar sponsored by Lancaster Conference

recently. Two addresses by Thomas Fin-

ger of Eastern Mennonite Seminary and
contributions by Reta Halteman Finger

and Premnath Dick echoed this theme.

Finger explained liberation theology as

oppressed Christians viewing God in rela-

tion to their own suffering communities.

Thus, Latin Americans, blacks, and femi-

nists have developed distinct forms over

the past 20 years. Some critics insist that

theology be universal and objective, but

adherents of liberation theology see main-

line theology as white-male-oriented.

Rather than being theoretical, liberation

theologies emphasize participation in the

world. This involves discernment of insti-

tutionalized evil, consciousness-raising,

and community formation. Salvation takes

on a social dimension. Faith fuels the call

for radical, even revolutionary, transfor-

mation. The central biblical themes are

the exodus and the kingdom of God.

Reta Halteman Finger suggested the

church is negligent in discipling and em-
powering women. Feminist liberation the-

ology, primarily a North American phe-

nomenon, is a response to the traditional

hierarchical view. Mutual servanthood is

seen as more representative of the king-

dom.
The second address by Thomas Finger

explored similarities and differences be-

tween Anabaptist and liberation theolo-

gies. The Anabaptists found discipleship

and commitment in a close group of be-

lievers, rejecting Roman Catholic hierar-

chy, as many Latin Americans do today.

Jesus, as the model for Christian living, is

another common element. An evident dif-

ference is that liberation theology seeks

transformation of this world while Men-
nonites look to Jesus' return.

Premnath Dick shared his experience

with a grass-roots effort in the Harlem
area of New York City. Supported by

Mennonite Central Committee, it offered

Bible studies and instruction in nonvio-

lence, drawing together a diverse group of

people. This ministry of action, reflection,

and prayer proved liberating for local peo-

ple.

Participants in the seminar, which was

conducted by the conference's Board of

Congregational Resources, agreed that

God does have "something to say"

through liberation theology, and Menno-

nites can learn by listening with discern-

ment. One participant relayed a Guate-

malan clergyman's reminder that "where

there is overlap between Anabaptist theol-

ogy and liberation theology, we do well to

remember which came first."

—David Kurfman

Mennonites, Reformed
urged to united witness
despite differences

Members of Reformed and Mennonite

churches should engage, wherever possi-

ble, in united witness and study at all

levels, declared participants in a historic

conference on "Baptism, Peace, and the

State in the Reformed and Mennonite

Traditions." The event took place recently

at the University of Calgary, and it is

believed to be the first time a secular

university has joined with two Christian

groups in scholarly discussion of issues

that have traditionally divided them.

The event was sponsored by the

university's Institute for the Humanities,

Department of Religious Studies, and

Chair of Christian Thought. Serving as

copartners were Mennonite World Confer-

ence and World Alliance of Reformed
Churches. The Reformed tradition in-

cludes denominations with that name as

well as Presbyterian and others.

The objective was to analyze in-depth

the three main topics on which Mennonites

and Reformed have traditionally dis-

agreed. Mennonites uphold believer's bap-

tism, maintain the independence of the

church from the state, and have come to

be known as one of the historic peace

churches. The Reformed baptize infants,

are internally divided over the church-

state issue, and are mostly not pacifist.

It was unanimously resolved to recom-

mend to the executive committees of Men-
nonite World Conference and World
Alliance of Reformed Churches that united

witness and study be extended to all levels,

from the local to the international. Partic-

ipants also called for a further joint con-

sultation on the nature of the church, with

special reference to baptism in relation to

Christian incorporation and nurture, the

Lord's Supper, and church discipline.

On the church-state issue, the Reformed
are urged to review the situations where

President for a day. What's it like

to be a college president? Cori

Lyman, a senior at Eastern Menno-
nite College, found out when she

switched roles with President Joseph

Lapp for a day recently. Lapp at-

tended Lyman's classes while she

took his appointments for the day

(here meeting with seminary dean
George Brunk III). Lyman, copresi-

dent of Student Government Associa-

tion, conferred with EMC adminis-

trators, attended committee meet-

ings, and accompanied Lapp to Ro-

tary Club. "I learned a lot," she said

of the experience. "I didn't realize all

the things the president has to do

and the activities he's expected to at-

tend." Her student government col-

league, senior David Pardo, took Lee
Snyder's place as academic dean for

the day.

their churches are closely aligned with the

state from the point of view of their accord

with the Bible and their appropriateness

in contemporary society.

On baptism, the Reformed are chal-

lenged to revive and practice their under-

standing of the covenantal context of

infant baptism. The Mennonites are chal-

lenged to examine their attitude to Chris-

tians, baptized as infants, who wish to

exercise their membership in a Mennonite

church.

On peace, it is recommended that the

Mennonites discuss the possibility of a

theological understanding of revolution

and the application of peace in the face of

economic, institutional, military, and cul-

tural violence. It is recommended that the

Reformed review the limitations and appli-

cations of the just-war theory and Chris-

tian participation in the use of coercive

power.

The Calgary conference continues a se-

ries of dialogues between Mennonites and

Reformed which began in 1984 in Stras-

bourg, France. The text of the addresses

and responses from the Calgary confer-

ence, together with the official conference

report, will be published next year.
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Readers say
Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Janelle Clark, Marietta, Ohio
I thought David W. Shenk's article, "The

Gospel and North American Culture" (Oct.

31), was thought-provoking, comforting,

and inspiring.

Shenk made it thought-provoking for me
by taking facts from a book I have stud-

ied

—

Habits of the Heart—and turning

them into a statement on witnessing and
spreading the truth about the power of

God, the love of Jesus, and the importance

of community.

The article was comforting because it

reminded me of my belief that my future

career must serve the good of the commu-
nity, not my own desires. At my college,

and most other colleges, students choose

their possible careers based on the factors

of income and power. It's easy to get

caught up in those priorities and to forget

my own priorities. The article comforted
me by reminding me that no one is ac-

countable to society's value system, only

to Jesus' teachings.

Shenk's article was inspiring because it

brought me face to face with my responsi-

bility as a college student: letting other

students know that there is an alternative

to a lonely, self-fulfilling existence.

Every so often Gospel Herald prints an
article that seems to be written directly to

me, and David Shenk's article was surely

one of those.

Patricia E. Matheny, Blacksburg, Va.
As a future professional and student in

family and child development at Virginia

Polytechnic Institute and State University,

I was disappointed by the editorial "The
Suffering Children" (Oct. 31). I feel it

represented divorced children as inevita-

bly disadvantaged by the sheer fact that

their parents are no longer married to each

other. There can be no denying that chil-

dren do suffer significantly when parents

divorce. However, many families can re-

solve the issues surrounding divorce and
re-form a functional unit.

Children are likely to be better adjusted

if they grow up in a peaceful home with

one loving parent than if they grow up in

a home filled with the turmoil created by
two parents who do not love each other

and who are constantly quarreling. Many
children of divorced parents are well ad-

justed. Negative effects of divorce are not

inevitable. They are the direct result of

parenting practices. When sensitive par-

enting is maintained, even in the face of

divorce, the child's well-being is not ad-

versely affected. Stress in the marital re-

lationship negatively influences parental

functioning. If divorce leads to an improve-
ment in relations between parents, chil-

dren benefit.

Though maintaining consistent and ef-

fective parenting is difficult in the process

of divorce, it is possible. The degree to

which family processes are undermined by
divorce is likely to be largely determined
by the broader context in which marital

separation takes place. We must make
alternative sources of emotional support
available for single parents. Support
groups are springing up in communities all

over the nation indicating that divorce-re-

lated stress is reduced by turning to

friends, counselors, and self-help groups.
Instead of measuring the effectiveness of

families by the marital status of parents,
we must make our time, resources, sup-
port, and prayers available for single-par-

ent families.

Carl S. Keener, State College, Pa.
Steven D. Reschley's thoughtful article,

"Readers Say Less with More" (Oct. 24),

evokes a comment and a concern. The late

Yale philosopher Brand Blanshard once
wrote that reasonableness is at the "top of

human virtues" and as such is a "settled

disposition to guide one's belief and con-

duct by the evidence." Reschley's article

reinforces Blanshard's claim. Sometime
ago I was talking with a Mennonite educa-

tor, and we were noting a particularly

knotty point. But he added, "Don't quote
me!"—a request I shall honor.

Yet this raises a serious concern whether
in our attempts to be a faithful people of

God, we are forcing our best thinkers to be
intellectually dishonest—they simply can't

say what they think or record what the

evidence suggests. Instead, they say what
they know Mennonites want to hear, or else

they keep quiet. Until we encourage open-
ness and reasonableness, I doubt whether
we can ever be free or whole.

Ron Kennel, Goshen, Ind.

Thanks to Gospel Herald and to Steve
Reschley for publishing his article, "Read-
ers Say Less with More" (Oct. 24). This
article speaks to a growing need among us

for help in how to talk to one another when
we differ about deeply held convictions.

While I support the "Readers Say" section

as a context for conversation. I wonder how
many persons with sharply differing con-

victions have followed step number one of

Matthew 18:15-20 before writing their let-

ters to "Readers Say."

I believe redemptive relationships are

served better if sharply differing parties

have direct, personal, private conversation

before bringing their conflicts before the

church. While I continue to support dia-

logue over differences, I have also won-
dered at what point do our controversies

become "stupid" and "godless" as those

which the pastoral epistles encourage us

to avoid.

Anna M. Buckwalter, Bronx, N.Y.
I am voicing my concern about what

Gospel Herald is saying on the issue of

abortion. One of the many articles is "A
Time to Listen to One Another" (Oct. 24).

I think abortion is a terrible crime, but the

crime back of it is what should be spoken
against.

I understand that the large percent of

those for abortion are conceived out of

Good named to economics chair at Goshen. Delmar Good (second from
left) an economics professor who heads the Accounting Business/Economics
Department at Goshen College, has been named to the Carl Kreider Chair in

Economics. The chair was established in 1978 by Myra and Howard
Brembeck (right) of Goshen, Ind., in honor of Carl Kreider (left), an econom-
ics professor for 45 years and the first holder of the Kreider Chair. Congratu-

lating Good is GC president Victor Stoltzfus. A native of Fisher, 111., Good
has been a member of the Goshen College faculty since 1967. He is a gradu-

ate of GC and has a doctorate in economics from the University of Illinois.
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wedlock. Why is nothing said about this

existing immorality? And with talking

against immorality, we should be showing

the need of repentance and salvation

through believing in Christ's love, suffer-

ing, and death for us all. "The wages of sin

is death, but the gift of God is eternal life

through Jesus Christ" (Rom. 6:23).

Ron Stutzman, Nokomis, Fla.

While reading Gospel Herald's articles on

abortion, I happened to think of a method
that would be helpful to all of us in the

Mennonite Church as we read the debate

on this subject. As one is reading any

article related to abortion, simply substi-

tute the word murder in place of the word
abortion every time it appears in the arti-

cle. An example: Murder (abortion) is okay

if it is done within the first 20 weeks of

pregnancy. Or this example: Murder (abor-

tion) should be legal if it involves rape or

incest or if the pregnancy threatens the life

of the mother. This exercise drives home
the firm stand that one needs to take

personally and the church needs to pro-

claim as a follower of Jesus Christ.

Glade & Lovina Hartzler, Baltic, Ohio
For a number of years we've been very

concerned at the trends in the Mennonite
Church and recently after much prayer,

many tears, and with much sadness our

family left the Mennonite Church. Your
Sept. 26 editorial suggested that Menno-
nites are reading too many books by
Charles Swindoll instead of books by Men-
nonite writers. In view of the fact that men
like George Brunk II, who spent his life

teaching, guiding, and leading, are leaving

the Mennonite Church because of her

stands and in view of the articles we've

read recently in Gospel Herald and Men-
nonite Weekly Review as to the support and
acceptance the gays and lesbians are re-

ceiving in Mennonite circles, perhaps it

would be better if more Mennonites read

Charles Swindoll's latest book, Wake up
Call.

Carl Brubaker, Edmonton, Alta.

The Sept. 26 letter by Daniel B. Nice

regarding "Gay/Lesbian Group Seeks

Dialogue" was one that should not be

taken lightly. I would like to reinforce it by

adding what God says in Leviticus 20:13,

where anyone behaving in this manner
should be put to death. This sounds quite

serious to me. But thanks be to God, sin

of any kind can now be forgiven and re-

membered no more. Since the new cove-

nant was given because of Christ's death,

God will blot out the sin instead of the

sinner. We are ordered to love the Lord our

God with all our heart, mind, soul, and
strength and be as concerned about our

neighbor's well-being as we are of our-

selves. The two most important things for

me in my life are: How do I stand before

the eyes of God, and how can I effectively

win my brother and sister to a saving

knowledge and relationship with him?

Richard Wolf, Dalton, Ohio
Originally, my intention for this letter

was to summarize the reasons why I, as an
Anabaptist/Mennonite, read and enjoy the

writings of Charles Swindoll and James
Dobson. I thought of several reasons in

only a few minutes, but I'm not going to

bother you with those. I hope many of

your readers have already written you in

that regard.

What I will do is express to you the

combination of hurt and anger I feel at

your presumptuous attempt in your edito-

rial "Are We What We Read?" (Sept. 26)

to make Mennonite believers feel like sec-

ond-class Christians for reading what they

have found to be very practical and down-
to-earth help for living the Christian life.

Swindoll and Dobson are two Christian

leaders for whom I have the utmost re-

spect. In my opinion, you and Tom Sine

are wrong to class them among those who
peddle "cheap grace." You do an injustice

to those authors when you subtly impugn
their integrity and the scriptural sound-

ness of their works by "warning" people to

apply Acts 17:11 when reading their books.

I doubt that either you or Mr. Sine have
read or heard enough of Swindoll and
Dobson to make the kind of evaluations

you do. The overall tone of your com-
ments about them borders on arrogance.

You and Mr. Sine are free to choose

what you like and you are free to endorse
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what you find beneficial. I have no prob-

lem with you making recommendations.

What does bother me is when you imply

(as Sine does) that evangelical leaders like

Dobson and Swindoll are heretics. These
men have shown themselves to be trust-

worthy and to have balanced, well-

rounded approaches to Christian living.

Your attempted undermining of their hon-

esty will only cause some of your readers

to lose out on the blessing that these godly

men have to share with us.

Don Patterson, Haven, Kans.
I read in awe the articles concerning the

Normal 89 meetings (Aug. 22). Were we at

the same assembly? While I agree with

your coverage of the youth meetings and
the delegate sessions, in fact with your

coverage of the event as a whole, I don't

agree with your coverage of the adult

worship sessions.

I enjoyed the "Many Peoples" worship

held in the morning, because it introduced

us to the different ways that individuals

worshiped in their home congregation in-

fluenced by the cultures from which they

came. I can identify with that because I,

too, worship from my cultural base.

What I did not enjoy was the stress on
individualism that was forced on us at

Normal 89. Tuesday evening and Wednes-
day evening Ralph Lebold, Florence
Driedger, and Hubert Brown were trying

to impress upon us to be "Many Peoples

Becoming God's People." Thursday we
united in voices as one people. Friday John
E. Toews impressed upon us that Christ is

the convenor of the church.

Then on Saturday we were driven to the

conclusion that after all this is said and
done our individual interpretation stands

before all else. We watched an individual

do her "interpretive movement" of a song

that reeked of pantheism. Then on Sunday
we participated in communion as individ-

uals rather than a corporate group of

"God's People." In my book this also vio-

lated Scripture as well (1 Cor. 11:19-21, 33).

I don't intend to jump at anyone's throat.

If I had, I would have written a month ago

while I was still upset. I am afraid that the

bottom line is that we adults are not

putting as much planning and oversight

into evening programs for spiritual devel-

opment of adults as do those who are

planning for the youth. We are catering our

services and programs to the extreme and
"innovative." Surely someone else noticed

the pantheism. I am offended by the fact

that the song was even allowed at our

sessions. We monitor so carefully what our

youth are exposed to, yet we participated

in worship of a pantheistic god.

If we are truly going to be God's people

we must be willing to work together. But
if you bring another religion and set of

values rather than those of God's Holy

Word, don't expect me to sit quietly.
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Mennoscope

Leaders of black churches get together. A conference for black urban
church leaders was held recently in Salunga, Pa. Guest speaker Gerald Aus-
tin, who is coordinator of black ministries for the Presbyterian Church in

America, said America's cities are caldrons of evil in need of both judgment
and mercy. He urged the church not to retreat from the city but to be the rec-
onciling body that God called her to be. In a panel discussion participants
shared why they were attracted to the Mennonite Church. Reasons they gave
were its emphasis on discipleship, peace, and service and its history of mar-
tyrdom and suffering. Another panel (pictured) discussed the marketing of
the Mennonite message in the black urban community. It was made up of
(left to right) George Richards, pastor of Peabody Street Mennonite Church
in Washington; Lawrence Chiles, pastor of South Christian Street Mennonite
Church in Lancaster, Pa.; and Darell Wallace, assistant pastor of Diamond
Street Mennonite Church in Philadelphia. The two-day conference, spon-
sored by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions, is a biennial event. Some 25
people attended.

Women leaders from the two largest Men-
nonite denominations met together for the
first time recently in Newton, Kans. It was a

joint Executive Committee meeting of Women's
Missionary and Service Commission of the Men-
nonite Church and Women in Mission of the
General Conference Mennonite Church. One of
the decisions they made was to prepare a devo-
tional guide and program packet together for

1990-91. These would be resources for women's
groups in local congregations. The devotional

guide and program packet will be tested and
evaluated over a two-year period.

Choice Books Caribbean has moved its of-

fices from hurricane-devastated St. Croix to
Puerto Rico. The house in which the four

Choice Books workers took shelter during the
onslaught of Hurricane Hugo in September was
demolished except for a small closet area where
they huddled for six hours. "The pounding
winds sounded like many freight trains descend-
ing upon us," said Lois Witmer, one of the four.

The others are Audrey Shank, Gerry Grant, and
Stella Newswanger. The small island of St. Croix
is part of the U.S. Virgin Islands. Choice Books
is a bookrack ministry sponsored by Mennonite
Board of Missions.

Mennonite Disaster Service is looking for
volunteers to go to hurricane-hit St. Croix
for a month. Four to six people will be sent

each week until a team of 20-25 is in place.

Replacements will then be sent as needed to

keep the team at that level. MDS expects to stay

in St. Croix several months. Needed are people
with general construction experience. Much of

the work will involve roofing and interior repair.

St. Croix, an island which is part of the U.S.
Virgin Islands, suffered severe damage in

September's Hurricane Hugo. People willing to

help should contact MDS at Box 500, Akron, PA
17501; phone 717-859-1151.

"Community Day" brings students, profes-
sors, staff, and families together at Associ-

ated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries for worship,
sharing, and recreation. According to Dean
Jacob Elias, the special day helps focus a vision

of theological education where "not only the
content but also the context of the curriculum
must be shaped by our theological convictions."

The theme of this year's event was "Being
Woven Together in Community." It included a

time when everyone divided into small groups
to share their individual life stories.

Christians who wish to evangelize in plu-
ralistic societies must prepare themselves
for the challenge of pluralism, a church leader
from India said recently at Goshen College.

Vinay Samuel, a pastor and theologian in Ban-
galore, said Christians preparing for mission
service should examine their presuppositions
and prejudices, repent of their ignorant atti-

tudes, accept the fact that evangelism requires

long-term relationships, and be willing to be
vulnerable and exposed. Samuel was at Goshen
as part of an annual lecture tour sponsored by
Mennonite Board of Missions.

More than 1,000 people turned out to hear
veteran activist Ralph Nader at Goshen
College recently. He spoke for 90 minutes and
followed that with a question-and-answer period
that lasted until nearly midnight. He focused not
on a single ill but on a general malaise that he
believes is afflicting the United States. Calling

citizen action "the basic metabolism of democ-

racy," Nader decried Americans' increasing pre-
occupation with personal matters. Many social

problems stem from people's lack of involve-
ment with their own communities and families,

he said. Nader's speech was part of the Frank
and Betty Jo Yoder Public Affairs Lecture
Series at Goshen.

A self-described "political blob" urged an
audience at Goshen College not to surren-
der to apathy but to try to make a difference

in their daily lives. Vivienne Verdon-Roe, an
award-winning documentary filmmaker, said

"true patriotism is speaking up when you see
your country off course." She told how she had
no sense of social responsibility when she emi-
grated from England to the United States 12
years ago

—
"I was a political blob"—but how she

was turned around by an antinuclear-war film

she saw in 1982. Her speech was sponsored by
the Frank and Betty Jo Yoder Public Affairs

Lecture Series and by the Fourth Freedom
Forum.

Goshen College set up a walk-in vaccination
center in the gymnasium for "Measles Pre-
vention Day" recently. Because measles had
broken out at some other Indiana colleges and
universities, the Indiana State Board of Health
had urged all institutions of higher learning to

offer vaccinations to susceptible students. Sus-
ceptible students are those born since 1957 who
had not had a measles vaccination since 1980.

Out of Goshen's 1,148 students, 641 were found
to be susceptible. Of that number, 470 came in

for vaccinations.

All 17 of this year's nursing graduates of
Eastern Mennonite College passed their

state examinations on the first try. "It indi-

cates that our students are well prepared to

enter beginning practice positions with confi-

dence in any setting where nurses are needed,"
said Nursing Department chair Beryl Brubaker.
Earlier, EMC's nursing program received reac-

creditation for another eight years from the

National League for Nursing. The reaccredita-

tion was given "with no recommendations for

improvement," which Brubaker said is rare. The
agency has "stringent standards," she said, and
while EMC's program is required to have Vir-

ginia State Board of Nursing approval, the Na-
tional League for Nursing accreditation is

voluntary. EMC currently has 95 students in its

nursing program.

Phase II of Eastern Mennonite College's
outdoor athletics improvement program is

underway. It includes an all-weather track,

space for other track-and-field events, a soccer

field, softball and baseball diamonds, and bas-

ketball, volleyball, and tennis courts. With the

final $500,000 yet to be raised for phase II, EMC
development director David Miller announced
that an anonymous donor has put up $250,000

as a challenge for others to match that amount.
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The total cost of both phases of the project is

about $1.5 million, with an additional $500,000

endowment fund for upkeep.

"How to Communicate with Others About
Alcohol" was the subject of a seminar spon-

sored recently by the Student Life Division of

Eastern Mennonite College. Some 75 student

leaders and student life staff met for a whole
day at the nearby Shady Oaks Conference Cen-
ter. They used a teaching model developed by
Thomas Groome in his book Christian Religious

Education. It included a skit on alcohol aware-

ness, talks by EMC faculty, small-group discus-

sion, and a presentation by a counselor with the

local community service board.

A Conrad Grebel College board member
has agreed to be a volunteer fund-raiser for

the school on a part-time basis. He is Fred
Neufeld, a retired trust company manager from
Guelph, Ont. He will focus his efforts on Conrad
Grebel's $3 million building project. He hopes
to raise $1 million from individuals who pledge
a minimum of $10,000 over three years. This is

in addition to the $1.5 million being solicited

from congregations through the Integrated Cap-
ital Fund Drive of the Mennonite Conference of

Eastern Canada.

Students at a General Conference Menno-
nite school can now get academic credit for
service. Bluffton (Ohio) College has launched
a program to grant credit for the learning expe-

Walk for hunger. Walt and Shirley

Wenger of Valparaiso Mennonite
Church led the way for the 250 peo-
ple who walked 10 kilometers recently

in Valparaiso, Ind., to raise $11,500

for hungry and needy people in the

world. It was one of many CROP
Walks across the United States that

are sponsored each year by Church
World Service—an agency of the Na-
tional Council of Churches. Valpa-
raiso Mennonite Church had the

highest number of walkers—30—of
any of the participating congrega-

tions. Local Mennonites also helped
organize the walk, including Mark
Rudd, who was chairman.

riences during a full-time term of service with a

church-related agency in North America or

abroad. The purpose is to encourage students

to serve and to enrich the campus through the

experiences of service workers. Campus pastor

Jim Stutzman Amstutz noted that President
Elmer Neufeld and other faculty members have
set a personal example. Neufeld has served

Mennonite Central Committee in a variety of

roles both at home and abroad. He has also

chaired the MCC board and served as president

of the General Conference Mennonite Church.

Christian service was the focus at Christo-
pher Dock Mennonite High School of Lans-

dale, Pa., during two special days. One was
"Career Day: Missions/Service Opportunities,"

which brought representatives from over 35

organizations. The students attended work-

shops led by the representatives, visited promo-
tional displays, listened to classmates report on
experiences in mission/service, and heard an
address by youth evangelist Tim Bentch. The
other event, "Service Day," left the school de-

serted as students engaged in projects in the

local community and beyond. All 362 students

worked in groups of about a dozen at camps,
day-care centers, retirement communities, and
other places.

There is a feeling of fear and impending
doom in Cambodia, according to Ruth and
Jonathan Keidel Clemens, country representa-

tives there for Mennonite Central Committee.
The feeling is the result of the failure of peace
talks in August and the withdrawal of
Vietnamese troops in September. Cambodians
are afraid that the Khmer Rouge rebels will fight

their way back into power. Their brutal rule of

Cambodia 1975-79 led to the death of 2 million

of the country's 7 million citizens. It was stopped
only after neighboring Vietnam invaded the

country and set up its own government. But with

the Vietnamese troops gone and the government
unable to negotiate peace with the rebels, the

return of the Khmer Rouge is a distinct possi-

bility. Ruth and Jonathan, who are from Lancas-
ter, Pa., are calling on the international
community to help the Cambodians say "no" to

the Khmer Rouge.

Mennonite Central Committee is helping
farmers in Egypt reclaim land and increase

food production. Ninety-five percent of Egypt's
land is desert, and the country desperately

needs more food production to feed its growing
population. Over the past three years almost
1,000 acres of land in Shusha have been re-

claimed in a revolving loan assistance program
provided by MCC. Receiving assistance so far

are 27 farm families, who dug wells to provide
water to turn previously barren land into fields

of tomatoes, beans, peanuts, sesame seeds, and
lemon trees.

"Called to be Friends" was the theme of a
month-long outreach emphasis recently at

Houston Mennonite Church. Pastor Leo Harts-
horn preached on that theme all month. The
members were encouraged to pray for their

friends and to invite them at the end of the

month to "Friendship Sunday." That Sunday
the 60-member congregation had its largest-ever

attendance— 111. The day included special

music by the children during the worship ser-

vice, a fellowship meal, and a puppet show
afterward. This is the second year for this

outreach emphasis. Average attendance has
been climbing, and already the church is plan-

ning for expanded facilities.

Interracial leadership teams have been se-
lected for two congregations in Mississippi.

Weighing in. Kari Scheirer (left), a

Mennonite Central Committee worker

from Rockledge, Fla., weighs and mea-
sures children at Pitanga II, a land-re-

form community in northeastern

Brazil, to monitor their growth and de-

velopment. The more than 100 fami-

lies who live here are asking the

government to divide and give them,

as is required by law, a previously un-

used tract of land. They have camped
here in black plastic tents for over

two years. Children at Pitanga II have

suffered in many ways. "There is hun-

ger and illness and lack of education,

sanitation, and medical care," says

Scheirer. "Sixteen children have died

since the beginning of the struggle."

Open Door Mennonite Church in Jackson com-
missioned three young elders—two white and
one black—to lead the congregation while it

searches for a pastor. Pearl River Mennonite
Church in Philadelphia chose a four-member
leadership council made up of three Choctaw
Indians and one white person—two men and two
women—to assist Pastor Glenn Myers.

The principals of the two main schools for

missionary children in India toured the
United States recently. The tour included a

stop at Mennonite Offices in Elkhart, Ind. Hugh
Bradby of Woodstock School and Paul Wiebe of

Kodaikanal School stressed the high-quality ed-

ucation they provide in grades K-12. Woodstock,
with 430 students, is located in Mussoorie in the

northern part of the country. Kodaikanal, with
500 students, is located in Tamil Nadu in the

south.

Original recordings from the Mennonite
Hour Singers are now available on three
cassette tapes in time for use as Christmas
gifts. Or as a replacement for worn-out Menno-
nite Hour records. The radio program, no longer

on the air, was produced by Mennonite Board
of Missions. It was noted for its good unaccom-
panied singing. Each cassette can be obtained
for $7.95 (in Canada $9.95) or all three for $20
(in Canada $25) from MBM Media Ministries at

1251 Virginia Ave., Harrisonburg, VA 22801.
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Hosts and sponsors are needed for interna-

tional visitors (trainees) sponsored by Men-
nonite Central Committee. Currently 103 of

them from 29 countries are in their first six

months of their one-year term in North America.

Hosts are needed to provide a home for the

second six months, and sponsors are needed to

provide a job. The young people are part of

MCC's International Visitor Exchange Program,

which started in 1950. Interested hosts and
sponsors should contact MCC at Box 500,

Akron, PA 17501; phone 717-859-1151.

Applicants are invited for two overseas
youth programs sponsored by Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee. SALT International, for ages
18-22, offers one-year serving and learning expe-

riences in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The
next term starts in July. Intermenno Trainee
Program, for ages 19-27, offers one-year experi-

ences with Mennonite families in Europe. The
next term starts in August. Participants in both
programs receive room, board, and allowance.

SALT participants also help pay travel, medical,

and other costs. Applications for both programs
are due Jan. 15. More information is available

from MCC at Box 500, Akron, PA 17501.

Students pursuing careers in mental health
or related fields are invited to apply for

scholarships provided by Mennonite Health
Services. The $800 to $1,200 scholarships, to be
awarded next spring for the 1990-91 academic
year, are from the Elmer Ediger Memorial
Scholarship Fund. They are for juniors/seniors

in college/university and for graduate students.

Applications are due Jan. 15. More information

is available from MHS at Box 500, Akron, PA
17501.

New appointments:
•David Schrock, director of financial assis-

tance, Eastern Mennonite College and Semi-
nary. He succeeds Clarence Bauman, who
accepted an administrative position with Vir-

ginia Conference. Schrock served previously as

administrator of Woodbine Cemetery Corpora-
tion in Harrisonburg, Va.

• Lloyd Miller, development director and cam-
pus pastor, Bethany Christian High School,

Goshen, Ind., starting in January. He has served
for the past seven years as minister of youth and
nurture for Indiana-Michigan Conference.

Pastoral transitions:
• Samuel Janzen was installed as overseer of

Northern District of Virginia Conference on Oct.

22. He succeeds John Drescher, who recently

became pastor of Zion Mennonite Church,
Broadway, Va. Janzen, a former longtime pastor,

is on the staff of Eastern Mennonite Seminary.
• Timothy Koontz was installed as pastor of

Mill Run Mennonite Church, Duncansville, Pa.,

on Nov. 5. He served previously as copastor
alongside Harold Horst, who recently became
interim pastor at Canan Station Mennonite
Church, Altoona, Pa.

•Jim Keegan became interim pastor of

Thomas Mennonite Church, Hollsopple, Pa., on
Nov. 1. He succeeds Norman Moyer, who re-

tired.

Missionary comings/goings:
• Peter and Betty Hamm went to Liberia in

October following two months of preparation in

England. They are on a three-year assignment
with Mennonite Board of Missions. Based in the

capital city, they are assisting African indepen-
dent churches with Bible training. Their address
is Ministry of Hope, Box 3604, Monrovia, Libe-

ria.

• Albert and Lois Buckwalter went to Argen-
tina in October for a special one-year MBM

Missionfest 89. Lancaster

Conference's Landisville District held

a mission conference, called

Missionfest 89, recently. The theme
was "Heart for My World," and the

speaker was Eddie Gibbs, a professor

of evangelism and church renewal. A
50-member choir led the large congre-

gation in numerous songs of worship.

Landisville District, with 1,250 mem-
bers in seven congregations, supports

23 missionaries who are serving

under various agencies.

assignment. They will complete several more
Bible translation projects for Indian groups in

the Chaco area. They retired earlier this year

after 39 years of service there with MBM. Their

address is Casilla 53, 3700 Pcia R Saenz Pena,
Chaco, Argentina.

Coming events:
• Seminar for Mediation Trainers, Mar. 21-23,

at Mennonite Central Committee, Akron, Pa.

Sponsored by Mennonite Conciliation Service,

it is for experienced mediation trainers with a

special interest in culturally appropriate conflict

transformation. The theme is "Conflict and Cul-

tural Context: Transformation and Training,"

and the leader is Mennonite Conciliation Service

director John Paul Lederach. More information

from MCS at Box 500, Akron, PA 17501; phone
717-859-1151.

• Summer Training Institute, June 25-29, at

Mennonite Central Committee, Akron, Pa. This
is the sixth such event sponsored by Mennonite
Conciliation Service. It will introduce partici-

pants to interpersonal mediation, group facilita-

tion, and group-conflict intervention. One unit

of college or seminary credit is available. The
leader is Alice Price, associate director of Men-
nonite Conciliation Service. More information

from MCS at Box 500, Akron, PA 17501; phone
717-859-1151.

•Mennonite Missionary Study Fellowship,

Mar. 8-10, at Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries, Elkhart, Ind. The annual event is

open to anyone interested in dealing with con-

temporary issues in mission. The speaker is

Walter Hollenweger, a retired university profes-

sor and one of Europe's leading missiologists.

More information from Mission Training Center
at AMBS, 3003 Benham Ave., Elkhart, IN 46517;

phone 219-295-3726.

• 50th Anniversary Celebration, Mar. 24-25, at

Locust Grove Mennonite School, Smoketown,
Pa. It will include a banquet, alumni art show,

historical photo exhibit, open house, and tours.

Locust Grove is the oldest and largest of all the

Mennonite elementary schools in Lancaster
Conference. More information from the school
at Box 37, Smoketown, PA 17576; phone 717-

394-7107.

• Omaha Church Reunion, July 6-8, at Con-
cordia College, Seward, Nebr. This is for people
involved over the years in Northside Mennonite
Chapel of Omaha. This includes former Volun-
tary Service workers. More information from
Wendy Stauffer Miller at 1010 W. Fifth St,
Newton, KS 67114; phone 316-283-4630.

Church-related job openings:
•Administrator, Camp Deerpark, Westbrook-

ville, N.Y, starting in January. The camp is

owned and operated by the Mennonite churches
of New York City. The administrator oversees
camp operations, children's camping, congrega-
tional retreats, personnel management, financial

planning, publicity, fund-raising, and long-range
development. Contact Marian Sauder at 2931
Mickle Ave., Bronx, NY 10469; phone 212-379-

4296.

•Secretary to general secretary, Southeast
Conference, starting preferably in January. The
person would work out of the conference office

in Sarasota, Fla. Contact the conference at Box
7311, Sarasota, FL 34278; phone 813-378-4311.

Change of address: Luke S. Weaver from
Ephrata, Pa„ to 3531 Birky St., Sarasota, FL
34237.

New members
Prairie Street, Elkhart, Ind.: Matthew

Bollman and Michele Hogan by baptism, and
Susie Peterson by confession of faith.

Upper Skippack, Skippack, Pa.: Robert
Charles, Rodney Charles, Ricky Charles, Dar-
lene Hendricks, Jessica Mancini, Lamar Ness,

and Monica Stluka by baptism, and Curtis Hen-
dricks by confession of faith.

Mt. Airy, Md.: Rebecca Clay, Grace Clay,

Becky Kline, Janelle Martin, and David Maust.
Elizabethtown, Pa.: Fran Kennel, Marcy

Miller, Duane Swanger, Michelle Weaver, and
Ryan Wenger.
Kidron, Ohio: Todd Hershberger.

Exeland, Wis.: Shirley Shimko and Jan

Wenger Kauffman.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Aeschliman, Phil and Lisa (Grieser),

Wauseon, Ohio, second daughter, Mindy Lynn,

Oct. 5 (one son deceased).

Albrecht, Cliff and Abby (Mast), Clarence,

N.Y, first child, Jennifer Kate, Oct. 11.

Bellmore, Barry and Mary (Miller), Hutchin-

son, Kans, first child, Benjamin Joseph, Oct. 4.

Bontrager, Phil and Lori (Hollenberg),

Charleston, S.C, fourth child, second son, Darin

Edward, Oct. 5.

Canaviri, Ponciano and Gina (Ruth), Harleys-

ville, Pa, first child, Hannah Elisabeth, Oct. 14.

Coil, Steve and Tonne (Miller), Goshen, Ind,

first child, Courtney Da Nae, Aug. 26.

Gehman, Michael and Hannah (Schrock),

Wadsworth, Ohio, first child, Laura Renae, Oct.

13.

Gerig, Kevin and Beth (Good), Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio, first child, Nathan Lavern, June 2.
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New York man invents bandage-roller. A machine invented by Marion
Climenhaga of Clarence Center, N.Y., is used by him and his wife, Mamie, to

roll bandages for the needy. The bandage strips are provided by the sewing

circle at their congregation—Clarence Center-Akron Mennonite Church. Mar
ion used odd parts to build the machine—like a wringer from an old wringer

washing machine and a gear from an old hand-powered lawn mower.

Good, Dale and Kathy (Groff), New Holland,

Pa., first child, Emily Krystle, Oct, 21.

Hall, Troy and Kellie (Schrock), Millersburg,

Ind., second son, Lance Eldon, Sept, 10.

High, Richard and Martha (Bomberger), Lan-
caster, Pa., second child, first daughter, Mary
Elizabeth, Oct, 16.

Knechel, Dean and Kathy (Bergey), Harleys-

ville, Pa., second child, second son, Jason Ken-
dall, Sept. 24.

Lambright, Craig and Tammy (Sorg), Johns
Island, S.C., third child, second daughter,

Brittney Michelle, Oct. 12.

Lantz, Tim and Theresa (Short), Wauseon,
Ohio, first child, Morgan Alexa, Oct, 17.

Miller, Alan and Judy (Schrock), Apple
Creek, Ohio, third child, second daughter, Seka
Renee, July 21.

Miller, Douglas B. and Linda (Smith), Prince-

ton, N.J., third son, Daniel Joseph, May 7.

Miller, Scott and Deb (Riley), Dundee, Ohio,

Erica Joy, Sept. 29.

Nguyen, Tri and Valerie (Gross), Antioch,

Calif., first child, David Jerome, Oct, 29.

Opel, Jeffery and Rose (Yoder), Accident,

Md„ third daughter, Anita Beth.

Penner, Lee and Debbie (Blosser), Newton,
Kans., second child, Jordan Lee, Oct. 6.

Reinhardt, Hans and Margaret (Groff), Seat-

tle, Wash., first child, Peter Kristian, Oct. 20.

Ruth, Tom and Susan (Glick), Shirati, Tanza-
nia, second daughter and first son, Catherine
Fern and Calvin Glick, Oct. 27.

Shank, Rod and Shelly, Lebanon, Oreg., sec-

ond child, first daughter, Cassandra Lorraine

born, Oct. 24; received for adoption Oct. 26.

Schrock, Merv and Laura (Short), Findlay,

Ohio, first child, Matthew Aaron, July 14.

Stevenson, Robert and Bonnie, Mexico City,

Mexico, first child, Robert Paul, Oct, 10.

Wenger, Jerry and Denise (Eshbenshade),
Lancaster, Pa., third child, first daughter, Emily
Jo, Oct. 29.

Yeoman, Thomas and Deborah (Dippel),

Kitchener, Ont, first child, Rebecca Lynn, Sept,

12.

Yoder, Roland and Melissa (Delagrange),

Bradenton, Fla., third child, second daughter,

Morgan LeAnne, Oct. 21.

Original school. This was Locust
Grove Mennonite School as it ap-

peared in 1939 at its original location

on Old Philadelphia Pike in Lancas-
ter, Pa. Today the school is at bigger,

newer quarters further east on Old
Philadelphia Pike, in Smoketown.
With a 50-year history and an enroll-

ment of 445, Locust Grove is the old-

est and the largest of all the Menno-
nite elementary schools in Lancaster
Conference. A weekend .of reminisc-

ing and celebrating to mark the

golden anniversary is planned for

Mar. 24-25.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Blaine-Hoover. Roger Blaine, Granville,

Ohio, and Helen Hoover, Elkhart, Ind., Benton
cong., by Daniel Foley, June 24.

Bomberger-Crider. Mahlon Bomberger and
Ronda Crider, both from Needham, Mass., Good
Shepherd cong., by Art McPhee, Oct, 28.

Burbank-Kropf. Tim Burbank, Phoenix,
Ariz., Black Mountain cong., and Linda Beth
Kropf, Phoenix, Ariz., Grace cong., by James
Kropf, father of the bride, and Naswood Bur-

bank, father of the groom, Oct. 20.

Clements-Halhed. Thomas Blair Clements,
Cambridge, Ont., and Diana Ruth Halhed, Ot-

tawa, Ont., both of Erb Street cong., by Wilmer
Martin, Oct, 14.

Eash-Sark. Sylvan Eash, Goshen, Ind., and
Connie Sark, Middlebury, Ind., both of Clinton

Frame cong., by Vernon E. Bontreger, Oct. 28.

Frey-Crider. David Frey and Rita Crider,

both of Chambersburg, Pa., Chambersburg
cong., by Preston Frey, Oct. 14.

Hoover-Keller. Gerald L. Hoover and Eileen

F. Keller, both of Manheim, Pa., Erismans cong.,

by Andrew G. Miller, Oct. 14.

Lapp-Sprunger. Philip R. Lapp, Perkiomen-
ville, Pa., Frederick cong., and Charlene F.

Sprunger, Collegeville, Pa., Indian Valley cong.,

by Charles E. Sprunger, father of the bride, and
Ben F. Lapp, father of the groom, Aug. 12.

Leis-Bender. Leroy Leis and Marion Bender,
both of Wellesley, Ont., Mapleview cong., by
Victor A. Dorsch, Oct. 7.

Miller-Stoner. Lester J. Miller, Glendale,

Ariz., Grace cong., and Esther Stoner, Manheim,
Pa., by James Kropf and David Mann, Aug. 19.

Powell-Kee. Gary Powell, Elkhart, Ind., and
Linda Kee, Elkhart, Ind., Belmont cong., by
Duane Beck, Oct. 27.

Risser-Nofziger. Troy Risser and Donna

Nofziger, both of Goshen, Ind., Benton cong., by

Don Nofziger and Daniel Foley, July 29.

Shank-Tietema. Eric Shank, Waterloo, Iowa,

and Jacqualyn Tietema, Fairmont, Minn., Cedar
Community cong., by Terry Rediger, Sept. 23.

Weber-Yantzi. Gerald Ion Weber, Alma,

Ont., Moorefield/Berea cong., and Janet Arlene

Yantzi, Wellesley, Ont,, Mapleview cong., by

Victor A. Dorsch, Oct, 28.

Zaerr-Roberts. Steve Zaerr, Archbold, Ohio,

Central cong., and Tammy Roberts, Archbold,

Ohio, Church of God, by Charles H. Gautsche,

Oct. 14.

Zehr-Nafziger. Mark Zehr and Sandy
Nafziger, both of Phoenix, Ariz., Sunnyslope

cong., by David W. Mann, Oct. 28.

Obituaries

Albrecht, David Lee, son of Daniel and Irma
(Bowen) Albrecht, was born in Pontiac, 111., Oct.

19, 1952; died at Santa Rosa, Calif, Oct. 18,

1989; aged 37 y. Surviving are his mother, one
brother (Peter), and one sister (Nadine Slemp).

He was a member of Waldo Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Nov. 4, in

charge of Lester Zook; interment in Waldo
Cemetery.
Eigsti, Alma Delia Slagel, daughter of Dan-

iel W. and Marry (Roeschley) Slagel, was born
in Graymont. El., Jan. 30, 1893; died at Maple
Lawn Healthcare, Eureka, III, Oct. 24, 1989;

aged 96. On Dec. 31, 1912, she was married to

Edward C. Eigsti, who died on Aug. 1, 1982.

Surviving are 3 daughters (Kathryn Reeves,

Esther Sutter, and Eda Shoemaker), one son
(Arthur), 14 grandchildren, 18 great-grandchil-

dren, one brother (Edwin Slagel), and 2 sisters

(Irene Byler and Edna Dillman). She was a

member of Waldo Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Oct. 27, in charge

of Lester Zook; interment in Waldo Cemetery.
Elliot, Francis W. Frank, son of James and

Hannah (Walker) Elliot, was born in Grey Co.,
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Ont., June 23, 1903; died at Kitchener, Ont., Oct.

25, 1989; aged 86. On June 18, 1929, he was
married to Audrey Cain, who survives. Also
surviving are 5 sons (Frank, Cam, Walt, Amos,
and Brian), 2 daughters (Isabell Ankenmann and
Audrey Ball), 13 grandchildren, one great-grand-

child, and one sister (Margaret Elliot). Funeral
services were held at Edward R. Good Funeral
Home on Oct. 27, in charge of Wilmer Martin;

interment in Bloomingdale Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Graybill, Anna Mae Newcomer, daughter
of Amos R. and Clara (Witmer) Newcomer, was
born in Manor Township, Pa., Nov. 30, 1914;

died of cancer at her home in Sarasota, Fla.,

Sept, 27, 1989; aged 74. On Dec. 25, 1937, she
was married to Paul L. Graybill, who survives.

Also surviving are 4 children (Gladys Schofield,

Jean Lehman, J. Lloyd, and Larry A.), 10 grand-
children, one great-granddaughter, one brother

(Norman), and one sister (Emma Mylin). She
was preceded in death by one son (Paul Glenn)
and one daughter (Lois Mae Lantz). She was a

member of New Providence Mennonite Church.
Funeral services were held at Millersville Men-
nonite Church on Oct. 2, in charge of Herbert
Fisher, Paul Dagen, and Raymond Deiter; inter-

ment in Millersville Church Cemetery.
Groff, Ruth E. Shenk, daughter of David W.

and Emma L. (Shank) Shenk, died at St. Joseph
Hospital, Lancaster, Pa., Aug. 20, 1989; aged 66.

On Apr. 14, 1949, she was married to Melvin M.
Groff, who survives. Also surviving are 2 sons
(Jere M. Groff and Wesley E. Smith), 3 grand-
children, one sister (Kathryn S. Landis), and one
brother (J. Clyde Shenk). She was a member of

Lyndon Mennonite Church. Funeral services

were held at Millersville Mennonite Church on
Aug. 23, in charge of James Hess, Paul
Brenneman, and Landis Sangey; internment in

Millersville Cemetery.
Helminger, Mary, was born in Elkhart, Ind.,

Sept. 3, 1907; died at Americana Health Care
Center, Elkhart, Ind., Oct. 13, 1989; aged 82. She
was a member of Prairie Street Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held on Oct. 15,

in charge of Dorsa Mishler; interment in Prairie

Street Cemetery
Herr, Anna Katherine Horst, daughter of

Harvey and Katherine (Schwanger) Horst, was
born at Elizabethtown, Pa., July 11, 1917; died
at Hamilton Arms Nursing Home, Lancaster,

Pa., Oct. 29, 1989; aged 72. On June 12, 1937,

she was married to Jay R. Herr, who survives.

Also surviving are 2 sons (Richard R. and Robert
J.), her mother, 7 grandchildren, 11 great-grand-

children, and 2 brothers (Earl and James Horst).

She was a member of East Chestnut Street
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held

at Fred F. Groff Funeral Home on Nov. 1, in

charge of Melvin H. Thomas; interment in

Mellinger Mennonite Cemetery.
Hottinger, Bonnie Miller, daughter of Har

old W. and Geneva (Siever) Miller, was born in

Rockingham County, Va., Oct. 31, 1941; died of

an aneurysm at Rockingham Memorial Hospital,

Harrisonburg, Va., Oct. 18, 1989; aged 47 y. On
May 28, 1964, she was married to Everette L.

Hottinger, who survives. Also surviving are 2

daughters (Crystal D. and Melissa K. Hottinger)

and 3 sisters (Edith Ritchie, Eva Sonifrank, and
Alma Hottinger). She was a member of Zion
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held

at Trissels Mennonite Church on Oct. 20, in

charge of John Drescher and Harvey Yoder;
interment in Zion Church Cemetery.
Johnson, Annie Rebecca, daughter of Dan

and Elizabeth (Stover) Johnson, was born in

Skippack, Pa., on Mar. 30, 1894; died on Aug.
20, 1989; aged 95. She was a member of

Towamencin Mennonite Church. Funeral ser-

vices were held at Souderton Mennonite Home
on Aug. 25, in charge of Curt Godshall and Glenn

Alderfer; interment in Towamencin Cemetery.
Nafziger, Scott Arlen, son of Leslie and

Annemarie (Federau) Nafziger, was born at

Wauson, Ohio, Sept. 2, 1967; died of an accident
at Bluffton (Ohio) College, Oct. 25, 1989; aged
22. Surviving are his parents, one sister (Anita
Nafziger), one brother (Gary), and grandparents
(Lester and Marjorie Nafziger and Isaak and
Erna Federau). He was a member of Central
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Oct. 29, in charge of Charles Gautsche,
Ted VanderEnde, and Jim Stutzman Amstutz;
interment in Pettisville Cemetery.
Nigh, Harold Winger, son of John and

Fidelia Nigh, was born at Springvale, Ont., July

8, 1925; died at Port Colborne, Ont., Aug. 19,

1989; aged 64. In 1950, he was married to Mildred
E. Groh, who survives. Also surviving are one
son (John), 3 daughters (Beverley, Jane Dick,
and Elizabeth Johnson), 6 grandchildren, and 2

brothers (Paul and Roy). He was preceded in

death by one sister (Dorcas). He served pastor-
ates in three Ontario congregations—Bethany
Mennonite Church, Rainham Mennonite
Church, and First Mennonite Church.
Nofziger, Mattie Ann Grieser, daughter of

Daniel and Anna (Nofziger) Grieser, was born at

Archbold, Ohio, Aug. 4, 1894; died at Heartland
Nursing Home, Wauseon, Ohio, Oct. 28, 1989;

aged 95. On Sept. 14, 1915, she was married to

William L. Nofziger, who died July 13, 1963.

Surviving are 2 daughters (Loraine
Brandenberger and Kathryn Briskey), one son
(L. D. Nofziger), 20 grandchildren, and 28 great-

grandchildren. She was a member of Central
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Nov. 1, in charge of Charles Gautsche
and Robert Wengerd; interment in Pettisville

Cemetery.
Nye, Leota M. Eads, was born at Mill Spring,

Mo., Dec. 28, 1915; died at Elkhart, Ind., Oct.

26, 1989; aged 73 y. She was married to Harold
Nye, who died in 1977. Surviving are one sister

(Mary Pile) and 3 brothers (John, Clacy, and Ora
Eads). She was a member of Belmont Menno-
nite Church, where funeral services were held
on Oct. 28, in charge of Duane Beck and Terry
Shue; interment in Prairie Street Cemetery.
Opel, Herman, son of Peter and Mary

(Brenneman) Opel, was born in Garrett Co., Md.,
Oct. 28, 1906; died at Garrett Memorial Hospital,

Oakland, Md., Sept. 18, 1989; aged 82. He was
married to Melda Schrock, who survives. Also
surviving are 11 daughters (Bernice Baker, Erma
Stephens, Nora Evans, Thelma Yoder, Eva
Miller, Viola Yommer, Marie Eisentrout, Jean
Dewitt, Joan Bender, June Holman, and Hazel
Maust), 2 sons (Park and Don), 49 grandchildren,

and 33 great-grandchildren. He was a member
of Glade Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-

vices were held on Sept. 20, in charge of Carl

Opel and Oren Bender; interment in Glade
Cemetery.
Rosenberger, Andrew B., son of Edwin C.

and Mayme (Bishop) Rosenberger, was born at

Souderton, Pa., Sept. 20, 1913; died st Sellers-

ville, Pa., Oct. 21, 1989; aged 76. On Feb. 2, 1935,

he was married to Ruth Wenger, who survives.

Also surviving are 6 sons (Ronald A., Dennis L.,

Jon M., Harold E., Robert W., and Philip K.),

11 grandchildren, and 5 great-grandchildren. He
was a member of Blooming Glen Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on Oct.

26, in charge of Robert L. Shreiner, Truman H.
Brunk, and David F. Derstine; interment in

Blooming Glen Cemetery.
Roupp, Walter R., was born in Hesston,

Kans., June 14, 1905; died at Greencroft Nursing
Center, Goshen, Ind., Oct. 12, 1989; aged 84. On
June 16, 1927, he was married to Bertha P.

Shantz, who survives. Also surviving are 2

daughters (Dorothy Whiteman and Thelma Ri-

vera), 2 sons (Albert A. and Donald R.), 9

grandchildren, 6 great-grandchildren, and 2
brothers (J. Edward and Paul I. Roupp). He was
preceded in death by a granddaughter. He was
a member of Prairie Street Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Oct. 16, in

charge of Dorsa Mishler and Russell Krabill;

interment in Prairie Street Cemetery.
Short, Barbara, daughter of Henry and Anna

(Yoder) Short, was born at Archbold, Ohio, Feb.
26, 1902; died at her home on Oct. 15, 1989; aged
87. She was a member of Central Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on Oct.

19, in charge of Charles H. Gautsche; interment
in Lockport Cemetery.
Stoltzfus, Isaiah K., son of Amos J. and

Rebecca K. Stoltzfus, was born in Lancaster Co.,

Pa., on Apr. 9, 1912; died of a massive heart

attack on Oct. 26, 1989; aged 77. On Dec. 14,

1933, he was married to Katie L. Stoltzfus, who
survives. Also surviving are 7 daughters (Bertha,

Rebecca, Sylvia, Edna, Fannie, Barbara, and
Miriam), 9 sons (Alvin, Jonas, Amos, Isaiah, Jr.,

Elam, John, Harold, Omar Lee, and Ernest), 41

grandchildren, 19 great-grandchildren, 4 broth-

ers (Fred, Amos, Jonas, and Elam), and 2 sisters

(Katie and Lydia). He was a member of

Ridgeview Mennonite Church, where funeral

services were held on Oct. 29, in charge of Bob
Petersheim, Charles Good, Elam Lantz, and
Harold Stoltzfus; interment in Ridgeview Cem-
etery.

Wogomon, James R., son of Walter and
Berdean (Metzler) Wogomon, was born May 26,

1941; died of kidney failure at Billings, Mont.,

Oct. 10, 1989; aged 48. He was married to Diane
Marie Davis, who survives. Also surviving are 3

sons (Eric, Tom, and Joel), his father, step-

mother (Weldy Wogomon), and one grandson.

His mother preceded him in death. He was a

member of College Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Oct. 14, in charge

of Nancy Kauffmann and David Maish; inter-

ment in Violett Cemetery.

Correction: In the obituary of John E.

Longacre in the Oct. 24 issue, it should have said

that a brother Arland is deceased. He was not a

foster brother.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Church General Board, Elkhart, Ind., Nov. 16-18

Southwest Conference annual delegate meeting, Blvthe, Calif.,

Nov. 18

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Lancaster, Pa., Dec.
1-2

Hispanic Convention executive board, Dec. 7-9

Goshen College Board of Overseers, Goshen, Ind., Dec. 8-9

Eastern Mennonite Seminarv interterm, Harrisonburg, Va., Jan.

2-26
Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Dec. 12

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries interterm, Elkhart,

Ind., Jan. 8-26

Mennonite Board of Education annual meeting, Sarasota. Fla„

Jan. 11-13

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary school for leadership

training (ministers week), Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 15-18

Mennonite Central Committee annual meeting, Winkler, Man.,

Jan. 26-27

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries pastors week,
Elkhart, Ind.. Jan. 29-Feb. 2

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man., Julv

24-29, 1990

Credits
Cover-story design by Paula Johnson; cover photo by Dale

Gehman; photo on p. 818 by Ron Hertzler; p. 819 by Joseph

Miller; pp. 820, 834, 836 bv Dale Gehman; p. 828 by Phil Richard;

p. 829 by Lori Weiler; p. 830 by Lowell Detweiler; p. 831 and

836 by Jim Bishop; p. 832 by John D. Yoder.
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service ar.d a
variety ofother sources.

Religious leaders urge U.S. neutrality

in Nicaraguan voting

Religious leaders across the country

have called on Congress to oppose any

attempts by the United States to influence

the outcome of the upcoming elections in

Nicaragua. In a letter to every member of

Congress, 274 leaders of national Catholic

and Protestant organizations criticized

election-related initiatives by the United

States as part of "ongoing efforts to deter-

mine the politics and government" of Nic-

aragua. The Bush administration has made
known its desire to donate several million

dollars to candidates who oppose the rul-

ing leftist government.

Christians said to be planning
mass exodus from Hong Kong
Hong Kong Christians are considering

emigration in numbers disproportionate to

the general population with the approach

of 1997, the year in which Hong Kong
eeases to be a British colony and China

asserts its sovereignty. According to Dan-
iel Tse, the U.S.-educated president of

Hong Kong Baptist College, Christians are

more likely to pursue emigration because

they tend to have stronger ties to the West
and, therefore, have relatively strong

chances of succeeding. He expressed fears

that Hong Kong is on the verge of a serious

"brain drain"— particularly in the

churches—as 1997 nears.

Antiapartheid church leaders meet
with new South African president
Antiapartheid church leaders who met

recently with South Africa's new president,

F. W. de Klerk, said the discussions were
earnest but did not result in specific com-
mitments that would indicate the
government's seriousness about ending the

apartheid system of racial segregation.

"We come away impressed that there is a

concern, such as we were expressing, and
we were listened to, yes," said Anglican
Archbishop Desmond Tutu. "But we have
to say that we did not have specifics from
the government such as we would be able

to satisfy those whom we believe we were
representing."

When they met with de Klerk, Tutu and
two other well-known church leaders pre-

sented a six-point plan they said was nec-

essary to put in place before serious

negotiations over apartheid could begin

with the country's black majority. The first

of those points calls for lifting the state of

emergency which, among other things, in-

hibits the ability of opponents of the gov-

ernment from meeting and organizing.

Tutu said the purpose of the meeting

was not to begin negotiations but to lay the

groundwork for negotiations that would be

aimed at ending apartheid. The other

members of the delegation were Frank

Chikane, general secretary of the South

African Council of Churches, and Allan

Boesak, president of the World Alliance of

Reformed Churches.

Relief efforts for Hugo victims

transcend religious lines

Just as Hurricane Hugo's devastation

was no respecter of religion, so the re-

sponse to the disaster is crossing faith

lines. "The Southern Baptist Convention,

Mennonite Disaster Service, and the

Church of the Brethren are providing di-

saster relief and child care services," said

William Nix, the United Church of Christ

pastor who has been overseeing ecumeni-

cal response to the hurricane in the Caro-

linas through Church World Service. Other
groups involved, he said, are the African

Methodist Episcopal Church, Lutheran Di-

saster Services, Christian Reformed World
Relief Committee, United Methodist Com-
mittee on Relief, and Presbyterian Disas-

ter Service.

World's tallest church dedicated
in Ivory Coast
The tallest church in the world, Ivory

Coast's Basilica of Our Lady of Peace, was
dedicated recently in Yamoussoukro, the

new capital of the West African country.

Modeled after Saint Peter's Basilica in

Rome, the church rises from the surround-

ing bush to more than 500 feet.

Completed in just three years, the basil-

ica was the pet project of President Felix

Houphouet-Boigny, a Roman Catholic,

who envisions the church as a center for

the continent's 73 million Catholics. Its

cost of about $200 million—reportedly

paid by private donations—has drawn crit-

icism in the developing country. And the

surrounding controversy has caused the

Vatican to keep a distance from the

church.

VISN seeks continuing financial

assistance from cable operators
VISN, an American cable television net-

work with broad ecumenical support,

hopes to arrange an infusion of capital

from major cable systems operators that

will keep the venture afloat for the next

three years. According to Wilfred Bane,

Jr., VISN's chief executive, the year-old

network is continuing to add to its list of

cable subscribers but is not yet at the point

where subscriber fees are sufficient to

offset operating costs.

Bane said the network has 325 local

cable operators in 43 states signed up as

subscribers, representing a potential

viewership of about 6 million households.

VISN, which draws its support from main-

line Protestant denominations, as well as

Jewish and Orthodox groups, anticipates

that it will have 7.5 million viewers by the

end of the year. But even that will not

provide sufficient revenue to balance net-

work expenses and income, said Bane.
VISN's plan is to work out formal arrange-

ments by the end of the year with some of

the larger multisystem cable operators that

would bring in more money.

Joint Bible publishers translate

texts into social action

Oxford and Cambridge University

presses of New York have taken the usual

work of Bible publishing one step further.

The joint publishers of the Revised En-

glish Bible, an updating of the 20-year-old

New English Bible, have translated the

spirit of the texts into action by giving a

percentage of the profits to contemporary

charities that feed the poor, house the

homeless, and comfort the sick. The na-

tionwide introduction of the Bible will be

accompanied by a marketing strategy

tagged the REB Charity Program that will

donate 50 cents for each Bible purchased

to one of six charities indicated on a card

found within each copy.

Baptist, Catholic scholars summarize
conclusions after decade of dialogue

Following a decade of dialogue, South-

em Baptist and Catholic scholars have

summarized their conclusions. Among
them: competition and conflict between

the two groups "can become a stumbling

block to those who have not heard the

gospel." Baptists sometimes have "suf-

fered legal and social discrimination" at

the hands of Catholics in some countries,

participants acknowledged, while Baptist

missionaries have worked among Catholics

"without respecting their faith and be-

liefs."

They agreed that both groups affirm the

Bible as "the inspired word of God author-

itative for faith and practice" and should

be "at the center of public worship and of

the spiritual life of individual believers."

Both are said to share "fundamental

attitudes" on a variety of issues, but they

"differ significantly" on the place of tradi-

tion, the sacraments, Mary and the saints,

and other approaches to worship.
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Decline or empires
The end of the British Empire was the end of

empires, declares Brian Lapping in his book
End of Empire. People will no longer tolerate the

brutality required to keep an empire intact.

"The Russian and American governments can
still . . . exercise great sway over distant people
and governments," he writes (p. xiv). But no
longer can a governor be sent to a distant land
to exercise imperial control. And only four years
after Lapping was published, we see a weaken-
ing of the Russian and American systems.

It appears, for example, that the Bush Admin-
istration has acknowledged the effort of the

Reagan group to dominate Central America as

the failure that it was. Not only do Central

Americans object; numbers of North Americans
don't like it either.

In Eastern Europe, the decline of imperial

power is even more dramatic. The changes in

the past several years in Poland, Hungary, the

Soviet Union, and now East Germany are such
as we could not have imagined five years ago.

Because of its size and the extent of its former
imperialism, the problems in the Soviet Union
are the most startling.

The Washington Spectator for November 1

summarizes some of the "dissatisfactions" in the

Soviet Union. Shortage of basic consumer goods
such as soap is one of these. According to the

London Independent, there are "lines and short-

ages to rival that of a blighted African nation,

and the rationing of basic commodities."

The Soviet economy is in difficulty and the

country's inability to feed its people without im-

porting large quantities of grain has been well

known. There is restlessness among numbers of

disparate nationalities: Armenians, Latvians, and
Estonians are only a few examples. The New
York Times has reported the presence of 104 dif-

ferent nationalities in the Soviet Union, most of

whom continue to have a sense of national iden-

tity in spite of decades of suppression.

The economic problems are in part a result of

resources being used for military expenses
throughout the Cold War. Also, the amount of

land suited to agriculture is limited. "Much of

Russia is tundra in the north and desert in the

south." In addition, centralized control makes it

difficult to respond to obvious needs. The sys-

tem is breaking down.
Drastic changes in politics and economics pro-

vide new opportunities for churches. An editorial

in The Lutheran (Nov. 8) describes various devel-

opments among the Lutherans of Eastern Eu-
rope. In Latvia, Lutherans elected a new
archbishop without government approval. In Es-
tonia, a pastor who once had five in confirmation
class now reports 120. In Hungary, the Ministry
of Religious Affairs has been abolished. The
magazine reports also that an Orthodox Church
in Moscow has 15 to 20 baptisms per day and
up to 70 or 80 on special occasions.

This resurgence of religion has made atheists

wonder about their tactics of suppression. Ac-
cording to "Items and Comments" (Nov. 7), So-
viet atheists seem to have concluded that

freedom of religion will win more to the atheist

cause than suppression of churches.

What attitude shall we Christians in the West
take toward these difficulties of repressive gov-

ernments? Certainly we may be free to rejoice in

the greater freedom for the practice of the Chris-

tian faith. Perhaps we are also a little inclined to

gloat over the collapse of a system we were con-

vinced was wrong. But sorting out our position

on relations to any government is always a deli-

cate exercise.

In his book Pax Romana and the Peace of
Jesus Christ, Klaus Wengst reports that the New
Testament gives diverse views on the Roman
government. The writings of Luke and Romans
13:1-7 suggest a positive attitude toward the em-
pire. But the Revelation sees nothing but en-

mity. "Different interests and experiences. .

.

gave rise to different perceptions and different

evaluations" (p. 139).

But Wengst finds common ground in the letter

to the Hebrews where in chapter 11 Moses is

held up as one who lived in the present with an
eye to the future. "Just as Moses left the ties of

Egypt which offered him security and pleasure

to suffer abuse with Christ by sharing suffering

with his people, so, continuing this line, the au-

thor also summons his readers and hearers to a

similar exodus" (p. 142).

Nations become empires in a search for ex-

tended power and security. The breaking of em-
pires dilutes the power and threatens security.

But it provides an occasion for those whose ulti-

mate loyalty is to God in Christ to assert that

loyalty and disdain the false security symbolized

by empire.

We seem to be in such a time of opportunity

and risk.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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Marriage that

sustains love
by John and Naomi Lederach

"I wouldn't have believed it could happen to

me," he said to us. "But I just knew it was differ-

ent this time. I can't describe it to you, but it

feels so right and so good." Sam was telling us

about his decision to leave Monica, his wife, and
marry Louise. "I guess I've really changed. I

know it will be painful for Monica and the chil-

dren and I'm sorry about that, but if you could

just see Louise and me together, you would un-

derstand that this is really what love and mar-
riage are all about,"

Continuing earnestly, he described his first en-

counter with Louise, his inability to explain what
had happened, and the surprise of it all. "Louise

felt just like I did," he recounted. "It's like nei-

ther one of us had any control over it, and we
both knew we belonged together and that we
would have to get divorces."

Brenda and Loren have been married for

about five years. Brenda came to our office be-

cause she was thinking about filing for a divorce.

"I just don't see how it can be right to go on in

my marriage with Loren when I know now that I

really love Ken. It isn't that Loren is a bad per-

son, but he's changed so much. How can I go on
with him when it doesn't feel right anymore?
When I'm with Ken, everything seems right and
good and honest." In her attempt to convince us
of the "rightness" of her relationship with Ken,
she seemed to be asking our approval.

Brenda and Sam are good people who had no
intention of breaking the marriage covenant they

The marriage vows are promises to

God and to each other for times
when there are not feelings of great

ecstasy, emotion, and 'in-loveness.'

made together. In fact, they meant to keep the

vows they had spoken, ".
. . for better or for

worse, for richer or for poorer, in sickness and in

health, and forsaking all others, keep myself only

unto you as long as we both shall live." Espe-
cially the last part they had spoken with great

sincerity and conviction. As much as they loved

each other, the notion that this would change
was not in their thinking.

Were there any reservations in those vows,

"not till love dies but till we die"? How does this

change take place? What now makes this new
feeling of things being so "right and good" with

another person? Had their vows been to the feel-

ings they had, which were now transferred to an-

other?

Leaving their spouses. In both these mar-

riages, there seems to be the expectation that

persons are entitled to grant themselves permis-

sion for an uncontrollable love and happiness.

Their attitudes ask for sanction, to the point of

speaking about the goodness and rightness of

their feelings as being divinely endorsed. Neither

Loren nor Brenda can look carefully or consider

thoughtfully anything that might be judged as

right or wrong in breaking their marriage cove-

nant. They can see their actions to leave their

spouses only in terms of a (false) entitlement,

the permission they grant themselves because of

changes they have made and how they now feel

toward another.



Most couples tell us that at one time or another they have
questioned their decision to marry this person or have
thought of ways to get out of the dilemma in which

they find themselves.

This entitlement allows them to believe that

this new "love" is so right and so good that all

betrayals are justified, even betrayal of the cove-
nant made before God and the community of
faith. Never mind that the spouses and children

they are leaving feel pain or anything but right

and good. The entitlement largely negates any
guilt or uneasiness they feel about their actions.

They would like to have us understand that

something beyond their control, something they
didn't expect has come upon them. They would
not have broken their wedding covenant if there

was not some entitlement that their changes vali-

date or give permission for the uncontrollable

love and happiness they now feel. (See Sheldon
Vanauken's Under the Mercy.)

The entitlement of this love is described as so
good and so right that somehow it justifies all

their behavior and cannot be seen for the false-

ness it is or for the wrongness of it. Yet we can
expect that Brenda and Sam will probably make
the same covenant again and believe that it will

last—based on current feelings.

Confident prediction. The marriage covenant
or vows that are taken need to be understood. A
covenant is an agreement with responsibilities

from both spouses. Although it may imply a

legal commitment or contract, in the best sense
it is understood as involving personal love.

When two people stand at the marriage altar,

they are committing themselves to a confident

prediction of what they will continue to feel for

each other. They believe this prediction and per-

haps are unable to understand that the covenant
they are making is a promise to God and to each
other for times when they will not feel as much
emotion for each other as they now do.

And those times will come. Each person
changes. Differences emerge, expectations differ,

self-interests are reasserted, and faults that had

John and Naomi Lederach, Mt. Gretna, Pa., are

education coordinators at Philhaven—a Mennonite mental

health center. They are also marriage counselors. This
article, shortened somewhat, is reprinted with permission

from The Philhaven Perspective.

been overlooked or unacknowledged in the other

now become focused and troublesome. As feel-

ings change, the relationship may be questioned.

But covenant is an unconditional commitment
that believes love can survive and grow through
many changes. (See the Mennonite study docu-
ment "Human Sexuality in the Christian Life.")

What then sustains the covenant?
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, while imprisoned and

awaiting his execution by Hitler's Gestapo, wrote

a sermon for the wedding of two young friends.

"It is not your love which sustains the marriage,

but from now on the marriage that sustains your
love."

In other words, the original strong feelings

which are so much a part of an early relation-

ship, that feed each other's personal, emotional,

and physical needs, are now less intense and
may even be questioned.

But the vows are not made to feelings, as long

as those good feelings toward each other shall

last. They are promises to God and to each
other for times when there are not feelings of

great ecstasy, emotion, and "in-loveness." The
marriage commitment sustains love and invites

trust in each other. Regardless of what feelings

exist at the moment, faithfulness and fidelity are

at the heart of the promises made.

Come and go. Over time, intimacy, and feel-

ings of closeness come and go. Various stages in

marriage have different pressures. With work,
family, church activities, and financial pressures,

both spouses may be so involved that there is

not a great deal of energy left for each other.

Sometimes this distance is so great that it may
take hard work to feel connected again, to feel

the emotions that once were there.

In his book entitled Married People, Prancine

Klagsburg gives this illustration: At a luncheon
he was attending the hostess asked all her

guests, "What would you have liked to know be-

fore you married that nobody told you?" One
woman answered immediately, "I would have
liked to know that one day, after years of mar-
riage, I could sit across the room from my hus-
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We have been led to believe through the media that it is

unacceptable and constricting to let anything stand in

the way of 'feeling so right and so good' about a person
other than a spouse.

band and look up and think, 'Who is this man
I'm married to? I feel nothing for him, I don't be-

long with him or his family who are so different

from me.' And then, the next day, feel the same
closeness I've always felt."

Over time, these periods of distancing and
closeness can be recognized, but the closeness

returns. Giving a marriage time to grow allows

us to understand that time is on our side, and
can, in a sense, allow the security of some taking-

for-granted times, knowing that we can count on
the covenant of mutual love and care to bring

closeness again and the positive feelings that

come with that closeness.

Stress and disruption. In our work with cou-

ples, we have discovered there are most cer-

tainly times of change that lead to stress and
disruption. This has been true in our own rela-

tionship. Most couples tell us that at one time or

another they have questioned their decision to

marry this person or have thought of ways to get

out of the dilemma in which they find them-
selves.

What is it that makes them stay? "When I got

married, I said it would be for life and that's

what I meant," "I promised to stay with the mar-
riage for better or for worse. One thing sure, it

can't get worse." "I can't seem to live with him,

but I can't live without him." "I can't stand the

way he chews his food and blows his nose, but
I'm not going to leave him because of that. I'm
committed to the marriage." In other words,

there is not only commitment to one another,

but to the marriage itself, even though it may be
difficult.

The covenant we have made means that we
will stay together in spite of conflicts and
changes. In a sense it means that we make re-

peated and constant decisions to be true to our
vows and the decision to be married. These deci-

sions may or may not be conscious, but are

made again and again after times of distancing

and coming together again. Says Klagsburg,
"While we marry one another over and over, the

person each of us is, changes in response to

events outside the marriage and events in the

marriage. In that sense, we are married to many
different people in the course of a single mar-
riage, and every marriage that lasts is a 'serial

marriage,' a term used often to describe the se-

quence of marriage, divorce, and remarriage that

has become so commonplace in our society."

The difference is that although we may each
change in many ways, the thing that remains un-
changed for us as Christians, is that at the core

of the marriage is our commitment to God and
each other.

Marriages that are growing in acceptance and
trust presuppose exclusivity and fidelity. Satis-

faction and intimacy flourish when trust is un-

questioned. Although couples may have many
friends and even special friends, with whom they

may share of themselves, there is a "secret

society" that excludes all others from its inner-

most core. "The problem was, he never made
me feel special, as if I were different to him than

anybody else," someone said recently. Says

Klagsburg, "The rival for that position of special-

ness may not have been another woman or man;
it may have been a relative, a friend, or in many
cases a job or career. In marriage the degree of

closeness that develops depends to a great ex-

tent on how special each partner feels, how
unique and important in a way that nothing else

is."

"I don't feel about my spouse the way I used

to." Probably not, when behaviors toward spouse

are examined. During courtship and early mar-

riage, there were many behaviors that said how
important the person, the marriage is. Now the

desire to give yourself away to your spouse has

gradually turned into wanting to withdraw that

gift of self and as a result positive feelings dimin-

ish. On the other hand, the more we behave in

loving ways toward spouse, the closer and more
positive we feel toward him/her. You can act into

a different way of feeling more effectively than

you can feel into a different way of acting.

Not how we feel. A simple and yet profound
way to talk about commitment is to talk about

love in terms of what we do, not how we feel. We
have been led to believe through the media—sto-

ries, television, and movies—that it is unaccept-

able and constricting to let anything stand in the

way of "feeling so right and so good" about a

person other than a spouse. This new love, this

particular love, is seen as unique and unlike all

others. How easy to forget these are the very

same feelings which were once felt for the

spouse and that the new love is somehow the

real thing since "right and good" feelings for the

spouse are no longer there.

But love is not only feeling and emotion; it is

more basically what we choose to do, how we
choose to behave, how we choose to relate, re-

gardless of feelings. That is why Jesus can com-
mand us to love even our enemies. We can

choose to relate in loving ways, at least humane
and caring ways, even to those who are consid-

ered to be enemies. Q
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Why I became a Mennonite
by Phillip S. Gelb

Why would a 70-year-old liberal, intellectual,

humanistic, Jewish Unitarian choose to be bap-

tized as a Mennonite? It is because of these fine

traditions in my life that I have made this

choice. It is not just that the principles of these

traditions often coincide with Anabaptism; it is

because these traditions got out of hand.

As an education person, I learned how to think

for myself and to become a well-rounded individ-

ual. As a liberal American, I came to appreciate

the importance of the individual against the
r

power of the state and the blessing of nonviolent

democratic problem-solving methods guaranteed
in our Constitution. As a humanist concerned

Phillip S. Gelb, Sarasota, Fla., now retired, was an
education professor at New York University for over 25
years. This article is his statement during his baptism at

Bahia Vista Mennonite Church earlier this fall.

with serving other human beings, I learned to

choose my worthy causes. I came from a broken
home, which was unusual for one born and
raised a Jew, but this led me to a single focus: I

must make something of myself. I must be some-
body. In Unitarianism, I learned the importance
of self-reliance, even of building my own per-

sonal theology.

A better way. I could talk at length about the

benefits of these traditions. And yet I now seek
repentance and a better way because of these

fine traditions. I am a confessed sinner. What is

my sin? It just may be the supreme sin of our
times. It is the sin of self. Everything else be-

came secondary. Self replaced God. Remember,
I said education made me a whole individual. Hu-
manism said I could choose my causes. Liberal-

ism taught me of my rights. Judaism for me;

Nurturing

Our Growth
It is vital to the future ofthe Mennonite

Church to educate our youth and
equip them to lead, meeting the

needs of the church and the

world. Our educational pro-

grams respond to the vision

ofwhat those needs may
be in 15 to 20 years

from now. In Men-
nonitehigheredu-

cation
Goshen Biblical Seminary

Hesston College

Goshen College

Goshen Biblical Seminary

Eastern Mennonite College
& Seminary
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became "I—I should be somebody." Unitarian-

ism stressed self-reliance and personal theology.

And, of course, as a good American, I am dedi-

cated to individual enterprise.

It is not just the media and the slang and the

fashions. Some truly fine American traditions

can add up to the sin of self. Please don't take

this to mean that we should cast aside the tradi-

tions I have named because of an unfortunate

emphasis and abuse. If we eliminated everything

of value that can be abused, we would eliminate

God and Christ, who are abused daily in com-
mon swearing and more serious distortions.

How did I come to recognize this sin of self, in-

stead of God, in my own life? In reading such re-

ligious writers as the Methodist E. Stanley
Jones, the Quaker Elton Trueblood, the Catholic
monk Thomas Merton, and particularly such
Mennonites as John Howard Yoder, Willard
Swartley, Harry Huebner, John Toews—and in

talking and listening to Mennonites in the Bahia
Vista congregation—I have learned that there is

something even more important than "an open
mind" and that is "a loving heart."

But, the realization came most of all through
reading and studying the Holy Bible. In this I

learned there is really only one truly universal
and intellectual self, only one rugged individual-

ist, only one great liberal and humanist—and he
is the divine man of the miracles, the beatitudes,

and the Sermon on the Mount. Do you want to

know what humanism is? In Matthew 25, you will

find the best definition and challenge of Chris-
tian humanism ever stated.

It says, "Even as you do not do it for the least

of them, you do not do it for me." And the "me"
here is not mere me or any self. The "me" here
is God incarnate in Jesus Christ. For me this is

the ultimate humanism and challenge. I believe
it is also a part of the Mennonite mission.

Rooted in community. I have read some of
the papers delivered at the Christology confer-
ence during Normal 89. Harry Huebner writes:

"The content of Christianity is the character of
Jesus. Here the poor, the hungry, the oppressed,
the ones who are hated, the ones who weep and
suffer among us are singled out as the recipients
of the good news. But such compassionate ethics
are incompatible with excessive individualism.
And so our discipleship is rooted in the commu-
nity of the church." And John Toews writes:

"Baptism into Christ is not primarily initiation

into a personal relationship with Christ but bap-
tism into the people of whom he is the head. We
dare not be seduced by modern individualism,
the me-generations. Only a gospel that called
people to profound repentance and incorporates
them into communities of accountability and mu-
tual responsibility is a Christ that is both living
and biblical."

It is with deep humility, respect, dedication,
and hope that I am privileged to join this com-
munity of believers. §h

IDEAS FOR OUTREACH
A column provided by Mennonite Board of Missions
(Mennonite Church) and Commission on Home Minis-
tries (General Conference Mennonite Church).

New zest for your
missions committee
The purpose of the missions committee in

your congregation is to lead in mission. But
many times the committee gives almost all its

attention to mission concerns outside the local

church, like the city rescue mission, singing in

the nearby nursing home, or lining up a mission-

ary speaker.

All these need to continue, but who in your
congregation is creatively thinking of ways to

reach the unchurched or help new members
become assimilated? Congregational growth is

an illusive dream unless some creative thought
is devoted to this issue.

At Waterford Mennonite Church in Goshen,
Indiana, where I am a member, we launched an
"Ad-Hoc Outreach Committee," a subgroup of

our Missions and Service Committee. Our focus

statement is: "To work aggressively at envision-

ing for community outreach, finding ways to

invite and assimilate new people."

As one of our pastors on the committee said,

"This committee has helped us initiate some
things that we weren't taking the time to think

about before."

We haven't done all of the following, but we
have made progress on some. Here are some
ideas for you!

1. Check traffic flow and consider using

parking attendants.

2. Evaluate signs, both outside and inside.

3. Examine your welcoming system. Is it

better to assign outgoing "people person" vol-

unteers on a longer-term basis, or see greeting

people as a gift everyone has?

4. Order name labels for greeters and ushers

so visitors can easily recognize them.

5. Consider having a "Friend Sunday."
6. Talk about including a regular outreach

column in your church newsletter.

7. Discover the best approach for obtaining

names of visitors. (This fall, we began using pew
note pads where everyone writes in their name.)

8. Consider visitor follow-up. Should it be
done by phone or personal visit? If visiting,

when should it be done and who should do it?

9. Consider developing a brochure that will

help new people learn about your congregation.

10. Talk about taking a community survey.

11. Evaluate what happens to visitors after

church is over.

In your vision for mission, try not to forget the

needs of unchurched persons closer home.
Using a method like I outlined may work for

you.—G. Edwin Bontrager
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Hear, hear!

A column for sharing personal concerns

Promote fellowship
through food
Food has long been an important ele-

ment in Mennonite life. Most of us—even

those who are several generations off the

farm—have an abundant supply of farm-

ers in our family trees. We have produced

food, preserved food, shared food with

famine and disaster victims through Men-
nonite Central Committee, and we've cel-

ebrated with food in our church potlucks

and family gatherings.

Yet we live in a society that gives mixed
messages about food. Advertisers, by
using sleek female bodies to sell every-

thing from cars to beer, convey the mes-

sage that beautiful women don't eat.

Popular women's magazines echo this cho-

rus with the latest diet schemes and sen-

sational weight-loss success stories. But
imbedded in the same magazines are

tempting pictures and recipes for an irre-

sistible double-fudge chocolate cake.

We often treat food as a mere commod-
ity, which relative to our disposable in-

come, has become cheaper and cheaper

during this century. On average, U.S. citi-

zens spend less than 20 percent of their

income on food. We may hear complaints

about the high cost of food, but these

complaints ring empty when we observe

the amount of food that goes from the

plate to the garbage dumpster, and the

number of overweight people whose
health is jeopardized by their overnourish-

ment.

As Mennonites move farther from the

farm and deeper into the mainstream of

North American society, we are tempted

by society's abusive food ways. How can

we maintain a true appreciation for food

as a gift of God to be cherished and

shared by all of God's children? Can we
find new ways to modestly and reverently

use food to nurture relationships and

nourish our bodies?

This is the intention of a new interna-

tional cookbook project just getting under-

way at MCC, which follows in the tradition

of More-with-Less Cookbook and Living

More with Less. We are gathering recipes

and stories from brothers and sisters from

around the world who have not always

known the abundance that we have, and

who still spend many hours procuring

their food. We believe their food and sto-

ries will draw us into their world and will

help us gain a new perspective on our

relationship to food.

If you have recipes, or stories of hospi-

tality and sharing of food in other cultures,

either from overseas or from ethnic minor-

ity communities in North America, we in-

vite you to share these with others through

the cookbook. Please send all submissions

or inquiries to MCC at Box 500, Akron, PA
18501. The deadline for entries is Decem-
ber 15.—Joetta Handrich Schlabach,
Elkhart, Ind.

Perilous times
shall come

In Hebrews we read that God in times

past spoke by the prophets, but has in

these last days spoken to us by his Son.

When we speak of the latter days, perilous

times shall come, and it would be in the

latter part of this period.

That we are living in perilous times can

hardly be denied. As we think of mother
earth, there are many problems. How to

dispose of our waste, the unscrupulous

use of our resources, the waste of food, an

increasing population. We wonder how
long this old earth can supply our wants.

Notice I said wants, not needs.

However, I am more concerned about

the spiritual aspects of mankind. I remem-
ber as a young man when it was said we
will do so and so, D.V. While there needs

to be planning, I feel we should be more
conscious of the time element which is in

God's hands. In the beginning Satan said

to the woman, "Hath God said?" He still

uses that method today. Quite a few things

our forefathers believed and practiced we
do not keep any more. Romans 7:1-3 is one

of them. The peril here is they feel they

have new light. If therefore the light that

is in thee be darkness, how great is that

darkness?

The prophet wrote, "To the law and to

the testimony: if they speak not according

to this word, it is because there is no light

in them." We need to get back to the

Word. I shall give one illustration: Strong

drink is a problem in the world and also

the church today. If I remember correctly,

in times past we had a temperance lesson

once each quarter in our Sunday school

lesson quarterlies. Has this lack of teach-

ing increased our problems?

I believe more teaching of the Word is

needed to meet some of our other prob-

lems. Above all others, our constraining

motive in life should be "because of Cal-

vary." We should meditate and teach more

on what Christ has done for us. Being

forewarned of these perilous times, it be-

hooves us to be forearmed. This calls for

much prayer, and hiding God's Word in

our hearts.

—Titus Martin, Bird-in-Hand, Pa.

A ceasefire call

for Christmas
I am thankful that my parents did not

buy war toys for me when I was a child,

even though our neighbors had many such

toys. I pray that as a church we will con-

tinue to express our nonconformity to a

violent world by refusing to buy war toys.

Our children are learning values by the

lifestyle choices they observe in us.

Recently our local ministerium pro-

claimed the following statement to our

community. It is being printed in our local

newspapers and distributed to our congre-

gations. The Upper Perkiomen Valley

Ministerial Association includes pastors

from Assembly of God, Baptist, Evangeli-

cal Congregational, Friends, Lutheran,

Mennonite, Roman Catholic, Schwenk-

felder, and United Church of Christ

churches. I was encouraged to see the

widespread support for such a statement.

—Steven Landis, pastor, Finland Men-
nonite Church, Pennsburg, Pa.

Dear Friends and Neighbors:

As citizens of the world community, we
look forward to Christmas as a time to

celebrate the kinship of all peoples and to

emulate the Prince of Peace in our own
lives. Around the world, Christmas

ceasefires testify to the holiness of this

season, and to humanity's hope for an end

to armed conflict. In the holiday spirit of

peace and goodwill, we encourage our

community as a whole to observe a Christ-

mas ceasefire by not buying war toys for

our children.

Well before Christmas, toys of war and

destruction come by truckload into the

stores. Our children are urged by clever

advertising to want toys that can convey

the message that problems must be solved

by brute force and bloodshed. War is ro-

manticized in the very season in which

Jesus was born. Wouldn't it be better to

invite families—as the Bible does—to look

at death and life, and choose life? Aren't

there toys to share with our children that

nurture and celebrate life?

By avoiding war toys, and providing

nonviolent alternatives, we can teach our

children to love one another and to build

a world in which cooperation is stronger

than competition, negotiation more desir-

able than violence—a world in which war

is ultimately unacceptable as a "solution"

to human problems.

We respectfully offer this proposal to

the community as one small step toward

that world of "peace on earth, good will to

all."—Upper Perkiomen Valley Minis-

terial Association
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An MCC
financial

update
People around the world still need our help.

Mennonite Central Committee (MCC) wants

to continue serving refugees, disaster victims,

hungry, sick and homeless people worldwide.

But U.S. giving to MCC is below budget this year.

Canadian contributions to MCC will meet

budget, but U.S. giving will likely be $400,000

below budget at year end.

So MCC has reduced its ministry to people in need.

Food shipments to Sudanese refugees have

been reduced. Plans to help Central Americans

suffering from war and last year's hurricane

were scaled down. Programs for needy people

in the United States are being cut.

With your help, MCC can respond.

Mennonite
Central
Committee

Mennonite Central

CommitteeandMCC U.S.

21 South 12th Street

PO Box 500
Akron, PA 17501-0500

MCC Canada
134 Plaza Drive

. -^-Z
Winnipeg, MgjST 5K9.



Church news

MEDA convention:
church in a Holiday Inn

It could have been almost any Menno-
nite church meeting. There was singing.

There were prayers. There were discus-

sions, formal and informal. More issues

were left hanging than resolved.

About the only feature that seemed un-

typical was the offering. It was $30,000!

The annual convention of Mennonite

Economic Development Associates met in

the downtown Holiday Inn, Winnipeg,

Man., Nov. 9-12. Nearly 600 registered. All

three evening sessions ran overtime and a

good time was had by all.

In his opening remarks MEDA chairman

Leroy Troyer set the tone for the meeting.

"We have one thing in common: our Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ. Let us have some
fun, enjoy the fellowship, and learn to

know some new people." Concerning the

theme of the convention, "Business,

Power, and Justice," Troyer observed that

the Anabaptist community began because

of the abuse of power. "All of us will be

held accountable for how we use power."

The theme was addressed in typical

Mennonite fashion through Bible studies,

preaching, and discussion. Featured guest

speaker was the redoubtable Tony
Campolo from Eastern (Pa.) College, with

his store of oft-told tales. "Biblical

perspectives" were supplied by George

Shillington of Mennonite Brethren Bible

College. The politician's view was repre-

sented by Jake Epp, member of the Cana-

dian Parliament. Personal testimonies

were given by attorney Carol Suter and
corporate farmer Donald Kroeker. Semi-

nars and tours enriched the agenda. Paul

Stevens of Regent College gave an expos-

itory sermon to conclude the program.

It was generally agreed by speakers that

the relation between love and power is

delicate. But most hesitated to go as far as

Tony Campolo, who said, "In any relation-

ship whoever exercises most power exer-

cises least love and vice versa. When love

increases, power decreases, and the other

way around. It is difficult if not impossible

to exercise love and power simulta-

neously."

Campolo proposed instead the power of

love as demonstrated by God in Christ

who came as a baby in a manger and
resisted the temptations of the devil to get

him to take power. As an example of how
the hierarchy of power might be turned

upside down he wondered how about

doing the yearly management evaluation

from the bottom up instead of the top

down.

Although he thoroughly approved of

MEDAs approach through micro instead

of macro economics (trickle up instead of

trickle down), he worried about the ten-

dency for capitalism's emphasis on profits

to lead to compromise. "Can a Christian

produce potato chips?" he asked. "Isn't

there something strange about taking food

and turning it into poison?"

The immediate response to this ques-

tion seemed muted, but a day later Don-

ald Kroeker, whose company raises

potatoes, felt led to point out with a twin-

kle in the eye that a greater burden for

farmers than the weather is people who
talk about agriculture even though they

don't know anything about it. For exam-

ple, Campolo on potato chips.

Carol Suter challenged Campolo even

more directly in her justification of power.

"I truly believe God called me to be a

lawyer. If Christians stay out of the sys-

tem," she went on, "who's going to care? I

think there is room in that corrupt system

for people like me to care." Yet she ac-

knowledged that "power is a great se-

ducer."

In response Campolo acknowledged that

"power has to be used to destroy what
resists redemption by love. But one of the

problems I see is that one does not gain

power or maintain power without compro-
mise. I worry about how power compro-

mises people. Take politicians: what do
they really believe?"

In two brief sessions of biblical perspec-

tives, George Shillington contrasted Solo-

mon with Jesus in their relative success in

fulfilling their mission from God. "Both
were endowed, but only Jesus succeeded."

He observed two central and complemen-
tary features in the life and teaching of

Jesus: (1) the renunciation of power and

(2) the celebration of freedom. "How shall

we do the will of God in our time? By
taking up power? Not at all. By abandon-
ing aspirations for power. Seek the king-

dom of God first."

A matter of considerable interest to

MEDA is the opening up of the Soviet

Union to influences from the West. Art

DeFehr, president of Palliser Furniture, a

family-owned company that began in a

basement, reported on a trip to that coun-

try taken last summer by a MEDA group

and on plans for additional activity. The
problem, he said, for the Soviet Union is

that perestroika (restructuring) is being

attempted from the top. "The genius of

the West has always been the bubbling up
of ideas from the bottom. The Soviet

Union will fail without this."

The MEDA vision is to encourage small

business activity among church people in

the Soviet Union. "Suddenly the churches

have an opportunity to do things, but they

have no money. If resources come from

outside, this will bring control. We urge

them to develop their own resources." The
new budget includes $55,000 for the Soviet

Union project. Of the $30,000 offering,

$20,000 was for this program.

With 2,100 members and about 100 staff

people, MEDA has an annual budget of

roughly $2.5 million, of which something

more than half is received from govern-

ment grants. The mission statement of the

organization, which any Mennonite may
join, though most are entrepreneurs, is

stated in part as "to honor God in the

world of work and economics by extending

his reign to all our activities."

In a litany prepared for the final session

of the Winnipeg convention the leader

asked, "Who are we?" and the congrega-

tion responded, "We are people on pil-

grimage."

Closing speaker Paul Stevens, who
spends a part of each year in Kenya, noted

Speaking at the MEDA convention are (left to right) Tony Campolo, George Shillington, and
Art DeFehr (who wore a "glasnost" T-shirt from the Soviet Union).
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Is MCC evangelical?

Sharing the gospel in Haiti

Is MCC evangelical? Do MCCers share their faith? The
answer here at Hospital Albert Schweitzer in Haiti is yes.

Pastor Andre recently returned to the hospital to serve as

chaplain. He talks and prays with patients, conducts

services, counsels the confused and sorrowing. For Pastor

Andre, his ministry here completes a circular journey.

Pastor Andre grew up at the hospital. He was a "compound
kid," part of a group of 4- to 14-year-old children who roam
the hospital grounds and earn a living by begging from or

running errands for the foreign staff. Although they become
ingenious and quick-minded, they do not have much of a

future.

Martha Klassen, an MCC nurse who worked here from

1964 to 1966, took an interest in Andre. The MCC unit

"adopted" him and helped him through school. He later

went to a U.S. Bible school to become a pastor; now he

ministers to his people.

Once a week my wife, Karen, has a Bible study with a

Haitian nurse who recently became a Christian. The nurse's

decision to follow Jesus was greatly influenced by the words
and witness of another MCC nurse here. Now Karen is

discipling her. They have become close friends. The Bible

study has been a time of challenge and encouragement for

both of them.

Is MCC evangelical? MCCers have been working here at

Hospital Albert Schweitzer for more than 30 years, bringing

care and healing to the Haitians of the Artibonite valley.

The desire to relieve the physical pain and suffering that

we see all around us is a natural outflow of our love and

commitment to Jesus Christ, as is the desire to share our

faith with others. We can no more cut away the one segment

of our life in Christ than we could cut out our physical heart

and not be maimed.

MCC is evangelical. The people who make it work, the

principles it follows and the activities it promotes are all

centered around the life of Jesus. With this kind of

preoccupation, all the fruits of the Spirit flourish.

••• Wes Hubert
Vineland, Ont.

MCC Haiti
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Staff comment

Why doesn't MCC do
TV appeals?

The TV host stands in front of a group of hungry people.

While he describes terrible conditions in the starving

country, men dig a hole behind him. It is a grave. You see

a blanket-wrapped body lowered into the grave. Clods of
dry, dusty earth fall in the hole. A woman weeps.

The TV host asks for money. The words at the bottom of
the screen say that Mastercard and Visa are accepted.

Shocking images of death and desperation such as this have
become standard fare for North American TV watchers.
But despite the bad taste it leaves in many mouths, these

kinds of fundraising efforts have been successful. Millions
of dollars have been raised in Canada and the United States.

The clear message picked up by more and more charitable

organizations is this: if you want the public's attention, you
have to put a chill in their hearts.

MCC does not believe it. We think compassionate people
do not require shocking images to motivate them to give.

We believe that Mennonite and Brethren in Christ

constituents are motivated by a genuine Christian concern
to feed the hungry "In the name of Christ." We assume
that once constituents know a need exists, they will respond,
without heart-tugging appeals.

Yet each of us are subject to dozens of TV appeals every
year. Starving children stare at us from magazines and
newspapers. Why, some have wondered, doesn't MCC
tackle the competition and counter with a TV appeal of
our own?

There are several reasons why we don't. One has to do with
our relationship with people in the developing world. A
chief criticism of much reporting in North America about
poor countries is that poor people are often portrayed as

helpless victims dependent on our aid. People in poor
countries often do need our emergency aid, but the truth

is that they are not unable to help themselves. They have
long lived with food shortages, and have developed ways
to cope.

But images of Mozambicans or Guatemalans helping

themselves would not generate the millions of dollars

sought through TV appeals. The viewer must be made to

feel that those people will certainly not survive without
North American help. MCC, on the other hand, believes

that the people most affected by the problem are best able

to solve it, sometimes with a little help.

Another concern is integrity. It can be tempting to

manipulate the viewer by showing only selective slices of
reality. People from developing countries sometimes tell

how they have participated in staged performances for the

cameras. In an increasingly competitive market for

charitable dollars, agencies may be tempted to show only
the worst or most shocking aspects of a country.

A third reason is cost—it is very expensive to create a TV
fundraising appeal. Before any of the money raised during
a TV appeal can be sent overseas, the cost of the appeal
itself must be paid for. Since we don't appeal for funds on
TV, you can be sure that more of the dollars you give will

actually be used to help those in need.

The last reason is our relationship with you, our supporters.

As the relief and development agency of the North
American Mennonite and Brethren in Christ churches, we
trust constituents will think of MCC first when deciding

how to share their material blessings. We know we are not
the only organization worthy of contributions, but we are

your agency; you own us.

This relationship affects the way we raise funds. Since we
have a supporting constituency, we don't need to make mass
appeals on television.

Other agencies that don't have a faithful base of supporters
envy MCC. We thank God that we are supported by people
like you, people who trust us with your donations. We want
to guard this trust by quietly doing the most effective work
we can, spending as little as possible on fundraising so that

we may use the resources you give us for needy people
around the world.

••• Daniel Zehr
Executive director

MCC Canada
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News from MCC
• • •

MCC was rated the "best of the

denominational agencies doing
relief and development work"
by The Other Side, a bi-monthly

evangelical magazine, in its

July/August Giver's Guide. The
magazine gave MCC full marks
for "its desire to learn as well as
to help promote mutual dignity

and interdependence,"
commitment to nonviolence and
"its belief that God intended all

people to share the earth's

resources." It also said MCC
understands the relationship

between faith and action and is

"widely respected for its

cultural sensitivity." MCC
received low marks for the small

number of women and people
of color involved on boards or

in key staff positions.
• • •

Twenty-seven Indonesian
Mennonite youth participated in

an MCC-sponsored Youth Work
Camp this summer. The youth
came from three Indonesian
Mennonite synods. They
worked at four locations in

central Java, doing demolition

and building new structures for

local churches.

MCCer Kate Warn promotes
development among Sudanese
people displaced by civil war
who live in camps throughout
Khartoum. Warn works with the

Sudan Council of Churches.
Ideas come from her visits with

those in the camps and with

local church leaders. Future

projects may include hand-dug
wells, cooperatives, mud brick

production and youth
programs.

• • •

Last year more than $65,000
worth of groceries were
collected by church members
and shared in Philadelphia, New
York City and other East Coast
cities through the MCC U.S.

Grocery Sharing Project. Eight

conferences participated in the

project, which has distributed

35,539 bags of groceries since

it began in 1982.
• • •

The MCC-supported Edmonton
Recycling Society (ERS)
reached 5 million kilograms

(10.1 million pounds) of

recycled materials in August,
only 1 0 months after beginning
operation. ERS picks up paper,

glass, metals and plastic from
60,000 homes in the northern

part of that city.
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Suffering with the people

Mennonite Brethren pastor reflects

on Central America trip

How can I summarize what I found in the lives of ourMCC
volunteers? Perhaps the apostle Paul says it best: "We are
children, heirs of God and fellow heirs with Christ, provided
we suffer with him." (Rom. 8:17) I don't believe Paul is

suggesting we need to suffer from something or someone
to qualify as heirs with Christ. Rather, Paul is suggesting
we are called to suffer with people. That is precisely what
MCC volunteers in Central America are doing.

They have freely chosen to let the hurts of people in Central
America hurt them. They have chosen to let this suffering

seep into their lives through their skins and into their hearts.

The pain of Central Americans has become their pain.

Just one example: a week after Gary and Nancy T. Guthrie
arrived in Guayabal, El Salvador, a neighbor came for help;

three of her male relatives had disappeared during the night.

Would the Guthries help look for them? After contacting
the National Guard office, the Guthries learned that the

bodies could be found outside the city. "We took the bodies
and buried them," they said.

OurMCC workers in Central America have been given the

gift of suffering. As they hurt with Central Americans, they
are indeed suffering with Jesus. Our MCC workers are

vicars of Christ in Central America.

I was also deeply impressed by the faith and fervency of

the Mennonite churches there. The story of Mennonite
churches in Central America, as I experienced it, is a story

of people who, in the midst of violence, torture and suffering

have been given the gift of faith. I frequently asked: "Why
do they keep believing when there are so many things wrong
with their world?"

The answer was apparent as I worshipped with them. They
have been grabbed by God's grace and pardon and they
know that it is all right with them, even though things are

sadly, stupidly wrong in their world.

I think of the K'ekchi' Mennonite Church of Guatemala,
with its 3,000 members in 55 congregations, with its

inspirational singing and praying. I was encouraged by the

Mennonite pastors of Guatemala City, who are wrestling

with what it means to be Anabaptists, for I too am
struggling with the meaning of my Anabaptist heritage. The
Mennonite church in La Paz, Nicaragua, where we
worshipped for six hours, was alive with the Spirit and
thriving on the gospel.

The pastors in Guatemala City said, "We need the support
of other Mennonites. We need to know we are not alone.

"

••• RayBystrom

Ray Bystrom recently resigned as pastor of the Killarney Park
Mennonite Brethren Church in Vancouver, B.C. He participated in

a spring MCC study tour of Central America.

For more information on Mennonites in Central America, contact
any MCC office for free loan of the 23-minute MCC-produced slide

set People ofpeace in a land of conflict: The Mennonite churches
in Central America.
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"Broken Boundaries," a

resource packet on child sexual

abuse, is now available from
MCC. The packet includes

information about abuse, the

church's response to it, worship
ideas and a bibliography. It is

available for $5 from MCC
Women's Concerns, 50 Kent
Ave., Kitchener, ON N2G 3R1

;

MCC Canada, 134 Plaza Drive,

Winnipeg, MB R3T 5K9; and
MCC Women's Concerns, PO
Box 500, Akron, PA 17501-0500.

Also available is an earlier MCC
resource, "The Purple Packet,"

on spouse abuse.
• • •

The 1989-90 MCC Resource
Catalog is now available. It lists

more than 400 audiovisual and
printed materials about the

mission of MCC, hunger,
peacemaking and other topics,

and includes materials

especially for children. All

audiovisuals are loaned free;

most printed materials are also

free. The catalog is available

from all MCC offices.

The 1 2-minute slide set Conflict

in the church: Division or

diversity? is now available in

video format. Prepared by
Mennonite Conciliation Service,

this audiovisual shows how
conflict can strengthen a

congregation and offers

constructive conflict

management skills. Available

for free loan from all MCC
offices. Available for sale for $45
from the MCC Akron Resource
Library.

• • •

A cassette of highlights from
MCC's 1989 annual meeting is

available for $3.50. Included is

a history of MCC by former
associate executive secretary

Reg Toews and stories from
MCCers serving in India and
Sudan. Available from MCC
Akron Resource Library.

Saskatchewan farmer
donates field

Community grows wheat for MCC

One popular way to raise money forMCC has been to build

a house against hunger. A Carrot River, Sask., farmer has

become the first to help needy people by donating a field

for food.

When the farmer, who wishes to remain anonymous,
became physically unable to farm because of age and illness,

he leased a quarter-section of his land to the Canadian Food
Grains Bank to grow wheat for MCC. Under normal

conditions, the crop could be worth $20,000 Canadian

(U.S. $17,000), which will be matched three-to-one by the

Canadian International Development Agency.

According to Herman Enns, MCC Canada's foodgrains

representative in the area, the farmer's donation sparked a

community effort to grow food for hungry people. One
farmer cultivated the land, another donated seed, a third

seeded it and a fourth sprayed it for weeds. Chemical

companies donated herbicides and fertilizers; a local gas

station donated fuel for harvesting.

"This is the first time this kind of project has been done

in Canada," says former MCC Saskatchewan Executive

Director Ed Barkman. "It's another way rural people can

make a significant contribution to help alleviate needs

around the world."

••• John Longhurst
MCC Canada
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Is God calling you to fill one of

these urgent personnel needs?

Wheelchairs from Canada for

Central America

MCC country profile

Canada
• • •

Population: 25 million

MCC present since: 1963
Number of MCCers: 168

volunteers, 81 staff in head
office, five provincial and three

regional offices, plus SELFHELP
Crafts staff.

Supported by: 108,000

Mennonite and Brethren in

Christ members in almost 600
churches.

MCC has had a presence in

Canada for many years, but it

was not until 1963 that MCC
Canada was formed. A year later

provincial offices were created.

This year MCC Canada is

celebrating its 25th anniversary
of "Service close to home."

Volunteers serve in a variety of

assignments. MCC Canada has
made it a priority to serve Native

people, offenders, disabled

people, refugees and women.
Other programs include Peace
and Social Concerns,
Employment Concerns, Mental
Health Concerns, East/West
Concerns, Kanadier Mennonite
Concerns and Voluntary

Service.

Grassroots volunteers are

integral to the success of MCC
Canada. More than 3,500 people
volunteer time at thrift shops,
SELFHELP Crafts stores,

warehouses and relief sales

every year.

Some facts and figures about
MCC Canada:

• • •

1988 disbursements (including

material aid): $19.6 million

Donations by Canadian
constituents in 1 988: $5,073,81

1

Amount raised at 1 4 relief sales

in 1988: $1,063,393
Amount of foodgrains shipped
overseas in 1988: 26,270 metric

tonnes
Value of foodgrains shipped
overseas in 1988: $7,504,800
Number of thrift shops in

Canada: 41

Amount raised by thrift shops
for MCC: More than $1 million

Number of Canadians serving
with MCC: 436
Number of jobs created by MCC
Employment Concerns
Program: 148

Miami, Fla.: manager, low-

income housing restorations
• • •

Zaire: nutritionist
• • •

China: English language
teachers

• • •

Zaire: director of aquaculture

program

Bangladesh: job creation

program administrator
• • •

Halifax, N.S.: training program
development coordinator

• • •

New Orleans, La.: peace center

coordinator

Day care center work in

Winnipeg, Man.
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Thoughts on personnel

Reasons for serving

Many reasons exist for serving with MCC: a desire for

adventure, to see and learn about a new culture, to use skills

and abilities to help others, to enhance career opportunities.

These are valid reasons. Every person who applies toMCC
has many reasons for wanting to be a volunteer. But they

are not the most important reason—a desire to follow

Christ by serving other people.

MCC is looking for people who are adventurous, who want
to learn about new cultures, who want to use their skills

to help others and prepare for a career. But, more than

anything else, we want people who have committed their

lives to Christ, people who want to live out their faith in

everything they do.

••• John Peters

Personnel Services

MCC Canada

Cash projects
• • •

(January) Ducks, Indonesia: In

the mountains of Sulawesi
island, MCC helps newcomers
arriving from other islands.

Poor families with children

under 5 receive two ducks. Duck
eggs provide extra protein for

children's diets, and ducklings

provide more food later. $4
provides a pair of ducks for a

child. $700 buys 350 ducks.

Please include project number
B709-1 1 with your contribution.

• • •

(February) Healthy baby kits,

Bolivia: Most women in rural

Bolivia give birth at home. MCC
provides basic birthing kits to

expectant mothers. In areas

where kits have been
distributed, the number of

babies dying from tetanus,

caused by unsanitary

conditions, has dropped
significantly. $2.50 buys one
healthy baby kit. $300 buys 1 20
kits, the total needed this year.

Please include project number
B904-40 with your contribution.

• • •

(March) Sharing With
Appalachian People (SWAP):
SWAP offers young people a

way to share their time and
energy and learn from the

people of eastern Kentucky.
Groups repair roofs, paint

porches, study the Bible and
discuss issues. Funds are

needed to buy building

materials and tools. $5 provides
one sheet of drywall. $750 buys
shingles for one home. Please

include project number P640
with your contribution.

cash proje^-

Material aid projects
• • •

(January) Clothing: MCC has
shipped 20 tons of good quality

used clothing to war-torn

Angola and Mozambique this

year. Clothes you donate should
be light- or medium-weight,
preferably wash-and-wear.

• • •

(February) Bath and hand
towels: So far in 1989 MCC has
shipped towels to Bangladesh,
Ethiopia, Haiti, the Israeli-

occupied West Bank, and in the

United States. Please send
quality dark-colored bath or

hand towels.
• • •

(March) Health kits: This year

MCC has sent more than 6,000

health kits to seven countries.

To prepare a health kit, place

these items in an 8- by 10-inch

(20- by 25-centimeter)

drawstring bag: a toothbrush,

family-size tube of toothpaste,

bar of soap, nail clipper with file

and dark hand towel.

Mcnnonrtc
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the difference between this question and
questions asked in Kenya. "They don't

ask, 'Who am I?' They just want to survive

one more day. We have shifted from a

survival culture to an identity culture."

And so in Mennonite fashion, MEDA
members get together once a year to pon-
der the ambiguities of life in business, to

recognize and affirm each other, elect offi-

cers, and approve the budget. Also to take

the offering. What could be more churchy
than that?

—Daniel Hertzler for Meetinghouse

Nominating Committee
asks for help
in filling positions

The Nominating Committee of the Men-
nonite Church met in Elkhart, Ind., re-

cently to begin its work in preparation for

the 1991 General Assembly. Lee Yoder of

Harrisonburg, Va., chairs the committee,
which selected Robert Hartzler of Belle-

ville, Pa., as vice-chair and Gerald Hughes
of Cleveland Heights, Ohio, as secretary.

Who are the persons whom the church
should be calling to serve on churchwide
boards and committees? Some of them are

not known beyond their own congrega-

tions. Even though they may be well qual-

ified to serve and willing to do so if asked,

their names may not come to the attention

of the Nominating Committee and the

General Assembly delegates.

Assistance is requested in finding quali-

fied and dedicated persons to be consid-

ered for the following positions which are

to be filled at the 1991 General Assembly:
Moderator-elect, two members of the His-

torical Committee, one member of the

Council on Faith/Life/ Strategy, and
board members for the following agen-

cies—Mennonite Board of Congregational

Ministries (4), Mennonite Board of Educa-
tion (4), Mennonite Board of Missions (4),

Mennonite Mutual Aid (3), Mennonite
Publishing House (4).

In view of the past discussions (Ames 85
and Purdue 87) of the General Assembly
delegates, the Nominating Committee is

giving serious consideration to nominating
a woman as moderator-elect, being open
to wider counsel and the availability of

nominees. For this position and all other
positions, Mennonites are asked to give

prayerful consideration to the broad rep-

resentation of minorities, men and women,
youth and senior citizens.

The following qualifications are impor-
tant for persons whose names are submit-
ted:

1. Is a responsible member in a congre-
gation of the Mennonite Church.

2. Has an awareness of the vision, goals,

and mission of the broader Mennonite
Church.

3. Has a sense of call and affirmation

from others.

4. Has experience related to the task.

5. Has a readiness to work with a com-
mittee process.

6. Has a capacity of leadership with

decision-making skills; is able to address
issues and establish policies.

The Nominating Committee invites per-

sons throughout the total church to help in

the gift-discernment process by making
suggestions and supporting this work in

prayer. Please include the following infor-

mation for all persons suggested: name,
address, telephone number, position for

which person is suggested, congregational

membership, conference, church involve-

ment (local and conference), present em-
ployment, and education/experience.
State why this person would be a strong

member of the board or committee for

which suggested and include the name,
address, and phone number of the person

Focus on Argentina. Over 50 men,
women, and children of Salem Men-
nonite Church, Waldron, Mich., fo-

cused on Argentina at an evening

event sponsored by the Women's Mis-
sionary and Service Commission of

the congregation. It included a simple

meal, using recipes from relatives

working in Argentina and information

from Mennonite Board of Missions. A
quilt of Argentina, which member
Cora Wyse made for her grandson in

that country, was used as a wall-hang-

ing for the evening. Copastor Ned
Wyse, pictured with his wife, Debbi,
wore an Argentine gaucho (cowboy)

outfit. The event was planned in

order to increase the congregation's

awareness of the work of missionaries

in Argentina and to include women
who are unable to attend WMSC
meetings during the day.

—Marilyn Grasse-Brubaker

making the suggestion. The Nominating
Committee will take these suggestions se-

riously but has ultimate responsibility for

the preparation of the slate.

Mail all suggestions no later than Jan. 10

to the Nominating Committee at Menno-
nite Church General Board, 421 S. Second
St., Suite 600, Elkhart, IN 46516.

Mennonite work in

mental health expands
in various countries

Wherever the church is at work "in the

name of Christ," it attempts to meet peo-
ple at the point of their need. Physical,

emotional, and spiritual needs are all in-

tertwined. All are met when the church
preaches the gospel, feeds the hungry,
visits the sick, comforts the sorrowful, and
strives for peace and justice.

In recent times, Mennonite churches
have attempted in special ways to focus on
the mental, emotional, and relational

needs of people, especially those who are

the most distressed, alienated, and op-
pressed.

For over 30 years, for example, Menno-
nites in Paraguay have worked in the na-

tional mental hospital in Asuncion.
Initially they brought food and clothing,

built shelters, produced food on the
grounds, and provided care to the pa-
tients. Recently they have staffed activity

programs, provided medicines, con-
structed treatment facilities, and operated
a model treatment unit. Their work has
inspired further development in the rest of

the hospital and attracted attention from
neighboring countries.

In the Chaco area of Paraguay, Menno-
nite communities have operated Sanatorio
Hoffnungsheim as a mental health center

which serves their own people as well as

others in the region. Spiritual needs are

addressed along with psychological and
physical needs. Prayer and Bible study are

part of the program as much as psycholog-

ical counseling and medical treatment.

This center also functions as a training

site for workers who go to the national

mental hospital in Asuncion, and in recent
times it has supported training and devel-

opment work in Brazil, Bolivia, and other
South American countries. In Brazil the

churches have formed a special committee
to guide developments, and they hope to

have their own mental health center soon.

In North America, Mennonite churches
began work in 1947 in a mental health

ministry through an organization under
Mennonite Central Committee. Eight
community mental health centers were es-

tablished in the first 20 years. They serve
the regions in which they are located and
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are the primary sources of holistic mental

health care and treatment, not only for

Mennonite people but for others in these

communities as well.

Programs were recently reorganized into

Canadian and U.S. organizations with new
emphases on providing support to care-

giving in congregations, conferences, and
existing church-related agencies. There is

a role for each individual, family, and con-

gregation in caring for people in need, and
all may benefit from encouragement and
assistance in this role.

Several centers in North America are

strongly connected with mental health

programs in several other countries. There
are exchanges of personnel, training pro-

grams, and planning and development
projects that are mutually beneficial to

programs both in North America and in

other countries.

In several Caribbean countries, local

churches encourage their members and
other people in their communities to par-

ticipate in associations for mental health.

They visit mentally ill and handicapped
people in hospitals, help in their return to

the community, represent their interests

before governments, and promote mental

health in the community.

Recent contacts in the Middle East

have set the stage for an exchange of

mental health workers between West Bank
and one or more Mennonite mental health

centers in the U.S. There are unique chal-

lenges in mental health work in this region

because of the Israeli military occupation

and seemingly endless conflict.

China Educational Exchange has re-

cently served as a vehicle for exchange

visits between Chinese and North Ameri-
can psychiatrists. The sharing of perspec-

tives between distinctly different cultures

promotes critical reflection on the various

ideas and methods.

A special study tour of mental health

programs in the Soviet Union was organ-

ized by Soviet and North American Men-
nonite churches in cooperation with other

churches and state authorities in October.

Mennonites are working in mental health

institutions in the Soviet Union, and in the

new atmosphere of openness they and
their visitors from North America have

been hoping to gain insights and inspira-

tion from each other.

In some of the 50 countries around the

world where MCC works, special efforts

have been made to identify and support

handicapped people. MCC reports that

over 1,000 handicapped people are em-
ployed as artisans for Selfhelp Crafts.

In Africa and Asia MCC is also involved

in medical rehabilitation and technical

aids for physically handicapped people. In

Indonesia, for example, there has been a

physiotherapist working in a Hansen's dis-

ease hospital. So far only a few such pro-

grams are specifically aimed at mentally ill

people.

Mental health leaders are interested in

collecting more information about mental
health activities of churches in other coun-

tries around the world. Mennonite activi-

ties in the areas of mental health and
disabilities are not yet well connected
across national borders. For example,
more information is needed about Men-
nonite involvements in mental health in

Europe.

Currently being planned are a number
of mental health events in connection with

Assembly 12 of Mennonite World Confer-

ence. The Mental Health Program ofMCC
Canada is acting as host.

Mental illness knows no national bound-

aries. In every country people experience

anxiety and depression, fear and conflict,

confusion and despair. Often the people

who suffer the most disabling conditions

are among the poorest people in the land,

estranged from their families and friends,

ostracized from their communities, incar-

cerated in common jails.

Against all odds. Marcia Rempel
finds the double glass doors of the

Eastern Mennonite College Campus
Center intimidating for someone in a

wheelchair. Rempel is a freshman

youth ministries major from Newton,

Kans. Students volunteered to spend

a day in wheelchairs or wear earplugs

as part of EMC's fifth annual Disabili-

ties Awareness Days recently. The em-

phasis began with an address by a

student from another school who lost

his vision because of diabetes while

in college. A panel from EMC and
the local community shared their ex-

periences with disabilities. Activities

concluded with a wheelchair basket-

ball game between students from

Woodrow Wilson Rehabilitation Cen-

ter and EMC faculty and staff.

Peace students
from Latin America
settle in at Hesston

Four years ago the Kissinger Commis-
sion, a bipartisan congressional committee

charged with evaluating foreign policy in

Central America and the Caribbean, rec-

ommended a broadly based U.S. govern-

ment policy which would include health,

educational, and economic assistance to

that region. As a result, thousands of

bright students who do not have the finan-

cial means to pursue an expensive univer-

sity education in their own country have

been selected to come to the United

States for two years to learn English and

a technical skill.

This year alone 700 Peace Scholarship

students are studying at over 30 colleges.

And this year, for the first time, Hesston

College is host to 20 of these students

from Guatemala, Costa Rica, El Salvador,

Honduras, Bolivia, Jamaica, Barbuda, Do-

minican Republic, Antigua, and Dominica.

All are enrolled in Hesston's two-year

electronics program. The Peace Scholar-

ship program is administered by the U.S.

government and Georgetown University.

"I was told these students were out-

standing," says Phil Osborne, the Hesston

coordinator of the program, "and I haven't

been disappointed. In fact, we have found

them to be even brighter and more gifted

than we had been led to expect."

The first semester they are working

hard at becoming part of the campus com-

munity. For fall term they live with fami-

lies in the community, while studying

English as a second language and taking a

communications course and an electronics

course especially for them. By spring se-

mester they are expected to be fully inte-

grated into classes with their English-

speaking counterparts and will move into

the dormitories.

"I'm impressed with how well they've

integrated after only a month or so," says

Osborne. "They're in the snack shop mak-

ing friends. One is on the soccer team.

One is in choir. One has been in the fall

drama. Some are volunteering in Spanish

classes in the local elementary and middle

schools. Some are helping with the Earth-

keepers recyclables program. Many who
come from rural backgrounds are getting

involved with local 4-H activities. One is

on the steering committee for the college's

Global Issues Seminar in the spring. And

they are working on their own newsletter

to share with the campus."

Osborne says he is surprised by how

well the Latin-American students like the

religious atmosphere at Hesston. "Many

pray and read their Bible every day and

several volunteered to speak in chapel,"

he says. They come with all sorts of affili-

ation.
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Goshen faculty members
recommit themselves to

alcohol-free campus

Goshen College faculty members have
recommitted themselves to upholding the

college's policy of having an alcohol-free

campus. At the same time faculty members
pledged themselves to work creatively and
aggressively at problems created by alco-

hol use and abuse.

These actions were part of a daylong
faculty workshop on alcohol use held on
campus recently. The workshop was a

response to some confusion among stu-

dents and some churches about the

college's position on the use of alcohol.

The college policy on alcohol use is

spelled out in the student handbook. It

says: "Goshen College considers the use of

alcoholic beverages and illegal drugs det-

rimental to individual and community
health. . .

." Because of the unwholesome
consequences of alcohol use, "Goshen Col-

lege recommends nonuse as the most ap-

propriate lifestyle choice. Alcoholic
beverages and illegal drugs are prohibited

from the campus and all college-related

functions."

While having an alcohol-free campus is

the goal, the college has not always met
that goal, partly because students are com-
ing to campus with a history of alcohol

consumption. A 1987-88 survey of the stu-

dent body showed that 58 percent con-

sumed alcohol at least occasionally before

coming to Goshen. The same survey
showed that alcohol consumption declined

each year students remained at Goshen.
In part those statistics about prior-to-

college use reflect a much more tolerant

attitude in the homes from which students

come, as well as pervasive media advertis-

ing that equates alcohol consumption with

the good life. In light of this reality, Pres-

ident Victor Stoltzfus asked Norman
Kauffmann, dean of student development,

to chair an ad hoc committee to plan a

faculty workshop that would develop a

consensus statement on the issue.

The statement says: "We acknowledge
an alcohol problem on this campus. As a

faculty we commit ourselves to an in-

creased effort on the part of the total

campus community to foster an alcohol-

free campus. We oppose alcohol abuse
anywhere."

In publicizing the statement, Kauffmann
recognized that it is subject to possible

misinterpretation. "Our alcohol problem is

minor in comparison to the alcohol abuse
on many college campuses," he said. "But
that doesn't mean we should ignore it or

not talk about it. We want to deal with the

issue openly, and this statement is one way
of letting the church and community know
where we stand."

New program allows
dairy farmers to
donate milk to MCC
A new agreement with the Atlantic

Dairy Cooperative in Southampton, Pa.,

will allow dairy farmers in the region to

designate a portion of their milk to Men-
nonite Central Committee. The value of

the donated milk will be deposited in an
MCC account as the cooperative. MCC
will then purchase milk from the coopera-

tive to produce powdered milk, which will

A mother feeds milk to her child at a break-
fast-feeding program of San Marcos Men-
nonite Church in Honduras. Milk powder for

the program is provided by MCC.

be fortified with vitamin A and shipped

overseas. MCC will also be able to draw
cash from the account to pay for costs of

shipping the milk powder.

"This is kind of a dream come true,"

says John Hostetler, MCC material re-

sources coordinator, who has been work-

ing on and off to establish such a program

since the early 1980s. Two Mennonites
who are board members of the coopera-

tive helped make it happen—Wade Groff

of Lancaster and Dan Martin of Manheim.
The arrangement is similar to one that

has been going on in Kansas for decades,

says Hostetler. There, farmers regularly

designate a portion of their wheat crop to

MCC. In the past as much as 20,000 bush-

els of wheat were donated annually.

The need for donated milk is great, says

Hostetler. Throughout the 1980s MCC re-

ceived milk powder, as much as 500 metric

tons a year, for shipment overseas via the

Canadian Dairy Commission. Money for

the transfer was provided by the Canadian

International Development Agency. In

1989, however, with less milk available on

the world market, MCC was able to get

only 200 metric tons from Canada.

Now, with contributions given through

the Atlantic Dairy Cooperative, MCC will

be able to fill requests for milk powder
from Nicaragua, Guatemala, Sudan, India,

Egypt, Haiti, and Honduras.

Sharing milk powder overseas is a deli-

cate situation, notes Hershey Leaman,
MCC food aid coordinator. The powder,

for example, can be more detrimental than

helpful when it encourages mothers to

stop nursing infants, or when it is mixed
with unsanitary water. So MCC sends milk

powder only to areas where use can be
monitored or where MCC staff are avail-

able to help ensure its beneficial use.

Choose PowerChurch Plus
for Your Church
Computing Needs!

PowerChurch Plus is a membership
and accounting software package that
helps you do more for your church. It

is recommended as the church admin-
istration package of choice by the
Council of Mennonite Computer
Users.

The complete, integrated 14-module
package including membership, con-
tributions and pledges, full fund ac-

counting and multi-user support
normally costs $695 U.S.. $839 Cana-
dian. Now through December 10,
1989 Provident Bookstores are offer-

ing a special introductory price of
$595 U.S., $719 Canadian.

Call now for:

1. Free 8-page descriptive brochure or

2. Free demonstration version or

3. PowerChurch complete package

Phone (800) 759-4447 in the U.S.

(519) 747-0161 in Canada J^ff
Provident
Bookstores
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Jon & Greta Swartzentruber,
Schwenksville, Pa.

Nancy Heisey and Paul Longacre's arti-

cle "The Mennonite Vision" (Oct. 31) pre-

sented a number of valuable reflections on

Mennonite identity, among them "the

Mennonite commitment certainly not

unique to Mennonites, but one all Chris-

tians should aspire to.

We share the authors' appreciation for

some aspects of our heritage, but are trou-

bled by a theme in our church which the

article seemed to echo. We are continaully

celebrating ourselves. The article af-

firmingly states: "Mennonites are history.

If you study the Mennonite Encyclopedia

you do not find theology. You find family

and history."

The authors warmly describe our com-
munities as being "defined as much by

language and customs as by expressions of

faith." Of course this is true, but is it

something to celebrate? Should not

Christ's church, his bride, be defined by its

expressions of faith? Customs are fine, but

the problem is, like hang-ups, everybody's

got them. "You have let go of commands
of God and are holding on to the traditions

of men" (Mark 7:8).

One summarizing statement was high-

lighted: "Being Mennonite is not just a

matter of conversion, nor of becoming a

church member. It is task for a lifetime."

Come on people. Being Mennonite is either

a happy accident of birth at the least, or

an adult matter of choice at the most, but

being a Christian—being a follower of
Christ—now that is the task for a lifetime.

Shirley Horst, Cresson, Pa.

I'm an ecological, simple-lifestyle Men-
nonite college student. I'm also an incur-

able bookworm on a poverty-level income.

So I'm somewhat disturbed at George
Fast's suggestion about recycling Menno-
nite publications ("Reader's Say," Oct. 31).

Mostly because there are a lot of people

out there who love to read who simply can't

afford to buy magazines or books. One
church I was involved with set aside several

shelves for people to put their old maga-
zines on.

If we want to share our family with

others, shouldn't we give them access to

the Mennonite publications? If you send a

care package to a college student in a

non-Mennonite college, include periodi-

cals. Much as I love my sister's chocolate

chip cookies, I'm even more thrilled when
they are wrapped in Mennonite Weekly

Review. My policy is if the magazine is torn,

falling apart, and over five years old with

absolutely nothing of interest, only then

should it be pitched into a recycling box.

Otherwise I check around for another
bookworm to unload it and share with.

Name withheld
In response to "The Mennonite

Connection" (Sept. 5): I'm sure the author

is correct in saying that "four years of a

Mennonite college give most graduates a

sense of belonging. . .
." Unfortunately I

had a different experience. I attended four

years and graduated from a Mennonite
college, and I still have not come to terms

with the pain of not belonging.

I wore a covering to chapel when it was
no longer popular to do so. I was not

accepted by my study-term-abroad group

because I didn't dance or drink. I was

criticized by the leader for sharing my
faith. In the days of the miniskirt I wore

my skirts a little too long.

When I began attending a church of a

different denomination, I was surprised

how nice people were—even if I covered

my head in church and didn't drink or

dance. I was dedicated to my church and

its culture, so the rejection I experienced

from my own people was disappointing; it

did force me to depend more on the Lord.

My experience was not an isolated one.

I know of a few others who experienced it

too. I should add that the rejection was

subtle.

Mennoscope

"The courage of those people who peace-
fully demonstrate for change in East Ger-
many is breathtaking," reports Mark Jantzen

of Mennonite Central Committee from East

Berlin, the capital city of that communist coun-

try. "It remains to be seen whether the

government's offers to talk will be taken seri-

ously and whether those who chose to stay in

the country can muster the discipline and stam-

ina to start addressing the problems that cannot

be 'demonstrated' away." Jantzen, from Bea-
trice, Nebr., is on a three-year term as a student

of Reformation history at Humboldt University.

Mennonites are urged to protest the harass-
ment of church workers in El Salvador by
groups related to the right-wing government.

The latest incident is the bombing of a Lutheran
church building in San Salvador, the capital city.

No one was injured, but damage to the building

was extensive. Eight Mennonite Central Com-
mittee workers who were at the MCC house a

half block away felt the shock wave of the blast.

The bombing came in the wake of repeated

death threats against Medardo Gomez, the head
of the country's Lutheran Church. In an earlier

incident, MCC workers Gary and Nancy Guthrie

were temporarily denied reentry into El Salva-

dor upon their return from an MCC regional

retreat in Honduras. Letters of protest can be
sent to President Alfredo Cristiani at Casa
Presidencial, San Salvador, El Salvador.

The number of internal refugees in the

Philippines is increasing as the army contin-

ues to fight communist and Muslim rebels. And
Mennonite Central Committee workers in that

country have agreed on a three-prong response

to the situation. First, emergency food and
medical aid will be sent to the refugee centers.

Second, the refugees will be helped to get back
on their feet when they can go home. Third, the

government will be urged to stop forcing people

out of their homes and destroying their commu-
nities. For decades the army has used the strat-

egy of "drying up the pond so the fish can no
longer survive." The "fish" are the rebels, and
"drying up the pond" is removing the inhabi-

tants, slaughtering livestock, destroying crops,

taking valuables, and razing houses.

The annual missions colloquium in Europe
is like a family reunion for many of the

participants. It brings together Mennonite
Board of Missions workers and members of the

congregations they serve. This year's collo-

quium, held recently in Burgos, Spain, attracted

75 people from England, France, Belgium, Spain,

Ireland, Portugal, Northern Ireland, and Swe-

den. The speakers were Harold Bauman, a Men-
nonite worker in Ireland, and Robert Jobe, a

Baptist missionary in Spain. Most MBM work-

ers in Europe feel isolated from other Menno-

nites, and the congregations they serve are quite

small. So the annual get-together is much appre-

ciated.

A Mennonite mediator helped lead a concil-

iation training seminar at Makerere Univer-

sity in Uganda recently. John Paul Lederach of

Mennonite Conciliation Service in Akron, Pa.,

worked alongside Hizkias Assefa, a conflict-res-

olution consultant from Pittsburgh. The five-day

event brought together more than 70 professors,

students, and others. They reflected on the

implications of mediation for many aspects of

life in their troubled country. Rather than pro-

viding answers as outsiders, Lederach and As-

sefa asked participants to reflect on Ugandan

ways of handling conflict.
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Fire destroys church. Walnut Hill

Chapel of Goshen, Ind., was de-

stroyed by fire on Oct. 28. There was
vandalism in the church the same
night, but it has not been linked to

the fire. The vandal was appre-

hended, but the judge said there is

not sufficient evidence to prove that

the fire was set by anyone. The
church building was the home of

about 100 worshipers each week as

well as the Walnut Hill Day Care Cen-
ter. The congregation is currently

using the fellowship hall of North
Goshen Mennonite Church for its wor-
ship services. "The response of our
Mennonite churches and the larger

community has been tremendous,"
said interim pastor Laurence Horst.

"It will take time before the congrega-

tion will be able to provide herself

with another worship facility."

Twelve 1989 graduates of Eastern Menno-
nite College are now serving with Menno-
nite Board of Missions. Eleven are in

Voluntary Service, and one is in Service Adven-
ture. They agreed that professors, fellow stu-

dents, and the general environment at EMC
influenced their decision to serve with MBM.
"I'm seeing the world from a different perspec-
tive this year," says Anne Marie Stoner, who
works at a women's shelter in Washington, D.C.
"It's so easy to be isolated from pain, suffering,

and people who have nothing." The other 1989
graduates serving with MBM are Merle Mast,
John Lichty, Kris Piatt, Carol Brunk, Mike
Clymer, Cheryl Freed, Melody Good, Mike
Miller, Lisa Moyer, Wendy Silvious, and Mary
Ann Weber.

A customized brochure service is now avail-
able from Mennonite Board of Missions.
Congregations can have professional two-color
brochures designed and printed for their use as
part of a new version of the "About the Men-
nonite Church" brochure. MBM Media Minis-
tries staff will work with the congregation in

planning the brochure. The cost is less than what
a congregation would pay for local art and design
services for a comparable brochure. More infor-

mation is available from Melodie Davis at MBM
Media Ministries, 1251 Virginia Ave., Harrison-

burg, VA 22801; phone toll-free 800-999-3534.

Mennonite Elementary Education Council
held its annual principals retreat recently at

Camp Hebron near Halifax, Pa. Fifteen schools

were represented. Counselors Gerald and Mar-
lene Kauffman spoke on "Working Toward
Wholeness," and Pastor Lawrence Chiles led

devotions. The principals also discussed the new
Anabaptist Bible curriculum being developed

for their schools. Nancy Ryan Nussbaum, the

executive director of the project, reported on
progress so far. Writers will be recruited next

year, she said.

The role and structure of Deaf Ministries

may change in the next several years. That
was the focus of the Deaf Ministries Advisory

Committee that met recently at First Deaf Men-
nonite Church of Lancaster, Pa. The subject was
the result of the resignation of Sheila Stopher

Yoder as Deaf Ministries director, effective next

May. Committee members expressed hope that

a deaf person can be found to take her place,

and they discussed whether Deaf Ministries

should continue to be part of Mennonite Board
of Missions. They asked Yoder to develop a plan

whereby Deaf Ministries would become a sepa-

rate inter-Mennonite agency.

Correction: Elaine Hooley of Richey, Mont.,
wrote to Environmental Hazards Management
Institute, using the address supplied by Jocele
Meyer in "Is Cleaning Your House Polluting the
Earth?" (July 18). Meyer reports that the agency
has moved and is now at Box 932, Durham, NC
03824. Another source of information is

Greenpeace at 1436 U St. NW, Washington, DC
20009.

Correction: Parker Mavi is not the new pastor
of Seventh Avenue Mennonite Church of New
York City, as reported in the Nov. 7

"Mennoscope." He is "filling the pulpit" part-

time while serving an internship in New York
and Philadelphia in preparation for a church-
planting assignment with Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions.

New members
Science Ridge, Sterling, 111.: Ronald

LeFevre, Richard Witmer, and Mark Ebersole.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Beachy, Nathan and Rochele (Miller), Cleve-
land, Ohio, first child, Jared Paul, Oct. 16.

Bechtold, Marlin and Jan (Rheinheimer),
Elizabethtown, Pa., third child, first son, Carson
Lyle, Oct. 12.

Borntrager, Norm and Julie (Cripe), first

child, Jennifer Nicole, Oct. 7.

Delp, Gary and Julia (Swartzendruber),
Pennsburg, Pa., first child, Joshua Philip, Nov.
3.

Gingerich, Kenneth and Cathy (Wiebe),
Reedsburg, Wis., first child, Nathan Wiebe, Aug.
16.

Kochsmeier, David and Beverly (Goshow),
Peoria, Ariz., first child, Aaron David, Nov. 5.

Miller, Blaine and Marlene (Miller), Hartville,

Ohio, first child, Cody Ray, Nov. 4.

Nafziger, Gregory and Michele (Stewart),

Archbold, Ohio, first child, Stewart William,
Nov. 4.

Nolt, Wesley and Vicki (Mast), Lancaster, Pa.,

first child. Danielle Joy, Aug. 25.

Schlosser, John C. II, and Jolene Marie
(Hunsberger), Quinton, Va., first child, John
Clemens HI, Sept. 29.

New Colorado congregation gets a building. Members of the new Com-
munity Mennonite Church in Grand Junction, Colo., celebrated the purchase
of a facility with a dedication service on Oct. 29. This is their first permanent
meeting place since the church-planting project began in June 1987. "The pro-

cess of buying the property was a long and extensive one," said Pastor Henry
Wiens. "It took over a year to finalize the purchase." The building has rental

space for other tenants, which will help the congregation with operating costs.
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Showalter, Daniel and Sara (Burkholder),

Waynesboro, Va., first child, Natalie Gaile, Sept.

20.

Sigmans, William J. and Jennifer L. (Rosen-

berger), Blooming Glen, Pa., fourth child, third

son, Daniel John, Nov. 7.

Snyder, Doug and Kim (Shank), Elkhart, Ind.,

first child, Jennifer Eileen, Oct. 30.

Stauffer, Thad and Denneal (Sensenig),

Lakewood, Colo., first child, Kati Clair, Nov. 2.

Stoltzfus, Brian and Sandra (Steffen), Apple
Creek, Ohio, third child, second daughter, Oct.

30.

Stoltzfus, Linford and Jean (Shearer),

Cochranville, Pa., first child, Jenna Lynn, Nov.

2

Strickland, A. D. and Joyce, Staunton, Va.,

third son, Jordan Dean, born July 12, 1988;

received for adoption, Sept. 15.

Weaver, Dennis and Joanne (Umble), Can-

ton, Pa., third child, second son, Jefferson

Bryce, Sept. 18.

Weaver, Jim and Ilsa (Baer), Harrisonburg,

Va., second son, Aaron Michael, Nov. 3.

Wenger, Louis and Julie (Stanford),
Harrisonburg, Va., first child, Brittney Leigh,

Nov. 9.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free

subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

De Decker-White. Guillaume de Decker,

Donzere, France, and Miriam White, Chevy
Chase, Md., Hyattsville cong., by Alan Moore-
Beitler, Oct. 14.

Gehman-Winters. Daniel Gehman, East Pe-

tersburg, Pa., Charlottesville cong., and Jennifer

Winters, Lanham, Md., United Methodist
Church, by John Landis, May 6.

Gensmer-Albrecht. Tim Gensmer, Sarasota,

Fla., Lutheran Church, and Julie Albrecht, Sar-

asota, Fla., Bay Shore cong., by Howard S.

Schmitt, Nov. 4.

Gingerich-Stoner. Andre Gingerich, Har-
risonburg, Va., Park View cong., and Cathy
Stoner, Akron, Pa., Brethren in Christ Church,

by John Stoner, father of the bride, Aug. 19.

Good-Shank. Lloyd Good and Lois Graybill

Shank, both of Sterling, 111., Science Ridge cong.,

by S. Roy Kaufman, Oct. 28.

Lambright-Eash. Wilbur, Jr., Goshen, Ind.,

and Tracy Eash, Goshen, Ind., Pleasant View
cong., by James Detweiler, Oct. 28.

Mishler-Ray. Joel Mishler and Kim Ray,

both of Shipshewana, Ind., Shore cong., by Louis

Humes, Oct. 8.

Short-Hackworth. Kevin Short, Archbold,

Ohio, Zion cong., and Rebecca Hackworth,
Bryan, Ohio, First Mennonite, Bluffton, Ohio,

by Ellis Croyle, Oct. 21.

Smith-Wyse. Gary Smith, Syracuse, Ind., and
Karen Wyse, Archbold, Ohio, Lockport cong., by
Allen Rutter and Mark West, Oct. 20.

Vail-Peachey. Steve Vail, Millersburg, Ind.,

and Pamela Peachey, Wolcottville, Ind., Pleas-

ant View cong., by James Detweiler, Sept. 23.

Yutzy-Bender. John Yutzy, Iowa City, Iowa,

and Linda Bender, Coralville, Iowa, both of

Lower Deer Creek cong., by Orie Wenger, Oct.

14.

Zimmerman-Nissly. Jim Zimmerman,
Ephrata, Pa., and Janet Nissly, Lancaster, Pa.,

both of Ephrata cong., by David L. Kniss and
Leroy W. Martin, Nov. 4.

Obituaries

Balser, Joseph Albert, son of James F. and
Mattie (Forbes) Balser, was born at Rockbridge

Co., Va., June 18, 1903; died of a heart attack at

his home, Sept. 11, 1989; aged 86. On Feb. 28,

1931, he was married to Mamie Viola Rowe, who
survives. Also surviving are one daughter (Mary-

bel Cline), 4 grandchildren, one sister (Cora Mae
Price), and 4 brothers (Bill, Gilbert, Sam, and
Jim Balser). He was preceded in death by one

son (Benny Carl). He was a member of Spring-

dale Mennonite Church, where funeral services

were held on Sept. 13, in charge of Duane
Gingerich and Doug Nyce; interment in Spring-

dale Cemetery.
Brenneman, Lucille Grace, daughter of Roy

W. and Velma (Hershberger) Swartzendruber,

was born at Sharon, Iowa, Dec. 24, 1930; died of

cancer at Iowa City, Iowa, Oct. 31, 1989; aged

58. On Aug. 13, 1950, she was married to Lowell

G. Brenneman, who survives. Also surviving are

2 sons (Ronald G. and L. Gregory), 4 grandchil-

dren, her stepmother (Iona Swartzendruber), 3

brothers (Dale, Arliss, and Kenneth Swartz-

endruber), one sister (Margaret Beikman), one

half brother (Duane Swartzendruber), and one

half sister (Mary Althaus). She was a member
of Lower Deer Creek Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Nov. 2, in charge

of Orie Wenger and Robert K. Yoder; interment

in Lower Deer Creek Cemetery.

Christner, Louis Lee, son of Jacob and Mary
(Boshart) Christner, was born in Elkton, Mich.,

June 9, 1920; died at Pigeon, Mich., Oct. 27,

1989; aged 69. On May 15, 1948, he was married

to Elmina E. Bender, who survives. Also surviv-

ing are 3 sons (James, John, and Richard), 2

grandchildren, 2 brothers (Alvin and Ervin), and

5 sisters (Alta Phiel, Elizabeth Swartzentruber,

Marion Nafzieger, Margaret King, and Dorothy

Nafsieger). He was preceded in death by 2

brothers (William and Jess). He was a member
of Pigeon River Mennonite Church, where fu-

neral services were held on Oct. 30, in charge of

Luke Yoder and Wayne Keim; interment in the

church cemetery.

Coward, Elsie Arizona Williams, died of a

massive heart attack at St. Marys Medical Cen-

ter, Nov. 2, 1989; aged 63. She was married to

Kenneth Coward, who died in 1971. Surviving

are 3 daughters (Kay Frances Morgan, Wanda
Morgan, and Cleta Mullins) and 2 sons (Carl

Kenneth and Oscar M.). She was preceded in

death by 3 brothers (Arlie, Ammon, and Junior

Williams). She was a member of Knoxville

Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held

at Concord Mennonite Church on Nov. 5, in

charge of Matt Matteson and David Dowling;

interment in the church cemetery.

Erb, Martin Sensenich, son of Amos R. and

Alice (Sensenich) Erb, was born in Lititz, Pa.,

Feb. 6, 1917; died of a heart attack while taking

a motorcyle safety class at Scottsdale, Ariz.,

Nov. 4, 1989; aged 72. On Sept. 28, 1940, he was

married to Olive Snyder, who died on Jan. 13,

1968. On Aug. 11, 1968, he was married to Violet

Forrey, who survives. Also surviving are one son

(James Erb), 2 daughters (Nancy Blum and Sue

Ann Wible). 7 grandchildren, 3 sisters (Elizabeth

Erb, Mabel Lugo, and Anna Spangenberg), one

half brother (Harry Erb), and one half sister

(Mary Alice Champ). He was preceded in death

by one half brother (David Erb) and one half

sister (Linda Erb). He was a member of Sun-

nyslope Mennnonite Church, where memorial

services were held on Nov. 8, in charge of David

Mann and Brad Eberly.

Hooley, Rhea, daughter of David J. and Ella

V. (Horst) Hooley, was born at North Lawrence,

Ohio, Dec. 31, 1989; died of kidney failure at

Shady Lawn Nursing Home, Dalton, Ohio, Nov.

5, 1989; aged 75. Surviving is one brother (Clar-

ence Hooley). She was a member of Pleasant

View Mennonite Church, where funeral services

were held on Nov. 7, in charge of Elno Steiner

and Dan Hooley; interment in Pleasant View
Cemetery.
Lapp, David Elmer, son of Benjamin M. and

Florence (Blank) Lapp, was born in Lancaster

Co., Pa., July 29, 1943; died at Lancaster, Pa„
Sept. 8, 1989; aged 46. Surviving are one brother

(J. Lester) and one sister (Anna Mary Groff). He
was preceded in death by one brother (Earl). He
was a member of Nickel Mines Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Sept. 12, in charge of Ernie Mummau, Earl Neff,

Clair Ely, and Sam Knupp; interment in Nickel

Mines Mennonite Cemetery.
Litwiller, Ada Lapp, daughter of Samuel and

Kate (Ebersole) Lapp, was born in South En-
glish, Iowa, in 1906; died at Smithville-Western

Care Center, Oct. 20, 1989; aged 83. On June 13,

1973, she was married to Lester Litwiller, who
died in February 1988. Surviving are 3 stepchil-

dren (Margaret McDowell, Larry, and Malcolm),

7 stepgrandchildren, one step-great-grandchild,

and one sister (Ruth Troyer). She was preceded

in death by 3 brothers and 2 sisters. She was a

member of Oak Grove Mennonite Church, where
memorial services were held on Oct. 22; inter-

ment in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Miller, Marietta, was born at Goshen, Ind.,

Dec. 20, 1931; died at Goshen General Hospital,

Sept. 14, 1989; aged 57. On May 20, 1950, she

was married to Calvin A. Miller, who survives.

Also surviving are one son (Terry), one daughter

(Ann Mari Miller), 2 brothers (Paul J. and John

D. Ganger), one sister (Harriett Yoder), and her

mother (Florence Rohrer). She was a member
of Clinton Brick Mennonite Church, where fu-

neral services were held on Sept. 17, in charge

of John J. Yoder and Stanley Miller; interment

in Clinton Brick Church Cemetery.

Rush, Irene G., daughter of Walter and
Hannah Rush, was born at Plumsteadville, Pa.,

Feb. 15, 1927; died of cancer at her home in

Hickory, N.C., Aug. 29, 1989; aged 62. Surviving

are one brother (Richard Rush) and 4 sisters

(Evangeline Moyer, Lillie Derstine, Florence

Rush, and Marian Gehman). She was a member
of Mountain View Mennonite Church, where

funeral services were held on Sept. 1, in charge

of Edward Godshall and Mark Landis; interment

in the church cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Mutual Aid board of directors, Lancaster, Pa., Dec.

1-2
Hispanic Convention executive board, Dec. 7-9

Goshen College Board of Overseers, Goshen, Ind., Dec. 8-9

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Dec. 12

Eastern Mennonite Seminarv interterm, Harrisonburg, Va., Jan.

2-26
Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries interterm, Elkhart,

Ind., Jan. 8-26

Mennonite Board of Education annual meeting, Sarasota, Fla.,

Jan. 11-13

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary school for leadership

training (ministers week), Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 15-18

Mennonite Central Committee annual meeting, Winkler, Man.,

Jan. 26-27

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries pastors week,

Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 29-Feb. 2

Conference on Menno Simons, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 23-24

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man., July

24-29, 1990

Credits
Cover-story design by Jim Butti; photos on p. 848 by Dan

Hertzler; p. 849 bv Marilyn F. Grasse-Brubaker; p. 85(1 by Jim

Bishop; p. 851 (top) bv Luke Hurst; p. 853 (top) by Laurence M.

Horst.
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Antiabortion strategists debate tactics
of 'Operation Rescue' movement
What is the most effective way for Chris-

tians to do battle against abortion on
demand in the United States? In the
churches, the courts, or in the streets? A
small group of conservative Christian
scholars and activists gathered in Wash-
ington recently to debate the tactics and
merits of one of the most controversial

antiabortion techniques—the "Operation
Rescue" movement, which employs civil

disobedience to block abortion clinics.

Without arriving at a consensus, the
participants engaged in several hours of

free-ranging, often densely theological

give-and-take. While tossing about the
doctrines of John Calvin and natural law,

the debaters ultimately turned on a core
question: Should Christians use unlawful
tactics in the service of a goal they say is

God's will? Many speakers lauded the
goals and courage of the "rescue" advo-
cates, who risk jail and occasionally injury
when blockading abortion clinics. But the
same ones also said they feared the rescue
movement may be distracting, even dam-
aging, the antiabortion cause.

United Church of Canada on the Bible:
doesn't accept the 'dictation' theory
The Bible is an authoritative witness to

Jesus, inspired by God, and not a literal,

word-for-word revelation, says a new study
document by the United Church of Can-
ada. The document, "The Authority and
Interpretation of Scripture," was produced
in part as a response to the deep division
in the 850,000-member church over the
ordination of homosexuals.
Many in the United Church believe the

argument is not over homosexuals or ho-
mosexuality so much as over the way
Christians should understand the Bible.

Some use the Bible to condemn homosex-
uality and the ordination of homosexuals,
while others quote different passages from
the Bible to defend the practice.

Clearly intended for discussion pur-
poses—it contains a six-page reaction
form, as well as lesson plans for group
discussion—the document could touch off
another round of fighting within the United
Church. The Community of Concern, a
group within the United Church which
opposes the ordination of homosexuals
and which is dissatisfied with the docu-
ment, decided last spring to establish its

own committee to study the authority of

the Bible. The group claims that 1,000 of
the church's approximately 4,000 ministers
are members.
The new study document notes that the

United Church has never accepted the
"dictation" theory of biblical inspiration:

that each word was written by a human
hand but dictated by God. The document
accepts modern "historical-critical" princi-

ples for studying the Bible. This approach,
developed in the 19th centuiy, treats the
biblical manuscript not as a unique, fault-

less book which Christians can only accept
as the Word of God but as an ancient text
whose dates, authorship, cultural context,

and literary forms are all relevant to its

interpretation. The document says the
Bible has authority because it reveals God
and describes the life, work, and sayings
of Jesus.

Chilstrom to head NCC panel
on evangelicals, Catholics
Bishop Herbert Chilstrom, the top offi-

cial of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in

America, will head a six-person National
Council of Churches panel charged with
strengthening ties with the evangelical and
Roman Catholic communities. Formation
of the panel was first seriously discussed
at an NCC consultation a year ago in

Tarrytown, N.Y., when the lack of partici-

pation by Catholics, conservative evangel-

icals, and Pentecostals was identified as a

major component of a "crisis" facing NCC.
After the consultation, the NCC Governing
Board voted to authorize formation of the

panel to explore the possibility of strength-

ening ties with those groups.

Italian church begins preparing for
new era of self-financing

With a month to go before the inaugura-
tion of a new system of financial autonomy
for Italy's Catholic churches, bishops have
begun an unprecedented campaign to con-
vince members to voluntarily finance the
church. In January, the terms of the 1984
Church-State Concordat regarding self-fi-

nancing will go into effect. Previously, all

Italian priests were paid a monthly stipend
by the Italian government, for a total

amount that this year reached about $296
million.

Since 1987 a transitional system has
been in effect with state money for Italian

priests' salaries distributed by a "Central
Institute for the Support of the Clergy."
But starting in January, the institute and
216 diocesan institutes through which
some priests' salaries will be paid will have
to finance themselves exclusively by vol-

untary and private contributions.

Although the collection plate has always
existed in Italy as elsewhere in the world,
for the last 16 centuries the Italian Catholic

Church has been financed by the temporal
or state power. "It was necessary for us to

find the courage to change, even if this

means jeopardizing the security of the

past," said Bishop Attilio Nicora of Milan.

Episcopal bishop of Jerusalem
urges Israel to recognize PLO

Israel should recognize the Palestine

Liberation Organization and accept the

establishment of a new Palestinian state,

says the head of the Episcopal Church in

the Middle East—Bishop Samir Kafity.

While these ideas are in sharp contrast to

positions taken by the state of Israel and
many Jewish organizations, Kafity said he
wants to promote dialogue among Chris-

tians, Jews, and Muslims both in the Mid-
dle East and in the United States. Kafity,

a Palestinian, said the three major faiths

in the Middle East "have been exploited

for partisan politics." He complained that

the doctrines of the religions have been
"taught in divisive ways, even in sem-
inaries," and urged "rethinking ways of

teaching the Abrahamic faiths."

Methodist staff involvement
in pro-choice rally challenged
The United Methodist Council on Min-

istries is reviewing a petition to censure
the staff of the denomination's Board of

Church and Society who displayed a

United Methodist flag during a pro-choice

abortion rally held in Washington last

spring. The petition was submitted to the

executive committee of the council at a

meeting in Dayton, Ohio, by the church's

Northwest Texas Annual Conference. It

called on the Council on Ministries to

"censure any member of a board or com-
mission accountable to the General Coun-
cil on Ministries who displays the emblem
or anything that represents the United
Methodist Church in any public
demonstartion which is in direct opposi-

tion to the Book of Discipline."

California widow fined for refusing
to rent to unwed couples
Evelyn Smith, a widow in Chico, Calif.,

who refuses on religious grounds to rent

her four one-bedroom units to unmarried
couples, has been found guilty of illegal

discrimination by the California Fair Em-
ployment and Housing Commission. The
state agency fined Smith $954 and ordered
her to post a sign in her rental properties

reporting on the litigation against her. "It

is unfortunate that the commission ele-

vates protection of non-marital sexual ac-

tivities over cherished First Amendment
freedoms," said Beverly LaHaye, presi-

dent and founder of Concerned Women for

America.
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Editorial
Newspaper

The pleasi
Barbara Ehrenreich has written an analysis

and criticism of the middle class. In Fear of Fall-

ing (Pantheon, 1989) she defines and describes
this class and suggests where it has run off the
track since the '60s. She is concerned about "the
rise, in the professional middle class, of a

meaner, more selfish outlook, hostile to the aspi-

rations of those less fortunate" (p. 3).

Who is this professional middle class and how
can we tell whether we belong to it? According
to Ehrenreich, these are the people whose place
in life is based on education instead of capital or

property. If you got a job on the basis of college

or graduate training, you are middle class.

In contrast to the upper class, which inherits

wealth, middle-class people have to work for a

living. In contrast to the working class, they are

more likely to be self-directing in their work,
even to conceptualize and command. The mid-
dle class is more likely to enjoy work than the

wealthy who can afford to loaf and the working
class whose tasks may be menial.

It has been a tradition for middle-class people
to stress their joy in work and to play down fi-

nancial rewards. But this has been changing,

says Ehrenreich. The middle class has been giv-

ing up on its traditional service-related profes-

sions and moving into business-related jobs that

pay better. The main object is the pursuit of

money, a self-defeating exercise. Where in the re-

cent past they aspired to help the poor, they

have tended to forget these causes and focus on
their own gain.

In a world in which there will be a scarcity of

resources, she calls for a return to the middle-

class emphasis on the pleasure of work. For
work is one thing that will not be scarce: "the

work of caring, healing, building, teaching, plan-

ning, learning" (p. 260). But she calls for more
openness on the part of the middle class about
these possibilities. Rather than be restrictive

about them, as some have been in the past,

doors of opportunity should be opened: "remov-
ing artificial barriers and expanding educational

opportunities to all comers" (p. 262). The plea-

sure of work, she asserts, is the "secret

hedonism" of the middle class, a built-in self-in-

dulgence which the rich have not noticed.

More theologically astute than this book is

Gregory Baum's article "Toward a Theology of

Work." Baum points out that the Bible consid-

ers manual work as honorable, whereas the clas-

sical Greeks consigned it to slaves and women.
"Man, the free human being, was defined as an
intellectual creature. What characterized man
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was his reason" (The Ecumenist, September/Oc-
tober 1989, p. 92). Evidently, the middle class

has tended to follow the Greek model.
The dignity of labor is epitomized in the crafts

man, whose skill has been honed through experi-

ence so that a standard is set by which the

quality of his commodity is measured. In mod-
ern times the place of the craftsman has been
preempted in many cases by the assembly line

on which each person does only a small, routine

procedure.

Can there be pleasure in work on an assembly
line? I think there may be if in some manner the

individual task can be related to a larger cause.

If, for example, the workers are given a chance
to see how their small manipulations contribute

to the finished product. If the work that is done
is useful—providing a commodity or service

which appears truly needed. Perhaps also if the

worker is given an opportunity to invest in the

company and/or to advance in responsibility as

the opportunity opens.

Recently, I toured a family-owned furniture

company in Winnipeg, Manitoba. Begun in 1944
in a basement, the company now employs sev-

eral thousand. The plant we visited was quite

highly mechanized and thus, for many, the pace
of the work was dictated by the machines.

I began to wonder who was directing the opera-

tions. People seemed to work without supervi-

sion. "Who's in charge here?" I finally asked one
of the owners. He seemed reluctant to reply.

"We try to have people take individual initia-

tive," he said. But finally he pointed to a man
standing on one of the machines. "He is in

charge of this sector."

I would have liked to hear people express

their personal motivation and comment on rela-

tive job satisfaction. What does it mean to work
on a furniture assembly line? No doubt the an-

swers would have been as different as the peo-

ple. But I would hope that some had been
enabled to consider the importance of the kind

of work described by Ehrenreich as "the work of

caring, healing, building, teaching, planning,

learning."

The New Testament, of course, does not

spend much time on the question of work. It is

assumed that most will work, but there are big-

ger issues than this. So today we should avoid

an overemphasis on work—particularly to the

point of giving it our total energies. Yet we may
aspire to work as described by Ehrenreich: "the

work of caring, healing, building, teaching, plan-

ning, learning."

—

Daniel Hertzler
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Evergreen
Advent
by James E. Brenneman

Violet Graveyard in the dead of

winter is one of the more beautiful

places to go for a walk. All is quiet

except for the sound of the wind
bouncing off the huge naked oaks

and the tall straight-shouldered

birches. It is so silent, you can hear

the icicles creak—glassy pins drop-

ping to the snow-white comforter

below. The billowy quilt spreads out

across the ground, around every

trunk, flung carelessly over gray

tombstones as if to warm every

grave.

The sunbeam, falling through the

branches, is shattered into a million

different shadows painting a black

and white picture as far as the eye

can see. Only one color imposes it-

self against the backdrop of this

study in contrasts. Small fir trees

dot green across the white quilted

ground like so many comforter knots

and scattered groves of evergreen

pine and tannenbaum are reminders

that Mother-root is still very much
alive, gently tossing and turning be-

neath her frozen covers.

Should it be any wonder to us,

that imaginative human beings thou-

sands of years ago saw something

meaningful in the few plants that re-

mained green—or even bore ber-

-in the dead of winter?nes-



Advent
is the

season for

us to

anticipate

the

coming of

the full-

grown
evergreen

Tree of

Life in

the new
heaven
and new
earth.

For almost as long as the history of human civi-

lizations have been passed down, there have
been stories of people who worship the trees.

The Bible's story of the earth's genesis, like so

many other cultures, saw the tree as a symbol of

life and fertility. After all, trees could be
chopped down and, sure enough, out of the

stump would grow a new shoot. In the northern

hemisphere among the Nordic peoples and in

the Black Forest of Germany, great festivals

were thrown in honor of the evergreen trees. It

was in the evergreens that the spirit of life and
vegetation seemed mostly obviously preserved
throughout the harsh cold winters.

In the ancient Assyrian culture there was a fer-

tility goddess named Asherah who was thought
to be present in the tree trunks. She later be-

came the consort of Baal, the Canaanite fertility

god. The tree trunk was seen as the "house of

god" (bethel) by the Canaanites. Throughout the

Bible, time and time again, the Israelites are

warned against worshiping Asherah, the tree god-

dess, goddess of life. They were forbidden to

erect Asherah poles beside the altar of Yahweh
at the worship centers on the mountaintops
(Deut. 16:21; Judg. 6:25, 28, 30; 1 Kings 15:13; 2

Kings 23:6).

Jeremiah condemns Judah for setting up altars

next to Asherah, "beside every green tree, and
on the high hills" (Jer. 17:2; 2 Kings 17:10). The
wicked King Manasseh even went so far as to

set up a tree inside the Jerusalem temple as an
object of worship (2 Kings 21: 3, 7).

God the lumberjack. The prophets, espe-

cially Isaiah and Jeremiah, cleverly picture God
as a lumberjack hacking down the twin trees of

Israel and Judah, leaving nothing but a stump
(Isa. 6:13) and then chopping off the branches of

the mammoth tree Assyria for its proud and op-

pressive ways (Isa. 10:15f., 33-34). It's as if the

prophets were saying, "So you want to worship
trees as the source of life, do you? Well, God will

hew you to the ground so that nothing is left of

you but a stump."
God did cut the tree-worshipers down to size.

God carted the people of Israel off to Assyria
and the people of Judah off to Babylon. As-
syrian domination gave way to Babylonian might.
All that was left in the homeland of Judah and
Israel was a stump. But, with poetic irony, the

prophets carry the tree imagery one step further:

James E. Brenneman, Pasadena, Calif., is pastor of
Pasadena Mennonite Church.

"The days are coming," declares the Lord,

"when I will fulfill the gracious promise I made to

the house of Israel and to the house of Judah: In

those days and at that time I will make a righ-

teous Branch fshoot] sprout from David's line; he
will do what is just and right in the land. In those

days Judah will be saved and Jerusalem will live

in safety. This is the name by which it will be

called: the Lord our Righteousness.

"

—Jeremiah 33:14-16

Isaiah's version of this promise is even more
graphic, placed as it is several chapters after his

prophecy of Israel becoming a stump (Isa. 6). Im-

mediately after the prediction of Assyria being

chopped to pieces (Isa. 10), he writes: "A shoot

will come up from the stump of Jesse; from his

roots a Branch will bear fruit" (Isa. 11:1).

Pagan roots. In these texts, it's as if the Ashe-
rah tree has undergone a conversion. In the refu-

gee camps of Assyria and later Babylon, in the

dead of Israel's winter when Israel's existence

was all but finished, the prophets promise new
life out of the stump. The tree trunk was, after

all, the abode of life—the "house of God." How-
ever, it is quite clear that here it is Yahweh (not

Asherah) who will cause the shoot to sprout. The
prophets, aware of the significance and truth as-

sociated with the life-sustaining and life-renew-

ing symbol of the Tree of Life, pulled the

symbol up from its pagan roots and gave it new
meaning.

Now the source of life in the trunk was
Yahweh; the new shoot was God's fulfillment of

a promise made years earlier (2 Sam. 7:16). Now
this sprouting branch, this "evergreen tree,"

would become an advent symbol for Israel at the

darkest moment of its history. Someday an ever-

lasting Branch (a king) would come again and sit

forever upon David's throne.

In the great genealogy of Jesus in the opening

lines of the book of Matthew, it is clear that the

New Testament church saw this Branch, this

Shoot that sprouted out of the stump of Jesse

(David's father), as being Jesus, Lord and King.

The Righteous Branch who sprouted from
David's line grew and did what was "just and
right in the land" as Jeremiah had promised
(Jer. 33). And as Isaiah had promised (Isa. 11),

the Righteous Branch would bear other fruit. He
would be an advocate for the poor and the

needy. And he was. He would defend the inno-

cent, heal the sick, and socialize with the down-
trodden. And he did. He would declare his
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kingship and in his teaching and preaching he

would strike "the earth with the rod of his

mouth."

But alas, the Righteous Branch would himself

be cut down, the wood becoming a cross. A
three-day winter blanketed the stump of Jesse.

(Jesus knows what it's like to be hewn down and

covered over by a wintry death.) But, like the

shoot of old, the Tree of Life burst up past the

gray tombstone, evergreen shattering the color-

less pale of death, and a whole new kingdom was
born.

Jesus likened this new kingdom to a "tree" in

which the "birds of the air perched in its

branches" (Luke 13:19). The Branch of Jesse was
now the Vine, and the citizens of his kingdom
were now righteous branches (John 15:5, Rom.
11). These new branches were to bear the fruit

of concern for the poor, the berries of justice as

the Righteous Branch (Vine) had before them.

But Luke, not being from the tropics, was
aware of the seasons. He knew winter would
come again, the leaves would turn colors and
die, the winds would blow, and death would once
again blanket the earth. And so, like the proph-
ets of old, Luke warns of a time when the sun
will reach the winter solstice, icy rings will circle

the moon, and the stars will glare down across

frozen lakes:

There will be signs in the sun, moon and stars.

On the earth, nations will be in anguish and per-

plexity at the roaring and tossing of the sea. [Peo-

ple] will faint from terror, apprehensive of what is

coming on the world, for the heavenly bodies will

be shaken.

"

—Luke 21:25-26

Cut down again. The Advent of Winter is

coming again and so it must before the Advent
of Christmas holds final meaning. For those who
are still worshiping at the tree of Asherah, look-

ing to Wall Street or to military might or any
other false gods for lasting security and life, for

those who refuse to recognize Yahweh and his

Righteous Branch, Jesus, as the true source of

all that lives, it will be a cold and terrible winter

indeed. The tree will be cut down again, just as

sure as summer stumbles into autumn and au-

tumn is buried in winter. A day is coming when
the cosmos will shake and the earth will quake
as the tree falls to the ground.

But our hope need not totter with the felling

of the Asherah trees of life. Our hope lies in

knowing that the stump of God's kingdom is not

just any old stump. Its Mother-root, slumbering
beneath frozen covers, is the root of Jesse, the

source of everlasting life. And so, with Luke, we
too can say:

"At that time [you we] will see the Son of Man
coming in a cloud with power and great glory.

When these things begin to take place, stand up
and lift up (y)our heads, because (y)our redemp-
tion is drawing near."—Luke 21:27-28

And we can know with Isaiah that: "In that

day the Root of Jesse will stand as a banner for

the peoples [of the earth, and all] nations will

rally to him, and his place of rest will be
glorious" (11:10).

This Advent season is not just a season when
we remember the first sprouting of the Righ-

teous Branch in Bethlehem. It is also the season

for us to anticipate the coming of the full-grown

evergreen Tree of Life in the new heaven and
new earth (Rev. 22).

Luke underscores his message of advent and
anticipation by inserting a parable of Jesus into

his prophecy:

"Look at the fig tree and all the trees. When
they sprout leaves, you can see for yourselves and
know that summer is near." (He might have

added: "Or see the evergreen against the snow-cov-

ered earth as signs that spring will come again.")

"Even so, when you see these things happening,

you know that the kingdom of God is near.

"

—Luke 21:29-31

On a personal level, let us also remember
Jesus' request to "look to the fig tree and all of

the trees!" When we enter the winter of our

lives, look to the evergreen trees for hope. When
we are depressed, lonely, tired, and weak, look

to the trees for a strong secure branch to hold

us up. When relationships grow cold, the fire

burns out, look to the trees remembering that

new love can spring up again from a charred bar-

ren stump. When we are buried in self-pity or

self-loathing, drowning in icy waters of hatred,

grab hold of a limb and hang on. When it seems
God's judgment has sheared us to the ground,

look to the trees.

God promises to forgive and to cause a new
shoot to sprout from our stump, whatever our

past mistakes. Look to the fig tree's budding
leaves; summer's coming! Look to the evergreen

gracing the colorless snow-covered gravestone:

resurrection is at hand!

Symbols of hope. In this Christmas season,

at the time of the winter solstice, even if the

days are shorter and the nights are colder, let us

see the evergreen trees in a new light. The ever-

green trees are advent signs of Christ's holy

mass, his death, and resurrection. All evergreens

can be for us Christ-mas trees—rescued from

their pagan roots, now advent symbols of hope.

Taking our cues from the evergreen holly, let's

celebrate life in all its fullness even in our own
personal winters. The holly doesn't just subsist

in the cold dark winter, it produces berries.

That's living! The evergreens, the tannenbaum,
be he pine or she fir, are God's advent signs to

us of the first coming of Jesus Christ, the Righ-

teous Branch of Jesse, and permanent reminders

that he will come again. That's worth celebrating

and decorating and singing about! ^

In this

Christmas

season,

even if the

days are

shorter

and the

nights are

colder, let

us see the

evergreen

trees in a

new light.
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What images?
by Bob Bowen

"He will take great delight in you, he will quiet

you with his love, he will rejoice over you with

singing." When I see or say these words, images

come to mind—images of a man and a woman.

Perhaps they are dancing to a slow song, or

maybe they are celebrating their 25th wedding

anniversary, or, well, you get the picture. Sexual

imagery comes to my mind first, and it comes

rather quickly.

Perhaps it is because I am a single male in his

30s living in North America, and I am drowned

In this age of images, we need to

band together, as a body of

believers, to hand each other pictures.

by sexual imagery almost every day. Or perhaps
it is just because I am a man, and human history

is filled with stories of how men have been over-

powered by, and I use this word purposefully,

lust. Think of our own Christian tradition. Paul's

letter to the Corinthians has four different refer-

ences to sexual immorality, and the need to flee

from it. Think of David and Bathsheba, or of

Samson and Delilah.

Baby with father. I did not like it that these

were the only images I could think of when I

read the words, "He will take great delight in

you, he will quiet you with his love, he will re-

joice over you with singing," so I searched my
mind for another image, and I thought of a

baby—a small child, held in its father's arms.

Perhaps the baby can't sleep, and the father is

rocking him to sleep, or maybe she is teething

and in pain and he quiets her with his love.

What a wonderful image that is, what a joyous

sight! This is an image that is used in our cul-

ture to sell things.

These two images were the first to come into

my mind as I reflected on the words, "He will

take great delight in you, he will quiet you with

his love, he will rejoice over you with singing."

These words come from Zephaniah 3:17, and I

believe he had a different image in mind since

he was describing the relationship between God
and his people. I think that we, to paraphrase
Paul's letter to the Romans, still do not know

Bob Bowen, Suffield, Ohio, is a social worker and a
member of First Mennonite Church of Canton.

the love that comes from God, and so we seek to

establish our own definitions of what love is.

As we look at the words of Zephaniah, I have

two images that are foremost in my mind. Both

of these are domineering in nature, from my per-

spective as a man. / am the one holding the

baby, / am the one holding the woman. I do not

think God would approve of the smallness of my
vision regarding his love, his delight, and his joy

with me and you.

Zephaniah's image. So what image did

Zephaniah have when these words came to him
from the Lord? He was a man, and while ancient

Israel did not have television, movies, or maga-

zines, sexual imagery was as much a part of his

culture as it is ours. And yet he was able, I

think, to come up with at least a third, if not a

fourth or fifth or even more, image of God as the

one who delights in us, who quiets you with his

love, who rejoices over me with singing.

Immediately preceding these words,

Zephaniah writes, "Yahweh, your God, is in your

midst, a victorious warrior" (Zeph. 3:16). To us it

is incongruous to imagine a victorious warrior

saying: "I will take great delight in you, I will

quiet you with my love, I will rejoice over you

with singing." Yet this is exactly the image given

to us: the warrior as lover of our souls.

This image of a warrior is foreign to my faith

as a Christian, as a Mennonite. Yet this is an

image of Jesus in Revelation 1:12-16:

/ turned around to see who had spoken to me,

and when I turned I saw seven golden lamp-

stands, and surrounded by them, a figure like a

Son of Man, dressed in a long robe tied at the

waist with a golden girdle. His head and his hair

were white as white wool or as snow, his eyes like

a burning flame, his feet like burnished bronze

when it has been refined in a furnace, and his

voice like the sound of the ocean. In his right

hand he was holding seven stars, out of his mouth

came a sharp sword, double edged, and his face

was like the sun shining with all its force.

Jesus says in Matthew 10:34, "Do not suppose

that I have come to bring peace to the earth: it

is not peace I have come to bring, but a sword."

It is this Jesus, sword in hand, who takes great

delight in us, who quiets us with his love, who re-

joices over us with singing. And it is Jesus on

the cross, singing songs of love and victory,

Jesus sitting at the well singing songs of grace

and redemption to the Samaritan woman, it is

Jesus whose arms surround you and me in all
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that we do. I confess that it is easier to write

these words than to carry these images with me
day by day.

Even after meditating on this passage and
working to keep Jesus in my images as I think of

someone taking delight in me and quieting me
with love and singing over me, it is not his face I

see as the words swing their way through my
mind. Alone, I am powerless in the world in

which I live to keep Jesus at the forefront of

what I call my "imagistic memory," that set of

images I pull from when I think. Some people
think in words, I'm told, while others think in im-

ages that the words conjure up in the mind's
eye, and I am in that group.

How can I re-order those images I hold men-
tally, that "rolodex" flipping wildly as thoughts

pour through? After some struggling, I do not
think I can, on my own, take out the images I

hold now and replace them with pictures of

Jesus. So I ask for help, from my small group
and my local church and the larger church. Not
just for me, as I am fairly sure I am not the only

one whose filing system is in need of a good
housecleaning, but for each other.

Pictures of each other. I believe that in this

age of images, we need to band together as a

body of believers, as the body of Christ, to hand
each other pictures. Pictures of each other tak-

ing great delight and quieting with love and re-

joicing with song over brothers and sisters,

members of this body struggling to live in the

world and remain unstained and pure as a bride

before the bridegroom.

We need images of faith to put before our eyes

as we hear the words of Zephaniah: "He will

take great delight in you, he will quiet you with

his love, he will rejoice over you with singing."

What images are in front of your eyes now? §Q

The Congregation in Mission: A Healing Community
School for Leadership Training (Ministers Week) January 15-18, 1990

<mns
Eastern Mennonite Seminary Registration is from 4:30 to 7 p.m.

Harrisonburg, VA 22801 Monday, January 15

(703) 432-4260 Pre-registration fee: $35 ($50/couple)

Coordinator Duane M. Snider room/meals extra

Courses offered:

° Risk-Proofing Families Today 0 The Ministry of Healing in Congregational Worship
Donald M. Joy, professor, Asbury Theological Seminary Samuel R. Janzen, campus pastor, EMS

o Understanding Loss and Grief Michael A. King, book editor, Herald Press

Rowan Zeiss, professor, Blue Ridge Community College 0 Boundaries in Pastoral Care

o Caring for Those with Sexual Identity Difficulties
Harvey Yoder, director of counseling, EMC

Randy and Rhonda Weber, Family Life Resource Center o What Hurts and What Heals?

0 Addiction and Co-Dependence: Truman H. and Betty Brunk, Perkasie, PA

A Cry for a Healing Community 0 When You Disagree
Marty S. Barlow, professional counselor, Staunton, VA Nancy L. Sider, professional mediator, Harrisonburg, VA

° Healing Across Cultures 0 Caregiving in the Congregation
Hubert L Brown, Home Ministries Secretary, Newton , KS Al Dueck, professor, Mennonite Brethren Biblical Seminary

o Abuse, Rape and Incest 0 Assessing Psychological and Spiritual Problems
Clarice B. Kratz, co-pastor, Waukesha, Wl Ruth D. Lesher, clinical psychologist, Lancaster, PA
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Reflections on Woodstock
by Steven E. Ferguson

As I watched television specials and news re-

ports last summer on the 20th anniversary of the

Woodstock music festival, I couldn't help but
look back on the 1960s to see where I was then
and where I am now. The ideology of Wood-
stock—peace and love—made a lasting impres-

sion on me.
I was a teenager the summer of '69. I remem-

ber there was rebellion in many young people.

Rock-and-roll was an expression of my rebellion

/ was searching for something but

did not know what. If the church
didn't have it, maybe the hippies did.

toward government and my parents. Anything
my parents disliked was something I enjoyed.

The government was sending 19-year-olds to

Southeast Asia to fight a war that could not be
won. My parents were disappointed in me be-

cause I was expected to be in the army and fight

for my country just like Dad had done.

The draft was discontinued the year before I

turned 19. Even so I still received a draft lottery

number, which was 15. My first thought upon
reading the official notification letter was, "I'll

have to move to Canada." I was not involved

with the Mennonite Church at the time and the

church I attended did not take the nonresistance

stand.

Disappointed by church. I was also disap-

pointed by the church. My parents took me to

church and Sunday school. I remember two men
in their 30s and 40s standing up in church to

give testimonies and prayers. I heard their fancy

words and thought, "Wow, they have their act to-

gether." About two years later I read in the news-

paper where one was getting a divorce and the

Steven E. Ferguson, Sarasota, Fla., is a construction
worker and a member of Ashton Mennonite Church.

other was arrested for drunken driving. I then

turned to the other side to see what that was
like.

I was searching for something but did not

know what. If the church didn't have it, maybe
the hippies did. Drugs and rock-and-roll pro-

vided temporary pleasure and escape from the

real world. In the summer of '69 we had the first

men walk on the moon, the amazing Mets, Chap-
paquiddick, and for three days in a little town
in New York State there was love and under-

standing in a hate-filled world.

"I spent a year in Vietnam and attended Wood-
stock. Woodstock restored my faith in human-
ity," a Woodstock attender said in a recent TV
documentary. I did not attend the festival, but

spoke to people who had. At Woodstock there

was love, caring, and helping each other. The
drugs and music made them high.

As the years went by I learned that drugs and
rock-and-roll are not the only things in life. The
young people then, as now, were searching for a

goal and meaning to life. Joni Mitchell wrote in

the song entitled "Woodstock," "We've got to

get back to the Garden," which I understand to

mean the Garden of Eden. In Eden there was a

one-on-one relationship between God and man.

Some people of Woodstock did find the Lord.

Some are part of the New Age movement think-

ing man is in control, that man is God.

Not much change. Twenty years later we
find that society hasn't changed much. In fact, it

may be worse. The lyrics of today's songs are

filled with sex and suicide. The drugs are more
powerful. Woodstock's vision of simple and com-

munal living never became a reality. The Wall

Street yuppies are a far cry from the Woodstock

hippies. We as a Mennonite Church need to look

into the value of a simple lifestyle.

I am thankful for contemporary Christian

music. My children may face more challenges

and peer pressure than I did. When they ask me
about Woodstock I can only teach them from my
own experience. As we push into the 1990s we in-

deed have to get ourselves back to the Garden.^
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During the Busy Holiday Season, Take a
Break and Listen to What God Expects
from His People

Journey Towards Holiness Audiobook

Alan Kreider takes you on a journey through biblical history to explore how God
intervened in history to call people to holy living. With the background of this journey,
Kreider goes on to sketch a vision for what it means for us to be God's holy people today. He
presents holiness as a practical way of living that includes every aspect of our lifestyle,

including relationships with others and a biblical concern for justice.

A 90-minute audiotape condensation of the book Journey Towards Holiness.

Cassette, $9.95, in Canada $12.50

Moneywise Meditations: To Be Found Faithful in God's Audit

"Much of our preaching on money," observes Richard Foster, "has been to condemn it or
praise it but not to help each other relate to it." In Moneywise Meditations, John H. Rudy
provides the fresh approach Foster is talking about.

In short, thoughtful meditations Rudy looks at how Christians view money. He offers advice
on topics such as business ethics, stewardship, return on investment, responsible living,

charitable giving, estate planning, and mutual aid. Rudy calls his readers to be accountable
before God, to be trustworthy in handling their money—God's money.

Paper, $6.95, in Canada $8.95

Presence and Power: Releasing the Holy Spirit in Your Life and
Church

In this practical Bible study, Harold E. Bauman explains the fruits and gifts of the Holy
Spirit and presents basic principles for renewal in the church. He explores implications of the
Spirit's activity both in congregational life and in one's individual walk with God.

Paper, $7.95, in Canada $9.95

Letters to American Christians

This book contains a hard-hitting series of letters that challenge American Christians to new
ideas about the relationship of Jesus' teachings to evangelicalism and militarism in the United
States. John K. Stoner and Lois Barrett challenges us not only to new thinking, but also to
new action on behalf of peace. In an age when many churches have turned the message of
Jesus into a private "me-and-God" relationship, Letters to American Christians calls us to a
faith in God that can transform our country, our world, and our churches. Stories interspersed
among the letters and probing discussion questions highlight the issues. A Christian Peace
Shelf selection.

Paper, $6.95, in Canada $8.95
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Church news

Misconceptions about Mennonites
reflected in national surveys
The Mennonite Church has a recogni-

tion problem, according to two recent

national surveys commissioned by Men-
nonite Board of Missions. The level of

awareness about Mennonites—whether or

not such awareness is accurate—stands at

64 percent nationally. This figure com-
pares to an awareness level of 98 percent

for Catholics and Baptists and a level of

94 percent for Lutherans and Mormons.
One of the studies showed that of those

who have heard of the Mennonite Church,

82 percent have some distorted percep-

tion of who Mennonites are. About a third

of the U.S. population never heard of the

Mennonite Church and about a third rec-

ognize the name "Mennonite" but know
nothing about the church. Only a quarter

of the U.S. population "know something"

about Mennonites, but even these people

often confuse Mennonites with the Amish.

The surveys, conducted by Market
Opinion Research of Detroit and Dennis

Research and Data Collection of South
Bend, Ind., reveal that people who have
heard of Mennonites tend to associate

them with beards, buggies, old-fashioned

clothes, and a turn-of-the-century rural

lifestyle.

The surveys indicated that these mis-

conceptions diminished significantly

among respondents who had actually vis-

ited a Mennonite church. Such respon-

dents, however, made up only 13 percent

of the people who had heard of the Men-
nonite faith.

Many Mennonite leaders attribute this

church visitation rate to another miscon-

ception, according to Ronald Byler, asso-

ciate director of MBM Media Ministries.

Namely, that Mennonite churches are

closed communities where "outsiders" are

not welcome.

Byler said these same leaders agree that

this perception has some validity, because

Mennonites have not been good at inviting

others to their churches. "We are strong at

integrating faith and action," Byler stated,

"but we need to improve our outreach

efforts."

Byler added that church leaders see a

need to (1) clarify the church's identity, (2)

define the core faith that holds the diverse

groups of Mennonites together, (3) im-

prove the way in which the church assimi-

lates people from diverse social and
cultural backgrounds, and (4) overcome
members' attitudes that the church will

not grow because of its "radical beliefs."

The national surveys also indicated that

even though misconceptions about Men-
nonites were common, they were not nec-

essarily negative. When people were
exposed to information on how Menno-
nites actually live and worship, their im-

pressions became immediately and
uniformly favorable.

Byler said Mennonite leaders see the

church's strong concern for justice issues

as a positive image. The leaders see two
types of people being attracted to the

church—professionals, because Menno-
nites integrate all of life, and lower eco-

nomic members, because Mennonites
value each person.

As might be expected, the level of

awareness about Mennonites varies from
region to region. The surveys show that in

the Plains states, the awareness level

reaches a high of 81 percent. In New En-
gland and in the southern Atlantic states,

the awareness level drops to a low of 61

percent.

The surveys show that awareness of the

Mennonite Church increases with educa-

tion. Among people with a high school

education or less, the awareness level is 57

percent. This level increases to 65 percent

for people who have some college, and to

78 percent for college graduates.

Awareness of the Mennonite Church
also increases with age—to a point.

Among people under 25, the surveys show
an awareness level of 37 percent. This
level increases to 55 percent for ages 25-39

and to 81 percent for ages 40-54. Among
people 55 and over, however, the level of

awareness drops somewhat.

Curiously, the Mennonite Church was
the only church surveyed that exhibited

such pronounced differences in awareness

in the various age-groups. Awareness of

Baptists, Catholics, Lutherans, and Mor-
mons tended to remain at a constant level

from one age-group to the next.

Awareness of Mennonites also is af-

fected by race. Only 24 percent of black

respondents were aware of the church,

compared to 71 percent of white respon-

dents.

The Market Opinion Research report

used data obtained from a random tele-

phone survey of 1,200 adults. The Dennis
Research report used data obtained from
700 telephone interviews.

The Mennonite Church commissioned

the surveys prior to developing Mennonite
identity media materials. These materials

will be some of the resources available for

the church's Vision 95 outreach and stew-

ardship campaign.
— Wendell Fuqua for MBM

Gayle

Gerber
Koontz

Gerber Koontz
appointed dean
of AMBS
Gayle Gerber Koontz will become the

dean of Associated Mennonite Biblical

Seminaries next July 1, succeeding Jacob

Elias. She has been a member of the

faculty since 1982 and is now associate

professor of theology. She was the acting

dean 1985-86 and chaired the His-

tory/Theology/Ethics Department.

The appointment calls for 60 percent

administrative work and 25 percent teach-

ing. To spend significant portions of

school holidays and summers with her

family, Gerber Koontz requested less than

a full-time contract. An assistant to the

dean with up to a 40 percent load will be

named later.

Gerber Koontz and her husband, Ted,

are currently on a two-year service leave

and sabbatical in Asia. Ted is also a fac-

ulty member of AMBS, where he is asso-

ciate professor of ethics and director of

peace studies.

Gerber Koontz has a doctorate in phi-

losophy of religion and ethics from Boston

University in 1985. She is also a graduate

of Bethel College, North Newton, Kans.,

and Lancaster (Pa.) Theological Seminary.

Her teaching career includes stints as a

high school teacher and a Goshen College

professor. Gerber Koontz also served as a

youth worker for the General Conference

Mennonite Church, information services

secretary for Mennonite Central Commit-
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PERSPECTIVE

by Paul M. Gingrich 4^
Huring 1989, I worshiped with Christians in

^nine nations. These worship settings ranged
from small clusters of Christians—often fewer
than 50—in Japan, to a congregation in Shing-
yang, China, where more than 1,000 occupied
every possible sitting and standing place in the
building and the adjoining porch and court-

yard; from believers gathered in retreat in an
18th-century castle in Northern Ireland, to a

Paul and Ann Gingrich visit with Christians in Jiu

Jiang, People's Republic of China.

living room worship service in a Hong Kong
high rise.

Through these gatherings I am reminded
how God is being worshiped in widely diverse
situations and styles. Settled in one cultural

context, I am tempted to believe that the pat-

terns to which I am accustomed are the only

way. In these scattered places, God's Spirit is
j

touching human lives with transformation,

healing and evidence of new creation.

Having sisters and brothers is a blessing!

• Witnessing firsthand the Good News prac-

tically proclaimed in contexts so different from
Western patterns and assumptions

• Hearing testimony of the miraculous power
of the gospel to meet deep human need

• Receiving insights and learnings from be-

lievers in situations of danger

• Experiencing biblical teaching through the

lives and experiences of those who have need-

ed to face death.

All these opportunities are life-changing gifts

of grace.

As a church rooted in Western cultural

tradition, our challenge is to learn active lis-

tening with our sisters and brothers in the

global fellowship and to expect new insights.

Such listening and learning may prepare us for

our coming time of testing. At the same time,

the curtains of our minds may be pulled back
so we may see ways in which we are being
seduced by a system tempting us to read into

scripture, interpretations which justify an indi-

vidualistic lifestyle while denying a walk of

costly discipleship.

Someday and in some way, I dream of a

forum where we can interact regularly with

fellow members of our worldwide faith family.

This interchange will enable us to become
more faithful global disciples.

Paul Gingrich is president of Mennonite Board

of Missions.
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HOME MINISTRIES

Chosen to Servefrom Within
jy Brent Foster,

WBM Evangelism and Church
Development consultant

Ricky Russell grew up
around the Open
Door Community
Mennonite Church in

aekson, Miss. As a young boy,

le participated in church activi-

ies and other Mennonite com-
nunity programs. After hearing

he Good News, Ricky ac-

;epted Jesus as his Lord and
>egan following the ways of

Christ.

Even though Ricky had at-

ended the Open Door congre-

gation since his youth, he didn't

eel a part of its decision mak-
ng process. What was Ricky

eeling? Was he being ex-

cluded, or was it just his own
ears of rejection keeping him
rom participating in the work
if the kingdom?
I met Ricky and his wife Mari-

yn about six months ago when
was called by Gulf States Men-
lonite Fellowship leadership to

telp this congregation, made
ip of predominantly black

Americans, work through sev-

eral key issues.

The first was to find a pastor,

lie congregation's pastor, who
vas white, had already made
ilans to leave. He informed me
luring our search for a black

sader that many of the white
nembers felt uncomfortable
vith the possibility of black
^adership. He also felt several

/hite members would leave if a
'lack leader was called.

The second issue was to de-

ide who would be in leader-

ship until a new pastor was
found. The group began to

focus its attention on calling

leaders from within to serve as

elders. Ricky was chosen as a

candidate.

But, questions were asked
about Ricky. Is he ready? Is he
committed? Does he have the

ability? Ricky seriously consid-

ered not serving as an elder be-

cause he felt these questions

were racially motivated. At the

same time, he was experiencing

personal conflict about serving

with two white men.
When we all sat down to-

gether to discuss the issues, it

was apparent that the problem
in choosing three leaders was
deeper than some thought.

After several people honestly

confessed their own needs and
hurts, the congregation was
ready to choose its leaders.

Ricky Russell, a black male, is

now serving as an elder of the

very congregation that once
shared Christ with him as a

youth some 20 years ago. It's

significant that this predomi-
nantly black congregation has fi-

nally birthed one of its own
into leadership for the church. •

Tom Sine speaks during a four-part video discussion series for single

young adults. "Getting Your Act Together'' deals with life decisions

about career, ministry, discipleship, singleness and relationships. The
series was produced by Student and Young Adult Services, which devel-

ops resources for congregational ministry with young adults and pub-
lishes in search, a quarterly newsletter for students and scattered
young adults.
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HOME MINISTRIES

A Missionary Among Deaf People
by Sheila Stopher Yoder,

MBM Deaf Ministries director

66 ihat About
the Deaf?"

wrote a deaf

woman re-

cently, lamenting the fact that

"not one major mission group . . .

is recruiting or sending missionar-

ies to the deaf." Whether or

not MBM fits her definition of

a "major mission group," we are

active in deaf ministries and
have a modern-day "missionary

to the deaf in North America.

Her name is Charlotte

Baker-Shenk.

Charlotte s work includes con-

tacts with leaders of other de-

nominations involved in deaf
ministries. This year, Charlotte

was invited to attend the an-

nual meeting of a large Protes-

tant denomination in the U.S.

Although the denomination has

an official deaf organization,

hearing people are clearly in

control. Deaf members have

felt powerless and have been
afraid to voice their feelings.

Charlotte helped lead work-
shops on deaf culture and the

historical oppression of deaf

people. She shared her under-

standing of God's call to live

and work for justice.

These presentations aroused

considerable debate among
hearing persons. Some objected

strongly while most responded
with tears and a desire to, as

one put it, "lance the boil and
work for healing."

Later, Charlotte and other re-

source people had two signifi-

cant meetings with about 15

deaf members, leaders of vari-

ous congregations. Apparently,

this was the first time they had
met to openly share their mu-
tual pain and to consider what
they could do to improve their

situation.

Charlotte offered to share re-

sources and support, and
through this meeting, four deaf

leaders attended an ecumenical
forum on deaf Christian libera-

tion in October. These individu-

als will share with their own
people a freeing model of the

Good News.
Deaf Ministries sees

Charlotte's work as being a pro-

phetic voice challenging Chris-

tian churches to carefully

examine whether their ministry

with deaf people is oppressive,

and if so, to replace it with the

empowering liberating Good
News. •

A Wonderful
Church
to Grow With
by Patty Conforth,

Cape Coral, Fla.

John and I are a cou-

ple in our 30s with

three young children.

John is a building con-

tractor and I am a nurse. We
have lived in Cape Coral, Fla.,

for nearly four years.

Both of us were baptized

Roman Catholic as infants, but

did not attend church regularly.

Until visiting Cape Christian

Fellowship in Cape Coral, we
had not attended church for 15

years.

Prior to Easter Sunday 1989,

we received a brochure in the

mail about Cape Christian Fel-

lowship. At the time, we were
interested in finding a church.

We reviewed the brochure and
felt the church was exactly

what we were seeking. This

church appeared to be family-

oriented and contemporary, ap-

plying biblical values to every-

day living. We were looking for

something we could use every

day, not just on Sunday.

When we first visited, we
were warmly greeted. Our chil-

dren were recognized also. One
thing we remember is how Pas-

tor Dennis Gingerich and his

wife Linda got down to our chil

dren's eye level to talk with

them. The experience was won-

derful! The sermon was positive

as well as practical. We knew
this was the church where God
wanted us to be.

Later we joined an introduc-

tory care group which meets

two hours each Sunday night

for six weeks. Here we had a

chance to get a better look at

the church's past, present and

future. We made some good

friends, had Bible study, and
verbalized our feelings about

different aspects of our lives.

Before we attended Cape
Christian Fellowship, neither

John nor I knew what it meant

to have a personal relationship

with Jesus Christ. We had

never heard that before. Den-
nis came to our home several

weeks after Easter when we
asked for more information

about becoming Christians. We
both accepted Christ that day.

We were baptized in Septem-

ber and became members of

the Fellowship.

I am presently active in the

church nursery and John is in-

volved with the Lord's Press, a

monthly community publication

edited by a Fellowship mem-
ber. We are excited and

blessed to have such a wonder-

ful church to grow with! •
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Good News
Through Media
by Kenneth J. Weaver,
MBM Media Ministries director

God continues to use

various media to min-

ister to people's

needs. Following are

some examples.

A listener in Siberia to the

Russian-language radio pro-

grams VOICE OF A FRIEND
and NEW WAY wrote: "I came
on one of your programs by
chance. First, I didn't want to

listen, but a voice in my heart

reminded me about your pro-

grams and I started to listen reg-

ularly. I came to a personal

knowledge of Christ as my Sav-

ior. Then I went to find out if

there are other Christians in

my city. I found a small group

and became a member through

baptism. Thank you for your

ministry."

A Choice Books customer in

Baltimore, Md., shared: "While

shopping, I found the book In

^Two Elkhart, Ind., city police offi-

cers subdue three "gang members"
during the videotaping of a drama
about Hispanic young people and
drugs. MBM encourages Menno-
nite congregations and youth

groups to use the 40-minute video

entitled "No Way Out."

VVSer Lorin Byler (second from

left) serves in Mashulaville, Miss.,

with the United Woodcutters Co-

operative for low-income pulp-

wood cutters and haulers. Here he

teaches Sunday school at Fellow-

ship of Hope, an interracial congre-

gation in Macon. His students are

(left to right) Jenny Miller, Denise

Gillet and Ayatti Hatcher.

Touch With God, by Marie

Shropshire. This was during a

very painful and emotionally

devastating time in my life. I

truly feel God directed me to-

ward that bookstand. The book
became a source of strength

and consolation to me. It's be-

come a part of my daily life." •

What is a
"Mennonight"?
by Sheri Hartzler,

Harrisonburg, Va.,

former VSer in Evansville, Ind.

Habitat for Humanity
homeowners invited

Jay and me to a fare-

well barbecue

shortly before we completed
our Voluntary Service assign-

ment in Evansville, Ind. They
gave us a silver mug engraved

with all their names, an original

poem and some personal notes.

Here is an excerpt:

"When I first heard the

word Mennonight,' I

thought, 'What in God's

green earth is that?' Well,

THAT was an understate-

ment. I don't know what
'Mennonight' means. But my
definition is people who un-

derstand, care and are loving

friends—people who have a

job to do and try their hard-

est to get it done." •

This Is a Place
Where God Lives
by Suzanne Lind,

MBM Service Ministries director

Scott Blystone is a pris-

oner on death row at

Western Penitentiary

in Pittsburgh, Pa. In

October 1988, Scott married

Sherry, who now flies from her

home in St. Louis once a month
to visit him.

When Sherry is in Pittsburgh

to see Scott, she stays at Pitts-

burgh Hospitality House, where
she is welcomed by MBM Vol-

untary Service workers Andrea
Weber, George Devenney and

Merle Mast. Pittsburgh Hospital-

ity House offers low-cost lodg-

ing to families of inmates in

state prisons in the area.

Hospitality House was started

by Mark and Cynthia Corbin,

local program coordinators for

the MBM VS program in the

Pittsburgh area. Mark has often

said that "one of the best ways

to make sure a man doesn't go

back to a life of crime is to

strengthen his ties widi his fam-

ily. But a lot of people don't

visit family members in prison

because of the expense."

The house has permitted

Sherry Blystone, who stayed in

a motel on her first visit, to visit

more frequendy by reducing

lodging costs. But more impor-

tandy, she says, the house has

provided her moral support.

"My family does not support

my marriage," says Sherry. "The
support I get is here. I have

more love and respect here

than I do in St. Louis. There is

total acceptance here, total

love. This is a place where God
lives." •

(adapted from The Pittsburgh Press.

June 26. 1989)
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OVERSEAS MINISTRIES

Tanzy Gains New Perspectives
by Carol Bornman,
senior at Goshen (Ind.) College

and an MBM communication
intern Summer 1989

pV t's really good to get

away from the

M violence . .
." Anthony

^™ Campbell said,

and his words trailed off.

During a yearlong stay in the

U.S., 21 -year-old Anthony
(Tanz\ ) had time to reflect on

life in Northern Ireland. Away
from the intense pressure of liv-

ing there, he was able to take a

different look at the violence,

and at the ways he can work

for peace in his homeland.
Tanzy was the first partici-

pant in New Perspectives, spon-

sored by MBM and Mennonite
Central Committee. The pro-

gram provides a year away for

young people of Northern Ire-

land, Roman Catholic or Protes-

tant.

Tanzy lived with Millard and
Janean Moser in Berne, Ind.,

and was employed by two local

electricians from September
1988 through June 1989. Tanzy
grew attached to the Mosers.

His own parents were killed by
the British army when he was
8, and since that time, he "tries

to forget about the whole trag-

edy."

To Tanzy, Berne seemed like

a "small town with no con-

flicts." He could walk the

streets at night without worry,

in sharp contrast to Belfast,

where bombings are not un-

usual and machine guns are a

common sight.

6 Mennonite Board of Missions

Tanzy spent July at Camp
Friedenswald, Cassopolis, Mich.

Along with general mainte-

nance work, Tanzy helped with

recreation and sports, especially

soccer.

New Perspectives gave Tanzy
opportunity to think about his

future. For the next year, he is

working at the Saltshaker Cen-
tre, a place of ministry to the

local Belfast community. Then
Tanzy plans to pursue a

master's degree in youth work.

He hopes to work with unem-
ployed youth.

The year prior to coming to

the U.S., Tanzy also worked at

the Saltshaker Centre. He led

day activities and evening clubs

for youth, many of whom are

unemployed. David Moser, son

of Millard and Janean, is an

MBM/MCC worker who is

youth work organizer at the

Centre.

Of his year in the U.S., Tanzy
said, "In general, it was relax-

ing. Whatever I wanted to do, I

could do, without any fear." He
values the new perspectives he
has gained on the situation in

his homeland and on ways he
can be a peacemaker there. •



Sarah Meets
the Messiah
by Garry Denlinger,

MBM worker in Israel

Sarah was horn on a

secular kibbutz where
atheism was the norm.

During her childhood

and into her teenage years, she

searched for meaning for her

life.

Being Jewish, Sarah first tried

studying at a "yeshiva" (a Jew-
ish school for religion), but

alter demanding answers for

her deep questions, she was ex-

pelled for being too provoca-

tive. Her search led her to a

university for biblical studies,

but academic studies didn't sat-

isfy her emptiness.

Packing a backpack, she set

out to travel the world until she

found the truth. On the other

side of the world, Sarah was vis-

iting a relative who told of

someone in her shop that day.

This person said that Isaiah

53 speaks about Jesus, who is

the Messiah for whom the Jew-
ish people are waiting. Sarah

set out to prove that visitor

wrong. But she couldn't. In-

stead, she got a list of other

3 Several members of the San Pablo
Street Christian Fellowship in

Burgos, Spain, prepare for baptism
I in the Arlanzon River. MBM
t worker Dennis Byler, pastor of the

fellowship, stands to the left of

and facing the small group.

I
Otis Hochstetler (second from >
right), MBM worker in Brazil, en-

joys fellowship with several mem-
j bers of the Alto Taruma
Mennonite Church in Curitiba.

The group meets Sunday evenings
in Hochstetlers' home for Bible

study and praise. Six persons, in-

cluding Otis, Betty and Debbie,
began the new church Apr. 30,

1989.

Villagers in Cwalikanta, Nepal, ^
draw water from a tap rather than

I walk more than 30 minutes. The
f Surkhet District rural development

[
project of United Mission to Nepal

I recently handed over to the village

i a two-ram pump water system that

supplies 40 houses with water.

MBM worker Dean Wyse serves as

| project coordinator.

places in the Old Testament
that speak about Jesus. After

two weeks of study, Sarah re-

ceived Jesus as her Messiah

and Lord. Now as a Jew who
believes in Jesus, she is a New
Testament Jew, faithful to the

Messiah Jesus and loyal to her

Jewish biblical heritage.

Editor's Note: Sarah is a mem-
ber of Garry Denlinger's congre-

gation. Her name was changed

for her protection. •

The Gift of
Reading
by Julianna Bender,

MBM worker in Ghana

J,
met Victoria, a Ghanaian
woman in her 40s, the first

day of teaching at Good
News Training Institute in

Accra. As Victoria's English was
limited, I was asked to tutor

her. This was one of those

many "extra" duties expected
beyond my normal teaching

load, and I accepted—unhappily.

But I quickly discovered what
a privilege I had been given. I

was working with a woman to

whom God had given extraordi-

nary and miraculous gifts. One
of them was the gift of reading.

As a child, this daughter of a

fetish priest would hug her

Bible at night while sleeping,

because of her belief that this

sacred hook brought God close

to her. In a church that she had
once secretly visited, she had
learned John 1:1: "In the begin-

ning was the Word, and the

Word was with God, and the

Word was God." To Victoria,

the Bible was this "Word."
Then one night God awak-

ened Victoria. She opened her

Bible and began to read aloud

in Ga, her native tongue. This

was only the beginning of

God's miracles. She later re-

ceived the gift of reading the

Bible in Twi and Ewe (two

other major languages in

Ghana), and also in English.

God's gifts to Victoria have
only whetted her appetite for

more formal study of God's

Word. She now looks forward

to attending Good News Train-

ing Institute full-time. And I

continue to tutor her—joy-

fully!—in English. •
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Feme Burkhardt s

VI^V

Discretionary wealth. Menno-
nites have more of it than ever

before. It opens a world of new
opportunities.

What is it? According to soci-

ologist Calvin Redekop, the

new term describes the portion

of income above what we re-

quire to survive.

Although rich people have

been among us in times past,

North American Mennonites in

this generation, as a group, are

the first to have more money
than we need. But we continue

to work diligendy for greater se-

curity, stuck in a mind-set left

over from our early history.

Redekop, a professor at Con-
rad Grebel College in Water-

loo, Ont, notes that sheer hard

work earned Mennonites the

right to survive in Europe in

the 15th century, in North

America and Russia two and
three centuries later, and in the

Paraguayan Chaco in this cen-

tury.

But our work ethic has pro-

pelled us into a new space. Our
survival is no longer in ques-

tion. Now we must decide what
to do with our discretionary

wealth—up to 50 percent for

some of us, Redekop estimates,

and a narrower margin for

many more.

We could pile up redundant

security with it, or additional

symbols of success and status.

But that's not Christian,

Redekop charges. Rather, we

€mr

discretionary

wealth and time

can help build

the kingdom ofGod
ha mm-

generation.

are called to build God's king-

dom (see Ephesians 4).

That's what Mennonite Board

of Missions, our churchwide
mission agency, works at—par-

ticularly those tasks that district

conferences and congregations

can't do. The inspiring stories

are multiplying.

The Mennonite Church con-

tinues to look to MBM for "mis-

sion vision," delegates told

MBM Board members at Nor-

mal 89. And MBM looks to

Mennonite Church members
for dollars, people and prayers

to transform vision into king-

dom building.

A slice of the discretionary

wealth across the Mennonite
Church could easily go far be-

yond the $5.2 million in contrib-

uted dollars MBM needs by the

end of this fiscal year (Jan. 31,

1990) to operate its program.

The $5.2 million represents a

budget trimmed to the bone,

leaving a lineup of visions un-

addressed.

We should also recognize, as

some already have, that discre-

tionary wealth allows us to take

time out from regular work to

volunteer discretionary time for

mission service. It's an idea

whose time has come.

The opportunities this new
phenomenon creates are lim-

ited only by our level of com-
mitment.

Feme Burkhardt, Petersburg,

Ont., is a member of the Admin-
istration and Resources Divi-

sional Committee of the MBM
Board of Directors.

Prayer Request

by Paul M. Gingrich, MBM president

Pray for the many persons around the world who experience

good news of great joy through the ministry of MBM. Thank
God for the way they become bearers of good news to others,

contributing to the joy which circles our globe because of the

coming of Jesus Christ.

Photo credits:

Sharon Burkholder, Connie Byler,

Betty Hochstetler, Everett

Metzler, Phil Richard

Cover illustration:

adapted from Rand McNally's Ex-

plorer World Atlas
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tee, and pastor of Mennonite Congrega-

tion of Boston.

Gerber Koontz will be the third joint

dean in AMBS history, following Ross
Bender (1964-79) and Jacob Elias (1981-

90).

Churches of God
withdraws from
hymnal project

Churches of God representatives to the

interdenominational hymnal project were

present for the last time at the project's

recent meeting in Harrisonburg, Va., due

to recent action by their denomination.
The administrative council of the
Churches of God, which is headquartered
in Findlay, Ohio, voted to withdraw its

support from the project as of Jan. 1.

"The majority of our elected leadership

. . . question whether the hymnbook will

be well received by a sufficiently large

number of our congregations," said

Churches of God administrator William

Reist in a letter to project chairperson

Nancy Faus. "Thus, given the financial

commitment yet required, they do not feel

comfortable continuing in the project."

"We've had to go through a grieving

process. It's like losing some members of

your family," said Faus. "However, we are

grateful they have been with us this far on
the venture."

The decision comes on the heels of the

publication of the Hymnal Sampler, a rep-

resentative collection of material that will

be included in the new hymnal. The Hym-
nal Sampler was introduced to delegates

at the Churches of God conference in

June.

The remaining denominations partici-

pating in the hymnal project are the Men-
nonite Church, General Conference
Mennonite Church, and Church of the

Brethren. The Mennonite Brethren
Church continues to send one representa-

tive as an observer-participant.

Rebecca Slough, managing editor of the

project, noted that the Churches of God
representatives may serve as informal

consultants who evaluate hymns and re-

sources that are being considered for in-

clusion in the new hymnal.

Other than saying good-bye to the

Churches of God representatives, it was
business as usual as the Hymnal Council,

the decision-making body for the project,

voted on another 58 hymns and worked on
an additional 40 hymns. This makes a total

of 283 hymns selected to date. Churches
of God representatives to the council

opted not to exercise their votes.

"The atmosphere is open and healthy,"

said Slough, describing the tone of the

meeting. Added Faus: "We have learned

to facilitate voting. We're working better

as a team. We have a deeper respect for

individual differences." The hymnal is

scheduled for publication in 1992.

In other action, the council approved a

recommendation from the Worship Com-
mittee that multiple translations of the

Bible be used in the worship resources

section of the hymnal. Orlando Schmidt
noted that the current Mennonite Hymnal
has four different translations.

The Worship Committee will use the

following criteria in deciding which trans-

lation to select: (1) congregational read-

ability, (2) language concerns, (3) believers

church theology, (4) familiarity to the ear,

(5) aesthetics, and (6) textual decisions

and analysis.

—

Carla Reimer

m

Bonny and John Driver

BACK FROM URUGUAY

Drivers retire after

38 years of service

Serving in Spanish-speaking settings in

Central and South America during the

past two years was typical of John and
Bonny Driver's itinerary during their 38

years with Mennonite Board of Missions.

They retired recently.

They served most recently in Uruguay,

where John taught at the Mennonite Cen-
ter for Biblical Studies in Montevideo.

Students included pastors, church work-

ers, and potential church leaders. Bonny
helped plan bimonthly women's meetings

at Floresta Mennonite Church.

Drivers lived in Bolivia from July to

December 1988, changing roles with Gen-
eral Conference Mennonite missionaries

Helen and Henry Dueck. Bonny taught

health, nutrition, and first aid to women in

a local Baptist congregation. John taught

at an evangelical university in Santa Cruz.

"Believers church faith and life is in-

creasingly being discovered to be mean-
ingful in the various economic, political,

and social situations in Latin America,"

John said. "It is seen as an alternative

both to traditional Protestantism and Ca-

tholicism, as well as liberation theology."

According to Drivers, Mennonites in

Uruguay and other parts of Latin America
are increasingly concerned about their so-

cial responsibilities, which they see as an
element of authentic evangelism. For ex-

ample, Spanish-speaking and German-
speaking Mennonite congregations in

Uruguay have formed a Social Services

Commission.

Drivers' last term was a capsule of their

work with MBM, which also included as-

signments in Puerto Rico, Spain, and Ar-

gentina. The 38 years involved many
crises and changes—and 38 different resi-

dences.

John is a native of Hesston, Kans., and
Bonny was born in Estherville, Iowa. They
have three children and one grandchild.

Raising their hands for a vote at the Hymnal Council meeting are Church of the Brethren
representative Robin Risser Mundey and Mennonite Church representative Ken Nafziger.
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Heisey/Longacre report
to MBM board on
two-year mission study

Many opportunities exist for North
American Christians to work in mission

around the world, Nancy Heisey and Paul

Longacre reported to the Board of Direc-

tors of Mennonite Board of Missions dur-

ing its Oct. 26-28 meeting in Elkhart, Ind.

Talking with about 1,450 people repre-

senting 27 different Christian denomina-
tions and interchurch groups, Heisey and
Longacre recently completed a two-year

study of the role North American Chris-

tians should play in the worldwide com-
munity of faith. They said the invitation to

North Americans is coupled with an ap-

peal that placement of workers be done in

consultation with partner churches over-

seas.

One of the study initiators, Wilbert
Shenk, MBM vice-president for overseas

ministries, commented on the study's sig-

nificance. "The Heisey-Longacre study is

both affirming and challenging," he said.

"The appeal for continued collaboration

with North Americans is linked with high

expectations. But these expectations are

reasonable when measured against the

model and example of Jesus. We are in-

vited to bless and be blessed through
participation in the body of Christ world-

wide."

Representatives of the five agencies that

sponsored the study in response to Vision

95 will meet on Dec. 11 to further discuss

the study. The five are MBM, Mennonite
Central Committee, and three conferences

with overseas mission work—Lancaster,

Virginia, and Franconia.

New MBM programs created excite-

ment during the board meeting, as board
members talked with four unit leaders of

the Service Adventure program for post-

high school young adults. Units opened in

Sarasota, Fla.; Champaign, 111.; and
Philippi, W.Va. New units are planned next
year in Albany, Oreg., and Nashville,

Tenn. In another new development, board
members heard about six Illinois congre-

gations that have begun the LIFE (Living

in Faithful Evangelism) program.

Overseas, Stephen and Dorothy Wiebe-
Johnson and Peter and Betty Hamm ar-

rived in Liberia this past fall and are

taking first steps to begin Bible teaching

and health ministries among African inde-

pendent churches. In June, Titus and
Karen Guenther moved to Santiago, Chile,

where Titus is teaching church history

courses at an interdenominational semi-

nary. The board also appointed or reap-

pointed 13 overseas workers for Benin,

England, Ghana, and Nepal.

The board members learned of the

$800,000 grant approved recently by an
organization called American Schools and
Hospitals Abroad solely for Dhamtari

Christian Hospital—an MBM-founded in-

stitution in India. The money will fund a

new 26,000-square-foot obstetrics unit, the

final step in a renovation and expansion
program that began in 1981. Construction

is expected to begin early next year.

Paul Miller, former longtime missionary
in India, will serve as project director.

"Helping obtain the grant and appointing
Miller to direct the project is one way
MBM can respond to a need of an over-

seas partner with an historical relation-

ship," said MBM president Paul Gingrich.

The hospital was established in 1912, and
MBM turned it over to a local board in

1960.

On another health-related matter, the

board voted to transfer sponsorship of two
institutions—Greencroft of Goshen, Ind.,

and Sunshine Children's Home of Mau-
mee, Ohio—to Mennonite Health Ser-

vices. The transfer had been approved
earlier by the boards of the two institu-

tions. MHS, an agency of Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee, has been providing
management support services to these

and other MBM-related health institu-

tions since last April.

Also approved was a 1990 operations

budget for MBM of $8.5 million, which
includes a contribution goal of $5.4 mil-

lion.

At the end of the board meeting, Glen
Miller, a physician from Bellefontaine,

Ohio, concluded four years as board chair.

He and his wife, Marilyn, will begin as

MCC country representatives in India

next year. Ronald Schertz, an attorney

from Peoria, 111., will replace Miller. He has

been a board member since 1980 and vice-

chair since 1985. Janice Yordy Sutter, a
pastor from South Bend, Ind., was elected

vice-chair.

New congregation
officially established
in Elkton, Va.

About 180 people attended the official

opening of a new church in Elkton, Va., on
Nov. 5. Called Cornerstone Church of

Elkton, it is a combined venture of Cor-

nerstone Mennonite Fellowship, the for-

mer Elkton Mennonite Church, and
Central District of Virginia Conference.

Volunteers made 7,800 telephone calls

to homes in eastern Rockingham County
in an attempt to discover those who are

not actively involved in a local church.

From these calls 1,000 families agreed to

receive information about the new church
being formed. Weekly mailings were made
inviting these families to the special open-

ing service. Based on average results, the

turnout on Nov. 5 was about 20 percent

above that of similar ventures in other

places.

Timothy Martin, pastor of the new
church, is part of the pastoral staff of

Cornerstone Mennonite Fellowship in

nearby Broadway. He and his wife, Nancy,
moved to Elkton from Lancaster, Pa.,

where he served five years as youth and
young adult secretary for Lancaster Con-
ference. He was ordained on Oct. 26.

Cornerstone Church of Elkton is consid-

ered a branch congregation of Corner-

stone Mennonite Fellowship.

Why sip from the stream of song
when you can really drink?

A seminar for music and worship leaders

January 5-7, 1990

•John Rempel on Christian worship: "Surely the Lord is

in this place"

•Leader labs for pastors and worship leaders, advanced
and beginning song leaders

•Update on the new Mennonite hymnal project

•Reading of six Lenten-Easter choral anthems

•Co-sponsored with Mennonite Publishing House

Laurelville Mennonite Church Center

% Route 5

S Mt. Pleasant, Pennsylvania 1 5666
CV & Telephone 412 423 2056 K. Nafziger
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Lauren Ashley Smith, Clinton, Iowa
About your Nov. 7 editorial: At the out-

set, Sue Bender's Amish affair was inter-

esting if not exciting reading. Then toward

the end it seemed you were running out of

things to say faster than space in which to

say it. So out of somewhere you say the

Amish today would shun Jesus and infer

you Mennonites would do worse.

Now I know about shunning. And I don't

cotton it. I know about it because Amish
folk have no corner on it as it is variously

widely cast. Yes I know about it—a lot.

Why, even all sorts of editors do a heap of

it!

But shun Jesus "if a Jesus type appeared

today"? It's a bad premise for starters.

Jesus types are salted here and about. Best

you put aside your typewriter and go out

to meet a few. It would improve Gospel

Herald upon your return!

Julie Menadue, Elkhart, Ind.

I have been divorced (now happily re-

married) and as an attorney I have repre-

sented numerous clients in divorce cases.

There is no such thing as "easy divorce"

despite Editor Hertzler's use of the phrase
in his Oct. 31 editorial.

The "enormous community pressure"

necessary to keep people from divorcing

could only result in oppression and injus-

tice. Only those who have not suffered the

indescribable pain of divorce, and the

worse pain of a failed marriage that was so

oppressive that divorce was the only ratio-

nal choice, will incorrectly claim divorce to

be "easy." The sense of guilt, shame, and
failure that I have felt due to the stigma of

being divorced is an oppression that I

believe Jesus does not mean to be.

Pontius' Puddle

To say we should stigmatize divorce in

order to eliminate it is the same error as

trying to reduce crime by increasing prison

terms or imposing the death penalty. It's

no more logical than saying we can reduce

poverty by stigmatizing the poor. Enabling

people to have healthier marriages and to

make wiser choices is the only way to

reduce the divorce rate without oppres-

sion.

The church needs to focus on teaching

divorced parents how to have a "good"

divorce. The church should enable the

divorced to get along with each other for

the children's sake (assuming neither is

harmful or abusive, and both are loved and
needed by the children), and to treat each

other as fairly and respectfully as possible.

The church should minister directly to

children of divorced parents in loving ways
that prevents them from feeling like freaks,

that their family is defective and not wor-

thy of recognition.

It's time the church take responsibility

for how the way it has stigmatized divorce

has negatively affected children of di-

vorced parents.

Mary Mae Schwartzentruber,
Kitchener, Ont.

I feel I must respond to the comments
by Dean Swartley ("Readers Say," Oct. 31)

that Jesus was fully God and fully male,

using that supposed equivalence to indi-

cate the correctness of asserting God's

maleness.

I object very strongly to those assertions.

Please do not use God-ness and male-ness

in the same breath. How can female human
beings ever aspire to wholeness or holiness

when God and male are linked in these

erroneous ways?
The correct equivalence (or paradox) is

that Jesus was divine and human. The
gospel doesn't state that the Word became
male. John says the Word became flesh,

that is to say human. The fact that Jesus

was male is secondary to the incarnation.

Genesis states that "male and female cre-

ated together" is the image of God. Can it

be any more clear?

MERE,PONTlOS. X'tA
&-IVINO FOOD BASKETS
TO KE-IABERS WHO EARN
BELOW THE POV/ERT/ LIME.
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X TOOK YOUR ANNUAL OIVlMCr
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Radio school. Maria Nunez Arauz's

father died when she was 12 years

old. Nunez (left) was pulled out of

school, after completing only the

third grade, to help her mother. At
25, Nunez returned to "school." This

time, however, her desk was a kitchen

table and her teacher, the radio.

Nunez completed her homework
alongside her two school-age children.

Now 27, Nunez has received her

grade-nine diploma. This program in

Bolivia is a cooperative effort of the

government and the Catholic Church.

Now Nunez is a teacher-guide in her

impoverished neighborhood in Santa

Cruz along with Anna Marie Schmidt
(right), a Mennonite Central Commit-
tee worker from Pasadena, Calif.

Out of print special,

while they last!

Not by Might, a Gospel
Herald 75th anniversary book,

was published by Herald Press

in 1983 at $9.95. The book is

no longer available from

Herald Press, but the Gospel
Herald has the remaining

copies. You can order the book
from the Herald for $5.50 a

copy, postpaid. Send your

order (with payment, please) to:

Not by Might

c/o Dotty Anderson
616 Walnut Ave.

SCOTTDALE PA 15683
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Mennoscope

EMS event focuses on New Age movement. How should the Christian
church respond to opposing spiritual realities such as the New Age move-
ment, psychic phenomena, and the occult? That was the focus of a "Consulta-
tion on Sharing the Gospel in a Spiritually Pluralistic Society" held recently
at Eastern Mennonite Seminary. Principal speakers (left to right) Lawrence
Yoder, Willard Swartley, Elliot Miller, and Lee Still shared experiences of
ministering to persons caught in various forms of spiritual, physical, and emo-
tional bondage and stressed the urgent need of the church to carry on Jesus'
ministry of deliverance from such oppression. The five sessions are available
on cassettes or videotape by contacting EMS at 703-432-4260. The event was
sponsored by the John Coffman Center for Evangelism and Church Planting
at EMS.

Eastern Mennonite College has received a
gift of $1.5 million— its largest ever—for the

Business Department. The gift is from Horace
and Elizabeth Longacre of Franconia, Pa.
Around 160 friends and business associates of

Longacres along with EMC professors and ad-

ministrators gathered at EMC on Nov. 5 to

formally establish the Longacre Family En-
dowed Business Chair which the gift made
possible. This will provide a professor who will

be named to the chair, scholarships for business

majors, funds for faculty professional enrich-

ment, and equipment for the department.
Longacres are the founders of a major poultry-

processing company. They were farmers who
started selling chickens at a Philadelphia market
in 1943. Two mergers in the 1980s led to what
is now Wampler-Longacre-Rockingham Foods,
which employs 3,800 people.

Southeast Conference focused on faith

roots during its annual meeting recently at

Bahia Vista Mennonite Church in Sarasota, Fla.

Jan Gleysteen of Mennonite Publishing House
presented his slide lecture, "Our Mennonite
Legacy." Local people portrayed four different

biblical characters who told their faith stories.

And two students read their award-winning es-

says on "My Faith Pilgrimage: Stories from My
Anabaptist Heritage." In their business ses-

sions, conference delegates approved a confes-

sion of faith and a conference-congregation

covenant statement. A reduced and balanced
budget was accepted for 1990-91.

A North American Mennonite volunteer
was arrested in El Salvador and detained for

nine hours on Nov. 2. Tim Lohrentz, coordinator

of the Newton (Kans.) Area Peace Center, had
accompanied Salvadoran refugees from the

Mesa Grande Refugee Camp in Honduras to a

repatriated village in El Salvador. He was one
of 18 North Americans who were part of the

latest segment of the "Going Home Campaign"
which has helped nearly 10,000 refugees return

in the past two years. Increasing numbers of

North American church workers have been har-

assed and jailed by the right-wing Salvadoran
government in recent months. The government
accuses the church workers of aiding leftist

rebels who are fighting the Salvadoran Army.

Mennonite Central Committee workers in

El Salvador are worried that the recent rebel

offensive against the capital city of San Salvador
will become justification for an intensified cam-
paign of terror against civilians, including church

Coming to terms
with the issues

of the '90s
What will be the issues for the Men-

nonite Church in the '90s? Recently,

with the help of Mennonite leaders,

Gospel Herald prepared a list of a dozen
or so and began assigning them to writ-

ers for discussion.

Treat the background, we said: how
we got here; the foreground: why it is

crucial now; and something to do about
it. We plan to publish the articles once
a month in 1990.

workers. The country's new right-wing govern-

ment—and "death squads" allied with it—are

known to deal harshly with anyone suspected of

sympathizing with leftist rebels. Salvadoran
church leaders are urging the government to

negotiate a ceasefire with the rebels and to begin
serious negotiations to end the 10-year-old civil

war.

Kirk Alliman has been named to a fourth
term as president of Hesston College by
Mennonite Board of Education. His new three-

year term, which begins next July, came upon a

recommendation from the school's Board of

Overseers following a review by a six-member
committee appointed by MBE. Alliman first

became president in 1981, succeeding Laban
Peachey. He served previously in New York City
with Church World Service, an agency of the

National Council of Churches. "Responses to

our inquiries revealed strong support for Presi-

dent Amman's leadership from all groups con-

sulted," noted the review committee in its

report.

Lee Snyder has been named senior vice-
president of Eastern Mennonite College
and Seminary. She continues as college aca-

demic dean and college vice-president—posi-

tions she has held since 1985. She joined the

college faculty in 1974 and became assistant

dean in 1977. In her new role Snyder will carry

administrative responsibility for both the college

and the seminary in the absence of President

Joseph Lapp. George Brunk III continues as

seminary academic dean and seminary vice-

president.

Income is up this year from Mennonite
Central Committee relief sales. Total net

receipts for 1989 may increase $150,000 over

1988. Total income last year was $3,738,000. "We
especially appreciate the income from smaller

relief sales," says John Hostetler, MCC material

resources coordinator. About a dozen of the 37

relief sales take place in small communities and
contribute about 14 percent of the total income
each year. One new fundraising idea at some
relief sales is auctioning houses built with do-

nated labor and materials.

Contributions to Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions totaled $2,813,000 through Oct. 31.

This is $266,000 below contributions projected

for the first three-quarters of the budget year.

The contribution goal is $5.2 million. "We are

trusting the church will make up the difference

by the end of the budget year on Jan. 31 and
help meet our goal," says MBM president Paul

Gingrich. "We believe the church is committed
to mission and wants us to both continue present

ministries and begin new ones."

A new church for Chinese immigrants
opened in Philadelphia recently. Called Men-
nonite Church of Life, it is the third Chinese
congregation established in that city by Ted
Yao. The congregation hopes to find a meeting

place near the 69th Street subway station, where
20 Chinese families from Indochina live within

a four-block area. The location will be conve-

nient for Chinese living in Upper Darby and

West Philadelphia.

An Hispanic congregation has finally been
established in Allentown, Pa., after a couple

of false starts. It is called El Calvario (Calvary),

and worship services are held Sunday after-

noons at Allentown Mennonite Church. Eight

people signed a covenant that launched the

congregation last spring, and about 30 people

currently make up the group. The founding

pastors are Israel and Alma Bolanos, who went

to Allentown in 1987 to help establish a church.

A radio program produced by Navaho Men-
nonites increased its audience significantly

recently when the Christian radio station that

broadcasts the 15-minute program enlarged its

coverage area by almost 50 percent. The pro-

gram is Navajo Gospel Hour, and the station is

KHAC of Window Rock, Ariz. The program is

also broadcast on KTBA of Tuba City, Ariz.

Both stations are operated by Western Indian

Ministries. Navajo Gospel Hour, begun in 1956

by Mennonite Board of Missions worker Stanley

Weaver, is the longest-running radio program in

the Navaho language. The current speakers are
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two Navaho Mennonite brothers—Naswood and
Peter Burbank.

A deaf activist group that Mennonites
helped start held its second national forum
recently in Anaheim, Calif. It brought together

100 deaf and hearing Christians of many denom-
inations to learn how to work for justice for deaf

people. The group, called Christians for the

Liberation of the Deaf Community, was organ-

ized in 1984 at the initiative of the Deaf Minis-

tries Office of Mennonite Board of Missions.

The first forum was held in 1987 in Goshen, Ind.

"It's exciting to see this ecumenical group grad-

ually take shape and develop its own identity

and leadership," says Deaf Ministries director

Sheila Stopher Yoder.

A Guatemalan Mennonite pastor will go to
Venezuela to plant churches in March. He is

Gilberto Flores, and he will be responsible to

Venezuela Mennonite Church and supported by
a subsidy from Eastern Mennonite Board of

Missions. Flores has planted two churches in

Guatemala, and Venezuelan Mennonites are

asking that he plant two churches in the Vene-
zuelan capital of Caracas during his three-year

term in their country. Robert Brubaker of East-
ern Board says the project is the vision of
Venezuelan and Guatemalan Mennonites.

Coming events:
• Annual Meeting of Mennonite Central Com-

mittee, Jan. 24-27, in Winkler, Man. This includes
business sessions for the MCC board as well as
a meeting for the public. Longtime Mennonite
Brethren leader J. B. Toews will be the speaker
at the public meeting. The board sessions will

focus on program plans and budget for the
coming year. Also scheduled at the same time
is the annual meeting of MCC U.S. More infor-

mation from MCC at Box 500, Akron, PA 17501;
phone 717-859-1151.

• Pastors Week, Jan. 29-Feb. 2, at Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries. Participants in

the annual event will explore the book of Reve-
lation through study, sermons, lectures, semi-

nars, art, music, and drama. The main speaker
is Brethren pastor-professor-author Vernard
Eller. Other speakers and resource persons are

Adela Yarbro Collins, John Esau, C. J. Dyck,

Hubert Brown, Dennis Hollinger, James Lapp,
and Brenda Martin Hurst. Stephen Shank of

Belgium will give a dramatic performance of

Revelation. More information from Bev
Sawatzky at AMBS, 3003 Benham Ave., Elkhart,

IN 46517; phone 219-295-3726.

• Urban Issues Retreat, Mar. 30-Apr. 1, at

Little River Christian Camp, Glide, Oreg. The
sixth annual event is for Mennonite congrega-

tions on the West Coast. The theme is "Urban
Churches and Mennonite Central Committee,"
and the speaker is Stephen Penner of West
Coast MCC. This year's retreat is being planned
by Seattle Mennonite Church. More information

from Mary Stueben at the church, 225 N. 70th

St., Seattle, WA 98103; phone 206-784-2441.

New resources:
• Booklet on youth mentoring from Mennonite

Publishing House. It provides congregations

with a step-by-step approach to mentoring their

young people. Entitled Side by Side: Mentoring
Guide for Congregational Youth Ministry, it was
published jointly by MPH and Faith and Life

Press of the General Conference Mennonite
Church. The author is Lavon Welty, an Ohio
pastor who served previously as youth secretary

for the Mennonite Church. The booklet is avail-

able for $9.95 (plus $1 for postage/handling)

from MPH at 616 Walnut Ave., Scottdale, PA
15683.

• Video of drama/music troupe from Menno-
nite Board of Education. This is a 48-minute
video recording of last summer's drama/music
troupe sponsored by MBE. Called Connections,

it was made up of students from Goshen, East-

ern Mennonite, and Hesston colleges. Don Mar-
tin was the director. The video can be rented for

$10 from MBE at Box 1142, Elkhart, IN 46515.

Church-related job openings:
• Chaplain, Conrad Grebel College, starting

next July. Qualifications include seminary edu-

cation and pastoral ministry experience. Cre-

dentials for also teaching at the college would
be helpful. Send resume by Jan. 15 to Rodney
Sawatsky at the college, Waterloo, ON N2L 3G6.

'Assistant director of information services,

Goshen College. The person will originate and
edit materials primarily for the admissions office

and student development division. Qualifica-

tions include a college degree in communication
or English or related field and skills in reporting,

writing, and editing. Send resume to John Yoder
at the college, Goshen, IN 46526.

'Building manager, Eastern Mennonite
Board Building Management, Bronx, N.Y. The
person would do administrative and repair work
for 10 Mennonite church properties with 35

apartments. Required are management experi-

ence, interpersonal skills, knowledge of building

systems, and knowledge of real estate. Spanish-

language ability is helpful. Contact Lowell Jantzi

at 212-892-1489 or Gerry Keener at 212-234-9539.

• Volunteer workers, Western Mennonite High
School, Salem, Oreg., starting next July. These
are two-year positions. Needed are two married

couples to work in maintenance, secretarial,

development, and food service. Contact Bryan
Stauffer at the school, 9045 Wallace Rd. NW,
Salem, OR 97304; phone 503-363-2000.

• Development director, Kraybill Mennonite
School, Mount Joy, Pa. This is a part- to full-

time position. The person will direct the annual
program for capital development and public

relations. The school has 360 students in grades

K-8. Send resume to John Weber at the school,

R. 1, Box 234, Mount Joy, PA 17552.

• Secretary/receptionist, Kraybill Mennonite
School, Mount Joy, Pa. The person should have

skills in typing, organization, and personal rela-

tions. Contact the school at R.l, Box 234, Mount
Joy, PA 17552; phone 717-653-5236.

Special meetings: Paul Dagen, Lancaster, Pa.,

at Mechanic Grove, Quarryville, Pa., Dec. 10-13.

Change of address: James K. and Ruth Yoder

Stauffer from Falls Church, Va., to 639 Analu
St., Honolulu, HI 96817.

New members
Hesston Inter-Mennonite, Hesston,

Kans.: Carol Clark and Delbert and Roberta

Nikkei by confession of faith, and Susie Hart-

man, Terry Mahathy, and Dave Zook by bap-

tism.

Cazenovia, Metamora, 111.: Phyllis Fisher.

Raleigh, N.C.: Diane and Jerome Sturm.

Willow Springs, Tiskilwa, 111.: Rod and
Betty Detweiler by confession of faith.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Eigsti, Scott and Karen (Cooper), Morton,
111., first child, Brent David, Oct. 24.

Fry, Brian and Denise (Sprunger), Phoenix,
Ariz., second daughter, Tanya Rae, Sept. 17.

Gent, Steve and Joani (Schweitzer),
Binghampton, N.Y., first child, Morganne Ash-
ley, Oct. 27.

Facilities for the disabled dedicated. Over 200 persons attended the dedi-

cation and open house for two Merimna Homes and a new Mennoheim re-

cently in Goshen, Ind. Funding was provided by individuals, congregations,

businesses, and civic groups. The Merimna facilities are residential homes for

adults who are mentally disabled. Three residents live in each home with
three adult caregivers. The emphasis is on building the relationships of a

warm Christian family. This setting gives developmentally disabled persons
opportunity for the most well-rounded growth and a secure home environ-

ment when many of their present caregivers face the uncertainties of old age.

Mennoheim provides short-term respite care for persons developmentally dis-

abled. Through this service, families receive temporary relief from their long-

term caregiving responsibilities. Mennoheim was previously located at

another location for nine years. The new facilities are operated by Mennonite
Disabilities Committee, a 12-year-old group made up of people from congre-
gations in northern Indiana and southern Michigan.
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Mart man, Doyle and Chris, Columbus, Ohio,
second child, first son, Jason Tyler, Nov. 6.

Hershberger, Maynard and Jean (Haidet),

Canton, Ohio, third son, Jonathan Michael, Oct.

4.

Houston, Dave and Diane (Gibson), Morton,
III, second daughter, Lauren Brooke, Sept. 29.

Kamm, Steve and Janet (Eigsti), Metamora,
111., third son, Chad Eigsti, Nov. 9.

Kauffman, Jerry and Mary Beth, Columbus,
Ohio, second daughter, Carrie Elise, Nov. 5.

Linder, Clifford and Julie (Frank), Louisville,

Ohio, second child, first son, Dustin Ervin, Aug.
30.

McCarthy, Tim and Chris, Columbus, Ohio,

first child, Evan Tyler, Oct. 5.

Martin, David and Rachel (Witmer), Roths-
ville, Pa., first child, Elizabeth Hannah, Sept. 20.

Miller, Roger and Lynne (Jantze), Sarasota,

Fla., first child, Kelby Lynne, Nov. 10.

Nofziger, Lyndon and Barb, Columbus, Ohio,
first child, Joel Lyndon, Sept. 18.

Sabo, Mark and Beverly, Elyria, Ohio, second
daughter, Rebecca Joy, Nov. 9.

Sturm, Jerome and Diane (Senger), Raleigh,

N.C., second child, first son, Logan Daniel, Oct.

10.

Weaver, Herb and Anita (Hunsberger), Ow-
ensboro, Ky., third daughter, Raven Hannah,
Oct. 11.

Weber-Lehman, David and Bonnie, Rich-
mond, Va., second son, Daniel Joel, Oct. 2.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Andreasen-Wood. Mark Andreasen and
Cindy Wood, both of Peoria, 111., Trinity cong.,

by Mahlon D. Miller, Oct. 14.

Bender-Lauterbach. Thomas Jay Bender,
Oak Dale cong., Meyersdale, Pa., and Laurie
Jane Lauterbach, Edson (Alta.) cong., by John
Yoder, July 29.

Harrison-Moyer. Clayton J. Harrison, West-
ern cong., and Rachael L. Moyer, Bethel College
cong., by John Yoder, Aug. 12.

Nafziger-Hurst. Jon Owen Nafziger, Bethel
cong., Wadsworth, Ohio, and Carol Grace Hurst,
Park View cong., Harrisonburg, Va., by Marvin
L. Weaver, uncle of the bride, June 11.

Zehr-Schumm. Gregory Gordon Zehr, Poole
(Ont.) cong., and Dawn Lynette Schumm, East
Zorra cong., Tavistock, Ont., by Amsey Martin,
May 20.

Obituaries

Alderfer, Allen A., son of Rein and Susan
(Alderfer) Alderfer, was born in Mainland, Pa.,

May 26, 1910; died at Grand View Hospital,

Sellersville, Pa., Oct. 22, 1989; aged 79. On Apr.

18, 1931, he was married to Eva Godshall, who
survives. Also surviving are 3 sons (Durrell,

Leroy, and Ronald), 3 daughters (Rae Delia

Wenger, Madeline Meyers, and Mary Lou
Rosenberger), 16 grandchildren, 10 great-grand-

children, 3 brothers (Abram, Sanford, and Har-
old), and 2 sisters (Caroline and Naomi). He was
a member of Salford Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Oct. 27, in charge

of Willis Miller and Earl Yoder; interment in

Salford Mennonite Cemetery.

Beyler, Victor Henry, son of Crist and Elsie
(Hostetler) Beyler, was born at Harper, Kans.,
Mar. 8, 1917; died suddenly at Comanche
County Hospital, Coldwater, Kans., Sept. 28,

1989; aged 72. On Oct. 17, 1942, he was married
to Elsie Glassburn, who survives. Also surviving
are 2 daughters (Linda May and Elaine Moody),
6 grandchildren, and 3 sisters (Velma Weaver,
Alta Rempel, and Vera Yoder). He was preceded
in death by one brother (Clayton). He was a
member of Protection Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Sept. 30, in charge
of Raymond Unruh; interment in the Mennonite
Cemetery.
Frank, Mae M. Lowther, daughter of Robert

and Mary (Snouffer) Lowther, was born at Al-

toona, Pa., July 31, 1892; died at Richfield, Pa.,

Nov. 1, 1989; aged 97. She was married to Cloyd
Fronk, who died Apr. 17, 1938. Surviving are one
daughter (Bernice Fronk), one stepson (Herman
Fronk), 7 stepgrandchildren, 22 step-great-
grandchildren, and 16 step-great-great-grand-

children. She was a member of Lost Creek
Mennonite Church. Funeral services were held
at Yeisley Funeral Home on Nov. 4, in charge of
Raymond Lauver and Roy Brubaker; interment
in Lost Creek Mennonite Cemetery.
Graber, George, son of Abe S. and Katie

(Marner) Graber, was born at Arthur, El., Feb.
6, 1924; died of a heart attack at Loogootee, Ind.,

Nov. 9, 1989; aged 65. On Sept. 8, 1950, he was
married to Zetta Stoll, who survives. Also sur-

viving are 4 sons (Delmer, Marvin, Terry, and
Sheldon), 2 daughters (Nelda Lengacher and
Jolene McAtee), 10 grandchildren, 2 brothers
(John and Joe), and one sister (Martha Crapo).
He was preceded in death by one son (Jerry Jay).

He was a member of Providence Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Nov. 12, in charge of Oliver Yutzy, Sam
Stoltzfus, and Don Stoll; interment in Provi-
dence Cemetery.
Harshbarger, Louella M., daughter of

Joshua K. and Sarah E. (Miller) Harshbarger,
was born in Bratton Twp., Pa., Mar. 9, 1912; died
at her home on Nov. 11, 1989; aged 77. Surviving
are 2 sisters (Ruth Miller and Bertha Yoder),
one brother (David Harshbarger), one step-

brother (Melvin Kauffman), and 2 stepsisters

(Pearl Kauffman and Martha Byler). She was a

member of Mattawana Mennonite Church.
Graveside services were held at the Pleasant
View Cemetery, McVeytown, Pa., on Nov. 14, in

charge of Leon Yoder.
Jutzi, Wallace, son of Simeon and Leah

(Gascho) Yutzi, was born in Wilmot Twp., Ont.,

Apr. 6, 1921; died of a heart attack at Cambridge,
Ont, Nov. 7, 1989; aged 68. On Oct. 15, 1949, he
was married to Mary Shantz, who died on Aug.
20, 1989. Surviving are 2 daughters (Diane
Traendlin and Janice Roth), one son (Cameron),
8 grandchildren, 2 brothers (Rufus and Nyle),

and one sister (Lauretta Jutzi). He was a mem-
ber of Nith Valley Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Nov. 9, in charge
of Harold Schilk and Amzie Brubacher; inter-

ment in Blenheim Mennonite Cemetery.
King, Samuel B., son of Daniel S. and

Hannah (Blank) King, was born in Lancaster
Co., Pa., Aug. 7, 1920; died of a massive heart

attack at Coatsville, Pa., Nov. 8, 1989; aged 69.

On Nov. 30, 1943, he was married to Mattie M.
Schrock, who survives. Also surviving are 3

daughters (Mary Ann Thies, Linda Rohrer, and
Deborah Bowman), 6 grandchildren, 5 brothers
(Benjamin, Christian, Enos, Levi, and Reuben),
and 3 sisters (Anna Fisher, Miriam Stoltzfus,

and Katie Smoker). He was a member of
Ridgeview Mennonite Church, where funeral
services were held on Nov. 11, in charge of Bob
Petersheim and Charles Good; interment in

Pequea Amish-Mennonite Cemetery.
Kortemeier, Lois Schwitz Borger, daugh-

ter of Clifford and Mabel (Rabe) Schwitz, was
born in Orangeville, Ill.,on Oct. 10, 1922; died of
cancer at Freeport (111.) Memorial Hospital on
Oct. 29, 1989; aged 67. On July 20, 1940, she was
married to Melvin Borger, who died on Nov. 21,

1983. On Mar. 4, 1986, she was married to
Stanley Kortemeier, who survives. Also surviv-

ing are one daughter (Janet Kloepping), 2 step-
daughters (Janet Lubbers and Shirley
Krahmer), 4 grandchildren, 2 great-grandchil-
dren, 2 sisters (Lela Clark and Lynette Talbert),
and one brother (Lyle Schwitz). She was pre-
ceded in death by one son (Gary Borger). She
was a member of Freeport Mennonite Church,
where memorial services were held on Nov. 1, in

charge of Robert E. Nolt; interment in Chapel
Hill Cemetery.
Lapp, Emma K. Krantz, daughter of Wilmer

and Kathryn Krantz, was born at Lancaster, Pa.,

Apr. 26, 1908; died of Alzheimer's disease at

Lancaster, Pa., Oct. 29, 1989; aged 81. On May
2, 1929, she was married to Amos M. Lapp, who
survives. Also surviving are one son (Carl D.), 3

daughters (Verna Groff, Edna Wyble, and Janet
Lapp), 10 grandchildren, 7 great-grandchildren,
and one sister (Martha Houck). She was a
member of Bean Blossom Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Nov. 1, in

charge of Earl M. Wert, Chester L. Wenger, and
Rodney Nafziger; interment in Mellinger Men-
nonite Cemetery.
Miller, Oliver W., was born at Newton,

Kans., July 20, 1901; died at Newton Medical
Center, Nov. 1, 1989; aged 88. On Nov. 20, 1989,

he was married to Nina Rodgers, who survives.

Also surviving are 3 sons (Milton R., C. Keith,

and Cecil D.), 8 grandchildren, 12 great-grand-
children, and six great-great-grandchildren. He
was a member of Whitestone Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Nov. 4, in charge of Ronald Guengerich and
Wesley Jantz; interment in East Lawn Ceme-
tery.

Snyder, Kenneth W., was born in Roseland,
Nebr., Oct. 23, 1908; died at Filer, Idaho, Oct. 7,

1989; aged 80. In 1933, he was married to Erma
Kaufman, who survives. Also surviving are one
son (Dale D.), 2 daughters (Joyce Marie Snyder
and Carol Ann John), 4 grandchildren, 3 sisters

(Irva Vandiver, Inez Diener, and Harriet
Bartruff), and one brother (Don). He was pre-

ceded in death by one son. He was a member of

Filer Mennonite Church, where funeral services

were held in charge of Terry Miller and Dave
Kribbs.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Hispanic Convention executive board, Dec. 7-9

Goshen College Board of Overseers, Goshen, Ind., Dec. 8-9

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council, Elkhart, Ind., Dec. 12

Eastern Mennonite Seminary interterm, Harrisonburg, Va.. Jan.

2-26

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries interterm, Elkhart,

Ind., Jan. 8-26

Mennonite Board of Education annual meeting, Sarasota, Fla.,

Jan. 11-13

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary school for leadership

training (ministers week), Harrisonburg, Va„ Jan. 15-18

Mennonite Central Committee annual meeting, Winkler, Man.,

Jan. 26-27

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries pastors week,

Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 29-Feb. 2

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting, Nashville, Term.,

Feb. 23-28

Conference on Menno Simons, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 23-24

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12. Winnipeg, Man., July

24-29, 1990
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Items & comments

Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Hungary's new prime minister
apologizes for past church policies

Miklos Nemeth, the new prime minister

of Hungary, apologized to church leaders

for past policies of the government toward
the churches. He condemned mistreat-

ment of churches and believers by commu-
nist officials in the 1950s and strongly

criticized the state's intervention in church
life over the past two decades. His com-
ments came at the recent founding meeting
of Hungary's National Council for Reli-

gious Affairs, which he chairs.

Barna Sarkadi Nagy, who directs the new
reform government's defanged Secretariat

for Church and State Relations, empha-
sized the consultative and advisory nature

of the council. Insisting that "complete
religious freedom" now exists, Nagy said

the government "has liquidated the barri-

ers and abolished the laws and decrees
that provided the state with the means of

interfering with the life of the churches."

For example, he said, no longer is con-

sent needed from government authorities

when churches want to do something; bar-

riers to religious instruction of public

school children have been removed; and
"all restrictions on publishing have been
lifted."

U.S. Catholic bishops question
payment of third world debt
In an impassioned appeal on behalf of

poor countries, the U.S. Catholic hierarchy

has described as "ethically unacceptable"

the suffering and hardship caused by third-

world debt. "Is it merely a rhetorical ques-

tion to ask how many infants and children

die every day in Africa because resources

are now being swallowed up in debt repay-

ment?" the bishops ask in a tough state-

ment on the debt problem.

The 33-page document was released in

Washington recently by the administrative

board of the U.S. Catholic Conference.

The board is made up of 50 bishops from
around the country who meet, between
national gatherings of all the U.S. bishops,

to set policy for the church hierarchy.

Putting a question to creditor nations,

especially the United States, the bishops

ask: "Why should the poor in debtor coun-

tries, who had nothing to say about accru-

ing the debt and have received little or no
benefit from it, have to bear the greater

burden of its repayment?" The statement

was the first issued by the hierarchy on the

debt problem. In it, the bishops go beyond
seeking debt reduction and question

whether the debt should be repaid at all.

In a conference a few weeks earlier, 80

religious leaders brought together by a

liberal Protestant coalition reached just-

that conclusion. "From an ethical, econom-
ical, and political point of view, we believe

the debt of the so-called third world is

illegitimate and therefore should not be

paid," they said in a conference sponsored

by Interfaith Action for Economic Justice.

Christmas becomes state holiday
again in Lithuania after 50 years
Christmas officially returns to Lithuania

this year after almost five decades of

strictly atheist government holidays. The
Lithuanian Parliament decreed recently

that Dec. 25 will now be a state holiday in

the small Baltic republic. An estimated 3

million of Lithuania's 3.6 million people are

Roman Catholic, but Christmas has not

been an official holiday since Lithuania

was absorbed by the Soviet Union in 1940.

Graham receives 1,900th star

on Hollywood Walk of Fame
Evangelist Billy Graham received the

1,900th star on the Hollywood Walk of

Fame in a recent ceremony that he said

was dedicating "a marker for the glory of

God." Johnny Grant, honorary mayor of

Hollywood and master of ceremonies for

the occasion, said Graham was one of the

few individuals honored by the Walk of

Fame Committee who qualified for all

categories of radio, television, and film.

The evangelist was specifically nominated

for a star in radio, since as many as 840

stations around the world have carried his

weekly Hour of Decision broadcast.

Baptist fundamentalist leader

turns down federal ethics post

Paul Pressler, a Houston judge who was

a leader of the fundamentalist takeover of

the Southern Baptist Convention in the

1980s, has turned down President George

Bush's offer for him to head the new
federal Office of Government Ethics.

Pressler, vice-chairman of the

denomination's Executive Committee, did

accept a part-time appointment to another

position, to be announced later. Pressler

met with Bush recently at which time he

declined the full-time post because of

"professional, religious, and family obliga-

tions."

When his name first surfaced in July,

several Southern Baptist moderates made
no secret of their feelings that Pressler was

not fit for the top government position.

Abner McCall, former president of Baylor

University, a Southern Baptist school,

called Pressler "a very intolerant religious

bigot." W. C. Fields, former head of Bap-

tist Press, said he told the Federal Bureau
of Investigation that Pressler was "unsuit-

able for an ethics post anywhere and that

Pressler does not practice ethics."

Students in Lutheran school
protest dinosaur postage stamps
Seventh- and eighth-graders of Zion Lu-

theran School in Mayer, Minn., believe

that the new U.S. postage stamps showing
dinosaurs promote the theory of evolution,

so they have asked President George Bush
and the Postal Service to give equal time

to the belief that God created the world in

six days. Junior high students in Robert
Bartell's class say that the U.S. govern-

ment is supporting the theory that the

world evolved slowly over the ages by
having stamps depicting the lumbering

prehistoric creatures. A respresentative of

the Postal Service said as far as he knows
the Mayer students are the first to com-
plain that the dinosaur stamps promote
evolution.

Japanese government cautions

publisher on anti-Semitism
In response to concerns expressed by

American Jewish groups, the Japanese

Foreign Ministry has urged publishers to

deal with the issue of anti-Semitic books

published in Japan. In a recent memoran-
dum to the Japanese Association of Pub-

lishers, which was also sent to the

American Jewish Committee, the Japan-

ese Foreign Ministry said "the fact that

such anti-Semitic works are published un-

challenged and without criticism in Japan

calls into question the common sense of

the Japanese people." The government

agency said the Jewish community "is

understandably concerned that anti-Se-

mitic literature is published in Japan un-

challenged by the general public,

particularly in a country which boasts such

a high level of education."

Bakker transferred to Minnesota
to serve prison sentence
Jim Bakker, the televangelist who was

convicted of 24 fraud and conspiracy

counts, is serving his 45-year prison sen-

tence in the Federal Medical Center in

Rochester, Minn. Bakker, founder and for-

mer head of the PTL ministry, was trans-

ferred recently from a federal prison in

Talladega, Ala., where he was sent imme-
diately after his sentencing. Officials of the

U.S. Bureau of Prisons said Bakker is

serving his sentence as a member of the

medical center's "general population,"

meaning he was not assigned to Rochester

as a patient for treatment of any mental or

physical ailment.
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At the river
At the end of the Bible, as at its beginning, we

are faced with material that presses our under-
standing of reality to its edges. Like the ques-
tion of beginnings, the question of destiny is one
we are forced to ponder without what research-
ers would call "hard data."

Instead we are faced with imagery which
teases our imaginations, but leaves us as much
in a quandary at the end of our reflections as at
the beginning. In part this may be because our
training and thought patterns lead us toward
propositional rather than visionary thinking. As
M. Eugene Boring has pointed out in his com-
mentary on Revelation (John Knox Press, 1989),
we need to consider the book of Revelation as vi-

sionary rather than propositional language if we
are to make sense of it.

For example, the holy city as described in Rev-
elation 21 is a cube 1,500 miles in each direction.

Now who can conceive of a city like that? Evi-
dently the vision is seeking to tell us something
that is not immediately apparent, particularly if

we apply architectural criteria to the vision.

Other descriptions in the section between 21:1

and 22:5 tease more than they illuminate. Yet it

is worthwhile to ponder and respond to them
for, as I say, they are pressing the edges of real-

ity as we are able to comprehend it.

Questions that are not obviously answered are

such as these: What in reality is this holy city?

What does it mean for it to be "coming down"?
Why is there no more sea and yet a "river of the
water of life"? These are only the beginning of

questions.

One way people have sought to respond to

the Revelation is through poetry, particularly

hymn poems. These seem to be generally a sort

that projects the holy city into the far future.

Some of these hymns come out of specific expe-
riences and add their own historical comments
to our understanding.

I noticed that the Hymnal Sampler, considered
a preliminary to the Anabaptist hymnal to be
published in 1992, includes several hymns by
Robert Lowry. Lowry's music has seemed to me,
should we say, rather lightweight and so I was in-

terested to see that there seems to be a Lowry

revival. Included in the Sampler are two Lowry
hymns that are not in The Mennonite Hymnal:
"0 Worship the Lord" comes out of Life Songs
No. 2 (1938) and "Shall We Gather at the River"
was last heard from among us in the 1927
Church Hymnal.
This extra attention to Lowry made me won-

der about the man. I discovered that he was a
Baptist minister and editor, active in the 19th
century. I found also in Robert Harvey's Best
Loved Hymn Stories (Zondervan, 1963) the back-
ground for "Shall We Gather at the River." Ac-
cording to Harvey, the summer of 1864 was hot
and humid in New York City (this was well be-
fore air-conditioning). On top of this an epi-

demic broke out in the city. The account does
not specify the epidemic, but we are well aware
that in those days there were a number of diseases
for which there were no effective antidotes.

So the account reports that as Lowry visited
the sick and comforted the bereaved he used
the words of Revelation 22:1 as a way of assur-
ing those in sorrow that they would meet the
dying again. One day, says the story, "he went
exhausted into his living room. There he sat

down at the organ and began to seek solace in

the music and to relieve the pent-up feelings of
his heart.

"Almost unconsciously, and as if by some di-

vine inspiration, both words and music of a
hymn came spontaneously to his mind and fin-

gers. He found himself singing, 'Shall we gather
at the river, Where bright angel feet have trod?'

and the instant reply, 'Yes, we'll gather at the
river' "

(p. 120).

I do not consider that the words and bouncy
music of Lowry's hymn have done justice to the
sonorous dignity of Revelation 22:1-6. But who is

sufficient for such a thing? And knowing that
Lowry had looked death in the face in a manner
from which we are spared by vaccines and antibi-

otic drugs gives me a greater appreciation for

what he has written. Though he has not
plumbed the depth of the vision of Revelation,
he has at least responded authentically. And we
are always free to go back and ponder the origi-

nal.

—

Daniel Hertzler
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Christmas
characters
by Mark R. Nicolas

The very real people who played very real

parts in the Christmas story tend to become
characters of myth to us after some 2,000 years.

To bring them back to earth, we might ask our-

selves a question: If this were the time of Jesus'

coming, what kinds of people would God use in

those important supporting roles? In exploring

the possibilities, we may even find ourselves in

the shoes of some surprising characters. Con-

sider the following.

The devout layman. He's a man of such aver-

age description that one would have to look care-

fully to see that his most striking feature is his

If this were
the time

of Jesus'

coming,
what kinds

of people
would
God use
in those

important

supporting

roles?

upright posture and the way he carries his head

erect. Not proudly, but with confidence befitting

a man with a clear conscience. He has faithfully

gone about his honest way, careful to do nothing

that would bring dishonor to himself, his family,

or his God. He serves the local church on a regu-

lar basis, helping to build the most recent addi-

tion and once to put a new roof on the home of

one of the widows. He has served a term or two

on church committees, and is known as a good

teacher of children.

He is starting his own business, looking for-

ward to a traditional kind of life—the kind of life

that, after the excesses of youth have burned



When God
moves

among his

people to

achieve his

purposes,
he uses the

common
person.

away, truly satisfies. He knows it is that kind of
life that fulfills the most basic of all his needs:
to love and be loved.

His name is Joseph. And he is learning an im-
portant lesson about the nature of God. He is

learning that when God moves among his people
to achieve his purposes, he uses the common
person, a person like himself—not the flashiest,
not the most vocal, and certainly not the one
who expects it. He is just the kind of person
God is looking for to play an important part in
his plan.

Joseph is the kind of person God cannot do
without.

The troubled teenager. She's 17, maybe 18.

Yes, she is very sweet, even as her fiance be^
lieves her to be. But there's this problem. She's
pregnant, and she's got this wild tale about how
it happened. Who can believe her? We all

thought she was very nice. Then this. She'll be
stigmatized for the rest of her life when the
news finally spreads. She'll have to move some-
where else. Her poor parents.

Can you imagine what she's feeling? The fear,

the guilt, the apprehension? What can she tell

her friends? Who will back her up? Someone rec-
ommended an abortion. They didn't mean any

harm. It's just that, well, you know how this kind
of thing can mess up your life.

As the days and weeks pass, something
emerges in her heart. Her sweetness and inno-
cent beauty aren't fading into bitterness and
hurt the way we thought they would. Just look
into her eyes. Don't you see some new strength
there? New clarity and purpose? And have you
noticed how much she talks about God recently?
What is happening to this mixed-up girl? Maybe

Mark R. Nicolas, Paoli, Pa., is pastor of Hopewell
Christian Fellowship.

she's just trying to bury her guilt with all this
talk about God.

Still, you can't deny what you see. It's resolve,
but it's more than this. It's faith that is bringing'
a harvest of life. The decision is: let the baby
live! It is almost as though the very kingdom of
God has come upon this troubled young person.

It's true. She is a living example: God ushers
in his kingdom during times of confusion and
trouble, conflict and testing. And Mary, this trou-
bled teen, learns a crucial lesson about submit-
ting to God's will, regardless of apparent
awkwardness in that submission. When we make
a decision for life, God sustains our decision.
Because God knew she would learn the lesson

well, she too is the kind of person he cannot do
without.

The keeper of the inn. He walks with a kind
of swagger. It's not intentional. He can't help it.

Listen to him.

"Hey, it's been a good season so far! Bookings
are up to an all-time high. Don't you just love
the holidays? All the festivities, the color, the
crowds, the sound of the cash register! Fantastic!

"Say, didn't I see you at the Lion's Club lunch
the other day? Had a great time. How 'bout you?
By the way, did you notice those funny-looking
young people standing outside? Remember how
cold it was? They looked a little hungry, you
know. I just tried to ignore them. Such a shame.
I think she must have been pregnant.
"Did you try the poached salmon? The cheese-

cake was terrific."

He pauses, looking at an invisible pattern
drawn with the toe of his shoe.

"You know," he says, looking up sheepishly,

now quieted, "when I went back to the hotel I

own on Main Street I saw those two in my
lobby. Asking about a room. Can you imagine?
Them? In my hotel?"

The innkeeper snorts his disgust and frustra-

tion, and speaks several decibels louder than
seems appropriate. "Well, there was certainly no
room for the likes of them in my hotel, even if I

thought they could afford it. This establishment
has a reputation, after all." Then, in a more even
voice he says, "I had the clerk call the Salvation
Army. I think there was room to squeeze them
into the shelter down there."

That night, doors secured, lights out, receipts

counted, those two needy faces are projected in

a dream for the innkeeper. In the dream he is in

a long hallway with many doors, not unlike his
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own hotel. Behind every door he sees those

faces appearing again and again, ever hungrier,

ever more in need. In the dream he cries, "Why
doesn't someone feed these poor people!"

At the end of the hallway, the image of the

wan and beleaguered couple, one bearded but
with sunken cheeks, the other with scarf-covered

head and pregnant beneath a thrift shop coat, is

swallowed up by a blinding light from which
speaks a firm but gentle word, filled with rebuke
and love at the same time, directly into the heart

of the innkeeper, "Why don't you?"
In the dream, the innkeeper turns and runs

away, unable to face the rebuke, unable to re-

ceive the love.

The dream will haunt him for years. As he is

neglected and forgotten by the children and
grandchildren he never had time for, he sees

clearly one of life's more bitter ironies. The ur-

gent things of life crowd out the important
things. The temporal shouts, demanding all at-

tention, while the still, small voice of God is eas-

ily overridden. He learns firsthand that, neglect-

ing his Lord, a person is soon without hope.

The working man. It's a huge warehouse, bet-

ter than 100,000 square feet, row after row of

auto parts, organized for quick shipment to deal-

ers all over the country. It's a round-the-clock op-
eration.

Four workers are gathered around the lunch-

room coffeepot for their midnight coffee break.

They banter about sports and fishing, teasing

and playfully deriding one another. After a vul-

gar story, and the accompanying guffaws have
faded, there is an uneasy silence, a time that

seems right to the Spirit. Preceded by a deep
breath, Bob's even voice breaks the quiet.

"Fellas," he says with conviction. "I became a

Christian yesterday. I gave my life to Jesus
Christ." It was the first time that name had been
used with any measure of respect that any of

them could easily remember.
"It means a lot to me. And I just wanted you

guys to know."

The remark might as well have been a paralyz-

ing drug in the coffee, for its stunning effect on
the closely gathered group.

Stirring the uneasy silence as he stirred his

cooling coffee, one of the workers speaks, "That
happened to my mother-in-law a couple years
ago."

"You gonna be one of them holy rollers, Bob?"
chides another.

"I seen it coming, Bob. You finally gone over
the edge. You better see a shrink or somethin',"
says the fourth.

"Oh, I don't know about that," Bob replies,

laughing, now that the cat is out of the bag, with
no chance of recapture. "See, I was at this meet-
ing at a little church in my neighborhood. This
guy was talking all about Jesus and the Bible. I

listened and something started happening inside

of me. I can't really explain it. But all of a sud-

den his words started making sense to me. I

could see it. God really loves us. Jesus really

died so our sins can be forgiven. I saw it was up
to me to choose to invite him to take over my
life. You guys all know the mess my life has

been. Well, I went to the front when they said.

Part of me felt pretty stupid, but another part of

me knew it was right. God really touched me. He
really loves me. That's what really happened.
That's why I have the guts to tell you guys

about it."

Another silent moment, this time a moment of

peace and grace, descends around the coffeepot.

Then, shaking his head and dropping his empty
cup into the waste can, one of the men barks,

"Hey, Bob, you gonna take up where Jim and
Tammy left off? Ha!"

The third man, following suit, says, "That hap-
pened to my jerk cousin. Now he won't go drink-

ing with us."

As the group disperses, coffeepot now cold

and empty, one man lingers behind with Bob,
and places a strong hand gently on his shoulder.

"It's a good thing, Bob," he says. "It's a good
thing to have faith in God. We all need him."

The men return to their stations, a forklift

roars to life in a smoky puff, the dispatch office

becomes a hive of renewed activity. Amid the

clatter and closed hearts, angels sing in glorious

harmony of peace and joy upon earth, of God's
pleasure toward men of goodwill. Just as nearly

2,000 years ago, when men like these were going

about their work, minding their herds, sharing

stories and warm drink around the fire, God re-

veals himself to those of open mind and open
spirit,

The infant. It begins peacefully. In tender

warmth. In a place moist with life-giving fluids.

The perfect place for this egg to grow, now fer-

tile with an incorruptible seed.

Look. Did you see the cells divide? As-

tounding! See. There they go again. If they keep
it up at this rate . . . well, just think. It's very

quiet, except for a velvety soft "lub-dub" kind of

sound. So very steady and so comforting. It's a

place of nurture, a place of encouragement. It's a

place of growth, where everything basks in hope
and emerging wonder.

The

innkeeper
learns

firsthand

that,

neglecting

his Lord,

a person
is soon
without

hope.
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This tiny being will one day be born into a to-

tally different kind of world. With each passing
moment. . . . Look! There go those cells again.
He's taking shape. You can see his features now.
That perfect head, so smooth, so round. One

day it will have no place to rest, yet it will be
the resting place for a descended dove. It will

not be the most beautiful of faces, yet it will be
the most desired. One day it will wear a crown
of thorns.

See the tiny fingers and hands. He will be
strong, taking up tools, learning to work under
authority. He will lay those hands upon the sick
and despised, and they will be healed and deliv-

ered. They'll break bread in thanks, miraculously
feeding thousands of hungry mouths. Those
hands will caress the hurting. Wash feet. And be
nailed to a cross.

Look at those delicate rosebud lips. They will

speak words to comfort the hearts of many.
Words that will sting and rebuke. Words that will

teach and forgive. Words that will bring hope to
the empty desert of people's souls. Words that
will be written in red. Words that will never pass
away.

The tiny toes and feet. They'll be dusty one
day. They'll carry him from town to town doing
his Father's work. They'll be anointed by a
sinner's tears and dried with her hair. They'll
carry a splintery and rough-hewn wooden beam
to the top of a hill, an ugly killing ground, a

place called "The Skull." Hard to believe. Look
at them give a little kick. See that?

When he comes forth he will grow in the world
as he grew in the womb, one heartbeat, one tick

of the clock at a time. He will grow in wisdom
and stature, in the favor of God and people. He
will grow from a child into a man. He will be pa-
tient to wait for the word of the Father, "God,"
careful not to step out ahead, careful not to lag

behind, knowing that the Father's word perfectly

reflects the Father's will and way.
He is the most remarkable man ever to walk

the face of the earth. He is God come in the
flesh.

He is come to teach you and me about the Fa-

ther. He is come to show us how to live and to

love. He is come to show us how to die. He
shows us that God, even right here and right

now, in his secret hidden ways, is still building
his body. His is the prototype. Now, by his

Spirit, new life comes to old hearts. The purity

of God's own Holy Spirit dwells with mystery
within imperfect vessels of clay. The vessels di-

vide. They multiply. They grow.

With every tick of the clock, with every pass-
ing sunrise, every passing equinox, Jesus Christ
has come to show us that God is always doing
something new in the midst of his people. He
never stops building his body. He never stands
still. With every moment, he is the Lord of his

church. ^

Spare the guilt!

Stifle the frenzy!

Shun the inordinate extravagance!

And splurge in glorifying God, in bringing Shalom to the world around you.

This holiday season need not be a boring rerun of Christmases past.

Allow Christ to come anew in transforming love and courageous peacemaking.

1989 Christmas Sharing Fund Projects:

1. Mennonite World Conference

Travel Funds
2. VS for Retired Persons ....
3. Stewardship and Justice Troupe
4. Vision 95 Mid-Course Review .

5. Christian Peacemaker Team . .

6. Mennonite Church Vision for 2001

. $5,000.00

. $4,000.00

. $5,000.00

. $2,000.00

. $2,000.00

. $2,000.00

Make checks payable to Christmas Sharing Fund.

Send to: Mennonite Church General Board

421 South Second Street 60 New Dundee Road
Suite 600 or Kitchener, ON N2G 3W5
Elkhart, IN 46516-3243 Canada
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Immanuel, God with us
by Jon Hoover

Raj invited me into his apartment to talk.

Since we were deep into a religious discussion, I

accepted. I did not know what Raj was seeking.
But he did insist on hearing why I had to be so
attached to some man called Jesus Christ.

I first met this slim dark man from India when
I helped him move into his apartment in August
1988. We were both enrolled in a graduate busi-

Raj asked, "How can I know God?"
He had struck at the center
of Christian faith.

ness program at a major university in the south-

eastern United States. Raj had no car, so I of-

fered to take him grocery shopping with me each
Saturday.

Prom week to week, Raj and I discussed every-

thing from business to religion. He was a Zoroas-
trian, although he mixed in lots of secularism
with his religion. Raj had also managed a factory

in India, served in the Indian air force, and sold

insurance in Prance. To say the least, his past
was quite checkered.

A question. It was just before Christmas, and
we had returned from our last grocery shopping
trip together. Raj knew I was a Christian, but he
was not comfortable with it. He wondered why I

should want to attach myself to Jesus Christ.

In reply I said that, so far as I could tell, we
all give our primary loyalty to something. Some
give themselves to a particular religion, some to

their country, some to money, or some to them-
selves. We humans have time and resources. We
must act or not act, but in any event we give our-

selves to someone or something. Therefore, we
must choose wisely. Who will get our loyalty? To
whom will we entrust ourselves?

I explained to Raj that only Jesus Christ was
worthy of my loyalty. Christ is the only one I can
trust not to play games with my life. Only Christ
loves me and has my best interest at heart.

Raj was skeptical. He warned me that I should
not believe everything I read. I must be careful

lest I be deceived, especially when it comes to

all this Christian stuff. Raj asserted that we
must give ourselves to ourselves. Others are not
trustworthy. I countered that I did not trust my-
self with myself. I err, and my judgment is not al-

ways reliable. I need another who is more
trustworthy.

Despite all of this, Raj believed in God, and
he was very comfortable talking about God. But
he did not believe in life after death. We are sim-
ply extinguished. Yet Raj's greatest fear was that
he might be wrong. What if there is life after
death? What then? I did not push Raj very hard
on this. He already saw the difficulty with his
professed belief.

We went back and forth for over an hour on
prophets, sin, Hinduism, Christianity, Buddhism,
and Yoga. Yoga held a special lure for Raj. Dur-
ing military trips into the Himalaya Mountains,
he had met several men who practiced Yoga. He
had become intrigued by their dedication and
austerity. When he left the air force, Raj contem-
plated giving himself completely to a life of
Yoga. This challenge to life commitment plunged
Raj into one of the greatest struggles of his life.

He became afraid, lost courage, and backed out.

Searching for God. Then Raj bared his soul
to me. "I am searching for God, but I wish God

The way kings come

Trumpets blaring,

proud warriors on horseback
stiff as china,

golden coaches sparkling

in the vivid noon,

crowds lining streets

cheering the distant

wave of a hand,

or,

in mangers,

soothed by soft hay,

hugged by the blessed eyes
of parents, shepherds,

wise men,

small as silence,

loud as hope.

—John Grey

Reprinted with permission from Time of Singing

Jon Hoover, Elkhart, Ind., is a student at Associated
Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.
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would show me something. If God is powerful

and loving, how can I know that? Have I lost the

knowledge of God somewhere? If that is the

case, how can I find God again? Or, have I never
known God? How can I know God?"

I could not believe my ears. Raj had struck at

the center of Christian faith. I thought for a mo-
ment how to reply. Then I explained that God
created us in his own image for fellowship with

him. But we chose another way. Yet God in his

love and wisdom did not give up on us.

Since we did not know him, God sent his Son
Jesus Christ to show us what God is like. Now
we can know God again. God has shown himself

to us in Christ. Christ died for our sins, and God
raised him to prove who he was. Jesus Christ is

God, and he calls us to leave our other gods and
follow him.

Raj and I had discussed these other gods be-

fore. These gods were the religions, political sys-

tems, money, self, and the like that I had not

seen as trustworthy objects of my loyalty. I ex-

plained to Raj that the true God is a jealous

God who cannot put up with this other stuff. If

we do not give our loyalty to God, he turns us
over to the natural end of our depravity—death
and hell. Further, we all fail to give complete loy-

alty to God. Yet, in spite of our failure, God sent

his Son to show himself to us and to call us back
into a life of wholeness and fellowship with God.

Raj was dumbfounded. He quickly regained

his composure, however, and gave me an intense

dissertation on Buddhist and Hindu thought for

the next half hour. I simply listened. Then we ex-

changed some book suggestions, and I returned

to my apartment.

Into our midst. As I reflected the rest of the

day on my conversation with Raj, I was again

struck by his question, "How can I know God?"
Did not this question illumine the significance of

the Christmas holiday so near at hand? Indeed it

did, and I stopped to give God thanks for his

love and mercy. God had come into our midst so

that we might know him.
" 'The virgin will be with child and will give

birth to a son, and they will call him Immanuel'—
which means, 'God with us' " (Matt. 1:23). ^

Nurturing

Our Growth
It is vital to the future of the Mennonite

Church to educate our youth and
equip them to lead, meeting the

needs of the church and the

world. Our educational pro-

grams respond to the vision

ofwhat those needs may
be in 15 to 20 years

from now. In Men-
nonite higher edu-

cation . .

.
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Because we want to
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support the school of

your choice by Dec.
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our church.
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Goshen Biblical Seminary

Eastern Mennonite College
& Seminary
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Church news

MCCers harassed in El Salvador;
country representatives leave

In the wake of harassment against for-

eign and Salvadoran church workers in El
Salvador, Mennonite Central Committee
workers in that country and administra-

tors in North America continue to grapple
with whether to stay or leave and how best
to support local churches and their lead-

ers. After much prayerful consideration

and discussion with MCC administrators,

Larry and Kori Leaman-Miller, MCC
country representatives in El Salvador,

decided to leave, arriving in the United
States on Dec. 1.

The harassment is a reaction to the
latest military offensive against the Un-
supported government by leftist rebels.

Church workers are often accused of sup-
porting the rebels. Many of the church
workers have been critical of the right-

wing government and the "death squads"
associated with it.

"Daily we have been reevaluating the
MCC presence in the country, especially

that of the Leaman-Millers," says Rich
Sider, MCC secretary for Latin America
and the Caribbean. "We've recommended
that Leaman-Millers leave the country
temporarily for a number of reasons. One
is that they can likely be more useful here
than there. North American church people
are interested in hearing about El Salva-

dor and learning what they can do;

Leaman-Millers can help with solidarity,

education, and networking activities

here."

Events in El Salvador have unleashed a

grass-roots movement of people, Menno-
nites among them, all across North Amer-
ica, notes Sider. Church, school, and other
groups have been holding prayer and fast-

ing vigils and letter-writing campaigns.
MCC hopes to make the Leaman-Millers
available for speaking engagements in the
next weeks.

Government harassment of foreign
church workers hit home for MCC on Nov.
21, when Salvadoran soldiers entered
Leaman-Millers' apartment, ransacking it

and carrying off work-related files and
computer equipment. The MCC unit
house located two blocks away was also

ransacked and searched and more goods
were confiscated.

In the days following the incident, the
Leaman-Millers worked with U.S. Em-
bassy officials in attempts to retrieve the
goods. A week later, however, embassy
officials told the Leaman-Millers they no
longer had time to work on the case. The

Salvadoran army told the embassy that it

had orders to hold the goods.

"They have held our belongings now for

more than a week and no charges have
been made," says Sider. "We fear they
might try to use the information they
found to fabricate a story which would
give them reason to arrest or deport our
other workers." Sider is considering send-
ing a Spanish-speaking U.S. lawyer to El
Salvador to work on the case since
Salvadoran lawyers with whom MCC has
worked previously have been detained or

are in hiding.

U.S. government response to requests
from MCC and other North American
church groups that harassment be
stopped has been disappointing. William
Walker, the U.S. ambassador in El Salva-

dor, refuses to criticize the Salvadoran
government for raiding churches and
church offices. U.S. Embassy officials did

tell the Leaman-Millers that they have
discussed harassment of church workers
with the Salvadoran government. Report-
edly, a previous order to Salvadoran
troops to arrest all foreign church workers
has been lifted. Now orders are to arrest

only those who have been specifically tar-

geted for arrest.

MCC administrators are encouraging
the MCC team to meet in the capital city

of San Salvador to discuss their future

work. MCC's practice is to take cues on
whether or not to stay in a country or area

from local church partners. It is difficult,

however, to get a clear message from
Salvadoran church partners, says Sider,

since many of them are in hiding or have
fled. Lutheran Bishop Medardo Gomez,
longtime friend and adviser to MCC, has
left the country following repeated death
threats and harassment.

MCC has communicated in various ways
to the U.S. government about the situa-

tion. Executive Secretary John Lapp
wrote to President George Bush on Nov.
16 after six Jesuit priests were murdered
in San Salvador. The U.S. government,
noted Lapp, has strongly supported an
"unsatisfactory status quo" in El Salva-

dor, rather than encourage a more just

society. "At the very least," wrote Lapp,
"you should stop all foreign assistance

until a negotiated peace is in place."

MCC also signed a joint InterAction

letter to Bush. InterAction is a North
American group of private volunteer orga-

nizations of which MCC is a member. "We

appeal to you, Mr. President," the letter

stated, "to take immediate measures to

ensure that the Salvadoran government
allow access by impartial humanitarian
agencies to people in need."
Among other things, the letter asked the

U.S. government to help assure: an imme-
diate end to harassment of humanitarian
relief operations; the release of detained
international and Salvadoran relief and
church personnel; protection of the lives

and rights of civilians affected or dis-

placed by the conflict; and removal of
restrictions imposed by the Salvadoran
government that limit the distribution of
international assistance.

—Andrea Schrock Wenger for MCC

Two Goshen graduates
run coast-to-coast
to benefit the needy

Editor's note: Within days of their gradua-
tion from Goshen College last spring, Jon
Peachey of Scottdale, Pa., and Mike
Stoltzfus of Goshen, Ind., undertook a
coast-to-coast run to benefit the needy. The
following is Peachey 's account.

On Apr. 24 we stood on the shore of the

Pacific Ocean at Lincoln City, Oreg., pre-

paring for a run across North America. For
the next 6 1/2 months, we trekked along

the highline of the northern states, finally

reaching our finish line in Boston on Nov.
8, after 3,243 weary miles.

The purpose of our run, called "Run for

Shalom," was to raise awareness, advo-

cacy, and support, by way of donations, for

the homeless and hungry in North Amer-
ica. The run was endorsed by Mennonite
Central Committee and Open Door Com-
munity—an intentional Christian commu-
nity in Atlanta that lives and works with

homeless people and those in prison.

By speaking in many churches and com-
munities along the way, and by sharing

with hundreds of people, we were able to

communicate our message and raise sup-

port for the homeless. We also corre-

sponded with several newspapers and
other publications throughout the run. All

funds that we raise above cost will be

donated equally to Open Door Commu-
nity and MCC, particularly to MCC proj-
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Stoltzfus (left) and Peachey in Boston on the
last mile of their long journey.

ects in Appalachia, Miami, and New
Orleans.

When we started our run, we were push-

ing all of our gear in a modified baby
stroller meant for carrying two children.

This mode of travel soon led to injuries,

and we were forced to accommodate by
having a support car with us for the rest of

the trip. Most of the time we camped, but

we also stayed in many homes with people

MCC had contacted prior to our arriving

or with people we had just met along the

road who were interested in our adven-
ture.

Our route took us through the Columbia
River Gorge in Oregon and then across the

desolate land of eastern Washington to

Spokane, where we picked up U.S. High-
way 2 for the next 1,800 miles. Following

Highway 2, we skipped across the north-

ern panhandle of Idaho, climbed the

Going-to-the-Sun Highway in Glacier
Park, and then trudged through the vast-

ness of eastern Montana and North Da-
kota.

With Minnesota and Wisconsin behind
us, we crossed into the forests of the

Upper Peninsula of Michigan before tra-

versing the Mackinaw Bridge to the Lower
Peninsula, where we left Highway 2 for

scenic country roads. At Port Huron we
briefly entered Canada for a 180-mile dash
across Ontario to Niagara Falls. Then it

was all downhill through the mountains of

New York and Massachusetts to Boston
Harbor.

Originally, Run for Shalom was sched-
uled to be completed by late August or

early September. Numerous unforeseen
injuries developed, however, from running
and walking 30 miles each day. Conse-

quently, the run fell two months behind. In

fact, in mid-July, we were forced to take a

3 1/2-week break from the run, with only

1,100 miles completed, because both of us

were too injured to continue.

Fortunately, when we returned to Mon-
tana in early August to begin the run
again, the remaining 2,150 miles to Boston
were relatively injury-free. One of our

principal reasons for taking the northern

route was to escape the summer heat, and
this began to backfire on us as we found

ourselves running through blizzards and
sub-freezing temperatures toward the lat-

ter part of the trip.

Run for Shalom was much more than

just a run across the continent— it was a

way for us to interact, share, and listen to

hundreds of people from diverse profes-

sions, races, and backgrounds. Without
their support, interest, and love, we could

never have completed our run.

We received lodging, free meals at res-

taurants, and free medical advice, treat-

ment, and therapy because people
believed and cared about what we were
doing. One young woman in Washington
even let us borrow her car for several

weeks when we were nursing injuries.

The actual running is completed, but

Run for Shalom is far from over. Through-
out the winter and spring, we will continue

to speak about homelessness and our ex-

periences on the run. People who would
like for us to speak in their church or

community should contact us at Run for

Shalom, c/o Janelle Nofziger, Goshen Col-

lege, Goshen, IN 46526; phone: 219-535-

7562.

Swiss Mennonites
support referendum
to abolish army
A surprising 35 percent of the Swiss

voters said "yes" to abolishing their

country's army in a Nov. 26 referendum.

The vote was initiated by a group called

"Switzerland Without an Army," which

had gathered the 100,000 signatures

needed to force a referendum. Swiss Men-
nonites supported the effort.

Two years ago the organizers of the

referendum were publicly ridiculed by
government and media. One year ago
high-ranking military officers said that if

the referendum were to reach 20 percent

of the votes, this would mean serious crisis

and alarm. Now, with a turnout of 69

percent, the highest since 1971, over a

third of the voters wanted the army gone.

The issues of war and peace and resis-

tance and nonviolence have turned into a

public discussion in Switzerland, where
the army once was a folkloristic and patri-

otic institution. It is said to be the most
modern and effective army in Europe. The
churches have become involved in a dia-

logue that makes Christian pacifism be-

come more of a serious option.

The issue had to be taken seriously by
supporters from either side. No one really

expected that the referendum would pass.

What was hoped, however, was that the

Swiss people would reexamine their con-

cept of security and defense, and look at

priorities. Precisely this has happened be-

yond original expectations. Hopes are now
that the Swiss Parliament and the voters

will finally and seriously consider provi-

sion for alternative service that is not

army-controlled and does not criminalize

conscientious objectors.

The Swiss Mennonite Peace Committee
officially supported the referendum while

encouraging dialogue within the Swiss

Mennonite Church. The church officially

recommends noncombatant service, since

there is no option for conscientious objec-

tion, and has pledged support for those

who choose to refuse to do military ser-

vice.

Noncombatant service, however, is an

increasingly difficult status to obtain. The
army obviously has concluded that an un-

armed soldier is no soldier. Two Menno-
nites were recently sentenced to prison

terms, one of them to six months.

New commentary editor. Willard

Swartley (right) is succeeding Howard
Charles (left) as New Testament edi-

tor for the Believers Church Bible

Commentary Series. Charles for

health reasons asked to be released,

though he continues to serve as edi-

tor of two manuscripts nearing com-

pletion and as writer of the

commentary on Luke. Charles retired

in July as professor of New Testa-

ment at Associated Mennonite Bibli-

cal Seminaries. Swartley is a New
Testament professor at AMBS.
The commentary series is intended

to be useful in the life of the church

at the congregational level, says Paul

Zehr, chairman of the editorial board.

It is not intended to give all the an-

swers, but be a tool for basic Bible

study. Writers have been assigned for

12 New Testament and 12 Old Testa-

ment books. Others will be assigned

later. To date two volumes have been

released

—

Jeremiah by Elmer Mar-
tens and Genesis by Eugene Roop.
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Gleysteen tours Japan
with slide set on
'Our Mennonite Legacy'

Japan Anabaptist Center sponsored art-

ist-historian-photographer Jan Gleysteen
as resource person of its fourth annual
All-Japan Mennonite and Brethren in

Christ Seminar. Instead of gathering at

the center in Tokyo as in previous semi-
nars, Gleysteen took his Our Mennonite
Legacy slide presentations to congrega-
tions throughout the country from Hok-
kaido in the north to Kyushu in the south
during a recent monthlong tour.

Gleysteen, a longtime staff person at

Mennonite Publishing House, brought
1,000 slides and paraphernalia related to

his ministry in photography. He also
brought himself in totality of time, energy,

and dedication to the task of communicat-
ing the Anabaptist story. In 28 days he
visited 20 churches and made some 30
different presentations while traveling
over 5,000 miles. Gleysteen said this was
the most intense schedule he ever had,
but that it was a uniquely challenging and
satisfying experience for him.

Gleysteen points to the poster announcing
his lectures at Asahigawa Mennonite
Church.

In Sapporo, Shalom Mennonite Church
meets in a high-rise office building. Poet-pro-
fessor Yorifumi Yaguchi (front, at the railing)

is the pastor.

Many Japanese Mennonites expressed
gratitude and excitement for having had
this connection made with the spiritual

heritage of which they had been only

vaguely aware until now. "I was deeply
touched by the vivid living testimony of

our spiritual ancestors through the viewing
of these slides," said one person. "I felt

pride in being connected to the Mennonite
flock and motivated to walk faithfully in

the footsteps of those who went before
us."

Along with the accolades come a num-
ber of voices suggesting that the material
was too voluminous for small time blocks
and too heavy for persons without back-
ground studies in church history. In re-

sponse to this, Japan Anabaptist Center
has announced the continuing availability

of Our Mennonite Legacy, which Gleysteen
gave to the center for more leisurely use in

Japan. An abbreviated version will also be
prepared as an introduction to the com-
plete set.

Gleysteen's visit contributed signifi-

cantly to one of the goals of Japan Ana-
baptist Center, which is to promote
inter-Mennonite exchange and growth in

the various groups' sense of Anabaptist
identity.

—

Charles Shenk

KREIDER VIEWS THE WORLD

Berlin Wall
is broken

Three months ago my column was enti-

tled "Communism in Transition?" If I

were to rewrite the article today I would
use the same words but would omit the
question mark. The Solidarity labor
movement's challenge to communism's
dominance in Poland has been repeated
by pro-democracy forces in Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and East Ger-
many. The Berlin Wall, the most striking

symbol of the separation of Eastern block
communism from the democratic coun-
tries of the West, has been broken.

It is fruitless for me to speculate on the
next developments in rapidly changing
Eastern Europe. What I write today may
be obsolete tomorrow. But I would like to

make a few comments that may help bring
perspective to the events of recent weeks.
Now that East and West Germany are

no longer divided by a wall, should we
expect to see political reunification of the
two Germanys soon? The combined popu-
lation of the two Germanys is 78 million.

This would make it substantially larger
than the other two largest Western Euro-
pean countries—Britain (57 million) and
France (56 million). The current gross na-
tional product of the combined Germanys
is about $1.1 trillion; Britain, France, and
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Italy each have about $750 billion.

Former U.S. Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger has called the prospect of Ger-
man reunification "inevitable." Many fear

the threat to world peace that may result

from the presence of a united powerful
Germany in the heartland of Europe. It

could resemble too closely the situation

prior to World Wars I and II. Soviet Pres-
ident Mikhail Gorbachev has already
made it clear that he would oppose reuni-

fication. In this he is joined by the other
Eastern bloc countries such as Poland,
Czechoslovakia, and Hungary, who have
suffered much from German power earlier

this century.

There is still a strong communist ele-

ment in East Germany; they would oppose
reunification. Even the democratic opposi-
tion to communism seeks a democratic
socialism which is considerably to the left

of West German political and economic
policies. They may also seek some human
values which they fear have been lost in

the highly affluent West. But West Ger-
many, for both selfish and altruistic rea-

sons, wants to see East Germany prosper.

This may result in a rapid movement to-

ward some form of economic integration.

As popular elections are held in Eastern
Europe, the Communist parties there will

certainly lose. For more than 40 years
Communist Party members have been
only a minority (in some cases a very small
minority) of the population of communist
countries. This was the deliberate part of

communist policy. Membership in the
Communist Party was something one at-

tained by ideological loyalty.

The government in turn granted many
preferences to Communist Party mem-
bers. This included such items as admis-
sion to universities, governmental jobs,

preferential housing, and travel abroad.

Now a large number of people, though
sympathetic with many of the goals of

communism, want to achieve them
through democratic processes. They may
wish to have Eastern Europe maintain an
independent course and not merely be-

come an extension of Western capitalistic

society.

How will the break in the Berlin Wall
affect U.S. foreign and domestic policies?

Americans who have profited by enor-

mous military expenditures will exert

pressures against reducing the military

budget, withdrawing American troops

from Europe, and canceling highly expen-

sive military projects such as "Star Wars"
(Strategic Defense Initiative), the Stealth

bomber, and the construction or refurbish-

ing of costly naval vessels. They will argue

that it was the military might of the

United States which led to the changes

that we are now pleased to see in Europe.

There are those who would support this

line of reasoning. Some have pointed out

that the U.S. merely outspent the Soviets

into poverty and that this enabled
Gorbachev to rise to power and influence.

However, I don't accept this argument,

and even if it had some validity, it would

have to be assessed in terms of the eco-

nomic and social costs to America. Eco-

nomically it has enabled Germany and



Japan, which the U.S. defeated at great

cost in World War II, to challenge Ameri-

can economic power. Socially it has cre-

ated problems stemming from inadequate

expenditures for education, housing,

health, and transportation.

The years immediately following the

conclusion of World War II demonstrated

that millions of troops can be demobilized

and factories producing military goods can

be converted to peacetime production. Al-

though the lives of individuals were dis-

rupted and the prosperity of some
industries was threatened by conversion

to a peacetime economy, the U.S. as a

whole embarked on a half century of un-

paralleled growth.

Conversion now will affect far fewer

troops, but the average age of the demobi-

lized persons will be higher, and it may be

more difficult to find new jobs for them.

Industries producing military goods may
also need to be changed more drastically.

But it can be done. All that is needed is to

exert the effort to winning the peace that

was previously spent in fighting the cold

war.

Can American foreign policy exist with-

out an enemy? Opposing our "little

enemies" in the Caribbean and Central

America can hardly justify the level of

U.S. expenditures previously directed to-

ward the "evil empire" of the Soviet

Union. Will we try to find new "big

enemies"—perhaps Japan? Will we arm
ourselves to "protect" ourselves against

"terrorist" third-world countries? I hope
not, but we need to be alert to keep it

from happening.

Let me end on an even more sober note.

The eclipse of communism in Eastern Eu-
rope does not rule out the possibility of

civil war in these countries. They have

many men under arms, they have large

quantities of military hardware. Certainly

some will be tempted to use them. We
need to pray even more earnestly that

peace will prevail.

—

Carl Kreider

Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three

paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.

Long letters may need to be shortened.

Robert Erck, Lombard, 111.

Questions have been recently raised

about what happened to simple living

("Hear, Hear!" Nov. 14). What is the defi-

nition of simple living, or conversely, what

would indicate that one is not living sim-

ply? Would it be excessive devotion to

one's appearance, or to one's personal

comfort? Perhaps a large bank account, or

many possessions? Is a VCR displayed on

the TV less simple than sterling-silver

tableware sequestered in the cupboard?

There is a trend that the Mennonite
community must be watchful of. It is the

assumption that one deserves to own
"quality" material possessions. For the

most part, it is certainly better in the long

run to buy good, sturdy merchandise than

to buy shoddy. This craving for quality,

however, can soon become a shaky justifi-

cation for buying only the very best (and

luxurious). One shouldn't "skimp" on car-

peting, or buy "inferior" clothes, or a

"cheap" wristwatch, or a car that is "too

small."

Jesus associated with tenant farmers

and fishermen when he was on earth.

Would their counterparts in today's society

feel ill at ease associating with any of us?

Maynard W. Shetler, Scottdale, Pa.

"Building Up the Church in Liberia" by
Phil Richard (Nov. 7) was very encouraging

to me. Mennonite Board of Missions' re-

sponse to their call for help is "the church

being the church." The Liberian call could

even be compared to the Macedonian call.

I am reminded of Jesus' words that if we
lose ourselves (our Mennonite identifica-

tion) for Christ and his work, we'll save

ourselves. If we try to save ourselves (make

a name for Mennonites) we'll lose it (Mark
8:34-35).

Rosemary Deckert Nixon,
Calgary, AJta.

It was a pleasure to read Steven D.

Reschley's well-written, thought-provoking

article "Readers Say Less with More"
(Oct. 24) and saddening to turn the page

and read Gerald E. Martin's "Where Is the

Church Going?" Martin's piece was well

placed—an example, it seems to me, of the

dictation of opinions and verbal imperial-

ism that concern Reschley. I am one Men-
nonite who asks not to be included in

Martin's "we."

Dale Swartzendruber, Wayland, Iowa
The Oct. 24 editorial, "The Whole

Thing," expressed very well one of my
concerns—the fragmenting of the gospel.

It seems to me that we as Christians have

often chopped the gospel into pieces. Then
we promote only the part we choose—not

"the whole thing."

For instance, in the area of peace and

justice—specifically the sanctity of life

—

Coming to terms
with the issues

of the '90s
What will be the issues for the Men-

nonite Church in the '90s? Recently,

with the help of Mennonite leaders,

Gospel Herald prepared a list of a dozen

or so and began assigning them to writ-

ers for discussion.

Treat the background, we said: how
we got here; the foreground: why it is

crucial now; and something to do about

it. We plan to publish the articles once

a month in 1990.

how can one oppose abortion on one hand
and yet support U.S. foreign policies on
the other? Policies that cause poverty,

suffering, and bloodshed in third-world

countries and suffering and homelessness

in our own. Aren't we just as guilty of

murder for the thousands of children who
die before the age of five because of

malnutrition and poor medical care as

those who die from abortion? Almost half

of our tax dollar goes for war machines and
related expenses instead of taking care of

the hungry and homeless. Have we nothing

to say to our government about this mas-
sive military buildup that wastes our re-

sources and threatens to bankrupt our

nation? I believe God is calling Christians

to address the whole pro-life issue, not just

part of it.

Milton Stoltzfus, Lancaster, Pa.

I've noted with interest and with humor
(as I often do) some of the responses to

the editorial "Are We What We Read?"

(Sept. 26). Although the editor did not

strongly suggest that Dobson and Swindoll

are writers that should not be read, he did

suggest that we evaluate what we read

from non-Anabaptist writers. Might I sug-

gest that we do the same for our modern
Anabaptist writers?

As I read and listen to Swindoll and
Dobson, what is it that I hear and see that

takes me back time and time again? Some
answers that may explain why we read

them more: Strong biblical teaching, prac-

tical applications, an uncompromising

stand on Scripture, truth over emotions,

and hitting us where we need it. Perhaps

our preachers (myself included) would do

well to begin to practice the same.

As we preserve and enrich our Ana-

baptist heritage, let us also allow God, who
sometimes (but not often) uses different

ways than ours, to speak to us through

other Christians. As Steve Brown, a Pres-

byterian radio speaker (oops! I read him.

too) would say, "You think about that."
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Mennoscope

Fourteen relief sales across Canada this
year raised $1,216,000 for Mennonite Cen-
tral Committee. The funds are used to help
needy people overseas. But another benefit is

the way the sales bring together Mennonites
from various conferences and denominations.
It's as if the goal of helping people in need
somehow enables Mennonites to transcend their
differences. In British Columbia, for example,
the relief sale has helped heal tensions between
General Conference Mennonites and Mennonite
Brethren. "Old walls between people have been
broken down," says Kathy Klassen, coordinator
of the three-year-old sale in Black Creek.

A directory of artists in North America is

being compiled by the new Association of
Mennonites in the Arts. More than 250 people
in music, visual art, drama, dance, writing, and
other arts will be listed. The directory will help
artists identify each other and will inform church
people of the artists among them. The arts group
was formed at a meeting of 1 15 interested people
during Normal 89—the joint convention last

August of the Mennonite Church and General
Conference Mennonite Church. The contact
person for the group is Philip Clemens at Col-
lege Mennonite Church in Goshen, Ind.

Poultry industry leader Victor Weaver, 76,
died of cancer on Nov. 8 in Leola, Pa. He
founded a chicken and dairy firm in 1937—Vic-
tor Weaver Company—that is now part of the
world's largest poultry processing company.
Weaver retired in 1987. Last year the firm was
sold to Holly Farms Corporation, which in turn
became a part of Tyson Foods Company earlier
this year. The Weaver plant in New Holland, Pa.,
employs 2,000 people. Weaver was an active
Mennonite layman who served on numerous
boards and was especially supportive of
Hispanic ministries.

Gulf States Fellowship marked 30 years of
Choctaw Indian ministry in Mississippi and
Alabama during its annual delegate meeting
recently. Choctaw Mennonites presented
plaques to the people who were instrumental in

establishing their congregations—Ethan and
Shirley Good of Nanih Waiya Indian Church,
David and Ida Weaver of Poarch Community
Church, and Glenn and Emma Myers of Pearl
River Mennonite Church. Also at the meeting,
James Metzler was ordained for leadership de-
velopment work in the conference's four
Choctaw congregations. He and his wife, Rachel,
moved to Philadelphia, Miss., from Goshen,
Ind., last summer. Their past experience in-

cludes leadership development in the Philip-
pines. James served most recently as admissions
counselor at Associated Mennonite Biblical
Seminaries.

Voluntary Service workers in John's Is-
land, S.C., are swamped with requests for
home repair in the wake of Hurricane Hugo.
Three members of the VS unit there are engaged
in home repair as their regular work, but since
the hurricane in September, the requests for
their services are overwhelming. So they have
recruited volunteers to help them. They give
priority to people who have no hurricane insur-
ance coverage. The John's Island unit is oper-
ated by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions.

A mission hospital in Israel has more pa-
tients because of the Palestinian uprising
(intifada) in the Israeli-occupied West Bank.
Nazareth Hospital, located in the country's larg-

Healthier villages. Many African vil-

lages suffer from poor health condi-
tions. Most health problems are

preventable, but people need to learn
how to make their homes healthy and
keep them that way. The Uganda
Community-Based Health Care Asso-
ciation promotes better health in

Uganda through local projects. Men-
nonite Central Committee worker
Carol Martin Johnson of Reinholds,
Pa., is involved in several such proj-

ects near Hoima (top in photo). John-
son arranges meetings, organizes the
training team, provides some trans-

port, and encourages volunteers. In-

specting a spring that is being
protected are community health work-
ers (left to right) Zulya Bagutatira
Amooti, Katigo Isaya Amooti, and
Tinkamanyire Josephine Akiiki. In

each village Johnson and her training

team of several local volunteers visit

village leaders to determine their in-

terest. When the village expresses in-

terest in the program they choose a

village health committee to oversee
the project. Then several community
health workers are chosen to be
trained in preventive health care.

Men and women, young and old, edu-
cated and illiterate all qualify for the
job. The training team encourages a
mix.

est Arab city, is less than 30 miles from the West
Bank border. It has been treating an increasing
number of patients since the intifada began in

December 1987. The administrator of the hos-
pital is Mennonite Board of Missions worker
Robert Martin.

Bolivia is in severe economic crisis, and a
North American Mennonite family is also
affected. Wendell and Karen Amstutz are Men-
nonite Board of Missions workers who have

chosen to support themselves as farmers in
order to relate more closely to the people they
serve. "The economic depression grinds through
its seventh year and seems deeper, more hope-
less, and more widespread than ever," they
reported recently. "We have personally felt the
stress of not being able to meet obligations
because we took a loss on our last three crops
of potatoes and beans." Amstutzes try to help
local farmers in a variety of ways, including the
promotion of citrus trees and the operation of a
savings-and-loan cooperative.

An Eastern Mennonite College professor
was kidnapped, but it was for a good cause.
The newly formed chapter of Amnesty Interna-
tional at EMC raised about $250 in "ransom
money" to free English professor Jay Landis.
He was "kidnapped" (with his consent) from a
college assembly service by five students wear-
ing bandannas and held for two hours in an
empty dormitory room. "It demonstrated how
some political prisoners are taken and how the
general public is helpless to stop the violations,"
said David Lee, the group's coordinator. Am-
nesty International is an organization that fights
human-rights violations. The ransom money will

support that effort.

The deadline has been extended for the new
"Mennonite Your Way" directory. People
who want to be listed as hosts now have until

Jan. 12 to apply. The new directory, for the years
1990-92, will be the sixth edition. It will be
released in the spring. Application forms are
available from Mennonite Your Way at Box
1525, Salunga, PA 17538; phone 717-653-9288.

Correction: The Choice Books Caribbean of-

fice was not moved from St. Croix to Puerto Rico
in the wake of Hurricane Hugo, as reported in

the Nov. 21 "Mennoscope." St. Croix is part of
the U.S. Virgin Islands. The address for Choice
Books Caribbean, which is sponsored by a board
based in Fairfax, Va., is Box 6363, Sunny Isle,

St. Croix, VI 00823.

Pastoral transitions:
• Floyd Born became pastor of Dallas (Tex.)

Mennonite Fellowship on Nov. 1.

• Roger Steffy was ordained as pastor of Slate
Hill Mennonite Church, Shiremanstown, Pa., on
Sept. 17.

• Chester Kurtz was installed as pastor of
Erisman Mennonite Church, Manheim, Pa., on
Sept. 17.

• Russell Detweiler was installed as an interim
pastor at Franconia (Pa.) Mennonite Church on
Nov. 12. He is responsible for pastoral care, and
joins a team that includes lead pastor Paul
Lederach and youth pastor Jay Delp.

• Beth Gingrich was ordained as a chaplain on
Nov. 25 by Indiana-Michigan Conference. A
member of Southside Fellowship, Elkhart, Ind.,

she is serving at Calvary Hospital in New York
City.

Church-related job openings:
• Churchwide youth minister, Mennonite

Board of Congregational Ministries, starting in

the spring. This is a one-fourth to half-time

position. Youth ministry experience is preferred.
Contact Everett Thomas at MBCM, Box 1245,

Elkhart, IN 46515; phone 219-294-7523.
• Oregon 91 youth convention coordinator,

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries,

starting in the spring. This is a half-time posi-

tion. Experience with youth is required. Contact
Everett Thomas at MBCM, Box 1245, Elkhart,
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IN 46515; phone 219-294-7523.

• Voluntary Service workers, Eastern Menno-
nite Board of Missions, starting in January.
There are currently 15 urgent openings. Needed
are secretaries, construction workers, and
teacher aides to serve in a variety of locations.

Contact the Discipleship Ministries Department
at Eastern Board, Box 128, Salunga, PA 17538;

phone 717-898-2251.

'Faculty member in English language/litera-

ture, Eastern Mennonite College, starting the
fall of 1990 or 1991. Requirements include an
earned doctorate and teaching experience. Send
resume to Lee Snyder at EMC, Harrisonburg,
VA 22801.

• Faculty member in psychology, Eastern Men-
nonite College, starting next fall. Qualifications

include a Ph.D. and teaching experience. Send
resume to Lee Snyder at EMC, Harrisonburg,
VA 22801.

• Actuarial assistant, Mennonite Mutual Aid.
The position is for an actuarial student. Quali-

fications include a B.A. degree with emphasis in

actuarial science, math, or finance. Send resume
to the Personnel Office at MMA, Box 483,

Goshen, IN 46526.

• Secretary to general secretary, Southeast
Conference, starting preferably in January. The
person would work at the conference office in

Sarasota, Fla. Contact the conference at Box
7311, Sarasota, FL 34278; phone 813-378-4311.

Change of address: Hazel Knicely from West
Liberty, Ohio, to 505 W. Maumee St., Adrian,

MI 49221.

A passage from India. Vinay Sam-
uel (left), a pastor, author, and theolo-

gian from India, confers with Anil

Solanki prior to giving an address at

Eastern Mennonite College and Semi-

nary. Solanki, also from India, is a vis-

iting professor at the seminary.

Samuel gave the annual Myron Augs-

burger Lecture Series at EMC&S re-

cently, focusing on the general theme
of communicating the gospel across

cultures. The speaker has been in-

volved in urban ministry among the

poor in Bangalore. During the week-

long visit to EMC&S, Samuel gave a

series of messages in college assem-

bly, led a seminary colloquium, and
held informal discussions on issues re-

lated to witnessing in the context of

religious pluralism. His visit was part

of a lecture tour of Mennonite col-

leges that was sponsored by Menno-
nite Board of Missions.

New members
Cornerstone, Plain City, Ohio: Charles

Holcombe by baptism, and Veronica Gingerich,

Lisa Troyer, David Miller, David Yoder, and
Matthew Yutzy by confession of faith.

East Goshen, Goshen, Ind.: Dave Brunsma.
Rockhill, Telford, Pa.: Lisa Moyer and Mark

Wanderlich by baptism, and Gebhard
Wanderlich and Elge Wanderlich by confession

of faith.

Shore, Shipshewana, Ind.: Kim Mishler by
confession of faith.

Jubilee, Meridian, Miss.: Robert Baldwin,

Jr., John Kanagy, and Donna Stehr.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Aim, Dennis and Debbie (Albrecht),
Princeton, 111., first child, Jennifer Raeann Min
Young; born June 18, received for adoption Nov.

8.

Baker, Doug and Cindy (Warner), Tiskilwa,

111., sixth child, third son, Joshua Warner, born
July 1, received for adoption Aug. 7 (first son
deceased).

Crilow, Larry and Kim (Miller), Millersburg,

Ind., third child, second son, Spencer Ross, Oct.

8.

Drudge, Steve and Lynelle (Jantzi), Picker-

ing, Ont., third child, first daughter, Deanna
Lynne, Oct. 7.

Frey, Larry and Karen (Brenneman), Timber
Bay, Sask., first child, Kayla Anne, Aug. 6.

Graybill, Lincoln and Karen (Miller), Goshen,
Ind., first child, Calvin Brody, July 6.

Herner, Timothy and Kathy (Coughlin),

Breslau, Ont., first child, Christine, June 11.

Hochstetler, Caleb and Jill (Rohr), Dundee,
Ohio, first child, Jeremy Ray, Nov. 20.

Kim, Shin Song and Lynne (Schumacher),
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, second son, Joshua
Minsu, Nov. 16.

King, Kevin and Karen (Stoltzfus), Mande-
ville, Jamaica, first child, Justin Ryan, Oct. 30.

Koehsmeier, David and Bev (Goshow), Peo-

ria, Ariz., first child, Aaron David, Nov. 5.

Lammer, Kevin and Lisa (Yoder), Kalona,

Iowa, second and third sons, Tyler Yoder and
Kevin Dominic, Nov. 16.

McKenzie, Randy and Debby, Goshen, Ind.,

second daughter, Krystal Nicole, Nov. 16.

Martin, Doug and Donna (Swann), Bristol,

Ind., second child, first son, Morgan Lynn, Sept.

5.

Mast, Michael and Lisa (Benner), Plain City,

Ohio, first child, Trenton Michael, Aug. 27.

Mast, Marlin and Shirley (Yoder), Elkhart,

Ind., fourth son, Derek Adam, Oct. 28.

Miller, Nelson and Betty (Eash), Middlebury,
Ind., second child, first daughter, Jody Diane,

Nov. 16.

Musselman, Tom and Mary (Bingeman), St.

Agatha, Ont., first child, Reuben Marshall, Nov.
11.

Ndjali, Jean Noel and Dorothy Hunsberger,
Bujumbura, Burundi, second child, first son,

Okoko Jacob, Oct. 16.

Nice, Ray and Kathy (Stewart), Williamsburg,

Va., second child, first son, Ryan Jonas, Nov. 14.

Reiser, Peter and Gwen (Mast), Elmhurst,

111., first child, Hannah Elizabeth, Nov. 20.

Roth, Milan and Linda (Hauenstein), Way-
land, Iowa, second child, first son, Chase Allen.

Nov. 13.

Sommer, Brad and Kathy (Koshmieder), Gib-

son City, 111., first child, Sarah Kathleen, Nov.
20.

Swartz, Craig and Jayn (Maust), Silverdale

Pa., first and second sons, Cody Brett and Bryii

Michael, Nov. 16.

Troyer, Tim and Dorthy (Wynn), Ship-

shewana, Ind., first child, Kylie Danielle, Nov.
11.

Weaver, Burnell and Shanda (Blosser),

Goshen, Ind., first child, Collette Linn, Oct. 6.

Wesman, Dan and Phoebe (Steiner), Apple
Creek, Ohio, second son, Nicholas Michael, Nov.
18.

Yoder, Timothy L. and Brenda (Augsburger),

Bird-in-Hand, Pa., first child, Emily Lauren,
Oct. 13.

Zimmerly, Michael and Michelle (Province),

LaBelle, Fla., second daughter, Erin Denise,

Nov. 9.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald "
if the address is s upplied.

Byrd-Troyer. David Byrd, Clewiston, Fla.,

and Cheryl Troyer, Plain City, Ohio, by Kenneth
Benner, Aug. 26.

Campbell-Rohde. Frederick M. Campbell II,

Cony, Pa., and Deborah Ann Rohde, Wattsburg,

Pa., both of Beaverdam cong., by Herman F.

Myers, Oct. 14.

Cross-Troyer. Tad Vincent Cross, Water-
ford, Pa., Presbyterian Church, and Holiy Anne
Troyer, Waterford, Pa., Beaverdam cong., by
Herman F. Myers, Nov. 4.

Fry-Rupp. Darin Fry and Sheri A. Rupp, both

of Fort Wayne, Ind., First Mennonite cong., by
Mark Vincent, Nov. 11.

Gingrich-Weber. Bruce E. Gingrich, Lititz,

Pa., Hammer Creek cong., and Jalisa K. Weber,
Ephrata, Pa., Ephrata cong., by J. Elvin Martin

and Wilbert Lind, Nov. 18.

Headings-Miller. Randy Headings and
Twila Miller, both of Plain City, Ohio, Corner-

stone cong., by Kenneth Benner, July 1.

Kieper-Kaufmann. David Kieper, Chicago

Heights, 111., Lutheran Church, and Karen
Kaufmann, Chicago Heights, III. Willow Springs

cong., by Don Heiser and James Sheill, Nov. 11.

Magliery-Schmidt. Mark Magliery, Tulsa,

Okla., and Nancy Schmidt, Tulsa, Okla., Meth-
odist Church, Oct. 14.

Marenger-La Pine. Clinton Van Marenger
and Michelle La Pine, both of Escanaba, Mich.,

Soo Hill cong., by Stanley J. Troyer, Sept. 23.

Miller-Weber. Jonathan Miller, West Jeffer-

son, Ohio, and Sonya Weber, Irwin, Ohio, both

of Cornerstone cong., by Kenneth Benner and
Alvin Yoder, Nov. 4.

Reed-Derstine. Ed Reed, Harleysville, Pa.,

and Connie Derstine, Souderton, Pa., both of

Souderton cong., by Gerald Clemmer, Nov. 18.

Rohrer-Nissley. Joe Rohrer, Strasburg (Pa.)

cong., Lancaster, Pa., and Judy Nissley, Goods
cong., Elizabethtown, Pa., by Nelson Bechtold

and Charles E. Good, Nov. 18.

Slagell-Argueda. Dale Slagell, Pleasant
View cong., Hydro, Okla., and Maria Argueda,
First Mennonite, Managua. Nicaragua, bv Lester

Olfert, July 8.

Stanton-Weaver. Michael Stanton, Nash-
ville, Tenn., Christian Fellowship, and Carla

Weaver, Middlebury, Ind.. First Mennonite
cong., bv Wavne and Sue Graber-Derweiler.

Aug. 19."
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Swartley-Landis. J. David Swartley, Lancas-
ter, Pa., Bethlehem cong., and Shelby Landis,
Leola, Pa., First Deaf cong., by Marlin Martin
and Willard Swartley, uncle of the groom, Oct
14.

Obituaries

Flinner, Beulah Sommers, daughter of
Manassas and Alta (Gerber) Sommers, was born
in Holmes Co., Ohio; died at Aultman Hospital,
Canton, Ohio, Nov. 10, 1989; aged 75. She was
married to Paul Flinner, who died in 1980.
Surviving are 2 sons (Bill W. and Larry L.), one
daughter (Janet Maust), 10 grandchildren, 6
great-grandchildren, 3 brothers (Henry S. and
Ora Miller and Lloyd Mishler), and 3 sisters
(Alma Kandle, Esther Wyss, and Oleta Leh-
man). She was preceded in death by 2 stepmoth-
ers, 2 sisters, one brother, one son, and one
grandson. She was a member of Walnu* Creek
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Nov. 13, in charge of Russell Mast;
interment in the church cemetery.
Fry, Kenneth Duane, son of Willis and

Margaret (Zobrist) Fry, was born in Blooming-
ton, 111., Jan. 9, 1933; died of cancer at Peoria
111., Nov. 14. 1989; aged 56. On Nov. 16, 1956, he
was married to Joy Surber, who survives. Also
surviving are one son (Darren), one half brother
(James Little), and 2 half sisters (Jacque Harris
and Patricia Little). He was a member of First
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Nov. 16, in charge of Glen A. Horner;
interment in Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Gerber, Sophia Miller, daughter of Amra D.

and Jemima (Mast) Miller, was born in Walnut
Creek Twp., Ohio, in 1906; died at her home on
Nov. 16, 1989; aged 83. On Feb. 21, 1930, she
was married to D. Clayton Gerber, who survives.
Also surviving are 3 daughters (Donna Smucker,
Margaret Stoltzfus, and Nancy Graber), 11
grandchildren, 3 great-grandchildren, and 2 sis-

ters (Myrle Miller and Fyrne Yoder). Three
brothers preceded her in death. She was a
member of Walnut Creek Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Nov. 19;

interment in the church cemetery.
Harshbarger, Herman, son of Francis B.

and Phoebe (Hartzler) Harshbarger, was born at
McVeytown, Pa., Sept. 9, 1897; died at his home
in Belleville, Pa., Nov. 17, 1989; aged 92. On
Sept. 3, 1922, he was married to Maude
Hostetler, who survives. Also surviving are 3
daughters (Nancy Bullard, Velma L. Suloff, and
Lucille Harshbarger), one son (H. Ross), 8
grandchildren, and 4 great-grandchildren. He
was preceded in death by one daughter (A. Lois
Henry) and one sister. He was a member of
Maple Grove Mennonite Church. Funeral ser-
vices were held at Donald E. Baggus Funeral
Home on Nov. 20, in charge of Robert Hartzler;
interment in the Locust Grove Cemetery.
Hertzler, Ada Ruth, daughter of Samuel E.

and Catherine (Kornhaus) Hostetter, was born
at Roseland, La., Sept. 21, 1909; died of pneu-
monia at Harrisonburg, Va., Oct. 29, 1989; aged
80. On Oct. 5, 1932, she was married to Milford
R. Hertzler, who preceded her in death. Surviv-
ing are one son (James R.), 2 daughters (Carolyn
G. Presley and Janice L. Gerber), 13 grandchil-
dren, 2 great-grandchildren, and 4 sisters (Nora
Hostetter, Sarah Weber, Edith Martin, and Eva
Stauffer). She was a member of Lindale Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held
on Nov. 2, in charge of Lynn Miller and Ralph
Ziegler; interment in Lindale Cemetery.
Kreider, Elma B. Bixler, daughter of Wil-

liam and Caroline (Amstutz) Bixler, was born in

Wayne Co., Ohio, Dec. 18, 1903; died at Barber-

ton (Ohio) Citizen's Hospital, Oct. 31, 1989; aged
85. On Aug. 18, 1963, she was married to Earl
Kreider, who died in 1986. She was preceded in

death by 2 brothers (Calvin and Dale). Memorial
services were held at Bethel Mennonite Church
on Nov. 3, in charge of Ed Yoder; interment in

Kidron Mennonite Cemetery.
Kurtz, Vera Grace Stoltzfus, daughter of

Ammon and Lillie (Smoker) Stoltzfus, was born
in Salisbury Twp., Pa., Mar. 14, 1922; died of
heart failure at Reading (Pa.) Hospital and
Medical Center, Nov. 15, 1989; aged 67. On Jan.

3, 1942, she was married to Stephen M. Kurtz,
who survives. Also surviving are one daughter
(Rodella M. Weaver), 4 sons (Walter M., Leon-
ard S., James D.. and Kenneth D.), 5 grandchil-
dren, 4 brothers (Harold, Daniel, Mark, and
William), and 5 sisters (Elizabeth Stoltzfus,
Mabel, Lavern Petersheim, Vilma Lapp, and
Violet Yoder). She was a member of Conestoga
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Nov. 18, in charge of Harvey Z. Stoltzfus
and Nathan Stoltzfus; interment in Conestoga
Church Cemetery.
Lehman, Irene A. Horst, daughter of Levi

and Susan (Kuhns) Horst, was born at Cham-
bersburg, Pa., Mar. 29, 1886; died at the Men-
nonite Home, Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 16, 1989; aged
103. In 1906, she was married to John H. Lehman
who died in 1945. Surviving are 5 daughters
(Pearl Smith, Esther Rehkugler, Goldie Smith,
Helen Lehman, and Buelah Troyer), 13 grand-
children, 28 great-grandchildren, and 7 great-
great-grandchildren. She was a member of
Blossom Hill Mennonite Church. Funeral ser-
vices were held on Nov. 18, in charge of Chester
L. Wenger, Ralph G. Ginder, and Marlin Leh-
man; interment in Chambersburg Mennonite
Cemetery.

Mann, Lester L., Sr., son of Levi and Delilah
Mann, was born at Goshen, Ind., June 27, 1909;
died at Rochester, Minn., Sept. 21, 1989; aged
80 y. He was married to Leona Miller, who died
in 1942. On Aug. 22, 1943, he was married to
Elsie Hooley, who survives. Also surviving are 4
sons (Lester Levon, Jr., Dean Lemar, Derald
Gene, and David Paul), 17 grandchildren, 7
great-granchildren, and one brother (Clifford).

He was ordained to the ministry in 1942, and
served as pastor of Pleasant View Church, in

Goshen, Ind., and Falls (Minn.) Mennonite
Church. He was a member of Mount Joy Con-
servative Mennonite Church, where funeral ser-
vices were held on Sept. 21, in charge of Paul
Hershberger, Ben Shirk, and J. C. Wenger;
interment in Prairie Street Cemetery.
Martin, Leroy S., son of Daniel and Rebecca

Martin, was born in Washington Co., Md., Sept.
9, 1897; died on Oct. 27, 1989; aged 92. On Nov.
1, 1917, he was married to Ida M. Ebersole, who
died on Dec. 7, 1987. Surviving are 5 sons
(Richard, Harold, Charles, Lester, and Jacob), 6
daughters (Elizabeth Oberholzer, Pauline Mar-
tin, Ruth Showalter, Mary Jane Diller, Ethel
Strife, and Dorothy Martin), 54 grandchildren,
107 great-grandchildren, 2 great-great-grand-
sons, 3 sisters (Rhoda Eshelman, Ruth Miller,
and Esther Lehman), and 3 brothers (Daniel,
Lewis, and Irvin). He was preceded in death by
3 brothers and one sister. He was a member of
Reiff Mennonite Church, where funeral services
were held on Oct. 30, in charge of Reuben
Martin, Earl Miller, David Miller, and Darrel
Martin; interment in the church cemetery.
Roth, Katherine Widmer, was born in Way-

land, Iowa, Nov. 30, 1903; died at Parkview
Home, Wayland, Iowa, Nov. 11, 1989; aged 85.

On Aug. 25, 1927, she was married to Clarence
C. Roth, who died in 1960. Surviving are 4 sons
(Daniel, Roger, Loren, and Mervin), 18 grand-
children, 16 great-grandchildren, 5 brothers
(Henry, Paul, Reuben, Glen, and Daniel
Widmer), and 2 sisters (Mary Wenger and Frieda

Freyenberger). She was preceded in death by
one son (Clarence, Jr.) and one sister (Esther).
She was a member of Sugar Creek Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Nov. 14, in charge of Dean Swartzendruber and
Glen Richard; interment in Sugar Creek Ceme-
tery.

Shank, Wilmer Paul, Sr., son of Jacob L.
and Fannie (Good) Shank, was born at Harrison-
burg, Va., Sept. 21, 1899; died of heart failure at
Harrisonburg, Va., Nov. 5, 1989; aged 90. On
Feb. 11, 1923, he was married to Marv Rhodes,
who died Nov. 5, 1980. On Nov. 20, 1981, he was
married to Bertha Haviland, who survives. Also
surviving are 2 daughters (Mabellee Blosser and
Gladys Harman), 3 sons (Norman, Rawley, and
Wilmer, Jr.), 4 stepdaughters, one stepson, 18
grandchildren, 13 great-grandchildren, 12 step-
grandchildren, and 3 step-great-grandchildren.
He was preceded in death by one son (Floyd).
He was a member of Zion Hill Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Weavers
Mennonite Church on Nov. 8; interment in

Weavers Church Cemetery.
Slabaugh, Andrew, son of Sylvanus and

Katie (Yoder) Slabaugh, was born at Hartville,
Ohio, Mar. 29, 1923; died of a heart attack at
Canton, Ohio, Nov. 10, 1989; aged 66. On Jan.
18, 1947, he was married to Kathryn Landis, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 daughters (Marjo-
rie Mumaw and Sherry Domer), 3 sons (S. Scott,
Lon D. and Ryan T.), 6 grandchildren, 2 sisters

(Ada Slabach and Ella Beachy), and one brother
(Owen). He was a member of Hartville Menno-
nite Church, where funeral services were held
on Nov. 13, in charge of Carl Newswanger and
Lee Ressler; interment in Hartville Mennonite
Church Cemetery.
Smith, Samuel G., son of Norman H. and

Lottie (Groff) Smith, was bom in Bainbridge,
Pa., Nov. 30, 1899; died at Community Hospital,
Lancaster, Pa., Nov. 21, 1989; aged 89. On Jan.
10, 1922, he was married to Mabel M. Lehman,
who died on Aug. 16, 1988. Surviving are 3 sons
(Norman J., Lehman A., and Ammon L.), one
daughter (Ruth Wenger), 10 grandchildren, 17
great-grandchildren, and one sister (Grace
Brubaker). He was a member of Mount Joy
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Nov. 24, in charge of Shelley R.
Shellenberger, Charles W. Henry, and Joe
Sherer; interment in Elizabethtown Mennonite
Cemetery.

Correction: In the obituary of Ruth B. Sutter

Yoder in the Oct. 24 issue, it should have said

one son (James) is deceased.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council. Elkhart, Ind., Dec. 12

Eastern Mennonite Seminary interterm, Harrisonburg, Va„ Jan.
2-26

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries interterm. Elkhart,
Ind., Jan. 8-26

Mennonite Board of Education annual meeting. Sarasota, Fla.,

Jan. 11-13

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary school for leadership
training (ministers week), Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 15-18

Mennonite Central Committee annual meeting, Winkler, Man.,
Jan. 26-27

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries pastors week,
Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 29-Feb. 2

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting, Nashville, Tenn.,
Feb. 23-28

Conference on Menno Simons, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 23-24
Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg. Man.. July

24-29

Credits
Cover-story design by Merrill Miller; photo on p. 881 (1st col.)

by Geneva Stoltzfus; p. 882 (lop) by Hiloshi Mori; (bottom) by
Jan Gleysteen; p. 884 by Tim Johnson; p. 885 bv Jim Bishop,
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religions News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

East German Protestants press
government for free elections

Protestant Church leaders in East Ger-

many— frustrated in their attempts to

make use of even limited opportunities for

voter participation in that communist
country—are now calling for free elections.

The Protestant bishop of East Berlin,

Gotfried Forck, has demanded that new
East German leader Egon Krenz apologize

for alleged falsification of voting results in

municipal contests in May, when Krenz
headed the government election commis-
sion.

The Protestant demand for an election

process that provides a choice between

programs and candidates was first adopted
in September at the annual church synod.

It is now being taken up by other voices as

greater freedom of expression is being

tolerated in East Germany. After the in-

creasing demonstrations and the flight of

more than 100,000 people to the West
helped bring Krenz to power, the Protes-

tant demand for election reform was re-

newed.

Catholic bishops: a new aggressive
strategy on abortion
At a time of resurgence by pro-choice

forces, America's Roman Catholic bishops

have undertaken an effort to put them-
selves back into the center of the political

struggle over abortion. At their recent

annual meeting in Baltimore, marking the

bicentennial of the American Catholic hi-

erarchy, the bishops acknowledged that

the nation has paid "little attention" to

them during the renewed debate over

abortion.

"More than one and a half million unborn
children die each year by abortion, and
increasing numbers of women suffer

abortion's physical, emotional, and spiri-

tual pain," says a document approved by
an apparently unanimous stand-up vote by
the nearly 300 bishops. "Often they suffer

alone, deserted by men unwilling to ac-

knowledge their own responsibilities as

fathers."

During nearly an hour of debate over
anti-abortion strategies, the bishops
showed their worry over a loss of strength

by the pro-life movement. In local and
state elections, the abortion issue has been
seen as benefiting pro-choice candidates.

"We, as Catholics, must realize that we
stand increasingly alone" on the abortion
issue, said Archbishop Roger Mahoney of

Los Angeles, who called on his fellow

bishops "to be courageous and bold" in

opposing abortion.

Historically, the bishops have taken a

high profile in the abortion debate. In the

early days of the abortion struggle, before

the Supreme Court effectively legalized

the practice in 1973, the bishops' role was
so visible that advocates of abortion rights

were able to portray the right-to-life move-
ment as a mainly "Catholic" crusade.

While much has changed since then, in-

cluding the increasing identification of the

bishops with progressive stands on nuclear

arms and economic justice, the Baltimore

meeting signaled a renewed aggressiveness

on abortion.

Emphasis on evangelism divides

North Carolina Quakers
North Carolina Quakers are debating the

proper balance between evangelism and
social action, with at least one congrega-

tion withholding part of its assessment to

the statewide denominational body to pro-

test a growing emphasis on church growth.

The North Carolina Friends Yearly Meet-

ing, the state's largest association of Quak-
ers, has watched its membership fall since

1969. Dissidents say the North Carolina

group, which has more than 60 congrega-

tions, has placed so much emphasis on

boosting membership rolls that it has min-

imized the traditional Quaker emphasis on

social justice.

Ukrainian Catholics demonstrate
in bid for removal of ban
More than 150,000 members of the

banned Ukrainian Catholic Church dem-
onstrated in the Soviet city of Lvov to mark
the 50th anniversary of the day Soviet

troops marched into the western Ukraine.

The demonstration called for legalization

of the 5-million-member church, which is

believed to be the largest banned religious

body in the world. When Soviet leader

Joseph Stalin ordered that the church's

property be handed over to the Russian

Orthodox Church in 1946, the Ukrainian

Catholic Church had eight bishops, 2,638

priests, and more than 4 million members.

Methodists hope to triple

support for missionaries
The U.S. United Methodist Church is

hoping to bolster its overseas missions

program by more than tripling the number
of local congregations giving direct support

to missionaries in the field. At present, just

5,200 of the 37,000 congregations donate
funds that are targeted directly for over-

seas missionary work.

At the United Methodist Board of Global

Ministries meeting recently in New York,

directors of the board's World Division

established a task force for boosting the

number of congregations sending funds in

direct support of missionaries to 17,000 by

the end of 1992.

All United Methodist churches give in-

direct support to overseas missions work
through undesignated giving via the

church's "World Service" and "Women's
Pledge to Mission" programs. But Robert

Harmon, the World Division's chief staff

official, warned World Division directors

that competition for funds makes it in-

creasingly difficult to support missions

work through undesignated giving chan-

nels.

"We must develop a communications

program or strategy which presents the

appeal directly to the local churches," he

said. "Other agencies are beating us to it

through direct mail and personal promo-

tion. We must develop comparable sys-

tems of support."

Religious fund-raisers warned
of more government scrutiny

A federal tax official has reminded reli-

gious fund-raisers that if they don't volun-

tarily police their ethical standards the

U.S. government will do it for them. That
was the word from Assistant Commis-
sioner Robert Brauer of the Internal Rev-
enue Service at the 10th anniversary

conference of the Evangelical Council for

Financial Accountability in Washington re-

cently. Brauer paid tribute to the council

for setting high ethical standards for its 575

member organizations, but he warned that

violations by some fund-raisers may lead

to corrective legislation that will affect all

charities.

Cost of religious rites for new
Japanese emperor to be shared
The Japanese government and the Im-

perial Household Agency will jointly fund

the Shinto ceremony formalizing new Em-
peror Akihito's ascension to the throne.

Agency officials had originally planned to

use state money for everything, stressing

the Shinto rites' "public nature" and their

necessity in conjunction with the more
secular coronation rites preceding it. How-
ever, since Japan's postwar constitution

forbids participation in religious activities

by state institutions, legal advisers

rcommended that only the construction of

a shrine on the palace grounds be funded

by the government.

Yashiaki Yoshida, constitutional scholar

at Meiji University, criticized agency
claims that the ceremony is public in na-

ture, saying the rites mark the passage of

the emperor into "Godhood." But
Keiichiro Kobori of Tokyo University

maintained that since the religious rites are

central to the state-recognized ascension

ceremony, the state should bear all ex-

penses related to the ceremony.
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Faith that sustains us
Passing through our Neighboring Town a day

or two before Thanksgiving, I noted that the out-

side Christmas creche was already being
erected. This is the creche which uses artificial

people and real sheep and stands only a few
feet from the monument to the young men who
gave their lives in an effort to destroy other
young men who were perceived as enemies of
the country.

A few days later I heard on the morning news
that there would be a Christmas display at a tra-

ditional spot in the Big City but it would not be
a religious display. There are plenty of holiday
symbols which are not perceived to promote sec-

tarian religion or make the nonreligious uncom-
fortable. It seems a reasonable solution.

Why the small town is still able to get away
with a religious Christmas display and the big

city must go secular could be a subject for

closer examination. I would assume that it is a

matter of the city needing to seek a broader con-

sensus. In the small town, perhaps, Jews and
nonbelievers are willing to let it pass. They
know their fellow citizens, the ones who support
the creche, and they consider them less than
dangerous.

But the challenge to religious Christmas sym-
bols in the big city reminds us that ours is a day
when such traditions may not be taken for

granted—when those who believe may be called

upon to give an account of their belief as they
have not in the recent past. How do we know
that our beliefs are true?

Rene Descartes concluded about 1640 that the
first step is to doubt everything. Only then can
one be assured that one is not swallowing error.

As reported by William C. Placher in his book
Unapologetic Theology (Westminster/John Knox,
1989), Descartes served as the source for two
schools of thought. The empiricists held that, to

be true, anything must be demonstrated by data
and/or experiment. On the other hand, rational-

ists appealed to "unquestionable first

principles" (p. 29).

Both of these approaches have been found in-

adequate over a period of time. There is no way
to demonstrate without beginning with an as-

sumed starting point. And there are no "unques-
tionable first principles" from a rational point of
view. Even scientists operate within a tradition,

as Michael Polanyi has held in his book Personal
Knowledge. In other words, they begin by faith.

Christians have held for a long time that faith

in God is the only way to begin. Others begin at

other points. In her book In Deep, a book of
country essays, Maxine Kumin has this state-

ment of faith: "Without religious faith and with-

out the primal certitude that faith brings, I must
take my only comfort from the natural order of

things" (p. 162).

Now there is considerable to be said on behalf
of "the natural order of things." We are reas-

sured by the cycle of the seasons and the re-

markable productivity of the earth. We are awed
and inspired by the solar system. But I do not
think these are satisfactory as places to begin.

For myself, I go back to the Christian and the
biblical traditions, to Abraham of whom it is

said, "By faith [he] obeyed when he was called

to go out . . . and he went out, not knowing
where he was to go" (Heb. 11:8). His faith was
not exactly my faith, but the biblical record of it

serves as a place to begin. And I am ready to

consider his story as in some sense my story.

A second point of reference is the church, the

worshiping community. Here are people similar

to and different from me. But these too are peo-
ple on a quest for certainty, seeking a place to

stand. When we come together, we bring a list of

fears and questions, many of them not articu-

lated because we are not yet able to do so.

But we come together, if we remember and
are able to say it, to affirm our faith in this an-

cient story and to consider what it may mean in

terms of what we face today. At such times it is

instructive to consider that as Matthew reflected

on the coming of Jesus, he went back to Isaiah 7

and reaffirmed for our Lord, the prophetic name
Emmanuel, which, as Matthew explained,

"means, God with us" (Matt. 1:23).

When we have dug down through the tinsel,

the greenery, the gifts, the creche, and the secu-

lar symbols, we find Matthew with his Emman-
uel. Think of that.—Daniel Hertzler
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Hope waits
in a wintry faith time
63/ Dorothy Harnish

Words fascinate me. I like to look at them,
holding their shapes and listening to their

sounds.

Winter. Does not the word itself sound like an
icicle? Short days. Darkness. Cold. Blue/gray
cold.

Hope. A word that looks and sounds as if it

»y ass

/f Christmas
1989 and the

dawning of

a new decade
are to abound
in hope, it will

call for some
robust faith

in these

wintry faith

times.

had a hole in the top. A word with an open, invit-

ing sound. A word moving around inside itself

restlessly looking for a way up and away.

If I were to try to distill the essence of Christ-

mas into a single word, it would be hope. People

in today's society are hungry for hope—a hope

that becomes poignantly real at Christmas. The



People
today

are

hungry
for hope—
a hope

poignantly

Christmas.

North American pre-Christmas commercialism
numbs the idea of waiting with hope. Rather, it

predisposes one to rush through Christmas with
anxiety and with a faith of sight rather than a
faith of the unseen. It will have the Event with-
out the Advent!

Hope takes time. Waiting is hard! We
smother waiting with words, with answers, with
activity. In our congregations, Advent observa-
tion is allowed five minutes. Candlelight, mea-
sured words, one hymn, are too small to be a
real service. Christmas programs are planned as
early as the first Sunday to "get it over" because
people will get too busy to have it any closer to
Christmas. But hope takes time!

Martin Marty in his book A Cry of Absence: Re-
flections for the Winter of the Heart describes two
kinds of spiritual journeys: summery and and
wintry. Perhaps these two kinds of journeys be-
come most real at Christmas.

Summery faith surrounds us. It is joyous, exu-
berant, and has answers. It does not find dark-
ness and voids inside because they are not
supposed to be there. Summery faith is seen; it

is not full of mystery and the unseen.
Wintry faith people grapple with uncertainty,

the mystery of both the presence and the ab-
sence of God. Wintry faith lingers in Advent on
its way to the Event. Wintry faith people some-
times stumble along the "road less traveled"
over the reality that "life is difficult" (Scott
Peck, The Road Less Traveled).

For wintry faith people, the hope of Christmas
is found not in a full blaze of light but in a light

out of darkness. A light not too soon but in the
fullness of time.

Christmas is not only a festival of light; it is

the festival of light coming out of darkness. A
darkness that illuminates the cost of God's un-
speakable gift. Hope abounds, Paul wrote. Per-
haps the people in Paul's day believed hope
should abound, but I am of wintry faith and I'm
not always so sure. If Christmas 1989 and the

Dorothy Harnish, Landisville, Pa., is a staff person with
the Board of Congregational Resources of Lancaster
Conference.
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dawning of a new decade are to abound in hope,
it will call for some robust faith in these wintry
faith times.

Daily, the news rehearses the dreariness of our
times. The resurgence of white supremacy and
prejudice frightens me. Homelessness and job-
lessness and throwaway-people attitudes depress
me. Hunger stalks and walls grow higher and
thicker between people. Few families are un-
touched by the trauma of divorce. Soon, we are
told, few of us will be untouched by AIDS. Many
of us struggle with personal loss that threatens
to obscure the light of Christmas.

Life is difficult. Wintry faith notes that "life

is difficult" and wonders, How can I continue to
hope? For peace; for justice; for poverty of mind,
spirit, and body to end; for broken relationships

to be healed; for the opportunity to fulfill a call-

ing; for health to be restored. What if I spend a
whole lifetime hoping for tomorrow that will be
better than today and it isn't? How can hope be
shaped and shared by the realities of today?
The 130th Psalm expresses a robust hope:

/ wait for the Lord, my soul waits,

and in his word, I hope;

my soul waits for the Lord
more than watchmen for the morning,
more than watchmen for the morning.

O Israel, hope in the Lord!
For with the Lord there is steadfast love,

and with him is plenteous redemption.

In the biblical concept the word wait has the
idea of something pulled taut, suggesting a striv-

ing eagerly toward the future, waiting through
the night for God to come. It is related to the
word picture of a spiderweb. So much hope is of
spiderweb quality—fragile, transparent, yet in-

credibly strong and beautiful. Like a spiderweb,
each web of hope lends strength to the whole.
Yet spiderwebs, strong and beautiful as they are,

break down with morning dew. Where then is

the hope that can carry us on?
I celebrate the Christmas Event because some-

thing has happened to me. Therefore as I con-
tinue to be open and receptive to it something
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more can happen in me! I can run (as Luther

once put it) out of the dark house of my life into

the sunshine. I live in the mystery that God is

not the mute ground of all being.

Illuminating the mystery, he has come down to

me. Emmanuel. Crib and cross—the nethermost
extremes of my own life. No one can go deeper

—

and Emmanuel has traversed it all! In all the

depths of my life, God has already come to meet
me! There are no depths to which God cannot
give meaning. The ultimate mystery of life is illu-

minated by the new which can hardly be be-

lieved, the energy that stirs inside the word
hope looking for a way out.

Out of the depths of my spiritual alienation

from God, my cry of undefined depth emerged
and God responded with the incarnation event.

While society around presumes Christmas can
be given, slowly I come to understand that

Christmas can only be received.

Things to do. In the meantime, hope has

things to do. I long for a waiting hope that is not

merely passive and receptive but life giving. The
discipline of Advent waiting brings perspective

on that hope that is fulfilled in the ordinary time

of the church year of my life.

Wintry faith needs the hope of the hall-of-faith

people in Hebrews 11 who died in the activity of

faith, not seeing it.

Wintry faith is energized by the unseeing faith

of John the Baptist, who sent his disciples out of

the apparent uncertainty of his own hope to ask
Jesus, "Are you the one we are waiting for or

shall we look for another?" (Matt. 11:13).

Wintry faith admires the shepherds and kings

who followed hope (the unseen) and a star (the

seen) that led them deep into the night. Deep
into the stillness of the activity of God to a place

where love and expectation for the wholeness
and peace of Emmanuel met. And they stood in

awe of the mystery. How can a baby be Emman-
uel?

Wintry faith is energized by the spirit of Mary,
who pondered the actions of her son who was
the Son of God. She who waited in the temple
and at the foot of the cross is described in Acts
as still waiting for the Spirit of God to descend.

Biblical hope has a foundation based on a God
who is faithful. Hope by its very essence re-

quires a context of uncertainty, often doubt and
suffering. The rhythm of hope in the midst, not

at the end of adversity, is a biblical model. Hope
is active. Hope is a noun and then a verb and
then a noun again. The act of the activity of

hope leads to the object of hope. Hope happens
as we work to create hope. Hope is not a sit-

down and do-nothing word. Hope has things to

do! Build! Plant! Pray!

Hope needs to be personified. Between the

comings—the Christmas coming and the second
coming—we are called to a living hope. We are

called to be an expression of God's reign.

Isn't it exciting! Far from resigning ourselves

to despair, let us enter the Christmas Event with
the wonder, "Isn't it exciting!" Let us pass on
the rainbow stories of hope. Can hope abound in

these wintry faith times? Yes. In the desert of

our lives God comes again. With gratitude for

God's unspeakable gift, hope comes again. And
the Lord is coming again! With strength.

Can hope abound in wintry faith times? Yes, if

we learn where to look. In the darkness, love and
life are being given. ^

people, the

hope of

is found
not In a

full blaze

of light but

Blessed among women

Scarcely more than child were you
the day the angel shook your world.

God knew your young heart held

a very special grace. And yet..

.

So much for a gentle girl to face.

Which was hardest? Father's wrath?

Mother's hurt? Or Joseph who
at first presumed, as any man,

that you betrayed your troth?

Was it the loss of your good name?
Or the racing whispers: "Have you heard?

And Mary seemed so pious too.

"

"Blessed among women, " Elizabeth said.

Yet to Nazareth's womenfolk—so sure

that they knew how it came about—
no blessing was it, more a curse.

For what you did, and faced,

to bring us Christ, we thank you—
Mary, full of grace!

—Jana Carman

Reprinted with permission from Time of Singing
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A holiday of friendship
by Linda Freeman

During the Christmas holiday break a college

campus can be a very lonely place. Students
who remain on campus face one of the most tra-

ditional of North American celebrations outside
the warmth of family and friends. At many
schools they are forced to leave familiar dormi-
tory rooms and relocate in one designated, cen-
trally located residence hall. Most of those who
can't go home are international students.

Recognizing their plight, in 1962 Pete
Peterson, Presbyterian chaplain at the Univer-
sity of South Carolina in Columbia, began offer-

ing holiday accommodations to international

students. "That first year 25 or 30 came from six

or seven states," says Peterson.

In 1965, when Peterson became associate pas-
tor of First Presbyterian Church of Huntington,
West Virginia, his congregation planned to host
50 international students at Christmas break.

Peterson says he advised "everyone east of the
Mississippi" and over a three-week period 180

came! The following year six other churches
joined in the venture. By 1967 the number had
grown to 13. Peterson estimates that since its in-

ception, the program he started—Christmas In-

ternational House—has demonstrated to over
35,000 students the real meaning of Christmas.

Linda Freeman, Charlotte, N.C., is a free-lance writer
and a member of Steele Creek Presbyterian Church.

How does it work? This year, 53 communi-
ties, from Massachusetts to Texas, Florida to

California, are offering fun, fellowship, and relax-

ation with American families and other interna-

tional students to more than 800 students. Each
program is different, designed and carried out lo-

cally. Some groups host as many as 100 stu-

dents, some as few as 10.

In some areas, students are housed together in

one location—in a church, a church educational

building, a camp facility, a conference center, or

a motel. In others, students are invited to stay

with families in their homes. The advantage in

the latter plan is that it provides more opportuni-

ties for the participants to become better ac-

quainted and to learn from cross-cultural

sharing. In addition to sharing the warmth of fel-

lowship, most communities also share with the

students those things that make their particular

area unique.

Mennonite participation. Mennonites are ac-

tive both in ecumenical ventures and in pro-

grams sponsored primarily by Mennonite groups
in the Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and Sarasota,

Florida, areas.

"We find," says Ruth Zimmerman, coordinator

of the Pennsylvania program, which is sponsored
by Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions, "that

Christmas International House offers us meaning-
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ful opportunities to put our faith into action and
to serve as living witnesses by opening our

homes and our hearts with love, care, and accep-

tance."

"CIH gives us an opportunity to explain to in-

ternationals that we are Americans who work for

peace," adds Dolce Swartzendruber of the Flor-

ida group.

What happens? Warm weather and relaxed

living seem to attract students to Sarasota. The
group plans an annual beach party complete

with a walk along the shore, optional swimming,

a cookout, and favorite picnic-fare dishes. They
also provide transportation for trips to nearby at-

tractions such as Disney World and Busch Gar-

dens.

Students who are guests of the ecumenical

group in Austin, Texas, will visit a ranch, enjoy a

Western-style barbecue, and experience a Span-

ish cultural influence—door-to-door reenactment
of the first Christmas. "Everyone who comes to

Texas for the first time wants to see a real cow-

boy," says one of the Austin organizers, Aileen

Butler. "In addition, our group last year was fas-

cinated to see—and tried to catch—an arma-

dillo!"

While cold weather and snow are always wel-

come in the Lancaster, Pennsylvania, area at

Christmastime, they aren't guaranteed. "We
don't promise snow," says Ruth Zimmerman,
"but we take advantage of it if it comes." An an-

nual overnight retreat at a nearby campground
provides plenty of opportunity for sharing experi-

ences of culture and faith—and for snowball

throwing, snowman building, and sledding, if con-

ditions permit. Here students can also take ad-

vantage of a tour of Washington, D.C., and
observe live outdoor Nativity-scene reenact-

ments.

Who participates? According to statistics

published by the Institute of International Edu-
cation, 350,000 of the world's eventual national

leaders—educators, politicians, scientists—are

currently studying as international students in

the United States. They are some of the finest

resources their countries have to offer and with
them come the hopes, dreams, and aspirations

of some of the oldest—and some of the newest

—

nations in the world.

Many are not fully prepared for the experience
they face. Their cultural background is usually
different from ours. Language may be a barrier.

Perplexing sights, sounds, customs, idioms, man-
nerisms, and personalities are apt to make them
homesick and lonely, and statistics show that
nine out of every 10 of these international stu-

dents will never have an opportunity to visit in

an American home!
The invitation to take part in Christmas Inter-

national House is open to all international stu-

dents age 18 or over who are attending college or
graduate school in the United States. They hear

about the program from college counselors, cam-
pus ministers, other international students, con-

sulates, and foreign student advisors. After

expressing an interest, students will be sent a

brochure listing sponsoring communities for the

year and outlining each individual program. Stu-

dents are asked to list three programs in the

order of their interest, paying particular atten-

tion to choosing locations that are within the

range of the student's pocketbook.

Who pays? Cheryl Atteberry, national coordi-

nator of CIH, says students pay a $25 registra-

tion fee to CIH to cover administrative costs and
are expected to pay their own way to the host lo-

cation, as well as for any personal expenses and
for certain predetermined activities.

In addition to warm hospitality, hosts are ex-

pected to furnish a place to stay, frequent (but

not constant) activities, and most meals. This
usually does not necessitate great fundraising ef-

forts on the part of the host group since many
people will participate by providing such things

as food, housing, money, and tickets to special

events.

Who gains? Kenneth Bartlett got a Father's

Day card last spring from a special Costa Rican
CIH student. "It tickled me," he says, "espe-
cially after I'd told our CIH students that I have
no grandchildren, so I feel as though they are all

my children."

Last year, a young woman from Norway called

her Austin host family of several years ago to

tell them she was back in the United States and
to wish them a merry Christmas. A couple who
was expecting a baby when they were part of a

CIH group wrote to let the baby's "other

grandparents" in on the good news. While on a

business trip to Japan, a young German man
looked up the Japanese student he had be-

friended through his CIH experience and to-

gether they sent a postcard to their host family

saying thanks and that if not for CIH they'd

have never met.

Of such people-to-people encounters are barri-

ers broken and bonds forged that foster world
peace and understanding. "Theologically," says

CIH originator Pete Peterson, "we're responding
to God's call to welcome strangers into our

midst; we're practicing peacemaking, especially

among those who come from nations at odds, by
learning how easy it is to love an 'enemy' one-on-
one; and we are giving Christian/Christmas wit-

ness by providing room at our inns."

Due to lack of space, CIH organizers have had
to turn away more than 20,000 interested stu-

dents over the course of the program's exis-

tence. "It's a hands-on, grass-roots program,"
adds Peterson. Christianity in action—and you
could make a difference!" Q
More information about Christmas International House is

available from Cheryl Atteberry at Box 764, Tucker, GA
30085; phone 404-938-4291.
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Seven reasons to stop using
Styrofoam containers
by Art Meyer

A friend from New York state wrote to me ask-

ing if there is a good alternative to using Styro-

foam containers in a local soup kitchen. The
health department requires throwaway contain-

ers, and paper containers are three times as ex-

pensive.

I told my friend that I know of no economical
alternative to the convenience of Styrofoam. But
despite the inconvenience and extra cost of alter-

natives, change should be made. A healthy envi-

ronment costs money. There are at least seven
good reasons why Styrofoam should not be used
in a soup kitchen or anywhere.

1. Styrofoam is made by blowing gases called

chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) into petrochemicals.

During the manufacture and destruction of the

Styrofoam, CFCs escape and rise slowly into the

Art Meyer, Fresno, Ohio, is a retired science teacher who
works part time in development education for Mennonite
Central Committee U.S.

earth's stratosphere. There they destroy the
ozone layer—the shield that protects the earth

against the sun's ultraviolet rays. Destruction of
ozone, which is occurring more rapidly than
thought just a few years ago, is hazardous to life

on earth. As ozone is depleted, for example, skin

cancer incidence rises. It has risen 30 percent in

the past 10 years. This ozone depletion also

stunts plant growth. Microscopic ocean plants

(phytoplankton), for example, drastically reduce
their food production with small increases in ul-

traviolet radiation. Such a reduction could cause
the ocean food chain and ecosystem to collapse.

2. CFCs from Styrofoam also may concentrate

in the lower atmosphere and along with carbon di-

oxide and other "trace gases" (methane, nitrogen

oxides) trap heat in a "greenhouse effect. " Conse-
quences of this global warming include changes
in earth's sea level, weather and precipitation

patterns, and current agricultural patterns.

3. Styrofoam is not biodegradable; it is a plastic

that will never decompose. Thus, Styrofoam takes

The Congregation : A Healing Community
School for Leadership Training (Ministers Week) January 15-18, 1990

Eastern Mennonite Seminary Registration is from 4:30 to 7 p.m.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 Monday, January 15

(703) 432-4260 Pre-registration fee: $35 ($50/couple)

Coordinator Duane M. Sider room/meals extra

Courses offered:

o Risk-Proofing Families Today 0 The Ministry of Healing in Congregational Worship
Donald M. Joy, professor, Asbury Theological Seminary Samuel R. janzen, campus pastor, EMS

° Understanding Loss and Grief Michael A. King, book editor, Herald Press

Rowan Zeiss, professor, Blue Ridge Community College o Boundaries in Pastoral Care

° Caring for Those with Sexual Identity Difficulties Harvey Yoder, director of counseling, EMC
Randy and Ronda Weber, Family Life Resource Center o What Hurts and What Heals?

° Addiction and Co-Dependence: Truman H. and Betty Brunk, Perkasie, PA

A Cry for a Healing Community o When You Disagree
Marty S. Barlow, professional counselor, Staunton, VA Nancy L. Sider, professional mediator, Harrisonburg, VA

o Healing Across Cultures o Caregiving in the Congregation
Hubert L. Brown, Home Ministries Secretary, Newton , KS Al Dueck, professor, Mennonite Brethren Biblical Seminary

° Abuse, Rape and Incest o Assessing Psychological and Spiritual Problems
Clarice B. Kratz, co-pastor, Waukesha, Wl Ruth D. Lesher, clinical psychologist, Lancaster, PA
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up space in landfills that are already becoming
full in every part of the United States. Styro-

foam products add to the problem of limited

landfill space.

4. When burned, Styrofoam releases toxic smoke
and formaldehyde. It leaves toxic ash as an end
product. If this ash is placed in landfills, the tox-

ins may leach out and enter underground water.

5. Styrofoam is conspicuous, lightweight, and un-

sightly. It crumbles into small pieces and blows
everywhere. Birds, other animals, and marine life

sometimes ingest it along with other plastics and
die.

6. Styrofoam is made from a nonrenewable natu-

ral resource—petroleum. The supply of petro-

leum on earth is quite limited. Is it wise to use
such a precious resource on such an earth-de-

grading product?

7. One Styrofoam blowing agent that is being

discussed to replace the harmful CFCs is the gas
pentane. This process would produce large

amounts of ozone that are toxic at ground level.

(Ground-level ozone is also known as "smog.")
Styrofoam is a symptom of our society's

"throw-away" mentality. It helps promote a life-

style of consumerism that is unacceptable in our
poverty-stricken world.

Because of these reasons, it is appropriate for

Christians who operate soup kitchens, plan
church potluck dinners, or are involved in other
food services to simply stop using Styrofoam
containers. It may not seem economical. But the
real and longer-term costs of Styrofoam are
high; the resultant environmental degradation is

serious.

Eliminating Styrofoam is an act of respect for

the creation; some consider it an act of worship.
Many individuals and groups have already de-
cided to stop using Styrofoam. Others seem to

be waiting until legislation will require them to

do so. I believe Christians ought to be leaders in

eliminating products that degrade the creation.Q
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Authentic education is about choices.

"S tudents are persons in transition from adolescence

to adulthood-to a time when they take full responsibility

for making their own choices. Understandably, this is also

a time that creates feelings of vulnerability. The challenge

for a college such as Hesston is to provide a setting where

this transition can develop with support and security.

I believe that higher education within the Anabaptist-

believer's church tradition must be an invitation to choose

faith in Christ. The choice to believe and obey authenti-

cates faith.

These choices, made in the context of the faith com-

munity, bind us all-students, college, parents and church-

together in the common purpose of building God's

kingdom."

Jim Mininger, Academic Dean

HESSTON
COLLEGE
P.O. Box 3000, Hesston KS 67062
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Church news

Goal of 50 congregations
set for Mexico City
Representatives of Mennonite groups in

Latin America and of Mennonite mis-

sion/service agencies in North America
have set a goal to establish 50 new Ana-
baptist congregations in Mexico City by
the year 2000. The goal was set during a

recent consultation on evangelism and
church planting in that city. The consulta-

tion was sponsored by Pranconia Confer-

ence Mission Commission, Mennonite
Board of Missions, and the Mennonite
congregations of Mexico City.

Gerald Mumaw, MBM Latin America
director, said the consultation met its ob-

jective of exploring ways to coordinate

mission efforts by Anabaptist groups in

Mexico City. To achieve the ambitious

goal, two new committees will be estab-

lished.

The six current Mennonite congrega-
tions in Mexico City will form a missions
committee to develop church planting
strategy, identify places of outreach, and
implement plans with resources from local

and foreign sources. The second commit-
tee, to be established in North America,
will consist of Mennonite mission and ser-

vice agencies committed to outreach in

Mexico City. Pranconia Conference, which
has been working in Mexico City for the
past 30 years, will call a meeting within the
next six months to launch this committee.
With a population of over 22 million,

Mexico City is the largest city in the
Western Hemisphere, with 2,000 addi-
tional people arriving each day. It is ex-

pected to be the largest city in the world
by the year 2000, with 35 million people.
Luke Beidler, mission secretary for

Franconia Conference, said significant

progress was made during the consulta-
tion in an ongoing process of reconciliation

among the Mennonite leaders of Mexico
City. He added, "They also felt a growing
sense of vision for outreach in the city."

In addition to MBM and Franconia Con-
ference, the North American groups repre-
sented at the consultation were Menno-
nite Central Committee, Commission on
Overseas Mission of the General Confer-
ence Mennonite Church, Eastern Men-
nonite Board of Missions, Pacific Coast
Conference, and Evangelical Mennonite
Mission Conference.

In addition to the Mexico City Menno-
nites, the Latin American participants in-

cluded representatives of other
Mennonite congregations in Mexico and of

Mennonite colonies of immigrants as well

as representatives of Mennonite churches
in Nicaragua, Guatemala, and Venezu-
ela.

—

Phil Richard for MBM

Mennonite farmers
seek solutions
to farm problems

Some grew up on farms during the Dust
Bowl of the '30s. Others faced financial

stress during the farm crisis of the '80s.

Many live near small towns struggling with

economic hard times.

The 114 Mennonite farmers and other

concerned people who attended the
Heartland Faith and Farming Conference
Nov. 17-19 know farming has never been
easy. Tomorrow's challenges may be even
greater than yesterday's. But they have
not given up. They remain rooted in the

soil, loving the land as Mennonites have
for centuries.

They came to the conference—spon-
sored by Mennonite Central Committee
Central States—seeking solutions to the

demise of family farms and the shrinking

of rural towns. They came searching for

ways that people in rural Mennonite con-

gregations can support one another as

communities of faith.

If the questions outnumbered the an-

swers, that did not prevent them from
looking to the future with hope. The key-

note speaker, U.S. Rep. Dan Glickman of

Kansas, expressed that optimistic atti-

tude. "I am bullish on agriculture," he
said. "I even see the day when there will

be a repopulation of rural America. For
the first time in 30 years we have stopped
losing people. The last two years actually

have seen some migration to small towns

in this country."

But recovery will not happen without
change, participants agreed. The worst
years of the farm crisis may have passed,
but persistent problems continue to cast a

cloud of uncertainty over rural life.

"It's not a farm crisis, it's a chronic

problem," said Jerry Jost, sustainable

Dona Freeman of Andover, Kans., portrays
Annie, a young farm woman, in the one-act
play "Planting in the Dust" during the Faith
and Farming Conference.

farming coordinator for Kansas Rural
Center. "We're continuing to lose farmers,

and we're seeing a greater difference be-

tween the prosperous farmers and those

who aren't doing very well." By the year

2000, Jost said, if present trends continue,

75 percent of U.S. farm production will

have fallen into the hands of only 50,000

farmers.

Rural economic recovery will require

creative solutions on the farm and in the

small town, workshop leaders said. In the

same way, spiritual recovery—making con-

gregations places where people support

each other in all areas of life—will require

new approaches. One of the greatest

needs is for people in Mennonite churches

to overcome the taboo of not talking about

money, said participants in a panel discus-

sion. Congregations must be communities

in which people can openly discuss finan-

cial problems and help those in need.

This could have an evangelistic impact,

panel members said. "When people know
that we care about their whole life, people

will join us, and we will have a new vital-

ity," said Stan Pankratz of Mountain Lake,

Minn. "We need to listen to one another

—

really hear the hurts people are experienc-

ing."

There was consensus that openness on

issues of wealth and poverty could lead to

a more caring attitude for those in need.

Mennonites must not follow society's view

that one's wealth is a measure of one's

worth. A simple lifestyle can liberate peo-

ple from materialism and make it easier to

share with others, participants said.
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In three meditations, Mennonite
Brethren writer-professor Katie Funk
Wiebe reminded the group of the link

between Mennonites' faith and their close-

ness to the land. Being rooted in the land

is important for Mennonites just as it was
for the Israelites, she said. The land pro-

vides a place of belonging. If people lose

the land, the effect is devastating. Wiebe
encouraged her listeners to find God as

they live on the land God has given. "Let
us live daily in the holy places of our lives,

and every place can be the scene of God's
revelation," she said.

Workshops covered topics ranging from
"Biotechnology and Farming in the
Future" to "The Art of Neighboring: An
Expression of Faith." In "Farming in the

'90s" Jerry Jost and participants dis-

cussed changes that must take place to

reverse trends driving many medium-sized
farms out of existence. In a workshop on
"Supporting/Maintaining the Small
Town," Carol Wiebe of Hillsboro, Kans.,

said communities must take action quickly

and creatively to stay alive.

—Paul Schrag for Meetinghouse

Lancaster Conference
ends adult education
for lack of students

Members of the Continuing Education
Commission of Lancaster Conference ex-

perienced mixed emotions as they met for

a final meeting recently. Started in 1975,

the commission was responsible for plan-

ning a variety of adult educational oppor-
tunities including weekly classes held each
spring and fall, weekend seminars, and
one-night forums.

In recent years, however, the program
has experienced a decreasing enrollment
caused by several factors. One is that a

multitude of educational opportunities
now exist both in and outside the confer-

ence. Another is that congregations are

doing more education within the context
of the individual congregation or district.

As a result of the lower enrollment, the
commission has been operating with a

financial deficit.

Over a period of months, commission
members looked at these facts and, after

discussion with others in the conference,

decided to discontinue the commission. At
the final meeting, commission members
recommended that the Board of Congre-
gational Resources, the commission's par-

ent board, appoint someone from the

board to initiate coordination of Lancaster
Conference educational endeavors. They
also asked the board to provide structures

for congregational leaders and congrega-

tions to deal with issues that are confront-

ing the church.

Members left the meeting with feelings

of satisfaction as they reviewed the
commission's accomplishments over the

past 14 years. But they also felt sadness as

they saw other tasks and projects that had
not been brought to completion.

—Nancy Witmer

Peace Committee
discusses types of
peace theology

Various strains of 20th-century Menno-
nite peace theology were surveyed by the

Peace Committee of Mennonite Central

Committee at its recent meeting in Elk-

hart, Ind. The committee met jointly with

the Ecumenical Peace Theology Working
Group, which was established by MCC
Peace Office in 1987.

Reasons for examining the types of

peace theology included their effects on
Mennonites' behavior in the public arena
and possible risk to the Mennonite peace
witness. Participants noted the increasing

variety of Mennonite peace theology
evolving in the past decades.

Committee members agreed that peace
is an essential part of Christian faith and
life. "We want people to know the central-

ity and cost" of Jesus' gospel of peace,

said committee chair Kathy Royer of

Elkhart. "We also want to build resources

for people to live with this."

Participants said Christians need a spir-

itual basis for lives yielded to God's Spirit,

in peacemaking as well as other areas.

Arnold Snyder, a committee member from

Waterloo, Ont., asked, "Do we have a

spirituality of nonviolence, or just an
ethic?" Theology can lead one to work for

peace and justice, he said, but it will not

help people love the enemy if they do not
have spiritual resources.

Seven committee and working group
members presented papers examining
types of Mennonite peace theology, rang-

ing from "historic nonresistance" to "lib-

eration pacifism." Strengths and
weaknesses of each variety of peace theol-

ogy were discussed and members as-

sessed the biblical foundations of each.

Participants found more continuity in the

various peace theologies than they had
expected.

The participants asked a Peace Office

staff person and one person each from the

working group and committee to begin
work on a short statement of specific con-

cerns arising from the meeting. Partici-

pants noted that no joint statement of the

Mennonite denominations on peace theol-

ogy has been issued since "A Declaration

of Christian Faith and Commitment" at

Winona Lake, Ind., in 1950.

Draft guidelines for the proposed state-

ment noted that it should provide "guid-

ance for our congregations and for the

work ofMCC . . . answering questions that

continue to be asked by Mennonites about
what our peace position means."

In other discussions, the committee af-

firmed Peace Office program priorities for

1990. These include interchurch dialogue

on peace issues, theological work within

the constituency, consultation with MCC
international ministries, and education on
global peace/justice issues.

The committee selected Helmut Harder
of Winnipeg, Man., to serve as its new
chairperson. The committee also thanked
Peace Office secretary Herman Bontrager
and associate secretary Barbara Willems
Hoover for their contribution and service.

Both will be leaving Peace Office in 1990.

For the '90s

We announced recently a special se-

ries of articles called "Issues for the

Mennonite Church in the '90s." We are

planning also a second series, "Texts for

the '90s," also to appear regularly

throughout the year. In this series, writ-

ers will be invited to interpret a text of

their choice. Now it may be that some
will find these articles also issue-ori-

ented. But then, is it not true that in

many places the Bible is also issue-

oriented? We commend both series to

you and hope that you will find here

perspective on our life together and
courage to face the years of our Lord
called the '90s.Gathered for the final meeting of Lancaster Conference's Continuing Education Commission

are Dorothy Harnish, Glen Roth, Bob Zook, and Harold Staurfer.
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Goshen's ex-president
witnesses changes
in East Germany

When Lawrence Burkholder, former
president of Goshen College, left on a

six-week trip to China, Vietnam, and East
Germany in October, he thought it would
be an interesting and challenging trip.

However, he did not realize it would be a

journey that would take him across the
spectrum of change and its consequences
in the communist world.

"There's a general strong protest
against communism as a system," he said.

"It does not work economically and it is

not respectful of human rights, human
freedom, and the relative autonomy of the

individual."

Burkholder was in East Germany on
Nov. 10, the day the Berlin Wall and East
Germany's borders with West Germany
were opened. With Gerhard Reimer, a

Goshen College professor of German now
on leave in West Germany, Burkholder
had gone to East Germany to visit sites

associated with composer Johann Sebas-
tian Bach.

"As we looked down the street, we saw
thousands of people with candles,"
Burkholder said. "It was a march, a silent

march. Even those who witnessed the
march became silent, in a kind of rever-

ence I wasn't prepared for. This was the

night before the Wall opened."
When Burkholder and Reimer ap-

proached the border the next day, they
were caught in a huge traffic jam. The
crowd waiting to cross into West Germany
was in good spirits, however, so that the

three-hour wait was pleasant. "There was
a spirit of quiet jubilation, but hardly
exuberance," he said. "There's a lack of
spontaneity about the East Germans—
they're people who have been beaten
down."

In conversations with faculty members
at Friedrich Schiller University in Jena,
East Germany, where Goshen College has
a Study-Service Term unit each summer,
Burkholder and Reimer found that some
East Germans are not rushing to embrace
capitalism. "They are very anxious to see
if they can make socialism work,"
Burkholder said. "What they want is dem-
ocratic socialism, modeled after Sweden."
In China, Burkholder talked with Chi-

nese officials, pro-democracy demonstra-
tors, and U.S. Embassy officials. "The
pro-democracy movement has now gone
underground, and, for many of the partic-
ipants, it is dead," Burkholder said. "They
have suffered, and they have suffered not
only defeat in a purpose which was frankly
not very well articulated by anyone, but
they also feel guilty for having partici-

pated in a movement that resulted in the
death of many people."

Burkholder participated in celebrations
of the 10th anniversary of the exchange
agreement between Goshen College and
the Sichuan Province Higher Education
Commission. "I think we made the right
decision to send our students to China
this past fall, and to have their students
come to Goshen," he said. "I cannot say
things are normal in China. However, we
consider this program a people-to-people
program. For us not to have sent our
students, and not to have the Chinese
come here, would seem as if we were

vi' "-te.

Toledo event raises money for children's home. The 16th annual Bazaar
and Quilt Auction for Sunshine Children's Home raised $101,000 for ongoing
programs at Sunshine—a Mennonite-sponsored facility in Maumee, Ohio, for
the developmentally disabled. Residents and their families benefit from the
support of the hundreds of volunteers who give hours making the quilts, wall
hangings, handmade crafts, wooden items, and homemade foods. The event,
which is organized by the Sunshine Auxiliary, is held each year at a mall in
nearby Toledo.

punishing the very people in China who
are finding life difficult already."

Burkholder's trip to Vietnam was ar-

ranged by Stan and Janet Reedy, Men-
nonite Central Committee country
representatives there. "Vietnam is a land
of tragedy, and it's tragic in terms of its

political organization," Burkholder said.

"The government is in the hands of the
generals who were great at war but simply
do not know how to run a country."

Winnipeg joins
in recycling efforts
supported by MCC
While one Mennonite Central Commit-

tee-supported recycling venture cele-

brated its first anniversary in Edmonton,
Alta., another began recently in Winnipeg,
Man.
During its first year of activity, Edmon-

ton Recycling Society collected over 5

million kilograms of recyclables from
60,000 homes. "Recycling's not a fad—it's

a universal movement," says director Cor-
nelius Guenter.

In Winnipeg, Resource Recovery Insti-

tute began curb-side pickup from 2,400

homes in September. It plans to expand to

28,000 additional homes next summer.
For Stuart Clark, formerly a member of

MCC's Employment Concerns Program in

Manitoba and now board chair of Re-
source Recovery Institute, the recycling

effort is a good first step in dealing with

environmental problems, "but it won't en-

sure the survival of the species. It doesn't

directly address the issue of consumption.
It only addresses the issue of waste. But
it's pretty hollow to say then that we won't

do it. It's a starting point."

In his role with the Employment Con-
cerns Program, Clark helped to get the

Winnipeg effort off the ground by provid-

ing staff time and seed money through the

program. For him, church involvement in

recycling is important because "there are

real important biblical themes related to

the issue, such as stewardship and life-

style."

Church support for recycling was instru-

mental in helping sway Winnipeg City

Council to support the fledgling recycling

effort, he says. Resource Recovery Insti-

tute is also supported by Catholics and
Lutherans, who have representatives on
the board.

Interest in recycling is also growing in

rural Manitoba, where Clark is conducting
a study to examine how the southern Man-
itoba communities of Carman, Winkler,

Altona, Morden, Morris, and Emerson can
begin a recycling venture. "The constitu-

ency for recycling is very strong in Mani-
toba," he says. "This is where the political

action is. Politicians cannot now say 'no' to

recycling any more."
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Mennoscope

U.S. religious leaders have called for an
immediate cessation of hostilities toward
the church in El Salvador and the release of

church leaders held in detention. In a statement

signed by the top officials of eight religious

bodies, including John Lapp of Mennonite Cen-

tral Committee, the right-wing government of El

Salvador was strongly criticized for its "deliber-

ate and calculated campaign to intimidate and
harass the churches." The statement also con-

tended that "the action of the U.S. government
has not been sufficient to bring about any
significant change in the behavior of the

Salvadoran government." The other signers of

the statement were the heads of the National

Council of Churches, Episcopal Church, Pres-

byterian Church (USA), Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America, Christian Church (Disciples

of Christ), American Baptist Churches, and
Church of the Brethren.

The Hesston College Board of Overseers
talked about two buildings to replace Hess
Hall during its recent meeting on campus. The
board heard a positive progress report on fund-

ing for an academic building. The removal of

Hess Hall also precipitated discussion about the

need for a campus activities center. "Eighty

percent of our students live on campus and
travel an average of 800 miles to attend
Hesston," said Dean of Students Jerry Weaver.
"We must give high priority to providing on-

campus settings that can be used for a variety

of social activities." Yost Center, which is ex-

tremely busy, will become the only gathering

point on campus once Hess Hall is torn down.
The board approved the expansion of the

fundraising campaign to include the construc-

tion of a modest campus activities center.

Lancaster (Pa.) Mennonite High School
kicked off a $3.4 million fund drive for an
auditorium and fine arts center recently.

That includes construction costs and an endow-
ment to maintain the facility. The building will

have a 1,500-seat auditorium, art/music rooms,
and a full-scale stage for music and drama
productions. The school hopes to raise three-

fourths of the funds by the time construction

gets under way next July. Already $1.2 million

has been raised—nearly half of it from school

board members, faculty, and staff. The $3.4

million project is part of the broader $20 million

Jubilee Campaign that was begun in 1986.

LMHS, with over 700 students, is the largest

Mennonite high school in North America.

Mennonites have contributed over $28,000
to Amity Press in China for the production
and distribution of Bibles and hymnbooks. This
was a response to an emergency need that was
communicated last spring to Christians in North
America. The Mennonite funds came from indi-

Pontius' Puddle

Chinese leaders plan for the '90s. Leaders of the six Chinese congrega-

tions in Lancaster Conference met recently at Diamond Street Community
Center in Philadelphia to review the work of their congregations and to plan

for future growth. The group appointed a six-member strategy team to pre-

pare a five- to 10-year plan for consolidation and growth.

Freeman Miller (left), home ministries director for Eastern Mennonite
Board of Missions, sought counsel for charting direction in two main areas:

building up the current congregations and starting new ones. The group af-

firmed the need to strengthen the present congregations and to cluster new
congregations around these. It was noted that three or more congregations in

one area—as in Philadelphia—provide a base from which to develop re-

sources and leaders. The Chinese leaders also asked Ira and Evelyn Kurtz,

former missionaries to Hong Kong, to help develop literature and to serve as

a resource to the pastors.

The six Chinese congregations are located one each in Boston, Harrisburg,

and Lancaster, and three in Philadelphia. Winston Chou (right) chairs the

Chinese leaders group. Pictured between him and Miller are Naomi Miller

and Leona and Lemuel So.

vidua! s, congregations, and agencies. They were
sent to Amity Press via China Educational
Exchange, an inter-Mennonite program based in

Winnipeg, Man.

Tel Hai Retirement Community dedicated
its new chapel-auditorium recently in Honey
Brook, Pa. It joins a $17 million complex that

includes a nursing center, a personal-care build-

ing, apartments, and 90 cottages. Tel Hai,

founded in 1950, is under the umbrella of Atlan-
tic Coast Conference. It currently has over 400
residents and 220 employees. Le Roy
Petersheim is the administrator, and Harold
Stoltzfus is the chaplain as well as pastor of a

nondenominational congregation that uses the
new building.

Psychologist-author Elizabeth Moberly ad-
dressed a "Seminar on Homosexuality" re-

cently in Elizabethtown, Pa. Avoiding a
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confrontational approach, she nevertheless
clearly shared her belief that homosexuals can

be counseled effectively toward change in both

lifestyle and orientation. She said that homosex-
uality is primarily a developmental deficiency

involving the parent of the same sex. She urged

her audience—more than 40 pastors, health-care

professionals, and others—to be compassionate
and respectful in dealing with homosexual peo-

ple. The seminar was sponsored by Day Seven
Ministries, a local Mennonite-related ministry

promoting "freedom from the bondage of sexual

addictions."

Two women told how their lives have been
changed by weekday groups at local Menno-
nite churches. Their stories came during the

annual assembly of Lancaster (Pa.) Women and
Preschool Groups, which was held recently at

Ridgeview Mennonite Church. Over 50 Menno-
nite congregations—and 20 others—in the area

now have weekday groups for neighborhood
women and their children that go by various

names, such as Time Out, MOMS, SMILE,
Mothers & Others, and LIFT. About 100 women
from 37 congregations attended the assembly,

which included six workshops, reports from
various weekday groups, and an address by Jean
Shenk, who was instrumental in organizing the

groups.

The three Mennonite churches in Birming-
ham, Ala., continue to experience steady
growth. Two of them were begun in 1986 as

part of an interdenominational effort, called

Grace Ministries, to plant churches throughout

the city. The already existing Mennonite congre-
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Church dedicated. Landstown Com-
munity Church of Virginia Beach, Va.,

was formally dedicated on Nov. 19.

Phil Miller, overseer of the Norfolk
District of Virginia Conference,

preached the dedicatory sermon,
which was followed by the laying of

the cornerstone. Pictured are building

committee members Paul Beiler (left)

and David Zook. Greetings were
given by representatives of four other
groups who use the facility at various

times during the week: Messianic

gation was revitalized by the effort. The three
congregations are Covenant Community Church
led by Fred and Debra Bell, Grace Community
Church led by Dean and Eunice Martin and
Luke and Sylvia Weaver, and Southside Men-
nonite Fellowship led by Larry and Karen Mitch-
ell. They have a combined attendance of about
140.

The Mennonite congregation for Chinese
immigrants in Boston marked its fourth
anniversary recently. Over 100 people at-

tended. Pastor Kenson Ho encouraged the con-
gregation to move from its current membership
of 69 people to 100 by the end of its fifth year.

Called Chinese Church of Saving Grace, the

group meets on Sunday afternoons in a rented
building. The congregation would like to con-
struct its own building, but real estate costs in

Boston's Chinatown are extremely high.

Some 77 percent of Bethany Christian High
School's 1989 graduates are enrolled in

college this year. Another 19 percent of the 57
graduates are employed and 4 percent are in

voluntary service assignments through the Men-
nonite Church. John Zook, guidance counselor
at the Goshen, Ind., school, also found that 67
percent of the students enrolled in college are
at a Mennonite school. Another 18 percent are

at other church-related schools and 16 percent
are at public colleges and universities. The
Mennonite college with the most Bethany stu-

dents is Hesston.

"Making neighbors out of strangers—that
is the heart of where the church must be,"
Peggy Owen Clark told pastors and church
leaders gathered recently at Oaklawn in Elkhart,
Ind., for the first of the Mennonite mental health
center's 1989-90 Colloquium series. "We are so
used to being a fellowship of friends that we
have not developed the hospitality or inclusive-

ness of church life," said Clark, who is president
of the Southern California Ecumenical Council
and regional minister in the Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ). The church of the future
must be characterized by poverty and diversity,

she said.

Philhaven has received full accreditation
for its psychology internship program from
the American Psychological Association. The

Out of print special,

while they last!

Not by Might, a Gospel
Herald 75th anniversary book,
was published by Herald Press
in 1983 at $9.95. The book is

no longer available from
Herald Press, but the Gospel
Herald has the remaining
copies. You can order the book
from the Herald for $5.50 a

copy, postpaid. Send your
order (with payment, please) to:

Not by Might
c/o Dotty Anderson
616 Walnut Ave.

SCOTTDALE PA 15683

15-year-old program offers a year of clinical

training to doctoral students in psychology.
Rowland Shank, executive director of the Men-
nonite psychiatric hospital in Mt. Gretna, Pa.,

said securing the accreditation is another step
in Philhaven's efforts to provide excellence in

the treatment of mental health disorders.

Most victims of violent crimes are open to
meeting the offender, according to a study by
the Victim-Offender Reconciliation Program
supported by Mennonite Central Committee of
British Columbia. "To our astonishment, only
five of the 28 victims interviewed indicated they
were opposed to the idea," said VORP
codirector Dave Gustafson. "Many of these vic-

tims felt that a face-to-face meeting with the
offender would be an essential element in their

healing process." The study was conducted to
see if victim-offender reconciliation would be a

possibility in cases of violent crime.

A Mennonite Central Committee staff per-
son has received an award from the Canadian
Association of Occupational Therapists. He is

Henry Enns, director of disabled persons' con-
cerns. He was cited for his years of volunteer
activity on behalf of disabled people around the
world. Last year he was one of 25 people to
receive a Canadian Citation for Citizenship
Award.

Proposals are now being accepted for the
12th annual Henry Smith Peace Lecture-
ship. It provides an opportunity for professors
at Mennonite colleges to increase their peace-
teaching resources. The lectureship can include
not only lectures but also drama, stories, and
works of art. The lecturer gets a $2,000 stipend
and $500 for expenses. Proposals should be
submitted by Feb. 15 to John Eby at Goshen
College, Goshen, IN 46526.

New appointments:
•Herman Bontrager, president, Goodville

Mutual Casualty Company, New Holland, Pa.,

starting in January. He succeeds Frank Shirk,
who is retiring after nearly 30 years with the
company, including eight as president.
Bontrager is currently director of the Peace
Office at Mennonite Central Committee. Earlier
he was responsible for MCC programs in Latin
America. Goodville is a church-related ministry
of the Mennonite Church.

• Doreen and Hugo Neufeld, mission minis-
ters, Eastern Canada Conference, starting next
July. They succeed Hubert Schwartzentruber,
who took a pastorate in Pennsylvania last sum-
mer. For 18 years they were directors/pastors of
Welcome Inn Church and Community Center in

Hamilton, Ont. They are currently spending a
sabbatical year completing studies at Associ-
ated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries.

•Daniel Heinrichs, medical director, Prairie
View, Newton, Kans., starting in January. He
succeeds George Dyck, who is taking a one-year
sabbatical leave and then returning in another
capacity. Heinrichs, a psychiatrist, served pre-
viously in private practice and at Kings View in

Reedley, Calif. Prairie View and Kings View are
both Mennonite mental health centers.

Pastoral transitions:
• Wayne Nitzshe was ordained as pastor of

Wooster (Ohio) Mennonite Church on Oct. 15.

He has been the pastor since 1987.

•Jan Steckley became associate pastor of
Breslau (Ont.) Mennonite Church on Nov. 1.

Coming events:
•Academic Tour of the Soviet Union, June

1-29, sponsored by Eastern Mennonite and
Bluffton colleges. It will focus on the country's

Jews, Alcoholics Anonymous, and two
different groups of immigrants from
the Philippines.

The church was begun in 1980 as

an outreach of Mt. Pleasant Menno-
nite Church in nearby Chesapeake.
Harold and Twila Buckwalter were
leaders of the church-planting team
and the group chose the name
"Upper Room Chapel." After renting

at several locations, they felt the

need for permanent facilities. Follow-

ing a prayer meeting, a local real es-

tate developer donated a plot of land

at the entrance to the Landstown
Lakes subdivision.

A groundbreaking ceremony was
held in December 1985, and the first

service was held in the completed fel-

lowship hall and classrooms of the

new facility in April 1987. The
congregation's name was changed to

"Landstown Community Church." As
funds became available the interior of

the sanctuary was completed. Noah
Stoltzfus is now the pastor of the con-

gregation, which has a membership of

57 and average attendance around 130.

ethnic groups, religions, politics, and land. The
itinerary includes Moscow and Leningrad as well

as the republics of Georgia, Lithuania, Latvia,

and Estonia. College credit is available. More
information from Ray Gingerich at EMC,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801; phone 703-433-2771.

•Parent-Child 12th Birthday Retreats, first

weekend of each month through April, at Laurel-

ville (Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. The pur-

pose is to celebrate 12th birthdays by having

parents and children spend quality recreational,
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spiritual, and relational time together. More
information from Laurelville at R. 5, Box 145,

Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666; phone 412-423-2056.
• CPS Reunion, July 13-15, at Bethel College,

North Newton, Kans. This is the first such event
for conscientious objectors who served in Camp
Camino No. 31 of Civilian Public Service during
World War II. More information from Ray Frey
at R. 2, Box 63, Hillsboro, KS 67063.

• CPS Reunion, Feb. 5, at Bay Shore Menno-
nite Church, Sarasota, Fla. This annual event is

for all people in the Sarasota area who were
World War II conscientious objectors and were
in Civilian Public Service. More information
from Ralph Schlabach at 932 Cronley PL, Sara-

sota, FL 34237.

Church-related job openings:
• Assistant hosts/hostesses, International

Guest House, Washington, D.C., starting in the
spring. Needed are two people to work on a
voluntary service basis, with one starting in

March and the other in May. Duties include
housekeeping, office work, and relating to
guests. Cross-cultural experience is desirable.

Contact Annabelle Kratz at 13495 Brighton Dam
Rd., Clarksville, MD 21029; phone 301-596-9057.

London bridge. Charmaine Detrow
helps Justyn Sider in sampling

scones, trifle, welsh rabbit, and other

culinary delights associated with an

English "high tea." The primary Sun-

day school department of Community
Mennonite Church, Harrisonburg,

Va., invited the congregation to this

British social event recently to climax

a quarter-long study of Mennonite
mission activities in London, En-
gland. Primary superintendent Linda
Gnagey noted that the classes from
preschool through sixth grade used
materials from a Mennonite Board of

Missions children's offering project as

well as a "Family Mission Thanks-
giving" packet in their study. They
made all the food served at the tea

and sang a "grace song" written by
Peter Olsen, MBM worker in London.
The children raised $112 from their

own offerings and from a collection at

the meal to send to MBM.
—Jim Bishop

•Accountant, Indian Creek Foundation,
Harleysville, Pa. Requirements include a B.A.

degree in accounting, five years of experience,

and literacy in computers. Send resume to

Joseph Landis at the foundation, Box 225,

Harleysville, PA 19438.

•Assistant food service manager, Laurelville

(Pa.) Mennonite Church Center. Cooking, organ-

izational, and management skills preferred. Con-
tact Robert Brenneman at Laurelville, R. 5, Box
145, Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666; phone 412-423-

2056.

• Waitress, Laurelville (Pa.) Mennonite
Church Center, starting in January. Contact
Robert Brenneman at Laurelville, R. 5, Box 145,

Mt. Pleasant, PA 15666; phone 412-423-2056.

New members
Belmont, Elkhart, Ind.: Tonya Hunsberger,

Michelle Kauffman, Johncey Mathew, Shanti

Nand, and Marisa Schipani.

Beaverdam, Corry, Pa.: Ross and Rachael
Springer and Curtis and Chad Jantzi.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Bachman, Jay and Shirley (Helmuth),
Roanoke, 111., second child, first daughter, Mary
Kathryn, Oct. 27.

Brenneman, Charles and Norma (Smoker),

Newport News, Va., third child, first son, Mat-
thew Benjamin, Nov. 18.

Bontrager-Lehman, Carson and Dawn,
Goshen, Ind., second child, first son, Cameron,
Nov. 24.

Burkholder, Galen and Marie (Landis),

Landisville, Pa., third child, second daughter,

Gina Marie, Nov. 20.

Eigsti, Michael and Janice (Long), Goshen,
Ind., second son, David Jay, Nov. 26.

Gehman, Dale and Kendra (Miller), fourth

child, second daughter, Kari Karlene, Oct. 10

(one child deceased).

Hunsberger, Len and Joyce (Reinford), Per-

kiomenville, Pa., second child, Micah Andrew,
Nov. 8.

Jantzi, Adrian and Emily (King), Cairo,

Nebr., first child, Adam Luke, Aug. 16.

King, Kevin and Karen (Stoltzfus), Malvern,
Jamaica, first child, Justin Ryan, Oct. 30.

Miller, Gary and Victoria (Stoltzfus), Woos-
ter, Ohio, second child, first son, Scott Douglas,
Nov. 28.

Patterson, John and Pam (Myers), Harper,

Kans., first child, Joshua James, Nov. 13.

Root, Douglas and Barbara (Weber), Erie,

Pa., second son, Daniel Weber, Nov. 15.

Roth, Tom and Crystal (Goertzen), Wood
River, Nebr., second child, first daughter, Sarah
Sue, Nov. 16.

Short, Tim and Jane (Graber), Goshen, Ind.,

second daughter, Margaret Jane, born Nov. 8;

received for adoption Nov. 12.

Showalter, Linden and Ruth (Sollenberger),

Waynesboro, Pa., second child, first son, Austin
Roy, July 8.

Slabaugh, Lon and Jane (Martin), Hartville,

Ohio, third child, second daughter, Lori Alison,

Nov. 15.

Stoltzfus, Chester and Christina (Miller),

Midland, Va., fourth daughter, Gwen Marcella,

Oct. 29.

Sweigart, Dirk and Angela (Grimes), Beau-
mont, Tex., first child, Eric Andrew, Nov. 19.

Yoder, Lamar and Barbara (Borkholder),

Nappanee, Ind., second child, first daughter,

Kayla Renee, Nov. 22.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six
ynonths after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving
"Gospel Herald" if the address is supplied.

Blosser-Tyson. Marcellus Blosser, Elkhart,
Ind., Centra] cong., Archbold, Ohio, and Becky
Tyson, Elkhart, Ind., Belmont cong., by Willard
Swartley, Nov. 25.

Cummings-Klingelsmith. Anthony Cum-
mings, Philadelphia, Pa., and Sharon Klingel-

smith, Philadelphia, Pa., Germantown cong., by
Michael King, Oct. 21.

Groff-Steffy. Gregory Groff, Brownstown,
Pa., Ridgeview cong., and Darla Steffy, by Bob
Petersheim, Nov. 18.

Harris-Stoll. Darryl L. Harris, Washington,
Ind., First Christian Church, and Pamela Stoll,

Odon, Ind., Providence cong., by Oliver Yutzy,
Nov. 25.

Kreider-Good. David Lehman Kreider,
Harrisonburg, Va., Zion cong., and Marcia Anne
Good, Fulks Run, Va., Mathias cong., by Harvey
Yoder and Harley Good, father of the bride, Aug.
19.

Yoder-Ramsett. Doug Yoder, Harrisonburg,
Va., Maple Grove cong., and Renee Ramsett,

, N.Dak., Buhler cong., by Waldo Miller

and Alan Kauffman, Oct. 21.

Obituaries

Benner, Elma Denlinger, daughter of John
L. and Mary (Kreider) Denlinger, was born in

Lampeter Twp., Pa.; died at Landis Homes,
Lititz, Pa., Oct. 29, 1989; aged 76. She was
married to Robert W. Benner, who survives.

Also surviving are one son (W. Henry), one

daughter (M. Elaine Martin), 2 grandchildren,

one brother (John K. Denlinger), and 4 sisters

(Bertha Hershey, Mary D. Hershey, Martha
Stoner, and Kathryn Eby). She was a member
of Metzler's Mennonite Church, where memorial
services were held on Nov. 2, in charge of Amos
Sauder, Richard Buch, and Roy Martin; inter-

ment in Groffdale Church Cemetery.
Brackbill, Ruth Haldeman, daughter of

Cornelius and Fanny (Shirk) Haldeman, was
born in Berryville, Va., Mar. 18, 1895; died at

Sarasota, Fla., Nov. 16, 1989; aged 94. On Nov.

30, 1916, she was married to Milton Brackbill,

who survives. Also surviving are 5 daughters

(Emily Shenk, Grace Hostetter, Miriam Nissley,

Peggy Shenk, and Anita Purugganon). She was
a member of Bahia Vista Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Nov. 18, in

charge of Don Augsburger. Another service was
held at Frazer (Pa.) Mennonite Church on Nov.

20, in charge of Jason Kuniholm; interment in

Frazer Cemetery.
Brenneman, Rowena Leedy, was born at

Elida, Ohio, July 24, 1906; died at Goshen (Ind.)

General Hospital, Oct. 5, 1989; aged 83. On May
3, 1928, she was married to Timothy Brenneman,
who died on June 9, 1977. Surviving are one son
(Donald), one daughter (Patricia Santiago), 4

grandchildren, 4 great-grandchildren, one half

brother (Fred Stalter), and 3 half sisters (Anna
Mary Stalter, Virginia Stalter, and Miriam
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Charles). She and her husband spent many years

as missionaries in Argentina. She was a member
of North Goshen Mennonite Church, where fu-

neral services were held on Oct. 7, in charge of

Harvey Chupp; interment in Salem Mennonite
Cemetery, Elida, Ohio.

Detwiler, Nathaniel L., son of Tyson and
Sallie (Landis) Detweiler, was born in Franconia
Twp., Pa., Apr. 4, 1897; died at Souderton (Pa.)

Mennonite Homes, Nov. 19, 1989; aged 92. On
June 8, 1919, he was married to Katie C. Nice,

who died in August 1988. Surviving are one son
(Walton N.), one daughter (Marie N. Reinford),

15 grandchildren, 31 great-grandchildren, one
great-great-granddaughter, and one brother
(Henry L. Detweiler). He was a member of
Franconia Mennonite Church. Funeral services

were held in Souderton Mennonite Homes
Chapel on Nov. 22, in charge of Curtis Godshall,

Floyd Hackman, and Curtis Bergey; interment
in Franconia Mennonite Cemetery.
Eby, Miriam Benner, daughter of Joseph T.

and Anna (Buckwa'ter) Benner, was born at

White Horse, Pa., Nov. 16, 1919; died of a heart

attack on Nov. 9, 1989; aged 69. On Jan. 11, 1941,

she was married to Paul H. Eby, who survives.

Also surviving are 3 sons (H. Laverne, M. Rich-

ard, and Gordon R.), 2 daughters (Sarah Jane
and J. Lorraine), 13 grandchildren, one sister

(Rosene Nolt), and 2 brothers (Wilmer and Roy
Benner). She was a member of Old Road Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held
on Nov. 14, in charge of Mark Leaman, Richard
Buckwalter, and Hershey Hostetter; interment
in the church cemetery.

Egli, William E., son of John, Sr., and Anna
(Riggenbach) Egli, was born at Springfield, 111.,

Apr. 30, 1893; died at Good Samaritan Center,
Manson, Iowa, Nov. 3, 1989; aged 96. On Mar.
11, 1915, he was married to Anna Nitzsche, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 sons (Lloyd and
Leonard), 5 daughters (Irene Mays, Darlene
Frahm, Betty Smothers, Norma Carver, and
Donna Struzenberg), 25 grandchildren, 23 great-

grandchildren, one great-great-granddaughter,

and 2 sisters (Lydia Martin and Mabel Nafziger).

He was a member of Manson Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Nov. 6, in charge of Curt Kuhns; interment in

Rose Hill Cemetery.
Eicher, Martha Gerig, daughter of Simon C.

and Mary (Erb) Gerig. was born at Albany,
Oreg., Sept. 27, 1908; died at Albany, Oreg., Nov.
12, 1989; aged 81. On Oct. 30, 1940, she was
married to Samuel E. Eicher, who died on Mar.
15, 1972. Surviving are 2 sons (C. Samuel and
Duane), 9 grandchildren, 2 great-grandchildren,

and one sister (Annie Yoder). One daughter
(Shirley) preceded her in death. She was a
member of Bethany Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Nov. 14, in charge
of John Willems and Louis Lehman; interment
in Fairview Mennonite Cemetery.
Fink, Maude, was born in Harrison Twp.,

Ind., May 31, 1900; died at Elkhart (Ind.) General
Hospital, Nov. 6, 1989; aged 89. On May 6, 1922,

she was married to Irvin E. Fink, who died on
Aug. 13, 1977. Surviving are 6 daughters (Miriam
Klopfenstein, Marjorie Freed, Doris Fink, Bea-
trice Yoder, Sherrill Yoder, and Wanda Nicho-
las), 2 sons (Glen and Wayne), 23 grandchildren,

and 38 great-grandchildren. One son (Lowell)

preceded her in death. She was a member of
Olive Mennonite Church, where funeral services

were held on Nov. 9, in charge of Dale Shenk
and Glenn Fink; interment in Olive West Cem-
etery.

Haynam, Wayne Elbert, son of Raymond
and Luella Haynam, was born in New Franklin,

Ohio, June 30, 1913; died of a ruptured aorta at

Alliance, Ohio, Nov. 28, 1989; aged 76. In June
1940, he was married to Violet A. Zimmerman,
who survives. Also surviving are 3 sons (Clark,

Craig, and Carl), 9 grandchildren, and 2 sisters

(Gladys Spinseller and Lillian Rhoads). He was
a member of Beech Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Dec. 1, in charge
of Paul D. Brunner; interment in Beech Church
Cemetery.
Heatwole, Edna Harlin, daughter of Walter

and Nora (Harlin) Heatwole, was born at Day-
ton, Va., Jan. 8, 1907; died at Harrisonburg, Va.,

Nov. 8, 1989; aged 82. Surviving are 3 sisters

(Vada P. Heatwole, Pauline Blosser, and Naomi
Campbell). She was a member of Weavers Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held
on Nov. 10, in charge of Glendon Blosser and
Herman Ropp; interment in Weavers Church
Cemetery.
Hiatt, Elmo, daughter of Ezra and Cleo

Hiatt, was born in Kendallville, Ind., May 13,

1908; died at South Bend, Ind., Nov. 27, 1989;

aged 81. She was a member of Belmont Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held
on Nov. 29, in charge of Duane Beck, Terry
Shue, and Simon Gingerich; interment in Prairie

Street Cemetery.
Jantzi, Andrew, son of John and Fanny

(Troyer) Jantzi, was born at Fairview, Mich.,
Jan. 10, 1912; died of congestive heart failure at

Sarasota (Fla.) Memorial Hospital, Aug. 12,

1989; aged 77. On May 30, 1937, he was married
to Verda Rozella Mast, who survives. Also sur-

viving are one son (Clayton), 3 daughters (Edith
J. Rice, Carol Joy Jantzi, and Paula Jan Jantzi),

one grandson, 4 sisters (Anna Bontrager, Edna
Mast, Fanny Swartz, and Matilda Kipfer), and
6 brothers (William, Jerry, Albert, Alvin, John,
and Elmer). He was preceded in death by 2

sisters (Katie Swartz and Minnie Jantzi) and one
brother (David). In 1943 he was ordained to the
ministry in the Conservative Mennonite Confer-
ence, and in 1955 he was ordained as a bishop.

He served pastorates at Flint, Mich., and at

Sarasota, Fla. He was associate pastor of Sara-
sota Mennonite Church at the time of his death.
He was widely used in evangelistic work. Funeral
services were held at Bahia Vista Mennonite
Church on Aug. 20, in charge of Daniel Yutzy,
Walter Shank, David R. Miller, Walter Beachy,
and Levi Sommers; interment in Sunnyside
Mennonite Cemetery.
King, Ella, daughter of David S. and Barbara

(Kauffman) King, was born at Larned, Kans.,
Feb. 22, 1902; died at Harrisonville, Mo., Nov.
8, 1989; aged 87. Surviving are 3 sisters (Mary
King, Ruth Rushly, and May Rushly). She was
a member of Sycamore Grove Mennonite
Church. Funeral services were held at Dickey
Funeral Home on Nov. 10, in charge of Dennis
Ernest; interment in Clearfork Cemetery.
Kreider, Elma B., daughter of William and

Caroline (Amstutz) Bixler, was born in Wayne
Co., Ohio, Dec. 18, 1903; died at Barberton
Citizens' Hospital, Oct. 31, 1989; aged 85. On
Aug. 18, 1963, she was married to Earl Kreider,

who died in 1986. She was preceded in death by
2 brothers (Calvin and Dale). Memorial services

were held at Bethel Mennonite Church,
Wadsworth, Ohio, on Nov. 3, in charge of Ed
Yoder; interment in Kidron Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Springer, Raymond W., son of Peter and
Emma (Esch) Springer, was born at Metamora,
111., Feb. 22, 1908; died at Peoria, 111., Nov. 1,

1989; aged 81. On Nov. 16, 1938, he was married
to Ruby E. Bachman, who died on Oct. 13, 1964.

Surviving are 2 daughters (Marjorie Rademaker
and Marlene Weaver), 2 sons (Ronald and Rob-
ert), 8 grandchildren, one great-grandchild, and
one sister. He was a member of Metamora
Mennonite Church, where funeral services were
held on Nov. 4, in charge of Roger Hochstetler;

interment in Hickory Point Cemetery.
Stehman, Mary H. Kendig, daughter of

George K. and Susan (Harnish) Kendig, was

born in Lancaster, Pa., on Sept. 29, 1905; died
at Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 16, 1989; aged 83. On
Nov. 14, 1928, she was married to Tobias C.
Stehman, who survives. Also surviving are 3
daughters (Florence K. Harnish, Miriam I.

Kauffman, and Dorothy L. Landis), 10 grandchil-
dren, and 16 great-grandchildren. She was a
member of New Danville Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Sept. 19, in

charge of Jay C. Garber and Elias H. Groff;
interment in the church cemetery.
Stutzman, Frank, son of Peter and Mary

Stutzman, was born in Seward, Nebr., Sept. 24,

1914; died of cancer at his home at Union City
Pa., Oct. 26, 1989; aged 75. On Oct. 3, 1937, he
was married to Geraldine Kuhns, who survives.

Also surviving are 2 daughters (Donna Rose and
Rose Kent), 2 sons (Kenneth and Dennis), 14
grandchildren, 7 great-grandchilden, 3 sisters

(Gladys Heliker, Dorothy Troyer, and Frieda
Earhart), and 3 brothers (Clifford, Leonard, and
Walter). He was a member of Beaverdam Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held
on Oct. 30, in charge of Herman F. Myers;
interment in Beaverdam Cemetery.
Wade, Ada Christine Jennings, daughter of

William and Anne (Good) Jennings, was born in

Knoxville, Tenn., Feb. 10, 1901; died at
Glencroft Care Center, Glendale, Ariz., on Oct.

30, 1989; aged 88. On Feb. 1, 1923, she was
married to Loren Wade, who died on Jan. 21,

1987. Surviving are 4 sons (Cecil, Edwin, Lester,

and Wayne), 14 grandchildren, 15 great-grand-
children, 4 brothers (Ethan, Joseph, William,

and John), and 4 sisters (Stella, Anna Brunk,
Salina Swope, and Clara Raber). She was a
member of Science Ridge Mennonite Church,
where funeral services were held on Nov. 3, in

charge of Roy Kaufman and Edwin Stalter;

interment in Science Ridge Cemetery. A memo-
rial service was held at Glencroft Retirement
Community on Nov. 10, in charge of David K.
Kochsmeier.

Yoder, Melvin A., son of Levi and Mary
Ellen (Horner) Yoder, was born in McPherson,
Kans., May 1, 1910; died at Midland, Mich., Nov.

9, 1989; aged 79. On Dec. 22, 1933, he was
married to Luella Short, who survives. Also
surviving are 3 sons (Milton, Elvin, and Merlin),

4 daughters (Esta Hostetler, Leanna Keim, Lo-
retta Toner, and Ethel Yoder), 9 grandchildren,

6 stepgrandchildren, and 8 stepgrandchildren.
He was a member of Midland Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Nov. 13, in charge ofEdward Robbins; interment
in Midland Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Eastern Mennonite Seminary interterm, Harrisonburg, Va., Jan.

2-26

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries interterm, Elkhart,

Ind., Jan. 8-26

Mennonite Board of Education annual meeting, Sarasota, Fla.,

Jan. 11-13

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary school for leadership

training (ministers week), Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 15-18

Mennonite Central Committee annual meeting, Winkler, Man.,
Jan. 26-27

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries pastors week,
Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 29-Feb. 2

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting, Nashville, Tenn.,

Feb. 23-28

Conference on Menno Simons, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 23-24

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man., July
24-29
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Militant Jewish group seeks
to rebuild temple in Jerusalem
The ancient Jewish temple in Jerusalem

was destroyed by the Romans in A.D. 70;

an earlier temple, built by King Solomon,
was destroyed by the Babylonians in 587

B.C. Now, a group of militant Israelis, the

Temple Mount Faithful movement, intend

to lay a three-ton cornerstone in hopes of

eventually rebuilding the temple. Their
first attempt was thwarted by 100 rioting

Arabs who protested.

The effort is provocative—even some
Jews disapprove—since the 35-acre site

where the temples stood includes the spot

where Muslim prophet Muhammad is be-

lieved to have ascended into heaven. The
Dome of the Rock and Al Aksa mosques
are the holiest Islamic places of worship

after Mecca and Medina in Saudi Arabia.

"This rebuilding is the answer to the

intifada (Palestinian uprising) and the an-

swer to those who are trying to destroy us,"

Temple movement chairman Gershon
Salomon said. The recent riot took place

as thousands of Jews flocked to the West-
ern Wall to attend the annual rite of the

blessing by the priests.

How to grow a church:
The case of Whitefish Bay, Wis.
When corporations and politicians want

to find an audience for what they have to

offer, they often turn to marketing consul-

tants. Of late, so have some churches, and
the results can be equally successful. The
United Methodist Church of Whitefish,

Wis., is an example. Five years ago the

congregation found that it had experienced

a 45 percent membership decline from a

peak of 2,000 in 1970. This was not un-
typical for the United Methodist denomi-
nation, which lost 537,500 members
between 1980 and 1988. The loss in the

North Central Jurisdiction, which includes

Wisconsin, was 256,000, or 12 percent.

The Whitefish Bay church sought the

help of a Monrovia, Calif., organization

called Church Growth. Charles Arn, a

spokesman for the organization, described
the program undertaken by the Wisconsin
congregation as the "top of the line," with

a price tag of about $13,000. Today, mem-
bership at Whitefish Bay has settled at

about 1,400, in an area where the popula-
tion has continued to decline. Sunday
school attendance has jumped from 300 to

700 and average worship attendance from
400 to 560.

Pastor Richard Jones considers the 90

small groups formed by church members
as one key to the growth. There are tradi-

tional Bible study groups as well as those

offering things like aerobics for women.
Church dinners are at least weekly events,

with Wednesday night meals usually at-

tracting between 150 and 200 people.

These include families who stay on for

choir practice or other activities.

Rescue mission won't accept
referrals of mental patients

The director of the Nashville Union Res-
cue Mission says he will no longer accept

referrals of mental patients with a history

of violence or criminal behavior. Carl

Resener, an independent Baptist minister,

said the practice of deinstitutionalizing

patients from state mental hospitals has
led to a rash of recent violent incidents

involving homeless people at the mission.

Following a meeting with Tennessee men-
tal health commissioner Eric Taylor,

Resener charged that the state agency is

"more interested in saving tax dollars than

saving the dignity of the mentally ill and
public safety."

SWAPO to receive largest World
Council grant, despite allegations
World Council of Churches officials say

they are "deeply saddened" by allegations

of atrocities committed by the SWAPO
liberation organization in Namibia but,

nonetheless, will award SWAPO the larg-

est WCC grant it has ever received. WCC
general secretary Emilio Castro acknowl-

edged what he called "serious allegations

about torture and other forms of brutal

treatment in the hands of SWAPO offi-

cials." But, referring to a pledge by WCC
"to maintain a critical solidarity with the

people of Namibia and SWAPO," Castro

said SWAPO is being awarded a grant of

$165,000—the largest annual grant it has

ever received from WCC.

Interfaith conference assesses
Soviet religious freedoms
U.S. experts on the state of religious

freedom in the Soviet Union say that while

there is much to cheer about now, repres-

sion still abounds and that no Soviet be-

lievers can relax until the halting steps

toward liberalization are enshrined in So-

viet law. "Now is the time for Westerners
to keep up their pressure on the Soviet

government" to codify the new Soviet re-

laxation toward religion, said George
Weigel, president of the Ethics and Public

Policy Center in Washington.
At a recent one-day conference in Wash-

ington, a wide range of Soviet specialists

shared their insights and concerns about
the fluid nature of the Soviet religious

scene.

Bohdan Bociurkiw, political science pro-

fessor at Carleton College in Canada, said

the reforms initiated by Soviet President

Mikhail Gorbachev "have created favor-

able conditions" for legalization of the

long-banned Ukrainian Catholic Church.

The remarks by the professor, a Ukrainian

emigre, came less than two weeks after

Ukrainian Catholics held a huge outdoor
Mass in Lvov to demand that the govern-

ment restore the church's legal status and
end decades of repression.

Many Americans continue to watch
religious TV programs, says Gallup
Despite widespread skepticism toward

television evangelists, many Americans
continue to tune in to religious television

programs, according to a recent Gallup
survey. Some 78 percent of those ques-
tioned said televangelists were "un-
trustworthy" with money. But religious

viewership remains relatively stable. Some
21 percent of all Americans watched some
religious programming within the past
seven days (down from 25 percent in 1987).

Those most likely to have watched were
evangelicals, Southerners, those over 50,

those with less than a high school diploma,
and those with incomes under $20,000 a

year.

Presbyterians urged to evangelize
more aggressively

The Presbyterian Church (USA) must
become more aggressive about evangeliz-

ing if it expects to compete for members
with rapidly growing conservative churches

that put a high priority on "spreading the

gospel." But Presbyterians should be care-

ful not to emulate the tactics of

televangelists like Jimmy Swaggart or Jim
Bakker.

That was the essential message deliv-

ered during a recent conference in Char-

lotte, N.C., titled "Evangelism in the

Reformed Tradition" sponsored by three

seminaries affiliated with the Presbyterian

Church (USA). David Jenkins of the

church-related Outreach Foundation,
which funded the conference, said, "The
organized church has been the steady,

unifying force in our society. But the

church has not been as flashy and effective

in evangelism as some other groups have."

The Presbyterian Church (USA) was
formed in 1983 with reunification of its

northern and southern streams, which split

during the Civil War. But the church has

25 percent fewer members than the prede-

cessor denominations claimed during the

1960s.
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Hark, the herald
Say "angel" and I suppose people typically

think of protection as in "guardian angel." But
the angels of Luke 2 were not in the protection
business. They served rather as messengers,
called upon to deliver a startling message in a
surprising context.

Now and then we confront such surprises: a
message of cheer or joy from a source we did
not expect. The gospel in a secular medium. The
December issue of Atlantic magazine provides a
current example. It may be going too far to label

Glenn Tinder, the author of "Can We Be Good
Without God?" as an angel, but he seems to be
a herald of good news in a place where we would
not have looked for it.

Tinder, a political scientist, considers the sub-
ject "The Political Meaning of Christianity" and
writes, as near as I can see, as an advocate for

our faith. What does Tinder say that is good
news in this year of our Lord? His article is

maybe 10,000 words long, so I cannot in any fash-

ion do it justice, but here are a few aspects of it.

He asserts that spirituality is political and that
politics is spiritual. So what I believe he is doing
here is to answer the question of the title right

away. Without faith in God, he is saying, there is

no adequate basis for being good. Without God,
our lives in relationships with others become a
struggle for selfish advantage. We need God to

get us beyond ourselves.

He stresses the importance of Christian love,

the real thing, not just sentimentality. At the
same time he writes of sin. He recognizes both
the glory and the fallenness of mankind. "Every
human being is fallen and exalted both" (p. 76).

The heart of Tinder's article is found in his con-
trast between the God-man and the man-god.
The second, he says, "is a reversal of the Chris-
tian concept of the God-man, Christ" (p. 78). We
recall that 1 John speaks of antichrist. The idea
seems much the same. In a most helpful manner
Tinder summarizes the thought of three particu-

larly influential antichrists of modern times:

Friedrich Nietzsche, Karl Marx, and Sigmund
Freud. Nietzsche, who asserted that God was
dead, was perhaps the most radical in his rejec-

tion of God. But Marx, we remember, consid-
ered God irrelevant, and Freud saw God as an
illusion.

The influence of these three men on our lives

and civilizations has been profound. The result
has been to exalt the man-god at the expense of
the God-man. Some call this "secular human-

ism," but whatever the name, it is a view that
we are not beholden to God nor should we ex-

pect help from God. "Losing faith in the God-
man, we inevitably begin to dream of the

man-god, even though we often think of the ob-
ject of our new faith as something impersonal
and innocuous, like science, thus concealing
from ourselves the radical nature of our dreams"
(79).

What political position does Tinder espouse?
He is wary of all of them. "Christianity implies
skepticism concerning political ideals and plans"

(p. 82). Yet, as he concedes, the Christian record
on political and social issues "is not impressive.
Christians have accepted, and sometimes ac-

tively supported, slavery, poverty, and almost
every other common social evil" (p. 83). Yet this

has not been Christianity at its best.

Christianity shares some common ground
with conservatism, he observes. Both have a
sense of human fallibility. But Christianity can-
not be satisfied with conservatism's too-ready
support of human institutions which carry within
them the characteristics of human fallibility and
oppression. The Christian position in politics, he
says, is "a hesitant radicalism" (p. 83). "The
kingdom of God is a judgment on existing soci-

ety, and a symbol of its impermanence. Jesus
was crucified because his presence and preach-
ing were profoundly unsettling to reigning reli-

gious and political groups" (p. 84).

"Glory to God in the highest," said the angels
in Luke 2:14, "and on earth peace." The Chris-

tian message has been that the second is depen-
dent on the first.

The politics of 1989 are in some places a
cause for hope and in others of despair. The po-
litical and religious stirrings toward greater free-

dom in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe
are such that one cannot predict from week to

week what will happen next. Even in South Af-

rica, there are glimmerings of change.

But many other places in the world do not pro-

vide good contexts for the nurture of human be-

ings. Christians cannot be satisfied that it is the

will of God for people to be oppressed. Not that

we have quick and easy solutions, as Tinder rec-

ognizes. But we believe that the God-man has

shown an appropriate method of response to

evil. With fear and trembling we acknowledge it.

And we may praise the Lord for the good news
wherever we hear it. Even from a political scien-

tist in a secular magazine.

—

Daniel Hcrtzler
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Facing
the '90s
by Freeman J. Miller

As we stand at the threshold of the

last decade of the 20th century, it

may be well for us in the Mennonite

Church to take stock of who we are

and where we are headed. The

1990s have come upon us before we

were ready. We are not sure we
have yet recovered from the '60s,

and now the '90s are forcing us to



We can choose whether to leave our
historic faith or restate it in

contemporary terms that make sense
to our children and our neighbors.

think not only of a new decade of but an entirely

new millennium. Meanwhile, our children have
grown up right out from under us—and some-
times away from us! After asking some new and
frightening questions, they and we have turned
into sophisticated (often urban) professionals,

and we were just getting used to the idea of mov-
ing off the farm. -

As we enter a new era in the Mennonite
Church, we can choose, as every generation

must, whether to leave our historic faith or re-

state it in contemporary terms that make sense
to our children and our neighbors. How we re-

spond to several burning issues before us will

largely determine which road we take. (And the
fact that they are burning issues need not alarm
us; it simply means that they are real for us.

Peacemakers show their true colors in the center

of conflict, not in the absence of it.)

What are some of those issues? While it is

risky to project with too much confidence one's

agenda for an entire decade, let me list (not nec-

essarily in order of urgency) a sample of the

kinds of questions I believe we must answer if

we are to have relevance for the 21st century.

1. Identity. The most pressing issue before us
is the one of identity. We must decide once
more, as a church, who we are. Are we still radi-

cal followers of the Christ of the New Testa-

ment, inclusive of all true believers from every
tribe, tongue, and race? Or are we the perpetra-

tors of a social subculture which has become
very comfortable and respectable in the West?
How we answer these questions may very well

determine whether our children choose our faith

as one worth dying for. It will certainly deter-

mine whether those from nonwhite and non-Ger-
manic backgrounds will ever feel completely one
with the Mennonite Church.

Freeman J. Miller, Philadelphia, Pa., is home ministries

director at Eastern Mennonite Board of Missions. He
commutes to Eastern Board offices in Salunga, Pa., while
staying involved at Diamond Street Mennonite Church,
where he used to be the pastor.
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2. Mission. The second most urgent question
is: Why are we here? Are we still convinced that

the great commission and the Ten Command-
ments are the most important texts in the Bible?

Is Menno Simons' key verse still unshakably
ours today? ("For no one can lay any foundation
other than the one already laid, which is Jesus
Christ."— 1 Cor. 3:11) If not, what's the point?

Our children and our neighbors don't want safe

answers; they want to know the truth in these
confusing times. They want to be challenged to

total fulfillment in Christ Jesus, or go run with
the world. Which set of options offers lasting re-

ality? True love offers true options.

If we still agree that we have a mandate very

different from that of the world, we will continue

to disciple people into full fellowship in visible

faith communities, continually adding disciples

to our existing churches and starting new ones
nearby and far away.

3. Leadership. We need courageous, Christ-

like leaders with spiritual vision to guide us into

the next century. Somehow, we seem to have
lost the cutting edge when it comes to leader-

ship. Perhaps we are still experiencing a back-

lash from the '60s or from an earlier era of more
dogmatic, legalistic Mennonite leadership. Or
have we allowed our emphases on peace and hu-

mility to trick us into believing that enthusiastic

leaders cannot be Anabaptist? That we lead best

by holding back rather than by leading the way?
The New Testament clearly models team leader-

ship, but teams need leaders to keep from going

in circles. Jesus had a team, but it was never un-

clear who the leader was.

Can we become open to new forms of leader-

ship God may want to call out in the Mennonite
Church? Are we really convinced that there is

only one body, with many gifts, given by one
Spirit (Eph. 4:5-7) to whomever God wishes?
(This answer will have many ramifications. For
example, are white Mennonites ready for non-
white leadership and white followership?)

4. Nonconformity. Do we still believe in the

principle of biblical nonconformity? (Rom. 12:1-
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The most pressing issue before us is

the one of identity. We must decide
once more, as a church, who we are.

2). If we have learned that this principle cannot

be restricted legalistically to the application of

dress, then how can we faithfully live it out in

the high-tech, urbanized, developing culture of

the '90s? If the principles of God's Word are eter-

nal (and I believe they are) we must find ways of

teaching ourselves and our children how to stand

"over against" the principles of the world wher-

ever we live and work.

A starting point here might be to seize this mo-
ment to move into the cities and "unsafe" pov-

erty areas as salt and yeast in the name of

Christ while the world is heading in the opposite

direction. Following Jesus as Lord (instead of

Caesar) means our first and most important

question will always be, "What would Jesus do?"

before asking what the latest scientific or socio-

logical breakthrough might be. That principle

will always guide us, while rules may only bind

us. Can we live by the spirit of the law without

being bound by the letter (2 Cor. 3:6)?

5. Security. "Safety First" is a familiar slogan

for those of us who grew up on the farm or

around machines. It's a good principle for ma-
chine operators, but was never intended as a

guiding motif for Christian discipleship! Since

when has it become safe to follow Jesus? Might
our overarching concern for "the good life" for

our families—the insistence on living in safe and
comfortable neighborhoods with good schools

—

be a smokescreen for having bought the entire

North American dream? Brave saints of old

moved courageously into very dangerous situa-

tions for the sake of God's kingdom. Have we
traded our birthright to a challenging faith-adven-

ture for a mess of middle-class independence
"pottage"? Wherein lies our security?

6. Affluence. What shall we say to the power-

ful lure of affluence? When is enough enough?
Can we encourage underdeveloped segments of

the modern world to get more of the abundant
life through appropriate technology and a dili-

gent work ethic, while at the same time urging

those reveling in abundance voluntarily to scale

down and share through the three Rs suggested

by John Perkins—relocation, reconciliation, and
redistribution? Can we recover the biblical teach-

ing of whole-life, whole-church, whole-world stew-

ardship (2 Cor. 8 and 9) in ways that will grip

those around us with its relevance and shalom-

potential? What would Jesus do?

7. Peace evangelism. During this surprising

era in history when the world is turning to amaz-

ing peace initiatives in high places, can we from

the historic peace churches lift high a banner

which will cheer on these efforts and point be-

yond mere politics and power to the Prince of

true and lasting peace? Are we ready with the

saints of the Bible to challenge the powers to let

God do the fighting for us?

Are we ready to keep the suffering way of the

cross so central to our gospel that people dis-

cipled into our faith family will be delivered not

only from Satan's spiritual grip on their lives but

also from the world's power games, thereby set

free to overcome evil with good anywhere in the

world? Are we ready to give our young people

positive alternatives to the military, especially in

areas where very few other options exist? What
will be the cost, and what are we willing to pay?

8. The Bible. Is the revealed Word of God
still our unshakable authority for faith and prac-

tice? Can we trust the Holy Spirit to guide our

children and newborn neighbors as they bring

today's real-life issues under the scrutiny of the

Bible and interpret it anew as a faith-family in

their current life situation?

God has always taken this risk with believers,

and as a confessional, free church, we must do

the same in every generation. Jesus Christ is the

Crash at the creche

Joseph has not been beheaded before

but he has been battered, bruised, chipped, broken

and mended in time for another Christmas.

No malice, mind you, just unfortunate

accidents not all caused by grandchildren

tossing teddy bears or jarring the coffee

table. We have made our own intrusions

but he manages to protect Mary

and the young child incorporated

with her in the same wood figure

separated from him but part of the same set.

He shelters them both and is glad to take

whatever breaks our December excitement

demands of him. Just like Joseph, we say.

Just like Joseph.

—Thomas John Carlisle
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As I live and work among churches
new and old, rural and urban, I am
convinced that our heritage provides
authentic answers for a searching
world.

same yesterday, today, and forever (Heb. 13:8)

and has promised that the Spirit will guide us

into all truth (John 16:13). As long as my children

and grandchildren believe and practice that, I

can relax!

9. Urbanization. New Testament churches

and the first Anabaptist churches were born in

cities, spread to other cities, and flourished ,

there. That same dynamic can—and is—happen-
ing today! The gospel is relevant for any time

and culture. God's messengers will always go
where the people are, and that will increasingly

be in the cities. If current trends continue, most
of the world will soon be urban. We had better

learn in the next decades how to become faith-

ful, transforming, urban New Testament fellow-

ships, or we are headed for extinction. Kingdom
communities today can already begin to practice

for life in the New Jerusalem.

10. Unity. We know from John 17 and
Ephesians 4, among other Scriptures, that unity

in the body of Christ is not only God's highest

will, but also essential for being a convincing
Christian witness in the world. How will we ex-

plain the 21,000 Christian denominations when
we stand before God's throne? Or more sobering

yet, the multitude of splits and schisms in the

Anabaptist family in our four centuries?

Can we agree on the essentials of the faith and
lay down our petty, defensive differences so that

the gospel can go forth in power? Can we agree
with Jesus that "whoever is not against us is for

us" (Mark 9:40) so we can get on with the work?

11. Salvation/ethics. Will we hold to the ho-

listic gospel of the New Testament which calls

sin sin, and says that salvation comes only

through Jesus Christ? And that salvation trans-

forms the entire person-in-community, resulting

in peace, justice, and righteous living? Salvation

and ethical behavior go hand in hand, but ethics

is not salvation. If we no longer believe that sin

has separated us and our neighbors from God
and each other, necessitating redemption
through repentance and rebirth, then we have a

powerless gospel and make a mockery of the

cross of Christ (1 John 1).

12. Worship. Witness flows from worship.

Worship in our faith communities always has
and always will shape our witness. Our children

and our neighbors want to sense when they wor-

ship with us that they are in the very presence

of God, that our prayers are powerful and effec-

tive (James 5:16), and that we have a faith and
hope strong enough to face any future.

Unless we take time to hear each other and lis-

ten to what the Spirit is saying in the churches,

we are headed for a great divide in the Menno-
nite Church over worship: some will insist on re-

turning to liturgy (which we rejected when we
left the Catholic Church); some on charismatic

free expression (according to current acceptabil-

ity as determined by local leaders); others on
two or three unaccompanied hymns and a ser-

mon (although the first Anabaptists forbade sing-

ing). Can't we combine the best from all of our
traditions? Is Christ divided? (1 Cor. 1).

13. Inclusion. Today we face an unprece-

dented challenge in this global village we all

share: that of bringing into our churches people

from all cultures around the world. Isn't this a

golden opportunity for a foretaste of heaven—to

learn from our brothers and sisters of all nation-

alities and backgrounds how to work, worship,

and witness together as a unified transforma-

tional community?
We need networks of such churches reaching

from the hearts of cities through the suburbs to

the surrounding countryside around the world! It

is a glorious experience for any church to be en-

riched by many cultures—highlighting, accept-

ing, and incorporating the best from each culture

without obliterating any one of them—and be-

coming a miraculous whole that is greater than
the sum of its parts!

Homogeneous churches may grow faster, but

do they reflect Pentecost? Either Ephesians 4 is

true or it is false. Our children and our new
neighbors will soon push us to decide which.

Can we still sing "Whosoever Will May Come"
and mean it? If so, we can get ready for God to

surprise us with some wonderful new churches

(and renewed old ones) in the next 10 years and
beyond. The church is alive and well on planet

earth. The question is, are we in it?

This list is by no means intended to be exhaus-

tive or exclusive, but I suggest it represents at

least a partial agenda for us in the decade of the

'90s. I am excited about being a Mennonite
today. As I live and work among churches new
and old, rural and urban, I am convinced that

our heritage provides authentic answers for a

searching world. Let's take our light from under
the bushel, repent of our quietness, and hold

forth the Word of light to generations yet un-

born. After all, Jesus is also Lord of the future

and we can move forward with confidence!
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EXPLORING THE CANADIAN WILDERNESS

A celebration of wholeness
by Evan Oswald

Last June eight men from across the United

States met at Ely, Minnesota, for eight days of

canoeing, camping, and fishing in the Quetico

Wilderness of Canada— 100 miles north of Du-

luth.

After 75 miles of canoeing, 25 portages, four

different camp sites, 22 camp meals, 130 fish

caught, eaten, or released, 30 miles of heavy

head winds, and a lot of wet shoes, one of the

participants wrote: "I am deeply grateful to have

been a part of this experience. It will rank with

those few most special experiences in my life."

This was my fourth trip to the Quetico Wilder-

ness and it was a real celebration. I will be 65

early in 1990 and in some ways it was a celebra-

tion of age and challenge. But the celebration

went far deeper. It was a celebration of being

with men, some of whom were on my athletic

teams which I coached at Hesston College, or

were my students there, or were fellow coaches.

Some were just friends.

We ranged in age from 41 to 72, but all with

several things in common: we all had been teach-

ers or coaches at one time; we all loved the out-

doors; we all loved the rugged challenge of the

trip; we all were team players.

What were some of these essences of life that

we celebrated?

1. We celebrated that nature is beautiful. Noth-

ing quite compares with getting out and sur-

rounding every moment of waking and sleeping

with the pine smells, the cry of the loons, the

soaring of the bald eagle, the full moon against

the pine forest edge, the fresh unpolluted air,

the crystal-clear drinking water in the lakes. To
be completely immersed in nature's grandeur for

eight days is truly a touch of heaven.

2. We celebrated the challenge of nature. When
out in nature and the going gets rough, those

who conquer nature's forces have an adventure.

Those who are conquered by nature's forces

have been conquered indeed. Every one of our

group had a spirit to rise to the challenge of the

long hard portages and the white water and

head winds when heading back to Ely. We
learned to swing our paddles into the wind!

3. We celebrated teamwork and togetherness. I

spent 34 years in college physical education and

coaching and never, never did I experience team
work, close-knit self-giving, super creative togeth-

erness like on this trip. We all had our assigned

chores to make camping go, but when each was

done with his assigned part we all pitched in to

help till everything was done. This teamwork
around camp was special.

4. We celebrated our spirituality. No sermons,

no deep theological forays, no pretenses—just

simple thankfulness for the togetherness and the

wonder of it all.

5. We celebrated fit bodies. All of the group had

a philosophy that "a good life doth not consist

of flabby living." Hats off to Roy Clark, a 72-

Evan Oswald, Glendale, Ariz., is activities director at

Glencroft Retirement Community and a member of Trinity

Mennonite Church. The seven men who were with him on
the trip were Roy Clark and Phil Duncan of Arizona, Fred
Litwiller of Indiana, Wayne Longenecker of West Virginia,

Charles Miller of Montana, and Gerry Sieber and Jerry

Weaver of Kansas.

After two hard days of canoeing 30 miles and taking 1 1 portages overland,

the group of eight from across the United States nears its destination in

the Quetico Wilderness of Canada.

year old resident at Glencroft Retirement Com-
munity in Glendale, Arizona. He moved those

canoes over the portages about as well as any-

one, and he was a good, tough, canoe mate. It's

a wonderful feeling to paddle and portage hard

all day long and feel like you can go some more,

and not be conquered by sore muscles the next

day.

6. We celebrated a sense of humor. The clever

badgering, wit, joking, and storytelling around

the fire or out on the canoes without four-letter

words could make a chapter in a book. If "humor

is good for the soul," the soul was well taken

care of. The ability to josh and laugh at burned

pancakes ("burnt offering") took the edge off the

apprehensions we untrained cooks had.

So what is the conclusion of the matter? There

can be beauty, strength, and refreshment experi-

enced in simple wholeness living when adventur-

ing in God's creation. I'm ready to go back and

do it all over again right now! Q
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Not a happy heritage
by Melodie Davis

The last night The Radicals played in heavily

Mennonite Harrisonburg, Virginia, it was not sur-

prising to find oneself in a crowd with lots of ac-

quaintances. So when a man near the front of
the theater started cursing loudly at sensitive

points in the film, signs of unrest and discomfort
were quite obvious all around.

Only later did we find out that he was a man
with mental and physical disabilities who an-
noyed the crowds in that theater several times a
week. When a scuffle between the man and an

Are we faithful Anabaptists?
Should we be living our lives in

such a way that we encounter
suffering for our faith?

usher eventually erupted (the usher had at-

tempted to quiet him down), I doubt if the irony
was lost on anybody: a few shoves taking place
in front of a crowd of peace-loving Mennonites
while watching a film about Anabaptist begin-
nings! It was more drama than most of us came
for.

While it turned out he was a man you wanted
to help rather than scorn, I had to think how fit-

ting it all really was in a larger sense. A man
cursing and damning what he was seeing on the
screen was a graphic reminder that hundreds of

thousands of persons feel just that way about
pacifists today.

A heavy heritage. I went to The Radicals ex-

pecting to be made proud again of my "Ana-
baptist heritage." Instead I saw in a new way
what I had almost forgotten: that it is not a

happy heritage—rather a heavy one.

Being heir to the Anabaptist heritage is kind
of like being born into a family of Millers, as I

was, and waking up one day to find out that

being a Miller means having your tongue pulled

out when you reach a certain age. That's not
something to grow up feeling proud of.

The same way with belonging to the literal or

spiritual descendants of people like we see in

The Radicals: is it true, as my husband says,

that the only way I can claim to be an An-
abaptist is if I am literally willing to suffer and
die in all the ways they did? (Why is it that per-

Melodie Davis, Harrisonburg, Va., is a staff writer with
the Media Ministries Department of Mennonite Board of
Missions and the writer of a syndicated column called
Another Way.

sons from non-Anabaptist background always
seem to take the teachings so simply?)

In all of Christian history, there have been un-
told thousands who have died the death of a
martyr, in many instances Christians killing

Christians. In What Mennonites Believe, J. C.

Wenger puts the 16th-century Anabaptist mar-
tyrs at around 5,000. From the martyrdom of the
early disciples, to persecution under Nero and
other Roman emperors, to the Inquisition in

Spain, to the killing of Roman Catholics by Prot-

estants and vice versa, the legacy of enduring
suffering for Christ's sake is written for us in

blood—blood that continues to be spilled in

places like Central America and Lebanon.
But perhaps we should not be so worried

about being called to die for our faith. Most of
us have enough to worry about just living it. To
contrast this legacy, as sobering as it is, with the
millions of Christians who have lived out their

lives and died of natural causes or from acci-

dents, to realize that martyrdom is not some-
thing most of us in North America will ever have
to worry about.

Suffering for our faith. Which leads us to

ask, Are we then faithful Anabaptists? Should
we be living our lives in such a way—so that we
do encounter suffering for our faith?

The point is not suffering for the sake of suf-

fering, but being faithful to Christ, whatever that

involves. The point is bringing honor and glory

to God in our lives and witness, as stated in the

first chapter of Ephesians (verse 12): "We who
first hoped in Christ have been destined and ap-

pointed to live for the praise of his glory." As
Walter Klaassen summarized in his 1973 book,
Anabaptism: Neither Catholic nor Protestant,

"Many other Christians, whose spiritual ances-

tors persecuted our fathers, are now investing

heavily in our birthright. Gratefully we join

them, no longer concerned with being Catholic

or Protestant or Anabaptist, but simply faithful

disciples of a risen Lord, who still greets us with

his 'Peace be with you.'
"

It is easy to pay lip service to the Anabaptist

heritage, but not so easy after seeing a contem-

porary interpretation of how that heritage was
wrought. I was deeply touched by The Radicals,

in spite of sometimes amateur acting and more
violence than I care to see in any picture. For an

hour and a half I was drawn into a world that I

hope I will never have to live, and that is the

wonder of film. Even more wonderful is the fact

that a small band of modern-day "radicals" had
the vision, chutzpah, and perseverance to see a

picture of this scope through.
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Some feel the film has little relevance beyond
Anabaptist circles. One commented that he went
with two non-Mennonite friends who reflected at

the end: "So the main guy gets burned and the

other recants. What's the point?" Some Menno-
nite teenagers have panned the film as "boring"
(the plot did develop rather slowly), and while I

probably spent too much time looking for famil-

iar faces in the film, one has to be a hardened
critic to come away completely uninspired.

Inspired me. The Radicals did inspire me to

go back and begin digging again in all those

books on Anabaptism that I kept from college,

and helped me want to look again at issues con-

fronting our churches: What does it mean to be
separate from the world in today's society? Does
being slightly embarrassed to turn down a drink

at a convention's social hour qualify as "suffer-

ing for Christ's sake"? Is it better—more faith-

ful—to be practical about one's faith and
accomplish something or hang on to impractical

ideals and get burned?
I'm glad some of us were made uncomfortable

by the cursing man at the local showing of The
Radicals. It serves as a reminder that the heri-

tage of the Anabaptists—and indeed of our
Lord—is a discomforting inheritance. ^

More like John
by Jeffrey A. Hatton

John the Baptist started out well. He preached
and baptized along the Jordan River, drawing
great crowds, and he made it clear just where he
stood in the scheme of things. He was to pave
the way for the man who was coming. Shortly

after John baptized Jesus, and Jesus went his

way preaching, healing, and restoring, John also

went his way—right to King Herod with his

charges that Herod and Herodias were illegally

combined.

Concerning John's direction, wouldn't he have
a field day today? I know he would. I've seen
many couples who are not married but living to-

gether—happy, carefree, defiant.

Not all right. There are the trial marriages

where couples want to see how it will go first, be-
fore taking the plunge legally. They feel it's all

right—they don't know any better. No one ever
told them it isn't all right.

When couples apply for a marriage license,

their addresses are published in the newspaper.
Often the guy's address is the same as the

girl's—it runs about 50-50. Which means either

they are living together, or one of them can't re-

member his or her own address, so they just use
the one. They wouldn't fool John the Baptist.

When a new baby is born, the happy announce-
ment also is published in the newspaper. Proba-
bly a good one-third of all births are to unwed
mothers. I can just feel John's eyes burning were

Jeffrey A. Hatton, Greentown, Ind., is a postal worker
and a member of Howard-Miami Mennonite Church.

he here to read them.

In today's boy-girl relationships it seems like

the average date consists of going through the

preliminaries, the traditional activities, with an

eye for getting to the real reason why they are to-

gether. And why shouldn't they? They have seen

countless hours of the same kind of activity on

television all their young lives, and their parents

never quite seemed to get around to telling them
it was wrong.

John the Baptist knew it was wrong—he knew
he had to say so, too—and he did so, but it cost

him dearly. It seems like whenever sin is con-

fronted, it costs—one way or the other.

Which is probably why people like me do not

follow John's lead. How many times I've wanted

to confront people living together wrongfully and

say, "What you are doing is sin." But it is never

popular to do so. And if they thought of it they

could point at me and say, "You're not perfect ei-

ther."

Costly principles. A Christian is not effective

if he doesn't believe fully in the principles his

faith commits him to live and to teach. Nor is he

effective if he worries about what these princi-

ples will cost him—and they will cost, because

devils never give up without a struggle. A Chris-

tian ceases to be inconspicuous as he strides

through a sin-fallen world.

The critic might say that John lost, that it

was—and is—folly to pay what he did for a prin-

ciple. But I wish to be more like John—unafraid

to point out sin when I find it, unafraid of what
it might cost me.
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Hear, hear!

,4 columnfor sharing personal, concerns

There is power
in Jesus' blood
There have been a lot of articles in our

church papers on drugs, homosexuality,

alcohol, domestic abuse, and so on. I be-

lieve that these issues need to be exam-
ined in the light of the blood of Jesus.

When Jesus died on the cross, he took
the sins of the whole world onto himself,

he experienced all the agony that comes
from being condemned to hell as a sinner,

he carried all the weight of every person's
sin on his shoulders. He became the

atonement for our sin. He paid the ransom
price for our sins with his death. He con-

quered death, he purchased our salvation,

reconciling and justifying us to God. Be-
cause of Jesus' death we are now adopted
into the family of God when we become
Christians.

Salvation comes only through the death
and resurrection of Jesus. The blood of

Jesus takes care of people's sin, and the
cross of Jesus takes care of people's desire

to sin. "The blood of Jesus his Son
cleanses us from all sin" (1 John 1:7b).

"Do you not know that the unrighteous
will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do
not be deceived; neither the immoral, nor
idolaters, nor adulterers, nor sexual per-

verts, nor thieves, nor the greedy, nor
drunkards, nor revilers, nor robbers will

inherit the kingdom of God. And such
were some of you. But you were washed,
you were sanctified, you were justified in

the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and in

the Spirit of our God" (1 Cor. 6:9-11). "We
know that our old self was crucified with
him so that the sinful body might be
destroyed, and we might no longer be
enslaved to sin" (Rom. 6:6).

These Scriptures clearly show that some
of the people at the Corinthian church
were deep in homosexuality, adultery, al-

coholism, and thievery and yet they were
redeemed and taken out of those sinful

lifestyles. The power of the blood of Jesus
had transformed them, and that same
power still transforms today. But in too
many places there is a lack of teaching on
the powerful ability of the blood of Jesus
to transform sinners into saints, and there

is a lack of preaching and teaching what
sin is. There are some who prefer to get

their doctrine of sin from sociologists,

feminists, and heathens rather than from
the Bible.

The plain truth is clearly spelled out in

God's Word, but many in the church are

blinded by Satan, deceived by lies, pres-

sured by the fear of other people, and
resistant to God himself. I pray for an

awakening and repentance to come upon
our churches. I pray to be open to God, to

fear God, and to seek God's truth in the
Bible rather than listen to the many voices
that compete for my attention. I am not
without sin, I do not come as one who has
arrived at perfection, but as one who cares
deeply for the Mennonite family of Chris-
tianity. Let's not think we can help people
without leading them to a full knowledge
of salvation, or calling sin sin.

—Bob Ewert, Muncie, Ind.

Women pastors:
our position

In the interest of balanced and objective

treatment of the matter of women's ordi-

nation, we are requesting publication of

the following statement of position on the

ordination of women that was carried in

the December issue of Sword and Trum-
pet—George R. Brunk II and J. Ward
Shank (editor and editor emeritus),

Harrisonburg, Va.

Definition: We here use the term
"ordination" in the regular biblical and
ecclesiastical meaning of the call of indi-

viduals to ministerial service or regular

office in the church, with prayer and the

laying-on-of-hands by the duly authorized

representatives of a legitimate church
body. We recognize the specific New Tes-

tament terms and conditions for the exer-

cise of this function. We here deal with the

general terms and conditions for the exer-

cise of this function. We here deal with the

general terms and conditions of ordina-

tion, not with the exceptions which may be
found.

1. The strong New Testament precedent

is for the ordination of men to the minis-

try, with women in a supportive role. Inso-

far as the early, or New Testament church,

should be considered as normative, that

factor in church polity must be respected.

The qualifications for the ministry, as well

as those for bishops (overseers, episco-

pate) are set forth exclusively in terms of

the masculine.

2. The locus of responsibility in leader-

ship is at stake. The headship principle

means something, or it doesn't. The
women's veiling is being subjected to

question or rejection on the part of women
who aspire to leadership. In that respect

we have two negatives—the rejection of a

proper supportive role and the rejection of

its symbol. The official church has ignored

this principle.

3. The evidences of feminine ability or

the influential cases of women of talent

should not be allowed to constitute the
rule, standard, or line of polity. The guid-

ing philosophy should not be based on
pragmatic considerations (what appears to

work), but rather upon, again, the New
Testament precedent and terms of qualifi-

cation. Even the good exceptions should
not be asked to establish the rule.

4. The present thrust for ordination of

women has followed the movement for

assertion of women's rights in the general

society. Hence, it has its political and
cultural backdrop, with implications for

the church as yet not fully apparent. The
motivation that originates from the mod-
ern cultural climate should not be allowed

to unduly influence church life and church
polity.

5. Women in ordained leadership, along

with the general trend to executive or

independent roles, evidently has negative

implications for family life. The traditional

family pattern is giving way to the so-

called nuclear family, with the more famil-

iar roles of the parents often confused or

For I AM is

And when I walk

I remember once again

that these hills

have stood,

these trees

have grown,

this field

has

birthed

new seed.

And when I cease to walk,

these hills

will be,

these trees

will grow,

this field

will birth

new seed,

for

I AM
is.

—Cathryn Clinton Hoellwarth
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reversed. The Bible has timelessly pro-

vided the stability of the more traditional

roles.

6. The meaning and significance of ordi-

nation (the pastoral and prophetic aspect

of the ministerial office) is being confused

and downgraded by various forms of ap-

peal to the popular mind ("everyone is a

minister").

7. The role of women is not so much that

of the arena as in the finer qualities of

teaching, nurture, and artistic expression.

8. Church agencies (conferences, semi-

naries, etc.) are forcing the issue of

women's ordination without adequate re-

gard to unity of conviction, consensus, or

brotherhood decision. The issues are such
as to divide families, congregations, and
brotherhood, thus weakening confidence

in the church. The method frequently fol-

lowed is that of the fait accompli (a thing

already done) so that further discussion or

opposition is useless.

9. Some general considerations:

The present thrust for the ordination of

women gives further evidence of the need
for an orderly expression of polity in re-

gard to ordination. The older polity, which
served well, has been relegated to the

background in favor of a purely utilitarian

approach—what promises to work is right.

This latter is almost as varied as the

plethora of special interests and experi-

mental congregations that have sprung up.

The office of deacon is falling into dis-

use. Deacons, where desired, are being

appointed (not ordained) as a congrega-

tional function, with their duties left to the

whims of the local group. The office of

bishop, with its connotation of prophetic

witness and continuity, has given way to

the appointment of term overseers who
are mainly administrative in their function.

The very concept of a "term" can leave a

ready "out" from responsibility. Pastors

(ministers) are now called or appointed
most frequently by congregational action,

with the main qualification being that of a

preacher in the self-perceived image of the

congregation. By a recent decision of the

Virginia Conference Council on Faith and
Life, persons of both sexes shall stand

examination for office on the same basis,

which is to ignore any biblical qualifica-

tions based on sexual distinctions. By the

same terms, a woman, once ordained,

would be eligible for the office of overseer

or bishop.

With the considerations shown here, it is

apparent that present church polity has
become a crazy quilt of means and meth-
ods. The peace and working unity of the

church is at hazard. We need to sense
anew the provisions for the working unity

of the church, which is scarcely to be
found in experimentation and modern cul-

tural practice.

Indian summer
For Scott Nofziger, a Bluffton College student
killed in an accident.

/ was wrong about Indian summer being

gone.

It's back in all its fatal beauty,

whispering like some romantic poet

that death is mystical and lovely

and not the uneven contest of bone
against pavement.

It shines as though there is no loss,

as though we who walk away
should do more than witness and adjust,

should raise our eyes trusting and happy
to the low gorgeous light of the fall,

should look to the tree still full

of leaves as pale and tan

as old parchment ripped into scraps,

whatever words it might have held

bleached to the thin drone of insects who
don't even know they sing.

I don't know how sad it is to go

but I know how it is to be left

with this selfish, frustrated grief,

left to calculate what should go on and
when,

to leaf through books for words that nip

and harry at the heels of the shadow
and then stop exhausted.

I can go on, and I will. But first I must
stumble through the absent time

when all I know and all I take on faith

goes dry and pale as the weeds of summer
and I can only wait and say over

what we know and must believe:

that the seeds will find the earth

time and water will not fail

spring will open out again

the high sun will return.

—Jeff Gundy
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On 38 years of ministry
by Ernest D. Martin

Two weeks before my retirement as pas-

tor of Midway Mennonite Church of Col-

umbiana, Ohio, was a time to share with

the congregation some of my reflections

on the past 38 years in ministry in this

congregation. Serving that long, and in

one's home congregation, is becoming in-

creasingly rare, at least in Ohio Confer-

ence.

Many pastors are moving on or quitting

after a few years. I have had the opportu-

nity to know why a number of pastors

have resigned. In a few cases the attitude

and leadership style of the pastor was a

major factor. But more often the congre-

gations have been the cause of a sad

pastoral experience. A typical scenario is a

congregation with several longstanding in-

ternal factions, and the pastor is, as they

say these days, "triangled out." The pas-
tor becomes the victim of internal strife

that was there before he came, and for

which he was not responsible.

Midway is not that kind of congregation!
These people need to know that and to

accept my appreciation. That sets the
tone for the first part of these reflections

on ministry at Midway. The motif is that
of gratitude—gratitude to God for the
Midway congregation.

Gratitude to God. I thank God that
this congregation gave me opportunity to
learn, to practice, to grow. I began with
very limited how-to-do-it skills. I also

began with much personal immaturity.
With that combination of ignorance and
naivete, it's a wonder I didn't make more
mistakes than I did. I thank God for the

patience, kindness, and support through

the years from the Midway congregation.

I'm grateful that this has been a congre-

gation free from internal politicking. Sus-

picions have been voiced at times, by
persons who at the time were not involved

in the work of the church board, of an
ingrown power bloc running the church.

But really that has never been the case

from anything that I have seen.

I thank God that the congregation has a

large measure of trust in their chosen
leaders. That level of trust is shown by the

fact that they have moved to many more
appointments than elections. I'm con-

vinced that congregations that insist on
electing persons for almost all responsibil-

ities have a problem of trust.

Ernest D. Martin, Columbiana, Ohio, is a re-

tired pastor who continues to serve as an over-

seer in Ohio Conference. This article is

adapted from "reflections" he offered the Mid-
way congregation in lieu of a Sunday-morning
sermon last July.

I praise God that Midway has never
made me feel hemmed in or restricted in

what I said or did. I have not been pres-
sured to feel that certain issues had to be
avoided because of the danger of stepping
on toes. The fact that both my parents
and my wife's parents have been active in

the congregation without that ever becom-
ing a sticky issue is a credit to them and
to Midway.
We are grateful that Midway has pro-

vided a good setting for our children.

Awareness of being PKs has been minimal
for them. They have had good youth spon-
sors and models of Christian living in the
congregation. God has been at work in

Midway people, and we have benefited as
a family.

One of the things I have
learned is to give

greater priority to my
family.

I thank God that Midway has been will-

ing to look at some big issues along the

way. Together we worked through matters
that some congregations have not been
ready to look at, much less resolve peace-
fully.

I'm thankful that Midway allowed, and
even encouraged me to be involved in

conference and denominational work.
Granting that time has been generous on
their part. I think they have received too

few letters of appreciation for it. The
Mennonite Church depends on a lot of

time that is made possible by congrega-

tions like Midway. For example, in my
sometimes intensive overseer involve-

ments, I usually received reimbursement
for travel, but no pay for time. The time
has been Midway's time.

Many times I have praised God that

Midway gave us a rewarding sabbatical

leave. The timing was providential and the

experience extremely helpful. The Clinical

Pastoral Education unit has been invalu-

able. The intensive biblical studies
equipped me for making contributions far

beyond the benefits to Midway. Studies in

Christian education and in worship set

more in motion than Midway will ever
know. And, Rosetta (my wife) came back
as an even better children's storyteller.

I'm grateful to God that Midway was

open to work with the several intern min-
isters we had with us. The congregation's
reception of the interns made the experi-
ences fruitful. Having them with us also
made my load lighter, even with the extra
time spent with them. They made my
pastorate less lonely.

I thank God for those times when people
have told me what has ministered to them.
As I know myself, what I need is not
praise, but a sense that God is using me
and my efforts. I am grateful to those who
told me when I have been an instrument
of the Lord's working.

I must yet express my gratitude for the
prayers of Midway folk on my behalf and
on behalf of our family. Not only have I

desperately needed their prayers, I have
known and felt that undergirding. It most
assuredly makes a difference in ministry.

Guilt feelings. Along with a strong

sense of fulfillment in pastoral ministry,

the years have created a lot of guilt in me.
I have made some dumb mistakes, un-
doubtedly some I don't even know about.

But mostly the guilt arose out of aware-

ness of what I had not gotten done. Now it

is not that I question the Lord's forgive-

ness for past wrongs and failures. Rather,

it seemed that more times than not the

new weeks generated a new batch of guilt.

I began to make up a "to-do" list from
week to week. It feels good to be able to

cross off items taken care of.

But invariably there was a residue of the

undone. Sometimes I felt I didn't know
how or did not sense the timing was right.

Maybe it was lack of courage. Sometimes
it was simply a matter of priorities, and I

have needed to face up to my priority

decisions. Sometimes it has been a matter
of expectations, both mine and others,

that have not been realistic in terms of

available time or of who I am.
As I review the years, I know I have

failed many of the Midway people at cru-

cial points. I have not intentionally ignored

anyone, and I do not carry any ill-will

toward anyone that has interfered. I am
saddened and pained by what I know of

my failures. I have tried to do what I could

as God has gifted and enabled me. For the

rest, I plead for the congregation to for-

give me. I know God has. I look forward to

reducing the stress- and guilt-producing

factors in my life.

By the way, one of the arguments in

favor of more frequent change of pastors

is that it provides a broader range of

strengths than one person should be ex-

pected to have. I am aware that what this

congregation needs and deserves in pasto-

ral care and leadership is increasingly be-
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yond what I seem to be able to give.

If I had it to do over again. I've

thought about what I would do if I had it

to do over again. I know there are both

plus and minus factors in ministering in

one's home congregation, but if I had it to

do over, I would probably accept the call

to serve at Midway. I would probably also

turn down the several offers to move that

came along the way.

If I had it to do over again I would focus

more on a ministry model found in Acts 6.

The apostles said they would give them-

selves to prayer and to a ministry of the

Word. I think I have given major energy to

teaching and preaching from the Word.
But I would want to invest more time and
energy in prayer.

I'm quite sure I would do again the

writing I have been involved in. Not only

has it given me incentive for disciplined

study, it has provided some highly mea-
surable evidence of my work. Measurable
results of pastoral ministry are often hard

to come by. I think it has been good for me
to see some things in print that have come
out of a lot of hard work and the Spirit's

enablement.

If I were doing a rerun I would no doubt
again accumulate a lot of books. I hope I

would refrain from buying some books
that weren't worth the money. But then,

there are still some that I wish I could

have in my library. I would do less telling

and more equipping. I learned too slowly

that saying something, particularly only

once, changes very little. I would want to

do more walking with persons in their

growing efforts in various ministries.

I would work harder at maximizing the

use of my discerned gifts and try to find

other ways to compensate for my areas of

weakness. I would want to be more realis-

tic and intentional about what I should do
and not do in the life of the congregation

and involve those sharing in leadership to

help shape my ministry priorities.

Some learnings. I think I have learned

a few things these past 38 years. One is to

give greater priority to family. I regret that

when our children were small they predict-

ably asked, not "Are you going somewhere
tonight, Daddy?" but "Where are you
going tonight, Daddy?" I have learned to

be a little less self-conscious. I may yet

learn to laugh at myself!

I have learned to get out of being chair-

man of so many things. I have learned to

delegate responsibilities and then try to

function alongside persons. I have learned

to be less afraid of conflict and confronta-

tion, although I certainly find it easy to

duck those situations. I have learned not

to be surprised or shocked by most any-

thing. Integrity and good sense turn out to

be very fragile qualities at times.

Dreams. This over-the-shoulder look

triggers thoughts of dreams and visions of

what might yet be. I dream of this congre-

gation moving toward more intentional

membership, as with yearly covenant re-

newal. I dream about a way of better gift

discernment, even of shaping congrega-

tional ministry around who Midway peo-

ple are as Spirit-blessed people.

I continue to envision Midway reaching

into the surrounding community through a

mass mailing of the Together publication,

when that becomes possible conjointly

with several sister congregations. I also

dream of several more commissions be-

coming operational to round out what I

sense to be needed structures for support,

challenge, and coordination. I'm optimistic

about the future for Midway.

Final word. In conclusion, whatever
has been helpful to people, whatever has

been an asset to the kingdom of my min-

istry at Midway, has been God's doing. I

have already been rewarded by being priv-

ileged to be a colaborer with God. Where
I have fumbled, failed, and flubbed the

opportunities, I take responsibility.

Yes, I'd be a pastor again. And yes, I'd

serve at Midway. But this is the time to

end my pastoral ministry there. I have no
second thought about that mutual deci-

sion. I am determined to fully disassociate

myself from any leadership involvements

at Midway. I entrust this congregation to

God and pray his blessing on these people

I love. ^

Annunciation wonder

Do angels come like other folk

with steps that crush the grass

and even scuff up dust?

Or is it instantaneous—

a quiver in the air,

a glimpse of unseen doors which yawn
as one steps through from there to here?

Have angels booming bourdon voices,

full-organ tones that quake the air?

And do they speak pure Aramaic,

or Hebrew with a heaven brogue?

"Fear not, " they say; but do they wonder
why these silly mortals tremble,

and maybe smile inside to think

that we on whom God's favor rests

should be afraid of such as they?

Do angels jostle for the job

of heavenly annunciator?

I shouldn't wonder if they'd shirk

this task of carrying good news
to fearful, slow-believing folk.

—Jana Carman

Reprinted with permission from Time of Singing
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Church news

Conflict with activist pastor
shakes Virginia Conference
Most Christians agree that helping

homeless people is an appropriate and
practical expression of faith in action. But
differing views on how to carry out that

task have shaken the institutional founda-
tions of Virginia Conference in recent
months.

The controversy stems in part from a

speech that David Hayden, a pastor and
leader of a ministry to homeless people in

Roanoke, Va., gave at the annual Virginia

Conference assembly last July.

Asked to speak during a business ses-

sion, Hayden blasted Virginia Mennonites
for "being part of a paternalistic power
structure that perpetuates the plight of

the poor and homeless." Using language
that some felt was abusive, if not profane,

he called on his audience to "divest them-
selves of their wealth" if they were serious

about carrying out the assembly theme,
"Doing Justice in an Unjust Society."

Hayden has been pastor of Justice
Church in Roanoke and is director of Jus-

tice House, a program begun in 1985 that

provides meals and temporary housing for

the poor and assists them in regaining

their self-worth. The congregation is

"accountable" to Central District of Vir-

ginia Conference, and both the church and
its homeless ministry have received regu-

lar subsidy from Virginia Mennonite
Board of Missions—the conference's mis-
sion/service agency.

"A lot of people simply didn't know how
to respond either to David's style or his

accusations," said Owen Burkholder, pas-
tor of Park View Mennonite Church in

Harrisonburg, Va., and chair of the con-
ference's Council on Faith and Life. "If he
came to assembly intending to shake peo-
ple up, he certainly succeeded."
Several Virginia Conference officials

suggested that the spark that lit Hayden's
fuse at conference assembly may have
been that he wasn't asked to be a principal

speaker there. Instead, Millard Fuller,

founder of Habitat for Humanity, gave the
keynote address that included a focus on
the organization's worldwide efforts in

providing interest-free, low-cost housing.

Feelings of discontent within Virginia

Conference were intensified by two events
that followed conference assembly

—

Hayden's demand that the mission board
turn over the title to the Justice House
property "free and clear," followed by his

much-publicized involvement in a Sep-
tember/October "New Exodus" homeless

march from Roanoke to Washington, D.C.

Hayden's remarks in the media and other

settings—including calling the Mennonite
Church "irrelevant," "racist," and
"demonic" for "ignoring the plight of the

country's poor"—apparently did not help

his cause.

The board members of Virginia Men-
nonite Board of Missions met on Sept. 9

to discuss the board's relationship with

Hayden and his Roanoke ministry. At that

meeting, Hayden and some supporters

threatened to occupy the Virginia Confer-

ence offices if they were not immediately
made owners of the Roanoke property.

At that meeting the board voted to end
regular subsidy to the Roanoke ministry

as of Nov. 30 but agreed to release the

title if conditions can be met that will

satisfy the needs and concerns of both
Justice House and the mission board. Ac-
cording to Mission Board president Paul
Yoder, the details of the title release "are

being negotiated by attorneys for both
parties.

"Persons are being invited to designate

contributions to Justice House, and both
gifts and donated food items will continue

to be forwarded to Roanoke," Yoder said.

On Oct. 27, the conference's Council on
Faith and Life reviewed Hayden's ministe-

rial credentials. After considering several

options, including postponing a final deci-

sion while the matter was reviewed fur-

ther, the council acted to revoke Hayden's
ordination without more processing. Hay-
den can appeal the action to the council's

Personnel Committee, Burkholder noted.

Hayden called the action "an ecclesias-

tical lynching," stating that he didn't plan
to appeal, because to do so "would legiti-

matize the process" leading to the loss of

his credentials.

The council's decision was communi-
cated to Virginia Conference pastors and
delegates in a Nov. 16 memo cosigned by
moderator Paul Mishler and executive

secretary Samuel Weaver. The memo
stated in part: "In the past four months,
relationships and trust between leadership

and our constituency continued to place

stress on many of us. We are sorry for

these strained relationships and wish to

apologize for this pain. For those we have
offended, we invite forgiveness and dis-

cussion."

The memo adds: "We are saddened by
this broken relationship. We want to af-

firm our concern for the homeless and for

David's work on their behalf. We pray that

reconciliation may be accomplished so
that cooperative efforts to alleviate human
need may continue."

"This whole unfortunate situation has
stretched the seams of the Mennonite
Church," Burkholder said. "It raises a

number of issues—how to reaffirm minis-

try to the poor and disenfranchised when
major disagreements over methodology
arise, how to separate the prophetic from
the bombastic, and whether the ground
rules for disciplining someone for personal

conduct change when one 'does his pro-

phetic thing' in public settings."

"I believe that when you're doing God's
work you have to take risks," Yoder
added. "I'm sorry that relationships and
communication have fallen apart on both
sides, but things were bound to be diffi-

cult and painful regardless of the direction

we took."

From Hayden's viewpoint, the events of

recent months "are a clash between those

who see the kingdom of God manifest

through the poor and a middle-class insti-

tutional church that upholds the status

quo."

Hayden pledged that his lack of ordina-

tion and the cutoff of funds "will not stop
the work at Justice House. The real

church is a movement of poor people, and
we don't need your [Mennonite Church]
help."

—

Jim Bishop

Five ethnic groups
join in Philadelphia
Christmas service

Representatives from 10 congregations

and five ethnic groups gathered at Dia-

mond Street Mennonite Church recently

for the annual Christmas service of Phila-

delphia Mennonite Council. They repre-

sented Franconia and Lancaster con-

ferences of the Mennonite Church and
Eastern District of the General Confer-

ence Mennonite Church. Black, white,

Hispanic, Vietnamese, and Chinese partic-

ipants demonstrated the cross-cultural na-

ture of the Mennonite family in the

Philadelphia area. The service was led by
Anita Nussbaum Greiser, coordinator of

Philadelphia Mennonite Council.

To see the growth and enthusiasm of

younger Mennonite congregations in Phil-

adelphia was heartening. Vietnamese
Mennonite Church, planted six years ago

by Quang Tran, brings together about 120

people from throughout the area, making
it one of the largest Mennonite congrega-

tions in the city. The Vietnamese choir

inspired the group with its medley of

Christmas songs.
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Last year the new Love Truth Chinese
Mennonite Church was represented on the

Christmas program by only its pastor,

Lemuel So. This year a choir of nine

adults clustered with their pastor on the

platform to sing, in Cantonese and En-
glish, "Tell Me the Story of Jesus."

An ensemble of seven instrumentalists,

directed by Tom Fitch of the Diamond
Street congregation, accompanied the

carol singing of the approximately 160 per-

sons present. Luke Stoltzfus, the local

Lancaster Conference bishop who serves

as president of Philadelphia Mennonite
Council, led in a "clap offering" to God as

he closed the service. He noted the vision

of John in Revelation which proclaims that

saints from every tribe, language, people,

and nation shall praise the Lord.
—James Leaman

Hesston students
build home
for needy family

Some 30 Hesston College student volun-

teers put their concern for the homeless
into action recently when they helped
build a Jubilee home in nearby Wichita,

Kans. "I'm in shock. Four hours ago there

was nothing here but the floor. Now the

whole house has taken shape," said future

homeowner Alena Chiles. She and her
husband, Curtis, are building the house in

the Mennonite Housing-sponsored Jubilee

Homes program.

The atmosphere was that of an old-fash-

ioned barn raising. In about eight hours
the sidewalls, trusses, and roof had gone
up, windows and doors were installed, and
half of the shingling was completed. By
late afternoon two local television crews
had come by to conduct interviews. Neigh-
bors stopped to watch the progress and a
photographer tried to capture the most
interesting settings and photo opportuni-
ties.

This wasn't the first day that Hesston
students had worked on the site. The
previous week a crew of volunteers helped
to lay down the flooring and backfill earth
along the foundation. Additional groups of
Hesston volunteers will give up their Sat-
urdays until the house is complete.
Mennonite Housing executive director

Tom Bishop explained how the students
got involved: "We invited Hesston stu-

dents to join in our 'Paint the Town' effort

here last month. We expected about a

dozen. More than 30 volunteers showed
up to help paint and repair homes of

elderly homeowners."
Later, while thanking the students dur-

ing a chapel address at the college, Bishop
casually suggested that they displayed so

much energy they could probably build a

whole house themselves. The response

was enthusiastic. Within a few days 130

students had volunteered to donate three

Saturdays apiece—if Mennonite Housing
would coordinate the project. In addition,

students would raise funds to help with

purchase of building materials. The result

has been a lot of blistered hands, sore

knees, and tired shoulders for students

—

but also a sense that something important

is taking place.

For Jenny Helmuth of LaGrange, Ind.,

Hesston College campus pastor Duane Yoder (right) inspects house plans with Alena and
Curtis Chiles and their son, Curtis Jr. More than 1 25 other Hesston students are donating
three Saturdays apiece to build a home for the family.

the experience is a way to live out Christ's

gospel. "It's easy to get caught up in our
own problems," she said. "So it's helpful

to get out of that, to reach out to the less

fortunate. It gives me a better understand-
ing of what is really going on in the world."
Campus pastor Duane Yoder, who worked
alongside the students, suggested that
some of the volunteers might not be seen
at all of the college's religious activities,

but they were finding a way to express
their faith through blisters and sweat.

Curtis and Alena Chiles hope that when
the house is finished, they can do some-
thing in return for the students. Perhaps
for now the biggest return will be the
growing friendship between the Hesston
volunteers and the Chiles family.

Bishop also notes that while a lot of time
and energy is being donated to the Chiles

house, it is not a hand-out. Curtis and
Alena will contribute 250 hours toward the

construction of their home and will then
contribute another 100 hours to someone
else's home-building project. "The com-
pleted home is purchased on a 15-year

interest-free contract with hope of getting

conventional financing after five years,"

said Bishop. "This way funds can be recir-

culated to help another family construct a

home every five years." The Chiles home
is the seventh Jubilee home that Menno-
nite Housing has sponsored.

Former participants in

Recovery of Hope
share marriage stories

Eighteen couples experienced the power
of the story as they walked with Tom and
Sue and Bob and Louise through their

stories at the Recovery of Hope "alumni"
meeting recently at Lancaster (Pa.)

Brethren in Christ Church. A sense of

camaraderie permeated the room, with re-

sponses fluctuating between laughter and
moans.

All couples in attendance had experi-

enced the depths of despair in their mar-

riage. The telling of stories opened the

doors to informal sharing about the heal-

ing that began during the intensive week
of Recovery of Hope counseling. Heads
nodded as someone suggested that it is

difficult to fulfill the commitments made
in their contract.

Recovery of Hope, a guided plan of

reconciliation for couples with troubled

marriages, has brought hope to many rela-

tionships. A rough survey has shown that

nearly 70 percent of those who entered the

program are still together a year later.

The alumni meeting was planned by
John and Naomi Lederach, directors of

Recovery of Hope at Philhaven—a Men-
nonite mental health center in Mount
Gretna, Pa.

—

Sara Leaman Keener
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Members of the MBM-sponsored study group walk down a colonaded road in Ephesus.

Study group explores
early churches in

what is now Turkey

By the time a North American study
group of 21 meembers had spent 17 days
in Turkey, Turkish Muslim guide Hakan
Basar was able to lead the group in "This
Is the Day That the Lord Hath Made."
They sang in early Christian churches at

Antioch, where followers of Jesus were
first called "Christians"; they sang on the

Isle of Patmos, where John wrote the book
of Revelation; they sang at Nicea, where
the famous council was held; they sang
seven stories below ground and in the

cave churches of Cappadocia.
The purpose of the church growth/mis-

sion study group, sponsored by Mennonite
Board of Missions, was to walk in the

footsteps of the apostles Paul and John to

learn how early church planting was done.

Letters to the Ephesians, Colossians, and
the Galatians, and the book of Revelation
now make more sense to group members.
They saw the great plains where the
churches of Galatia, Colossae, Iconium,

Lystra, Derbe, and Cappadocia were
started. They saw the ruins where the

seven churches of Revelation were lo-

cated.

They visited Antioch, a seaport that

became the Christian center from which
early missionaries like Paul, Barnabas,
Silas, and Mark sailed. They climbed the

Taurus Mountains, which were a major
barrier to church expansion.

The group traveled five hours by boat to

get to the Isle of Patmos, where the apos-
tle John was imprisoned and from where it

is believed he wrote the book of Revela-

tion. He was writing to the seven churches
which he had visited as a circuit minister.

Ephesus, the second largest city of that
day and where Paul worked for two years,

is closest to Patmos. Seeing such a famous
city with overlays of centuries of civiliza-

tion, group members began to see that the

apostles were indeed successful in bring-

ing the gospel to the New Yorks, Montre-
als, and Tokyos of their day.

Instanbul (formerly Constantinople)
contains the history of the early Byzantine
Church of which Western Christians know
little. The city was renamed Constantino-
ple after Constantine, the Roman emperor
who, became a Christian, and after which
Christianity became the dominant religion

of Europe.

Study group coleader Ed Bontrager,
who is director of evangelism and church
development at MBM, kept the group's

singing and worship vital and timely. Co-
leader Richard Showalter, who had
worked in Turkey and Cyprus for six years
and is now president of Rosedale Bible

Institute, kept the group thinking and in-

formed through lectures.

Several members of the group said the

study tour helped make the Bible "come
alive." One participant commented, "To
see how God has worked through the ages
assures me of his control, power, and con-

Out of print special,

while they last!

Not by Might, a Gospel
Herald 75th anniversary book,
was published by Herald Press
in 1983 at $9.95. The book is

no longer available from
Herald Press, but the Gospel
Herald has the remaining
copies. You can order the book
from the Herald for $5.50 a

copy, postpaid. Send your
order (with payment, please) to:

Not by Might
c/o Dotty Anderson
616 Walnut Ave.

SCOTTDALE PA 15683

tinuing presence. The excitement of
church growth, people coming to faith, and
the faithfulness of these early Christians
are a challenge to me."

Peace Section ponders
racism, abortion,
third-world debt

Racism, third-world debt, and abortion

were discussed at Mennonite Central
Committee U.S. Peace Section board
meetings recently in Akron, Pa. The meet-
ings were led by new chairwoman Susan
Goering, an attorney from Baltimore.

MCC administrators told the board
about steps they are taking to promote
minority hiring throughout the organiza-

tion. Board member Lindsey Robinson of

Harrisburg, Pa., pleaded with staff to

make special efforts to share with minority

constituents information about MCC ser-

vice opportunities both in North America
and overseas. The staff agreed to do so.

The board then moved to affirm the

statement on racism that came out of

Normal 89, the joint convention of the
Mennonite Church and General Confer-
ence Mennonite Church. The board, how-
ever, asked staff to work on a revision that

would reflect the broader concerns of the

constituencies represented on the board
and more strongly encourage the use of

nonwhite North American constituents'

gifts in church leadership positions.

Third-world debt was discussed during

Washington Office reporting. People from
developing countries say debt is the most
important issue they face, said Keith
Gingrich of the Washington Office. Be-
tween $30 and $40 billion a year flow from
third- to first-world countries in interest

payments on loans made in the late 1970s

and early '80s. Third-world countries were
strongly encouraged to accept loans by
first-world commercial banks that had
money to invest following the oil crisis.

Poor people are paying the debt, noted
Dave Schrock-Shenk of the Global Educa-
tion Office. About 40,000 children die each
day from diseases related to the debt
burden, he said. "Add those numbers up,

and we're creating a holocaust."

"We're holding other countries hostage

to our economic policies," said board
member Wes Prieb of Hillsboro, Kans.

"We're waging war by quietly endorsing

economic policies that are unchristian."

The board also discussed abortion and
proposals for how to talk about this poten-

tially explosive issue. Board member
James Rhodes of Dayton, Va., said that

MCC has a unique opportunity to witness

on this issue. Instead of embracing the

sometimes militant approach of the pro-

life movement, he suggested, Peace Sec-
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tion can witness to a faith that embraces

life at all levels—from the unborn to those

on death row.

Alice Price of Mennonite Conciliation

Service suggested that Peace Section

might act as a sounding board for both

sides on the abortion issue, working to

promote dialogue and find common
ground where polarized people can agree.

Peace Section staff proposed creating a

study packet that would explore the range

of Mennonite stories, experiences, and
perspectives on abortion. Staff will also

explore the sponsoring of a conference on
abortion that would focus on a consistent

life ethic and look for strategies on which

polarized people can agree.

In other business, the board endorsed

the Citizens Budget Campaign, an effort

among religious groups in the Washington,

D.C., area who hope to change federal

budget planning. The group is asking the

U.S. government to: increase spending on
housing, health care, education, job train-

ing, and other community needs; cut mili-

tary spending significantly; reduce the

federal deficit; and generate additional

Great grizzly! David Mumaw, a

teacher at Eastern Mennonite High
School in Harrisonburg, Va.,

"befriends" a grizzly bear—a gift do-

nated to the Science Department re-

cently by the Winston Weaver Estate.

Weaver, a 1939 graduate of the school

shot the brute in Wyoming and had it

stuffed by Jonas Brothers Taxidermy
of Seattle. "At first we thought it was
just a black bear," said Greg Weaver,

a son who accompanied Weaver on
the 1970 hunting trip. "We trailed it

five miles the morning after Dad put
in the first shot." At the time of his

death last April, Weaver was chair-

man of the board at Rockingham Con-
struction Company. All of Weaver's
children attended EMHS. His grand-

son, Brian David, is a freshman at

EMHS this year.

revenues by fairly increasing corporate

and upper-income taxes.

Chris Wenger Nofsinger of the Women's
Concerns Office said people continue to

request copies of the August Women's
Concerns Report on incest. Since publica-

tion of the newsletter, she has received

numerous letters from readers who were
abused in their own homes or who know of

abusive situations. "We tend to gloss over

problems in our homes," said Nofsinger.

"Where is the church? How can we ad-

dress the root causes of this and how can

the church do a better job of teaching new
generations?"

Nofsinger updated the board on plans

for a fall 1990 conference on abuse to be
held in California. Peace Section board
members hope to attend the conference as

part of their 1990 fall meeting.

Mennonites in

East and West Berlin

face new era

On Sunday, Nov. 12, the Mennonite
Church in West Berlin finally held a

thanksgiving service, which had been
planned for 28 years, as a result of the

opening of the Berlin Wall on Nov. 9. As
part of the service, Pastor Horst Krueger
quoted a decision made by the church

board in 1961, just after the building of the

Berlin Wall, to hold a special prayer meet-

ing instead of the thanksgiving service

originally scheduled.

Meanwhile at the Mennonite Church in

East Berlin that same day, an air of cele-

bration filled the air during the traditional

coffee and cake following the service. On
the same street, just five blocks away,

East Berliners were still lining up by the

hundreds waiting to walk through the wall

at the new crossing point border guards

had cut there the previous day.

Jubilation and utter amazement are still

the dominant emotions as Mennonites in

both East and West Berlin begin to assess

what the opening of the Berlin Wall will

mean for their congregations. Since the

building of the wall, contact between the

congregations has been maintained by
West Berliners who applied for day visas

to attend worship in the East. Ironically, it

is now easier for East Germans to travel to

the West than vice versa.

Renate Roesser, a member of the

church board in East Berlin, views the

open wall not as a chance to unify the

Mennonites of Berlin, but as an opportu-

nity finally to build equality and full mutu-
ality between the congregations. Roesser

is also optimistic about new areas for

cooperation, especially in urgently needed
youth work. Members over the age of 60

have been allowed to cross the wall al-

ready for decades. In both East and West
Berlin, regular attendance at the Menno-

nite churches is only about 30, and in both

cases the older people outnumber young
people by a good margin.

Several other small groups of Menno-
nites in the Leipzig, Halle, and Rostock
areas of East Germany will now also be
able to develop relationships with Men-
nonite churches in West Germany.
Roesser expressed hope that this would
not only build up the East German con-

gregations, but also give Western churches

a better insight into the difficulties their

brothers and sisters in the East European
communist countries still face.

Presbyterians

Mennonites
Episcopalians

Shalom V:

The Enemy
An intergenerational

peacemaking conference

for adults and children

February 16-18, 1990

• Ben C. Ollenburger

• Barbara G. Green

• Drama by Emanuel Players

• Biblical storytelling by Weldon
Nisly

• Intergenerational worship

• Seminars

• Sponsored by various conferences

Laurelville Mennonite Church Center

Mt. Pleasant, Pennsylvania 15666
412-423-2056
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Readers say

Letters from readers are welcome. Please keep
them brief, to the point, and kind. One to three
paragraphs is enough to make one sharp point.
Long letters may need to be shortened.

Ted Shattuck, Lakeville, Mass.
As I read the unsigned letter of Nov. 28,

I could but imagine the pain that the writer

must have felt and the courage that she
had to write and share.

I am a Mennonite from "outside" and the
more I see Mennonites abandoning the
traditional values of the church the more I

come to appreciate and respect the integ-

rity and commitment of people like the
writer.

It wasn't clear to me whether she left the
Mennonite Church or not. I hope that she
will persevere. By expressing her dedica-
tion to her church and its culture she
brought embarrassment and conviction

upon some and paid a price in criticism

and rejection, but at the same time, per-

haps unknowingly, she has brought encour-
agement to others like me.

Kenneth I. Smoker,
North Newton, Kans.

I was not blessed with the privilege of
going to college. However, I am well aware
of that which "Name Withheld" ("Readers
Say," Nov. 28) speaks. It is quite general
in the Mennonite Church that if you do not
go along, you won't get along. When will

the Mennonite Church accept people and
give privileges to them although they may
have some definite convictions? Do our
colleges exist for the people, or are most
people existing for the colleges for the
privileged few? Do we call this a brother-
hood—a church for whosoever will? Should
we not work for justice and equality in the
church as well as in the state?

Atlee Beechy, peace and social con-
cerns secretary, Mennonite Board of
Congregational Ministries
Larry Hauder's perceptive, disturbing

story, "How We Spotted Military
Encroachment" (Nov. 7) alerts us to an
important faith issue—the widespread use

of the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery Test in high schools and its use as

a recruiting tool of the military. What can
we do? Find out if this is happening in your
school. Ask questions. Share concerns with

other parents. Discuss the matter with

school officials, teachers, and board of
education members.
In addition to resisting military intrusion

into the schools, you may find it helpful to

see and discuss the newly released video
In the Presence ofPersuasion. It is available

for rent from Provident Bookstore in Lan-
caster, Pa. Call the toll-free number for

information and scheduling. The number
is 800-759-4447.

Willard Krabill, Goshen, Ind.

Many thanks for your superb editorial of
Nov. 14. I affirm you for keeping the

inconsistencies of some of our
constituency's attitudes toward legal drugs
before your readership.

Myrtle Aspinwall, Middlefield, Ohio
How Satan must sit back and chuckle

with glee when Christians criticize each
other (Sept. 26 editorial and "Readers
Say" responses). James Dobson and
Chuck Swindoll are helping married cou-
ples to establish Christian homes and have
good husband-wife relationships. They are
helping parents raise children to be Chris-
tian citizens.

I thank God for these men and the
people who work with them. I am sorry that
I did not have their wise counsel when I

was a young wife and mother 50 years ago.

Tom Sine, Seattle, Wash.
Thank you for your timely editorial "Are

We What We Read?" (Sept. 26). I have a

need to clarify my position since my views
were not accurately reported in "Readers
Say."

I know of a number of people who have
been helped by the writings of Dobson and

Coming to terms
with the issues

of the '90s

What will be the issues for the Men-
nonite Church in the '90s? Recently,

with the help of Mennonite leaders,

Gospel Herald prepared a list of a dozen
or so and began assigning them to writ-

ers for discussion.

Treat the background, we said: how
we got here; the foreground: why it is

crucial now; and something to do about
it. We plan to publish the articles once
a month in 1990.

Swindoll. Their work is, of course, a part
of a rapidly growing body of popular Chris-
tian books, radio broadcasts, and music.
While popular Christian materials have
some value, they often have a very differ-

ent view of Christian faith than Anabaptist
writings.

Let me offer some examples of contrasts

between the two viewpoints that I find

troubling. For starters, popular Christian
writings tend to sanction the upscale, indi-

vidualistic, self-seeking values of the secu-
lar culture. Instead of attempting to live

out the "American dream" with a little

Jesus overlay, Mennonite writings have
always reminded Christians that they are

to live out the right-side-up values of the
kingdom in a upside-down world.

The popular Christian distortion is that

the primary preoccupation of Christian
faith is what God can do for us, helping us

get better jobs, nicer homes, improve our
relationships, help us find parking places.

Mennonites teach that the purpose of faith

is not oriented around what God can do for

us but how we can be a part of what God
is doing to bring "sight to the blind, release

to the captives, and good news to the

poor."

Popular Christianity teaches a privat-

ized, pietistic view of discipleship that

typically only has to do with one small

spiritual compartment of life. The secular

culture sets all the other life's agendas. In

Kraybill's The Upside-Down Kingdom we
are shown a whole-life discipleship that

changes every area of life, including our

lifestyles. Learning "to live more simply
that others might simply live!"

And popular Christianity often sees the

mission of the church exclusively in terms
of evangelism and church planting. Men-
nonites, while committed to evangelism
and church planting, also know the Bible

calls for us to work for justice and peace.

When it comes to politics, popular Chris-

tianity insists the only acceptable Christian

position is the right-wing position, promot-
ing militarism and American nationalism.

From the beginning Anabaptists have un-

derstood the goals of the nation were
different from the goals of the church.

Mennonites struggle to bring Scripture to

bear on political issues, avoiding party line

of right and left.

I am not suggesting Mennonites stop

reading all popular Christian books. But I

am suggesting they learn to read those

books with much more discernment and

spend much more time reading the Bible

and materials from their own tradition.

Failing to do this I believe Mennonites will,

in the next 15 years, become largely indis-

tinguishable from the popular Christian

movement. That would be a tremendous
loss to both the church and the larger

society.
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Mennoscope

Virginia program offers "Children's Day." Christine Glick (right) in-

structs Sarah Eshbaugh in the tasteful art of cutting dough and decorating

figures for Christmas cookies. The first Saturday each month around 20 chil-

dren gather at Friendship House in Harrisonburg, Va., for special activities

led by Marian Becker, a schoolteacher and student at Eastern Mennonite

Seminary, and her volunteer staff of high school and college students. "Chil-

dren's Day," as it is known, encourages one-to-one relationships between vol-

unteers and community children through interaction, crafts, music, and art.

Friendship House also serves nutritious meals each Thursday at no cost or

by donations, offers monthly "friendship clubs" for men and women, and has

helped local children to attend Highland Retreat Camp. Friendship House

grew out of the vision of Daisy Yoder, who is program director.—Jim Bishop

Contributions to Mennonite Board of Mis-
sions totaled $3,229,000 through Nov. 30.

This is $181,000 below the figure projected for

the first 10 months of this budget year, which

ends on Jan. 31. MBM needs $5.2 million in

contributions this year. "MBM missionaries and

volunteers reflect and proclaim God's love in

numerous ways and settings," says Pat
Swartzentruber, MBM vice-president for ad-

ministration and resources. "Join this season of

giving by sharing a contribution of support for

these ministries."

Contributions to Eastern Mennonite Board
of Missions were up $300,000 over last year

during the January-November period. This is a

7 percent increase. However, it is 3 percent short

of the budget which was approved last January.

Eastern Board's fiscal year ends on Dec. 31. The
board set a goal of $78 for missions from every

member of Lancaster Conference— its support-

ing constituency—during December. The per-

member average for the previous two
Decembers was $66. An additional $7 per mem-
ber is needed in December for discipleship

ministries and relief ministries.

Longtime administrator Ray Horst has cut

back to half-time work with Mennonite
Board of Missions. He continues in the Evan-

gelism and Church Development Department,

with special emphasis on Native American min-

istries. Horst has served MBM for 33 years. That
includes 20 years as Voluntary Service director

and shorter stints as vice-president for home
ministries and director of evangelism and church

development. Most recently he was an evange-

lism and church development consultant. Horst

traveled extensively for MBM over the years,

helping establish—and then encourage—many
congregations and outreach efforts throughout

North America. "I've experienced a wealth of

satisfaction, joy, and accomplishment during my
time at MBM," he says.

A 17-year-old boy has confessed to starting

the fire that destroyed a church building in

Mississippi in August 1988. An old house in

Macon was the site of an emerging Mennonite-

related congregation named Fellowship of Hope.
Its most unusual feature in a racially troubled

area was that it was made up of both white and
black members. So some people thought the

arsonist was racially motivated. But Lamorris

Frierson confessed that he set the fire to divert

attention away from a burglary that he planned

at a drugstore. The church was rebuilt earlier

this year in a new location, with the help of

volunteers from near and far.

A Voluntary Service worker was arrested
in a protest action recently in Brownsville,

Tex., against U.S. military aid to El Salvador.

Lyn Raymond of the local VS unit operated by
Mennonite Board of Missions was among nine

activists who were taken into custody for briefly

occupying the local office of U.S. Rep. Solomon
Ortiz. "We are here today to express our moral

objection to U.S. complicity in the slaughter of

the Salvadoran people," they said in a prepared

statement. While the nine occupied the office,

other protesters held a vigil outside. Raymond
said she was inspired to join the protest because
of her recent visit to El Salvador and because
of her work in Brownsville with refugees from
that war-torn country.

The people of Ethiopia are still suffering

from hunger and war. Severe drought in the

northern part of the country has destroyed most

of the crops, and continuing conflict between the

Army and rebel forces there is exacerbating the

problem. Mennonite Central Committee is re-

sponding with 4,000 metric tons of wheat pro-

vided by Canadian Mennonites and shipped in

cooperation with the Canadian Foodgrains

Bank. MCC also has five workers in Ethiopia

who are involved in long-term projects to reduce

the causes of hunger. In addition, MCC provided

2,400 metric tons of wheat and 90 metric tons of

edible oil for use in food-for-work projects in

Welo Province this past year.

The people of Cambodia heard a message
of hope recently from a Jewish Holocaust sur-

vivor, a Palestinian Melkite priest, and a black

South African woman. Their visit, sponsored by
Mennonite Central Committee, was especially

relevant at this time when Cambodians fear the

return of Pol Pot, whose brutal rule in the 1970s

led to the deaths of millions. His Khmer Rouge
forces are fighting to take over the government

again. The three MCC visitors showed solidarity

with the Cambodian people by sharing their

stories and listening to the Cambodians' stories.

The three were Hedy Epstein, whose parents

died in a Nazi concentration camp; Elias

Chacour, whose village was destroyed by Jewish

immigrants; and Emma Mashinini, who has been

tortured by the white minority government for

union activity.

Argentine Indians retold the details of how
the Christian faith came to them in the 1940s

during the recent semiannual meeting of the

United Evangelical Church, which was held in

Formosa. They told how Mennonite Board of

Missions workers J. W. and Selena Shank and

others came and how the Indian people re-

sponded. Later the missionaries helped the In-

dians form the United Evangelical Church,

which now has 4,500 members in 120 congrega-

tions. It is an indigenous church that includes

four different tribes. "In the process of retelling

their story, the younger Indians heard and the

older ones affirmed that hope for a full life is

theirs as people in covenant with God," said

MBM missionary Mattie Marie Mast.

Ghana Mennonite Church launched a plan

to evangelize rural areas of that country

during its recent annual meeting in Edwinase.

The delegates decided to set up a committee

that will lead the effort, including intensive

training for local leaders. During the meeting,

the delegates also decided to accelerate the

training of workers for the church's primary

health-care program and to improve the mobile

clinic.

Two supposedly enemy peoples took part in

a Dutch Mennonite peace event recently in

Elspeet, the Netherlands. It was the annual

meeting of the Dutch Mennonite Peace Group,
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and joining the group were four advocates of
nonviolence from both the Palestinian and Is-

raeli perspectives. They reported on the current
situation in the Middle East and related their

own stories of involvement in war and peace. All

four are members of the Fellowship of Recon-
ciliation and were returning a visit made to the
Middle East earlier this year by Dutch Menno-
nite peace representatives.

"Why the Fuss About the Past?" was the
opening talk at the first genealogy conference
sponsored by Mifflin County Mennonite Histor-
ical Society recently in Belleville, Pa. Native son
John Sharp, now pastor of Scottdale (Pa.) Men-
nonite Church, answered the question by stat-

ing, "In the rootlessness of this generation, we
have good news to share. In the story of God's
acts, the past tells who we are and where we've
come from." Other speakers at the daylong
conference talked about collecting family history

data, the artifacts of the Indians of Pennsylva-
nia, and migrations to and from Mifflin County.

Vulnerability, spontaneity, and account-
ability should characterize a Christian's
walk with God, said Miriam Book at the recent

fourth annual meeting of Oregon Business and
Professional Women which was held in Salem.
Book, who became associate general secretary

of the Mennonite Church a year ago, helped
organize the business/professional women's
groups across North America when she was an
executive committee member of the Women's
Missionary and Service Commission. Over 70
women from 12 congregations attended the Or-

egon event.

Kansas high school principals and counsel-
ors met at Hesston College recently along
with the college's education majors to ponder
the special needs of children of divorce. Bruce
Woods, a marriage/family counselor from Wich-
ita, Kans., talked about the role that teachers

and counselors can play in helping the "innocent
bystanders"—the children—deal with the di-

vorce of their parents. The event was the fifth

annual Principal/Counselor Workshop spon-
sored by Hesston.

Pastoral transitions:
• Richard Yordy will retire as pastor of St.

Jacobs (Ont.) Mennonite Church on Dec. 31. He
served the congregation 12 years, most recently
alongside Sue Steiner.

• Carl Wiebe will become pastor of Martins
Creek Mennonite Church, Millersburg, Ohio, in

February. He succeeds Paul King, who has been
interim pastor for two years.

• Gilberto Gaytan was ordained as pastor of
Iglesia Anabautista Emanuel, South Bend, Ind.,

on Oct. 15. He is the founding pastor of this

three-year-old congregation.
• Dan Stoltzfus has resigned as pastor of

Community Mennonite Church, South Bend,
Ind., effective on Dec. 31.

• David Petersheim was licensed and installed

as associate pastor of Pleasant View Mennonite
Church, Goshen, Ind., on Nov. 5. He is a recent
graduate of Associated Mennonite Biblical Sem-
inaries.

• Maury Brenneman was licensed as associate
pastor of Central Mennonite Church, Fort
Wayne, Ind., on Nov. 22. He serves alongside
Pastor Don Delagrange.

• Lee Ebersole was licensed and installed as
assistant pastor of Pleasant View Mennonite
Church, Chambersburg, Pa., on Oct. 29. He also

continues as director of Cove Valley Camp.
• Jesse Glick was ordained by Indiana-Mich-

igan Conference for work at Mennonite Board
of Missions on Dec. 4. He joined the MBM staff

in 1988 and is now regional communications
manager. He served previously as Franconia
Conference youth minister.

• Jerry Wittrig and Rosemary Fry were com-
missioned as pastoral team members of North
Goshen (Ind.) Mennonite Church on Oct. 8.

They serve on a one-fifth-time basis alongside
Pastor Harvey Chupp.

• Arnold Cressman will become interim pas-
tor of St. Jacobs (Ont.) Mennonite Church on
Feb. 1. He will serve alongside Sue Steiner.

• Addona Nissley will become interim pastor
of Mt. Pleasant Mennonite Church, Chesapeake,
Va., in January.

Missionary comings/goings:
• Willis and Byrdalene Horst returned from

Argentina in December for a three-month North
American assignment. They are Mennonite
Board of Missions workers who serve in pastoral
ministry among Indian Christians in the remote
Chaco region. Their address is 119 W. Cleveland
Ave., Elkhart, IN 46516.
•Anna Marie Kurtz returned to Ghana in

November following a four-month North Amer-
ican assignment. She is an MBM missionary who
serves Ghana Mennonite Church in the areas of
health care, Bible teaching, and visitation. Her
address is Box 6158, Accra North, Ghana.

New books:
• Moneywise Meditations by John Rudy. This

book offers good news about money—that it can
be very useful for sharing and that it does not
have to seduce and dominate. The author is a
former businessman, pastor, and Mennonite
Mutual Aid executive who is now eastern re-

gional manager of Mennonite Foundation. The
book, published by Herald Press of Mennonite
Publishing House, is available for $6.95 (in

Canada $8.95).

• Thoughts of a Lifetime by Stella Boshart.
This is a collection of poetry first written by the
author when she was a teenager, then a farm
homemaker, and now a retiree. A dedication
service was held recently for the book at the
author's home congregation—Bethel Mennonite
Church of Wayland, Iowa. The book is available
from the author at 904 S. 9th Ave., Washington,
IA 52353.

Three employees contribute 120 years to Mennonite publishing. Elva Yoder, Gospel Herald editorial assistant, Fred
Berg, pressman, and Don Brilhart, folder operator, each completed 40 years of employment at Mennonite Publishing
House in 1989. Yoder started on Mar. 1, 1949, running a small paper folder in the bindery department. From there she
moved to the mailing department, the business office, and then to the editorial offices. She has worked for three Gospel
Herald editors—Paul Erb, John Drescher, and Dan Hertzler. One of her weekly tasks is to write the birth, death, and
marriage columns. Berg started on Mar. 7 at age 16. He first worked in the bindery department and in maintenance. At
age 18, when he was permitted to operate equipment, he moved to the press department. Today he operates a single-
color press, but produces most of the four-color book covers. Brilhart completed his 40 years on Nov. 19. He began work
in the shipping/receiving department. He often carried mail to and from the post office. Since 1959 he has operated a
folder which takes the large sheets of paper which are run on the presses and folds them to regular-page size. Berg and
Brilhart have processed over 90 million pieces of Christian literature during their employment. Yoder estimates she has
prepared 50,000 notices of births, deaths, and marriages for Gospel Herald.
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Real radio. The heyday of serials,

comedy sketches, and live music per-

formances is now part of the program
lineup at Eastern Mennonite
College's FM Radio station, WEMC.
Once a month WEMC sponsors A
Night on the Hill in the Discipleship

Center next door to the station on
top of the hill overlooking the campus.
Here EMC senior Dori Zook does a

commercial spoof for "Ethel

Merman's Greatest Hits." College

and community people make up the

studio audience. The idea originated

as a farewell-tribute last summer for

outgoing station manager Ed Nyce,

but has proven so popular that the

program will continue once a month.

Church-related job openings:
'Associate in development, Goshen College.

Responsibilities include cultivation and solicita-

tion of major donors and coordinating selected

church relations activities. Qualifications in-

clude a B.A. degree and experience in

fundraising. Previous pastoral experience in a

Mennonite congregation or work experience in

a Mennonite institution is desirable. Send
resume to Ron Gunden at GC, Goshen, IN 46526.

• Staff persons, Spruce Lake Retreat, Can-
adensis, Pa. Needed are two people to work in

the kitchen and dining room and in housekeep-
ing. Contact Paul Beiler at the camp, R. 1, Box
605, Canadensis, PA 18325; phone 717-595-7505.

Births

Please send birth or adoption announcements
no later than six months after the event.

Benner, Neil and Faye (Alderfer), Harleys-

ville, Pa., second son, Derek Neil, Dec. 6.

Birky, Hal and Dawn (Maston), Columbia
Falls, Mont., second daughter, Brittany Shanell,

July 29.

Crilow, Larry and Kim (Miller), Millersburg,

Ind., third child, second son, Spencer Ross, Oct.

8.

Fair, Eric and Kelly (Stoll), South Bend, Ind.,

first child, Ashley Renae, Nov. 29.

Farris, Daniel and Lynda (Musacchio), Col-

legeville, Pa., first child, Katrina Lynn, Nov. 30.

Frank, Chuck and Denice (Reynolds),
Archbold, Ohio, first child, Kelcey Lynn, Nov.

24.

Frey, Allen and Amy (Riegsecker), Archbold,

Ohio, second child, first son, Logan Allen, Nov.

22.

Frieson, Rod and Darlene (Steckle), Toronto,

Ont., first child, Lyndsey Nicole, Nov. 25.

Greaser, Jonathan and Susan (Welby), Sell-

ersville, Pa., first child, Jonathan Robert, Dec.

6.

Hines, Sam and Carol (Rupp), Hesston,

Kans., first child, Aleesha Marie, Dec. 6.

Hooley, Dwight and Sharon (Lapp), Kalispell,

Mont., fourth son, Bradley George, Oct. 3.

King, Ray and Marsha (Lewis), Pekin, HI.,

fourth child, first daughter, Anne Glenell, Dec.

2.

Knudson, Lori, South Bend, Ind., first child,

Rachel, Nov. 23.

Landis, James and Christina (Totten),

Souderton, Pa., second son, Ryan Michael, Dec.

1.

Lehman, Galen R. and Sherri (Sommers),

Kidron, Ohio, first child, Matthew Ryan, Dec. 5.

Maust, Brian and Marcia (Good), Gainesville,

Fla., third child, first son, Joel David, Dec. 3.

Menotti, Bob and Nancy (Schumacher),
Smithville, Ohio, first child, Philip Andrew, Dec.

4.

Miller, Mike and Sandy (Hartman), Goshen,

Ind., second daughter, Angela Lynn, Nov. 28.

Miller, Stephen and Shawn (Schultz), Protec-

tion, Kans., first child, Abigail Marie, Nov. 13.

Moss, David and Dianne (Kiekel), Birdsboro,

Pa., fifth child, third son, Timothy Isaac, Nov.

16.

Peachey, Ken and Rachel (Schlabach),

Harrisonburg, Va., third child, second son, Ryan
Spencer, Nov. 22.

Peachey, Tim and Marlene (Glick), Peters-

burg, Pa., third child, second daughter, Rebecca
Joy, Nov. 9.

Reichart, Stephen and Karen (Nyce),
Souderton, Pa., first child, Nathan Stephen,

Nov. 24.

Roes, Art and Lynda, Sarasota, Fla., third

child, first son, James Edward, Nov. 14.

Short, Mike and Peg (Wyse), Archbold, Ohio,

third child, second son, Tyler Lynn, Nov. 6.

Steckle, Cameron and Kathy (Love), Zurich,

Ont., first child, Brent Cameron, Nov. 22.

Stoltzfus, J. Paul and Bonnie (Yoder), Honey
Brook, Pa., second daughter, Melissa Lou, July

16.

Wagler, Rudy and Debbie (Rasico),

Loogootee, Ind., fourth child, first daughter,

Ashley Ann, Nov. 29.

For the '90s

We announced recently a special se-

ries of articles called "Issues for the

Mennonite Church in the '90s." We are

planning also a second series, "Texts for

the '90s," also to appear regularly

throughout the year. In this series, writ-

ers will be invited to interpret a text of

their choice. Now it may be that some
will find these articles also issue-ori-

ented. But then, is it not true that in

many places the Bible is also issue-

oriented? We commend both series to

you and hope that you will find here

perspective on our life together and
courage to face the years of our Lord
called the '90s.

Weaver, Burnell and Shanda (Blosser),

Goshen, Ind., first child, Collette Lynne, Oct. 6.

Works, Raymond and Elsa (Savanick), South
Bend, Ind., fourth child, third daughter, Jaimee
Suzanna, Oct. 19.

Wyse, Mike and Julia (Stutzman), Archbold,

Ohio, second daughter, Brianne Renee, Nov. 27.

Zoss, Rich and Esther (Ramer), Washburn,
111., second child, first daughter, Monica Renee,

Nov. 24.

Correction: Tn the Nov. 7 issue the address

for Edward and Jean Johns listed under
"Births" should be Hatfield, Pa., not Ohio.

Marriages

Please send announcements no more than six

months after the wedding. A six-month free
subscription is given to those not now receiving

"Gospel Herald " if the address is supplied.

Brigance-Helmuth. Keith Brigance, Goshen,
Ind., and Lisa Helmuth, Goshen, Ind., Clinton

Frame cong., by Vernon E. Bontreger, Dec. 2.

Evers-Johnson. Steven V. Evers, Goshen,
Ind., North Clinton cong., Wauseon, Ohio, and
Connie J. Johnson, Goshen, Ind., Lutheran
Church, Chatman, Mich., by James Johnson,

brother of the bride, July 1.

King-Flory. Larry King, Pettisville, Ohio,

Central cong., and Cathy Flory, Defiance, Ohio,

Brethren Church, by Charles H. Gautsche and
Glen Whisler, Dec. 1.

Knapp-Stutzman. Bruce Knapp, Bloomfield,

Iowa, Pulaski cong., and Jeri Stutzman, Beaver
Crossing, Nebr., Bellwood cong., by Noah Kolb
and John Phelps, Dec. 2.

Shambo-Hadlow. Earl Thomas Shambo and
Jennifer Joy Hadlow, both of Croghan, N.Y.,

Croghan Conservative cong., by Richard Zehr,

Nov. 18.

VanDiepenbos-Detweiler. Jeff VanDiepen-
bos, New Paris, Ind., and Joy Detweiler, Goshen,

Ind., both of Yellow Creek cong., by Wes
Bontreger and Bill Detweiler, Sept. 16.

Obituaries

Clemmer, Edna B. Nice, daughter of Garret

and Jane (Delp) Nice, was born at Souderton,

Pa., Sept. 9, 1902; died at Perkasie, Pa., Nov. 29,

1989; aged 87. On June 9, 1926, she was married

to Jacob L. Clemmer, who died May 21, 1965.

Surviving are one son (Curtis N), 2 daughters

(Ada Clemmer and Lois Reimer), 6 grandchil-

dren, and 10 great-grandchildren. She was a

member of Salford Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Dec. 2, in charge

of Willis A. Miller, John L. Ruth, and John M.
Ehst; interment in Salford Mennonite Ceme-
tery.

Detweiler, J. Robert, son of William G. and
Anna (Landes) Detweiler, was born at Norris-

town, Pa., Nov. 29, 1929; died of a massive heart

attack at his home at Goshen. Ind., Sept. 15,

1989; aged 59. On June 7, 1959, he was married

to Marjorie Springer, who survives. Also surviv-

ing are 2 daughters (Joy VanDiepenbos and Ann
Detweiler), his twin brother (Bill), and his

mother and stepfather (Anna and Eli Stoltzfus).

On July 28, 1957, he was ordained to the ministry

and served the Martins cong., Orrville, Ohio; the

College cong., Goshen, Ind.; and the Yellow
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Creek cong., Goshen, Ind. He and his brother
Bill were copastors of the Calvary Hour since

1956. He was a member of Yellow Creek Men-
nonite Church, where memorial services were
held on Sept. 19, in charge of Wes Bontreger
and Bill Detweiler; interment in Yellow Creek
Mennonite Cemetery.
Graber, Edwin, son of Benjamin and Anna

(Liechty) Graber, was born in De Kalb Co., Ind.,

May 24, 1930; died as a result of an accident at

his place of business at Grabill, Ind., Nov. 13,

1989; aged 59. On Oct. 7, 1951, he was married
to Lorene Yoder, who survives. Also surviving

are one son (Darrell), one daughter (Sharon
Wilson), one grandson, 2 brothers (Glenn and
Harry), and 3 sisters (Marie, Agnes Witmer, and
Lillian Hartman). He was preceded in death by
one sister (Carol Stamm). He was a member of

North Leo Mennonite Church, where funeral

services were held on Nov. 16, in charge of Ken
Bontreger and Ray Erb.

Hofstetter, Clyde G., son of David J. and
Lavina (Gerber) Hofstetter, was born at Kidron,
Ohio, Oct. 16, 1905; died of cancer at Walnut
Hills Nursing Home, Walnut Creek, Ohio, Nov.
25, 1989; aged 84. On Nov. 2, 1940, he was
married to Bertha Short, who survives. Also
surviving are one sister (Cora) and 4 brothers
(Sylvan, Lores, Willis, and Clair). He was pre-

ceded in death by 3 sisters and 2 brothers. He
was a member of Kidron Mennonite Church,
where memorial services were held on Nov. 29,

in charge of Enid Schloneger and Bill Detweiler;
interment in the church cemetery.
Jamison, Edna E. Barrett, daughter of

Claude and Rosa Barrett, was born at Valley
Falls, Kans., Sept. 15, 1900; died of heart failure

at Denver, Colo., Dec. 1, 1989; aged 89. On Apr.

6, 1921, she was married to Wilsie Jamison, who
survives. Also surviving are 2 daughters (Mau-
rine Bloom and Genelle Zahller), 7 grandchil-

dren, 16 great-grandchildren, and one
great-great-grandchild. She was a member of
Glennon Heights Mennonite Church. Funeral
services were held at More-Howard Mortuary in

charge of Ed Miller and Mark Miller; interment
in Crown Hill Cemetery.
King, Clarence, son of Christian and Mary

(Hostetler) King, was bom at Garden City, Mo.,
Jan. 12, 1911; died at Schowalter Villa, Hesston,
Kans., Nov. 14, 1989; aged 78. Surviving are 2
sisters (Clara Zimmerman and Adelia King) and
one brother (Hubert). He was a member of
Pleasant Valley Mennonite Church, where fu-

neral services were held on Nov. 18, in charge
of Weldon Martens; interment in Pleasant Val-
ley Mennonite Cemetery.
Kipfer, Cyranius, son of Nicolaus and Mag-

dalena (Albrecht) Kipfer, was born at Milverton,
Ont, Nov. 25, 1899; died at Nithview Home, New
Hamburg, Ont., Nov. 21, 1989; aged nearly 90.

He was married to Lena Lichti, who died on Jan.

1, 1987. Also surviving are 6 sons (Wilbur,
Walter, Edward, Lester, James, and Ray), 2
daughters (Esther Haunn and Marie Gingerich),

23 grandchildren, 27 great-grandchilden, and 4
sisters (Laura Litwiller, Melinda Hostettler,
Freda Zehr, and Gertrude Leis). He was pre-
ceded in death by 3 sons (Charles, Robert, and
Harold). He was a member of Steinmann Men-
nonite Church, where funeral services were held
on Nov. 23, in charge of Fred Lichti and Vernon
Zehr; interment in Riverside Cemetery.
Kratz, Samuel N., son of Sylvanus F. and

Lizzie (Nyce) Kratz, was born at Skippack, Pa.,

Feb. 9, 1920; died at Lehigh Valley Medical
Center, Allentown, Pa., Nov. 19, 1989; aged 69.

He was married to Alma H. Alderfer, who died
in November 1959. He was later married to
Grace H. Alderfer, who survives. Also surviving
are 2 daughters (Louise A. Myers and Marilyn
A. Krupp), 2 sons (Floyd A. and Donald A.), 9
grandchildren, 3 sisters (Esther Landis, Martha
Kratz, and Mae Ruth), and one brother (Wayne
N.). He was a member of Souderton Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Nov. 21, in charge of Gerald A. Clemmer and
Robert N. Johnson; interment in Souderton
Mennonite Cemetery.

McCloud, Beulah Ellen, daughter of Mose
and Ella (Kauffman) Chupp, was born in White
Cloud, Mich., Aug. 9, 1905; died at LuAnn
Nursing Home, Nov. 18, 1989; aged 84. On Sept.

8, 1928, she was married to Mitchell McCloud,
who died July 11, 1959. She was a member of
North Main Street Mennonite Church, where
funeral services were held on Nov. 21, in charge
of John C. King; interment in Union Cemetery.
Moyer, Ella Weber, daughter of Jacob H.

and Sallie (Weber) Moyer, was born in Franco-
nia Twp., Pa., Feb. 19, 1912; died at Lehigh
Medical Center, Nov. 26, 1989; aged 77. Surviv-
ing are 3 sisters (Sara Moyer, Eva Gehman, and
Anna Moyer), and one brother (Howard Moyer).
She was a member of Salford Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Nov. 29, in charge of Willis A. Miller and John
L. Ruth; interment in Salford Mennonite Cem-
etery.

Peachey, Byron J., son of Gideon J. and
Emma (Allgyer) Peachey, was born at Believille,

Pa., June 24, 1922; died at his home at Belleville,

Pa., Nov. 26, 1989; aged 67. On Mar. 5, 1944, he
was married to Paulene Zook, who survives. Also
surviving are 2 daughters (Esther Murphy and
Joyce Yoder), 2 sons (Leander and Frank), 3

grandchildren, one sister (Verda), one brother
(John A.), one half brother (Roy I.), and 2 half
sisters (Nelda R. Peachey and Ellie Hartzler).

He was preceded in death by one sister (Dorothy
Peachey) and one half sister (Ethel Petersheim).
He was a member of Maple Grove Mennonite
Church, where funeral services were held on
Nov. 29, in charge of Robert L. Hartzler and Erie
Renno; interment in Locust Grove Cemetery.

Calendar
Provided by General Board ofMennonite Church

Eastern Mennonite Seminary interterm, Harrisonburg, Va Jan
2-26

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries interterm, Elkhart
Ind., Jan. 8-26

Mennonite Board of Education annual meeting, Sarasota Fla
Jan. 11-13

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary school for leadership
training (ministers week), Harrisonburg, Va., Jan. 15-18

Mennonite Central Committee annual meeting, Winkler, Man
Jan. 26-27

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminaries pastors week
Elkhart, Ind., Jan. 29-Feb. 2

Mennonite Publishing House board of directors, Pittsburgh Pa
Feb. 9-10

Mennonite Church Nominating Committee. Elkhart, Ind., Feb
9-10

Women's Missionary and Service Commission executive com-
mittee, Elkhart, Ind., Feb. 16-18

Mennonite Board of Missions board of directors, Elkhart Ind
Feb. 22-24

Mennonite Health Association annual meeting. Nashville, Tenn.
Feb. 23-28

Goshen Biblical Seminary board of overseers, Newton, Kans
Feb. 28-Mar. 1

Rosedale Bible Institute mission conference, Irwin, Ohio, Mar
2-4

Allegheny Conference delegates spring meeting, Belleville, Pa.,
Mar. 3

Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary board of trustees,
Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 5-6

Ohio Conference annual session, Kidron, Ohio, Mar. 8-10
Hesston College board of overseers, Hesston, Kans., Mar. 9-10

Goshen College board of overseers. Goshen. Ind., Mar. 9-10
Atlantic Coast Conference meeting, Lancaster, Pa., Mar. 10-11

Mennonite Church Coordinating Council. Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 13

Lancaster Conference spring assembly, Lancaster, Pa., Mar. 15

Lancaster Conference annual meeting, Lancaster, Pa., Mar. 16-18

Mennonite Board of Congregational Ministries board of direc-
tors, Elkhart, Ind., Mar. 22-24

Conference on Menno Simons, Harrisonburg, Va., Mar. 23-24
Vision 95 Mid-Course Review, Cassopolis, Mich., Mar. 26-27
Illinois Conference annual meeting. Freeport, 111., Mar. 30-31
Military Tax Consultation, Goshen, Ind., May 11-13

Mennonite World Conference Assembly 12, Winnipeg, Man., July
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Items & comments
Compiled from Religious News Service and a
variety ofother sources.

Czech Christians call for changes
in church-state relations

Baptists in Czechoslovakia have formally

offered proposals to government officials

drafting a new constitution. The Baptists

in their recent annual conference called for

equal rights for all church bodies, an end

to discrimination against the children of

believers in state schools, the right of

Christians to study to be teachers, alterna-

tives to military service, an end to capital

punishment, and access to broadcasting.

Catholic cardinal Frantisek Tomasek of

Prague, whom the government has invited

to participate in the commission rewriting

the constitution, said there should not be

a Marxist monopoly on education, and he

called for all denominations to be allowed

to effectively govern themselves. The
Czech government still tightly controls the

churches and movements of church lead-

ers.

East German churches play key role

in history-shaking developments
East German churches played key roles

in the events leading up to the history-

shaking developments of the past few

weeks in their country. Church leaders

have been in the forefront of calls for

freedom of travel for all citizens, demo-
cratic and honest elections, cessation of

police brutality against protesters, and

separation of state and communist party.

And churches served as forums and gath-

ering places for large rallies of activists

who spilled out onto the streets to demon-
strate for reforms.

Leipzig's St. Nicholas Church is the cen-

ter of the mass pro-democracy movement
that has engulfed the country. Senior Lu-

theran leader Guenter Krusche of East

Berlin was among the voices calling for

"secret and free elections" to choose a new
government Cabinet, and days later the

Cabinet resigned en masse.

Conferring with East Germany's Protes-

tant leadership was one of the first things

Egon Krenz did after taking over as his

country's leader. In his first televised

speech to the nation he told "all religious

citizens" that "socialist society needs and
wants your contribution. More unites us

than divides us."

Of East Germany's 16 million people,

about half are nominally Christian, but

membership in the eight provincial

churches of the Federation of Protestant

Churches has dipped to less than 5 million

by some accounts. East German churches

have enjoyed a relatively high degree of

religious freedom compared to conditions

in some other communist countries.

Many congregations in West Berlin have

partner congregations in East Berlin, and

when the wall dividing the city opened up

recently, a number of East Berliners

showed up to worship with their fellow

believers in West Berlin for the first time.

"There was rejoicing and hugs and kisses

with our people whom they knew from their

visits in East Berlin," West Berlin pastor

Harry Perkiewicz recounted. Emperor Wil-

liam Memorial Church in West Berlin

scheduled services of thanksgiving every

two hours on the day the wall opened as

hundreds of thousands of people flocked

to the city, and its Sunday services the next

day were crowded.

Church leaders among SWAPO
victors in Namibia elections

The South West Africa People's Organi-

zation, which for 23 years waged a war to

liberate Namibia from South African rule,

won a majority of seats in the recent

independence elections but failed to re-

ceive enough votes to impose its own
constitution and policies. During its long

war of independence, SWAPO received

both material and moral support from a

variety of church groups—the World
Council of Churches among them—and at

least two high-ranking church leaders are

among the 41 successful SWAPO candi-

dates. They are Zephania Kameeta, dep-

uty bishop of the Evangelical Lutheran

Church in South-West Africa, and Matti

Amadhila, deputy bishop of the Evangeli-

cal Lutheran Church in Namibia.

Women's ordination gets initial nod
in Church of England
Amid fierce debate, women's ordination

has been approved by the Church of

England's general synod. The vote in the

three-tiered synod to open the priesthood

to females carried 34-17 among bishops,

149-85 among clergy, and 144-78 among
laity. If the dioceses approve the measure,

it will come back to the general synod in

1992, where it will need two-thirds ap-

proval by each group. It must also win the

nod of Parliament and Queen Elizabeth II.

With clear sailing, the earliest women
could be ordained in 1993.

Archbishop of Canterbury Robert
Runcie, the head of the Church of England,

said the issue was a dilemma for him: on

the one hand, theological arguments could

justify ordaining women, but on the other,

women priests would have a detrimental

effect on unity talks with the Roman Cath-

olic Church. But he said he would vote to

allow discussion of the issue to proceed in

the dioceses despite remaining undecided

on the basic point himself. The outcome

places greater distance between the Angli-

cans and the Catholics, further dampening

the hopes of Anglican "high church" tradi-

tionalists for eventual reunion of the two

branches of Christendom.

Dalai Lama meets with Jews
to learn their secret of survival

The Dalai Lama, Tibet's exiled Buddhist

leader, met with a group of American Jews

for the first time in Washington recently to

learn what he called the Jewish "secret

technique" of survival. The Buddhist

leader was given a shofar (ram's horn) and

tallit (woolen prayer shawl) as gifts during

the meeting, which was arranged by a

group of American Buddhists who say their

Jewish heritage is an important part of

their identity. The Dalai Lama compared

the diaspora of the Tibetan people follow-

ing the Chinese Communist takeover of

their land in 1959 to the Jewish diaspora

that followed the destruction of the Second

Temple in Jerusalem in the year 70.

Methodists pick 13 Washington-area
churches to lead drug fight

The United Methodist Church has

named 13 congregations in the predomi-

nantly black Anacostia section of Washing-

ton and in adjoining Prince Georges
County, Md., to spearhead an experimen-

tal block-by-block war on drugs. The
churches were named during a recent wor-

ship service at which congregational repre-

sentatives stepped forward to recite a

covenant committing their churches to the

program. Representatives of the 13

churches then met with Bishop Felton

May—who has been selected to head up
the project on a special one-year assign-

ment—and Washington-area United Meth-
odist officials.

Paris rabbi sympathetic to Muslim
fight against headgear ban
The chief Jewish rabbi of Paris, France,

has voiced support for Muslim girls who
are battling regulations that forbid the

wearing of religious headgear in French

public schools. The issue received interna-

tional coverage when an estimated 400

Muslims demonstrated in Paris recently to

protest the restrictions, which had led to

the expulsion of five Muslim girls from

schools in Marseilles, Avignon, and the

Paris suburb of Creil. Alain Goldmann, the

chief rabbi of Paris, said the ban on reli-

gious headgear is an example of intoler-

ance.
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Are the '80s really over?
We measure the passing of time in units: sec-

onds, minutes, decades, centuries, millenniums.
Why is such measurement important to us? For
one thing, it helps to keep our lives orderly. We
can plan ahead and look back on the basis of

these time measurements. Perhaps too it is a
kind of mental and emotional hedge against the
fact of our own mortality.

Of all the mammals, we are the ones who
know that we must die. Is the keeping of time a

hedge against facing the facts of death? I do not
know. But I do know that keeping time is a fact

of life. It is what we do.

More than the usual attention is afforded the

passing of decades and centuries. As for millen-

niums, they turn so seldom that we are uncer-
tain how to respond. But we have some time yet
to give thought to this. Exactly how long is a

matter of some discussion.

Some are saying that the last year of the old

should be considered the one ending in zero, not
the one ending in nine. In this scheme, the '90s

would not really begin until '91, and the next cen-
tury and millennium would not begin until 2001.

I do not see this as the most urgent problem for

these declining years of the 20th century, but it

may be worth a little thought. One reasonable so-

lution would be to consider the first year of the
new decade as a swing year. It looks both ways.
We have already begun to speak of the '90s

and we will continue to do so whether or not
these are to begin with '90 or '91. In the mean-
time we will continue to deal with old problems
left over from the '80s—and the decades before
this. The influences of the '80s will not disap-

pear with the turning of the calendar.

The Gospel Herald is using the coming of the

'90s as an occasion for two series of articles.

One, to be titled "Issues Facing the Mennonite
Church in the '90s," will begin with the next
issue. Another one called "Texts for the '90s"

will follow later. Writers of the first have been
asked to help us consider a Christian response
to problems that continue into the '90s from the
decades before. Writers of the second series are

asked to choose relevant texts from the Bible
and give us a word from the Lord for today.

As an introduction to all this, Freeman Miller

has written "Facing the '90s." He has provided a

list of issues. The editors earlier drew up a list

in consultation with Mennonite leaders through-

out the U.S. and Canada. Although the issues ap-
pearing on the two lists are not all the same,
there is considerable overlap.

One of the instructions to writers of these
"issues" articles is to help us understand the
background of the subject: how we got to where
we are. None of these problems has emerged
overnight. So the passing of the years and the
decades as units of measurement provide an oc-

casion for taking stock and considering our re-

sources for meeting in the future what the past
has brought upon us.

Most of the decades since the beginning of

World War I have had sufficient trouble that at

the end we would like to forget the past one like

a bad dream and look forward to better times in

the new one. The events of the '80s bring to

mind much that we would wish to forget. An ex-

ception that proves the rule is provided by the

demise of the Berlin Wall and the new liberties

in Eastern Europe.
In other places of the world the memories are

less pleasant. A recent candidate for U.S. presi-

dent called for a "kinder, gentler" society. This
seemed a tacit acknowledgment that the '80s

have treated numbers of U.S. citizens in a mean
and ungentle fashion.

Even more distressed are the poor in Central

America. Recently I heard Cori and Larry Leh-
man-Miller, Mennonite Central Committee direc-

tors in El Salvador, report on the sequence of

events which led to their leaving the country.

The war in El Salvador has been one of the bad
dreams of the '80s: 70,000 people have been
killed in a small country with some 5 million. In

another sense, this is no new war. As Larry re-

called, someone referred to this as a 10-year

war, but a Salvadoran replied, "This war has

been going on ever since Columbus."
If this is so, can there be any hope of solution?

The Scriptures suggest that, on the one hand,

no, we should not expect such problems to be
solved. They are part of the human condition

and, as Paul wrote to the Romans, the whole cre-

ation groans.

On the other hand, the Scriptures are always
hopeful and we do well to keep hope alive. Each
new decade—as each new day—is a new oppor-
tunity to witness to the reality of the kingdom of

heaven among us. So let us do in the '90s.

—Daniel Hertzler
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